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ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING

Everytliint: is now in n>atlinp.48

for tlio Annual HusinossMfeting to

be held in the Chat«'a»i Lauritr. Otta-
wa, on AVcdne.sday, Fchruary 4. b«*-

ginninij at 10 a.m. it i.s hoped thrre
will be a gootl attendance of our
members, as in addition to the re-

view of the work of the year, the
election of officers, etc., several im-

portant matters will be diseussetl for

presentation to the Government
durinof the coui-se of the day. The
Canatlian Lundn-iinen's Association

meets on the i)receding day, conclud-

ing with a banquet in the evening.

THE MAPLE SUGAR INDUSTRY

Attention is directed to the article

in this issue by Dr. Geo. V\sk, of

^lontreal, who, as the developer of a

maple sugar grove on mo<lern lines,

shows what can be done with rough

and hilly lands, which are entirely

unsuited to other crops. Then? is

so much of this kind of land in Can-

ada that the possibility of develop-

ing it in the way indicated l)y Dr.

Fisk is of the greatest importance

to Canada. We trust our members

will give it a carefid reading.

COMMISSION OF CONSERVA
TION.

A nundjer of matters of interest

to our mendjers were dealt with at

the meeting of the Commission of

Conservation in Ottawa Jan. 20 and

21. A report of this meeting will

be found on another page. Of par-

ticular weight are th*- ' arks of

the Chairman of th. mission,

Hon. Clifford Sifton, in regard to the
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need for the extension of Civil Ser-

vice regulations to the outside Civil

Service, and also in reference to the

co-ordination of the work of the

various branches handling Dominion
forest matters, Avhicli he considered

necessary in order to secure the

greatest efficiency.

MR. AUBREY WHITE, C.M.G.

Among those who were honored by His
Majesty King George the Fifth on New
Year's Day, 1914, was Mr. Aubrey White,
who was created a Companion of the
Order of St. Michael and St. George (C.
M.G.) Mr. White entered the Crown
Lands Department of Ontario in the out-
side service in 1876, and was made Deputy
Commissioner in 1887. Later, when the
office was enlarged and the title changed,
he was made Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests, which is his present office.

Mr. White has been a pioneer in the mat-
ter of forest conservation, having recom-
mended and organized, in 1885, the first

forest fire protective patrol system on the
continent. Mr. White is a Past President
of the Canadian Forestry Association, and
is one of its most active Directors. His
reports and bulletins always receive the
most careful consideration from forest
administrators. For over a quarter of a

century he has been the administrative
head of the Department producing the
greatest part of Ontario's revenue, and
one of the largest forest services in the
world. The Toronto News thus refers to
Mr. White's new honor:
'The New Year honor conferred upon

Mr. Aubrey White was thoroughly de-
served. Civil servants in this country are
none too richly recompensed in a material
sense, and the prerogative of the Crown is

well employed in seeking out men like the
Deputy Minister for special distinction.

Under Liberal and Conservative Govern-
ments alike Mr. White has labored long
and faithfully in the public interest. He
is one of the most capable administrators
in the Province, and in decorating him the
Sovereign has recognized the whole civil

service afresh in a gratifying manner. Mr.
White will wear his C. M. G. with becom-
ing dignity.

'

Within the three National parks
in which the Dominion Government
maintains the buffalo in a state of

semi captivity says the sixth annual
report of the American Bison Society,

there were at the end of March, 1913
1,287 buffalo. The number of males
was approximately the same as the

number of females, a larger number
of the former being aged. The total

number of calves successfully raised

during the year was 221. An estim-

ate of the number of wood bison in

JMackenzie River territory and of

those loaned by the Dominion Govern-
ment to city parks, etc., makes the

total number of pure bred bison in

Canada about 1,600.

Owing to the crowded state of the

columns of the Journal this month,

several articles dealing with forestry

in British Columbia and Ontario had
to be held over until the February
issue.

Mr. H. A. Preston of Massey, Northern
Ontario, writes condemning the careless-

ness that is often responsible for the

spread of, destructive forest fires and sug-

gesting that the Government be more strict

in enforcing the law prohibiting settlers

setting fires during the months of June
July and August.

—

Rod and Gun.



Possibilities of a Modern Maple Grove

By Dr. George Fisk, Montreal, Proprietor of Maple Glen Reserve, Magog,
Quebec.

The Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion is authority for the statement

that 50% of the land in the Domin-
ion of Canada is fit only for growing
tree crops. The many deserted

farms in the outlying districts of the

Province of Quebec tend to confirm

this opinion, for if we investigate

why these farms have been deserted,

we learn that as soon as the lumber-

men had cropped the neighboring
lands of the best lumber, the outly-

ing farmers found it difficult to

make a living from handling crops

without the aid of the tree crops. A
move to a new farm in an unlum-
bered district provided him with
profitable work for the whole year.

These farms that have been deserted

in this way have soon grown up to a

second growth, principally of the
hard wood varieties, and in many
cases with a very large percentage,
if not a pure growth of maple. It

would appear, then, if lumbering
was at one time profitable, and the
annual crops were not sufficiently

profitable to retain the farmer, that
the question of reforesting these
farms warrants very careful consid-
eration.

In districts of sandy soil the pine
tree is the favorite for replanting,
and should be a commercial success.

However, the investor could not
hope to realize a return on the in-

vestment in less than sixty years,

the average time required for a pine
tree to grow to a diameter of 18
inches. This proposition is hardly

View in Dr. Fisk's Bush, Showing Metal Sap Pipes.
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attractive to the farmer who must
of necessity count on an early return

from his investment. The only

natural forest tree in Canada which
may be cropped while it is slowly

growing to maturity for lumber is

the maple tree. This may be tapped

with profit for the production of

maple sugar after it has grown to

the size of six or eight inches, and so

provide a revenue long before it is

large enough to give the best returns

as lumber. In twenty-five or thirty

years after a tree the size of a broom
handle has been transplanted, it

should yield a very profitable return

for the time and money invested.

The most suitable locations in this

Province of Quebec for maple groves
are along the ridges and hillsides,

and it is not difficult to find many
hillsides gradually sloping, which
have been cleared or partially

cleared, and are now grown up to

thickets of hardwood, in which
maple largely predominates. Mr. R.

H. Campbell, Director of the For-
estry Branch of the Department of

the Interior, concludes an interest-

ing comparison between the pine

tree and the maple tree as follows

:

'When one considers the revenue
derived aftei- the thirtieth year from
the sap, and the higher prices ob-

tainable for thinnings as fuel, or

making acetic acid, wood alcohol

and charcoal, there seems but little

doubt that the maple would in the
end be the more profitable tree. This
is particularly true in the case of the
small wood-lot owner, or farmer,
who has many uses for the wood,
and especially where the maple al-

ready exists in the stand and natural
reproduction can be secured.'

Let us examine this problem of a
maple orchard ideal in location, ar-

rangement and outfit for producing
maple sugar of the highest quality
at the lowest possible cost. To pro-
duce an article economically is, of
course, to produce it in fairly large
quantities. It is, therefore probably

wise to develop as large an area as
possible in one sugar orchard. The
chief expense in administering a
sugar orchard is in gathering the sap
from tree to tree. The quickest and
most economical method of doing
this is by gravity through a system
of pipe lines. The orchard prefer-

ably should be placed around a slop-

ing hillside, not too rough or steep

for the necessary road where team-
ing is needed, and this entire slope

should focus at some point lower
down, where the sugar cabin and
storage tanks should be placed.

It is not difficult to find in this

Province of Quebec many suitable

areas in which more than 30 or 40
acres of hillside are tributary to a

suitable point for a sugar cabin. If

we take, then, for illustration, a unit

of thirty acres, sloping preferably to

the east or southeast, we would in

time be able, by proper planting, to

have an orchard of 4,000 trees or
more, estimating 133 trees per acre.

This should mean 4,000 buckets, or,

perhaps, more, if some trees are large
enough to permit of more than one
bucket. If this area contains maple
trees already, it simplifies the under-
taking very much, as it will not be
necessary for the owner to wait
twenty-five years for the full matur-
ity of his orchard. If the other var-

ieties of wood are first cleared out,

and the vacant places filled by plant-

ing young maples where necessary,

the orchard will go on improving
year by year.

In considering the economical ad-
ministration, small subsidiary cabins
should be built at convenient points

to allow for the storage of tanks,

covers, spouts and piping, each cabin
to contain from 500 to 1,000 buckets.
This facilitates tapping in the early
spring, when the snow is deep and
the transportation is difficult. With
a system of two-inch galvanized
sheet iron pipe in 10 ft. lengths,

which can be placed in position on a
series of posts, or suspended from a
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View of Inside of Sugar House, Maple Glen Reserve.

journev-
With"a

line of barb wire, so as to be easily

taken up after the season is over and
stored in the cabin, all long haiilint;

of sap is obviated. The collector of

sap. with a neck yoke and two pails,

gathers the sap from tree to tree, and
empties it at pleasure into the near-

est pipe by means of a connecting;

hopper. The sap flows direct to tlie

storage tank, and the collector

Avastes no time in needless

ings to the storage tank.

complete line of piping, it is nevei'

necessary for a collector to travel

more than a few yards before empty-
ing his load. A good man should be

able to gather all the sap from 600

to 800 trees each day in this way.
It is very important that the

evaporating outfit should be ami)le

for the size of the sugar orchard. We
see all too frequently small evapor-

ating accommodation, necessitating

much overtime work. The largest

evaporator at the present time on the

market is a 6 ft. x 24 ft. This is not

at all unwieldly, and can be ojjerated

by one man with little more trouble

than one of one-fourth the area. In

most sugar orchards this size should

be ample for an orchard of 4,000

trees, by providing a night shift for

boiling. The next point is to provide

large buckets, covers, and satisfac-

tory sj)Outs to give the best possible

returns from each tree tapped. It is

a frequent observation that small

buckets waste one-half of the sap
Avhich flows, and that uncoveretl

buckets in rainy weather waste
yearly all the sap.

It has been estimated that about

9% of the sugar content of the maple
tree is obtained fi'om a single tap-

ping. It is also an opuiion of ex-

perts that if 207t could be obtained

no damage would be done to the tree.

If some Avay is devised by w'hich an
increased flow could be obtained it

would increase the commercial re-

turns materially.

In administei'ing a sugar orchard
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A Gala Day in a Sugar Bush at Algonq.uin Park, Ontario.

it is a well known fact that if the

orchard is concentrated over a small

area it is much more economical than
where the trees are wide apart. Care-

ful reforesting of the barren areas in

the orchard will, in time, give an
ideal orchard for economical admin-
istration.

There are many points in the cabin
and woodshed which may be ad-

justed for economical administra-

tion. A large evaporator will fre-

quently absorb three cords of wood
during the day. This is a lot to

bring in by the armful. An over-

head rail from the woodshed Avith a

truck suspending platform will

simplify this very much. There are
many other similar points of econ-
omy which we will not mention.
Let us estimate, then, the results

at the end of twenty-five years after

careful reforesting that one would
expect to obtain. With an area of

thirty acres, averaging 135 trees, or

135 buckets to the acre, and one

large evaporator, it would be pos-

sible for six men to administer this

with comparative ease. The average
annual return should be about two
pounds of sugar per tree, or one gal-

lon of syrup to five trees. If a high
quality of sugar and syrup were
made, as it should be under these

conditions, a high price should be
obtained for the i)roduct, at least

$1.50 per gallon, for the syrup, and
15 cents a pound for the sugar, on an
average. This should show a gross
return of $1,200 per annum. Allow-
ing an ample wage list of $300, the

depreciation of plant of $100 (which
is over generous), the net returns

would be $800, or $20.66 per acre,

which is a very good return for what
is now waste land. .

The labor problem, of course, is a
very important factor in any esti-

mate of this kind, but the sugar sea-

son is a quiet one with those who
work on the farm and in the lumber
woods, and with proper accommoda-
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tion I'oi- the men, preferably in the

snivel r oi'c'hard itself, it shonUl not be
diU'icult to provide and retain ade-

quate skiUed hd:>or. To many a

farmer who has a wood lot and taps

a few trees that nature has given
him. the return is not large for the

labor, but the same thing i)revailed

in the apple industry, when the

farmer attemj)ted to sell a few seed-

ling apples from accidental fruit

ti-ees al>out the fences and clearings.

To-day select orchard lands are

j)lanted, ilrainetl, cultivated, and
carefully tended, and I am free to

say that, considering the initial cost

of suitable apple tree land, and the

subsequent expense of planting and
caring for the orchard, the return is

not greater, nor the investment more

secure, than would be a nuiple or-

chard well located and well admin-
istered. Furthermore, much of the
land suitable for maple trees is quite
unsuitable for fruit trees, and young
nuii)le trees are found on every hand
i-eady for planting, and recpiire no
spraying or cultivating. The neces-
sary capital to plant a maple or-
chard is far below the amount re-

quired to plant a fi'uit orchai-d.

If our Government should wisely
limit the use of the word 'maple' to
absolutely pure nuiple products, it

would then be a perfectly safe com-
mercial venture to reforest nuiny of
the waste areas, and develop those
gorgeous maple groves which are at
once the glory and salvation of our
northern hillsides.

Commtssion of Conservation

Fifth Amiual Meeting a Notable Event.

The fifth annual meeting of the Commis-
sion of Conservation of Canada Avas held
in the Board Eoom of the new offices of
the Commission, Masonic Temple, Ottawa,
on Jan. 20 and 21. The Chairman, Hon.
Clifford Sifton, who was unavoidably
absent last year, occupied the chair, and
the proceedings throughout were of the
most interesting and important character.
The meeting opened with the address of
the Chairman, in w-hich he reviewed the
work before the Commission. The head-
ings of the different paragraphs indicate
the wide scope of this important pro-
nouncement. These are: Water and Water
Powers, Fisheries, Game and Fur Bearing
Animals, Oyster Culture, Minerals, Agri-
culture, Agricultural Survey, Illustration
Farms, Public Health, Town Planning,
Forestry, The Trent Watershed Survey,
Fire Protection, Investigation of Forest
Eesources, Fore.stry on Dominion Timber
Berths, Permanency of Forest Service.

Address of Hon. Clifford Sifton.

.As the address of Hon. Mr. Sifton would
in itself fill nearly the whole of this issue
of the Journal, it will be possible, on this

occasion, to give only a few of his most
striking points in regard to forestry. In
dealing with the cut-over territory in the
Trent watershed of Ontario, he suggested

Dominion, provincial or municipal owner-
ship of the territory in question, the
redrafting of regulations governing the
timber limits still active there, and the
appointment of a forester to have charge
of the region. Fire protection work along
the railway lines (under Mr. Clyde Leavitt
acting for the Dominion Kailway Commis-
sion and in co-operation with the Dominion
and provincial forest services), was gone
into with great care. The results which
had been secured by the co-operative
handling of the railway fire protection
work had been admirable. In the West
practically no criticism could be made in

this matter. The eastern provinces were
more conservative and comj)letion of the
organization was slower. However, as-

surances received indicated a much more
satisfactory organization in the East in

1914. For the most i)art, the railways had
endeavored to comply honestly with the
various requirements. In order to com-
plete the work of fire protection along
railways, further action was necessary
respecting lines not under the Railway
Commission. These were the Government
railways and the provincially chartered
railways. New legislation was required
regarding provincial railways, and in-

creaseil administrative action in regard to
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Dominion railway's. The situation along

Government railways had shown marked
iniproveemnt during the year, but much
remained to be done before the system
would be as intensive as that now required

on lines subject to the Railway Commis-
sion. The suggestion had been made to

the Minister of Railways and was now
under his consideration, that the Govern-
ment railways be placed under the regula-

tions of the Railway Commission.

Forestry on Dominion Timber Berths.

In discussing 'Forestry on Dominion
Timber Berths,' Mr. Sifton said:

'Duriag the past summer a tention has been
given to forest conditions on the public domain
in Alberta, >Saskatche\van and Manitoba and the

Railway Belt of British Columbia. In this work
particular a tention was paid to the matter of

fire prevention through brush disposal, and to

the question of securing a natural reproduction
of the forest through control of the methods of

cutting. In addition to certain technical fea-

tures, the question of organization is involved,
owing to the fact that jurisdicion of the timber
lands of the Dominion Government is divided be-
tween three separate branches of the Department
of the Interior.

'As to the timber berths, responsibility rests
upon the Timber and Grazing Branch, which is

to a large extent in practice, a fiscal organiza ion,

charged with such work as the collection of reve-
nue, the prevention of trespass and the admin-
istration of grazing leases.

'The question of brush disposal as a fire pre-
ventive measure, and of so controlling the methods
of cutting as to ensure the ])erpetuation of the
forest, are the principal technical features of
present-day forestry practice. Provision for these
matters is made in the licenses covering all timber
berths, but, unfortunately, none of the Iranches
of the Departments having to do with Forests
have at work a sufficient staff of trained men to
enforce these provisions. The Crown Timl er
Agents and their office staffs are obviously un-
able to devote any personal at ention to these
matters in the field. The Inspectors under the
Crown Timber Agents are the only men upon
whom this work can fall under the present plan
of organization. Of these, there are one at New
Westminster, one at Kamloops, one at Calgary,
si.x at Edmonton, four at Prince .Vlbert, and five
at Winnipeg. The time of these men has pre-
viously been fully occupied with the duties regu-
larly incident to their positions, and it is hope'.ess
to expect that anything like adequate results can
be accomplished by trying to impose upon these
already fully occupied men the responsibility for
the enforcement of the technical forestry provi-
sions of the licenses. These provisions have not
been enforced in the past on the licensed timber
berths, nor can they by any possibilitv be enforced
without the appointment of skilled of^cers especial-
ly charged with this duty. Thus we have the
anomalous situation of a lack of technical super-
vision of logging operations upon lands con ain-
ing the greater quantity of the accessible mer-
chantable timber which is now the propertv of the
Dominion Government.

'The particular way in which the remedv should
be worked out is, of course, strictly a

" Depart-
mental matter. The main considera'tion is that
the results ought to be accomplished in some
way.

'The above remarks are not intended, and
should not be considered, as an unfriendlv criti-
cism. The situation simply appears to be that
no effective provision for the administration of
forestrj' regulations upon the timber berths of the
public domain has yet been made. As a result,
the protec'ion and perpetuation of the forest upon
the best timbered areas, both within and outside
the forest reserves and parks, is most seriouslv
endangered.

'While this is the case it gives me pleasure to

draw attention to the excellent work of the same
Department in connection with o'her branches of
forestry work, the care of reserves, prevention of
fire and the encouragement of tree planting.
There seems no reason to doubt that the officers

of the Department will make effective use of any
powers bestowed upon them.

Permanence of Forest Service.
'Following the last annual meeting, representa-

tions were made to the Dominion and Provincial
Governments favouring the extension of the merit
system of appointment in forestry and fire-pro-

tection work.
'I regret to say that as yet very little has been

done toward carrying out the recommendations
made. With regard to this measure it is essential
that the Commission should not cease to reiterate
its views. Whatever may be said of other branches
of the service, it is an unquestionable fact that
not even a moderate degree of efficiency and
economy can be a'tained in forest service without
a permanent and specially trained staff.

'It frequently happens that men appointed in
the ordinary political method from business life

make very good officers while they have to deal
only with collection of revenue and with what has
heretofore been considered the usual work of a
Crown Timber Officer, but, as fire rangers and
supervisors of forestry regulations, such men are,

when first appointed, absolutely useless. They
will learn if they devote themselves to the work
and stay long enough in' one position, but at best
such a system is extravagant and inefficient.

'.A.t this stage of our work the prime necessity
is to get the Governments of the Dominion and
the Provinces to place the forestry staffs upon a
permanent basis providing for appointment and
promotion only for merit and qualification through
the Civil Service Commission.'

Other Forestry Work.
The other items on the program directly

referring to forest conservation were as

follows:—'Work of the Committee on
Forests,' bv Mr. CIvde Leavitt; 'Forestry
Work in the Trent Watershed,' by Dr. B.
E. Fernow, and ' Work of the Dominion
Forestry Branch,' by Mr. R. H. Campbell.
Mr. Leavitt 's paper was a review of the
work of the year on the lines of his report
for 1912, which was reviewed in the
Journal last month, and a report of this

will be printed later.

Dr. B. E. Fernow, dean of the Faculty
of Forestry of Toronto University, in his

report on the Trent watershed, showed the
serious consequences which have followed
the agricultural settlement of a district

which, for the most jtart, was essentially

non-agricultural in character. The soil

having cjuickly become impoverished from
cultivation, the people who remained on
the poorer lands were existing under
undesirable economic conditions. Repeated
fires had destroyed a young growth having
a potential stumpage value of millions of
dollars, besides facilitating erosion and so

changing the composition of the forest
that its possible futui'e value was greatly
decreased.
Moreover, the destruction of the forest

had had a very detrimental effect on the
water supply of the Trent Canal. This
was a question of serious import to the
Dominion Government, which had already
spent something like $10,000,000 on the
canal project. The provincial government
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hail also a jj'"'^'''*^ intiMost in the matter,
since it still controlled approximately one-

thiril of the area in (piestion. The problem
of efficient fire protection and of the
reforestation of the non-agricultural areas
was so imi>ortant as to justify a confer-

ence between representatives of tlie two
governments, lookinij toward the adoption
of a definite co-operative [>lau for its

solution.

Mr. R. II. Campbell, Dominion Director
of Forestry, maile a brief statement cover-

ing tlie work of the Dominion Forestry
Branch, which will be published later.

Among the members of the Canadian
Forestry Association who attended the
meeting were Senator Edwards, Ottawa;
Mr. W. I^. Snowball, Chatham, X. B.; Sir

Edmund Osier, Mr. J. F. MacKaj-, Dr. C.

C. James ami Mr. G. F. Beer, of Toronto;
Hon. J. A. Matheson, Premier of P. E. I.;

Dr. C. C. Jones, Chancellor of the Univer-
sity of New Brunswick; Dr. Howard Mur-
ray, Dalhousie L'niversity, Halifax; Lt.-

Col. Jeffrey H. Borland and Dr. Frank D.
Adams. Montreal.
Recommendatious of Committee on Forests.

The recoiniiit^ndations of the Committee on For-
ests whii-h were signed by Hon. W. C. Edwards,
Chairman, Dr. B. E. Fernow, and yW. W. B.
Snowball, were adopted as follows

:

The Comini tee on Forests finds that, since the
last annual meeting, the situation, to which its

reioniinendations at that time refirred. has chans-
I'd but lit le, and that it run with propriety repeat
most of the propositions then formulated, with
some additions.

1. The pri)tection from forest fires, in whieh
a decided progress has been made, slill requires
assiduous effort to make it effective in all direc-
tons.

J. The mailer of fij-eprotection along Govern-
ment railways should be further taken up with
the Dominion tioverninent, and such railways
should be made subject to the fire reuuiations
prescribed by the Board of Railway Commissioners
for lines subject to its jurisdiction.

•t. Representations should be made to the Gov-
ernments of Nova .Scotia, New Brunswick, On-
tario and .\lberla, urRing that both legislative and
administrative provision be made for requiring
provincially chartered railways to take ade(|uate
steps to safeguard the adjacent country from
tires due to railway causes.

4. The ascertainment or inventory of timber
supplies has been properly begun in British Col-
umbia, in cooperation with the Provincial Forest
Branch and with the Forestry Branch of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and" in Saskatchewan
in cooperation with the Dominion Fores'.ry
Branch. This work .should be persistently con-
tinued. Cooperation of the provincial government
of New Brunswick for the same purpose should
l)e encouraged, and the governments of Ontario
and Quebec invited lo pursue a similar course.

5. The attention of the Dominion and Pro-
vincial Governments should be again drawn to the
vital necessity of withholding from settlement all

lands which canno properly be classed as atri-
lultural, and of setting suci\ lands apart for the
permanent production of timber supplies. The
importance should be especially accentuated of
reserving and protecting from tire the vasi areas
of young forest growth, in order that they may

Antiquated Systems of Boiling Still in use in Backward Sections.
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reach merchantable size and form a future source

of local revenue and industry.
6. The Governments of Ontario and Quebec

should be urged to undertake a systematic classifi-

cation of land in the Clay Belt in advance of

settlement, in order to have settlement properly
directed.

7. A strong effort should be made to secure
co-operation between the Dominion Government
and that of the Province of Ontario, to solve the

problem of protection and recuperation of the

Trent watershed.

8. The extension of forest reservations in the
public lands of the west should be forwarded, as
the surveys l)y the Dominion Forestry Branch
develop their desirability.

9. The organization of forestry branches
should be urged on the two forest provinces. New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, which are still with-

out such an agency.

10. The Commission reiterates its opinion that

in the forest services of the Dominion and Pro-
vincial Governments, more than in any other ser-

vice, the appointments should be based on capa-
bility and experience, such as may be secured by
civil service examinalions.

11. Representations should be made to the
Dominion Government looking toward the adop-
tion of some plan, whereby adequate provision
may be made for the enforcement of the techni-
cal provisions affectin? lumbering opera. ions on
the licensed tim))er berths.

12. The immediate establishment of a game
preserve in the southern portion of the Rocky
Mountains, in Alberta and British Columbia, ad-

jacent to the Glacier National Park of Montana,
should be urged upon the Dominion Government
and the Government of British Columbia. Im-
mediately favorable action upon this recommenda-
tion is imperative in the interests of game preser-
vation.

13. In the opinion of the Committee, an ex-
penditure of $25,000 per annum for the next four
years is urgently needed, to furnish the basis for
formulating and forwarding a forest policy for the
Dominion.

14. In vi&w of the importance for water power
development of the forest cover on the upper
waters of the Winnipeg River, and especially on
the watershed of the Lake of the Woods, steps
should be taken to secure a forest reservation on
these headwaters, and to segregate as a forest re-

serve the area drained by this river.

GIVING AWAY NATURAL RESOURCES

Nothing eonld more clearly demonstrate
the folly of permitting the Government to

part with the natural resources of the coun-

try than the experience the United States

is now passing through. The Government
of that country for many years seemed to

be mainly engaged in giving the resources

away for a mere song to private interests.

Every cent 's worth of the natural advant-

ages of that territory belonged once to the

Government as represented by the peoi^le.

Had they been conserved as they shoukl have
been, they would have been owned by the

Government to-day, and those who wished
to exercise their indt;stry in taking the raw
products from the earth and finishing them
and selling them to their customers would
be doing so just as they are to-day—but the

Government, instead of particular individu-

als, would be receiving the annual value or

rental of the resource itself. The revenue
from this would be greater than the United
States Government ever enjoyed. But be-

cause private ownership of a common herit-

age has been permitted, the annual value
goes to private pockets, and the Government
must resort to iniquitous methods, such as

imposing income taxes and taxes on the in-

dustry of the citizens at large, in order to

raise its revenues.

Canada still has much of her natural re-

sources. She can no longer sin in ignorance,
with the United States going through the
agonies of a readjustment of economic re-

lations right before her very eyes. But in

Canada as in other countries each citizen is

looking after himself. If you or I can see

a chance of grabbing a timber area or an
iron or coal area or a waterfall we will un-
doubtedly do it if the others will let us.

So long as they, the plums, are available,
and we have a chance to get them we would

be fit for the asylum if we did not take
them. Hence, we' cannot object if someone
else gets them. There is nothing to be
done, consequently, but to fix it that neither
we nor anyone else may get them. In the
interests of all and as a most important
measure for the protection of the present
as well as of the future, the sale of the
natural resources of whatever nature of the
country must stop finally and for ever.

—

Toronto Saturday Night.

VIEWS OF MEMBERS.

There has been an unusual amount of
correspondence of late and the tenor of it

indicates a steady growth in forest conser-
vation sentimnet throughout the country.
A few extracts are appended.

From an Ontario Senator
I have read with a great deal of plea-

sure of the meeting held in Winnipeg, dur-
ing the summer. . . I read about the Mani-
toba timber, and I trust that the Association
may go on to even greater things in the
future.

From a Lady Member
You may be sure we are interested in the

work being done by you and we wish you
the best of success in it.

From a Montreal Manufacttirer
I am pleased to notice the good work your

Association is doing. It is certainly a very
necessary one in Canada at the present time.

From a Winnipegger
Enclosed herewith find $1 annual- fee for

membership in the C. F. A. You have my
warmest sympathy in the work, and I will

do what I can to forward this very import-
ant development in the wealth of our great
heritage.



The Dominion Forestry Branch

Past, Present and Prospective Developments.

Whoii, in 1900, the Honourable Clifford

Sifton, then Minister of the Interior,

asked for a grant of $15,000 to establish

a Forestry Branch, the proposal met with
considerable opposition in the House. It

was an experiment, the success of which
was doubtetl. But from the very start the

Branch amply justified its existence, and
each succeeding year has seen an amplifi-

cation of its activities. In the short

period of thirteen years a forest fire pro-

tection system has been develojied, which,
measured by results, is second to none on
the continent; forest surveys have been
carried on, which have revealed the
previously unknown timber resources of

the Canadian West, and have secured the
setting aside of thirty-six thousand square
miles of Dominion forest reserves; a Tree-
planting Division has been built up, which
annually distributes more trees for prairie

planting than any similar agency in

America, and, exclusive of the annual
Branch Reports, over forty comprehensive
bulletins have been published, containing
information on Canada's forest resources
and the industries dependant thereon, of
acknowledged value to layman, lumber-
man and forester alike.

The year of 191.3 was marked by the
greatest progress in the history of the
Forestry Branch, due, in large measure, to

the appropriation for forestry purposes
being increased to $.541,720, almost double
that of 1912. This permitted a large in-

crease in the i)ersonnel, which had a sum-
mer strength in 1913 of over 400, of whom
27 were technical foresters. It also made
possible the carrying out of proposed im-
provements, the extension of fire-patrol,

and the developments of new phases of
forestry work. ' Perhaps the most out-
standing feature of the development of
Dominion Forestry work recently,' as
pointed out by Mr. R. H. Campbell, the
Director of Forestry, 'has been the con-
solidation of the forest reserve adminis-
tration on a well organized basis, and with
a fair proportion of scientifically-trained
foresters, with the result that it will be
increasingly possible to apply good fores-
try methods in the handling of the timber
and other resources of the reserves. This
is a development made possible by the fact
that technical training in forestry is now
being provided by some of the colleges in
Canada, and when this is supplemented by
ranger schools, in which the forest rangers

lan also be given special instruction, it

should not be long before the Dominion
Forest Service will be as /well organized
an institution as in any other country
which has reached the same stage of de-
velopment.

'

Mr. Finlayson, Chief Fire Inspector, re-

fers to this 'distinct improvement in

organization and administration' as the
chief reason for the remarkably low loss

from forest fires on Dominion forest re-

serves and fire-districts in 1913. On the
Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve, which
has an area larger than that of all the
reserves in Ontario combined, the total
value of the nmture timber reported
destroyed by fire was only $150. Even in

the fire-districts, where the fire-rangers

were unaided by lookout-towers, telephone
lines, trails, fire-guards and other fire-

fighting facilities found on the Reserves,
the fire loss was the lowest on record. It

is true that rains were frequent, but so

were also fires. In one district in the
Railway Belt of British Columbia, 110
liros occurred during the three summer
mouths, yet owing to the alertness of the
patrol, all were extinguished before any
damage was done to standing timber. It

is probable, when complete records are

available, that the area burnt by forest

fires, and consisting principally of natural

meadows and cut-over land, will not ex-

ceed one-fiftieth of one per cent, of the

total area of Dominion forest lands under
jirotection, a result even better than that

attained by the United States Forest Ser-

vice, which also had the most successful

fire season in its history.

In the summer of 191.'5 the Dominion
Forestry Branch had eleven survey parties

in the field, and over 15,203 s(|uare miles

of wooded country were examined, at an
average cost of only eighty-nine cents a
square mile. The technical foresters in

charge of these parties are qualified to

report not only on the forest conditions,

but also on the geology and character of

the soil in the regions examined, and if

the latter is clearly unsuited for agricul-

ture the area is recommended to be re-

served in order that the young trees may
be better protected from fire, which, in

the last fifty years, has destroyed over
half the original stand of timber on the

area examined by the Branch. This area
comprises about 25% of a belt from 40 to

150 miles wide, stretching from Lake

11
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Winnipeg to the British Columbia bound-
ary. In the Railway Belt practically all

of the Coast District and the Dry Belt has

also been examined by Dominion foresters.

Approximately three million trees were
distributed in 1913 by Dominion Forestry

Nursery Station at Indian Head, making
a total of twenty-four million trees fur-

nished by it to the settlers on the western
prairies. The trees chiefly planted are

green ash, Manitoba maple, cottonwood,
willow and Eussian poplar; and of the

conifers, spruce, larch and pine. In 1901

only four acres were devoted to tree-

culture at Indian Head. Sixty-seven acres

are now required, and there has been such
an increase in the demands for trees that

a branch nursery was established in 1913

at Saskatoon, which will take a share in

the distribution of tree seedlings this

coming spring. Smaller nurseries have
also been developed on some of the re-

serves to provide trees for reforestation.

The Spruce Woods nursery now contains
over 200,000 seedlings and transplants.

Conifers are preferred for planting on
reserves, and to secure seed for this pur-
pose the rangers, last summer, collected

over 100 bushels of cones.

But although the development of field

forestry has been rapid, other branches of

the work have not been neglected. The
administrative and office staff at the
Braucli headquarters in Ottawa now num-
bers forty, of whom eight are technically
trained foresters. These latter are en-

gaged in administrative work, in the
accumulating of statistics concerning the
lumber and allied industries, in the
draughting of forest maps from field re-

ports, and in the preparation and editing
of Branch Bulletins, circulars and news-
paper articles designed to stimulate public
interest in practical forestry. The head
office library now contains 1,300 books on
Forestry and allied subjects, and in Am-
erica is second only to the library of the
United States Forest Service. Forty-five
periodicals are subscribed for, not includ-
ing forestry publications received in ex-

change from all over the globe. There are
also 5,000 good negatives now on file in
the library, which are available to public
speakers and journalists for illustration of
lectures, or press articles on forestry
topics. Statistical information for similar
use is also furnished free. Not the least
important branch of head-office work is

the keeping of a cost record of improve-
ment work. This, in the words of Mr.
Dwight, who is in charge of the Adminis-
tration Office, ' is now a valuable source
of information in regard to the expendi-
tures of money and rangers' services, and
the progress of the actual work on the
various projects under construction.' This
is sound business tactics, w^hich many
disparagers of forestry practice would do

well to emulate.
The scientific side of forestry is also

being developed at the Forest Products
Laboratories recently established by the
Forestry Branch at McGill University. Mr.
A. G. Mclntyre, the Superintendent, has
already found emjjloyment for two as-

sistants in the work of investigating the
physical properties and possible new uses
of Canadian woods. The results obtained
will be extremely valuable to pulp and
paper manufacturers, and to contractors
and builders who seek cheaper native
substitutes for expensive imported woods.
The tendency is for government forestry

to become more and more self-supporting

as time progresses. It has long been so

in British India, where forestry practice

is highly developed; it is rapidly becoming
so in the United States in spite of an
annual expenditure of over 4% million
dollars for forestry purposes, it will soon
be so in Canada in spite of the fact that
the revenue from Dominion Forest Re-
serves for the fiscal vear ending March
31, 1913, barely exceeded $23,000, derived
principally from the disposal of small
amounts of timber to settlers and miners.
But since the passage, in 1913, of the new
Forest Reserve Regulations, permitting the
grazing of stock to the full capacity of
these reserves, a very important new
source of revenue has been provided. The
revenue from grazing on the National
Forests of the United States last year
amounted to over one million dollars. On
Dominion Forest Reserves four million
cattle, at the minimum charge of twenty-
five cents a head, would produce a similar
annual revenue, and the forest reserves
should ultimately provide range for the
number.
The present revenue from Dominion

timber lands under licence now approxi-
mates one-half million dollars, but al-

though a considerable portion of these
timber limits are within forest reserves,
the revenue is at present handled by an-
other branch of the Department of the
Interior.

Other natural resources are exhaustible;
the forests can be rendered permanently
productive; other resources are valuable
for themselves alone; on the maintenance
of the forests depends the perpetuation of
Canadian game, and also all industries
relying for their existence on a continuous
water supply, which the forests alone can
adequatelv regulate.

G. E. B.

Authorities agree that at least 60 per
cent, of the tree as it stands in the forest
is wasted in converting it into lumber, and
that 25 per cent, of the trees remain in

the forests to rot or be destroyed in forest
fires.



With the Forest Engineers*

(Contributed by the Ganadian Society of Forest Engineers.)

The Secretary announces the election of

the followinfj new members:

—

Active.—Whiting Alden, E. H. Finlay-

son, S. S. Sadler.

Associate.—L. R. Andrews, F. G. Edgar,

R. M. Brown, il. A. Grainger, R. G. Lewis,

B. R. Morton, J. W. Ottestad, W. L.

Scandrett, L. C. Tilt, C. McFayden.

Ottawa Forestry Club.

At a meeting held at the offices of the

Forestry Branch on January 21st, the

forest engineers of Ottawa formally
organized the Ottawa Forestry Club, and
elected the following officers:

—

President, R. H. Campbell.

Vice-president, Clyde Leavitt.

Sec.-Treas., R. G. Lewis.

The Club is intended to bring the mem-
bers into closer and better acquaintance
with one another, and to aid in the study
and discussion of forestry problems. The
exact nature of its relation to the Cana-
dian Society of Forest Engineers has not
been formally settled, but it will be con-
sidered by the members as practically a
branch of the Society.

The membership is not to be confined to
professional foresters, but a class of mem-
bers, for whom the name of ' local asso-

ciates ' has been suggested, w'ill be
admitted, consisting of those who, though
without the regular forestry training,
have some direct interest in forestry
questions. The office of president of the
Club, however, is restricted to members
of the Canadian Society of Forest Engi-
neers. Local associates, however, have all

the other privileges of the Club, except
that of voting on business directlv con-
cerning the C. S. F. E.

Meetings will be held at least once a
month, from October to April (inclusive),
and otherwise as determined on by the
committee of management (i.e, the officers
of the Club). The meetings will frequently
take the form made so familiar by the
Canadian Club gatherings, viz., a luncheon
followed by a speech, or paper, or the
discussion of some topic stated beforehand.

The finances will be managed by an
assessment system.

Owing to the crowded state of the
Canadian Forestry Journal's columns this
month, a number of items have had to be
held over till the Februarv issue.

THE SPREADING OF THE BLUFFS.

Bij John Leggat, Foxicarren, Man.

As the writer has lived for a number
of years among the blufYs of Northwestern
Manitoba, it might be interesting to your
readers on the great treeless prairies to hear
something of how Nature strives to re-

forest these districts when prairie fires are

held under control. Northwestern Manitolia
comprii-es the Riding Mountains and the

country which lies between the mountains
and the Assiniboine river to the south. The
mountains are low hills of about two or three

hundred feet in height and covered with
spruce and poplar with numerous small
lakes and hay swamps in the valleys. The
Little Saskatchewan, Bird Tail and Shell

Rivers, which are tributaries of the Assini-

boine, take their rise in the mountains and
flow southward. This tract of country be-

tween the mountains and the Assiniboine
river is now all dotted over with poplar
bluffs or groves, many of which have grown
up since these lands were homesteaded and
{)rairie fires held under better control; es-

j)ecially is this so of the odd numbered sec-

tions which were vacant for a number of

years.

The reason why we find the poplar and
willow spreading over the prairie is that the

seed-biul comes on the tree in May, a little

ahead of the leaf, and by the end of the

month, when the leaf is formed, the seed-

bulbs burst, and the little seeds which are

imbedded among the woolly down contain-

ed in the seedbuds are carried across the
prairie with the breeze like the thistle. In

this natural way many districts of the

prairie have become reforested and partly

wooded. Along the main line of the C.P.R.,

between Medicine Hat and Calgary, young
poplars were observed which had taken
root in the moist soil of the railway
ditches, the seeds of which would probably
be carried from the bush along the banks
of the Bow River a few miles to the south.

When we find that nature has provided
the seeds of the poplar to spread over the

prairie like the thistle, it must be in har-

mony with Nature for the farmer to re-

forest these fertile prairies, which no doubt
have been denuded of trees and tree growth
prevented by the prairie fires which must
have swept the country before the advent
of the settlers. The fact of coal underlying
nuich of these prairies is an indication, we
believe, that the country was at one time

13
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•wooded; and the farmer who cultivates a

few acres of trees in the form of wind-

breaks and shelter belts will be in harmony

with nature and enhance the picturesque

beauty of the landscape, the value of which

-will increase with age. In Northwestern

Manitoba since these bluffs increased and

grew up there have been no dry seasons

to amount to anything, the fields are shel-

tered and the influence of a hot wind, bliz-

zard or dust storm is nothing compared with

what these are on the treeless prairies.

The experimental farm at Indian Head
is an object lesson for the farmers of the

great prairies to copy, and now that mixed

farming is preferred, everyone knows the

benefit of shade and shelter for stock, and

as such a valuable heritage has passed into

the hands of the people, without conditions

of tree planting, and as there is no clearing

to do, the farmer should be more anxious

to take advantage of the free distribution

of trees by the government and improve

the beauty and increase the value of the

surroundings. The C. P. E. is also giving

valuable prizes for best wind-breaks and

shelter belts for lands purchased from the

company, and providing one half of the

trees free of cost. These wind-breaks and

shelter belts might be referred to as re-

presenting the wisdom and genius of the

great prairies.

WHY PLANT A TREE?

Why plant a tree? Because the birds

That 'trance the listening air,

May nest among the rippling leaves

And sing your praises there.

Why plant a tree? Because the beasts,

As seasons come and go.

May shelter underneath the boughs
And there mute thanks bestow.

Why plant a tree? Because you may,
As aging years invade,

Eat of its fruit, admire its form.

Or rest beneath its shade.

Why plant a tree? Because your son,

And his son's son again.

For this alone in future years
May rise and bless your name.

OTTAWA RIVER CONSERVATION.

This is the first fall that the two conser-

vation dams of the Upper Ottawa have
been working to their full capacity and
consequently there will be a great deal of
interest particularly among power owners
concerning the effect these dams will have
on the volume of water available at the

Chaudiere. So far it would seem that these

(lams are very effective in holding back
the water for the low water seasons. This

has been a very dry season and conse-

quently the amount of water coming down
to the Chaudiere would be expected to be
very much reduced. However, it has held

up remarkably well. At the very low wat-

er period a few years ago there were only

7,000 cubic feet of water per second flow-

ing at the Chaudiere, while now the flow

is about 24,000 cubic feet, or over three

times as much. The two dams, at Kippewa
and at Timiskaming, are both in operation

this year. They hold back the water in the

wet seasons and let it out in the dry sea-

sons in order to keep the level of the river

more nearly uniform all year. Then they

begin about November to store up water
again from the fall rains and let it out

during the winter. The Government is

now building a third dam at Lake Quinze,

which is farther up and will increase the

storage capacity considerably. To give an
idea of the vast amount of water these

dams conserve, it is equal to a body of

water with an area of 4,000 square miles

and a depth of one foot. Besides making
the water higher in the low water periods

it will to a certain extent relieve the floods

of the spring bv holding back the water.

The work has been conducted by the Do-
minion Government and will cost about $1,-

000,000.

—

Canadian Engineer.

TREE SEED NOTES.

The crop of seeds harvested this season

will be about the same as in past years.

Some kinds of trees are again producing a

good crop of seeds, while others are a fail-

ure.

The Acer saccharinum, sugar maple, has

not produced any seed whatever this year,

the entire crop having been blasted before

maturing. Larix Americana is also a fail-

ure. A good crop of cones set last spring

but the collectors found upon gathering

them that the contents were of poor qual-

ity. The seeds did not test over five per

cent, of good germinating quality.

Abies balsamea seed is also a total fail-

ure, none of the collectors being able to

obtain a single pound of this seed.

American collectors rei^ort an abundance
of 1913 crop of Finns strobus, white pine,

and they state that it is of the highest
germinating quality. Here is a chance for

nurserymen and foresters to replenish their

stock of this fine lumber tree. Collectors

also report a good crop of Pseudotsuga
Douglassi, green variety, and state that

the quality is very fine. Finns Banksiana
is also producing a good crop. Finns Fal-

iistris is now being extracted from the

cones and there seems to be a good sup-

ply.

—

National Nurserym an.
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CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.

The Canadian Forestry Association is the

organization in Canada for the propagation

of the principles of forest conservation.

This it does by means of copventions, meet-

ings, lectures and literature.

It is a popular organization supported by

the fees of members, assisted by some gov-

ernment grants.

There is a vast field of work before the

Association which is only limited by the

funds at the disposal of the Association.

Those who are not already members are

invited to join and assist in the work. The
membership fee is one dollar per year, and

this entitles the member to attend and vote

at all meetings and to receive the Annual
Report and the Canadian Forestry Journal.

Women as well as men are eligible for mem-
bership.

Applications for membership and requests

for literature and information may be ad-

dressed to

The Secretary,

Caandian Forestry Association,

Canadian Building, Ottawa, Can.

Objects of the Association.

(1) The exploration of the public domain,
so that lands unsuitable for agriculture may
be reserved for timber production.

(2) The preservation of the forests for

their influence on climate, soil and water
supply.

(3) The promotion of judicious methods
in dealing with forests and woodlands.

(4) Tree planting on the plains and on
streets and highways.

(3) Kelo^o^tution where advisable.

(6) The collection and dissemination of
information bearing on the forestry problem
in general.

HARDY NORTHERN
FOREST TREES

and shrubs at forest

prices.

Native and foreign tree seeds.

Edye-de- Hurst & Son,
Dennyhurst, via Dryden, Ont.

SHIPPERS TO H. M. GOVERNMENT, BTO%

Oorrespondance Fran^aisa.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the Univeraity, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.



OnivcrsilY of

New Brunswick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Estailisktd in igoS

Four years' course lending to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestrv Special facilities' for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

Fffr further information address:—

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — ~

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

1 THE NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
at

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

Syraccuse, Ne-w York.

Undergraduate course leading to

Bachelor of Science ;
Post-

graduate cotirse to Master of

Forestry ; and one and two-year

Ranger courses. Summer Camp

of eight weeks in Catskills.

Ranger School held on the

College Forest of 2,000 acres at

Wanakena in the Adirondacks.

State Forest Experiment Station

of 90 acres and excellent Forest

Library offer unusual opportu-

nities for research work. : : :

:

Far particulars address

HUGH P. BAKER .D. Oec.Deo.r\

Forestry Dept.TIMBER CRUISES \

FORESTRY SURVEYS J

Montreal Engineering Company, Limiied

Consulting & Operating Engineers

164 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
R. O. Sweezey, General Manager

's Seedlings & Transplants

\ LSU Ticc .-L-tu, for Hefurusting. Be^t for

-^ over half a century. Immense stooK 01

leading haidy sorts at low prices. \\ rite lor

price list and mention this magazine.
FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

The office of the Canadian Forestry
Association is now in the Journal
Building, Ottawa, and to this address
all communications should be sent.

'Mail which has been addressed to the

old office will, however, reach us
safely.

Be sure to make arrangements to

take in the Halifax Convention, Sept.

2, 3 and 4.

HO! FOR HALIFAX.

It has been decided that the 1914
Forestry Convention is to be held in

the fine old city of Halifax, and the
date definitely decided upon is Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday, Sep-
tember 2, 3 and 4,

The friends of tiie forest in Xova
Scotia have been urging the claims of
Halifax for six or seven years, and
members of the Canadian Forestry
Association in other provinces have
backed up the effort, but until now
the claims of Central and "Western
Canada proved too strong.

This time, however, the Government
of the province and the lumbermen
united in a strong invitation, and, at

the annual meeting, this invitation

was accepted, and ]\Ir. F. C. Whitman,
of Annapolis Royal, N.S., who has for

many years, both as a director of the
Association and as a lumberman,
worked for forest conservation, was
elected Vice-President. Mr. William
Power, ]\I.P., of Quebec, the new Pre-

.sident, also believes that it is now the

turn of Nova Scotia for a meeting.

The date first suggested Avas in the

month of August, but after carefully

considering aU the factors involved,

and con.sulting with tho.se on the spot,

it was decided that the best time was
Sept. 2, 3 and 4, and these days have
been fixed upon.

There has never been a convention
more generally accepted than tliis one,

and everything points to one of the

mo.st successful and useful conven-

tions in the history of the Association.

Halifax, with its many attractions,

hi.storic, scenic and commercial, is one
of the great convention cities of Can-
ada, and many hundreds of Cana-
dians from the central and western

17
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parts of the Dominion now annually

go down to the Land of Evangeline to

take their recreation period in the

beautiful country by the sea. Fuller

details of programme, railway rates,

etc., will be given in the next issue of

The Canadian Forestry Journal, and

all members who can possibly do so

should make a point of taking in the

convention, helping on the good work
of forest conservation, and seeing the

Maritime Provinces at the best season

of the year.

THE PUBLIC AWAKENING.

When the Canadian Forestry Jour-

nal was started in 1905 tliere was
practically no news al)out forest con-

servation. The editors wrote articles

and secured articles from others on

the subject, but there was scarcely

anything to record in the way of

action in regard to forests. Today
there is hardly a week when there is

not a meeting of some organization

directly or indirectly connected with

the subject. The meetings of the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association

and the St. Maurice Valley Forest

Protective Association are noted in

this issue. People are approaching

forest protection from a dozen dif-

ferent points. The fact that at least

fifty per cent, of Canada's area is

absolute forest land, unsuited for or-

dinary forms of agriculture, is be-

coming known, and all classes of the

community are beginning to awake to

the need for developing this great

source of revenue and power and fer-

tility and health to the highest point.

It is a time for the friends of forest

conservation to rejoice and to put in

their best strokes to further the cause.

THE ANNUAL MEETING.

Most of this issue is taken up with

the report of the annual business

meeting. The interview with the

Prime Minister and the Minister of

the Interior was an important event,

and the whole meeting contains much
important information. The Direc-
tors' Report summarizes the work of
the year, and the revision of the Con-
stitution was necessary in order that

the association may cope with its

growing work.

LONG ESTABLISHED LUMBER FIRM.

The announcement, in the Canada Lum-
berman of November 1st, of the incorpora-
tion of the firm of W. & J. Sharpies, Que-
bec, P.Q., referred to provisions which
were made by Mr. Wm. Power to continue
the firm under its old name. Readers of
the Canada Lumberman will recall that Mr.
Power's two jiartners, Hon. John Sharpies
and Mr. R. Harcourt Smith passed away
during the present year, leaving Mr. Pow-
er the sole surviving member of this old
established firm. The firm was established
in 1816 and Mr. Power has been connected
with it for over a half a century.

—

Canada
Lumberman.

POLITICAL PATRONAGE.

Instances of the nefarious operation of

the jiatronage system could be cited and
the cases multiplied. Executive officers

get less than the subordinates. In one
case an executive officer desires to report

one of his staff who has gone off his head,

but cannot do his duty for fear of '
' the

heelers coming on his neck." A cashier

getting $500 below the usual pay for such
officers cannot get recognition without a
heeler's recommendation, which he cannot
do without losing his dignity or sacrificing

his honesty.—Ottawa Civilian.

NEW DOMINION FOREST NURSERY.

A recent news note from Saskatoon
says: Splendid progress has been made-
this season on the new Dominion Forestry
Farm, a few miles to the north of this

city. The area of the farm is 320 acres,

160 acres of which are now ready for seed-

ing. The necessary buildings are well ad-

vanced, while a largS amount of planting-

has already been accomplished. The land
is laid out very artistically, and ere very
long will be one of the beauty spots of the
district, in addition to providing a source
of supply for all manner of suitable trees

and shrubs which are in such demand.

—

Nor West Farmer.



Fifteenth Annual Meeting

February 4, 1914.

The fifteenth annual meetinpr of the

Canadian Forestry Association was liehl in

the Bamiuetinij Kooni of the Cliateau

Laurier on AVoduesday, Feb. 4, 1914, the

President, Hon. W. A. Charlton, in the
Chair, and a fjood number of members in

atteudaiu'e. On motion of Mr. Goodeve,
seconded by Mr. Denis Murphy, the min-

utes were taken as read.

The President nominated the following
as members of the Nominatinij Committee:
Senator Bostock (Convener), and Messrs.

Goodeve, Ussher, J. B. Miller, R. H. Camp-
bell, Gordon Edwards, and J. B. White. On
motion of Mr. Iliram Kol)inson, seconded
by Mr. Denis Murj)hy, tliese gentlemen
were elected by the meeting.

Resolutions Affecting Federal Government.

The resolutions to be presented to the

Prime Minister and Minister of the In-

terior were then taken up.

On motion of Senator Bostock, seconded
by Mr. Ellwood Wilson, it was resolved

that resolutions 2 to 9, as passed at the
Winnipeg Convention, with a slight change
in clause 5, be among those presented to

the Government. These were as follows:

(2) Eesolved, that this Convention ap-

proves the action of the Dominion Govern-

ment in extending the areas included in

Forest Rei^erves on watersheds and non-

agricultural lands, and would urge on the

Governments of the Dominion and of the

Provinces the necessity for continuing the

extension of such reservations until all

lands of that character are included.

(3) Resolved, that before any lands bear-

ing timber or lands contiguous to timbered
areas are opened for settlement an examin-
ation of such lands should be made to de-

termine ^^hethe^ they are best suited to the

growth of timber or whether their opening
would emlanger the timber.

(4) Resolved, that this Convention would
urge upon the Dominion Government the

necessity for the afforestation of the sand
lands throughout the prairies and the set-

ting apart of such lands for this yjurpose.

(5) Resolved, that the Fire Ranging Ser-

vice should be extended and made more effi-

cient and that the rangers should be selected

on the basis of their special qualifications

for the work.
(6) Resolved, that the Canadian Forestry

Association express its approval of the ener-

getic polic.v which is being followed by the

Dominion Commission of Conservation in

investigating the important forest problems
of Canada.

(7) Resolved, that the Canadian Forestry

Association express its appreciation of the

eft'ective numner in which the Dominion
Board of Railway Commissioners and tho

officers of the leading Canadian railway
companies have worked together for the [ire-

vention and control of forest fires arising

from operating railroad lines,

(8) Resolvod, that this Convention again
records its approval of the work of the

Tree Planting Division of the Dominion
Forestry Branch, not only in the free dis-

tribution of trees to settlers and the super-

vision of their gro\vth, Itiit also in thereby
proviiling ju-actical demonstrations to set-

tlers in all parts of the country of the possi-

bility of forest growth on the i>rairies.

(9) Resolved, that this Convention recom-
mend that exiierimcnts lie carried out by
the Dominion and Provincial Governments
affected to obtain data regarding the best

methods of disposal of debris resulting from
hunbering operations.

The other resolutions ailopted for pre-

sentation to the Cabinet Ministers were
as follow:

Moveil bv Col. Ilarkom, secondeil bv Mr.
J. B. White, and

Resolved, that this Association again
expresses the opinion that it is important
that all appointments in the forest service

of the Dominion ami Provincial Go\ern-
ments should l>e based on capability and
experience.

Moved by Mr. Chown, seconded by Mr.
Goodeve:
Whereas, the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation, for several years jiast, has urged
upon the Government of Canada the neces-

sity for the establishment of a wood pro-

ducts laboratory, in order that the cpiali-

tiea and possibilities of our Canadian
woods for structural, puljt, chemical and
other purposes might be better under-

stood, so that our forest products might be
handled to the best advantage, and
Whereas, the Government of Canada has,

in the j)ast year, begun the establishment

of a wood products laboratory at McGill
University, under the Dominion Forestry
Branch, therefore

Resolved, that this Association desires

to place on record its appreciation of the

action of the Government of Canada, and
esj)ecially of the Minister of the Interior,

in establishing this laboratory, and pledges

itself to do what in it lies to rendering the

work of the laboratory as useful and wide-

reaching as po.ssible.

Moved by Mr. .J. A. Lefebvre, seconded

bv Mr. Hiram Robinson, and

19
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Eesolved, that this meeting recommends

that the serious attention of the Govern-

ment be drawn to the decrease of the

maple sugar industry, and to the denuda-

tion of large areas formerly covered by
the maple tree following the effect on the

maple sugar industry of the adulteration

and imitation of maple tree products, w^hich

can only be obviated by restricting the use

of the word "maple" to pure products of

the maple tree.

Interview With Government,

At 12.15 most of those present proceeded

to the office of the Prime Minister, in the

East Block, where they were received by
Et. Hon. E. L. Borden and Hon. W. J.

Eoche, Minister of the Interior.

The President stated the objects of the

deputation, and briefly reveiwed the points

of the different resolutions presented, the

same being handed to the ministers in

writing.

He was followed by Hon. Clifford Sifton,

Chairman of the Commission of Conserva-

tion, who was present by request, and who
spoke at considerable length on three sub-

jects, namely: 1. The necessity of prevent-

ing settlement on lands unsuited for farm-

ing. 2. The lack of a scientific policy on

Dominion timber berths, and 3. The need

of a trained forest service under Civil Ser-

vice regulations. He briefly illustrated

each of these points. In regard to the sec-

ond, he pointed out that the Branch of the

Department of the Interior, which sold the

timber, had no scientific foresters in it,

and nad no officers to see that the regula-

tions as to cutting, disposal of slash, etc.,

were carried out. On the other hand, the

branch which had the trained officers and
field staff' was not charged with the care

of the timber on the licensed timber
berths. In connection with the third point

he held that both the Dominion and the

provinces needed a trained staff, and also

needed to have the appointments to the

same made in a way that would insure

that good men would get the positions, and
that promotions would be upon merit. He
gave instances where men appointed by
the ordinary political methods could not
travel a quarter of a mile into the fore§t

without being lost, and of search parties

being sent out to find forest rangers. He
urged that the service should be classified

and put under a Civil Service Commission.
He promised that if that were done that
within five years such an advance would be
made in forest conservation that it would
astonish them all.

He pointed out that Canada was pro-

gressing in regard to trained men, for

whereas in 1899 he was informed there
was not one trained forester in Canada,
there was now as head of Toronto Univer-
sity Forest School Dr. Fernow, the greatest

forester in America, and this and other
schools were turning out trained men.

Hon. Mr. Sifton concluded by read-
ing a letter written in 1871 by Sir John
Macdonald, then Premier of Can'ada, to

Hon. John Sandfield Macdonald, then
Premier of Ontario, in which he said that
the sight of huge timber rafts continually
passing under his window made him anx-
ious that something be done to protect the
forests, and he was, constrained to wonder
what would become of the Ottawa Valley
after all the timber was gone.

Mr. Geo. Y. Chown pressed the necessity
for employing trained foresters. He re-

minded the Prime Minister that in 1912 a
deputation from the Association had
pressed for the extension of Civil Service
regulations to the outside service. The
Prime Minister had said at that time that
he thought some action would shortly be
taken, and the deputation was again ap-

pearing to urge that that be done.

Hon. Mr. Borden, in replying, said he
appreciated the importance of the matters
which had been emphasized. So far as a
trained forest service was concerned, it

was not only desirable, but necessary. In
the pressure of Parliamentary matters, the
subject had escaped his attention, and pos-

sibly the same was also true of the Minis-
ter of the Interior, but he was prepared to

take this matter up with him as soon as

possible. He had been thinking about the
subject of a Forestry Congress, of which
Sir Wilfrid Laurier had spoken to him,
and he wished to know if the deputation
were prepared to express any views on this

matter.
Hon. Mr. Charlton said that, speaking

offhand, he could only say that the Cana-
dian Forestry Association would be im-
mensely pleased if the Government would
call such a national gathering.
The Prime Minister, on being informed

that the annual meeting was still in ses-

sion, asked them to consider this question
before they concluded, and to give him
their views on this whole subject.

The deputation then withdrew.

Afternoon Session.

The meeting reassembled at 2.30, Hon.
Mr. Charlton again in the chair.

The report of the Treasurer, Miss M.
Eobiuson, for the year 1913, was presented
by the Secretary as follows:

Receipts.

Balance from 1912 .* $2,234.37
Membership fees 2,466.00
Copies of Journal 30.46
Advertising in Jouriiiil 97.13
Eefunds 19.00
Grant from Dominion Government 2,000.00
Grant from Ontario Government. 300.00
Grant from Quebec Government. 400.00
Grant from B. C. Government.. 200.00
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Grant from N. B. Government.. 100.00
Interest 5t».19

Total $7,906.11

Expenditure.

Salaries $3,241. 12

Fnnstri/ Journal Siin.2l

Printing and supplies lS7.S-t

Annual reports (two) 69G.25
Winnipeg Convention 1,444.05
Telegrams ami telephones 21.39
Lantern slides 12.40
Expenses of Secretary 197.08
Commission on cheques 12.03
Postage 177.00
Rent of chairs, Victoria Conven-

tion 31.25
Refund of fees 1 . 00
Subscription to monuments .... 50.00
Advertising re Victoria Conven-

tion 2.00
Cabinet for card index 8.00
Balance 925 . 19

$7,906.11
Audited and found correct and in accord-

ance with the books and vouchers of the
Canadian Forestry Association. (Sgd.)
Frank Hawkins, T. E. Clendinnen, audi-
tors.

Ottawa, Jan. 13, 1914.

On motion of Col. Harkom, seconded by
Senator Bostock, the report of the Trea-
surer was received and adopted.
Mr. R. H. Campbell presented the report

of the Committee on the Revision of the
Constitution, which was considered clause
by clause, and finally adopted as printed on
another page.

Forestry Congress Urged.

After discussing at considerable length
the matter of a Forestry Congress, as re-

quested by the Prime Minister, it was
moved by Mr. Chown, seconded by Mr.
Piche, and

Resolved, that in response to the ques-
tion of the Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden, P. C,
this Association would suggest that the
Prime Minister do call a Dominion Fores-
try Congress, to be held at some convenient
time, possibly when Parliament was in ses-

sion, say January or February, 191.j.

On motion of Mr. Goodeve and Mr. J. B.
Miller, it was' further.

Resolved, that Messrs. R. H. Campbell,
Leavitt, Piche, Zavitz, Goodeve, the Secre-
tary and the Ottawa Directors be a com-
mittee, with power to all to their number,
to prepare an outline of what they deem
desirable in the programme, and to submit
the same to the Prime Minister, and that
the Secretary inform the Prime Minister
of the action taken by the Association, and
that a report is being prepared.

Next Convention in Halifax.

Moved by Mr. Denis Murphy, seconded
by Senator Bostock, and

Resolved, that the invitation of the Gov-
ernment of Nova Scotia and the lumber-
men of the same [irovime to hold the next
forestry convention in Halifax in August,
1914, be accepteil, the exact dale lo bo
fixed upon consultation with those issuing
the invitation.

Senator Bostock jjresenteil the report of
the Nominating Committee, and move<l its

adoption. As the Constitution had been
amended to permit of the election of honor-
ary officers at the annual meeting, all the
officers of the Association were then elect-

ed as follows:

Patron—II. R. II. the Governor General.
Honorary President—Rt. Hon. R. L. Bor-

den.

Honorary Past President—Rt. Hon. Sir

Wilfrid Laurier.
President—Wm. Power, Fs(|., M.P.
Vice-President—Mr. F. C. Whitman, An-

napolis Royal, N.S.
Treasurer—Miss ^^. Robinson.

Territorial Vice-Presidents.

Ontario—Hon. W. II. Hearst.

Quebec—Hon. Jules Allard.

New Brunswick—Hon. J. K. Flen)niing.

Nova Scotia—Hon. O. T. Daniels.

Manitoba—Sir R. P. R.ddin.

Prince Edward Island—Hon. J. A.
]\Iatheson.

Saskatchewan—His Honor G. W. Brown.
Alberta—Hon. A. L. Sifton.

British Columbia— Hon. W. R. Ross.

Yukon—Hon. Geo. Black, Commissioner.
Mackenzie—F. D. Wilson.

Patricia—His Ilonor Sir Douglas Cam-
eron.
Ungava—His Grace Mgr. Bruchesi, Arch-

bishop of Montreal.

Directors.

Re-elected

—

William Little, Hiram Rob-

inson, Aubrey White, E. Stewart, W. B.

Snowliall, Hon. Sydney Fisher, R. II. Caiiqi-

bell, J. P.. Miller, Gordon C. Edwanls, Dr.

B. E. Fernow, Ellwood Wilson, Senator

Bostock, G. C. Piche, Ale-x. MacLaurin,

A. P. Stevenson, Wm. Pearcc, C. E. E.

Ussher, Denis ilurphy, C. Jackson Booth,

Wm. Price, J. W. Harkom, A. S. Goodeve,

W. C. J. Hall, J. S. Dennis, J. B. Wliite, E.

J. Zavitz, Geo. Chahoon Jr., R. D. Prettie.

Newly Elected—Hon. W. J. Roche,

Minister of the Interior, Ottawa; Hon. Geo.

II. Preley, Ottawa; A. C. Flumerfelt, Esq.,

Victoria," B.C. ;Hon. N. Curry, Senator; Rt.<

Rev. Mgr. Roy, Bishop Auxiliary, Quebec;

Mr. H. R. MacMillan, Chief Forester of

British Columbia; Mr. Clyde Leavitt,

Forester Commission of Conservation, Ot-

tawa.
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Ex-Offic-io—Thos. Southworth, Hon. W.
C. Edwards, Geo. Y. Chown, John Hendry,
Hon. W. A. Charlton.

After the election of officers it was
moved by Mr. Miller, seconded by Mr.
Goodeve, and

Eesolved, that in the absence of the

newly-elected President and Vice-Presi-

dent, Hon. W. A. Charlton do remain in

the chair until the completion of the meet-
ing.

On motion of Mr. Wm. Stanley, of Van-
couver, seconded by Mr. Goodeve, the

Directors' report, which had been pre-

sented to the meeting by the Chairman,
was adopted, as given on another page.

Mr. EUwood Wilson presented the report

of the Committee on Formation of Local
Associations, which showed there was con-

siderable interest in this subject, and that

it seemed likely a satisfactory plan could

be worked out.

On motion of Mr. Wilson, the report was
adopted.
. Moved by Mr. Campbell, seconded by
Mr. Leavitt, and

Eesolved, that the Committee on the
Formation of Local Associations be con-

tinued, and asked to pursue their work
and to report again.

Moved by Hon. Hewitt Bostock, second-
ed by Mr. Goodeve, and

Resolved, that the thanks of this Asso-
ciation be communicated to His Royal
Highness the Governor General for his

kindness in continuing as Patron, and that
the Secretary be instructed to convey to
him the most respectful congratulations of
the members upon the restoration to health
of Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Con-
naught.
Moved by Mr. Miller, seconded by Sena-

tor Bostock, and
Resolved, that the thanks of the mem-

bers of this Association be tendered to the
Governments which have assisted this As-
sociation by grants in aid of its work, and
to those chartered banks which have like-

wise helped by making a number of their
branch managers members.
Moved by Mr. Piche, seconded by Mr.

Zavitz, and
Resolved, that an honorarium of two

hundred dollars be paid the Treasurer in
recognition of her excellent services during
the past year.
Moved by Mr. Leavitt, seconded by Mr.

Wilson, and
Resolved, that Messrs. F. Hawkins and

T. E. Clendiunen be paid ten dollars each
for their services in auditing the books of
the Association, and that they be appointed
auditors for 1914.

Moved by Mr. Campbell, seconded by
Mr. Wilson, and

Eesolved, that in connection with the
Halifax Convention, the Secretary be
authorized to go to Halifax in advance and

make arrangements for the same, including
the expenditure of the necessary money.
Moved by Mr. William Stanley, seconded

by Mr. J. E. Murphy, and
Resolved, that in no formal way, but

with a desire to express gratitude for sym-.
pathetic help, this Association desires to

express its appreciation of the assistance

rendered the cause of forest conservation
by the newspaper press of Canada.
Moved by Mr. Zavitz, seconded by Mr.

Piche, and
Resolved, that the thanks of this Asso-

ciation be tendered the railways of Canada
for the assistance rendered the Association
in many ways during the past year.

Moved by Mr. H. C. Johnson, seconded
by Mr. Campbell, and

Resolved, that the thanks of this Asso-
ciation be tendered the management of the
Chateau Laurier for their kindness in

placing this room at the disposal of the
Association for holding its Annual Meet-
ing.

!

Good Work of the Retiring President.

Moved by Mr. J. E. Murphy, seconded
by Lt.-Col. Harkom, and

Resolved, that this Annual Meeting de-

sires to place on record its appreciation of

the time and thought devoted to the work
of the Association in the past two years
by the retiring President, Hon. W. A.
Charlton, M.P. In 1912, when Vice-Presi-

dent, he attended the convention in Vic-

toria, B.C., and assisted greatly in making
that meeting a success. Last year he gave
much time to the work of the Association
in general, and to the Winnipeg Conven-
tion in particular. He left his sick room
in Toronto to go to Winnipeg, and when
there gave attention to every detail to

make things run smoothly. When asked to

open the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition
on the afternoon of the second day of the

Convention, he consented only on being
assured by the local committee that the

publicity thus given w^ould draw attention

to the work of forest conservation. Mr.
Charlton's long and varied experience and
widespread interests in the timber business
and public affairs, and his connections with
movements for the betterment of the peo-

ple of Canada have given added strength
and prestige to the work of the Associa-
tion.

The motion was .put by Mr. Miller and
carried by standing vote.

The President* replied that he appre-

ciated the resolution very highly. He had
given considerable time to the work, espe-

cially in connection with the Winnipeg
Convention, but it was a labor of love, a
work he liked, and when the convention
had proved successful he was well repaid.

(Concluded on page 30.



Directors' Report for 1913-

To the il-

As.-
of the Canadian Forestry

Your Directors beg to report a year of
steady effort anJ con^^iderable progress in

the work of the Association.

The chief feature of the year's work is

always the Convention, and in 1913 this

part of our projiaganda was directed to-

wards the problems of central Canada, the

part lying between Lake Superior and the

Rocky Mountains. The Convention was
held in Winnipeg, and, in spite of many dis-

advantages as to season and lack of hotel

accommodation, was most successful. It

was opened by the Lieutenant Governor,

Sir Douglas Cameron, and it was attended
by leaders in commercial, banking and
farming circles in aildition to those whose
presence is naturally expected,—those direct-

ly connected with forest industries. The
large number of forest adnuni^trato^s and
forest engineers present showed how rapid-

ly this work is advancing in Canada. Be-

sides men from all parts of Canada there

was a good number from the United States,

namely from Oregon, Minnesota, Michigan,
Illinois, New York and Pennsylvania. The
exhibit of native Manitoba timber collected

and arranged by the Dominion Forestry
Branch created great interest, and the size

of the logs was a source of amazement
to both visitors and Manitobans. The ex-

hibit of injurious insects by the Dominion
Division of Entomology was also very care-

fully studied.

It is not putting it too strongly to say

that among the results of this Convention
are a realization on the part of many cen-

tral Canadians of the value of the forests

of the prairie provinces, and of the impor-
tance to the prairie dwellers as consumers,
of forest conservation in the forest pro-

vinces; a better ajjpreciation of the impor-
tance of maintaining and developing the

prairie forest reserves as sources of both
timber and water; and, lastly, a glimpse of
the value and possibilities of tree planting
on the prairies. Perhap)S the most signifi-

cant thing about this Convention was the

fact that it was impossible to conclude it

at the time set out in the program. An
extra evening session had to be arranged,
and in attenrlance an.l interest this almost
equalled the opening session. The Govern-
ment of the Province of Manitoba and the

City Council of Winnipeg took charge of the

entertainment of the Convention and the

Industrial Bureau provided the Convention
HaU.

The puldii-ation work of the A>!-o<iation

has reieived more attention than in any
preceding year, and the correspondence re-

ceived indicates that the interest in this

has been more ^villt•^pread. The report of
the Victoria Convention (Septeml>er, 1912)
was issued early in the year. Then in pur-
suance of a new policy the report of the
Winnipeg Convention held in Jidy was is-

sued early in the Autumn. This plan of
issuing a report of a Convention while the

gathering is still fresh in the minds of
the people results in a more wide>pread
circulation of the report. For no previous

report has the deman«l been as great as

for this one. The policy has been so sat-

isfactory that it is proposed to continue

it as far as possible. The issue of two
reports, of five thousand copies each, ac-

counts for the amount of $696 expended for

this purpose.

The preparation of a comprehensive r^
port in French containing the most salient

points of the three latest Conventions was
begun in the Autumn, but owing to the

illness of the translator was not in the

printer's hands at the end of the year.

The Canadian Forestry Journal is now
issued monthly instead of bi-monthly, but

owing to the reduction in size and the sav-

ing in postage it is costing practically the

same as last year. It has proved that a

monthly publication keeps interest alive bet-

ter than one issue<I at less frequent inter-

vals. The plan of pulilishing articles in

French in the Journal has been discon-

tinue<l, and, instead, by an arrangement
with the Minister of Lands and Forests

and the Minister of Agriculture of Que-

bec, suitable articles are published in the

Journal d 'Agriculture.

Bulletins to newspapers have been issued

as in past years, but the service has not

been increased, owing on the one hand to

lack of time because of other work, and on

the other to the excellence of the bulletin

service of the Dominion Forestry Bramh,
which is now issuing an average of one

bulletin a week. These bulletins are very

widely used and cover the grouml which

the Association would naturally endeavor

to cover.

During the Autumn the Secretary car-

ried on a correspondence campaign for the

extension of the membership, and the re-

sults were such as to warrant the increased

use of this method in the future. The total

amount received in memViers' fees in the

year was $2,466, the largest in the history

23
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of the Association. The number of new
members avIio joined was 482, and of old

members ^Yho died, resigned or lapsed, 269,

leaving a net gain of 213 and a total mem-
bership of 3,034. As a number of these

were in arrears for fees, and as the list

is now closely checked, the number will be
considerably reduced at the first revision in

1914. The number of life members was
1.58.

The Association had to mourn the loss

of Mr. Herbert M. Price, of Quebec, a
Director for several years, and President
in 1908. Mr. Price always took the keenest
interest in the work and has been greatly
missed by the Directors. While Hon. John
Sharpies and Mr. E. Harcourt Smith, both
also of Quebec, were not Directors, their

high position in the lumbering world and
the fact that both of them were partners
of Mr. William Power, M.P., our Yice-
President, caused their deaths to be felt

as a distinct loss to the Association.

The Federal Government and the Gov-
ernments of Ontario, Quebec, British Colum-
bia and New Brunswick have continued
their grants, while several of the banks and
lumber companies have also subscribed for

a number of their officers.

Looking over the general field it is seen
that the work of forest protection and re-

forestry has made steady, if not rapid,
gains in 1913. The amount appropriated
by the Dominion Government for the work
of the Dominion Forestry Branch was $541,-

000, and the work was carried on with an
increased staff, particularly in the field, the
number of men in the outside service being
360, of whom 25 were technically trained.
The Avork of patrolling and trail and tele-

phone building was more extensively carried
on than ever before, and it is satisfactory to
note that the fire loss was the smallest
in the history of the Department, the
amount burned over being only one-fiftieth
of one per cent of the reserve area, of
which only fifty acres was mature timber.
Over ten thousand square miles have been
added to the reserves in the prairie pro-
vinces and the Eailway Belt in British
Columbia. The area in the reserves in the
different provinces is now: Manitoba, 4,108
square miles; Saskatchewan, 1.803 square
miles; Alberta, 26,271 square miles; British
Columbia, 3,782 square miles. Alberta has
the first place because of the immense Eocky
Mountains Forest Eeserve covering the
eastern slope from the International Boun-
dary to the Peace Eiver country.
The regulations permitting the grazing of

stock on the forest reserves have been re-
vised. This will increase the usefulurj-s of
the reserves and make them more popular
with settlers, while at the same time the
forest growth will not be impaired.
The work of tree planting on prairie

farms is increasing. Last year over 3,-

500,000 trees were sent out to farmers from
the Indian Head Nursery Station, and the
Dominion Forest Branch has established a
new nursery near Saskatoon to keep up with
the demand.

For several years by resolution and depu-
tation this Association pressed on the Do-
minion Government the need of establishing

a forest products laboratory. Your Direc-
tors are now happy to state that this end
has been attained, and that a laboratory
under the Dominion Forestry Branch has
been established in one of the buildings of
McGill University, Montreal. This, it is

believed, marks the starting of a most valu-

able aid to the highest utilization of our
forests, and the enterprise of the Govern-
ment and of the Minister of the Interior
is to be commended.

In Ontario the Government spent on for-

est protection and development, according
to figures given by Hon. W. H. Hearst,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,
$234,000, and the limit holders $91,000,
making a total of $325,000. This was spent
chiefly in patrol work, 925 men being em-
ployed, 560 by the Government and 365
by the limit holders. The work of sending
out trees to farmers and planting up sand
lands in Norfolk county was enlarged.

The amount appropriated for forest ad-

ministration in Quebec was $100,000 and
$18,000 additional for the fire protective

branch. It is estimated that the limit hold-

ers spent $150,000 for their share of pro-

tection. The St. Maurice Valley Protective
Association carried through another success-

ful year in protecting the seven million

acres of forest in that district. Your Direc-

tors express the hope that this co-opera-

tive work will rapidly spread to other parts.

The Province of Quebec has made a begin-
ning in planting up sand lands and in dis-

tributing seedling trees to farmers. The
policy of creating township forest reserves

is being extended.

In British Columbia a survey of the for-

est lands is in progress. Lands desired for

settlement must first be examined by the

Forest Branch to ascertain if they are suit-

ed to agriculture. The timber lessees pay
1% cents per acre and the Government adds
a like amount to a fire protection fund.
This amounted in 1913 to $375,000. With
this, during the year 1913, 415 rangers were
employed in addition tQ 60 employed by the

railways. At the conclusion of the danger
season the rangers were employed in cut-

ting roads and fire lines and erecting tele-

phone lines and lookout stations. In this

way by the Autumn of 1913 1,205 miles of
trail and 529 miles of telephone line had
been constructed.

In New Brunswick about $35,000 was
spent by the Government on forest fire pro-
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teetion, besi.les what was spent by timber
licensees. The question of leases, all of
which were timed to expire in 19 IS, was set-
tled (luring the year by new leases running
for twenty and thirty years with renewal
privileges.

In Nova Scotia about $S,000 per annum
is spent collectively through the municipali-
ties by the timber licensees on protection,
in addition to which the Province pays the
salary of the Chief Fire Warden. Araonnts
spent by individuals and corporations in
lii,'liting fires on their limits this season
have been much larger. A more complete
organization is in contemplation by the Pro-
vincial Government.

Progress is noted in protection by private
individuals and corporations throughout the
Dominion. The locomotives on 587 miles of
railway have been changed from coal-burn-
ers to oil-burners. These lines are in the
Rocky Mountains and on Vancouver Island,
and are as follows: Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, 338; Esquimault and Xanaimo Rail-
way, 134: Great Xorthern Railway, 115.
The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway "is also
about to introduce oil-burners on its Rocky
Mountain lines. The Canadian Xorthern
Railway has established a department
solely devoted to fire protection work,
and expects to develop this in the coming
year. All the railways have made pro-
vision by appointing special officers to
carry out the orders of the Canadian Board
of Railway Commissioners and to co-operate
with the officers of that body and of the
federal and provincial forest departments.
The lumber and pulp companies are cut-

ting timber with less waste than over be-
fore; a number of them are having their
holdings surveyed and estimated by forest
engineers, and some are beginning to experi-
ment in thinning and replanting.
The use of woo.l preserving methods is

rapidly increasing, there being several large
plants in Canada for the treatment of rail-
way ties, which will check the rapidity of
the increase of this drain on the forests.
The educational side is being well looked

after by three forest schools located at To-
ronto, Quebec and Fredericton.

These schools will bo able to supplv the
limited number of highly traine.l technical
men, required as forest administrations
grow, without overcrowding the profession.
A development of lower grade schools, how-
ever, designe.l to educate forest rangers and
woods superintendents is now most needed.
The greatest need, viewed from the stand-

point of a propagandist organization like
ours, is the increase of the bo.ly of public
opinion informed on this question. With
this secured, the hands of all forest ad-
ministrators will be strengthened, the effort
to secure the extension of civil service regu-
lations to the outside service will be render-
ed easier, and all forest extractive industries
will be placed on a more permanent basis.
Though much remains to be done, still much
has been accomplished since this Associa-
tion was formed in the year 1900, and your
Directors urge upon all members the making
of greater efforts, both individual an.l as
an Association, to further this patriotic
work which means so much to every citizen
of the Dominion.

Constitution and By-Laws.

As Revised at the

I. NAME.
The name of the Association shall be:

The Canadian Forestry Association.

IT. OBJECT.
Its objects shall be:

—

(1) To advocate and encourage judicious
methods in dealing with our forests and
woodlands.

(2) To awaken public interest to the sad
results attending the wholesale destruction
of forests (as shown by the experience of
older countries) in the deterioration of the
climate, diminution of fertility, drying up
of rivers and streams, etc., etc.

(3) To consider and recommend the ex-
ploration, as far as practicable, of our
public domain and its division into agri-
cultural, timber and mineral lands, with a
^-iew of directing immigration and the pur-

1914 Amiual Meeting.

suits of our pioneers into channels best
suited to advance their interests and the
public welfare. With this accomplished, a
portion of the unappropriated lands of the
country couM be permanently reserved for
the growth of timber.

(4) To encourage afforestation wherever
advisable, and to j)romote forest tree-
planting, especially in the treeless areas of
our north-western jirairies, upon farm
lands where the projiortion of woodland is
too low, and ujion highways and in the
parks of our villages, towns and cities.

(5) To collect and <lisseminate, for the
benefit of the public, rejtorts and informa-
tion bearing on the forestry problem in
general, and especially with respect both
to the wooded and prairie districts of
Canada, and to teach the rising generation
the value of the forest with a view of en-
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listino' their efforts in its preservation.

(6)" To secure such forestry legislation

from time to time from the federal and

provincial governments as the general

interests demand, and the particular needs

of the people seem to require.

III. MEMBERSHIP.

Its membership shall include all who

pay an annual fee of $1.00 or a life mem-

bership fee of $10.00.

IV HONORARY OFFICERS AND TER-
RITORIAL VICE-PRESIDENTS.

The Honorarv Officers shall consist of a

Patron, Honorary President and Honorary

past President.

There shall be not more than fifteen Ter-

ritorial Vice-Presidents, and the aim in

selecting the same shall be to appoint a

representative for each province and terri-

torial division of Canada.

The above shall be appointed at the an-

nual meeting of the Association, and they

shall not be members of the Board of Direc-

tors.

V. OFFICERS.

The officers shall consist of a President,

a Vice-President, a Secretary and a

Treasurer.

VI. BOARD OF DIRECTORS. •

The Board of Directors shall consist of

the Officers and not more than thirty-five

Directors, elected annually, and all Past

Presidents of the Association, from and in-

cluding the year 1909-10.

VII. NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS.

The President, A'ice-President, Treasurer

and Directors shall be elected at the an-

nual meeting of the Association, and shall

hold office for one year, and until then-

successors are elected. Nominations for

Honorarv Officers, President, Vice-Presi-

dent, Territorial Vice-Presidents and Treas-

urer and Directors shall be made by a Nomi-

nating Committee of not more than seven

members v\ho shall be elected by open vote

on nomination of presiding officer or others

at the first session of the annual meeting of

the Association. The Nominating Commit-

tee's report may be adopted by open vote,

or, if amendments to it are moved, the vote

shall be by ballot.

VIII. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The officers and Board of Directors shall

constitute an Executive Committee, and five

of the same shall be a quorum.

IX. ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the Association

shall be held during the month of Febru-

ary in the City of Ottawa, unless other-

wise determined by the Executive
_
Com-

mittee of the Association and a notice of

one month of the date selected shall be

given to each member by the Secretary.

X. SPECIAL MEETINGS.
Special meetings shall be held at such

times and places as the Executive may
decide, a sufficient notice of which shall

be sent to each member by the Secretary.

XL AMENDMENTS.
Amendments of the Constitution can

only be adopted by a two-thirds vote of

the members present and entitled to vote,

and at the annual meeting of the Asso-

ciation, and a notice of such intended

amendment shall be given with the notice

calling the meeting.

BY-LAWS.

President.

It shall be the duty of the President to

preside at all meetings of the Association

and of the Board of Directors. He shall

be ex-officio a member of all standing com-

mittees.

Vice-President.

In the absence of the President, a Vice-

President shall preside at all meetings of

the Association; and in the absence of all

of them a President pro tempore shall be

elected by the meeting.

Secretary.

The Secretary shall be appointed when-

ever there is a vacancy in the office by the

Board of Directors. He shall hold office

during the pleasure of the Board of Direc-

tors unless otherwise ordered by two-

thirds of the members present, and voting

at an annual or special general meeting of

the Association. It shall be the duty of

the Secretary to keep the minutes of each

meeting, have charge of the books and

records and other documents belonging to

the Association; conduct all correspond-

ence connected with the affairs of the As-

sociation; notify members of the time and

place of meeting; and to perform all duties

prescribed for him by the Board of Direc-

tors. He shall not engage in any other

business without the consent of the Board

of Directors. . He shall be the secretary of

all standing committees. He shall be paid

a salary to be determined from year to

year by the Board of Directors.

Treasurer.

The Treasurer shall have the custody of

all monevs received, and shall deposit or

invest the same in such manner as the

Board of Directors shall direct, and

shall not expend money except under direc-
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tion or apjiroval of the Board of Directors

or the Kxociitive < 'oniinittee.

I

Board of Directors.

It shall be the duty of the Board of
Directors to manage the affairs of the As-
sociation, and the Board may appoiut any
necessary assistants required by the Of-
ficers. Any position among tlie Officers

or Directors which may become vacant
during the year may be filled by the
Boarcl of Directors.

Annual Audit.

At the annual meeting of the Associa-
tion there shall be appointed two auditors,

whose duty it shall be to examine and
audit the books, accounts and records of
the Association or of any officers, em-
ployees or committees thereof, and shall

report to the annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation.

Financial Year.

The financial year of the Association
shall close on December 31st of each year.

Conduct of Meetings.

(rt) I'arliameutary rules shall govern all

meetings of this Association.
{b) All motions shall be made in writing.

(c) In the event of conflict of opinion,

the Thairman shall decide all questions of
order.

((I) Having onco spoken to a motion a
member must obtain jierniission from the
Chair to be again heard regarding it. The
("hair may at any time declare a subject
open for general conversational discussion,
and may in like manner determine same.

Order of Business.

At the regular meeting of the Associa-
tion the order of business shall be that
jiroposcd by the Board of Directors and
announced by the Presiding Officer. In
the absence of such prepared order of
business, the following shall be observed:

—

1. Reading of minutes of previous
meeting.

2. Business arising out of minutes.
3. Receiving communications.
4. Presdent 's address.
5. Directors' report.

6. Treasurer's report.

7. Reports of Standing or Special Com-
mittees.

8. Unfinished business.

9. New business.

10. Notices of motion.
11. Election of Officers and Directors.

The order of business may be varied at

any meeting by a majority vote of those
present; or it may be suspended at the
discretion of the Chair.

Lumbermen and Forestry

&ucces.<tf"J J'inual Meeting of the Cavadian Lumbermen's Association.

The f^ixth annual meeting of the Canadian
Lumbermen 's Association, held in the Cha-
teau Laurier on February 3, was the most
suci'essful in the history of that organiza-

tion. The chair at the business sessions was
occupied by Mr. Alex. MacLaurin, of

Montreal, the retiring President, who in his

annual address noted the progress made in

the year. The reports of the different com-
mittees showed greater activity in associa-

tion work than in any previous year, and
a larger list of members and wider field

of operation, ifatters of great importance
to the lumber trade were dealt with, and
among those who took a leading part in

the discussions were Senator T-M\vards, Sena-

tor George Gordon, Sir ITenry Egan, Lt.-<'ol.

J. B. Miller and Mr. Denis" Murphy. The
reports of the Secretary, Mr. Frank Haw-
kins, were highly commended.
The following officers were elected: Hon.

President, J. R. Booth ; President, Hon. Geo.

Gordon; Vice-Presidents, Sir Douglas Cam-
eron, Lt.-Governor of Manitoba; Angus Mc-
Lean ; Hon. Treasurer, R. G. Cameron

;

Secretary, Frank Hawkins, Ottawa.
Directors: the above and E. A. Dunlop,

M.L.A., E. R. Bremner. W. C. Laidlaw, P.

C. Walker, Duncan McLaren, A. E. Craig,

Gordon C. Edwards, J. G. Cane, W. J. Lov-

ering, A. L. Mattes, A. H. Canip1)ell, G. W.
Grier, A. MacLaurin, W. G. Power, John
Hendry, A. D, McRae, Wm. McNeill.

The annual banquet, held at the Chateau
Laurier, witnessed a departure from pre-

vious functions of like character in that

ladies were present. In fact this was an in-

novation for Ottawa. The experiment was
most successful, and the banquet was the

best ever held by the Association. The
chair was occupied by the newly elected

President, Senator Gordon, and at the head
table were Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Hon. George
E. Foster, Minister of Trade and Com-
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meree; Hon. W. H. Hearst, Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines for Ontario; Hon.
W. A. Charlton, President of the Canadian
Forestry Association; Senator Edwards and
Mr. A. B. Cruikshank, of New York.

The speaking was of a very high order,

Sir Wilfrid Laurier and Hon. Mr. Foster

emphasizing the great importance of the for-

ests to the country and the need of perpetu-

ating forests on non-agriculturai lands,

while Hon. Mr. Hearst, besides showing what

a large part of Ontario 's revenue came from
the forests, dwelt on the fact that, willing

as governments and lumbermen were to con-

serve the forests, they must enlist the sym-
pathy and support of the general public.

Hon. Mr. Charlton showed that this latter

was, the reason for existence of the Canadian
Forestry Association, and Mr. A. B. Cruik-
shank gave a most witty and telling ad-

dress on the business and humanitarian side

of the great lumber industry.

St. Maurice Forest Protective Association

Second Annual Meeting SJiotvs Encouraging Progress.

The annual meeting of the St. Maurice
Valley Forest Protective Association, held

at the Place Viger Hotel, Montreal, on Feb.

24, showed a very gratifying state of pro-

gress by the Association. The chair was
occupied by the retiring President, Mr. J.

M. Dalton, of Three Elvers, and all the com-

panies or individuals in the Association were
present or represented.

The President's Eeport was most optimis-

tic. It showed that in spite of the dry
season the loss to timber from fire in the

area controlled by the Association was less

than 1/lOOOth of one per cent, of the value

of the timber. The Association was stead-

ily growing, 102,000 acres aving been added
to its territory in 1913 and 266,000 acres

more added up to Feb. 24, 1914. Further
additions were expected, and the limit hold-

ers of the Rouge, Lievre and Gatineau Val-

leys were considering forming similar as-

sociations. Appreciation was expressed of

the support given the Association by Hon.
Jules Allard, Minister of Lands and Forests
for Quebec, and Mr. W. C. J. Hall, Chief
of the Forest Protection Branch. The ex-

cellent work done by the Manager of the

Association, Mr. Henry Sorgius, was ack-

nowledged. The fact that a dry season had
been passed through with practically no loss

was the best proof of the efficiency of the

organization. The greatest need at present
was the education of farmers and settlers,

and to this end the suggestion was made
that the co-operation of the Department of
Education be asked to distribute literature

in the schools and to send lecturers with lan-

terns to the smaller towns. The President
advocated wider publicity work generally,

through newspapers and otherwise.

The Manager and Secretary, Mr. Sorgius,
presented the reports in detail covering the
work of the year. The financial report
showed total receipts of $23,779, all of
which except $4,131 came from assessment
on members. The remainder came from

proportion of railway patrol and $2,300
grant from the Quebec Government.
The total number of fires extinguished was

306. These were started by the following

agencies: settlers, 151; fishermen and sports-

men, 8; river drivers, 17; jobbers, 4; rail-

roads, 17; unknown, 102, and one each by
tramps, berry pickers, Indians, lightning,

explorers, trappers and improvement gang.

The permanent improvements included

eight lookout towers, ranging from 35 to 87
feet high, 200 miles of trails, and 15 miles

of telephone line.

The officers elected were: President, Mr.
S. L. de Carteret; Vice-President, Mr. Ell-

wood Wilson; Manager and Secretary-Treas-

urer, Mr. H. Sorgius; Directors, Messrs. J.

M. Dalton, de Carteret, Wilson, C. Le Brun,
E. F. Grant and F. L. Eitchie.

A resolution was passed for presentation

to Premier Sir Lomer Gouin, expressing ap-

preciation of the policy of fire protection

extended under the administration of Hon.
Mr. Allard and asking for further work in

this direction. The resolution pointed out

that the Provincial revenue from forests last

year had been $1,760,466, with an expendi-

ture of $327,383, while there had been ap-

propriations of •'pl8,000 for fire protection,

$90,000 for forest service and inspection, and
$5,000 for forestry education. They there-

fore asked that the amount voted for fire

protection be increased to $50,000 at least.

In the evening the annual banquet at the

Place Viger Hotel was a most successful af-

fair. The toastmaster was Mr. Ellwood Wil-

son, and with him at the head table were
Hon. Jules Allard, Mr. E. H. Campbell, Do-
minion Director of Forestry, Mr. Alex. Mac-
Laurin, Mr. Carl Eiordon, Mr. Clyde Leavitt,

Mr. J. C. Sutherland, Inspector of Quebec
Schools. Others in attendance, in addition

to the officers, were Messrs. E. J. Graham,
Buckingham; C. Le Brun, Shawinigan Falls;

C. E. Eead, Jr., St. Jovite; J. P. MacLaurin,
Montreal ; J. H. Dansereau, Three Eivers ; J.
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B. White, Montreal; W. C J. Hall, Quebec;
J. E. Kotherv, Mount Laurier; Geo. DeLisle,

M.P.P., W. 'h. Parker, W. J. MacGowan,
F. M. Sjiai-lal, ami James Lawler, Secretary

of the Cauailian Forestry Association. The
speeches were all of au encouraging nature,

anil a feature of the ilinnor was the dis-

play of a nuinlier of lantern slides showing
comlitions in the St. Maurice Valley.

This work is of such an encouraging na-
ture that no excuse will he made for re-

ferring to other features of this meeting in
future issues of the Canadian Forestry
Journal.

With the Forest Engineers.

(Contributed by the Ganadian Society of Forest Engineers.)

Annual Meeting, C. S. F. E.

The annual meeting of the Canadian So-

ciety of Forest Engineers for 1914 was held

in Ottawa on February -Ith, beginning at

three o 'clock p.m. In the absence of the

President, Dr. B. E. Feruow, who was pre-

vented by pressure of other duties from
being present, the chair was occupied by the

Vice-President, Mr. E. H. Campbell. Mem-
bers in attendance were Messrs. D. R. Cam-
eron, J. B. Dickson, T. W. Dwight, E. H.
Finlavson, F. W. H. Jaeombe, A. Knechtel,

C. Leavitt, W. N. Millar, G. C. Piche, H. C.

Walliii, Ellwood Wilson and E. J. Zavitz

(active) and R. G. Lewis and B. R. Morton
(associate).

The Secretary-Treasurer reported the total

number of members now on the roll as fifty-

nine—forty-four active, thirteen associate,

and two honorary—and a substantial cash
balance to the credit of the society.

Important changes were made in the Con-
stitution, the one on Mr. Wilson's notice of

motion, amending the qualifications for ac-

tive membership, and the other, in accord-

ance with the Executive Committee's report,

making extensive alterations in the method
of nomination and election of officers. The
clause (Article III, Section 3) regarding the

qualifications for active membership in the

Society now reads as follows:

—

'Active members shall consist of trained
foresters, and the following named persons,

in recognition of their eminent services in

the interest of forestry previous to the ad-

vent of professional foresters, viz., E.
Stewart, W. C. J. Hall, E. G. Joly de Lot-
biniere, R. H. Campbell and Thos. South-
worth. Active members shall be graduates
of a forest school in good standing and shall

have been in the practice or teaching of some
branch of forestry for at least two years,

or shall be men who, while not grailuates

of a forestry school, have been engaged in

active forestry work for at least five years
and have, in the opinion of the Executive

Committee, achieved sufficient distinction to
entitle them to active meml)er!-hip. The
character and achievement of all such can-

didates must be approved by the Executive
Committee. All names of candidates must
be submitted to the Executive Committee for

approval before being submitted to the So-
ciety. Only active members shall have the
right of voting and holding office.

'

The change in the method of election of
officers consists in the appointment of a
Nominating Committee, to be named by the

President within four weeks of his election;

this committee is to submit to the members,
at the time of balloting, a list of three

nominees for each office. The right of in-

dividual members to make nominations is

not, however, done away with. Elections

are to be decided on the proportional sys-

tem.

The proposal to form ' District Executive
Committees' was approved. These take the

place of the Advisory Committees, and con-

sist of three members for each district. The
districts are (1) Quebec and the Maritime
Provinces, (2) Ontario, (3) the Prairie Pro-

vinces, and (4) British Columbia, to be elect-

ed, at the time of the regular elections of

officers, by the members resident in the dis-

trict. These District Executive Committees

are to take charge of all business pertain-

ing exclusively to their respective districts,

subject to an appeal to the Executive Com-
mittee of the Society. The chairman of the

committee is to be designated on the ballot

electing the members of the committee, and

is to be a member of the Society 's Executive

Committee, which now consists of seven

members.
The election of members by general vote

of the active members of the Society is

done away with. Hereafter the name of the

nominee, together with his record, is to be

submitted, first, to the District Executive of

the district in which he is located. Their

judgment, whether favorable or unfavour-

able, is to be sent to the Central Executive,
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and, if ?ix of the seven members of the

committee approve the uomination, the can-

didate is to be admitted a member of the

Society.

The' committee on standardizing forest

maps submitted a draft legend, which will

be circulated to organizations making forest

maps, with the request that it be followed

in that work.

A committee of three (Alessrs. Jacombe,

Zavitz and Leavitt) was appointed to con-

solidate the Constitution of the Society.

Ottawa Foresters Dine.

The inaugural meeting of the Ottawa For-

ester}' Club, the organization of which was

noted in this column last month, was held

on the evening of January 30th, and took

the form of a dinner followeil by short

speeches. Members and guests to the num-

ber of twenty-one sat down, the head of the

table being occupied by the President, Mr.

E. H. Campbell, and the Vice-President, Mr.

Clyde Leavitt, having the position at the

other end of the board (said board being

guaranteed genuine Swietenia malwgani).

The guests of the evening were the District

Inspectors of Forest Res-erves, Messrs. W. N.

Millar, of Calgary, Alta., F. K. Herchmer,

of Winnipeg, Man., G. A. Gutches, of Prince

Albert, Sask., and I). E. Cameron, of Kam-
loops, B.C., and the Superintendent of the

newly established Woods Products Labora-

tories, Mr. A. G. ]\lclntyre, of Montreal.

After dessert had been served and the

cigars passed, the chairman called on each

of the guests to give a short talk on the

work being done in his own special depart-

ment. This item finished, the guests spent

a social hour, regaling each other with 'rab-

bit', 'porcupine' and other stories, after

which the National Anthem brought a suc-

cessful meeting loyally to a close. In ad-

dition to those previously named, the fol-

lowing were present: J. Lawler, Secretary

Canadian Forestry Association, and T. W.
Dwight, J. E. Dickson, J. A. Doucet, Geo.

E. Bothwell, E. H. Finlayson, E. G. Lewis,

B. E. Morton, G. S. Smith, H. C. Wallin,

F. W. H. Jacombe, F. II. Byshe, C. J. Tulley

and D. McCann, of the Forestry Branch.

B. C. Foresters Organizing.

Owing to the demands on the columns of

the Journal in its last issue, reference to

the organization of the foresters of British

Columbia was omitted. Eegarding this, Mr.
H. E. MacMillan wrote, under date of Jan-

uary 31st:

—

' I do not know if yovi have received a
report of the meeting which was held in

Vancouver on December 15th. A foresters'

dinner was arranged and there were pres-ent

about thirty foresters representing the Do-

minion Forest Service, Canadian Pacific

Eailway, Provincial Forest Service, and for-

esters engaged in private work in British

Columbia. This, I think, is the largest gath-

ering of graduate foresters which has yet

been held in Canada. Dr. Wesbrook, Presi-

dent of the new British Columbia University,

was at the dinner and gave a short address

on his plans for development of a forest

school in connection with the University.

He assured the foresters assembled that such

a school would be undertaken within two
years.

* Arrangements were made at this time for

the formation of the local society of fores-

ters, and a committee consisting of E. D.

Prettie, W. J. VanDusen, E. D. Craig, D. R.
Cameron and myself were appointed to ar-

range for the organization. This committee
has not yet held its first meeting^ but it is

planned to undertake the preliminary or-

ganization immediately along the line of the

suggestions which have* been made by your-

self.
'

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.
FEBRUARY 4, 1914.

(Continued from Page 22.)

Moved by Mr. Stanley, seconded by Mr.
Ha'kom, and
Ef solved, that the minutes of the Direc-

tors ' meetings be sent to the Directors
and the Honorary Vice-Presidents.
Moved by Col. Harkom, seconded by

Senator Bostock, and
Resolved, that the Secretary and Trea-

surer be thanked for their careful atten-
tio)i to the business of the Association
during the year.
The meeting then adjourned.

THE VALUE OF FORESTS.

The State of Ohio was once covered bj
forests. Then there were no devasting
Hoods. The forests were cut away, cut in-

discriminately, ruthlessly, ignorantly. Now
w^e have the tragedy of Dayton and other
lesser ones every year. If a few square
miles of carefully tended forests had been
left at strategic points around the head-
waters of the various rivers and streams
of Ohio, the United States would not be
mourning these hundreds of dead or re-

gretting the millions of money. This is

part of what is meant by conservation.-^
Exchange.
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CANADIAN FORESTIIY ASSOCIATION.

The Canadian Forestry Association is the

organization in Canada for the propagation

of the principles of forest conservation.

This it does by means of conventions, meet-

ings, lectures and literature.

It is a popular organization supported by
the fees of members, assisted by some gov-

ernment grants.

There is a vast field of work before the

Association Tvhich is only limited by the

funds at the disposal of the Association.

Those Avho are not already members are

invited to join and assist in the work. The
membership fee is one dollar per year, and
this entitles the member to attend and vote

at all meetings and to receive the Annual
Report and the Canadian Forestry Journal.

Women as well as men are eligible for mem-
bership.

Applications for membership and requests
for literature and information may be ad-

dressed to

The Secretary,
Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa, Can.

Objects of the Association.

(1) The exploration of the public domain,
so that lands unsuitable for agriculture may
be reserved for timber production.

(2) The preservation of the forests for

their influence on climate, soil and water
supply.

(3) The promotion of judicious methods
in dealing with forests and woodlands.

(4) Tree planting on the plains and on
streets and highways.

(5) Reforestation where advisable.

(6) The collection and dissemination of
information bearing on the forestry problem
in general.

HARDY NORTHERN
FOREST TREES

and shrubs at forest

prices.

Native and foreign tree seeds.

Edye=de- Hurst & Son,
Dennyhurst, via Dryden, Ont.

SHIPPERS TO H. M. GOVERNMENT, E T O^

Correspondance Frangaise.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATIOxN, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.



University of

New Brai)8wick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in IQ08

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestrv Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further information address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — — —

C. C. JONES, Charvcellor

THE NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
at

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syt-accuse, Me-w York.

Undergraduate course leading to

Bachelor of Science ; Post-

graduate course to Master of

Forestiy; and one and two-year

Ranger courses. Summer Camp
of eight weeks in Catskills.

Ranger School held on the

College Forest of 2,000 acres at

Wanakena in the Adirondacks.

State Forest Experiment Station

of 90 acres and excellent Forest

Library offer unusual opportu-

nities for research work. : : :

:

For particulars address

HUGH P, BAKER. D. Oec.Dea.i\

TIMBER CRUISES \

FORESTRY SURVEYS J

Foredtry Dept.

Montreal Engineering Company, Limited

Consulting & Operating Engineers

164 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
R. O. Sweezey, General Manage

ill's Seediiiigs & Transplants

AL.'S<J Troo riet'ds for Kefoi-estiiig. i^est for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low price?. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

FORE.ST PLANTERS GCIDE FREE.
The D. Hill Nursery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U.S.A.

FOREST ENGINEERS.

Forest Surveys Logging Maps

TIMBER ESTIMATES

Water Power Water Storage

CLARK & LYFORD
403 Crown Building, VANCOUVER

mi WRSiiY mm school
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

A two years' course in fo-

restry is offered leading to the
degree of Master of Forestry.

The Forest School is a graduate
department of Yale University
requiring: for admission a college
training. Graduates of universi-

ties, colleges, or scientific ins-

titutions ot high standing are
admitted upon presentation ot
their diplomas, provided they
have taken courses in the fol-

lowing subjects in their under-
graduate work : at least one
full year in college or University
Botany, and at least one course
in Zoology, Physics, Inorganic
Chemistry, Geology, Econom cs,

Mechanical Drawing, French
or German and the completion
of Mathematics throngh Trigo-
nometry.

Candidates for advanced
standing may take examinations
in any subject but are required
in addition to present evidence
ot a specified amount of work
done in the field or laboratory.

The school year begins in
early lulv and is conducted at
the school camp at MILFORD,
Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAHES W. TOUHEV, Director
NEW HAVEN . - . . CONNECTICUT
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Halifax Convention.

We trust all our members will keep
in mind the date fixed for the Halifa.x

Convention, namely, September 1, 2, 3
and 4. This date, it is believed, best

suits the needs of Nova Scotia, and,
on the other hand, it is the ideal time
for visiting the Maritime Provinces.
The details are now being worked out,

and will be given as soon as possible

in future issues of the Canadian For-
estry Journal. If any member de-

sires to learn about any particular

feature, if he will write to the Secre-

tary, all the information available will

l)e gladly given.

Directors' Meeting.

A meeting of the Directors was held

in the office of the Director of For-

estry, Journal Building, Ottawa, on
March 10. Tn spite of the fact that

it was held so soon after the annual
meeting, there was an unusually good
attendance of Directors. The chair

Avas occupied by Mr. William Power.
]\r.P., the new President, who had
just returned from England. The
chief object of the meeting was to set-

tle definitely the date of the Halifax
Convention, which had been left open
by the Annual jMeeting for consulta-

tion with the Government of Nova

33
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Seotia, upou whose invitation the

Convention is being held this year,

and the lumbermen of that province.

Mr. F. C. Whitman of Annapolis
Royal, N.S., the Vice-President who
is giving a great deal of time to this

Convention, w^as present and explain-

ed what had been done to date. Mr.
Whitman's efforts were much appre-

ciated, and this appreciation was voic-

ed by Hon. Mr. Charlton. After the

cjuestion had been fully discussed, on
motion of Senator Edwards, seconded

by Mr. Denis Murphy, the date was
fixed for September 2, 3 and 4, and
other necessary matters settled. The
attendance and spirit of this meeting
augurs well for the success of the

Halifax Convention.

In the Maritime Provinces.

As soon as possible after the An-
nual Meeting the Secretary went to

Halifax, where he met Mr. F. C.

Whitman, the Vice-President, and
with him called upon Hon. 0. T. Dan-
iels, Attorney General and Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands, and a num-
ber of leading citizens, and discussed

the details of the Convention. These
consultations were very satisfactory,

and showed that there is a real desire

on the part of a large section of the

people of Nova Scotia for this Con-
vention. It is fortunate that the best

time of the year for the timber land
owners to come to Halifax is also the

most satisfactory time for people
from Central and Western Canada to

visit the Atlantic Coast. About half

the timber of Nova Scotia is owned
outright by farmers, whose holdings
run from 200 acres to 1,000 acres in

extent, probably averaging about 450
acres. Much of this has been cut over,

and the owners are anxious to know
how to handle these lands, in order
to get the best results from their re-

maining forest, and to promote the

young growth.

The lumbermen who own the other
half, roughly speaking, of the timber
in comparatively large blocks, are nat-
urally keenly interested. They hold

their lands generally in fee simple,

and can therefore adopt at once any
methods that appeal to them. That
the Government is interested in this

subject both as it relates to Crown
lands, and to forest lands generally

is shown by the fact that detailed

reference to this subject was made in

the speech from the throne at the
opening of the Legislature, in Feb-
ruary of this year.

On the return journey to Ottawa,
the Secretary spent some time at St.

John and Fredericton, N.B., and
found that the interest in forest con-

servation, which the Fredericton Con-
vention of 1910 helped to arouse, has
by no means died away, but that for-

estry matters in New Brunswick are
more forward, than they have ever
been before.

Tree Planting in Ontario.

On another page will be found the

report of an address by Mr. E. J.

Zavitz, Provincial Forester of On-
tario, explaining what has been done
in tree planting by farmers in the

older part of the province. As yet,

tree planting is a very small part of
forest work in Canada, yet in its own
sphere it is most important. Much of
the land of southern Ontario is unfit

for anything else but trees, and if this

land is not growing trees it repre-

sents a sheer loss to the community.
Besides this there is the relation of
the forests on these lands to stream
flow, and agriculture. As Mr. Zavitz

explains, the idea grows slowly, but as

some of the older plantations have
been set out for five or six years and
are beginning to make a showing,
there is every reason to believe pro-

gress will be much faster from this

time onward. Tree planting on the

prairies under the direction of the

Dominion Forestry Branch has reach-

ed large proportions, and while it is

natural to expect slower progress in

the wooded provinces of Ontario and
Quebec, yet in a few years it is bound
to grow to large proportions in these

provinces also.

(Continued on Page 36.)
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OUR PRESIDENT.

Mr. William Power, M.P., President of

the Canadian Forestry Association, has

been connected with forest industries all

his life. Born at Sillery, a suburb of Que-
bec, he early entered the employ of the

firm of W. and J. Sharpies, lumbermen and
timber exporters of Quebec. After that

connection had lasted for over fifty years,

during a good part of which he was a part-

ner, he became, last year, the sole surviv-

ing partner, through the death, within a

few weeks, of each other, of Hon. John
Sharpies and Mr. E. Harcourt Smith. This
has thrown a great deal of additional

work on Mr. Power, but the business is

being carried on vigorously on the lines on
which it has developed for nearly a cen-

tury. Mr. Power's activities have not

been confined to one line. In addition to

other important business interests, he has

filled the offices of president and director

of the Quebec Board of Trade, school com-

missioner for Quebec city, director Cana-

dian Lumbermen's Association, and was
a member of the special committee for the

Tercentenary Celebration of the founding

of Quebec. He is the member of the Cana-

dian House of Commons for Quebec West,

In spite of these private and j)ublic duties,

Mr. Power has found time to personally

explore a large part of the northern timber

country of Quebec, ami few living men
have been over more of that territory, or

have a better knowledge of it. Mr. Power
has been a member of the Canadian
Forestry Association since its foundation

and a director for five years, and there is

no doubt he will maintain the high tradi-

tions of the office.
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(Continued from Page 34.)

An Honour to Canada.

Mr. Gordon C. Edwards, of Ottawa,
who has been for several years a

valued and active Director of the

Canadian Forestry Association, was
on March 5 elected President of the

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association at its twenty-second An-
nual ]\Ieeting in Buffalo^, N.Y. This
is the leading lumber organization on
the continent, and the election of Mr.
Edwards, the first Canadian to hold
the office, is a compliment to Canada,
and to the Canadian lumber trade.

At the same time the National Whole-
salers have secured a most efficient

President, and one who will add
strength and popularity to their or-

ganization Mr. Edwards has occu-
pied important positions in that As-
sociation for several years, and under
his presidency 1914 promises to be the
best year in its history.

. Mr. F. C. Whitman, Vice-Pres.
Forestry Association.

Canadian

Quebec, the Pioneer.

Quebec was the first province to

have a co-operative forest protective

association. The results of two years

'

operation were so satisfactory in the

original association covering the St.

Maurice Valley that now a new or-

ganization has been formed, which
will cover a large section of the pro-
vince between the St. Maurice and
Upper Ottawa. This brings the co-

operative plan up to the borders of
Ontario, and if it proves again suc-

cessful it will doubtless cross the Ot-
tawa River into Ontario.

THE TREELESS FUTURE.

I dreamed of a child in the years to be,
My granddaughter's, grandson's son;

In the light of a radium stove sat he,
His history lesson to con.

He came to a word that his knowledge
tried.

He spelled it three times three;
Then asked of the ancient man by his side,

'Say, grandfather, what is a tree?'

TREES.

By M. Blanche.

In serried rank or lonely state,

Like veterans they stand.
Through starry night, through storm-swept

days,
To sentinel the land.

I know not if I love them best
When fledged with springtime green.

Or when, with silvan vesture clad.

They deck the summer scene.

And yet when autumn touches them
With dyes unknown to art.

Beneath that gorgeous color-spell

I needs must yield my heart.

But, ah! I know I love them well

When, all white winter through.
With gray and lacelike tracery,

They etch the curving blue.

A movement has sprung up among the
lumber jacks on the coast and islands of
the Gulf of Georgia, B.C., to become per-

manent settlers instead of roving laborers
without homes. The Government is assisting

the movement by all means.



Ontario Co-operative Work in Forestry

Paper read hy Mr. E. J. Zavit', Provincial Forester, at the Erperimental Union, On-
tario Agricultural College, Guelph, Out., Jan. 14, 1914.

This last season the Forestry Department
•listributed some 200,000 forest tree seeil-

lings and transplants to private owners

throughout the Province. These plants went
into twenty-nine counties. The distribution

of trees for this last season has been, as far

as numbers are concerned, smaller than that

of previous years. This is partly accounted

for by the evident lack of labour throughout

the Province. A number of applicants were

unable to handle the work and notified us

that they were afraid that they would not

be able to carry out the experiment owing to

lack of labour.

At the present time we have experimental

plantations in practically every county in the

Province. These plantations vary in size

from one-eighth of an acre to 10 acres, ami
in a few cases even larger.

During the first five years of the life of

the plantation, it does not make very much
of a show, as the plants are very small when
sent out from our nurseries. As the plan-

tation gets up to the sixth year, it begins

to draw attention, and I anticipate that the

influence of these experimental plantations

throughout older Ontario, will have a strong

educational value.

The bulk of our plantations are made upon
soils more or less unfit for agriculture. The
plantations are made on steep hillsides, sand
formations and upon blow sands, which in-

terfere often \\-ith township roads. This last

form of planting on sand which is drifting

across county or township roads is an inter-

esting feature of our work.

There are a great number of places in

the Province where light sand ridges inter-

cept the highway. In many cases where this

sand has started to shift it is interfering
with the condition of the roads. Scotch pine
and jack pine thrive in the very poorest
sand, and it is a comparatively simple mat-
ter to form plantations upon these light

soils.

In our circular we have advocated the
planting of waste portions of woodlots and
the introiluction of evergreens into the com-
position of the woodlot, but this form of
planting seems to have appealed to very
few.

The improvement in the condition of the
Ontario woodlot is a most difficult problem.
When we realize the difficulty in interesting
the land owner in improving methods relat-

ing to annual crops from which he derives
his livelihood, it can be readily understood

Hon. W. H. Hearst, Minister of Lands,

Forests and Mines for Ontario.

that in the <-ase of the woodlot, whii h only

gives small returns, with the long time ele-

ment a factor, it will be difficult to

secure radical improvements. Here and

there we find men ])repared to protect their

woodlands and improve them for the good

of the future.

There is probably little change during the

last five years in the percentage of woorllots

in the Province, but there is certainly a

gradual change for the worse in the quality

of the woodlot. The better classes of trees

are gradually being taken out and little at-

tention is lieing paid to the future results

of the cutting.

AVe are receiving splendid assistance from

a nundier of the district representatives of

the Ontario Department of Agriculture

throughout the Province, anil in counties

where these men are taking some interest

in this matter there is a noticeable increase

in the number of plantations asked for. I
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anticipate that the district representatives

will aid very much in the solution of this

problem as in many others.

At the Forest Station, in Norfolk County,

our nurseries are being improved and better

organized, and we wiU be able to meet the

demand for forest nursery stock on a large

scale in the future.

Mr. F. S. Newman, B.Sc.F., has been ap-

pointed assistant to the Forestry Branch,

and will have direct charge of this work.

At the present time there are about one

million plants in our nurseries and about

500,000 of these are ready for distribution

this coming season.

In last year 's planting, at this station,

we used alaout 200,000 plants. The older

plantations at this station are proving very

satisfactory and encouraging. In addition

to the experimental value of these planta-

tions, I feel that there is a local influence

which is quite noticeable. Our plantations

on the blow sands, which at first were more
or less ridiculed, have proven successful, and
now a number of people throughout the

country are taking advantage of the dis-

tribution of trees and making plantations

upon similar situations.

I believe that with the solution of the

labour problem and the general improvement
which is coming throughout older Ontario,

there will be a healthier interest taken in

the reclamation and reforesting of poorer

soils of the farm.

Group of B. C. District Foresters at Victoria, B.C.

B.C. Foresters' Conference.

'We have benefited wonderfully by this

Conference, and I am sorry you could not

be present,' writes Chief Forester H. R.

MacMillan in reference to the Conference

of District Foresters and Forest Assistants

held at Victoria, B.C., recently. The Con-

ference was a gathering of all the field men
of the British Columbia Forest Service to

discuss problems arising in the work and the

results of this meeting were very satisfac-

tory. The picture shows the men of the B,

C. Forest Service gathered in front of the

Forest Department Office. Our eastern read-
ers will recognize many of those in the
group. Chief Forester MacMillan is in the
centre, wearing a light-colored overcoat.

PROMOTION ON MERIT.

There is only one way to have a high

standard of efficiency in the public ser-

vice and that is by appointment made pure-

ly on merit, and for tenure of good be-

havior with a system of promotion on

merit. When that is the rule all over Can-

ada it will be a bjenefit to the whole Do-

minion. . .Qwe&ec Chronicle.

The Argentine Touring Club has decided
to award a special gold medal annually to

the landowner in the Province of Buenos
Aires who plants the most trees at the
sides of the public highways. The trees

may be fruit or forestal, and instructions

and advice concerning planting m^ay be
had from the Touring Club.



Western Forestry and Conservation Association

Successful Meeting in Vancouver. /{.('., Dec. lo-lfi, 1913.

For the first time the Western Forestry

ami C'on>ervation Association, comprising

the associations of Montana, Iilaho, Wash-
ington, Oregon and California, and of Bri-

tish Columbia, met in Canadian territory,

thi> sessions being held in Vancouver on
Dec. ir, and 16, 1913.

About one hundred lumbermen were pre-

sent when President A. L. Flewelling of
Spokane opened the meeting. With him on
the jilatform were ^Ir. E. T. Allen, Forester

and Manager of the Association, and Mr.
Geo. M. Cornwall, Editor of the Timberman,
Portland, Oregon, Secretary-Treasurer. After
the President "s address, Mr. Allen gave his

review of the year 's work, concluding with
the following epigrammatic summary: 'A
season of average fire hazard, but a loss of
less than $1,000, is the compiled report of
the local associations. The area patrolled

was 22 million acres. This contains over
500 billion feet or one-fifth of the nation's
entire supply. The area of merchantable
tinilier burned over was 2,810 acres, or one-

eightieth of one per cent. Actual destruc-

tion was 583,000 feet, which is one-one-
thousanilth of one per cent. This is far bet-

ter than the best previous record, that of
1911. The cost of this year's work was
about $200,000, which is less than Ic an
acre for the area guarded, although nearly
a two cents per acre charge on contributing
holdings. About 475 regular patrolmen were
employed. Hundreds of miles of trail and
telephone line were built.

Hon. W. R. Ross.

Hon. W. R. Ross, Minister of Lands for
British Columbia, dealt in some detail with
the work of the B. C. Forest Branch. Pro-
bably seventy per cent, of British Colum-
bia 's two hundred and fifty million acres,

he said, was under some kind of timber.
Timber was destined to be the greatest crop
that could be raised in the province, and
since the bulk of the forest land was Crown
property and the chief source of public
revenue (yielding three million dollars an-
nually) the protection of the forest and
the most scientific method of obtaining rev-

enue from it, were two of the most im-
portant functions of the Government. Eight
and one-half million acres of the forest lands
had been placed under a license system which
calleil for payment by the operator at the
time when the principles of modern forest
finance require that it should be paid, name-
ly, when the timber crop was cut and mar-
keted.

He believed that they had in British Col-

vmibia an almost ideal method of co-opera-

tion between Government and private inter-

ests, in the form of the forest protection

fund an<l the organization that the fund
had rendered possible in the province. Dur-

ing the past year over one hundreil and
fifty million acres of the total area of Bri-

tish Columbia had been placed under some
form of protection. They had maintained
over this area a skeleton organization capa-

ble of being recruited to any extent that fire

danger might require. Under the excellent

weather conditions during 1913 the eleven

forest districts had been provided with

thirty rangers, and two hundred and eighty

guards and patrol men ; another one hun-

dred men being at their call at short notice

if requireil. This force had experienced no

difficulty in controlling the situation, for,

though nearly six hundred fires had been re-

ported, three out of every four had been

extinguished without extra cost. Full use

had been made of this favourable situation.

Numbers of the men had ben drafted to im-

provement work. Fire fighting had cost

only $9,000. Patrol expenses involved $190.-

000. Out of the total fund for the year,

amounting to $350,000, they therefore had
an ample balance for construction work. The
department had thus been able to construct

since August, 1913, 1,000 miles of horse

trails, 168 miles of foot trail and 360 miles

of telephone line, 10 cabins and 10 mountain
lookout stations, the cost of these being

$67,000.

Fire Fighting.

Mr. H. S. Graves. Chief Forester of the

United States, owing to illness in his faniiiy,

was prevented from attending, but his paper

was read by Secretary Cornwall. In it Mr.

Graves stated that fires could be extinguish-

ed both in normal and in dry seasons liv

making adequate preparations and having an

adequate staff. He urged the fullest co-

operation between federal and state authori-

ties and private owners.

In the discussion which followed, the lum-

bermen were generally favourable to the

fullest co-operation. Throughout there was a

strong testimony to the efficacy of oil-burn-

ing engines in preventing the setting of

fires. Equally strong was the condemnation

of smoking in the wooils by employees, and

several of the leading operators held that

it would be just as easy to prohibit smoking

in the bush as it was in the coal mines.

There was an animated discussion on
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slash burning, the general opinion being

stronglj favourable, and in this respect was
summed up by President Flewelling in the

statement that it should be made impera-

tive that slash should be burned, leaving it

to the different associations to fix the right

time.

Eegarding wireless telegraphy, it was felt

that it might be made of use in supplement-

ing the regular telephone system, but that

further improvements were required before

it could replace the same.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt told of the work being
done, under the Dominion Eailway Commis-
sion and the different Governments, by the

railways to reduce forest fires from this

source, while Mr. E. D. Prettie, Superin-

tendent of Forestry for the Canadian Pacific

Eailway, presented the railway side of the

case.

British Columbia Regulations.

The next section of the program was de-

voted entirely to British Columbia. Mi. 1'.

F. Paterson, President of the Paterson Tim-
ber Co., Vancouver, read a paper which he
said had been framed with the object of
putting the British Columbia forestry de-

partment on the defensive, and he had no
doubt that Chief Forester MacMillan and
his associates would be able to take care of
themselves in the reply. Mr. Paterson 's

first criticism was that the B. C. coast cli-

mate was so damp that there was need for

protection for only about four months in
the year, yet the Forestry Department or-

ganization called for a staff which could only
be profitably employed during about a quar-
ter of each year. The Chief Forester was
evidently endeavouring to get value for
every dollar expended. No serious com-
plaints had been made, but it was safe to

venture the assertion that even with the
most careful measures considerable money
would be 'handed over in the form of what
might be called political charity to appoin-
tees who have to be in some way rewarded
for political services to the member repre-

senting the district in which they are em-
ployed. ' In regard to trail building on
which $150,000 had been expended, Mr. Pat-
erson doubted whether some of this might
not be unwise expenditure, as opening up
to tourists and others districts which were
now free from such dangers by their in-

accessability. In view of the fact that half
the cost of fire protection was borne by the
lumbermen, he suggested that there should
be some advisory committee elected by the
timber holders to consult with the Govern-
ment as to the expenditure of the fund.

Mr. Peter Lund of the Crow's Nest Pass
Lumber Co., Wardner, B.C., said that the
organization of the B. C. Forestry Depart-
ment had been watched by the interior lum-

bermen with interest, and the results achiev-

ed had been most gratifying to them. He
combatted, however, a recent statement of
Hon. W. E. Eoss, Minister of Lands, that
lumber prices in Canada up to 1909 had risen

faster than those of any other group except
furs. He also contended that owing to the

light stand of timber in the interior the

ground rent should be about half what it

was on the coast.

Chief Forester MacMillan said that the

problem was to protect 250 million acres of
forest land with a fund of about $350,000.

He could not agree with Mr. Paterson when
he said that coast timber would not burn.

A view of Mr, Paterson 's old camps would
show that it would. They were not trying

to carry this work out on their own exper-

ience, but on the experience of all the as-

sociations of the Pacific coast. Two means
used were : legislation to prevent and control

the setting out of fires, and the patrol to

protect against the fire hazard. No trail

was cut without a most careful study of the

situation, generally extending over a year.

In a large proportion of the cases there
was an application from the lumberman for

the improvement. As to wasting money, not
a dollar was spent under cover. Every
patrolman was visible, and every piece of
work could be inspected by the public. He
welcomed the suggestion of the establishment
of an organization through which the lum-
bermen could act with the Government.

Mr. E. H. Alexander of the Hastings Mill
acknowledged the difficulty of the problem,
and was glad to know that Mr. MacMillan
was ready to receive assistance from the

lumbermen in regard to the disposal of the
fire protection fund.

Mr. Michael Manson of Vancouver Island

stated that in the district which supplied

sixty per cent, of the timber cut in B. C.

every one of the fire wardens was recom-

mended for appointment by the timber

owners.

The convention concluded with a banquet
tendered by the lumbermen of British Col-

umbia.
Mr. John Hendry, president of the British

Columbia MiUs, Timber & Trading Com-
pany, Vancouver, presided over the gather-

ing, having on his right Judge Flewelling,

Hon. W. J. Bowser, attorney-general of Bri-

tish Columbia, E.. T. Allen, and Mr. W. A.
Anstie, president Mountain Lumbermen's
Association ; and on his left Hon. W. E.

Eoss, Minister of Lands, and Messrs. T. J.

Humbird, Spokane; Geo. M. Cornwall, as-

sociation secretarj^ Portland; and H. E.

MacMillan, Chief Forester. Mr. E. H. Alex-

ander, general manager of the Hastings Mill,

officiated as vice-chairman. The affair was
a great success and a fitting conclusion to

the convention.
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The Convention City—View in Public Gardens, Halifax.

CO-OPERATION EXTENDING

When last month we stated that we should

return to certain features of the work of the

St. Maurice Forest Protective Association,

we did not think events would occur so rap-

idly. As a result of the successful two
years' work of that association, another has

been organized to protect the forests in the

valleys of the Nation, Lievre, Eouge and
Gatineau rivers.

Upon invitation from some leading lum-

bermen, representatives of the St. Maurice
Valley Association came to Ottawa on

March 11, and explained the work of the

former association to a number of gentle-

men owning timber on lands to the west of

the St. Maurice. The chair on this occasion

was occupied by Senator Edwards, and the

workings of the association were explained

by Mr. S. L. de Carteret, President; Mr.
Ellwood Wilson, Vice-President; and Mr.
Henry Sorgius, Manager and Secretary.

Their reports so favourably impressed
those present that on March 20 a second
meeting was held at the Chateau Laurier,

Ottawa, when Senator Edwards again occu-

pied the chair. A committee was formed to

organize an association to be called the Can-
adian Forest Protective Association to take
steps for its incorporation, and to appoint
a manager.

It is expected that the organization will

be so far complete that the work of pro-

tection on a co-operative basis may be begun
this year. Lookout stations will be erected,

trails opened, and telephone connections

made as far as possible. The work will be

on the lines of the older association. Among
those who explained the work of the St.

Maurice Association on this latter occasion

were Messrs. de Carteret, Wilson, and Mr.
J. B. White of Montreal. Mr. Overton
Price of Washington, D.C, considtiufr for

ester of British Columbia, was present, and
from his experience strongly urged the for-

mation of such an association. Mr. W. C.

J. Hall, Chief of the Forest Protective

Branch of the Quebec Department of Lands
and Forests, represented the Department.
The committee appointed to organize the

association consisted of the following gen-

tlemen: Senator Edwards, Mr. J. B. White,
Mr. E. M. Kenny, Mr. George H. Millen

and Mr. Ward C. Hughson.
Among the firms and their representatives

present were:—Senator Edwards, Gordon C.

Edwards and J. A. Cameron, of the W. C.

Edwards Co.; George H. Millen and J. F.

Rochester, E. B. Eddy Co.; P. C. Walker,
Shepherd-Morse Lumber Co.; Sir Henry K.
Egan, Hawkesbury Lumber Co. ; J. C.

Browne, Eraser & Co., Ottawa; J. H. Black,

of J. E. Booth & Co.; Grant P. Davidson
and James Davey, Davidson Estate; W. C.

Hughson and A. E. Maxwell, Gilmour &
Hughson; E. M. Kenny, E. J. Graham and
J. E. Eothery, of James MacLaren & Co.,

Buckingham ; J. B. White, Charles Eead, Jr.,

and John Gwynne, Eiordon Pulp and Paper
Co. ; Clyde Leavitt, forester, Commission of
Conservation, and Arthur H. Graham, Gov-
ernment forest agent, Arundel, Que.



British Columbia Timber Royalties

The Timber Royalty Act, fixint;

new royalties on different classes of

timber, has been introduced in the

British L'ohijnbia Legislature by Hon.
AV. R. Ross. Minister of Lands.
The Minister, in introducing the

Bill, pointed out that tlie plan adopt-

eil came as the result of long, careful

study and consultation with lumber-

men and timber owners. He said he
had never looked on this question

merely as a means of raising money,
but as fundamentally affecting forest

policy. He desired to do three things

in this Bill

:

' First, so to settle this royalty question

as to insure to the highest practical degree

the welfare of all the people in British Col-

umbia as far as the forests contribute to

their welfare, and that is very far. Second,
so to handle this question that the Govern-
ment co-operates to the fullest legitimate

extent in establishing and maintaining a
permanent and profitable lumber imlustry

in our Province; and third, so to handle this

matter as to make forest conservation not a
remote, but a nearer and more probable
thing upon all timber limits.

'

He felt that this was a conservation
measure, and he ^\^shed to say that he
had not applied by wholesale plans
framed for some other country, but
had worked out a Bill drafted for

British Columbia conditions. He con-

tinued :

' The Royalty Bill comprises these four
things: It fixes the royalty increase for

1915, and establishes a level of lumber prices

on which future increases will be ba^ed. It

provides seven five-year periods for royalty
adjustment; and it provides that for each
of these periods a given percentage of the
price increment for lumber shall be added
to the royalty. This percentage is twenty-
five per cent, for the first five years, and
rises gradually to forty per cent for the
last five-years period. The fourth of the
accomplishments of the Royalty Bill is to
re-adjust the rentals between the coast and
the interior, and fix them for the whole
period of the Act.

'

* First, the royalty increase for which the
bill provides takes effect on January 1,

1915. The bill provides that these in-

Hon. W. R. Ross, Minister of Lands for
British Columbia.

creases shall be, for coast lumber, from
the present royalty of fifty cents to seventy-
five cents, an increase of fifty per cent. This
increase, however, is not applied arbitrarily,

but is the result of raising the royalty on
different classes of logs in a proportion
which puts the highest increase on the best
logs, and no increase at all on logs of such
low value that the increase would mean that
they would be left lying in the woods. . . .

'The royalty increase in 1915 provides
that in the interior royalty shall be increa.s-

ed by the use of the B. C. scale instead of
the Doyle. That means an increase of pro-
bably forty-five per cent in royalty to the
Government, and as far as I and my ad-
visors can figure it out is an equitable ad-
justment of royalty between the coast and
the interior. In the central and northern in-

terior, regions of great prospective timber
ilevelopment, the Government has imposed
in the Royalty Bill a royalty charge of sixty-

five cents per thousand board measure. This
again, in my best judgment, fairly repre-

sents the relative conditions as to lumber
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values in that region, as compared with the

interior and coast.

'These three increases take place in 1915,

and hold good for five years, or until 1920.

Then comes the first readjustment based on

increase on the actual lumber price of $18.00

fixed by the bill.'

That readjustment is explained in

the following clause in the Bill: 'for

a period of five years from the first

day of January, 1920, the foregoing

royalties shall be increased by an

amount equivalent to twenty-five per

cent of the increase (if any) in the

average wholesale selling price of lum-

ber, free on board point of manufac-
ture, above eighteen dollars.

Similar readjustments occur in

1925, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945 and 1950.

Hon. Mr. Ross said that coincident

with its enactment the Bill would in-

crease the timber rovalty between

$50,000 and $60,000. By 1914 if the

annual lumber cut increased by an
average of five per cent annually, and
the price went up to $21 per thousand

feet, the increase to the Government
would be nearly $250,000 per year.

He held the Bill was a fair one all

around and satisfactory to both the

people of British Columbia, for whom
the Government were trustees, and to

the lumbermen.

The tie question is becoming a very im-

portant one on the railways throughout the

country. With the decrease in available

timber ties comes the demand for a substi-

tute for wood. In a recent report the Com-
mittee on Ties for the American Eailway
Engineering Association submitted the fol-

lowing conclusions, which show that, as yet,

a perfect substitute for the wood tie has

not appeared. The committee states that

the concrete tie, a combination of concrete

and metal tie, has not yet proved a success

because of fracture caused by vibration, ex-

cessive weight, and consequent difficulty in

handling, and the deterioration of the as-

phalt filling. A combination tie of steel

and wood gives promise of developing an
economic substitute. They add that the all-

Bteel tie has proved a satisfactory substi-

tute for the wood ties under heavy medium
street traffic. It is durable, line and sur-

face can be maintained, has sufficient resili-

ency, and can be insulated. The fastening
60 far in use can, and no doubt will, be im-

proved.

—

Canadian Engineer.

ENCOURAGING WORDS.

In connection with the annual meeting the

Canadian Forestry Association is in receipt

of a number of encouraging letters from
good friends of forest conservation. Several

of these are given below.
«

From H.B.E. the Governor General.

Lieut.-Colonel Farquhar, Governor Gen-

eral 's Secretary, writes :
' I am commanded

by HIS EOYAL HIGHNESS THE GOV-
EENOR GENERAL to acknowledge receipt

of your letter of March 9th, enclosing a

copy of the resolution passed at the annual

meeting of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion.

'His Eoyal Highness commands me to say

in reply that he is very glad to continue

Patron of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion, and that he sends his very sincere

thanks to the members for the kindly word-
ing of their resolution on the restoration of

the Duchess's health, which he is glad to in-

form them, continues to improve from week
to week.'

From Directors.

HON. W. J. ROCHE, Minister of the
Interior, Canada, writes that he has much
pleasure in acceding to the request that he
allow his name to be presented for election

as Director.

HON. GEOEGE H. PEELEY, Ottawa,
one of Canada's leading lumbermen, in ac-

cepting the office of Director, writes: 'I
quite agree that the objects of your Asso-
ciation are good and that everything pos-

sible should be done to impress on the people
of Canada the necessity of preserving and
perpetuating our forest wealth.

'

HON. N. CUEEY, SENATOE, of Mont-
real and Amherst, N.S., who, as head of
several large manufacturing companies, is

greatly interested in timber, especially in

Nova Scotia, writes that he is glad to accept

the post of Director, and adds :
' I am, of

fourse, an extremely busy man, but will en-

deavour to attend the meetings as far as

possible.

'

From Territorial Vice-Presidents.

HON. W. H. HEAEST, Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines, Ontario, writes:
' I have your letter of the 9th instant, and
am grateful for the honor done me by your
Association in electing me Vice-President

for the Province of Ontario.
' I further note that I will be kept in-

formed of the work of the Association, all

of which will be of very deep interest to

me.
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' \Vi.>;hing yourself an«l the AshOciatimi all

success during the coming year.

"

HON. JULES ALLARD, Minister of

Lands and Forests, Quebec, acknowledges

the notification of his election, and adds:
' I have had opportunity to appreciate the

round work of the Association, espeiially in

the study of means to be adopted for the

intelligent management and the effective

j>rote(tion of our forests. The Canadian
Forestry Association can rely upon my
hearty support.

'

HOX. W. R. ROSS, Minister of Lands,
British Columbia, writes: 'I beg to ac-

knowledge receipt of your letter of the 9th

February advising me of my re-election as

Vice-President for the Province of British

Columbia of the Canadian Forestry Associ-

ation, and wish to express my appreciation

of the honour thus conferred.'

HOX. O. T. DANIELS, Attorney General

and Commissioner of Lands, Nova Scotia, in

accepting the office, adds: 'I shall be very

glad to be kept informed of the work of the

Association in connection with the care and
preservation of the forests of the country

and the development of forestry generally.

'

The Vice-Chancellor of the Archiliocese

of Montreal, acknowledges the notification

of the election of HIS GRACE, ARCH-
BISHOP BRUCHESI, and continues:

'Archbishop Bruchesi wishes to thank you
for this kind information and appreciates

the honour very much, also your kindness

in promising to send him information con-

cerning the work of the Association.

'

From a Saskatchewan Merchant
Many thanks for your kind letter of the

4th inst. which reached me today, and am
very glad to learn that your lantern slide

showing part of the green ash plantation
has turned out so well and is creating inter-

est in your good work lecturing to the pub-
lic. I shall feel well repaid for my labours
if I can be the means of inducing others
to follow my example.

From a Winnipeg Eailiray Man
1 have the object of the Association very

much at heart, and if any experience I may
have had dealing with forestry may be of
any use to you, I shall be more than glad
to place it at your disposal. That the rail-

roads are alive to the importance of fire

prevention and forest protection is evi-

denced by the action of the C. N. R. in hav-
ing a man specially detailed to look after

that end of the work. Washing your Asso-
ciation all success.

From a Member who lives mtich abroad.
Do you make it clear enough that when

our coal has all gone, if we keep the woods

they will supply our heat through water
power, by electricity. If not we shouM have
to get out of North America; proltably,
something like the Chinese who at one time
held and governed the j)resent City of Dres-
den and had probably to retire into Asia
because of successive dry years which could
not support their nation.

From an Old Resident of Xorfolk County,
Ont.

My memory goes back to the latter 50*8,
CO's and 70 's when I saw Norfolk County's
lovely forest wealth in all its glory and
beauty. As Mr. Geo. Hotchkiss, the Secre-
tary of the Northwestern Lumbermen s As-
sociation with headquarters at Chicago,
wrote nu^, Norfolk County had the finest

pine timber that ever grew out of the earth.
But it is all gone now, and ignorance, greecl

and stupidity have destroyed in the past,
and now are destroj'ing every woodland
beauty spot we had. There are roads I will

not travel on if I can help it because of the
absence of our former lovel}' timber wealth.
There is one word that for me expresses the
way our forest riches in Norfolk County
have been use, namely, * brutal '.

HIS CONTRIBUTION.

Town Councillor.
—'Have you heard, Mr.

Skinflint, that our generous townsman, Mr.
Cashbags is defraying the cost of a new
promenade all around the tow-n? We think
a wealthy man like yourself might also
do something for us.'

Skinflint.
—

'Well, what do you say to my
giving you a park of oak trees?'

Town Councillor.
—

'Oh, you noble-hearted
philanthropist! AMiv, do vou really mean
to—

SkinflintJ
—

'Yes, yes; I'll make the town

a present of an oak forest. You have only

to find the land and I'll supply you with aa

many acorns as you may wish for seed.'

Strenuous Life in B.C.

Echoes of the strenuous life of a District

Forester in northern British Columbia are

found in the following extracts from a re-

cent letter from H. S. Irwin, of Prince

Rupert:—'We get all kinds of excitement

out of logging inspcj'tion during the storms

and fogs of a northern winter, in a small

launch, anil, as logging regulation is our

chief worry in this district, trouble never

ceases. We 'get ours' all the year round,

while the average forester out here gets most
of his ' bumps ' concentrated into the summer
season.

'



With the Forest Engineers*

(Contributed by the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.)

Officers for 1914.

The following officers have been elected

by acclamation for 1914:—
President—Dr. B. E. Fernow.
Vice-president—R. H. Campbell.
Secretary-Treasurer — Ellwood Wilson,

Grand 'Mere, Que.
The remaining four members of the

executive committee, as decided by the
last (1914) annual meeting, consist of the
chairmen of the district executives, and
will be elected later.

New Members.

The Secretary announces the election of

the following new members:
Active—P. Z. Caverhill, D. C. A. Galar-

neau, Axel Gold.

Associate—R. D. Prettie, S. H. Clark,

Alan Parlow, G. E. Bothwell, H. R. Christie,

F. McVickar, B. M. Winegar, H. Sorgius.
Student—A. W. Bentley, J. F. L. Hughes.

New Brunswick Notes.

When in the Maritime Provinces Mr.
James Lawler, the Secretary of the Canadian
Forestry Association called on Professor R.
B. Miller, in the Forestry Department of
the University of New Brunswick at Fred-
ericton. He briefly addressed the class and
learned some particulars of the work. Pro-
fessor Miller has been asked to take over
the care of the shade trees of the City of
Frederieton in addition to his work at the

University. Mr. H. C. Belyea, a graduate
of the class of 1911, was at Frederieton to

give a two-weeks' course in cruising to the
class. The University forest lands, lying
immediately behind the college buildings,
which comprise several thousand acres, were
to be estimated and mapped in this work.
The annual 'hammerfest' or dinner of the
class was most successful this year.

A Summer in the Trent Valley, Ont.

Dr. C. D. Howe, of the University of To-
ronto Faculty of Forestry, writes:—
'My summer was spent with two as-

sistants, Messrs. Aiken and Burford, making
a detailed survey of limited areas in the
Trent valley. The work was confined to the
townships of Burleigh and Methuen in Pe-
terborough county. Our object was to deter-
mine the effect of repeated fires upon the
rate of reproduction of the commercial spe-
cies, especially upon that of pine. These
townships offer excellent opportunities for
such study, for they contain areas ranging

in character from those that have been burn-

ed but once down to areas that have been

burned a dozen times since lumbering. We
ran lines through the old burns of different

ages and calipered all the trees above one

inch in diameter. As you may imagine, this

was slow work where the young trees aver-

aged over 3,000 to the acre. On the other

hand, it was easy work on the much-burned
areas, where sometimes we found only half

a dozen small poplars to the acre—this, too,

in places where the stumps showed that an
average of 25 or more pine trees per acre

had been removed.

' The results of the work have not all been
compiled as yet, but I may say in general

that I was surprised and gratified with the

abundance of young pine on the areas which
have been burned only once. It is coming
back again in commercial quantities. Such
areas will prove a valuable asset to the
Province, if they could only be protected
from fire. On the other hand, the young
pine on areas burned several times is about
as scarce as hen's teeth in February.'

New Regulations in B.C.

Introducing a novelty in the form of graz-

ing regulations is not all fun. Witness the
following (written in December last) from
the Dominion District Inspector of Forest
Reserves at Kamloops, B.C.—'A meeting of
stockmen held recently at Kamloops to con-

sider the new grazing regulations of the Do-
minion Forestry Branch developed consider-

able opposition to these regulations. This
opposition, however, when analyzed, is found
to arise more from a natural objection to

the Government's putting an end to free
range than from a fundamental objection
to the policy of administration itself. The
writer took occasion, while at the Forest
Fire Conference at Vancouver, to ask some
questions of Mr. Silcox, U. S. District For-
ester for District One, where natural condi-
tions are the same as at Kamloops. It was
ascertained from him that the transition
from free grazing to administration and
revenue collection by the Government was
accompanied by *the same opposition there.

Enforcement of the Government's policy,

however, showed the stockmen in a very few
years that they were much better off than
formerly. The writer is convinced that a
reasonable test will demonstrate this fact
equally favourably to the stockmen in the
Kamloops district.'
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CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.

The Canadian Forestry Association is the

organization in Canada for the propagation

of the principles of forest conservation.

This it does by means of conventions, meet-

ings, lectures and literature.

It is a popular organization supported by
the fees of members, assisted by some gov-

ernment grants.

There is a vast field of work before the

Association which is only limited by the

funds at the disposal of the Association.

Those who are not already members are

invited to join and assist in the work. The
membership fee is one dollar per year, and
this entitles the member to attend and vote

at all meetings and to receive the Annual
Report and the Canadian Forestry Journal.

Women as well as men are eligible for mem-
bership.

Applications for membership and requests

for literature and information may be ad-

dressed to

The Secretary,

Canadian Forestry Association,
Journal Building, Ottawa, Can.

Objects of the Association.

(1) The exploration of the public domain,
60 that lands unsuitable for agriculture may
be reserved for timber production.

(2) The preservation of the forests for

their influence on climate, soil and water
supply.

(3) The promotion of judicious methods
in dealing Asith forests and woodlands.

(4) Tree planting on the plains and on
streets and highways.

(5) Reforestation where advisable.

(6) The collection and dissemination of
information bearing on the forestry problem
in general.

HARDY NORTHERN
FOREST TREES

and shrubs at forest

prices.

Native and foreign tree seeds.

Edye-de- Hurst & Son,

Dennyhurst, via Dryden, Ont.

SHIPPERS TO U. M. GOVERNMENT, ETOi

Ckyrrespondance FYan^iaa.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the R^istrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries'of the respective Faculties.



JniversilY of

New Branswick

FREDERICTON, N,B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in igoS

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further information address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — — —

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

THE NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
at

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syra^ctxse, Ffe'v^ York
Undergraduate course leading to

Bachelor of Science ; Post-

graduate course to Master of

Forestry; and one and two-year

Ranger courses. Summer Camp
of eight weeks in Catskills.

Ranger School held on the

College Forest of 2,000 acres at

Wanakena in the Adirondacks.

State Forest Experiment Station

of 90 acres and excellent Forest

Library offer unusual opportu-

nities for research work. : : :

:

For particulars address

HUGH P, BAKER. D. Oeo. Dea.i\

TIMBER CRUISES \
FORESTRY SURVEYS

/

Forestry Dept.

Montreal Engineering Company, Limited

Consulting & OpArating- Engineers

164 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
R. O. Sweezey, General Manage

FOREST ENGINEERS.

Forest Surveys Logging Maps

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Water Power Water Storage

CLARK & LYFORD
403 Crow^n Building, VANCOUVER

Hiirs Seedlings & Transplants
A LSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
^^ over half a century. Immense stock of
leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.
The D. Hill Narsery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers In America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U.S.A.

rniEmmm westmm
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

A two years' course in fo-

restry is offered leading to the
degree of Master of Forestry.
The P'orest School is a graduate
department of Yale University
requiring for admission a college
training. Graduates of universi-
ties, colleges, or scientific ins-

titutions of high standing are
admitted upon presentation ot
their diplomas, provided they
have taken courses in the fol-

lowing subjects in their under-
graduate work : at least one
full year in college or University
Botany, and at least one course
in Zoology, Physics, Inorganic
Chemistry.Geology, Econom cs,

Mechanical Drawing, French
or German and the completion
of Mathematics throngh Trigo-
nometry.

Candidates for advanced
standing may take examinations
in any subject but are required
in addition to present evidence
ot a specified amount of work
done in the field or laboratory.

The school year begins in
early July and is conducted at
the school camp at MILFORD,
Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAHES W. TOUnEV, Director
NEW HAVEN - - - - CONNE0TI6UT
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for the return journey up to and in-

cluding SeptenilK'r 8.

Western Canadian Points.

In Western Canadian territory

(namely, west of Fort William to the

western boundary of Alberta) the

dates of sale will be August 24 to 27,

inclusive. Properly validated certi-

ficates will be honored for return

tickets at Halifax up to and including

September 19 for tickets back to

starting point.

From British Columbia Points.

From British Columbia points the

dates of sale will be August 22 to 26,

inclusive. Properly validated certi-

ficates for return tickets will be

honored at Halifax up to and includ-

ing September 19.

Lake and Rail Routes.

These dates for British Columbia

and Western Canada points will ac-

commodate those desiring to travel by
steamer across the Great Lakes. The
usual arbitraries will apply for pas-

sengers desiring to use the lake route.

Delegates are requested to acquaint

themsleves thoroughly with these

dates and rules, as failure to observe

them will render it impossible for

them to get the reduced rate. The
Secretary is anxious to get the names
of those who expect to attend, and
will gladly give information on any
point not clear. Address: The Secre-

tary, Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa.

SPRING FOREST FIRES.

As this issue of the Canadian Fores-

try Journal goes to press forest fires

are reported in all parts of Canada.
The open winter, with comparatively
little snow, was followed by a dry
spring, with the result that fires have
been unusually widespread. The only
gratifying feature is the greater ac-

tivity which is being displayed on the

part of governments, co-operative or-

ganizations and private companies in

fighting the fires.

CONVENTION NOTES.

From those who have already sig-

nified their intention of attending

the Convention at Halifax Sept. 1-4

it is evident it is going to be one of

the best yet held. A number are

going to make it a holiday trip, on
which they will take their ladies, as

well as an occasion to help along the

cause of forest conservation. The
Secretary is shortly making a brief

trip to Nova Scotia to make prelim-

inary arrangements, but correspond-

ence addressed to him at Ottawa will

receive prompt attention. Write to

him for information, and let him
know you are going to attend.

THE PRESS IS WITH US.

The votes of thanks passed at our An-
nual Meeting are not formal, but mean
what they say. It is pleasing to know
tliat they are received in this spirit. The
following note from Mr. John Imrie, Sei?-

retary of the Canadian Press Association,

shows that the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation has the support and good will of

this most powerful agency, without whose
aid it would be impossible to carry on our

propaganda work with anything like its

present eflfectiveness:

'I am pleased, indeed, to learn from
your letter of the 9th inst. that the Cana-
dian Forestry Association appreciates so

heartily the co-operation of the press of

Canada in its work for the cause of forest

conservation. It will give me pleasure to

present the resolution of the Canadian
Forestry Association on this matter to

our Executive Committee at their meet-
ing.'

CONCERTED ACTION NEEDED.

A member writing from Muskoka says:

'Foi-estry vitally affects us here in Mus-
koka, where hard and soft timber abounds,
and its care an<l growth affects our wel-

fare. Ignorance and greed militate very
generally against a proper use of our mag-
nificent forests, and there is much to be
<lone amongst .our people in the way of
conservative administration of our bush,
and reclamation of stripped and waste,
and burnt areas. It seems to me no great
improvement will be effected without con-

certed action on the part of individual
owners, Municipal Councils, and the Pro-
vincial Government.

'



Saskatchewan Forest Reserves Increased.

Recent Additions Quadruple the Resirve Area in the Province.

Attention has been ciiUed frequently in

the past in these pages to the fait that

Saskatrhewan with very heavy needs in re-

gar-l to titnber an^i fuel was the worst off

of all the western I'rovinces in regard to

forest reserves. The figures at the end

of \9l'\ were:

—

Alberta 26.271 square miles.

Manitoba 4,108

British Columbia ... 3,782 " "

Saskatchewan 1,801 " "

By an Act just passed during the 1914

session of Parliament the area of the Saskat-

chewan reserves has been increased by 7,910

square miles, bringing the total up to 9,711

square miles. The additions consist of two
classes

:

First, non-agricultural tracts comprising
small areas scattered throughout the prairie

country. These tracts are nearly all sandy
and broken and have little or no timber
ui)on them. It will be necessary in nearly
all cases to provide for reforestation by
artificial means, but if these tracts are for-

ested they will be a great assistance to the
settlers in the prairie districts surrounding
them.

The second class of reserves are the
larger areas forming the watersheds be-

tween the Saskatchewan and Assiniboine
Eivers and between the Saskatchewan and
Churchill Rivers. These are very important
watersheds, and are the source of suj)i)ly

of tindjer for a great settled area of prairie

lying to the south. They are elevated and
broken and not of agricultural character,
but they grow good timber.

Map of the Province of Saskatchewan.

This shows the oM forest reserves in black, and the new reserves in outline.

The names of the reserves are as follows: 1, Big River Reserve; 2, Sturgeon; 3,

Fort a la Corne; 4, Pines and Xisbet; 5, Pasquia Hills and Porcupine; 6, Present

Porcupine; 7, Manitou; 8, Keppel; 9, Dun<lurn; 10, Beaver Hills; 11, Elbow; 12,

Cypress; 13, Seward; 14, Moose Mountain.
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Annual Report British Columbia Forest Branch

The report for the year eiideil Dec. 31,

1913, of the Chief Forester of British Co-

lumbia, Mr. H. E. MacMillan, to the Hon.

W. E. Boss, Minister of Lauds, is a most
important document.

rorest Revenue.

In addition to the usual letter press of

such reports, there are a fiumber of dia-

grams which help to enforce the points of

the report. One of these diagrams shows

that the forest revenue of British Colum-

bia amounts to $6.63 per head, whereas

that of Ontario is only 79c per head, and

Quebec 77c per head. Another diagram

.shows that royalties from timber cut in

British Columbia during the twelve

mouths amounted to $489,377, whereas

those of Ontario amounted to $1,339,957,

and those of Quebec to $1,173,393. In

spite of financial stringency during the

past year, the branch collected, during

the twelve months ending December 1st,

a revenue breaking all previous records,

and amounting to $2,832,788, which is

$229,669 greater than the revenue for the

twelve months ending December 1st, 1912.

The total forest revenue, including taxa-

tion on Crown-granted timber lands, for

the twelve months ending December 1st,

was $2,999,579. The estimated expendi-

ture for the branch for the fiscal year
ending March, 1914, is $245,754.

The forest protection fund, to which the

government and the timber owners con-

tribute equal sums, is estimated, for the

year ending March, 1914, at $350,682.

Importance of the Lumbering Industry.

Even today, with the trade undeveloped,

except with the Prairie Provinces, lumber-

ing constitutes the financial backbone of

British Columbia. Half the industrial

capital of the Province is embarked in

lumbering, and half the pay roll and 37%
of the production come from the same
source. The report looks for great de-

velopment with the opening of the Pana-
ma Canal, the development of eastern
markets, and of the general over seas

traile.

Says the Eeport: 'In the collection of

forest revenue the returns of the Forest
Branch show a cut of 1,457,000,000 feet,

board measure, for the year 1913, an
amount which is nearly equal to the com-
bined output of the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec for the previous year. If the
large amount of material used in railway
construction during the year be included,
British Columbia's total cut would ap-
proach 2,000,000,000 feet. The number of
saw and shingle mills exceeds 425.

'

Logging Inspection.

There were 794 logging operations in
progress during 1913 on timber lands, on
which a royalty, or tax, had been reserved
to the Crown. The product of these opera-
tions for the calendar year 1913 was, ap-
proximately, 1,348,000,000 feet of logs,

82,805 cords of shingle-bolts, 3,030,010
lineal feet of piling, 35,000 minimg-props,
15,500 cedar ^Josts, and 5,093,718 lineal

feet of cedar poles. The report states that
there are few cases of intentional tres-

pass. Absence of clearly marked survey
lines and duplicate unofficial surveys ac-

count for most of them.

Clean Logging.

It is admitted that clean logging will

depend upon the lumber market, for when
there is no market for low-grade lumber
the logger will feel disposed to leave low-
grade logs in the woods. The general
study which has been made up to date
shows, however, that even under the mar-
ket conditions, which have governed dur-
ing the past few years, a great dael of
material has been left to rot which could
have been taken out profitably. The
Forest Branch is working to reduce this

waste.

Forest Insect Damage.

During the past two years timber own-
ers have reported instances of destruction
of merchantable timber by insects. In-

vestigations in the Pacific States have
shown that insect depredations can be con-

trolled economically, and, with this end
in view, arrangements were made last year
with Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion
Entomologist, for a co-operative study of
forest insects. Mr. J. M. Swaine, Ento-
mologist for Forest Insects, spent the sum-
mer in British Columbia. His report has
already appeared in the Canadian Forestrtf
Journal.

Export of Forest Products.

The Eeport notes that the life of the
timber industry of British Columbia de-

pends upon profitable export, because the
local population uses less than one-fifth of
the timber production of the Province.
The chief markets are the Prairie Prov-
inces, the United States and Eastern Can-
ada, and the sea-borne cargo trade. These
are discussed at length, and measures for
their development indicated.
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Land Exaniiuation.

Noting the fact that Eastern Canada
has fouiiil. along with older countries, that

settlement on non-agriculture tinilier lands

is not in the {uihlie interest, the Heport
points out that lands east of the Cascades
bearing timber in excess of 5,000 feet per

acre, ami lands bearing in excess of S,()00

feet west of the Cascades are not open for

sale or pre-emption. All expiring timber
leases remain in forest reserve until ex-

amined and found valuable for agricul-

tural purposes. In pursuance of this

policy, (5(52,280 acres were examined in the
year ami maps and detailed information
furnished to the different government de-

partments.

Forest Reconnaissance.

Until recently the forest exploration of

British Columbia depended upon private
individuals. Little was known except that
eleven million acres of merchantable tim-

ber had been taken up under grant or

lease, and that a considerable portion of

the rest of the Province was forested. To
find out what these remaining 239,000,000
acres contained, the Forest Branch has en-
tered upon a reconnaissance survey. In
1912 5,(516,000 acres were surveyed, and
in 1913 12,308,000 acres. This was in ad-
dition to the acreage covered by land-ex-
amination parties, or reported on by dis-

trict foresters.

Forest Fire Protection.

The year 1913 was unusually favorable

as regards forest fires. The total damage
caused by forest fire during the year was
only $ls"354, as against .$313,27.3" in 1912.

The duMiayt' to st.'Uidiiig forest wns onlv

$4,387, as against $200,000 last year. Fires
covered and damaged to a greater or less

extent less than (5,(1(10 acres of merchant-
able timber and 2,tM)0 acres of valuable
second growth; 2,5.(5 acres of slash was
also burned, making a total of 10,270 acres,
as against over 150,000 last year.
The fire protection force for 1913 to-

talled, in midsummer, .'{2(( men, as com-
pared with 212 in 1912. The total area
under administration was 150,000,000
acres. The total cost of patrol alone was
.$HM).000. There was a total of 578 fires.

The four chief causes of fire are thus set
out: Camjjers, 148; railway locomotives,
110; unknown, 104; railway construction,
62.

Burning Permits.

The plan of issuing permits to those de-
siring ot clear land or burn brush has been
very efficient in the way of keeping down
fires from this cause. During the year a
total of 11,925 permits were issued to
burn l)rush covering 31,102 acres. Of
these 11,255 were for farmers desiring to

clear land, 157 for loggers burning slash;

458 for burning railway right-of-way, and
55 for public road building.

Permanent Improvements.

Owing to good weather conditions in re-

gard to forest fires, a much larger fund
than had been expected was available for

permanent improvements. In all 1,200

miles of trail, 360 miles of telephone line,

and ten ranger, or shelter, cabins were
constructed. The Branch owns and uses
twenty launches, ranging from twenty to

fifty feet in length, ami twenty row boats
;unl I'jiiioes ar" used in the jiatrol servicj.

The Convention Province—One of Nova Scotia's Beauty Spots, Second LaKe,
Dartmouth.







Dominion Forestry Branch.

Recent Changes in anel Aelditions to the Personnel.

There are in all sixteen survey parties

in the field this year:
Mr. E. B. Prow.l, assisted by Mr. H. A.

Porteous, will be in charge of the Eastern
Manitoba survev. Mr. D. German, assist-

ed by Mr. R. M. Watt and Mr. J. L. Ket-
chum, will conduct a survey in connection
M'ith the Duck Mountain Forest Reserve.
In Saskatchewan, Mr. A. Y. Gilbert, as-

sisted by Mr. D. Greig, has been placed in

charge of the Saskatchewan Survey No.
1. Mr. G. S. Smith has been transferred
from head office to take charge of the
Saskatchewan Survey Xo. 2. He will be
assisted by Mr. G. M. Dallyn. Mr. K.
Vavasour, assisted by Mr. H. M. Hughson,
has been placed in charge of Saskatche-
wan Survey No. 3. The Cold Lake Survey
party has been placed in charge of Mr. T.

F. Ranee, assisted by Mr. F. J. McGibbon,
and the Pelican Mountain Survey is be-
ing conducted by Mr. A. B. Connell, as-

sisted by Mr. H. A. Parker.
Five survey parties have been organized

in connection with the Alberta Inspection
District. Mr. T. H. G. Clunn, assisted by
Mr. R. D. McDonald, is to take charge of
the traverse party operating in connection
with the Clearwater Forest Reserve. A
timber berth survey party is to be oper-
ated bv Mr. A. Gorman, assisted by Mr.
J. B. Hipwell.

In connection with the British Columbia
Inspection District, two survey parties
will likely operate,—one, the British Co-
lumbia Reserves Survey party, under Mr. A.
M. Thurston, assisted by Mr. J. F. L.

Hughes,—the other, the British Columbia
Reconnaissance, under Mr. C. R. Mills, as-

sisted by Mr. R. A. R. Campbell. Besides
these, a special survey will be conducted in

connection with the Saskatchewan Forest
Reserves, under Mr. L. Stevenson, assisted

by Mr. J. Kay.
Mr. G. E. Bothwell, forest assistant, was

transferred from head office to assist in

the administration of the Athabaska
Forest Reserve. Mr. F. D. Brown, forest as-

sistant, has been transferred from the Bra-
zeau Forest Reserve to assist in the ad-

ministration of the Clearwater Forest Re-
serve. Mr. S. H. Clark, who has been
acting forest supervisor of the Athabaska
Forest Reserve, has been transferred to the
supervisorship of the Brazeau Forest Re-
serve.

The fire ranging in Manitoba and Saskat-
chewan has been reorganized, placing the
administration in the hands of the district

inspectors, Mr. F. K. Herehmer and Mr.

G. A. Gutches, respectively, leaving the in-

spection of the fire ranging in Alberta in

the hands of Inspector E. H. Finlayson,

whose headquarters will be at Calgary.

Mr. A. G. Mclntyre resigned from his

position as superintendent of the forest

products laboratories in connection with

McGill University on the 1st April. His
place was taken by Mr. J. S. Bates.

Mr. F. McVickar resigned from his posi-

tion as forest assistant in connection with

the Bow River Forest Reserve, Alberta, on
the 30th April. Mr. O. M. Savre, forest

assistant, was transferred from the Atha-
baska Forest Reserve to the Brazeau Forest
Reserve on the. 1st April. Mr. D. W. Lusk,

forest assistant, left Ottawa on the 4th

May to take up his duties in connection

with the British Columlna Forest Reserves.

Mr. James McLean has been appointed sup-

erintendent of the forest nursery station at

Sutherland, Sask., to take the place of Mr.
W. B. Guitou, who has been transferred to

the position of inspector of tree planting

in connection with the forest nursery station

at Indian Head. Mr. R. C. Miller of WTiite

Horse, Yukon Territory, has been appointed
district fire inspector to take the place of

Mr. Percy Reid, who has been transferred

to Ottawa in connection with the Immigra-
tion Branch.

Mr. W. J. Boyd, who had charge of the

fire ranging in Southern Manitoba last sea-

son, has undertaken a survey and inspection

trip by canoe from Athabaska Landing
through the northern part of Alberta into

the Mackenzie and Yukon Districts. Mr.
Boyd is accompanied by Mr. E. S. Davison
of Toronto School of Forestry, and in the

course of his trip will j-eport on the rein-

deer and wood buffalo propositions together

with the forest conditions of that country.

Mr. G. T. Robb has been appointed chief

fire ranger of the Prince Albert Fire Rang-
ing District, to take the place of Mr. A.
Williscraft, who has been appointed to the
position of forest ranger in charge of the
Nisbet Forest Reserve.

Mr. J. A. DQueet, who was in charge of
the Peace River survey last year, will obtain
statistics in wood industries, etc., in Que-
bec.

HALIFAX, SEPT. 1-4.

Don't forget the Convention date.

Write the Secretary that you will be
there.
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See this at the Conventiou—View in the Public Gardens, Halifax.

ARBOR DAY IN QUEBEC.

Arhor Day was celebrated iu Quebec
with unusual ceremony on May 14. The
scene was the Quebec Exliibition Grounds,
on the outskirts of the City of Quebec.
The j^uests of the Exhibition Commission
for the ceremony assembled at the City
Hall at 2..'^0 j).m., and were taken to the
park in automobiles. At the grounds they
were met by His Honor Sir Francis
Langelier, Lieutenant Governor, and Lady
Langelier, attended by Captain Victor
Pelletier, A. I). C. About two liundred
were present for the ceremony, iiuiuding
Hon. J. E. Caron, Minister of Agriculture
for Quebec; His Worship Mayor Drouin,
of Quebec; Hon. Cyr F. Delage, President
of the Quebec ExhiViitioii ( "oininission,

and Mr. (i. Morisset, Secretary; Mr. Wil-
liam Power, M.P., President of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association; Mgr. Rouleau,
rector of the Normal School; Mr. Avila
Bedard, Professor of the Quebec Forestry
School, Laval University. There were also
present a number of members of the Legis-
lature, members of the City Council, Direc-
tors of the Exhibition ('ommission, stu-
dents of the Forestry Scliool, and jiromin-
ent citizens. His Honor the Lieutenant-
Governor planted the first tree, taking the
spade from the garilener and filling in the
sod, amid general applause. Trees were
also jdanted by Lady Langelier, Mde. De-
lage, Hon. J. E. Caron, Mr. Wm. Power,
M.P., His Worship the Mayor, Mgr. Rou-
leau, Mr. Eug. Leclerc, Hoii. Mr. Roberge,
Aid. J. Collier, and Aid. G. Gibson. Mr.

Power, as I'resident of the Canadian For-

estry Association, was called upon for a

speech upon the occasion. He briefly ex-

plained tlie aims of the Association, and
said it was in agreement with all eflforts

to make people realize the importance ami
necessity of the forests. He spoke of the

beginning of the work in Canada, ami, in

planting the tree assigned to him, dedi-

cated it to the memory of Sir Henri Joly

de Lotbiniere, one of the fathers of fores-

try iu Canada and the first President of

the Canadian Forestry Association. After

the planting ceremony had been concluded

the directors of the Exliibition Commis-
sion conducted their guests to the Grecian

Temple, where a group ])hotograph was
taken, after whicdi all rcp.-iired to the Ad-
ministration Building, where refreshments

were served.

The Chief Game Wanlcn of New Hrnns-

wick has made his Annual Report of the

number of deer killed in that province in

191.'{. The figures are as follows: moose,

l,4!t!»; deer, L',(l7.^ ; caribou, 4.")4
; a total of

4,(iiiS. These figures are interesting in view

of the statement in a history of New Bruns-

wick j)ublisheii in IHIM to the eflFect that the

last moose had vanished from the forests

of that province. These figures also show
what can be done by proper methods of

game protection, ami the same hohls true in

regard to forest protection. New Bruns-

wick 's revenue from game licenses is more
than sufficient to pay its present fire and
game protection organization.
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Report on the Trent Watershed.

There has been issued bj' the Commission

of Conservation of Canada the report on

The Trent Watershed Stirvey, compiled by

Dr. C. D. Howe and Mr. J. H. White of

the Faculty of Forestry, University of To-

ronto, with an introduction by Dr. B. E.

Fernow. The re]>ort comprises 156 pages

and is illustrated with 32 half-tone engrav-

ings and three maps.

The district covered by the report is in

the central part of Southern Ontario, and

lies along the line of the Trent Valley Canal,

Avhich is ultimately to connect Lake Ontario

with Georgian Bay. The region surveyed

is about mi(hvay between these two bodies

of water. It takes in part of the counties

of Haliburton, Peterborough and Hastings.

This district was once a great j^ine forest.

Owing to the fact that the Dominion Gov-

ernment has invested .$10,000,000 in the

Trent Valley Canal, and owing to the fur-

ther fact that the navigation and water-

powers on the canal are vitally related to

the forest cover in the district, the Do-
minion Government is more directly inter-

ested than in other parts of the country.

The Ontario Government is interested in the

matter of timber dues and land sales, while

all the municipalities are interested because
of the municipal needs of the district and
the question of the taxes to be derived
therefrom.

The report states that the area is typical

of much of the cutover lands of Eastern
Canada for which it is desiraVjle to formu-
late a policy of recuperation. The surface
of the country is broken and hilly, inter-

spersed with innumerable small lakes. The
soil is underlaid with rock which is laid

bare by repeated burning of the timber and
young growth.
The report covers farming, forest, indus-

trial, mining and tourist traffic conditions
in the area considered. It states that only
15,000 people inhabit the 2,100 square miles
of the watershed (a decrease since 1901 of
15 per cent.), and that hardly 10 per cent,

of the region has been cleared for farm
purposes. The soil is altogether unsuitable
for agriculture, and run-doMn and abandon-
ed farms are to be fouml in large numbers.
Nearly 200 farms were for sale for unpaid
taxes in 1911 at 6 cents per acre.

Practically all the pine has been removed.
The whole area has been burned over at
least once. Almost one-half the area is cov-
ered with young and second-growth trees

of the poplar-birch type, the result of fires.

It was found, however, that enough hard-
wood and wood of the poplar-birch type
remain to warrant the adoption of a policy
of conservation, and Dominion, Provincial
or municipal ownership of the territory in

question is suggested by the Commission as

an initial step in that direction. Other re-

commendations are: the re-possessing by the
Province of the licensed lands which have
practically ceased to produce the quantity
of logs contemplated under original licenses;

the imposing of restrictions on existing limit

holders, tending to protect the forest

growth; the appointment of a forester

charged with the surveillance of the region;

the perfecting of a fire-protection organiza-

tion, building of look-out stations and watch
towers, and appointment of the game-
wardens as fire-wardens.

Copies of this report may be had by those

interested by applying to the Commission of
Conservation, Ottawa.

COMPLIMENT BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Many compliments have been received
by the Honorable W. E. Eoss, Minister of
Lands of British Columbia, upon the new
Timber Eoyalty Act, in which the prin-

ciple of profit-sharing in the timber re-

source is a feature. Among those who
have written warmly commending the new
act are: Hon. Clifford Sifton, Chairman of
the Canadian Commission of Conserva-
tion; Mr. Henry S. Graves, Chief Forester
of the LTnited States; Hon. David Hous-
ton, United States Secretary of Agricul-
ture, and Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean Faculty
of Forestry of the University, Toronto.
At a meeting of Timber License Holders,
held in the office of the B. C. Lumber and
Shingle Manufacturers' Association, the
subject w^as discussed, and t-he report
states that all present ajjpeared well satis-

fieil with the new act.

The letter of the United States Secre-
tary of Agriculture was as follows: 'The
plan of readjusting stumpage values of
timber at stated intervals in sales from
public lands, whereby the public will de-

rive a fair share of the increase in lumber
values, is one with which I am in hearty
accord. You will doubtless be interested
in learning that a provision of this char-
acter is included by this dej^artment in all

contracts for sales of timber from national
forest lands where the period of contract
is in excess of five years, and that it has
been accepted as equitable by timber
operators. I »feel that you are to be
heartily congratulated on this progressive
legislation.

'

Dr. Weiss, Director of the United States

Forest Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin,

U.S.A., is to go to British Columbia this

summer at the request of Hon. W. E. Eoss,

Minister of Lands, to study the utilization

of waste products in lumber manufactur-

ing.



Toronto University Forestry School.

GRADUATING CLASS. 1914.

The firailuatinn class of the Forest School

of the University of Toronto for 1914 i-on-

sists of seven men, which is slij;;htl.v smaller

than for the two years previous. All the

men have seciire4 emi'loymeiit an<l are bo-

^'inning work forthwith. U.f the seven the

Dominion Forestry Branch has employed

five, namely Messrs. A. H. Connell, W. J.

Boyd, W. A. Delahey, \Vm. Kynoch ami F.

B. Robertson. The location of these gentle-

men for the present will be seen in the list

of changes in the Dominion Forestry Branch

on another page. Mr. Roy L. Campbell is

to become assistant editor of the Pulp and

Paper Magazine of Montreal. Mr. J. R.

Chamberlain goes to the British Columbia

Forest Service, acting as a Forest Assistant

in the Kamloops District under Mr. 1'. Z.

Caverhill.

Dr. B. E. Feniow, Dean, Toronto Forestry

School.

Hon. W. R. Ross, Minister of Lands for

British Columlda. is arranging for the exhi-

bition of finished forest products of British

Columbia at all the Tra<les Commissioner's

offices throughout the British Empire. The

object is to make British Columbia woods

and their good qualities better known in the

timber markets of the world.
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MAPLE SUGAR MAKERS WIN. YUKON TIMBER PROTECTION.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian
Forestry Association a resolution was
passed supporting the effort of the maple
sugar makers to have a law enacted pro-

hibiting the selling of adulterated maple
sugar and syrup. The ground taken by
the Association was that owing to the

lack of remuneration in the business, if

adulteration was allowed, farmers would
clear of maple trees land that was not
fit for anything else and that land would
become permanently unproductive. That
this was actually taking jilace is seen from
an extract from a letter written by one of

the leading bankers of the Eastern Town-
ships of Quebec. He writes: 'In driving
around the country I have noticed that
not a few maple groves, which used to

produce a considerable amount of sugar,

have been cut down for fire wood. It

seems to me a most foolish thing to do.

'

Not only was there adulteration, but
sugars and syrups innocent of any maple
sap were i)ut up in such a way as to con-

vey the impression that the pure maple
})roduct was being sold. The argument of
those who sold these adulterated and imi-

tation articles was that they were com-
posed of ingredients not harmful to those
who used them as food. After a hard
fight, however, the maple sugar makers
won their point, and a new law governing
this matter, passed at this session of Par-
liament, jjrohibits the use of the word
' maple ' on any food products bearing a
resemblance to maple sugar, or maple
syrup, unless the same are produced wholly
from sap of the maple tree. Maple sugar
and maple syrup in Canada now stand on
the same basis as butter and honey. They
must be pure, or the seller is liable to a
haevy fine.

The production of maple sugar is now
valued at a little over $2,000,000 per year,
and friends of the industry predict that it

will now rise, in a few years, to $7,000,000
or $8,000,000. Maple groves, instead of
being cut down, will be protected, and
new groves will be developed in wood
lots, or even set out again on abandoned,
or partly abandoned, farms.

FOREST PRODUCTS OF CANADA, 1912.

The Dominion Forestry Branch has issued
Bulletin 42, Forest Products of Canada,
1912, by R. G. Lewis, B.Se.F. This is a col-

lection of bulletins 38, 39 and 40 for con-

venience and covers the production in Can-
ada in 1912 of lumber, square timber, lath,

Bhingles, pulpwood, poles and railway ties.

Persons interested may receive copies free
upon applying to the Director of Forestry,
Department of the Interior, Ottawa.

A member writing from the Yukon
says: 'I know of no other place in Canada
where our limited area of timber should
be so zealously guarded as in the Yukon.
We have many uses for wood here, where-
as it is not so necessary in other parts of
Canada. We must depend entirely upon it

for fuel, and we cannot import timber for
mining purposes, as it would be too ex-

pensive, and we would have to let low
grade mines remain undeveloped. Not-
withstanding these facts, our timber land
is burnt over and thousands of cords des-
troyed every year. Most of this destruc-
tion could be avoided. The fires mostly
occur along the Yukon Valley, on account
of people making their way into the in-

terior in small boats. They land on the
bank of the river to cook their food. After
this is done they return to their boats,
leaving the fires to go out or to ignite the
nearby woods, just as may happen. This
could be stopped by increasing the Mount-
ed Police patrol, and this should be done
as early as possible, as we expect large
travel to the new gold strikes during
1914.'

LOWER OTTAWA FOREST PROTEC-
TIVE ASSOCIATION.

The organization for protecting in a co-

operative way the forests on the Nation,
Lievre, Rouge and Gatineau rivers, the
formation of which was noted last month,
has now been completed. A charter has
been obtained from Quebec. The officers

are: President, Hon. W. C. Edwards;
Vice-President, Mr. Ward C. Hughson;
Directors, Messrs. R. M. Kenny, George
Millen, and J. B. White; Secretary, Mr.
Frank Hawkins; Chief Fire Inspector, Mr.
Arthur H. Graham. The Secretary 's of-

fice is at 19 Castle Building, Ottawa.
Although it was late in the year before

the charter was received, the officers im-
mediately set to work and placed a force
of about forty men under the Chief Fire
Inspector. He immediately proceeded to
the woods, where some spring fires were
already reported, and though with very
little equipment and with no opportunity
to cut trails or erect telephone lines, is at

present doing what can be done to combat
the fires.

OIL FUEL FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

The use of oil fuel for locomotives was
begun in the United States in 1900, now oil

burning locomotives are operated exclu-
sively upon 20,910 miles of railway in the
United States and 587 miles in Canada;
and in conjunction with coal burners on an
additional 4,720 miles in the United States.
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INDIANS AS FIRE RANGERS.

A forost raiifjer in tho west writes, oom-
nu'iitiii^ on tlio suyj^estioii of An-luleauon
RtMiisou aiiil others as to making use of

Imlians as lire raiifjers. After aii experi-

ence of nearly thirty years anionj^ the In-

dians, he eonies to the conclusion tliat tliey

will not make j;ood fire ranj^fers. They
lack, in his opinion, the stea«ly ai)iilication

of white men, ami they are so inter-re-

lated to all the Imlians of the same dis-

trict that it is practically impossilile to

.get them to act in the prosecution of an-

other Indian. Tiiey are e.xcellent canoe
men and woodsmen, and make good as-

sistants to white rangers, who can direct

them and press prosecutions for setting

fire to the forest.

MAPLE SUGAR MAKING.

The artiide by i)r. Fisk in the January
issue of tlie ('unndinn Forc.stri/ Iminntl, on
the possibilities of a maple sugar grove,

attracted a great deal of attention. The
comparison which Dr. Fisk made between
an apple orchanl and a sugar bush was
most suggestive.

In this connection Hon. J. E. Caron,
Minister of Agriculture in the Province
of Quebec, deemeil the matter of sugar
making of so great importance that in the
early spring he <-aused three schools to be
oj)ened to teach the best methods of mak-
ing maple sugar and syrup. These schools
were conducted at Beauceville, Beauce
Co.. St. Roch des Aulnaies. 1 'Islet Co., and
at Labelle, Labelle Co. The results were
such that it is believed the schools will be
re-opened next year.

l>:ickground, ami yet we say, "Wait and
see what nature will do."

M'oupled with intelligent work in the
direition of reforesting, it goes without
saying, of course, that there should be
adei|uate fire protection all the time, and
I was particularly interested in that por-
tion of your letter which tol>l what work
has been done in Qnebei-.

'

The Late Sir William Whyte, formerly
Vice-President Canadian Pacific Rail-

way and a warm friend of forestry.

He presided at the opening of the
Winnipeg Convention, 1913.

CANADA'S GRAVE RESPONSIBILITY.

A member of the Cana<lian Forestry As-
sociation, who is also at the head of a
great wood-using industry, writes:
'Canada has a grave responsibility in

the matter of its woods and forests, an<l

I am glad to know that this is being
realized more and more, V)ut I am satisfied
that consistent and intelligent effort has
yet to be directed in the matter of re-

foresting. The fringe of the problem is

being skirteil, nothing more. To an in-

telligent onlooker the future supply of
pulp wood and pine is a very grave mat-
ter, and it is certainly up to the present
generation to take care of future genera-
tions, and not leave them a heritage de-
nuded of the very raw materials which
are so necessary to existence. Our woods
are receding, pine is scarcer, there is less

of it; our pulp woods are further in the

HE STRUCK A MATCH.

He struck a match as hf passod through
Tlie glorious (rrr)wih of centuries;

He lit his pipe—and thon ho threw
The tiny blaze ariione the frees.

It flickered, seemed to die away

—

And he, a!I careless, passed along,

Filled with the plea.sure of the day,
The glory of the Forest's song.

Furious, wolddriv'n by the gale

That roared as Hell is thought to roar,

The forest fire swept hill and vale.

Claiming its victims by the score.

Huge flame-tongues covered every place
That even seemed to offer hope.

And devastation smote Earth's face:

No power, save God's, with this could cope.

Black are the hills where stood the tiees

That graced them so short time ago;
No more their ^reen boughs to the breeze

Sing gently, waving to and fro;

Black are the stumps and dry the rills

That yesterday so joyous went

;

But blackest is it that these ills

Are suffered by the innocent I—Carroll Wright.
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POWERS OF FOREST RANGERS.

A western forest ranger writes to the

Canadiait Forcxinj .JoiinuiJ commending
Mr. E. H. Finlayson's suggestion at the

Winnipeg Convention that rangers be

given certain judicial powers. This ran-

ger states that often in the far north

much more might be done in checking

carelessness in the handling of fire, or

violation of forest protection laws. The
offender may be caught red-handed miles

away from any justice of the peace, and

the rangers have no power to take the

violator before a justice without a sum-

mons, which might take weeks to obtain.

He suggests that chief rangers, or assist-

ant chief rangers, should have the powers
of justices of the peace.

IS SECOND GROWTH AS GOOD AS
THE VIRGIN GROWTH?

Mr. J. D. Howe, of St. John, New
Brunswick, writes: 'In the December num-
ber of the Catmdian Forefttry Journal the

views of the Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests for New Brunswick are given

on two papers contributed by Mr. Allen

in the issues of October 1st and 15th last

of the Canada Lumberman. Lieut. Col.

Loggie, the Deputy Minister, after agree-

ing with Mr. Allen on the disposal of

brush, etc., regrets that he cannot agree

with his statement, '

' that after virgin

growth is cut away quite as good never
follows,'' and adds, "my theory is in

lumbering; remove the merchantable log

at maturity; let in the air and light, and
the same process will rotate, resulting in

a bountiful nature supplying as good a log

as the virgin one thdt was cut away. '

'

' The questions may be asked—How
much of the forest does the Deputy Minis-

ter regard as virgin? Is it only the ma-
tured trees? Does he consider the smaller

trees younger and as second growth, and
that . a bountiful nature will continue to

supply as good logs as the first? If so, he
is laboring under a delusion that many
other high authorities in forest treatment
are laboring under; a delusion that is lay-

ing waste immense areas once covered
with fine forests.

'In differing from such high authorities

on this question, I feel the gravity in

making these assertions, but as Nature 's

})roofs are so convincing, I take the lib-

erty in doing so.

'If the trees in a close stand of virgin
spruce forest be carefully examined (large

and small) it will be found that they are
nearly all the same age, and should all

be considered the virgin forest. It is

thought by many that the smaller are

younger trees, but examine and be con-

vinced.
' When the largest trees are taken out,

letting in the sunlight and air, undoubted-
ly the smaller will rapidly put on new
growth and produce as good logs as the
first. This can be repeated or rotated, as
it is usually termed, until the first or vir-

gin stand is exhausted. While this pro-

cess is going on the new or second growth
will appear wherever sunlight is allowed
to reach the earth by the openings made
in removing the virgin growth. This
second growth consists chiefly of brush
spruce and fir branched to the roots,,

poplar and other varieties of so-called-

forest weeds, which give the lumbermen
so much trouble, swamping roads (greatly
increasing the accumulation of brush) in

order to secure the last of the virgin tim-
ber.

' No, Mr. Allen 's views will be borne
out as correct by those who have much to
do with lumber getting and using.

' I have dealt more fully with this sub-
ject in a paper sent to the Canadian For-
estry Convention in February, 1912, of
which a review was published in the June,
1913, number of the Canadian Forestrjf

JOK Dial.
'This phase of Canadian Forestry is one

of most vital importance at the present
time, and should be carefully and impar-
tiallv looked into.

'

BUSINESS VISITORS.

Among those who called at the office of
the Canadian Forestry Association, in the
Journal Building, Ottawa, during the past
month, were Mr. R. D. Prettie, Supt. of
Forestrv for the Canadian Pacific Railway;
Mr. H.' R. MacMillan, Chief Forester of
British Columbia; Mr. E. J. Zavitz, Pro-
vincial Forester for Ontario. All of the
above are directors of the Association,
and Association matters were discussed
with the Secretary. Other visitors were:
Mr. G. A. B. Krook, Wolseley, Sask., Hor-
ticulturist for the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way; Arthur H. Graham, Chief Fire In-

spector of the Lower Ottawa Forest Pro-
tective Association, and J. H. Grimm, of
the Maple Syrup Producers ' Association,
Montrael.

A FINE HOLIDAY GROUND.

Nova Scotia is just being discovered by
Canadians from other Provinces. It is at-

tracting an incraesing number of visitors

yearly. Halifax is the centre of attrac-

tion, and September is the ideal month.
Attend the Convention Sept. 1-4. Help to

make it a big success, and see one of the
finest parts of Canada.



With the Forest Engineers.

Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.

The Tresident, Dr. B. E. Fornow, has, in

pursuance of a provision of the constitu-

tion adopted at the last (1914) annual

meetiufj, appointed the followin>r nominat-

ing eoniinittee to nominate uft'icers for tiie

«nsuing vear:—Dr. J. F. Clark, and
Messrs. J.' H. White an. I T. W. Dwight.

Ottawa Foresters' Club.

The Ottawa Foresters' Club held its

concdudiiifj meeting for the season at the

I'niversity Club, Ottawa, on April S. The
President, Mr. K. H. Campbell, Director

of Forestry, was in the chair. There was
a good attendance of members. The oc-

<'asion of the gathering was an address bv
Mr. H. R. MacMillan, Chief Forester of

British Colundiia. on work in that Prov-
ince. Mr. MacMillan spoke in an easy,

conversational way for over an hour, and
then for half an hour more answered the
numerous questions submitted by members
of the Club, and discussed points brought
up. It is intended to have a number of

similar meetings during the coming
autumn and winter.

British Columbia Society of Foresters.

Sixteen members were present at the
organization meeting of the British Co-
lumbia Society of Foresters, held in Van-
couver. Dr. Juilson F. Clark was in the
chair, and Chief Forester MacMillan ex-
plained the object of the meeting. After
discussion, Dr. Judson Clark was elected
President, and, according to the constitu-
tion, he chose the following Executive:
Messrs. H. R. MacMillan, D. R. Cameron,
G. D. McKay and W. J. VanDusen, the
latter to be Secretary-Treasurer. At a
subsequent meeting of the Executive a
constitution was drawn up, the objects of
the Association to be the develoi>ment of
interest in Forestry in British Columbia.
Meetings v.ill be held regularly, quarter-
ly, with extra meetings upon call of the
President upon special occasions. As the
name of the society is not ileemed entirely
satisfactory in some quarters, this will
be further discussed at the next regular
meeting.

A new member writes: 'Being so thor-
oughly in sympathy with the work which
you have undertaken, we consider it a
privilege to be included in the roster of
vour Association.

'

Sir Douglas Cameron, Lieut. -Governor of

Manitoba, one of Canada's leading
lumbermen, and a friend of conserva-
tion, recently knighted by King
George.

The Editor of the Courier of Crystal City,

Manitoba, writes in an appreciative way of

the grove on the farm of Mr. J. J. Ring
near that jdace. He notes that during the

winter time liriving into this grove out of

the .-"torm was like going into a house. He
also tells of the other advantages of this

grove. These trees were planted by Mr.
Ring, the grove being among the lirst to

be set out under the plan of the Dominion
J'^orestry Branch and from seedlings grown
at Indian Head. Mr. Ring was one of the

earliest members of the <"anadian Forestry
Association, and is an enthusiast on this

subject.

The number of agricultural and forestry

colleges and schools in Austria in 1912-Kl

was 226. These incduded three colleges, four
academies, nine agricultural and five fores-

try middle schools and eleven lower grade
forestry schools.
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CANADIAN FORESTIIY ASSOCIATION.

The Canadian Forestry Association is the

organization in Canada for the propagation

of the principles of forest conservation.

This it does by means of conventions, meet-

ings, lectures and literature.

It is a popular organization supported by
the fees of members, assisted by some gov-

ernment grants.

There is a vast field of work before the

Association which is only limited by the

funds at the disposal of the Association.

Those who are not already members are

invited to join and assist in the work. The
membership fee is one dollar per year, and
this entitles the member to attend and vot«

at all meetings and to receive the Annur 1

P-»port and the Canadian Forestry Journc
V. omen as well as men are eligible for mem-
bership.

Applications for membership and requests

for literature and information may be ad-

dressed to

The Secretary,

Canadian Forestry Association,
Journal Building, Ottawa, Can.

Objects of the Association.

(1) The exploration of the public domain,
so that lands unsuitable for agriculture may
be reserved for timber production.

(2) The preservation of the forests for

their influence on climate, soil and wator
supply,

(3) The promotion of judicious methods
in dealing with forests and woodlands.

(4) Tree planting on the plains and on
streets and highways.

(5) Reforestation where advisable.

(6) The collection and dissemination of
information bearing on the forestry problem
in general.

HARDY NORTHERN
FOREST TREES

and shrubs at forest

prices.

Native and foreign tree seed.^.

Edye-de- Hurst & Son,

Dennyhurst, via Dryden, Ont.

SHIPPERS TO H. M. OOVER.NMENT, ETCH

Correspondance Franqaisc

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE. LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

^

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.
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HALIFAX CONVENTION
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED

Owing to the disturbed situation

caused by the war, it has been de-

cided by the President and Directors

of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion to cancel the arrangements for

the Forestry Convention, which was
to be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Sept. 1 to 4, and to postpone the

meeting till further notice.

'I'wo tliiiij;>i iiiiioiig others aro

ii('C(-'S.sary to tlic success of a forestry

convention. One is the attendance

of a larwe niiinl)er of deleofates, and
the other is the reading; of the i*e-

ports of tlie papers and discussions

by the people who aro not able to at-

tend.

It was felt tliat it would bo impos-

sible to secure either of these factors

under conditions bound to prevail

for some time in Canada.
Members are urrired to take note of

this change and to let it be known
that all railway arrangements for

the Convention are now cancelled,

;!ud that anyone going to Halifax on

Jin OF Ff^HESiay
65
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the dates previously advertised with

the expectation of being a delegate

v/ill have to pay full return fare.

In the meantime, it may be said

that much of the work done in pre-

paration for the Convention, such as

the Secretary's lecture trip and dis-

tribution of literature, will not be

lost, and also that whatever is done
in regard to this or other future

meetings the members and the public

will be dulv notified.

Meeting's in Nova Scotia.

Carrying out a plan formed last

winter, a series of meetings was
held throughout Nova Scotia to ex-

plain the objects of the Convention.

At these meetings addresses illus-

trated by stereopticon views were
delivered on forest conservation,

j^articularly as it aifects Nova Sco-

tia. At the close of each meeting
discussion was invited upon the sub-

ject.

While the convention is not now
to be held as originally planned,

much information was spread

throughout the province and much
interest aroused which will bear

fruit later.

The Secretary devoted from June
18 to July 18 to this work. He first

visited Prince Edward Island and
interviewed the Premier, Hon. J. A.

Matheson, and Hon. M. ]\IcKinnon,

Minister of Argiculture, in regard to

the representation of the Province at

the Convention. The first lecture

Avas delivered at New Glasgow, and
the others, in order, were held at

Sydney, Antigonish, Liverpool, Shel-

burne, Yarmouth, Weymouth, Bear
River, Annapolis, Middleton, Bridge-

water and Kentville. A second visit

was also made to Liverpool to ad-

dress the Annual Meeting of the

Licensed Guides of Nova Scotia. A
brief visit was also paid to Windsor.

In Halifax the Secretary, along
with Mr. F. C. Whitman, Vice-Presi-

dent, consulted Hon. G. H. Murray,

Prime Minister of Nova Scotia; Hon.
O. T. Daniels, Commissioner of

Lands, and other members of the

Government, and met a number of

prominent citizens.

During most of this trip the Secre-

tary was assisted by J\Ir. B. R. Mor-
ton, B. Sc, F. of the Dominion For-

estry Branch, who is conducting an
investigation into certain forest

features of Nova Scotia. Mr. J. B.

Whitman, Deputy Commissioner of

Crown Lands for Nova Scotia, was
also present at several of the meet-

ings.

On his Avay to and from Nova Sco-

tia, the Secretary was in consulta-

tion with the President, Mr. William
PoAver, ]\I.P., at Quebec, and through-

out the ti'ip he was in constant touch

with Mr. F. C. Whitman, of Anna-
polis Royal, Avho drew up the plan

of the meetings and assisted in every
])ossilile way.
The meetings Avere of particular

interest in the lumbering districts,

and the ncAVspapers throughout the

Province gave very full reports. The
discussions shoAved that the OAvners

of Avood lots are becoming alive to

the necessity of properly cutting

their timber in order to keep up a

continual supply from their lots.

New Head of Forest Laboratories.

Mr. John S. Bates has been ajipointed

Superintendent of the Dominion Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories in connection with Mc-
Gill Uiiiverhity, to take the place of Mr.
A. G. McTntyre, who resigned to take charge

of a new paper mill at Bathnrst, New
Brunswick.

Mr. Bates was born at Woodstock, Ont.,

and is a graduate of Acadia University in

arts and science. After leaving Acadia he
went to Columbia University, New York,
and graduated in chemical engineering, spe-

cializing in pulp and pa2)er. He made a

study of the utilization of Southern pine

waste ^\hile at Columbia, and since the con-

clusion of a brilliant course there has had
practical experience with the Union Bag
and Paper Co., of New York, and Arthur
D. L. Little, Inc., chemists, of Boston. Mr.
Bates has begun his new duties with the

most favorable prospects.
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The Late Overton Price.

Foii-tiTs and fores^t eonforvationists

throughout America learnt with very ileep

regret of the recent lanientaV)le death of

Mr. Overton W. I'rice. Mr. Price, while

only thirty-nine years oM at the time of

his death, had heen connected with forestry

work for al)Out twenty years, and his repu-

tation was international. During Dr. Giffonl

I'inchot's term as I'nited States Forester,

^^r. Price was his assistant. He resigned

shortly after Dr. Pinchot left the service,

and since that had been practising as a
consulting forester. He was also Vice-

Presiclent of the National Conservation As-

i-ociation. He visited Canada on many oe-

ca.'-ions. and at the time of his death was
consulting forester to British Columbia.
Mr. H. R. McMillan, Chief Forester of

British Coluinliia, sends the following ap-

preciative note on Mr. Price's work:

—

'Canadian forestry will long feel the loss

of Overton W. Price. Mr. Price 's first ser-

vices to Canadian conservation were in-

direct. Under his influence, working in as-

sociation with Mr. Pinchot, the educational

effect of the United States Forest Service

knew no international boundary.
' The crystallization of forest sentiment

in Canada, the springing into life of Cana-
dian forest organizations can be traced
directly to the international forest leaders

of the United States, of whom Mr. Price
was one.*

' Mr. Price 's direct services to Canadian
forestry began in 1906 when, as representa-
tive of the United States Forest Service,

he attended the Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion Convention in Vancouver. His greatest
service to Canada was rendered while act-

ing as consulting forester to the Province
of British Columbia during the two and a
half years previous to his death.

'The Royal Commission on Forestry, with
Mr. M. Allerdale Grainger as secretary,
hail shown the necessity for a Provincial
Forest Service, and had outlined an or-

ganization, but the work from the ground
up remained to be done. The credit of the
organization belongs to Mr. Price. His
breailth of vision conceived it, his zeal car-

ried it through, his counsel guided it, his

standards are and will be its inspiration.
His memory will live long with foresters
in British Columbia.

"

Strength of Hickory.

Hickory is the strongest Canadian wood.
When yiroperly seasoned a hickory column
will support a weight of twelve tons per
square inch cross-section, which is con-
siderably more than what could be borne
by a pillar of cast iron or steel of the same
length and weight.

Forest Fires.

The reports received from east and
west indicate that this was in some re-

spects the worst season for forest fires

since an organized attempt has l>een made
to tight these conflagrations. In most
parts the snowfall was unusually light.

It was hoped that copious spring rains
wouM make up for this, but, on the con-
trary, spring opened very ilry and cold,

with the result that by the jniildle of .lune

vegetation was scarcely more advanced
than ordinarily it is in the early part of
May. The result was that the very dan-
gerous fieriod extended at least a whole
month longer than usual. More effort to

discover and fight fire was jiut forth than
ever before, with the result that in spite

of the bad season losses were kept down
much below what was feared. Such a
season as this indicates that under or-

dinary conditions thorough organization of
the fire fighting forces can almost com-
pletely eliminate forest fires.

Protect Young- Timber.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, chief fire inspector
of the Railway Commission, stated, in an
interview, that the railways were doing
everything in their power to prevent bush
fires near the railway tracks from spread-

ing. 'It seems to me,' said Mr. Leavitt,

'that there is too little attention paid to

the fires in the cut over areas, and too

much protection eoncentrate<l on the mer-
chantable timber limits. If more effort

were devoted to protecting the young tim-

ber it would give it a chance and prevent
the fire from spreading to the limits where
the trees are large enough for merchant-
able use.

'

MAKE IT KNOWN.

Many people first have their atten-

tion directed to forest conservation

by conventions. They join the Asso-

ciation just before or at the Conven
tion, and consequently the literature

sent out to those already members
may not reach them. Members are,

therefore, requested to make known
to any who may be interested the

fact that the Halifax Convention,

Sept. 1 to 4, has been postponed in-

definitely, and that all railway and
other arrangements are cancelled.



Prince Edward County Sand Dunes,

One of the noted features of

Prince Edward County, Ontario, is

the five mile stretcli of sand dunes

which lie between Lake Ontario and

West Lake. These dunes lie along

the Lake Ontario shore in undulat-

ing hills some of which rise to the

height of 150 feet.

For years past they have formed a

great attraction to the tourist, but

the nearby farmers, while just as

much interested are not as enthusi-

astic. The fact is that these shifting

hills of sand constantly moving un-

der the action of the wind, are a

menace to agriculture.

Like all other sand areas the evil

is that they will not stay in their

original position, but are constantly

advancing on the fertile lands caus-

ing serious loss. Even the summer
resort feature which w^ould seem to

l)e a permanent industry on the
dunes suffers from the shifting char-

acter of their snowlike particles.

One summer hotel has already been
moved twice, and another was re-

cently sold for a rediculously small
price because the three acres of fer-

tile land on which it originally stood
has been completely covered by a

spur of one of these hills.

Reforestation would doubtless fix

the sand and turn what is now a

menace into a profit producing and
beautiful area. It has been done in

France and other countries, and all

that seems to be necessary is that it

be undertaken on a sufficiently large

scale. It is to be hoped that when
we have had more experience in

dealing with sand lands in Ontario

and Quebec the work of reforesting

this part of Ontario will not be long
delayed.

^m&^

. **f : .

Evergreen House, Which Has Been Moved on Account of Sand Encroachment.
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Saud Dunes 150 Feet High—Looking towards West Lake, with Lake Ontario in the
background.

Tobogganing on the Sand Dunes.
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Queensland Forests. A Saskatchewan View.

The annual report of Mr. N. W.
Jolly, Director of Forests for Queens-

land, Australia, shows that there, as

elsewhere, the amount of timber in

the forests has been much over-esti-

mated. There are now in temporary
reserves 3,211,855 acres, so held un-

til they can be examined to ascertain

whether the land should be perman-
ently reserved for forest growth.

The total area permanently reserved

in state forests and national parks is

881,682 acres. During the year 98,-

950 acres of the temporary timber
reserves were examined, and of this

7,600 Avere found unsuited to the

growth of indigenous timbers. About
30,000 acres Avas entirely cut over

and offered little inducement to re-

forestry efforts. Another area of

15,150 acres Avas estimated to carry

40,000,000 superficial feet of hard-

wood, of A\diich 30 per cent. A\'as fit

for milling purposes. Of the re-

mainder 30,000 acres contained pine

and 14,500 Avere grasslands, the re-

tention of AAdiich Avas necessary in

order to provide grass for teams en-

gaged in hauling. The remaining
26,000 acres Avas estimated to con-

tain 170,000,000 feet of timber of

milling size, A\-ith probably 50 per
cent, more of knotty unsalable tim-

ber and considerable young groAvth.

Tile timber revenue for the year AA'as

$317,230, and the expenditure $26,-

980. A nursery has been started in

AA-hich to propagate suitable indigen-

ous and exotic trees. Efforts are also

being made to secure better utiliza-

tion of pine tops. A pulp company
to utilize pine Avaste has also been
started.

SaskatchcAA'an requires more For-

estry Farms. Then there should be

at least two lecturers continuously on
the road to hold meetings, giving lec-

tures on forestry, shelter-belts, etc.

The gospel of tree-planting should be

brought to farmers. These lecturers

could take the names and locations of

farmers aa'Iio are anxious and ready
to plant trees, send in the lists to the

liead office in the province, and in-

spectors should be sent out to examine
each farm, so as to advise farmers

Avhere to plant, and Iioaa^ to prepare

the ground for the folloAving year's

planting. It is all. right to expend
money on the general ConserA'ation

Commission to enthuse citizens the

Dominion OA-er on AAdiat our natural

resources ai-e and how they should be

conserved, but the practical AA'orking

end of the problem should not be

neglected. Give SaskatcheAA'an for-

estry farms and practical men to meet
progressive farmers, and in a feAV

years the treeless, AA'indsAA'ept prairies

AA'ould be clianged to a park-like coun-

try, AA-ith trees on every farm.

—

Sas-

katchewan Farmer.

A member in the Uniteil States writes:
^ The Journal is A^ery interesting. It is

snappy and aliA'e. I am sure we will con-

tinue the subscription.

'

Professor Wallace P. Cohoe of Toronto
University has invented a sausage casing
which is made from wood pulp.

Pennsylvania Forests.

PennsylA'ania is not only doing a

good deal in the Avay of forestry, but
it is letting the people knoAA^ it by
means of leaflets and circulars.

The state, beginning in 1897,

bought back 984,064 acres of non-
agricultural lands for $2,221,993, an
average of $2.26 per acre. This is

the state forest.

The state noAv employs 56 forest-

ers and 92 rangers.

OA'er 3,000 miles of trails and 75

miles of telephone line have been
built. Fire observation toAvers have
been constructed.

Improvement cuttings are being

made.
Three large forest tree nurseries

and 16 small ones haA^e been started.
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HON. W. J. ROCHE MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR.
All federal forests in Canada come under the Department of the Interior. Hon. Dr.

Roche takes a keen personal interest in forestry work. He recently accepted
the office of Director in the Canadian Forestry Association.

Over H.ilOO.OOO forest tree seed-

liiiiTs liave been planted on more than
4.000 aere.s.

The foi'ests are now being used as

sanatoria.

Campers, hunters and fishermen
are invitrd uj)on State land.

State Forests ati'ord employment
where work is scarce.

Cities and towns are supplied with
pure water from these ])rotected

forests.

The flow antl ])urity of streams
which head within them are regulat-

ed and eonsei-ved.

l^y recent enactments the Depart-
ment of Forestry is permitted to en-

ter into co-operative agreements
Avith local forest fii-e associations,

and also to designate certain of the

foresters in the state service to be
known as District Foresters, who
shall aid farm and woodlot owners
in the management of their wood-
lots, report on fire protection, and
take general charge of the forest

work in tlie district.

STUDYING EUROPEAN FORESTS

Mr. R. II. Campbell, Dominion
Director of Forestry, Department of

the Interior, Ottawa, is at present on

a trij) to Eui'ope, where he is inspect-

ing forestry methods.

Lookout Towers.

At a cost of only .$.10 the Dominion
Forestry Branch recently croi-tcii u look-

out tower fifty feet hi^h, overlookint,' two

liunilred square miles of woodland. Similar

towers are beiiif; built on all the Dominion
forest reserves in the West i?i order that

fires may be seen and extinfi;uished before

thov have time to spread beyond control.

Forest fires in the ITnited States have

caused an average annual loss of 70 human
lives and the destruction of 25 million

dollars worth of timber.

Juniper from the Indian reservations of

New Mexico and Arizona may prove an

excellent source of material for lead pen-

cils. Manufacturers are searching the

world for pencil woods.
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Modern Co-Operative Forest Protection—Mr. Henry Sorgius, Manager of St. Mau-
rice Fire Protective Association on an inspection trip. This shows method of

patrolling rivers and lakes by canoe.

Another Protection Association. Are Associations Necessary?

> Ou June 4 a meeting was held in Mont-
real to consider the question of the foi-ma-

tion of a forest fire protection association

by the representatives of a number of
camping and summer cottage associations.

By request the gathering was addressed by
Mr. Ellwood Wilson, A^iee-President of the
St. Maurice Valley Fire Protection Asso-
ciation and the Secretary of the Canadian
Forestry Association. The territory lies

north and west of Montreal, embracing
the Lake Manitou, Trembling Mountain
and Mt. Laurier District. A committee
was formed to deal with the matter, of

which Mr. E. A. Outhet, 54 Beaver Hall
Hill, Montreal, is Chairman, and Mr. A.
R. Whitall, 734 Mullins street, Montreal,
Secretary. As this territory lies between
the St. Maurice Valley and the eastern
edge of the Lower Ottawa Forest Pro-
tection Association territory, it is pos-
sible that a new association will be formed
here, so that the whole area between Three
Rivers and the Gatineau will be covered
by fire protection associations.

Lumbering is the greatest American
manufacturing industry and is exceeded
only by agriculture -n supplying the essen-
tials of life.

A gentleman writes :
' In regard to the

])lan of improving forest conditions by pro-

paganda carried on by an indepndent or-

ganization like the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation. ' He says :
' Instead of the indi-

vidual subscription, helping to make the

Hurrah, should not the Government take up
the burden? Is it not a most important
matter to the Government? Have they not

in the past been lax in control, and have
they not reaped all the revenues from the

forests? and when improvements are made
bv reforestry will not they reap the bene-

fit?

'

This is a question frequently asked.

Doubtless if our conditions were ideal and
all citizens took a keen interest in public

, affairs, and governments were truly repre-

sentative of this intelligent activity, there

would be no need of independent societies

like the Canadian Forestry Association. But
as it is, those citizens who really care about

forests or mines or any other national asset

are at present, probably, in the minority.

In this case it is the minority who urge re-

forms for the good of the whole country.

Gradually the public is becoming aroused,

and when it is thoroughly awake then or-

ganizations like the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation can disband, but until then they

are a necessity and the larger and more



Sf Mdurice Valley Protective Association

vigorous they an- the more rapid «ill the

process of awakening he. Government <le-

partments are aeiompiishing a great deal,

but they can never carry on an educational

projiagamla like an in>lej)endent organiza-

tion and that is the field of our Associa-

tion.

Fiesides this it is a very short-sighted view

which sees only increase in government reve-

nues in improved forest management. 'Ph(>

governments gain, but the general public

gains ten times as much in increased trade,

in improved farming conditions, in safe-

guarded waterpowers and navigation, and in

inerea>ed rail an<l steamship traffic. Tim-
ber is a heavy bulky raw material, and
before it is worked up for the use of man
and transported to where he desires to use

it much labor must be e.\pended, the residts

of which benefit the whole community.

Wedding Bells.

On June .Uith, Mr. A. G. Mclntyre, former
superintendent of the dominion Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratories and Kditor of the I'ulp

and Paper Magazine, now manager of the
pulp mill of the Hathurst Lumber Co., at
Hathurst, N.H., was united in marriage to

Miss .losephine Clarke, "laughter of Mr. ami
Mrs. W. G. Clarke, of Bear Kiver, X.S. The
wedding was soleninizerl in the Baptist
church at Bear Hiver, by Rev. W. K. Mcln-
tyre, father of the groom. .Mr. and Mrs.
Mclntyre have taken up their residence at

Bathurst. The many friends of both the

contracting parties, who are widely known

in forestry and lumbering circles, will wish

them every happiness.

Modern Co-Operative Forest Protection—Rangers ol the St. Maurice Valley Forest
Protective Association patrolling the railway line on a gasoline speeder fol-

lowing a railway train.

Conservation—What It Is Not!

A common popular misconception with
regard to conservation is that it consists in

merely saving or hoarding natural wealth
for the use of future generations. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Mere
hoarding is not conservative ; it is almost
as wasteful as reckless destruction. Wise
statesmanship regards our natural resources
as so much capital of which the State is

the trustee. The community is entitled to

the interest, but the jtrincipal should be
conserved for all time. An exception to this

rule must be made in the case of minerals,

such as coal, of which there is only a limited

supply, that, when once used, can never be

restored. But in the case of our forests,

our lands, our seas and our wild animal
life, the existing supply of timber, of soil

fertility, of fish and of fur-bearers, should

never diminish, but should rather increase.

—Montreal Witness.
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Yukon Timber Protection. The Summer Camp.

A member writing from the Yukon says,
' I know of no other plaee in Canada where
our limited area of timber should be so zeal-

ously guarded as in the Yukon. We have
many uses for wood here, whereas it is not

so necessary in other parts of Canada. "We

must depend entirely upon it for fuel, and
we cannot import tindjer for mining pur-

poses as it would be too expensive and we
would have to let low grade mines remain
undeveloped. Notwithstanding these facts,

our timber land is burnt over and thousands
of cords <lestroyed every year. Most of this

destruction could be avoided. The fires

mostly occur along the Yukon valley on
account of ])eople making their way into the

interior in small boats. They land on the

bank of the river to cook their food. After
this is done they return to their boats, leav-

ing the fires to go out or to ignite tie

nearby woods just as may happen. This
could be stopped by increasing the Mounted
Police patrol, and this should be done as

early as possible, as we expect large travel

to the new gold strikes during 1914.

'

Ontario Beaver Thrive in Minnesota.

There are now about four hundred beaver
in Itasca State Park in Minnesota. These
are all de'\ ended from one imle and two
females sent from Algonquin National Park,
Oi tario, in the spring of 1902. The beavv-r

were sent to the Governor of Minnesota l.iy

the Prinie ATiiiister of Ontario. Five lieaver

were sent, but two died on the way from
Ontario to INIinnesota. Within twelve years
the descendants of these animals have
spread themselves all over the west side of
Itasca Park, an area of about twenty-five
square miles.

Reasons for Growing Trees.

Trees retard wind.
Trees prevent drifting of soil.

Trees lessen evaporation.
Trees hold snow.
Trees increase yield.

Trees lessen the effect of hot wind.
Trees make a home for birds that eat

harmful insects.

Trees furnish fuel and fence posts.

Trees make a place home-like and shelter

stock, garden ami fruit trees.

When clean-cultivated trees will do well.
If left to fight weeds and grass they are
quite apt to fail.—//. A. Bereman.

A joyous time in wood and copse.

To wnader free from morn till night;

O 'er grassy vales and mountain tops,

And back to camp, a welcome sight

:

With the purling brook hard by.

The forest bids with open arms,
To nature seekers one and all;

Partake in full of all her charms.
So rich in life that ne "er can pall

:

And the bubbling brook hard by.

Does not a scene so bright and free.

Bespeak a meed of thought and care;

A constant call to you and me,
To breed no devastation there:

With the sparkling brook hard by?

A careless fire, the smoker's match,
The growth of centuries is doomed;

With sick 'ning haste the giants catch.

The pleasing view 's for aye entombed

:

And the brooklet now is dry.

We have a duty, sacred trust.

The young and old, the small and great;

For each one may, he can, he must,
Protect our woods from such a fate

:

And the babbling brook hard by.

—i?. F. Child, Victoria, June 15, 1914.

CO-OPERATIVE FOREST FIRE PRO-
TECTION.

A bulletin (No. 42) has just been issued

by the Dominion Forestry Branch on Co-

operative Forest Fire Protection, by G. E.

Bothwell, B.Sc.F.

This bulletin explains the method of for-

est fire protection pursued by the co-opera-

tive association of timber owners, with spe-

cial reference to the work of the St. Maurice
Yalley Forest Protective Association. It

gives the principles of the organization, the

cost to the timber owners, the assistance

given by the Provincial authorities, the

methods used to eomliat fires by construct-

ing trails, telephone lines, and lookout tow-

ers, and the equipment used by patrolmen
and fire fightersJ.

Copies of this bulletin may be had free

by those interested upon applying to the
Director of Forestry, Department of the

Interior, Ottawa.

The labouring men should support for-

estry because seven-tenths of the products
of the forests go to the men engaged in

logging and lumbering.



Reforestation of Sand Lands I o

Modern Forest Protection—Ranger of the Dominion Forestry Branch looking over
the country from a lookout tower. He will report conditions to headciuarters
by telephone, the station being located at the foot of the tower.

The Reforestation of Sand Lands.

Mr. R. F. Davy, Assistant Engineer, Dept.

of Public Works, Timiskaming, Que., writes:

'The reforestation of sanl lands is a timely

subject, and it naturally follows how best to

achieve this result. Questions will arise as

to which is the most suitable timber to

grow; whether to sow seed or plant sap-

lings; the cost per acre; amount of labor

required an<l proper season in which to do
the work. Again what benefits are to be
derived, also, will these benefits be imme-
diate or in the far distant future. Will the

reforestation of saml plain in the backward

counties of Ontario, for example, ever be of

benefit.

' Those best informed know there are many
townships, and even counties, that are really

barren and unfit for habitation, and are

unable to support a population even in

poverty. Some will use the argument that

every tree planted will assist to maintain

a more uniform flow in rivers than when
areas are devoid of tindjer. Even admitting

this argument, do we not see something
more tangil>le ahead of us. A child will in

90 per cent, of circumstances support itself

and he of assistance to the community at the

age of twenty-one ; a tree likewise planted

by seed or sap)ling will support itself and
likewise be proiluctive from twenty-one
years of growth. It will be of value com-
mercially speaking, and from the same area

an everlasting growth of timber can be
maintained, reaching a maximum value at

the end of 100 years. More figuratively

speaking, an acre of small trees at the age

of, say 21 years, will be worth $1.5.00; at .%

years, .$7.J.OO; at m years, .$200.00; and at

100 years, .$1,000.00.

' The above figures would vary with the

species of timber and the demand, and are

used only as an argument. To my mind this

work should not fall upon the individual

but upon the Govriiniifnt.

'



What is Forestry ?

(So mucJi interest lias been expressedin the Circular recently issued by the

Association entitled 'What is Forestry.'' that it

is here reproduced.)

What Is Forestry?

Forestry is the science and art of mak-
ing the best permanent use of the forest.

For What Purpose?

To increase the wealth and comfort of

man. It seeks to preserve forests only in

so far as these may minister to man 's

well being.

Does It Demand That No Trees Be Cut?

No. It aims to have every acre of land
in the country put to its highest use:

Wheat land to wheat, pasture land to

l>asture; pineland to pine; spruce land to

spruce, and so on. It would clear farming
lands as soon as that may be done profit-

ably, but it urges that absolute forest

land be so cut over that a new and bettter

crop of trees will take the place of the
virgin crop.

What Is Absolute Forest Land?

Land that will never grow anything
profitably but trees.

What Interest Has Canada in Forestry?
Over half the soil of habitable Canada

is fit only to grow trees.

Is Not Lumber Going Out of Use?

On the contrary, in spite of concrete,

steel and other substitutes, more lumber
is being used today the world over than
ever before. The price of timber is con-

stantly rising. Nearly all the countries

of the world are importing timber. Can-
ada is one of the very few timber-export-
ing countries. In her large forest area
Canada has a resource which should go on
increasing in value every year.

Would Forest Preservation Kill Lumber-
ing?

No. Forestry does not prohibit the cut-

ting of ripe trees any more than agricul-

ture forbids the cutting of ripe wheat.
It simply asks that cutting on non-agri-

cultural lands be done in such a way that
a new and better crop will come on. It

also asks that timber areas be protected
from fire and from injurious insects, so as

to save both the mature trees and the
young forest, the hope of the future. It

looks to riiaking lumbering (timber har-

vesting) just as permanent a business as

farming.

Would Not Forests Crowd Out Farms?

No. All the land that the forester asks
for permanent forests is land unfit for
farming—too poor, too hilly, too stony.
The attempt to farm this land results in

poverty, abandoned farms, man-made
deserts. On the other hand, the mainten-
ance of forests on such lands means a
distinct gain to agriculture, especially in

regard to moisture conditions, wood sup-
ply, wind-breaks, covers for insectivorous
birds and evenness of stream flow. Every
interest in the country, in fact, is bene-
fited and none injured by retaining forests
on non-agricultural lands.

Is Forestry Worth While?

It is. The value of forest products in

Canada in their first stage of manufacture
(in the sawmill yard) is estimated by the
Dominion Forestry Branch at $170,000,000
per 3'ear. This timber is at the base of all

our manufacturing. It forms a great pro-

portion of our transportation business,

and the maintenance of forests on the up-
lands keep our streams in even flow, thus
preserving our water supplies and water
powers. Forests are also great health re-

sorts and game preserves.

Have We Not Plenty of Timber?

We used to think so, but now we know
that a few decades will see the remainder
of our virgin timber cut. Some authorities
think the United States will have ex-

haustetl their virgin timber by 1930 or

1935. Then, if they should come to Can-
ada to get their supply, our authorities

tell us our timber would last seven years.

What Can Be Done?

The first thing to do is to stop forest

fires which consume at a dead loss seven
or eight times as much timber as the axe
of the lumberman. The great factor in

this is the educating of public opinion.

When the pifblic is aroused forest fires will

stop. Much can be done by disposing of

the debris left after lumbering, by screen-

ing smokestacks of locomotives, regulating

times of settlers ' brush-burning, and by
patrolling timber lands to reduce the dan-

ger from tourists, campers, prospectors

and from lightning. When forests are pro-

tected, then will come methods of refor-

estation.
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Does Anybody Care?

Mauy care, l)Ut not all. Last year tli.>

different governments in Canada spent
considerably over one million ilollars in
forest protection and a.lministration,
chiefly in lire jtrotectioii. Liimheriii},' ami
railway coni|'aiiies an.l private in.Uvidiials
si>ent half a million more. This iucludod
trail and telejdione line building and the
introduction of oil-burning locomotives on
some railways.

How Can I Help?

One of the most efficient methods is by
joining the Canadian Forestry Association.
This is the national organization which has
for its objeit the awakening of the public
to the need and value of forest protection.
In numbers there is strength, and those
who believe in forest conservation have,
by banding together, done much more in
getting governments, corporations and pri-
vate individuals to adopt better methods
than they ever could have done by sepa-
rate effort. The work of the Association,
which is constantly growing, has been en-
dorsed by leading j.ublic men. Joining the
Association will keep you informed of
what is being done and show you how
you can help. The membership fee is the
nominal one of One Dollar j)er year, and
this entitles members to receive, without
further charge, the Canadian Forestrii Jour-
nal (monthly) the report of the addres.'-es,
papers and discussions at the Annual Con-
vention, and other pul)lications issued
from time to time. If you are already a
member you can assist by sending in the
names of those who mav be interested.

Timely Reminders.

The British Columbia Forest Branch is

not only en.kavouring to i)revent and fight
forest fires but it has entered upon the work
of educating the public to help in fire pre-
vention. The Branch has distributed a pic-
ture, a copy of a painting entitled 'Putting
Out the Camp Fire.' These pictures are
being distributed chiefly among school
children of the Province, but also to coun-
try hotels and banks, sawmills and logging
camps, post offices, stopping jdaces, stores,
government buildings, steamships, etc.
The Branch has also issued a pocket whet-

stone bearing on the back the following:—
WHEN YOr AKI-: IX THE WOODS
Keep Your Axe and Knife Sharp

and
BE CAREFUL
Xot to Start

FOREST FIRES.

Presented hi/ the Forest Branch Dcpt. of
Lands, Victoria, B.C.

The pocket whetstones' wore distributed
among men of the woods of all kin.ls, as
loggers, hunters, fishermen, surveyors, pros-
pectors, .wettlers, rural mail carriers, and
cruisers.

Samples of the material were ^ont also
t^o iie\\vpj,per e.litors and to clergymen.
Altt.gether over .-.->,000 of the various' post-
ers, pictures, whetstones, and circular letters
were distributed throughout the j>rovince.
In most cases explamitory letters acconi-
I)ani.'d the articles to the snn.lry re<-ipients.

It is conlidently expected that the char-
acter of the material and the method of its
<lis],osal will impress in a forcible manner
on the public the importance of care with
fire in the woods.

Bears Worse Than Mice.

Mr. David Gillies, of Carleton Place, the
well known lumberman, received an amus-
ing letter from one of his old fire rangers
on the Upper Petawawa a short time ago.
For peoi>le who are afraid of bears, it af-
fords an interesting insiglit into the con-
tempt entertained for these 'varmints' by
the real backwoodsman. The ranger writes
to Mr. Gillies as follows:

—

'Pears are a little troblesome this month.
They have broken into the hut at Catfish
several times during my absence, and have
eaten my provisions and upset everything.
I had the window nailed uji witli inch
boards and five-inch spikes, and they tore
that oft" anil got in again. They come at
night, too, and waken me up. 1 "struck one
in the face one night as he was trying to
climb in the window, and I scared "another
away when he started to pull down the
barricade. The park men told nu^ I should
get a heavy revolver. I am not afraid of
bears, but they are more troublesome than
the mice and squirrels.'

—

Rod and Gun.

Minnesota State Forests.

Xe.xt Xovendjer the electors of Minnesota
will vote on an amendment to the constitu-
tion. The .state has fifteen million a.-res of
land unsold, ami under present laws this
must be sold for agricultural jiurposes. The
object of the amendment is to have such
of these lands as are unfit for farming
turned into a state forest and managed on
modern forestry lines. The Minnesota For-
estry Association has inaugurated a cam-
paign in favor of the amendment. It is

stated that most of these lands are absolute
forest lands, and if attempts are made to
farm them they will become desert like
much of the land that has already been
stripped of timber in the state.



Forests and Mines

A. Lakes, Ymir, B.C.

The only redeeming features of the

great forest fires in a mining way are,

that after them if the plant has survived,

there is less danger of another fire and
the burning off of timber and brush makes
the following of leads on the surface and
prospecting more easy. But these com-

pensations are incomparable with the ir-

reparable loss of necessary timber and the

protection the growing timber affords

against the miner's worst enemy, the

snowslide.

The burning off of the country has a per-

nicious influence on the storage and
equable dstiribution of water necessary

for all kinds of mining. The baring of a

mouutan-itop and its denudation of soil,

trees and bushes, causes the water it re-

ceives to gather so quickly that it will

discharge in torrents into the river below,

washing out flumes and filling reservoirs

with silt and gravel, whilst forests grow-

ing on mountain summits and protecting

water-sheds, not only collect and retain the

moisture and snow, but let the water out

gradually and advantageously in the sea-

son when most needed.

The rapid thawing in spring of a great

fall of snow accumulated during the win-

ter, so far from being advantageous to the

mines, and especially the placer mines,

and supplying them with an abundance of

water, may be detrimental, and often after

destroying flumes leaves the area dry and
waterless or nearly so.

The writer who has passed some winters

in the mountains of British Columbia near

Nelson, has had ample opportunity of

noting the influence of forest fires in or-

iginating and promoting snow slides and
of standing timber in preventing and ar-

resting them. Snow slides great and small

are very common on either slope of Wild-

Horse Creek. The entire valley has more
than once been swept by forest fires, leav-

ing patches of timber here and there, us-

ually a thousand feet or more above the

river, that next to the river having been
burnt out. Above this standing timber

some high peaks rise for another thou-

sand feet. Snow slides abound on the

latter but rarely reach the valley, being
arrested by the standing timber in the

intermediate zone. Nearly all the slides

of a damaging nature to mining works,

start from bare places immediately below
the timber but not from within it, al-

though snow there lies deep. In a recent

wide slide that skimmed off the snowy
crust of a hill for a width of half a mile

and a downward length of 1,000 feet, it

was noticeable that when the great sheet

started it broke off invariably at points

just below the standing timber in an
irregular line. The great sheet left this

line of parting in a well-defined bench five

to ten feet high all along the hill side

resembling an irregular brush fence and
rolled down into the valley and river in

a mass of foaming snow. On the opposite
mountain our mine has ben troubled by
small slides rolling down from the timber
above. These would at times block the

entrance to the tunnel and separate it

from the blacksmith shop. Larger slides

in an adjacent gulch frequently disturbed
our pipe line supplying power to the com-
presser. Sections of flumes were carried

away causing power to be shut off for a

day or more. The difference such annoy-
ances made in mining was shown in the
drilling returns and progress of the tunnel.

During the summer months the average
cost was about $12 per foot. In March
(the worst .snow-slide month) it was
$30.00. Many small slides descending from
the slopes on either side obstructed our
wagon-road to town and train for mail
and supplies. These slides had to be dug
through for the x^^ssage of teams and
sleighs. Winter expenses due largely to

snow slides, directly or indirectly are us-

ually far in excess to those of the summer
months. Tlie existence of these slides is

almost entirely due to the burning off of

the timber. Before the great fires, slides

were few and confined to well-known
gulches. Since the fire they have appeared
in every direction as much on the open
face of the hills as in the gulches. Some-
times the whole snow face of a hill will

slide off bodily, in other cases, the slopes

are literally channelled by them and at

times there is an epidemic in which the

hills are said to 'rain slides' only a few
yards apart. From our cabin window you
can count thirty slides within the space
of a mile. Whilst the burning off of tim-

ber has removed further fear of fire to the

camp and has exposed some prospects on
the opposite hill side such could not be
worked in winter through fear of slides,

whilst those being worked on the other hill

are constantly annoyed by them. The aim
should be to prevent fires and to stop snow
slides from forming by leaving timber to

stand and grow at least above the mine.

A miner would be very foolish to clear the
timber back of and above his mine and
use it because it was 'handy' thereby ex-

posing himself and his men and mine to

the snow slide. On the other hand it is

advisable to clear a certain space around
the plant in view of a possible forest fire.

In felling such timber all branches should
be cut off and piled away and burnt by
themselves as 'Slashings' are fire traps
and common starter of fires.
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CANADIAN FORESTIIY ASSOCIATION.

The Canadian Fore.-tr.v Assoi'iation is the

organization in Canada for the propagation

of the principles of forest cons-ervation.

This it does by means of conventions, meet-

ings, lectures and literature.

It is a popular organization supported by
the fees of members, assisted by i-ome gov-

ernment grants.

There is a vast field of \vork before the

Association which is only limited by the

funds at the disposal of the Association.

Those who are not already members are

invited to join and assist in the work. The
membership fee is one dollar per year, and
this entitles the member to attend and voto

at all meetings and to receive the Annu; "*

P^port and the Canadian Forestry Journc
\\ omen as well as men are eligible for meni
bei^hip.

Applications for membership and requests

for literature and information may be ad-

dressed to

The Secretary,

Canadian Forestry Association,
Journal Building, Ottawa, Can.

Objects of the Association.

(1) The exploration of the public domain,
60 that lands unsuitable for agriculture may
be reserved for timber production.

(2) The preservation of the forests for

their influence on climate, soil and wator
supply.

(3) The promotion of judicious methods
in dealing with forests and woodlands.

(4) Tree planting on the plains and on
streets and highways.

(5) Reforestation where advisable.

(6) The collection and dissemination of
information bearing on the forestry problem
in general.

HARDY NORTHERN
FOREST TREES

and shrubs at forest

prices.

Nati\e and toreij^n tree seeds.

Edye = de- Hurst & Son,

Dennyhurst, via Dryden, Ont.

Smi'PERS TO H. .M. GOVERNMENT, ETC

Correspondance FroTK^aise.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, I ORI.STRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.



llnivcrsitY of

New Brai]§wick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Eitabhshed in igo8

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestrv Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further information address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — — —

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

THE NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
at

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syrak.ctxse, Ncwr York.

Undergraduate course leading to

Bachelor of Science ; Post-

graduate course to Master of

Forestry; and one and two-year

Ranger courses. Summer Camp
of eight weeks in Catskills.

Ranger School held on the

College Forest of 2,000 acres at

Wanakena in the Adirondacks.

State Forest Experiment Station

of 90 acres and excellent Forest

Library offer unusual opportu-

nities for research work. : : :

:

For particulars address

HUGH P. BAKER .D. Oec. De&n

TIMBER CRUISES \

FORESTRY SURVEYS J

Forestry Dept.

Montreal Engineering Company, Limited

Consulting & Operating Engineers

164 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
R. O. Sweezey, General Manage

ill's Seedlings & Transplants
A LSO Tree Seeds for Keforesting. Best for^ over half a century. Immense stock of
leading hardy sorts at low price?. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.
The D. Hill Narsery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers In America.
Box 503 Dundee. 111., U.S.A.

FOREST ENGINEERS .

Forest Surveys Logging Maps

TIMBER ESTIMATES

Water Power Water Storage

CLARK & LYFORD, Ltd.,

520-24 Vancouver Block, VANCOUVER

m[ lllilfERSIllf fORESI SCiOOL
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

A two years' course in fo-

restry is offered leading to the
degree of Master ot Forestry.
The Forest School is a graduate
department of Yale University
requiring for admission a college
training. Graduates of universi-
ties, colleges, or scientific ins-

titutions ot high standing are
admitted upon presentation of
their diplomas, provided they
have taken courses in the fol-

lowing subiects in their under-
graduate work : at least one
full year in college or Univesity
Botany, and at least one course
in Zoology, Physics, Inorganic
Chemistry,Geology, Econom cs,

Mechanical Drawing, French
or German and the completion
of Mathematics throngh Trigo-
nometry.

Candidates for advanced
standing may take examinations
in any subject but are required
in addjiion to present evidence
ot a specified .imount of work
done in the field or laboratory.

The school year in 1914
begins July 1 and is conducted at
the school camp at MILFORD,
Pennsylvania.

For further infortnatien address

JAHES W. TOUHEY, Director
NEW HAVBN ... - CONNECTICU
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THE WAR AND AFTER.

Tile war and all its eonseqiK^ifes

must be accepted. At the same time
we must not forget that tliei-e will be

a time when the war will be over, and
then, as in the pa.st, we desire the

nation to go on with the greatest

amount of prosperity possible. For-

ests have been burned in Europe as a

terrible necessity of war, but they
were prol)ably not one-tenth part so

hirge or so valuable as the forests

which have been l)urned in North
America because of the terrible care-

lessness of peace. Whatever strain

the war puts on citizens, we must not

let go our hold on those ba.sal things

on which not only the wrll-bfing, but

even the very b( incj of the nation and
of the world depends. No matter

what happens, it will not do any good

to so badly till our fields that they

will produce less, or to so neglect our

forests that they will bui-n down. All

our civic, provincial, and national in-

stitutions must be maintained in full

vioror

iCULTY Of FOfJESIRr

OCT 5 2924
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The Canadian Forestry Association

could not hold its intended Conven-

tion, and some other lines of work
will be shut off, but the remaining

lines that are not shut off must be

worked, so that a year hence, fifty

years hence, the cause will be further

ahead than it is today. Keeping up

the regular institutions of the coun-

try is not such spectacular work as

some other kinds, but it is just as

necessary to the well-being of the

state.

DR. WILLIAM SAUNDEES.

Dr. William Saunders, C.M.G.,

LL.D., F.R.S.C, for twenty-five years

Director of Dominion Experimental

Farms, died at his residence in Lon-

don, Ont., on September 13, in his

seventy-ninth year. He had been ill

for about two years. Dr. Saunders'

work for agriculture in Canada is so

well known that it is necessary only

to refer to it briefly. Born in Devon-

shire, England, he came to Canada
when he was twelve years old. He was
in early life a wholesale and manu-
facturing chemist, and was one of the

founders of the Ontario College of

Pharmacy, of which he was president

for two years. He was founder and
president for several years of the

Ontario Entomological Society, and
for tliirteen years edited the Cana-

dian Entomologist, He was president

of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Asso-

ciation, of the Association for the Pro-

motion of Agricultural Science, and

of the Biological Section of the Royal

Society of Canada, and was made an

honorary member of many important

societies.

In 1885 he was selected by the Do-

minion Government to inspect experi-

mental farms in different countries,

and in the three years following the

Government established the five orig-

inal experimental farms and appoint-

ed him Director, which post he held

till about two years ago, when failing

health compelled his retirement. In
that period Dr. Saunders built up an
international reputation, especially

in the field of cereal development. He
also did much to develop the plums
and other native fruits of western
Canada. At the time of the estab-

lishment of the experimental farms
agriculture in the Canadian West
was still in the doubtful stage, and the

success of wheat growing in the west
has been, in a large measure, due to

the work of these farms.

S.-m;4^V5:^ v. V 0.S--

The Late Dr. Saunders.

It will be seen from the above that

Dr. Saunders was a man of wide
sympathies, one who looked upon
farming as part of the national life.

In this outlook he included forestry,

and he was one of the earliest mem-
bers of the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation, and one of its first Directors.

In those days, before conservation

was popular,^ or even tolerated, it had
a vigorous champion in Dr. Saunders.

Not only did he believe in forestry

in the forests, but he believed in farm
forestry. The arboretum and forest

belts at the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, the plantations at
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Bramluii. Maiiitolia. and liuliaii

Ilt-ad, Saskatc'lu'waii, liavf been a

soiiroe of inspiration and information

in farm forestry, and the westiM-n

plantings were the forerniniers of the

system of fn-e distribution oi trees

to farmers for phintin^ about their

homesteads, whieli lias now grown to

sueii innnense i>ropoi'tions under the

Domiinon Forest r\' liraneh.

View at Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, in Arboretum laid out under the direc-

tion of the late Dr. Saunders.

DIRECTOR OF FORESTRY RETURNS.

Mr. R. H. Campbell. Dominion
Director of Forestry, Ottawa, return-

ed early in September from a visit of

over two months in Europe. He first

attended the fiftieth annual meetin<r

of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural

Society in Edinburgh, and visited

with the members a number of the

fore.st plantations in Scotland. Here
he was honored by being made an
Honorary Member of the Society,

which has done so much to encourage

forestry in Great Britain. Aftei-

visiting some of the English forests,

Mr. Campbell went to France, and
spent some time in the southwest. He
was at Nancy, the seat of the great

French forestry school, when the first

rumors of war were heard. He passed

over to Switzerland, and was there

when one countrv after another de-

clared war. This not only .stopped his

projected visits to German and Swed-
ish forests, but rendered it difTii-idt

foi' him. for a time, to get Ijack to

London, which he eventually did,

after some rather exciting and un-

pleasant incidents.

CALIFORNIA FIRE PROTECTION.

The California State Board of Forestry
has issued its annual report for 101.3. It

shows the reasons for forest profection

and the loss which all citizens of the state

sustain from forest fires. Besides issuing

literature to impress citizens with the

enormous waste now going on through

forest fires, the Board issues booklets for

circulation throughout the schools of the

state, to which present the idea in suitable

form for the children to grasp. April 18

was proclaime<l by the Governor as fire

prevention day, when a concerted effort

to reduce the number of fire traps was
made, particularly on clearings in the

farming districts.



Nova Scotia's Forestry Opportunities

Peculiar Situation and Advantages in the Bluenose Province

Those who travel extensively in

Nova Scotia for the first time are

struck by the large proportion of the

soil which is still under woods, and

which, to all appearances, is fit only

to produce wood crops. In addition

to this, the visitor is struck by the

suitability of the climate for tree

growth. Such a large proportion of

the province is absolute forest land

(authorities estimate it at from 65 to

70 per cent.) that to allow this to be

neglected is not economy, but waste.

Highways and railways must be kept

up through it to get from place to

l^lace, and on the very low^est plane of

ecenomy it should be producing

freight. Of course, nearly all of it is

lu-oducing some freight, but, like the

cut-over timber land of the rest of

North America, it is not producing to

the acre anything like it should.

Another thing that strikes the visi-

tor is that the fertile spots are very

fertile, and very beautiful as pictures

of farming scenery. So much of the

land is not fit for farming that Nature

seems to have balanced things by mak-

ing the good i)arts very rich. Again,

the visitor from inland Canada is

struck by the presence of two im-

portant industries, coal mining and

sea fishing.

This produces a state of affairs

which is, in many respects, unique.

Here there is a naturally good timber

country, and riglit along side of it,

and mixed in with it, is territory

which requires timber. The mines

require pit props, hundreds of miles

of them, the fisheries require barrels

and kegs and fishing craft, while the

farms and orchards need boxes and
crates and baskets and barrels. This

is in addition to the houses, barns.

slieds, fences, and other structures

which all need. This very fortunate

circumstance has been, in a way, a

])ad thing for forest industries. The
fact that the market is so near at

haiul, and will use up so much in-

ferior material, has led the people to

underestimate the value of the forest.

Frequently the man who makes bar-

rels, or kegs, or crates, gets the ma-
terial off' his own property, or from
that of his neighbors, and the amount
used never gets' into the statistics of

the province. The Bulletin of the

Forestry Branch of the Department
of the Interior on the Wood Using In-

dustries of the Maritime Provinces

has gathered statistics from six hun-

dred factories and shops in the three

provinces of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island,

but even this large number, more com-

plete than ever before, one feels sure

does not take in all the men, who, for

a part of tlie year, make staves, or

hoops, or some other product used

locally. This fact has kept, and still

keeps, the people of the province gen-

erally from realizing the full value

of the forest industries, and what it

will mean when these industries dis-

appear for want of material. Then
the fact that much inferior and small

timber can be utilized has led to much
closer cutting of the forests than

where only lumber of the standard

sizes was made.

The apple growers are jusi,t begin-

ning to realize^ that, whereas, ten

years ago they paid only for the labor

in a barrel or box, they now have to

pay as much more for the material

;

so that the price has about doubled.

The same state of affairs exists in re-

gard to fish barrels and mine timbers.

84
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The fact that the fertih- hinds oc-

cur iu pockets. fre(iueiitly in long,

narrow vaUeys. has l)i"ought ahout a

condition of things whicii exists

scarcely elsewhere in Canada. Many
of the farms have a narrow frontage

on the river in the valley, and extend

hack over the edge of the valley into

the hills heyonii. Often these fai'nis

are four or five miles long. The fer-

tile part is in the valley; the land in

the hills is ahsolute forest huul. Very
few farmers are content with the in-

come they ilerive from their fertile

acres in the valley. They have heen

accustomed to sujiplement this hy the

sales of timher from the hills. This
was a particidarly satisfactory ar-

I'aiigement to them hecanse the wo!"k

in tile woods came in tiie winter,

when liiei-e was little work to do on
their farms. In some respects it is a

good way of handling timlx-r. The
ditVieulty is that the cutting has heen
cai-ried on without regard to the priii-

eii)les of reproduction. an<l now that

the faiiiiei-s are getting towai-d the

end of their timljer they realize that

they nuist either change their methods
or sutTer a serious decrease in income.

This is all the more exasperating as

thev realize that thev could secui'e

View of avenue of Manitoba Maples at Dominion Experimental Farm at Indian Head,
Saskatchewan. When these trees wore planted scarcely anybody believed that
trees could be got to grow between Manitoba and the Rocky Mountains. Now
over twenty million trees sent out from the Dominion Forestry Branch Nursery
at Indian Head are growing about prairie hon^esteads.

prices for their timher in the future
such as they never dreamed of in the

past. Nor is this merely an incident

in the general situation. When it is

realized that more than half the tim-

ber land of Nova Scotia is held in

these small blocks, running from two
hundred to one thousand acres, it will

be seen that when this problem is

settled more than half the difficulties

are met. In other provinces the pro-

vincial government can improve mat-

ters l)y new i-egulations and by better

administration, but in Nova Scotia,

where so much of the timber land is

owned in fee simple, a great deal of

the work mu.st be done by educating

the owners. There can be no doubt,

too, that a great many of these men
are anxious to know what to do. so

that a forester who could go among
them and give the information would
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have his hands full for several years

to come. This will probably be the

first work of the provincial forester

when he is appointed.

Nothing has yet been said of the

opportunity for the highest utiliza-

tion of some kinds of timber in

wooden ship building, which business

has revived since the crash that fol-

lowed the introduction of iron ships,

and which seems destined to continue

indefinitely in the construction of

certain classes of vessels. Nor has

anything been said of the particularly

favorable position in which Nova
Scotia stands in regard to export

trade, both to Europe and to South

America. Nova Scotia is a small

province. Her timber has been heav-

ily cut into, and still more heavily

burned over, but much of the land is

suited to the growing of timber, much
of it is covered with woods of some

kind, and timber reproduces readily

and grows rapidly in the province.

She has a number of native industries

dependent upon wood, and she has

great opportunities for export. All

of which shows that action now will

result in great advantage to the prov-

ince in the near future and for all

time to come. These are some of the

reasons that induced the Nova Scotia

Government and the lumber interests

to invite the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation to hold a convention in the

province. There are other aspects of

this most interesting situation, and
these will be discussed in future is-

sues.

TAMARACK IN CAPE BRETON, NOVA
SCOTIA.

Canadians Honored.

Mr. J. B. White, manager of the woods

department and sawmills of the Eiordon

Pulp and Paper Company, has been ap-

pointed a member of the Forestry Com-

mittee of the American National Whole-

sale Lumber Dealers' Association for the

ensuing year. The other Canadian mem-

ber appointed to this committee is Mr.

John S. Gillies, of the Gillies Lumber
Company, of Braeside, Out.

When traveling in eastern Nova Scotia

this summer, the Secretary heard a great

deal of the pit prop question, which will

be more fully gone into in the future.

One of the members of the Canadian
Forestry Association there, who is pur-

chasing agent for one of the large mines,

has given this matter much attention.

This is just another proof of how this

question of forest conservation affects

every industry in Canada, and directly or

indirectly every citizen. This gentleman
stated that the mines of Cape Breton use

annually about fourteen million feet of

mine timber, and in the whole of Nova
Scotia about twenty-two million feet are

used for mining annually. The pit props

used in Cape Breton mines every year
would, if placed from end to end, reach

2,300 miles, or nearly from Sydney to Ire-

land. This gentleman had made observa-

tions regarding the recovery of the tama-
rack after the attack by the larch sawfly,

which, in 1885-6, killed all the mature
tamarack from Sydney to Winnipeg. In

this connection he said:

—

*In passing over eastern Nova Scotia

and Cape Breton, one cannot fail to notice

the great growth of tamarack (so-called

juniper) coming up all over the country.

It is to be wondered if the people appre-

ciate the valuable asset they have in this

wood. Originally tamarack was well dis-

tributed, and was largely used for ship

and boat building, also for frames of

buildings, fence posts, etc., its lasting

qualities adding greatly to its value. In

1885 a pest of caterpillars (the larch saw-

fly) p'assed over the country, and they

seemed to have a particular fondness for

the tamarack, for several years after

scarcely a young tree could be found alive,

but within the past ten or fourteen years

it appears to have recovered, and now a

strong growth is coming up. Owing to

the thickness of this growth, the trees, to

be of any value in the near future, should

be thinned out. At least four out of every
five of the young trees should be cut down
to give the fifth a chance to grow. For
railway ties, mine props and ties, and
many of the uses to which our native

woods are put, the tamarack is the most
valuable. It would, therefore, appear to

be the opportunity and duty of people
having the same on their lands to en-

courage its rapid growth in every way
possible.

'

A NATIONAL WORK.

A western man writes: 'I think your
idea of a national organization is a splen-

did method of awakening public interest in

forest protection.'



Recent Publications

Care of the Woodlot. by B. H. Morton,
B.Si'.F. This is Circular" No. 10 of the

For«>stry Branch, I>opartnieiit of the In-

terior. It may be had free by those in-

terested upon application to the Director of
Forestry. Dept. of the Interior, Ottawa.
This (in-ular of sixteen pages is intended to

be of a pojiuiar character, so that the owner
of a woodlot may gain the necessary in-

formation upon M'hich to proceed to improve
the same. Information from the Depart-
ment is to the etVect that it has also proved

l)opular. requests for it ha\iiig been very

wind. Next it takes up improvement cut-

ting and thinning. The fullest section is

that on Keproduction, which deals with
natural seeding, artificial seeding, disad-

vantages of seeding, ])lanting, and sprout or

coppice method, and adds a table of quanti-

ties and distances to show how nuich >eed

and how many plants are reipiired per acre
when artificial reproduction is followed.

Those of our members who are contemplat-
ing improving their woodlots, or who would
like to place something of a brief and
popular character in the hamls of those who

The Bad Results of Grazing.

In the foreground of the picture a wire fence has been erected. The one side has

been grazed clean, while on the other ungra/.ed side the good reproduction to be noted

further back has sprung up.—From Care of the Woodlot.

numerous. It is the first publication of the
kind issued by the Dominion Forestry
Branch dealing with the care of wood lots

in eastern Canada, all the similar publica-
tions previously issued by the branch having
dealt with western and prairie conditions.

The constantly increasing demand from
eastern Canada, particularly the Maritime
Provinces, rendered necessary the issue of a
publication dealing with conditions where
the rainfall is much greater than in the
prairies. The writer is ^Mr. B. R. Morton,
who is the officer in the Forestry Branch in

charge of farm forestry and woodlots in

eastern Canada. The circular deals, first,

with Protection from grazing, fires and

should be improving their wooillots, should

send for copies of this circular.

The Province of Ontario has issued a

pamphlet liy Mr. F. J. Zavitz, Provincial

Forester, Parliament Buildings, Toronto,

which has already gone through two edi-

tions, and this is available for citizens of

Ontario, but not for the other provinces.

Wood I'sinff Industries of the Maritime
Provinces, by R. G. Lewis, B.Sc.F., assisted

by W. Guy H. Boyce.
It is safe to say that the wood using in-

dustries of a wood producing country like

Canada are always underestimated. The
raw material is largely produced locally,

and keeps up local industries, which are not
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regarded at their true worth until they

have disappeared from lack of material.

The Dominion Forestry Branch is doing a

national service in bringing the different

parts of the country under review in this

way. The above is Bulletin No. 44 of the

Forestry Branch of the Department of the

Interior, and it may be had free ujion ap-

plication to the Director of Forestry, Otta-

wa. It has been compiled from reports re-

ceived from over six hundred manufacturers
in the Maritime Provinces, which statement

itself shows the importance of the industry.

Since it is a study of conditions rather than

a census, its figures are likely to be under,

rather than over, the mark. It shows that,

aside from the export trade, at least two
hundred million feet of timlier are annually

required to supply the wood using indus-

tries of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island. The value of this

material is over .$3,684,000. Twenty-eight
different kinds of ^vooil are used. The in-

dustries are divided into the following:

Woodpulp, building construction, cooperage,
boxes, cars, boats, furniture, coffins, foundry
boxes, vehicles, machinery parts, patterns,

agricultural imidements, handles and fruit

baskets. The Bulletin forms a pamphlet of

one hundred pages, in which the subject is

treated in all its relations. Those who de-

sire to keep in touch with this industry in

these provinces should send for a copy.

Fmt Annual Bepor-t of the Botanical Of-
fice of the Province of British Columbia,
191."., by J. Davidson, F.L.S., F.B.S.E., Pro-
vincial Botanist, printed by the King's
Printer, Victoria, B.C. This is a handsome
report of thirty pages on heavy paper, illus-

trated by many inserted maps and engrav-
ings. The object of the Botanical Office

is to form a provincial herbarium of the

native flora, to collect information and
literature relating to the same, to make
recoi-ds of native species, etc. The report
shows that this work has been entered upon
energetically, and that the reproach that the

best collections of British Columbia flora

are to be found in Ottawa and Washington
will soon be removed.

DROUGHT TESTS FOREST FIRE PRO-
TECTION PLANS.

The efficiency and resources of all forest-

protective organizations in Canada have
been put to a severe test this year l)y the

prolonged drought which prevailed through-
out the greater portion of Canada during
the early part of August. It seems prob-
able that 1914 will be recorded as the worst
fire year since 1910. The situation in

southern British Columbia has been very
serious, and great areas have been burned
over in Alberta, on the east slope of the
Rocky Mountains. Northern Ontario has
suffered severely.

The railways are no longer the chief

source of forest fires, and the necessity for

a stricter control of the setting of fires by
settlers for clearing land is becoming in-

creasingly apparent. AlsOj in many sections,

especially on cut-over lands, where most of
the fires originate, the establishment of a
more adequate patrol system is essential to

])rotect young growth ami prevent the
spread of fires into old timber. The exten-

sion of the merit .system in the appointment
of fire rangers in the services of both the
Dominion and Provincial Governments is

necessary if the best residts in fire protec-

tion are to be secured.—Clyde Leavitt, in

Conservation.

NEW FORESTRY JOURNAL.

Tlic Bilimorean is the name of a cpiarter-

ly publication Issued in Cadillac, Michigan,
to take the place of The Biltmorc Doings,
which ceased when Dr. Sehenck gave up the
\\ork of the Biltmore Forest School. In the

opening editorial it is stated that The Bilt-

morean is the result of a desire on the part
of many of the graduates of the Biltmore
Forest School for a school paper which
should serve as a medium of correspond-
ence between all Biltmoreans, as a tie to
l)ind the friendships formed in the school-

days, as a fitting record of the achieve-
ments of graduates and their opinions and
methods, and as the upholder of the good
name of the Biltmore Forest School among
the host of other institutions dedicated to
Forestry, and the allied pursuits.

FIRE PREVENTION NOTICES.

The Crown Lands Dej^artment of Nova
Scotia has, for the most part, discarded
the old method of printing extracts from
the laws against fire as fire notices, and
has adopted the plan of printing short,

pithy sentences to remind the camper of
the immediate need. Here are some of the
posters:

—

FOREST FIRES CAN BE PREVENTED.
Use your influence against

CARELESSNESS,
And Make 'Caution' the By-Word When

in the Woods.

Breach Forest Protection and Practice it

. Too.

Pipes, Cigars, and Cigarettes are

DANGEROUS.
A Fire from Your Pipe Means That You

Alone Are

RESPONSIBLE.
Be Careful.



Killing of Larch in Nelson Forest District*

Mr. II. U. MiuMillan, Chief Fort.•<!( r <,f BrUish Columbia.

Ill July, llU.i, fliiini>s of * ii'il-tops ' were
notioed ainouijst the mixed stands of

western lan-h on tlie mountain slopes

above the Arrow Lakes. The trees affected

were eomparatively few in lunnher, and
were ehielly at an elevation of about .'5,500

feet. It was not found convenient to

make a stuily of the causes of the damage
during the season, the attention of Mr.
Swaine being devoted to the more im-

portant outbreaks of insect^ nn other
species.

The affection, whatever it may bi', has
spread with e.xtreme rapidity, and may bo
expected to l>e reportecl soon from other
localities.

The larcdi in this district is not a very
important tree. Jn the forest it appears
as tall, clean timber. Its proiluct does
not justify its appearance. The butt is

heavy, and trees which are to be lloated

or ilriven must be long butted four to

eight feet. The butt logs are usually very
shaky, and when dry practically fall to

Birch Planted Too Far Apart.

This picture shows an undesirable, grassy condition, the result of idanting too far

apart a tree which naturally jiroduces little shade.—From Care of the U'uudlot.

In May, 1914, a trip through the same
country showed an enormous increase in

the number of * red-tops. ' Api)arently the
greater part of the larch on both shores
of the Arrow Lakes, from water level to

the up[)er limits of the species, is affected

so seriously as to cause the destruction of
the foliage. The affected trees, in many
cases, form a third or more of the forest

stand. The burns of several years ago
have, in many places, reforested, one-
quarter to one-half of the young stand
being larch. The young larch, as well as

the old, appears to suffer.

pieces, and, therefore, the trees are usually

long butted, even where the logs are not

to be floated to the mill. The lumber is

heavy and pays a higher freight charge

than other interior tind)ers. As is true

with other western timbers, the defei-ts

and characteristics vary in different dis-

tricts. There are places where it is not

necessary to long butt western larch. It

is not, however, a favorite tree with the

manufacturer or timber owner.

Should the killing of the larch result in

its disi>lacement in the forest by either

bull pine or western Avhite pine, its tw»
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most valuable f-onipetitors, or even by
Douglas fir, which, in this particular dis-

trict, is only a medium grade timber, the

forest will "be improved. The great dan-

ger from this infestation is not so much
the loss of the larch, but the increased

fire hazard. Over contiguous areas of a

hundred or more scpiare miles the larch

forms ten to thirty per cent, of the forest.

Should this timber be killed, as appears

likely, the danger of destructive fire will

be g'reatly increased, and it will be prac-

tically iiiipossible to cheek a fire which
escapes into a forest containing such a

large proi)ortion of dead timber.

The appearance of large areas affected

by insects, as this one appears to be, sug-

gests that the great fires of the past in the

western forests have, perhaps, been fed

to the maximum destructive pitch by 'bug-

killed ' timber.
Xo remedy for a large scale insect at-

tack has yet appeared possible. Perhaps
parasites may be introduced which will

hold in check the insects most destructive

on yellow pine, white pine and larch, the

three western species most aflfecteil. If

such parasites are not found it is likely

that we may look for some seriously

destructive beetle attacks. The insects

are present, and it only requires a combina-
tion of conducive natural conditions to

prepare a wholesale devastation of some
districts. Their spread is probably en-

couraged by the absence of birds in British

Columbia and the increased number of

favorable breeding grounds, which are

being provided in the weakened trees of

clearing and logging operations.

The study of destructive forest insects

by the Entomological Division is wel-

comed in British Columbia.

LOWER OTTAWA FOREST PROTEC-
TION.

The Lower Ottawa Forest Protective As-

sociation, which was organized last spring,

has had a very active season, due to the dry
periods of May, July and August. The
association employs 49 permanent rangers,

four inspectors, and as many temporary
labourers as may be recpiired for the con-

trol of individual fires. During the dry
spell in May more than 500 extra fire fight-

ers were on duty at one time in the employ
of the association. Since the organization

of the association the area protected by it

has been increased by 2,000 square miles,

through the accession of new members. The
total area now guarded is 11,812 square

miles, or upwards of 7,500,000 acres. The
association has recently secured convictions

against 40 settlers in the Ste. Agathe, Mont
Laurier, and Maniwaki districts for setting

fii-es without permits, and it is expected
that these convictions will result in greater

care with such fires in the future. In all

jirobability the excellent results secured by
the Lower Ottawa and St. Maurice associa-

tions will lead to the formation of similar

associations in other sections of the coun-

trv.—Clvde Leavitt in Conservation.

SALT WATER PRESERVES TIMBERS.

Professor John Macoun's O'bservations

Confirmed.

In replacing a railroad trestle recently

burned along the north shore of Great Salt

Lake, engineers have just found that the

piles are still perfectly sound, after 43

years of service. Looking for the cause,

since these were only of local pine and fir,

they found the timbers were impregnated
throughout with salt from the lake.

The first transcontinental telegraph line,

built before the railroad, extended west
from Salt Lake City through the j^ros-

perous mining camps of Eureka, Austin
and Virginia City. When the railroad was
built the telegraph line was transferred

to follow its right of way, and the old

l^oles sawed off at the ground. An engi-

neer who recently examined the butts left

in the ground in the salt desert near Fish
Springs found that, although fifty years

had passed since the poles were cut off,

the old butts were perfectly sound.

Telephone and electric companies in the

Salt Lake Valley have used the local salt

for preserving poles. When set up about
75 pounds of salt is placed around the pole

on the ground. This method cannot be

used, however, when the pole is on or near

a lawn, or in any place where vegetation
is desired.

It is pointed out that the reason why
the waters of Salt Lake act as a strong

preservative, as distinguished from ocean
waters, is because the lake water is so

much saltier, being practically a saturate

solution. Preservation with salt is of no
use in ocean piling against the attack of

teredos and other marine borers.

Experts in the forest service who have
been investigating the preservative treat-

ment of timber offer the suggestion that

tiies and poles which have been immersed
for some time in the waters of the lake

ought to be impervious to decay if the

salt is not leached out by the action of the

elements. It has bene suggested that this

can be gnarde?! against, for example, by
painting the butt of the pole with a coat

of creosote, which will keep out the mois-

ture and keep in the salt.

In this connection it is interesting to

note that for many years Prof. John
Macoun, of the Canadian Geological Sur-

vey, has advocated this method of pre-

serving timber. In the Summary Eeport
of the Geological Survey for 1908, page



Maple Day 'Jl

187, Prof. Macoun jjave facts on this mat-
ter. At the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion Convention in Ottawa, in February,
VJ\'2. Prof. Maiouu, speakinjj; on the pre-

servation of railway ties, said that he had
been on both Atlantic anil Pacific coasts

for many years, and that he had never seen
a tree subject to the tides and well soaked
with brine that ever produced a fungus,
in otlier words, that ever rotted. Yet, go
back into the bush a short distance and
you would find logs of the same kind which
had begun to rot as soon as thev were
felled.

To this Mr. E. A. Sterling, then forester
for the Pennsylvania Railroad, said: 'This
is a very interesting bit of information,
and I am glad to have it as confirming our
own idea. I have a lot of ties in j)ickle

in Great Sale Lake. They were put there
because of the high percentage of salt

carried bv the water.'

MAPLE DAY.

The co-operative fire prevention asso-

ciations are not the only bodies that find

it advisable to distribute literature and
articles that will attract attention to the
cause in hand. Makers of maple sugar in

Quebec, this year, made July 1 'maple
day, ' and sent out to the largest hotels,

all the railway dining cars and steamships
little boxes containing a piece of pure
maple sugar, to be served to every guest
that day. Accompanying this, the Gov-
ernment of Quebec Province sent out a
little booklet explaining the extent of the
maple sugar iiidustry in that province,
and the efforts that have been made to
improve the quality of the product. The
object was to draw the attention of the
public to this product, and to promote its

use. The jdan attracted widespread at-

tention, and was very favoraldy com-
mented on. In sympathy with this, the
Canadian Pacific Railway issued a spe-
cially designed menu card on this day in

all its hotels, steamships and dining cars,

bearing a picture of the maple leaf, in

which was included for each meal a num-
ber of dishes in which maple syrup had
been incorj)orated. In this campaign over
28,000 ]iamidilets and sample^ were used.
As was pointed out some time ago in

these pages, the new clause added to the
Adulteration Act of Canada this spring,
dealing with maple sugar and maple syrup,
is very stringent. Henceforth it will he
possible to get pure maple products in

Canada, and this fact, it is believed, will

stimulate the trade in maple products and
exert a wholesome effect on the movement
to prevent the cutting down of maple
groves on soils unfit for ordinary agricul-
ture. The new section of the Act is as
follows:

—

' Xo person shall manufacture for sale,

keep for sale, or offer or expose for sale,

as maple sugar any sugar which is not pure
maple sugar, nor as maple syrup any syruj*
which is not pure mai>le syrup, and any
maple sugar or maple syrup which is not
up to the standard prescribed by the sixth
schedule to this Act shall be deemed to be
adulterated within the meaning of this
Act.

^

'The word "Maple" shall not be used
either alone or in combination with any
other word or words on the label or other
mark on a package containing any article
of food or any article of food itself which
is or which resembles maple sugar or
ma{)le syrup, and any article of food
labelled or marked in violation of this
subsection shall be deemed to be adul-
terated within the moaiiiiiir of this Act.'

HON. GEO. H. PERLEY,
One of Canada's Leading Lumbermen, who

recently became a director of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association.

The forests of Corsica, the little island

upon which Napoleon was born, are man-
aged by the French government. They
produce lumber, firewood, and turpentine,

and all parts of the tree are far more
closelv utilized than in America.
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PRIVATE CITIZENS AND FORESTRY.

A member of the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation, who is the owner of a flour mill

and water power in Central Ontario,

writes:

—

' I have been interested in the cause of

forestry since I was a boy in my teens. I

am a lover of trees and woods. I own
here some four hundred acres, about half

of it covered with woods. I have control-

led this for about thirty years. I am gen-

erally considered pretty liberal in money
matters for my limited means, but I must
plead guilty to being a miser when it

comes to cutting down a tree. I never cut

a tree down except I have to, or where
they require thinning, have reached ma-
turity, or are badly shaped.

'I can look back to the time when I was
a boy and see acres of mere saplings that

are "now of merchantable size. When I

reach the alloted three score and ten years

—if I do—I will have cpiite a valuable

property in trees. The only thing I don 't

like about it is that after I am through
with it, whoever follows me may see in

each tree so much cash, and into cash they
will go. However, I supjiose when I reach

the Happy Hunting Grounds, that forestry

matters will not trouble me.

' My woods, of course, were cut over be-

fore I got them, and the largest and best

trees taken out. I have done no planting
except along fences, but I am protecting

and helping w^hat I have. It is really a
shame to see bare hillsides that were once
covered with valuable timber, cleared of

all timber and undergrowth, so that now
the largest plant on them is a mullein.

They will now grow nothing of any use,

not even pasture. I can understand good
farming land being claered to get the land
to raise grain, but why steep hillsides and
sand hills were cleared of every vestige of

tree life I can never understand. Had
they taken the merchantable trees and left

the saplings there would have been some
excuse.

'I can see a great difference in the
stream that drives my mill. We used to

waste as much water as we now have al-

together. In summer and early winter
the stream is low. Warm days in winter
and early spring and a little rain gives us
larger floods than we used to have. Years
ago a rain would slowly raise the water.
It would be higher than usual for, per-

haps, three or four days, but not any flood

about it. Now, however, it means a flood

in a few hours and back to normal flow.

The floods cut into the banks and carry
away hundreds of tons of good soil every
year on this small stream. This is only
an index of what is taking place all over
the country.

' I hope the governments will make

imicli more stringent laws for forest pro-

tection and forest reproduction. Private
individuals can do a lot in saving our
woods and forests, but the great responsi-

])ility now rests with the governments
and such organizations as the Canadian
Porestrv Association.

'

REFORM FOR THE OUTSIDE SERVICE.

Professor Adam Shortt, commissioner of

the Civil Service Commission of Canada,
has just returned from the United King-
dom. He has been making an extensive
investigation into the workings of the
inside anU outside branches of the Civil

Service of Britain, and has gathered much
valuable information, which will be em-
lioilied in a report which he is preparing.

Referring to the question of appoint-

jnents, he stated to a newspaper inter-

viewer that in the outside service the in-

fluence of politicians had been completely
elin)inated in the appointment of postmas-
ters, customs' and inland revenue officials.

In the staffs of these departments there
was no interference on the part of mem-
bers of paidiameut or local politicians. All

appointments were settled by the various

heads of departments in London, and the

district inspector. The Civil Service Com-
mission system worked very well in all the

centres visited. An extensive system of

promotion exists in the postal and inland

revenue branches, whereby officials from
any part of the country are eligible for

appointments in any other part of the

country. 'This shows the complete ])rac-

tic ability of the efficient working of the

service without political interference,'

said the Commissioner.—Ottawa Civilian.

NATIONAL CONSERVATION CON-
GRESS REPORTS.

Two books have been published <lealing

with the proceedings of the Fifth

National Conservation Congress, held in

Washington, D.C., last November. One
of them treats of Water Power subjects

exclusively, and is an important contribu-

tion to constructive literature in this sub-

ject. The other book contains the Forestry
reports and addresses, which were con-

ceded to be the most valuable ever pre-

sented at a similar meeting in this coun-

try. The books may be had for one dollar

each, through N. C. McLoud, Treasurer

and Recording Secretary of the Congress,

1201 Sweetland Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

No other organic substance occurs in

such abundance as wood, and few if any
are more generally useful. About 150,000,-

000 tons of wood are still wasted annually

in the United States. — Arthur D. Little,

Chemical Engineer.



With the Forest Engineers.

WORK IN SASKATCHEWAN.

Mr. K. 11. Kolierts, Forost Assistaut,

I»oiniiiiou Forestry Braiuh, I'riuco Albert,

Saskatfliowau, writes:—
'The Dominion Forestry Branch have

three reeonnaissance jiarties in the lielil

here examining lamls auil locating suitable

areas for inclusion in forest reserves. An-
other jiarty is examining boumlaries on the

already established reserves, with a view
of making adilitious where the land is un-

suitable for agriculture, so as to straighten

the existing lines and facilitate the fire-

guarding, as well as making the blocks
more compact and easier handled. On the
smaller j>rajrie reserves, which are mostly
without any tree growth at present, graz-

ing permits have been granted for the
running of stock, and many of the settlers

surrounding these areas are gladly taking
advantage of the privilege. On the older

established reserves, the improvement
work is going ahead rapidly. The erec-

tion of ranger houses, steel look-out towers,

and the construction of telephone lines is

under way. Fireguarding the boundaries
and the jilowing of the same is keeping
some of the rangers busy. The railroad

fire patrol has been doing good work thus
far, and most of the roads travelling the

bush country have their right-of-way well
cleaned up, things being in better condi-
tion than at any previous season. The fire

ranger service in the north country is

doing well. Another new patrol boat was
installed this spring on the lower Beaver
River and in the vicinity of Isle a la

Crosse. The forest nursery on the Pines
Reserve is in fine shape, and the beds that
were planteil last year are making a re-

markable growth this season.

'The newly located gold-fields at Beaver
Lake, north of Cumberland House, are at-

tracting considerable attention, and the
infiux of prospectors is keeping the fire

rangers in that district very busy."

NOTES FROM KAMLOOPS.

Mr. P. Z. Caverhill, District Forester of
the British Columbia Forest Service at

Kamloops. writes:

—

' This district embraces that portion of
British Columbia extemling north from
the Dominion Ry. Belt to the head waters
of the Clearwater, North Thompson,
Adams ainl the Columbia Rivers.

' In taking charge, I found that the dis-

trict was wholly lacking in transportation
facilities. In fact, even the rudiments of

trails usually made by Indian hunters were
missing, no doubt owing to the semi coast
tyjie of the timber and the difficulty of
getting through owing to the amount of
down timber. Improvements were there-
fore our first consideration. One hundred
and twenty-two miles of the most needed
trails were constructed, and si.xty miles of
telephone, this being only a start.

'A start was also made in the disposal
of brush after logging oj>erations. The
debris, after a coui)le of operations, was
burned broadcast last spring. On tie per-
mits the brush was piled, but has not yet
been burned. An interesting sequonce of
this operation is the keen interest whi.h
the settlers are taking in brush disposal.
They are now reipiiring almost all ojiera-

tors on their land to i)ile the brush. This
is going to be a great help in the future
fire situation.

'

HARVARD COURSE IN LUMBERING.

At the re(|uest of piomineiit lumber in-

terests, a two-years' course in the business
of lumbering is to be given next year by
the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration, in co-operatioji with the
HarvaPil Forestrv School.

LAVAL FOREST SCHOOL.

The Laval Forest School reopened for
the session of 1914-1.5 on Tuesday, Sept.
15. The school resumes its sessions in the
new building especially erected for it in

conjunction with the School of Surveying
and the Law School.
A couple of changes have occurred in

the faculty. Prof. Paradi.s, C.K., professor
of mathematics and topograidiical survev-
ing, lias resigned, and his courses are being
given by Prof. Mercil, professor of mathe-
matics. Mr. Maheu, F.PJ., a graduate of
the school, has been ai)j)ointeil instructor
in entomology and mycology, anci will also
act as secretary of the Director.
There are now thirty-one students in

attendance in the three undergraduate
classes.

Of the twenty-seven graduates, all are
employed. P>ighteen of them are in the
employ of the Provincial Government, and
nine are with other governments, or in
private emidoyment.

It is proposed to have a committee of
three members of the Quebec Limitholders'
Association as an advisory committee to
consult with and advise the arlministration
of the school, with a view to bringing the

S3
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course into the greatest possible con-

formity with actual operations and condi-

tions, and so make the graduates increas-

ingly valuable to the lumbering industry.

The"^ members of this advisory committee

would represent, respectively, (1) the

eastern, (2) the central, and (3) the west-

ern districts of the province.

QUEBEC NOTES.

Bulletin No. 2 of the Forest Service of

the Province of Quebec will be issued

shortly. It will consist of a general des-

cription of the forests of the province.

Bulletin No. 1, the list of sawmills and

other wood-using industries, will be revised

and re-issued, the industries being classi-

fied by industries as well as places.

A co-operative arrangement has been

entered into by the Dominion and Quebec
(Provincial) Governments for the joint

collection of statistics in regard to wood-
using industries.

CONCRETE TIES INFERIOR TO WOOD.

Mr. L. M. Ellis, Assistant Superintend-

ent of Forestry for the Canadian Pacific

Eailway, has been securing data regarding

the use of concrete ties as compared with

wood. The Chicago and Alton Eailroad

has found concrete ties distinctly inferior,

as given in a letter to Mr. Ellis. The
Chief Engineer says:

—

'There were 60 concrete ties placed in

the track in October, 1903. They were

placed in the track and ballasted with

stone, where they had good drainage and

were kept in good surface. In 1906 there

were 12 concrete ties changed out; in 1911,

32; in 1912, 10, and 1913, 6. These ties

were changed out on account of crushing

and breaking down under the rail and un-

safe to remain in the track. Ties were
constructed of cement, iron girder and oak
block. There were two blocks of concrete
7" thick, 9''' wide and 3' long. There

was an iron girder that ran through the

blocks that was 2'' thick and 2'' wide;

there was an oak block 3" thick and lO"'

wide and 24'' long, set on top of the con-

crete tie to use for cushion of rail and to

spike rail. There was a wooden plug in

the concrete to hold the spike to place.

' These ties weighed about 450 lbs., and
when track was surfaced the ballast had
to be dug out from between the ties. If

this was not done the rail would lift up
and ties would stay in ballast on account
of their weight. When track heaved
slightly in the winter it caused track to

become slightly uneven. The ties under
the heavy part of the track would crush
and break, and this left the track unsafe.

We were compelled to place oak track

ties between the concrete ties to hold

track to gauge. After the six years' test

I have concluded that concrete ties of this

make are a failure.

'

C. S. F. E. DISTRICT EXECUTIVE COM-
MITTEES.

The "District Executives" ^jrovided for

at the last (1914) annual meeting of the
Canadian Society of Forest Engineers have
been elected as follows:

—

Ontario.—Clyde Leavitt, chairman; T.

W. Dwight, J.'H. White.

Quebec and Alaritime Provinces.—G. C.

Piche, cliairman; A. Bedard, R. B. Miller.

Prairie Provinces.—N. M. Ross, chair-

man; L. M. Ellis, W. Alden.

British Columbia.—H. R. MacMillau,
chairman; D. R. Cameron, W. J. YauDu
sen.

NEWS OF FOREST WORK.

Survey parties are beginning to come in

from their season 's work, and other field

work for the year is nearing completion.
The Canadiun Forestry Journal desires to

get from leaders of parties and other fores-

ters notes of their work, and items of in-

terest to foresters generally. Address,
James Lawler, Editor, Canadian Forestry
Journal, Journal Building, Ottawa.

CAMPBELL-RUSSELL.

Mr. Roy L. Campbell, B.A., B.Sc.F. (To-

ronto, 1914), son of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

Campbell, of Ottawa, was, on Sept. 9,

married to Miss Helen Russell, B.A.,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Russell,

of St. Mary's, Ont. The wedding was
solemnized by Rev. R. Fowlie, of Colling-

wood, uncle of the bride. Miss Jessie H.
Russell was bridesmaid, and Mr. Gordon
Bole, B.A., of Winnipeg, groomsman. Mr.
and Mrs. Campbell have taken up their

residence in Montreal, where Mr. Camp-
bell is the editor of The Pulp and Paper
Magazine.

OUR FEATHERED HELPERS.

The birds* not only make our woods,
forests and parks more beautiful and en-

joyable, but they are of the greatest prac-

tical value from an economic view-point.

They are the greatest foes of, and protec-

tion against, the insects, which annually
destroy or injure crops and trees to the

value of hundreds of millions.—Rochester
Times.
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Canadian Forestry Association

'T'PIE Cimaclian Forestry Associai ion is an iiulcpcntloni urfj;anizati»)n

* of patriotic citizens, which has for its object the hij^liest ile-

^elopmenl of the soil and resources of Canada hy urfj;inp; s<Jvern-

nients. municipalities and owners generally lo devote each acre to

that for which it is best suited, and particularly to keep umler forest

these soils fittetl only to grow trees.

The jMembershiji Fee is one doihi'- jier year. Members receive

free of any adtUtional charge the Annual Ilej^ort and Canadian
Forestry Journal.

Ap])licaiion for m.embeiship may be made as below:

—

Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen :— / desire to become a member of the Canadian
Forestry Association and herewith enclose One Dollar member-
ship fee.

Name

Address .'

Dntr

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THEFACLL'IV OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE. LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.



Qnivcrsili; of

New Brai^swick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in igoS

Four years' course leiiding to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestrv Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Oiher

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further information address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — — —

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

THE NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
at

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syt*ak.cuse, Ne-w York.

Undergraduate course leading to

Bachelor of Science ; Post-

graduate course to Master of

Forestry; and one and two-year

Ranger courses. Summer Camp
of eight weeks in Catskills.

Ranger School held on the

College Forest of 2,000 acres at

Wanakena in the Adirondacks.

State Forest Experiment Station

of 90 acres and excellent Forest

Library offer unusual opportu-

nities for research work. : : :

:

For particulars address

HUGH P. BAKER . D. Oec. Dea.n

TREES, SHRUBS AND SEEDS
Hard)/ Xorthcrn Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNtHURiT

DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Coi-respondence Fraiira ise

ill's Seedlings & Transplants
A LSO Tree Seeds for Keforesting. Best for
-^ over half a century. Immense stork of
leading haidy .sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.
The D. Hill Narsery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U.S.A.

FOREST
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C. F. A. REPORT IN FRENCH.

iULTY ef FS.^ESIRlf

After many delays the report in

French of the work of the Canadian
Forestry Association covering tlie Ot-

tawa, Victoria and Winnipeg Conven-
tions has been printed and maih^d to

a long list of members and others.

It has been sent to the bishops and
cures of Quebec, to heads of educa-

tional institutions, and to the secre-

taries of school districts. The latter

are in most ca.ses municipal secre-

taries also. The effort lias been to

take the best things, tiie things most
useful to the Province of Quebec es-

pecially, out of these three conven-

tions and place them in one volume.

The result is a l)Ook of one hundred
pages, which it is believed will be very

useful.

Those of our members ulio desire

a copy and have not yet received one

will be supplied without charge by
applying to the Secretary. Canadian
Forestry A.ssociation. Ottawa. Copies

will also be available for general dis-

tribution so long as the supply lasts.
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U. S. LUMBER PRODUCTION IN 1913.

The United States Forest Service

reports that the production of lumber

in the United States in 1913 was 38,-

387,009,000 board feet, which repre-

sents a decrease of al)out three-quar-

ters of a billion feet from the total

reached in 1912. The high water

mark of lumber production was at-

tained in 1909 when the cut exceeded

forty-four billion feet. In 1913 there

was an increase as compared with the

previous year in the cut of Douglas

fir and yellow pine, and a decrease in

white pine, hemlock, spruce, oak and
maple. This change in the quantities

of certain woods indicates increased

production in Washington and Ore-

gon and the Southern States and de-

creased production in the Northern,

Central and Atlantic States. Of the

total production in 1913 soft woods
contributed a little over thirty billion

feet.

FOLLOWING CANADA'S LEAD.

The good work done by the Do-
minion Forestry Branch in the past

twelve or thirteen years in distribut-

ing trees to settlers in the prairies

for windbreaks, and ultimately for

fuel and timber, is to be followed by
the United States Forest Service. Mr.
W. A. Peterson, Superintendent of

the newly established Field Station at

Mandan, North Dakota, U.S.A., re-

cently visited the Dominion Forestry

Branch Nursery at Indian Head in

order to get information as to the

methods employed in handling the

trees to settlers in Canada. It has

been decided that the United States

Forest Service will in the future dis-

tribute trees to prairie settlers from
^Mandan in the same manner as the

Dominion Forestry Branch has been
distributing them from Indian Head.
The province of Ontario has for a

number of years been distributing

trees to farmers from Guelph and
latterly from the nursery station at

St. "Williams. In both the above cases

the trees (except special kinds for

which a small charge is made) are dis-

tributed free, the recipient paying the

express and undertaking to give cul-

tivation for a period of three years.

The province of Quebec during the

past two years has distributed trees

at a very low price from the provin-

cial forest nursery at- Berthierville.

It is interesting to know that Canada
lias l)een leading in this matter, but
some of the other provinces, notably

the Maritime provinces, might well as-

sist in the work of farm forestry by
similar methods.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY ACTS.

In order to relieve the unemploy-
ment caused by the war, the Canadian
Pacific Railway management, at the

end of September, decided to take "on

six thousand extra labourers for two
months, to do work along its lines. It

is understood that a good deal of this

work ^\'ill consist in clearing debris

from the right of way. to reduce the

risk of fire spreading from the locomo-

tives. This is a satisfactory action

from whatever standpoint it is viewed,

and the only regret is that the other

rtiilways do not see their way clear to

do likewise.

UTILIZING MAIL CARRIERS.

The United States Post Office De-

partment, in its postal guide, instructs

rural mail carriers to report forest

fires which they observe when on their

routes to the proper authorities. The
railways in Canada, the Bell Tele-

phone CompaJiy, and other companies

have inserted instructions regarding

forest fires in their time tables and
directories, and this idea of having

rural mail carriers linked up with the

protecting agencies is one worthy of

the consideration of the Canadian
Post Office Department.



Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society Jubilee

The aeconipauyiiijj j)icturc represents the
group of distinguished visitors who were
the guests of the Koyal Scottish Arboricul-
tural Society on the occasion of the cele-

bration of the sixtieth anniversary of the
founding of the society. The picture was
taken at Bcnmore, where the party were
inspecting some forest work. In addition
to distinguished foresters from different
parts of the British Isles and British Do-
minions, there were representatives from
France. Denmark, Holland, Sweden and
Russia. Mr. R. H. Campbell. Dominion

Director of Forestry, who represented Can-
ada, was tlie only visitor from North Am-
criiii. Mr. Campbell may be recognized
as the sixth from the left in the secoud
row.

In its sixty years of work, this, the old-
est forestry propagandist organization in
the British Isles, has learned many things
which are of use to Canadians in their
work. It is curious to note that with the
exception of the question of ownership
(nearly all the forests of Scotland being
privately owned) the jirobiems presented

Excursiou Party of R. S. A. S. at Beiimore, Scotlaud.

are much the same as in Canada. There is

the same apathy of the general public, the
same difficulty in getting large bodies to
hove, and there is the education difficulty.

The Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society
meets the situation in inuch the same way
as the Canadian Forestry Association. It

carries on its work by meetings and by
literature. It holds its annual meeting in

the winter and in summer it holds a sum-
mer meeting in the nature of an excursion.
Some years ago a departure was made in
extending these excursions, not only to
England and Ireland, but also to continen-
tal Europe. This has bene a most im-
]>ortant and successful jjlan. ^lembers
who go to- France, or Germany, or Sweden,
come back with an increased store of
knowledge and enthusiasm. These excur-
sions abroad are taken on alternate sum-

mers, the intervening year the excursion
being held in Scotland. So benellcial has
this plan of alternate home and foreign
excursions proved that the society has
taken on new life from the time of its in-

troiluction. One of the special aims of this

year 's excursion was to have foresters
from abroad see the forests of Scotlanil

and suggest methods by which the situa-

tion might be improved.
This year tlie leading mendjers of the

society and the special guests began their

toui: on June 27, and, after visiting estates
on the west and east coasts, met the main
body of the society at Oban. Three days
more were si)ent in visiting forests in the
neighbourhood in which about two hundred
participated, and the excursions were con-

cluded at Benmore, where the above photo-
graph was taken.
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Because of the stirring up by the so-

ciety a good deal of information has been
gathered. It is considered, on a careful

estimate, that there are about nine million

acres in Scotland which might profitably

be retained in forest. Some of this is now
in forest, but the greater part is in the

so-called 'deer forests,' which are really

not forests at all, and in grazing lands.

In some cases a number of crofters till

small patches of land in the valleys, and
graze sheep and cattle on the uplands. It

is not ijroposed to turn everything upside

down at once, but a careful review has
shown that part of the poorest of the land
used for grazing might be put into forest,

with the result that not only would the

districts sustain a considerably larger

population, but the people would be better

off, as they would have winter work in the

woods.

To accomplish, the society has chiefly to

convince individual owners. Some owners
are convinced, but lack the necessary capi-

tal to turn their grazing lands, which bring
them in an annual return, into forests,

which, in the beginning, will not turn them
in cash for a good many years, even though
eventually the profits will be greater.

In regard to the part the Government is

playing in this question, this has been so

far chiefly confined to demoTistration for-

ests, and the aim of the society has been
to secure more and better demonstration
stations So far all the examples are of

forest plantations, none of them more than
a comparatively few years old. They de-

sire the Government to secure some lands

already forested, so that experiments in

cutting, thinning and rotation may be
made at once for the benefit of private
owners.

One thing that they have learned in

Scotland is that the rapidity of growth of

different trees varies greatly in different

districts, even though separated by a com-
paratively short distance. In the High-
lands and on the east coast the Scotch pine
thrives well, but in the very damp districts

of the west coast, where the rainfall runs
from 90 to 120 inches per year, its growtli

is much surpassed by the Douglas fir im-
ported from British Columbia. And again,
where the position is both wet and ex-

posed to liigh winds, the latter cedes first

place to the Sitka spruce, also an importa-
tion from the Pacific coast.

We are accustomed to think of Great
Britain as an old country of small area,

all of which has been so carefully surveyed
and examined that all resources are fully
known and are in process of full develop-
ment. This is a mistake. There is a body,
known as the Development Connnission,
charged with the duty of examining into
any features of agriculture, forestry, min-
ing, fishing and the rest that may promise

increased wealth for the country, and to
make recommendations in regard to their
development. It is this body which, in the
first instance, provides the funds to pur-
chase demonstration forests, and these
forests are then placed under the direction
of the Woods and Forests Branch of the
Government.

In regard to forestry education, Scot-
land, like North America, is now suffering
from too many schools. One good school
would supply all the foresters required for
Scotland if all the available land were now
covered with forests, but at the present
there are three schools, no one of which is

willing to make way for the others.

Mrt. K,. H. CAMPBELL,

Dominion Director of Forestry, Made an
Honorary Member R. S. A. S.

These are some of the problems before
the people of Scotland, problems which the
Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society is

helping to solve. The society has gone at

its task with enthusiasm and perseverance,
and there are a number of features of its

work, notably that of the annual excursion
to forest districts, which the Canadian
Forestry Association may study to advan-
tage.

To be consistent, the man who sits back
and expects that nature will replace the
burned forest might also expect the supply
men and the mechanics to replace, free of
cost, that which they had sui)plied or pro-
duced, and which, through carelessness, had
been destroved bv fire.



Ontario Forests: Revenue and Protection

Extracts from the Beport of the Minister

of Lands. Forests and Mines for Ontario

for the year ended Oct. 31, 19i:5:

Reveuues.

Total revenue ainrue'l from woods and
forests for the year: $2 1:27,222, an iu-

ereasre of $59,1G2.

Revenue eollecte<l: $1,979,12;'), a decrease

of $6,000 from previous year, which was a
record exceeding that of the next preceding
year by $274,000.

Revenue from timber dues: $1,277,490;
decrea^^e $(12,407.

Bonuses: $.191,070; increases $50,974.

Ground rent: $99,400; increase $3,198.

Area and Output.

Area under license: 17,519 sq. miles; de-

crease 891 sq. miles. This fluctuates as

areas are cut out and surrendered, others

forfeited for non-payment of dues, etc.

Output of pine timber: 300,377,108 feet

board measure; decrease 127,601,498 feet.

Output of timber other than pine: 64 -

498.036 feet b.m.; decrease 4,876,536 feet.
'

Pulpwood: 131,434 cords; decrease 8,904
cords.

Railway ties: 6,355,828 pieces; increase

651,209 pieces.

Cause of reduction : scarcity of money.

Fire Ranging.

Fire rangers on forest reserves, 217; on
railways, 208; on Crown lands, 114; chief

rangers, 34 ; assistant chief rangers, 4

;

sui)ervising rangers on licensed lands, 8

;

total Ontario Government officers and rang-
ers, 5>s5 ; rangers employeil by lumbermen
on their limits, 350; grand total, 935 fire

fighters.

Forest Reserve Ranging.

Temagami reserve: area, 6,000 sq. miles;

137 rangers^ and 4 chiefs.

Mississaga reserve: 3,000 sq. miles; 32

rangers, and a chief ranger.

Nepigon reserve: 7,300 sq. miles; 20
rangers, in addition to those on railway
construction in the reserve.

Quebec reserve: 1,500 sq. miles; 14

rangers under the Crown Timber Agent.
Eastern reserve in the county of Adding-

ton, 100 sq. miles: rangers and a chief

ranger.

Algomiuin National Park: 2,741 sq,

miles; Id ranges in addition to the regular
park rangers.

Railway Lines Ranging.

Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Rail-

way: 5,s rangers, .3 superintendents.

National Transcontinental Railway: 68
rangers, 3 chiefs.

Algoma Central Railway: 26 rangers, 2
chiefs.

Expenditure on Fire Ranging.

On Crown lands $65,000, on railways

$80,000; on forest reserves $88,000, total

$233,00(t. This is in addition to the amount
spent by the lumbermen which outsiders

(not the report) estimate at $lo5,0()0.

Grand total sjjent on forest fire protection

in Ontario, $338,000.

HON. W. H. HEARST,
Premier of Ontario.

Hon. W. H. Hearst, Minister of Lands,

Forests and Mines in the Government
of Ontario, who, since the death of Sir

James Whitney, has been made Prime
Minister of Ontario.
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Forest Insect Investigation in British Columbia

In response to a request for information

in regard to the work during the past sum-

mer in British Columbia Dr. C. Gordon
Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, sends the

following:—
' The forest insect survey in British Col-

umbia which was undertaken last year in

co-operation with the Provincial Forest

Branch, has been continued during the past

summer. Mr. J. M. Swaine, in charge of

Forest Insect Investigations, spent June and
July in continuing this work, and Mr. E.

N. Chrystal, Field Officer for Forest In-

sects, has been stationed in British Columbia
throughout the season. Our knowledge of

the districts infested and the extent of the

more serious outbreaks has been greatly

extended and valuable additional informa-

tion has been obtained in regard to the

habits of some of the destructive species

involved. We have also been making de-

tailed studies of the injurious insects which
have brought about the present unfortunate
conditions in Stanley Park, Vancouver.

' It is found that the amount of dead
hemlock in Stanley Park is now much
greater than in September of last year,

many trees having died during the fall and
winter. The spruce trees along the drive-

ways are now so badly injured by the

Spruce Gall Aphid that few of them are

worth saving. Fortunately the greater part

of this foliage is hemlock and Douglas fir

and is still (August 1st) in fair condition.

The large spruce in the interior of the Park
are now attacked by the Sitka Spruce Bark-
beetle. This infestation is serious and con-

trol measures will be necessary this winter
if the remaining large spruces are to be
saved.

' The dead timber in the interior of the

Park is chiefly hemlock and of this there are

large areas. The trees have been killed by
repeated defoliation by Therina caterpillars,

assisted by woolly aphides during the early

season. The caterpillars are not so numerous
this season and there is as yet little de-

foliation. It is possible that their parasites

have already obtained control and that the

worst of the outbreak is now over. If this

proves to be true the spraying which has
been recommended will not be so necessary
for the present. The dying and recently

killed trees are serving as breeding places

for injurious insects and fungi that will

later help to weaken and kill the healthy
trees. The Western Hemlock Bark-beetle,

a destructive species, is already established

in these dying trees. It will, therefore, be
necessary to remove and properly dispose

of this dying and dead hemlock during the
coming fall and winter; and if the areas
thus denuded are reforested to Douglas fir,

the most healthy timber tree of the pro-

vince, such portions of the Park will be put
in perfect condition for all time. It should
be made a settled policy to replace the hem-
lock_ as it gradually dies, by the much more
healthy Douglas fir.

' The Bark-beetle infestation in yellow

pine in the Okanagan district is more ex-

tensive than at this time last year and ap-

pears to be spreading rapidly. The amount
of new infestation for the present season

will 1)0 estimated later. The infested area
surrounds Okanagan Lake and extends as far

west as Princeton and Nicola. In the dis-

tricts which have been infested longest the

destruction is enormous. Above Peachland,
on Okanagan Lake, the yellow pine and
the black pine have been practically killed

ofl' l)y the beetles, and the hillsides appear
as though swept by a great fire, only the

islands and strips of Douglas fir remaining
green. This infestation of the yellow pine

and the black or 'jack' pine is a very
serious matter and timber owners in the in-

fested region and about its extending mar-
gin should take due precautions to check its

spread. Fortunately, such outbreaks can be
controlled, if taken in time, and under
favourable conditions in districts which can
lie lumbered profitably the control measures
do not involve much expense.

' The infestation of Western white pine

by the Western White Pine Bark-beetle is

reported from additional localities this sea-

son. If present conditions continue the

white pine in many parts of British Colum-

bia will soon be entirely killed off. The
owners of any valuable stands of Western
Avhite pine should be on their guard against

this most destructive enemy.

' The great loss already caused by the

Bark-beetle outbreaks and the apparent cer-

tainty of still greater destruction, demand
vigorous control measures in many districts.

The proper disposal of pine slash is a very

important factor, for the beetles frequently

breed to immense numbers in such abundant
supplies of breeding material and spread

thence into the green timber. It should be

a settled policy in British Columbia to burn

all pine slash each season 'between October

and May, as an aid to Bark-beetle control.

The activity of other species of Bark-

beetles in Spruce and Douglas fir will ap-

parently soon render the burning of spruce

and fir slash equally necessary.
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Prominent Membtrs Pass Away 103

' The habits of these destructive Hark-

heotles and the proper measures to be taken

for I'ontrol of this outbreak are dealt with in

a bulletin shortly to be issued by the Kn-

toinological liranch of the Department of

Agri.ulture.
' The areas of diseased larch along the

Arrow lakes, and in other parts of the

Kootenays, are nuiih less numerous and
smaller in extent this season than for the

last two years. Material from the affected

trees was referred to ^fr. II. T. Giissow,

the Dominion Botanist, who reports the dis-

ease as a leaf-destroying fungus, Lophodcr-
viinm laricinum. The majority of the trees

atta>kod last season have recovered; but it

is probable that if severe outbreaks should

occur on the same areas for several years

in succession, much timber would be killed,

and opjiortunity offereil for the destructive

Bark-beetles to obtain a foothold in the

large number of weakened trees.

'

PROMINENT MEMBERS PASS AWAY.

Death has taken heavy toll of our mem-
bership iluring the past summer and
autumn, and in some cases death came in

tragic form. This was so in the case of

Mr. H. H. Lyman, hear! of the great drug
house of Lymans Limited, Montreal, who,
with Mrs. Lyman, perished in the Empress
of Ireland disaster. Mr. Lyman left a
number of charitable bequests. Among
these were: To McGill University, Lyman's
Entomological Library and cases and $26,-

000; to aid in the establishment of a Mont-
real Public Library, .$125,000; to the Chil-

dren 's Memorial Hospital, $25,000, etc.,

etc.

Mr. M. M. Boyd, of Bobcaygeon, Ont.,

died in Philadelphia, where he had gone
for moclical aid on June 8,- in his fifty-

ninth year, and was buried in the family
plot in Peterboro, Ont. Mr. Bovd, along
with his brother, Mr. W. T. C. Boyd, early
assumed charge of the business founded by
his father, the late Mossom Boyd, and in

this way became acquainted with all the
details of lumbering. As a practical lum-
berman, he always deprecated any Govern-
ment policy, which, for the sake of imme-
diate revenue, would cause a too rapid de-
pletion of the forests. Mr. Boyd did not
confine his energies to the lumber business,
but took a keen interest in stock breeding,
especially in the development of Polled
Hereford cattle, which was carried on at
the firm's ranch near Prince Albert, Sas-
katchewan. In fact, he was greatly in-

terested in all that pertained to agricul-
ture, and since his death the resolutions of
sympathy passed by the different agricul-
tural organizations show the esteem in

which he was held and the value of his
work.

Lieut. -Col. Jeffrey H. Burland, of Mont-
real, who had gone to England as head of
the Canadian Red Cross organization at
the front, was stricken with a fatal attack
of angina pectoris on the night of Oct. 8,
after being until a few hours before in hia
usual good health. Col. Burland, who was
born in Montreal in IStH, was a memlier of
a leailing family of that city, anil was
prominent in many business enterprises.
He was president of the British America
Bank Note Company, of the Prudential
Trust Company, etc. He was a generous
patron of jiractically every hospital and
charitable institution in 'Montreal, and,
among many other benefactions, founded
the King Edward Tuberculosis Institute of
Montreal. He had commanded the Sixth
Fusiliers of Montreal, was a member of the
small arms committee umler the Canadian
Government, and President of the Domin-
ion Kifle Association. He wa sone of the
originators of the moveiiu-nt for sending a
Canadian battalion to England on tlie oc-
casion of Queen Victoria's diamond .iubilee
in 1SJ>7, and was present by invitation at
the coronation of King Edward VII. and
King George. Col. Burland was strongly
impressed with the necessity of ]>reserving
our natural resources, and was among the
earliest members of the Canadian Forestry
Association. His energy and his strong
personality, in addition to his wide busi-
ness and social connections, made his in-

fluence felt throughout Canada, and that
influence was always exerted for the l)ene-

fit of his country.

TELEGRAPH POLES ALSO.

The Secretary of the High Commis-
sioner's office in London recently inter-

viewed the British Post Office Department
in regard to purchasing telegraph poles in

Canada. He was informed that whereas
comjietition with Kussia and Norway for

smaller poles would ])robal)ly be tod keen
for Canada to meet, the Department would
consider the question of placing trial or-

ders for larger size poles in Canada.

U. S. and N. Y. Timber.

In the United States as a whole four-

fifths of the standing timber is privately

owned, and one-fifth is owned by various

states and the Federal Government. New
York owns one-fifth of the forest land of

the state, and one-fourth of the standing

timber. Owing to a clause in the Constitu-

tion, this timber can not be cut, even
though it is dying, or dead, and a menace
to healthy timber about it. The state

should allow careful cutting of mature
timber in the Adirondacka.—.V. T. Forest

CoUcije BnUetin.



Birds and Forest Protection

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion
Entomologist, Ottawa, whose work in

regard to injurious forest insects is

well known to all members of the

Canadian Forestry Association, has

always endeavored to impress upon
all citizens, and particularly upon the

young, through the Boy Scouts and
other organizations, the value of our
birds as destroyers of injurious in-

sects and of weed seeds. In a recent

address, Dr. Hewitt went into this

subject in detail, and from that lec-

ture, as it appeared in the Ottawa
Naturalist, the following parts relat-

ing more particularly to the forest

side have been taken:

—

' The motives behind the widespread and
increasing movement respecting the pro-
tection of our native birds may be includ-
ed in two classes, namely, sentimental and
practical. Most people, even in this ma-
terial age, are sensible of feelings of affec-

tion towards our birds, and are delighted
when the return of the first spring mi-
grants announces the termination of our
long birdless winter But the practical
considerations underlying the movement
are not so generally appreciated, and for
that reason aesthetic feelings will be as-

sumed and the practical motives discussed.
'Few people realize the place of insect

pests in the general economy of life, but
when it is understood that were it not for
their controlling factors insects would, in
a few years, destroy every form of vegeta-
tion, and consequently all animal life on
the face of the globe, the significance of
such controlling factors will be appreciat-
ed. In the United States it is estimated,
on a conservative basis, that the annual
loss on agricultural and forest products
is about eight hundred million dollars

($800,000,000). I have estimated that in
Canada, on our field crops alone, the mini-
mum annual loss due to injurious insects
cannot be less than fifty million dollars;
this does not take into account the enorm-
ous aggregate cost of controlling insect
pests. And yet the most valuable insecti-

cidal agencies we have are not only not
encouraged, but, in many cases, ruthlessly
destroyed. Such a short-sighted and waste-
ful policy cannot and must not be con-
tinued.

' The quantity of insect food consumed
by birds is almost incomprehensible, but
the facts set forth by various investiga-
tors on this continent and in Europe give
us some idea of the extent to which in-

sects go to make up the diets of birds.

Insects constitute 65 per cent, of the total
yearly food of woodpeckers, 96 per cent,

of that of fly-catchers, and 95 per cent, of
the 3^early food of wrens. Upwards of

5,000 insects have been found in a single

bird's stomach. The value of the birds is

increased by the fact that at the time
when insects are most abundant birds are
most active and require most food, espe-

cially animal food, to feed their young.
'A young crow will eat twice its weight

in food; a robin weighing three ounces
was found by ' Nash to consume five and
one-half ounces of cutworms in a day. It

is calculated that a pair of tits and the
young they rear will consume about 170
pounds of insect food during a year. These
facts and others to be given later will in-

dicate the enormous destruction of insect
life that is accomplished by the presence
of birds. They constitute one of the for-

tunate balances of nature. But man is

constantly upsetting the balance. Wood-
lands are cut down and give place to open
fields; snake fences give way to wire; sub-
divisions and town lots obliterate the
waste places and often the swamps. All
these circumstances tend to drive away
the birds formerly resident and breeding
in such localities. Then outbreaks of in-

jurious insects occur and their depreda-
tions are increased and prolonged by rea-

son of the absence of such important ene-

mies. Therefore, our aim should be to

restore the balance by attracting the birds

back to our parks and natural reserva-
tions.

'Not only do birds destroy insect pests,

but they contribute to the destruction of

weeds. Certain species of our native spar-

rows are large consumers of such weed
seeds as bindweed, lamb 's quarters, rag-

weed, amaranth, pigeon grass, etc.

'The feeding habits of a few of our
common species of birds which should be
protected may now be considered. The
Robin {PlaneMlcus migratorius) probably
comes first. Early in the year it feeds ex-

tensively on cutworms, those insidious

enemies of our garden plants and crops;

in March they constitute over a third of

the robin's food. It is accused of fruit

eating, and yet of all the vegetable mat-
er it consumes a large proportion consists

104
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House for Winter Bird Feeding at Thirlmere, England.

of wild fruits; 3^0 stomachs contained 58
per cent, vegetable matter, of which 47
per cent, consisted of wild fruits and 4 per
I'ont. cultivated fruits. The Bluebird
{Sialic sialic) is not so common as former-
ly in the Ottawa district, having probably
been driven away by the encroachments
of man. CharniiTig in its habits, it re-

spon<ls readily to encouragement, building
in hollow trunks and cavities. Insects
such as grasshoppers, beetles and cater-
pillars constitute about 68 per cent, of its

food.

'With the possible exception of the
house wren, probably no other birds so

readily take advantage of artificial nesting
places as the Chicadees (Penihestes atri-

capiUu.'! and others) and Tits. Their un-

remitting search for insects on every
branch, twig and leaf is a fascinating
sight, and the good they accomplish is

difficult to conceive. A Blue Tit will

destroy six and a half million insects in a

year, and in bringing up a family of about
twelve to sixteen young ones, about
twenty-four million inserts would ulti-

mately be accountoil for. Especially valu-

able are they in the destruction of the

eggs of certain species of defoliating cater-

pillars, such as the canker worms and tent

caterpillars, the moths of which deposit

their eggs on twigs. The pupae of the

codling moth and the hibernating forms

of plant lice do not escape the sharp eye

of these small acrobats. The little White-
breasted Nuthatch (Sitta earoUnensi<t)

which may be seen running not only up-

wards, but also downwards, on the trunks

of trees, has somewhat similar habits to the

Chicadees. Over 50 per cent, of its food

consists of insects. The House Wren (Trog-

lodijtcs acdon) has suffere<i much by the in-

roads of the quarrelsome English sparrow,

which drives it out of its nesting places on

every possible occasion. Nevertheless, this

confiding little bird, which charms us so
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much with its little bubbling song, and
exacts such a heavy toll on insect life, will

gladly accept a nesting box out of which
the sparrows may be kept by hanging it

rather low down, and having the entrance
hole as small as possible.

'The Purple Martin {Progne suhis) for-

merly nested in hollow trees, but the advent
of man encouraged it to nest about his

domicile. In some parts of the country, I
have noticed the fact, particularly in cer-

tain sections of Ne.w Brunswick, one may
lee martin houses erected on poles, and this

form of encouragement is very successful,

although the English sparrows are a con-

stant source of trouble to the rightful oatu-

ers. The value of the martins and swallows
around the house and buildings as insect

destroyers is appreciated by all who have
encouraged them. The Tree Swallow (Iri-

doprocnc hkolor), which nests in hollow
trees, is not so abundant in certain sections

of Ontario as formerly. Eeporting the suc-

cess of nesting boxes during 1913, Mr. W.
E. Saunders, of London, Ont., writes: "An-
other lot of boxes which were put in place
on an island in the Rideau Lakes were a
source of actual competition among the tree
swallows, there being more pairs than there
were nests."

' Two of the woodpeckers may be attract-

ed by the use of nesting boxes. The Flicker
{Colaptes aiiratns), which occurs in and
around Ottawa, feeds largely on ants; a
single stomach has been found to contain
over 5,000 ants. In another instance 28
white grubs, one of our worst pests of grass
land and certain crops, were found in the
stomach of a flicker, which feeds largely on
the ground. It ale-o feeds upon wild fruits,

such as the wild black cherry. The Downy
Woodpecker {Bryohates pubescens) is a
most valuable ally, as it feeds largely on
beetles that destroy trees by boring into
the bark and timber. An examination of
723 stomachs showed that 76 per cent, of
the diet was animal food, consisting chiefly
of insects.

' Reference has already been made to the
weed-destroying habits of our native spar-
rows. One of the first birds to arrive in
the spring, breaking the long winter silence
with its welcome little song, is the Song
Sparrow {Melospisa melodia), which is very
domestic in its habits. About three-fourths
of its food consist of weed seeds and one-
fourth of insects. Beetles, especially wee-
vils, form the greater portion of the insect
food. A thick hedge, denee shrubs, or piles
of logs provide suitable nesting places for
this most welcome of our sparrows. The
Chipping Sparrow (Spisella posserina) ,

whose confiding ways give it a warm place
in our affection, has somewhat similar nest-
ing habits to the former. It is, moreover,
the most insectivorous of our sparrows.
About 42 per cent, of its food consists of
insects and spiders, and caterpillars make

up the major portion of the insect food,
especially when the young are being reared,

when as many as 17 feedings per hour, on
an average, for a brood of four nestlings
have been recorded. The retiring and sombre
Junco or Snowbird {Junco hycmalis), de-

stroys insects and feeds on weed seeds. An
examinatoin of 500 stomachs gave 23 per
cent, animal food (caterpillars, bugs and
beetles), and 77 jjer cent, vegetable food, of
which over 61 per cent, consisted of weed
seeds. In September the proportion of weed
seeds may rise as high as 95 per cent, of the
food.

' The greatest exponent of the practice of
bird protection is undoubtedly Baron von
Berlepseh, and to him we are indebted for

the splendid example he has given at See-

bach, in Germany. His ideas have been
adopted by various states in Germany and
in the countries where the protection of
birds and the provision of nesting boxes
constitute an important and necessary ad-

junct of forestry methods. An instance,

given by Baron von Berlepseh, of the prac-

tical value of bird encouragement may be
quoted. The Hainich wood, south of Eise-

nach, which covers several square miles, was
stripped entirely bare in the spring of 1905
by the caterpillars of the Oak Leaf-roller

Moth (Tortrix viridiana). The wood of
Baron von Berlepseh, in which tliere had
long been nesting boxes, of which there are

now more than 2,000, was untouched. It

actually stood out among the remaining
woods like a green oasis. At a distance of

a little more than a quarter of a mile fur-

ther, the first traces of the plague were ap-
parent, and at the same distance farther on
still it was in full force. It was plain proof
of the distance the tits and their companions
had gone during the winter and after their

breeding time. Similar observations were
made during a plague of the same insect in

the Grand Duchy of Hesse, where the pro-

tection of birds has been carried on in a
sensible and energetic fashion for over ten
years. Of -9,300 boxes hung up by the gov-
ernment in the State and Communal woods
of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, 70 to 80 per
cent, were occupied in the first year, and in

1907 all were inhabited. On and near Baron
von Berlepseh 's Seebach estate, 90 per cent,

of 2,000 nest boxes in one wood Avere occu-

pied, and nearly all of 500 and 2,100 in

other localities. In Hungary similar mea-
sures are taken, largely owing to the ad-

mirable work of Otto Hermann, one of the
foremost European ad\-ocates of bird pro-

tection.
' Some years ago, when investigating the

depredations of the Larch SaAvfly (Nematiis
crichsonii), in the English Lake district, I
Avas impressed Avith the value of birds as

natural means of control, and as birds in

the worst infested district, namely, Thirl-

mere, were not so abundant as they should
haA'e been, it was recommended that they
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shoukl be protected an<l encouraged by
means of nesting boxes. The corporation of
the city of Manchester owns Thirimoro. this

lake being their water supply, and they dis-

tributed nesting boxes of the pattern which
I devised, and which is illustrated herewith.

The advantage of this box was that it could

be made out of the slabs or rejected outer

portions of the lumber bearing the bark.

Three equal lengths of the slab are nailed

together to form three sides of a long box,

the outside of which, bearing the bark, was
round and the insiile square. The fourth

side is made of a Hat piece of wood, forming
the back of the box; this piece is longer

than the other sides, and projects above and
below the box, thus providing means of at-

taching the box to the tree. The top and
bottom of the box may be made of slab

wood. Several holes should be bored in the

bottom, which is nailed on, to keep the nest

dry. The top is hinged to the back board,
and when in use is fastened down by means
of a screw, which permits the lid to be
opened for the purpose of cleaning out the

old nests. By so utilizing waste lumber,
these boxes were made very cheaply at the

sawmill. In the lirst year (1908) 60 boxes
were distributed and 31 per cent, were oc-

cupied. The number of boxes was increa.sed

yearly, until, in 1911, there were 347 boxes,

of which 66 per cent, were occupied. I am
informed that in 1913 75 per cent, of the

boxes were occupied.

WUkm

Nesting Box.

'In addition to the provi.-ion of nesting
places for those birds nesting in cavities

and hollow places, the protection of birds
involves the carrying out of other measures
also. For birds nesting on or near the

ground piles of logs or brushwood may be
left in sheltered places, and thickets of
closely growing shrubs and vines permitted
to remain here and there. Piled logs will

also provide shelter for many birds during
inclement weather. While most of our birds
leave us during the winter, except in certain
places, where the chicadees may be found,
there are certain occasions where feeding
may be adopted with advantage. Not in-

frequently after the arrival of certain of
our early migrants in the spring a <old

spell and snow occurs. On such occasions
feeding can be resorted to with great ad-

vantage. The fact that birds. require water
is not so generally realized as one would
wish. Especially is this the case during our
hot summer months. One of the most at-

tractive additions which can be made to a
garden is a bird 's drinking trough, or foun-
tain. This should be shallow enough to per-

mit the birds to take a bath. The best typo
of artificial bird water supply for a garden
is a shallow pool, two or three feet in dia-

meter, and a few inches deep, in which a
few reeds and water plants are planted. If
this is placed in a wooded corner of the
garden or shrubbery it will be constantly
visited bv all kinds of small birds.

THE HOUSE OF THE TREES.

Ope your doors and take me in,

Sjdrit of the wood.
Wash me clean of dust and din,

Clothe me in your mood.

Take me from the noisy light

To the sunless peace,

^\^lere at midday standeth Night
Signing Toil's release.

All your dusky twilight stores

To my .'^en.ses give;

Take me in and lock the doors.

Show me how to live.

Lift your leafy roof for me.

Part your yieMing walls;

Let me wander linger! ugly

Through your scented halls.

0]>e your doors and take me in,

Spirit of the wood

:

Take me—make me next of kin

To yolir leafy Itrood.

—Elhclwyn Wcthcrald.

It is stated that Professor Adam Shortt,

Chairman of the Civil Service Commission

of Cana<la. will shortly bring out a report

containing some very useful information on

the management and efficiency of the Civil

Service of Great Britain. Dr. Shortt made
an extensive investigation of the Service

during a recent visit to the United King-

dom.

—

Canadian Engineer.
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REINDEER HERD, purchased by the Dominion Government from Dr. Grenfell, of
Labrador, and sent into the Northwest Territory as an Experiment.

IN ALGONQUIN PARK.

The following is clipped from the Toronto
Mail and Empire and is from the pen of

Mr. J. W. Johnson, M.P.P. of Belleville,

Ontario. Mr. Johnson is not, we believe,

directly interested in the forests, as he is

an edneationist not a Inmbermau, but he
is deeply interested in them from the scenic

and patriotic standpoint. This brief article

shows the value of Algonquin Park, giving

as it does to the busy man an oppor-

tunity of getting immediately and easily

into the forest, and it also shows the

strength of the appeal which the forest and
forest conservation makes to every citizen

interested in the welfare of his country.

The article follows:

—

'While the thunder of a great storm
was seemingly rending the surrounding-

forest and the accompanying lightning

was leaping across the water of the lake

and finishing its pranks among the trees,

I was confined to the verandah of the High-
land Inn, and spent the time writing what
follows

:

' One sees hill rising above bluff, moun-
tain stretching higher than hill, all having
their base on the shores of deep and beauti-

ful lakes of clear, pure, sparkling and
translucent water, absolutely free from con-

tamination or the possibility of impurity;

and growing on the bluffs and hills and
mountains is the primeval forest composed
of such a variety of trees and underbrush
that none but the forest rangers could name
and classify them, and only they could name
all the wild animals that range, without fear

of man or gun, in every portion of Ontario 's

great Forest Reserve.

' Wandering through the woods, closely

observing, one witnesses reforesting by
nature on an extensive scale : life out of

death is rising from the trunk of the rotted

giant pine lying prone upon the ground, and
also from its now detached bark, which,

while preserving the original form and very
shape and encrustation, falls into dust and
ashes at the touch of the fingers. The young
tree is sprouting or has attained substantial

growth, its sustenance, as well as the place

of its origin, being the debris and mould
left by its predecessors of remote and recent

years. Not the pine alone is thus recreating,

but the fallen 'trees of every kind, notably

the balsam, spruce and birch, and also the

dead branches and the leaves that have lived

and died during a thousand years are as-

sociated with this miracle of life from
death.

' The air filters through the branches of

the pine and spruce and balsam^ weighs
heavily on the eyelids, and gently induces,

yea insists on, sleep and rest.

'



With the Forest Engineers,

Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.

Mr. J. K. Kothery of Vitalo & Rothery,
r)27 Fifth avenue, New York, has been elect-

ed a iiu'iiilier of the C.S.F.E. Mr. Rothery
has just roiupleted the field work of a sur-

\ey of the liiuits of the Jaiiu^s McLaren Co.

of Ottaua, covering about 2,.")(tO s(|. miles.

These limits have been mapped and cruised

and all information will be shown on the

finished nuip.

Messrs. I'iche vt Bedaril of the Quebec
Government Forest Service have just issued

a Bulletin No. 11, 'Etutle sur les Forots de
la Province de Qu»'>bec. ' This is largely

a compilation and shows: the forested areas

by Provinces of Canada, the value of the

forest jiroducts of Canada by kinds of uses

to which the wood was put, the areas of

forest in Quebec and how divided, Govern-
ment licensed, unlicensed, privately owned,
reserves, etc._ a count of the whole number
of trees by species on -io acres of land, list

of Government reserves, list of names of
trees occurring in Quebec, scientific, French
and English, total quantities of wood cut

since 1S71, and total revenue therefrom.

Mr. W. X. Millar has taken the Professor-

ship made vacant by the resignation of Mr.
A. II. 1). Ross at the I'niversity of Toronto.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson has finished the sur-

vey of 2,500 sq. miles for the Laurentide
<"onipany. Limited, showing the water-

courses, roads, trails, boundary lines, tele-

phone lines, etc., also timber conTlitions,

burns, cut over areas, etc. This survey was
built up on closed traverses with an average
error of closure of 1:.300. Some reindeer
have also been imported from Newfoundland
and will be trained to take the place of sled

dogs.

Faculty of Forestry University of Toronto.

Registration in the Faculty has now
filled U]> the ranks of students to prac-
tically the same number as last year,
namely 50. Of this number 20 are new-
comers, precisely the same number as enter-

ed last year. Just half of last year's fresh-

man class did not return for various reasons^

four ha.ving enlisted.

The students of the third and fourth
years went into practice camp at the be-

ginning of the term under the guidance

of Professors Millar and Howe. The camp
is located in N'ernon township, north of
Nairn ami west of Sudbury, where the
Graves, liigwood Company is operating.
The men returned on Oct. 2!>, having had
an unusually successful campaign on the
usual lines.

Professor Willis N. Millar, fornu^rly in-

sj>ector of Forest Reserves in the Dominion
Forestry Branch at Calgary, takes the place
of Mr. A. U. I). Ross as lecturer on Men-
suration, Utilization ami Protection. lie

comes with a wide practical experience both
in the United States and Canada.

Dr. Howe was employed during the sum-
mer on reproduction studies in British Col-

umbia for the Commission of Conservation,
and will jiresently have interesting data for

publication on that score.

New Brunswick Forestry School.

The war does not seem to have material-
ly affected the Forestry Department of the
University of New Brunswick and the
classes, with the excei)tion of the freshman
are larger than usual. There are four
seniors, twelve juniors, twelve or more
sophomores, and three freshmen, besides a
few men taking the combined five-year

course in Forestry and Engineering.

During the past summer the majority of

the students were engage<l in forestry

work. Five juniors spent a profitable sum-
7iier with the Dominion Forestry Bramh.
These were Messrs. Vavasour, llolman,

Ilipwell, Ketchum and McGibbon. Of the

sophomores, Messrs. Gil)son, Webb, Miller,

.Jewett, Armstrong, Townseiul and Barnes
were with the New Brunswick Land Com-
pany, and Messrs. Jago, .Mainiaun, Atkin-

son and Ilorncastle with Rothery & Vitale

in Quebec. Maurice Williams, another
sophomore, spent the sununer with the St.

.Tolin Log Driving Company, while some of

the others were engaged in engineering

work or attended the military camp at Sus-

sex, N.B.

H. C. Belyea, of the class of 1011, is at

Yale Forest School specializing in silvi-

culture and finishing his M. F. degree,

Fielil work will be carried on until

Christmas on the tract of land belonging
to the university, tbo innii.is and sopho-
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mores being given assigned work in men-
suration and silviculture. Later they will

assist in carrying out a lumbering and
wood-cutting operation, and will be given
some experience in marking timber for cut-

ting. The seniors are pursuing courses in

wood structures and lumbering, and are
making a topographical survey of the uni-

versity grounds. The juniors are also re-

quired to take railway construction and do
field work in laying out curves and spirals

with the engineering students.

The college is pleased with the record its

students are making. In British Columbia
three of them are District Foresters,
Messrs. Caverhill, Murray and Prince.

rOEEST PRODUCTS LABORATORY
MOVES.

Dominion Forestry Branch Notes,

Mr. A. B. Connell, Forest Assistant, has
completed his survey of the Pelican Moun-
tain district, Saskatchewan, and has taken
up his work as Forest Assistant in connec-
tion with the office of the District Inspec-
tor, Prince Albert, Sask. Mr. H. A. Parker,
who was engaged as Mr. Connell 's assist-

ant, has been transferred to the Lesser
Slave Forest Reserve.

Mr. A. V. Gilbert, student assistant in

charge of Saskatchewan Survey No. 1, has
returned to college, as has also his assist-

ant, Mr. D. Greig.

Mr. J. B. Ilipwell, student assistant to

the Timber Berth Survey party, which
operated in connection with Crowsnest and
Clearwater Forest Reserves, has resumed
his studies at college.

Forest Assistant G. S. Smith, who had
charge of Saskatchewan Survey Party No.
£, has returned east and will finish his re-

ports at head office, Ottawa. His assist-

ant, Mr. Hughson, has returned to college.

Mr. K. Vavasour, of the University of
New Brunswick, Fredericton, who had
charge of Saskatchewan Survey No. 3, has
returned to college. His assistant, Mr. G.
M. Dallyn, has returned to Toronto Uni-
versity Forest School.
Mr. E. B. Prowd and assistant, Mr. H. A.

Porteous, who were surveying in Eastern
Manitoba, have returned to their studies at
Toronto TJniversity Forest School.

Messrs. A. M. Thurston, J. F. L. Hughes,
R. A. R. Campbell, and C. R. Mills, who
were engaged in reconnaissance work in
British Columbia, have returned to college.

Student Assistant T. F. Ranee, who had
charge of the Cold Lake Survey part}', has
returned to college, along with his assist-
ant, Mr. F. J. McGibbon.
Mr. C. H. Morse, who has been Acting

Forest Supervisor of the Clearwater Forest
Reserve, returned to Toronto Forest School
late in October.

The Dominion Forestry Branch Forest
Products Laboratory at McGill University,
Montreal, has moved from the old medical
building to the Molson building fronting on
University street. Mr. J. S. Bates, the chief

of the Laboratory staff, has returned from
North Carolina where he investigated the
possibilities of the distillation of British
Columbia yellow pine. The work of the

laboratory in the different lines of investi-

gation will go forward more rapidly now
that the removal in contemplation for some
time has been effected.

PIT PROPS FOR GREAT BRITAIN.

The closing of the usual sources of sup-
ply by the war has caused an enquiry from
Great Britain for pit props and mining
timber generally. The British Board of
Trade sent out a commission, which visited
Ottawa and various points in the Maritime
Provinces, with a view to obtaining figures

as to cost and shipping facilities The
Commission was composed of the follow-
ing gentlemen: Messrs. W. Windham, rep-

resenting the Board of Trade; David nar-
rower and Norman Gumming, representing
the Federated Timber Trades; Ridley War-
ham and Mr. Warrington, representing the
Federated Collieries, and R. Sommers, Sec-
retary. In Ottawa they visited the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce and the Do-
minion Forestry Branch. At the latter

they were able to secure considerable de-

finite information, as, in addition to the
general statistics collected, the Branch has
had, during the past season, an experienced
mining engineer, Mr. J. W. McLeod, as-

sisted by Mr. B. R. Morton, one of the tech-
nical officers of the Branch, working on
this matter in Nova Scotia. The British
Commissioners were not authorized to
make contracts, but were to spy out the
land, and it is likely that if a connection
can be established this trade will become
permanent. Certain sections of the Mari-
time Provinces seem well adapted to the
growing of pit props, and it was this,

coupled with the desire of Canadian mine
owners to know how they were likely to
be situated for the future, which led the
Forestry Branch to undertake this special
investigation, the results of which will
doubtless be available shortly.

The Department of Lands and Forests,
Quebec, on October 20, offered for sale by
public auction a number of permits to cut
timber in certain districts. The average
price obtained was $238 per square mile,
permits for 1,036 square miles being sold.
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FORESTRY
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New Brai]8wick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
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Four years' course lending- to the
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cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other
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COLLEGE OF FORESTRY
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BACK THEM UP.

ACUITY Cf FQHESl

At la.st what believers in forest

conservation liave asked for so long
has happened—a man has been sent
to jail for three months foi- leaving
fii'c in a forest. Forest jji-otection is

as inueh a moral question as it is a
political or administrative question.

The i)ublic has for a long time be-

lieved that stealing a liam or setting

fir" to a woodshed were crimes for

M'bich the perpetrator should be sent

to jail, but that to send a man to jail

foi" setting fire to a foi-cst was a

cruel and brutal thing to do. This
was so, though the bui-ned woodshed
might be worth $r)0 and the bui-ned

for<'st worth $50,000, ti-ue also in

spite of the fact that homes and even
livi's might be endangered by the

forest fire. It is only lately that the

public conscience has been sufficient-

ly' aroused to agree that it is proper
to tine men for burning down forests,
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but few hoped to live long enough to

see the day when a man would really

be sent to jail for setting forest fires.

Now it has happened. The Lower
Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-

tion has had a good many men fined

for setting fire to their slashings to

clear off their farms, contrary to law,

at a time which endangered the sur-

rounding forests. But the Associa-

tion found that many of those fined

considered that the more trees burn-

ed the moi'e land cleared, and that a

fine was a sm.all price to pay for

clearing their own farms—no matter
what happened to the adjoining

forest. It was, therefore, decided to

press the matter, and as a result the

delinquent was convicted and sent to

jail for three months.

We do not present this in any vin-

dictive spirit. We are sorry for the

man who has had to go to jail. But
if Canadian forests are to be saved

somebody had to begin the unplea-

srnt business of teaching men that

arson is punishable whether in town
or in the forest. In the past individual

timber owners have hesitated to

l)rosecute because of the attitude of

public opinion, and because of the

fear of retaliation by more fire upon
their particular holdings. Now the

union of owners known as the Lower
Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-

tion has acted, and it is the duty of

every good citizen to give them their

countenance and support. This is

not a matter which concerns the

Lower Ottawa or the Province of

Quebec alone ; it concerns every
township in Canada where there is

standing timber, nay, it concerns
every part of Canada in which there

is a man, woman or child. This in-

difference to forest fires and to the

incendiaries who start them has been
one of the scandals of North Ameri-
can civilization.

This is not a ease of vindicating

the rights of private property as

against the rights of the citizen. The
timber that is burned does not, in

the ultimate analysis, belong to any
individual or corporation. It be-

longs to the people of Canada. What-
ever the lundjermen get out of it the
public get at least three times as
much. In spite of this the Lower
Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-
tion will be subjected to much criti-

cism by the people with whom they
have to deal, and, possibly, to re-

crimination. It is the duty of all

(. anadians to support the Associa-
tion and to endeavour to bring pub-
1 c opinioii into the right attitude on
(liis question. Until public opinion
is right no army of fire rangers, how-
ever large, or however well organ-
ized, will protect our Canadian for-

ests from their great enemy

A NOVA SCOTIA OPPORTUNITY.

Tlic Maritime Farmer, in a recent

issue, refers to the natural park in

connection with the Dominion Experi-
mental Fruit Station at Kentville,

Nova Scotia, and to the value of this

park to the people of the province.

The Kentville Station embraces about
three hundred acres of land, of which
nearly one-half is in the form of a

deep glen, the sides of which are cov-

ered with virgin timber of large

growth. In urging the selection of

this site for the station, the committee
of the Fruit Growers' Association ap-

pear to have taken into consideration

that this was one of the few remaining
pieces of primeval forest readily ac-

cessible to the people. The idea was
a very good one, but fruit growing
and forestry are different businesses,

and it is doubtful if those in charge

of the station know just what to do in

order to protect and handle the forest

to the best advantage. At cretain

seasons the tract is liable to be endan-
gered by fire,* and what to do with a

forest to get the best results does not

fall within the training of a horticul-

turist. It would be a good thing if

some arrangement could be arrived

at whereby the Department of Agri-

culture could avail itself of the tech-
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uieal kiiowletlgt' of the officers of the

F'orestry Hraneh of the Department
of the Tnterioi- in tliis matter, as tliis

piece of prinu'val Xova Scotia timber

is not only well worth preserving from

a scenic and historic standpoint, but

could also he made of great use as a

demonsti-ation station to assist the

owners of Nova Scotia timber in hand-

ling their forests.

MAKING THE DESERT BLOSSOM.

PURE MAPLE SUGAR.

A member of the Canadian Foi

estry Association has called atten

tion to the fact that grocers are still

selling compound maple syrup aiul

sugar, that is, syrup and sugar in

which there are other ingredients

than the pure product of the nuiple

tree. He also states that some of the

grocers do not seem to be aware that

there has been any change in the law.

In reply, it may be stated that the

new law, passed last session, does

not go into force until January 1,

1915. This was done in order that

all the old stocks of the compound
maple sugar and syrup might be dis-

posed of before the explicit provi-

sions of the new laW' went into force.

After the new year it will be Avell

for our members to take note of this

fact, and in case of infraction of the

law call attention to the severe
penalties. In Canada, for some years,

it has been possible to get butter
and honey without any fear that a

compoimd article was being sold un-
der these names, and there is no rea-

son why there should not be the same
safeguard in the case of maple syrup
and sugar.

THE FOOL WITH AN AXE.

Farm Journal.

It took old Nature some fifty years
To give a tree its majesty and power,
And now some fool with an axe ap-

pears
And cuts it down in a short half hour.

All of us romeiiil)er seeing pictiires of

the (k'sort of the Laiules in France, with

the san>l diine.s intersperseil with marshes

and shejiherds goinjj alioiit on stilts. Lamles
still e.\ists, ))ut through the energy of the

French forest service the desert has been

aliolished and the district turned into a pro-
ductive part of France. Though Mr. H. II.

Cainpliell, Dominion Director of Forestry,
was not able to complete his projected tour
of Furopean forests, he was able to visit

southwestern France to see the district of
the Landes. The country a century ago con-

sisted of sand dunes for a long distance
back from the sea with marshes lying be-

tween the dunes. Seventy-five years ago
the French Government began to reforest

this district. To-day it is covered with
timber in all stages of growth, and while
it was originally planted, reforestation is

now secured by natural regeneration by fol-

lowing good cutting methods. The exposure
to wind is too great to permit the growth
of trees on the dune nearest the sea and this

is covered with beach grass to hold the

sand. The next row of dunes is covered
with trees .stunted and lient inland l>y the

wind, but inland from that good straight

tindier is grown. The outer dunes are never
deforested but inland clean cutting is prac-

tised. The prevailing tree is the maritime
pine. The fixing of the sands has allowed

agriculture to be carried on where previously

it was impossible. As an evidence of in-

creased prosperity caused by the foresting

of the country Mr. Campbell noteil one
parish among others, which before jdanting

began had a jiopulation of 1,000 and which
now has a j)Opnlation of 14,000. The i)ic-

turesque shepherds on stilts have disappear-

ed, but forests and prosperity have come in

their place.

The Lan<l and Forest Department of Ire-

land has applied to the Chief Forester of

British Columbia for seed of British Colum-

bia fir and spruce. These will be used in

reforestation work in Ireland.

Jack pine trees planted ten years ago in

the sand hills of Nebraska are now large

enough to produce fence posts. Last year
the first seed was gathered from this plan-

tation.

The Xew York state forest nurseries

have a capacity of twenty-eight million

young trees a year.







Dominion Forestry Branch Work.

Salient Points from the Report of the Dominion Director of Forestry for 1913

The Forestry Branch of the Department

of the Interior, Canada, has charge of all

the forest reserves in the three prairie pro-

vinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al-

berta and in the Railway Belt in British

Columbia. This latter is a strip of land

forty miles wide, twenty miles on each siile

of the main line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway deeded to the Dominion by —e Pro-

vince of British Columbia when the province

joined the Confederation of the Canadian

Provinces. The work has now grown very

large, and the report makes a volume of

136 pages. This report covers the calendar

year 1912, and its contents will, perhaps, be

best understood by giving the leading points

of the report of the Director, Mr. R. H.

Campbell, supplemented by points from the

reports of his assistants. These follow

:

Appropriations.

Total appropriation for fiscal year 1912-

13, $362,500 ; among the chief items were:

Management of Forest Reserves, $169,000.

Fire Ranging,, $99,000.

Tree Planting, $49,500.

Forest Surveys, $13,000.

The revenue from settlers' permits to cut

timber and hay, and for grazing, was

$23,000.

Note.—It '<hoHld he noted tluit another

Branch of the Department of the Interior

eollects the revenue from licensed berths

outside the Forest Reserves, and from berths

inside the Eeserves which were licensed prior

to the estuhlishment of the reserve system.

The collections of this branch, the Timber
and Grazing Branch, for the- year 1912 were

$434,000.

Statistics.

One of the important duties of the Do-

nunion Forestry Branch is the collecting and
pul)lishing of timber and forest proilucts

statistics for the whole Dominion. The fig-

ures for 1912 are:

Lumber, lath and shingles . . . .$ 84,000 000

Firewood 50,000',000

Pulpwood 12,000,000

Posts and rails 10,000,000

Cross-ties 8,000,000

Square timber exported 1,900,000

Cooperage 1,700,000

Poles 1,200,000

Logs exporte.l 1,100,000

Tanning material 1,000,000

Round mining timber 600,000

Miscellaneous exports 300,000

:\nscel]anoous products 10,500,000

Total $172,300,000

Tree Planting.

ill 19U0 the Forestry Branch inaugurated

the plan of supplying tree cuttings and tree

yeedlings free to prairie farmers, on condi-

tion of their jjaying the express charges and
prei^aring and cultivating the soil of the

plantations. This work has grown so that

a second nursery station, in addition to the

main station at Indian Head, Saskatchewan,

has been opened near Saskatoon.

Trees distributed to settlers in 1912,

2,729,135.

Number of applicants .receiving trees,

3,618.

Total number of trees distributed since

establishment of the nursery station, 21,-

650,660
Note.—The United States Forest Service

after e.rctniining the Canadian system of dis-

tribution of trees to settlers has decided to

adopt it.

Forest Reserves.

Organization. Reserves are divided into

four districts with an inspector over each.

Three of these districts correspond with the

lirovinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta, and the fourth comprises the Rail-

way Belt in British Columbia.

Permanent officers: District inspectors,

4 ; supervisors, 12 ; forest assistants, 4 ; for-

est rangers, 46.

Area of Dominion Forest Reserves and
Parks was in 1912 25,201 sq. miles, divided

as follows: Alberta, 18,564; Saskatchewan,

937 sq. miles; Manitoba, 3,585 sq. miles;

British Columlsia, 2,115.

Note.—These 'figures have increased in

1913 (Did 1914 until now the total area in

forest reserves and parks is 43,802 sq. miles,

as follows: Alberta, 26,271; Saskatchewan,

9,681; Manitoba, 4,027; and Brtish Colum-

bia 3,778.

The improvements on the reserves for the

year were: ranger houses built, 10; stables,
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10; cabins 15; roads built, 103 miles; trails

vuew), 175 miles; trails (old) cleared out,

11)1; bridges built, 10; fire guards tdeared,

•)(j miles; plowed, lUl mik'M; telephone lines

erected, 100 miles.

TiMKEK SrKVEYS.

The exploration of publii- lands to ileter-

mine those which are non-agricultural and
therefore fit to be included in forest re-

serves was continued l»y seven parties. This
covered all the provinces from Manitoba
westward, and special attention was given

to the survey in advance of j-ettiemcnt in

the Peace River country.

HON. W. J. ROCHE,
Minister of the Interior.

Fire Ranging.

Outside of the forest reserves in the

Prairie Provinces the fire ranging was plac-

ed in charge of one inspector. In British

Columbia it was under the charge of the

district inspector. There were 12 fire rang-

ing districts, covering the following terri-

tory: Southern ami Northern Manitoba, The
Pas. East and West Prince Albert, Battle-
ford, Edmonton, Great Slave Lake, Mac-
kenzie, Revelstoke, Salmon Arm ami the

British Columbia Coast. On these there

were a total of 202 rangers in the season

in addition to the force on the forest re-

serves already enumerated.
Fire patrol along railways was carried on

by the Forestry Branch in conjunction with

the iJominoin Board of Railway Commis-
sioners, the railways furnishing patrols and
till- Hram h the iiisi>ectors.

Fires.

Tiic lire record for the season was very
satsftictory, only one imjiortaiit Jin- occur-
ring. This was near (Jolden, B.C.. the
result of a spark from a logging engine.

Wood Bison.
'

The j)atrol of the country in which the

wooil bison are located \vas contiinied_ and
nuudiers of the bison were seen. It is esti-

mated that they number between 2<M.) and
3(10. Practically the last remaining herd of
bi^citi or bufl'alo, living in a wild state, is

this herd, which is located near Fort Smith
on the Slave river, and between Lake Atha-
basca and Great Slave lake. These are a
variety of the i)rairie buffalo which have
adajited themselves to life in a tiiid.)ered

country.

Copies of this Report may be had free

on application to the Director of Forestry,
Ottawa.

THE SOLITARY WOODMAN.

All day long he wanders wide
With the gray moss for his guide.

Anil his lonely axe-stroke startles

The expectant forest side.

Towanl the quiet close of day,
Back to camp he takes his way.
And about his sol>er footsteps

I'nafraid the s(|uirrels i)lay.

On his roof the red leaf falls,

At his door the l)luejay calls.

And he hears the woodmice hurry
Up and down his rough log walls.

Hears the laughter of the loon

Thrill the dying afternoon,

—

Hears the calling of the moose
1^ ho to the earlv morn.

^'"b-irles G. D. Roberts.

KEEP PEGGING AWAY.

A Toronto mend)er writes: I sympathize
with you in the uphill work which you
must iind in attracting attention to a mat-

ter which is naturally overshadowed by
the catastroj)he in Europe, but the work
done by the Association in connection with
forestry is more appreciated than you,

jirobably, are aware.

Approximately 750 ai n-^ xu the Oregon
national forest were planted with young
trees this spring.







Douglas—The Man and the Tree

Romantic Life of the Man After Whom the Douglas Fir Was Named.

Douglas was the family name of Lonl
Selkirk, founder of the Red River Settle-

ment, and it was the name of other men
who have been prominent in Western Can-

ada, so that considerable doubt exists in

the popular mind as to the particular man
after whom the famous Douglas fir was
named. It is found that it was not named
after a founder, governor, or chief justice,

but after a remarkable man in a humbler
sphere of life. It should also be noted,

too, that while the name of Douglas will

always be associated with the common
name of this magnificent tree, yet the

scientific name fails to show any connec-

tion. It is called scientifically Pseinlotsuga,

literally, false hemlock. It is not false

hemlock, and it is a much finer tree than
any hemlock, and it is to be hoped that a

later generation of botanists will change
the name and give Douglas a place in it.

Regarding Douglas, Dr. Charles S. Sar-

gent, Director of Arnold Arboretum at

Harvard University, has this to say of him

in a footnote in his famous work ' Silva of

North America':

—

'David Douglas (1798-18.34), a Scotch
gardener sent by the Horticultural Society

of London to explore the forests of the

Northwest Territory, is, from his eoiL'Ci.ge,

energy and success in the presence of great

difficulties and dangers, and from his un-

timely and horrible death, a conspicuous
figure in the annals of American botanical
exploration. Douglis, who had been train-

ed by Sir William Hooker, and had made
a short botanical journey in eastern Am-
erica in 1823, was sent, in 1824, by way
of Cape Horn, to the Columbia River,

where he arrived in April, 1825. He spent

two years in Oregon, discovering some im-

portant trees, including Abies nobilis (noble

fir), Ahlcs amali'iUs (lowland fir), and
Pinus Lambertlaiia (sugar pine), the largest

of its race.

'In March, 1827, Douglas started from
Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia River,

crossed the continent by Hudson 's Bay

Among the Big Trees that Douglas Discovered on the Pacific Coast.
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Company posts, ami embarked for Eng-
laiiil. wliifh he reacheil in October of the

same year. Two years later he left Kng-
laml for the last time, and reached the

mouth of the Columbia on June 3, IS.'IO,

remaining in Oregon until the autumn,
wlien he sailed for Monterey. Here he re-

mained until the next summer, discovering

no less than a hundred and fifty species of

unilescrihed plants, and then sailed for the

Sandwich Islands. In the autumn of this

year he returned to the Columbia River,

and in the following summer extended his

exploration as far north as the Fraser
Kiver. in which he was wrecked, losing his

collections and instruments, and barely
escaping with his life. But the beauties of

troj)ical vegetation lured him from the

awful solitude of the sombre fir forests of

the northwest, and in October, 183.3, he
sailed again for the Sandwich Islands.

Here he passed the winter, and on the 12th
of July. 1s.".4. wliilo I'liiraired in cx-ploring

tlie high i»eaks of the island, he fell into a
pit in which a wild bull had l)een captured,
and several hours later was found dea<l and
terribly mangled.

' Douglas is said to have introduced two
liundred and seventeen species of jilants

into Knglish gardens, the list including
many valuable and beautifur trees, like the
Kedwood, the Sugar Pine, ami the Douglas
Fir. No other collector has ever reaped
such a harvest in America, or associated
his name with so many useful plants. By
an unfortunate hazard of fate the noble
Douglas Fir, the most important timber-
tree introduced by Douglas, and one of the
most valuable trees in the world, does not,

as might well have been the case, per-

petuate his name in the language of
science, and it is a humble primrose-like
alpine herb which commemorates this ex-

plorer of forests and discoverer of mighty
trees.'

m^Y
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Algonquin Park, Live Beaver in a Trap.

Animals in Algonquin Park

Algonquin Park is the property of the

people of the Province of Ontario, and lies

in the heart of the province between the
rich farm land of the southern border
along Lake Ontario and the great clay

belt, now being opened to settlement on
the slope into James Bay. The south-

western corner of the park is about 150
miles north of the City of Toronto. It

contains 1,750,000 acres, and is roughly
a square of a little over fifty miles a side.

A number of cutting licenses existed in the
park when it was set aside as a provincial
park and game refuge eighteen years ago.

Some of the licenses have been bouglit out

and some remain. The shooting and trap-

]>ing of game has been prohibited, with

the result that the numbers of game ani-

mals have very greatly increased.

The park, occupying a watershed, con-

tains within it the source of a number of

important rivers and streams, which ferti-

lize the surrounding lands. In the same
wav this game refuge has become a reser-

voir of game from which the deer and
other animals spread out into the surround-

ing part of the highlands of Ontario, great-

]v improving the sport in those parts of
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the province where hunting is allowed.

The game refuge side of the worli has
been so successful that the park is in some
respects overstocked with game animals,

and these can now be taken in consider-

able numbers from year to year, without
endangeiing the park as a source of supply
and without diminishing the number below
a safe point. It was first suggested that
the Ontario Government would conduct a
great fur farm and trap a])out 1,000

beavers per year, selling the skins. This
is done to a considerable extent. But the
growth of fur farming and the demand
from zoological gardens for live animals
has made it more profitalde to eatcli the
animals alive.

engravings shown lierewith It is inter-

esting to Ivnow that since this trap has
been used very few animals have been
caught only part way in it and killed,

while, on the other hand, two animals have
been caught alive at one time. The beaver
and other animals, after being caught, are
fed in a jjlace proi^erly protected until

ready for shipping, when they are shipped
in the boxes covered with wire netting,
.shown in one of the engravings.
Beaver skins, when sold in cpiantities,

a\'erage around .$10 per pelt, but the live

lieaver bring much more. If you think of
starting a fur farm, or keeping some pet
fur-bearing animals, you can be supplied
by the Ontario Government from Algon-
quin Park at the following rates per pair:

Minlv, $35; beaver, $.50; martin, $80; fisher,

^150; otter, $150.

OBITUARY.

Taking Out a Live Beaver.

Various expedients were devised for
this, and the most successful is a cage trap
invented by Mr. James Bartlett, son of
Mr. G. W. Bartlett, who has been Superin-
tendent of the Park for the past seventeen
years. This trap is like an old-fashioned
vahse or carpet bag, with sides made of
chains. The animal steps on the baited
spring and the trap closes around it, with-
out hurting it, and at the same time hold-
ing it securely. In the case of beaver,
and other aquatic animals, the trap is set
under water, but in such shallow water
that when sprung the top of the chain
bag will be above water, so that the animal
can get its nose out to breathe. The gen-
eral plan of these traps will be seen in the

Death has again been busy in the ranks
of those who have taken an active part iu

forest conservation.
After a long illness, Hon. Colin H. Camp-

bell, former Minister of Public Works and
Attorney General of Manitoba, died at his

residence in Winnipeg. Mr. Campbell at-

tended the Canadian Forestry Convention
at Victoria as the rej^resentative of the
I'liixince of Manitoba, and was so much
impressed with the need of active mea-
sures of forest conservation that he was
tlie inspirer of the invitation from the
Government of Manitoba to hold the 1913
Forestry Convention in Winnipeg. Un-
fortunately, before the convention was
held, Mr. Camjjbell suffered from a para-
lytic stroke, which was the beginning of
the illness which caused his death. He
was away in Europe when the convention

s held, and was never able to again take

I in public affairs.

Mr. D. E. Wilkie, President and General
Manager of the Imperial Bank of Canada,
who, for a number of years, had been a
warm supporter of forest conservation,
died after a brief illness at his residence
in Toronto, on Nov. 16. Mr. Wilkie was a
Canadian by birth, a native of the city of
(Quebec, and had spent all his business life

in Canadian financial in titutions. He was
made genera, luauagcr of the Imperial
Bank u' on its incorporation, and retained
that post until the time of his death, which
was wholly unexpected. About eight years
ago he was made president as well as gen-
eral manager. For the past eight or ten
years Mr. Wilkie had taken a personal in-

terest in forest conservation, believing that
much of Canada's prosperity depended
upon the way she dealt with her natural
resources.
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One of the best kiiowu residents of the
Ottawa ^'alley, Mr. John Gillies, of Brae-
sitle, member of the well-known and ex-

tensive lumber firm of Gillies Brothers,
die<i suddenly at Pembroke, Ontario, on
Nov. 17. Mr. Gillies was a son of the late

John Gillies, founder of the firm, and
brother of Mr. David Gillies, ex-M.P.P. of
C'arleton Place, Ontario. The late Mr.
Gillies specially devoted himself to the
woods department of the firm's business,

and, like other members of the firm, was
impressed with the inadequate care Cana-
<lians have been takintf of their timber
wealth. Everybody will recall, at the o'lon-

ing of the Cobalt boom, the struggle there
was on the part of prospectors ami miners
to get the 'Gillies Limit' thrown open to

jtrospectors, careless of the results to the
valuable tiiidier on the limit. Tiiis was
one of the firm's extensive hoblings in

Northern Ontario, in regard to the rapiil

clearing ofif of which for prospecting ]<ur-

poses Mr. Gillies held strong views. He
will be greatly missed throughout the Ot-

tawa Valley where he was favorably known
to everyone who was in any way interested

in our forests.

The total amount .«f land purchased in the

Eastern states for fe<leral for'^sts is nearly

800,000 acres. So far the principal work
on these areas has involved their protection

against forest fires.

Let us remember that the conservation
of our natural resources, though the great-

est problem of today, is yet but part of

another ami greater problem—the problem
of national efficiency. — Ex-President
Roosevelt.

SEEKING SUBSTITUTES FOR SPRUCE.

I'ulj> and paper men in Montreal have
been much interested in an announcement
from Washington, published in the daily

papers, to the effect that the United
States Government wood pulp laboratory

at Wausau, Wis., is making experiments
with a view to fimling a substitute for

spruce in the making of wood {'uip for

newsprint. Ex]>eriments alon,' the same
lines are being made in the •'anadian Gov-
ernment laboratory at Montreal, as Canada
has immense su{ij>lies of other timber,

wliich might be utiiizeil for the purpose

if a suitable treatment could be discovered.

It is j)ointed out that with the increasing

consumption of newsprint in Canada, to-

gether with the ever-increasing demand
from tJic United States, it will sooner or

biter be necessary to utilize other woo<ls.

The newspaper with a circulation of fiO,000

of 20 pages every day uses the product of

foui acres of forest per diem. When the

figure is multiplied by the great numiier

or iiapers ])rinted on this continent, it will

be scon that the drain on forests is enorm-

ous.—Paper Trade Journal.

The Government of Quebec has increased

the grant to the Forestry School affiliated

with Laval University, Quebec, from $.'5,000

to $8,000 per year. The course of studies

will be considerably increased.

The future well-being of Canada de-

jicnds on the loyal accejitance In' the peo-

ple of the principles which aim at the

j.rofitable and scientific development and
conservation of her natural resources.

—

Earl Grey.







Notes of Forestry Progress

Mr. J. Fraser Gregory, of St. John, KB.,
was one of those who gave evidence before

the Dominions' Royal Commission on Im-

perial Trade Eelations before the work of

that body was postponed because of the

war. Mr. Gregory, who is an authority on

lumber conditions, confined himself entire-

ly to that subject, discussing the rate of

tree growth, timber leases, the deteriora-

tion of the forests through the coming in

of inferior species of trees, and the driv-

ing difficulties on the St. John River
owing to its international character. The
work of tliis Commission, which will be of

great benefit to the Empire, will, it is ex-

pected, be resumed as soon as war is over.

Mr. F. E. Buck, B.S.A., assistant to the

Dominion Horticulturist, is the author of

Bulletin No. 19, on the ' Planting and Care
of Shade Trees.' The bulletin deals with
planting methods, what trees to plant,

rapidity of tree growth, hints on selecting

trees, distances apart to plant, ornamental
trees, wind-breaks, care of trees, pruning,
injuries to trees, how to protect trees, with
general suggestions as to the system of
planting trees in cities. The bulletin may
be had free by those desiring it by address-
ing the Department of Agriculture, Otta-
wa, Ont.

The New Brunswick Government has de-

cided to suspend during the war that pro-

vision of the law which jirohibits the ex-

portation of timber for pulp purposes cut
on the Crown lands of the province, so far

as it relates to Great Britain. This will

allow pulpwood and pit projjs cut on Crown
lauds to be shipped to Great Britain.

Human carelessness was responsible for

75 per cent, of the forest fires in District

No. 1 of the United States Forest Service,
which includes Montana and Northern
Idaho. The percentage is high, but prob-
ably is about a fair average in districts

where the population is comparatively
dense. The ordinary man rarely gives a
thought to what may happen when he
leaves a camp fire alight, or throws a burn-
ing match away.

The forestry movement in Pennsylvania
owes much to the women of the State who
were active in its organization, and have
been its firm support individually and
through their clubs and federation, and a
number have been liberal contributors to
the support of the association.

The British Columbia Forestry Branch,
in addition to interesting woodsmen, and
all who live near the woods in forest pro-

tection by the distriliution of uni<]ue jjos-

ters and useful articles which suggest
carefulness, has sent out to members of

the Boy Scouts one thoiTsaud i)Ocket whet-
stones, which bear this motto: 'Build
camp fires in safe places. When you leave

put them out. Boy Scouts be prepared.
Help protect our forests.'

The Canadian Engineer notes that the
mines and metallurgical plants of northern
Ontario are now for the most part operated
by water powers, and that these powers
have been of the greatest service in pro-

viding cheap motive force. Everybody
knows that the permanence of these powers
depends upon forest being maintained upon
the headwaters of the streams, which is

a reason added to that of our need for

timber for protecting our northern On-
tario forests.

A writer in the Toronto Weekly Sun notes

that the farm in Halton County, Ontario,

on which Honourable W. T. White, Minister

of Finance, was born, was originally cov-

ered with some of the finest pine that grew
on this continent. Mr. James Lyall White,
son of the original settler, was afterwards

a leading lumberman in Michigan, and he
stated that never in all his experience as a
lumberman did he see finer pine than that
which grew on the old homestead.

In a recent address, Hon. W. H. Hearst,
T*rime Minister of Ontario, pointed out

that the capital invested in lumber inter-

ests in the province was $260,000,000. The
wages paid amounted to $39,000,000, and
$2, .500,000 worth of farm products went
into the lumber camps as supplies. The
Government and lumbermen between them
spent $325,000 on fire protection in 1913.

In some parts of the United States na-

tive birds have begun to increase in num-
l^ers after having reached a very low ebb.
This change is attributed to the dissemina-
tion of information by bird lovers and
bird societies as to the
by birds in protecting
forests.

great
farm

work done
crops and

A movement has been on foot for some
time in the United States looking to the
formation of a treaty between the United
States and Canada, for the better protec-
tion of migratory birds passing back and
forth between the two countries.
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PULPWOOD PRODUCTION FOR 1913.

Bulletin No. 4(3 of tho Forestry Brauoh
of the Dei>artinent of the Interior, Canada,
'riiljiwood Consuniption in IIH.!,' coinpiletl

by H. G. Lewis, Ji.8c.l\, assisted l>y W.
Guy n. Boyee, has just been issued. It

shows that in 11)13 there was consumed in

Canadian mills 1,109,034 eords of pulpwood,
valueil at .$7,243,368, and that there was
exjiorted 1,035,030 cords, valued at $7,l»70,-

571. The <juantity consumed in Canadian
mills was an increase of 28.1 per cent, over
that of 1912. The average cost of i)ulp-

wood at the mill in Canada was .fO. .").!, an
increase of S..5 j)er cent, over 1912. The
provinces j>roduced pul|)Wood in the fol-

lowing order: Quebec, Ontario, British Co-
lumbia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia.

Only five kinds of wood were used in

the manufacture of pulp in the following
liroi)ortions: Spruce, 68.1 per cent.; balsiim
fir, '2'>.'i; hemlock, 4.3; jack pine, 1.7, and
poj>lar, .4 per cent.

As to the methods of making pulp, tliese

consumed wood in the following propor-
tions: Mechanical ground wood, 54.1 per
cent.; sulphite pulp, 33.3; sulphate pulp,
12.3. Soda pulp has greatly reduced, only
5,144 cords being used for this purpose in

1913.

Copies of this Bulletin may be had free
on application to the Director of Forestry,
Ottawa.

IMPORTATION OF PINE SEEDLINGS
PROHIBITED.

Dr. IF. T. Gussow, Dominion Botanist,
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, sup-
]>lenients his previous information on the
subject of legislation concerning White
Pine Blister Rust by a note calling atten-
tion to the fact that on Nov. 9, 1914, an
Order-in-Council was passed by the Gov-
ernment of Canada at Ottawa as follows:
' The importation into Canada of the fol-

lowing species of the genus Pinus and
their horticultural varieties, viz: White
jtine (f'iniis strolni.s), western white pine
(I'iiiK.s iiiontiroht Doiui.), sugar pine {I'linix

Lniubvrtinnn Doug.), stone or cembran pine
(I'inits ccnihra L.), and all other five-

leaved species of the genus Pinus is pro-

hibited. '

A USEFUL HANDBOOK.

The Dominion Parks Branch has issueil

a 'Handbook of the Rocky Mountains
Park Museum, ' prepared by Mr. Harlan
I. Smith. The book, which is a volume of
126 pages, is an effort to make the museum
at Banff more useful, and this is done by
making the handbook as non-technical and
as interesting to the layman as possible.

The attempt is made to link up the infor-

mation contained in the museum with the

fund of knowledge that every man has, so

that the visitor may at once go on increas-
ing his knowledge without having to put
nil one side what ho alreaily knows and
learn a new system and a new language.
Those who are interested in tho musoum,
or in the ]ireparation of books with n
similar purpose, may obtain a cofiy free
upon :ip|)lying to the Commissioner of Do-
minion Parks, Department of the Interior,

Ottawa.

Storms Never Bother This Farmer.

Mr. Wm. Wightman, Glengarry Co., Ont.,

hardly knows when there is a storm raging,

so thoroughly are his house and buiMings
jnotected by windbreaks. The win<lbreak

liere shown is 50 or 60 feet across, there

iieing several rows of trees.—Photo by
editor of Farm inul Dairy.

THINK OF THE FUTURE.

'Let us think of the future. We are trus-

tees for the future. We are not hero for

ourselves alone. All these gifts were not

given to us to be used by one generation,

or with the thought of one generation only

before our minds. We are the heirs of those

who have gone l)efore, ami i-harged with the

duty we owe to those who come after. '

—

lit.

Ifdit. James Briji < .

FISH AND FORESTS.

The Government of Canada, with tho

idea of leading to a fuller utilization of

r)ur food jiroducts, has issued two books,

one dealing with the cooking of apples,

which may be obtained free through the

Department of Trade and Commerce, and
another pamphlet on 'Fish and How to

Cook it,' issued by the Department of the

Xaval Service, Ottawa, copies of which
may also be had free upon application to

that Department. Foresters are interested

in the latter subject from the fact that

barren and burned over territory has no
(ish in its streams. If we are to have
tourists we must have green woods for

them to come to, otherwise there will be
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neither game uor fish. Both subjects in-

terest the friends of conservation from the

fact that both apples and fish, in their

sale and transportation, require consider-

able quantities of timber for the manu-
facture of barrels and boxes. We are be-

ginning to see, however we look at it, that

our forest wealth jdays a large part of our

national life.

OLD WAYS AND NEW.

One of our oldest members, Mr. E. J.

Drunimond, of Perth, Ont., writes that he
recollects, as a boy in Ottawa, when
Sparks street was a green common, seeing

the men pass with cant hooks and other

tools to repair the cribs at the foot of the

lo<d\s of the Eideau Canal. In those days
timber prices were low and the waste in

the woods great. Every Sej^tcmber the

people of Bytown (Ottawa) and surround-
ing towns suffered from sore eyes from
the presence of so many busli fires. Great
improvements have been made, but more
still remains undone, and Mr. Drummond
urges greater activity, with a Dominion
minister and department devoted exclu-

sivclv to forests.

DESTRUCTIVE PEACE.

Forests have been ravished in Europe
and towns and villages destroj'ed by men
with a deliberate purpose, and the world
stands aghast at the wantonness. But in

the United States and in Canada the fire

of the negligent camper, the indifferent

locomoti\'e fireman or the careless bush
ranger is just as destructive to property
as the fire of an enemy,, whose aim it was
to work ruin. In time of war the greatest
vigilance is maintained. Public property
is closely guarded; every bridge, railroad

and canal is patrolled in fear that by some
remote chance it might be attacked by the
enemy. But in peace, we leave our great
forest possessions in many cases witliout

a corporal 's guard and often without so

much as a sentinel. And we are shocked
and secretly rail against Providence rather
than against ourselves when the inevitable
happens.— I'lilp (iiiil I'tipcr Miiiiazinc of
Cuiiada.

LAURENTIDE CO. PLANTING.

The Laurentide Company, Limited, is

enlarging its forest nurseries in order to

provide for the systematic planting, on
an increased scale, of considerable areas
of nonagricultnral, cutover lands in the
watershed of the St. Maurice Eiver. This
work is being accomplished by the com-
pany's forestry division, which has just

finished a survey and map of the com-
jjany's limits, comprising 2, .3.50 square
jniles of land, mostly timbered. The map
shows all drainage, roads, portages and
trails, lookout stations, telephone lines, and
timber conditions. The company is also

importing reindeer from Dr. Grenfell's

herd in Newfoundland to take the place
of sled dogs, which are very troublesome
to keep in the summer and not very effi-

cient in the winter. This experiment is

being watclied with mucli interest.

—

Paper.

J
Freighting Supplies to a Lumber Camp.



With the Forest Engineers.

DR. FEKNOWS SUMMER WORK.

Dr. Feriiow sjiont liis suinnuT mostly at

his suiiiinor home on tlio south slioii' of

Lake Ontario, iu New York, revisiiifj his

Ecoiioinics of Fort'titrn. This volume, first

printed in U>02, has become obsolete, espe-

cially in the statistics, anil those have been
broufjht uji to date. Unt'ortunately, the
firm of publishers who have handled this

volume have suffered a financial setback,
which will delay the printinj; of the new
edition jirobably for a year.

Dr. Fernow attended the meeting of the
Society for the Protection of New Hamp-
shire Forests at Gorham, N.IL, in August,
and in connection with this the meeting
of the Society of Northeastern Foresters
at Berlin Mills. This meeting was of un-
usual interest, not only in that it brought
some 2;j professional foresters to a meet-
ing in the woods, but these woods, belong-
ing to the Berlin ^^ills Comjiany, were the
first on this continent in which a lumber
and paper company had employed a fores-

ter with a view of improving their logging
operations as regards securing clean work
and reproduction. Mr. Austin Gary Tvas
the forester.

Unfortunately in a selection forest, the
results can only be realized by him Avho
saw the original condition, and hence the
excursion without guidance of such a man
remained more or less barren of results.

But there were other features in the opera-
tions of the Berlin ^Mills Company that
made the visit profitable. The company
owns not only some .':500,000 acres of forest
in the States, but controls even larger
areas in Quebec, and is an active member
of the St. Maurice Fire Protective Asso-
ciation. Its paper mills are, perhaps, the
largest on this continent, if not in the
world, and are organized for efficiency,
making by-products which one woul'l
hardly exjiect, such as chloroform and
crisco, by using the excess of hydrogen re-

sulting from the manufacture of the
bleaching powder. The company employs
four foresters in its wooil ilepartment.

QUEBEC FOREST WORK.

Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief of the Forest Ser-
vice, Quebec, writes:

—

During the months of July, August and
September the activity of the members of
the Forest Service was devoted to the
classification of vacant lots and the in-

spection of settlers' lots. We had 12
parties in the field, besides isolated rangers
calling at the wood-working establishments

ti) olitain their reports, or watching the
movements of timber along the railways,
or in tiic harbors of Montreal and Quebec,
ctr. Ill all, wo had about Inn men at work.
Xow that we liave used the month of

Octoher to complete the unfinished jobs
ami |>repare the reports of these exi)lora-
tions, we are beginning the organization
for the control of the logging operations.
Until recently there was a good deal of
hesitation with our lumbermen, and the
|>ros]iects of the cut were v'ery bad, but
the thermometer seems to be rising, as very
few firms will not be at work this winter,
and the timber crop will be aliout as good
as last year, j)erhaps, suffering a diminu-
tion of to to I'.j per cent.

Considering the general situation, I be-
lieve tliis is remarkable, ancl it would
surprise you, i)erha|)s, to hear that some
of the firms, especially the pulp mills, wil!
increase their proiluctioii.

Kegarding the Forest School, I must in
form you that we have entered the new
building which has been built by Laval
University for the faculties of Law, Sur-
veying and Forestry. As we have better
legs tlian the others, they gave us the two
upper stories of the building (!•() x 50) for
our (lasses.

Our new quarters are very suitable, and
we can hope now to build u]) some nice
collections, etc., ami we will rely upon
our friends to send us as much as they
can. Everything will be welcome.
The Forest Service has published a sec-

ond bulletin, which deals with the general
conditions of the forest lands in this prov-
ince. Our first bulletin gave the names of
tlie wood-working establishments. Until
now we have only a French issue of this

liulletin, Iiut we ex|)ect to have the I'^ng-

lish version out in a short time.

TRIP TO THE YUKON.

:Mr. W. J. Boyd, of the Forestry Branch
of the Department of the Interior, accom-
jianieil by Mr. E. S. Davison, another
graduate of the University of Toronto
Forest ry School, has returned from a five

months' tri[) from Prince Albert, Saskat-
chewan, to Yukon Territory, and is now
at the head ofiFice, Ottawa, i)reparing his

report. The object of the trip was to se-

cure data regarding forest conditions and
forest protection along the lower part of
the Mackenzie River, and especially in the
Yukon.
The start was made from Prince Albert

on Mav l.j, when the two men, with their
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baggage and a sixteeu-foot Chestuut canoe,

were taken by train on a logging railway

running northwesterly from Prince Albert,

a distance of about eighty miles, to Crook-

ed Lake, the beginning of that wonder-

ful series of watercourses, which, after

three and a half months' hard travel, was
to land them in Dawson, Y.T. Though this

route, by way of a series of lakes, the

Clearwater River, Athabasca River and
Lake, and the Mackenzie River, to the

Arctic circle, is not much heard of nowa-

days, it was, for a hundred years, one of

the main highways of the Hudson's Bay
Comiiany. This part of the trip was ac-

complished without incident, the various

points where there are Forestry Branch
officers being visited and other duties per-

formed.

This part of the journey was performed

without guides, the two foresters paddling,

portaging, camping and cooking along this

two thousand mile journey without mishap.

At Fort Macpherson, near the mouth of the

Mackenzie River, Indian guides were en-

gaged, as it was important to make good

time, and the passage of the divide be-

tween the valley of the Mackenzie and the

valley of the Yukon is somewhat intricate.

The party then ascended the Rat River,

which enters the Mackenzie near its mouth.

This route is known as Macdougall Pass.

After paddling through some small lakes

on the divide, they reached a tributary of

the Bell River, and then passed into the

Bell itself. Traversing the Bell through-

out, they entered the Porcupine and
paddled down it to the Yukon River, which
receives the Porcui)ine at Fort Yukon, in

Alaska, U.S.A. They then ascended the

Y^ukon River and reached Dawson on Aug.
24. From that time until they left to come
out over the White Pass, on Oct. 9, they

were engaged in exploring the different

valleys and taking note of the state of the

timber and the possibility of its protection

from fire. Timber is vital to the carrying

on of the industries of the Yukon, the dif-

ferent mining plants using thousands of

cords for fuel every year. Fires have done

great damage, and the need for protection

was evident, but just what will be recom-

mended will be made known in the report

to the Branch. It is interesting to know
that the trip was made without mishap,

and that although the route from Prince

Albert lay to the north and east of the

Peace River country, into which settlers

are now pouring, the travelers went over

a comparatively well traveled path, and
had no difficulty in securing supplies at

the Hudson's Bay Company posts, suffi-

cient to carry them over the next stage of

the journey.
From the White Pass and Skagway they

returned down the coast to Vancouver and
returned east by railway.
Mr. E. S. Davison, who is a native of

Bridgewater, Nova Scotia, has enlisted

with the second Canadian contingent for

the war in Europe, and is now at the

training camp at Kingston, where he has
the rank of sergeant.

BRITISH COLUMBIA FOREST PRO-
TECTION.

In spite of hard conditions, the British

Columbia fire protection system rendered
a good account of itself this year. A re-

jiort of the work says:

—

'AH records indicate that the weather
has been drier during the present summer
than at any other time during the past

twenty years. Streams have run dry which
have not been seen dry before. In addi-

tion, it has been very hot and windy in the

southern portion of the province. Be-
tween 2,000 and 3,000 small fires have oc-

curred, and it has been necessary to in-

crease greatly the number of fire patrol-

men and guards and to employ numerous
fire-fighters. Fires have been fought re-

gardless of their size or location, whether
in settled country, range lands, scrub, re-

production or timber lands. The result

very few fires got beyond
those which had done so

under control before they
had destroyed much merchantable timber.

Thus the total fire loss for the province
has been extremely small, although the

cost of protection this year has been about
$350,000. These results prove the value
of elasticity of organization, since the

forces could be increased quickly wherever
weather conditions made such action ne-

cessary. Protection has not been restrict-

ed to merchantable timber alone, but has

has been that
control, while
were brought

covered the whole country,
not been able to gain a
where.

'

and fires

foothold
have
any-

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF HOO-HOO.

The twenty-third annual convention of

the lumbermen's fraternal organization,

known as the Order of Hoo-Hoo, held in

Winnipeg Sept. 8 to 11, was very success-

ful in spite of the outbreak of war, which
somewhat reduced the expected attendance.

Delegates were present from all parts of

Canada and the United States, the total

attendance, including delegates and their

wives, numbering 524. The business of the

Order was despatched at the morning ses-

sions, and the afternoons and evenings
were devoted to social features. Most of

the functions connected with the conven-
tion were held at the Fort Garry Hotel.

An interesting feature of the meeting was
the election of a Canadian, Mr. E. D. Ten-
nant, of Winnipeg, to the highest office in

the Order, Snark of the Universe. San
Francisco was selected as the place of

meeting in September, 1915.
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THE DYING TREE.

Ah. it is sadiltMiiiig to see a beautiful

ami stately tree in process of decay; it

took years to reach its height, ami then

there fell a deadly blight that ate its

heart away. It seems to know it's in the

soup, for all its leaves and branches droop,

'tis a despairing thing; and in the zephyr
or the gale it seems to moan and sigh and
wail, when it should dance ami sing.

There's nothing nobler than a tree, there's

naught that more appeals to me, and oh,

it makes me hot to think such stately

things must die, because some derned old

worm or lly has given it dry rot. And in

our towns a million trees are dying of some
punk disease imparted in that way; great
elms that pleased our pas and mas are
crumbling to the ground because such
pests we do not slay. A little hustling out
of doors might save the threatened syca-

mores, the locusts and the elms; so let us
gird our loins today, and spray our friends
the trees, and slay the worm that over-
whelms. If you would sit supinely by and
see a splendid shade tree die, and never
lift a haml, if you would rise no doleful
Bound, when trees are dying all around,
you surely should be canned.

WALT \rAF:0>r.

Maine has instalieil twenty steel towers
with lookout lunisi's on top as jiart of tho
State forest protective systeni in the forest

districts of the State.

A iiundier of prominent citizens of
Waterloo County jiave purchased a block
of lifty acres of pine wooils to prevent it

being cut, as it is one of the few remain-
ing jdeces of forest in the county. Just
how tills can be made a public possession
lias not vet been decided.

TKi:i:s, .sHiu i{s AM) .si:i:i).s

JIdiili/ Xiirlhi III t'liis mill S/i riih-, iif /',iri\t

J'riris. .\iitirf ami l''ufii{in /'rirSiiils

EOYE-OE-HURST &~SON, DENNyHURST

ORYDEH, Ont. .siii|i|)tjr>. lo II. M. Uoveinuicnl, Ktc

' 'nrr'spiimh iirr /''rrnii'if<i'

Hiirs Seedlings & Transplants
A LS<-) Tree Heeds for Kilon-liiij,'. Best for^ over half a cciitiiiy. liiinifiise stork of
Icadintj harily sorts at low prices. Write for
I)rice list and mention tliis Miatrazinc,

FUHKST I't.ANTK.ns (;l IDK i-iti;i:.

The D. Hill Narsery Co Evergreen .Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee. III.. U.S.A.

Canadian Forestry Association

T~HE Canadian Forestry Association is an inflcju-ndcnt organization

of patriotic citizens, which has for its object tiir liig;iiesl (h'-

\elopnK'nt of the soil and resources of Canada by urf^inp; govern-

ments, municipalities and owners generally to devote each acre to

that for which it is best suited, and j)articularly to keep und«'r forest

those soils fitted only to grow trees.

The ]\Iembership Fee is one dollar per year. Members receive

free of anj- additional charge the Auiuial Iteport and Canadian
Forestry Journal.

Application for menbership ma}' Ijc made as below:

—

Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen :—/ desire to become a viemher of the Canadian

Forestry Association and herewith enclose One Dollar member-

ship fee.

Name
Address _

Date
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less
than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

All motors at-e equipped with reversible, high ten-
sion magneto and Maxim Silencer.

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to
12 miles an hour.

Our 1915 models embrace all the unequalled fea-
tures of the 1914 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

H. P.

*^These Men are Interested'^

Please mark in the following spaces the names of any friends or

acquaintances whom you believe would be interested in the "Canadian
Forestry Journal."
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ANNUAL BUSINESS MEEIING

The sixteenth aninuil husiiics.s meet-
ing of the Canadian Forestry As.soei-

jitioii for the eonsidcralion of reports,-

passing of aeeoiiiits. (h'aling with hiisi-

iie.ss arising ont of the same, the
eleetion of offieers, and sneh ()th<'r

Imsiness as may properly eome before
it. will he held in the a.ss 'inhly IimII

of the Carnegie i'uhlie Lilirar.w ()l

tawa. on Tuesday. Janiiai-y iDth. at

S o'cloek p.m.

All memhers in good standing are

eligible to atteiul antl vot,-. .Mem-
liers having business to bring before

the iiiei-ting should eommnnicate with

the Seeretary as early as po.ssible.

Though the war takes up most of

the national attention and energy.

yet work so vital to the eontinnerl

well-being of the nation as the pro-

tection of our natural resources

1
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should lie pressed forward as vigor-

ously as eirciiinstances permit, so that

after the war our people will have the

raw material out of which to build

up renewed prosperity. All who can

attend and take part are therefore

requested to do so.

The Commission of Conservation

holds its annual meeting on the morn-
ings and afternoons of January 19th

and 20th, in its offices opposite the

Carnegie Library, so that those at-

tending can participate in both meet-

ings.

Owing to the fact that the Ottawa
AVinter Fair will be in progress Jan-

uary 19 to 22 fare-and-one-third

railway rates will be in force for the

round trip from all points in Ontario

from Sault Ste. ]\Iarie—Toronto and

east and from all points in Quebec.

These are obtainable without certifi-

cates upon application to the railway

ticket agent at point of departure.

Tickets are good going Jan. 18 to

21 inclusive, and returning are good
up to and includiug Jan. 23.

THE PLACE OF THE FORESTS.

These are the days when the annual

statements of the Presidents and Gen-

eral ^lanagers of the Canadian banks

are closely studied. It is instructive

to note that in these reviews of Can-
ada's financial situation the products

of the forest are generally mentioned
next after those of agriculture. In the

views of these leaders farm products

are Canada's first resource and forest

products her second. Canada has too

much fertile land for forest products
ever to oust those of the farm from
first place. But, on the other hand,
there is so much absolute forest land
in Canada that unless we are wanton-
ly wasteful and negligent in the

handling of our forests, forest pro-

ducts should never be displaced from
their position in the second place of

Canada's resources.

PUBLIC OPINION GROWING.

In the December issue of the Canadian
Forestry Journal the fact was recounteil that

a man had been pent to jail in Quebec for

>etting fire to a forest. It was pointed out

that as this was so very unusual in Canada
some opposition might be made to his pro-

cedure, and friends of forest conservation

were urged to support the organization

which had the courage to take this step. We
have just receive<l from Mr. H. E. Mac-
.Millan, Chief of the British Columbia Forest

Service, who noticed this paragraph, a note

to say that this Avas not the only case where
in Canada a man had been sent to jail for

this offence. He writes: 'Up to the present

we have hail over forty prosecutions. Five
men v.ere put in jail for periods of from
thirty to ninety days, and the remainder
were fined from fifty to two hundred dollars,

and in addition, in some cases, were required

to pay the damages and costs of fighting

fires due to their carelessness. He also notes

that there have been more convictions

in 1914 than ever before, and it, likewise,

was the worst year from the standpoint of

flangerous weather. We need only add that

Avhile we regret both the fires and the fines,

not to speak again of the imprisonment, we
can only be glad at this evidence of growing
public oijinion in favor of forest protection.

RAILWAYS AND FIRE PROTECTION.

The railways have always contended, and.

with reason, that much of the damage at-

tributed to them came from tramps Ighting

fires as they walked along railway lines and
from fires lighted by matches, and cigars

thrown from moving trains. Those travel-

ing recently in Canadian Pacific Railway
trains have seen the following notice p&sted

up in smoking cars. This is another way
in w^hich forest conservation is being brought

home to the general public

:

Forestry Conservation and Protection

Against Fire.

' Travellers are respectfully requested not

to throw lighted matches, cigarettes, cigars

or contents of pipes from cars, as destructive-

forest and other fires have frequently been

started in this majiner.

'

A United States agricultural journal

draws attention to the thousands of acres

of fertile soil which this spring (and everj^

spring) Avas washed away from the hillsides

and swept out into the ocean. The moral'

it drew from this was that hillsides should,"

be retained in timber and other crops that

prevent the washing of the soil.



Planting Spruce for Commercial Purposes.
- - - J

Description of what th«' Laiirentide Company is doinii. Mr. I Ilwooil Wilson's
results.

Ill a recent issue of the Pulp and Paper
Mat/ti^ine of Canada, Mr. B. K. Avers, M.F.,
•;avo a ile.scription of the experiments which
the Laurentide ("oiiipany of Montreal aiiil

(irainl Mere, Qiieliec, has lioen niakin<j umior
the direction of Mr. Elivvooil Wilson, Super-
intendent of the Forestry Division of the
Cunipaiiv. The followin<x article is an
al'ridgenient and <a continuation of ^Ir.

Avers' article, and the pictures have been

studies of the pa-t and present methods of
iotry;!!!},', with an eye to their continual bet-
terment. Many of the iileas of the Division
have, after careful consideration, been adopt-
ed ; the loygin^ t;oes on improving as to the
amount of tops, skids, etc., removed from
the woods; the stunijis are cut lower; and
the more inaccessible tind)er, whiih has often
been left in the i>ast, and is being left to-

day by nuiiiy other conij>anies, is iieiny cut

1
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Clear burn on Laurentide Company's limits on Upper St. Maurice.

inense holding is inadequate, and that it

will all be cut out in a term of years var-

iously estimated at from oO to 7-'. This

still distant end of the present supply, and
the possibilities of planting as a provision

for the future, have long been foreseen by
Mr. Chahoon, Vice-President of the Com-
pany, and, in keeping with his far-sighted

and broad-minded policy the Comjmny has

decided to undertake planting o]ierations.

Mr. Wilson made the first plantations

near Grand Mere in 1908. These consisted

of about 20 acres of white, Scotch and
jack pine. Since then planting has been
done each year. Attention has been given
to trees which are used "for pulp. Four
species have been specially tested; black and
white spruce, balsam fir and Norway spruce.

As a result of this, in the opinio. i of Mr.
Wilson, the Norway spruce is the most sat-

Land formerly having pure stand of pine, cleared for farm 10 years ago, but soil

too poor and so abandoned.



FlautiiKj Spruce for Coiniuerciul Purposes

Underplautiug youug poplar aud white birch with Norway spruce.

ivfactory tree. The black spruce grows very

-lowly and the see<ls of white spruce aiul

lialsani fir show a very low percentage of

germination ami are hard to get started in

the nursery. The Norway sprme does well

in the nursery and grows rapidly when set

out.

By trial Mr. Wilson has also proved that

trees grown on the ground do better than

those bought outside. For this reason a

iimsery was started at (irand Mcic in l'.'!:.'.

This has been eidarged until now there are

lb") standard beds (4 ft. by 1:2 ft.) and a

good water supply system. The results of

the I'M."? (a very dry season) planting sliow-

dl that only home-grown stoi-k coidd be de-

|i(Mhled upon, that spruce could not bo suc-

essfnlly planted in ojien sandy areas un-

less the season was favorable, and that fall

planting was preferable to spring planting.

K

f

'i\
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Planting crew putting in trees on side hill.
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la the spriug of 1914, 75,000 trees were
planted ou property of the Laureiitide Com-
pany on the west bank of the St. Maurice
River. This sandy land unlaid with clay

was originally covered with a stand of pine.

This was cut off and the area burned over

twelve years ago. The tract has grown up
to an open stand of white birch and poplar,

and it was in this partial shade that the

spi'uce was planted, the belief being that it

would do better than Avhen planted on simi-

lar soil in the open. Once established the

spruce will overtop the birch and poplar,

and the latter can then be cut out if neces-

sary when large enough for pulpwood.

The planting in the spring of 1914 was
done by Italians, one half of the gang going
ahead with mattocks and making holes,

while the others followed with the seedling

trees kept wet in a pail of mud and water.
Trees were planted 5 feet apart each way.
The cost was $14.95 per acre, made up as

follows: cost of trees, $4.16; express, 53c;
labor, $8.11-; supervision, 96c., and miscel-

laneous, $1.16. The latter included cartage
and inspection of trees bought.

The planting was continued in the fall

of 1914 with the labor of Canadian woods-
men. These men required less supervision
and were more efficient, with the result that
the cost was reduced to $7.92 per acre.

Now that the fire protection question is

liractically settled by the success of the St.

Maurice Forest Protective Association,
jdanting has become a commercial proposi-
tion, and Mr. Wilson expects that when the
nursery is fully working they will be plant-
ing 500 acres per year, and that the much
greater quantity of wood per acre as com-
pared with virgin growth and its conse-
quent greater accessibility and ease in har-
vesting will be elements in making it pro-
fitable.

CARELESSNESS CAUSES FOREST
riRES.

An investigation bj- the New York Con-
servation Commission as to the origin of
forest fires in the Adirondacks shows that
fully 85 per cent, of the fires which oc-
curred during 1913 were jireventable. If
smokers had not carelessly' thrown burning
cigars or tobacco upon the dry vegetation,
one-third of these fires would not have
occurred. If fishermen had been more
•careful with their fires and tobacco nearly
one-fifth of these fires would not have oc-
curred. Of the 688 fires reported, only 78,
or 11.3 per cent., were caused by locomo-
tives, while nearly 10 per cent, were re-

ported as being due to the carelessness of
campers.

—
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Indiana has two Arbor Days, one in

April and another in October. The State

Board of Forestry is carrying on an active

campaign.



.4 Reindeer Experiment In Quebec

A KEI.NDKER EXPERIMKM IN
QUEBEC.

l.a>t August Mr. Elhvooil Wilson, Super-

intendent of the Forestry Division of the

Laureiitide ('onij>aiiy, CJrand Mere, Queliee,

j*uriha>ed twelve reindeer from Dr. Gren-

fell, the main herd at that time being at

St. Anthony. Newfoundland. Mr. Wilson

got the deer safely into the St. Maurice
X'alley after considerable delay, caused by
the war. but one of the deer was so badly
injured on shipboard that it died some time

after. Four deer were sent to a timber de-

]>ot and three of them died, possibly from
lack of experience on the part of those in

whose iharge they were. Mr. Wilson, there-

fore, had the remaining eight deer, three

bucks and five does, brought into the town
of Grand ^[ere, and located in a wooded
lot adjoining the nursery. Mr. Wilson's idea

is that the deer have been allowed to be-

come too wild since being brought from
Lapland, and his aim is to domesticate them
anil keep them accustomed to the presence

of man. When this has been attained he
sees great possibilities for their use in

northern lumber camps to take the j)la(c of
«logs, which are vicious ami very subject to

mange, and he also thinks that the Indians
might learn to herd them, thus becoming
possessed of a supply of food and clothitig,

besides having a beast of burden which uijl

find its own food summer and winter.

A PLEASANT REMINDER.

The Canadian Forestry Journal hus ve-

<eived from the Dominion Forestry Branch
staff of the Duck Mountain Forest Eesevvc.

with headquarters at Dauphin. Mau'toba.
a unique remendjrancer in the shai'C of a
calendar illustrating the work. The illus-

trations are five photographs of scores on
the Reserve including ' Fire Guard and Tele-

j»hone Line ',
' Graded Trail Through the

Forest ",
' Grandview Ranger Station ', ' C'or-

<luroy Road on Baldy Mountain ', and ' I^ook-

out Tower'. In the corner is the motto
' Safety First ' supported on left and right

by field telephones. The staff consists of

Mr. C. W. Wellman, Forest Supervisor; Mr.
W. R. Watt, Forest Assistant, and Miss M.
A. Weatherhead, Forest Clerk. The illus-

trations show that the -work of protecting

the Reserve by modern apjiliances and
methods is rapidly advancing.

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, New Minister

of Lands, Forests and Mines for

Ontario.

When Hon. W. H. Hearst was called to

lie Prime Minister of the Province of On-

tario it was understood that it would be

impossible for him to coudjine the duties

of that office with the i)articularly onerous

and e-xacting work of the DepartnuMit of

Lands, Forests and Mijies. This is one of

the very heaviest departments in the Gov-

ernment and has, what is unusual, two dep-

uty ministers, Mr. Aubrey White. C.M.G..

for Lands and Forests, "and Mr. T. W.

Gil)sou for Mines.

As a result of Hon. Mr. Hearst's eleva-

tion to the Premiership there have been

•fveral changes in the Cabinet, and Hon.
<-. Howard Ferguson, member for Gren-

vilie. has been appointed Minister of

Lands, Forests and Miiu's, and iias alreaily

taken up the important duties of his of-

llcc.

A careful survey of the state of New
York has shown that one half of it is bet-

ter adapted to forestry than to agricul-

ture.

Aicording to the handbook issued by the

Provincial Government, there are now 27l'

sawmills in British Coknnbia, employing

about 5,000 men, the output of lumber in

1912 being 1,.3.30,0(10,000 feet. There are

sixty shingle mills, with a ilaily capacity

of .5,000,000 shingles. The capital invested

in the timber business is over $200,000,000.

The removal of forests is largely the

cause of floods and freshets ami soil erosion;

the latter produces one of the great wastes

of agriculture.



Destruction by Fire and Wind*

Results of Bad Fin s in the Lake of the Woods Coiinfrtj.

Mr. ^I. J. SteveiiKOii, of Morris, Mani-
toba, writes:

'
I have lately retunied from an explor-

ing trip in the forests of ^Yesteru New On-
tario, northern Minnesota and southeastern

Manitoba, and I must say the destruction

on all sides by forest fires is appalling.

Mile after mile was traversed of what had
once been virgin forests, but through the

agency of this scourge of the \\oods they
have been converted into a desolation of
charred and wind-thrown trees.

' It was the same story in each of the
]irovinces, thousands of acres of the finest

timber turned out by the roots by the wiml
and lying rotting on the ground. This
tiiul)er, every stick of it, is badly needed
in oui' })rairie ])rovincos adjacent thereto.

It took hundreds of years to grow and is

swejit out of existence in a few moments
of time. As a great deal of this land on
which the tindjer has been burned is totally

unfit for agriculture, and as the fires have
been so severe that there are practically no
seed trees left over vast areas, the national
loss is the more ajiparent.

'T have in mind a splendid forest of
jack pine in eastern Manitoba that was
killed by fire in 1888. These trees were a
pure mature stand, growing on non-agricul-
tural land and were from eight to twenty
inches in diameter, and from eighty to one
hun(b-ed feet high. This forest has been
burned twice since. The last fire caught the
young trees before they were old enough
to bear seed, and to-day the site of this

once sjjlendid forest is a sand desert.

Now this is occurring on millions of acres
in Canada to-day; land that is too stony
or sandy to ever be of any use for agri-
culture. It seems to me this is a verj- short-
sighteil jjolicy on our part (or no policy
at all) to allow this thing to continue. God
in his goodness is sending the sunshine and
the shower year after year on these lands,
and everything needful for forest growth;
and we by our negligence are allowing it to
go to waste. We have vast areas in Canada
on which at the present time all that is

needed is to keep out the fires to ensure a
good forest growth. Every year's delay on
our part will make a greater area to be re-

forested in the future at great expense,
besides losing valuable time.

' There never was a time in the historv

of the Avorld when so much tindier in one-

form or another was being used. We are
using our own share as well as the share

of future unborn generations. In conse-

quence a mighty timber famine is upon us.

It is bad enough now, but what will it be
in a few years, when we have cut all the
oM stand, the growth of centuries?

' To my mind, this forestry question is

one of the greatest problems before the-

]>eop]e of Canada to-day. Something must
])e <lone, and done quickly, if we are tO'

make our forests a blessing to future gen-
erations, as they have been to us. A few-

more years of such wicked wanton waste-

and our forests, God's richest legacy to-

the Canadian jieople, will be bevond re-

call.

' I congratulated the Canadian Forestry
Association on the good work it has already
accomplished along forestry lines. Keep
pounding away. Get the people interested.

When they get their eyes opened to the true
state of affairs they will act, for ic is very
!-eldom we find a government in advance of
the people.

'

STUPIDITY STREET.

The following lines against \vanton and
foolish destruction of bird life are by Ralpb
Hodgson, one of the younger English poets

-

I saw with open eyes

Singing birds sweet

Sold in the shops
For the peoi)le to eat.

Sold in the shops of

Stupidity Street.

I saw in vision

The worm in the wheat.

And in the shops nothing
For people to eat

;

Nothing for sale in

Stupidity Street.

The forests of Corsica, the little island

upon which Napoleon was born, are man-
aged by the French government. They
produce lumber, firewood and turpentine,

and all parts of the tree are far more
closelv utilized than in America.
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An Ontario Farmer's Plantation

^\'/lat Oni Ontario Fdrnn r Ifus Pone In Jinnttifi/ ami Iminnvi Ills Form.

One of the editors of tlio Farm iukI

('oiiiitry Life section of the Toronto CMolie

• lescrilies a visit he* paiil recently to the

farm of Mr. Newman Silverthorn, near
Siimmerville., Peel County. Ontario. The
|iiiies ami cedars fir^-t mentioneil form a

lioiiinlary to his larjje farm on the side fac-

ing; till" main hijjhway between Toronto and
Hamilton. The writer, whose pen name is

Timothy Spray, says:

Motorists and others, who coming from
Hamilton by way of Sunimerville and Isling-

ton, have occasion to ]>ass the farm on
whiih Mr. Silverthorne lives. seMom fail to

notice the evergreen facade which extends

far to the right of the main road. The
farm i.s sitnated on the level toj) of the high
ground skirting a tributary of the Etobi-
1 oke River, and as far as the eye can see

the surface of the ridge is hidden by a

wonderful growth of June and cedar. A
casual glance is enough to convince the

jiasver-by that the forest is not the work
of nature. Only tho.-e, however, who take

the trouble to go in and talk with the

|>lanter will hear the history of the jtlant-

ing.

' .My father built a mill near this very
!-|>ot in |S(I9,' Mr. Silverthorn told me, as

we ma^le our way along the ceilar-skirted

face of the crest. ' There was lots of bush
in those days, and the Indians roamed and
cam|)ed all over the neighborhooii. After
the < leariiig was done and the onhanl had
come into bearing it occurred to uu> that

a sjtlendid windbreak could be formed by
planting small evergreens all along the face

of the riclge. I knew where I lould get any
• piaiitity of the small seedling trees, so f

\\ ent to work.

'

Setti.ng Oit 1(»,()()() Ti:ke.s.

' How many did you set out?'
'About ten thousand trees in all.' (Think

of that self-impose<l ta.^k for a man then
over sixty years of age.) 'On the wry edge
i)f the cliff I plante<l jiojilars, and behinrl

them the pines and cellars. The pojdars
grew very rapidly. See'—he led the way to

a rotting stump of perha{)s eighteen inches

iliameter—'here is the stump of one of the

po|>Iars; there is another. Now you can see

the line of stumps.'
'Von removed all the poplars, then?' I

H.sked.

' ^'es, when they were twenty years old.

I cut them down to give the other trees a

«li:inci> and what i|o you think 1 made of
tlicni.' Why, I got i.MT s.doil feet of lum
I'cr ami (ifty cords of wood from that pop-
lar row.

'

I'l Ks Have I)t).NK Hk.st Ok Ar,i.,

The pojdars, therefore, not only served
their turn in the growth of the protective
forest, but they also netted .Mr. Silverthorn
more than ample return for the work of
planting tiiem. Today the visitor ^ees the
evergreen growth at its best. All over the
face of the hill an<l running for a consid-
erable ilistance along the river bank is a
den.-t> forest of pine, cedar and o lil l>irches,

.lune- woods, etc. The comnuM'cial p(»ssibi!i-

ties of such a propositi<jn a-^ e\ergreen re-

ti»rc>tation Jire indicated by the pines, which
here and there tower above the growth of
ci'rlars. Many of thes-e trees are between
thirty ami forty feet in height, with a
diariu'ter at the ba?e of betNveen lifteen and
eighteen inches. That they should attain

such a si/e in twenty years' tinu- would be
hard to believe were one not aware of their

origin and life history.

Bl'TTKKXtT Row A!,.SO.

Mr. Silverthorn 's tree-planting was not

confined to that portion of his farm which,

fronting on a much travelleij highway, is in

fidl view of passing admirers. .\s we walk-

ed toward the back of the farm and down
a well-shaded lain^, he pointed to the rows

of stately trees rising high overhead, with

the terFe comment: ' Hutternut How. All

thoe trees were j>lanted at the same tinu-,

ami all are butteriuit.' I'rom the very

mariiu'r of his sjieech I knew that he looked

forward to no word of jiraise or llattery;

he was simply recalling an act of his life

which he conj-idered as in no way out of

the ordinary. Then came a tramp through

the multitinteil maple grove, anil here again

the love of my guide for the forest mani-

fcsteil itself as he spoke of sylvan wonders,

Mich as an oM tree 'four hundred and four-

teen years old, by actual count.'

Mr. Silverthorn, the owner of one thou-

sand acres of farm land in the county, is

now retired, and no nion- dependent upon
his daily toil. He still takes the keenest

interest, however, in the affairs of farm life,

and with the lioyish wholehcartedness of the

real enthusiast delights to show to the

stranger the result*- "*" h'- attempt-- :if .i<-o-

rative fore.stry.

<)



Planning for Street Trees.

Suggestions for improving conditions in Canadian Towns and Cities.

Mr. G. A. Croniie, who some years ago
was forest assistant in the Dominion For-

estry Branch work in British Columbia, and
who is now Superintendent of Trees, in the

Department of Public Parks, New Haven,
Connecticut, writes giving some hints on how
to go about improving shade tree conditions

in our towns and cities. While this is not

forest conservation in its strict sense, yet

good shade trees are so valuable an aid in

forming public opinion on this matter that

we have jileasnre in publishing Mr. Cromie 's

article. He says:

On looking over the century-old elms and
maples in New Haven, Connecticut, of which

I have charge, I can see how much can be

aained in such fast growing cities as Yan-

(lOO a year, smaller ones placing street trees
under the park commissioners, and towns
often getting expert advice for a starting
plan and doing the work under a local tree
warden working part of the year, or a com-
mercial nursery. Many of these were forced
to take such steps by the large number of
old trees that were dying and the poor re-

sults from private planting under modern
street conditions. Those get the best re-

sults in which all the work—planting, treat-

ment for insects, tree surgery, maintenance,
removal—is done by a city department; the
system of private work under permit or
supervision has not been a success.

Here are some ways in which foresters

and other members of our Association can

1 i;fe»P-

-^3^.

Plane Trees (European Sycamore) Planted one year. Set 35 feet apart.

couver, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, and in the

newer sections of Eastern cities, if they will

follow a systematic plan in street tree plant-

ing; and even towns or villages will secure

better shade trees where one person or de-

partment is responsible for their care instead

of leaving them to the general public. Many
members of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion have the necessary training, and can

give some time, at actual work of this char-

acter in the smaller places, or in larger

cities, to organize a movement to place the

street trees under a competent civic de-

partment.
The eastern United States are fast falling

into line in this work, cities of 100,000 pop-
ulation er larger hiring an expert forester

and staff and spending from .$3,000 to $30,-

help to start such a movement in their home
town

:

1. Choose a number of new streets and
induce the authorities—or by public sub-

scrijDtion raise the needed money—to plant

them uniformly with proper species. Ask
the best local paper to help you; they are

always glad to back any such movement that

takes with the people. The interest aroused

should help in extending the work.

2. Gather the^ data needed for a good
planting plan; count the present trees on
each street, by species, using the card sys-

tem, with a note on their height or age
class and condition; note the number of new
trees needed on each street, locating them
l\y house number if necessary, and suggest

the knds to l)e used. In this way you can

10



Planning for Slnct Trees n

tell the minilier ami species of trees in the

city, and you have the information for any
future j>lanti!i<j or even for starting a muni-

cipal nursery. Boy Scouts or hifjh school

lioys can be interested in the outside work;
they save a lot of steps in pacing, and you
will he surprised to see how <|uickly a hun
dred miles of streets will he listed.

3. Get a woman's club to solicit each
house on one or two of the newer and better

streets for the wholesale cost of planting,

you to take charge of the planting. Any
mirsery will quote you better prices than if

they had to deal with each jiroperty owner.

In any case planting is the keynote of

your work. It means most in after results;

it is inexpensive as compared with remov-

ing old trees; it attracts public interest.

Climate varies so in different sections of

<'anada that local trees should be examined,
and advice secured from the nearest agricid-

tural experimental station in selecting kinds

to plant. Evergreens are not desirable for

street use. Our New Haven list—American
and English elms, sugar, red and Norway
maples, plane (European sycamore), bass-

wood, the European lindens, and red and
pin oaks—seems to do well at Niagara Falls,

and should apply to Southern Ontario and
Western Coast cities. Further inland, or

north, the list must be cut down to the

maples and elms and such trees as thrive

locally. The list given out from Indian
Head for farm planting, and headed by box
elder (Manitoba maple) and balsam poplar,

should do well in j)rairie cities, but remem-
l>er that street trees have not the protection

of tho^e in a grove, and some provsion must
be made for watering and mulching. I favor
strongly the top mulch of .strawy material

in all planting, and wonder at not seeing

it used instead of the dust midch in prairie

tree planting, where straw is so plentiful,

and time is so scarce in the cultivating sea-

son.

Some of the mistakes liable to be made
are too close spacing, trying to plant too

large trees, and using fast growing .species

at the expense of quality. As to spacing

forty feet apart will allow alternate light

and shade on the street, and it is not prac-

ticable to plant closer with the idea of tak-

ing out half the trees later on. In regard

to size, trees two in<hes in diameter and
12 feet high, if given good soil, six foot wire

guards and watereil frequently during the

first two year>. will be the most satisfactory

in the end.

Mr. George Bury, Newly Appointed Vice-
President of the Canadian Pacific

Railway.

With the beginning of 191." Mr. George
Bury, formerly N'ice-President and General

Manager of Western Lines of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, with headquarters at Win-
nipeg, became Vice-President of the system

with headquarters at Montreal. Mr. Bury
as one of the executive heads of the C.P.R..

has naturally had much to do with forest

fire protection along the line. At the Win-
nipeg Convention of the Canadian Forestry

Association, Mr. Bury read a paper on 'The
Railway and Forest Protection". Mr. Bury
succeeds Mr. David .MiNicoll, who retires

because of ill-health.

IHIi DESTRLCTIVi: MATCH.

r. A. Lund, Sarkvill,, X.B.

A \alued forest, long and wide,

.\<lorned the sloping mountain's side:

A smoker's burning match was thrown.

And by the breezes fanned and blown.

Till all that splenditl forest green

A worthless waste may now be seen.

Contrary to i>opular belief, forest fires

seldom travel more than two or three miles
an hour. Even in extreme cases it is ques-
tionable whether they burn at a rate of
more than six to ten miles an hour.

The Diana Paper Company, of Water-
town. New York, has jdanted 150,000

spruce seedlings on its property in the

Ailirondacks. The company ha,s estab-

lished its own nurseries and will continue

planting at an accellerated rate from now
forward.
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MINNESOTA'S CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT.

Oil Nov. 3 at the Minnesota elections a
number of important amendments to the

State constitution were submitted to the

voters. These amendments numbered eleven,

and of them all only one was carried, No.
9. This amendment was one which changes
the method of management of State lands.

Up to this time all State lands were handled
on the assumption, so common in all parts of

this continent, that all lands would even-

tually be used for agriculture. In the con-

stitution it was provided that the lands still

in the possession of the State were to be
sold and the proceeds devoted to schools and
other worthy objects. In past years the

great bulk of the agricultural lands owned
l)y the State have been sold and settled

upon and the lands that remain are largely

forest lands. Yet the constitution made no
provision for this, and if something had not
])een done these lands would have Vjeen auc-

tioned off, would have been stripped of such
timber as they carry to-day, attempts would
have been made at settlement ; and by fire

and axe and plow a large part of the State
would have been reduced to desert. By the

amendment carried on Nov. 3 such school

and other pnlilic lands of the State as are

better ailapted for the production of timber
than for agriculture may be set apart as

State forests, and the legislature may pro-

vide for the management of the same on for-

estry principles. The net revenue is to be
used for the purpose for which the lands
Avere granted to the State.

This was a very great victory, and its

significance is heightened by the fact that
every other proposed amendment was de-

feated. This amendment stood ninth on the

ballot, and never in the history of the State
had an amendment passed which stood lower
on the list than fifth. In order i,o carry
the amendment it was necessary to secure a
majority of the total vote cast on all sub-

jects at the polls on election day. The total

vote cast was 356,906. Those votes which
were not cast on the amendment at all

counted against it. The total number of
votes cast for the amendment was 178,954,
while against it were cast 44,033. The
amendment thus had a majority of 501
votes.

Great praise is due the Minnesota Fores-
try Association which since June last has
l)een campaigning to this end. In the fight

they enlisted the aid of the newspapers, the
women 's clubs, the churches, bankers, com-
mercial clubs, telephone companies, farmers

'

clubs, manufacturers, school teachers, forest
rangers, game wardens and county agricul-
tural representatives. The cam^^aign was
carried on by means of public meetings,

motion picture shows, lantern lectures, ex-

hibits at fairs, demonstrations on State For-
ests Day, and by the distribution of 300,000
booklets and 47,000 posters. One of the ef-

fective means was the calling up by tele-

phone, by the members of women's clubs,

of voters on Nov. 2 and the reminding of
the voter not to forget Amendment No. 9.

There are still left in the possession of
the State of Minnesota about two and a
half million acres of land, much of which
is forested, and which w'ill now be avail-

alile for management on forestry principles.

Minnesota is to be congratulated all around.

REPORT ON IRRIGATION.

I'p till the end of 1912 irrigation work
in western Canada was carried on under
the supervision of the Dominion Forestry
Branch. At that time, however, owing to

the great increase in the work, irrigation

was made the work of a se]>arate Branch,
with Mr. E. F. Drake as Superintendent.

The report for the year 1913, the first as a
separate Branch, has now been issued. It

is a volume of 180 pages with maps and
plates, and an inspection of it shows how
important this subject has grown. This ir-

rigation work is closely connected with for-

est conservation, because practically all the

rivers dealt with rise in the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains and are fed by the forest-

e<l lands of the eastern slope of that range.

The report notes the increasing demand
for water because of the rapid settlement
of the prairies and because of the com-
pletion of some parts of the Canadian Paci-

fic Railway irrigation project which will

eventually irrigate three million acres. The
work, outside of the administration work at
Calgary and Ottawa, is diviiled into stream
measurements, special hydrographic surveys,

and drainage investigations. With these
goes the iuspcetion periodically of both
luiildiiig and completed irrigation projects.

Among the works under supervision are the

1,600 miles of canals and ditches on the
western section of the Canadian Pacific
work. This will be greatly increased when
the central and eastern sections of the same
project are completed.

Southern Saskatchewan in the Moose Jaw-
Regina district has a large and growing
population, and, its water supplies from
streams and rivers are comparatively small.

The I'rovincial Government has made an
apjilication for a reservation of one hun-
dred million gallons of water per day from
the South Saskatchewan River to be divert-

ed for this purpose. Reconnaissance sur-

veys have shown the feasibility of this

diversion, but that its cost will be great-

Further surveys are now going on.
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In Southorii Allierta there is another set

of i>rol>!ein.s of an interiiatioiml character.

Mere tht'iv are alroaily irrijjatiou jtrojects

ill Iteing but two of the i-hief irrigating

rivers flow hatk anil forth across the Inter-

national lionmlary. B_v afxreenicnt with the

Initfil States, Canaila ami that country

are to take e<|ual amounts of water from
these rivers, ami measurements are in pro-

j^ress to iletermiiu' what the regular How
is. Measurements are also in progress to

ascertain what amount of water can be
taken from the Bow ami North Saskatche-
wan rivers for irrigation. This will serve

to show the e.xtent of the work. Persons
tlesiring copies of this report may obtain

them upon applying to the Superintemlent
of Irrigation, Ottawa.

GREAT S.VND II ILLS
RESERVE.

FOREST

Mr. t'harles J. Herriot, of Santlford Dene,
.Saskat<hewan, writes:

' In reply to yours of Nov. 17, i would
say I am pleased to note that the necessary
steps towards the formation of a forest re-

MMve in the Great Sand Hills have been
taken.

'Throughout this district the people are
\vell jdea^eil with the jirosjiects, and Avelcome

the idea, as it will mean added protection

against fires, which have been very coiuiuon

during the past four years.

'These Sand Hills are truly a fire traj).

there being such an amount of dead scrub
and long grass, where it is not burned to

the liare sand. The area of bare sand is

increasing yearly, while in some portions
there is springing uj) a gooil growth of

poplar.
' As I have just served a term on the

Local Council, (Rural Municipality of I'itt-

ville, No. lf)ii Sask.) i might say that when
I brought the matter before the Council,

early in June. 1914, they tabled the ques-

tion till they had each felt the pulse of the

people in their respective wards. At the

next meeting, the Secretary was instructed

to write the Department of the Interior,

Ottawa, asking that the aiea above men-
tioned be Willi. irawn from settlement, i)oint-

ing out that it was absolutely worthless for
farming. The Board was unanimous that
this would be in the best interests of the
community at large.

'

SMOKING IN THE WOODS.

Considerable discussion has taken place
on the Pacific Coast as to whether it is

possible to stop smoking in the woods. Mr.
Arthur J. Hendry, of the B. C. Mills Tim-
ber & Trailing Co., writes thus to the
Tintberman:—

'I ijuite agree with you liiat smoking iu
the woods during the dry season is a
iiiinaci', and is no doubt the cause of some
of the forest fires, and while 1 personally
iielie\e that it would lie a good thing 'if

smoking could be ]>rohibited in the woods
during this season of the year, yet 1 do
not see how this could be projierly en-
forced; as the men in the logging camps
are more or less scattered through various
parts of the workings, it is impossible at

all times for the foreman to see some of
the men, and no doubt unless some one was
around where they are working, probably
some of them would smoke notwithstand-
ing any regulations which might be on the
statute boidv. I might say that there is

already in the statutes of British <'oluni-

bia, llllL', a clause which seeks to restrict

this, and is as follows:

—

''During the close .season every person
who throws or drops any burning match,
ashes of a pipe, lighted cigarette or cigar,

or any other burning substance, or who
idasts wood with any explosive in any
forest or brush land, or at a distam-e of
less than half a mile therefrom, shall com-
jiletely extinguish the fire of such match,
ashes of a pipe, or other burnilig sub-
stance l>efore leaving the s|iot."

'
1 am not prepared to say whether any-

thing more can be 'lone in this direction at

the jiresent time.

'

THE VALUE OF YOUNG TIMBER.

The British ('olumbia Forest Branch, in

a recent bulletin, says:

—

'It has l)een found by experience that a

large jiroportion of the fires which start

in slash or young timber will, if allowed
to run, sjiread to valuable timber or j»ro-

perty, and when beyond control destroy
the homes of settlers in the small villages

now being built up throughout the prov-
ince, and cause loss of life. The j>rotec-

tion of the settlers, as well as of the tim-

ber, is not assured unless all bush fires are
kept under control during the dry season.

' ^'oung timber growing on non-agricul-

tural Lands is an asset worth protecting

from fire. Nearly every setlter knows
how r.apidly young timber grows to pole

and tie size. In most districts in Britisli

Columbia timber reaches commercial size

ill sixty or eighty years. It requires no
planting, grows without care or expense,
and produces a valuable crop, whiidi now
beautifies the hills, protects the water-
sheils, and will, in another generation,
sujiport industries. These facts are so well

understood in British Columbia that the
Forest Branch is everywhere securing the
co-operation of the residents in preventing
destructive fires in the young as well as

the old timber.'
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OBITUARY

It has not beeu the custom of the Cana-

dian Forestry Journal to maintain an obit-

uary column, but during the past three

months so many men prominent in himber-

ing and forestry have passed away that

special mention has had to be made of the

fact. The hope is expressed that it will be

many months before a like necessity shall

arise again.

SENATOR ROBERT JAFFRAY.

Hon. Eobert Jaffray died at his home in

Toronto on Dec. Ki from the bursting of

a ])lood vessel. Mr. .Jaffray was born in

Scotland in 1832, liut had lived from his

twentieth year in Toronto, where he was

identified with many commercial and finan-

cial undertakings. Just a few weeks ago,

upon the sudden death of Mr. D. K. Wilkie,

on Nov. 16, he was elected President of the

Imperial Bank of C'anada, which institution

thus lost two Presidents in succession in one

month. Senator Jaffray, both in his per-

sonal and business capacity, as well as in

public life, was a supporter of forest con-

servation. The family residence, surround-

ed by fine old trees, is just across the street

from the residence and grounds of the late

Alexander Manning, which now forms the

home of the Faculty of Forestry of tne

University of Toronto.

SENATOR J. N. KIRCHHOFFER

Hon. J. N. Kirchhoffer died at his apart-

ments in Ottawa on Dec. 22 after a long

illness. He was born in Ireland in 1847,

but had spent all his working life in Canada.

In the west he was known as the founder

of Souris, Manitol)a, and later for a num-

ber of years practiced law in Brandon. He
was a great lover of outdoor life, a sports-

man and a friend of the forests.

MR. V. R. MARSHALL.

Mr. Y. R. Marshall, of Brockville, Ont,

died after a somewhat lengthened illness on

Oct. 2. He was born at Toledo, Ont., in

1849, and in 1874 started in the lumber

business in Brockville. This later developed

into the Brockville Lumber Company, of

which he was the President and Manager
until a year ago, when he sold out his in-

terests and retired. Mr. Marshall was a

man of very observing habits, and his in-

terest in forest conservation was quickened

by passing over an old farm at a lumber

depot which he remembered as a young man
being an oat field, and which, at the time

of his visit, had a fine gro\Ath of pine which
he estimated would in twenty years be ready
for the axe. He argued that if Nature
could do this unassisted she could do much
more by the application of intelligent me-
thods. Perhaps the last time Mr. Marshall
came to Ottawa was on the occasion of the

Canadian Lumbermen 's Association meeting
and Canadian Forestry Association annual
meeting in 1914 when he spoke with very
warm interest of the work.

MR. THOMAS CHARLTON.

Mr. Thomas Charlton, a well known lum-

berman of North Tonawanda, N.Y., died at

his home after a long illness on Nov. 29,

at the age of 75. Mr. Charlton was a mem-
lier of the well known family which made
Lyudoch, Ont., their home and center of
operations for many years. With his bro-

ther, the late Hon. John Charlton, he began
ill the lumber business in 1869, purchasing
;>()0,000 acres of timber land on Georgian
Bay, Ont. He continued in this business all

his life, and was one of the prominent citi-

zens of northern New York, and active in

the affairs of the Presbyterian Church, of

which he was an elder. He leaves a wife

and six children, and is also survived by two
brothers, Mr. George Charlton, of Los Ange-
les, California, and Hon. W. A. Charlton, of

Toronto, immediate Past President of the
( 'anadian Forestry Association.

MR. A H. HILYARD

Mr. A. H. Hilyard, Manager of the Dal-

housie Lumber Company, Dalhousie, N.B.,

died very suddenly of pneumonia on Dee. 3,

at the age of 57. Mr. Hilyard had been
lumbering all his life, and at the time of

his death in addition to being Manager
and Vice-President of the Dalhousie Lumber
( 'onipany was a Director of the St. Maurice
Ijumber Company. Mr. Hilyard took a warm
interest in the forestry convention in Fred-

cricton. New Brunswick, in 1910, and since

that had been identified with the work.

A petition signed by several thousand
tax])ayers in Calhoum County, ^Michigan,

was presented to the Board of Supervisors

at their October session, asking that $1,000
lie appropriated each year for the planting

and care of fruit trees along the highways
where State Reward Roads have been built.

This petition was endorsed by the Central

Fruit Growers' Association, the Horticul-

tural Society and the Battle Creek Chamber
of Commerce. The object is to beautify the

roadways and to produce a revenue from the

sale of fruit to go toward the upkeep of the

roads.
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FORESTRY PROGRESS DEPENDS ON
PUBLIC.

'I'lOgress in forestry depeiiils iiioro upon
what the public pormits tliaii upon wliat
foresters and hiinlH'rmen perforin." This
is a eon<-liision of the Forestry Committee,
as expressed at the Washington Conserva-
tion Congress.
'As a eonsequcncc, ' the committee goes

on to say, 'pnhlic e.lucation is of ))rime
importance, and the best methods of edu-
• ating the public demand special studv.
Since no one else has the interest or the
requisite forestry knowledge, foresters and
lumbermen must learn this trade or pro-
fession in addition to their own. It is not
forests, but the use of forests, which we
seek to perpetuate, and therefore, to be
sound and couviiu-ing, educatioTi must in-
•dude a knowledge of the lumber business."

In presenting .some of the educational
devices the committee commended parti-
cularly the booklets prepared bv various
forest fire j.rotective associations. One
device is a paper drinking cup to be folded
by (hildren, each fold telling a pictured
story of the growth of a forest fire, and of
the evils of its effects. Still another is a
match box legend which points out that
while a match has a head it cannot think
tor itself, but is dei)endent on the thought
of the user to keep it from doing harnrin
the woods.

Tty This Stump Puller
'jrf #laa»r DS^l, '111.. .-,M.liU Mini, p l-uii,.r

^: I I .iii(. liy the ro.it-H, ci;-»tli,K-
" fiMjri i.uu tj tlirc* «i'r»M » Ui«v. '. ,

llie work of mcuty iii»i,. WoMai'it
> '

<•• •end (or our 3 y*«r guarun-
(r« •ifHinsi hrcflkai;* and our
Ircr (rill proixiaiiion AdJrox —

'I

W. SiPllh Grubbir Co. '>^ _
Dl .iiiith Sf J .- *^ -

L«Crri(-rnf. Minn ,/ . ,^ -^•~-'-<-

i^.-i".} f
.•s.

tki:ks, .siiin it.s and .^^kkds
lliinlii Xiirlli, III '/'ric.s <i ml Sh riihs ,,/ /-'on^t

/'ricx .\iil ire mill Fonijin Trii- Sinls

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON. DENNYHURST
ORYDEN, Ont. vi.ii.pcr, lo I1..M. Covoiimicnt. Ku-

( 'orii •</iiiiii/. Ill-,- /'rinifin\r

's Seedlings & Transplants
A I..--W I lie- Sc(.-il> fill- Kiiiirr-iiiij:. 1!l-! lui'
^^ over half a century. Immense stock of
leruhne liaidy sorts at low pricei-. Write for
Iiiice list iind mention this magazine.

KOKKST l'l.,\.\rKHS (JlIIiK IHKK.
The D. Hill N jrsery Co Evergreen .Specialists

Lartiest Growers in .America.
Box 50.1 Dundee. Ill . ISA.

Canadian Forestry Association

"j"HE Canadian Forestry Association is an indopeiulent organization
of patriotic citizens, which has for its object tiic highest 'le-

\eiopnient of the soil and resources of Canada bv urging govern-
ments, municipahties and owners generally to devote each acre to
that for which it is best suited, and particularlv to keep und<'r forest
those soils fitted only to grow trees.

The Membership Fee is one dollar j .t year. Members receive
tree of any additional charge the Ann.ial IJei)ort and Canadian
torestry Journal.

Application for menbership may be made as below:

—

Canadian Forestry Association,
Journal Building, Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen :—/ desire to become a member of the Canadian
Forestry Association and herewith enclose One Dollar member-
ship fee.

Name

Address

Date
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
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Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in
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YALE University Forest School ib a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is ths oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any oth?r in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to graduates of universities, colleges and

scientific institutions of high standing,

and, under exceptional conditions, to

men who have had three years of colleg-

iate training including certain prescrib-

ed subjects. Men who are not candi-

dates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular cour.se, by submitting evidence

that will warrant their taking the work

to their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAHES W. TOUnEV, Director

NEW HAVEN - - - - CONNECTICUT

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
1

AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A

FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the
Canadian Forestry Association was held in
the lecture hall of the Carnegie Library,
Ottawa, on Jan. 19, 191.1, at s ji.ni.

There was a good number jircsent as will
be seen from a list of some of those present
in a later part of this issue.

In the absence of Mr. William Power,
M.P., President, and Mr. F. C. Whitman.
Yiee-President. Hon. IF. Bo.stock was elected
Chairman.
On motion of Messrs. Power and Wilson

the minutes of the last jtrevious annual
meeting were taken as read.

The Chairman nominated the following
as the Nominating <'ommittee anil they were
elected by the meeting: Messrs. R. H.
Campbell, W. C. J. Hall, ITon. Sydney
Fisher. Elhvood Wihson, A. S. Goodeve. C.

.Jackson Booth and J. B. White.
Letters of regret at inability to be pre-

sent were read from Mr. William Power,
M.P., Presi.lent; Mr. F. C. Whitman. Yice-

President, and Messrs. William Little. Au-
brey White, E. Stewart, George Y. Chown,
.Tohn Hendry, Hon. W. A. Charlton, Denis

Murphy, C. E. E. T'ssher, Alex. MacLaurin.
William Pearce, and R. D. Prettie, all Direo

tors.

Letters were read from Messrs. Ellwood

Wilson. W. C. J. Hall, W. Gerard Power
and Paul G. Owen. Secretary of the Quebec
Limit Holders' Association, urging that ef-

AGULTY Of FOCESIRy
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forts be iiiade to induce the Dominion Gov-
ernment to place the Intercolonial Eailway
and the National Transcontinental Eailway,
so far as operated by the Dominion Gov-
ernment, under the same regulations as to

fire protection as the privately-owned rail-

ways of the Dominion are placed by the

Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners.

A letter was also read from Mr. Sidney
Downer of the Macleod Pulp Co., Liverpool,

Nova Scotia, protesting against the custom
of allowing from thirty thousand to fifty

thousand young spruce trees to be cut along
the south shore of Nova Scotia every winter
for export to Boston as Christmas trees.

The Chairman presented the Directors'

Eeport as i1» appears on another page, and
the same was adopted on motion of Col.

Harkom, seconded by Mr. Wilson.

Treasurer's Eeport.

The Secretary presented the Eeport of the

Treasurer for the year 1914 as certified by
the Auditors, as follow^:—

Beceipts.

Balance from 1913 $ 925 19
Membership fees 2,086 21

Sale of reports, etc 13 2.^

Advertising in torestry Journal 125 41
Sale of lantern 35 00
Grant from Dominion Govt 2,000 00
Grant from Ontario Govt 300 00
Grant from Nova Scotia Govt.

(for convention) 400 00
Grant from British Columbia
Govt 200 00

Interest 54 70

$6,139 76

Ex'penditure.

Salaries $2,579 71
Forestry Journal 787 59
Printing and Supplies 253 58
Annual Eeports 505 37
Secretary's expenses 100 00
Telegraph and telephone 8 54
Halifax Convention 524 63
Lantern lectures 128 95
Commission on cheques 10 84
Postage 105 00
Miscellaneous 18 61
Eefund to Nova Scotia Govern-
ment of grant for Convention 400 00

Furniture (including addressing
machine) ...."• 110 75

Balance 606 19

$6,139 76

On motion of Mr. Hall, seconded by Mr.
Wilson, the Treasurer's Eeport as certified

by the Auditors was received and adopted.

Special Committees.

Mr. A. S. Goodeve, convener of the Spe-
cial Committee on a Forestry Congress, re-

ported that on July 22 Sir Eobert Borden,.
Prime Minister, had intimated that he was
ready to take up the question of a Dominion
Forestry Congress. He (Mr. Goodeve) had
immediately replied through the Secretary
of the Forestry Association that the Com-
mittee was ready to assist in any way pos-
sible and asking for infoi-mation on certain
points which was necessary before the Com-
mittee could act. In a few days subsequent
to this war broke out and nothing further
had been done.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson, convener of the Spe-
cial Committee on the formation of Local
Associations reported that he had done a
good deal of work in the year in endeavour-
ing to arouse interest in the formation of
local associations, but the parties approach-
ed had not resjjonded.

It was mpved by Mr. Wilson, seconded
by Mr. Power, and Eesolved: That the As-
sociation strongly urge the Government to
subject the National Transcontinental and
Intercolonial Eailways to the same rules and
regulations, as to fire patrols and fire pro-

tection, as are now imposed on all other
railways by the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners for Canada.

Moved by Col. Harkom, seconded by
Chancellor C. C. Jones, and Eesolved: That
a committee of five (to be nominated by
the Chairman) be appointed to subimit to
the Government a copy of the above Eeso-
lution, the Committee to hold office until

the next annual meeting.
Subsequently this committee vpas se-

lected as follows: Hon. H. Bostock (con-

vener) and Messrs. Denis Murphy, C. Jack-
son Booth, Ellwood Wilson and Chancellor
Jones.

It was moved by Mr. A. S. Goodeve,
seconded by Lt.-Col. J. B. Millar, and Ee-
solved: That the thanks of this Associa-
tion be accorded His Royal Highness the
Governor-General for his kindness in act-

ing as Patron of the Association; the Gov-
ernments, and Chartered Banks which
have assisted the Association by way of
grants, to the Railways for facilitating the
work in various ways, and the Press of
Canada for their sympathetic help in the
way of publicity.

Moved by Hon. Sydney Fisher, seconded
by Mr. A. C. Campbell, and Eesolved, That
the members of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation learn with regret that impaired
health is the cause of the absence from
this meeting of Mr. William Little of
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Montreal, one of the pioneers in forest

conservation in Canada and one of the

early Presidents of this Association, whose
i-hunijiiouship of the cause in the days of

its unpopularity aided nuich in its subse-

quent advancement, and the members hope

that Mr. Little will be speedily restored

to health and spared for many more years

of usefulness in the battle for better for-

estry methods.

Moved by Chancellor C. C. Jones, sec-

onded by Sir. EUwood Wilson and Re-

solved: That the trustees of the Carnegie
Public Library be accorded the thanks of

this Association for their kindness in

placing at its disposal for tlie annual meet-

ing the lecture hall and committee room
of the Library.

Mr F. C. Whitman, Annapolis Royal, N.S.,

President Canadian Forestry
Association, 1915-16.

Moved by Mr. G. C. Piche, seconded by
Dr. Fernow, and Resolved: That Messrs.

Frank Hawkins and T. E. Clendinnen be
paid the sum of ten dollars each for their

services as auditors of the Association in

the past year and that they he and are

hereby appointed auditors for 1915.

It was moved by Mr. A. C. Campbell,

seconded by Mr. Thomas Fawcett and Re-

solved: That this meeting expresses its

condolence with the families of deceased
members mentioned in the Directors' Re-
port.

The Chairman e.xplained that at tlie

meeting of the Directors in the afternoon
the Secretary, Mr. James Lawler, handed
in his resignation, the same to take effect

on Jan. ."11, but that .\Ir. Lawler had agreed
to carry on the routine work of tiie Asso-
ci:ition until a new Secretary was ap-

l>oiiited.

Mr. Lawler explained that he left the
work witli regret. He spoke of the har-

mony that liad always existed lietween

himself and the Board an<l thankoi the
Directors and past Presidents for the sym-
pathy and support they had always ac-

corded him.
The resolution passed by the Board of

Directors dealing with this matter in the
afternoon, given in another part of this

issue, was read to the meeting.

Mr. R. IL Campbell, convener, j)resented

the report of the Nominating Committee
and the same was adopted by the meet-
ing, upon motion of Mr. Campbell, sec-

onded by Mr. Wilson. This report nomi-

nated for election the officers for 19ir)-l(5

as they appear in the list on the front page
of this issue. It was the desire of the

Committee to nominate Mr. William Power,
^[.P., to the Presidency for another year

but while unable to be present, owing to

a trip to England at an earlier date than
expected, Mr. Power had sent word that

he was unable to accept the office for the

coming year. ^Ir. F. C. Whitman, of An-
napolis Royal, N.S., was elected President

and Lt.-Col. J. B. Miller of Toronto, Vice-

President. The only other changes were
in the list of Territorial Vicc-Presjilents

where owing to changes in the Ministry

of Lands and Forests in each case, Hon. G.

Howard Ferguson was elected Vice-Presi-

dent for Ontario to succeed Hon. W. H.
Hearst, and Hon. Geo. J. Clarke, Vice-

President for New Brunswick, to succeed
Hon. J. K. Flcmming.

It was moved by Mr. J. B. White, sec-

onded by Mr. R. H. Campbell, and
Resolved:' That the thanks of this Asso-

ciation be accorded the retiring President,

Mr. William I'ower, M.P., for the very
valuable services ho has rendered to this

Association. Up to the time of the otit-

break of the war Mr. Power looked for-

ward with great interest to the holding of

the Halifax Convention, and made a care-

ful entjuiry into the peculiar needs ami
conditions of that province. The necessity

of giving up the Convention becau.se of

the war was a great disappointment to

him. It was the desire of the Association

that ^rr. Power shouM hold office for an-

other year but he was unable to accept

the office.

In presenting this resolution, which was

warmly applauded, the mover pointed out

that the war came very close home to Mr.

Power in that he had two sons serving in
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the First Canadian Expeditionary Force

where no one doubted but that they would
render good service to the Empire.

The meeting then adjourned.

THE SECRETARYSHIP.

Committee at Work to Find the Right Man
For the Post.

At the meeting of the Directors of the

Canadian Forestry Association on the after-

non preceding the annual meeting the Sec-

retary read a letter tendering his resigna-

tion, asking that it take effect on January
31st. He explained why the notice was so

short and stated that until a successor was
appointed he would continue to carry on

the routine work of the office.

It was moved by Mr. Gordon C. Ed-

wards, seconded by Mr. A. S. Goodeve : That
this Board of Directors learn with regret

of the decision of Mr. Lawler to resign his

position as Secretary. They recognize the

energy and ability with which he has car-

ried on the work. They appreciate his offer

to continue to perform the duties and carry

on the work until his successor is appointed.

They accept his resignation and wish him
every success in his new position. They fur-

ther suggest that the Directors resident in

Ottawa be a committee to recommend the

appointment of a new Secretary.

After some discussion this was amended
to read that the committee be composed of

Messrs. Gordon C. Edwards, Goodeve, Camp-
bell, Leavitt and D. Murphy, and being
piut to the meeting the resolution as amend-
ed carried.

The Special Committee thus appointed met
on Feb. S and elected Mr. Denis Murphy
Chairman. They instructed Mr. Lawler,

who continues to act as Honorary Secre-

tary, to send out a letter of information

to those desiring to become candidates for

the position. A draft of this letter was
approved.

The Committee decided that the first con-

sideration was to get the right man and
other things would be subordinated to that.

While it will not allow the post to remain
vacant an undue length of time it will, in

pursuance of the above policy, proceed with

deliberation.

Several applications have been received,

and these will be considered by the Special

Committee at its next meeting.

Those who desire information as to the

work and possibilities of the office with a

view to becoming an applicant, or of sug-

gesting the name of a suitable person for

the position may address the Honorary
Secretary, Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa.

TAPESTRY TREES.

OAK. I am the Eoof-tree and the Keel:

I bridge the seas for woe and weal.

FIR. High 'er the lordly oak I stand.

And drive him on from land to land.

ASH. I heft my brother's iron bane;
I shaft the spear and build the wain.

YEW. Dark down the windy dale I grow,

The father of the fateful'Bow.

POPLAR. The war shaft and the milking-

bowl
I make, and keep the hay-wain whole.

OLIVE. The King I bless; the lamps I

trim

;

In my warm wave do fishes swim.

APPLE TREE. I bowed my head to

Adam's will;

The cups of toiling men I fill.

ORAXGE TREE. Amidst the greenness of

my night
My odorous lamps hang round and bright.

FIG TREE. I who am little among trees

In honey-making mate the bees.

MULBERRY TREE. Love's lack hath

dyed my berries red

For Love's attire my leaves are shed.

PEAR TREE. High o 'er the mead-flowers

'

hidden feet

I bear aloft my burden sweet.

BAY. Look on my leafy boughs, the Crown
Of living song and dead renown!

—William Morris.

Rules for Care With Fire in the Woods.

1. Be sure your match is out before you

throw it away.
2. Knock out your pipe ashes or throw

your cigar or cigarette stump where there

is nothing to catch fire.

.3. Don't build a camp fire any larger

than is absolutely necessary. Never leave it,

even for a short time, without putting it

OUT with water or earth.

4. Don't build a camp fire against a tree

or log. Build a small one where you can

scrape away the needles, leaves or grass

from all sides of it.

5. Don't build bonfires. The wind may
rise at any time and start a fire which you

cannot control.

6. If you discover a fire, put it out if pos-

sible; if you can't, inform the nearest For-

est Ranger or Fire Warden as quickly as you
possibly can.



Forestry Matters before the Commission of

Conservation.

Forestry Leaders Deal With Diderent Aspects of the Subject.

The sixth annual nieetinjj of the Coni-

niission of Conservation of Canada was
held in the offices of the Commission, Ot-
tawa, January 19 and 20, 1915. with most
of its mointtors from the <litt'erent pro-

vinces in attendance.

Sir Cliflford Sifton, Chairman, presided
and delivered the opening address. In be-

ginning he noted that Dr. lieland, M.P.,
one of the mendiers of the Commission, was
taking an active part in caring for the

wounded^ in Belgium and was at that date
a prisoner in the hands of the enemy. Re-
ference was also made to the fact that

Col. Jeffrey Burland, of Montreal, who was
a member of the Town Planning Com-
mittee of the Commission, had died sud-

denly in England, where he had gone as

Chief Commissioner of the Canadian Red
Cross Association. His place had been
taken by Dr. Hodgetts, Chief Medical Ad-
viser of the Commission, and his work in

Canada had temporarily to be abandoned.
Sir Clifford Sifton 's aildress dealt with

town planning, agriculture survey, illustra-

tion farms, minerals, power survey, fish-

eries, game and fur-bearing animals, use

of western coal, game preservation, in ad-

dition to forests.

It was noted, however, that much of the

work of the Commission this year related to

forestry showing the growth in importance
of this subject, ami synopses of several of

the addresses delivered will be found
below.

Sm CLITFORD SIFTON.

The Chairman Shows Where Progress is

Being Made.

Sir Cliflford Sifton began with the as-

sertion that the fire season of 1914 was the
worst since 1910 and liad it not been for
the protective organizations, established
during the last three years, the loss might
have approached the dimensions of a
national disaster. Larger appropriations
were needed to make the service still more
eflFective. Fire protection must be re-

garded, not as an expense, but as an in-

vestment, which would pay high dividends
in the future.

A general stocktaking of Canada's for-

est resources was urgent in order to pro-
vide for intelligent conservation. This
work, liegun in British Columbi;i and Sas-
katthewjm in 19].'{, had been continued. It

was lioped another year wouM complete
the survey when a report would be pub-
listieil. The low <'Ost of the work, onlv six

Sir Clifford Siftou.

cents per square mile, was explained by
the large amount of data obtained from
the Dominion, Provincial and C. P. K. J"'or-

estry Branches, an<l many limit holders.

It had, so far, been shown that in the
27,000 square miles of Saskatchewan, ac-

cessible by ]>resent logging o|)erations,

there are 2,100,000,000 feet, boanl meas-
ure, of spruce saw timber. Incomplete
data for the other .'{.3,000 square miles in-

dicate a total stand of 1,200,000.(100 feet.

Adding to these another 88,000 square
miles, north of the Churchill river, the

rough total for the whole of Saskatchewan
might be given at 3,500,000,000 feet. Tak-
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ing as a basis the averages found in Sas-

katchewan, the spruce of Manitoba might

be estimated at 2,500,000,000 feet and that

of Alberta at 6,000,000,000 feet, making a

total of 12,000,000,000 feet for the Prairie

Provinces.
While these figures indicated a depleted

condition since the advent of the white

man, Sir Clifford maintained that, with
adequate protection from future fires,

these great areas would re-establish their

timber wealth.

It was onlv partially true that nature

alone provided for the replacement of

valuable commercial forests. The work
of Dr. Howe in British Columbia showed
that the burning of logging slash, at

selected times and under proper super-

^-ision, not only reduces the fire hazard,

but favors the reproduction of Douglas
fir, by exposing the mineral soil. Repro-
duction of valuable species could be ob-

tained at slight expense by providing more
adequate protection from fire on cut-over

lands.
Under the fire regulations of the Eail-

way Commission, steady improvement had
taken place in fire protection along rail-

way lines in which work the railways were
co-operating. The Eailway Commission
had established co-operation with govern-
mental fire protective organizations in all

of the forest provinces, except Nova Sco-
tia. In that province, active co-operation

would follow the appointment of a pro-

vincial forester, for which provision had
been made by law. The situation would
benefit greatly by the early appointment
of a qualified man to the position.

Much had been gained by the fact of
several provincially chartered railways
becoming subject to the Railway Com-
mission's regulations. The International
Eailway of New Brunswick, being ab-
sorbed by the Intercolonial, emphasized
the need for the adoption of the same fire

measures on Government lines as were
required on others. No action had yet
been taken on the Conservation Commis-
sion 's resolution of last year, urging that
the Government lines be placed under the
Railway Commission, in the matter of fire

protection. The management of the Inter-
colonial should repeat, prior to April 1st,

1915, the special instructions issued the
past two summers relative to reporting and
extinguishing fires.

The presence of large cjuantities of in-

flammable debris on Crown and private
lands, near rights of way, was a serious

handicap to the fire protective efforts of
railways. While further legislation was
needed on this matter distinct progress had
been made in individual cases, during the
year. The provincial authorities of Brit-

ish Columbia had issued instructions re-

quiring the burning of slash, resulting

from new public road construction, and
cleaning up old slash, while Ontario, also,

seemed to have provided for the disposal
of road slash, particularly near railways.
The Grand Trunk and Ontario Provincial
authorities were sharing, ecjually, the cost

of removing inflammable debris from the

danger zone along the railway through
Algonquin Park. Similar work was done
by the Department of Indian Affairs along
the C. P. E., through the Shawanaga In-

dian reserve, in Muskoka.

Material additions had been made to the
Dominion Forest Eeserves in Saskatchewan
but there were large areas in all the West-
ern Provinces which should be included in

permanent reserves. The total area of

Dominion forest reserves and parks in

Western Canada now stood at 43,801
square miles.

Sir Clifford urged that the merit system
be substituted for the patronage system
of appointments to the field service of the

Dominion Forestry Branch and strongly
supported the Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion on this issue. It was the most urg-

ently needed reform at the present time.

There was practically a complete divorce

between the theory and practice of fores-

try on Dominion lands. While the Forestry
Branch was well equipped with technically

trained men, it had no connection with the u

administering of cutting regulations on the J \;

licensed timber berths, while the Timber f \

and Grazing Branch, which administered
j

the regulations and collected the revenue i
on licensed timber berths had not, so far

as was known, one man trained in forestry.

Ontario now had 22,574 square miles of

forest reserves and parks. Millions of

acres, cut over or burned over, were with-

out fire protection. If the present annual
revenue of $2,000,000 was to be maintained
the merchantable areas and young growth
would have to be protected, under a defi-

nite policy, such as placing a definite area

under protection each year. The addition,

last year, of 2,000 square miles to the Mis-

sissaga reserve and 811 scjuare miles to the

Algonquin national park was an excellent

step.

In regard to the Trent Watershed, Sir

Clifford urged that the Dominion Govern-

ment purchase the fairly contiguous por-

tions of the 176,000 acres of unlicensed

Crown lands and place them under the

Dominion Forestry Branch; or an arrange-

ment might be made for acquiring them
free from the Province of Ontario. It

would also be a paying investment from

the direct sale of forest products in the

future.

Sir Clifford commended the formation of

forest protective associations of which
there were now two in Quebec covering

the St. Maurice Valley and the Lower Ot-

tawa.
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MR R. H. CAMPBELL, DIRECTOR OF
FORESTRY.

The Year 1914 Compared With 1910.

Mr. R. II. Cainjibell, Doininiou Director
of Forestry, ooiiti'iiiliiifj that fires would
continue for some years to be the great
«nemy of forests in Canada, compared the
year 1914 with tlie nearest previous dry
year, 1910. In 1910, 1,227 tires were re-

ported, on Dominion territory, covering
:{4.o,()()0 acres and burning 18;"i,350,000 feet,

board measure, of merchantable timber.

One continuous fire in the foothills of the
Rockies covered 494 square miles. The
number of rangers on the reserves was
20 and outside, 107. Then, on the reserves,

such improvements as roads and trails ha^l

only been begun and there was no thorough
system of inspection along railways.

Mr. R. U. Campbell.

In 1914, 1,406 fires were reported over an
area of 4.{8,567 acres, destroying 350,000,-

«00 feet of lumber. The staff on th.>

reserves had increased to 142 and their

"whole efforts were strained. (The area
had increas<^d from 2,72;'».3r)0 acres to 23,-

024,«4(i a.rcsi. The result in 1914 seemed
worse than in 1910, in spite of improve-
ments in roads and equipment, but this
was due to two bad fires in the Rockies,
where the road and trail system had not
been worked out and which accounted for
four-fifths of the damage.
Of the known causes of forest fires, set-

tlers took first place, especially outside of
reserves: railwavs followed closelv and

campers came third. These causes showed
how imjtrovemeut should bo worked out.

In 1910, the roads and fire guards
amounted to only 144 miles. There were
now 300 miles of roads within the
reserves, 1,249 miles of trails, r>00 miles of
tire guarils ploughed, 400 miles of fire

guards cut and 2o0 miles of telephone lines.

An improvement in the trails waa accom-
I)lished by carrying out a system of
|)rimary, secondary and third class trails,

the first of these being niain lines and as
well built as the roads. Telephone service,

which is very effective, waa brought to

the highest point of efficiency on the
Hiding Mountain reserve in Manitoba,
where it reaches every ranger district. In

the last year or two the lookout tower sys-

tem had been established to the number of

eighteen. Another big im[»rovement over

1910, when every ranger lived outside the

reserve, was that, now, practically all live

on the reserves. Some 27 houses anil 63

cabins were built for this purpose. Again,

in 1910 the jiatrol carried out along rail-

ways, in operation ami under construc-

tion by the Department, was almost the

only protection against fire. Now, not only

has the system by the forest service, under

the chief inspector of the Dominion Hail-

way Board, been well ilcveloped, and a

special staff appointed for it, but the regu-

lations of the Board have been much more
thorough and responsibility has been

placed on the railways. The results for

the year on most of the lines were grati-

fying.

But no mechanical aids could take the

place of the proper spirit among the men
engaged in the work. And the spirit dis-

])layed by the staff was better than in 1910.

The work wa.s more intelligently directed,

with better results. An example of con-

scientious work was afforded in the fiise

of one ranger, who though ill with dysen-

tery and living on water alone, fought fire

three days and three nights, continuously.

Mr. Campbell concluded by mentioning

four things which he considered essential

to an adequate forest policy:

1—Development of the forest reserve >

policy to include all non-agricultural lands

and completing the fire protective service.

2—Teaching the value of the forest from

the business point of view. The forest h.'id

been regarded too much from the romantic

or aesthetic side. \

3—Infusing the jtroper spirit of public

service "into the organization. Officers I

whose duties were of a permanent nature

should be ensured that if they <lid their

duty efficiently they would be continued

in service.

4—Legislation should be provided by the

other provincial governments, similar to

that in force in British Columbia, giving
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fire rangers eoutrol of the setting of fires

for the clearing of land.

MR. G. C. PICHE.

Progress of Quebec Forest Service.

Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief of the Quebec
Firest Service, traced the growth of the
Forest Service of Quebec, started in 1909,
with an expenditure of $55,000. The staff

then comprised two forest engineers, three
civil engineers, 15 student assistants and
80 rangers. In 1915, the estimated expen-
diture was $100,000, with a staff of 20
forest engineers, two civil engineers, 15
expert scalers or special agents and 80
forest rangers. In order to recruit the
technical men needed a forest school was

Mr. G. C. Piche.

established in 1910 at Quebec. The gov-
ernment employed 18 of the 26 forest engi-
neers, graduated from the Laval Forest
School. The next step would be a ranger
school to train men, not only for the gov-
ernment, but for lumbermen.
Quebec had 130,000,000 acres of forest

area of which 45,000,000 acres were leased
to limit holders; 5,000,000 acres belonged
to private owners and the remaining 80,-

000,000 acres were in virgin forest. Co-
operation with private holders so as to
place their woodlots under a permanent
system of exploitation was desired in addi-
tion to the reforestation of waste lands.

The forest nursery at Berthierville had

been increased to meet the big demand
Avhich had arisen for seedling trees for the
replanting of farmers' woodlots.
Timber lands were being i)rotected from

land speculators getting them under cover
of colonization. During the last year
500,000 acres had been examined and clas-

sified so as to place limit holders in a more
certain position.

On the south shore of the St. Lawrence
reserves had been created where no sales
will be made for ten years. Following an
exploration of 8,000 square miles of vacant
lauds, timber limits were sold, last Octo-
ber, bringing a higher bonus than at any
former sale.

In pulp districts, operators are found to
be cutting stumps low and tops small to a
degree not thought of in 1909. To encour-
age this more, it has recently been decided
to rebate 50 per cent, of the stumpage diie

for all logs, less than six inches in di-

ameter at the small end.
Insect attacks had been slight but there

was a reduction in the reproduction of bal-
sam fir and sjjruce by the defoliations of
the spruce bud worm. Shifting sands were
a menace in many sections, due to bad
cultivation, sandy waves covering good
soil. To combat this, temporary cover with
Iteach grass was very effective and 150
acres were so treated at Lachute. Fifty
more acres were replanted with white pine,

Scotch pine, spruce and green ash. At
Berthier Junction another planting experi-

ment, begun last autumn, would be con-
tinued in the spring.

Fire protection had been well executed
by Mr. W. C. J. Hall, with a small staff,,

jii'd by the lumbermen in such excellent

organizations as the St. Maurice A^alley

Forest Protective Association and the
Lower Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-
tion.

Mr. Piche expected to see the present
cut of one billion feet from the forests,,

under license, greatly increased, by scien-

tific methods without undue drain on thfr

forest.

MR. H. R. MACMILLAN.

The Real Object of Forestry.

Mr. H. E. MacMillan, Chief Forester of
British Columbia, urged an educational

campaign to dispel public apathy, founded
on ignorance, with regard to forests. Can-
ada had not progressed as far as might be-

expected of a people so dependent on for-

ests. Extension of forest administration

was opi^osed by many misinformed people-

who regarded it largely as a sentimental
movement to prohibit the cutting of trees;

by others who regarded it as an expendi-
ture of much government money in plant-
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inj; and tulti\ atioii of forests, an oxpcmli-
ture wliii-li could never he rej>aiil. And
even ainon>; tliose counooted with the lum-

ber iiulustry a niisconeoi)tion existed that
forestry meant the importation from
Kurope of a])surd reijuhitions tiiat Avouhl

hamper and restrict operations.

On the contrary, good forestry policy
expected tliat timber should be cut -when-

ever, and wherever, there was a market
for it. No expenditure should be made
for lire i)rotection that would not be re-

turned by production.

The British Columbia Forest Branch
had ilemonstrated that forestry rejjulations

were not burdensome to operating com-

Mr. R. H. MacMillan.

panii's. Several hundred million feet had
been sold to loggers, during the past two
years, under regulations requiring such
disposition of slash as wouhl prevent dan-
gerous fire hazard ami encourage the re-

generation of the forest.

Every acre should be made productive
by producing either agricultural or tim-
ber crops. South of the 6()th i)arallel, about
fiO per cent, of the area of Canada was
unsuited for agricultural crops, but would
yield merchantable timber. At present,
forest industries supply 12 per rent, of the
foreign trade, It) per cent, of railroad traf-

fic ami e<|ualled, in value, the annual wheat
crop. Should these valuable industries
perish for want of raw material or should
they be ])erpetuated by protecting mature
timber from fire, encouraging young for-

ests and logging so as to help reproduction ?

Yet, people saw no asset in non-agricul-
tural logged areas and burned-over lands.

New Brunswick was now cutting more
than the annual forest growth on Crown
lands. All merchantable forests in Eastern
Canada would rapidly be wiped out on
account of the increasing foreign demand
for the products. Yet on three fifths of the
whole area the forest industry was the
only suitable one. It could be maintained
only by i)roducing timber on the logged-
over and burned-over areas. These lands
were not wastes but needed only fire pro-
tection to enable them to support logging
camps, inilp n)ills and populous communi-
ties.

Thus the i)ractice of forestry in Canada
was imperative as an economic measure.
Tn every province the timbered and non-
agricultural Crown lands shouhl be studidl
in order that protective and administrative
measures might be adopted with a full

knowledge of the ]>roilucts to be derived.

The experience in British Columbia was
that the best results were obtained, at the

least expense, where one organization was
responsible for the necessary forest study
and fire protection as well as the timber
administration.

DR. B. E. FERNOW.

Organization Methods in Forest Service.

Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty

of Forestry of the X'niversity of Toronto,

advanced the motto, "In time of war, pre-

pare for peace," as a forestry ])olicy.

Three suggestions in the report of the

Committee on Forestry might be accen-

tuated. These were: re-organization of the

administrative offices dealing with Do-

minion timber lands, expansion of the

scientific work of the Dominion Forestry

Branch and bringing the Trent Watersheil

under Dominion management.
It was an incongruous condition to have

three separate government branches di-

vide authority over the puldic timberlands.

There were the Timber Branch, in charge

of licensed timber limits; Forestry Branch,

in charge of forest reservations, ex<dusive

of the timber limits, previously licensed;

I'arks Branch, in charge of all the other

portions of the timber area.

The Forestry Branch had been insfitute<l

presumably to bring into tht> administra-

tion technical knowledge to be utilized to-

insure continuity of the timber resources.

Yet all or nearly all the timber lands which
can be used for the next fifty years were
withdrawn under licenses from its <lircct

influence. They were being cut over with-

out technical supervision.

In the case of the commercial timber

areas, the division of authority between

the Forestry Branch and the Timber
Branch led frequently to friction and un-
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economic procedures. A rational arrange-

ment, which could be afforded without
much upheaval, would be to place, at least,

those limits within the reservations, wholly
under the Forestry Branch.

The Forestry Branch should be made
independent of political changes. With
an organization of trained and permanent
men and an extension of the functions of

the Branch, the problems of silviculture

Dr. B. E. Fernow.

could be systematically studied. In Can-
ada, the most fundamental knowledge of

the biology of our tree species, upon which
their silviculture is based, was lacking.

Volume tables to aid timber estimating
and yield tables for calculating the results

of silviculture were also lacking. All of
these the Forestry Branch could be
equipped to furnish.

Dr. Fernow referred at considerable
length to the Trent Watershed and his

estimates in regard to this will be given
in the next issue.

The Canadian Engineer is the authority
for the statement that oil-burning locomo-
tives will be used by the Grand Trunk
Pacific Eailway, according to a state-

ment made in an official interview, on its

transcontinental route. Oil storing facili-

ties are now being prepared.

Mr. James White, Deputy Chairman, Com-
mission of Conservation.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Forester Commission of

Conservation.

An effort is on foot to create a forest

reserve in the Mount Kathadin section of

Maine.



Canadian Forestry Association

Directors' Report for 1914.

While the war has been the domiuating
force in the year the work of the Canailiau

Forestry Association has proceeded as stead-

ily as possible under the conviction that : uch
neces.^-ary work as protecting our forests,

the basis of such a large proportion of the

Tvealth of the country, should not be allow-

ed to lag. When the war ceases the Asso-

ciation hopes to again turn the attention

of all citizens to this most important ques-

tion. To this end it is desired that the

activities of the different departments be
maintained.

Convention Not Held.

At the annual meeting of 1914 it was
decided to hold the convention in Halifax,

and the Secretary made preparations for

this, in which he was assisted by the Presi-

dent, Mr. Wm. Power, M.P.. and especially

by the Vice-President, Mr. F. C. Whitman.
The latter met the Secretary in Halifax in

February and arranged matters with the

Provincial Government and the local author-

ities, and in March visited Ottawa, where
at a meeting of Directors it was decided

to hold the convention Sept. 1 to 4. Later
the Vice-President mapped out a series of

meetings in fourteen different places in

Nova Scotia, where in the months of June
and July the Secretary delivered illustrated

lectures and explained to the leading citi-

zens thft objects and scope of the conven-

tion.

At a majority of these meetings the Sec-

retary was assisted by Mr. B. R. Morton,
B.Sc.F., the officer in charge of Woodlots
of the Dominion Forestry Branch, who at

the same time was making an investiga-

tion of forest conilitions in the province.

At two of the meetings the Vice-President
was able to be present, and during the

whole trip he was constantly in touch with
the Secretary by telephone. It was ho]>ed

that Mr. J. B. Whitman, Deputy Minister
of Crown Lands for Nova Scotia, would
be able to accompany the Secretary through-
out the trip, but other unexpected duties

prevented him from attending all but three
of the meetings.

These meetings, extending as they ilid

from Sydney on the east to Yarmouth and
Annapolis on the west, aroused consider-
able interest, and this was furthered by

the excellent reports given by practically all

the newspapers.
About ten thousand people in Nova Scotia,

timber lot owners and members of the agri-

cultural societies, wore gi\en information

by circular, and through the kindness of

the Director of Forestry with these circulars

were included Circular No. 10 of the Fores-

try Branch, being Mr. Morti n 's pamphlet
on the Care of the Woodlot. These pamp
lets are much appreciated by the farmen»

and the continued demand for them shows
that there is now a very general desire to

know how to handle the timber still stand-

ing on the farm.
After returning to Ottawa the Secretary

continued the preparations for the conven-

tion until the outbreak of war, when the

opinions of all officers and directors were

taken and proved to be practically unani-

mous that the convention shoubl be indefi-

nitely postponed and all the existing ar-

rangements therefor cancelled.

At a meeting of the Directors on Aug,

20 it was decided to postpone the conven-

tion indefinitely, to return the $400 contrib-

uted by the Province of Nova Scotia, and

not to draw on the Vice-President for the

$350 promised by the Lumbermen 's Asso-

ciation of Nova Scotia. The postponement

of the convention was the more regretted by

the Directors as up to the outbreak of

hostilities the meeting had promised to be

one of unusual interest.

Dominion Forestry Congress.

At the annual meeting a deputation of

members waited upon the Right Honorable

the Prime Minister, Sir Robert Borden,

and lion. W. J. Roche, Minister of the

Interior, and pressed upon them a number

of resolutions dealing with the increase of

forest reserves in the west, the extension

of civil service regulations to the outside

service, the afforestation of sand lands, fires

from railways, tree planting, and commend-

ing the Government for establishing the

Forest Products Laboratory. In the course

of his reply Sir Robert Borden asked the

Canadian Forestry Association to consider

the question of the calling of a Forestry

Congress by the Government. *t the con-

cluding session of the annual meeting the

Association passed a resolution that it would

27
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be advisable to call such a Congress for

January or February of 1915, and ap-

pointed a committee to give the Prime Min-
ister any assistance possible in this matter.

This committee, of which Mr. A. S. Good-
eve is chairman, met and drew up a series

of suggestions for which they were thanked
by the Prime Minister.

Just after the conclusion of the Secre-

tary 's trip in Nova Scotia a communica-
tion was received from one of the Prime
Minister's secretaries stating that Sir Eob-
ert Borden was ready to take up the matter.

The Secretary immediately wrote on behalf

of Mr. Goodeve expressing the conunittee's

willingness to act and asking for some
necessary information upon which to begin.

Before there was time to receive an answer
to this letter hostilities had broken out and
nothing further has been heard of the

matter.

Pure Maple Products.

Toward the close of the 1914 regular ses-

sion of Parliament the Secretary, upon the

invitation of the Pure Maple Products As-

sociation of Quebec, attended a deputation
which pressed upon the Minister of Inland
Eevenue greater strictness in the law re-

garding the sale of maple sugar and maple
syrup. The deputation was successful in its

object and it is now illegal to use the word
'

' maple '
' in connection with any sugar or

syrup which is not wholly the product of

the maple tree.

Publication Work.

Other work of the Association has been
carried on as actively as the circumstances

of the year permitted. The Canadian For-

estry Journal was issued nine times during
the year, and reports of the worl: in French
were sent month by month to tae Journal
d 'Agriculture, Quebec. The report in French
of the three latest conventions was issued

in October and sent to a list of names
throughout Canada, but chiefly in the pro-

vince of Quebec. Notice of the issue of

the same was sent to all French newspapers
in Canada, and since that time there has
been a steady demand for copies.

A number of bulletins have been issued

as in past years, but greater attention was
paid this year than ever before to the pre-

paring of short individual articles for dif-

ferent newspapers and magazines. These
articles have been very gladly leceived and
given prominent positions, and sometimes
illustrated by engravings. This is a feature

of the work capable of great expansion.

There is very little cost attached to it aside

from the time necessary to prepare the

articles.

Membership Details.

The income of the Association from mem-
bers' fees was about $400 less than in 1913.
This was caused by the fact that no con-
vention was held, as a number of new mem-
bers join at every convention, and because
of the fact that, owing to war, it was not
possible to carry on an autumn membership
campaign. The number of new members
who joined during the year was 263, and
of those who resigned, died or were dropped
for non-payment of dues, 304, leaving the
membership 2,993.

^Vhile the circle of Directors has not been
broken during the year the Association has
lost an unusual number of its prominent
members by death, the list including Mr.
M. M. Boyd, Lt.-Col. Jeffrey H. Burland,
Hon. Colin Campbell, Hon. Wni. Gibson, Mr.
John Gillies, Mr. A. H. Hilyard, Hon. Eobert
Jaffray, Hon. J. N. Kirchhoflfer, Hon. David
Laird, Mr. H, H. Lyman, Mr. V. R. Mar-
shall, Hon. F. D. Monk, Sir Geo. Ross, Dr.
William Saunders, Lt.-Col. D. R. Wilkie and
Sir William Whyte.

The Dominion Government and the Gov-
ernments of the provinces of Ontario, Que-

bec and British Columbia have continued

their grants, and some of the banks and
lumber and pulp companies have subscribed

for a number of officers. The Bank of

Nova Scotia was added to the list of banks
supporting the Association in this way.

The effect of the cancelling of the con-

vention was that while most of the expenses

for the same were incurred there was not

the benefit to income accruing from a con-

vention, while the war seriously interfered

with our finances. In spite of these draw-
backs the Association ends the year with a

balance of about $600.

General Forestry Conditions.

Throughout Canada in spite of the war
there has been continued progress in forest

conservation. The season was, all over Can-

ada, an unusually bad one for fires, and
heavy losses are reported at different points.

In the Maritime provinces and extreme
eastern part of Quebec there was a fair

amount of rain, but west of that to the

Pacific coast drought conditions prevailed

practically all through the season until

snow came. But while there has, pro-

bably, not been such a bad fire season for

ten years, on the other hand never before in

the history of Canada were such determined
efforts put forth to prevent and suppress

fires. There are many weak spots in the

different fire protective services in Canada,
but the number of strong places is con-

stantly growing larger.
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Special mention may be made of the suc-

cessful lights put up by the 8t. Maurice
Forest Protective Association ami the Lower
Ottawa Valley Forest Protective Association.

There has also been a notable improvement
of the fire protection along railway lines,

from which system of protection unJer the

direction of the Railway Commission of

Canada the Government railways are still

exduiled.

per acre and all lands east of the Cascades
bearing over /),(»00 feet per acre of mer-
chantable timber are reserved from entry.
In British Columbia the protection and ad-

ministration of all timber lands has been
j)lacc<l by statute under a forest board con-
sisting of trained men.

Conclusion.

Additions to Forest Reser\t:s.

Very considerable additions were made to

the Dominion Forest Reserves in the western

provinces. These additions were chiefly in

Saskatchewan where 7,879 square miles of

land unsuited to farming were added to the

already existing reserves. It should be
noted that this was a development for which
the Association hail pressed. The total

areas now in forest reserves under the Do-
minion Forestry Branch are: Alberta, 12,-

462,720 acres"; Saskatchewan, 6,195,200

acres; Manitoba, 2,60l>.0S0 acres; and Bri-

tish Columbia 1,7;19,360 acres, a total of

2.3,02-t,640 acres of reserves under the Do-
minion Government.

There have been some increases in the

forest reserves in the dififerent provinces,

which according to latest figures obtainable

now stand as follows: Quebec, 107,997,513
acres; Ontario. 14,430,720 acres, and in

British Columbia under provincial jurisdic-

tion, 2,474,240 acres. In the last named
province, in addition to the above delimited

reserves, all lauds west of the Cascades bear-

ing more than 8,000 feet board measure

Before the war broke out the question of
the supply of pit props and other mining
timber in the Maritime Provinces was oc-

cupying the attention of the Dominion For-
estry Branch. The cutting off of the supply
of this timber and of poles by the closing

of the Baltic resulted in a visit of commis-
sioners from Great Britain. Whether or not
a trade in these lines can be developed with
Europe the iiicident draws attention to the

increasing importance of timber lands of the

Maritime Provinces.

In spite of the war the three Canadian
forestry schools report almost the same num-
ber of students in attendance as last year.

So long as war lasts it will probably be
impossible for the Association to inaugurate

an aggressive campaign, but when war ceases

two prime duties seem before it, one to re-

commence the work in Nova Scotia in order

to assist in the solution of the peculiar

problems of that province, and the other

to forward the movement for a Dominiort

wide convention to take stock of the whole

forest situation and to see what progress

has been made since the National Forestry

Congress of 1906.

Scientific Investigation Urged.

Mr. A. C. Macdonell, M.P., Urges Linking Up of Universities and Business—What the

Dominion Forest Products Laboratories Are Doing.

Knowing the benefits which are to be

derived from the application of trained

knowledge to industrial problems, particu-

larly as related to our rapidly developing

and changing forest industry, the Canadian
Forestry Association for a considerable time

urged upon the Dominion Government the

establishment of a Forest Products La-
boratory. This advocacy was successful,

and in 1913 Hon. Dr. Roche, Minister of

the Interior, established such a laboratory

under the Dominion Forestry Branch. For
reasons of equipment and otherwise the

laboratory was located at Montreal in con-

nection with ^fcGill University. It is no

exaggeration to say that there are literally

thousands of facts which Canadian lumber-

men, pulp makers, paper makers, builders,

railways, electrical tranmission companies,

and manufacturers desire to know about

Canadian timbers and woods. To take just

one illustration: a large proportion of the

trees in our forests are known as 'weeds'

because no profitable use has been found

for their wood. If certain trees could be

u.'^ed to make pulp and paper it would

29
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greatly increase the supply of paper-making
raw material in Canada. It is to such
problems that officers of the Dominion Gov-
ermnent Forest ProcJucts Laboratories at

Montreal are addressing themselves, urged
on by the needs and the requests of wood-
users in all parts of the country. The
Canadian Forestry Association welcomes
support for this work, and a most encour-
aging speech, showiug full appreciation of

the situation, was made by Mr. A. Claude
Macdonell, the progressive Member of Par-

liament for South Toronto, in the House
of Commons on February 23. In this part
of his speech Mr. Macdonell said:

Mr. Macdonell' s Speech.

*I am going to refer for a moment, and
this time with approval, to my friend The
Glote. I see that The Glohe has been ad-

vocating that the country be engaged in a
propaganda of industrial research. That is

not a new idea; in fact, it is an old idea
in Canada, and it is older still in other

countries. The idea is to invoke the aid and
assistance of our universities and great seats

of learning and knowledge and to send out

to the world practical scientific men equip-

ped with expert knowledge, to secure in-

formation in regard to manufacturing pro-

cesses and to ascertain the location of

markets, etc., with reference particularly to

those products the supply of which hither-

to has been in the hands of Germany and
which is now available to any one who may
be able to capture it. The Globe has been
advocating that. Let me point out that in

the University of Toronto they are now
making anti-toxin for the relief of persons

afflicted by diphtheria. It is a purely phil-

anthropic work that is being done by uni-

versity graduates, and is the beginning of

what I trust will be a very large public

enterprise in the near future. They are

also manufacturing tetanus, an anti-toxin

for the use of the Eed Cross Society for

the treatment of lock-jaw and things of

that kind. The University, on the first small

order, saved the Eed Cross Society no less

than $3,000. We have many opportunities

of securing the business that has been
thrown open by the dislocation of the trade

which Germany formerly did with Canada
and the rest of the world. All of which
means that Canada will have either to sup-

ply herself from abroad with what she has

heretofore purchased from enemy countries

or make it herself, which is the preferable

course to adopt.
' We must ascertain the entire quality and

quantity of the products that we will re-

quire under the new conditions, so that we
may supply ourselves with all these goods
from this time forward, which means ag-

gressive industrial research, so as to submit

to cajjital and moneyed men the means of
manufacturing what we need.

' Our universities turn out each year a
large number of engineers, chemical engi-

neers, doctors, doctors of philosophy, chem-
ists, and highly trained men in the var-

ious arts and sciences. These are ' pure
science men,' and should be devoted to
' applied science. ' They should be turned
to jiractical problems and their solution, for

the benefit of the people. These men have
been taught to believe that their objective
in life was to be teachers, professors, etc.

This should apply to some of them, but
many of the abler men should go out into

the world to investigate and direct for the

betterment of human kind and thereby in-

crease the amount of useful knowledge.
This method of research is practical.

' There should be an established relation-

ship between learning and industry. Labor-
atories of industrial research should be es-

tablished at all great seats of learning and
at our universities.

'We have precedence for that splendid

work in many of the large institutions and
foundations in the United States. I might
refer to the Carnegie Institute at Washing-
ton, the General Education Board, the Car-

negie Foundation, and the Eockefeller

Foundation, all of which are performing a

great public service by educating men scien-

tifically and eqiupping them to take part in

the industrial enterprises of the country.

These institutions are endowed with hun-

dreds of millions of dollars. I commend to

the Government some such action as that

which has been taken in many other coun-

tries in regard to the encouragement of

scientific men to aid and assist in the tech-

nical application of the scientific knowledge
Avhich they have acquired at the universi-

ties in order to help to build up the

manufacturing enterprises of the country.

'

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING.

Among those in attendance at the an-

nual meeting were:
Mr. George Burn, General Manager,

Bank of Ottawa; Mr. C. Jackson Booth;
Dr. George Bryce, Winnipeg; Dr. J. S.

Bates, Montreal; Mr. W. J. Boyd.
Mr. E. H. Campbell, Director of Fores-

try; Dr. Jokn M. Clark, Albany, New
York; Mr. A. C. Campbell; Mr. Eoy L.

Campbell, Montreal.
Mr. T. W. Dwight; Mr. C. B. Dougherty;

Mr. John Dixon.
Hon. Sydney Fisher; Dr. B. E. Fernow,

Toronto; Mr. Thomas Fawcett.
Mr. A. S. Goodeve; Mr. G. S. Gutches,

Prince Albert, Sask.; Mr. Arthur H.
Graham.
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Lt.-Col. J. W. llarkoiii, Molbouiiie. Que;
Mr. W. C. J. Hall, Quebec City.

Dr. C. C. Joues, Fredericton, X.B.
Mr. Civile Leavitt.

Lt.-CoL J. B. Miller, Toronto; Mr. 11. R.

MacMillan, Victoria, B.C.; Mr. J. F. Mac-
Kav, Toronto.

Mr. G. C. Pii-he, Quebec City; 'y\v. "\V.

Gerard Power, St. Paconie, Que.

Mr. D. B. Rochester; Mr. F. B. Robert-

son.

Mrs. N. C. Smillie, representing Mont-
real Women 's Club.

Mr. KlUvood Wilson, Grand Mere, Que.;

Mr. J. B. White, Montreal; Mr. II. Claugh-
ton Wallin.
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"THE Canadian Forestry Association is an independent organization
* of patriotic citizens, which has for its object the higliest dc-

\elopment of the soil and resources of Canada by urging govern-

ments, municipalities and o^^•ners generally to devote each acre to

that for whicli it is best suited, and particularly to keep under forest

tliose soils fitted only to grow trees.
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free of any additional charge the Annual Ileport and Canadian
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Canadian Forestry Association,
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Gentlemen :—/ desire to become a member of the Canadian
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ship fee.

Name

Address _

Date
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New Brunswick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in igoS

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

F'<>r further information address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished
on application. — — —

C. C. JONES. Chancellor

YlllEmm fORESI SCiOL
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School ib a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to graduates of universities, colleges and
scientific institutions of high standing,

and, under exceptional conditions, to

men who have had three years of colleg-

iate training including certain prescrib-

ed subjects. Men who are not candi-
dates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence
that will warrant their taking the work
to their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, SiUdculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technologj- and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAHES W. TOUHEY, Director
NEW HAVBN CONNBOTICUT

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.
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EDITORIAL.

His Royal Highness the Governor-
General has graciously consented to

act as Patron of the Canadian Fores-
try Association for the year 1915-16.

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, !\Tinis-

ter of Lands, Forests and ]\Iines for

Ontario, and Hon. George J. Clarke,

]\Iinister of Lands and Mines for New
Brunswick have accepted office as

Provincial Vice-Presidents of the As-

sociation for Ontario and New
Brunswick, respectively.

So many relatives and friends of

members of the Canadian Forestry

Association are now on the firing line

in p]nrope, or on the way tliither,

that no excuse is made for iiududing

an announcement from the Postmas-
ter-General in regard to letters ad-

dressed to men at the front. The
first announcement is tliat the ordin-

ary rate per ounce on letters going

to the United Kingdom will apply to

letters addressed to Canadian and
T^>ritish troops on the Continent, in-

33
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stead of the 5 cents per ounce rate William Power, M.P., has two sons

prevailing ordinarily to continental officers in the first contingent now
Europe. The second announcement in France ; the son of Mr. William
is that in order to facilitate the Pearce, Calgary, is now in France ; a

handling of mail at the front letters daughter of Mr. A. S. Goodeve was
should be addressed as follows

:

one of the first to be accepted on the

(a) Eank corps of nurses sent out and she is

(b) Name HOW in France, while a son is pre-
(e) Eegimcntal Number. paring to go with the second con-
(d) Company, Squadron, Battery or other \. , /-. t /-< -r» T\r i p.

unit..... tmgent; Col. George P. Murphy of

(e) Battalion the Canadian Army Service Corps is

(f) Brigade the son of Mr. Denis Murphy, and
(g) First (or Second) Canadian Contin-

l^.q^j^ q ^^ Edwards, in command
(h) British Expeditionary Force of the 38th, is a nephew of Senator

Army Post Office, W. C. Edwards and brother of Mr.

LONDON, ENGLAND. Gordon C. Edwards. Besides this

we have new evidence every day of

A meeting of limit holders repre- the large number of relatives of

senting territory in the Upper Ot- members who have enlisted for ac-

tawa district in Quebec was held at tive service.

the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, on
March 15 when the matter of form-
ing another forest protective associa-

tion was discussed at length. The
idea of the promoters was to unite

the holders of timber limits stretch-'

ing westward from the territory cov-

ered by the Lower Ottawa Forest

Protective Association as far north

and west as might conveniently be

handled by one association. At the

conclusion of the meeting a commit-
tee was appointed to go fully into the

matter and to report at a later meet-

ing.
:.

WOODNOTES.

Reference is made in another part

of this issue to a number of the em-
ployees of the Dominion Forestry

Branch and the British Columbia
Forestry Branch who have enlisted

for active service in the war. This is

true of all institutions in Canada.
How deeply interested the Canadian
Forestry Association is in the pro-

gress of the campaign is shown by
the fact that a number of relatives

of Directors are at the front or are

preparing to go with the second or

third contingents. Just how many
these are is not known but, acci-

dentally, the following facts have
been learned : The ex-President, Mr.

When the pine tosses its cones

To the song of its waterfall tones.

Who speeds to the woodland walks?
To birds and trees who talks?

Caesar of his leafy Eome,
Where the poet it at home.

He goes to the riverside—

•

Nor hook nor line hath he;
He stands in the meadows wide,

—

Nor gun nor scythe to see.

Sure some god his eye enchants:
WTiat he knows nobody wants.

In the wood he travels glad,

W^ithout better fortune had,
Melancholy without bad.
Knowledge this man prizes best

Seems fantastic to the rest:

Pondering shadows, colors, clouds.

Grass-buds and caterpillar-shrouds,

Boughs on which the wild bees settle.

Tints that spot the violet's petal,

Why Nature loves the number five,

And why the star-form she repeats:

Lover of all things alive,

Wonderer at all he meets,
Wonderer chiefly at himself,

^^^l0 can tell him what he is?

Or how meet in human elf

Coming and past eternities?

—Ralph Waldo Emerson.

THE ELM.

The elm in all the landscape green.

Is fairest of God 's stately trees

;

She is a gracious mannered queen,

Full of soft bends and courtesies.

—

Smith.



The Relation of Forestry to the Development
of the Country.

Description of Some European Forest Conditions by Mr. R. H. Campbell, Dominion
Director ol Forestry.

^VIlile on a visit to the Old Country
reoently I lia.l tho o{«|>ortunity of vi.sitin}j

Sir William Schlieh, the head of the Forest

tN'hool at the University of Oxford. Dr.

Sdiliih is the oldest forester now in Eng-
land and has had the longest experience

in forestry work. He had the honor, with
Sir Dietrich Brandis, of organizing the

forest service in India and spent twenty-
five years in that service. He then re-

turned to Eiifrland to the forest school

liam has since the inception of the forestry
work in Canada taken a very keen interest

in it, and was very much jdeased to learn

of the progress that is being made.

Dr. Schlich Discusses Forestry Situation
in Canada.

I'r. Schlich was kind enough to discuss
the Canadian situation somewhat fully,

and after doing so he advised me that the

Mature Scotch Pine, Ballochbuie Forest, Scotland.

which was then located at Cooper's Hill

at which the forest students for the Indian
service were educated, and has since
been engaged in preparing men for the
Indian forest service, which requires very
high technical qualifications in its officers.

Within the last few years the forest school
was moved to Oxford and is now being
carried on in connection with the Uni-
versity. Sir William is still active and
able to attend to his work in the school
and deliver lectures, although he is begin-
ning to feel the effects of age. Sir Wil-

best policy to follow was to have forest

reserves established wherever there were
lands suitable for that purpose, and then

go forward and develop a permanent policy

of administration on these reserves. This

wa-s the policy followed in the develop-

ment of forestry work in India, and from
Dr. Schlich 's experience he was satisfied

that this was the important basis for any
advance in forest management in Canada.

A statement of this kind from a man of

Sir William Schlich 's long experience both

in forest management and in education, is

35
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of great value and should give the for-

esters in Canada much more confidence in

advocating the policy of setting apart for-

est reserves which has alreadj^ to a con-

siderable extent been advocated and
adopted.

Progress Being Made in Setting Apart
Forest Reserves.

Considerable advance has been made in

Canada in the setting apart .of forest re-

serves. At the present time there are for-

est reservations throughout the Dominion
as follows:

Acres.

Quebec 107,997,51;}

Ontario 14,4.30,720

Manitoba 2,606,400

Saskatchewan 6,195,705.6

Alberta 16,813,376

British Columbia (in Eailwav
Belt) ". 2,417,638.4

British Columbia (outside

Eailway Belt) 2,474,240

making a total of 152,935,593 acres. Be-
sides the areas given for British Columbia,
all the lands west of the Cascades bearing
more than 8,000 feet, board measure, of

timber per acre and all lands east of the

Cascades bearing over 5,000 feet, board
measure, per acre of merchantable timber
are removed from entry.

These areas have been selected with con-

siderable care with the object of including
in such reservations only lands which con-

trol watersheds, or which owing- to the

nature of the soil, topography or altitude,

are not suitable for agricultural purposes.

The determination of what lands are abso-

lute forest lands and what are agricultural

lands is a matter of great importance, and
it is one into which a good many factors

enter so that the decision that any land
is absolute forest land may have to be
altered with conditions of climate, or mar-
kets and of agricultural and forest de-

velopment.

Agricultural Conditions.

In considering the possibilities of the
use of land for agricultural purposes it

should also be kept in mind that the idea
is not as to whether it might or might not
be possible to plough up the land and raise

some sort of a crop on it or use it for

grazing purposes, but whether the condi-
tions are such that a family can be sup-
ported upon the land in ordinary decency
and comfort. If such is not the case the
2ilaciug of people on such lands is not only
of no benefit to them but is an absolute
detriment to the common weal as the re-

sult can only be the bringing up of a gen-
eration which will be a menace rather
than a strength to the state.

In districts where the climate is suffi-

ciently mild to permit of the growth of
fi'uit, cultivation may be carried to higher
altitudes than in cases where less profit-

able crops to the acre can be grown. In
France and Switzerland, vineyards are
found high up on the sides of the moun-
tains on soil that is not of good quality
and are making possible a profitable re-

turn from the land so as to largely provide
for the support of a family on compara-
tively small areas. Where grain or root
crops must be resorted to, the area of land
required for the support of a family would
be considerably greater, and where it

reaches a point that only the grazing of
stock and the growing of green feed is a
l)Ossibility the area required for the sup-

}iort of a family must be largely increased.

On the poorer land and in the mountain
districts of Europe it has been found pos-

sible to greatly extend the area of profit-

able settlement by providing an outside
source of employment and profit to the
agriculturists, and this has been done by
covering the poor land with forest and
clothing the mountainside with a crop of
trees. If we take a typical mountain val-

ley in any 'of the forested districts of
Europe the matter will be found to work
out somewhat as follows: In the lower part
of the valley where jjractically any crops
may be grown, the farmer can depend on
the proceeds of the land he owns or has
rented to provide for himself and his fam-
ily. Proceeding higher up the valley
small fields of grain alternating with pas-

ture provide a rather inadequate support
for the family, and higher up climatic con-
ditions which make the land suitable only
for grazing, except possibly only a few
acres in the immediate bottom of the val-

ley, make it necessary that only the graz-
ing of stock, which is generally done on
common pasturage, should be carried out
while the small area of arable land in the
bottom of the valley may supply feed for

the stock for the winter and vegetables for
the family.

It is found, however, that, if some pro-

fitable work can be provided in the winter
for the families living in such valleys, the
valleys will be able to support a consider-
ably larger population than would be the
case if the hill sides were bared and de-

voted wholly to grazing or attempts at

agriculture. The contrast, from observa-
tion, between the forested and deforested
valleys in the mountains is so great that
a forested valley will support a popula-
tion estimated at five times the number
in a deforested valley in a mountainous
district. It will be seen then that the
forest is not opposed to agriculture but is

a great assistance to it in places where
the agricultural conditions are not the
most favorable.
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Scotch Pine. Height, 108 feet; girth, 11 feet 10 inches.

Forest Planting Helps Poor Lands.

While the agricultural settlements in

mountain valleys have been referred to in

the preceding paragraph the same thing
applies to poor lands, especially sandy
lands, which may not be of any great ele-

vation. A very striking example of this

is seen in the district of the Landes in

southwestern France. The sands thrown
up on the sea-shore in the vicinity of Bor-
deaux and southward drifted in on the
farmyards and vineyards to the east,

gradually covering and destroj'ing these
and resulting in a condition of sand hills

or dunes moving slowly under the influence
of the wind, with stretches of marsh be-
tween them. On these sand hills and
marshes grew a scanty vegetation which
provided pasturage for a few sheep which
were looked after by the shepherds who
have often been described walking over
the hills and through the marshes on stilts

watching their sheep and sometimes busily
knitting in order to add to the value of
their time. Agriculture was impossible in

the district and this grazing which was
very poor and carried but a small num-
ber of stock was all the use that could be

made of this extensive and increasing sand
area. In the year 1788 steps were taken
by the French government to ascertain

what could be done to improve conditions
here, and a policy of forest planting was
decided on with the result that these sand
wastes have been almost entirely jilanted

up with Maritime pine which jiroduces a
very valuable harvest of resin during the
life of the tree while the wood afterwards
is useil for paving blocks in Paris, for

props for coal mines in England and Wales,
and for other puri)oses. In fact one part
of the shortage of mine props in Great
Britain at the present time is due to the
fact that the supjdy coulil not be obtained
from northern France on account of the
scarcity of labor owing to the men having
all been called out to join the army. It

will be remembered that there was a depu-
tation from the British government in Can-
ada recently looking into the rjuestion of

the possibility of obtaining a supply of
pit jjrops in Canada to cover the shortage
from the Baltic as well as from France.
The effect on the population of this re-

forestation work is shown by the fact that
in the parishes of La Teste and Cazeaux,
in this district the population before re-
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Pine Trees tapped for Resin near Bordeaux. France.

forestation was 1,600 and is now 14,000,

and considerable areas have been brought
under cultivation owing to the improved
conditions resulting from the fixing of the

sand dunes. It is no wonder that a mar-
ble monument as well as a bust in bronze
have been erected in the district to M.
Bremontier, who initiated this work.

Forestry in Scotland.

In the earlier history of Scotland it is

probable that the greater part of the High-
lands was covered with a tree growth
known as the Grampian forest, and that

the forest was destroyed over most of the

Highlands by fire which may have been
set in the later days for the purpose of

clearing out some of the turbulent clans

from the glens and thus enforcing a paci-

fication which otherwise seemed impos-
sible. As a matter of fact at the present
time a very large proportion of the High-
lands consists of heath-clad hills, with a

very little of natural forest on the estates

of some of the more prosperous land own-
ers. In the days of the Highland clear-

ances the glens were emptied of men in

many places to make way for sheep and
the grazing of sheep in the Highlands has
been recently its most important industry.

A careful study of the whole question of

the relative value of grazing and forestry
in the Highlands has been made in recent
years and the deliberate conclusion has
been reached that with land which will not
rent for more than one shilling an acre

for grazing sheep, or even up to three
shillings, it is certainly much more profit-

able to put the land into forest, and those
of the private owners who are in a position

financially to do so are planting trees and
turning such lands into forests as rapidly
as they can overtake the work. A large
part of Scotland is so situated <that the
grazing is really not of great value as it

is reckoned in the Old Country where our
western estimate of one head of cattle to

20 or 30 acres of land, and one head of

sheep to about one-quarter of that area,

would be considered as reducing the graz-

ing value of the land so low as to make it

worthless for any purpose.

The Eoyal Scottish Arboricultural So-

ciety, which includes many of the large

land owners in Scotland, is urging strongly
a general policy of reforestation for the
highlands of Scotland of such lands as are
non-agricultural and are not grazing land
of high quality. The Arboricultural So-

ciety argue for their view of this question
not only from the basis of the land being
thus put to its most valuable use but also

from the basis of developing an increased
population on the land, making the people
more comfortafble and contented and pos-

sibly stopping some of the exodus to Can-
ada which has proved such a great drain
on the poijulation of Scotland. The Ar-
boricultural Society has regular excursions
every few years to some of the European
forests and its members have seen the
effect on the development of population
of a well regulated co-operation between
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agriculture, grazing and forestry, and their

recoinmendations to the goverument are

based on well established grounds. When
it is realized that it will take 1,500 acres

for grazing 1,000 sheep and that probably

one she{ihord will be able to look after this

flock, whereas in the developed forests of

Europe at least one man to one hundred

acres is required, it will be seen that the

possibilities of increasing the population

by the encouragement of forestry are very

great.

Conclusion.

While an argument from the experience
of Europe or Great Britain cannot be trans-

ferred to Canada without consideration of

the different conditions it is quite clear

from the study I was able to make during
the past summer of this question in the
Old Country that for the best development
of a country both in industries and in

poinilation, it is necessary to have a pro-

per balance between the agricultural, graz-
ing and forest interests, and that these
are not necessarily antagonistic but should
be mutually helpful.

Fire Line on Sand Dunes near Bordeaux, France.

WIRE FENCING AND TREES. TO SEEK NEW MARKETS.

Occasionally, in running wire fences, it is

necessary to attach the wires to trees. In
doing this, it is bad practice to use staples

to attach the wire directly to the trees, thus
ensuring that the wire will become over-

grown and imbedded in the wood. Not
only is the tree thereby ruined or injured
but, further, it is impossible to remove the
fencing without cutting either the wire or
the tree.

A better way, protecting both the tree

ami the fence, is first to nail to the tree a
strip of wood about four inches wide and
one inch thick, of a length to suit the height
of the fence. The wire fence can then be
Stapled to this strip. This will secure the
fence and will not interfere with the tree
growth.

Mr. H. R. MacMillan, Chief Forester of

British Columbia, was in Ottawa recently

and it is understood that he has been

given leave of absence by the British

Columbia Lands Department for a period

of about eight months during which, on

behalf of the Department of Trade and
Commerce of Canada he will travel in the

far east and near east with a view of find-

ing new markets for Canadian and par-

ticularly for British Columbia timber. He
sails in a few weeks from Vancouver and
will visit Japan, China, India and Aus-
tralia before returning. His movements in

the near east will doubtless depend con-

siderably upon the duration of the war.
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MAKING KNOWN CANADA'S PLAY-
GROUNDS.

The opportunities for outdoor recrea-

tions which nature has provided in the
great national parks of Canada and the
abundance and variety of her mountain
scenery are vividly described in four illus-

trated pamphlets, recently issued by the
Dominion Parks Branch of the Depart-
ment of Interior, Mr. J. B. Harkiu, Com-
missioner.

Mr. Harkin, in a booklet called Just a
Sprig of Mountain Heather, treats the

subject comprehensively. The title is sug-

gested by the beautiful heather growing
in Rocky Mountains Park, a sample of
which is attached to each pamjjhlet, mak-
ing it a pretty souvenir. The writer shows
that the vast areas—six scenic parks and
two animal i^arks—now established in

Canada, insure the people, for all time, of
a means of associating with nature in its

wildest and grandest form. Not only this,

but the revenue derived from tourists

would make a satisfactory return from the
money invested in the national parks. One
of Mr. Harkin 's examples, in support of
this view, is that $40,000,000 a year is

spent by visitors to the pine woods of
Maine.

Glaciers of the EocMes and SelkirTcs,

written by Dr. A. P. Coleman, Professor
of Geology, Toronto University, is a schol-
arly work in simple but picturesque lan-

guage. He takes the reader up the moun-
tain slopes, describing nature's majesty as
he goes, until the snowline is reached. The
last trees are seen at 7,500 feet. In the
western Selkirks, where the snowfall is 40
or 50 feet a year the timberline and snow-
line are about the same, but in the east-
ern Rockies, the snowline is 9,000 feet.

Glaciers of Canada are retreating, says Dr.
Coleman, either because of warmer climate
or reduced snowfall. Many of the beauti-
ful glaciers are easily accessible by tourists
and every type of Alpine scenery can be
found.
A fund of useful information for anglers

is contained in Mr. S. C. Tick's Classified
Guide to Fish and Their Habitat in the
BocTcy Mountains Park. Six varieties of
game fish are found there and he men-
tions the lake trout of Lake Minnewanka,
reaching sometimes 40 pounds, as the
largest. The brook trout, introduced into
the mountain waters from the Nipigon dis-

trict, adapted themselves well. Mr. Yick
relates many appealing stories of the vast
fishing region—1,800 square miles of moun-
tain lakes and streams. He refers to the
mountain pony as a true friend of the
traveller as he goes from lake to lake.
Some interesting facts regarding the

Nakimu Caves are given in a pamphlet
compiled chiefly from writings of A. 0.

Wheeler and W. S. Ayres. These caves are
a feature of Glacier Dominion Park, B.C.,
and the Government is making them more
accessible to the jjublic. Thrilling descrip-
tions are given of the hazardous work of
exploring these marvellous caverns of the
Selkirks, following the discovery of the
series by Deutschmann in 1904. Mr.
Ayres' opinion that the weird passages are
the result of ages of erosion by the waters
of the Cougar creek is not supported by
Mr. Wheeler, who suggests seismic dis-

turbances.

NOVEL FIRE NOTICE.

While considerable difference of opinion
exists as to how permanent a fire notice
ought to be, some holding that paper
notices frequently renewed are the best
form, most administrative officers have
adopted buckram or cotton as the ma-
terial on which to print notices to be
posted up along trails in the forest warn-
ing travelers and campers to be careful in
their use of fire. The Dominion Parks
Branch, Mr. J. B. Harkin, Commissioner,
has carried this idea of weatherproof jjost-

ers a step further, and its most recent
poster is of sheet iron, on whicli the warn-
ing notices are enamelled in letters of
bright colors. At the top of the poster is

a picture of a forest fire which attracts

attention and at the same time enforces
the truth of the warning given below.
These notices are to be 4istributed
throughout the Dominion Parks in the
Rocky Mountains during the coming sea-

son. The idea is a novel one and the suc-

cess of these notices will be watched with
interest by forest administrators.

FLOWERS AND FORESTS.

The beautiful flower plots, which delight

the traveller at stations along the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, are the development
of an interesting experiment of 25 years
ago. It was then Mr. N. S. Dunlop entered
the employ of the C. P. R. As a school

teacher he had learned the advantage of
encouraging aesthetic qualities among peo-

ple. Being very fond of flowers, he
brought seeds to his little country school

and enlisted the co-operation of the pupils

in planting them. This was a rather bold
innovation at that period. The teacher's
artistic temperament earned for him only

ridicule from the parents of the pupils and
from neighboring school sections. The chil-

dren were not enthusiastic, at first, but the
zeal and persistence of their teacher soon
won them over.

After a while the children became proud
of their lovely flower plots and began to
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imitate them at home. Theu tlie jiareuts

were impressetl. Before long the whole
school section was domiuated by a love for

the beautiful and people drove miles to

visit the school yard.

When Mr. Dunlop entered the C. P. R. he
began on his own responsibility to interest

station agents in llowers and bulbs. With
four kinds of seeds from his garden he soon
infused some of his fondness for floral dis-

play into the men scattered along the line.

It was not long till the rjulway employees
began to like the new feature of their

work and demands poured in for seeds.

The company found that the influence of
the flowers had a favorable effect on the
lives and habits of employees and that the
public appreciated the lovely sights that
greeted them at every station.

Out of this grew the C. P. R. Floral De-
partment. It distributes each year 150,000
packages of seeds and 1,000,000 bulbs to
employees, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Mr. Dunlop has seen his welfare work,
which had such a modest beginning, reach
magnificent proportions.

Before the C. P. R. Forestry Department
wa.s organized Mr. Dunlop frequently
represented the railway at forestry con-
ventions and he still maintains a very
lively interest in the subject. The above
article illustrates the keen interest which
the railways are taking in the welfare of
the community and this interest Jias been
extended to take in the great resources
represented by our forests. This new at-

titude is a most striking and helpful sign
of the times.

OBITUARY.

MAPLE PRODUCTS ADVANCING.

The following item, which appeared in
Canadian papers on Feb. 22 speaJcs for it-

self:

"That the gift of Her Royal Highness
the Durhcss of (,'onnaught of a box of maple
sugar to every member of the first Canadian
contingent has resulted in quite an unex-
I»ected boom to the industry throughout the
Dominion is shown in a cable received from
Lord Stamfordham, Secretary to His Majes-
ty the King, notifying Her Royal Highness
that the Canadian product is to be found
not only on the Royal table but also in every
hotel and large store in London.

"The Maple Sugar Association, through
Hon. Joseph E. Caron, Minister of Agricul-
ture in Quebec, and G. Boyer, M.P., Rigaud,
and other manufacturers, has also sent an
official communication to the Duchess thank-
ing her for having fostered in this manner
the industry and opened up such a valuable
channel of trade. An engrosse<l address was
to-ciay presenteil to Her Royal Highness on
behalf of the association."

Mr. W. H. Rowley.

Mr. W. H. Rowley, president of the E. B.
Eildy Co., Hull, Que., and an ex-president of
the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,
died suddenly in Toronto, on January 12th,

from rupture of an aneurism. The deceased
was born in Yarmouth, X.S., in 1851. Dur-
ing the first twenty years of his active busi-

ness life, he passed through a very success-

ful banking career. Then, in ISSG, he re-

organize.! the E. B. Eddy Co. and from 190«J

till his death was its president and treasurer.

He possessed great executive ability and was
recognized throughout Canada as an indus-

trial leader. His acti\ities extended into

several branches of philanthrojiic and church
work. As head of the E. B. Eddy Company,
few men were more vitally affected by for-

estry proV)iems. Mr. Rowley did not always
agree with others who jjresscd forward the

work of forest conservation but his views
were always his own and always vigorously
and fearlessly expressed.

Mr. R. H. Alexander.

One of the most prominent figures in the

forest products industry of the Pacific coast,

and one of the warmest advocates of forest

conservation in that section of Canada,
jiassed from the scene when Mr. R. H. Alex-

ander died sudilenly of cerebral hemorrhage
at the residence of his son, Mr. F. W. Alex-

ander in Seattle on January 29 last. Mr.
Alexander was in his customary health and
had been in attendance at a gathering of
lumbermen in Seattle the day before he was
stricken with his fatal illness. Mr. Alex-

ander was so well-known and so much re-

spected that the facts of his life have doubt-
less l)een read by many of our members in

the daily papers ami trade journals. At the

same time it is impossible not to say a few
words about one whom the cause of forest

conservation can so ill afford to spare. Mr.
Alexander was born in Edinburgh, Scotland

in 1844, and, coming to Canada after he had
completed his education in his native city,

he, in 18G2, nearly a quarter of a century

before the first Canadian transcontinental

railway was built, made his way overlaml

to the Pacific coast by way of Tete .Jaune

Cache and the Eraser River. How Mr. Alex-

ander became one of the pioneers of the

lumber industry on the coast and how in con-

nection with Mr. John Hemlry, Mr. David
McXair and Mr. C. M. Beecher he a,ssisted

in the building up of the great company
with which he was connected at the time of
his death is all well-known, but, perhaps, it

is not so well-known that in the midst of an
exceedingly busy career he found time to
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take up the duties of a public man as a
member of the city council, board of trade,

school board and pilotage board. At the

time of the great fire which swept the infant

city of Vancouver off the map in 1886 the

Hastings Mills gave shelter to hundreds of

homeless people in their sheds and yard
buildings and before the ashes were cool the

company 's teams were delivering lumber to

build shacks for temporary shelter.

At the time of the Canadian Forestry

Convention in Vancouver in 190G and like-

wise in the meeting in Victoria in 1912 Mr.
Alexander took an active part and aided

much in making these conventions success-

ful. Mr. Alexander's loss is keenly felt and
by none more than by workers for the cause

of forest conservation.

Four children survive—E. H. H. Alexan-

der, the well-known Vancouver lumberman;
Fred. W. Alexander, secretary of the Pacific

Lumber Inspection Bureau, Seattle ; H. O.

Alexander, of Vancouver; and Mrs. J. L. G.

Abbott, also of Vancouver.

FIGHTING FOREST INSECTS.

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Entomo-
logist, in forecasting the work of the

Branch for 1915 says in regard to insects

affecting forest and shade trees:

'
' In view of the widespread character of

the depredations of bark-beetles in British

Columbia and the serious losses they are

causing our investigations will be extended
northward from the regions covered during
the past two seasons. Further studies will

be made in Stanley Park, Vancouver, B.C.,

on the insects responsible for the loss of so

many trees in that natural reserve. It is also

hoiked that au opportunity will be aft'orded

of studying forest insect conditions in the

Peace Eiver region from which we have
evidence that would indicate the need of
such an investigation. A complete study of
the parasites of the spruce budworm which
has been ver}' abundant in eastern Canada
during the last five years is being made
and the work will be continued in conjunc-
tion with work on other 2iarasitic insects

in New Brunswick. It is also proposed to

devote some attention to certain special in-

sects affecting forest and shade trees in

eastern Canada, such as the bronze birch
borer, etc."

EXPORTING CHRISTMAS TREES.

Following is an extract from a letter

from Mr. Sidney Downer of the Macleod
Pulp Company, Liverpool, Nova Scotia:

"There is one point in connection with
the forests in this section which we would
like to bring to your attention. That is the
agents of certain firms in the LTnited

States come down on the Halifax and
Southwestern Railway on the shore and
take off every year from 30,000 to 50,000
Christmas trees. These trees range from
three feet to 15 feet. This has been going
on now for the past three or four years
and if it continues, all the young trees

will in time be cut down. There is no way
in which the forests can be conserved bet-

ter than by the stopping of this practice.

We would have no objection to cutting
Christmas trees for local purposes but
when it comes to export then it is time
the Association took this matter up and
used its prestige in prohibiting it in the
future. '

'

Different opinions are held by members
of the Canadian Forestry Association in

regard to cutting Christmas trees, some
holding that if it is properly done in the

way of thinning it is not an injurious prac-

tice. It was brought up at the Ottawa
convention in 1912 and a very general reso-

lution passed. We should be glad to hear
the views of members on the extent and
probable damage of this export of Christ-

mas trees.—Ed. C. F. J.

THE WOODS OF WESTERMAIN.

Enter these enchanted woods,
You who dare.

Nothing harms beneath the leaves

More than waves a swimmer cleaves.

Toss your heart up with the lark.

Foot at peace with mouse and worm,
Fair you fare.

Only at a dread of dark
Quaver, and they quit their form:
Thousand eyeballs under hoods

Have you by the hair.

Enter these enchanted woods.
You who dare.—George Meredith.

$500 FOR SIXTEEN WILLOW TREES.

The Toronto Globe of Feb. 23 had the fol-

lowing about certain trees on Toronto
Island, a part of the city much used for
summer residences

:

"Mr. Justice Middleton yesterday award-
ed Mrs. Grace N. Moore $500 for sixteen

willow trees that had been removed from
her lot at Centre Island. Figured out on a
hard-hearted, coldly calculating basis, taking

a tree as only so nmch wood without charac-

ter, a nurseryman estimated the trees as

worth 25 cents for each inch of their di-

ameter. Pressed, he consented to the addi-

tion of another 25 cents for ornamental rea-

sons.

"It seems that men employed by James
Hutchinson, Island Park Superintendent,
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who was the defenJant in the case, cut six-

tet'ii trees from the lot owned b_v Mrs. Moore.
Hutchinson said it was a mistake, and as

soon as possible got his men ofiF the premises.

The trees, it was contended, formed a screen,

threw a little shade, and added lavishly to

the appearance of the summer home. The
men had imagined that they were cutting

trees from city land, and figured they were
working for the general improvement of the

island.

'•In defence Mr. Hutchinson submitted
through some witnesses that the loss would
be but a temporary one, as the sprouts

would shoot up from the stumps and make
another hedge or screen in a short time.

The willow was a 'terror to grow', and
witnesses threw out opinions as to how
many inches the trees would grow a year,

and how much thicker the trunks would be-
come, anil, in fact, went into considerable
e.xpert testimony. It was also contended
that as the summer home was used but five

months the value of the trees was less than
it would be elsewhere."

FOREST INSECTS IN BRITISH COLUM-
BIA.

The ravages of forest insects in British
Columbia are exhaustively treated in a bul-

letin prepared by Mr. J. M. Swaine, ento-
mologist for forest insects of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Timber owners are
advised how to recognize the commoner
beetles that infest trees and check them
by reasonably simple methods.

An investigation was made into insect
attacks on the bull or western yellow pine
area around Princeton, B.C. In most cases
the tree was killed in one year but some
trees survived two or three seasons. From
1,500 to 2,000 pairs of bark beetles would
be found in the lower 50 feet of tree
trunks. The western pine, mountain pine
and red turpentine bark beetles, as well
as some secondary enemies, were encoun-
tered.

To control such a situation, Mr. Swaine
recommends that a forest entomologist's
advice be first obtained in order to deter-
mine the exact species of assailant. Begin-
ning in the autumn, aflfected trees should
be marked for cutting that season. When
not possible to float these logs away or
saw them in the forest, the next best thing
is to fell and bark the condemned trees
and burn the bark. As the beetles prefer
decaying bark some interesting advice is

given on leaving enough slash for them.

The bulletin describes injuries to white
pine, lodgepole pine, Douglas fir and Sitka
spruce, the methods of protection being
about the same as for yellow pine. Excel-
lent pictures accompany the text.

Those interested may receive copies of
this bulletin free by writing to Dr. C. Gor-
don Hewitt, Dominion Entomologist, Ot-
tawa, Ont.

RAILWAY FIRE PROTECTION.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Chief Fire Inspector of
the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada, writes:
"Much progress was maile in 1914 in

reducing the fire hazard along railway lines

through the disposal of inflammable debris

on rights of way, in accordance with the pro-

visions of the Kailway Act. In eastern Can-
ada, a large amount of this work has lieen

done by the various railway companies, led

by the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk
Railways. An excellent example of a good
beginning along the Grand Trunk may be
seen in the vicinity of Algonquin Park sta-

tion, where large quantities of old logs,

branches, brush and weeds have been piled

and burned, thus very materially reducing
the fire hazard in that section of the park.

In this case, the work of clearing extends
to the laml ailjacent to the right of way,
thus greatly increasing the effectiveness of

the protection afforded. In consideration of
the joint interest in this work and the fact

that it covers a portion of the park area, a(

well as the railway right of way, the wori
is being handled on a co-operative basis, be-

tween the Grand Trunk Railway Company
and the Department of Lands, Forests and
Mines of Ontario."

CARE FOR THE BIRDS.

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion Ento-
mologist, urges farmers to encourage birds

by building nesting boxes and leaving

birds undisturbed on wooillots. Bushes and
thickets should be permitted to grow for

their shelter. He says very few of our
birds are really harmful and most of them
<lestroy enormous quantities of insects. Dr.

Hewitt asserts that too much stress cannot
be laid on the urgency of protecting native
birds. Farmers should never permit shoot-

ing of wild birds.

THE OAK.

Downward is sent out a thread-like root,

Up in the air springs a tiny shoot;

Day after day, and year after year,

Little by little the leaves appear,

And the slender branches spread far and
wide

Till the mighty oak is the forest's pride.

In fact there's nothing that keeps its youth
So far as I know, but a tree and truth.—0. W. Holmes.



With the Forest Engineers*

Dominion Forestry Branch.

Personnel.

Forest Assistant W. J. Boyd, who re-

turned in November from his canoe trip

to Dawson, is at present busy assisting m
the organization of the fire ranging for the

coming season and in finishing a report

of his trip before leaving for Alberta,

where he will be attached to the office of

the District Inspector of Forest Reserves

at Calgarv to assist in the administration

of the fire-ranging of that province.

Forest Assistant J. A. Doucet will again

conduct a reconnaissance survey to be

operated in the Peace River District this

season and is at present occupying his

time organizing this survey.

Mr. James Lawler resigned his position

as secretary of the Canadian Forestry As-

sociation and has been attached to the

head office staff of the Forestry Branch as

Editor of Publications.

Several additions have been made to the

staff of the Forest Products Laboratories

of Canada. Mr. J. L. McNicol has been ap-

pointed to the position of paper maker m
the pulp and paper division, and Mr. J. G.

McNicol has been appointed as helper. In

connection with the investigation work to be

carried on this summer by co-operation with

Queen's University, Mr. J. A. McEae, at

present lecturer there, has been appointed

as investigator of waste sulphite liquors.

Forest Assistant L. C. Tilt is finishing

his work in connection with a report of

the timber berth surveys which were con-

ducted last summer, in order to assume his

new duties in connection with the Mani-

toba Inspection office at Winnipeg.

Mr. C. F. McFayden, who resigned his

position in connection with the Forestry

Branch at Victoria, B.C., has been appoint-

ed forest assistant in connection with the

Dominion Forestry Branch and will likely

be placed on the Athabaska Division of

the Eockv Mountains Forest Reserve.

Forest Assistant A. B. Connell has been

assigned to the Porcupine and Pasqma

Forest Reserves, with headquarters at

Hudson Bay Junction, Sask.

Enlisted for the War.

Nineteen employees in all of the Do-

minion Forestry Branch have already en-

listed for active service abroad:

Forest Assistant G. E. Bothwell (present

address, "B" Company, 51st Battalion,

C.E.F., Edmonton, Alta.)

Forest Ranger E. AV. Conant, of the

Nicola Forest Reserve, British Columbia,

at present with the first contingent.

Student Assistant W. A. Delahey, at-

tached to Regiment No. 971, Platoon No. 1,

"A" Company, 49th Battalion, C.E.F.,

Edmonton.
Mr. F. W. Eraser, of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories, at present with the

first contingent.

Ranger G. G. Fuller, of the Bow River

Forest Reserve, with the third contingent,

Edmonton.
Fire Ranger J. S. Leitch, of the Pas Fire

Ranging District, with the first contingent.

Forest Ranger P. G. Leman, of the Bow
River Forest Reserve, "B" Squadron, 12th

C.M.R., Calgary.

Forest Ranger W. Lyndon, of the Crows-

nest Forest Reserve, 13th Squadron,

C.M.R., Pincher Creek, Alberta.

Chief Fire Ranger W. J. Maclaren, of

the Manitoba South Fire Ranging Dis-

trict, at present with the first contingent.

Chief Fire Ranger Captain R. H. Palmer,

with the 49th Battalion, C.E.F., Edmonton.

Forest Assistant A. E. Parlow, of the

British Columbia Reserves, with the first

contingent.

Mr. H. C. B. Smith, clerk in the British

Columbia Inspection office, with the first

contingent.

Forest Supervisor H. I. Stevenson, of the

Riding Mountain Forest Reserve, at pres-

ent in command of the cavalry regiment

now in training at Brandon, Manitoba.

Mr. H. Wev, clerk in connection with

the British Columbia Inspection office

(present address, No. 4 Company, 30th Bat-

talion, C.E.F., Willows Camp, A^ictoria,

B.C.)
Mr. A. E. Wvatt, clerk in connection

with the Indian "^Head Nursery Station of-

fice (present address, "C" Company, 28th

Battalion, Amphitheatre, Winnipeg.)

Fire Ranger D. Smith, of the Manitoba

North Fire Ranging District, with the first

<'ontingent.

Fire Ranger J. A. Ringer, of the Revel-

stoke Fire Ranging District, with the first

contingent.

Mr. D. N. Trapnell, of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories of Canada, with the

first contingent.

Mr. L. N. Seaman, of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories of Canada, with the

second contingent.

Talks on Forestry Subjects.

Mr. J. R. Dickson and Mr. C. J. Tulley

of the Forestry Branch head office con-
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• liK-tcil an evcniiifj on Forestry beforo the

Botanical Branch of the Ottawa Fioltl

Naturalist Club, at the home of Mr. R. B.
AVhyte. Mr. Dickson j>resente<l, by a very
carefully aii'l thoroughly j)rci)are<l paper,

nn interesting anil instructive discourse on
forest conditions. Mr. TuUey followed
with a discussion of the Dominion Forestry
administration, after which ho jtresented

an interesting set of lantern slides, illus-

tiating some of the main forest conditions
in Canada, forest protection, and some of

the practical operations of the Forestry
B.anch in connection therewith.

Dr. J. S. Bates, Superintendent of the

Dominion Forest Products Laboratories at

Montreal, addressed the Botanical Branch
of the Field Naturalists Club of Ottawa on
the evening of March 13 on the subject of

"Wood Fibre and its Uses in I'ulp and
l*a[ier Making'". The meeting was held at

the residence of 'Sir. George H. Clark,

Dominion Seed Commissioner, and was at-

tended by a number of the members of

the Ottawa Foresters' Club. Mr. Bartram
of the E. B. Eddy Company and Mr. W.
Rice of the J. R. Booth paper mills also

attended the meeting. Dr. Bates discussed
thoroughly the different processes of pulp
and i>aper manufacture and illustrated his

lecture with lantern slides.

In British Columbia.

(Xotes supplied hy B. C. Forest Branch.)
Mr. C. MacFayden, formerly District

Forester at Tete Jaune, is now heading a
private exploration party in the Peace
River country. He recently visited Vic-
ti ria and in talking about the country
said that the journey from Fort George
•over the Gisconibe Portage and down the
Crooked, Pack, Parsnip and Peace Rivers
is one of the finest canoe trips imaginable.
He and his partner used an IS ft. Chest-
nut canoe and were delighted with it.

Mr. P. S. Bonney, formerly Forest As-
sistant at Fort George, is now Acting Dis-
trict Forester at Tete Jaune.

Mr. H. B. Murray, formerly Forest As-
sistant at Cranbrook and Acting District
Forester at Tete Jaune, is now Acting Dis-
trict Forester at Kamloops.

Mr. P. Z. Caverhill, recently District
Forester at Kamloops, is now Deputy Dis-
trict Forester at Vancouver. This change
is in the nature of a promotion for Mr.
Caverhill, the forest management work in
the Vancouver District amounting to about
two-thirds of that in the entire province.

Mr. J. B. Mitchell, who was Deputy Dis-
trict Forester at Vancouver, has enlisted
for active service in the Army Service
Corps, Vancouver, which is expected to
leave for England in the near future.

Mr. F. McVickar, Forest Assistant, went
with the first contingent, and is now prob-

ably in France. His address is, "A"
Squadron, Royal Canadian Dragoons, care
War Office, London.
Mr. A. K. Shivos, Forest Assistant, Fort

George, is now on a visit in the East. Con-
gratulations are being extended to him
by liis friends because of the rumour that
ho is buying two tickets for the return
journey.

ilr. G. Melrose is now assigned as For-
est Assistant to the Vernon District.
The Forest Branch has so far lost, only

temporarily it is hoped, upwards of a dozen
moml>ers of its permanent force through
enlistment for active service. Some of
them are already at the front, others are
on their way, and the remainder will be
leaving with their battalions in the near
future. Their names are as follows:—J. B.
Mitchell, Deputy Dist. Forester; F. Mc-
Vickar, Forest Assistant; Win. Black, M.
M. Gibson, M. V. Allen, F. Edwards, J.

TurnbuU and T. Brewer, rangers; J. Mil-
roy, check scaler; J. Ketteringham, clerk;
J. R. Stone, draughtsman; J. Eddie, mes-
senger. In addition to the above men a
fairly large but unknown number of forest
guards and patrolmen have enlisted for
active service.

A reconnaissance of the Pine River and
Tapper Parsnip River last summer resulted
in the discovery of 13 billion F.B.M. of
valuable spruce and balsam fir timber.
This timber is all directly tributary to the
extension of the Pacific Great Eastern
Railway which is to be built through Pine
Pass. It will form a very valuable future
timl)er supply for the prairie market.

New Technical Organization.

The Pulp and Paper Association of Can-
ada has formed a Technical Section. This
new section met and organized on March
5 at the Dominion Forest Products Labora-
tories at Montreal. The Laboratories will

for the present abstract current technical

literature and make it available for the
niembers. The secretary of the new sec-

tion is Mr. Roy L. Camjjbell, secretary of

the Pulp and Paper Association of Canada.

Ottawa Foresters' Club.

Ottawa foresters have been active lately.

There has been a meeting of the Foresters'
Club and at two meetings of the botanical
section of the Field Naturalists' Club for-

estry subjects have been up for discussion.

The meeting of the Ottawa Foresters' Club
wa-^ held on February 26 at the Universitv
C'ub. The President' of the club, Mr. R. H.
r'ampbell, was in the chair and the Vicc-
Presiilent, Mr. Clyde Leavitt was also

present. The other members of the club
])resent were: Messrs. Boyd, Byshe, Dexter,
Dixon, Doucet, Dwight, Lawler, Macdon-
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aid, Robertson, Smith, Thomas, Tulley and

Wallin. The occasion of the gathering was

an address from Mr. Campbell on his ob-

servations in Europe during the past sum-

mer. This address was much appreciated

and was followed by an interesting dis-

cussion. A more extended reference to this

address is omitted here because in another

part of this issue there appears an article

by Mr. Campbell on the subject. The even-

ing was a most pleasant and profitable one.

NOT PROHIBITION BUT CONSERVA-
TION.

BRITISH COLUMBIA FOREST MAT-
TERS.

SuppUed by the B. C. Forest Braneh.

Timber Sales.—During the past year

roughly 48,000,000 feet of saw timber was
sold by the Forest Braneh at an average

stumpage price of $1.15 per thousand, over

and above royalty of 50 cents. For the most

part these sales were small fractions which

would be logged inside of one or two years

and a large proportion of them were in the

Coast district, where Douglas fir, cedar and
western hemlock predominate. A total of

67,000 acres was closely cruised for timber

sale purposes during the year, on which there

was an estimated stand of 560,000,000 feet.

Land Examination.—Land classification

is carried on by the Forest Branch for the

following three-fold object: (1) To prevent

alienation of land valuable chiefly for tim-

ber. (2) To make available for settlement

all areas suitable for agriculture. (3) To
hold under reserve lands which are unfitted

for agriculture. The area which has been
so classified during the past year is close to

half a million acres, of which 170,000 acres

have been reserved, carrying a stand of tim-

ber of approximately one billion feet.

Scaling.—On the first of January the

British Columbia log scale came into use

over the entire province, in accordance with
the provisions of the Royalty Act. This rule

has been in use for a number of years on
the Coast, but the Doyle rule has been, until

now, the accepted rule for that portion of
the province east of the Cascade mountains.
This change will make a uniform scale avail-

able for the whole province, and will ap-

preciably increase the log scale for the in-

terior. .

A GOOD SUGGESTION.

W. C. Read, of Indiana, advocates the
planting of nut-bearing trees, including
black walnut, butternut, beech, chestnut and
pecan. The Canadian Forestry Journal men-
tions walnuts as suitable to Ontario. They
will give shade, beauty, fruit, and eventu-
ally timber. Why not plant them in prefer-
ence to trees of less utility?

—

Toronto Star.

First we had an age of indiscriminate and
luthless tree-cutting. Then followed the age
of dissatisfaction and revolt and the demand
that not a single tree should be cut where
the public could prevent it, and the genera-
tion that grew up under the influence of
this teaching and i^ractice has come to be-

lieve that scientific forestry consists in the

lirohibition of cutting trees! It would be
just as wise to prohibit the cutting of wheat
or of oats. Nature gives us our forest har-

vests; Nature, with the co-operation of man,
gives us our cereal harvests. Both are in-

tended to be good for human vise, and both
can be improved by cutting. The thing for

us to do, not in the distant future but in the

immediate future, just as soon as we can
get to it, is to cut all trees which shall be
prescribed by public authority—trees of such
a size or of such an age, matured trees—and
then either set Out others in their place or

give Nature herself a chance to reproduce
others in their place, so that we shall have a
continuous, everlasting forest, man taking
from it, from year to year, under restric-

tions established by public authority, such
trees as may be needed for his purposes, and
man and Nature filling the gap thus created.—Dr. J. G. Schurman, President of Cornell

University.

GAME IN NEW BRUNSWICK FORESTS.

New Brunswick, during the game season
which closed November 30, well sustained
its reputation as a paradise for big game
hunters. During the season, the total num-
ber of moose, deer and caribou killed and
accounted for was 4,738. Probably the

largest moose head taken out was one of
6414 inches, which was secured by Otto
Warman of St. John. Three other splendid
heads were brought out, measuring 63 inches,

60 inches, and 59% inches respectively. Two
of these were secured by New York sports-

men. Eight bears are reported as having
been killed. There is no return of other fur-

bearing animals, or of wild fowl, or of game
fish, such as trout and land-locked salmon,
for which the province of New Brunswick
is famous.

—

Busy Fast Magaziiw, Moncton.

A PRAYER THAT NEVER GETS OLD.

Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness,

Some boundless contiguity of shade.

Where rumor of oppression and deceit.

Of unsuccessful or successful war
Might never reach me more. My ear is

pained.
My soul is sick with every day's report

Of wrong and outrage with which earth is

filled. —William Cowper.
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PINE TREES.

Jennie C. Gay in Harper's.

The wind is low and the world is still,

And sighing trees invite;

And oh, how brown the needles lie!

And oh, the sand is white!

And the steady pines reach up and up
To stillness and to light.

To stillness and the sun by day,

The sun so far and far;

But when the night across the west
Lets down its sombre bar

The steady pines reach up and up
To stillness and a star.

Ah, should you wish to seek the light,

Whatever it may be,

Come dwell where slender stems upreach,
Aspiring constantly;

Come dwell where silence lends the search
A fine intensity.

Try This Stump Puller^
__^ J^_ rB'—.t. I'l "* Sniltli filun.p I'nllor

3X %MUf nISn w>>l «nl<i< out every tree
nnj >«'iiiii> by the roola, cli-»rln({

from ouo tu tlir*» »or»H « dar, dulug
tbe work iif twonty in«n. We waui

yuu to rnd (or our 3 ft guiraa-
lea aealn*! brrakne* oiiil our ^
fre^ trial propoktiloa Addrcaa ""it*—
W.Smith Grabber Co
Dl Miiiili Sia

I.aCrrhcenl. Minn.
«^.>-..«

TREES. SUKl HS AM) SKKDS
Ihnilii SorUicrn J'reis tiiid Sli riilis iit f-'iinst

J'rircn. \iit iff <i 11(1 Furciijn 'I'ne Si-nl.s

EOyE-DE-HURST & SON. DENNyHURST

DRYOEN, Ont. 8hi|>per,s to H.M. Govcrimienl, Ktc.

( 'orrrspondriirr Frnnrnisr

The Forestry Service of British Columbia
points out that their experience has proven
conclusively that forests act as a bar to

avalanches. Numbers of cases have come to

their notice of this newest argument for con-

servation of forests.

iirs Seedlings & Transplants

ALSO True .--uuil.-. lur liL-tDiu-luit,'. Hl'bI Ini

over half a century. Iinineuse stock of

leadinjj hard^Sorts al low priccf. Write for

price lint and mention this inatjaEine,
FOREST HLANTEK8 GflDB KKEK.

TheD. HIil Narsery Co Evergreen Specialists

Laritest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, III., U.S.A.

Canadian Forestry Association

'T'HE Canadian Forestry Association is an independent organization
* of patriotic citizens, which has for its object the highest de-

velopment of the soil and resources of Canada by urging govern-

ments, municipalities and owners generally to devote each acre to

that for which it is best suited, and particularly to keep under forest

those soils fitted only to grow trees.

The Membership Fee is one dollar per year. Members receive

free of any additional charge the Annual Report and Canadian
Forestry Journal.

Application for menbership may be made as below:

—

Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen :
—/ desire to become a member of the Canadian

Forestry Association and herewith enclose One Dollar member-

ship fee.

Name

Address _

Date



llniversilY of

New Brai^swick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in igo8

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry. Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further information address:—

DEPARTMENT OP FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — ^ ""

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

mmm\ msi sciiii
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to graduates of universities, colleges and

scientific institutions of high standmg,

and, under exceptional conditions, to

men who have had three years of colleg-

iate training including certain prescrib-

ed subjects. Men who are not candi-

dates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence

that will warrant their taking the work

to their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-

agement, Forest Technology and Lum-

bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAHES W. TOUHEY, Director

NEW HAVEN - - - - CONNECTICUT

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,

APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A

FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

•aries of the respective Faculties.
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EDITORIAL.

In the speech from the Throne at

the opening of the legi.slatui-e of tl:e

Province of Xew Brunswick, on

^larch 11, announcement was matle

that a new act to provide for a com-

plete and scientific survey of the

seven million acres of Crown Lands

in New Brunswick at a cost of $400,-

000, would l)e introduced. It was an-

nounced tliat the survey would jn-ob-

ably take three or four years to eom-

])lete. and would lead to a re-cla.ssifi-

eation of Crown Lands.

The committee appointed by timber

limit holders in the Upper Ottawa

valley to consider the question of

forming a forest fire protective asso-

ciation like those in the Lower Ottawa

and St. ^laurice valleys have decided

that there is not now time to organize

for the danger sea.son of 1015. Xo

further action will therefore be taken

at present. It is understood the St.

40

AP^ 19 !Qi«
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Maurice and Lower Ottawa Associa-

tions are fully prepared for the open-

ing of the danger season.

WAR TAX ON LETTERS.

In the March issue of the Canadian

Forestry Journal, owing to an over-

sight, it was not stated that the article

by Mr. R. H. Campbell, Dominion

Director of Forestry, on "The Rela-

tion of Forestry to the Development

of the Country" first appeared in

the ^ycstcrn Lumberman, Winnipeg,

which journal also kindly loaned the

cuts with which the article was illus-

trated.

THE NEW SECRETARY.

At the Annual • Meeting of the

Canadian Forestry Association on

Jan.«19 a special committee was ap-

pointed to deal Avith the matter of

securing a new secretary to take the

place of Mr. Lawler who, after near-

ly six years' service, resigned at that

liieeting. The committee, which was

composed of Mr. Denis Murphy,

chairman; Mr. R. H. Campbell, Mr.

Gordon C. Edwards, Mr. A. S. Good-

eve and Mr. Clyde Leavitt, went

carefully to work and as a result,

with the sanction of the Board of

Directors, Mr. Robson Black of To-

ronto was selected and begins his

new duties on April 15. This will

therefore be the last number of the

Canadian Forestry Journal issued be-

fore Mr. Black takes over the work.

Mr. Black has been engaged in

newspaper and magazine work and in

various forms of publicity and organ-

izing. He is in touch with a large

number of the public men of Canada

and comes to the Association with a

successful record and with strong

reconnnendations. While it will prob-

ably not be possible to hold a conven-

tion for some time Mr. Black will have

plenty to do in other fields of work

and we bespeak for him the same

steady support which was accorded by

members to his predecessor.

A war tax of one cent has been imposetl

on each letter and postcard mailed in

Canada for delivery in Canada, the United

States or Mexico, and on each letter mailed

in Canada for delivery in the XJnited King-

dom and British Possessions generally,

and wherever the two cent rate applies.

This became effective on April 15, 1915.

This war tax is to be prepaid by the

senders by means of a war stamp for sale

l^y postmasters and other postage stamp

vendors.

Wherever possible, stamps on which the

words "War Tax" have been printed

should be used for prepayment of the war

tax, but should ordinary postage stamps

be used for this purpose, they will be ac-

cepted.

This war stamp or additional stamp for

war purposes should be affixed to the

upper right hand portion of the address

side of the envelope or postcard, close to

the regular postage so that it may be

readily cancelled at the same time as the

postage.

In the event of failure on the part of

the sender through oversight or negligence

to prepav the war tax on each letter or

postcard "above specified, such a letter or

postcard Avill be sent immediately to the

nearest Branch Dead Letter Office.

REFORESTATION IN SIMCOE COUNTY

Wm. J. Holden, Collingwood, has just

finished planting an extensive plot of trees

to demonstrate the possibility of reforesta-

tion in Simcoe Counyt. The area planted

includes six acres of land along the bank

of the Pretty river, and required Ib^UU

trees. The trees were supplied by the Pro-

vincial Forestry Department, in charge ot

Prof. E. J. Zavitz, and planting operations

were directed by J. Laughland, District Rep-

resentative of the Department of Agricul-

ture for Simcoe County. The varieties plant-

e<l included: Scotch pine, white pme, cedar,

l)lack walnut, Imtternut, chestnut, black

locust, white ash, white maple, and elm

The trees were, carefully planted, four feet

apart each way.

In every part of the province there is

much waste land of little value along

streams and rough hillsides or sandy plains,

and which will remain in the future as it has

in the past in this worthless state unless

trees are planted on it. Anyone with an

acre or two of waste land on their farm

cannot do better than plant trees on it.—

Farmers' Advocate.



Reconnaissance Forest Surveys
Object of Such Surveys and How Much Has Been Done in Canada Explained by Mr.

H. Claughton Wallin—Canada Should Become the Greatest Timber-
exporting Country in the World.

A iloparturo in rofjard to tochiiit a! mat-
ters was made in the head ofliie of the

dominion Forestry Branch at Ottawa,
when, on March 2(5, Mr. H. Chui<!;hton

Wallin, Chief of Surveys, read a i>aper on
" Keconnaissance" before the technical

staff of the branch.
Mr. R. II. Campbell, Director of Fores-

try, explained at the oiionintj that the ob-

ject of these j>apers and discussions was
to keep the officers of the different ]>arts

of the work in touch with one another, so

that all would be informed of the work
and aims of other sections than those in

which they worked, that all the work
might be related and move forward with
the greatest deffroe of efficiency.

Objects of Reconnaissance Surveys.

Mr. Wallin 's paper will doubtless ap-

pear in technical journals but some of the
salient points, which enforce the lessons

of forest conservation, are deeme<l too per-

tinent not to be printed in the Canadian
Fon'strii Journal.

Mr. Wallin pointed out in the first place
that the objects of reconnaissance surveys
are to procure information as to the value
of the lanils examined in relation to agri-

culture and as sources of water or timljer

supply, and to determine the advisability
of recommending them for inclusion in

forest reserves.

Dangers of Ill-directed Settlement.

Mr. Wallin showed that now the prairie

lan<ls were liecoming settled, settlers were
pushing out into the wooded country. The
first settlement generally occupied fertile

lands but as the river bottoms and lands
surrounding lakes were taken up the set-

tlers stuck out into the country surround-
ing, and in many cases located on lands,
which because of their rocky, hilly, or sandy
nature were not capaVde of supporting their

owners ilecently. Many new settlers were
not farmers but city men who did not un-
ilerstand soil values. Hence there was the
greater reason for the examination of
lands in advance of settlement to prevent
these uninformed people locating on 'and
which they would either abandon in a few
years to return to city life, or continue to
eke out an existence by working for sev-
eral months each year for their neigh-
bors in the fertile districts. Thus the man
wouhl not be of his full value to the coun-
try, and the 160 acres of land he had home-
steaded instead of increasing in value
would be deteriorating because the young
timber which it couM grow if left alone

wdiilcj lie taken off in useless clearing or
burned by fires started accidentally or in-

tentionally.

To Increase Agricultural Prosperity.

Thus one object of the reconnaissance
survey was to increase the prosperity of
agriculture in Canada by withdrawing un-
snitalde bands from settlement and an-
other was to j)rotect the timlier sui)ply
and, in direct consequence of this, to main-
tain a stable flow in the watercourses, by
])lacing absolute forest lands and stands
of timber in forest reserves where they
would be protected from fire and trespass.

Policy of the Dominion Government.

Tlie ])olicy of the Dominion Government
was that lands which were unsuited to

agriculture but were important watersheds,
or valuable to the adjacent community or

the country as a whole on account of their

timber resources, should be inclutled in

forest reserves for the jnirpose of ensuring
regulation of stream flow and a perpetual
supply of timber.
There were two kinds of forest reserves

in the West, tho.'^e in well-populated districts

and those in rough mountainous ilistricts,

or the unsettled and unsurveyed regions
north of the prairies. The reserves in

populated districts consisted of sandy,
more or less timbered, hilly country, sur-

rounded by settled agricultural land. Such
districts were comjiaratively few and it

was imj)ortant that land of this charac-

ter be devoteil to the growing of timber
to relieve the need for firewood, fence
posts, anil small building timber which
was always felt in tlie treeless prairies.

Dispel Wrong Ideas.

Mr. Wallin jiointed to the duty of the

officer in charge of the survey to acquaint

himself with the views held l)y settlers in

the vicinity of the proposed reservation,

lie shouhl ex[)lain that the creation of the

reserve meant the protection of timber,

grazing and water supply for the farmer
iiimself. The erroneous iilea that the ob-

ject of a forest reserve was to jirevent the

"poor man" getting his supply nf fuel

and timber should be dispelled

One Hundred Thousand Miles Surveyed.

The lecturer then went on to explain in

detail the instructions given the officers

in charge for prosecuting their work. Af-
ter dealing with this he saiil that since

1909 the Dominion Forestry Branch had
jdaced in the field ?A reconnaissance par-

ol
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ties and these had covered au area of a lit-

tle more thau 100,000 square miles lu

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and the

Eailwav Belt in British Columbia. This

area was largely distributed in a belt

north of the prairies. Another year would

give, he hoped, a solid belt of examined

land from the western boundary of On-

tario to the Rocky Mountains. The cost

of these surveys averaged about 60 or 65

cents per square mile.

The Loss From Fires.

The information so far compiled showed

that at least 80 per cent of the area exam-

ined between Lake Winnipeg and the Rocky

Mountains had been burned over during the

last 50 to 75 years.

The white spruce, the tree best adapted

to these regions, was comparatively scarce

because of having, after these fires, been

replaced, at least temporarily, by aspen.

At the present time aspen which m north-

ern Europe was considered one of the

worst enemies of foresters and lumber-

men, was the leading tree. It was hoped,

however, that efficient fire protection

would help spruce to get into its own

again. On sandv soils the jackpme in the

east and lodgepole pine in the west were

the species par excellence.

Canada's Great Opportunity.

From a careful study of all the data

available Mr. Wallin was of opinion that,

with the exception of muskegs and high

altitudes in the Rockies, the non-agricul-

tural land in the country examined, if pro-

perly protected, was nearly all capable of

producing excellent spruce and jackpme

timber under a comparatively short rota-

tion. Foresters should do all they could

to see that logged-over and burned areas

were restocked with spruce or jackpine. If

thev could succeed in this there was no

reason whv Canada should not have tim-

ber for export as well as for her owm use

for all time to come. This conclusion was

partlv the result of comparisons between

Canada and Mr. Wallin "s native country,

Sweden. In Sweden there had been periods

of great fires and wasteful logging and yet

that country with an area of about 52,000,-

,000 acres in forests was in a position to-

day, after half a century of rational for-

estrv methods, to export millions of dol-

lars' worth of lumber and other forest

products. During the forty years 1871 to

1910 Sweden exported $1,480,000,000 worth

of round timber, sawmill products, pulp

and pit props. The total value of forest

products in Sweden to-day was estimated

at $100,000,000 per year, and yet the for-

ests of that country were not over-exploit-

ed. In addition to this timber grew

quicker in Canada than in northern

Sweden, where most of the forests were

found.

What Sweden Has Done.

Mr. Wallin 's conclusion on this point

was: "It seems to me that if a country

(Sweden) which is only about the size of

Manitoba, can make so much out of her

forests without exhausting herself there

is no reason why Canada with her im-

mense areas of forest land should not be-

come the greatest timber-producing and

timber-exporting country in the world; but

to reach this goal proper protection and

proper management of our forests is neces-

sarv and this I think can only be obtained

by "including absolute forest land in forest

reserves.
'

'"

DR. SCHENCK IN THE WAR.

Dr. Schenck, founder and head of the Bilt-

more Forest School, who about a year ago

gave up his work in America and retired

to live in Germany, has been fighting in the

war on the side of Germany. Dr. Schenck

is known to many in Canada and the follow-

ing item clipped from the Biltmorean, the

organ of the graduates of Biltmore School,

will interest them:

"Just after the Bilimorcan went to press

a most interesting letter was received from

Doctor Schenck. On December 15th, at the

liattle of Lodz in Poland, the Doctor was

shot through the abdomen but by prompt

attention on the part of the surgeons at the

miUtary hospital in Lodz his life was saved

and he' was able to be taken back to Darm-

stadt on the 27th of December, arriving

home on the 29th. By January 11th, he was

able to walk over to the ' Exerzierplatz '
and

expecteil within two weeks from then to be

able to rejoin his regiment in Poland. Doc-

tor Schenck, who has received the Iron Cross

for bravery, is an ' Oberleutnant and Adju-

tant' (Lieutenant-Colonel and Adjutant) in

a battalion of Lendwehr Infantry and was

in the thick of the fighting from November

16th until the time he was shot."

NOTES.

Officers of the Okanagan national forest,

in the State of Washington are installing

powerful signal lanterns for night use in

reporting forest fires from lookout peaks.

A report upon the timber and soil con-

ditions ni southeastern Manitoba, has been

issued as Bulletin No. 45, by the Forestry

Branch of the Department of the Interior.

Of the total area of Ireland, about 1.5

per cent is under woods, while the woods

in England are 5..3 per cent, in Scotland

4.5 per cent, and in Wales 3.9 per cent of

the total areas.



Successful Tree Planting in Ontario

Mr. N. Silverthorn of Summerville Tells How He Does It.

lu the January issue of the Coiuuliiin For-

tfitri/ Journal there was a dosiriptioii of a

fine grove of trees planted between twenty-

tive an«l thirty years ago by Mr. Silverthorn,

of Suininerville, Ont., on his thousaii'l acre

farm. Messrs. Fraser & I'o., the well-known
lumbermen of Ottawa, wrote Mr. Silvertjiorn

a^kiug what methods he used in jdanting

and the Journal is privileged to jnildi^h his

reply. Mr. Silverthorn writes:

"In the lirst place I might say that the

face of the hill is quite steep, ami at the

time of planting was covered with native
grass. The soil is a clay and sandy loam.

The hill faces the north and turns southerly,

making a north and west wind-break. The
planting was in the last of May and June,
and was not much of a job, as I could get
thousaniis of seedlings close at hand, and so

thick that fifty could be got in a handful.
None of the plants was longer than from
five to six inches. I would get 1,00U of
them in a basket on one arm, and a dibble
in the other. I would jal> in the dibble

three or four inches and jjutting the plant
in, finish the same with two or three strokes.

The plants never received any attention af-

terwards and 9.5 per cent of them grew, al-

though I handled them so quickly that I

would plant L*,(Kin of them in a part of a day.
The seedlings were mostly cedar, but some
\\hite pine, and a very few white birch (or

lady of the forest). On the upper or outer
edge were put in here and there lilacs, sir-

inga, or mock orange, juneberry, and hem-
lock. There were a few tamaracks put in

here and there on the hill and they have
done well, but some years are preyed upon
almost to death by the larch saw fly.

"As to my experience in raising ever-
green trees from seed, I have had none, but
I have had successful exjierience with wal-
nut, butternut and hickory. I have not had
success, however, with chestnuts, whirh it

seems our climate does not suit. Walnut and
hickory trees will grow under almost any
condition of soil, but butternut trees will

only thrive on light damj> ground.
"My method of planting the three suc-

cessful trees noteil above was as follows:
After the nuts have fallen from the tree, let

them lie on the ground say for a month.
Then mix the nuts with the hulls on, in, say,

one-third loamy, damp soil, one-third well-

rotted manure, and the other one-third of
nut,«. Mix well together and put in a nail
keg, head up, and bury in the ground eight
or ten inches deep and leave until April or
May, until they have burst and show a root
of two or three inches. Then plant where
they are to grow, or in a clean bed for one
or two years, and then plant.

"T might say that some twenty live years
ago on one of my farms there was three-

t|uarters of an acre near the house, of broken
land with a small creek at one side, that I

(danted with jiotatoes. In every thinl row 1

had dropjH'il with the jtotatoes, walnuts, but-

ternuts, hickory nuts and Niagara chestnuts,

but each kind by itself. The nuts were
drojqied about four feet apart, in the row,
the seed having been sprouted as related

above. The mits were covered and culti-

vated with the potatoes, and to-<lay with
the exception of the chestnuts they are a
I)Ieasure to look at."

WASHINGTON FOREST FIRE ASSO-
CIATION.

Tliat the Washington Forest Fire Asso-

ciation is keeping successfully at work is

eviilenced by the seventh annual rejiort of

the organization covering oi)erations for

1914. The president, Mr. Geo. S. Long, of

Tacoma, Wash., points out that during the

year only 30 million feet of timber was
fire killed, this representing only two-

tenths of one per cent of the standing tim-

ber in Washington state. Such an exceed-

ingly light loss is attributed to the excel-

lent co-operation between the Associa-

tion's jiatrolmen and the forces of the

State Forester and the United States For-

est Service. July, August and September
were very dangerous on account of the

excessively dry weather. A successful ex-

]ieriment was carried out in getting notice

from the Weather Bureau of api>roaching

easterly winds which during the i)revious

12 years had been co-incident with most

of the disastrous fires. One of the fires

occurring last year had the peculiar origin

of being caused by the friction in ]iulling

one log over another.

The Association carried on its work with

an assessment on its members of 12 cents

an acre. Over two and a half million acres

of timber land are liste<l with the Asso-

ciation. Scattered in among this area is

fully one million acres owned by non-

members. The Association deplores that

these owners do not participate in the fire

protection work as their limits have to be

guarded also for the jiroper defence of the

rest. The report recommends that Wash-
ington follow the example of Oregon in

compelling all timber owners to co-operate

in patrol of lands during dangerous sea-

sons.
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Telephone Lines in Logging Operations
The Value of the Installation in Fire Protection and Facilitating Work.

The value of the telephone in logging

operations and fire ranging is explained by
Mr. Charles E. Eead, Jr., of the Kiordon
Pulp and Pajer Co., in a rceent article in

The Pulp and Paper Magazine. He relates

that company's experience from the build-

ing of its first line. This line, intended for

fire service only, ran ujj Trembling Moun-
tain from the company 's St. Jovite office

to a lookout station, 2,000 feet above the

surrounding country. The system was a

single wire or '

' ground return
'

'. It con-

nected with the Bell Telephone Co. through
a repeating coil. No. 9 wire, weighing 305

pounds to the mile, supported by No. 18

7-strand soft seizing wire, with split ring

insulator, was employed. To prevent a longi-

tudinal slip, an oak bracket and glass in-

sulator were used several times in each mile.

On account of the rocky, treeless region

traversed, it was necessary, in many j^laces,

to put in rock bolts to hold the poles. Such
a one-wire system, says Mr. Bead, can be
Iniilt for $5.5 a mile.

This line revealed the possibilities of a
telephone service in assisting bush opera-

tions as well as fire ranging. The second
line was erected so as to serve, also, in the

conduct of shanties and drives. It was a
two-wire or metalie system, costing about
$90 a mile where the line could be hung
from trees. This line connected with the

Bell system. The wire was No. 12, gal-

vanized iron, weighing 165 pounds to the

mile. Oak side brackets and glass insula-

tors, 30 or 40 per mile, were used for suj)-

port. The cost would be increased where it

is necessary to erect poles instead of hang-
ing the wire on trees.

These lines proved so useful in fire de-

fence ami wood operations that a more ex-

tensive telephone service was designed.

The first part of the new programme con-

sisted of a line up the main Eouge river,

with spurs reaching all the conipany camps.
The system followed the portage road as

much as possible to facilitate repairs in

case of a breakdown. When water was low
last spring, Mr. Read says, these telephones
were of splendid service. Formerly, it would
take from 8 to 16 hours for a man to go
from the head of the drive to the storage
dams with orders for opening and closing.

All this valuable time is saved now by a
simple telephone message. As the gangs
come down the river they bring the tele-

f)hones along and are able to use the line

wherever they camp. A telephone set with
materials for installation costs about $15
or $16.

Extensions were made up the two chief
branch rivers. Connection with the Bell

Company made every lumber camp a long
distance station.

Mr. Eead dwells on the advantages of
having direct conversations between the
manager and his foremen in operating
camps and drives. The whole cost of the
lines, he is confident, has been saved in get-

ting prompt aid to a single fire. He divides

the cost ajiproximately thus: Materials, 22
per cent; labor, 45 per cent; provisions, 23
per cent ; teaming, 10 per cent.

THE INVOLUNTARY INCENDIARY.

The involuntary incendiary is the man
whom all of you know. You see him every
day. If you are as fussy as I, you follow

liim and try where possible to prevent his

deadly devastation of life and property. You
trample on the half-burned match he throws
away; you extinguish his smoking cigar or

cigarette stump; you douse his smouldering
bonfire and campfire; you cover with metal
his open gasoline and coal-oil can; you chink

with mortar the cracks in his defective flues;

you drench his smoking ash-heap, as its live

coals are about to be fanned into flame. And
all the while you denounce him as the fire

fiend 's fool accessory. This involuntary in-

cendiary is the man whose acts are foolishly

criminal, as those of the voluntary kind are

wickedly criminal.

—

The Insurance Commis-
sioner of Utah.

FOREST FIRES AND SOIL FERTILITY.

Experts state that forest soils have lost

and are losing much fertility owing to for-

est fires which, doing apparently little im-

mediate damage, rob the soil of accumu-
lations of humus. In many sections land
is being cleared for farming, and, where
such forest land has not been burned, there

is a large percentage of vegetable matter
which provides considerable fertility and
a good mixture. Moreover, as this soil

lias a greater capacity to absorb and re-

tain moisture, it is less likely to be washed
and gullied under heavy rains. For these

reasons, in addition to the damage to

standing timber, authorities agree that
wood lands should be very carefully safe-

guarded against fire.

POEMS REVISED.

"Woodman, chop that tree;

I '11 burn it every bough.
In youth it sheltered me.
But coal is dearer no^^.
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Neglect of Cui-uver Arca> 00

NEGLECT OF CUT OVER AREAS. THE WOODPECKERS- WORK.

Tho lu'filtH-t of I'Ut-ovtM- tiinbor areas is

iloplort'il liy Mr. Clyde Loavitt, Cliiot' In-

spector of the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners. He states that forest growth has
been utterly destroyed by repeated fires

on thousands of square miles of sucli uon-
agriiultural lands in eastern (,'aiiada. Lum-
bermen show a tendeiu'v to abandon these
limits since there is no young growth to

jiromise future profits. The revenues of
the several provinces will therefore suffer,

not only from loss of stunipage dues, l)ut

from the cessation of ground rental. The
virgin forests are disappearing fast enough
to demand more attention being paid to

the limits previously cut over. Not only
is the young growth destroyed so but also

are the seed trees which are needed to re-

j>roduce the more valuable species. Soil

fertility suffers from loss of humus and
erosion goes on till bare rock is exposed.
Mr. Leavitt concludes that these wastes
might l>e made permanent sources of raw
material for industrv.

WHY GEORGE CHOPPED THAT TREE.

'What's the idea, George?' inquired Mr.
Washington. 'Why do you chop down this

cherry tree? Have you anything against
cherry trees?'

'No, sir.'

' Mav be vou are in favor of deforesta-
tion?''

' No, sir.

'

'Doing this for a moving picture con-
cern?'

' By no means.

'

'Then why chop down a tree?'
'I just thought of going on the stump,'

replied the future father of his country,
and then Mr. Washington realized that
George was a born statesman.—Kansas
Citv Journal.

BOYS AND TREES.

Much of the damage done to nut and
other trees by the boy is done through
ignorance and carelessness. If he were
taught more about trees, their seeding and
growing habits, the injury caused by mak-
ing -wounds in the bark; if he could set
out and raise some trees that he would
feel were his own, the trees would become
such close friends of his that he would
come to be their natural protector.

Again, a few visits with proper instruc-
tion to where a house is being built, a
fence being put up, a wagon in the course
of construction, also a trij. to the neigh-
boring sawmill would give him very valu-
able lessons in the uses of wood.

—

0. E. Tlnse
in Penn. Forestry Aytnual.

^fore and more we realize the impor-
tance of planting trees and taking care
of the forests we have, becau.se they are
going so fast. Lumbermen chop them
•lowii. Fire burns them up. Insects bore
their very life out.

There is one little bird tiiat is doing
all it can to destroy the inse<"t-enemies of
the trees. It is the <lowny woodjiecker.
The State of Washington has honored him
by choosing him for tiie seal of the State.
Watch this industrious Idrd when you
chance upon him. He is so tame and in-

tent upon his work that your presence will
but little disturb him. He is one of the
tireless, all-the-year-rouud workers, for
whom the days are scarcely long enough,
especially in winter, to get a good living.

Because he is often seen in the orchards,
he has been suspected by those who do
not know him of being after the fruit.
It is never the fruit, however, that he is

seeking, but the grubs that injure the
fruit.—Selected.

TREE CONUNDRUMS.

What tree its old age sadly cries ? Elder.
And from what tall one comes low s-ighs f

Pine.

Which bears the mark of a smoldering fire f

Ash.
And which to chastise vou takes vour sire.'

Birch.

\Miich one do vou carrv about in vour hand?
Palm.

And which one tall and slim doth stand?
Poplar.

Which one bears fruit so goMen and round?
Orange.

And which one hears the sea's deep sound?
Beech.

Come, tell now. which is a stale joke? Chest-

nut.

And which from a stale acorn woke? Oak.
Which tree is cloth and fuel in one? Cot-

tonwood.
And from which does sweet fluid run ?

Maple.

FORESTS PREVENT FLOODS.

An insignificant stream is sudilenly con-

verted into a raging, destructive giant. E.v-

jterts in forestry tell us that one of the
lauses is the destruction of the forests,

which act as reservoirs, holding the water
hack in spring, and distributing it gently
and gradually in summer. This subject
might be studied more thoroughly, and a
greater amount of evidence collected. Con-
servation of resources ought to include the

](revention of such heartrending tragedies as

have occurreil in Ohio.

—

Toronto Star.



History of the Canadian Timber Trade
Lecture on This Interesting and Important Subject.

'

' The Romantic History of the Canadian
Timber Trade" was the subject of the lec-

ture given on March 25 in the Carnegie
Library by Mr. James La\vler, honorary sec-

retary of the Canadian Forestry Association.

It was the last of the series given by the

library board, and was one of the most in-

teresting. Mr. Sykes, librarian, was in the

chair, and the lecture was illustrated by a
series of over 80 slides.

Mr. Lawler pointed out that the suliject

was so large he would be able only to touch
ujion the most important phases. The tim-
ber trade, he said, was the second trade
entered upon after the discovery of the
country—the fur trade being first. It was
second only to agriculture in importance
now. Such a large proportion of the soil

of Canada was suitable only for trees that
the forest industry should remain the second
industry forever unless Canadians were crim-
inally neglectful of their forest heritage. In
this connection several diagrams were shown
indicating the growth of the timber trade,
particularly in exports since 1868. It was
shown that since Confederation the export
of forest products equalled 21 per cent of
the total exports. Taking up the historic
side of his subject, the lecturer began with
the old French governors, showing the old
c-astles and houses of Quebec, and jiointing
out that the first regulations in regard to
timber were made by both the English and
French govei'uors and were with the object
of reserving the oak for building the hulls
of the Royal Navy, and the pine for making
the masts. A review was given of the period
of the seigniors, in particular the Lot-
biniere seigniory about 40 miles above Que-
bec, which has been in possession of the
family since 1655, and upon which advanced
forestry methods have been practised for 50
years. lie noted that Sir Henri Joly de Lot-
In niere was the first president of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association, and one of the
fathers of scientific forestry in Canada. A
number of pictures showing the development
of the trade in the Ottawa valley were
shown, culminating with the famous exhibi-
tion of lumbering before King George V.
when he visited the Capital in 1901. Mr.
Lawler also touched upon the <lramatic in-
cidents in the trade, including the Mira-
niachi fire, and reviewed the timber and
shipbuilding industry in the Maritime Prov-
inces and the lumber industry of British
Columbia.

A vote of thanks was moved by Dr. P. H.
Eryce, seconded by Mr. A. McConnell.

—

Ot-
taira Citizen.

STOCK TAKING NEEDED.

There is strong reason for the belief that
the forest resources of Canada have been
much over-estimated, and the necessity for
a general stock-taking is obvious, in order
to i^rovide the basis for a comprehensive
plan for intelligent conservation.

—

Sir Clif-

ford Siftoii.

AS THE BURN WIMPLES.

Wimplin' burnie, whither awa',
Through the wood, and down the fa',

Black wi ' shade, and white wi ' faem,
Whither awa' sae fast frae hame

?

Woodbirds on thy sparklin ' brink
Bip their bills, and thankfu ' drink,

Mak ' the forest arches thrill.

With their warblin ' sang and trill.

Where thy stanes are green wi ' moss,
Barefit bairnies wade across. . ;

Clover-breathin ' humane cows,

Stan' beneath the apple-boughs,
Lash their tails and chew their cud.

Knee-deep in thy coolin' flood.

—Jeremiah Eankin.

CHINA NEEDS TREE SEEDS.

Prof. Josei>h Bailie of the Department of
Agriculture of the University of Nanking,
China, has written to Dr. C. C. James,
Commissioner for Agriculture, Canada,
asking for gifts of tree seeds in connec-
tion with his work of getting destitute

Chinese on vacant lands. Prof. Bailie

states that he has got over one hundred
families on the land and that now more
than half these are close to being inde-

pendent. Independence he says is a com-
parative term and what these poor people
reckon independence would not be thought
so in Canada, where the population wastes
every year what w^ould make double their

number in China independent. He appeals
for seeds of conifers and of such broad-
leaved trees as would grow in Nanking.
The agricultural department in the Uni-

versity is very young and there are a dozen
students. They are short of everything
except land, of which a good deal has been
given by the government and it is on this

that the colonization experiment is being
tried.
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.1 Fdrnu /'.s Tree 0/

A TREE OF SEVEN YEARS GROWTH.

Farm and Dairy of Peterborough, to which the Canadian Forc-itrij Journal is iii-

•{cLte<l for the above fiit says: '"One iloes not need to wait a life time to have beautiful

trees around the home. This Carolina poplar is just seven years from the nursery, and
ha.s attained a height of fully 30 feet."

CARE OF BIRDS IN CANADA.

A survey of the means, legislative and
eclui-ative, taken in the several provinces
of Canada for the protei'tion of binls, is

published by ''The Agricultural Gazette
of Canada".
The Game Laws of Prince Edward

Island protect partridge, woodcock, snipe,

wild duck and water fowl and prohibit
killing wild fowl botweeni sunset and sun-
rise. Since 1905 the P. E. I. Fish and
<Janie Association has been teaching the
{•ublie the utility of birds, especially to the
farmer. One of the aims of this associa-
tion is to encourage forestry. A dozen
varieties of birds, similar to those men-
tioned, are protected umler the Game Laws
of Nova Scotia.

In the Quebec Game Laws, a score of
common birds are named as enjoying^ pro-
tection from being killed, at any time, or

being trai>pe<l between March 1st and No-

vember 1st. It is equally forbidden to

take their nests or eggs. Eagles, hawks,

crows, sparrows and some others are not

included in this prohibition.

Ontario has a law making it an offence

to kill, cat(di or injure any wild native

bird, except those specially mentioned in

the game laws, and one or two other ex-

ceptions. Through the government and

through private organization much edu-

cational work is done to arouse interest

in jirotecting birds.

Birds arc jirotected in Manitoba by an

act which incdudcs all varieties except

those specially named as not desirable.

An association also carries on a campaign

to teach the value of birds to the country.

The I'seful Birds Act of Saswatchewan
gives protection to all insectivorous birds

and their nests and eggs. The deputy min-

ister of agriculture estimates that the
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daily consumption of noxious insects and
weed seeds, by the birds, is 633,000 busliels.

Nature study is much encouraged and two
societies in the province are interested in

bird-life. Alberta also goes far in defence
of birds. Only such birds as are specified

may be killed or captured and then only
at specified times. The aim of the legis-

lation is to preserve song birds, game and
insect eaters.

In British Columbia the protection of

sea birds is a problem and the establish-

ment of reserves on one or more islands is

proposed. With a few exceptions all other
wild birds are protected by law. Keeently,
some imported English song birds were
added to the list of those enjoying pro-

tection when it was shown they were not
harmful to crops. Imported birds have
been treated similarly.

OIL BURNING LOCOMOTIVES.

Grand Trunk Pacific Will Use Them to

Reduce Fire Risk on B. C. Division.

The Grand Trunk Pacific Eailway has an-

nounced that contracts have been let and
other arrangements made for the installa-

tion of crude oil as locomotive fuel on their

pas^senger engines to be operated between
Prince Rupert, B.C., and Jasper, Alta., a
distance of 718 miles. It is expected that

this installation- will be complete by next
.lune. The announcement does not cover
the uf-e of oil-burners on freight engines; it

is understood that these will continue to use
coal, at least for the present.

—

Conservation.

FORESTS AND WATER STORAGE.

Storage reservoirs, alone, can never be
made to control spring floods. This is the
result of half a century 's study by fores-

tcrs and climatologists.
Forests, in various ways, conserve the

water which falls in the form of rain or
snow. Branches of trees, by breaking the

force of rain, let it pass into the soil easily.

The cover, formed by decaying leaves, has
great water absorbing capacity. The
water held is given off slowly during
months, thus supplying s^jrings and main-
taining an even flow in streams. In addi-
tion to these influences the forests delay
thawing through the heavy foliage shel-

tering the snow from the spring sun.
When this snow is kept very long in the
forest and a long period of warm rain
ensues there may be greater floods as a
result of the forest influence but such cir-

cumstances are rare. While forests thus
serve as protectors of soil and conservers
of water th«y are producing valuable wood
crops.

General uniformity of stream flow can
Ije brought about by intelligent reforesta-

tion, combined with storage dams on the
headwaters of the especially dangerous
streams. In this way the essential work
of the forests is supplemented and the
waters impounded for the dryer seasons.

Proper control of the runoff will maintain
industries -dependent on water power and
insure proper levels for navigation.

SCHOOL CHILDREN AND FORESTRY.

The Forestry Division of the North
Carolina Geological and Economic Survey
recommends the collecting of wood sam-
ples, leaves, nuts, etc., as a profitable

diversion for children. It publishes a bul-

letin on this subject in connection with a
competition the Central Carolina Fair As-

sociation has arranged, offering $20 in six

prizes for collections of native woods and
loaves. In both cases specimens are to be
nnmed. Competitors are to be children,

under 16 years. The Forestry Division ap-

jjroves the idea, stating that the child 's

natural desire for collecting may furnish
one of the readiest avenues for instruction.

To secure the best results parents should
direct the efforts and teachers should
recommend books on the work. It is sug-

gested that a collection of forest seeds
would be an instructive object lesson as
so many peojile do not know what the seeds
of the commonest trees look like. The
flowers and leaves of native shrubs, wild
flowers, ferns, mosses and grasses are men-
tioned as being well deserving of collec-

tion for county fair exhibits.

DOUGLAS FIR.

Douglas fir is the chief timber species in

British Columbia, and is third in im-
portance in Canada, deriving its name from
David Douglas, who discovered it in 1827
and introduced it into the gardens of

Europe. Its adaptability and rapid rate of
growth led to its being largely planted as

a forest tree in Germany, France, Den-
niark and England, and the Indians in

British Columbia sell immense quantities
of seeds to European dealers every year.

A Danish plantation at the age of 29 years
produced 87 cords of wood, equal to an
annual production of three cords per acre,

which is about three times the growth-
rate of white pine on average soil in

Canada. The wood of Douglas fir is also

considerably stronger than white pine, and
is valued highly for construction purposes
because of its size, strength and com-
parative lightness.



A Woman's Plea for Trees
Miss E. Bowers, Bridgewater, Nova Scotia.

Forest Conservation is not going to be
left entirely to the men. In the UnitoJ
States the women have greatly helped ami
from the beginning women ha\e been
members of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion. The following synopsis of an ad-

dress by Miss E. Bowers before the Wom-
en 's Institute of Bridgewater. Nova Scotia
shows how some women are working:
"Most of my life as a teacher has been

passed in country sections, and my liome

for many years was a farm.
'"I ehaiueil to hold si-hools in sections

where there was very beautiful scenery.

Varied inlluences caused me to take up,

whole-heartedly, Nature Study, as we term
it in our school curriculum. Fast following
the nature student period, one finds oneself

a nature lover, and to be a nature lover

denotes real interest, a fondness for flow-

ers, for bin], for forest habitant, for every
babbling brook and jtlacid lake, and for

every tree.

"During the latter terms of my service

in the country, I lost no opportunity to

impress upon my pupils the wisdom of con-

ser<'ing our forests. Outside of school I

placed a plea—as chance offered, and at

public examinations, I always gave a les-

son on trees. But all this was little. One
may say, I myself was but awakening to

the importance of the subject. Besides I

had no technical knowledge of the great
principles of forestry—trimming, culling

and replanting. Then there was lacking
the great spirit of co-operation to produce
any results.

"Now, I think this Institute could, and
should arouse some enthusiasm in the pre-
servation of our woodlands. And why
should our association be interested?

"Because, scarcely a better medium
could be found to influence the rising gen-
eration of land owners, than the women of
the farms, and the rural school teachers.
<'onstantly the press sends out warnings
of the dire consequences following a des-

truction of the forests. It is an oft-

repeated lesson to state that forests are a
prevention of destructive winds, irregular
rainfalls, terrible floods, and so on.

"The value of forests in relation to
water su|)ply is not that they cause preci-

pitation, but that they jiroviile natural
reservoirs for the storage of water after it

has fallen, and that by giving it out gradu-
ally, they regulate and equalize the flow of
streams.
"Clearing the land about the sources

and upi'cr reaches of a river has a disas-
trous effect upon the river. It is a prin-
ciple of nature: no forests, no waterways.
Floods in China and in treeless districts

of Kurope and the I'nited States afford

striking examples.
"Our neighbors in the Uuiteil States are

keenly feeling the result of the vandalism
that swept their country, where the mis-
use of this great natural jiroduct has re

suited in all sorts of losses.

"Latest statistics j)rove, also, that the
productive j)0ssibilities of much of their

f.'-ii.ing laud has been ruined by the loss

of surface springs, following the destruc-
tion of forests. This loss of surface springs
brings it very close to everyday farming.
Scientific farming primarily entails that

knowledge which can combat conditions
arising from this fatal error, this wanton-
ness of the early settlers.

"Present clay farming with its schemes
of tillage, subsoiling and irrigation, delays
the loss of production on account of the
ilisappearance of this invaluable circulat-

ing .system. But the great remedy re-

mains—reforestation.

"Frequently an alarm cry goes forth

through the pages of some magazine or

newspaper that should teach Canadians to

check the ruthless onslaught of the axe
and the saw.

"But these warnings are received by
most much as the little child accepts the

terrors of the buga-boo: very dreadful

—

but, perhaps, nothing in it.

"Canadians should conserve their won-
derful forests, a source of great wealth.

It is said that the comparative value of

Canadian forests is three times that of all

its mineral wealth, and ten times its gold

and silver output alone. The wondrous
uses to which wood is applied forces it

ever in immense quantities uj)on the mar-

ket.

"England alone imports 3.50,000 tons of

ready-pre]>ared pul]i for newspapers only.

And it takes for one day for newsitapers

for the city of Lomlon about 400 tons of

white paper, made from juilp which de-

notes some hundred cords of wood per day
—that in turn denoting an average weekly
destruction of very many acres of the

forests.

"It is a lamentable fact that, to dis-

seminate the knowledge that the forests

are a source of great wealth, seems but to

implant a sj>irit of greed which is the

direct influence leading to their destruc-

tion.

"But why kill the goo.se that lays the

golden eggs? The farmer must learn the

great jirinciples of trimming and culling

his trees and also the necessity of reforest-

ing and afforesting. He must look upon
the woodlot as first aid to preservation of
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soil, iu short, as the assurance of his liveli-

liooil ami that of his heirs.

' * The yoiuig people of the rural districts

should be trained to see the difference be-

tween the value of a stripped woodlot and

a conserved woodlot. The first has a worth

that is but for a time, while the other with

judgment can last for generations.

"The government of Sweden owns and

cares for 18,000,000 acres of forest land.

The proceeds from this state property pay

for all workers in it, for the forestry

schools, and a large portion of the public

school expenses. This latter expenditure is

no mean amount when it is considered that

Swedish schools are splendidly equipped

and education is so extensive that Sweden

has the least percentage of illiterate in-

habitants of any of the European nations.

"Xorwav and Germany reap a high

in-ofit from' their forest holdings, and more

than that it is found that these forests

are better today than they were at the or-

ganization of the system.

"If it is thus a financial success in great

areas^ why not for the individual farmer"?

"In wishing to reach a point upon which

I may arouse interest in trees, I will enum-

erate the general uses of forests: They fur-

nish fuel and lumber; they regulate and

](romote, to a degree, rainfall; they pro-

tect the country from destructive winds;

they hold water in the soil, thus prevent-

ing' floods; they promote health by using

poisonous gases and give off life-sustain-

ing oxvgen; in the decay of their fallen

leaves
' and branches they furnish humus

for the soil; they are the upkeep of a cir-

culatory system through which surface

springs are retained; they are the breed-

ing places of animals and of birds, those

able but unrecognized farmers' friends.

And lastly, they add beauty to the

scenery. What we love we will preserve.
'

' Tlie members of this Institute could

each do a share to implant in the young

mind the beauty and comfort of trees

—

then the profit.

"A property that is beautifully set

amidst trees, is an addition to the com-

munity. Many, or most of the rural homes

of our country stand devoid of these na-

tural adornments. All rural school grounds

lack them. Frequently lengthy roadways

to a home subject one to unprotected heat

in summer and bleak winds in winter.

"With all the beauties nature has so

generously lavished upon us, how little we
are retaining! Parts of our country be-

come less and less lovely as the years pass

by. Koads that should have been left as

avenues, delightful to travel, have been

ruined by cutting down all border trees.

Lakes are fringed with ugly stump lands,

no trees left for cattle shade, nor for beau-

tifying the margin of water.
'

' Now there is a xn-ofit in natural beauty.

I have been told that England holds in its

rural districts so much that is charming

that the tourist finds vast enjoyment in

its paths, roads and streams.

"It is a fact that American cities and

towns reveal more pride in trees than do

the rural districts. Bridgewater, I think,

evinces generally a more pleasing appear-

ance in its residential quarters, solely

through the care of trees than some por-

tions of the surrounding sections do with

all their better chances. Care for the trees

you have! Plant new ones. Keep alive

the spirit of forestry.

"I will close with two thoughts of Rus-

kin: (1) 'It is the law of economy to make
the best of everything.' (2) 'Everyone is

intended to find an exquisite happiness in

one's own best efforts.'
"

NEWSPAPERS.

They ?ent my forest to a paper mill,

Mv forest, lifted Foleinnly and still

For skies to brood and morning sun to kiss,

Xow torn to pulp and flattened into this—

-

This endless mass of paper, smudged with

ink,

And flung abroad to men that will not think.

Instead of sweet green leaves, this dingy

white

;

Instead of bird songs and the pure <lelight

Of sturdy trunk and loving shadowy bough,

The berry glints, the asters—nothing now

But crumpled pages whirled beneath a train,,

Or sodden in a gutter by the rain.

Ah, when, thou monstrous Press, thou mighty

force.

When wilt thou bear thee worthy of thy

source?

When, in the glad remembrance of the wood.

Wilt thou be soundly sweet and staunchly

good.
Fragrant and pure and masterfully free.

And calmly strong as thine our parent tree?

Amos Fi. Wells, in Harper's WeeUy.

TESTING POPLAR GROWTH.

The practicability of growing cotton-

wood (poplar) for pulp making was

recentlv presented at a public meeting by

Mr. R."^ T. Houk, Secretary of the Mead
Pulp and Paper Co. of Chillicothe, O.

Trees planted by the company four years

ago, 1.000 to the acre, he said, would be

harvested in 12 years. Mr. Houk said the

growth was one" inch a year in diameter

and he had witnessed two inches a year

in the Mississippi valley. The United

States' Forestry Department are closely

observing the experiments.



With the Forest Engineers.

Domiuion Forest Branch Notes.

Mr. J. A. Doucet, Forest As^-istant, who
has been engaged for the past year in gath-

ering statistics in the province of Quebec,

left on April 8 to take up his duties in

charge of the survey party which is to make
a re^onnai^sance survey in the Peace River

country. His headquarters will lie Spirit

Rivt-r Settlement, via Edson, Alberta.

Mr. l>oucet will be assisted by Mr. R. I).

MaidmiaJd. who after finishing his work in

conncitiuii with the traverse party whiih
operateil in the Clearwater Reser\-? during

the season of 1914, spent the winter at Head
Office assisting in completing the report and
maps of that survey.

Mr. George S. Smith, who has been work-

ing at Head Office in connection with the

grazing policy of the Forestry Branch, left

Ottawa on April 10 to take up his duties

as Forest Assistant in the Big River and
Sturgeon Forest Reserves, Saskatchewan.
His headquarters will likelv be Big River,

Sask.

Mr. W. X. Millar, Assistant Professor at

the Toronto Forest School, and formerly
Inspector of the Alberta Division will dur-

ing the summer visit forest reserves in the

West with the object of gaining data to

assist in perfecting the organization and in

ilevelojiing scientific investigation of tim-

ber growth in the prairie provinces.

Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Toronto
Forest School, will spend sonie time in the
West this summer anil will visit some of
the reserves with a view of gaining a better
knowledge of the conditions on the reserves,

where a number of the graduates of the
forest school are now employeil.

Toronto Foresters' Club Dinner.

Owing to a mistake no mention was made
at the time of the successful annual iliuner

of the Foresters' Club of the Faculty of
Forestry of the University of Toronto. The
chair was occupied bv Mr. C. H. Morse,
I'rcMdent. and there was a good number of
guests besides a full attendance of meni-
l»ers of the Club.
The speakers were Prof. J. W. Tourney,

Director of the Yale Forest School, who
spoke on " Prei-ent Dav Aspects of Forestrv
in tlie United States"; Mr. R. H. Camj)beU,
Director of Forestry, who spoke on '

' Do-
minion Forestry"; Mr. H. R. MacMillan.
< hief Forester of British Columbia, on
"Forestry in British Columbia", and ^^r.

Clyde Leavitt on "Forest Conservation."
Among the other guests were Mr. E. J.

Zavitz, Provincial Forester of Ontario, and
.Mr. G. A. Gutches, District Inspector for
Saskatchewan.

Eastern Limit of Douglas Fir.

Mr. J. R. Gareau, formerly of the B. C.

Forest Service, and now one of the field

officers of the Entomological Branch of the
Department of Agriculture. Ottawa, wrote
un«ler date of Decemlier, lUl t. frnm StMn
ford University as follows:

''This is a tardy reply .to y>ui uixii.i

tion to foresters (chiefs of i»arties) to sen<l

the CuiKitlian Forestry Journal notes on
their summer's work.
"My third and last summer in the B. C.

Forest Service was sj)ent in the northern
part of the jnovince. My work was, in char-
acter, similar to that of the two previous
seasons, and consisted in a reconnaissance
stU'ly of the forest conditions in the basin
of Willow and Bear (now called Bowron)
rivers, two streams of over a humlred miles
in length which empty into the Eraser river
within seventy-five miles above Fort George.

'"The season's work was of great interest
from more than one viewpoint, but particu-
larly from that of forestry, and of the data.
I have gathereil. and observations, I have
made, the following might not be entirely
devoid of interest to those foresters who
take some interest in the scintific aspect of
our branch of applied botany. Two of the
things which most interested me were, on
the one hand, the fires which at different
times swept over that region, and on the
other, the distribution of forest tree specie-,

and the relation of the one to the other,
particularly in the case of Douglas fir. with
which species this note is concerned.

"In the Department of the Interior Atlas
of <'anada. Map No. 9. "Limits of Forest
Trees," the eastern limit of Douglas fir,

between the 53rd ami .j4th parallels of lati-

tude, is indicateil by a line that follows the
low rounded ridges which form the cHviile

between the Fra^er river and its tributary,

the Willow river. This, I found to be in-

correct.

"The error in fi.xing there the eastern
limit of Douglas fir. in that particular
region, is to l>e attributed, no <loubt. to the

rarity of that species east of that line. It

is comparatively rare, yet it is found over a

wide area and its mode of occurrence as well

as the characteristics of individual trees

force me to concUnle that it was there once
in much greater quantity.

"Throughout the basin of Willow and
Bear rivers, from valley Viottonis to the

mountain sides at elevations as great as

4,11 HI feet above sea level, I found isolated

individuals of Douglas fir, or small groups
of them, and in a few instances this tree

formed the dominant species of the stand
over an area of from two to three square
miles (as far as time permitted me to aseer-
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tain but possibly of a greater extent) as on

the southern slope of the mountains north-

west of Stony lake.

"These trees are all big and tall, appar-

ently very old, and in the bark and wood of

the lower part of the trunk of many of them

can be seen traces of fires. I have also

found in many places, in dense stands of big

spruce and balsam, old, dry, partly burned

stumps of the same species (Douglas fir)

which I take as a further evidence that

Douglas fir formed a very important part

of the forest which this region at one time

supported, and that its almost complete an-

nihilation in that region, and the present

and new type of forest, is the result of large

and repeated fires.
'

' The foregoing also leads me to believe

that, although I am not acquainteil with

the country lying north and south of the

ground which I have examined, a line with

slight zigzags running from a point a short

distance west of Calgary (assuming that the

eastern limit is correctly indicated at that

point on the Atlas) to a point slightly north-

east of Ft. McLeod, for the eastern limit of

Douglas fir, would be nearer the truth than

the present one with its big inward curve

between the same two points, and ^vhich I

have proved to be in part incorrect.

"It is the privilege of the man doing

leconnaissance work to see much country,

and as he has thus the opportunity to gain

a knowledge of the 'variation' in the forest

v.hich corresponds with changes of the phy-

sical conditions, a few summers' work iu

that province is of great instructive value.

'•'British Columbia, with its diversity of

topography and climate, is surely a great

forest laboratory and some knowledge of

her forest regions should be to those of us

young Canadian foresters who have been

there, a valuable prerequisite or fuudamen-
tal for our further studies."

FIRE PROTECTION ALONG RAIL-
WAYS.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Chief Inspector of

the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada, writes approviugly of the ad-

vanced fire })rotective methods of the Bos-

ton and Maine Railroad. Besides follow-

ing the general practice of railways in

burning off the right-of-way, each year,

this company co-oj^erates with the land
owniers, along their lines, in disposing of

inflammable debris on a narrow strip on
each side of the right-of-way. Old slash-

ings, outside tracks, greatly increase the

menace from fires which may start iu dry
grass, within the right-of-way. The com-
pany clears this outside area at its own
expense when it is impracticable for own-
ers to do so safely. It is reported that, in

a year, the fire hazard was reduceil in 75

places by this policy. The method is in-

expensive as the railway sectionmen do the
fire protective work on rainy days, when
it is safe, and track work would be sus-

l>ended anyway. Mr. Leavitt observes that
the policy is good from a business stand-
point. It reduces damage claims against
the railw^ay and the elimination of forest
fires tends to increase freight and passen-
ger revenues.

A LESSON FROM CHINA.

Clarence How, in an article in World 's

Work oh a recent visit to China, and the
lessons he learned there, says the most im-
portant lesson he learned was as to the
need of conservation of the forest re

sources of America. "Hardly anything
that I saw on my whole trip," he say.s.
'

' burne<l itself more deeply into my nieni-

firv than the h^avy penalty that the Celes-

tiiil Empire is now paying for the neglect
of hei' forests in former years. In the
country north of Peking I found river-

valley after river-valley—once rich and
pioductive, but now become an abomina-
tion of desolation—covered with countless
tons of sand and stone brought down from
the treeless mountain-sides. So long as

these slopes were forest-clad, the decaying
leaves and humus gave a sponke-like char-

acter to the soil ui3on them, and it gave
out the water gradually to the streams be-

low. Now, however, the peaks are in

most cases only enormous rock-pikes, the

erosion having laid waste the country
round about; or else they are mixtures of
rock and earth, rent by gorges through
which furious torrents rush down immedi-
ately after each rainfall, submerging once
fruitful plains with rock and infertile

gully-dirt. Where the thrifty, pigtailed

Chinese peasant once cultivated broad and
level fields in such river valleys, he is now
able to rescue only a few half-heartel
patches by piling the rock in heaps and
saving a few intervening arable remnants
from the general soil-wreck."

DO OUR PART.

And yet, while '

' we, the people
'

' are wor-

rying about the details of tariffs, ballots and
the like, one is tempted to forget the im-

portance of the conservation of our natural

resources and especially the conservation of

our forests, which is such an important fac-

tor, not only in the lumber industry but in

the flow of our rivers and the rainfall on

our farms. Moreover, we must not depend
upon our presidents and Congress to do all

this work of conservation for us; we must
each do our own part.

—

Philadelphia Post.
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FORESTRY IN MAINE.

The State of Maine is doing »'onsi<leral>!e

to reforest its waste areas. The le>;isla-

ture has authorizeil tax rebates, bonuses,

assistance of the forestry ilepartnient ami

sale of nursery stoek, at niininiuni priees.

to owners of unproductive lands who es

tablish and maintain forest tree jdanta-

tions on ttiein. A lar^je number of trees

were distributed, last year, from the
nursery, rei'ently started in the forestry
department of the University of Maine.
The variety of trees produced there is

large, though 75 per cent are white pine.

Norway spruce and Kuropean larch are
also extensively grown.

I'rof. John M. Briscoe, head of the move
nient to persuade farmers to reforest their

waste areas, urges landowners to plant a
stand of white pine upon their unused
lands for the results it will ultimately
yiehl. His compaign is arousing interest

among all engaged in lumbering in any
form, as well as among owners of timber-
lands for the results it will utimately
area of Maine is either in forests or waste
land and that one-third of the population
derive all or part of their income from
forests or the waterpowers connected with
them.
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Canadian Forestry Association

T~HE Canadian Forestrj' Association is an independent organization
* of patriotic citizens, which has for its object the highest de-

velopment of the soil and resources of Canada by urging govern-

ments, municipalities and owners generally to devote each acre to

that for which it is best suited, and particularly to keep under forest

those soils fitted only to grow trees.

The Membership Fee is one dollar 7 or year. Members receive

free of any additional charge the Annaal lieport -and Canadian

Forestry Journal.

Application for menbership may be made as below:

—

Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen :—/ desire to become a member of the Canadian

Forestry Association and herewith enclose One Dollar member-

ship fee.

Xa me ;

Address

Dntp



llnivcrsilY of

New Brai^swick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Estahltshed itt iQoS

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestrv Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingl)' moderate.

For further itiformation address:—

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — — —

C. C. JONES. Chancellor

m «Nlll[RSIllf fOlltSl SCiOOl
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to graduates of universities, colleges and

scientific institutions of high standing,

and, under exceptional conditions, to

men who have had three years of colleg-

iate training including certain prescrib-

ed subjects. Men who are not candi-

dates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence

that will warrant their taking the work

to their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-

bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAHES W. TOUHEY, Director

NEW HAVEN - - - - CONNECTICUT

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

ST.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

I^IGHAErS, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY ,

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

aries of the respective Faculties.
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Forest Fire Probabilities in 1915

The outlook for a summer season comparatively free from serious forest

fires is decidedly hopeful. Reports secured by the Canadian Forestry Jour-

nal from officials in control of large areas in Ontario, Quebec, and the Mari-

time Provinces state that rain has been falling in abundance and that the

gTeen undergrowth is developing to a marked degree. These facts stand

out in striking contrast to the 1914 forest conditions when during April and

May severe drought had made itself felt, unbroken by more than occasional

showers, and the forest floor was parched and ready for ignition.

•DISTINCTLY BETTER."

Our reports show a very hopeful condition in regard to the probability

of dangerous fires this year. The rains have been heavy and the ground

is moist and covered with fresh vegetation—distinctly better than a year

ago," is one of the statements made to the Canadian Forestry Journal and

duplicated in its essentials by other limit holders in Ontario and Quebec. A
Nova Scotia correspondent reports heavy rains and a very good prospect

in regard to fire immunity. Many of the Quebec lumber companies sent

their rangers into the woods a week or two earlier this year and the extinc-

tion of several incipient fires in valuable parts of the limits towards ihe

end of April well repaid the precaution,

IN THE WESTERN PROVINCES.

Throughout the Western Provinces the spring came early and with high

winds in many places. Fires started earlier than usual and for a time during

the month of April the condition looked serious. Fires were reported from

British Columbia and also in the northern parts of Alberta and Saskatche-

wan, and it looked as if the season was likely to result in heavy loss. Fortu-

nately during May rain has fallen generally and the situation is now under

control so that, the spring danger having passed, the prospects for the sea-

son seem favourable.
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How Switzerland Cuts the Tax-Rate By
Forest ' Harvesting

'

Tlie municipal forests of Aarau, SicitzcrJand, prodticc an average gross profit

of $14 per acre.

The richest state forests of Gcrmaini seldom surpass a revenue of $5.60 per

acre.

Temperatures, winter and sa)nnier, modified hij the thick, forest regions.

Landslides, torrents and avalanclics rendered impossible in many places by
proper care of pine trees.

Switzerland uses for forest purposes chiefly land unsuited for agriexdture.

By Marie Widmcr.

(Contributed to the Canadian Forestry
Journal.)

iSIore than one-fifth of the whole area of

Switzerland, i.e., 21.869^, is covered with
forests, and this proportion increases to

28% when one considers the area of the

productive land only. About 67% of these

forests belong to individual villages or

cities; 28.5% are private property, and
4.5% only pertain to the individual can-

tons. The ownership by canton, village or

jirivate persons shows a remarkable varia-

tion in the case of each canton and we thus

find that the cantonal governments of Va-
lais, Tieino, Grisons and Uri possess prac-

tically no forests. The biggest percentage
of forests owned by villages, i.e., 94.3%, is

however found in the Valais, and the great-

est percentage of private-owned forests, i.e..

78.87^, is to be found in the canton of

Lucerne.

A VAEIED SHOWING.
Generally speaking, we encounter the most

extensive forest conservation, i.e., in a j)ro-

jiortion of 31-42% of the whole territory

available for cultivation, in vne Jura, and
the cantons of Basel (Land), Schaffnauseu,
Aargau, Soleure and Neuchatel have thus
the greatest number of forests. Geneva,
Basel (Stailty and Uri find themselves in

a reverse position, having to import most
of their timber, and the Alpine cantons of
the Grisons, Valais and Obwalden show a
timber production which exceeds by far
their own requirements.
The timber production of the Swiss for-

ests generally has reached the comparatively
high figure of 40 million francs a year. The
average annual export amounts to about 3

million francs, but there is still an annuiJ
importation of wood for about 30 million
francs. This somewhat surprisingly big im-
port is explained by a continually increased
demand for wood by the paper industry, also
by a much developed building activity.

A PAYING PBOPOSITION.

The statistics available concerning the
average increase of the Swiss forest culti-

vation do not yet suffice by far for an
approximate valuation of the respective

financial returns. However, in all those

cases, where it has been possible to investi-

gate the question, the ])roposition has jiroven

iti-elf a paying one.

Thus it is shown for instance that the

muni("ipal forests of Aarau produce an aver-

age gross profit of $14 per acre, those of

Zurich, Winterthur and Morat $12 per acre,

and the most recent statistics in the case

of ^Vinterthur indicate a revenue of $14.90

per acre. Admitting that these are some-

what exceptional instances, we nevertheless

find that the general results of the cantonal

forests of Aargau and Ziirich reach a gross

profit of $8 per acre, while the richest state

forests in Germany scarcely ever surpass a
revenue of $5.(30 per acre. The returns in

the Jura and the Alps, where the soil is

naturally poorer, amount to $3.25 to $4.80

per acre.

This steady and ever increasing reveiuie

yielded by the forests helps to reduce taxa-

tion in Switzerland to a minimum.

It must also be remembered that these

forests frequently occupy land which would
not be fitted for any other cultivation and
that their very j^resence has, moreover, an
immense climatic and hygienic value.

TREES AND CLIMATE.

No place becomes o])pressive from the

summer's heat or unpleasant through the
winter 's cold if it is situated in a forest

region. It is an established fact that all

the renowned Swiss health and pleasure re-

sorts are in closest vicinity to woods and
forests whose purifying presence and whole-

some fragrance acts liKe a tonic on the

hmnan system.

In certain mountainous regions where
lands^iiies, torrents and avalanches would
otherwise cause fearful havoc, the forests

alone can ward these disasters off. This is

the reason why every pine is held sacred in

those districts, and why but small tracts of

forests are denuded at one time and are

immediately replanted.
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What Newfoundland Does To Safeguard Her Forests

{Cotifrihttf( <1 to tin Cmnulian Forrsfrif Joiinuil hi/ Ilmi. /'. '/'. Mid'nith,
St, Jnlni's^ y/hl.)

Xewfouiiillaiul 's inoasures for the protection of lier forests are ilireeteil mainly liv

a Fire Patrol Boanl. Tliis is a volunteer committee to wliieh the IJovernmeiit ami tlie

leading holders of timber areas are jiarties. Tiie Minister of A^'riniltiire anil .Mines is

i-hairman ex-oflieio and the Clovernment j^rants $4,(1(1(1 a year towar.js the fiinil. whirh
the timlier licensees supplement liy a somewhat similar sum, so that annually there is

available from $S,0UO to .tl>,(.l».tU for the purposes of the lioard. The forest areas through
the interior of the country on either side of the transinsular railroad which traverses
the Island, are divided into sections, each of which is siiperviseil in most cases liv the
manager of the company controlling the tind)cr areas in the immediate vicinity. None
of these persons received any salary whatever and all the employees engaged in each
section are hired and discharged by the superintendent, report to him and carry out
his directions, while general reports and time sheets are sent to a general secretary who
happens to be at present an official of one of the lumbering companies ami who receives
a small honorarium for his services in this capacity. In addition, the (iovernrni'nt
places at the disj)0sal of the Board the services of the chief forest ranger of the Islainl,

who has, on his own part, extensive powers to employ men and eijuipments to light
forest fires wherever these may be raging.

All the principal areas which are now being worked in the Colony are connected
by telephone with the superintendent of that particular section, and there are public-

and railway telegraph lines along either side of the railroad and telegraph offices at all

stopping points, so that every facility is thus provided. During the winter months,
of course, there is comparatively no fear of fire in the wooded country, and in the sum-
mer, when dam buihling and other work is carried on, only trusted nuMi are emploved,
and the "bosses" are such as may be trusted to take every i)recaution to prevent fires

spreading.
The service so far, and it has been in operation for five years, has been very satis-

fai-torily jterformed, and no serious forest fire has oc<'urred in the ]>rinci|>al wooded
areas of tlie country since its inception. Elsewhere throughout the Island, inland from
the seaboard, where it is difficult to maintain an efficient servi<-e of fire wardens, except
at a cost utterly beyond the means of the Colony, there are such fires from time to time,
but those engaged in the lumbering industry in the Colony and familiar with its con-
ditions, are satisfie<l that no country on this side of the Atlantic is now so well )iro-

tected, all things considereil, as is Newfoundland.
No methods of conservation of the forests are practised in this Island. The experi-

ence of all engaged in the lumber industry is that when an area is cut or burnt out the
new growth conies up too quickly to render such necessary, and while in the natural
order of things the rule of the survival of the fittest ajjplies in our forestry problems, the
(|uickuess with which wood grows to a size suitable for pulp wood renders scientific

measures entirelv unnecessarv.

Government Railways Adopt Protective Rules

Tlie railway lines operated by the

Department of Railways and Canals
have liocn plafod by the ^linister,

Hon. Frank Coeiirane, under the

same fire protection regulations as

are imposed by the Hoard of Railway
('oinniission<'rs on all the coinpany-
owni'd systems. This si^'uities a most
important step in the cause of forest

jirotection. inasmuch as the territory
traversed by the National Transeon-
tineiital from .Moncton to Winnipeg
is heavily wooded in nearly all sec-

tions, while the forests continguous

to the Intercolonial tracks, ;iltli(»iigh

injured by fires of the past, are still

well worth the utmost jireeaution.

Co-operative measures have already
been set in motion by the Govern-
ments of Ontario and New Hi'uns-

"wiek, acting with the Ft-ileral I)e-

pai'tment of Railways, having in

view the efficient i)atrol of the rail-

way lines within the provincial bor-

ders. Action of a similar character

is inider consideration by the Gov-
einment of Quebec.
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The Two Masks of Destruction.

When an army of marauding Germans laid hands on Belgium, placed the nation
ill formal slavery, and ruined or sequestered the national domain, 100,000 Canadian
citizens i)ut on the King's uniform and pledged themselves to evict the trespasser.

Belgium and France have lost, through the violence of gun fire and other practises

of war, enormous quantities of beautiful and almost priceless forest. A hundred
years will scarcely restore these wrecked woodlands to the condition of August 3rd, 1914.

"War is just one brand of Destruction. It appals because it takes toll of the price-

less human. It amazes because it lacks the accidental factor of most other destruction.

If foreign guns smashed down ten million dollars worth of Canadian forests

in a brief twelvemonths' campaign, can anyone picture the burst of patriotic

resentment arising through town and countryside? Governments would concentrate
every resource to oust the invader; no otlier task would be known in the land until

the rescue of the forests had been accomjilished.

Canadian forests are falling every month of every year beneath the onslaught
of Fire. Guns or Fire—it makes no difference except that cannon are surpassed by
Fire in thoroughness. Fire is an invader, a national and individual foe. He will ruin

our splendid annual forest crop of 172 million dollars if his power is not stayed. He will

dry uj) the rivers and waterfalls, develop damaging floods, impoverish the farm lands,

and leave the whole nation poorer.

Fire is as much a national trespasser as a line of hostile regiments. He deserves
to be handled with the same steadfastness, the same vigilance, the same ingenuity.

Forestry experts have calculated that lumbermen have cut since Confederation
over a billion and a quarter dollars worth of Canadian trees.

While five or six hillioa dollars icorth liave been sacrificed to fire.

Is this the sort of national record worth perpetuating?

[Flioto by Underwood and Underwood

ONE BRAND OF DESTRUCTION.
German shell fire concentrated for a few minutes on the area shown in the

above photograph smashed and stripped a patch of timber into a few
useless skeletons. The picture was taken in Northern France.
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'The Two Maskti of Destruction 09

ANOTHER BRAND OF DESTRUCTION.
This is not the result of shell fire but of forest conflagration. The scene is in

Muskoka. Repeated burning, mostly preventible, has killed off the

timber, burned up the soil and left in their place an area of worthless

rock. As it takes 300 years to build up an inch of soil to give scant

nourishment to a new forest, these burned areas of Muskoka can for

practical purposes be wiped off the ledger of Canadian assets.

A'AH' BKUXSniCK'S STAND.

The X. V. Paper Trade Joiirnal. referring

to re<ent Xew Brunswick legislation, says:

•We will not say that the reg ilation pro-

viiling that no timber be cut below a certain

size is not a wise ami necessary nieasiire.

There ha.s been altogether too much pro-

'ligality in the cutting of the forests as

Americans have fouml to their cost, and
conservation has V)ecome a watchword on
both sides of the line. But a country can
sufiFer just as readily from a hoarding of
its resources as it can by a wasteful policy.

If this wa.s a time when <apitalists were
seeking investments in Canadian properties

for the purpose of paper manufacture, as

they were doing when Ontario and Quebec

Hrst began to impose exj)ort restrictions on
wood, it wouM be possible to understand
the present attitude of the Xew Brunswick
government. But when there is no pros-

pect for additional mill construction in the

Dominion except at some remote and inde-

finite period, and when it nas been found
that the prohibition of l>ulp wood shipments

to this side has not been productive of a
single paper mill within the province, is it

not poor business policy to withhold the raw
material when it might he soM to advan-

tage and profit f

'Ontario has the right idea. Her restric-

tions have been elastic. She raises and
lowers the bars as circum.stances dictate,

with the consequence that she has at all

times a revenue from her resources.'



Vigorous Reforms in British Columbia Despite

Bad Fire Season

Four ont?tandii]g features characterized the forest administration in British

Colnmbia for 1914. The Timber Royalty Act was passed, defining for half a century

ahead the stunipage price of Crown timber. The Forest Branch successfully struggled

with one of the worst fire seasons. Revenue was well maintained despite the war and
financial depression. Ex])lorations were made confirming previous conjectures as to

the large amount of timlier remaining to the Crown reserve.

The report of the British Columbia Forest

Branch for 1914, made by Mr. H. R. Mac-
Millan, Chief Forester, to the Hon. William

R. Ross, ]\rinister of Lands, gives an excel-

lent survey of the work being done in con-

nection with the timber industry of the

western provinces.

During the twelve months ending Decem-
ber 1st, the Branch collected $2,157,019, the

net decrease compared with 1913 being only

$32.3,770. The amount collected as royalty,

stumpage, etc., was $467,380 as to $536,179

for 1913, the decline in operations being

accounted for by the war and general finan-

cial conditions. The estimated general ad-

ministrative expenditure for the fiscal year

ending March 31st, 1915, is $254,204.
' On

account of the severe fire s-eason the expen-

diture under the Forest Protection Fund, to

which the government and limit owners con-

tribute ecjual sums, reached $394,758 as to

$318,600 in 1913. However, $18,000 of the
1914 outlay is to be refunded by the railway

companies.

BESULTS OF RECONNAISSANCE.

Nearly a million acres of merchantable
Crown timber were reported by reconna.s-

sance parties. These areas have been mark-
e . on the official maps to be protected from
alienation. Altogether, 12,000,000 acres

were reported on during the year on which

5,000,000 acres of statutory timber laud

were located. This carries a stand of 30,-

000,000,000 feet of merchantable forest

The saw mills of the province are given

as: ISO up to 15 M. feet daily capa ity;

96 between 15 M. and 40 M.;*58 over 40

M., and 81 shingle mills.

The report emphasizes the fact that there

is no lack of timber to cut and no lack of

mills to cut it. But a market must be
sought. The jiopulation of the province,

which in 1912 and 1913 used one-fifth of the

lumber, does not now use one-twentieth.

The only imjjortant market is the Canadian
prairie which, in any single year, never took

over 60 per cent, of the output of the mills.

The export market in any one y^ar of the

past decarle has not taken over 4 per cent.

The yearly capacity of the 334 saw mills is

given at "2,535,570,000 feet. From 1,000,-

000,000 to 1,200,000,000. had been cut an-

nually for the prairie trade, but last year
owing to the building depression the quan-
tity fell to 700,000,000 feet and this was
not all delivered.

In order to extend the market it is re-

commended that production must be cheap-

ened to meet American cost. More lumber
could be sold to the prairie farmers. The
export trade might he developed with the

United States east of the Mississippi, Aus-
tralia, the Orient and Europe. The war
brought a sudden flood of orders to pulj)

and X'aper mills. Paper shipments reached
45,816 tons and high-class chemical pulp
10,698 tons, despite shortage in available

shipping. To minimize the effects of the

war on the timber trade, restrictions on the

export of logs were temporarily relaxed.

FIBST FOBEST BESEEVE.

The first provincial forest reserve in Bri-

tish Columbia was established on December
31st, 1914. It includes lands in the Elk
river valley of an area approximately 100
square miles. The Alberta line forms its

eastern boundary.

The total damage caused by forest fire

is given at $436,532 compared with $18,354
in 1913 and $629,915 in 1910. Last year

there were 1,832 fires, covering 355,124
acres. In 1914, 190 regular forest guards
were employed as to lo9 the i>revious year.

There were 115 extra patrolmen and lookout

men compared with 65 the year before.

Although the staff was much larger, the

expense increased only from $206,000 to

$214,000 for the fire patrol force. Scarcely

any variation occurred in the chief causes

of fires, campers and travellers being still

responsible for most of them.
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Mr. K. C. Manning, who has Ijceii eir.-

]>loyo<l in conneftion with the Canailian

I'aiitic Hailway I'oiiipany 's Department of

Natural Kesourees, has been appointed to

the jio^ition of forest assistant in conneition

with the Clearwater Forest Reserve, with

ht'ail<niarters at Rofky Mountain House,
AllxTta.

Mr. K. \avasour, of the I'niversuv of

New BrunswicK Forest Sfhool, has been
appointed to the position of forest assistant

in conneftion with the Ponupine ami Pas-

quia Forest Reserve, with headquarters at

Hudson Bav .Junction.

The following are the officers of the

Canadian Society of Forest Engineers,

elected to serve for three years: President,

Clyde Leavitt of Ottawa. Forester to the

Dominion Conservation Commission and
• hief Fire Inspector for the Dominion Rail-

^^ay Commission; Vice-President, H. R.

Mai-Millan, Chief Forester of British Colum-
bia: Secretary-Treasurer, Ellwood Wilson.

Forester to the Laurentide Company, Ltd.

Fon-t Assistant L. C. Tilt has been ap-

pointed to the Manitoba Inspection Office

;it Wlinijieg.

'•A Woodsman of the West" is a highly

entertaining volume from the pen of Mr.
^[. Allerdale Grainger, of the British Colum-
bia Forest Service.

Messrs. G. D. McKay and Arnold Hans-
sen have l)een elected active members ami
Mr. li. K. Ayers an associate member of the

Canadian .Society of Forest Engineers.

The Third and P'ourth Year students of

the Faiulty of Forestry. I'nivers-ity of To-

ronto, to the number of thirteen, spent a
week of practice work at the Provincial

nurseries at St. Williams, as a j»art of their

cour>e in Silviculture. The work consists

in getting practically familiar with the

growing and handling of plant stock, set-

ting out plantations with different tools aixl

learning to appreciate their rtdative value.

Each student is given a chance to perform
all the manipulations from preparing and
mowing >eed lieds, trans|)laiiting seedlings in

nursery rows, and planting into the field

or wooil.«.

It is expected that the graduating class

will comprise nine names. Out of the fifty

registrations at the beginning of the aca-

demic year only forty-two held out to the

end, a number enlisting for the war and
a few dro])ping out for other reasons.

Altogether, as far as known, some eigh-

teen graduates and undergraduates of the

Faculty have enlisted, of \\hom six were

registered at he beginning of the session.

Apj>arently. the market for foresters has

also sufiered by the war like other employ-

ment, not all grailuates securing places, as

has lieen hitherto the rule, and only a few-

students of the lower years sei-uring 'um-

mer employment in the l-^orestry jJranch.

Dr. Fernow expects to join Mr. U. II.

Cam]>bell. Director of Forestry, in making
an inspection tour this summer over the

federal forest reservations with a view of

advising as to their han lling fro:n the fores-

try point of view.

A funall railroad operating an nilbiirnivfj

locomotive on the Tahne national forest,

California, had a brealdoun during last

summer and burned uooa instead of oil for

one da;/. On this dai/ fifteen fires started

along the right of waif. During the preced-

ing fiear, only one fire occurred near the

railroad and it was not tliought that the

I ngine was responsible for that one.
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A Contrast in Railway Methods.

A Canadian railway right-of-way well cleared and presenting a

minimum fire risk.

Another kind of right-of-way. Here the ground has received very little attention.

The grass and shrubbery are in an ideal condition for fire.



Railways fail to shift responsibility jor fires

near tracks

I'lioii tli<> applii-.itioii of tin- Caiiiiiliaii

PuLiiic Kailwav, the Kailway I'c'.iiiiiijision

hel<l a hearing April G at Ottawa, in con-

nection «ith that portion of the Hoard's
General Onler No. I(i7, which places upon
railways the responsibility for extingwishintj

fires which occur within 300 feet of the

track, unless in each case the railway in

question shall show that it was not re-

sponsible for the origin of the fire. The
contention of the CIMi. was that this clause

should be eliminated from the order, so that

the railways wouM be primarily responsible

for the extinguishing of only such fires

outside the right of way as should lie posi-

tively known to be due to railway causes.

HOARD NOT lONVlSCKD.

The .»^howing made by the railways was
not sufficient to convince the Board, and
the application was dismissed, with, how-
ever, the understanding that, should they
see fit, the railways might later re-open the

matter on the basis of requesting a reduc-

tion in the 300 foot limit, should they be
able to fecure sufficient evidence to justify

such action. It has been suggested that
possibly a reduction to 200 feet might be
justified, and the matter may be re-opened
later on something like this basis. It would

From Other Editors

"The announcement by the Surveyor-

General of Xew Brunswick that 'the Gov-
ernment intends to look carefully into the

large <)uantities of pulpwooil exjiorted from
the Province and will j>ut an end to the

cutting of undersized timber by cancelling

the licen^es of those jiarties foun<l guilty of

the practice' will be greeted with ap{>roval

by all interested in the development of the

Province s resources j>roviding the Surveyor-
(leneral understands exactly what he means
by 'undersized.' ''

—

Pulii and Piiprr Maga-
zine.

"The Canadian Fore-strii Journal is the
niode>t organ of an important movement.
The last number shows what is being done
in reforesting bare slopes and timber lands
to prevent carrying away of soil in storms
and to con>erve the water supply, as well
as to make om-e more productive timber
land whiih has been mistakenly cleared for
agricultural, and rendered entirely bar-
ren."

—

Montreal IVeekhj tt itness.

seem, however, that as a result of tne hear
ing of April (i, the princijde may be con-

sidered definitely and finally established in

• 'aiiucia, of placing the onus on railway
companies to lie responsible for extinguish-

ing lircs which occur on or near their rights

(if way, except where the comjianies can
show that specific fires were <lue to other

than railway cam-es. That this is a pro-

gressive and neces^ary jirovision is being
recognized to an increased extent on this

continent, anil it has not yet been shown
that it impoM's a sufficiently st vere liardshi(i

on railways to justify the sacrifice of public

interest which would be involved in its aban-
donment.

(ooi'KUA Tius m:i:i)i:i>.

There is, however, no doubt that, in full

fairness to the railways, there should be a

greater degree of co-operation on the part

of the Dominion ami Provincial Govern-
ments and timber owners, particularly in

reihicing the fire hazard resulting from the

large accumulations of inflammable debris

on lands immeiiiately adjacent to railway

rights of way. A beginning has beeji made
in this direction, liut for the most part the

situation is urgently in need of attention.

Every Reader Should Fill

in these Blanks.

Sccrclm _\

Canadian Forestry Association,

Journal Building, Ottawa.

I believe that the following persons

would be interested in knowing atiout

the work of the Association and nnght

be persuaded to become members:

Name

Address

Name .'

Address ;

Name

Address

Kindly mail this to the Secretary as early

as possible.
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Hon. Dr. Roche champions the work of

Forest Products Laboratories

At the annual meeting of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Asgoeiation, Hon. Dr.

Roche, Minister of the Interior, uttered an
important and interesting pronouncement in

regard to the Forest Products Laboratories
of Montreal.

"It gives me particular pleasure," said

Dr. Roche, "to believe that in the develop-

ment of Canadian resources the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories under the capable direc-

tion of Mr. R. H. Campbell, Director of

Forestry, and our worthy friend, Dr. Bates,

will be of great service to the Dominion of

Canada. I must take no credit for the idea

which led to the establishment of this insti-

tution, but it has been a privilege which I

cannot overestimate to have been instru-

mental in some small way in the introduc-

tion of legislation and the other necessary

arrangements which would lead to the or-

ganization of this institution in Canadian
industrial life. I saw the advantages which
the proposal offered and have given it my
heartiest support during the time which I

have held office.

The work which the Forest Products
Laboratories are undertaking has enabled me
to make such representations to my col-

leagues that there has been no difficulty in

securing the support of the Government in

the financial part, and I am sure that every
member of the Government considers the

money well spent.

TEE NEW ACT A BEMEDY.

'
' 1 should make mention of an evil which

has beset the path of the Forestry Branch
in times past Avhich I have made an effort

to remove. I refer to the failure to in-

clude under the Civil Service Act all the

members of the Outside Service as well as

the Inside Service. It has come to my
notice that a very unfortunate condition

exists in the personnel of the Forestry
Branch, under which political patronage was
made the standard of selecting men for

office and position rather than through ac-

tual qualification. As you can readily un-

derstand, full efficiency under such a system
is entirely impossible. It gives me very

much pleasure to state that in the new Civil

Service Act the law is so formulated as to

remedy the conditions of which I speak. The
leaders in the Canadian Houses of Parlia-

ment have agreed that this session shall

be devoted exclusively to the momentous
issues which this unfortunate conflict which
is raging in Europe and testing the re-

sources of the Hnipire has rais-ed.
'

' There is no chance this year for the new
Civil Service Act with the alteration to be

law, but next session the necessary legisla-

tion will be accomplished, so that Mr. Camp-
bell can carry on the important work of the

Forestry Branch unhampered by the evils

of the patronage system. '

'

mOFER UTILIZATION OF FOBEST
WEALTH.

Mr. R. H. Cam2:)bell, Director of Forestry,

followed Dr. Roche with an address refer-

ring to the Forest Products Laboratories
and the forestry problems confronting Can-
ada. In part he said

:

'

' Gentlemen, the Honorable Dr. Roche,
who has just addressed you, has pointed out

the possibilities of the Forest Products La-
boratories. From the first I have felt as-

sured that these Laboratories would do
much in rounding out the work of the For-

estry Branch. I have also felt assured of

the character of the work because of the

action of McGill University. Not only is

much of the valuable equipment of McGill
placed at the disj^osal of the Laboratory
staff, but co-operation l)y the members of

the Engineering and Chemical staff of Mc-
Gill is providing a very tavorable atmos-

phere for the Laboratories and a proper
stimulus to the men engaged in experimental
work.

"As you know special stress in the mat-
ter of equipment is being laid on pulp and
paper apparatus. A considerable sum has
been set aside for the equipping of an ex-

perimental paper mill with all the necessary

machinery for carrying on paper making
processes. It has been a matter of satis-

faction to the Department to see the hearty

support which has been given to the La-

boratories by the Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion. Much depends upon the co-operation

of the practical men in the industry, and I

trust you will make all possible use of the

Laboratories and lend your assistance in the

working out of the problems that are most
important to the paper industry in Canada.

'
' As we look at various European coun-

tries we are struck with the fact that forest

conservation has been given great and ser-

ious thought. Germany, whatever may be

our attitude toward that country at the

present time, must be given credit for hav-

ing made wonderful progress along the lines

of growing crops of wood, although it is

true that Germanv was forced to conserve
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her forests earlier than most other tountries

on ari'ount of internal eiononiie pret-sure.

Germany stands to-iiay far in aiivame of

Canada in j-eientific forestry methods and
we are now just learning; the vital ini-

portanee of applying scientilir methoils of

forest conservation in this country. The
forestry proldems in Canada are of course

(|uite uitlerent from those in a compact and
highly orj^anized country such as Ciermany
where the forest area is relatively small and
the planting of trees is practicable. The
Forestry Bramhes of our Dominion and
I'rovintial Governments are devoting their

whole-hearted attention to the conservation

of the forests coming under their jurisdic-

tion hy the development of lire fighting

organizations, by the proper dis])osal of
brush, by taKing jiroper measures for the

preservati mi of the existing forests and
making provision for natural re[iroduction.

"in addition to this we must learn to use

the p oducts of the forests in such a way
as to make them of the greatest possible

value to consumers and tt) the country.

Other countries are devoting time and money
to such stuijies ami we must do the same in

t'unada if we are not to lag behiml. 1 feel

that there is mucdj tliat can be done in

studying the aiiaptability of inferior woods
l\>v the manufacture of valuable products

and in the perfecting of proceseies in the

pulp and pajier and other wood using in-

ilustries. The Forestry Branch, 1 can assure

you, will do all in its power to promote the

ln'st interests of forest conservation and I

trust that through the i^aboratories we can
be of real assistance in the stmly oi im-

jiroved methods of utilizing the raw ma-

terial which the forest i)laces at our dis-

posal. The interest shown by the pulp and
paper men at this annual meeting is very

gratifyii.g.

A good example of Brifis;h Columbia forest at Cameron Lake.
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Tliiy pliotograph shows what can be done on the 'treeless plains' if man will only give

nature a chance. The picture was taken in Assiniboian Park, Winnipeg, which
was set aside as a park only about five years ago. Some natural timber was grow-
ing in sections of it, but tree planting was successful in developing the area into

a tine public playground.

Ifyou know these Facts, tell your Neighbor !
f

The forest products of Canada are worth
172 million dollars everv vear.

Xo other crop compares with it in value.

The wheat production is worth 50 million

dollars a year less.

Yet the continuance and development of

this enormous harvest of trees does not con-

flict in any sense with the enlarging of the

wheat or any other agricultural crop. On
the contrary, the preservation of the forests

is the best guarantee of the fertility of the

Canadian farm.

Forest Conservation has no quarrei with
the reasonable and patriotic lumberman.
Correct methods of forest management
maintain and increase both the productive-

ness and the capital value of forest land
an i draw from it the best return it is capa-

ble of giving.

Forest Conservation does not mean a
'

' Hands Off '

' sign on every area of trees.

It means Care as opposed to Carelessness,

Construction as opposed to Destruction,

Good Use as opposed to Abuse. The Con-
servationist is not a faddist. He believes

in cutting crops of trees with an eye to

future as well as present profit. He does

not look on a forest as a silver mine, to

be gouge:, out as fast as possible and aban-

doned as a waste.

The Federal and Provincial Governments
of Canada oivn 99 per cent, of the forest

lands. A very considerable part of these

lands are under lease, but the owners-hip

remains vested in the people. The situation

in the United States is a remarkable con-

trast. There, the people possess a title to

not more than one-fifth of their magnificent

timber resources. Whatever policy of forest

conservation the Canadian people choose to

adopt will blanket 99 per cent of the forest

aiea of the country.

Y'onr neighbor might like to know truths

like these.



Tlu Poj)lar Tree, Friend or Foe

c-

The Poplar Tree

Friend or Foe ?

CAXADIAX TREK SEEDS FOIi
r///.v/;.s7'; SOIL.

Editor CflHrtrfuin Forestrii Juiinuil:

III your issue of April, 101"), \o. 4, you
call atti'iition to tho jiuplar tree ami speak

of it as a "farmer's tree."

My cxin'rijMK e with jio|)lar trees has been

that they are the worst nieniy of the

farmer.

An experience which 1 have hail with

them has made a lasting iniiiression. At
my jilaee at Lake George, seventeen years

ago I jdanted several trees like maple and
elm about the place. Some of these trees

are now eight or ten inches in <liameter and
have a magnificent sprea<l, while others have
practically made no progress during all this

time.

Around the shore of the lake I have a

grove of different kinds of trees, and in

one section there were a large nuiul)er of

l>oplars. My attention was called fiually to

the fait that as the distance was removed
from these poplar trees the trees which had
been set out on the j)lace were more luxur-

iant in their growth; in fact, the trees that

had been set out nearest to the poplar trees

had not grown at all, while as the distance

was increased the trees imi>roved, ana the

-ones that were the furthest removed from
the poplars were the largest in growth.

Two years ago I decided to take out all

of these i)Oi)lar trees, ami the result has
been that tne planted trees in their imme-
diate neighborhood have grown more m the

jiast two years than in the entire fifteen

years previously.

This indicates very strongly to me that

the jioplar tree is a great robber of the

soil, and, if my experience is borne out by
'Others, instead of being the "farmers
friend," the poplar is one of his worst
enemies.

Yours very truly,

K. C. TEFFT,
President, The Sandi/ Hill Iron and Brass

Works, Hudson Falls, X.Y.

The position of City Forester is now
•oCFering a new field for men with a tech-

nical training in forestry. Fitchburg, Mass.,

is one of the latest towns to secure an offi-

•cial of this sort.

In this time of war many important move-
ments which would attract attention at other

times are going on almost unnoticed. One
of these is the etVort of educationists, gov-

ernment officials ami missionary organiza-

tions to get the jioor people of China back
on to the land. This work is proceeding
along dillVrent lines. As in other countries
much of the soil of China is unsuited to

any other crop than trees, and part of the
effort is to get reforestation started. Last
month the ('aiuid\iin F^orestri/ Journal had
an appeal through Or. C. C. James for tree

seeils from one of the professors of the
Agricultural Department of the I'niversity

of I'eking. This month we have to chron-

icle the receipt of a letter by Mr. K. H.
Campbell, Uominion Director of Forestry,

Ottawa, from Mr. J. H. Crocker, one of
the Secretaries of the ^'oung Men's rhris-

tian Association at Shanghai, China, thank-
ing him for the gift of seeds of Canadian
trees whi(h have been distributed in this

effort. Mr. Crocker states that a young
Chinese student a graduate of an United
States forestry school, is on their staff to

take charge of this forestrj' propaganda,
and he is sure that before long they will

be getting results.

The whole world is awakening to the

folly of denudation and to the need of re-

forestation, and (,'anaiia, with her great
natural advantages and the advantage of

the experience of all these older countries,

must not lag behind.

B. (' HOOD SAMPLES FOli BRITISH
AND FOREIGN MARKETS.

The cauijiaign directed l)y the Hon. W.
K. Ross, Minister of Lands foi- Hritish

Cohnnlda, in order to eilucate the consumer
in distant markets <oncerning the (pialities

and adaptability of Hritish Cohunbia woods,

has been advanced another steji, the first

consigiuiient of the permanent exhibits to

be stationeil at important traile centres

throughout the world, having been already

dispatched.

The eight sets already forwarddl will l.e

on view at five trade centres in the Inited
Kingdom, namely London. Birmingham.
Manchester, Bristol and Glasgow, also at

I'aris, Shanghai and Vokohama, in tne care

of the respective ("anadian Trade Commis-
sioners, and cannot fail to attract the at-

teiition of imjiorters.

There will shortly be sent out the ba.ince

of the exhibits, sixteen in number, destined

for sixteen points in Australia, Xew Zea-

land. South Africa, the East and West
Coasts of

Canada.
South America and Ea.stern
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PETER BOROVGH CANOES
SURVEYORS and men engaged in Exploration and Pro-

specting and Forest work find that no Canoe equals the

PETERBOROUGH for carrying capacity, durability, ease of

paddling and general utility. Staunch as they can be built. Nearly all the
freighting of the North river waters is done in Peterbcrough Canoes. Write for

Illustrated catalogue. Basswood, Cedar and Canvas Covered Canoes. All sizes.

THE PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO. LTD. PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

NEW ZEALAND'S GOOD EECOED.

The report on the i-tate nurseries and

plantations of New Zealand for the year

ending March 31st, 1914, made by James

Mackenzie, under-seeretary of the depart-

ment of lands and survey, shows that since

the formation of the nurseries in 1896, 65

million trees have been sent to the state

plantations and 3% million to outside

places. The Forestry Branch was very

active during the year under review. Eight

and a half million trees were raised in the

four state nurseries, bringing the total

stock up to 171/4 million trees. The total

cost of the nurseries from their origin is

£118,392. Last year's operations cost £9,-

357. Three of the seven nurseries, first

established, have been closed.

On the nine plantations under operation

1,825 acres were 'planted during the year,

bringing the total up to 22,458 acres, plant-

ed since 1896. The average cost per acre

of the year "s work is £5 17s. 5d. The plan-

tations cost, since their establishment, £186,-

041. The total number of trees in the plan-

tations is now 54,158,614, representing a

cost, per thousand trees, of £5 3s. 8d. A
considerable amount of prison labor is used

on the plantations.

The superintending nurseryman of the

North Island lays stress on the importance

of importing seeds only from climates simi-

lar to where they are to grow. The strain

of the parent trees is also important. Of
American trees, the chief difficulty on these

points arose with pinus ponderosa, on ac-

count of the wide area it occupies.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

Try This Stump Puller^
,— A, #!.__( D>o£( ^^® Smith Stump PuUer
im\ %PUr mmmSn wUl take out every tree

^ and stump by the roots, clearing
from one to three acres a day, doing

"the work of t%ventj
you to send for our 3

tee against breakage and o
free trial proposition ^ddfi
W. Smith Grubber
Dl f.mith Sia.

LaCrescent. Minn.

TREES. SHRUBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern. Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreitm 'tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYOEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc

Corrcspondcn '-e Franca'se

Hill's Seedlings & Transplants

ALSU I'ree Seeds for Keforesting. Best for
over half a ciitury. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low pri(•e^. Write for
price list and mention this inaffazine.

FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.
TheD. Hill Narsery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers In America.
Box 503 Dundee. III., U.S.A.
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LAS ADA'S FOUESTS FOR IMTKIUAi.
USE.

That the interests of the British Kmpire
deinaiiil a fuller lievelopmeiit of the forest

resoiiires of ("aiia<la ami Newfoiiinliaiiil \\as

urge<l liv Mr. Charles I'|iiliij)s in a paper
read before the colonial teetion of the Hoyal
Society of Arts in Loniloii. Knj;lanil. on
.May 4. Sir George I'erley pre:-i(le<i.

The speaker urged as a matter of extreme
importame that Great Britain should en-

deavor to supplement its foreign sources of
supjdy of raw materials for the making of
paper with those awaiting development
within the Empire. He pointed out that
the jiresent dependence on Norway and
Sweden might involve a serious pro.dem if

either of these countries should become a

foe. In the exhaustive survey of the tind)er

resources of the Empire available for paper-

making, it was shown that Canada and Xi'w-

foundlanil led the way, both in materials and
process of manufacture, but it jiointed out

that the Dominion Government recogni7.e<l

the importance of conservation.

.1 (AyAVIAN EXPERIMEXT.

The departure of Mr. 11. R. MacMillan,
Chief Forester of British cohunbia, for

Japan, China, India and Australia, as a
special trade agent of the Department of

Trade and Commerce emphasizes a new
sphere of activity for a Canadian forester.

If the quest for new trade outlets for the

British Columbia lumber mills proves suc-

cessful, it will indicate a versatility of talent

which the curriculum of forest schools per-

haps did not take into account. Although
Mr. MacMillan is the first Canadian state

forester to put his shoulder to the selling

end of forest pro<luction, the jiractice of

thus using experts in some of the > nited

States forest branches has been recognized
for some time past.
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FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in iqo8

Four years' course lending- to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further in/ormatwn address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

00 application. — — —

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

fll[[ ill[fiSIIY FORESI SCHOOL
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, USA.

YALE University Forest School is a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United State." and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to graduates of universities, colleges and
scientific institutions of high .standing,

and, under exceptional conditions, to

men who have had three years of colleg-

iate tr.iining including certain prescrib-

ed sul)ject>. Men who are not candi-

dates for the degree may enter the

ichool as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence
that will Warrant their taking the work
to their own advantage and that of the

School Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted
for re.^iearch and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement,. Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further infortnatioH address

JAHES W. TOUnEY. Director
NEW HAVEN - - . . CONNECTICUT

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A

/
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the R^istrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.
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Wood's Non-Ahsophent Duck

Is a Guarantee of Lastingness

Such as illustrated above offer one of the most

compact styles of tents made. The maximum
of shelter is ever present when consideration is

given to the yardage of material used in the

making.

Tents

Dimensions and Prices gladly supplied upon application.

Write for "Catalogue de Luxe" just off the Press.

SMARTWOODSwm^amm^^^^^^m W ^ limited

Ottawa Tororvto Montreal Winnipeg
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Forest Fire Situation

Prompt Action of Rangers in Organized Parts of the Timber

Country has Averted Serious Danger

For a time in the early part of June, the siuklcn outbreak of foi-cst fires in

many parts of Ontario and (Quebec threatened to upset the earlier calculations

for a summer season of small losses. Fairly heavy rains following the period

of unbroken heat relieved the situation temporarily, and at the time of poiiio; to

press (June 15) reports received by the editor from many (|uai-ters indicate

a cessation of fires without, thus far, many excessive losses of valuable timber.

It is a striking fact, however, that all these reports speak of the threaten-

ing character of the fire outbreaks and the probability of heavy damage had not

qualified rangers l)een on hand to miinmize tlie destruction. Particularly was
this true of the territory patrolled by the St. ]\Iaurice Valley Forest Protective

A.ssociation, under ]\Ir. Henry Sorgius' management, and the Lower Ottawa
Forest Protective Association under direction of ]\Ir. Arthur E. Graham. The
evidence of the location and fierceness of some of tlie June bla/.es proves plainly

enough tiiat lacking the fire rangers the members of tliese nuitual l)odies would
have been heavy losers. Both these associations possess an efficient personnel

and good equipment.

Reports from Xew Brunswick mention persistent and damaging fires

wiiich have taxed the vigilance of all responsil)l(; for forest i)rotection. Not a
little of this is said to be due to careless ])ui"ning of slash by settlers who ai)par-

ently selected the driest and most perilous season in wiiich to .set their bonfires

going. Friends of forest preservation have strongly urged the application

of the permit system which has had a good effect in British Columbia.

In Ontario, a newspaper report from Cochrane speaks of "heavy losses

having been sustained along the line of the Tran.scontinental Railway during
the past Week (June Id by forest fires. The fires raged for a distance of fully

70 miles along the railway between Cochrane and Kapuska.sing. At the latter

place, where several hundred prisoners of war are detained, fire for a time
wriously threatened the cam]). The prisoners were orderly and no trouble

ensued, they themselves joining in the fire fighting."

In the Prairie Provinces the early spring made conditions dangerous for

fire. In Alberta rain came frequently enough to keep down the fires, but in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan there were a innnber of fires that threatened
serious damage. By the exertions of the fire i-anging staff and by fortunate
showers of rain all of these fires have now been extinguished though not with-
out the loss of some valuable timber. There .should now be no further serious
danger until the fall.
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Who Owns the Forest Lands?
Canadian Governments, by Retaining Possession of Ground Title

are Masters of the Future.

{By the Editor.)

AYlio owns the forest lands of Canada?
There is a very prevalent conviction that with the multitude of 'timber

sales,' 'land grants' and 'subsidies,' etc., etc., as announced and talked about

for half a century, the public must by this time have parted with a major
slice of the forested country. The truth is that about 97 to 99 per cent of the

woodlands from Coast to Coast today is government-owned. A considerable

portion, of course, is under lease or license and is being cut over. When one

makes the statement that only one or two per cent of Canada's forest lands are

privately o^vned, there is no thought of confusing ownership of timber land

with ownership of timber. A timber lease is commonly spoken of as an equiva-

lent of ownership of both land and timber since the leaseholder cannot

be ousted without strong proof that regulations have been disregarded. The
real importance of retaining the title to the lands in the name of the people is

the disciplinary influence upon lessees and the undouV)ted authority given to

governments to define and enforce a better forest policy. The moment the

public become convinced of the very clear fact that destruction of the forests

by fire can and must be stopped, that moment will bring into being strict regu-

lations capable of blanketing all but one or two per cent of the Avoodlands of

Canada. Provincial governments may impose precisely what forest protective

laws they believe necessary and practicable, and no stronger barrier will block

the way than a terminable contract.

B. C.'S MERCHANTABLE TIMBER.
British Columbia's forest vSurvey will probably establish more reliable

figures than are at present available. The Royal Commission of Inquiry on
Timber and Forestry in 1909 and 1910 was faced with so much conjecture in

the evidence as to place a reserve on many of the findings. The original legend

that the province had 182 million acres of forest was dissolved by Dr. Fernow
who believed 30 to 50 million acres to be the truer figure, as far as 'merchant-
able forest' was concerned. These figures Avere again reduced by the Royal
Commission's investigation. The final conjecture of this body was that under
the jurisdiction of the Provincial Government was a forest area of 15,001,000

acres of merchantable timber inclusive of all reserved timber land and every-

thing under tenure with the single exception of what is held by the C. P. R.
which possesses very considerable privileges on Vancouver Island. In the total

of British Columbia's timber land may, of course, be counted 11,000.000 acres

lying twenty miles on either side of the Canadian Pacific roadbed and under
jurisdiction of the Dominion Government. Some 1,260,000 acres of it were
under timber license or permit at March, 1910.

The use of the term 'merchantable timber' is, of course, responsible for

reducing the estimate of forest acreage in British Columbia to the seemingly
low amount of fifteen millions, considering the common estimate that the
province holds 132 million acres of 'forested lands.'

C. P. R.'S HOLDINGS UNTABULATED.
How much of this is permanently alienated ? Up to the year 1896 mer-

chantable forest could be bought from the.Government at the ordinary rate for
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first-class laud ami in this laaniier certain areas passed into private ownership.

Various other timber lauils were included among the 8.000.000 acres granted

to railway companies in aid of construction. Today, there are in private hands
soiiif STO.OOO acres, and in the jiosscssion of tlir- E. and N. Railway Co., some
:^7.').000 acrt's. while the Canadian Pacitie Hallway Company controls a very
large area, the acreage of which has not been made public.

Summing up tiiese facts, we iiiul that 15.000.000 acres of 'merchantable
timber land' are under the province's jurisdiction, and 11.000,000 additional

aci-t's of forest land of unascertained contents are administered by tiie

Dominion Forestry Branch. Of this total of. roughly 2(i,000,000 acres in the

l)rovincial boundaries, there are a little over 1,200.000 acres of timber land
under private ownership, not counting the lands held by the C. P. R. Over all

the rest, however, the license system i)revails and the govenunent is master of

the future.

TJIE CASI-J L\ OMAh'IO AM) (Jl I-JIiEC.

In Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, of course, all the forest resources

are controlled and directed by the Dominion. Ontario, according to Mr.
Aubrey White's figures given in 1913, contains an area of 140.000.000 acres of

timber: 4G.000.000 acres have been surveyed, wliile 94.000.000 acres have not
had a surveyor's line over them yet. Of the 4G.000.000 acres only 24 millions

have passed (under lease) out of the possession of the Crown. The amount of

truly alienated timber land in Ontario is practically nothing. No trace of

pi'ixately-ownetl forest area can be found in any of the authorities consulted.

Wliile the British Columbia leases run from sixteen to twenty-one years, with
twenty-year leases the rule in New Brunswick, the custom in Ontario and Que-
bec is to give a yearly lease, renewable by custom, year after year. So long as

the regulations are lived np to on the part of the lessee the lease is practically

perpetual.

In Quebec, which holds the largest forest areas of all the provinces, only
six million acres (Hon. Jules Allard's estimate) of forest land are held in

private ownership and these are chiefly on the seignories. There is a balance
of over 45.000.000 aci-es of lands under timber leases, and 77,000.000 acres in

the po.sses.sion of the Crown and absolutely available. Therefore, one may
fairly say, Quebec has parted title with only six million out of 128 million acres
of forest land.

IX rilE MAI! I TIME PROVINCES.
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia do not dui^licate the conditions found in

Ontario and Quebec as regards i)rivate ownership. In New Brunswick there
are. roughly speaking, four million acres of forest land held in fee simple and
eight million acres by the Crown. In Nova Scotia, Di'. Fernow's estimate of
the actual green forest area is five million acres and the part which has not been
sold outi-ight (mostly in small parcels) is but 1,500,000 acres.

In the Forest Reserves of the Dominion are approximately 17,000,000 acres
whieh ai-e protected against alienation.

On a rough and ready estimate, it would aj^jjear that about 14 million
acres of forest lands in Canada are held in fee simple and nearly seven-and-a-
half millions of this are accounted for by Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

When one considers that only one-fourth of the forest lands of the United
States remain to the credit of the nation, three-fourths having been permanent-
ly disposed of and placed beyond effective control, it is plain that our provin-
cial administrations face a respon.sibility in the perpetuation of our forest riches
"which our American neighbors look upon with belated envy and amazement.
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A Message from Cardinal Begin

ARCHEVECHE DE QUEBEC.

Monsieur Robson Black,

Secretaire de la Canadian Forestry Association,

Ottawa.
,

Quebec, 17 mai, 1915.

Bien Cher Monsieur,

J'ai toujours suivi avec un vif interet le travail de I'Association Forestiere du
Canada et je constate avec bonheur qu'elle a eu I'excellent effet d'eveiller serieuse-
ment I'attention publique au sujet de nos forets.

Longtemps on s'est repose, au Canada, avec une confiance illimitee sur la

richesse des regions boisees de notre pays et Ton a semble croire, sans y trop reflechir,

qu'elle etait inepuisable. Mais aujourd'hui que cette richesse est passablement
diminuee. il faut bien reconnaitre qu'il est grand temps, pour conserver ce qui en
reste, de convaincre I'opinion publique de la necessite qui s'impose de n'exploiter
desormais que tres methodiquement nos richesses forestieres, de maniere que leur
rendenient ne souffre plus d'aucune diminution.

L'interet de cette question forestiere, soit au point de vue climatologique, soit

au point de vue economique est tel qu'il importe beaucoup que les gouvernements,
les associations et les particuliers lui donnent constamment leur attention la plus
serieuse. L'avenir industriel et commercial du Canada, depend essentiellement de
ses ressources naturelles. parmi lesquelles les bois ne sont pas de moindre importance
que les mines et les pecheries. Aussi je fais des voeux bien sinceres pour que la

"Canadian Forestry Association" refoive de plus en plus I'adhesion et le concours de
toute la population.

VeuiUez sigreer, cher Monsieur, I'expression de mes sentiments les plus devoues,

(t) L. N. C.\RD. BEGIN,

Arch, de Quebec.

ARCHBISHOPRIC OF QUEBEC.

Quebec, May 17th, 1915.

Mr. Robson Black,

Secretary of The Canadian Forestry Association.

. Ottawa. '

My Dear Sir,

1 have always followed with much interest the work of the Canadian Fores-
try Association, and I notice with great pleasure that it has brought forth the ex-
cellent results of awakening seriously public opinion on the subject of our forests.

For a long time in Canada, general opinion placed an unlimited confidence in
the richness of the wooded districts of Canada, it being practically supposed that
they were ineshaustable. But, now, that this richness has considerably diminished,
it must be recognized that it is high time to save what is left, to convince public
opinion of the necessity of utilizing only in a methodical manner our forest wealth
so that the output does not suffer any more decrease.

The interest of this forestry question, whether from a climatic or economic
point of view, is such, that it behoves governments, associations and individuals to
give it constantly their most serious attention. The industrial and commercial
future of Canada depend essentially on its natural resources, among which the forests
are not less important than the mines and fisheries. Therefore 1 sincerely hope that
the .\ssociation shall receive more and more the support and adherence of the popula-
tion.

Kindly accept, dear sir, the expression of my most devoted sentiments.

(t) L. N. CARD. BEGIN,

Archbishop of Quebec.
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Mr. \V. K. Dexter, student-assistant, attached to

the head oftice staff of the Forestry Branch, is

now a lieutenant with A Company, 38ih Bat-
talion, encamped at Barriefield.

Mr. .r. M. Swaine, entomologist for forest in-

sects of the Entomological Branch of the De-
partment of Agriculture, leaves shortly for British
Columbia to continue his investigations.

Two members of the staff of the Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratories have enlisted for overseas ser-

vice. Assistant Superintendent W. B. Campbell
enlisted on Mav "JTth, and Computing Engineer
L. L. Brown on May 29th.

Mr. W. .T. Boyd, Forest .Vssistant. a'tached to

the .\Iberta Inspection Office, has enlisted with
the McGill overseas company. Mr. E. S. Davison
Is now in France serving with the ammunition
supply department.

During Chief Forester H. R. MacMillan's ab-

sence on a tour of the wor:d in the interests of

trade extension as Special Trade Commissioner,
Mr. M. A. Grainger is the Acting Chief Forester
of the B. C. F'orest Service.

>[r. H. R. Christie, Assistant Chief of Opera-
tion in British Columbia, is making an extended
trip of inspection in the northern forest districts

conferring with District Foresters Murray, Bon-
ney, Marvin, Allen and Irwin. He reports that
while there was a short spring fire season heavy
rains have made the north country safe for the

present.

During the winter a number of the District

Foresters of British Columbia have given special

instruction and practice in cruising, surveying
and scaling to their rangers. Such Ranger
.Schools, as they are called, are held in the field,

camps being established in a locality offering op-

portunities for instruction in all the various lines

of work.
The chance to improve their qualifications for

forest work given by these "Ranger Schools" has
been appreciated by the Rangers and other officers

attending ihem. A number of Forest Guards were,
on their urgent request, allowed to attend.

tThese Ranger Schools will hereafter be held
cvry winter in each Forest District.

Mr. Wyngard C. Gladwin, an inspector of the

British Columbia Forest Branch, died after a long
i.lness on .\pril 13th. Mr. Gladwin was a pioneer
in fire protection matters in British Columbia,
having had charge of the Provincial fire wardens
from the inception of pro'ection work. Formerly
;i member of the North West Mounted Police, he
lirought to the work a wide knowledge of men
and of the principles of organization and disci-

pline. Mr. Gladwin had succeeded in placing the

firi> protection work on a sound basis by the time
the Forest Branch was established in 1912, and
the present system is the natural growth of his

work. From 1912 until his death he had ciiarge

of the railway fire protection work of the whole
Province, acting as inspector both for the Board
of Railway Commissioners and the Provincial
Forest Branch. Loyal and lionourable as an offi-

cer, and generous and sympathetic as a friend,

Mr. Gladwin's death is deeply fe'.t by his asso-

ciates.

THE MEX BEHIND TEE EOBESTS.
Fire rangers in British Columbia reaily for the day's programme. The B. C. Forest

Service employed 190 regular forest guards last year and 115 extra patrolmen and
lookout men for varying periods.
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HOW BRITISH COLUMBIA HANDLES SLASH FROM NEW ROAD

CONSTRUCTION.

If allowed to lie by the roadside, this heap of slash would probably be responsible for cleaning out
the adjacent forest within a very few months.

Gangs employed by the Public Works Department of British Columbia burn the slash in piles, care-

fully guarding nearby trees from injury. Not only is a menace removed, but the appearance of the

road gains immense'y.
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Problem of the Bark Beetle

Bij J. M. Suaint, in chanjt of Forest Insects, Entomological Branch, De-
partmrnt of Agriculture, Ottawa.

Editor'n Xote.—Readers of the Canadian Forestry Journal will find the following article

of compellint: interest from beginning to end. The bark beetle in the Western forests is an
enemy second only to fire in power of destruction and demands immediate and determined at-

tention at the hands of Governments and others responsible for forest preservation.

The injury caused by insects is evident enough nearly everywhere throughout our forests.

In the eastern provinces the spruce, taniarac, balsam, poplar and birch have suffered severely

from this cause; but the most e.xtensive and destructive forest insect outbreaks of recent

years have occurred in the southern and western parts of the Province of British Columbia.

In the triangle lying between the Gold Range and the Cascades the yellow pine and the

western white pine have been suffering for about eight years from an attack by two species

of very destructive bark-beetles, the Western I'ine Bark-beetle and the Western White Pine

Bark-beetle. Both species of beetles are found attacking and killing the yellow pine in the

same locality and even in the same tree, although the Western White Pine Bark-beetle seems

to be usually more abundant. The infested area extends from the mountains east of Okana-
gan Lake westward to Princeton and Nicola, and is still sjjreading to the west and north.

The same trouble in the yellow pine has been reported from the Kootenays, but no exten-

sive infestation is known as yet east of the Gold Range.
The losses in portions of this country have been enormous. Tn the section infested the

longest, apjiarently about eight years, practically all the pines have been killed and the

whole countryside appears as though swept by great fires. In the more recently infested

localities the injured timber appears as clumps and streaks of "red tops" with numerous
isolated <lying or dead trees. Unless the condition of the timber trade will warrant ex-

tensive control measures in the near future, the outlook for the yellow piile in British

Columbia is very serious indeed.

WHITE FIXE WOBST SUFFEFEF.

The western white pine in the same section of country has suffered even more seriously

than the yellow pine, Vjut its loss is not so important because of much less extent. The
oldest outbreak in the white pine so far discovered is at Sugar Lake, east of Vernon.
There the destruction has been in j)rogress for about ei^t years and a large body of fine

timber has been killed. The outbreak was still spreading rapidly when last visited. The
Western White Pine Bark-beetle is the species responsible for the death of the trees. It

app>ears to be working everywhere throughout the province where the white pine occurs,

and if the present comlitions continue, it will ajiparently kill out the white pine entirely in

many sections. The owners of any valualtle stands of this timber should be on guard
against this most destructive enemy. Its injury is marked by dying trees, isolated or in

dumps, with the bark studiled with gum-tubes, with the foliage fading to yellow during
fall and winter and becoming red by the following July.

The black pine of lodge pole pine, Pinus murraijana, is also readily attacked and
killed by the Western White Pine beetle; considerable destruction in this timber has been
locateil.

The Douglas fir and western larch are subject to attack by the Douglas fir Ijark-beetle,

but serious outbreaks are not known to occur at present. This beetle usually finds sufficient

accommodation in slash and weakene<l or badly injured trees.

The Englemann spruce and the Sitka spruce are each attacked by a destructive species

of liark-beetle. and in several places considerable loss has occurred. The western hemlock
and the western balsam also suffer from attacks by several species of destructive bark-
beetles. The bark-beetle outbreaks in the forests of British Columbia are fast becoming a
very serious problem.

OUTBBEAKS CAN BE CONTFOLLED. -

Fortunately, outbreaks of injurious bark-beetles can be controlled, if not neglected too
long, and usually without great expense. The habits of the beetles are such that it is
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t ^ -i c ™ „ /!„;«„. -R,,!! PitiP at Prinrpton B C showing tunnels of the beetles which have
''^'^^

kiUeV h'e' tre?-!.'' E^^Tun^nl ^of" the' ReTCpentine' Bavk-b^etle.-2. Larval-chambers of

the same excavalld by the young larvae working in congress.-3 Egg-tunnels of

the Western Pine Bark-beetle, showing egg-niches, and a few larval-

tunne'.s. The boring-dust has been largely removed.
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possible to kill off ^lu-h a large proportion of thoir nuiiiliers liv rnoiliticatioiis of the logging

nietho'ls that the roniainiler will lie largely sati>fieil to hreeil in the ^lash anil broken trees

without attacking the green timber.

The appearance and habits of the various species, while differing often in very im-

portant details have many points in common. The more injurious species are small, ^tout,

usually reddish-brown or pitch-coloured beetles with hard wing-covers, varying in length

from less than one-eighth to about one-third of an inch. The young are small, legless,

whitish grubs with powerful jaws, found working in the inner bark or between the l)ark

and the wood of the infesteil trunks.

The winter is usually passed by the adult beetles and their grubs in or beneath the

bark of trees attacked the jireceding summer, in the late spring or early summer the mature
beetles leave the old bark and enter the bark of the trunks and branches of disease"!, dying,

or healthy trees in immense nundiers. We have found as many as :i,(i(iO ])airs of beetles

entering the lower fifty feet of the trunk of an infested yellow pine. Kach pair of beetles

cut an entrance-tunnel through the bark to the surface of the wood and continue this as an
egg-tunnel along the wood-surface, scoring both inner bark and sap-wood. These egg-
tunnels may be vertical, transverse or irregularly winding. The effect, in any case, .when

green timber is entered, is to check the sap flow in jiroportion to the number of beetles

uniting in the attack upon the tree. In the ease of green pine and spruce, the cutting of
the entrance tunnels and egg-tunnels always results in a flow of resin which hardens about
the entrance-hole and drops on the bark below as masses of gum. These gum-tubes on the

bark of green trees usually indicate an attack of destructive beetles and should lead always
to a dose investigation. The female beetle deposits her eggs in elongate masi^es, or in

niches, along the sides of the egg-tunnel. The grubs hatch in a week or so and bore singly

or in congress in the inner layers of bark or usually between the bark and wood. These
larval mines when regular, as they are in many species, form rather handsome bits of
carving; but whether regular or irregular they very effectively destroy the inner bark and
stop the flow of sap through the portion attacked. If they entirely girdle the tree, the latter

dies in a few months, usually becoming yellow before spring and a ''red-top" by the fol-

lowing July. The grubs mature to the adult beetles in the ends of their mines, either be-

tween the bark and the wood or, more rarely, deep within the middle layers of the bark.
Early in the following season the young beetles leave the infested trees, then "red-tops,"
anil attack fresh trees. With some species the old beetles also emerge very early and pro-
duce another brood. With many species there is, as indicated in the outline just given, but
one brood each season, or one and a partial second brood, through some of the young beetles
emerging in the fall; but other species have regularly two broods each summer. The varia-

tions in climatic conditions have a marked influence upon the rapidity of development.
All our British Columbia species normally prefer weakened or dying trees or slash for

breeding purposes; but the more destructive species will readily attack and kill healthy
timber when they have had opportunity to breed to immense numbers.

SLASH BURNING AS A EEMEDY.

In the brief account of their general habits just given we have suggested two im-
jiortant methods of control. The less destructive species, such as the Douglas Fir Beetle
and the Sitka Spruce Beetle, with their strong preference for dying bark, will breed for a
considerable time in the sla-sh while the cutting continues; and nearly all the beetles of the
neighbourhood of the species involved will he found in the Vjark of the summer's or previous
winter's slash during the winter. It is therefore evident that if the slash is burned at any
time between November and May the vast majority of the broods will be destroyed. Those
that escape will usually find abundant breeding material in the normal crop of sla.=h and
broken or injured trees. Systematically burning the slash during the time between fall

and spring is a very efficient method of control for most of our bark-beetle species.

The second method has reference to the control of outbreaks in standing timber.
Inasmuch as the beetles are to be found, in this case, during the fall, winter and spring,
in the bark of the trees attacked the previous summer, it is evident that if we can log the
majority of those infested trees during that period and so handle the logs as to destroy the
broods contained in the bark, we can hope to reduce the numbers of the beetles to such a
degree that they will thenceforth find sufficient breeding material in slash and not molest
the green standing timl>er. K.\tensive control operations carried on in the Western States
by the U. S. Bureau of f^ntomology have demonstrated that if 75 per cent, or even a lesser
percentage of the infested trees can be so removed and treated the outbreak can be effec-
tively checked.

'When it becomes necessary to undertake direct control measures, the broods in the bark
of the infested trees can be destroyed Ijy whichever of the following methods are best suited
to local conditions:
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Vlnalina Ihe Jogs.-Yihere water is available, the simplest method i. to cut during

.vinter'ud lloat the^ufested logs as soon as cut or as early n: sprmg as possible. This

will kill the greater P^rt of the broods _^^r^^^.^ -^ ^^^^ ^^, j^^e profitably, the

infe£';:;Ssr;te::wn du^ll.j'wS, al^r/ie .abs, .hi-h will contain the brood, burnt

before spring opeiis.
possible to fell aud bark the infested trees during

„intf
° S ;„;; r^ova o?';;?W* effeotrvely kills ,l,e broods of the .pedes whose

wintei. iae simple c
. , , |^pt\veen the bark and the wood surfaie. The

grubs work rn ^I'^'^X" of the grate middle layers of bark renders burning
preance ot the 8"™''' ™3 ?' J ,w8"„,l,,,aks involving the Western Pine Bark-beetle.

?„;,rofo;:X"L; sfbe^l l°il do.rg'the penod between the .first of Noventber and

^\£-if i^^S'i^^iiSf ti'r!S^ftl;:^Sr ™StSu^l^ ESyas,.. a., nee^

L^frnleYrin^beerta^^^^^^

':i;ed"f™,;! ^S'^^.r S\ie standing inksted trees to effect partial control.

CO-OPEEATION A yECESSIIi:

This control work has reference solely to the freshly-infested trees, ivith green, yellowish

,-£S^b^,s°'x,?tv?irs,f^:?s-rSa,siit^^^^
-^ri^:;Sc;'srs;:tie:hpi ..r^: ]^ti;^;,,f«.d tr.^

*:ItSieH,r'Jjrf S'tS" Du'liron-T^nllirotgy^ K^p:;.:;".-. ^^- ^'<^f^
charge from tSe Chief of the Publications Branch, Department ot Agncnitnre, Ottawa,

°°St is hoped that as soon as the lumber trade of the
»fV-<'™;"f;ftrb™*thS"'s"^°w

the outbreaks is earnestly requested.

The Western Pine Bark-beetle. {Dendroctonv^ hreviconiis Lee.) Greatly enlarged.
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A0t /M ^J

Survey Exploration i'arty in Brazeau Forest, Rocky Mountains.

SEVEN SURVEY PARTIES OPERATING IN WEST

Sovon siirvfn-s aro in the field this

suiniiiur under direction of the Fores-

try Brancli. Tlie purpose of these sur-

veys is to estimate the timber re-

sources of the Reserves and to explore

outlying areas with a view to deter-

mining the quantity and location of

non-agricultural lands together with

their assets in standing timber. The
work is absolutely essential as the cor-

ner stone of a forest policy, supplying
the infoniuition by which action may
be gauged. Tile districts covered by
the survey parties and the names of

those in charge are as follows:

Central Manitoba—C. E. Maimann.
New Brunswick Forest f^chool. in

charge, assisted Ijy L. S. Webb.
Eastern ^lanitoba—J. D. Aiken,

Toi'onto Forest School, in chai'ge. as-

sisted by II. A. Porteous.

:\Iakwa River. Sask.—A. V. Gilbert,

Toronto Forest School, in charge, as-

sisted by G. P.. Gill.

:Montreal Lak<-. Sask.—G. ^I. Dal-

lyn. Toi'onto Forest School, in charge,

assisted by G. A. ^Nlalloy.

Lake Labiclie. Alberta — 0. G.

Ilorncastle. New Bi'unswick Forest

Sciiool. in charge, a.ssisted by R. D.

Jago.

Peace River. Alberta—Forest As-

sistant J. A. Doucet. in charge, a.s-

sisted by R. I). ]\Iacdonald.

Traver.se Survey. Clearwater Forest

Reserve—A. Gorman. C.E.. in charge,

assisted by R. L. Snow.
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G.T.P. TO USE OIL ENGINES.

Announcement is made by the Grand Trunk

Pacific that contracts have been let and other

arrangements made for the installation of crude

oil burners on passenger locomotives on the sec-

tion between Prince Rupert B.C^ and Jasper

Alberta, a distance of 718 miles. The installation

will probably be complete next June. Ireight

engines will continue to use coal.

LOWER OTTAWA'S GOOD WORK.

Energetic efforts bv Mr. A. H. Graham. Mana-

ger of the Lower Ottawa Forest Protective As-

sociation, have resulted during the month of May
in the erection of a 42-foot lookout tower and a

ranger camp on Devil's Mountain in the township

of Robertson. Telephone lines were constructed

to the extent of 51/2 miles and connect with the

Lievre Telephone Company, which in turn meets

the Bell at Buckingham. This will give the man-

ager quick connection from his Ottawa office with

the lookout tower, and will also link the rangers

together in an effective way.

The tower is built on the highest peak of

Devil's Mountain and furnishes one of the most

commanding positions in the Laurentians, over-

looking the watersheds of the Gatineau and

Lievre rivers.

THE COVER PICTVRE.

The scene illustrated on the Joitrnal cover this

month is at Openicon Falls, Temiskaming Lake,

Quebec, along the lines of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, to which company we are indebted for

the photograph.

SPRUCE WORM BUST.

The spruce bud worm worked serious damage

through sections of New Brunswick last summer,

as is made clear by recent reports. The new
growth over considerable areas of the St. John

river and Miramichi valleys was practically de-

stroyed.

C.N.R. ADOPTS PATROL.

Extensive plans have been made to protect the

forests along the Canadian Northern right of way
between North Bav and Port Arthur in accordance

with the regulations of the Board of Railway

Commissioners. Twenty-three special patro'.men

with track velocipedes will be set at work, to-

gether with two head patrolmen with power

speeders covering those parts of the line where

the fire hazard Ms greatest. Section men and

other employees will also be cal'.ed upon to co-

operate where necessary.

"TODAY. »>
DEBRIS BURNING PATS.

A poem of cheer, so good that it has been

credited to various Etiglish and American

authors, has at last been traced to its right-

ful author, Douglas Mallooh, Assistant-

Editor of "The American Lumberman" of

Chicago.

Sure, this world is full of trouble

—

I ain't said it ain't.

Lord! I've had enough an' double

Reason for complaint.

Rain an' storm have come to fret me,

Skies were often gray;
Thorns an' brambles have beset me
On the road—but say.

Ain't it fine today I

What's the use of always weepin',

Makin' trouble last ?

What's the use of always keepin'

Thinkin' of the past?
Each must have his tribulation.

Water with his wine.

Life it ain't no celebration.

Trouble? I've had mine—

-

But today is fine.

It's today that I am livin'.

Not a month ago,

Havin' losin'. takin', givin',

As time wills it so.

Yesterday a cloud of sorrow
Fell across the way

;

It may rain again tomorrow,
It may rain—but, say,

Ain't it fine today!

The good results of destroying inflammable ma-

terial and thereby minimizing the fire risk has

been proved bv the New Brunswick Railway

Company. Last summer this company cleaned up

a strip of timber bordering the rights-of-way of the

National Transcontinental and Intercolonial rail-

ways The consequence was that fires were con-

fined to an area of less than one hundred acres.

Very little of what was burned originated from

the "railroads. The debris was piled on the right-

of-way and burned there.

TO PLANT MILLION TREES.

The tree planting operations of the Laurentide

Company of Grand Mere, Quebec, have attained

such success as to attract national attention. Ihe

far-seeing policy of this company is attested by

the programme "laid out for many years to come.

Bv planting up lands bought for the flowage

rights 1.50,000 trees, mostly Norway spruce, were

planted in 1914 and have wintered exceptionally

well Two hundred thousand more ^vlll be planted

this spring and two to three hundred thousand in

the fall. As soon as possible 1,000,000 trees per

annum will be planted, thereby equalling the com-

pany's present annual cut. An e.xtention of one

and" one-half acres is being made to the company s

nursery in which some experiments in raising

trees will be carried out.
, .,,

Much interest has been directed towards tue

reindeer herd imported by the company last sum-

mer The animals have wintered well. Iwo

bucks were trained to harness and with satisfac-

tory results.
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Making a Fire Proof Forest
/>'// n. n. Cnnpbitl.

The expression "Fire Proof For-

est'' may strike one as a ratlicr

strange plirase in view of the yearly

destruetion of the forests tlirongliout

Canada by fire, but the point must be
reaeht'd at some time wlien the forests

shall be jjraetieally fire proof, and
that this is not an impossible ideal is

})roved absolutely by experience in

many distriets in Europe. The prob-

lem nuiy be eleann- to the ordinary
citizen by comparison with fire pre-

vention in the cities and towns.

^lunieipal regulations provide for

tile us»* of fire i)roof material in the

construction of buildings in crowded
districts and thus one cause of the

spread of fire is greatly diminished,

but this is a method wliich it is im-

possible to apply to the forest. No
kind of trees but wooden ones can be
grown.

Education goes far to make a city

fire proof. The man who carelessly

throws away a lighted match or cigar

stub is a menace to a city in the same
way that he is a menace to the forest.

Tile man who leaves inflammable ma-
terial lying about in piles and in

places where fire is likely to fall

among it is the cause of many a fire

in the city as well as in the forest.

The man who lights a fire and leaves it

to its own sweet will is a danger to

the forest no less than to the city.

Education against careles.sness with
fire will stop the fire before it starts.

Every modern city has its system
of call boxes located at strategic

points throughout the city from which
notice can immediately be sent to the
central station of the occurrence of
any fire, and in addition to this tele-

l)hone wires all over the city afford an
opportunity to send in warning from
almost every house. Fires make little

headway before notice is given. Stop
the fire at the start must be the motto.

In the forest the only way of ensur-
ing safety is to follow a similar

method as fully as po.ssible. All for-

est fire organizations which are really

attacking the ])robleiM in a serious

way are building telephone lines

which comnumicate with the central

fire ranger station. Inasmuch as the

population of the forest is not as a
rule very numerous or well distri-

buted to observe fire, it is also neces-

sary that the fire guardians .should

have elevated points of vantage from
which they can have an outlook over
a considerable area of forest and
watch for the light columns of smoke
that give quick evidence of any fire

being started.

Having information of the fire is

however only the first stage. In every
city a permanent fire fighting organi-
zation is established and the services

of these men are available at any
moment to go immediately to any fire.

Trained in the fighting of fire and the
use of apparatus in connection there-

with and physically and mentally fit

for the great .strain which fire fight-

ing puts on the physical powers and
on the morale of men, the character
of men of the fire figliting organiza-

tion has a great deal to do in making
a city fire proof. And in no less de-

gree is the character of the men w^ho

have to handle the fighting of fires in

the forest one of the factors that make
for the safety of the forest. Tlie fire

ranging staff of any forest must be
well selected ; the men must be capable
and efficient.

But even with due notice of fire and
a good fire fighting crew there would
be serious difficulty in every city in

handling the fire situation if all the

streets across a city were l)locked so

that the fire fighters would have to

take a long detour through the

suburbs in order to come around to a
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fire which was within a very short dis-

tance of them originally. This is the

situation however that at the present

time faces the fire fighters in the for-

ests at every point. Neither roads nor

trails are opened up through great

extents of the forest, and passage is

almost impossible. Fire is within a

very short distance of the fire fighting

force and they are compelled to take

a detour which will mean the loss of

hours and possibly days, or else con-

sume the same time in cutting out a

new road or trail, with the result that

when they arrive at the fire it has got

beyond control altogether. Fire and
war must be largely fought before

they occur.

When the fire brigade of a city ar-

rives at a fire it has with it the equip-

ment necessary for extinguishing the

fire. In these modern days in the

cities this equipment has become very
elaborate in its nature. In the forest

there is the same necessity but owing
to difficulties of transport, water sup-

ply, etc., it is not possible to handle
fires with similar equipment. The
shovel, the ax, the hoe, the canvas
water bucket, are the great standbys
in fighting fire. Chemical extinguish-

ers and portable pumps are used to a

certain extent but their use is neces-

sarily limited. Equipment sufficient

and conveniently placed in the forest

must be ready.

These methods followed out thor-

oughly will make the forest fire proof.

Until they are the case is hopeless.

FOREST MANAGEMENT IN DOMINION PARKS
BY

By A. Knechtel, Chief Forester of Dominion Parks.

To produce timber for the sawmill they occupy gi'ound that might be oc-

is not the chief purpose of forest man- cupied by young thrifty trees.

agement in the Dominion Parks. Its ^
Forestry for commercial purposes

. ^ .
,

,

turns all mature trees into lumber

;

purpose IS to protect and improve the
,^^^^ -^ p^^,j^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ portions of

forests that they may perpetually the primitive woods should be left

clothe the hills and valleys with standing. They have an interest at-

beauty ; that they may give health and taching to them because they show

pleasure to the persons who visit ^he condition of the forest before the

advent of the white man, and be-

cause they have a vegetation of their

own in mixture of species, shrubbery,

flowers, ferns and mosses. And they

liave a characteristic fringe of twigs

and foliage that are lacking in the

cultivated forest.

Trees planted for commercial pur-

poses are selected on account of the

(|uantity of Wood which they will pro-

duce of the qualities desired by the

mills. Two or three species usually

serve such purpose better than a

them, and that they may protect the

game and the fish that inhabit them.

In park administration many trees

are left standing which would be cut

down if the forest were managed for

market purposes. Thus in Stanley

Park at Vancouver certain trees are

treasured on account of their large

size. Even an old dead stub is care-

fully preserved as it measures about

sixty feet in circumference at the

base. Another tree is highly prized larger number. No heed is given to

because it is covered with knots along variety for aesthetic reasons. The
its entire trunk. In the commercial planting is done simply for a wood
forest such trees are undesirable as crop. But in planting for park pur-
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Pholo by Knechtel

One of the most beautiful scenes in America. Looking down the vaKev of the Bow River from a

gallery of the C.P.R. hotel at Banlf.

poses tile trees are selected on ae-

count of beautiful foliage, graceful

form, color of liark. aliilit\- of the

roots to hold the soil in jjlaee on
steep slopes, vitality to live in expos-

ed situations, or for other attractive

or inherent characters. Great variety

of species is desirable in such plant-

ing, whether the trees are good for

sawmill j)ui"poses or not. Thus, in

the parks of P]urope, along roadways,
and also distributed through the

woods, are several species of Ameri-
can trees, planted for no othei- rea-

son than that the foliage turns a

beautiful color in autumn. Long
avenues are planted with birch trees

on account of the striking white

color of the trunks.

For market purposes trees ar-^

planted close togethei", about four oi*

five feet apart. Ruch crowding de-

prives the trees of their limbs and
causes them to grow timber of good
<iuality. But in park planting the

chief object is to cover the ground

witli vei'dui'c and the linihs give the

tree its charm. The trees may, there-

for.', be j)lace(| fai'lher apart.

WIIERK SCENERY COIWTS.
.Many areas in a Dominion Park

such as hill-tops and steep slopes

might, from a scenic point of view,

be profitably reforested, where, from

a commercial standpoint, it would be

folly to reforest as the trees, though
they might grow lai'ge enough for

aesthetic purposes, might not grow
to timber size, and even if they did

the timber might l)e difficult to get

to the sawmill.

Reforestation for commercial pur-

poses crowds out every kind of vege-

tation excepting a very few species of

timber trees; but it is very essential

for parks purposes that other species

and shrubbery and large flower areas

and even grassy spots should be pre-

served.

In a commercial forest the roads

are located with a view to getting
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the timber to market conveniently

and easily. Hence they are usually

placed in the valleys. The Act by
which the Dominion Parks were es-

tablished requires that they shall be

maintained and made use of as plea-

-sure grounds and the management of

the forest must constantly keep this

requirement in view. Roads through
such a forest, therefore, should not

be logging roads, except incidentally,

but should be such as to give beau-

tiful views, and hence should usually

be located at higher elevations than
the roads in commercial forests.

SAWMILLS DEBARRED.
In the commercial forests sawmills

are numerous, but with every added
sawmill is added fire danger, and this

menace is too great to be permitted
freely in a Dominion Park, where the

great natural beauties once destroyed

may not be restored in a thousand
years. In a commercial forest wher-
ever there is any considerable area of

mature timber, a sawmill should be
there putting it into lunilier. Not so

in a park, where it is desirable tliait

large areas of mature woods should
be retained.

It does not follow, however, that no
timber should be taken from the Do-
minion parks, and as a matter of fact

considerable quantities are removed
yearly. Trees die from natural

causes and fires occur which kill them.

The dead timber is unsightly and is

a menace to the parks. It should be
placed upon the market at a price

to encourage its removal.

It is necessary in a Dominion park
to remove also some green timber.

Where the forest grows in crowded
condition, the removal of some trees

benefits those remaining as they then

get more food and more light and im-

prove in growth, in form and in foli-

age. Green timber should not be

taen, however, with a view to satisfy

a market, but solely to improve the

park, and the trees taken should be

previously marked by a park official

who can appreciate the importance of

each tree for park purposes.

A Warden's Cabin in Rocky Mountain Park.

[Photo by A. Knechtel.

The Warden is directly responsible for fire protection.
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Fire Protection On Railways
Canadian Com])anies reco<i;nise the economy of preventive systems

and co-operate with the 1^ ailway Board

One of the most cheering evidences

of the general awakening of Cana-
dians to the folly of forest destruction

lias been tiie co-o{)eration of the Cana-
dian railway companies in the regula-

tive Mork of the Board of Railway
Connnissioners.

The newness of tiie lioards orders

respecting forest fires a few years

back gave them, not unnaturally, an
appearance of unreasonableness and
interference. As time passed and the

coi-poration executives perceived the

identity of burned forests and disap-

pearing freight traffic, the grudging
obedience to the various orders came
to be tinged with more and more good-

will. Today, the railway companies
are manifesting a readiness to com-
ply with the fire protection require-

ments, wliich greatly assists the Chief
Fire Inspector and his staff and re-

sults in appreciably imj)roved condi-

tions along the rights-of-way.

The orders for 1915 were sent out

on March 16 and came into effect on
April 1. covering a period to Novem-
ber 1. All roads (except Government
roads) under construction or being
operated by steam are obliged to ac-

cept the Commission's regulations.

The ash pans and smoke stacks must
be protected and regular inspection is

provided to see that this is carried out.

Provision is made for keeping the
rights-of-way in a condition which
will reduce to a mininuini the oc-

currence and spread of fire. This is

attained by means of the disposal of
debris and litter and the ploughing or
digging of fire guards where con-
sidered neces.sary. Conductors, engi-
neers and trainmen are required to ])e

vigilant in regard to fire out])reaks
and prompt in reporting them to the
nearest railway employees and the
superintendent. The railways are
made responsible for fires occurring
within 300 feet of the railway track,

unless proof is furnished that such
fires were not caused by the railway.

The use of a sj)ecial fire patrol, as-

signed to the single task and well

equipped with velocipedes and speed-
ers and fire-fighting equipment is, of

course, many times more effective

than even the mo.st conscientious and
obedient efforts of regular railway em-
ployees. As to how eacli railway
sliall detail its patrolmen and eciuip-

inent, the Chief Fire Inspector. ^Ir.

Clyde Leavitt, specifies the extent and
character of patrol in the various sec-

tions of the systems under his care.

Velocipede and power speeder
patrolmen passing telegraph stations

are reported the same as passing
ti-ains and such records are open to

the Board's inspectors. Where there
are no regular stations, provision is

made for a point of register near each
end of the beat.

Each foot ])atro]man is equipped
witli a shovel and canvas bucket.
Each velocipede and power speeder
patrolman has two shovels, two can-
vas l)uckets and an axe. in addition
to which a quantity of fighting equip-
ment is stored at the section tool

house for emergencies.
The Board has been careful in for-

mulating the rules to impose the
minimum of expense upon the com-
panies. A point much emphasized
is that while the rules provide for an
average patrol, the vigilance of an
individual must be supplemented by
the. ability to summon plenty of as-

sistance, with little delay. The com-
panies have been quick to see the im-
j)ortance of making the work of tlie

j)atrolman effective by instructing
their employees to be prompt with as-

sistance in case they are called upon.
Transportation on the companies'
lines is freely granted to bodies of
fire fighters moving from point to

point.
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Sweden's Lesson for Manitoba
That Manitoba is destined some day to produce enormous quantities of timber, creating

hundreds of new industries and advancing the prosperity of the Province and Dominion has

long been the belief of practical foresters. There is no conflict in this belief with the cause

of agriculture. The forest engineer is laying no weird plot to extinguish wheat and stock

raising with stands of timber. All he seeks is to turn the forest areas to the highest ac-

count, to compel them to produce revenues to the people of Manitoba ten or twenty times in

excess of the jiresent sums, and to hitch the same intelligence to forest management that

now dis^tinguishes the farmer and his oat field. Although most of us have thought of Mani-

toba as a 'prairie province' given over to field crops, it has always had a considerable area

of forest and by the recent extensions of the boundaries large territories have been adiled

which are almost entirely forested land.

MANITOBA AND SWEDEN.
Can these valuable sources of supply for the world-wide commerce in wood manufactures

be turned to such account as to duplicate some day the returns from agriculture? Why not?

askeil Mr. H. IT. Campbell, Dominion Director of Forestry, and he proceeded to draw a strik-

ing comparison with Sweden, a northern country with similar conditions of soil and climate.

While the population of Sweden (5,600,000) is more than ten times that of Manitoba, the

total area of the latter is 77,000 square miles greater, with a land area exceeding that of

Sweden by 47,000,OOP acres.

In 1911, Manitoba's 103 mills accounted for a lumber cut of 8,957,500 cubic feet. The

number of Swedish wood-working industries, by the last statistics, is 1,528, and the timber

output 1,020,000,000 cubic feet; the mills afford employment to 56,424 people. Against

Manitoba's 2,415,000 acres of forest reserves, directed by the Dominion Forestry Branch,

Sweden's government reserves are 21,200,000 acres (90 per cent of which is forested) and

the net revenue therefrom is $2,122,625. A staff of 971 men is enq^loyed, of whom 230 are

technically trained.

HEAVY EXPENDITURES BEQVIRED.

"Sweden has probably the advantage of Manitoba in having bettor drainage in some of

the northern areas and in having a more extended sea-coast, with quicker and cheaper access

to long established markets, but I cannot see that other conditions exist that give Sweden an

advantage over Manitoba if the forest areas were in as good condition. This they are not at

|)resent, nor will they be for a long time to come, and it will require a large expenditure on

protection and improvements without regard to revenue during that time, to bring the forests

into good condition and to i)roduce a revenue that will more than ollsft the expenditure.

L'nder the administration of the federal government the forests have been allowed to get into

such an unsatisfactory condition and the federal government should make the necessary ex-

penditure from its large revenues to place such a great natural resource, and so important

to the prosperity of the province and of the whole country in a condition of permanent secur-

ity and producing power so that it may regularly and continuously produce a supply for the

domestic needs of the population, a revenue for the State and the raw materials for in-

dustries.

"The investigations we have made of the rate of growth of timber in the province of

Manitoba compare favourably with the rates of growth in Kuroj^ean countries, such as Ger-

many, France and Sweden, where forestry is being practised profitably. The rotation, or

the period required for maturing a crop of trees from seed, in Germany is with spruce and
pine from 60 to 80 years. In Sweden the rotation is 60 to 80 years for pulpwood and 100 to

120 years for lumVier. The investigations of rates of growth of spruce and pine so far as

they have been carried out here indicate that on ordinary well drained soil the period of

rotation might be within similar limits."
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Forest Research Leaders to Cooperate

In order to bring together the in-

dividuals and organizations interested

in forest research in Canada and to

economize effort and facilitate pro-

gress, Mr. R. H. Campbell, Dominion
Director of Forestry, has formed an

advisory committee in connection

with the Branch. The members will

be called upon from time to time to

suggest problems for investigation, to

pass upon all projects planned and to

revise information regarding results

for publication. Communication will

be mainly confined t > correspondence,

as frequent and general meetings

would not be possible. No remuner-

ation is attached to the work. The
following have been invited to become
members

:

Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean, Univer-

sity of Toronto Forestry School ; to

represent forest management and sil-

vicultural aspect of forest research.

Clyde Leavitt, Forester; to repre-

sent Conservation Commission and
forest protection researches.

AV. N. ^Millar, Assistant Professor

of Forestry, University of Toronto

Forest School; to represent forest

mensuration and engineering aspects

of forest research.

R. B. ]\Iiller, Dean, University of

New Brunswick Forest School; to re-

present JMaritime Provinces.

Ellwood Wilson, Forester Lauren-

tide Company; to represent Quebec

private timber owners.

G. C. Piche, Forester Province of

Quebec; to represent Quebec Provin-

cial Government.
E. J. Zavitz, Forester, Province of

Ontario ; to represent Ontario Pro-

vincial Government.
H. R. MacMillan, Forester, British

Columbia ; to represent British Col-

umbia Provincial Government.
L. M. Ellis, Forester, Canadian Pa-

cific Railway ; to represent Canadian
Railways.

Dr. Judson F. Clark, Clark & Ly-
ford. Consulting Foresters; to repre-

sent Private Foresters, both east and
west.

Dr. H. I\I. Speechly, President,

Alanitoba Horticultural and Forestry

Association, to represent farm fores-

try in prairie provinces.

J. H. White, Instructor, University
of Toronto Forest School; to repre-

sent technological and botanical as-

pects of forest research.

Dr. C. D. Howe, Associate Profes-

sor, University of Toronto Forest
School ; to represent silvical aspects

of forest research.

THE UNPOPULAR POPLAR.

Editor, Canadian Forestry Journal

:

With the statement of Mr. R. C.

Tefft, Hudson Falls, N.Y., regarding
the uselessness of poplar, which was
contained in the last issue of the Jour-

nal, I heartily concur. A considerable

experience in Eastern Canada satisfies

me that poplar should be regarded as

a weed and killed out wherever pos-

sible. The only legitimate use I have
ever seen for it is in mixing with

spruce for the finer grades of maga-
zine paper. In Western Canada, I

admit that poplar may sometimes be

called a ' farmer 's tree ' for the reason

that nothing better may be at hand
and the rate of growth of the poplar

is, of course, very pleasing to the man
who is in a hurry.

J. V. C.

Toronto, Out., June 1.

The forest wealth of Quebec pro-

vince is placed at $600,000,000, of

which white and red pine represent

$200,000,000, spruce and balsam

$250,000,000, other pulpwood $100,-

000,000. hardwoods $25,000,000, and
cedar $25,000,000.
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VL\E rLAML\G OA THE NORFOLK SAXP I'LALXS.

The seedlings shown in the picture were transplanted from the Government nurseries and are not
only establishing the species in a district where the pine once attained large dimensions, but are holding
the sand from blowini;.

Experience in Pine Planting

Many small plantations under cultivation. Nursery stock able to

withstand conditions in open

Tn scvtM-al parts of Eastern Canada
at the present time, private experi-

ments in the planting of white pine

spruce and other seedlings are being
conducted. In some of these experi-

ments the seedlings have been trans-

ferred direct from the forest to tlieir

permanent location and the results

have given, so far as reported, only

indifft'rt'nt satisfaction.

PLxiX'ricnce has shown that pine or

other seedlings are the better for nur-
turing one year or more in the nurs-

ery row. the transplanting having the

effect of bundling the roots together

thereby equipping the plant to meet
the test of harsher conditions. The
pine seedlings taken from the Norfolk
County nurseries and placed on abso-

lute sand land have done exceedingly
well. It has been found, however,
that in most cases the voung seed-

lings taken direct from the shelter

and moisture of the forest will not

readily adapt themselves to a sandy
field possessing no shelter and devoid
of otlier nurturing factors.

Tile Canadian Forestry Journal is

in recepit of a statement by a Penn-
sylvanian much interested in forest

reproduction. Some years ago he
ti'ied j)lanting a number of evergreen

.species (white i)iiie, liemloek. wliite

spruce, Canada balsam, Frazer's fir)

on slopes already timbered with de-

ciduous trees. With the exception of

the hemlock (a shade enduring
species) the result was disappointing.

Most of the trees planted in the open
survived, but those placed under
other trees fared badly. In 1902, he
purchased 2.000 white pines from a

nursery in Illinois and planted them
in an open school garden. They re-
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sponded vigorously until the follow-

ing spring when they were trans-

planted to a sod pasture on a north-

western slope. The little trees adapt-

ed themselves quickly to their new
circumstances and the total loss since

the original purchase of the two-

thousand was two hundred. Two
years later, 7,000 additional pines

W'Cre placed directly in their perma-

nent positions without being nurtured

for one season in the nursery row.

Most of the seedlings died and have

been twice replaced.

This and other practical experi-

ences would indicate that seedlings

have to be carefully handled for a

year in nursery rows before they will

accept the conditions of the open

sandy field as a permanent location.

WORTHY EXAMPLE SET BY
LATE MR. J. C. BROWNE.

Death this year has taken a heavy

toll of the friends of forest conserva-

tion and it is with deep regret that we
chronicle the passing away on April

10 at his residence in Ottawa of ]Mr.

J. C. Browne, who for some years past

had been connected with the firm of

Fraser & Co. Mr. Browne was one

of those men who have made the

Anglo-Saxon race what it is. Modest,

capable, courageous and of sterling

integrity he never advertised himself,

l)ut on the other hand once men got

to know him they never failed to ap-

preciate his worth. Born in the old

city of Quebec in 1847 he began his

business life with the Union Forward-

ing Company and later became a lum-

ber broker and in this way was
brought into touch with Ottawa lum-

ber firms, which connection brought

him to Ottawa in 1899. After the

great fire of 1900 Mr. Browne was
administrator and treasurer of the

Ottawa Fire Relief Fund and it is

significant that his last public work
was as administrator of the Ottawa
branch of the Canadian Patriotic

Fund. It is not necessary here to

speak of Mr. Browne's business life

which is well known throughout this

part of Canada, but it may be pointed

out that he was one of the warmest
friends of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation and a sincere believer in

forest conservation. He did his part
in the fight against forest fires, and
did it optimistically, holding that fires

wiiich rightly caused public appre-

hension and indignation today would
have passed, and did pass, unnoticed
thirty years ago. He was also an ad-

vocate of the training of our Indians
as fire-fighters and practised this, so

far as possible, on limits under his

charge. His reasonableness, his wil-

lingness to hear the other side, made
him a dangerous man to those who
advocated fake schemes or foolish

theories because he did not browbeat
them into further obstinacy but per-

suaded them of the better way. The
cause of forest conservation is the

poorer for his going and our hope is

that liis example may lead younger
men to step into his place.

ELEMENTS OF FOBESTEY."

'

' Elements of Forestry, '

' by Frederick
Franklin Moon, M.F., Professor of Forest
Engineering at the New York State Col-

lege of Forestry, and Nelson Courtlandt
Brown, M.F., Professor of Forest Utiliza-

tion at the same institution, is a hand-
somely printed and bound work of nearly
four hundred pages designed to act as a
textbook, broad in its scope and contain-
ing general information on all phases of

the subject. That the book well fulfills the
objects of its authors is clearly evident.

The presentation is singularly lucid and
thorough, so much so that any adult reader
may by conscientious i:)erusal jilace him-
self in intelligent touch with the science

and practice of forestry. The book has
been planned to make the study of forestry
as interesting as possible by means of ex-

cellent illustrations and a cleverly gradu-
ateil arrangement of the instruction. It is

published through the Kenouf Publishing
Company of Montreal.

There are seven spruces in the

Ignited States. Four are confined to

the west ; two to the east ; while one,

white spruce, has a continent-wide

distribution.
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INSURANCE OF TIMBER LIMITS

One of the qiu'stioiis in coniH-i-tion

witli fort'st iiiana^tMiU'iit wliicli coiiu's

lip occasionally as a matter of argu-

ment, rather than prophecy, is tiie

possibility of developing fire protec-

tion to a point wiiere insurance on a

limit will be issued by commercial

companies. At present no such thing

is even in sight, and discussion may
seem premature and useless. AVei-e

the timlier limit l)rought within the

class of reasonable risks,—and such a

thing is at least 'possible'.—insur-

ance in some form, assumed by mu-
tual associations, companies, or gov-

ernments, might prove as simple as

the covering of cargoes and hulls at

sea. The Journal recently asked the

opinion of a consulting forest-.n" of

national reputation upon the problem
of forest insurance, and his reply was
given in these words

:

"It is my personal judgment that

the risk of loss by fire on timl)er lim-

its is one that must necessarily be

borne by the owner. As I see it. the

only exception to this would be the

case of very large tracts, in which
ca.se insurance might be secured

against a great catastrophe, the owner
carrying the risk of all loss up to a

certain point, in a similar manner as

in the insurance policy negotiated by
Price Bros, of Quebec.

"It goes without saying, of cour.se.

that in any case the company issuing

a policy would only do so after the

tract had been reported upon by ex-

perts for the purpose of determining
the cost of the risk.

''Xo .system of government fire

patrol, however efficient, could elim-

inate the necessity of a special patrol

for each tract, for, in any case the

risk, and tlu^refore the cost of the

insui-ance. would vaiy greatly from
tract to tract—and varv vastlv."

TO FILL IN THESE BLANKS MEANS

INCREASED MEMBERSHIP.

tteriotary

Canadian Forestry A^^sociation,

Journal Building, Ottawa.

I believe that the following persons

would be interested in knowing about
the wrk of the Association and might
be persuaded to become members:

Name

Address

Name

Address

Xame

Address

Kinilly mail this to the .Secretary as early

as possible. Last month 's coupon brought
an immediate response from Journal read-

ers. As a result, the Secretary is now in

communication with a number of prospec-

tive members.

The Campers Favorite

"BLOW BED"
SLEEP ON AIR
with a COM FORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by vhe Forest Service, Campers-
Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfortable

b?d. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof. Packs
6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht, canoe, etc.

Illu.ilraled Circular Free.

Box
Meirepolitan Air Goods Co IV) Reading, Mass.

Dealers write
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THE FAKE SETTLER AT WORK

The fake settler is of many species but in every instance meets the defini-

tion of a nuisance and a trespasser. Both Ontario and Quebec possess laws on
their statute books, and have put them to good account, debarring new settlers

from non-agricultural lands. That is, all new areas opened up for settlement

are supposed to pass first under the scrutiny of an expert in soil values. Those
parts of a township which promise to grow trees alone are, by law, fenced off

as forest. The purpose of these laws is in every sense praiseworthy. They seek

to protect not only the settler but the soil and to preclude all future oppor-

tunity of repeating the tragedy of the sand plains in Norfolk and elsewhere.

It would appear, however, from representations made recently to the

Canadian Forestry Journal, that the riddance of the old and costly custom in

Quebec is not quite complete. Information received refers particularly to the

disposal of 'homesteads' along the edge of one or more timber limits. It is

asserted that the soil was reported upon adversely by experts and that any
observer of commonly good judgment would discard the lots from any agricul-

tural classification. Additional proof that the 'settlers' were seeking cheap
timber and not land is the fact that nearby lots, partially bare of wood growth,

were not asked for b}" the applicant 'farmers', who seemed to prefer the pros-

pect of 'hewing out a home' from a bunch of twenty-inch pine.

No one can justify this practice of handing over chunks of somebody's
timber limit to those who have little notion of planting field crops or develop-

ing live stock after the valuable timber is cleared off. This sort of settler is in

reality a speculator, getting his timber for practically nothing and moving
along to the next picnic ground when the wood crop is removed.

His tenure is nearlj^ always mischievous. He is, in the truest sense a tres-

passer upon the lumberman's common rights, and uses a government patent
very often as a device to take off timber already covered by the lease of the

large oj)erator. What a menace the fake settler is to forest protection need not

be enlarged upon. Having no considerable stake in the district, he plays with
fire for his own ends and is not usually amenable to punishment when his care-

lessness burns down hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of a neighbor's

timber.

There seems no doubt that whatever the influence at work to foist these

petty speculators upon the timber growing districts of any Canadian province

the consequences are vicious, and should be recognized as immeasurably out-

weighing every other consideration.—R. B.

A FBIENDLT FOSESTEY BIVALFY. MATCH COMPANY AIDS CAMPAIGN.

It is easy for all of ns to shut the stable At the recjuest of the Dominion Parks
door after the hor?e has been stolen. We Branch, the E: B. Eddy Company has re-

sympathise deeply with our friends in the cently put into effect a very excellent pre-

States over their national calamity. Perhaps cautionary measure against forest fires,

the best method of showing our sympathy This company is now printing in striking
would be by taking up such an active fores- colors in attractive design on their match
try policy in this country as to give the boxes an effective fire notice, warning the
world a lead along a new and better path. public not to throw away burning matches,
If Canada and the States would ioin in a „, •„n„ • +i,„ „,„„i„ t4. -c „ ^«ii i,««^«
n . -,, . 1 n .^ ^ ^ 1 ,

,

especiallv in the woods, it is a well known
triendlv rivalrv ot this character qoth conn- '

tries would gain enoTmously.—Medicine Hat ^^^'t that many forest fires are due to care-

Call. lessness in handling matches.
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F-M Speeders
will materially aid inspectors for the Forestry Departments of

Government or Railway in covering their routes quickly and

easily. They will thus enable the inspection to become more

efficient by more frequent trips over the route.

Q F-M Hand cars are particularly suited for this purpose.

Q They are "the Easiest running velocipede cars made" being

equipped with ball bearing and machine cut gears, which add

materially to their easy running and durability, two very

important and practical advantages.

CatalcHiue of F-M Speederm or Motor
Cars irill be sent on request.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited,

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,

Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver. Victoria.

J

Iw

Canada*."* Departmental H
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PETERBOROVGH CANOES
SURVEYORS and men engaged in Exploration and Pro-

specting and Forest work find that no Canoe equals the
PETERBOROUGH for carrying capacity, durability, ease of

paddling and general utility. Staunch as they can be built. Nearly all the
freighting of the North river waters is done in Peterborough Canoes. Write for

Illustrated catalogue. Basswood, Cedar and Canvas Covered Canoes. All sizes.

THE PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO. LTD. PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

BRITISH ADMIRALTY ORDERS.

The British Admiralty has been

buying large quantities of timber for

war purposes of late and the Hastings

Mills of British Columbia at Vancou-

ver recently secured an order from

July in tonnage supplied by the Bri-

fir. This will go forward in June and

them for 10 million feet of Douglas

tish Admiralty.

FOSESTS DESTBOYED— MILLS IDLE.

' * Many people do not realize it, but it is

a fact that in 1825 there were in New York
State more waterwheels than there are to-

day. Our streams have been drying up by
the ruthless cutting do^vn of our timber and

neglect of measures to replace it by refor-

estation. I will not say it was all done

ruthlessly—some of it was necessarily cut

for the clearing of agricultural lands—but

we all know that far too much of it was
done ruthlessly, without regard for the fu-

ture and future generations. On our own
river, the Black river—the second in im-

portance in the State—the flow varies from
40,000 cubic feet a second in the springtime

to only about 400 cubic feet a second in the

summer time. As a result, for about four

or five months in the year we are unable to

run our mills efficiently.
' '

—

From an ad-

dress hy E. N. Smith, of Watertown, N.Y.

Mr. K. Vavasour, graduate of the forest school
of the University of New Brunswick, has been
appointed Forest Assistant on the Porcupine and
Pasquia Forest Reserve, with headquarters at

Usherville, Sask.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Cperations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.

CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

Try This Siuittp Puller^
._^ ^»__„ r»S,^t, The Smith Etump PuMer
3X t#Mf niSti will take out every tree

5, and stump by the roots, clearing
from one to three acres a day, doing

TREES, SHRUBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shritb.'i at Forest

Friceii. Native and Foreiim Tree Seeds

EOYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, Ont shippers to H.M. Government, Etc

Correspondence F7'ancnise

Hill's Seedlings & Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Keforustiiig. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low pricep. Write for

price list and mention this niagrazine.
FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.

The D. Hill Nursery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers In America.
Box 503 Dundee. 111., U.S.A.
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Motion Pictures to Stop Fires

All interesting departure has been made
in British Cohunbia to niaUe our people

realize the great importance of the lumber
industry and the necessity of protecting

the forest resources of Britisli ('oiuiiibia

from damage by lire.

Moving pictures have nowadays an edu-

cational jiower only second to that of the

Press itself. Hence last year a number of

the motion-jticture theatres in the Coast
province were supplie<i with a set of slides

to be used in tlie intervals between the
ordinary films, the pictures bearing the fol-

lowing legends, each supported by a typi-

cal forest scene:
''One moment please! ^Vhile waiting,

resolve to be careful with fire in the
woods.

"

"Only six trees (shown in picture) but
their manufartuie into lumber employed
ItiO men for one day. Put your fires out."

".$400,000 reward! is what the lumber
industry of the Pacific North West pays
the community DAILY for labor, supplies,

etc. You share it. Be careful with fire in

the woods. The road to prosperity lies

through the forests; don't burn them up!
''

The slides were sent out under instruc-
tions from the Minister of Lands with a
letter ex[daining the need for the co-
operation of the theatre projtrietors in or-

der to reach a large body of the i)ublic

inaccessible by any other means. The re-

sult was entirely satisfactory, both thea-
tres and patrons expressing their apprecia-
tion.

This year the idea was extended, every
motion-picture theatre in British Colum-
bia receiving a set, the subjects being
more ilirect in their appeals, as is shown
by the inscrijitions:

(1) "Wage earners and Merchants! The
lumber imlustry alreuily (.Miiploys over half
the wage earners in British Columbia, and
distributes over 20 million dollars annually
for labor and supplies. . . . Make it per-
manent by protecting the Forests from
fire." (View shown of export sawmill
with shipfiing.)

(2) "Taxpayers! Forests j.ay into Bri-
tish Columbia Treasury 21^ million dollars
annually. . . . Prevent fires, and keep
your taxes down." ''Lo^iriu^r si-one.)

(3) "Hunters and Fishermen! Green
forests aflford shelter for game, and clear
water for fish. . . . Help keep them
green." (Forest Guard in canoe on patrol.)

FOli'EST liESEErATIONS IX
STATES.

lXITED

Tlie lands approveil for. acquisition by
the T'liitcd States (Jovornmcnt for national
forest purposes in the east, since the pur-
chase jiolicy was inaugurated in 1910, now
total 1,104,000 acres, representing a pur-
chase price of $5,500,000. About $2,000,-
0(M> of the original appropriation remains
available for further jiurchases in the fiscal

year 1015. The lands favourably acted on
to date include 133,000 acres in 'the White
mountains of New Hampshire, while 071,-

000 acres are located in various parts of
the southern Appalachians, from Virginia
to Georgia. Nearly 400,000 acres were ap-
proved i'or purchase during the past year,
at an average price of $4.96 per acre.

The first object of administration is to
protect the forest against fire, for the two-
fold purpose of steadying stream-flow and
increasing timber production. There is,

however, provision for all forms of use of
the forests not detrimental to their per-
water supplies,

manent value as sources of timber and

Davis W. Lusk. .Jr.. a praduafe of Yale Forest
School. 1912, is at Calgary conducting a special
investigation in regard to fire damage for the
Dominion Government.

mimmm fOR[si sera
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

Y.\LE University Forest School it. a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is tlie oldest existing forest

school in the United State? and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to grailuatesof universities, colleges and
^cientiBc institutions of high .standing,

and, under exceptional conditions, to
men who have had three years of colleg-

iate training including certain prescrib-

ed suhji'Ct». Men who are not candi-
dates for the degree may enter the

school as sp'>cial students, for work in

any of the subjects ofiFcred in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence
that will warrant their taking the work
to their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for rciearch and advanced work in

Dendrology, Sil\-iculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

J^or further infonnatien addritt

JAHES W. TOUnEV. Director
- NEW HAVEN .... CON.SBCTICUT
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SCHULTZ
Sectional=

Portable

HOUSES ^^^<-<-<*-^.-''y..--

A SPECIAL LINE OF METAL
GARAGES for restricted districts

Wall

sections

areall3-ft.

2-ins. wide,

and door

and window

can be

placed to

suit your

taste

We can

supply any

style or

size you

require

SCHULTZ SECTIONAL PORTABLE HUNTER'S CABIN

Affording full protection against Cold, Storm, Snakes, etc.

Floor Size 6' 4" x 9' 6' . 21 sections, weight 950 lbs. Price $90 F.O.B. Brantford
(Shipment upon receipt of price).

SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, showing

separate sections and assembled buildings, and state the

kinds you are interested in.

Kindly mention the Canadian Forestry Journal.

The Schultz Bros. Co., Ltd.

Dept. B, 31-57 Albion St.

Brantford. Ontario - - - Canada

Our Portable House Line includes

:
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ProvincialChanges
(Bulletin from tli.' I.ihrary of the

I)(»iiiiiii(iii Forestry J5r;iiich.)

In i-»'jt|y to inquiries recently niado
from tlie various provincial authori-
ties regarding -'Changes that have
heen maile during tlie past year in
the Timher Kegulations of your Pro-
vince, whether hy Act of tlie Provin-
cial Legislature. Order in Council or
Departmental Regulations." the Pro-
vince of Xova Scotia reports no
change made during the past year.
The only change nuide in Quebec

is that by Order in Council of Oc-
tober 24. 1914. cedar cut during the
season of 1913 and 1!)14 subject to a
stumpage of .^1.05 instead of' the reg-
ular tariff of $1.40.

The only change reported by New
Brunswick is that the penalty "for ex-
porting of pulpwood cut on Crown
lands is fi.xed at a maximum of $5.00
per cord. A copy for the new Tim-
ber Kegulations of the Province is on
file 39131 (Official Publications :\Iari-

time Provinces).

The only change reported by On-
tario is an am-ndment to the Act of
1914 "Resnectii^g the export of pulp-
M-ood." This, it will be remembered.
permitted the export of pulpwood
during 1914. and by an amendment
passed during the la.st session this
permission is continued through 1915.
A copy of the Crown Timbr^r Re^i-
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THE
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lations. dattMl .March 7. 1914. is to be
found on file Xo. 39129 (Official
Publications Ontario).

British Columbia's repl}^ has not
yet been received.
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New Brai^swick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in IQ08

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestrv Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For furthit information address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University Calendar furnished

on application. — — —

C. C. JONES. Charvcellor

"miifORimE

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBER
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,

CORKING SETS, TREE
CALIPERS, ETC.

[. R. wftiis 1 1, mm. 11
OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAELS, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A

FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-

taries of the respective Faculties.
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Fire Ranker s ShelterTent
Made with Inside or Outside Poles. Write for Prices.

We Make

Everything

That's Possible

Out of Canvas

i water buckets

wash basins

collapsible and
folding pails

Wp^sSp tarpaulins

SMART-WOODS EIDERDOWN SLEEPING BAGS AND ROBES
Are Unexcelled for Use in Any Climate

Write for Our New Catalogue Just Issued
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The Work of the

Forest Products Laboratories
Bii

John S. Bates, Chem. E., Ph.D.,

Superintendent.

The Forest Products Laboratories of

Canada were established in 1913 under the
Forestry Branch of the Department of the
Interior. The laboratories have been lo-

cateil in Montreal in connection with
McGill University. The plan of co-opera-
tion with McGill University has proved to

be a verv satisfactorv one and this union

of Goverunieut and university in scientific

research may be considered as marking an
era in Canada's development. The rela-

tion of the laboratories to the university

is flexible and the co-operation is i)riniarily

one of goodwill, the university having pro-

vided quarters for our laboratory work and
the Federal Government, through the For-

Wicksteed Testing Machine at the Forest Products Laboratories.
in Static Bending.

Method of Testing Mine Booms
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estry Branch, paying all salaries and fur-

nishing all equipment. While the main
function of the laboratories is the carrying
on of scientific research on forest products
for the benefit of Canadian wood-using in-

dustries and the public at large, there is

an opportunity for the students of the uni-

versity to keep in close touch with the
work by j)ersonal inspection and through
occasional lectures, delivered to the engi-

neering students by members of our staff.

A number of specially qualified students
and graduates have also been appointed
on our technical staff.

The Heal Function.

There has been more or less misunder
standing during the early stages of organi-
zation regarding the exact function of the
laVtoratories. The Forestry Branch is en-

gaged mainly in such problems as adminis-
tration of forest reserves, fire protection,
reconnaissance surveys, tree planting, and
in general the educating of public opinion
in the proper care of living trees. The
Forest Products Laboratories on the other
hand are interested in the conservation of
forest resources by proper utilization of

the raw material. The work is, therefore,

largely of a chemical, physical and engi-

neering nature and has to do with the
intensive study of wood itself and the
many products which can be manufactured
therefrom. Investigations have been un-
dertaken with the view of extending the
knowledge of wood and its products, point-
ing out improved methods for using the
raw material furnished by our Canadian
forests and finding ways and means of uti-

lizing the . vast amount of waste wood
which is occasioned in the lumber and
allied industries.

The period to date has been mainly one
of organization and preparation for sys-

tematic, scientific work. The progress has
been slow in some respects owing to the
newness of this type of work in Canada
and the small supply of specially trained
technical men. However, I think it will

be a{»parent from the discussion which is

to follow that a real start has been made
in this work, which is of such vital im-
portance to Canada.

The Fersonnel.

At the beginning of the fiscal year, April

1st, 1914, the writer took over the duties

of Superintendent in succession to Mr. A.

G. Mclntyre. At this time the staff num-
bered ten, made up of seven technical men
and three office assistants. Twelve months
later the permanent staff totaled twenty-
three, while at the present time the per-

manent staff numbers twenty-nine, with
two others appointed to commence duties

later in the summer. Five of our technical

men are now absent on active military ser-

vice, these being Messrs. F. W. Fraser, D.
M. Trapnell, L. X. Seaman, W. B. Campbell
and L. L. Brown.

Buildings Provided.

Up to the fall of lid 4 the staff found
temporary accommodation in the Old Medi-
cal Building, granted for our use by McGill
University. We are now quartered for a
period of four years in the buildings at
700 University street, which were recently
purchased by McGill University. The of-

fice building i;, a large stone structure con-
taining about twenty-five rooms in all.

Two rooms in the basement have been pro-
vided with concrete floors, benches, piping
and apparatus for use as wood jjreserva-

tion laboratory and fungus pit. On the
ground floor one room is used as clerk 's

office and a large room has been set aside
for exhibits of forest products. The first

floor provides four offices and a room for
library and conferences, while the top floor

contains two offices, drafting room, chemi-
cal laboratory and dark room for photo-
graphic work.
The adjoining building has been recon-

structed to serve as an experimental paper-
mill. This is a two-storey structure of
brick and stone, 90' x 30' and the interior

has been almost completely reconstructed
and provided with concrete floors, water,
gas, steam, electric light, electric power
and drain connections. The mill is now
fairly complete and the machinery nearly
all ready for operation.

For the work in timber testing the uni-

versity placed at our disposal the testing
laboratory in the Engineering Building,
which provides most excellent facilities for

this branch of our work. A wood-working
shop has also been equipped in the build-

ing adjoining the experimental papermill.

A portion of our yards has been in use

for the storage of wood, special precau-
tions being taken to prevent fungus infec-

tion. A specially constructed shed has
been built for the air seasoning of small

wood specimens. A small sawmill on the
outskirts of the city has been in use for

the working up of the larger logs.

The progress of work in the laboratories

will no doubt be made clearer by separate
discussion of each division. The present

organization includes the Division of Ad-
ministration and the technical divisions of

Timber Tests, Timber Physics, Pulp and
Paper and Wood Preservation.

Administration.

The Division of Administration is con-

cerned with the general operation of the

laboratories, correspondence, library and
so forth. A favorable start has been made
in collecting a library containing informa-

tion on the special work which concerns

the laboratories. The main library of Mc-
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ON THE NORTHERN TRAIL.

Fire ranger and dog team in the Porcupine Forest Reserve, Saskatchewan.

Gill University is consulted for general
reference works so that the task of accu-

iiiulatiiijj a special liljrary is very much
siin)tlified. A special system has been de-

vcloiiC'l for the collecting and indexing of

information as accurate and comprehensive
knowledge is necessary in connection with
the library work and the answering of
intpiiries which are received in large num-
ber. I'reliminary plans have been made
for the collecting and exhildting of wood
specimens, samples of treated wood, liulji

anil p.'iper. wood ilistillates and the other
numerous pro<lucts which can be ol)tainetl

from the raw material furnished by our
Canadian forests.

Timber Tests.

Our Hatt-Tnrner Impact testing machine
and .10,(100 lb. Olsen Universal machine
have been installed in the University test-

ing laboratory. The 200,000 Hi. Wicksteed
and l.jit.OdO lb. Kmery maidiines which
form jiart of the university e(|uipment
have also been in frecpient use for tindier

testing. Arrangements have also been
niaile for adjusting the university's (Ki.OnO

Richie testing machine for our work. With
very little effort and expense on the part
of the laltoratories there has been made
available the most com|detp and satisfac-

tory testing e<|uipment in Cana'la and too
much cannot Ife said of the generosity and
courtesy of McGill University in ]>lacing

these excellent machines at our disposal.

Project Xo. 1, "Mechanical and Physi-

cal Properties of Canadian Woods as De-
termined by Tests on Small Clear Speci-

mens'' was undertaken for the purpose of

estalilishing the strength characteristics of

the important Canadian wood species. The
testing ])rocedure includes eight strength

tests—static bending, compression par-

allel to grain, compression jjerpemlicuiar

to grain, shear, tension, impact bending,
cleavage and hardnes.s. The first species

under test is Douglas Fir. obtained from
Alberta anil Britisli Columbia. The results

have shown that tlie fast growing Dougbus
Fir of the Pacific Coast has unusual
strength and that the slower growing and
smaller mountain types, although more af-

fected by knots and other defects are of

very good (piality. The tests confirm tho

fact that our Canadian l:)ouglas Fir is a
first-class structural material.

Project No. 2, "Strength Functions and
I'hvsii-al Properties of Nova Scotia Mine
Timbers" has been carried on during the

last half of the year in connection with a

general investigation of Nova Scotia mine
tind)ers instituted by McGill University in

co-operation with the Forestry Branch.
Over seven hundred representative pit

pro|>s and booms were obtained from Xova
Scotia, including five species — Black
Spruce, Balsam Fir, White Birch and Yel-

low Birch. Most of these timbers have

(Continued on page 135.)
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Methods of Tree Doctoring
How to distinguish good repairing from bad—^An expert's explana-

tion of an over-talked science

By B. R. Morton, B. Sc. F.

There are many reliable tree repair-

ing firms doing work throughout the

towns and cities of Canada, but un-

fortunately for the tree-owner and the

trees themselves there are also many
men contracting to do this work who
are far from qualified, relying largely

upon the owner's ignorance. Hence
the work they do is often worse than

useless. It is hoped therefore that the

following lines will be of some assist-

ance, first to the tree owner who is

hiring repairers and desires to know
whether or not the work is being done
thoroughly and, second, to the man
who is not in a position to employ a

reliable repairer and finds it neces-

sary to do the work himself.

The fundamental principles of tree

repairing may be summed up as fol-

lows :

1. The removal of all decayed,

dead or diseased portions of the tree.

2. Completely sterilizing and wa-
terproofing all freshly cut surfaces.

3. Bolting and strengthening when
necessary.

4. Filling in the cavities and leav-

ing the work in such a condition that

it will heal rapidly.

All dead, diseased or decayed por-

tions of the tree should be removed.

Large limbs which are too far de-

cayed to make it w^orth while trying

to save should be cut off.

In the removal of limbs care should

be taken to leave a clean smooth cut

close to the trunk or portion from
which it branches and not leave a pro-

jecting stub the end of which may
never properly heal over. Cuts made
close to the trunk will heal over in

inuch less time. In the case of a large

limb it will be necessary to take pre-

cautions to prevent it from dropping
when only half cut through and rip-

ping with it a portion of the trunk
and bark. To overcome this the limb
should l)e supported until entirely cut

oft', or better, first remove a portion of

it in order to leave a good sized stub

and then remove the stub.

Removing Decay.

All decayed or diseased matter
which cannot be removed by pruning
must be completel}' cut out. Decay or

rot is the result of the growth of fungi

which have gained entrance to the

tree through an opening in the bark,

usually the result of a wound, and
then slowly spread in all directions

throughout the wood. To prevent

further spreading all decayed and dis-

eased insect-eaten and discolored

wood must be removed. The opening
at which the rot-producing fungus has

obtained entrance is usually visible on
the outside. It is often very small and
is not always an indication of the ex-

tent to which the decay may have
spread within.

To properly remove the diseased

portion of a trunk it may be necessary

to make several openings or even cut

out a considerable portion of the side

of the trunk. HoAvever, openings

should be kept as small as possil)le.

Long narrow or small oval vertical

openings or wounds will heal more
rapidly than those of any other shape.

Two socket-handled gouges (34 and 1

inch wide), a chisel, a mallet, a knife,

a saw and a ladder are about all the

tools needed.

How to Treat Wounds.

The edges of the bark bordering on

Vv'ounds should be smoothed oft' with a
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very sliarp knife. The eleaner and
smoother this eilufe is etit tiie more
rajiitlly will it heal. Imiiieiliatcly this

is (.lone eover with shellae the freshly

cut margin. Many minntes shonkl not

be ailowetl to t'lap.se bt'twecn the eut-

ting and the shellaeing for the full

benefit of this treatment will not be

derived if tiie surface is not visibly

moist with sap. This slu'llaciii'; pre-

vents the eambium layer or living; tis-

sue immediately under the bark from
drying out and tiius the bark itself is

prevented from drying baek for any
distance from the margin of the

wound. This treatment ai)i)lies to the

border of all wounds whether caused
by the removal of limbs or the re-

moval of decav.

After the margin has been .shellaced

til.- surface of tin* wound should be
paint* (1 with urdinar\- commereial
creosote. i)eing sure to cover every
portion of the exposed wood. This
Mill act as a i)re.scrvative. Then give
till- whole a coat of coal tar to make
it waterproof. If desired the creosote

and coal tar nmy be mixed before ap-
plying f

i;{ creosote). The interior of

all cavities must also be thoroughly
painted with ci-eosote and tar.

Ji()l(i)i(/ till Tnoik.

Before filling with cement, in the
ease of trees with very large cavities

in the truidv. it may be necessary to

run one or more iron bolts through
them in order that tlicv mav be

f^^*t. M*.

^
liowiiig well finished

job of tree repair-

ing. Note the ce-

ment sections in

the base which is

also bolted. Ce-

ment repairs may
also be seen in the

upjier i>art of the

tree. Photo taken

on an Ottawa
street.

^
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strengthened. The cement filling itself

aids very little in strengthening a tree.

A cavity less than two feet in length

rarely requires a bolt, but longer ones

where a large portion of the interior

has been removed, should be bolted

every eighteen inches. The liolts are

from % to 1 inch in diameter and
have heavy washers at each end. Oval
washers are better than round ones

since they should ])e countersunk on
the outside of the trunk and the

wound thus caused being elongated

will heal more readily. Wounds
caused by countersinking washers
should be treated in the same way as

all other wounds.

FUUng Cavities.

After the cavities have been bolted,

creosoted and tarred, the next step is

to fill in with cement. It might be
added here, that in the case of cavities

Avith such a shape that the cement
would work loose and fall out after it

hardens, it will be necessary to over-

come this tendency by driving many
three-incli nails luilf-way into the

wood throughout the interior. The
heads of these nails will become em-
bedded in the cement and hold it in

place. When a tree has been bolted

this nailing may not be necessary. An-
other method is to so under cut the

wood near the margin of the cavity

that the filling will be wider than the

opening. In under cutting, however,
care should be taken to have the wood
at the edge of the wound not less than
an inch in thickness.

The filling mixture should consist

of a good grade of cement and clean

sand. One part of cement to three or

less of sand. The two to be thorough-
ly mixed before adding water. Only
enough of this added to make a rather

stiff mortar should be used.

The mortar may be placed in the

cavity with a mason's trowel and
tamped well into place. In long ver-

tical cavities it will be necessary to

start at the bottom and fill in a sec-

tion at a time, holding the material in

place with a piece of sheet metal until

it has set, and then proceed to fill in

the section on top. These sections or

blocks should not be more than a foot

in height and divided one from the

other by a sheet of tarred roofing

paper cut to fit the cavity cross-sec-

tion. Before the top of a section has
comi)letely hardened it should be

smoothed so that the paper can be
laid evenly on it. Dividing the cement
in l)locks in this manner will allow for

the twisting and bending a tree trunk
must necessarily endure in a high

Avind. Otherwise the cement will in

time break up and crumble out.

Finishing Off tJic Face.

Where the cavity extends up into

the trunk beyond the top of the open-
ing it may be necessary to cut a small

sloping opening into this cavity from
above and pour a more liquid cement
through it.

In the case of very large cavities,

fine clean gravel is sometimes used
instead of sand. Stones 6 to S inches

in diameter are also frequently used.

These should be wet before being

placed in the mortar and be kept well

back from the sides and face of the

filling.

Before each block or section has

become completely hardened its face

should be finished off. The face should

conform to the general shape of the

woody portion of the tree. It should

not be allowed to stand or bulge out

beyond the bark, otherwise the tree

would be hindered in its attempt to

cover the cement with a new growth.

It is usual in filling a cavity in the

first place to keep it well back and
later, before the cement has quite

hardened, ta bring up the surface to

the proper level.

After the filling has thoroughly

dried the face may be painted over

with i)aint or tar.

Trees that have been repaired

should be inspected from time to time

and careful watch kept to see if any
.further attention is required.
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From a Fire Ranger's Diary

A AA'ooJsman who Preaches on Forest Protection after Churcli

Service—Fiiihting the Hig Blaze

TJR' courageous calibre of many of

the fire rangers employed in the Cana-
dian woods has been givt-n frequent
and WfU deserved testimony. The
healthy, strenuous life, isolated from
'civilization,' continually demanding
vigilance and resourcefulness has

been the picturesque mark of much
Canailian fiction, and not a little

{.oetry.

Here, however, are some real pages
borrowed fi-om a real ranger "s report.

A more enthusiastic chami)ion of the

rights of the forest can scarce be
imagined

:

"Spent Sunday in eonvei'sing with

church-goers on the Divine plan of

Forest i-y for the proper usage of man,
pointing out that the Creator made
all things for a Pood purpose and for

the proper use of mankind. Uphold-
ing the Poorest as being one of the

chief handiworks of the Almighty,
and that all should look upon and
venerate same as sacred in future.

".Monday.
—

"Weather cool. Route
travelled, northwards, by canoe, ^^'l•y

good green timber in parts, for all

purposes aTid should be well protected,

^lay be most of the mileage of today's

travel is in the bounds of the Indian
Reserve; if so. they have all the tim-

b»M- they require for the next genei-a-

tion if not attacked by fire. However,
as most of the country is interlaced

with creeks and waterways in abund-
ance, forming islands innumei-alile.

.some ])arts will always escape the dan-
ger of fires.

'"Tuesday.—On the southeast shore

I noticed the ravages of fires, may be

ten years ago. The bu.sh is all drj'.

with a new growth of saplings and
will '){) years hence be serviceable for

the use of humanity if protected care-

fully. As the wind was blowing a

strong gale we were unable to travel

any farther than five miles owing to

the force of the elements against mus-
cular compulsion.

Another day.
—"On close observa-

tion of natural growth on these
islands it makes me feel a.shamed of

maidiind in thoughtlessly being the
chief cause of forest destruction. In
walking through this island it made
me feel like going through a sacred
sanctuarv.

"Having been wind bound for so

long we were in good trim for a good
])a<ldle and this we did with a ven-

geance as we made about 50 miles to-

day.

"Having received a verbal message
from our Chief Ranger stating that he
wanted to meet me at . I made
ha.ste to connect with him. We tra-

velled for about fifteen hours and
camped on two small islands, being

too dark to travel farther. We camped
with Rev. ^Ii-. and his two men,
talking chiefly Fire!

'

'
" A fire I Look ! Look !

' was the first

notification of huge columns of black

smoke by the residents of . On
looking in the direction, alas! it was
too true! A huge bush fire was rag-

ing. Who did it ? The fire ranger
will have to look after it or we will all

be burned out of the settlement. Be-
sides, the fearful destruction it will

cau.se to the country ! Overhearing
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these different remarks, I will (D.V.)

proceed towards these fires tomorrow.

"I examined the country minutely.

Found out where the fire started from

and also found out that the fire made
by the bear trappers had been put

out to a certain extent but not alto-

gether. It was not totally through

carelessness as I could see that they

tried to put it out by pouring water

over their fireplace before leaving it.

It was owing to a delusion on the

hunters' part who took it for granted

that they had put out the fire. This

fire will now have to be put out when
it gets to waterways; that will fence

it in.

'Reached settlement and

asked all parties to help put out this

disastrous fire, if at all possible. Most

of our residents being away bear hunt-

ing at this particular date, and as it

looks like rain, we will await the ar-

rival of all the hunters and will go

'en masse' on Monday to put out the

fire. In the meantime all parties will

be preparing themselves with proper

equipment.

'Had E- and I- -, two In-

dians, prosecuted for being the cause

of this fire. As they proved them-

selves guilty and as they tried to put

out their camp fire by water—it, how-

ever, having proved a baffling de-

lusion on their part—I fined them $20

and for each to help put out the fire

at their own expense, reprimanding

them severel}' for their careless meth-

ods.

"Most of our men arrived today

from trapping and we now have a

complement of thirty-two able-bodied

men and a few more to arrive yet. All

are now preparing food, raiment and

implements for fire extinguishing pur-

poses. As I know the counlry well

where this fire is, I am waiting until

it arrives near some lakes where it is

possible it can be put out without
much help.

"Myself and assistant fire ranger
started at 6 a.m. with 45 men all

equipi^ed with axes, spades, coal oil

cans and other cans, also old clothes

and bags for fighting fire. Got the

help of a horse and car for taking 15
canoes over the four-mile tramway.
"We arrived at the extreme end of the

lake and camped on a small island

where we could get a good view of the

raging fire. As this will be the first

experience of these men in the art of

quenching fire I gave them advice to

the best of my wits—and retired to

bed.

'As soon as all hands had dinner I

at once superintended the back burn-
ing of a grass swamp, putting out the

back line of the fire as we made pro-

gress. And after all hands working
hard we managed to gain a fire belt

of about three miles. In the thick

bushes we cut down the trees and
with spades, hoes, etc., cleared the sod
for ten feet as a fire guard.

"From 1st day of June to 5th we
managed to finish a fire guard 12
miles long running almost east and
west. By fire guard I mean a scraping

of all dead kindling matter right to

the gravel bed, besides felling an out-

line of trees, 20-foot clearing space,

and back-firing every inch of 12 miles

along the fire guard.

Some Days Later.

"As this fire has cost our Govern-

ment a big sum I am pleased to say

it will save a big piece of timber now
that it has been disposed of in good

shape.
'

'

The ranger closes his diary with a

stanza bidding adieu to the bush fire

and trusting that he may never meet

it again.
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Forest Protection in Quebec
By W. C. J. Hall, Chief of the Forest Protection Branch of the Quebec

Government.

That Quebec Province has made f.ood progress in the matter of forest fire protection, few
will dispute. Mr. W. C. J. Hall, a valued director of the Canadian Forestry Association,
recently undertook to correct an article published in the Montreal 'Gazette,' which asserted that
forest fires were raging without much effort at prevention. How effective was Mr. Hall's
reply may be se€n by the following, which gives a first-rate summary of the whole provincial
situation in regard to the problems confronting Mr. Hall's department.—£di(or.

As regards other provinces I am
not prepared to speak, so my remarks
are eontined to conditions in Quebec.

The Local Government holds the

unlicensed lands and the lands under
license to cut timber, "timber lim-

its"; the lands sold have passed out

of its hands and are under the care

of the proprietors.

Thus the Government has in round
figures some 70.000 square miles un-

der license to cut timber, plus a much
vaster territory in rear thereof to

look after as regards protection from
fire. The Government expects an
owner of land to take necessary pre-

cautions, besides which the law pro-

vides that he shall do so and prohibits

the setting of fire in certain periods,

supplemented by the prohibition at

all times when a drought prevails.

It is obvious that the Government
must devote its attention to the pro-

tection of Crown lands licensed or

unlicensed, and I beg to state in my
capacity of Chief of the Forest Pro-

tection Branch of this Province that

the Government has done and is doing
its full duty towards this object, and
stands prepared at this or any other

time to compare results with any other

province of the Dominion or any
State to the south of the 45th paral-

lel. We have at least 25.000 square
miles under the co-operative system
of protection, and we have most ur-

gently recommended the limit-holders

in the remainder to adopt the same
system—in this connection let me

suggest to the editor of the Gazette

that he obtain from the Department
of the Interior, Ottawa, Bulletin No.

42, and after perusal of same I feel

confident he will admit that the Gov-
ernment is using due diligence to pro-

tect the Provincial domain.

Well Under Control.

AVe have been suffering from
drought for over a week now, with

the ground "dry as tinder." which
is wholly a correct statement, and
have had some very serious situations

to contend with, but thanks to the

unstinted efforts of the lumbermen
and their staffs of fire-rangers, and
the Government inspectors, and the

co-operative system, there is no seri-

ous conflagration to report on Crown
lands. Upper Ottawa is safe. Lower
Ottawa has all fires but one under
control, on the St. ^Maurice no large

fires and small ones extinguished or

fully controlled. Fire took place on
the du Loup limits, not under the co-

operative system. No reports from
this locality. Bad fire on the Batis-

can, reported extinguished la.st night.

Fire in settled township at discharge

of Lake St. John ; origin, a settler

burning brush. Fire on river Mur-
i-ay. reports just in that it is extin-

guished. No fires reported in the

Gulf region, or on the north of the

peninsula of Gaspe. Settlers' fires

menacing Crown lands in Bale des

Chaleurs. but being fought success-

fully. Several fires in Eastern Town-
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ships, a situation where limit-holders

and settlers adjoin one another in

many cases. "We have had several

fires, all arising from culpal)ility of

settlers, but all except one extinguish-

ed or under control. Thus it is abun-

dantly evident that the Government
is looking after the national asset, the

Crown forest, and notwithstanding

the trying conditions, the damage is

very slight, and the situation is con-

trolled unless the drought is further

prolonged.

Let it not be supposed for one mo-
ment that the patrol is confined to

the Crown lands. On the contrary,

we well know that the "danger spot''

is the border line between licensed

Crown lands and the settlers and
the inspectors and rangers are con-

tinually going round warning the

settlers against setting fire, posting

up placards, appealing to the clergy

in every parish to exercise its in-

fluence, and generally safeguarding

as far as is possible the public in-

terest. Furthermore, in order to

obviate danger from settlers" fires, a

system of luirning permits has been

inaugurated which gives promise of

very satisfactory results and by
which, by observing certain provi-

sions, a settler is permitted to burn
his slash in prohibited season, under
superintendence of an inspector or a

duly qualified fire ranger.

It is claimed that the Government
does not punish delinquents for in-

fraction of the law; in rejoinder al-

low me to state that last year about

one hundred actions were taken, and

judgments obtained in nearly every

instance. As to the ((uestion of what

fine is allotted, that is a matter that

rests with the judges on the Bench
and beyond the control of the Gov-

ernment.
Settlers' Fires.

Complaint is made, not in the edi-

torial referred to. that in the district

north and northeast of ^Montreal, set-

tlers fire their brush and the fire ex-

tends beyond their properties and

damages their neigbbors. Such locali-

ties as Sixteen Island lake and en-

virons are made mention of; now
these places are miles and miles from
the nearest outlying lot belonging to

the Crown and (piite remote from the

timber limits—would it be reasonable

to expect the Government (these

lands having passed out of its hands
many years ago) to take the men
from Crown lands and station them
in such localities to protect private

interests? It would be impracticable

to do so, but let me say that in many
cases similar to the above, when dam-
age has been done, the Government
has on obtaining the needed proof,

instituted actions and punishment
has been meted out to the offenders.

Let it be well understood that any in-

dividual suffering damage from fire

by reason of his neighbor infringing

the law has a good case against that

neighbor, and it is not obligatory for

the Government to act. but as above
stated, it often does act, and this in

the public interest.

All the railways in the Province,

save the I.C.R. and N.T.R.. are under
my control as regards patrolment. I

act as Provincial Fire Inspector for

both the Federal and Local Govern-
ments, under the orders of the Chief

Fire Inspector for the Dominion.
Thus there are some twenty odd rail-

ways to be attended to. and special

patrols are in.stalled on any hazardous
sections and maintained throughout
the season. Since the inauguration

of this railway patrol three years ago

I beg to state officially that a most
mark?d change has taken place. To-

day none can say that the railways

are a menace such as they undoubted-
ly were in the past, vide the terri-

tory between Quebec and Lake St.

John as an example. The warm and
hearty co-operation which has been

forthcoming from every railway com-

pany, with one or two exceptions, has

been a revelation not only to myself

but to manv others. Notable exam-
ples are the C.P.R. and the Q.C.R.
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The result of this work is that to-day
in a most critical situation, the fires

reported on railways are incipient

and of a negligible character as re-

gards amount of damage. I empha-
size the word incipient, as it shows
that the men are on the spot at the

beginning and snufiP out what might,

if neglected, be serious fires. The Na-
tional Transcontinental is the most
dangerous problem in this line which
we have to contend with, the eon-

tractors have completed their work,
the G.T.P. has not taken over the

road, and it is not under the control

of the Board of Railway Commission-
ers of Canada. Nevertheless the Hon.
^Minister of Railways is giving the

matter attention and precautions are

being taken, but it takes time to con-

fer and organize a thorough patrol

on several hundreds of miles of rail-

way. Some large bodies of pulpwood
along this line have ju.st been burned,

and some other fires are reported, but

T am meeting with co-operation from
the superintendents and hope to avert

any disaster to the forests.

Knowing as I do that the staff of

officers under me and the fire-rangers

have been doing yeoman service dur-
ing these trying times and with very
good success, it is my plain duty to

defend them and make it clear to the

public that forest protection in this

Province is very far from being
"pitifully weak.'' notwithstanding
the fact that there are some fires in

the settled townships to the north of

^Montreal. The Canadian Forestry
Association is very likely the best

posted organization as regards forest

protection in the Dominion. I would
therefore ask the Editor of the Ga-
zette to consult that body and get

from it an opinion as to whether the

Province of Quebec is up to date or

not.

W. C. J. HALL.

The Columbia River at Parsaw, B.C., showing overflow in high water season.
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A vivid testimony to forest fires. The photo was taken in the Revelstoke district and

shows damage done along the Spillmacheen in August, 1914.

Settlers' Slash and Forest Loss
Quebec and British Columbia obtained good results from permit

systems—The Settler who confessed.

The burning of settlers' slash is one
of the outstanding causes of our an-

nual forest losses.

Particularly in Northern Ontario,

Quebec, and British Columbia and to

a moderated degree in New Bruns-
wick, the labors of the fire rangers
would materially lessen and forest de-

struction be curtailed, were strict

'permit' laws and strict enforcement
everywhere in operation.

The testimonies of men in charge of

foi'cst protective work refer to set-

tlers' fires in language that does not
mince its meaning. Reports reaching
the Canadian Forestry Association,

the Railway Commission and other

public bodies, while gladly admitting
the decreasing number of 'railway
fires', make no such statement of im-

proved conditions among the settlers.

So far has the control of settlers' fires

fallen behind other concerns of forest

protection that the railways are

spending considerable sums annually
in extinguishing conflagrations un-

questionably due to farmers along

their routes.

Good ^¥ork of Clergy.

What a vicious contribution these

clearing fires make to the annual total

of destruction may be estimated by
some such official figures as the fol-

lowing: In Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, outside the forest re-

serves, 480 fires occurred in 1912 and
of this number 108 were due to care-

less clearing, with 131 due to 'un-

known causes'. In the territorv con-
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trolled by the St. Maurice Forest Pro-

tective Association no less tliau 80

fires last year were traced positively

to settlers—a serious proportion, but

at the same time a great improvement
on the previous suunner when no less

than 151 out of 306 fires were of the

settlers" doing.

Quebec has undoubtedly made a

courageous start in applying the per-

mit system, establishing a closed sea-

son during which no fire shall be set

unless a permit is issued by an officer

of the Forest Protection Branch. The
administration of this law has been
conscientious and, with wider knowl-
edge of its good objects and an in-

creased staff of officers, may intro-

duce the province to an advanced
stage of fire immunity. Scores of

writs of summons have been served
upon guilty farmers and when local

magistrates apply statutory penalties

with the same thoroughness that char-

acterizes the ranger's end of the work,
few communities will further resist

the Department's orders. The splen-

did service rendered by the clergy of

Quebec to the cause of forest protec-

tion doubtless will prove effective in

reducing hostility to the ])ermit law.

An Open Confession.

The culpability of the settlers is not

a phrase to shield the culpability of

others. One discovers references such
as the following wherever Canadian
forest fires are Avritten of: '""We have
had several fires, all arising from set-

tlers but all except one extinguished
or under control."

And again, in a Watertown. X.Y.,

interview Avith a pulp company's pre-

sident :

'

' There were many forest fires

in that section because of the fact that

the Canadian farmers attempted to

l)urn out stumps and brush on their

clearings and clid not give proper at-

tention to the w^ork. At one point the

logs were so thick in the river that fire

ignited their exposed surfaces and
caused such a blaze that a steam fire

engine had to be shi])ped in from a

distance of fortv miles."

From the settlers' point of view,

many excuses are within reach. Ran-
gers in the employ of the St. Maurice
Forest Protective Association have
been told repeatedly by "homestead-
ers" located along the line of the

Transcontinental below La Tuque
that to fulfill their Government obli-

gations tl'.f^'y must set out fires no mat-
ter what the season may be.

Somt of these men have admit to'd

in tlie presence of inspectors that their

lots were taken not for cultivation

purposes but solely for the valuable

timber thereon. (This amply bears

out a statement regarding the 'Fake
Settler' published in the June issue of

the Journal.) One party frankly in-

formed an inspector that with the as-

sistance of a small boy and horse he
had cleared over $1,100 during the

winter of 1913-14 and over $500 dur-

ing the following winter. "When asked
what his intentions were, once the tim-

ber was cleared from the land, he con-

fessed that he would move on to bet-

ter "pastures' as the soil of the lot was
of little use for anything but wood
crops.

British Columbia's Example.

It is stated of the British Columbia
regulations which compel all settlers

to observe a close season for slash

burning or to take out a permit, that

the farmers are giving the Act willing

co-operation. In 1914. out of 11.523

permits issued, only 128 permit fires

escaped bevond control, forming 7 per

cent of the 1,832 forest fires. Of the

128 fires causing trouble and some
loss, even under the permit system, it

is instructive to note that many
escaped control because of sudden
high winds which in at least one case

lifted the body of the fire 300 feet

into the adjoining woods. The per-

mit system does not pretend to obviate

all fires, but who will doubt that it

offers the most sensible and economi-

cal solution to the problem of settlers'

slash ?
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Forest Fire Situation

Good rainfall through latter part of June and most of July

—

Rangers defeat incipient blazes

Keports received by the Canadian
Forestry Journal from all sections of

Canada up to the middle of July indi-

cate that the situation in respect to

forest tires is most favourable. Out-

breaks there have been during June
and July but in the patrolled acres

prompt action by rangers isolated the

destruction and held down the loss to

small dimensions. June 8th seems to

have marked about the last of the

dangerous fires in Northern Ontario

and Quebec although many small tires

since that thne have been dealt Avith.

The rainfall has been uniformly good.

Detailed reports of tires occurring

in the Prairie Provinces this spring

and early summer have come in.

These declare that the most serious

tire danger was experienced during

during the period from the middle of

]May to the fourth of June. Rain fol-

low^ed by snow came on the latter date

and put out all the fires then burn-

ing. The weather since has been

pretty wet all over the West so that

there have been practically no out-

breaks. The dangerous season in the

latter part of iVIay was due not only

to lack of rain during the spring but

also to a dry fall the previous year

followed by a winter Avith exception-

ally light snow fall, so that the

swamps and smaller creeks were all

dry and fire could run unimpeded in

any direction and w^as very difficult

to put out. A large number of men
were employed on the larger fires and
consequently the damage was not any
niore extensive than has been experi-

enced in several dry seasons in the

past. Moreover the fire danger was
confined mainly to Manitoba and Sas-

katchewan. The weather conditions

in Alberta were rainv.

AT THE PACIFIC COAST.

Victoria, B.C., July 8.—Advices
reaching the Minister of Lands con-

cerning the fire situation throughout
the Province are for the present sat-

isfactory, although the immediate
prospects, unless rain falls, are rather

ominous in certain sections.

During the early part of the past

week rain fell in the Hazelton, Nelson,

Cranbrook. Vernon and Kamloops
districts, as well as in the eastern sec-

tion of the Fort George division, fol-

lowed, however, by clear, warm wea-
ther, with resulting increase in the

fire hazard. In the Tete Jaune dis-

trict, conditions are reported as being

reasonably safe, in view of the hot,

dry, Avindy weather.

The prevailing heat, accompanied
by a clear atmosphere and wind, with

resultant drying out of vegetation,

has been responsible for several fires

in the Coast districts, outbreaks being

reported at North Vancouver, Lang-
ley, Delta, Cheakamus, Half IMoon

Bay, Texada Island, Toba Inlet,

Thurlow Island, Green Point Rapids,

and Loughboro Inlet, the area burn-

ed over being approximately one

thousand acres, principally slashings,

and the damage to merchantable tim-

ber fortunately small.

Four fires, all under control, have
occurred in the Island district, two
of which were at Parksville, and a

third at Courtenay.

The satisfactory conditions which
have hitherto prevailed this year have

lieen merely normal, and it is at this

time and under the climatic condi-

tions at present prevailing that the

highly dangerous stage is reached,

attended by risk to life and property.
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FROJd NOVA ^-SCOTIA.

A report to the Journal from Xova
Scotia, dated June 22nd. states: "We
have had a cohl wet spring and it is

still very disagreeable. Notwithstand-
ing the wet weather some bad fires

have been reported ; one on the Jor-
dan river. Shelbourne Countv. evi-

dently set intentionally in several

places, burnt up camps and a couple
of a million feet of logs that were

hung up in the woods. Another in

the same country where 10.000.000

feet of lumber was piled was set by
the railway, but fortunately was got

under control.''

Dividends and Forest Guarding

Sound financing of wood-using companies demands elimination

of fire risks as far as possible

In a very few years no prospectus

of pulp, paper, or lumber company
will go to the public without a plain

declaration of the management's pol-

icy in regard to protection of the

limits from fire. As the 'Financial

Post' in a recent issue pointed out,

there is no more important feature

than the preservation of the forest

reserves which provide the raw ma-
terials. Keen competition may be met
by foresight and judgment. But fire

may at any moment sweep away part

at least of the foundation on Avhieh

all business policies and plans depend.
Under these circumstances, as the

'Post" says, investors in securities

based upon the pulp industry are

deeply concerned with safeguards

against the fire menace.
The St. ^laurice Valley Forest Pro-

tective Association illustrates how far

from quixotic is the idea that forest

conflagrations can be defeated by a

reasonable show of human strength

and ingenuity. The territory patrolled

comprises over 12.000 square miles, or

over eight million acres. The staff

during 1914 consisted of a manager,
Mr. Henry Sorgius. a clerk, six inspec-

tors, and 54 rangers. Two hundred
and thirty-one fires were reported, of

M'hieh 22 were set by river drivers. 10
by fishermen. 56 bv railwavs. 80 by

settlers, and 46 unknown, in addition
to some others of miscellaneous source.

One-third of a cent per acre repre-

sented the cost of fire-fighting and
patrol—which reckons at .^2.25 per
square mile. It is probable that 1915
will show a ratio con-siderably de-

creased, owing to the better weather
conditions.

The Lower Ottawa Forest Protec-

tive Association is close neighbor to

the St. Maurice, patrolling a territory

comprising over 11.000 square miles

or over seven million acres on the

watershed of the Gatineau. Lievre,

Rouge, Nation and Coulonge rivers.

The staff utilized last year was a chief

inspector, three inspectors, and 52

rangers. Although the Lower Ottawa
started work only when the dangerous
1914 season was showing its temper,

excellent service was done. The fire

loss did not exceed eight-tenths of one

per cent of the amount of timber pro-

tected. Seventy-two out of 154 fires

were caused by settlers. 15 by fisher-

men and sportsmen. 17 by lightning,

12 by drivers and woodsmen, 4 by rail-

roads, 9 by trappers and Indians, and
25 of unknown origin. The total cost

of the patrol and fire fighting work

was $1.91 per square mile, or less than

three-tenths of one cent per acre.
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Ontario Forests aivd Water Powers

Unless Watersheds are guarded from destruction, the power vakie

of scores of streams will disappear*

It has long been taken for granted

that the water powers and forests of

Ontario hold the key to future pros-

perity. Until a few years ago neither

resource was recognized as of such
importance that governmental policies

need give them much recognition or

that special departments should be

created to study their problems and
direct their uses in the public interest.

The coming of the hydro-electric com-
mission and the campaign of educa-

tion which followed probably did

more towards the awakening of popu^
lar interest in water powers than
coidd have been accomplished in half

a century by commonplace methods.
The forest, unfortunately, has had no
such powerful champion to turn its

generalities into matters of particular

peisonal concern. Tt has never been a

iwlitical issue and has never had the

assistance of a great popularizing

force such as the water powers en-

joyed through the advocacy of Sir

Adam Beck and his disciples. Were
there to be created such a body as a
Forest Commission, preaching a gos-

pel of "the forests for the people,"
and given the backing of a strong
jiolitical party, who may doubt that

trees would take their place with
horsepower as subjects of debate
across the domestic table and the

counter of the country store.

"vVliether or not the forests follow
the water powers into the political

arena, the same popular interest that
took hold of the vision of cheap power
must as firmly take hold of the de-

mand for forest protection. Tlie two
are absolutely inseparable. Niagara
does not meet the need of more than
a strip of Greater Ontario, and other

water powers must be the solution of

future industrial and municipal de-

maiids for electricity.

AU Communities Suffer.

In all parts of Ontario one may see

hundreds of instances of distress and
loss brought upon communities by
the complete drying out of water
courses or the wild fluctuations be-

tween spring floods and midsummer
drought. ]\Iills falling to pieces from
disuse, or revamped for steam power,
their wooden dams high and dry in

the gulleys, are to be met in any
cross-country journey. In the larger

centres, such as Brantford, Paris and
Gait, what citizen does not grimly ap-

preciate the problems of a water

l^ower made uncontrollable by forest

destruction, giving too generously in

the spring months, stinting the water
wheels in August? What citizen of

London, Ont., has not wished that the

annual rampages of the denuded
Tliames could be modified to save the

taxpayer's pocket? What mill owner
in Georgetown would not give a heavy
sum to secure an even 12 months'
pressure?

Speaking generally, water powers
are valuable in proportion to the

amount of water available at the

periods of low water, which usually

occur in August and September and
in February and early March. One
of the most careful students of this

question, the late Cecil B. Smith, C.E.,

asserted that of the chief features af-

fecting the uniformity and total

amount of flow, only three were with-

in the control of man : condition of

soil, whether cultivated, pasture, or

\\oodland ; storage, natural or arti-

ficial ; control of run-off from storage.
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Where the Remedy Lies.

The trio of factors which man may
direct as he pleases are sufficiently

important to place the responsibility

for poor water powers on his shoul-

ders alone. In southwestern Ontario,

for instance, with such rivers as the

Nottawasaga, Saugeen, ^Maitland,

Ausable, Thames, Grand, Credit and
Humber rivers, every one of which
possessed originally valuable water
powers, but without any natural stor-

age of water except in the soil, the

ruthlessness of forest destruction has

brought their water powers practi-

cally to the point of ruination. It

would be too much to suggest that a

government buy back the valuable

farm lands in this area and restock

tliem with timber. Since the original

blunder was permitted, expert opin-

ion cannot propliesy anything better

than that the districts served by these

rivers will have to look to Niagara for

their future supply of electrical

power.

The situation in Central Old On-
tario is, however, substantially dif-

ferent and offers an opportunity for

immediate governmental activity. The
French. ]Maganatewan. Muskoka. Sev-

ern, Trent, Moira, Rideau, Missis-

sippi, Madawaska, Bonnechere, Peta-

waAva and ^lattawan rivers all rise

from a connnon plateau, much of it

still in forest and only a small por-

tion fit for agricultural purposes. A
great portion of tliis area shows piti-

ful mismanagement of the jniblic in-

terest. Although there exists much
virgin forest, the cutting in other sec-

tions has been severe, and a combina-
tion of preventible causes has resulted
in bad fires, leaving considerable
tracts in wrecked condition. Unless
tliese various forces which are head-
ing the forests for destruction can be
offset by comprehensive and intelli-

gent action, the water powers of the
whole region must sooner or later be
wiped from the list of assets. The
condition of the denuded areas is

closely matched by the poverty of

much of the human population. Hun-
dreds of families have been permitted

by an almost criminal indiftVrence to

take up homesteads on land absolutely

unfitted for growing crops. One
would think that by this time, Cana-
dian provinces had witnessed enough
pitiful evidences of the folly of giving

non-agricultural land to applicant

farmers, but the exact duplicate of a

thousand past warnings may be seen

to-day all through this great water-

shed.

WJiat Experts Suggest.

It is generally agreed that to re-

forest on cleared land where close

l)lanting would be necessary, would
demand too much expense, in the pres-

ent state of public opinion. One ex-

pert recently pointed out the proper
course would be to hold this central

plateau as it is at present and possibly

even to reforest some partly cleared or

cut-over districts, to limit the cutting

of timber to ripe trees and under
Crown supervision, to guard carefully

fi'om fire, and to create a system of

storages for water near the source of

the various rivers mentioned. Lakes
already exist in abundance. All that

is needed is the construction of inex-

pensive dams and to carefully manage
them with the single object of a uni-

form flow of Avater. Not only would
such a system provide a source of

from 200.000 to 300.000 horsepower,

representing at least 1.500.000 tons of

coal a year, but would build up an
extensive forest district from what is

now mostly useless land, producing
high public revenues and supporting

many industries.

"When an Ontario river is "out of

hand," as far as uniform service is

concerned, the forest somewhere be-

yond is usually also "out of hand."

(*This article by the Secretary of

the Canadian Forestry Association

appeared recently in "The Monetary
Times.")
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QUEBEC'S FIHES. B. C.'S SniPI'IXG PROBLEM.

The largest fires in Quebec province so far this

year have broken out on limits outside the zones

of the protective associations. In such instances

ett'orts M'ere made by the companies' own rangers

to deal with the outbreaks but too often the inex-

perience of the fighting force proved a serious

handicap.

J. GUIDE HOR SETTLERS.

A circular letter has been issued to settlers and
farmers by the British Columbia Government em-

bodying the regulations concerning fire permits,

giving rules for guidance when burning slash or

brush in land clearing operations and informa-

tion as to what should be done when fire breaks

out. It also appeals to the citizens to help elimi-

nate the fire menace.

GYPST MOTH DANGER.

The presence of the gypsy moth in shipments

of various forest products including pulpwood.

from the United States, has led to the passing

of an order-in-council as a result of which all

'forest plant products, including logs, tan bark,

posts, po'.es, ties, cordwood and lumber origi-

nating from any one of the States of Maine, Mas-

sachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut and
Rhode Island, shall not be admitted into Canada
unless accompanied by a certificate showing that

they have been innspected by the United States

Department of AgriculUire and found free from

the gypsy moth."

MORE U. S. RESERVES.

On Wednesday, September 22, members of the

American Forestry Association and delegates of

various Forestry
'

Societies, Boards of Trade.

Chambers of Commerce and other organizations

of the New England and Southern Appalachian

States will appear before Secretary of Agricul-

ture Houston at "Washington in conference. They
will ask the Secretary to recommend to Congress

the passage of a liill providing for an appropria-

tion of $10,000,000 to be expended at the rate

of $2,000,000 a -ear for five years in the pur-

chase, under the Weeks Act, of more forest re-

serves in New England and in the Southern
Appalachians.

C. P. R:S GOOD WORK.

An incident which shows the determined stand

taken by the Canadian Pacific Railway to deal

with forest fires along its lines occurred recently

in Quebec. Sparks from an engine set fire t"

grass on the right of way and spread to a patch

of timber. Quick action by a ranger of the

Laurentide Company confined the destruction to

about three acres. The next day the defective

engine was taken out of service and a special

patrolman was put on the track with a track

ve'ocipede to follow up all trains. The section

foreman was reprimanded, the master mechanic

being called upon also to explain his conduct. In

four days the Forest Inspector had appraised the

damage" and submitted his report to the Claims

Department of the railway. This is indeed an

-example of prompt and thorough action.

Mr. H. K. MacMillan, Chief Forester of British
Columbia, is engaged at present as special trade
commissioner for his Government, in making a
study of the transportation question since the
lack of shipping is the British Columbia lum-
berman's chief problem. Mr. MacMillan's trip
will include France, Italy and Spain, South Af-
rica, Australia, New Zealand, India, China, Japan,
and South America.

THE COVER PICTURE.

The picture from which this month's cover for
the Journal was taken represents an actual pho-
tograph of a moose swimming a stream in the
Rainy River country along the lines of the Cana-
dian Northern Railway. While engaged in his
work as fire ranger on the Dawson canoe route,
H. J. Bury saw the moose take the water and
by following closely in its wake secured the
unique picture for which the Journal is indebted
to the Canadian Northern.

MUST BURN THE TOPS.

The Quebec Gov-ernment has sent to limit liold-

ers in the province a notice stating that the
Government plans to pass an order-in-council
making it obligatory on all persons lumbering
along the right-of-way of any railroad to clear

away and burn all tops and debris within 100
feet of the right-of-way. This is decidediy a pro-
gressive step which will have hear;y and general
support. It imposes no very heavy exi>ense on
any party concerned and provides a valuable pro-

tection for the adjacent woodlands.

AN ONTARIO REMINDER.

The Ontario Department of Lands, Forests and
Mines has issued recently for the use of lumber-
men, loggers, tourists, settlers, railroad construc-
tion gangs, boy scouts, etc., a handy pocket whet-
stone neatly mounted in enamelled metal. On
the enamel is printed in bold letters: 'Prevent
Forest Fires—When in the woods put your camp-
fires out. Do not drop lithted matches or tobac-

co." This is likely to prove very effective as a
constant reminder to thousands who come in

contact with the forests.

SAP CUP BURIED IN TREE.

Mr. Avern Pardoe, a well-known stock broker
of Toronto, writes this interesting note to "Ameri-
can Forestry" :

I was cutting a large white pine, about three
feet in diameter ajid 150 feet high, when about
a third of the way through the ax went into

what I thought was rot. The remainder of the

cut was made with the saw. We then found the

supposed unsoundness was in reality a cup cut

into the tree when it was young and subse-

quently overgrown with new wood. There were
over eighty rings of new wood outside the cup
and about seventy rings had been formed before

the cup was made. It was undoubtedly Indian
work as eighty years ago there were no white
people in the district. The purpose of the cut
must have been to gather gum for the making
;ind mending of canoes, etc. The place was the

shore of an island in Lake Joseph in the Mus-
koka district, Ontario, Canada."
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Messrs. E. G. lIcDougall, C. S. Cowan and L.
R. Andrews, of the British Columbia Fores: Ser-
vice, have enlisted.

Mr. Ellwond Wilson, Chief Forester of the
Laurentide Company, has been elected a member
of the Society of American Foresters.

Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief Forester of Quebec, has
planted a thousand trees on his estate at Bur-
rill's Siding.

Mr. W. J. Boyd formerly of the staff of the
District Inspector of Forest Reserves, Calgary,
has enlisted in the Third University Company,
Montreal.

Mr. T. W. Dwight, Assistant to the D'rector
of Forestry, Ottawa, has returned from an inspec-
tion trip through the West.

Mr. R. H. Campbell, Director of Forestry, left

Ottawa on July 15th for his annual inspection
trip covering the Forest Reserves and much of

the outlying territory now patrolled by rangers
of the Forestrv Branch.

Mr. R. K. Shives, a forestry student lately in
the employ of the New Brunswick Railway Com-
pany under Mr. R. R. Bradley, has joined the
aviation corps training at Toronto.

The number of forest guards already appointed
in British Columbia and assigned to fire service
amounts to about 1.50 in addition to the per-
manent staff of 38 rangers. As the season ad-
vances it is expected that thirty more guards and
probably fifty or sixty patrolmen will be added.

The nursery work and p'antations of the Lau-
rentide Company at Grand Mere, P.Q., were visit-

ed by Mr. G. A. Gutches, head of the New York
State Ranger School at Wanakena. It is the
intention of the Laurentide Company to conduct
experiments in the disposal of logging debris by
burning along the lines advocated bv Mr. Gutches.

Mr. H. R. Christie, Assistant Chief of Opera-
tion, British Collumbia Forest Service, is making
an extended trip of inspection in the northern
forest districts conferring with District Fores-
ters Murray, Bonney, Marvin, Allen and Irwin.
He reports that while there was a short spring
fire season heavy rains have made the north coun-
try safe for the present.

A MESSAGE FROM AFRICA.

In a letter just received by an
Ottawa friend from ]Mr. A. E.

Gower. District Forest Officer of

the Union of South Africa, sta-

tioned at Fort Cunynghame,
Toise River, the following para-

graph appears:

"The 'vim' that is apparent
in your Dominion in all matters
pertaining to Forestry, protec-

tive and utilitarian, is much ap-

preciated by other forest officers

far removed from the centres we
read of, and one can but hope
that South Africa will, at a not
too distant date also have her
illustrated journal."

EXCHAXGE CUT-OVER LAXD.S.

A plan has been suggested by
Elmer Cox, of the ^ladera Lumber
Co.. San Francisco, regarding an ex-

change of cut-over private lands for

timber located within the National
Forests. ]\lr. Cox believes that it

would be practical for a bill to be
enacted which would allow private
holders to make application to the

Government for an exchange of cut-

over lands based upon their avail-

ability for reforestation. If a mutual-
ly satisfactory basis of exchange
could be reached, the Government
would impose such regulations in re-

gard to private cutting as now ob-

tains in the National Forests, to in-

sure satisfactory reforestation as a
pre-requisite of the exchange.
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Death of Mr. Aubrey White, CM.G.

Mr. Aubrey White, C.M.G., Deputy
Minister of Lands and Forests for On-
tario, died suddenly, of the rupture of

a blood vessel in the head, at his sum-
mer home in Muskoka on July 14.

]\Ir. White was taking a brief holiday

and the fatal attack occurred in the

evening of the 13th after he had been
spending the day in the open air in

the woods and on the lake, and he died

early the following morning.

Mr. White was ])orn in Omagh.
County Tyrone, Ireland, on March 19.

1845. He came to Canada at the age

of seventeen and did pioneering work
in IMuskoka from 1862, later getting

into the lumbering business in that

district. He entered the service of

the Ontario Government as a forest

ranger in 1876, and so in tlie course

of his term of just about forty years

he had passed through all gradations

of the service from the lowest to the

highest. He was appointed Crown
timber agent at Bracebridge, Mus-
koka, in 1878 and two years later was
brought to Toronto as Chief Clerk of

Woods and Forests. These were
formative years in the Department
and in 1887 he became Assistant Com-
missioner of Crown Lands, which of-

fice later was entitled that of Deputy
^linister. This was tlie post which
Mr. White lield at the time of his

death, having been the administrator

and confidential adviser of sixteen or

seventeen ministers and five Govern-
ments, including a change from Lib-

eral to Conservative administration.

Probably Mr. White's greatest indi-

vidual achievement was the establish-

ing in 1885 of the fire ranging system,

the first on the continent and which
after thirty years' development now
covers northern Ontario with a force

of rangers at a cost of about $250,000
per year, exclusive of the amount ])aid

out by lumbermen in patroling their

limits. But what many regarded as

The late Aubrey White, CM.G.

of equal or greater importance was
Mr. White's daily supervision, year
after year, of the determining and
collecting of Ontario's forest revenue
which has ranged between .$1,750,000

and $2,000,000 per year.

Mr. White took a very deep interest

in the work of the Canadian Forestry
Association and attended its conven-

tions whenever his duties j^ermitted

and participated actively in the dis-

cussions. When the early history of

the Association comes to be written

]\Ir. White will be named as one of the

gladiators who contended in the effort

to arrive at the -best plan of advancing
forest conservation. He held strong

views and chamjiioned them ably. He
was elected President of the Associa-

tion for the year 1904-5 and presided

at the annual meeting in Quebec in

^larch, 1905. He was for two years

Honorary President and for several

years past had been one of the direc-

tors of the Association. He was al-
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ways very keenly interested in its

Avork and never too busy to give his

•counsel when asked by officers of the

Association. His death leaves a gap
in the ranks that it will be difficult to

fill.

Mr. AYhite's business interests and
cares were practically confined to his

official duties. In religious life he

was an Anglican and for many years

he was one of the chiefs of the ^Masonic

Order, attaining the office of Grand
Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada
in the year 1911-12. He is survived
by his widow, one son and four daugh-
ters. In social life he was a delight-
ful acquaintance and a firm friend
and the Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion is but part of that wide circle

which will keenly feel his loss and
which otters its sympathy to the mem-
bers of his familv.

Forest Products Laboratories
{Continued from page 117.)

been tested in commercial sizes in the large
machines. Much valuable information has
been obtained from these tests and results

will be ready for publication in the near
future.

Timber Physics.

Considerable equipment, including micro-
tome, microscopes, photomicrographic ap-
pjaratus, projection lantern, cameras, elec-

tric ovens, autoclave, balances and so
forth, has been obtained for this division.

The work has to do largely with the de-

termination of physical and structural pro-

perties of wood by the testing of moisture
content, specific gravity, percent spring-
wood, percent summerwood, percent sap-
wood, percent heartwood, fibre dimensions,
cell structure, microscopic characteristics
and fungus infection. There has been con-
siderable study to learn the relation of
microscopic structure of wood to penetra-
tion by preservatives and other liquids.

General botanical studies are also made.
All the photographic work is done by this

division, including the making of micro-
scopic slides, photomicrographs and lan-

tern slides of wood sections and pulp
fibres, as well as miscellaneous photo-
graphs, copies, enlargements, etc. Studies
have been made to improve the methods
of wood i<leutification. Investigations are
in progress on the relation of vapor pres-
sure and shrinkage to the moisture content
of wood.

Pulp and Paper.

Special attention has been given to the
equipping of a thoroughly modern semi-
commercial experimental paperniill and it

is safe to say that when all the equipment
is in place this mill will be without an
equal in any of the centres throughout the
world where experimental work of this

kind is in progress. A sjjecial Fourdrinier

paper machine has been installed, the
machine being about 75 feet in lengtli and
turning out a sheet 30 inches in width. The
machine is flexible in its adjustments and
attachments and is designed to make prac-
tically all grades of paper. A single
beater of 40 lbs. capacity and a double
beater of 60 lbs. capacity have been in-

stalled with interchangeable basalt lava
and steel rolls with individual motor drive
to each roll. The remaining equipment,
which is now in place, includes three stuff
chests, riffler, screen, four pumps, five

motors, two paper testing instruments,
Erfurt sizing system and a variety of small
apparatus. Sulphite and soda digesters
and other equipment will be installed in
the near future for the manufacture of
Avood pulp by chemical processes on a satis-

factory scale. Preliminary work has been
done on several pulp and paper investiga-
tions. Queen 's University has co-operaced
in research on the chemical composition of
waste sulphite liquor, which is produced
in such large quantities by our papermills.

Wood Preservation.

A new Division of Wood Preservation
was organized in October, 1914. The scope
of this division includes the study of wood
preservatives and methods of treating
wood to prolong the life of railroad ties,

pacing blocks, telegraph poles, posts,
piling, trestle timber, mine props and
structural timber in general. A study of
wood destroying fungi has also been un-
dertaken as well as methods of fireproof-

ing wood. A certain amount of equip-
ment in the form of retorts, pumps, mo-
tors, air compressor and so forth have been
obtained for the carrying on of experi-

mental work. Particular attention is be-

ing paid to the subject of railway ties in

Canada.
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Proposed Divisions.

Althouoh it is not feasil)le to establish

more tliaii the four above-mentioned tech-

nical divisions at the present time there

are a number of other branches of work
in the field of forest products which de-

mand attention and which should be taken
care of in separate divisions some time in

the future. Tliere are decided limitations

to our accommodation and facilities for

experimental work in the present tempor-
ary quarters and provision for new divi-

sions is somewhat uncertain until we have
a new and fully equipped building.

A study of the lumber industry with
special reference to sawmill operations and
waste wood utilization is }>erhaps the most
pressing of these needs. Since lumber is

by far the most important of our forest

products it is clear that there should be
made a special study of this industry from
beginning to end. The technical assistance

which these laboratories might give to the

industry would be partly in carrying on
direct investigations but probably more in

suggestng improved methods of operation

and utilization of waste.

A Division of Chemistry would provide
for experimental work on the recovery and
refining of essential oils, turpentine, rosin,

tannins, dyes, potash and other products
from the leaves, branches, bark, trunk and
roots of trees of various species.

Destructive distillation of hard and soft

wood has attracted considerable attention

in Canada. The hardwood industry now
provides large quantities of wood alcohol,

acetic acid, acetone and charcoal. It is in-

teresting to note that wood alcohol is now
in great demand for the manufacture of

formaldehyde to disinfect the trenches and
hospitals at the front, while acetone is

necessary in large quantities as a solvent

for gun cotton in the manufacture of cor-

dite, which is the explosive used in shrap-

nel and rifle cartridges. An investigation

is now in progress to study the possibili-

ties of resinous wood distillation as applied

to Western Yellow pine stumps in British

Columbia. The products of this process

are turpentine, pine oil, light oils, pine tar

oil and charcoal, together with a variety

of secondary products. These laboratories

have been of assistance in a general way
in promoting these industries.

The hydrolysis of wood for the produc-
tion of sugar from which ethyl alcohol
(grain alcohol) can be made and the use
of the wood residue as cattle food are
discoveries of recent years which give
promise of important industrial develop-
ment in the future. At present the labora-
tories are unable to do any experimental
work along this line.

The investigations made by the labora-
tories are regulated by an Advisory Com-
mittee of seven members who represent a
wide range of experience and interest.

The members of the statf are calleJ upon
from time to time to give lectures before
scientific societies, university students or

the general public and a good deal of in-

terest has been stimulated in this way.
The publications contributed to date by

the laboratories are Forestry Branch Cir-

cular No. 8,
'

' Forest Products Labora-
tories, " Circular No. 9, "Chemical Meth-
ods for Utilizing Wood Wastes" and Bul-
letin No. 49, "Treated Wood Block Pav-
ing."

An important function of the labora-

tories has been that of answering inquiries

on forest products. In this way the labora-

tories have undertaken to act as a bureau
of information for the benefit of the pub-
lic.

The laboratories are co-operating as far

as possible with various industries, rail-

ways, universities, societies and indivi-

duals. In fact the use of wood is a sub-

ject which is so extended and varied that

the problems can only be solved by the
united efforts of all who are concerned.

It is a mistake to think that the Forest
Products Laboratories can, in some mys-
terious way, bring about a new era in the

wood-using industries and by a wave of

the wand transform all our wood waste
into products of great value. This is a

slow process which can only be brought
about by faithful and systematic work and
the gradual introduction of scientific

methods into industiy. The co-operation

and interest of everyone engaged in the

handling of wood and its products is neces-

sary if Canada is to maintain a high jilace

among the nations in the proper utilization

of her forest resources.

JOHN S. BATES.

li^The Campers Favorite

BLOW BED"
SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMFORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,
Physicians, Invahdf, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfortable

b?d. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof. Packs
6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht, canoe, etc.

Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co
Box

185 E Reading, Mass.

Dealers write
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Publicity—The Right Arm of Forestry

"Public education is the chief mea-
sure of progress in forestry.

'

' This is not conjecture. It has been
proved. Progress differs locally al-

most exactly with the degree in which
propaganda has been skilful.

' To get a large proportion of our
population interested in forest affairs

we should adopt methods that experi-

ence has proved most effectual in get-

ting its interest in anything else.
'

'Why devote a forestry convention

to discussion of needed laws and prac-

tice and go home with no more knowl-

edge of how to make your community
let you apply them?"

—

{From report of Suh-committee on

Publicity, Fifth National Conserva-

tion Congress, Washington.)

Publicity is perhaps the strongest

Aveapon which an institution such as

the Canadian Forestry A.ssociation

may wield. Conventions, generating a

peculiar power as they undoubtedly
do. fail to duplicate the twelve-

months' power of newspaper and
magazine publicity. AVhere ten Cana-
dians come within the influence of a

convention, ten thousand may be

linked to forest conservation through
the printed page. This fact is now
generally recognized by all United
States associations having aims simi-

lar to our own. It is the function

alone of the newspaper and the week-
ly and monthly magazine to take the

wisdom and zeal of the assembly hall,

the arguments and prophecies of fore-

sighted citizens, the truths demon-
strated by expert foresters and scat-

ter them along the country conces-

sions and thrust them into the hands
of the most inert dweller of town and
city. Twelve-months-in-the-year pub-
licity can multiply a single voice until

it talks to a continent.

During the months of ^Nlay. June,

and the first part of July. Canadian
editors have generously co-operated

with the Secretary of the Canadian
Forestry Association in publishing

about thirty special articles, many of

them well illustrated.

These publications include, among
others, Industrial Canada ; Mac-
lean's ^Magazine ; ^Monetary Times;
Western Luml:!erman ; Canada Lum-
berman ; Busy East ; Farm and
Dairy: Canadian Pictorial; Farmers'
Advocate ; Montreal Herald ; ^lont-

real Gazette : Alontreal Witness ; To-

ronto News ; Ottawa Citizen ; Ottawa
Free Press ; Ottawa Journal ; the Wil-

son Syndicate, and many more, in-

cluding several young people's publi-

cations such as ' East-and-West ' and
'Onward.' official papers of the

Presbyterian and Methodist Sunday
Schools. Titles of articles included

•The Forests and the Fire Thief;
'Forests and Water Powers of On-
tario'; 'The Tragedy of Misused

Lands': 'Campers and Forest Fires';

•The Fight to Save the Forests'; 'The

Woodlot—A True Friend of the Far-

mer'; 'Do the Forests Hold the Key
to Maritime Prosperity?'; 'Fake Set-

tlers and Forest Fires'; 'The Problem
of Settlers' Slash', etc.. while the arti-

cles in the children's magazines dealt

with the work of the forest ranger,

how fires are fought, what damage is

done and who pays for that damage,

all such contributions being brighten-

ed with photographs.

Particularly gratifying has been

the assurance of numbers of influen-

tial Canadian editors that they stood

ready to co-operate with the Canadian
Forestry Association in disseminating

knowledge of forest problems and
helping towards a public awakening.



TENDERS FOR PULPWOOD LIMIT

TENDERS will be received by the undersigned
up to and including Wednesday, the fif-

teenth day of September, 1915, for the right to

cut pulpwood on a certain area situated north
of the Transcontinental Railway, west of Lake
Seul and south of English River in the District

of Kenora.
Tenderers shall state the amount they are

prepared to pay as bonus in addition to the

Crown dues of 40c. per cord for spruce and 20c.

per cord for other pulpwoods, or such other rates

as may from time to time be fixed by the Lieu-

tenant-Governor in Council for the right to

operate a pulp mill and a paper mill on or near
the area referred to.

Such tenderers shall be required to erect a
mill or mills on or near the territory, and to

manufacture the wood into paper in the Province
of Ontario—the paper mill to be erected within

such time and in such place as the Lieutenant-
Governor in Council shall direct.

Parties making tender will be required to

deposit with their tender a marked cheque
payable to the Honourable the Treasurer of the

Province of Ontario, for ten per cent, of the

amount of their tender, to be forfeited in the

event of their not entering into an agreement to

carry out the conditions, etc.

The highest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

For particulars as to description of terri-

tory, capital to be invested, etc., apply to the

undersigned.

N.B.—No unauthorized publication of this

notice will be paid for.

G. H. FERGUSON,
Minidcr of Lands Forcsls and Mines.

Toronto, June 5th, 1915.
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Hand Car Engine
Can be readily attached to any Hand or Push Car,

and is exceedingly easy of operation.

Why continue the operation of a "man propelled

car when by the adoption of this engine you will save

Expense, Time and Labour

which is nothing short of monotonous drudgery ?

Specifications and prices will be furnished on appli-

cation.

Write our nearest Branch House.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited,

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,

Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria.
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Evergreens Are Beautiful at All Seasons.

Mr. Fred. Forward, Dundas Co., Ont., has used evergreens both for highway planting
and for hedges bordering the lawn. In both places they are ornamental twelve
months each year.

—Photo by an editor of '

' Farm and Dairy, '

' of Peterboro.

Try This Stump Puller^
^ g%- rmi-^a, The smith stump Puller

^C ^fU§* mmmSn ^'H take out every tree

^ and stump by the routs, clearing
from one to three acres a day, doing

JUNE ISSUES WANTED.

The Editor of the Canadian
Forestry Journal would be

greatly obliged if members hav-

ing on hand copies of the June
issue would send them to the

Journal office. The June num-
ber was practically exhausted
and extra requests make it de-

sirable that several hundred ad-

ditional copies should be se-

cured from members as soon as

possible.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.

CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

TREES, SHRUBS AND SEEDS
Hard II Northera Trees and Shrtibs at Forest

Prices. Xatire and Fo^reign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government. Etc-

Correspon den ce Franca ise

Hill's Seedlings & Transplants

AL80 True Seeds for Keforesling. Jlest for

over halt a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for

price list and mention this mag-azine.
FOREST PLANTERS GUIDE FREE.

The D. Hill Nursery Co Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, III., U.S.A.
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LIST OF LATEST BOOKS ON
FORESTRY.

Supplied Through The Journal's

Book Department.

Chapman's
FOREST VALUATION.

By Herman Haupt Chapman, !M. F.

Harriman, Professor of Forest Man-
agement, Yale University Forest
School.

This is the first book in English that

treats this subject in a sufficiently clear

manner. Includes stumpage, damages,
values and costs of forest production. Has
been treated in a style that can be readily

grasped by the average reader. 284 pages,
6x9, cloth, $2.00 net.

Record's
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WOOD.

By Samuel J. Eecord, M.A.M.F., As-
sistant Professor of Forest Products,
Yale University.

This book is divided into three parts as

follows:

Part 1. Fundamentals, considerations
and definitions, strength and toughness, etc.

Part 2. Factors affecting the mechani-
cal properties of wood.

Part 3. Timber testing. The appendix
contains sample working plans and tables

of strength of various woods. 16.5 pages,

6x9, .52 figures, 22 tables; cloth $1.75 net.

Moon & Brown's
ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY.

By Frederick Franklin Moon, B.A.
M.F., Professor of Forest Engineering,
New York State College of Forestry,

and Nelson Courtlandt Brown, B.A.
M.F., Professor of Forest Utilization,

New York State College of Forestry.

Gives in an elementary manner the gen-

eral subject of forestry. Treats all the es-

sential details of the subject and will

prove to be a good general book of refer-

ence. 392 pages, 6x9, illustrated with
half-tone plates, reproduced from original

photographs and those obtained from the

Forest service. Cloth $2.00 net.

Bryant ' s

LOGGING.
By Ralph Clement Bryant, F.E.M.A.,
Manufacturers' Association, Professor
of Lumbering, Yale University. .590

pages, 6x9, 133 figures; cloth, $3.50

net.

Write for a copy of descriptive cata-

logue supplied post paid to your address
iipon request.

BOOK DEPARTMENT,
Canadian Forestry Journal,

Journal Building, Ottawa, Ontario.

FORESTERS and Ra^NGERS
Everything you need can be supplied by us

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes
Transits

&c.

Aneroids
Log Rules
Lumber

Gauges
Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Go.

529 Sussex St. Ottawa, Ont.

MlWMi mm SCHOOL
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A-

YALE University Forest School is> a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to the

degree of Master of Forestry is offered

to graduates of universities, colleges and
scientific institutions of high standing,

and, under exceptional conditions, to

men who have had three years of colleg-

iate training including certain prescrib-

ed subjects. Men who are not candi-

dates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence

that will warrant their taking the work
to their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further inforTnation addrist

JAHES W. TOUnEV, Director
NEW HAVEN . - . - CONNBCTICUT
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SCHULTZ
Sectlonai=

Portable

HOUSES A SPECIAL LINE OF METAL
GARAGES for restricted districts

Wall

sections

areall3-ft.

?-ins. wide,

and doer

and window

can be

placed to

suit your

taste

We can

supply any

style or

size you

require

SCHULTZ SECTIONAL PORTABLE HUNTER S CABIN

Affording full protection against Cold, Storm, Snakes, etc.

Floor Size 6' 4" x 9' 6' . 21 sections, weight 950 lbs. Price S90 F.O.B, Brantford
(Shipment upon receipt of price).

M3M¥^
^ftji-^'-

SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, showing

separate sections and assembled buildings, and state the

kinds you are interested in.

Kindly mention the Canadian Forestry Journal.

The Sctiultz Bros. Co., Ltd.

Dept. B, 31-57 Albion St.

Brantford. Ontario - - - Canada

Our P.jrtdble House Line includei :
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EX-GERMAN SHIP FOR B. C.

The British Admiralty have agreed

to turn over to the British Columbia
Government, for one voyage from the

Coast to the United Kingdom, the

steamer '"Grahamland." now at the

Falkland Islands. The '"Graham-
land" has an interesting history, hav-

ing been, until the destruction of Ad-
miral von Spee's squadron, the Ger-

man collier '"Josephena," when she

surrendered to one of the British war-
ships.

The ship was offered through the

Agent-General, to the British Colum-
bia Government for the transport of

a lumber cargo to the United King-
dom, not necessarily for admiralty
purposes, and this being so, all timber
shippers were notified and asked to

make offers for the vessel, the amount
of the charter being £6,600. The bid

of the Cameron Lumber Company, of

Victoria, was accepted, and the

"Grahamland" is expected to arrive

for August loading. Her capacity is

given as 550 standards equal to 1,100.-

000 feet, and the securing of such a

vessel at a time when tonnage is scarce

by a British Columbia firm even at

such a high figure is a matter for con-

gratulation. It is hoped that the

"Grahamland" will not be the last

of the captured or interned German
ships to be utilized in the lumber car-

rying trade from Canada.
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The students of the Quebec Forestry School
have been e.xiending their studies at Burrill's
Siding-, on the es.ate of Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief
Forester of Quebec. The students wiil very soon
have the use of a new building which the De-
Iiartment of Lands and Forests is building at the
liovernment Nursery at Berthierville. The plans
indirate a fine structure.



OnivcrsilY of

Mew Brai]swick

FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in IQ08

Four years' course leading' to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry Special facilities for practi-

cal forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moderate.

For further in/ortnation address:—
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY

University C.ilendar furnished

on application. _ _ —

C. C. JONES, Chancellor

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBER
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,

CORKING SETS, TREE
CALIPERS, ETC.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS A
FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO THE
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN

FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the Secre-
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THE "A" OR WEDGE TENT l^'W.

is one of the most convenient for travel, being very light, easy to pitch and in

the instance of forestry work requires no poles. Write for prices.

Foresters Water Pails

No. 45 Open

No. 45 Closed

No. '45 and 46.

—

Show our rightly re-

commended Collap-
sible or Folding
pails made especial-

ly for fire rangers'
use. Being of heavy
brown canvass thej^

are thoroughl}^ wa-
ter-proofed. Metal
parts are spring steel

rust-proofed. The
only collapsible, or
folding pails that are
rigid when ope n.

Take up the smallest
minimum space
Avhen folded, are
watertight in any
climate, and can be
used for any pur-
pose where a pail is

desired.

No. 46 Open

No. 46 Closed

Write for Prices and Discounts in Quantities.

SMART WOODS
LIMITED WW CANADA

OTTAWA TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
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Plantation of White Pine and Scotch Pine made in 1911, by the provincial forest
service, on the sand dunes near Lachute, P.Q. This work will stop the shifting of
the sand by wind and the consequent destruction of valuable farming lands through
being covered with sand.

Putting Useless Land To Work

How the Quebec Government is Planting Up ^the'Lachute Sand

Plains—A Visit to Berthierville.

Wherever the question of refores-

tation is discussed, the experiments
conducted by the Quebec Govern-
ment at Lachute are invariably a
subject of deep interest. Recently
the editor of the Forestry Journal
was given an opportunity of visiting
the Lachute plantations in company
with Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief of the
Forest Service of Quebec Province,
Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Forester to the

Commission of Conservation, Mr.
Ellwood Wilson, Superintendent of

the forestry division of the Lauren-
tide Company, and Mr. Henry Sor-
gius, Manager of the St. Maurice
Valley Forest Protective Associa-
tion. No argument is needed to

prove the practical success of the
plantations. The results are in

plain sight. Every year of its opera-
tion will more and more justify the
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faith of Department of Lands and

Forests in this excellent undertak-

ing.

Farmers Mav Buv Back.

The land which is being gradually

reclaimed to its original service of

tree growing is on the north shore

of the Ottawa, some 44 miles from
Montreal and 76 from Ottawa. On
one section of a thousand acre patch

of abandoned sand plain are located

the Government plantations, now
about forty-five acres in extent. The
Government already owns 350 acres

which were bought from farmers at

a dollar an acre, the former owners
being assured of the privilege of

buying back the land at the end of

fifteen years at $10 an acre, although
with no right to strip off the young
timber which will then be upon it.

Sand Drifts a Menace.

At the present time these thous-
ands of sandv acres near Lachute
represent absolute waste and look
the picture of desolation. Move than
that, they are a grave menace to

surrounding fertile land and in the

past twenty years or so under the
influence of winds have extended
their area to a degree which finally

alarmed the nearby farmers and
hastened action by the Department
of Lands and Forests. Local re-

cords indicate that about one hund-
red years ago the destruction of

forest growth commenced. Farms
came into being and gave very good
crops until perhaps half a century
back. Evidence that the ground
was gradually petering out became
apparent, but the conclusive blight

upon the district arrived with a

plague of grasshoppers which clear-

ed off practically all green vegeta-
tion. The recurrence of the plague
for several seasons settled farming
prospects of dozens of families.

Sandy drifts began to appear and
with the increasing winds soon
widened the gaps between fertile or
semi-fertile patches. To-day there

is not a dollar's worth of cereal or
fodder raised on thousands of acres.

Neighboring Tree Growth.

Under such circumstances, the

Department of Lands and Forests

established the plantation. The first

object was to bring about a fixation

of the sand, the second to put the

useless area under a useful crop by

the planting of trees. Farmers of

the district had done some haphazard

planting and secured surprising re-

sults. There was also the neighbor-

cr example of Oka, where them
Sulpician monks had performed a

feat of reclamation and reforestation

many vears before under conditions

not veVy different to those at La-

chute.

The soil at the Lachute property

is sandv but with abundant moisture

a few inches below the surface. On
the edges of the sand fields some

trees of good proportions are found

o-rowing, such as white pine, tama-

rack, balsam fir, white spruce, white

cedar, balsam poplar, aspen poplar

and white birch.

The trees going into the planta-

tion have been brought from the

provincial nurseries at Berthierville

and consist of a variety of conifers,

such as white spruce, Norway
spruce, white pine, tamarack, bull

pine. Scotch pine, with a scattering

of green and white ash and elms.

Thev were planted four years ago

and are seven years from seed. Mr.

Piche, who had special charge of the

planting work, utilizing the students

from Laval forest school of which he

is a director, placed the young trees

five feet apart each way and achieved

the good average of 1.500 trees per

dav per man. Careful study of the

situation convinced Mr. Piche that

in the parts of the plain subject to

heavy winds, and therefore heavy

drifting, the trees must be preceded

bv some treatment of the surface and

to this end he adopted the use of

beech grass. French government
experiments with beech grass had

accomplished fine results in the sand
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dunes of Brittany, and elsewhere,

results which were personally known
to the Minister of the Department
and Mr. Piche. Long furrows were
ploughed and seed stalks, from a

neighboring field of beech grass,

strewn along the bottom. These
sprouted in long rows and with their

faculty of sending back suckers will

gradually cover the space between
the rows and thoroughly fix the

sandy surface. When this is even

since the plants have secured a firm

root grip, the growth has been in

some cases phenomenal. One white
spruce displayed a leader which
measured thirty-one inches, and
twenty-five inches was not at all un-
usual in many parts of the planta-

tion. As a whole they looked in

first-class condition and will un-
doubtedly develop quickly with the

abundance of moisture which the
sC'il provides. Even the rows which

Beach Grass planted by the provincial forest service of Quebec upon the sand
dunes near Lachute. In a few years the ground will be well covered and the shifting

of the sand by the winds will have stopped at which time trees will be planted. The
idea has been tried out with great success in France.

partially accomplished, trees will be
planted. In time, the trees kill out

the beech grass after it has served
its important purpose. The condi-

tion of the beech grass at the present
time indicates a vigorous growth.
Already the rows, though compara-
tively thin, have acted as a barrier to

drifting and in a year or two will

likely have stopped it altogether.

Sixty Percent Survive.

As for the trees, about sixty per
cent, have survived the test of the
first few years' struggle. This year,

have attained in places only ten or
twelve inches in height are effectu-

ally holding the sand and each year's
growth will add to their value in

that regard.

The Province has gone to some con-

siderable expense to make the plan-

tation what it is, but even the most
casual onlooker must recognize the

hard-headed business sense of all

that has been done. Had the plains

been left as they were, forty years

hence would not only find them in

more wretched condition but miles
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of good land in the vicinity would
have been overflowed by the rest-

less action of the sand. Given over

to tree growing, forty to sixty years

will produce a highly valuable tim-

ber forest, every tree of which will

be an almost clear addition to the

provincial wealth. The neighboring
farms will be materially improved
by the presence of the forest and
the town of Lachute may very easily

add to its prosperity by one or more
sawmills. Long before the tirne for

cutting lumber, there will be a

steady production of pulp trees for

the market, and an abundance of

fuel wood.

New Building for Students.

The Berthierville Nurseries to

which the Department is devoting
much attention show many improve-
ments over previous years. A hand-
some building to be used as a sum-

mer forest school by the students
from Laval is nearing completion
and will give excellent accommoda-
tion. Extensions have been made
to the size of the nurseries and Mr.
Piche has comprehensive plans
which in a year or two will give

them still greater value. The soil is

sandy and clayish with good mois-
ture and produces a quick and sturdy
growth. Beds of pine of' all Can-
adian species were in first-class con-
dition and this year's growth was
surprisingly vigorous. White and
Norway spruce beds looked equally
well. There should be enough stock
at the Berthierville Nurseries to

meet demands from all parts of the
province. Together with the work
at Lachute it indicates the practical

and determined spirit in which the
Minister of Lands and Forests and
his various officers are attacking the
problems before them.

Fire Patrol on Government Road

Negotiations are under way to

have an efficient fire patrol estab-

lished along the line of the National

Transcontinental Railway passing

through the St. Maurice Valley

Forest Protective Association's lim-
its between Herve Junction and
Parent. The Journal understands
that at a recent conference between
Hon. Jules Allard, and representa-
tives of the St. Maurice Association
and other bodies, the Minister con-
sented to assume on behalf of the
Province a portion of the cost of the
Government railway patrol, while
the association of limit holders un-
dertook responsibility for an equal
share. Action by both parties de-
pends, of course, upon a supplemen-
tary undertaking by the Minister of
Railways. Recently, however, he
made clear his willingness to give
the Government lines crossing the
St. Maurice limits fire protection
equipment, such as speeder patrols.

equal to the privately-owned lines.

That the Minister will follow, up his

assurance by a specific agreement is

confidently expected. In all proba-

bility the fire patrol on the railway

—about 150 miles in extent—will be

controlled by the St. Maurice Val-

ley management thus making certain

of economical and efficient supervis-

ion of railway and limits without
any overlapping or conflict of au-

thority.

From Herve Junction to the Wes-
tern boundary of Quebec is a still

greater stretch of the Government-
owned road, traversing part of the

territory under operation of the

Lower Ottawa Forest Protective

Association and the lines of the pro-

posed Upper Ottawa association.

This needs protection quite as ur-

gently. Doubtless if the Herve
Junction—Parent section is given a

patrol, the balance of the provincial

trackage will in time secure equal
treatment.
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Money Value of Shade Trees

151

Tandalism Must Pay a Heavy Price—Canadian Municipalities

Awakening to a New Public Duty.

The changing views of Canadian
•municipalities regarding the import-
ance of shade trees on the public

streets is one of the most striking de-

velopments of recent years. Once in

a while this development is given a

picturesque illustration through the

courts which thereby fasten upon the

public imagination the meaning of

arboriculture as no technical lectures

or literature possibly could do. A
construction company destroyed cer-

tain trees that obstructed its way on
a New York thoroughfare and a few
weeks ago was compelled to pay
^$500 for each tree and $1,000 addi-

tional for damages. A few years ago
a decision of this kind would have
created amazement : to-day the gen-
eral sentiment strongly applauds the
courts for such a sensible and
courageous stand.

Twenty years ago a proposition
was seriously placed before the Ot-
tawa City Council that all trees on
the streets should be removed. This
monstrous notion was deliberated
upon for some weeks before common
sense prevailed. AVhile the Councils
of to-day would treat a similar sug-
gestion as a madman's joke, it does
not follow that vandalism in the
matter of tree destruction is ade-
quately guarded against. In practi-
cally all our towns and cities, the
attitude of Councils is purely nega-
tive. Occa'sionally a town engineer
makes recommendations in specific
cases, but mostly the ruin or preser-
-vation of what are common munici-
pal assets is left to the sweet will of
individuals. In almost any municipal
districts, one will discover cases of
tree slaughter to 'show off' the archi-

tecture of a new building, although
in doing so, the builder frequently
violates the rights of surrounding
property owners and the rights of

the users of the thoroughfare. That
trees on the public streets have a
value recognizable in law has been
put to the test so frequently in re-

cent years as to drive home a much-
needed lesson. Courts have gone so
far as to declare that destruction of

shade trees detracted from the value
of an abutter's property to amounts
running from $50 to S500.

Prof. T. J. Burrill, of the Univer-
sity of Illinois, cites the following
instance of the money value of trees

:

"Two lots on the same street were
offered for sale. These lots were
essentially similar in all respects
save that in one case there were four
trees, about twenty-five years old.

Two of these trees were in the street

and two on the lot inside of the
street. In the case of the other lot,

the only trees (two of them) were on
the street, and these were less than
half the age of the others. The prices

asked for the lots were respectively

$2,500 and $1,500. A man wishing
to build compared the two lots and
decided in favor of the $2,500 one,

the lot, namely, with the four trees

—

$1,000 for four trees, or we might
say for two trees. This lot had sixty-

six feet frontage and contained about
one-fourth of an acre. On such an
acreage the net profit for twenty-
five annual crops of corn might per-

liaps have been $25. And each crop
would have received more care than
did the four trees during the whole
of the twenty-five years. $1,000 to

$25—the contrast is instructive. Yet
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there are to-day persons of intelli-

gence who, in looking forward to

results, will prefer to trust the corn."

It is to be noted with satisfaction

that the more influential Canadian

newspapers are taking up cudgels in

defence of the shade trees. In To-

ronto, Ottawa and Montreal, edi-

torial comments upon the New York
case cited above, we find such deter-

mined expressions as the following:

"People who are past the barbarian

stage will applaud the decision, and
in the interest of the public it should

be given the widest possible publi-

city. It is a notorious fact that in

most Canadian cities and towns trees

are not held at a proper value.. The
other summer, the civic authorities

in Montreal actually destroyed some

of the most beautiful shade elms to

make way for a monument, a bit of

common vandalism that should have

been punished with imprisonment.

"Here in Ottawa, we are blessed

with some fine shade trees in our

streets, but to anyone who takes the

trouble to watch how they are being

cared for it is evident that we could

give them more attention than at

present. Telephone poles and wires

are often placed right beside some of

the finest shade trees, to their inevi-

table detriment; and sometimes in

opening new streets sufficient care

to safeguard trees is not taken. It is

a matter which might profitably en-

gage more attention from the city

authorities."

{From "Printer and Publisher:")

"Poetic fancy has often personi-

fied the tree and given it the gift of

speech. Something better than this

fanciful voice is the very real publi-

cation, Canadian Forestry Journal,

edited by the secretary of the Cana-

dian Forestry Association of Otta-

wa. This modest but intensely

interesting and efficient monthly is

the forest's spokesman—clamant at

times, persuasive at times, and al-

ways instructive.

Its mission is one of conservation.

The contents of a recent issue indi-

cate the purpose and scope of the

Canadian Forestry Journal's business :

Forest Fire Situation, Who Owns
the Forest Lands, With the Forest

Engineers, Problem of the Bark

Beetle, Making a Fire-Proof Forest,

Forest Management in Dominion
Parks, Fire Protection on Railways,

Sweden's Lesson for Manitoba, Ex-

perience in Pine-Planting.

Publishers of Canadian daily and

weekly newspapers will find in this

publication and in Conservation, a

monthly bulletin published by the-

Commissioner of Conservation, Ot-

tawa, much valuable material for

special articles and editorials. Al-

ways the people's newspapers must

be breakers and distributors to the

multitude of bread which others-

provide."

EDWARDS CO. NEW
PHONE LINE

The progressive policy of the W.
C Edwards & Company, Limited,

of Ottawa, has led them to construct

a forest protection telephone line

fortv miles in length from River

Desert to Tomasine Depot. Even-

tuallv the line will be carried to

Lapine Depot in the Gatineau

limits of the company, making a

total of sixty mites. Twelve miles

of the distance have been covered

alreadv and workmen are engaged

upon the remainder of the line. 1 his

undertaking of the Edwards Com-

pany is of the highest importance to-

the work of forest protection in the-

Gatineau region and will greatly

facilitate the efforts of the rangers-

maintained by the Lower Ottawa

Forest Protective Association.
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Are European Methods Right For

Canada's Forests?

What Can and Cannot be Adapted From Foreign Systems of

Woodland Management.

By R. 0. Sweezy.

Apparently there is no argument;

however logical in scientific reason-

ing and aesthetic in its teachings,

that can introduce European fores-

try methods into Canadian forests

until, devoid of technical polish and

romantic fervour, commercial profits

commensurate with the necessary

outlay and effort can be derived

therefrom. Since European forestry

methods, so called, have been fairly

well explained and expounded to

those interested in the welfare of

Canadian timber lands it is unneces-

sary to further amplify them here.

The question is, are those methods
applicable to Canadian forestry con-

ditions? the reference here being

particularly to Eastern Canada.

Large timber limit owners and
manufacturers of forest products in

Canada rightly repudiate the French
and German scientific methods as

out of the question in our Canadian
forests. It is not stubbornness on
their part, nor yet lack of apprecia-

tion of what progressiveness and
scientific effort can accomplish. It

is purely a commercial consideration

of dollars and cents.

Were Canada as thickly populated
as Europe, her forests as accessible

as those of Germany and France,
labor as cheap, with the demand for

wood as great and the price as high,

then Canadian lumbermen and limit

owners would be in a position to

promptly adopt and improve upon
every technical and practical meth-
od known to the world.

Labor and Transport.

To maintain the scientific culture

of the forest as practiced in Europe
requires, among other essentials,

cheap labor and an intricate net-

work of transportation systems,
penetrating and surrounding the
cultivated area. If Canada had such
facilities and added to them—as in

Europe—a profitable local demand
for every twig that is pruned from
the forest, then indeed conditions
would be favorable for applying as

much fostering care and mainten-
ance as demanded by European
scientific methods. But where have
we such conditions in Canada? In
the older inhabited parts of the coun-
try no doubt a modification of those
methods may be applied on a modest
scale, especially where ulterior bene-
fits might be derived. Nowhere,
however, does there appear to be a
"commercial proposition" for the
application of the principle of Euro-
pean forestry at the present time,

except, of course, where the principle

may be employed to reforest areas
such as the Trent valley or on cer-

tain parts of the Prairie Provinces
where the effort, not offering any
inducement to private enterprise,

becomes the ob-vious duty of the
state.

But if the ultra practical Cana-
dian lumberman rightly repudiates
the European methods, what modi-
fications, if any, should be profitably

applied here? There may be vary-
ing opinions upon this point but we-
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all agree that fire protection is our
crying need. We should, therefore,

apply it in every imaginable and
sane form.

A Clean Forest Floor.

France and Germany have perfect

fire protection, or "fire proof" for-

ests because of the cleanliness of the
forest floor, accessibility to every
part and the system of fire guards
or open lanes.

To undertake a cleaning of our
forest floors would cost as much as
the -commercial value of the timber
lands for the under bush, dead falls

and dry brush are so thick that an
ordinary "bush whacker" will rare-
ly exceed one mile an hour walking
without a pack in the 'forest prime-
val.' Consider then how inflamma-
ble this under brush becomes in dry
weather and how important it is

—

and how difficult—to check a fire

that once gets a start therein.

If it is too costly to clean our
forest floors there seems to be no
economical reason why the other
two European methods, viz., trans-
portation facilities and fire guards,
should not be employed at once in
whatever measure we can, especially
as the benefits sought begin to be
realized with the expenditure of the
first dollar, growing further in pro-
portion to the amount expended and
remaining as an asset that requires
very little maintenance.

Mr. R. H. Campbell, in a recent

number of the Canadian Forestry
Journal has so succinctly and force-

fully directed attention to the urgent
need of transportation facilities and
means of rapid communication with-
in the forest that nothing further

need be said on the subject except
to ask any member who has not read
Mr. Campbell's article on "A Fire
Proof Forest" to do so at the first

opportunity.

The ciuestion of establishing fire

guards in our forests is not new nor
dead, but was never thoroughly

awakened. Mr. C. R. Coutlee, C.E.,
(member Conservation Committee,
Can. Soc. C. E.), made one or two
spasmodic attempts to awaken the
interest of engineers on the subject
of the urgency of cutting lanes
through the forest so that bush fires

once started could not go on licking
up miles of timber 'ad infinitum.'
Our haphazard method of opening
up the country leaves enormous
areas of forest with no fire cut-off
except that offered by natural geo-
graphical conditions, which in Que-
bec—thanks to nature's lavish scat-
tering of lakes,—have on scores of
occasions saved the Province from
such disasters as the Porcupine fire

though not from devastating fires
that have destroyed in a couple of
days two or three hundred square
miles of virgin forest.

Necessity of Lanes.

Taking advantage of geographical
features, with a judicious selection
of fertile strips, lanes can be cleared
from lake to lake or lake to river,
etc., and with government co-opera-
tion these strips, which should be
about a mile .wide can provide ex-
cellent farms which if found advisa-
ble could be owned by the limit
owner, thus assuring care in burning
of slash.

This system of farm lanes could
be constantly extended gaining in

efficienc}^ Nor would the system be
dependent upon the completion of
any elaborate scheme before its ob-
jects become effective, for each
dollar spent in the work becomes
immediately not only protective in

sylviculture but productive in agri-

culture, furnishing products so es-

sential in lumbering operations. The
highways that must obviously be
developed along these lanes would
extend facilities of movement and
transportation the lack of which is

one great cause of retardation in
adopting the more progressive and
intensive methods of European
forestry.
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GUARDING THE'

FORESTS IN

CANADA'S

NORTHLAND.

A fire patrol boat on the Athabasca River,

which renders excellent service.

Railway fire ranger following up a G.T.P.

passenger train so as to detect incipient

fires along the right of way.

Restoring South Africa's Forests

Ravages of Axe and Fire Have Left the Present Generation a

Meagre Inheritance.

(Contributed to the "Camdian Forestry Journal")

Editor-. No,..-.,«e,e=, i„ Sou.h A«c.„ P™"'™ f-^-^^'^.^Z^'Tn'^lt^Vit

when forest slaughter has been the custom of generations.

South Africa is comparatively a

poorly timbered country and al-

though fairly considerable areas of

forest or scrub are known to have

disappeared before the axe and fire

within the last century or two, there

appears to be no reason to think that

it was ever, as a whole, a heavily

timbered country during the present

geological period.

There seems no ground for sup-

posing that eVen scrub forests were

found on the High Veld or Karoid

Veld of the interior, while the same

applies to a large part of the moun-

tain slopes and the country between

the mountains and the seas.

Roughly speaking the forests ot

this country may be classed as

"dense timber forests" and scrub

forests," and the latter form by far

the greater proportion. They cover
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extensive areas known variously as

"Thorn-veld," "Bush veld" or "Mid-
del-veld," in addition to the "Low-
veld" of Natal and the Transvaal.
Numerous species enter into their

<:omposi):ion, but various kinds of

Acacias predominate. These trees

sometimes reach a moderately large

size, sufficient for sawing into tim-

ber, but over much of the more
accessible areas where they occur,

the mature timber has already dis-

appeared. Generally speaking, the

trees are of small size and slow
growth, and their often scattered

distribution and the open nature of

the forests do not render the latter

suitable for economic forest manage-
ment. They are, however, an asset

of much value for fuel, fence-posts

and other local uses, as well as for

shelter for stock and protection

against soil-erosion. The land on
which they are situated has mostly
passed into private ownership or is

situated within Native Reserves.
Unfortunately the value of scrub-

forests is often not realised by the

owners and the destruction of them
has proceeded ruthlessly in the past,

and is still continuing to a large ex-

tent.

Scrub Forests.

In the category of scrub forests

should be included the bushy growth
found along much of the coast, a

good deal of which has been set

apart as Government Forest Reser-
ves for the prevention of the forma-
tion of sand-dunes; and also large

areas of forests in the Alexandra and
other districts, where the trees,

though of the species constituting
the dense timber forests, are of

dwarf size.

Data are not available to give even
a rough estimate of the total area of
the scrub forests. The area of Gov-
ernment Forest Reserves classified

as scrub forests is roughly 120,000
acres.

Timber forests are found only on
the seaward slopes of the mountain
ranges within usually less than 100

miles of the coast, and at widely
scattered intervals from the Cape
Peninsula in the south-west to the
Zoutpansberg Mountains in the
north-east. Even on the mountain
ranges where they occur, they sel-

dom occupy any extensive area con-
tinuously, but are almost always
found in isolated patches of from a
few acres up to a few thousand acres
each, in the "kloofs" or ravines.

Virgin Timber Rare.

In the Midland Conservancy, Cape

Province, the largest more or less

continuous areas of forest are found

within a strip of country some 110

miles long and 10 miles broad, be-

tween the Outeniqua Mountains and

the sea, extending from George

through Knysna to the Humansdorp
Division. It has been estimated that

roughly 120.000 acres of this country

are occupied by forests. These have

been heavily exploited during^^the

last century or more, and the "vir-

gin" timber in them is approaching

exhaustion.

In the Western Conservancy, Cape
Province, from George westward to

the Cape Peninsula, scarcely any-

thing remains of the forests which

were once found on the mountains,

and which were exploited from the

earliest days of white settlement in

South Africa. They were allowed to

be destroyed by fire, and small

patches of forests remain only in the

more inaccessible kloofs.

In the Cedarberg mountains, north

of Cape Town, a distinct type of

forest occurs, viz. : that of the Clan-

william Cedar. This species does

not form continuous forest, but the

trees grow singly or in small groups,

scattered on the rocky slopes and
crags. The wood is, perhaps, the

best of all South African timbers,

being a durable light soft-wood, and
the larger trees in all the more acces-

sible parts have long disappeared

before the axe. Since the area has
been made a Forest Reserve, what is

possible has been done to protect it

from fire and to assist regeneration.
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Over Exploited.

Eastern Conservancy, Cape Pro-

yince.—The timber forests occur

chiefly on the Amatola and Perie

Ranges, but nowhere cover continu-

ous areas of any great extent. These

forests have been largely exploited

in the past, and few of them still

contain any quantity of virgin tim-

ber.

Transkeian Territories.—The tmi-

ber forests here are, in general,

similar in distribution and composi-

tion to those of the Eastern Pro-

vince, b u t somewhat extensive

forests occur at intervals along the

coast.

Some of the more accessible of the

Transkeian forests have been heavily

worked in the past, but many of

them, including most of the coast

forests and some fine forests of

nearly pure Yellow-wood in the

Northern part of the Territories,

have been too inaccessible to allow

of profitable utilisation.

Forests of Natal.

Natal.—The forests of Natal are

now of small extent, the greater pro-

portion of those which once existed

having passed oiit of Government
ownership or been included in Native
Locations, and much of the area once
occupied by them has been deforest-

ed. Generally speaking, they may
be grouped as mountain and coast

forests like the Transkeian Forests,

and are of more or less similar com-
position. A special feature of some
of the coast forests is the large pro-

portion of Waterwood, a compara-
tively light, easily worked wood.
Some of the Crown forests have

been heavily worked in the past but
there are some well-stocked forests

of virgin timber, largely Yellow-
wood, still existent on the Reserves
in the southern districts of Natal.

. Transvaal.—The timber forests

occur at widely scattered intervals

on the mountain ranges along the
eastern edge of the plateau from the
Natal border northwards, and are of
small extent, with the exception of

some comparatively large and con-
tinuous areas on the easterly slopes
of the Woodbush Mountains and, to
a less extent, on the outlying Zout-
pansberg Range, in the extreme
north.

With the exception of a few thou-
sand acres of still virgin forest in
parts of these ranges, the forests
have all been heavily worked in the
past and little merchantable timber-
remains.
The area of the timber forests-

situated on the Government Forests
Reserves forms by far the greater
proportion of the total, but their
combined area is only approximately
400,000 acres. The forests on private
property, commonages and Native-
Locations probably do not bring up
the total to more than roughly
450,000 acres.

Regeneration and Growth.

In many of the forests, particular-

ly in those of the Eastern Province,

natural regeneration is very defi-

cient, but in others, as in those of
Knysna and some of the Transkeian
forests, it is more abundant. In the
majority of the forests, when in vir-

gin state, the proportion of trees of

"pole" size was low and when ex-

ploitation of the forests took place in

the past, little or no heed was given
to the preservation of the young-
trees or to securing conditions fav-

ourable for natural reproduction.
Often over-mature and rotten trees

were the only trees left and even
since the Forest Department has
taken charge of the forests, it has
often been necessary to leave such
trees owing to their being unmer-
chantable, and to there being an
insufficient number of immature
trees to be left to preserve the for-

est canopy. Moreover, the young
growth in many of the forests was
continuously destroyed by Natives
for the sake of hut-wattles, and graz-
ing and fires have contributed to its

destruction. Almost all the species
of trees are of slow growth.
For all these reasons, it will be
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seen that many of the forests are 1914, was 63,498 acres. The expen-
necessanly not in a normal condition diture under this head durino- the'
and that, although it is not intended financial year, 1913-1914 was £89
to allow the younger growth to 806. The cash revenue derived froi
reach the dimensions or ages of the the plantations in the s^me period'
virgin timber, a considerable period was £29,252. These figures include
of time must usually elapse before those for the Railway Sleeper Plan
there will be much mature timber tations, the management of which
available from them again. is undertaken by the Forest Depart-

The State Attitude. ment, and also include the cost of

Until 1876 no control or technical raising transplants for sale to the

control was exercised over the Public and revenue derived from this

Crown Forests of Cape Colony, but ^"^ from sales of seed, amounting to

in that year a Department of Forests ^bout £19,000.

and Plantations was constituted, and Use of Vacant Land
in 1881 a Superintendent of Woods A good deal of the vacant ground
and Forests was appointed. In 1891 included in the Forest Rese?ves is
this post was abolished and the four suitable for afforestation, and steady
Conservancies into which the Colony progress is being made with thehad been divided were thereafter latter at the rate of about 6 000 to
administered independently by four 7^000 acres annually
Conservators, until in 1905 a Chief The earlier plantations are begin-
Conservator of Forests was again ning to yield considerable returns
appointed.

, , ^ ^ from thinnings, but mature timber
In the Transvaal and Orange Free will not be ready for cutting for

State, l^orest Departments were con- some years
stituted by the Crown Colony Gov- The Department also undertakes
ernments as subdivisions of the res- the reclamation of drift sands on thepective Agricultural Departments coast, where required, in addition to
in about 1903 In Natal no settled protecting the natural vegetation
policy was followed, but the post of with a view to preventing the forma-Conservator of Forests was twice tion of new drift sandsmade and twice abolished, the To encourage the general affores-
administration ot the torests being tation of the Country by tree-olant-
in the hands of the Director of ing by farmers andU^ers for'pu -
Agriculture from 1908 onwards poses of shelter, wood for fuel and\\hen Union took place in 1910 other local uses, ornament, etcthe four Departments were immedi- With this object, the Forest De-ately combined under one Chief partment disposes of forest trees andConservator of Forests, and uni- seeds at very low prices and it is

b°een introduce"""'"'""
''' ""'' ''7'''' ^^^?^ ^° give'advice as to the

J lS^2^ V . T^
selection of species, methods of cul-In 1913 Par lament passed a Forest tivation and so on. Its officers alsoAct for the Union. This Act which give lectures at some o? the Agr^came into force on the 1st Novem- cultural Schools

^
fZv \ consolidates and amends During the financial year 1913-14he Forest Lavvs previously in force about 2,634,000 transplants weren the various Provinces comprising sold from the Government nursedesthe Union

;

and relates to forest ten- and 581,500 were issued erltL toure forest reservation demarcation other Government insSutifns Byand the regulation and protection of far the greater proportion of these
Tu « ^ , r , ^ ^^^^^ was planted in the TransvaalThe afforested area of the Govern- and Orange Free State on the treement plantations on the 31st March, less high veld.
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What happens when hillsides are denuded of forests.

Photographs taken in desolated parts of China. Top Pi^tHf^^^^h^.^^^^^^.^DiTrkt^

1= -Irjfcttft;;-tiitvtria^^^^ - ¥oV

^^-protofbTiiSn^erol^Sr-^G^S^^ S. Geological Sur-

vey, Washington, D. C.
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An Increased Membership

161

Good Response in Campaign to Strengthen Association. New

Members in All Parts of Canada.

. One month ago the Canadian

Forestry Association began a cam-

paign for new members. At the

time of writing (the middle of

August) the number of additions

has been decidedly encouraging.

Before the close of the month, it is

anticipated that many more will

have been won as active supporters

of the cause of forest conservation.

The President's letter to the mem-
bership was a vigorous request for

personal activity in the Association's

interest. All that the members were

asked to do was to secure one new
adherent, a very simple task as

scores have found during the past
four weeks. Manv showed their

practical interest in the Association
by meeting the President's request
to the best of their ability, A To-
ronto enthusiast, who until recently
was not recognized as a champion of

the Association, secured by personal
effort no less than five new mem-
bers in ten days, while a Winnipeg
member brought in four splendid
recruits. If all members of the As-
sociation displayed equal zeal, a
membership of ten thousand would
not be an extreme anticipation.

When this issue of the Journal
reaches its readers, the time will still

be opportune for sending in a new
name. Although the date of August
31st was set as the time for measur-
ing up results, no member need
hesitate to make his effort for a new
addition if this appeal reaches him
a few days after that time.

The widely-representative charac-

ter of the Association's membership

may be guaged by a list of nineteen

new members which arrived in two

succeeding days: Clerk, bank man-

ager, civil engineer, sportsman, mer-

chant, nurseryman, capitalist, stu-

dent, farmer,^ court clerk, three

manufacturers, barrister, insurance

manager, and three newspaper

owners.
Many of the letters accompanying

the applications for membership in-

dicated the high regard in which

the work of the Canadian Forestry

Association is held throughout Can-

ada. A Montreal business man of

large interests, in applying for mem-
bership, wrote : 'T am very glad to

have the privilege of becoming a

member of the Canadian Forestry

Association. This is a matter that

both myself and my firm have al-

ways been keenly interested in, and

anything we can do towards for-

warding the interests of the Associa-

tion will be a pleasure." No less

hearty was the communication of a

civil engineer : "As I have for many
years been able to observe the actual

wrecking of our great forest I am
deeply interested in your work.

^
I

accept with pleasure the opportunity

to become a member of your Asso-

ciation."

With such evidence of the growing
concern amongst Canadians of all

callings and classes in the sensible

utilization of the country's forest

wealth, it should be possible for the

present membership of three thou-

sand to double itself without any

very exhaustive effort.
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Sample illustration used in "Twenty Canadian Trees"—Eastern Hemlock,
Leaf and Cone.

"TWENTY CANADIAN TREES."

Illustrated Booklet, Prepared and Distributed by the Association,

Meets With Widespread Demand,

During the month of July, the

Canadian Forestry Association is-

sued a twenty-four page illustrated

booklet entitled : "Twenty Canadian

Trees," written by Mr. James Law-
ler, former Secretary of the Associa-

tion. Four thousand copies out of

a first edition of five thousand have

been sent to all parts of Canada in

response to an immediate demand.
The booklet met with so much ap-

preciation and elicited such kind

comments from newspapers, weekly
magazines, and individuals that sev-

eral editions could be disposed of,

Avere not the resources of the Asso-
ciation for this branch of work
limited. Requests have come from
barristers, school teachers, manu-
facturers, editors, and nearly every

other class of Canadians, as well as

from scores of school-children, for

one or more copies. An effort is

being made by the Association to

have the booklet given further cir-

culation b}' the co-operation of local

school boards. A few excerpts from
the newspaper comments were as

follows

:

Hamilton Times : "The Canadian
Forestry Association, which is doing
a good work in preserving the forests

of Canada and promoting their ex-

tension, has just issued a booklet
giving a brief description, free from
technicalities, of our most common
and most important trees." The
Times' entire reference occupies a
column.
Canadian Courier: "A copy slip-

ped into the pocket of a sport coat
and produced on a first vacation
ramble would supply considerable
instructive entertainment."
Toronto Daily News : "A useful

little booklet . . written in simple
language . . . and there is a photo-
graph of each tree with a drawing
of its leaf. It will also be welcomed
by many adults Mdio wish to learn
how to distinguish the more impor-
tant Canadian trees."
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Montreal Witness: "The advice

has often been given that if you

want to educate the people you must
begin with the children. The Can-

adian Forestry Association, which

has for several years been carrying

on a strenuous campaign urging the

proper conservation and care of the

forests and trees generally, has now
apparently adopted this point of

view and has issued a useful little

booklet. It is hoped to place one in

the hands of every boy and girl in

the country so that all may be able

to distinguish readily our more im-

portant Canadian trees and have an
intelligent understanding of the

great uses to which they are put."

Manitoba Free Press : "If this little

booklet does not make musing
Thoreaus of Canadian nature lovers

it is at least calculated to develop

very widely an interest both in the

beauty and utility of the trees of the

Dominion. Incidentally the case for

forest conservation is strongly put."

Toronto World : "It contains clear

and simple descriptions of twenty of

the most important trees."

From the manager of a large pa-
per company : "I would like very
much to obtain another copy. I

think it is one of the most useful
publications of its kind issued."

From a Toronto clergyman : "I

shall feel very much obliged if you
will let me know where I may pur-
chase additional copies."

From a High School principal:

"Kindly send me a few copies. I be-
lieve it will be valuable in our Na-
ture Studv and Elementarv Science
work."

A Wood Lyric

By Wilfred Campbell

Into the stilly woods I go,

Where the shades are deep and the

wind flowers blow,
And the hours are dreamy and lone

and long,

And the power of silence is greater

than song.
Into the stilly woods I go.

Where the leaves are cool and the

wind-flowers blov/.

When I go into the stilly woods.
And know all the flowers in their

sweet, shy hoods.
And the tender leaves in their shin-

mer and sheen.
Of darkling shadow, diaphanous

green
In those haunted halls where my

footstep falls,

Like one who enters cathedral walls,
A spirit of beauty floods over me.
As over a swimmer the waves of the

sea,

That strengthens and glories, re-

freshens and fills,

Till all my inner heart wakens and
thrills.

\Mth a new and a glad and a sweet
delight,

And a sense of infinite out of sight,
Of the great unknown that we may

not know,
But onl}^ feel with an iuAvard flow
A\'hen into the great, glad woods we

go.

O Life-worn brothers, come with me
Into the wood's hushed sanctity,
AVhere the great, cool branches are

heavy with June,
And the voices of summer are strung

in tune;
Come ^yith me, O heart out-worn
Or spirit whom life's brute-struggles

have torn.

Come, tired and broken and wound-
ed feet.

Where the walls are greening, the
floors are sweet.

The roofs are breathing and heaven's
airs meet.
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Ontario Settlers Cause Many Fires

Between Pembroke and North Bay This Year's Losses Are

Attributable to Farm Clearing

It is only a matter of a few years only fair method of overcoming a

at most until every Canadian pro- danger the consequences of which

vince compels its settlers to knuckle [hey share in common with the lum-

, , r . . 1 .V, bermen. Ouebec is makmg an
down to the law of fair-play in the

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
matter of slash and brush burning, necessity for province-wide control
With the continued improvement in of slash and brush firing. Prosecu-
railway precautions against forest tions of guilty parties are becoming
fires, the question of dealing with more frequent and magistrates are

the settlers becomes more and more increasing the severity of punish-
urgent. Regulations covering fire ment. It may be that a larger staff

prevention as imposed by the Rail- will be required to effectually con-
way Board upon the steam roads trol the settlers from setting out
have relieved them of much of their fires during the danger seasons, but
old reputation as the chief cause of at least the Department has shown
forest destruction. In Ontario it is determination in the matter and will

an unquestioned fact that of the gradually overcome the handicaps,
scores of this year's fires, large and New Brunswick has taken steps
small, between Pembroke and North which may mean a province-wide
Bay, more than eighty per cent, control of settlers' fires. On July 10,

have been due to settlers. The rail- a special regulation of the Depart-
ways have been a relatively unim- ment of Lands and Mines was put
portant factor in Ontario's losses into force by Hon. George J. Clarke,
thus far in 1915. It is understood blanketing the settlements of Hazen
that Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, and Grimmer in the County of Resti-
Minister of Lands, Forests and gouche and lands adjacent thereto.
Mines, is giving the question of con- "Before any brush piles or slash in
trol of settlers fires earnest consider- clearing lands can be burned," reads
ation with a view to devising some the regulation, "a. permit in writing
means of bringing the evil under must first be obtained from the care-
control. Ontario now has no permit taker of said settlements and due
system and is paying for the absence notice must be served on the adja-
of it in very large annual sacrifices cent land owner or occupier ....
of timber. under a penalty of not less than
The tendency of all our provincial twenty dollars and not more than

governments is undoubtedly in the two hundred dollars. Settlers are
direction of settlers' permit system, notified that this regulation will be
British Columbia manages to en- strictly enforced in future."
force fairly stringent regulations The foregoing order was issued as
governing the burning of brush and a result of very serious fires which
slash without much offence to the occurred this spring in Hazen and
farming population ; it is even said Grimmer districts due to the unregu-
that the settlers have accepted the lated burning of settlers' slashings,
law and its administration as the Since three provinces, British Co-
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lumbia, Quebec, and New Bruns- a splendid forest possession still

wick have now recognized the neces- intact should take hold of the ques-

sity of settlers' permits, it would tion and decide upon a permanent

seem only logical that Ontario with and practical policy.

A Survey of New Brunswick's Forests

In New Brunswick there are about
eight million acres of forest lands

held by the Crown, part of it under
lease, and about four million acres

held in fee simple. The Crown has,

therefore, an immense asset within
its control which intelligent manage-
ment will turn to the permanent en-

richment of the people. Lumbering
and its allied industries form a sub-
stantial part of New Brunswick's
commercial interests. Although im-
mense quantities of timber have
been destroyed by tires in the past
and present, enough remains to

give foundation to the lumber indus-
try for all time to come, if the

administration makes itself equal to

the opportunity.

The estimates of merchantable
timber, of burned areas, of barren
lands, etc., as applied to New Bruns-
wick, are vague and unsatisfactory.

The present Government, at the
head of which is Hon. Geo. J.
Clarke. Minister of Lands, recog-
nizes the necessity for a forest sur-

vey very clearly. The agitation for

such action in the province is quite
pronounced. At the last session of
the Legislature the sum of $50,000
was arranged to be spent during
1915 and it is understood to be the
intention of the Premier to have the
survey started within a very short
time.

During recent weeks, Mr. Clarke,
and the Provincial Treasurer, Dr.
Landry, have taken the question
actively in hand, and paid visits to
Quebec and Montreal with a view to
gathering information useful in
launching the new policy. A press
despatch from St. John gives the
following summary:

"It is not suggested that as a

beginning such a comprehensive

scheme as that adopted in Que-

bec shall be carried out, but that

a well defined plan be adopted

as a foundation, and that the

policy be expanded from time to

time as circumstances justify.

The proper classification of the

Crown Lands in New Bruns-

wick may be regarded as a pre-

liminary step to be followed by
such action as may be deemed
advisable in the matter of grant-

ing such lands for settling, and
in controlling in so far as pos-

sible the timber cutting by set-

tlers on these lands. It is

realized that in the past con-

siderable areas granted for set-

tlement purposes, proving un-

suited for cultivation, have
simply been cut over for the

timber carried and then aban-

doned, and it is felt that by a

thorough knowledge of the na-

ture of the soil in all Crown
Lands, standing timber may be
protected from this form of loss,

and settlers provided only with

^uch grants as are formed of soil

suitable for general agriculture.

Ultimately it is hoped to intro-

duce a preliminary scheme of

reforestation in which respect

but little is now being done in

New Brunswick, in fact the only

definite work along this line be-

ing carried on by the Pejepscot
Lumber Company. If all goes
well Premier Clarke and Dr.

Landry will have some definite

suggestions to lay before the

next session of the legislature."
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THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS. AEROPLANE HUNTS FOREST FIRES.

"The Municipality and the Conservation of the

Forests" is the title of an address to be delivered
on August 26th at the loth annual convention of

the Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities by Mr.
F. C. Whitman, President of the Canadian For-
estry Association. The meetings of the Union
will be held at New Glasgow and the programmes
contain a range of subjects practical and stimula-
ting.

RIVER DRIVERS UNDER CONTROL.

A great betterment of fire conditions in Quebec
Province has come about this year through the
placing of a special ranger with each drive crew.
This has reduced a usually prolific cause of fires

to a minimum, only one blaze having so far been
attributed to this source. In past seasons the
indifference of the drivers to the safety of the
forest about them has been the cause of wholesale
trouble.

ENCOURAGE PLANTATIONS.

Other communities throughout Canada might
take pattern by the Parish of St. Jacques de
Piles, Quebec, which entered into agreement with
the Laurentide Company Ltd., of Grand Mere,
not to raise the taxes on lands used for tree
planting for a period of twenty-five years, at the
end of which time the agreement can be renewed.
The company will continue its plantations in the
parish until all available land has been placed
under forest crop. Fire lines have been cut
around the plantations and along the roads.
Model highways also have been constructed.

ADJUSTING TAXATION.

Hon. Jules Allard, Minister of Lands and
Forests, Quebec Province, has under consideration
the better regulation of taxation on lands used
for reforestation. It is understood that an an-
nouncement will be made at the next session of
the Legislature.

WHO IS THIS MEMBER?
The Secretary of the Association is in receipt

of a letter postmarked 'Hudson Heights, P.Q.'
and containing a one dollar bill, together with a
membership card which the sender has forgotten
to fill in with his name and address. If the party
will please write to the Secretary credit will be
given him for the amount.

STUDENTS ON FOREST SURVEY.

Six graduate students in the department of
forestry, Cornell University, have recently com-
pleted a detailed working plan for a 3,500 acre
tract in the Catskill Mountains. This tract lies

at the headwaters of the well-known Esopus
River, the main feeder of New York City's mam-
moth Ashokan reservoir, and hence is of great
value as a protection to this and other streams
arising in the vicinity. The tract is divided into
steep upper slopes and more gentle lower slopes,
about half of the 3,500 acres being in each of the
two slope types.

This is the second season's work done in the
locality, the first season's consisting of a detailed
forest survey of the tract. The present year's
work secured additional facts necessary for the
preparation of a detailed plan of forest manage-
ment.

Milwaukee, August 3, 191 5.—Henceforth the
aeroplane will be an important factor in hunting
for forest fires in northern Wisconsin. Jack Vilas,
an aviator, has been appointed a forest ranger and
is now vising his hydro-aeroplane, now at Trout
Lake, in detecting fires and reporting their
extent.

E. M. Grififith, head of the Wisconsin forestry
department, recently visited Trout Lake and made
an ascent with Vilas. They went up 1,200 feet
and the ease with which a little fire several miles
away was located so impressed the chief forester
that he determined to make Vilas a fire scout.

Heretofore the view a ranger has had of the
surrounding country has been limited to that
given from a 60-foot tower at the various forestry
stations. Vilas recently discovered a fire thirty
miles off and on investigation found he had made
an accurate estimate of its distance and extent.
The hydro-aeroplane will reach the place of a

fire in a few minutes, where with ordinary facili-

ties of the forest ranger, hours would be consum-
ed. Hard trips on foot over trails to learn the
extent of fires far from roads will be avoided by
the use of the hydro-aeroplane.

B. C's DISCOVERY.

Victoria, B.C.—An interesting instance of the
extent to which the timber resources of the
Province have been under-estimated is given in
reports recently submitted to the Honourable W.
R. Ross. Cruisers lately returned from an exam-
ination of the valleys of the Elk, Salmon, White
and Gold Rivers on Vancouver Island came across
one hundred thousand acres of unalienated crown
timber, with an average stand of fifteen thousand
feet to the acre, representing a total of one and
a half billion feet. This timber is readily acces-
sible, in f^ct the grades which exist in these
valleys render it possible to bring logs across the
island from Nootka to Salmon River, crossing the
surveys of the Canadian Pacific and Canadian
Northern railways.

GRAND TRUNK'S GOOD MOVE.

Mr. Morley Donaldson, Vice-President of the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, announced that the
installation of oil burning locomotives on the
mountain section of the line has now been com-
pleted. These locomotives are of the most mod-
ern type and were placed in service for passenger
traffic for the first time July 30th. They are
operating from Jasper to Prince Rupert, over TIO'
miles of main line.

Especial interest attaches to the installation of
this class of motive power, as it marks the first

use of oil burners on an extensive scale in Can-
ada. Great oil storage tanks have been erected at
various points along the line, for supplying loco-
motives with the necessary fuel. With the opera-
tion of these locomotives there is a complete
absence of the discomforts which sometimes arise
from the vise of coal with it-s tendency to give off
dust and grit.

The section of the' line on which these locomo-
tives are being vised passes through the finest
scenic territory in the Canadian Rockies and the
absence of coal dust, it is believed will add to the
pleasure of the journey.
The Grand Trunk Pacific Steamships "Prince

George" and "Prince Rupert," which operate
from the Pacific terminal of the line at Prince
Rupert to Victoria, Vancouver and Seattle, are
also oil burners, and this gives the Grand Trunk
Pacific nearly 1,500 miles of rail and water route
on which this form of fuel only is used.
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Forest Fire Situation

Abundant R?.in-fall in Ontario and Western Quebec—British

Columbia Facing a Dry Hot August.

Since the last report in the Journ-

al was written, the heavy rains in

Ontario and the western portions of

Quebec have kept down serious

forest fires and made those parts of

the country fairly immune for some

weeks to come. No very large fires

have been reported in the territory

mentioned, although settlers' fires

in Ontario have been this year a

source of much anxiety. In Eastern

Quebec, fires were frequent until

about the middle of August when
rains improved the situation. Many
stubborn outbreaks were encoun-

tered by the Quebec Forest Service,

and the protective associations but

the latest reports speak of the dan-

ger as havin-g temporarily lifted.

In the West.

Reports from the western pro-

vinces indicate that practically the

only district where there is serious

danger from forest fires is in British

Columbia. Particularly in the Fra-
ser Valley and the southern parts of

the province. Conditions have been
very dry there and a considerable
number of fires have been reported
although the damage at the present
time would not appear to have been
very extensive. In the Provinces of
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Mani-
toba the weather has been moderate-
ly damp and consequently the num-
ber of fires reported has been com-
paratively small. The weather the
last month has been drier than dur-
ing the month previous but there
will be no serious danger unless the
dry weather continues without any
rains intervening. - __,.

The Victoria Report.

Victoria, August 14: The Minister

of Lands is in receipt of telegraphic

advices covering the fire situation

during the past week throughout

the province. With the exception

of the Hazleton and Prince Rupert

Districts, where rain has made the

position comparatively secure, the

weather has been hot and dry, and
very favourable to outbreaks of fire.

In the Tete Jaune division all fires

have been extinguished with the

exception of one north of Berg
Lake, Mount Robson Park, and in-

termittent strong winds add to the

task of the fire-fighters. From Fort
George, Nelson, and Cranbrook dis-

tricts, reports show that all fires

have been extinguished or are under
control, without serious damage be-

ing done. The hazard in the Lil-

looet section is great, owing to oc-

casional strong winds, and similar

conditions prevail in the Kamloops
district. Twenty-five thousand feet

of timber were burnt as a result of

two outbreaks in the Kettle Valley,

and six other fires were fought in

the Vernon forest district. Intense-

ly hot and dry weather accompanied
bv light winds from the south was
responsible for an exceedingly dan-
gerous situation in the Vancouver
district, where no fewer than 48
fires were fought, the area burnt
over being approximately five

thousand acres, principally slash.

Much damage was done to property,

including destruction of two houses
in the Fraser Valley, and cabins in

Burnaby and North Vancouver. The
fires at Gordon Pasha Lake and
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:Siamond are burnly fiercely and be-

jond control, but the efforts of the

fire-fighting crews have been suc-

cessful with these exceptions, and

further damage averted. The wes-

tern divisions of the Island forest

-district reports no fires, but there

are several fires around Parksville,

one serious outbreak near Cour-

i;enay, and two on Denman Island,

which are being fought. Fires on

the Islands between Nanaimo and

Ladysmith are under control.

With the drying up of vegetation,

and the lack of rain, the fire hazard

is increasing, and only by dint of the

utmost care and precaution with fire

will destruction of life and property,

and heavy outlay by public bodies

and private individuals be avoided.

Fish and Game Clubs Organize

Laurentian Societies Unite to Fight Forest Fires-First Public

Effort of the Kind in Canada.

The idea of co-operative forest

^guarding has taken a new direction,

and one which suggests boundless

possibilities. The Canadian Nor-

thern Laurentian Association put

into operation this summer a fire

protective branch, aiming to be of

service not so much to prevent des-

truction of the buildings within its

area as to protect the splendid for-

ests requisite for scenic beauty and

the delights of hunting and fishing.

This is said to be the first undertak-

ing of its kind in Canada. The mem-
bers have no lumbering or pulpwood

interests but regard the forest from

the point of view of health and

pleasure seekers. The motive ap-

parently is quite sufficient to create

a determined forest protective

branch to which contributions and

personal services have been devoted

without stint.

The Canadian Northern Lauren-

tian Association is formed of affili-

ated clubs situated along the Mont-

fort branch of the Canadian Northern

Railway. The membership of these

various clubs is made up principally

of summer residents. Writing to the

Canadian Forestry Journal, the
President Mr. W. A. S. Ayerst of

Montreal, spoke of the new activities

as follows

:

"Realizing the damage that is be-

ing done annually from forest fires,

we feel that the fire protective

branch that we have organized is

bound to become the most important

part of our association. We have

already had this season one bad fire

to contend with, which was checked

after a stubborn fight with the loss

of only one summer home. If it had

not been for the organization of our

fire fighting branch, there would

likely have been several houses des-

troyed. We, of course, realize that

the loss of the summer home is the

smallest part of the damage that can

be done by forest fires, as we can

protect ourselves from this damage
by j:arrying fire insurance, but what

we most fear is the destruction of

the natural beauty of the surround-

ing forest and shrubs which would
spoil any. particular spot for future

building for a great many years, and,

of course, we cannot insure against

this except by organizing ourselves

along proper lines. We also realize

that with the destruction of the for-

est by fire, the fishing and hunting

of the country in which we are in-
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terested will be spoiled, to say to the influence of the Canadian

nothing- of the natural beautv and Forestry Association upon the new

the general financial loss.
^ movement of the affiliated clubs and

,^^°, , •
, , t n the Canadian public in general.

We thmk that we are the first j^ ^^^ Canadian Northern Laur-
organization formed by the general entian Association the following are
public to combat fires, and hope that represented : Bark Lake Protective
the effects of our organization will Association, Bark Lake, via Arun-
spread throughout the various dis- del, P.Q. ; Lake View Protective
tricts that are popular with city Association, Lake View, via Weir,
people and thereby educate and in- p.Q. ; The Sixteen Island Lake Fish-
fluence them to the dangers and ing Club Inc., Sixteen Island Lake,
horrors of forest fires, and eventually p.Q. ; Leclerc Island Protective As-
to educate the farmer or settler to a sociation, Leclerc Island, P.Q. ; The
proper care when burning brush or Newaygo Club, Newaygo, P.Q.

;

clearing land." Lake Echo Fish and Game Club,
Mr. Ayerst makes a kind reference Morin Heights, P.Q.

Prosecutions Cut Quebec's Losses

Four Parishes in St. Maurice District Decreased Their Forest

Fires From 105 to 4.

The proper kind of action in the it has been found necessary to make
case of incendiary settlers and itin- examples of a few in order that the
erants in the frontier districts of many may take the lesson to heart.

Quebec Province has been taken this The law against forest incendiarism
summer by managers of two limit- is a relatively new one—certainly

holders' Associations, the St. Maur- new in its application—and old and
ice and the Lower Ottawa. criminal customs require harsh
Only by co-operation of the local remedies. In four adjoining parishes

magistrates and the fire inspectors covered by the St. Maurice system,
who bring guilty parties to trial can there were reported in 1913 no less

real reform be brought about. In- than 105 fires. As a result of the
stances have been encountered where permit system and hearty prosecu-
out-of-work residents boasted in tion of offenders, the following year
public that something must be done showed an amazing drop to 4 fires,

to provide work and that a forest fire The Provincial Government dis-

would be the simplest means of played great vigor in following up
getting a job at two dollars a day. complaints of the fire rangers, and
Threats such as these have been car- their policy is equally in evidence
ried out; in a few cases the offender this year,

has been caught and punished. One of the residents in the terri-

Neither the Quebec Government tory patrolled by the Lower Ottawa
nor the mutual companies engaged association was arrested for causing
in forest protection have the least timber fires and was fined $115. Be-
desire to impose drastic penalties on ing unable to meet the fine he re-

settlers within their jurisdiction, but mained in jail three months, at the
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end of which time his friends pro-

duced the required sum.
Mr. Sorgius, of the St. Maurice

Association, secured a conviction

during the present month by which

a guilty settler paid $10 fine and
over $90 costs. Sixteen similar cases

have yet to be heard.

One of the difficulties in the past

has been the proper circulation of

news concerning these prosecutions

.so that settlers, trappers, and others

in all parts of the Province should

learn the facts and pattern their

conduct accordingly. By a recent

arrangement, the Publicity depart-

ment of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation has undertaken to spread
information concerning prosecutions
of all parties found guilty of brea.k-

ing the permit laws or of wilful

incendiarism. This will be done
through the French and English
newspapers of Quebec Province and
should considerably enhance the

efforts of the authorities to educate
the people to a sense of their public

duties.

The Kind Godmother and the

Foolish Children

A Too True Fairy Story For Young Readers.

(Written for the "Cana

Once upon a time there was a

good godmother with a great many
godchildren but as she had great

possessions she was able to provide

for them all.

One day she called her favorite

godchildren together and said, "I

am going away to arrange the affairs

of mv other godchildren, and before

I go' I will divide among you this

estate. It is a very rich and beauti-

ful estate and with industry and in-

telligence you may live well and

make your inheritance even more

valuable than it is now, and may
-God grant you good health to live

long and enjoy it." And when the

estate was divided she took her jour-

ney to her other godchildren.

The Godmother's Return.

After a good many years she came
back to visit the family and called

them all together to see how the}^

did, and how they had managed the

dian Forestry Journal")

estate. Though the children were
now all grown up and married they
all lived on the estate, for indeed
they had nothing else to live upon.
They were all very glad to see their

godmother and took great pleasure
in showing her how they had en-
larged the old house and built new
ones and how they had cultivated

the part of the estate nearest the
village and had enlarged the black-
smith shop and the tannery, got new
machinery in the saw-mill and re-

paired the grist mill.

When they had returned to the
lawn in front of the old homestead
their godmother said

:

"I suppose the first thing you did
was to call in a surveyor and find

out how much farm land and pasture
land and woodland you have and
what water powers are on the
streams, and what mines in the
hills, so that you might use all to the
best advantage?'-'
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The Children's Excuses.

They replied that they had been

so busy at the front of the estate

that they really did had not taken

time to find how large it was, or

how much was woodland, pasture-

land and farmland. They always
supposed there was plenty and so

they did not bother. Latterly, how-
ever, they ha-d begun to wish they
had done so for the previous spring,

when they tried to make a new
wheat field in the place where the

nearest woodland used to be, they
found it was just a mass of sand
which would grow nothing, that is

nothing but trees. And all the trees

had been burned off by a fire started

to clear out a corner of the back
pasture. They might have stopped
the fire but as they thought it would
clear the land they let it run. Now
the trees were all gone from that

part and the soil was fit for nothing.
'T noticed," said the godmother,

"that the mill dam above the mill is

broken and that you run the mills

with steam instead of water. How
is that?"

The Abandoned Mill Dam.

"When we burned off the wood-
land and there had been more fires

in the forest land back of that." they

said, "we found the little river that

ran the mill rose in a torrent every

spring and thep dried away to a rill

all the rest of the year, so that we
had great difficulty in running the

mill. Then one spring the flood was
so great that it carried away the

mill-dam. So we thought it better

to put in a steam engine and not re-

pair the water-power."
"And do you burn wood to make

steam?"
"No. Wood has to be brought too

far, so we burn coal, which we bring

in from the next country."

"I noticed too," she continued.

*'that high winds and insects seem
to have destroyed a great part of

the crops. It was not so in the old

days."
"You see." they replied, "since the

forest was cleared away there has

been nothing to stop the high winds.

Thus the grain is blown down, and
the fruit is blown from the trees,

and also there is no longer cover for

the bird that used to eat the bad in-

sects and now they every year take

a good part of our crop. We have

tried to induce the birds to come
back but they fly away to make their

nests in distant forests."

"Where is Andrew?" asked their

godmother suddenly for she had
been carefully counting all the chil-

dren.

"Andrew," they said, "is a lumber-

man now and since we burned the

forest behind the back pasture it

takes him two years to get his logs

to the mill. One year he cuts them
and gets them into the upper streams

and it takes all the next season ta

float them down the river to the

mill. This is the year he is away
from home."
"And did you never," asked the

good godmother, "try to find out
whether there was farm land near

the forest where Andrew cuts his

timber, or how much timberland

there is on the farm?"

Then Came the "Stranger."

"A stranger walked over the
place once," they replied and he said

that more than half the farm was fit

only to grow trees. We did not be-
lieve him but since the near wood-
land w?? burned we think there is

something in what he said."

"Is timber so useless that you are

ashamed that more than half the
farm will grow nothing else?"

"On the contrary." they said, "the
timber is very valuable and grows
more valuable every year. Next ta
our crops and cattle the forest is the

best paying part of the estate. Since
we learned that we have wished the
fires had not burned so much."
"What trades and professions did

your children take up?" was the
next question.

"Alexander is a farmer; Benja-
min, is a blacksmith; Charles is a
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clergyman; David is a doctor;

Eleanor is a school teacher; Frank

is a lawyer; George is a dancing-

master; Harriet manages the poul-

try; Isabel is married to a stage-

driver; Jacob is a juggler"—
"Hold," said the good godmother,

^'Which of you boys is the forester?"

The Children Are Rebuked.

"Oh godmother dear," they said in

pained voices, "we are practical, m-

dustrious people and we do not be-

lieve in 'fancy' professions."

"Fancy professions," retorted their

godmother warmly. "Your fore-

fathers were foresters before they

were farmers. So far as you know
more than half your estate is fit only

for timber. If you had kept timber

on that near woodland you would

not have had the mill dam washed

away, you would not have to burn

coal to run the mill, your crops

would not be blown down or eaten

by insects and Andrew, the lumber-

man, would not have to spend two
seasons in getting his logs to the

mill. The man who could help you

in all this you call a man with a

^'fancy" profession while you practi-

cal old-fashioned children are jug-

glers and dancing-masters and what
not."

And for all she spoke so tartly

they did not resent it but resolved

to take heed to her advice because

they knew she loved them and wish-

•ed them well.

name of the godmother is Dame
Nature. The estate she gave is

called Canada and her children are

you and me and all the other people

you see in Canada. We had not a
single forester in all Canada in 1898
nor for several years after. We do
not yet know how much timber we
have and we allow every year great

forests to be burned. Insects are

destroying our crops, our wells are

drying up, our rivers are being des-

troyed and still we think we are

some of the cleverest of Dame Na-
ture's children. Have we not been
foolish and is it not now high time
to become wise?

Now you will say that no family

ever acted in such a silly fashion as

to have a great estate given them
and not to find out how large it was
or what it contained, or who would
neglect and burn up their second
^reat source of income.

But this, alas, is a true story. The

PROTECTION ON UPPER
OTTA WA

During the summer Mr. M. J.

O'Brien has established a very ef-

fective fire protective organization,

under the direction of Mr. W. G.
Sweezy, on his extensive timber
areas of the Upper Ottawa region.

An efficient force of fire rangers is

kept constantly busy cutting trails

to facilitate rapid movement from
point to point, and look-out stations

have been established on all the
prominent heights so that it is now
possible for the staff of rangers to

overlook every day the entire area
of some 1,200 square miles of Mr.
O'Brien's limits besides an enormous
area of adjacent forests. More trails

are constantly being cut and every
ranger is kept busy. Mr. Sweezy
has also commenced a detail cruise
of every square mile of Mr. O'Brien's
limits to ascertain the exact quantity
of timber and the best methods of
operation. In this work the fire-

ranger trails serve a most useful
purpose.

#The Campers Favorite

"BLOW BED"

^

'

^ .^K2 -

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.

Packs 6x2S. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E. Readinf:, Mass.

Dealers write
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TENDERS rOR PILPWOOD LIMIT

TENDERS will be received by the undersigned up

to and including Wednesday, the fifteenth day

of September, 1915, for the right to cut pulpwood on a

certain area situated north of the Transcontinental

Railway, west of Lake Seul and south of English

River in the District of Kenora.

Tenderers shall state the amount they are prepared

to pay as bonus in addition to the Crown dues of 40c.

per cord for spruce and 20c. per cord for other pulp-

woods, or such other rates as may from time to time

be fixed bv the Lieutenant-Governor in Council for the

right to operate a pulp mill and a paper mill on or near

the area referred to.

Such tenderers shall be required to erect a mill

or mills on or near the territory, and to manufacture

the wood into paper in the Province of Ontario—the

paper mill to be erected within such time and in such

place as the Lieutenant-Governor in Council shall

direct.

Parties making tender will be required to deposit

with their tender a marked cheque payable to the

Honourable the Treasurer of the Province of Ontario,

for ten per cent, of the amount of their tender, to be

forfeited in the event of their not entering into an

agreement to carry out the conditions, etc.

The highest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.

For particulars as to description of territory,

capital to be invested, etc., apply to the undersigned.

N.B.—No unauthorized publication of this notice

will be paid for.

G. H. FERGUSON.
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Toronto, June 5th, 1915,
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I'W-
•V- —V—

IT'S

w
FAIRBANKS-MORSE

SECTION MOTOR CARS
'-iJr. j ^ *

In designing the above car considerable attention has been
devoted to the comfort of the operator. It has exceptionally
easy riding qualities. All side throwing, jerking, and vertical
vibration has been eliminated.

The Frame is of steel and the machine is easily handled by
one man, at the same time it is able to carry two men and any
necessary implements.

This is a j^articularij

Inspectors.
car l<»r Road Masters and Fire

Full information on request.

Ask for Bulletin H-167.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

ST. JOHN QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO HAMILTON
WINNIPEG SASKATOON CALGARY EDMONTON

VANCOUVER VICTORIA

^i^

w

Canada's Departmental Houste for Meclianical Goods
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Avis aux Colons

Avez-vous des abattis a -Faire

bruler ce printemps ? si oui adressez-

vous au Karde--Feu de votre district, qui vous

donnera un permis a cette fin, ce travail etant

fait sous la surveillance, et d'apres les renseigne-

ments du garde-feu, vous etes a I'abri de tout re-

proche . en meme temps vous aidez a prot^-

ser la -for^t, cequi est dans votre interei. et

dans I'interet de tous.

Laforetest la-partie vitale de la Province

de Quebec, aussi gardons-la vivante," UN SEUL

ARBRE PEUT PRODUIRE PES MILLIONS

p- Ai 1 iiMETTES.ETUNESEULEALLUMET-
TE PEUT nETRUIRE PES MILLIONS DAR-

BRES",
Soyons prudents. protegeons cette foret.

nous ^n ayons besoin !

The St. »^uricc fores! rrolective Association

Itaiited, Trois-Rivieres, Que.

rnsnsrvsssesi

Tens of thousands of these notices

were distributed to Quebec settlers

by the St. Maurice Forest Protec-

tive Association. The following is

a translation

:

Try This Stump Pulle
M 0^ »•_», The Smith Bhimp PullerSn t#fff* KtSH will take out ererj tree

^ and stump by the roots, oleartng
from one to three acres a day, doing:

Tork of twenty men. We want
end for our 3 T**' BBarea

Kalnet brcakaK* and our
rial propoaitioo Addreaa
Smith Grabber Co.

Sta.

L«Cre»c«n». Mian.

SCIENTIFIC FIRE FIGHTING.

NOTICE TO SETTLERS !

Have you any slash to burn this

spring-? If you have, apply to the

fire-guardian of your district who

will give you a permit for this pur-

pose, the work being carried out

under his supervision, and by fol-

lowing the instructions of the fire-

guardian, you are relieved of all

responsibility ; at the same time you

assist in protecting the forest which

is in your interests and the interests

of all.

The forest is a vital part of the

Province of Quebec; therefore, let

us keep it alive. "A single tree can

produce millions of matches and a

single match can destroy millions of

trees."

Let us be prudent! Let us pro-

tect this forest! We Need It!

The St. Maurice Forest Protec-

tive Association, Limited, Three

Rivers, P.Q.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY OS

Albany, N.Y.—Forest fire fighting along scien-

tific lines was instituted by the Conservation

Commission to-day when Assistant Superintendent

of State Forests, W. G. Howard, mailed to every

member of the forest fire field force a United

States topographic sheet covering each ranger's

territory, with a set of colored crayons for con-

verting it into a graphic fire map of his district.

With all of the different types of forest indicated

with respect to their inflammability by different

colors on the map and with telephone lines and

instruments, roads and trails, camp stores and

supplies of tools located by appropriate symbols,

it is intended that the fire map shall furnish a

basis for determining in advance how fires under

every condition and in every location should be

fought.

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.
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AWELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.

The following books are sugges-
tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,

and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
Bv Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

t90 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a.- discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

165 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, 5^x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univeisity.
In preparing this book the author has

coristantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Forest Service in various parts of
the L'liiicd States.

235 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

TRtES, SHRUBS AND $££D$

Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest
Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, Ont. shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence FranQaise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for

over half a century. Immense stpck of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for

price list and mention this magazine.
Forest Planters Guide Free.

The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not

candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven Connecticut
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SCHULTZ
SECTIONAL-
PORTABLE

HOUSES A SPECIAL LINE OF METAL
GARAGES for restricted districts

^
Wall

sections

are all 3-ft.

2-ins. wide,

and door

and window

can be

placed to suit

your taste

^

^

We can

supply any

style or

size you

require

^
SCHULTZ SECTIONAL PORTABLE HUNTER'S CABIN

Affording full protection against Cold, Storm, Snakes, etc.

Floor Size 6' 4" x 9' 6". 21 sections, weight 950 lbs. Price $90 F.O.B. Brantford
(Shipment upon receipt of price). _

'

SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, show-
ing separate sections and assembled buildings, and
state the kinds you are interested in.
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A GRAND JURY'S PROTEST
Evidence is everywhere coming- to

light that the w^recking of Canada's

forests no longer has the acquies-

cense of the general public. At the

summer Assizes at Parry Sound,

Ontario, a few weeks ago, two suits

were entered against railway com-
panies for damage to standing tim-
ber alleged to be caused by locomo-
tive sparks. At the conclusion of

the session, the Grand Jury of the
District Court offered a strong pro-
test against the negligence of forest
officers in bringing guilty parties to
justice. Part of the Grand Jury's
protest was as follow^s

:

"One of the important matters
taken into consideration by the
Grand Jury at this session was
the awful destruction of our
timber wealth by fire.

"Your Grand Jury, which is

mostly composed of yeoman of
the district, has come to the
conclusion that unless the pre-
sent laws enacted are enforced,

and enforced with vigor, in the

course of a few years the un-
cultivated portion of our dis-

trict will be one vast brule.

"We are of the opinion that

the laws governing the preser-

vation of the timber are ade-

quate if enforced and we will

advise those in authority to see

that in future this shall be done.

"We have made enquiry re-

garding prosecutions and find

that not a single criminal case

has been instituted and the

settler as a rule is not in a posi-

tion financially to proceed in the
civil courts.

"The blame of forest fires may
be attached to careless settlers,

careless tourists, careless bush-
men and careless brushmen and
careless railwaymen, but in our
opinion this carelessness will

continue till the officers appoint-
ed for the purpose of preserv-
ing the forests from fire wake
up to their responsibilities and
bring the delinquent parties to

justice by criminal proceedings."
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GUARDING THE LOWER OTTAWA
The organizing of limit holders

into mutual fire protective associa-

tions has had about four years of

rigid testing in Canada. The good
results have been so convincing that

new associations in all the forest

provinces must sooner or later come
into existence. With a few excep-
tions the members of the St.

Maurice and the Lower Ottawa as-

sociatipns in Quebec, each embrac-
ing about 12,000 square miles, are

committed permanently to the idea
of forest protection by co-operative
effort as against any other system.
The objects of efficiency and econ-
omy are attained in a degree quite

impossible where politics or other
fettering influences are present.

Recently the Secretary of the
Canadian Forestry Association, in
company with Mr. Clyde Leavitt,
Forester of the Commission of Con-
servation, and Mr. Arthur H. Gra-
ham, Manager of the Lower Ottawa
Forest Protective Association, was
privileged to pay a visit to Devil's
Mountain which overlooks a radius
of thirty to forty miles of the Ga-
tineau and Lievre watersheds.
Devil's Mountain forms a pivotal
point of the Association's operations
in that area. Upon its summit, the
highest for at least a hundred miles

The cabin of the lookout man, on Devil's Mountain, showing
Manager Graham and three of his staff.
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around, was mounted last Spring a

lookout tower, giving the ranger an

additional altitude of about fifty feet.

The work was done entirely by Mr.

Graham and his assistants from ma-
terials within the immediate district

and forms a substantial, wind-proof

vantage-point of incalcuable service

to the Association. To look across

the endless miles of valley and
water-courses, heavily blanketed

with evergreen and hardwood forest,

broken here and there with a patch

of silvery lake or the misty steeples

of a settlement, conveys a good
idea of the ease and -accuracy of dis-

covering and locating a near or dis-

tant fire. Only a few weeks before,

the ranger in charge noticed the be-

ginning of a small blaze over thirty

miles away and from his knowledge
of the country was able to telephone

to rangers in the neighborhood of

the trouble and direct them where
their services were needed. Prompt
obedience isolated the damage to a

fraction of an acre.

The Help of Telephones.

Half a mile through mountain
trail brings one to the opposite side

of the plateau where a second tower
of more modest proportions surveys
an additional segment of valley and
hillside. Several times a day, from
early Spring to late Fall, the ranger
makes his round from station to sta-

tion scrutinizing the surrounding
country for signs of mischief. Any-
thing suspicious is immediately re-

ported to the nearest ranger or in-

spector by telephone, the instrument
being located in the ranger's cabin
a short distance down the mountain
trail. The theory of this arrange-
ment is undoubtedly good, but the
practice is even better. Anyone
acquainted with forest travel will

recognize that the range of vision of
a man climbing a trail or walking
along a settler's road is limited to a
few rods or at best a few miles. By
the combined elevation of the moun-
tain top and the lookout tower one
man may survey accurately more

territory than possibly two hundred
men down on the forest level. The
telephone line at the cabin is con-

nected some miles away with private

wires belonging to lumber and pulp

companies and leads ultimately into

Buckingham and the manager s offi-

ce in the City of Ottawa. The Asso-
ciation is developing its telephone
facilities as speedily as possible and
will soon have the aid of a new line

forty miles in length from River
Desert to Tomasine Depot, built by
W. C. Edwards and Co., Limited,

which will eventually be carried to

Lapine Depot in the Gatineau limits

of the company.
The staff of the Association con-

sists of Mr, Graham as manager,
four inspectors, and fifty-eight ran-

gers. While the extent of territory,

13,000 square miles, might make this

staff seem inadequate during a dan-
gerous season, their efficiency is

very greatly increased by their

power of summoning any foreman
employed by a limit-holding mem-
ber to turn over his staff of men at

a moment's notice for fire fighting

purposes. The company so called

upon charges the time of the men
against the Association. The advan-
tage of this scheme is obvious, for

with logging camps within reach of
fires, the ranger can often com-
mandeer plenty of good help, tools,

and commissariat supplies, which
are points of the highest importance
in modern forest protection.

Protection's Big Dividends.

What of the practical money-sav-
ing results? As with the elder-

brother of the St. Maurice, the limit

holders in the first twelve months of
organized operation have received
higher dividends from saved timber
than were ever paid to them by their

sales of manufactured lumber. Oc-
casionally one encounters a limit-

holder who contends that he never
heard of so many fires until the
scientific fire ranging systems came
into existence. The reason for his

remark is hardly mystifying. In the
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'good old days' fires were not usually

seen nor their extent estimated un-
less tiiey cleaned out the logging
camp itself. A lumberjack usually
guessed at a burn as some farmers
guess at a morning's tramp—'a-mile-

and-a-bit'—and let it go at that.

Secondly, the fire risk in the 'good
old days' was minimized by the iso-

lation of the forests from settle-

ment. To-day, scarcely a limit in

any province but is cut into and rim-
med about bv settlers, the most pro-
lific of all fire causes. Railways have
also spread into the forest districts

bringing with them a measure of
danger. It is undeniable that the
information regarding burned-over
areas secured by rangers of the two
Quebec associations amazed the
limit holders, some of whom almost
refused to believe that losses in the
past had been so considerable. It
is equally undeniable that with the

organization of the limit holders for

forest guarding purposes, the annual
losses have been cut to a fraction.

The total cost of guarding the terri-

tory of the Lower Ottawa last year
amounted to .2995 of a cent per acre

while one-dollar per acre per annum
is a very modest estimate of the ap-
preciation of average woodlands.

Non-political Management.

Beyond any other lesson which
the success of the Lower Ottawa
and the St. Maurice schemes con-
tains is the identity of skilled (and
non-political) management and effi-

cient results. The inspectors and
manager have absolute authority to

'hire and fire.' Rangers are held
under strict discipline at all times
and during the past two seasons a*

number of dismissals have taken
place. The system of inspection is

unrelenting; a ranger may be called
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upon at any time to explain his

movements within a given period

and and if unable to do so satisfac-

torily his place is taken by a more

promising person. No 'pensioners'

of the lumber companies, no over-

aged or decrepit hangers-on of the

local member of parliament or legis-

lature, are given any consideration

in appointments. Young and vig-

orous men are invariably selected

and kept at tension by frequent in-

spection. Surely the reason for the

smartness and reliability of the

associations' rangers supplies equal-

ly the reason why so many of the

political systems of the provincial

governments succeed in wasting
scores of thousands of public money
and getting second-rate results. The
choosing of men on merit, and their

frequent inspection by officials who
are empowered to dismiss on the

spot, are two of the reasons why
Ontario, for instance, is saddled
with a high annual outlay for fire

protection and at the same time
does not secure more than a fraction

of the actual service rendered under
the system of the limit-holders asso-

ciations.

WAR'S TOLL OF FORESTERS
What a tremendous infoad has

been made upon the ranks of pro-

fessional foresters in Europe is indi-

cated by the transformation in the

pages of French and German fores-

try journals hitherto devoted to con-

structive discussion and reports of

their professional progress. The
December number of "Zeitschrift fur

Forst-und Jagdwesen" comprised 63

pages and of this number 33 pages

were devoted to obituaries of fores-

ters of various ranks who fell during

the early months of the war.

The March number of the same
periodical comprises 97 pages, of

which number 73 pages are devoted

to the obituaries of foresters who fell

during the early part of the war.

Abstracts from a few of these obitu-

aries are subjoined.

"Dudolf Prinz, a forestry student,

age 20, went to the field on August
4th, participated in numerous battles

about St. Quentin and Maubeuge
without being injured. While storm-
ing a little village north of Reims
he was wounded heavily by a shell

and died a few minutes later. His
comrades buried him in a solitary

grave on the border of the forest La
Ville aux bois."

"Forstrefendar Gunther Rodegra,
a reserve officer, age 28, was shot
through the head while observing
the position of the enemy with a

field glass. He is buried in the cem-
etery of a cloister in Herok la Ville,

Belgium."
"Forstrefendar Dietrich von Hey-

desbrand und der Lase, lieutenant in

the army, age 24, was heavily
wounded on the night of August
23rd while his company was retreat-

ing. He spent the night, together
with other wounded comrades, in a

barn trying to treat their wounds,
but death claimed him in the gray of

the morning."
"Forstassessor Curt Kunckel, lieu-

tenant in the army, age 26, was kill-

ed near Verdun on August 10th.

The battalion to which he belonged
had to retreat before burying their

dead. It is hoped that the enemy or
the inhabitants of the region buried
him. His resting place is unknown."

"Forstassessor Alexander Weyer-
mann, lieutenant in the army, was
killed in France, August 24th. The
captain of the company wrote a let-

ter to his parents of which the fol-

lowing is a part: 'Your son was shot
through the heart—a painless death,
on August 24th.'

"
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The forest nursery beds at St. Williams are independent of rain-

fall. View shows the sprays at work on the hardwoods. The streams
may be adjusted to any angle.

A MODEL TREE NURSERY
When a magician produces from

an empty hat a pair of rabbits, and
half a wardrobe, he is given credit

by many folks with defying the laws
of vision and upsetting gravity. It

is only within the last few years that

those Canadians even slightly ac-

quainted with forest conditions ad-

mitted the possibility of planting up
barren tracts. They believed in it

only as an experiment offering occu-
pation and instruction to professors
and students of forestry schools.

But as a dividend payer, as a busi-

ness proposition challenging atten-

tion from municipalities and farmers
with waste land in their possession,
a good many people turned it aside
as an interesting riddle good enough
for the juggler's platform and for no
other place.

While private effort has done
something in the way of forest nur-
series and planting up of sandy or
rocky lands, to bring them again to

their original crops of timber, it

necessarily required the resources
and stability of provincial govern-
ments to carry such undertakings to
success. Quebec has done excellent
work on the sand plains of Lachute
fas described in the August "Jour
nal"), and the nurseries at Berthier
ville. The Editor paid a visit on
September 14th to the Ontario Gov-
ernment nurseries and plantations
near St. Williams, Ont. (Norfolk
County) a part of the country highly
favorable to growth, as is 'testified

by the productivity of the fruit
farms and the presence of such tree
species as the Sassafras, Tulip,
Black Gum, Walnut, etc.

1800 Acres Under Care.

The first impression of the Gov-
ernment Nurseries in Norfolk is of

extremely tidy appearance and busi-

ness-like, economical planning.

With the sand lands taken over from
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farmers at about five dollars an acre,

there are now 1800 acres under con-

trol 15 acres being actually in the

nursery. Looking across the pro-

perty, it seemed hard to believe that

five years back the place looked one

of the most dismal farming pros-

pects of the neighborhood, with a

few scattered sheds, broken fences,

and long strips of blow sand and

boulders. It bears an appearance

to-day of painstaking cultivation

and has in all its equipment the mark
of scientific management.
Under the guidance of Mr. E. J.

Zavitz, Provincial Forester of On-
tario, Prof. J. H. White, of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Forest School,

and Superintendent Newman, the

Editor of the Journal was given an

opportunity of investigating many
phases of the work.
The nursery beds represent all the

native growing conifers, such as

white, Scotch and jack pine, white

and Norway spruce, Douglas fir,

tamarack, etc., and a wide variety

of hardwoods. The evergreen seeds

are obtained in the neighborhood or

purchased from dealers and are

planted in rows. The growth is re-

markably rapid and uniform, the

little plants appearing sturdy and
well rooted. Conditions of sun and
moisture are controlled to a maxi-
mum degree by adjustable shades
which can be rolled over the beds
or removed at will. Series of per-

forated pipes, connected with the

main water tower holding five thou-

sand gallons, are arranged over the

beds so that a gentle "rain-fall" is

always at the command of the nur-

sery superintendent, rendering the

growth independent of natural mois-
ture. The beds are kept entirely

free from weedy growths and pro-

duce results, of course, far out-

stripping anything encountered in

the natural forest. Transplanting,
which bunches the roots and renders
the young tree fit for the harder
conditions of the open field, is also

carried on in one of the adjacent
fields where rows of sorghum, three

to five feet high, and five feet apart,

have been utilized to give winter
protection to fall-planted stock.

Transplanting in both spring and
fall distributes the burden of labor

and affords an opportunity for in-

teresting observations. Between the

sorghum rows, a gang of men was
seen engaged in the planting opera-

tion. By a division of duty, one man
cut with his spade along a stretched

cord indicating the position of the

trench. A second laborer spaded
back the earth. Immediately in his

tracks came .the planter, accom-
panied by an assistant who held the

pail of moistened and protected
white pine transplants. With a

speed nearly incredible, the planter

placed a tree against the straight

wall of. the trench, banked in suffi-

cient earth about it. and so con-
tinued with succeeding trees. On
his heels came another worker who
further filled in the trench, stamped
down the surface and raked it level.

The mechanical certainty of these
operations and the economy of effort

result in a planting record of 2,000
trees per man per day. After the
first winter, the sorghum has ser-

ved its purpose of wind protection
and retaining the snows and is cut
down.

Six Year Pine Growth.

Other parts of the nursery and
plantation display quite as interest-

ing and remarkable undertakings.
Six years ago. the Department set

out in a stretch of blow sand cross-
ing the property many thousands of

tiny jack pine and Scotch pine trans-

plants. At that time the plantation
averaged a few inches high and
could have been uprooted in a few
hours by one man. To-day, how-
ever, hundreds of the trees stand
nine and ten feet high, and so dense
is their growth and so strong the

individual trees that a stampede of

steers would make little progress in

a head-on collision. Scotch and
Jack pine show about equally good
results. Even at their present stage
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they represent very considerable

money value—a potential forest

which some day will give wood
crops and render every square rod

of the sandy waste as good a rev-

enue producer as can be found in the

county.
Hardwoods are also grown in en-

ormous quantities, such varieties as

ash and hard maple, elm, nettle tree,

etc., reaching a growth in one year's

time that surprises all who guage
tree growing possibilities by unaid-
ed natural processes. These, too,

are kept in perfect condition by
weeding and artificial moisture.
On the property owned by the De-

partment are substantial areas of

hardwood and mixed forest. They
have been heavily interplanted with
evergreens which are showing good
development and will, in time,
greatly improve the value of the
woodlands. Means of protection
against fire have been taken in all

sections of the property, four miles

of ploughed fire guards, carefully

tented, traversing the timbered sec-

tions and keeping the young growth
clear of risk.

Planting Up the Sands.

Of course, one of the first objects

of establishing the Government
Nurseries in Norfolk County was to

bring it into direct relation to the
problem of barren lands. Thi^ will

be dealt with in a subsequent, arti-

cle. Norfolk County, which in

parts, has ideal fertility of soil, pos-

sesses ten thousand acres of sand in

one block in the townships of Wal-
singham and Charlotteville. To re-

claim this once useful area to the

purposes of timber growing, so that

no square mile of the county shall

bear the stigma of 'barren,' has for

some years engaged the attention of

the Department. Large tracts have
been planted many hundreds of

thousands of trees being taken for

this purpose from the nurseries.

A thick growth of Scotch and jack pine at St. Williams, six years
from the nursery, or about nine years from seed.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will be sent to any address for one dollar s year.
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A COLONY OF FAKE SETTLERS
When visitors to Canada are

shown the natural wonders of Que-
bec Province, the fertile fields, rich

forests and lisheries, it is to be re-

gretted that the experience could not

be spiced by a day's journey through
Boyer and Campbell and a few other

townships traversed by the railway

from Montreal to Mont Laurier.

The condition which has won for

Boyer township the notoriety of

harboring the greatest number of

fake settlers of any township in the
province was brought about by a

combination of causes, some of them
obvious, and not a few obscure.
Against the wrongs which have been
perpetrated in Boyer the Canadian
Forestry Journal offers a whole-
hearted protest in the belief that
when the actual facts are ascertained
by the authorities at Quebec a stop
will be put to an indefensible prac-
tice.

A Soil of Gravel and Boulder.

The Secretary of the Association
made an examination of Boyer dur-
ing the past month and saw parts
of other townships involved in the
same charge. Settlers are pouring
into the newly-opened districts very
rapidly. They are filling up the lots
along the new government roads,
bringing their families with them,
building log cabins and preparing
for a thorough-going picnic on the
timber resources about them. There
exists practically no agricultural
soil, certainly in no such quantity as
would justify an unbroken line of
land farmers devoting their lives to
developing field crops. Information,
as much as is available, indicates
that reports on the township, made
by soil experts, condemned it abso-
lutely as a farming proposition and
advised that it be held under timber
for all time to come. Any one with
average eyesight will

'

recognize
these experts reports as decidedly

conservative. Farm after farm, seen
by the writer, presented a picture of

gravelly, boulder-strewn soil, on
which rank weeds could barely ob-
tain nourishment. Some clearings

showed considerably more area of

rock than earth. On others a patch
of wheat had been sown in a pocket
and left there to reproduce each
season and supply 'evidence' that the

occupant was a real farmer and not
a timber grafter. Abandoned cabins
were frequent. In their vicinity lay

shattered remnants of one-story
barns and for a radius of hundreds
of yards rocks and more rocks and
still more rocks told of an acreage
useful under timber and absolutely
valueless in a cleared state.

An Unchecked Abuse.

Practically all the timber lands in

Boyer are under license to lumber
firms. They have been paying rents

upon them to the Quebec Govern-
ment. If the soil were adaptable to

agriculture, no reasonable objection

could be offered to the cutting of

timber and sowing crops. But there

can be no compromise whatever on
the necessity of holding rocky,

sandy soil for the one purpose de-

signed by Nature—the growing of

trees. No doubt this is the official

point of view of the Quebec Gov-
ernment, but for some reason the

abuse of common sense in Boyer
township has been allowed to go on
year after year.

The fake settler is not usually the

misguided person outlined by sym-
pathetic observers. He is part of a
'system' which has as its object the
procuring of free, or nearly free,

timber. The owner of a small saw-
mill finds that a road has been
driven through a belt of particularly

inviting growth. He locates his mill

in the district and by direct or in-

direct encouragement brings to his

neighborhood scores of home-
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This is a "homestead" in Boyer Township. According to the fake

settler's patent, he is to sow this in cereals or garden truck. As a

matter of fact he has no intention whatever of farming. His sole

object is to strip the land of timber and move on On the patch

shown in the photograph he has fairly well succeeded.

steaders who are allowed under the tion well nigh impossible Having

law to pre-empt lots one mile deep no permanent mterest m the locality

without payment of a penny. The he uses fire for his own convenience

settler immediately commences to

cut his timber and deliver it at the

sawmill. Knowing full well that

trees are the only crop the 'home-

stead' will produce, he proceeds to

'skin' the property, observing no

diameter limit, such as applies to the ^ .

lumberman, and leaves it bare of 'homestead provide the settler and

growth and makes natural reproduc- his friend the sawmill owner with

and if it escapes into neighboring

forest, the fact gives him no worry.

He is there for a day and some one

else can worry about to-morrow.

Good Profits Made.

These 'skinning' operations on the

A bleak and barren hillside from which the settler has cut the

timber clean, leaving only a useless blot of gravel ridges and boulders.

There is little pretence of farming operations.
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abundance of free timber which they

market at a very good profit.

Naturally, the reports of profits have

gone far and wide, inducing others

to follow the same trail and make a

living out of another helpless limit-

holder. If these fake settlers were
encountered only occasionally and
were sandwiched in with good farm
land and good farmers, a protest of

this order would lose much of its

force. But the trespassers referred

to can be found in rows, mile after

mile, with the inevitable sawmill
occupying the banks of some water
power. Once the timber is stripped

and the land left useless the settler

and his comrade of the sawmill
move along to greener fields, make
fresh application for a 'homestead.'

and usually succeed in establishing

themselves.
This is a glaring evil to which the

Canadian Forestry Journal calls the

attention of the Quebec authorities

in full confidence that they will take

adequate action.

PROGRESS ON T. AND N. O. RY.

While information regarding fire

protection along the Temiskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway sel-

dom is encountered in print, it re-

mains a gratifying fact that the

Commission in control of the road's

operations is fully alive to the re-

sponsibilities in this direction and
has accomplished already more than
has been generally credited. In a

recent interview, Mr. J. L. Engle-
hart, Chairman of the Commission,
outlined to the Secretary of the Can-
adian Forestry Association the fire

protection plan which had been fol-

lowed for several years past. Mr.
Englehart affirmed the determina-
tion of all members of the Board to
provide for the road the very best
fire protection equipment possible,
realizing that upon the forest growth
of Northern Ontario a considerable
portion of the revenue of the road
will necessarily depend.
As evidence of the Board's practi-

cal interest, six tank cars holding
five-thousand gallons each were
placed in commission last season.
These cars were fully equipped for
all emergencies with specially train-
ed crews to operate them. It so
happened that the cars were not
called into use last season or thus
far in 191.S, although they have been
held ready for immediate service at

different parts of the line. The
right-of-way, Mr. Englehart said,

had been kept clear of dangerous
growth by regular cutting and burn-
ing, and on many parts of the line,

clearings had been made to a depth
greatly exceeding that of the priv-

ate-owned railways. Whether these

supplementary clearings had served
a useful purpose, Mr. Englehart did

not say.

In addition to the fire rangers
placed on the railway by the Pro-
vincial Government, the cost of

which is collected wholly from the

Commission, additional rangers have
been stationed in sections offering

special risk. This year will involve

a cost of twenty thousand dollars on
the railway's part for fire rangers
alone. It is noteworthy that veloci-

pedes and speeders are seldom if

ever used, the rangers being in-

structed to perform their duties on
foot. This requires considerably
more men than where mechanical
accessories are employed. Doubt-
less as this truth becomes more evi-

dent to those responsible for the

system, the foot patrolmen will be
improved upon by the use of the
track machines.
The prevention of settlers' fires

along the right-of-way has been one
of the most perplexing problems
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which the Commission has had to

face. For several years an educa-

tional campaign has been carried on

by means of placards and literature

of various kinds aiming to persuade

the settlers to observe common-
sense methods of burning their

brush and slash. Of course. On-

ism supplemented the argument of

the Railway Commissioners.
Very naturally, settlers' fires have

been encountered frequently in

Northern Ontario, with undoubtedly
substantial losses to the surround-
ing districts and the province at

larere.

One of the splendid fields of grain bordering the lines of the

Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway. Five large modern

barns may be counted in the distance.

tario's lack of a permit law did not

facilitate the efforts of the Board in

this worthy direction. Everything

is left to the settlers' voluntary co-

operation. No such powerful lever-

age as the Quebec and British Co-

lumbia legal penalties for incendiar-

The Chairman and his colleagues

are fully alive to the importance of

forest protection work and are eager

to take all steps within their power

to bring about a thorough and effec-

tive co-operation between the rail-

way, its officers, and the residents in

the country which it traverses.

Considerable advance has been Manitoba 2,606,400

made in Canada in the setting apart Saskatchewan 6,195.705.6

of forest reserves. At the present Alberta .••••-.• 16,813,376

time there are forest reservations British Columbia (in

throughout the Dominion as fol- Railway Belt) 2,417,638.4

lows: British Columbia (out-

Quebec 107.997,513 side Railway Belt). 2,474,240,

Ontario' 14,430.720 making a total of 152,935,593 acres.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will be sent to any address for one dollar a year.
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PROBLEM OF SLASH DISPOSAL
By

Clyde Leavitt,

Chief Fire Inspector, Board of Railway Commissioners; Forester, Commission of

Conservation; Director, Canadian Forestry Association.

Beyond any doubt, fire is and always

has been the greatest enemy of the forest.

Lumbermen, as a class, are therefore m-
terested in everything which pertams

directly or indirectly to the prevention

or control of forest fires. This is theore-

tically true, notwithstanding the fact

that, even yet, some lumbermen—now
happily a minority—apparently base their

practice upon the theory that for the

most part preventive measures are im-

practicable, and that only Divine Provi-

dence, through the agency of rain, is

able to extinguish a forest firfie once it

gets under way. When such lumbermen,
together with a considerable portion of

the general public, once realize what is

really practicable in the way of reduction

of the fire loss, and how well worth
while such results would be from every

point of view, a revolution in existing

policies and methods will follow that

will at once check the present process

of annually converting vast areas of

non-agricultural lands into a desert con-

dition.

Seven Starting Points.

Although material improvements have
taken place in recent years, still the situ-

ation as a whole is far from satisfactory

over any considerable area anywhere in

Canada. Some of the points in connec-
tion with which further action is urgent-
ly needed are as follows:

1. Adoption of the merit system for

the appointment of fire-rangers, replac-

ing the system of political appointments
now generally in effect.

2. Larger staffs of fire-rangers. For
the most part, the present staffs are in-

adequate to afford really efficient pro-
tection.

3. Appropriations on a much more
generous scale for the construction of
permanent improvements in forest sec-
tions, such as roads, trails, telephone
lines, lookout stations, etc. Such works
greatly facilitate the efforts of fire-rang-
ing staffs.

4. Closer supervision of fire-rangers in
the field. Experience shows conclusive-

ly that this is imperative, if efficient

results are to be secured. Too often, in

the past, fire-rangers have had practically

no supervision, and money thus spent is

largely wasted.
5. Closer co-operation between all in-

terests concerned with forest protection.

In provinces where the limit-holders are

required to bear the whole cost of fire-

ranging on their limits, as is generally
the case in eastern Canada, experience
shows that the best results are secured
by the organization of co-operative asso-

ciations. Of these, two are already in

existence in the province of Quebec,
covering an area of some fifteen million

acres. It is greatly to be hoped that this

movement will spread, not only in Que-
bec, but also into Ontario and the ]Mari-

time Provinces. There has been brought
out, in the work of co-operative fire pro-
tection, a curious attitude of mind on the

part of some of the men in charge of

logging operations of firms and corproa-
tions who are association members.
Either because they are too ignorant to

appreciate the value of fire protection or
are jealous of any intrusion on what
they consider their own special domain,
or are afraid that the crude and wasteful
way they carry on their operations will

be discovered, these men put obstacles
in the way of fire rangers and let their

subordinates and foremen see their hos-
tile attitude, with the result that fires

are set by drive crews, dam keepers and
other woods workers. This causes the
anomalous situation of a concern paying
several thousands .of dollars each year
to put out fires set by its own emplo3'ees,

all of which could be prevented by pro-
per discipline. The spirit of true co-
operation should be instilled into these
men bj' their managers. Only by real

co-operation and the elimination of petty
jealousies can the best results be accom-
plished.

Cut Over Lands.

6. A translation into practice of the

theory that it is both practicable and
desirable to afford protection to cut-

XoTE.—This article, written by Mr. Leavitt for the Canadian Forestry Associtaion,

appears also in the current issue, "(Sept. 15), of the "Canada Lumberman," of Tornoto.
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over and even to burned-over lands, in

order that the young forest growth may
have an opportunity to reach maturity.
Especially in Ontario, considerable areas
of cut-over limits are abandoned every
year by the limit-holders, and left with
little or no protection from fire. Re-
peated fires upon such lands turn them
rapidly into a non-productive or desert
condition. Such lands should be the
especial care of the Crown, thus ensur-
ing the perpetuation of the forest and
thereby the perpetuation of forest rev-
enues and forest industries. For the
most part, we are now subsisting upon
capital, which must necessarily become
exhausted in time. The restocking of
the cut-over lands will to a large extent
take place naturally, in time, if repeated
fires are prevented.

7. The reduction of the fire hazard
through safe disposal of inflammable de-
bris.

All the above features of the fire-pre-
vention programme are more or less
inter-related and inter-dependent. It is.

however, with the latter this article is
especially concerned.
There is now a well-recognized and

well-supported movement for the pre-
vention of city fires through the elimina-
tion of unnecessary hazards. Similarly,
the railways and other industrial con-
cerns have made much progress, through
the "safety first" movement, in the di-
rection of avoiding unnecessary acci-
dents and loss of life. The movement
for the more effective prevention of un-
necessary forest fires is just as logical
as either of the above, and is equally a
part of the general tendency toward
"safety first" in all lines on endeavor
affecting life or property.
The slash disposal problem has some-

times been considered as if it related
only to lumbering slash. This, however,
is not the case, and it may be of interest
to consider some other angles of the
situation as well.

(a). Debris on railway rights-of-way.
In former times, and more especially

(Continued on page 204.)

>irT--'- ^ ^

•''-j^^*** ^'

An unlopped spruce top. Such objects in a forest
constitute a grave danger. Held up from the ground the
branches retain their inflammability for twenty or more
years. In case of ground fire they not only supply fresh
fuel but are apt to carry fire into the tops of adjacent trees.
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CODDLING VS. CONTROLLING
The campaign carried on by the Can-

adian Forestry Association for statu-

tory control over settlers' fires in every

province of the Dominion, has found

endorsement from a great many news-

paper editors.

The Quebec Telegraph thus refers to

the failure of Ontario to tackle the

question from any angle, and the Que-

bec tendency to fight shy of drastic

penalties upon guilty settlers:

"With little or nothing themselves to

lose, these pioneers of the woods cause

too often immense loss and damage to

others and yet it is considered almost

a crime in the province to speak dis-

paragingly of them or their practic^^s

or to do anything but pap-feed and

encourage them in every possible way
when the proper thing would be to

punish them severely for failing to

take the necessary precautions to do

no injury to their neighbors. The
evil results of coddling these people

are too frequently to be seen in the

destruction of many of our most val-

uable timber limits and vast quantities

of our forest products."

"Le Pauvre Colon."

"It is sad to think that so much de-

struction must recur almost every

year and that we are still to a great

extent powerless to stop it. L^n-

doubtedly, the Government's fire sup-

pression and forest service has given

excellent results in that direction, but

it cannot cope altogether successfully

with an evil so insidious and so wide-

spread, nor can it hope ever to do so

effectually until it boldly throttles and
crushes the chief cause of that evil.

Reference is had to the practice of al-

lowing backwoods settlers to set fire

to their choppings in the prosecution

of their land-cleaning operations. It is

your pauvre colon who in nine cases

out of ten is responsible for our bush
fires and the great destruction which

they too often occasion,, and not the

anglers or hunters, who frequent the

woods at this season and who, together

with their guides, are, as a rule, ex-

ceedingly careful about the fires which
they set during their outings in the

bush. For the one forest fire accident-

ly caused by these dozens and dozens

of them arise from the practice of set-

ting fire for land-cleaning purposes

owing to the improper times chosen

by settlers to carry on their 'burns,'

their utter disregard of all safety con-

ditions and their carelessness or neg-

lect in watching the fires which they

start.

A Word for Ontario.

To which the Cochrane (Ont.)

"Claybelt" adds

:

\\diat is said here of the province of

Quebec is equally true of the province

of Ontario. Fortunately the weather

has been favorable this year and heavy

rains checked the incipient conflag-

rations before too much damage was

done, but the utter disregard of some

of the settlers how far a fire might

run and what forest wealth it might

consume beyond their own limits, so

long as it cleans their lots for the culti-

vation of a few acres, is such a serious

menance that more drastic steps will

have to be taken to teach the settler

that he cannot burn down his own
neighbors' lots unremittingly. Now
is the time to put the fire protection

business on a dififerent and more effec-

tive basis so that we start the next

season right."

Rangers AI. V. Allen and F. B. Ed-
wards, of the Canadian Mounted
Rifles, are at Shornclifife.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will he sent to any address for one dollar a year.
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GUARDING THE RESERVES

The proportion of the area of forest reserves burned over in igi4 tvas two one-
hundredths of one per cent.

Big improvement was made in securing brush disposal after lumbering.
Campers, surveyors and prospectors were the greatest individual causes of fires.

More intensive patrol will be necessary in dry years.

Settlers fires in prairie provinces require stricter control by an amended law.

The annual report of the Director of

Forestry for 1914 as recently issued

contains information of decided im-

portance and interest and every reader

of the Canadian Forestry Journal

should avail himself of a copy.

In the summary, Mr. R. H. Camp-
bell, the Director, says in part:

"As far as control of the fire situa-

tion is concerned, the past year has

been a very satisfactory one. The pro-

portion of the area of the forest re-

serves burned over was only two one-

hundredths of one per cent, and of the

area outside of forest reserves nine

one-hundredths of one per cent.

While this is largely due to the fav-

ourable season, the good result is also

due to a considerable extent to the in-

crease in numbers and efficiency of the

staff of rangers, to the increased fac-

ilities for preventing fire in the forest

reserves, due to the improvements
such as roads, trails, telephone lines.

and lookout stations (which make ac-

cess to the reserve easier and enable
the rangers to reach fires quickly), to

the education of the public as to the

danger of fire, and to the enforcement
of the special provisions of the Rail-

way Act relating to railways. The or-

ganization of the work has been more
thorough and on the whole, with some
exceptions, the personnel of the ran-
ger staff has advanced both in qualifi-

cation and efficiency. If it were ar-
ranged that appointments were made
on special qualifications for the work
required and that appointments were
to be permanent during good behav-
iour and efficiency, a decided forward

step would be taken which should en-

sure the placing of the staff on a per-

manent basis of efficiency.

A decided advance has been made in

the question of brush disposal after

lumbering operations, and it is to be
regretted that this branch has not been
authorized to take up the matter as it

relates to the timber berths held un-
der license in the forest reserves.

Work of Fire Rangers.

In regard to fire ranging, the Dir-

ector says

:

"The fire patrol outside of the forest

reserves covers the large extent of

more or less forested land from the

southeastern boundary of ^Manitoba

through the northern part of Mani-
toba. Saskatchewan and Alberta, an
extent of 205,344 square miles. It also

covers most of the Railway Belt in the

province of British Columbia. The
patrol is carried out as fully as the ap-

propriation will permit, but the large

extent of territory involved makes the

patrol for each fire ranger very large

and the educative work done by the

ranger is more effective than the ac-

tual work of extinguishing fires.

There were twelve fire-ranging dis-

tricts, each under charge of a chief fire

ranger.

The districts and number of fire ran-

gers employed were as follows :

—

The number of fires reported was
511. and the total area burned over
was 149,456 acres, of which over one-

half was grass-land, so that the pro-

portion of the forested area which was
burned over was about nine one-hun-
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dredths of 1 per cent. The small ex-

tent of the area burned is due to the

fact that the season was a favourable

one in most districts, but it is evident

also that the rangers have been doing
more thorough work from the number
of fires reported extinguished.

Main Causes of Fires.

Campers, surveyors, and prospectors

were the greatest individual causes of

fires, and as these are ever changing
and therefore the educative work of

the rangers has little opportunity for

efifect, it is evident that a more inten-

sive patrol will be necessary in dry
years. Locomotives were the second
greatest individual cause of fires,but

with a more thorough organization of

the patrol on railways which is being
perfected each year, this source of

danger should in time be controlled,

and this would cover the several other

causes of fires that occur along the

railways.

Clearing of land by settlers is a third

great cause of fire, and it is desirable

that some change in the provincial fire

Act of the provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta should be
made which would give a better con-
trol of this cause of fire, such as is

given by the permit system for setting

out fire under the British Columbia
Fire Act.

I would call particular attention to

the statement of the inspector of fire

ranging that by far the greater pro-

portion of fires started which are ex-
tinguished by our rangers result from
the surrounding conditions of the

woods as regards slash and debris.

This emphasises the fact that one of
the most necessary preventive meas-
ures in regard to fire is to get rid of
the debris and slash from lumbering
operations, road-cutting or other

work."

Conditions of Logging.

The latter observation of the Direc-
tor has an interesting relation to the

plan followed by the Forestry Branch
in disposing of timber on an area of

7,360 acres in the valley of the Clear-

water river to the Brazeau Collieries,

Limited. Says the report

:

"A careful examination of this tract

was made by a forester, and it was
found that a large proportion of the

timber which was of a size suitable for

cutting into lumber was over 200 years

old and consequently overmature, and
that it was advisable that the sale

should be made. The tract was es-

timated to have a stand of 4,500,000
feet, board measure, of timber, and
9.700.000 lineal feet of mining proos.

This tract was therefore put up for

sale by auction, at an upset price of

$2 per thousand feet, board measure,
for a period of eight years, and the

price realized was $2.60 per thousand
feet, which bid was submitted by the

Brazeau Collieries. The sale was
made subject to the following con-

ditions :

—

(1) That no trees shall be cut

which are designated bv the forest

ofiicer as being required to ensure
the reproduction of the timber, the

protection of the watershed, or any
other beneficial public service

;

(2) That the purchaser shall take

out all material that is merchantable
from the timber cut and shall not

cause any unnecessar}^ w^aste of

timber

;

(3) That no unnecessary damage
shall be caused to the young growth
or to any trees that are designated

as not to be cut

;

(4) That the debris of logging

operations shall be piled and burned

or otherwise disposed of in accord-

ance with the instructions of thefor-

est officer;

(5) That the purchaser shall take

all necessary precautions to prevent

the starting or spread of fire from
his operations

;

(6) That for fighting fire in the

vicinity of, or threatening, the tract,

the purchaser shall give, free of

charge, the assistance of the men
employed by him."
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YOUNG PEOPLE'S ARBOR

CONDUCTED BY JAMES LAWLER.

In other issues of the Canadian
Forestry Journal we have talked

about the different kinds of trees.

In this one we will think about the

wood that comes from those trees.

No Canadian boy or girl should

€ver get into the habit of thinking

that all woods are alike, or that

something is "just wood." Wood is

a most wonderful structure, and
€ach kind of wood is fitted for some
special use. There is no "best"

wood, because the best wood from
which to make the back of a violin

is not the best wood to use for the

Iceel of a ship and so for other uses.

The Weed Trees.

Canada has many kinds of trees.

Some of these in the past we have
called "weed" trees, but we are now
remembering that a famous man has
said that a weed is only a plant for

which we have not yet found the
proper use. In the last few years
we have discovered many new uses
for wood so that trees that were
once "weeds" are now valuable. As
there are many trees for which we
still have not found the best use,
every Canadian should endeavor to
learn all he or she can about our
woods, so that we may all assist in
finding that use and so that Canada
may become a pleasanter, a richer
and a more powerful country.

Telling Them Apart.

While boys and girls born in
countries that have no forests may
be, perhaps, excused from knowing
much about trees, would it not be a
fine thing if every Canadian bov and
girl could say "that is a pine tree,"
"that is a spruce tree," or upon be-
ing shown a piece of wood could

examine it and tell whether it is

pine, or cedar or maple? If you
have not seen the little booklet,

"Twenty Canadian Trees," send to

the Secretary of the Canadian For-
estry Association for one which will

help you in gaining one part of this

knowledge.
The other part, at present, you

must gain from examining different

pieces of wood, in and about your
home, the furniture, floors, doors,
fences, etc., and asking people to tell

you. Any carpenter will tell you
the names of the different kinds of
wood he uses and in many schools
there are collections.

How Woods Are Used.

The plan of using different woods
for different purposes, while it has
been carried further in recent years
is not new.
The Bible speaks frequently of

wood being selected for some par-
ticular purpose as the cedars of Le-
banon used in building Solomon's
temple and so on. In history we
read of the English oak used in the
old wooden battle ships, and many
battles were won by England's fani-

ous archers with their cloth yard
bows of yew.

In America the Indians knew the
uses of different kinds of wood. In
Longfellow's poem, "Hiawatha,"
the hero thus goes about asking the
different trees to give him wood to
build his birch canoe

:

Htazvatha's Canoe.

"Give me of your bark, O Birch Tree!
Lay aside your cloak, O Birch Tree!
Lay aside your white skin wrapper,
For the summer time is coming
And the sun is warm in Heaven,
And you need no white skin wrapper."
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And the tree with all its branches
Rustled in the breeze of morning
Saying with a sigh of patience:

"Take my cloak, O Hiawatha!"

"Give me of your boughs, O Cedar!"
My canoe to make more steady.

Make more strong and firm beneath
me.

Through the summit of the Cedar
Went a sound—a cry of horror,
But it whispered, bending downward,
"Take my boughs, O Hiawatha."

"Give me of your roots, O Tamarack!
Of your fibrous roots, O Larch Tree!
My canoe to bind together."
And the Larch with all its fibres.

Shivered in the air of morning,
Touched his forehead with his tassels,

Said, with one long sigh of sorrow,
"Take them all, O Hiawatha."

"Give me of your balm, O Fir Tree!
Of your balm and of your resin.

So to close the seams together.
That the water may not enter
And the river may not enter."
And the Fir Tree tall and sombre,
Answered wailing, answered weeping,
"Take my balm, O Hiawatha."

J

Thus the birch canoe was builded
In the valley by the river
And the forest life was in it

"All its mystery and its magic.
All the lightness of the birch tree,

All the toughness of the Cedar,
All the Larch's supple sinews;
And it floated on the river
Like a yellow leaf in autumn
Like a yellow water lilly.

The Deacon's One Horse Shay.

A very clever observer, Dr. Oliver
Wendell Holmes, has put into a

humorous poem called "The Dea-
con's One Horse Shay" the result

of the work of a wise old deacon
who was determined to build a

chaise of materials so carefully

selected that no one part would give
out before the other. Dr. Holmes
writes of the building:

"So the Deacon enquired of the village
folk

Where he could find the strongest oak
That couldn't be split nor bent nor

broke,

—

That was for spokes and floors and
sills;

He sent for lancewood to make the
thills;

The crossbars were ash from the
straightest trees;

The panels of whitewood that cuts like

cheese.
But lasts like iron for things like these;

The hubs of the logs of the "Settler's

ellum,"

—

Last of the timber—they couldn't sell

'em.
Never an axe had seen their chips,

And the wedges flew from between
their lips,

Their blunt ends frizzled like celery
tips."

After explaining the good quali-

ties of the iron, steel, leather and
other materials which went into the

carriage he tells how it lasted one
hundred years' and then says :

"Little of all we value here
Wakes on the morn of its hundredth

year
Without both feeling and looking queer.
In fact there's nothing that keeps its

youth.
So far as I know, but a tree and truth."

Thus the deacon's experiment was
a great success and while we must
leave you to find out by reading the
poem how the end of the chaise
came in one grand smash when
everything went into powder at

once, yet we would advise you to go
over the woods he mentions. See if

you can name the trees on the
streets or in the woods and if you
can identify the wood in the wagon-
maker's shop the next time you have
a chance to visit one.

No loyal citizen of Northern Ontario
will contend that forest fires perform
the slightest good senace for any part

of the community. The prospector,

who deliberately sets fire to a forest

so as to uncover the rocks, is actually

forfeiting for himself and his comm-
unity the biggest gold mine which the

country possesses. He is threatening

the employment of hundreds of men,
who in a few years, will look to that

particular belt of timber to provide
them with jobs.- (Smith's Falls News)
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FOREST FIRE SITUATION

The year 1915 promises to con-

tinue its normal record of forest fire

conflagrations in Eastern Canada
and the prairie provinces. Reports
made to "The Canadian Forestry

Journal" from the various parts of

the Dominion indicate that frequent
rainfalls and the promise of further

showers, as prophesied by the

weather bureaus, w^ill give safe pas-

sage through the usual Fall period
of fire risk.

Some bad fires have been reported
from the Mackenzie River valley,

where merchantable timber and
much young growth exists. Details
of the damage are lacking at the pre-

sent time. Outside of this instance,

the prairie provinces have had the
protection of favorable weather for

more than a month past.

Outbreaks in Northern Ontario
and Quebec, reports say, have been
few and confined to small areas.

Victoria, B.C.. Sept. 6, 1915:—
Fifty-five fires have been reported
this season, some sixty acres in all

having burned over, with damage to

rather less than three hundred thou-
sand feet of standing timber. Ten
of these outbreaks affecting twenty
acres, and damaging about two-
thirds of the timber mentioned, were
due to lightning. Hot, dry, windy
weather for the past few months
rendered the position one of great
hazard, and it is a tribute to the effi-

ciency of the fire-wardens that the

losses and fire fighting expenditures
have been kept within comparatively
small limits. The splendid spirit of

co-operation existent throughout this

large district has been a valuable
asset, several instances having oc-

curred of settlers walking or riding

many miles in order to report the
outbreak of a fire.

Land-clearing by settlers has been
extensively undertaken this year,

and good crops are reported general-
ly, especially in view of the fact that
many areas are virgin ground, and
have been broken up for the first

time this year.

Fires have been mainly confined
to slashings, with attendant damage
to logging camps in a few cases.

GREAT DEMAND FOR BOOKLET

"Twenty Canadian Trees," a book-
let of twenty-four pages issued by
the Canadian Forestry Association
for general distribution, has now
reached a circulation of close to five-

thousand copies.

Requests have come from every
quarter of the Dominion during the
past six weeks, testifying to a very
live interest among the people of
Canada upon such points as the
identification of trees, a knowledge
of the uses to which woods are put,
and other questions briefly but suffi-

ciently treated in the booklet.

Arrangements have been made so

that future editions can be provided

for school boards, or philanthropic

individuals who may desire to dis-

tribute copies to pupils in the public

schools, churches, etc., at $2.00 per

hundred, or if bought in lots of a

thousand, $1.50 per hundred. It is

believed that many members of the

Association may like to secure one-

hundred or more for personal distri-

bution. Individual copies will, of

course, be supplied by the Secretary

without charge to all who send in a
request.
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PROBLEM OF SLASH DISPOSAL
(Continued from page 196.)

during the periods of early railway con-

struction, relatively little attention was
paid to the matter of safe disposal of

inflammable debris resulting from con-

struction work and from the annual
growth, on rights of way, of vegetation

such as grass, weeds, brush, etc. As a

result, many large and destructive fires

occurred, due to various causes, such as

locomotive sparks, coals dropped from
ash-pans, carelessness of railway em-
ployees and tramps, cigars and cigarettes

thrown from moving trains, etc. How-
ever, the Railway Act has for years re-

quired that the railways maintain their

rights of way in a condition free from
dead or dry grass, weeds and other un-
necessary combustible matter. During
the past few years, especially marked
improvement has been made in the con-
dition of railway rights of way, and the
fire hazard has been correspondingly
decreased. However, the hazard is by
no means eliminated altogether, on ac-
count of the large amount of inflam-
mable debris still remaining on lands
immediatel}' adjoining railway property.
Such lands include settlers' clearings,
timber limits, unlicensed crown lands,
and privately-owned forest lands, on
none of which has really adequate pro-
vision been made as yet for the protec-
tion of the public interest through re-
duction of the fire hazard. In other
words, in none of these cases has even
an approximation to the same degree of
efliciency in reducing the fire hazard yet
been secured as in the case of railway
rights of way.

(b). Settlers' Clearings. Practically
everyone (except the settlers directly
concerned) now recognizes that it is un-
desirable to permit settlement on lands
where the soil is not suitable for the
permanent production of agricultural
forest lands have been permitted to be
settled in the past, and the practice is

not even yet altogether stopped, largely
on account of local political pressure.
Aside from the direct injustice done lim-
it-holders, and the fact that such set-
tlers cannot make a decent living from
their lands after the timber is gone, the
practice of permitting such settlements
is directly contrary to good public policy,
on account of the great increase in the
danger of fire spreading to adjoining
timber lands. This danger exists also
in forested sections where settlement is

entirely legitimate, and is due in both
cases to the widespread carelessness of

settlers in disposing of their clearing

debris by burning at unsafe times.

Getting After Settlers.

The province of Quebec has a law forbidding
Ihe burning of settlers' slashings during certain

periods of the year, except vipon permit issued by
a forest office. However, the provision for the
enforcement of this act is inadequate, on account
of insufficient appropriations for personnel, and
on account of the difficulty in securing convic-
tions for the offender, or from political inter-

ference..
The government of Xew Brunswick has re-

cently improved the situation in that province
throufh the issuance of a regulation prohibiting
the burning of settlers' slashings in the settle-

ments of Hazen and Grimmer, except upon per-
mit from a forest officer. This provision should,,
however, be extended to the remaining forest
sections of the firovince, and adequate personnel
should be provided to make it effective.

In Ontario, there seems to be practically no
control over settlers' burning operations, and as
a result many serious fires have occurred, causing
the loss of quite a number of lives, as well as of
probably several millions of dollars worth of tim-
ber and other property. There would seem to be
no good reason why settlers' slash-burning opera-
tions in Ontaiio should not be closely supervised,
with either the establishment of a closed season
or of a peimit system. The necessity for such
action is fully recognized in British Columbia^
where a permit system is in effect, as well as in
Quebec and a section of New Brunswick. The
same is also true of the Dominion forest re-
serves in the west.
Undoubtedly, the lumbermen, both individually

and through their various organizations, could.
assist materially in hastening the day when action
will be taken to remedy the defects to which at-
tention is called above. Various agencies, in-
cluding the Commission of Conservation and the
Canadian Forestry Association, have made re-
peated representations along these lines, but such
reforms come slowly, and continuous pressure
from all available sources is apparently needed.
A general demand from the public will usually
be heeded, while, without it, action may be slow
in coming.

Menace of Road Slash.

(c). Road Slash. The provinces generally have
recognized the fact that slash resulting from
wagon road construction in forest sections con-
stitutes a serious fire menace, if allowed to re-
main piled up along the roadway. Especially
during recent years, provision has usually been
made for the pilin.g and burning of such debris^
at the time that construction has been under way,
care being taken to prevent the spread of the
resulting fires to adjacent timber lands. As to
debris along old roads, the situation is generally-
less satisfactory, and it will require years to
remedy this condition. The above is cited as one
more example of recognition that inflammable
debris in forest sections constitutes a distinct
menace to the public interest, and that measures
for its abatement are fully justified.

|d). Lumbering Slash. No one will deny that
lumbering slash constitutes a very serious fire
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hazard, or that in the great majority of cases

such slashings burn sooner or later, usually dur-

ing periods of drought, when the resulting dam-
age to soil, mature timber and young growth will

be greatest. The question concerning which the

difference of opinion arises is as to what it is

practicable to do about it. Since most of the

accessible merchantable timber is included within

timber limits on crown lands, this is a question

which for the most part involves the relations be-

tween the limit-holders on the one hand and the

respective governmental agencies on the other.

Particularly on lands cut over or about to be
cut over, the primary object of fire protection is

the perpetuation of the forest, by giving the

young growth a chance to mature. In this, the

public interest is dominant, and it is therefore

logical to expect at least the bulk of the added
expense to be borne by the public, or, in other
words, by the government. All experience, how-
ever, goes to show that, to_ be practicable, the
process of whatever system of brush disposal may
be decided upon, should be an integral part of the
logging operation, and must, therefore, be
handled by the operator. The added cost on ex-
isting limits can be very easily taken care of in
connection with the periodical re-adjustments of
ground rent and stumpage dues, by taking the
added requirement of brush disposal into con-
sideration and fixing the money payments accord-
ingly. On this basis, it could scarcely be main-
tained that a requirement for brush disposal by
limit-holders would be a hardship, especially since
all competitors, at least within the province tak-
ing such action, would be subjected to the same
requirements, in which event the market prices
would be based upon total costs, which would in-

clude brush disposal, and all operators would be
on an equal footing.

In the case of licenses to be issued in the
future, a provision requiring some suitable form
of brush disposal should be inserted in each li-

cense, and the tenders made on this basis. There
could in such cases be no claim of hardship to
the operator, since brush disposal would be
figitred into the cost of the operation and the pay-
ment for bonus adjusted accordingly. This is the
basis on which timber sales are handled in the
National Forests in the United States, and the
plan has worked admirably.

Only a beginning has been made, as yet, in the
matter of brush disposal on logging operations in
Canada. The question is, however, a live one and
will have to be dealt with in the course of time.

On Dominion Lands.

Timber licenses on Dominion Crown lands in
the west contain provisions under which brush
disposal can be required, though but little advan-
tage has so far been taken of them. The Do-
minion Forestry Branch, which has jurisdiction
over Dominion forest reserves exclusive of licen-
sed lands, has made considerable progress in
securing the piling and burning of brush on tim-
ber sale areas, which, however, are relatively
small in extent. It is, however, unfortunate that
no such action has been taken with regard to
timber limits on Dominion lands, which are under
the administration of another Branch. The desir-
ability of such action has, however, been fully
recognized through the insertion of adequate
provisions in the licenses, as above noted, and it
IS only a matter of time until thev will have to
be made effective.
The province of British Columbia has also re-

C9gnized the necessity for some form of brush
disposal, in order to permit the forest to per-
petuate Itself. Now licenses and sales contain
adequate provisions, and are enforced, and con-
siderable progress has also been made through
voluntary action of the holders of older licenses,
particularly in the Douglas fir coast region, where
the slash is burned broadcast, following a practi-
cally clean-cutting operation. Such burning is

done either in the spring or fall, when weather
conditions are favorable.

In Ontario, some few attempts have been made
by the provincial authorities to provide for brush
disposal, in connection with new sales of pine,

but no denite results have been secured. In this

matter, as is the case also in Quebec and New
Brunswick, the developments are mostly for the
future. Some experiments have been conducted
by the Laurentide Company on their Quebec
limits, and will be continued during the coming
winter. In Ontario, J. R. Booth has taken a
distinctly progressive step by piling and burning
the debris on a narrow strip through a portion of
his limits adjoining the Canadian Northern On-
tario railway, east of North Bay, in order to
reduce the menace to standing timber. Other
limit-holders could well afford to follow this ex-
ample. Through Algonquin Park, the - Ontario
authorities have, during the seasons of r9i4 and
1915, had a gang of men at work piling and burn-
ing the inflammable debris on a strip of land ad-
jacent to the Grand Trunk right of way. This
work has been carried forward in co-operation
with the railway company, the right of way be-
ing thoroughly cleared at the same time. The
beneficial results are unquestionable, and the pro-
ject reflects great credit upon all concerned.

In Quebec, there is promise of an entering
wedge, in the shape of a proposed order-in-coun-
cil, requiring the disposal of inflammable debris in
timber limits on a strip one hundred feet wide on
each side of railway rights of way. Such a
provision would be admirable as far as it goes,
but should be so amplified as to cover a much
wider range of conditions.

Local Conditions Govern.

In general, it may be stated that no one form
of brush disposal should be advocated for all con-

ditions. The method should be adapted to the

local conditions in every case, balancing the cost

against the results to be secured. Under some
circumstances, piling and burning of all debris is

justified ; in others, it will be practicable only to

pile and burn on a strip around the cutting area,

thus forming a fire-guard. In some plases, only
piling should be advocated, to check the spread of

fire. In the spruce-balsam forests of the east,

there is much in favor of merely lopping the tops

so they will lie close to the ground and decay
quickly. Some approximation to this is already
reached in the case of an up-to-date pulp wood
operation, where the material is utilized in the

tops to a diameter of three or four inches. On
the other hand, it may be found practicable, in

many cases of winter operations on such lands, to

pile and burn the debris as cutting proceeds, thus
getting rid of the material at once and at the
same time at least partly offsetting the additional
expense by lowering the cost of skidding. The
whole matter is still largely open for further in-

vestigation and experiment. In any event, an
intensive patrol should be maintained on all cut-

over areas, in order to give them an opportunity
to restock.

It goes, of course, without saying, that no very
great general progress in brush disposal is to be
expected during the present adnormally depressed
condition of the lumber industry. There is, how-
ever, no good reason why some progress should
not be made, and there is every reason to be-

lieve that with a little more time the whole prob-
lem will be worked out on a basis that will be
equitable to all concerned. With approximately
three-fifths of eastern Canada suited only to the
production of wood crops, the country can most
certainly not afford to continue to render such
lands unproductive, as it has so largely done in

the past. All non-agricultural forest lands should
be made to produce successive crops of timber,
but this is impossible without a radical modifica-
tion of some of the existing methods for the
prevention as well as the control of forest fires.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will be sent to any address for one dollar a year.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less

than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

All motors are equipped with reversible, high ten-

sion magneto and Maxim Silencer.

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to
12 miles an hour.

Our 1915 models embrace all the unequalled fea-

tures of the 1914 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELGHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

and 3y2 H.

The announcement has been made
by Hon. Frank Cochrane. Minister of

Raihvays and Canals, that measures
for the protection from forest fires,

similar to those required on private

hues, are to be taken on Government
Raihvays. On the National Trans-
continental a tank car for fire-fighting

purpose has been equipped and will be
stationed at some convenient point be-

tween Edmundston and Quebec. This
car has a capacity of ten thousand
gallons and is equipped with hose to

reach a fire five hundred feet from the

track. The question of placing two
similar cars at convenient points be-

tween the City of Quebec and the

Ontario boundary is under considera-

tion. Special fire patrols will also be
necessary, and the details are being
considered.

Special tank cars for fire fighting

purposes constitute efficient means of
conserving forest resources along rail-

way lines. The Canadian Pacific

Railway has two such cars stationed

at Brownville Junction, Maine, where
serious fires have previously occurred

The Grand Trunk Railway also has
equipped a tank car during the present

season placing it at Algonquin Park
Station, to be used in extinguishing

fires along the railway line between
Ottawa and Depot Harbor, especial

attention being given to that portion

of the line within Algonquin Park.

We have no wish to see any person
punished for something he did not, in

point of fact, intend, but the time
seems to have come when those charg-
ed with the enforcement of the law
will be culpable if they do not see to it

that some person, who is responsible

for fires through negligence, is put
upon trial and, if guilty, made to ans-

wer for his negligence in some approp-
riate way. Such persons are liable not
only to punishment, but also to ac-

tions for damages by persons damni-
fied by their negligence.— (Victoria

Colonist.)
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FAIRBANKS-MORSE

SECTION MOTOR CARS

In designing the above car considerable attention has been
devoted to the comfort of the operator. It has exceptionally

easy riding qualities. All side throwing, jerking, and vertical

vibration has been eliminated.

The Frame is of steel and the machine is easily handled by
one man, at the same time it is able to carry two men and any
necessary implements.

This is a particularly good car for Road Masters and Fire
Inspectors.

Full information on request.

Ask for Bulletin H-167.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
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(Lines written by a young British Co-

lumbia forester—Pte Eric G. Mc-

Dougall, University Corps, Canada

Overseas Contingent— in reply to his

brother-in-law's advice not to enlistj

You are going you say, in the Medi-

cal Corps,
, 1 • 1

You leave wife and children behind.

They need men like you at the seat

of the war,

And they're not always easy to find.

You're high in the service, you

couldn't hold back.

Promotion for you won't be slow,

But when I suggest that I take the

same track

You hasten to tell me, "Don't go."

The points that you make in your

kindlv advice,

For which please accept my best

thanks, rr

Are, I'm not good enough for an oth-

cer's job.

And somewhat too good lor tne

My job is' important, my place can't

be filled,

My health isn't up to the test.

There are plenty of men to be

wounded or killed.

To stick where I am would be best.

I answer : "The country is calling for

To battle for freedom and right.

That isn't "Hot Air" from an edi-

tor's pen,

AVe know why we're in this fight.

Thev all give up something, from

comfort to lives.

I've no one depending on me.

Let those stop at home who have

children and wives.

Just now—it's worth while to be

free.

I've climbed a few hills since the

last time we met.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS

EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US
i

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

I've hiked many miles through the

woods; .
.

The Chief sent me out information

And^f^says I've delivered the

My whidts as long as the snow peak

is high.

What I shoot at I frequently hit,

I think I agree with the medical guy

Who said: "Put your shirt on—
vou're fit!" .

My job is important; I gave it its

I let my two mates go ahead.

There's one who will sail m a fort-

night or two,

And one bv this time may be dead.

I wound up the contract, it looks like

mv turn,
• r •

Mv chance for returning is fair.

And from me and my comrades old

England may learn

The West raises more than Hot

Air."
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A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.

The following books are sugges-
tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

165 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, 5J4x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univeisity.
In preparing this book the author has

constantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Forest Service in various parts of
the Ujiiicd States.

23s pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

TREES, SHRIBS AND SEtPS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST
DRYOEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Fran^aise.

Hiirs Seedlings and Transplants

A LSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
^»- over half a century. Immense stock of
leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

Forest Planters Guide Free.
The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest
school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to
the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and, under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years
of collegiate training including certain
prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work in
any of the subjects ofifered in the reg-
ular course, by submitting evidence that
will warrant their taking the work to
their own advantage and that of the
School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in
Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regrular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven Connecticut
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SCHULTZ
SECTIONAL-
PORTABLE

HOUSES A SPECIAL LINE OF METAL
GARAGES for restricted districts

e^
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2-ins. wide,

and door
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SCHULTZ SECTIONAL PORTABLE HUNTER'S CABIN

Affording full protection against Cold, Storm, Snakes, etc.

Floor Size 6' 4" x 9' 6". 21 sections, weight 950 lbs. Price $90 F.O.B. Brantford

(Shipment upon receipt of price).

Our Portable House Line includes

:

SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, show-

ing separate sections and assertibled buildings, and

state the kinds you are interested in.

Kindly mention the Canadian Forestry Journal.

TlieSchultzBros.Co.,Ltd.

Dept. B, 31-57 Albion St.

Brantford, Ontario - - Canada

Settlers' Home
Prospectors'

Cabins
Photo Studios
Hunters'

Cabins
Summer

Cottages
Refreshment

Booths
Shore Cottages

Boathouses
Dental Offices
Barber Shops
Chicken Coops
Children's
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Garages
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Country

Schools
Stores

OPEN AIR SHELTERS FOR
INVALIDS, ETC.
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The Laurentide Company, Limit-
ed, has inaugurated an aggressive
poHcy of forest planting upon lands
which it has purchased in the vicin-

ity of its pulp and paper mill at

Grand Mere, P.Q. To a consider-
able extent, these are lands previous-
ly cleared for cultivation but found
upon trial by the settlers to be too
poor to be suitable for continued
agricultural purposes. About four
hundred acres have already been
planted to trees, mostly Norway
spruce, with some Scotch, white and
red pine. The oldest of these planta-
tions was made in 1913 and all have
been successful. The only failure
has been in fall planted red pine.
The Scotch pine have made good
growth and the white pine have
started well. With the Norway
spruce there has been less than 5%
loss and they have begun to grow
nicely. These plantations are guard-
ed by fire lines and roads and a
special ranger is kept on duty all the
time from snow to snow. The
nursery has been enlarged to deliver
one million trees per annum and this
will mean the planting of practicallv
a square mile a year. It is expected
that by the time the trees reach suit-
albe size to be thinned for pulp
wood that the Company will have a
reserve of cheap wood within six
miles of the mill. If this programme
is carried out, it will be the first of
its kind on the continent.

seriousness of the situation became
known, and volunteers were sought
to fight the flames, the whole battalion
volunteered and arrangements were
made to handle the situation promptly
and scientifically. The first men hur-
ried to the scene of the blaze were sent
in motor trucks, and these took with
them a number of signallers, who at

once established communication with
the camp, so that the necessary work
was done smoothly and to the best ad-
vantage from start to finish. The sig-

nallers were also particularly useful
when two of the fire-fighters were in-

jured and in response to their an-
nouncement of this fact, a motor am-
bulance was immediately sent to bring
the injured men back to camp. The
fire was a stubborn one, but the large
force engaged in its extinction was
able, after two hours of hard work, to

get it completely under control.

There seem to be only too many rea-
sons for believing that many of the
fires that have happened in the forests,

in dried grass and elsewhere in the
province this year have been due to

carelessness. Probably in practically

ever}' instance where this has been the
case the people responsible for the fires

intended no harm ; but there is such a
thing known to the law as criminal
negligence.

Bush fires two and a half miles from
V^alcartier Camp gave the members of
the 60th Battalion who are at the train-
ing grounds an opportunity to render
valuable service recently. When the
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HOW THE "PERiMIT SYSTEM

"

WORKS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
By

M. A. Grainger,

Acting Chief Forester.

In British Columbia the need of
regulating land-clearing fires to pre-
vent damage to adjoining timber
was recognized almost twenty years
ago. In 1897 stringent regulations
were^ inserted in "The Bush Fire
Act," which required the construc-
tion of suitable fire guards around
the slashings, and that the settler
should have available a sufficient
force of assistants to hold his fire
from spreading. Penalties for non-
compliance were imposed. Fire
wardens were appointed to enforce
the ^provisions of "The Bush Fire
Act" about the same date.

After the law had been operative
for some time, the provisions were
found to be insufficient to control
land-clearing fires. In March, 1910,
by an amendment to "The Bush Fire
Act" the policy of controlling fires
by means of permits, was embodied
in law. This provision was re-enact-
ed in "The Forest Act," which has
been effective since 1912.

Success is Conclusive.

u ?'''u^^
Columbia, therefore, has

had the permit system in effect for
SIX fire seasons, and has maintained
astaff each year sufficient to super-
vise the granting and use of permits
^ix yeai^s successful experience has
convinced practically every citizen
that the system of fire permits is a
valuable conservation measure.

Burning permits are required over
the whole province with the excep-
tion of small, well settled communi-
ties where the forest areas are much
broken up by clearings. Permits
are required from May 1st to Sep-
tember 15th for clearing land, for
agriculture, and for clearing any
debris along roads and railways,
around camps and mines, or logging
slash. Permits can be obtained only
from the regular forest guards and
rangers, and Dominion wardens,
and municipal authorities who may
be granted special power to issue
them. Written permits onlv are al-
lowed and the regular permit form
only is used.

Over 11,000 Issued.

In 1914, 346 provincial guards and
rangers issued 11,523 permits for
burnmg brush. There is naturally
a certain amount of hazard in almost
every clearing fire, but so well has
the issuance of permits been super-
vised that in only 128 cases did the
fire get away. The permittee must
do all in his power to prevent a
permit fire getting beyond bounds.
Before a permit is issued the guard
or ranger inspects the area to be
burned to determine whether or not
It can be burned with safety, and to
see if fire lines have been made
around the edge, or in some cases
he demands that the brush be piled
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The fact that due care has been ex-

ercised is shown by the fact that

onlv one per cent, of the fires

set cut under permit got away. In

every case this season such escaping

fires were controlled with little dam-

age. The permittee is responsible for

the control of such fires.

Forty thousand and four acres of

agricultural land were burned over

under permit during the fire sea-

son of 1914, besides 5,727 acres of

logging slash, 7,204 acres of slash

along railways, and 290 miles of

slash along public roads.

Times of Special Danger.

During particularly dangerous
periods permits may be refused in

the hazardous districts until rain

falls. During 1914 and 1915 such
temporary refusal has been neces-

sary in various parts of the province.

In general, however, the obtaining
of permits is made as easy as pos-
sible consistent with safety. Fre-
quent patrol trips on the part of the
forest guards, and the arrangement
of his trips so that his territory is

systematically covered, and so that
settlers become familiar with his

movements, are the chief means to

this end. The forest guard soon be-
comes familiar with land-clearing
operations in his patrol district, and
thus is able more easily to be in the
neighborhood when permits are
wanted. Also his familiarity with
slash which he knows the owners
desire to burn during the summer,
enables him in many cases to recom-
mend burning at a particular time,
and by giving the owner a permit at
such a time the area is cleaned up
while conditions are right. After
several years experience an obser-
vant forest guard will become expert
in burning slash cheaply and safely.

Very often he is asked for advice
about when to burn, or he may be
asked to stay while the burning is

done. Such assistance when it can
be given is never refused.

Settlers Glad to Help.

In every way slash burning is

facilitated by the staff of guards,

while at the same time such burn-

ing is rendered quite safe. The set-

tlers who are in the majority of

cases familiar with the results of

bush fires through observation of

old burns and through occasional

accidental fires which get away, are

ready to co-operate to prevent the

recurrence of fires. No province in

Canada has a better public senti-

ment in the matter of fire protection.

The permit system chiefly has been
instrumental in building up this

sentiment. The forest guards have
often very large districts in their

charge (average 500,000 acres in

1914), but are assisted in the work
of fire detection through settlers re-

porting fires by telephone or other-

wise, and even by starting fire fight-

ing while the fires are small and be-
fore the arrival of the forest officer.

British Columbia can properly claim
to have already an effective fire pro-
tection system, which system is im-
proving ech year. It is undoubted
that the fire permit policy is the
basis on which the whole system
rests, and is the most valuable pro-
vision in the fire protective chapter
of the Forest Act.

Permits are the Keystone.

It is safe to say that among the
settlers themselves 90 or 95 per cent,
support this provision, and would
resist its elimination. It protects
them from the occasional reckless
citizen who might otherwise care-
lessly cause damage. From experi-
ence gained in British Columbia,
the unqualified- statement is made
that unless brush burning is control-
led by means of permits no real fire-

protection is possible in a timbered
country. It is safe to say that in no
timbered region where permits have
been used would the people go back
to the old system of indiscriminate
and uncontrolled burning.
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On the edge of the pine and balsam forest at Oka, Quebec.

THE PINE FOREST AT OKA
The pine forests at Oka, Quebec,

are a standing challenge to Can-
adian municipalities and individuals
who permit barren land to remain in

a state of uselessness. Oka's pine
plantations to-day represent the high
practical good that can come from
the application of the planting-up
idea. Widening sand dunes have
been subdued until only occasion-
al sandy ridges along a road side
testify to the conditions of a few
years ago.

_
It is especially apropos at this

time to refer to the pines of Oka be-
cause of the recent death of Rev.
Father Lefebvre. the aged priest
whose brave spirit was responsible
twenty-six years ago for what seem-
ed then a strange undertaking.
The story of Father Lefebvre's

planting work forms a strong incen-
tive to develop as far as practicable
m all parts of the Dominion the re-

forestation of waste lands. \\ hat

was done at Oka may undoubtedly
be repeated in hundreds of other

localities. Furthermore the handi-

caps of very limited forestry knowl-
edge and public indifference and op-

position experienced by the Sulpi-

cian priest need not confront the

progressive planter in these days.

Whirki'inds of Sand.

No more engaging description can
be given than is contained in the

following words which, with the

photograi)hs. are from His Grace,
Archbishop Bruchesi

:

"The village of Oka was exposed
to terrible ravages by the sand hills

at the foot of which it is built. In
my childhood when I used to go to

this place to spend some weeks of
my vacations, I remember having
seen on certain days whirlwinds of
sand precipitating themselves from
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the sand hills towards the village

which was sometimes theatened
with engulfment. At other times

one might see animals in the barns
almost drowned in sand.

"For a long time some means of

arresting these veritable avalanches
was sought. Engineers had been
there. They had studied the prob-
lem and been unable to furnish a

solution. A priest presented him-
self,—at that time he was about
sixty—and he studied the soil. He
asked if it were not possible to plant

an entire forest on these moving
sands. Certain pages of scientific

books had made him believe that the
thing was perhaps not impossible.
In any case he would try the experi-

ment, and he did try it. With what
success? I wish that some fine sum-
mer day you would go and see what
is now at Oka in place of those sands
of which I have just spoken.
"M. Lefebvre engaged Indians and

children to go to the distant woods
and bring each one little sapling

—

HH^Ef^*
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I know it and I love it, and it is the borders of the lake, we go into
there each year, when I have leis- this forest where silence reigns
ure, I go to pass some days of my complete to rest ourselves on a veri-
vacation; and after having read table carpet of millions and millions
some books or recited prayers by of needles fallen from the pines."

RIGHTS OF SHADE TREES
The right of an owner of shade

trees to protect them against tele-

phone and telegraph linemen and
other forms of interference has

caused many anxious questions from
members and friends of the Can-
adian Forestry Association. Recent-
ly, a Western Ontario member
wrote an urgent request for a state-

ment of his legal rights over his own
shade trees which telephone line-

men were then hacking to pieces.

To his protests, the linemen only re-

plied that they were empowered by
law to cut whatever trees they
pleased and to any extent that seem-
ed to them necessary in stringing

their wires. Needless to say, such
a statement has no basis in fact.

The legislation of the province of

Ontario in regard to the planting of

street and shade trees is. for the
most part, contained in "The On-
tario Tree Planting Act."^ and cer-

tain clauses of "The Consolidated
Municipal Act,"- and subsequent
amending acts.

Planting.

Planting by individuals.—The On-
tario Tree Planting Act Tsection 2.

sub-section I) grants permission to
anyone who owns land adjacent to
a street to plant trees on that part
of the street contiguous to his land,
so long as the tree or trees do not
become a nuisance or obstruct the
use of the street.

Trees may be planted along toll

roads under the same conditions as
along other highways, by the muni-

cipal council or by individuals.

(General Road Companies Act,' sec.

147.)

Planting by Municipal Authori-

ties.—The municipal council of a

city, town or village may pass_ a by-

law authorizing the board of park

management, park commissioner, or

other officer, or three park directors

to plant trees on streets or in parks.

(Municipal Act, section 574, sub-sec.

tion 4).

The council of any city, county,

township, town or village may ex-

pend money in planting or preserv-

ing street trees or grant money to

any person or association for so do-

ing. (Municipal Act, section 574-,

sub-section 2c).

Property Rights in Trees. ,'^.,

Trees so planted on highways be-

come the property of the owner of

the property adjacent to the high-

way and nearest the tree so planted.

Such is the case also with any tree

left standing on the highway. (On-
tario Tree Planting Act, s. 2, sub-

section 3.)

Bonus for Tree Planting.

The Ontario Tree Planting Act
(section 5) provides that the council

of any municipality may pass a by-
law providing for the payment ot

a bonus up to twenty-five cents per

tree for each tree (of certain species)

planted. This by-law must also

1 R. S. O.. 1914. chap. 213.
2 Edw. VII (1903). chap. 19, s. 574 and

575.

3.R. S. O., 1914, chap- 210, sec. 69.
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make provision for a tree inspector

to be appointed to supervise plant-

ing and for the protection of the

trees against injury or removal by
any one (even the owner) except by
the authority of a special resolution

of the council.

No bonus is to be paid for trees

planted less than fifteen feet apart,

and the council is not to be liable

to pay a larger sum than would be

pavable if the trees were planted

thirty feet apart. (Ontario Tree

Planting Act, sec. 4.)

The Municipal Act (section ?74,

sub-section 1) authorizes the coun-

cil of any city, town, village or town-

ship to pass a by-law giving a bonus

of not less than twenty-five cents for

each tree planted.

[There will be noted here an ap-

parent contradiction in the legisla-

tion, the Tree Planting Act stipulat-

ing that the bonus shall be "up to"

i.e., not more than, twenty-five cents,

while the sections of the Municipal

Act quoted place the bonus to be

allowed at "not less than" twenty-

five cents. On writing to the At-

torney-General's department regard-

ing tile apparent contradiction, the

editor received the following reply:

T would think that the effect of

the legislation of 1903' (i.e., the Con-
solidated Municipal Act) 'would be

to override the provision of R. S. O.

1897, cap. 243,' (the Ontario Tree
Planting Act).]

RenwvaL Thinning, of Trees.

Removal of Trees—The council of

a county, city, township, town or

village may pass a by-law for caus-

ing a tree to be removed, if neces-

sary, but fa) it must give the owner
ten days notice and recompense him
for planting and protecting the tree

and (b) any such tree may not be
removed, even by the owner, with-

out the permission of the municipal
council. ( Municipal Act, section

574, sub-section 2). \

The municipal corporation shall

not be liable to compensate the

owner of property in front of which

trees stand for their removal further

than provided for in the Municipal

Act, section 374. sub-section 2 ( i. e.,

for his planting and care of them),
provided the cutting and trimming
is done under by-law. (Municipal

Act, section 575.)

City, town and village councils

may pass a by-law authorizing the

board of park management, park
commissioner or other officer or

three park directors to remove all

decayed trees and remove and trans-

plant trees and shrubs, after giving

forty-eight hours' notice to the

owner, and shall not be liable to the

owner ; l)ut no live tree, unless

within thirty* feet of other trees

may l)e removed without the con-

sent of the owner of the property in

front of which the tree stands.

( Municipal Act. section 574, sub-
section 5.)

[There is another inconsistency

here. The following opinion as to

the point was received from the

Attorney-General of the province in.

the letter referred to in the preced-
ing note

:

'As to the removal of trees, I think
the ten days'. notice would be con-
fined since 1903 to the case of a
township, as section 574, paragraph
4 gives power to cities, towns and
villages to authorize their officers to

move and cut down trees on forty-

eight hours' notice. If you trace the
legislation back you will see how
the present condition has been
brought about. Paragraph 4 of sec-

tion 574 was originally confined to

cities over 40,000; paragraph 5 of

section 574 as enacted by 61 Vict.,

cap. 23, sec. 19. was confined to a

city of over 100,000 inhabitants. In
the revision of 1903 the provisions

of both these, paragraphs were ex-

tended to all cities, towns and vil-

lages with the effect above pointed

out.'l

Trimming Trees.—City, town and
village councils may pass a by-law

* Amended from 'twenty' by 6 Ed. VI,
cap. 34, sec. 22.
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authorizing the board of park man-
agement, park commissioner or
other officer appointed, or three park
directors to trim trees in parks, or
whose branches extend over streets,

and are not to be liable for injury
to the trees if reasonable care has
been exercised in the trimming.
(Municipal Act, section 574, sub-sec.
tion 4.)

The trimming of trees and shrub-
bery along the highway may be pro-
vided for by special rate under the
local improvement system. (Local
Improvement Sections of the Muni-
cipal Act. New.^ Sec. 3h.)

In cities where a board of park
management has been constituted,
the powers of the city council with
reference to the cutt'ing down, re-
moving, transplanting and trimming
street and park trees may be, by by-
law of the council, delegated to the
board of park management. Muni-
cipal Act, sec. 74, sub-section 3.)

Destroying or Injuring.

Any person destroying or injuring
(even tieing a horse to) a street tree
IS liable to a fine not to exceed
twent3'-five dollars ($25) and costs
or imprisonment for not more than
thirty days, half of the fine to go
to the informant. (Ontario Tree
Planting Act, section 6.)

Pozuers to Pass By-lazvs.

_

Under the Tree Planting Act (sec-
tion 8) the council of any munici-
pahty may pass by-laws

(1) To regulate' the planting of
trees on highways.

(2) To prevent the planting of
any undesirable species.

(3) To provide for the removal of
trees planted on highways contrary
to by-law. ^

Inspectors of Trees.

An inspector of trees, appointed
under the Ontario Tree Planting 4ct
(section 4), must, if required, report
annually to the council on the num-

« 1 Geo. V, chapter 58.

ber of trees planted, by whom plant-
ed, the amount of bonus due, and
certain other particulars. (Ontario
Tree Planting Act, s. 4.)

Insect Pests.

Councils in cities may pass by-
laws to require owners of trees to
destroy tussock moths, and, if the
owners refuse or neglect to do so
may, after giving ten days' notice,
have the work done by officers ap-
pointed by them (the councils) at
the expense of the owners. (Muni-
cipal Amendment Act, 1906, s. 24.°)

Police Villages.

The Tree Planting Act may be
brought into effect in police v-illages
by thirty or more electors petition-
ing the township council. (An Act to
Amend the Ontario Tree-planting
Act," passed 1899.) Inspectors of
trees may also be appointed, and
expenses (bonuses, inspector's pay,
etc.) granted.

Linemen Damaging Trees.

A question of much importance
and concern to many owners of fine
shade and street trees is how they
may prevent telephone and telegraph
linemen from butchering their trees
provision becomes s. 3a of the Ontario
Tree Planting Act.
on the pretext of "pruning" them,
under orders from the companies
employing them. On this point the
same authority as quoted in the pre-
ceding editorial notes has this to
say:
T think it is quite clear that the

owner would have the right to pre-
vent a telephone company from
stringing its wires in a tree planted
by him in the street because under
section 2 of the Ontario Tree Plant-
ing Act such a tree is deemed to be
bxis property.
T would refer you also to sub-sec-

tion 547 of the Municipal Act (3
Edw. Vn, cap. 19), which gives

6 6 Edw. VII, chap. 34, s. 24. The new
provision becomes s. 574a of the Muni-
cipal Act.

62 Vic. (1899), chap. 30. The new
provision becomes section 3a of the On-
tario Tree Planting-" Act.
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power to municipalities to pass by-

laws to prevent the injuring or des-

troying of trees or shrubs planted or

preserved for shade or ornament.

'It is also an offence under section

510b of the Criminal Code to des-

troy or damage ..a tree growing in a

park, pleasure-ground or garden, or

in any land adjacent to or belonging

to a dwelling-house, injuring it to

an extent exceeding $5. See also

section SZZ of the Criminal Code,

imposing a penalty for damage to a

tree amounting to twenty-five cents.

'It was expressly enacted by 4

Edw. VII, c. 10, s. 74, that a tele-

graph or telephone company should
not acquire any easement by pres-

cription or otherwise as to wires or

cables attached to private property,

or passing through or carried over
such property, except by a grant

from the owner of the property, so

that no matter how long telephone
wires have been attached to a tree,

the municipality or the owner, if

he has property in the tree, could
compel the removal of the wire.'

FINES FOR CARELESS SETTLERS

In order to warn settlers in all

parts of Quebec that penalties await

those who set fire to their brush and

slash without first securing a per-

mit, the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion through its publicity depart-

ment sends to seventy-five French

and English newspapers accounts

of all court cases in wdiich settlers

or others have been punished for

causing forest fires. These cases

are reported to the Association by
those responsible for the prosecu-

tions and news-items giving names,

addresses, fines, and reasons for the

action, are placed in French and
English versions throughout the

press of Quebec. The co-operation

on the part of the editors of daily

and weekly journals has been excel-

lent and hundreds of thousands of

settlers have read the well-displayed

newspaper accounts of court trials

and heavy fines.

Prosecutions are conducted bv the

Quebec Government on evidence

furnished by the limit holders pro-

tective association and others. Read-
ers of the Journal will realize how
practical are the preventive steps

taken by the Quebec authorities and
by private associations by perusal

of these illustrative cases, the result

of action instituted by the Lower
Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-
tion.

In the Hull police court before

Magistrate Arthur Desjardins on
Tuesday, Sept. 28th, Jos. Montigny,
of Point Comfort. P.Q., pleaded
guilty to setting out fires without a

permit and was fined $15 and costs.

Gregoire Pichette, Notre Dame de
la Salette, P.Q.. also pleaded guilty

and was subjected to a similar pen-
alty.

At Bryson, P.Q.. September 28th.

Paul Kluk. Otter Lake. P.Q., was
charged with starting his clearing

fires without a permit, pleaded guil-

ty and was fined $5 and costs.

August Kluk also admitted his guilt

and paid the same fine and costs.

At Lachute. before Magistrate Dr.
B. S. Stackhouse. Jos. Legare, of St.

Jovite. pleaded not guilty and judg-
ment was reserved for eight days.

Honorius Ouimet. of St. Faustin
Station, pleaded guilty. He was
fined $5 and costs of $19.71. Alderic
Millette. of St. Faustin Station,

pleaded guiltv and was fined $5 and
costs of "$13.90. Jos. Florent, St.

Faustin, was fined a like amount and
paid similar costs. Victor Racine,

at Faustin. pleaded guilty and paid

$5 and costs. Methias Lacasse, St.

Jovite. paid a fine of $5 and costs.

Horniidas Lauzon, St. Jovite, plead-

ed guilty and was fined $5 with
costs.
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BURNING DOWN THE NORTH LAND

Is Canada paying tiie price for forest fires?
,

Read the stafements in the follozcing article "In 30 years, saysafoi-est

expert after recently examining a certain area of ^ orthern Candida, the Do-

minion has lost through fires about \6W0W0W0 feet board measure, of

merchmtable spruce and pine, zvhkh at 50 cents per 1000 feet would represent

the enormous sum of 88,000,000.

'

, , ^ 7 ? ij

Place against that dead loss the cost of a fire patrol system and alio would

hesitate to decide ziliich of the two pays?

Many citizens when they begni to

take an interest in forest conserva-

tion for the first time are eager to

stir up some one to start plantmg or

seeding. They are rather impatient

with the emphasis which administra-

tors and himbermen lay on the need

ior protecting existing forests. They

want to see something done toward

growing new forests. But the more

one studies the forest situation in

Canada the more one is impressed

with the fact that the first need is

fire protection. We still have im-

mense forests ready for the axe. We
have forests half grown and quarter

grown and for this generation and

the next it is of the utmost impor-

tance that these forests be saved. In

saving the mature or half-grown

forest the still younger growth is

necessarily being saved too. And,

besides, a moment's reflection will

convince anv one that it is useless
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to spend millions or even thousands

of dollars in seeding or planting up

areas of timber until the public has

been so aroused that there is reason-

able assurance that these costly

areas will be protected from fire and

allowed to mature. If we will not

protect what we have and what is

now immediately valuable what is

the use of^planting more forests only

to be fuel for new flames?

''Forest Arson.

It is for this reason that fire-pro-

tection systems are organized. It is

for this that men are fined for care-

lessness with fire. It is for this that

settlers who have let clearing fires

run contrary to law have been sent

to jail. Nobody wants an active set-

tler in jail when he ought to be on

his land working to support his

family, but until the public comes
to think of arson in the forest as

serious a crime as arson in the city

then our forests will burn.

We are coming to realize that you
cannot destroy the natural resources

of one part of the country without
injuring every individual in the

country. The most careless settler

and the most wasteful lumberman
gets something out of the forest and
passes on something to others but

by far the greatest loss to Canada's
timber wealth has occurred in a way
that absolutely benefited no one.

The Prospector's Guilt.

Take the Klondike rush of six or

seven years ago, that part of the

rush that occurred in the valley of

the Mackenzie river in what is now
northern Alberta. Many of these

would-be miners were careful of

their camp fires and put them out
but the majority cared not a fig for

the future, or even for the present so
long as it did not inconvenience
them, and let their fire run without
let or hindrance. There were other
prospectors besides the Klondikers
and there were careless trappers
and travellers generally. The result

is that miles and miles of that coun-

try covered with fine timber have

been burned to a desert. The game
and fur-bearing animals have been

killed or driven away and the In-

dians impoverished. Now settlers

are coming in to the Peace River

valley and they are in danger of

facing a shortage in some sections of

timber for building and fuel. The
trails have been overthrown and
obliterated in many places by burn-

ed timber. All dead loss and all the

result of criminal carelessness.

One of the officers of the Forestry

Branch of the Department of the

Interior in reporting on an area of

about nine thousand square miles

speaks of it in the words given be-

low. In itself 9,000 square miles is

a large area but it takes up a very

small part of the map of Canada.
And Canada is suffering a like loss

in area after area all over the north

country from Ungava to British

Columbia. This officer reports :

Fires in the North.

"The results of repeated fires have
been appalling. However, the com-
parative figures and other considera-

tions given below are as nothing
compared with the impression the

eye-witness receives.

"Over an area of about 8.00O

square miles, excluding the prairie

land from the total area examined,
only 648 square miles or about 8 per

cent, have been found bearing a

forest cover of 100 yards old and
over. These are the only portions

which can be regarded as having a

virgin cover. Besides this only a

little over 8.5 per cent, of the area

surveyed, or approximately 700
square miles has been found with a

cover from 50 'to 100 years old but
not averaging above 70 years.

"The total area reported as bear-

ing a small pole-timber, a forest

which hardly averages 25 years old,

would represent a little less than 14

per cent, of the territory, or an area
in round figures of 1,150 square
miles.
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'•The area represented as covered

^vith young production, 1,550 square

miles, is certainly a large area, but

yet less than 20 per cent, of the

whole. The growth covering this

area would probably not average

more than 20 years old.

"As contrasted with the above
areas 4,050 square miles reported as

bearing a forest cover of all ages,

there is the brule with an area of

3,690 square miles. This area has

been mostly swept by fires during

the last thirty years. It represents

46 per cent, of the forest territory

examined. These figures are far

from being exaggerated. Taking in

the young reproduction area the per-

centage of the territory swept by
fires during the last 50 years is

brought up to about 65 per cent.

This is onl ya poor illustration of

the conditions prevailing as the im-
mediate result of these fires. In
some places the soil cover has been
entirely removed and it will take a
long time before another forest can
take root ; in some others the heavy
slash endangers the young growth
and what little is left of the old
forest.

A Record of Thirty Years.

"A very rough but conservative

estimate based on the general aver-

age of saw-timber production of the

forest patches as existing, shows
that during the last 30 years, over

the territory examined, the Domin-
ion of Canada has lost through fires

about 16.000,000,000 feet, board

measure, of merchantable spruce and

pine timber, which at 50 cents per

1.000 feet would represent the en-

ormous sum of $8,000,000. Besides

what about the prospects for the

future throughout the same terri-

tory? These figures are not given

as absolutely exact, they are as near

as possible to the truth, and al-

though very conservative they have

the advantage of showing effectively

and correctly the results of uncheck-

ed fires, and the destruction and
waste which are the lot of our un-

protected forests."

The moral, of course, is that we
should get in and protect our forest

areas in advance of the prospector

and pioneer, so that when the set-

tler arrives there will be timber for

his buildings, ties for the new rail-

wavs and fuel for all.

PUBLICITY AS A CURE

"The Canadian Forestry Association is carrying on an excellent work
in connection with their publicity bureau. This was commenced some
four or five months ago, and has for its object the distribution of informa-
tion on forest affairs, and the better protection of forests from fires.

Since the work has started a number of forest protective associations
such as the Lower Ottawa and the St. Maurice have co-operated with the
Canadian Forestry Association by publishing news items broadcast regard-
ing the prosecution of settlers who have caused forest fires. The publicity
given these offenders is having a wholesome effect.. .An individual may
commit offense with impunity so long as he is not found out, but no one
desires to get his name in the papers, and to be heralded forth as an offender
against the laws of the land. The Association is doing an excellent work,
as anything which will tend to lessen forest fires is deserving of the widest
support."—Pulp and Paper Magazine, Montreal, Oct. 15, 1915.
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WHAT DO WE PLANT?
(By Henry Abbey.)

What do we plant when we plant a

tree?

We plant a ship which will cross the

sea.

We plant a mast to carry the sails

:

We plant the beams to withstand

the gales—
A keel a keelson, and prow and

knee

;

We plant a ship when we plant a

tree.

What do we plant when we plant a

tree?

We plant the houses for you and me,

We plant the pillars, the shingles,

the floors.

AVe plant the studding, the laths,

the doors.

The rafters and roof, all parts that

be:
A\'e plant a home when we plant a

tree.

What do we plant when we plant a

tree?

A thousand boons that we daily see

:

We plant a spire to out-climb the

crag.

We plant a staff for our country's

flag.

We plant a shade, from the fierce

sun free

;

We plant all wealth when we plant

a tree

!

CEA. MEMBERS ON ROLL
OE HONOUR.

There are a good many members
of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion and their sons and brothers in

the firing-line in France and Bel-

gium. The first of these of whom
definite news of death in the war
has come is Mr. Oscar Y. Brown, a

young journalist who went to

France with the First Contingent.

Mr. Brown formerly lived in Otta-

wa where his father, Mr. J. H.
Brown, of the Post Office Depart-

ment, and other members of the

family reside, but during the past

three years had worked on news-
papers in Montreal and Toronto,
and it was at the latter place he en-

listed. He was wounded at the bat-

tle of St. Julien on May 13th and
taken prisoner by the Germans, dy-

ing in the prison camp hospital on
Sept. 15th.

Mr. Brown gave promise of mak-
ing a name for himself in the journa-

listic world and it was in his work
that he first became interested in

forestry because of his specializing

on topics relating to forest utiliza-

tion and forest conservation. He
was highly esteemed in Ottawa and
a special service in his memory was
held on Sunday, October 17th. at

the Church of Our Father with
which he had been connected. Of
the family that remain another
brother is in the firing-line.

TAKES PLYING COURSE
Mr. J. R. Booth, Jr.. is in Ithaca,

N.Y., where he is taking a three
months' course at the Thomas Avia-
tion school, prior to leaving for Eng-
land to join the aviation corps. The
course in flying furnished at the
Ithaca school is a most thorough one
and on completing it a person is ful-

ly equipped to handle an aeroplane
of any type. At the school at the
present time are twenty-two stu-

dents from the city of Montreal.

TREES FOR DISTRIBUTION.
The Dominion Government Forest

Nursery at Indian Head is now dis-

tributing evergreens such as Spruce
and Pine for actual farm planting
under special conditions. The stock
of these varieties is somewhat limit-

ed and applications should be made
as early as possible. The distribu-
tion is, of course, confined entirely
to farm planting by bona fide owners
and no stock of any kind is supplied
for planting on town or city lots.
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MEAN TO MUNICIPALITIES
By

F. C. Whitman,

President, Canadian Forestry Association.

A little over ten years ago very

serious forest fires occurred in Nova
Scotia, and in two counties about

90.000 acres were so badly burned

that the marks of the fire are easily

traced to-day. That these fires

should occur year after year meant
not only desolation to the districts

damaged, but also a menace to the

prosperity of the surrounding coun-

try and particularly to the munici-

palities where lumber was manufac-
tured and shipped.

It was just after a year in which
forest fires swept the western end
of the Province that I was fortunate

enough to interest some of the lead-

ing lumbermen in a movement to

try and put into practical operation
an almost obsolete Provincial Act
for the protection of woods against
fires. It was a rather discouraging
undertaking, the public believing
that fires were inevitable ; and the
government placing little value on
the timber growing on crown land.

To be brief; we organized the
Lumbermen's Association of Wes-
tern Nova Scotia. We procured
acts of other provinces and of the
states of Maine, New Hampshire
and New York. Legal aid was em-
ployed to draw up and submit to
the Government of Nova Scotia an
amended Bill that we thought would
best suit the conditions in this prov-
ince.

The Act was passed in 1904 and
amendments were made in 1905-6,
-7. -8, -9 and 1912. It is now the
"Forest Protection Act" passed in
1913. All the provisions of this Act
are not yet in force, and the appoint-
ment of a provincial forester has
been urged upon the government.

The government has been compli-

mented by high authorities for the

adoption of this Act; and it is con-

sidered to be one of the best in force

in North America. It can be truth-

fullv said that since the Act has

been in operation fires have not

been so frequent nor so serious, and

for my part I feel convinced that

with the co-operation of the muni-

cipalities backed by favorable public

opinion, that it is possible to prevent

forest fires, or if fires do start to

control and put them out.

The chief rangers and sub-rangers

have proved themselves in many

cases efficient at fire fighting, and

that whereas years ago when no at-

tempt would be made to stop a

large fire, because it was thought

impossible, the organization is ready

to fight any fire and in many serious

conflagrations have w^on out hand-

somely.

The Claims of Nova Scotia-

Yon all know the trend of immi-

gration, and the desire of the Do-

minion Government, very ably as-

sisted by the Canadian railways, to

populate the prairie provinces, not

only getting people from overseas

but also drawing on Eastern^ Can-

ada. There is a contrast in this set-

tlement that we would do well to

point out to homeseekers coming to

Canada.

One hundred and sixty acres of

homestead land, generally treeless

and waterless, for the most part cap-

able of growing only one kind of

crop. A settler having to haul

water for miles, and eke out a scan-

tv fuel supply by burning straw.
_

' One hundred and sixty acres in
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Nova Scotia, and on it you will be

almost sure to find the best of drink-

ing water, plenty of wood for fuel,

and soil that will grow fruit, grain

and vegetables, and pasturage for

seven months in the year.

We are getting a few "come-

backs," people who have tried the

West and missing our Eastern sur-

roundings have sold out their Wes-
tern holdings and returned to farm-

ing in Nova Scotia. The surround-

ings and advantages if properly put

before incoming overseas settlers

should capture many more than we
are now getting. I am sure we
could get neither the Canadian nor
the emigrant to come to Nova Scotia

if the natural resources we hold in

forest and stream were swept away.
I have heard it said that the word

"conservation" was a word to con-
jure with ; so I would like to put a

meaning to it that would do some-
thing more than charm. Construc-
tive conservation and not a preven-
tive conservation is what is needed.
Protection from fire first ! A knowl-
edge of what we have to protect,

and the ability to grow timber of

the better kinds, and to make the
best possible use of it when it has
reached proper maturity!

Conifers Must Be Saved.

How does this matter stand to-day

in Nova Scotia? The first cutting

in the province was the pine, no

other wood equalled it in value. The
virgin pine is practically gone, and

the cutting of spruce has followed,

next hemlock. At the present time

the cut of lumber is for the most
part spruce and hemlock, with a

limited amount of hardwood. The
growth of hardwood is almost un-

limited, but its usefulness very

limited, and at its best is a fourth

grade as compared with birch and

maple of other provinces. It would
be a serious mistake to believe that

when the coniferous growth is cut

away the hardwood could fill its

place.

I feel that I need not go into ela-

borate statistics to show the need of

conservation. In the varied busi-

ness of the province, manufacturing,

farming and building, we all know
that schedules of the larger sized

timber or lumber that could be

readily supplied not so very many
years ago could not be filled to-day

without importing. In fact we do

import, and about seven-eights of

the hardwood used in manufacturing

in Canada comes from the United

States. In our newer houses, you

will find British Columbia doors

and floors. In bridge construction

and wharf building Southern pine is

almost exclusively used. Then there

is boxing, staves, heading, hoops,

and shingles that come in from
neighboring provinces.

Stream Flow Injured.

In a general way it may be stated

that the annual cut of recent years

has been exceeding the annual

growth, and that the effect of fires

and the cutting away of the forest

is making a noticeable diminution

in the flow of water in the streams

of the province. Mr. Snowball, of

New Brunswick, said that a water

mill on a stream near where he lived

used to saw lumber for four or five

months in the year handling the av-

erage winter crop of logs. Then a

change took place, the water failed,

the mill was put out of business. It

seemed that settlers had gone in on

the headwaters and in a few years

had cleared off the land for miles

around. The 'never failing stream,'

as he expressed it, had become a tor-

rent during the spring freshet, and
after that a trickle of water for the

rest of the 3'ear. I fear that many
streams in Nova Scotia will suffer

in the same way.
The Government of Nova Scotia

has been approached on the subject

of the purchase of cut-over and
watershed woodland, and to hold it

as a protection to the flow of water,

but the diversified ownership, pri-

vate interests, and uncertain surveys

makes this a rather difficult problem.
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and the initiative must come from
the people or the municipalities. I

have reason to believe that munici-

pal ownership and protection would
work out to better advantage, and
give more certain results.

Seeding and Planting.

A few words here about seeding
or tree planting. I quote from For-

est Protection in Canada, published

by the Commission of Conservation
in 1912, by Clyde Leavitt:

"On account of the excellent re-

production which generally follows

lumbering and fires, the necessity of

artificial planting had not made it-

self strongly felt in the Province of

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

The situation is emphasized by the
fact that cut over lands well stocked
with young growth can be purchased
at a less cost per acre than would
be required to stock artificially." I

wish to add that pine will follow
pine, and the same with other coni-

ferous grow^th if a fair number of

seed trees are left standing. The
greater value to the province is in

this reproduction, and not in hard-
wood.
Looking at the matter from a muni-

cipal standpoint I do not believe I can
do better than to state conditions in my
own town of Annapolis Royal. Unfor-
tunately I cannot write so much of what
has been done but only to say what
might be done. The town owns its

^yater service, and water power electric
lighting plant. Both service and power
come from the same source on the Le-
quille stream. The drainage area is 49
miles, approximate head of water at the
electric plant is 40 feet, developing 120
horse power. The town owns only a
few acres of land and does not control
the water flowage, but depends on the
natural flow of the brook and providen-
tial rains in summer to keep the lights
burning. The plant is now operating to
nearly full capacity.
The drainage area is cut over land of

mixed growth, and there has been of late
no destructive fires. Roads parallel the
stream, making supervision comparative-
ly easy. I have been advocating that
the municipality purchase sufficient of
this land to make a protection by let-
ting the young forest grow, and at the
same time utilize the wood for the bene-
fit of the corporation. The town uses

70 cords of wood annually for the public
school, purchases wood for the poor,
and there is also an annual consumption
for roadwork, bridges, drains and cul-
verts, and for municipal buildings.

Results Abroad.

The question of course is: Will it pay?
and in answer to that I wish to call your
attention to municipal ownership abroad.
In Switzerland the municipalities not
only make a commercial success of such
ownership but also make use of their

forests as parks. Of 1,564 communities
in the State of Baden 1,530 have their

own forests. These forests are managed
as farms. The lumber is cut at the
proper time and every cutting is follow-
ed by natural growth or artificial plant-

ing of valuable kinds of trees. The city

of Baden, of 16,000 population, owns
10,576 acres of forest. The total income
averages $100,000 per annum, the outlay
is about $33,000, nearly all of which is for

labor. There remains each year $66,000

for the city treasury. Forests of this

kind have been worked for 100 years ami
still produce an assured annual cut of

wood.
One village has 1,600 population, owns

4,507 acres of forest. The yearly cut is

2,500,000 feet of lumber and firewood; of

this all the firewood up to seven cords
each is given to the citizens. Two hund-
red cords goes to the schools and public

buildings. The lumber is sold and brings
a net income of $21,600. The community
is not only free from all communal
taxes, but is also able to establish mod-
ern works and public buildings. Please
keep in mind that the cut of wood does
not diminish, the annual income is as-

sured so long as there is no devastating
fire.

The examples quoted are not excep-
tional, they are representative of thous-
ands of tow-ns and villages in Europe.
The forest holdings are as small as 160
acres and make proportionate returns.

We cannot expect municipal forestry to
be as profitable in Canada, but surely
with water rights to conserve, and valu-
able growing forest land so close at hand
to many of our towns, this matter of
municipal ownership of forest is well
worth consideration.

What Could Be Done.

To go back to the Municipality of
Annapolis Royal. The town in contrast
to the European municipalities, issued
bonds and put in its water and lighting
systems and made a direct tax for the
improvements. From my understanding
of the Town Incorporation Act, a muni-
cipality can purchase direct or obtain by
expropriation all necessary land to se-

(Continued on page 238.)
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COAST RANGERS GET TOGETHER

"Get together" meetings of offi-

cers and rangers connected with the

forest services have been advocated

with more vigor than has been ap-

pHed to their practice. For the past

two years, the British Columbia

Rangers of the Dominion Forestry

Board, with the supervisors of both

the provincial and federal services,

have held conventions twice a year

with excellent results.

On September 29th at New West-

minster, one of these friendly and

informal assemblies took place and

for four hours the men who form

the rank and file of the coast district

of the Pominion Forestry Branch

discussed ways and means as to im-

provements which might be effected

in the methods used for fighting for-

est fires and so conserving the great

wealth of the British Columbia for-

ests.

The meeting might be said to have

been Dominion wide in scope, as m
addition to officials of the forest

service at Victoria, there were pre-

sent Mr. R. H. Campbell, Director

of Forestrv for the Dominion; Mr.

R. D. Craig, of the Staff of the Com-
mission of Conservation, and Lt.-

Col. J. D. Taylor, M.P.
Sawmill men. whose interests are

allied to the work of conserving the

green forests, were represented by

Messrs. R. A. Trethewey, of the Ab-

botsford Timber and Trading Com-
pany, and N. S. Lougheed. manager

of the Abernethy and Lougheed
mills.

Mr. George D. McKay, Chief Pro-

vincial Forester, and Mr. H. Chris-

tie, Assistant Forester of Victoria,

represented the provincial depart-

ment, and Inspector Cameron, of

the Dominion Branch, was also pre-

sent.

Onus on Settler.

An important point touched upon
and one over which a great deal of

discussion ensued, was where best

to place the responsibility for the

"mysterious forest fires" which it

was freely stated were in nine cases

out of ten, deliberately set by the

settler who, forgetful or careless, of

the fact that he might be endanger-

ing thousands of dollars' worth of

timber, would persist in starting a

fire to burn up his "slash," although

he had not a permit from the local

ranger.

The consensus of opinion was
that the occupier of the land where
the fire started, should be forced to

prove that he did not set the fire, in-

stead of the onus of proof being

placed on the ranger or the timber

owner. Mr. R. A. Trethewey was
emphatic in his declaration that at

least 90 per cent, of the forest fires

fought by the department annually

would be eliminated if the Forest

Act were changed to embody such a

clause and the majority of the Do-
minion officials and rangers, heartily

agreed with him.

Mr. McKay and ^Mr. Christie were

not so certa'in that such a change

would be practicable, while Mr. Mc-

Kay went a step further and declar-

ed that he was not in favor of such

an aggressive policy. "We were all

settlers ourselves once, you know,

he observed.

Season a Severe One.

Although the season of 1915 will

go down^in the history of the coast

department as one of the severest

vears in the matter of forest fires,

the aggregate loss to timber is rela-

tivelv slight.' The season was ex-

ceptionalfy dry and up to the end of

August the local rangers had fought

257" fires of which total 166 occurred

in the months of July and August.

Ten thousand acres of slash and

logged off lands were burned over,

principally in Surrey municipality
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Here is shown a stand of British Columbia timber. Why
settlers should be allowed to imperil such superb assets in any
part of the Dominion is difficult to understand. British Colum-
bia's system of permits for settlers goes far to end a long-

standing evil.

yet in that district, according to the

reports of Chief Ranger James Sel-

kirk, no loss of standing timber was
sustained, although a certain acre-

age was scorched. It would be log-

ged before the effects of the scorch-
ing did any real damage.

Tribute to Rangers.

Inspector Cameron, in his address,

paid a high tribute of praise to the

work of the rangers under Mr. Sel-

kirk, when he stated that never in

the history of the forestry service

the world over, had the record of the
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men in the coast district for 1915

l)een excelled.

Mr. Campbell also' complimented

the men for the efficient work and

he said the steady increase noted in

the efficiency of the Dominion forest

service must be credited very large-

ly to the rangers.
[ The conservation of forests was a

serious business, he pointed out, one

that demanded the best in each man
and the duties of a ranger did not

consist of merely fighting the fire,

b)Ut of educating the people of his

district to a realization of the value

•of forest conservation.

: In Europe, said Mr. Campbell, the

forestry departments had fire protec-

tion down to the highest degree of

efficiency, had in fact learned all

there was to know on the subject,

and could now turn their attention to

other matters. Places that not so

long ago were huge sand wastes,

were now green forests, protecting

thousands of acres in vineyards

which had once been barren lands.

Tzvo Vital Factors.

Mr. R. D. Craig said the Conser-

vation Commission was endeavoring

to secure an accurate estimate of the

value of the timber in the province.

Nine-tenths of the province was be-

ing utilized in the growth of timber

and the necessity for its conserva-

tion could be seen by comparing

the area being used for agricultural

purposes which formed the other

tenth.

Mr. E. W. Beckett, who presided,

said the careless setting out of fires

by settlers was a very grave ques-

tion, in fact .it was getting so bad

that some drastic measure was ne-

cessary and he favored a change in

the act if possible, so that the onus

of proof would be on the settler to

show that he did not set the fire on

his land.

THE FOOL AND OUR FOREST DOLLARS

By E. T. Allen,

Forester, Western Forestry and Conservation Association.

Good-by to the fool with the empty
gun

;

Forgotten his bid for fame.

Though he kills his friend, it only

counts one,

And that, nowadays, is tame.

The fool who playfully rocks the

boat
Is on the front page no more.

He may rank high with the fools

afloat

But his glory is gone ashore.

There's the fool with women, the

fool with wine.

And the fool who games with

strangers.

A.nd the joy-ride fool (he does well

in his line

By combining these ancient dan-

gers).

But they're all still down in the

primer class.

Mere novices taking a flyer.

Compared with the prize-taking

criminal ass.

The fool in the woods with fire.

A few hearts break for the deeds
they've done

In their pitiful amateur way,
But fire slays dozens where they

slay one
And scourges a state in a day.

For the ruined home and the smoke-
less stack

And the worker unemployed
Know a hundred years shall never

bring back
The things that his match des-

troyed.
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YOUNG PEOPLE'S ARBOR
CONDUCTED BY JAMES LAWLER.
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Once when the writer was lectur-

ing on forestry in a large public
school in a certain Canadian city,

the magic lantern broke down.
AVhile new connections were being
made the principal of the school sug-
gested that the pupils might like to
ask some questions. Usually at
such lectures before grown-up peo-
ple questions are few in number and
come slowly, but in this instance the
children were ready with many ques-
tions, and some of them were very
searching.

One boy asked: "In your lecture
you speak of men fighting a forest
fire but when a forest fire really gets

started is it possible for men to da
anything but look on?"
We speak about questions being

"pertinent" or "impertinent." (Look
up the words in the dictionary if you
are not sure of their meaning).
This was certainly a very pertinent

question, and, as a second lecture

was delivered in that school, the dia-

grams which you see on this page
were made and the question answer-
ed with their aid at the next lecture.

Forest Fires and House Fires.

The question was pertinent for
the reason that a forest fire is in

some respects very different from a
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fire in a town or city. Most of us

are only too familiar with the sight

of firemen dashing to a fire, putting

up their ladders and rushing up with

their hose to swamp out the fire with

water. Forest firemen also go as

fast as they are able to the scene of

the fire but as they have to go in

canoes, or along bridle-paths over

stumps and stones, it is impossible

to take along a fire-engine. And
even if one could be taken along it

would be useless because forest fires

generally occur where there is no

water near by.

The question was pertinent again

because anyone who has ever seen a

small patch of forest burning knows
that men are not able to stand for a

long distance in front of the fire,

that is in the direction in wdiich the

wind is blowing the heat and smoke.

Yet in spite of lack of a good sup-

ply of water at hand and in spite of

the smoke and heat men do fight

forest fires and bring them to a

stand and finally put them out.

Like Cattle Stampedes.

How do they do it?

They do it in some respects like

a cowboy stops a frightened, stam-
peding herd of cattle.

Out on our prairies in Alberta and
Saskatchewan, when a herd of cat-

tle stampede and start to rush

across the country like a dozen ex-

press trains gone wild, no cowboy
endeavors to stop them by riding

out in front of the herd and shout-

ing and waving his arms. The herd
would trample rider and horse just

•as they would a clump of sage brush.

The cowboy in such a case rides up
alongside the foremost steer and
keeping up with him gradually
crowds him over towards the centre

of the herd. This steer crowds over
on the next and so on until the
whole herd gradually turns slightly

in that direction. The cowboy keeps
up the process, crowding and crowd-
ing, till presently the whole herd,

without knowing it, is travelling in a

circle. Thev travel around and

around until they tire themselves

out and the stampede comes harm-
lessly to an end.

Fight from the Sides.

In the same way the forest fire-

fighters crowd the fire in at the

sides narrowing its front and turning

it toward some natural obstacle as a

river, a swamp, a steep hill, etc.

If you will look at diagram No. 1

and suppose that all the country is

covered with forest you will see how
fire-fighters work. The fire is trav-

elling in the direction of the arrow.

The fire-fighters designated by the

letters "R, R" are spread through
the forest in the direction of the

wind to put out fires which may be

started by sparks blown from the

fire. A line of firemen edge the

fire toward the river and at a con-
venient place a trench is dug down
to the mineral soil and all the leaves,

grass and brushwood scraped out of

the way. The idea is that when the

fire reaches the trench it will die out
for want of something to burn.

Hozv Do They Use IVaterf

How do the men edge the fire

over ?

They beat it out with green
branches or with bags and sacks
soaked in w^ater. The water is car-

ried from the nearest creek or river

in canvas buckets and used very
sparingly, for often it has to be
brought some miles. Where horses
can be used the water is carried in

canvas bags attached to the pack
saddle. At the trench sometimes
common water-pots, such as are
used in gardens, are employed to

sprinkle the ground and stop the ad-
vance of the fire. In other cases
the canvas water-bags are fitted with
sprinkler nozzles and are used like

watering pots. Most of the water
however is used to saturate the bags
and the clothes of the fire-fighters.

Hozv Back Firing is Done.

In the second diagram the fire is

shown in a forest region where there
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is no river or lake. The fighters get

on both sides and endeavor to nar-

row in the front. Then away in ad-

vance a place is selected where the

fire will go slow, such as the crest of

a hill, and here a trench is made.

Unlike an army a forest fire is ir-

resistible in charging up hill while

it is at its weakest in charging down

hill. The trench is therefore dug

just over the crest of the hill, where

the fire will pause before it starts to

go down. In addition to the trench-

ing the men sometimes make a

*'back-fire." That is they go a little

way on the windward side of the

trench and start a fire in the grass

twigs and leaves which fire they

stop when it reaches the trench. If

there is time they go still farther

back and start another fire which
dies out when it reaches the burned
ground. Then when the main fire

reaches the burned space it will

have so little to live on that it can
be stopped by the fighters at the

trench. As in Diagram No. 1 ran-

gers, as far as they can be spared,
are placed through the woods to put
out sparks and embers blown from
the main fire.

In Battle Order.

This is a general description of

how fires are fought. But fire-

fighting is a war. and, as in military
warfare, each battle must be fought
on its own merits. The successful
general is he who best selects his

position, who posts his forces in the
most strategic positions and who
gets the assistance of natural obsta-
cles to stop the rush of the enemy.

This is work that requires train-
ing, sagacity, endurance and cour-
age. Our Canadian fire-fighters are
exhibiting these qualities more and
more every year, and as good citi-

zens we should strive to learn more
about them and to back them up in
every way we can in this patriotic
work.

THE ORIGIN OF FIRES.

{Montreal Herald)

"The Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion is making a determined effort to

awaken public feeling in regard to

the numerous fires with which the

forest regions of Canada are devas-

tated every year. While a good
many preventive measures are al-

ready in effect, it is evident that the

Association believes the authorities

are still far from doing their full

duty in the matter of supervising the

settlement of forest areas and ot

preventing the numerous fires con-

sequent on settlement. There can be

no doubt that a very large propor-

tion of the fire ravages caused every
year are the direct result of the care-

lessness of settlers and prospectors

and the Association is doing an ex-

cellent work in impressing this upon
the authorities."

ALBERT GRIGG CHOSEN.

Mr. Albert Grigg, M.P.P., for Al-

goma, was appointed Deputy Min-
ister of Lands and Forests, succeed-
ing the late Mr. Aubrey White. Mr.
Grigg was born on May 9, 1873, in

the county of Huron. He was edu-
cated at Bruce Mines, of which place

he later became Mayor. He is a

pioneer of the Algoma district, hav-
ing filled many public positions

there. For three years he was li-

cense inspector, for one year Reeve
of Plummer township, and for two
years the Mayor of Bruce Mines.
He was first elected to the Ontario
Legislature as member for Algoma
at a bye-election in 1908, and subse-
quently re-elected at the general
elections of 1911 and 1914. He
quickly gained a reputation as a

forceful and interesting speaker and
was regarded as one of the most
promising members of his party. Mr.
Grigg is progressive in spirit and
has a thorough acquaintance with
the conditions in the forest districts

of his province.
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CHURCH AIDS IN PROTECTION

As a result of representations^ by

the Canadian Forestry Association,

His Eminence, Cardinal Begin,

Archbishop of Quebec, has kindly

consented to address the people of

all the parishes of the province

making- clear their duty in the pre-

vention of forest fires and asking

their co-operation.

The letter of His Eminence to the

Secretary of the Association reads,

in part, as foUow^s

:

Archbishopric of Quebec,

1st October, 1915.

"His Eminence the Cardinal-

Archbishop of Quebec has
charged me to assure you that

he is deeply interested in the

matter which is the object of the

work of your Association.

"How regrettable it is, indeed,

to learn so often that our forests

are devastated by disastrous

and costly fires! This consti-

tutes often an irreparable loss

of vast portions of our national

wealth.
"More than once, the Arch-

bishop of Quebec, at the request

of the honourable ministers of

Crown Lands, has authorized

that in the churches of the Arch-

diocese circular letters be read
concerning the protection of

forests, that which has also been
done in other dioceses.

"To accede to your desire and
to that of your Association, and
in order to prevent as much as
possible, in the future, the des-

truction of our forests. His Em-
inence has instructed me to as-

sure you that he will seize the
first favourable opportunity to

remind, not only the settlers but
all those who, for some reason,

travel over the forests, of the
obligation to observe the law
which deals with this important
matter, and also of the duty of

justice devolving upon all, re-

quiring of them to look after the
conservation of this part of our
national wealth. In accordance
with the desire you have ex-

pressed in this connection, these
warnings will be made in the
churches.
"His Eminence hopes that

these notices and the efforts of

your Association will produce
the desired results.

"Respectfully yours,

"JULES LABERGE, Pst.,

Secretary."

HOMESTEADING ON TIMBER LAND

The Editor of the Journal has re-

ceived a letter from Hon. Jules Al-

lard. Minister of Lands and Forests

in the Quebec Government, discuss-

ing the article which appeared in the

September issue under the title of

*A Colony of Fake Settlers.'

The Journal article on the fake
settlers was written after a personal
inspection of parts of Boyer, Camp-
bell and Robertson townships, and

the gathering of information from
several authorities who had known
the conditions in these sections in-

timately for many years back. The
article was quite explicit in stating
that no one who knew the progres-
sive forest policy of the Quebec
Government had any doubt that a

stop would be put to the further
homesteading of non-agricultural
land.

Hon. Mr. Allard's letter makes
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clear that his department during his

term of office has allowed no lots to

be sold in Boyer and Campbell in

sections which the Department re-

cords mark as "non-agricultural."

By an oversight, the name of Ro-
bertson township was not used in

the article although much of the

description was based upon that

area, particularly upon the lots

bordering the Devlin Road between
Mont Laurier and Maniwaki.
Apparently, the words : 'for some

reason abuses beyond all common
sense are allowed in the township of

Boyer year after year' was read by
Hon. Mr. Allard as meaning a per-

petuation of the fake settlers by
cognizance of the Department.
A\"hat the sentence wished to imply
was that no matter in whose admin-
istration the fake settler had been
admitted to non-agricultural lands,

he should be ousted as quickly as

possible and without consideration
for his protests.

"I have before me," says the Min-
ister," a list of lots sold within the
last three years in Boyer and I find

that there are only sixteen, three
during 1913, 11 during 1914 and
two during 1915, and all these lots

with the exception of lots 36 and 37,
3rd range, sold during 1913, are

situated in a colonization reserve
created about twelve years ago, af-

ter an inspection had been made of
the land bordering the Gouin road.
Lots 36 and 37, 3rd range, sold dur-
ing 1913, although not comprised in

a colonization reserve are situated
only about one mile from the road
leading to Rapide de TOrignal, a dis-

tance of about three miles from said
place.

"Ever since I assumed the direc-

tion of the Department of Lands
and Forests (1909), all my efforts

have been directed with a view to
suppress this fake settler evil, which
not only exists in the Province of
Quebec but in all the other Pro-
vinces of the Dominion and even in

the United States. Thanks to our
organization, which is composed of
licensed forestry engineers, we may
congratulate ourselves that if we
have not completely suppressed the
evil complained of, we have at least

reduced it to a very considerable ex-
tent and with more success than in
any of the other provinces."

"The above remarks," adds the
Minister, "apply also to Township
Campbell where we have sold 4 lots
during 1913, 9 during 1914 and 1

during 1915."

READING CAMP ASSOCIA-
TION.

During the past month the Secre-
tary of the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation arranged with the Reading
Camp Association, of which Rev.
Alfred Fitzpatrick is superintendent
of camp education, for the distribu-
tion of from thirty to fifty copies of
the Canadian Forestry Journal each
month in the reading tents main-
tained by that body. Other litera-
ture on forest questions of a helpful,
educative kind will be supplied the
Reading Camp Association as it is

issued.

Mr. Roy L. Campbell has resigned
the editorship of "The Pulp and
Paper Magazine" of Canada to be-
come Secretary of the Canadian Pulp
and Paper Association.

British Columbia Rangers M. V.
Allen and F. B. Edwards, of the
Canadian Mounted Rifles, are at
Shorncliffe.

"The question of the protection of
our forests from fire is first of all a
question of morals ; to burn useful
material without any reason for
burning is immoral."—Dr. Fernow.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less

than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efificient for towing heavy loads.

All motors are equipped with reversible, high ten-

sion magneto and Maxim Silencer.

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to

12 miles an hour.

Our 1915 models embrace all the unequalled fea-

tures of the 1914 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.
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(Continued from page 229.)

cure a supply of water for consumption
or power, and in this case could obtain
possession of several thousand acres of

forest land extending from 5 or 6 miles
on each side of the Lequille stream which
now supplies water to the town. The
Forest Protection Act would permit of
the appointment of resident sub-rangers
in daily touch with the property and
which should be the means of elimina-
ting the fire risk. Under the supervision
of one man this property could be work-
ed to paying advantage from the date of
purchase. It would give employment to
the indigent, particularly in the winter.
The town would get its firewood and
lumber, etc., at first hand. It should be
the direct means if properly looked after
of relieving taxation and provide a fu-

ture income to the municipality. Other
towns in the province are similar to
Annapolis in having all the conveniences
of a modern city, but held down to the
fraction of a cent in the tax rates, and
urgently need some other source of
revenue, than a direct personal and pro-
perty tax.

The foregoing- formed part of an addres.s '

de-
livered recently by Mr. Whitman before the con-
vention of the United ^Vhinicipalities of Nova
Scotia, at Nevi^ Glasgow.

The Canadian Society of Forest
Engineers, with headquarters in Ot-
tawa, has been granted a provincial

charter. The corporation, which is

without share capital, is for the pur-
pose of advancing its members in

the theory and practice of forestry

by the discussion of technical and
professional topics, to promote a
better mutual acquaintance among
Canadian foresters, and to take such
steps as may appear to be advisable
for the object of promoting in Can-
ada the interests of the forestry pro-
fession as a whole. The incorpora-
tors are Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of
the Faculty of Forestry of Toronto
University, Robt. H. Campbell and
Clyde Leavitt, of Ottawa, Ellwood
Wilson, of Grand Mere, Que., G. C.
Piche, of Quebec, Que.. Norman
McK. Ross, of Indian Head, Sask.,
and H. R. MacMillan, of Victoria,
B.C.

\'. K. Wood, forest clerk, who left

Victoria
, with the 48th Batt., is at

Shorncliffe.
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NEW BRUNSWICK NOTES.
Robert K. Shives, of the class of

1913, after taking- instruction in the

Curtiss school of aviation at To-

ronto, qualifying as a second lieu-

tenant in the flying corps, left for

England where he hopes soon to

receive the rank of lieutenant in the

Royal Flying Corps. It is believed

that his nerve and resourcefulness

will win him rapid promotion.

Robert K. Melrose is now in the

employ of the New Brunswick
Land Company, doing forestry

work. Chris. Armstrong has been in

charge during the absence of Mr.
Reginald R. Bradley on a short va-

cation.

Mr. Hal B. Murray, of the class

of 1913, is now District Forester at

Cranbrook, B.C.. where about a year

ago he was assistant. The force at

Cranbrook consists of District For-
ester, under whom are three rangers.

C. E. Maimann. Leland Webb,
Reginald Jago and Guy Horncastle,
who were in the employ of the Do-
minion Forestry Branch, have re-

turned to the University, the three

former taking up the work of the
senior year and the latter of the
junior year. There is good promise
of the largest senior class ever grad-
uated from the institution.

Col. T. G. Loggie, Deputy Minis-
ter of Lands and Mines, left on Oct.
12th for a trip of two months to

Western Canada and before return-
ing will visit the Panama-Pacific
Exposition. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Loggie. During his absence
from the Crown Land office his
work will be taken by Mr. McMul-
len, a former employe of the office.

Prof. R. B. Miller, of the Univer-
sity of New Brunswick Forestry
Department, delivered an address
before the combined teachers Insti-
tute of Kings and Queens counties
at Hampton, N.B., on the evening of
October 21st. His subject was:
"Forestry in the Public Schools."

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.

Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,
branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pr'es.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."^C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects eVer

written."—Springfield Republican.

B

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE. N. Y.
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THE FORESTS OF RUSSIA.

Russia now occupies first place

among the nations of the world in

the extent of its timber resources,

the value and quality of two-thirds

of which are practically unknown.

The total area of the empire is about

one-seventh of the land surface of

the globe, and 39 per cent, of it is

under forests. Those in European

Russia cover an area of 474.000.000

acres; in Finland, 50,500,000 acres;

in Poland, 6,700,000 acres; and in

the Caucasus, 18,600,000 acres; a

total of 549,800,000 acres, exclusive

of Siberia. In the Ural Provinces,

forests cover 70 per cent, of the area,

and in the four lake Provinces 57

per cent. It is estimated that in

western Siberia alone there are 465,-

000,000 acres of virgin forests, and

eastern Siberia, while not so richly

endowed, has sufficient timber to

supply the world's demand for years

to come.

The Government owns 285,598,941

acres of forest land in European
Russia, 12,826,387 acres in the Cau-

casus, 360.519.435 acres in Asiatic

Russia, and 288,742,000 acres in the

Amur region, a total of 947,686,763

acres. Twenty-three per cent, of the

forest land belonged to landed pro-

prietors and 9 per cent, to the pea-

santry in 1910.

The principal timber lands of

eastern Siberia are in the valleys of

the Amur River svstem, which
cover an area of about 200,000,000

square miles. Of this area, only

about 400,000 miles is considered

available for timbering, but accord-

ing to local calculations, allowing

45 merchandable trees to the acre,

this would give some 11,520,000,000

trees. As the time required for

these trees to mature is placed at 100

years. 115.200,000 trees could be cut

per annum without diminishing the

forests, with proper reforestation

methods.

The Russian Forestry Depart-
ment places the total timber land in

Siberia at 810,000,000 acres, of

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumbtr
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

which two-thirds can be successfully

placed on the market.

A CHANCE FOR SERVICE.

Readers of the Canadian Forestry

Journal can do a good service to the

Association and the cause of forest

protection generally by asking their

local Librarians to place the Journal

on their 1916 subscription lists. The
Journal already goes to many public

libraries in Canada and the United
States, but should be on all public

reading tables in this country.

Ask your librarian at the first op-

portunitv to secure the Canadian
Forestry Journal and other publica-

tions of the Association, all of which
can be done for one dollar a year.

i

Forest Assistant O. J. Sangar, of

the Lillooet Division, has volunteer-

ed for active service and hopes to

leave for England with his battalion.
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AWELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,

and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of

forest finance is based.
283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
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392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
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facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
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590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
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By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.
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net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
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325 pages, 5J4x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univeisity.
In preparing this book the author has
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the Uniicd States.

235 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.
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prescribed subjects. Men who are not
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School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in
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agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director
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REINDEER EXPERIMENTS
According to the annual report of

the Dominion Forestry Director,

the herd of fifty reindeer purchased

by the Government from Dr. Gren-

fell has now been reduced to four

animals, all females, and it is pro-

posed to try and cross these with

the native caribou. The great diffi-

culty has been with the bulldog

flies in the summer. These attack

the deer and irritate them to such an

extent that they break out of their

corral and scatter into the bush.

The herds of wood bison, on the

other hand, seem to be increasing

and now number probably five hund-
red head. They are well protected

and should increase rapidly.

COSTS OP BRUSH PILING.

In the Forest Reserves in Saskat-
chewan the Government has re-

quired brush piling and burning on
all timber sales, and while there was
a little opposition at first, this was
soon overcome and now it is a regu-
lar procedure. Mr. Gutches, lately

in charge of this work, gives the
following figures of costs : With
wages at 25 cents per hour the aver-

age cost per acre was $1.00, average
cost per cord five cents, average cost
per thousand feet board measure ten
cents. On another operation, where
16,178 ties were made but the lop-

ping was not done till after all the
ties had been removed, the cost for

lopping and burning was one cent
per tie or 31 cents per thousand feet.

This cost would have been much
less had the lopping and burning

been done at the time of cutting.

Brush burning should certainly be
made a routine part of every log-

ging operation.

A PROGRESSIVE STEP.

Mr. J. R. Booth, of Ottawa, has
caused the piling, ready for burning
at a safe time, of inflammable debris

on a narrow strip of his limits

parallel to a portion of the Canadian
Northern Ontario railway, east of

North Bay. This progressive action

in connection with forest fire pre-

vention will materially reduce the

fire hazard to valuable timber lands
in the vicinity. Similar action by
other limit-holders would undoubt-
edly be a paying investment.

Some of the government fire-pro-

tective agencies have given attention

to the general situation caused by
the accumulation of logging debris

in proximity to railway lines. The
Forest Act of British Columbia pro-

vides that the Provincial Forest
board may declare inflammable mat-
erial which endangers life or pro-
perty a public nuisance, and may
order its removal.

In Quebec, the provincial govern-
ment has under consideration the
issuance of an order-in-council re-

quiring the holders of licenses on
crown lands to dispose of inflam-
mable debris on a strip one hundred
feet wide, adjacent to railway rights-

of-way. Such action will well ac-
cord with the progressive attitudes
of the Quebec government toward
the conservation of its forest re-

sources.
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THE WORKING PLAN OF THE ST.

MAURICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

How 12,000 Square Miles of Valuable Limits Are Kept Free From

Serious Loss.

By Henry Sorgius, Manager.

FACTS FROM THE ST. MAURICE.

In 1914, 80 settlers' fires occurred; in 1915 41 fires.

Twenty look-out stations have been erected and in another year all

will he connected with telephones.

Four hundred and six miles of telephone line have been constructed.

One hundred and sixty-nine fires zvere extinguished in ipij.

In the fall of 1911, the leading

lumbermen of the St. Maurice Val-

ley met to discuss forest protection.

In former years, certain limit holders

in this section were dissatisfied with

the patrolling system that existed at

that time as a few of the companies
totally neglected to place men on
their limits to guard them against

fire.

These lumbermen then agreed to

form a forest protective association,

the ranging to be governed by one
head. This was done and in March,
the provincial charter was obtained
and the first meeting was held on the

twentieth of March.
The Manager took up his duties

on the above date and preparation
for the season's work was com-
menced. The various offices of the
associate members were visited and
much valuable data and maps were
collected. The name of probable
fire ranger inspectors and fire ran-
gers were taken and placed on file.

The motor car in forest protection has
proved an economy in the St. Maurice
territory. It is said to cost less than a
horse for upkeep, everything considered.
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Dividing the Country.

At the directors meeting on April
6th, a working plan was presented.
The territory was divided into three
divisions.. Each division was sub-
divided into districts. Each divi-

sion was under the supervision of an
inspector whose duties were to see
that the rangers in his charge cover
their respective districts during the
dry weather and cut out and clean
trails, erect look-out stations and
string telephone line during the wet
season.

In 1913, more limits were added to
the Association and another inspec-
tor was employed to help with the
work. In 1914, two more inspectors
were added to the force to help over-
see the ranging in our ever-increas-
ing territory. In one division this
past season, the inspector did his in-
specting in a Ford automobile where
ever there was a road leading into
the ranger's district. The auto has
proven that it was a good invest-
ment as it has cost less to keep up
than a horse.

Method of Patrol.

Each district was patrolled either
by two men in a canoe, a man on
horse-back or a man on foot. The
very best of results were obtained by
this method. The sizes of districts
that rangers have to patrol are de-
terrnined according to the fire haz-
ard in that particular centre.
The total number of acres patrol-

led by the Association to date is
7,892,766 or 12,332 square miles.

This last season, the rangers pa-
trolling the settled districts, were
furnished with dodgers in the early
spring which asked the settler to co-
operate with us in the burning of his
slash, thereby lessening the fire dan-
ger.

Colored dodgers were also printed
and, as in the case of the plain ones,
a house-to-house canvas was made
and each and every man in the vari-

ous parishes under our supervision,
received one of them. Circular let-

ters were written to the Cures of

A look-out tower at Lac Legault,

these parishes asking them to kindly
explain to their people just exactly

what we wished them to do and the

penalty for disobedience. Splendid
results were obtained by this method
and by the use of burning permits
as the following record speaks for

itself: 1914, 80 fires; 1915, 41 fires.

This shows a clear decrease of about
fifty per cent, in the fires. Two
more years of this sj'stem, and the
settlers will be accustomed to our
method of controlling the burning
of slashings. We firmly believe that
at the end of this time, very few set-

tlers will trouble us with fires.

Railway Guarding.

The section that is traversed by
the National Transcontinental Rail-
way is also patrolled by us. A dis-

tance of one hundred and sixty-
seven miles is under our control.
Five motor speeders, two men to a
car, follow up all trains in their res-
pective districts, twenty minutes af-

ter their departure.
This past season, all fires caused

by engines, were thirty-five in num-
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ber. These fires were all extinguish-

ed by our rangers without the aid of

extra labour, excepting one small

fire.

Equipment was purchased for fire

fighting purposes such as pails,

shovels, grub hoes and axes. These
articles were distributed to the vari-

ous inspectors and were placed at

most accessible points.

Look-out stations have been erect-

ed throughout the territory at the

most advantageous points, i.e.,

points of observation which aid us
most in patrolling the more dan-
gerous fire centres.

We have found that an observa-
tion, placed at points which overlook
settled territory and territory in-

habited by river drivers is a money-
saving scheme in more than on way.
It helps to cut down our staff of fire

patrols and still retain the proper
efficiency of forest patrol.

Tzi'enty Look-outs.

At present, w^e have twent}^ look-
out stations erected and by the end
of next season, we hope to have all

the stations connected by telephone
lines.

To date, four hundred and six

miles of telephone line has been con-
structed. The telephone has proven
a great boon to forest protection and
much valuable timber has been sav-

ed from fire by its timely use.

During the season of 1912, the
employees of the Association put out
one hundred and eight forest fires.

The season was a wet one. In 1913,

three hundred and five fires were ex-
tinguished. This season, as were
the seasons of 1914 and 1915, was a

very dry one with long droughts. In
the season of 1914, two hundred and
thirty-one fires were extinguished
and in 1915, one hundred and sixty-

nine fires.

The cost of patrol has never ex-
ceeded one quarter of one per cent,

per acre since the Association has
been in existence.

Cheap Protection.

It has been proven conclusively
that the limit holders have been
given cheaper and more efficient pa-

trol and protection by the co-opera-
tive system than by any independent
method which has ever been tried

out in this section.

Rangers of the St. Maurice Association constructing a look-out station at

St. Michel Des Saints.
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LOSSES ALONG H. B. RAILWAY.

Serious Record of Forest Destruction Owing to Lack of Appliances

and Official Supervision.

The Hudson Bay Railway, which

is directly controlled by the Depart-

ment of "^Railways and Canals, has

been responsible for very serious

damage to forest growth during

the construction season of 1915. One
estimate places the loss at $250,000,

and the area burned over at 500,000

acres. If these figures are even ap-

proximately correct—the fact forms

a serious comment on the methods

which have been allowed to prevail

in connection with the H. B. Rail-

way's construction.

The area traversed by the new line

is not, of course, heavily timbered,

but there is considerable jack pine,

spruce, black spruce and birch, av-

eraging from 4 to 40 inches at the

butt, along the waterways and on

islands. Certainly it is the only tim-

ber available to settlers and sawmills

which will be expected to come into

the country upon the opening of

traffic. There is little doubt that if

prospective farmers were told that

the forest growth in the neighbor-

hood of the road had been turned

into a bon-fire, they would hesitate

to accept even free land under the

handicaps of importing their fuel

and lumber.
It has been commonly accepted

that no Canadian railway can be run
through new country without ruin-

ing during the period of construction

a great part of the timber upon
which so much of the freight rev-

enue of the future depends. This
belief has been justified by nothing
more than the frequent instances of

official indifference to the importance
of forest preservation.

Whatever the reasons may be, the

facts are indisputable. In 1914, the

Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk Sys-
tem, Canadian Northern and all

other company-managed roads in

Canada caused the burning of 191,-

000 acres, valued at a little over
$400,000, of which about half repre-

sented the value of merchantable
timber. It is difficult to understand
why a few hundred miles of new
Government line should approxi-
mate the damage of 25,000 miles of

private-owned line. Indeed there
exists no reason whatever for such
a showing except that the Hudson
Bay road was not equipped with the
fire-prevention appliances imposed
by law upon the private companies,
and supervision of contractors and
men was not enforced.

During the construction of the

National Transcontinental through
Quebec, a part of the line was pa-

trolled by the limit holders in co-

operation with the contractors and
with the Department of Railways
and Canals and the Quebec Govern-
ment. A^ery little was burned in this

section, although destruction was
considerable in the area outside of it.

So was it with the Canadian Nor-
thern construction through Nor-
thern Ontario. From the first sur-

vey to the completion of steel, forest

destruction was held down to a mini-

mum, the company being determined
that modern ideas of forest preser-

vation should prevail. Great assis-

tance was given the C.N.R. in this

section by the rangers of the Ontario
Government.
Here were two great precedents

for the building of the Hudson Bay
Railway, and yet neither was ap-

plied. It is possible that the forest

growth in Manitoba adjacent to the
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right of way may have appeared too
inconsequential to justify expendi-
tures on protection. At the same
time, it is all that the district pos-
sesses and is the sole hope of larger

timber in the future. Thirty years

will not restore to the burned lands

the wood supply that existed be-

fore the railway arrived and that

same wood supply is of the highest

importance to successful settlement.

A Proud Record For Canadian Foresters

Probably no other profession in this country is able to show such
a percentage of enlisted men as that of forestry.

\'ery clearly, the motives actuating the foresters who have left

their employment to take up arms were of the highest type. In nearly aH
the cases of which we have record, the men left well-paid positions in order

to accept the hardships and dangers of military life.

A rough estimate made by one of the professors in the Faculty of

Forestry, Toronto University, places the number of foresters engaged in

the practice of forestrv or allied occupations at 62 and the number en-

listed (to October 20th) at 20.

Of 71 undergraduates in Canadian forest schools. 27 have enlisted.

In other words, of the Canadian foresters engaged in their pro-

fession, 32 per cent, have enlisted, while of the undergraduates 37 per cent,

have enlisted. The two combined show an enlistment of 35 per cent,

which in view of the two per cent, enlistment for the entire country is

probably a greater percentage of enlistment than from any other profession

in Canada except army men.
This estimate leaves out of consideration entirely a large number

of men engaged in forestry work, such as rangers and non-professional

supervisors, many of whom have enlisted, and it also leaves out of considera-

tion foreign-born foresters in professional work in Canada, of whom there

are about 15.
*

The loyalty of the rangers sta-

tioned at the very outposts of the
Empire and a remembrance of the

fact that 22 permanent and four tem-
porary men have enlisted from the
Dominion Forestry Branch was evi-

denced in the following resolution

by the rangers' convention at Revel-
stoke, B.C., relating to "a collection

of the seeds of all the trees native to

the region made for the purpose set

forth

:

"This meeting respectfully re-

quests the Director of Forestry

to forward the collection of seeds

of Revelstoke trees collected by

Ranger Smvthe to the Minister of

Militia with the request that these

be forwarded to the proper per-

sons in France who will undertake
to plant them on the graves of

Canadian soldiers who have fallen

in the defence of the Empire."
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SENTIMENT MAKING AND FOREST
PROTECTION.

By

E. T. Allen,

Forester, Western Forestry and Conservation Association, Portland, Oregon.

If every citizen knew the truth

about forest preservation and use,

understood the economics of forest

production and what governs the

conduct of lumbermen, comprehend-

ed the power and responsibility of

state and government, realized his

own relation to these problems and

what conduct of his own would best

serve his welfare and the commun-
ity's; then there would be little use

in discussing most of the topics be-

fore this meeting. That they are

vital topics is because they are ques-

tions of human conduct, either in or

out of the lumber industry, yet are

given proper consideration by too

small a proportion of the people

whose conduct is involved. We are

unsuccessful in any of our aims only

where we hold a minority belief.

Minority belief is lack of public sen-

timent. Therefore we succeed or

fail exactly in the measure of our
ability as sentiment makers. The
certainty and speed of accomplish-
ing any result dependent on human
action are measured by the degree

to which the desire for this result,

and knowledge of how to get it, ap-

proach being universal.

That is all there is to it and it ap-

plies to forestry and fire protection,

to public encouragement of proper
business organization, and to find-

ing a market for our product. Such
a fundamental factor in the success
of human endeavor has not escaped
deep study anywhere except in for-

estry industry. Princes, priests and

The paper from which the accompanying ex-

cerpts were taken was delivered recently before

the San Francisco Forestry Meetings.

politicians have always lived by it;

psychologists and advertising ex-

perts have reduced it to exact
science. Forest industry has long
suffered by its operation against us,

first through hostility or indifference

toward forest welfare generally,

and lastly through its employment
by our competitors. Yet although
we have smarted under this, only
very lately have we realized that it

has been our own fault; that we
have deliberately left to others the

one great instrument that all must
wield or perish. And now that we
are taking it up belatedly, is it rea-

sonable to suppose we can succeed
without learning the principles

which govern its use? The object
of my talk here is to warn against

such a belief. We will waste much
effort, perhaps do real harm, if we
assume that sentiment making re-

quires nothing more than our native
intelligence backed by some money.
It requires experience and system
as much as any other undertaking;
probably more than most because,
while we can learn many things by
our own failures and successes, no
man alone can observe all the work-
ings of the human mind in different

environments. He must borrow
from the experience of others and
do so with great discrimination.

The Lazvs of Sentiment.

I shall not attempt a complete ex-
position of psychologic laws and all

the detail of their application to for-

est propaganda. I do hope, how-
ever, to set you thinking on two dis-

tinct propositions. One is that there
are certain laws which govern all
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appeals to public sentiment. The
other is that any sentiment cam-
paign, if successful at all, develops

successive stages of response which
demand progressive treatment. The
appeal requisite in a primary stage

may be dangerous in an advanced
stage.

All kinds of people exist, in dif-

ferent mental states. There can be
no best way at all. There may be
certain principles you wish to im-
press upon all, but different ap-

proaches are required to make the

strongest appeal to each. More-
over, class or vocational sympathies
or prejudices vary the original re-

ceptiveness toward your proposition.

Consequently it is seldom possible

to select any single form of appeal
to which all effort should be devot-
ed. Beware of selecting a plan
which strikes you most strongly
and abandoning others seemingly
less strong. You are always a poor
judge, for the man in a house can-
not tell how it looks from the out-
side. Try your favorite plan by all

means, but also try others.

Feeling and Opinion.

There is a sharp distinction for
publicity purposes between feeling
and opinion. Opinion is, or believes
itself to be, based upon reason. Feel-
ing, or emotion, is not. We can
never expect any great unanimity in
reasoning, for capacitv and motives
very greatly, but fee'ling may be
practically universal. A nation can
never agree on any opinion, but it

can have a common hatred. You
can influence opinion onlv by fact or
argument and feeling only by feel-
ing. This distinction is known by
all who successfully sway the crowd.
Use logic where opinion is against
you and you have favorable condi-
tions to present it, but appeal to
emotion where conditions do not
give_ logic attentive and receptive
hearing.

Furthermore, emotional man can-
not reason. Temporary emotion

prevents even a logical man from
reasoning. Hence never try to com-
bat a prejudice with logic. Remove
the prejudice first, by some counter-

appeal of similar nature.

In dealing with either reason or
emotion you must remove any fixed

idea, leaving the mind temporarily
open, before instilling a conflicting

idea. To attack an idea directly

with a contrary one produces irri-

tation and often impregnable repul-

sion.

Irritation is particularly to be
avoided. It causes resentment to
the whole subject thereafter. A
false appeal by any of us, causing
suspicion or resentment toward the
kindred things we work for, may
destroy other efforts by any of us.

Contrary-wise, every favorable
stroke makes the next easier, just as
hypnosis is easier with each repeti-

tion. When one hears a piece of
music begun, he is unprejudiced. If

it contains a jarring note, he is on
guard thereafter; but if it soon de-
velops a pleasing bar he is favorably
disposed toward what follows. Con-
sequently we should conduct all our
sentiment-making; whether for for-

estry, lumbering or markets; with
tact and recognition of each other's
special problems.

The Sense of Justice.

It is usually possible to convert a
man to any fair point of view in
which he originally feels no personal
interest. In such a case he is sway-
ed almost wholly by outside presen-
tation and also inclines, as far as his
information permits, to be strictly
just. All men like to be just as be-
tween others. With themselves they
cannot so easily perceive justice or,
if they do, accept it. Consequently
it is always best to appeal to a hear-
er for justice between ourselves and
a third element, or between him and
a third element, but not between us
and the hearer. Usually any appeal
can be framed, with a little ingen-
uity, in accordance with this prin-
ciple.
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Consider also the difference oi

the country mind from the city

mind. City people see little but the

effect of human power and there-

fore believe it omnipotent; that

human command or laws can make

their existence happy or intolerable.

They are the prey of the class agi-

tator. Moreover they are accus-

tomed to take orders, if not from

direct employers or foremen at

least in the form of placating those

to whom they sell their services or

goods. Country dwellers make their

own decisions in their daily life.

They also see bigger forces than

human laws—the seasonal cycles,

flood and drought, unyielding na-

tural laws—and avoid the mob mis-

take that nothing can stand before

the will of power or numbers. Pro-

perty owning is also in itself steady-

ing, cultivating sanity and self-con-

trol. Therefore, while country peo-

ple are liable to certain prejudices

incident to narrow outlook, they are

also less vulnerable to crazes and

false argument, more responsive to

logic if properly presented. City

people are more reachable by emo-
tion, emphatic command, and the

suggestion of prestige. In fire pre-

ventive effort this distinction is

further intensified by differing fam-

iliarity with the subject. The coun-

try dweller knows the ground and
demands sound argument. The city

dweller is not sure of himself in the

woods, so inclines to accept any em-
phatic command.

Where Sentiment Changes.

I have not attempted to cover the

whole ground but merely to indicate

the nature of psychologic laws we
should study. Their adaptation also

involves continual inspection of

changes of sentiment, for the public

mind, or any section of it, may pass

from one class into another requir-

ing different treatment. If we are

successful, this is sure to happen.
For example, we began some

years ago with almost complete in-

difference to forest protection. It

was useless to urge care with match
or camp-fire, for the ordinary citi-

zen did not care whether the woods
burned or not. Our educational

work was therefore directed toward
showing the relation between forest

preservation and his personal inter-

est. We have succeeded in this,

generally speaking. Few people but
who believe forest destruction is a

bad thing. The same argument on
posters and elsewhere that got re-

sults then is offensive now to many
because it assumes their ignorance
and lack of public spirit. They re-

sent our telling them what they
pride themselves on knowing al-

ready. Irritation results and ham-
pers all our effort.

Yet fires occur and prove that al-

though people may have the right

idea they don't know how to prac-

tice it. They want to be careful, yet

don't think of the right thing at the
right time. What the}^ need now is

not argument, but latent suggestion
of a definite act, that will awake
when they handle a match, leave a

camp fire, or look at slashing.

If this is true of the majority, we
should be foolish to plan a poster
without recognizing it. Yet there

remains a minority still requiring
the old argument and certainly de-

manding our attention. How can
we reach them without irritating

the others? By argument and sug-
gestion combined in one poster and
with the primer class argument so
indirect that it does not offend the
advanced grade. There are two
ways at least of doing this. One is

a flattering appeal to the advanced
^rade for help with the primer class,

the other to give some detailed in-

formation to prove your point which
the advanced grade is excusable for

not knowing. This is the best me-
thod to-day.

Dealing with Irresponsibles.

Eventually will come the stage
when the majority having good in-

tent and also drilled in method will

include practically everyone who
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can be reached by any appeal. There
will still remain the irreducible mini-

mum of criminal and hopelessly ir-

responsible. For these there will be

no method but sharp command and
warning, to some extent effective be-

cause it is a very direct suggestion

and to some extent because it also

suggests penalty in a way it does
not now. For by that time forest

protection will have become conven-
tional and the ordinary citizen will

consider himself behind the notice,

not its object, and the offender will

know this to be the case.

I have only touched on some of

the fundamental principles of senti-

ment-making. Its detail becomes
even more complex and dependent
upon study and experience. The
relative values of different mediums
and how to use them ; comparative
costs ; style of writing for different

purposes ; mechanical effects in

printing and cartoons ; devices to at-

tract interest; all these are tricks of
the trade in which originality counts
but much must be patiently learned.
It has been tabulated by psycholo-
gists that we remember .nine-tenths
of what we say and do ; seven-
tenths of what we do ; five-tenths of
what we say; three-tenths of what
we see and hear ; two-tenths of what
we hear, and one-tenth of what we
see. This is getting the sentiment-
maker's margin down pretty small,
for he depends mostly on getting a
share of the last tenth. It means
that if forest welfare is to hold its

own in competition on this basis, it

had best get out of the amateur class
and learn all it can of the human
mind as well as of forest fires and
sawmills.

during this summer, some idea of
the extent of the problem confront-
ing the forest department during:
August and September will be given.
In 1914 the number of fires was 140
and the acreage 21,550, while in 1913
there were only 42 fires and only 120
acres burned over.

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES.
ON FOREST SUBJECTS.
A series of illustrated lectures

is now being arranged by the
Secretary of the Canadian For-
estry Association to be given by
him through the months of De-
cember, January, February and
March.
The Secretary will gladly^

consider requests for lecture
dates from members and friends
of the Association.

All expense in this connec-
tion is met by the Association,
with the exception of local hall
rents, advertising, and similar
incidentals.

Several hundreds of excellent
stereoptican slides are available,
as is also a lantern.

a C FOREST FIRES
Aproximate figures compiled in

the Vancouver timber office show
that the extent of the bush fires in
the Vancouver district this year
was the worst in thirty years. When
it is known that 236 reported fires
burned over an area of 113,254 acres

ONTARIO'S FOREST REVENUE.
Ontario's revenue from lands,

forests and mines will this year
reach, if not exceed, the sum esti-

mated—$2,000,000. Last year the
receipts from these sources, on ac-
count of the disorganization created
by the war, fell short of what had
been anticipated before hostilities

broke out. This year's estimate
seems to have been based pretty
much on what was received last
year. According to Hon. G. How-
ard Ferguson, Minister of Lands,
Forests and Mines, there has been
an appreciable improvement so far
as the lumbering is concerned, the
American market, which was to
some extent panicky twelve months
ago by reason of the war, having
proved better.
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Most of those engaged on the sur-

vey parties sent out by the Domin-
ion Forestry Branch last spring

have returned to the East. C. E.

Maimann, who was in charge of the

Central Manitoba Survey with As-
sistant L. S. Webb, have returned to

the Forest School of the University

of New Brunswick.

L. L. Brown and W. B. Campbell,

of the Forest Products Laboratories,

Montreal, have been for some time

with No. 2 Sanitary Section of the

Expeditionary Force.

The Eastern Manitoba Survey
party, conducted by J. D. Aiken, as-

sisted by H. A. Porteous, have re-

turned to the forest school at To-
ronto.

The Makwa River Survey, con-
ducted by A. V. Gilbert, assisted by
C. B. Gill, and the Montreal Lake
Survey, conducted by G. M. Dallyn,
assisted by G. A. Mulloy, are also

back at Toronto.

The Lake Labiche Survey, con-
ducted by Student Assistant R. D.
Jago, assisted by O. G. Horncastle,
have returned to Fredericton.

The Peace River Survey, in charge
of J. A. Doucet and R. D. Macdon-
ald, is still in the field and will re-

main until the close of the year in

order to complete the undertaking.

Student-Assistant. Lieut. W. E,

Dexter left with the first draft of

the 77th Battalion, Ottawa, for

England.

W. T- Robertson, Forest Assistant

at the Dominion Forestry Branch,

Ottawa, has enlisted with the fourth

Universities company and is in train-

ing at Montreal. D. Brophy, also

of the Branch, has enlisted with the

aviation corps.

G. T. Robb, who has been acting

as District Inspector of Forest Re-
serves at Prince Albert, died recent-

ly during an operation for appendi-

citis.

The fire ranging season has closed

and the majority of the rangers have
been laid off for the winter months.

TO EVERY READER!!

The membership of the Canadian

Forestry Association is constantly

increasing.

The co-operation of all the present

members should make possible a

further gain before the close of 1915.

Upon receipt of this number of the

Journal will you not write out the

names of two or three, or more, of

your local friends who would likely

be interested in our work and who
might be prevailed upon to join.

Copies of the Journal, with other at-

tractive literature will be sent to

each party with a personal letter ex-

plaining the objects for which the

Association strives.

This is an easy way of doing your
neighbor and the Association a good
turn.
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FROM THE RANGER'S STANDPOINT.

Incidents of the Fire Guardan's Life. The Reason for Lightning

Bolts—A Poster-Eating Porcupine.

Gradually we are building up in

Canada a body of men and also a

body of knowledge in connection
with our forest protective work.
When men devote their attention to

any subject, even such a difficult one
as fire-fighting in forests at a dis-

tance from water, it is wonderful
what an amount of information is

acquired as to the best methods of

work. In some of the Dominion
Forestry Branch districts the ran-

gers get together once a year to talk

over their work and suggest means
for making it more effective.

Ore Drazvs Lightning.

One of these meetings was held at

Revelstoke, B.C., recently. Here a

discussion took place as to the fires

caused by lightning which are a

serious feature of that district—the
chief rangers' reports indicating that
50 per cent, of the fires come from
this source.

One of the rangers advanced the
theory that lightning struck in the
mountains in regions underlain by
iron ore, mostly iron pyrites.

As to the long continuance of fire

danger one ranger told of a hollow
cedar log which had smouldered all

winter under the snow and broken
out into fiame in the spring.

Rocks Spread Fires.

One way in which fires spread in

the mountains, it was stated, was by
burning logs and hot rocks rolling

down the steep hillside and setting

fire to the forest lower down.
Good results were noted from the

burning of settlers slash under the

"permit" system by which no slash

may be burned except upon a permit

given by a fire ranger.

Flunters and Boy Scouts.

One of the rangers suggested that
the provincial government which
has control of the issue of hunting
licenses be asked to print a warn-
ing in regard to forest fires on the
back of the license tag which must
be carried by every person hunting
or shooting.

Another ranger suggested that
forest rangers give Boy Scouts and
school children practical demonstra-
tions in proper methods of making
and extinguishing camp fires. Still

another suggestion was that short
stories embodying the points of for-

est protection be read by the school
teachers to the pupils on Friday af-

ternoons.

Fire Notices Valuable.

There was quite a discussion on

fire notices and on every hand the

opinion was express that these no-

tices, contrary to opinion in some

quarters, had a very educative effect.

It was noticeable that there were

numerous requests for fire notices

containing extracts from the fire

laAvs of the province in which the

ranger district is situated. Busy

men in cities fancy that no one will

stop long enough in front of a poster

to read a part of a fire law but these

rangers pointed out that these no-

tices were posted up on prospectors'

and hunters' cabins, at camping

places, at lumber camps and the like

where men are forced to spend much
time. They have plenty of time.

They are anxious to know the law

and this is the only opportunity

many ever have of knowing the pro-

visions of fire acts.
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Porcupines Eat Posters.

One ranger explained why the

notices on his beat had to be so fre-

quently renewed. He said the por-

cupines were very fond of eating the

linen notices and it kept him busy
replacing those destroyed.
Another incident was related

which showed how widely these fire

notices are distributed and how

closely they are read. It may not
be generally known that the Do-
minion Forestry Branch posts up
notices in some twelve different

languages and dialects, three of

these being in the syllabic characters
of the northern Indian tribes. The
incident in question was reported by
a ranger who stated that trouble had
arisen in posting a Chinese notice in

a lumber camp manned by Japanese.

Tree Planting on the Prairies.

These illustrations show what four years can accomplish by moderate effort and

small expense. View shows the Nursery Station at Indian Head before tree plant-

ing was commenced.

As the Nursery Station looked five years afterwards—a triumph for tree planting

•on the plains. These remarkable results in transforming a treeless area into one of

abundant and beautiful growth have been duplicated in numerous instances through-

•out the West.
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FIRE LOSS FOR 1915—$10,000,000.

The Dominion of Canada suffered

a loss of fully $10,000,000 through
forest fires during 1915.

It is obvious that destruction of

such dimensions cannot continue in-

definitely. New growth does not

equal more than a minor portion of

the amount abandoned to smoke nor
do the iniquitous effects of the 1915

fires do not end with an estimate of

ten millions of cash. The burned
areas of this j^ear too often mean a

second fire in a few months or years
with the ultimate vicious conse-
quences to the productivity of the
soil and the ruin of young growth
and seed trees. It is fair to say,

therefore, that the estimated ten
million dollars loss set down for

1915 is only the beginning of the bill

chalked against the country.
That ten thousand forest fires oc-

cur every year in Canada, or over
1,400 a month between snow and
snow, is an estimate based upon ac-
tual figures for the various prov-
inces. Some of these fires are small
and do little harm. Others denude
large areas of magnificent growth.

Statistics regarding forest fire

losses in Canada are complete only
in relation to localities. So long as
some of the provinces compile no
estimate of their forest destruction
annually, the total for the country
may only be approximated. It is an
unfortunate habit of some of those
responsible for forest guarding to
make their announcements in pleas-
ant generalities, giving the public
the idea that forest protection is

amply looked after by perfected fire
ranging systems, and requires no
further public agitation and no radi-
cal housecleaning of official atti-
tudes.

An Indictment of Neglect.

The plain fact is that a ten-million
dollar annual loss in standing timber
and young growth makes an excel-

lent testimony to the half-thorough-

ness of forest protection organiza-

tions in any and every part of Can-
ada. No one will dispute that

Quebec and British Columbia have

made remarkable progress in build-

ing up forest-guarding systems, ap-

pointing conscientious overseers,

and striking at the evil from every

angle within their reach, but the

fresh strength required for further

rapid progress must to a large ex-

tent come from an awakened public.

No minister, however determined,

can plan and spend very far ahead

of Public Opinion. And one must
admit, in considering the forest,

legislation and administration of

Ontario, Quebec and British Colum-
bia, etc., that the departments deal-

ing with forest matters in those

provinces have proceeded probably

faster than public sentiment urged.

In the formation and stimulation of

that public sentiment on forest mat-
ters lies the chief duty of the Can-
adian Forestry Association.

A telegraphic despatch, dated

Quebec, and appearing in many
newspapers, makes the following

statement

:

"Throughout the Dominion last

summer forest fires caused losses

valued at no less than $9,536,867.

The loss by forest fires is consider-

ably lower this year than it was pre-

viously. Quebec province during

the eight first months of 1915 lost

through forest fires $2,254,115,

which is a good deal lower than the

losses in Ontario, where, although

the forest areas are considerably

smaller than Quebec's, the losses by
fire reach the figure of $3,694,823.

British Columbia, with its vast for-

ests, only lost $913,125, due largely

to its forest fire-fighting organiza-

tion. The small loss by forest fires

in Quebec province is attributed to

the protective measures employed
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by the g-overnment to prevent fight

and control fires."

Ontario Suffers.

In Ontario, Quebec and New
Brunswick and British Columbia 85
per cent, of the losses were due to

settlers' fires. Quebec and British

Columbia have secured splendid re-

sults from their "permit" laws, by
which all settlers are obliged to ob-
tain the supervision of a forest rang-
er before setting out their clearing
fires.

Ontario has no such law, and has
suffered serious consequences, but it

is recognized that the Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines has the
problem under consideration, and
may evolve an adequate remedy in

the near future. New Brunswick
has already made a good start in the
regulation of settlers' fires, and will

presumably spread the plan across
the entire province.

Perhaps the outstanding fact of

the season's forest destruction is the
absence of any serious loss along the
lines of railwav governed bv the
Dommion Board of Railway Com-
missioners and their forest protec-
tion regulations. Before the imposi-
tion of these laws, the Canadian
railways were pointed out as the
chief offenders in burning of forests.

Now, however, the non-govern-
ment lines under the Board's con-
trol are annually presenting a record
of fire immunity which places them
permanently among the minor
causes of damage to the country's
timber. As a matter of fact, only
two or three fires of over ten acres
in extent were attributed this year
to those lines where the system of
the Railway Commission has been
put completely into effect. On two
railways, of relatively small mileage,
to which the board's regulations do
not apply, no less than 200 fires were
reported. Many of them were seri-

ous in extent, and at least 600,000
acres were burned over by fires due
either to locomotives or men travel-
ling along the right of way of these
two roads.

Manitoba's Loss.

Manitoba lost more than $1,000,-

000 in damage to mature timber and
young growth in 1915. The total

area burned over was 800,000 acres,

according to official reports thus far

received. Final reports will prob-
ably show an increased loss.

The fires in Manitoba took place

mainly in the latter part of May and
the early part of June, and were par-

ticularly destructive in the vicinity

of the Hudson Bay Railway.
In the Province of Saskatchewan

the most destructive fires took place

during the same period as in Mani-
toba, but the fires were confined

more to the areas under effective

patrol, and the total destruction is

not so great. The present figures in-

dicate a total burned area of about
160,000 acres, and a total damage of

$170,000.

In the southern portion of Alberta
there has been an exceptional

amount of rain throughout the sea-

son, so that the fires reported from
the region south of the Peace river

country and Athabaska Landing
are comparatively small in number,
and covered only about 25,000 acres,

on which the damage is estimated
to be about $1.00 per acre.

B. C. Raihvay Belt.

In the valleys of the Peace river,

the Lower Athabasca river and the
Mackenzie river conditions have, on-

the other hand, been phenomenally
dry, resulting in fires that have been
more destructive than in many years
previous. Probably not less than
half a million acres were burned
over. As a good deal of the coun-
try burned over is probably incap-
able of producing merchantable
timber, the loss would not be over
$200,000.

In British Columbia, the area pa-
trolled by the Dominion rangers is^

confined to the railway belt. In the
eastern portion of the belt rains oc-
curred at fairly regular intervals,

and while there was at several
times considerable danger from fire,

the ranger staff was able to cope
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with the situation effectively, with

the exception of the month of

August in the Lower Fraser valley,

where several fires got beyond con-

trol. While 10,000 acres of logged-

over land were burned, the fires

were kept out of the merchantable

timber, only 36 acres of which were
burned.

THE FORESTS PRIME-EVIL.

By Jas. Lazder.

A man there was and he let his fire

Burn down his neighbor's shed

But he was tried and sent to jail,

And "Served him right" they said.

Oh years he spend at breaking stone,

And he sleeps on a soft plank bed
For carelessly burning his neigh-

bor's fence

And his fiftv dollar shed.

A man there was and he let his fire

Burn down a forest wide.
Millions of dollars went up in

smoke

—

Thousands of animals died.

Settlers rushed from burning homes,
Some were burned in their beds.

And to-day o'er the place where this

was done
A deathlike desert spreads.

And the man went back to his dis-

tant home
With a buck and a hunting tale,

And none of the neighbors rose to
remark

That he ought to be sent to jail.

A fool there is and his name is US
As the blindest man can see.

If its jail for the man who burns a

shed
\\ hile the burner of forests goes

free.

A NEW USE FOR REINDEER.
A discovery of rather unique

character has been made during the

past season on the waste lands

planted with forest trees by the

Laurentide Company at Grand
Mere, Quebec. As is well known to

foresters, hardwoods will grow
much faster than young evergreens

and unless checked in some way
will seriously retard the latter's

chances. Upon the areas in ques-

tion, much hardwood brush and a

great many hardwood stumps were
causing a profuse reproduction,

threatening the thousands of young
evergreens which the company had
set out in the same locality. In

order to keep down the hardwoods,
two goats were loosed and their eat-

ing operations closely watched. It

was soon found that the tender

young shoots of both hardwoods and
evergreens were equally attractive

to a goat's palate. Subsequently a
herd of reindeer which had been
domesticated on the company's lim-

its with a view to eventually devel-

oping their value in place of dogs
for winter travel and other purposes,

were placed in the fields of young
growth. They have been grazing
on the plantation all summer and
have not eaten a single spruce or

pine but have cleaned off all the

poplar, birch and maple, just as the
company desired. It was all a mat-
ter of palate, the reindeer rejecting

coniferous trees and devouring the
tender shoots of the hardwoods. To
those with similar problems on their

hands the results have proved of im-
portance.

From a letter to the Association
by Alex. Bruce & Co.. the Glasgow,
Scotland, firm of railway sleeper

and pole contractors : "We are glad
to see the efforts that are being
made in the interests of forestry in

Canada, and we only regret that the
freight of this country makes Can-
adian timber so very expensive by
the time it reaches here as to make
business very difficult.
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A TALK ON FORESTRY FOR CHILDREN
By

James Lawler.

The forests of Canada mean so

much to everyone in Canada that

all young Canadians, girls as well as

boys, ought to know about them.

In the first place let us all get rid

of the idea that our present state is

anything to be ashamed of. Canada
is a great country in area, in popula-

tion and in the industry and intelli-

gence of its people. After all, this

last is what really matters.

Foresters like trees but they only
like trees because they add to the

happiness and comfort of men and
women. If cutting down and burn-
ing up all the trees in Canada would
make the people of Canada happier,

richer, more able to enjoy life and to

fight for the right, then every for-

ester would urge that a big bonfire

be lighted to burn down every tree.

Trees Necessary to Life.

But foresters know that trees not
only make men happier and richer

but also that without trees it would
be impossible to live in some parts

of Canada while all parts of it would
suffer.

Some time ago a poet in one of the
western states wrote a poem be-
gmning

:

"Woodman, woodman, spare that
tree.

Cut not a single bough."
This poem has been recited again

and again and the people who re-

cited it imagined they were doing
some good to forestry.

Nothing could be further from the
case, so far as commercial forestry
is concerned. The farmer, who
should refuse to cut down a field of
wheat or corn when it was ripe, on
the excuse that he wanted to con-
serve it, would be rightly esteemed
crazy.

If a forest of trees is ripe it should

be cut down and turned, as soon as

possible into houses and ships and
wagons and railway cars and other
things which men need. To refuse

to cut down a ripe forest, when there

are people needing the timber, is not
to save it but to lose it. The farm-
er's ripe wheat, if not cut, is shelled

out by the wind and beaten down by
the storms till it is all lost. In the
same way the ripe forest trees decay,

are blown down and eaten by
worms without doing good to any
one.

The Hope of the Forest.

The point is, that when a forest is

cut down it should be cut in such a

manner that the young growth is

injured as little as possible. Then,
if the land is not fit for farms, the

young growth should be so protect-

ed (chiefly from fire) that as soon
as possible it will grow up into a

forest of big trees. The successful

farmer, when he cuts down a field of

wheat, proceeds to get the ground
ready for a new and better crop of

wheat. In the same way when a

forest is harvested the owner of the
land ought to to get the land ready
for a new and better crop of trees.

The farmer kills weeds that are

crowding out his grain, and the for-

ester cuts down weed trees that pre-

vent young pines or spruces or other
trees from growing.

The Man with the Axe.

The forester is the man with the

axe, not the man with the spade. If

we cut down our forests aright in

Canada there would never be any
need to plant, except to bring in new
and better kinds of trees, and, badly
as we have managed things in the

past, we should endeavor to get on
with as little planting as possible.
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The Conquering Forest.

The trees are no decaying race

-that must be spoon-fed to keep them
irom disappearing like the dodo and
the passenger pigeon. Dr. Fernow
in his lecture, "The Battle of the

Forest," states that the forest is a

mighty army, always advancing,

and that if it were not for Man and
Fire the forest would in a few score

years cover every part of the whole
earth, except the absolute deserts

and snow-capped mountain tops.

Here then is a mighty force. Our
forefathers in pioneer days in Can-
ada used to consider it a relentless

•enemy, ever endeavoring to over-

run their farms. We know it is a

steadfast, unbreakable friend which,
unless we drive it away with fire,

will cover our sandy plains, our
rocky hillsides and our steep moun-
tains making them produce ever-
repeated crops of valuable timber,
keeping our streams in even flow,

sheltering our insectivorous birds,

protecting us against hot winds in

summer and cold blasts in winter,
belping the farmer, the manufactur-
er, the merchant, the railways, the
mechanic and the laborer, and in fact
€very person in Canada.

Is not this a friend worth know-
ing and should we not all do what
we can to stop the onslaughts of the
enemy that does him the greatest
damage—Fire ?

The Use of Shade Trees.

The foregoing applies to the for-
est trees. They are crops which
ought to be harvested for the use of
man and to make way for new crops.
Trees in parks, gardens and on
streets are in a different class. These
are not lumber trees and would not
serve any very useful purpose if cut
down. They are too short, have too
many limbs and too many knots.
But they are very useful while liv-
ing. They purify the air—your
teacher will tell you how—they give
grateful shade, help to keep the air
cooler, thev rest the eves and bv

Mr. Albert Grigg, former M.P.P. for
Algoma, who has taken up his duties as
Deputy Minister of the Ontario Depart-
ment of Lands and Forests. Mr. Grigg
succeeds the late Mr. Aubrey White,
C.M.G., a director of the Canadian For-
estry Association for many years.

their beauty make us all happier. If

the poet had written,

"Lineman, lineman spare that
tree."

we would all agree with him.
There are laws against the cutting
down and mutilating of such trees

and we should all do all we can to

prevent their destruction. An ignor-
ant, careless telephone or telegraph
lineman may destroy in an hour a
tree which took one hundred years
to grow and which might go on
growing for two hundred years
more. It may be impossible because
of sewers and pavements to get an-
other tree to grow in its place, so we
should fight to preserve it. But take
care to see that it is a worthy tree,

not a short-lived, dirty tree unsuited
to streets and parks before we make
our protests.

A tree is no good in itself but only
in so far as it does good to men,
women and children.
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NEW OFFICES FOR ASSOCIATION.

Meeting of Directors Authorized Improved Equipment to Carry

on the Work.—Annual Meeting, January 20th.

New offices for the Canadian For-
estry Association were advocated
and authorized at a meeting- of the
Board of Directors held in the office

of the Director of Forestry, Mr. R.
H. Campbell, on October 28th.

The Association is now located in

excellent quarters on the fourth
floor of the new Booth Building,
Sparks Street, Ottawa. An assis-

tant has been engaged and with
these new and better facilities, the
work of the Association will increase
in volume and in scope.

Hitherto, the Association occupied
desk room in one of the departments
of the Forestry Branch and while
this courtesy of the Director of For-
estry greatly aided the Association
in numerous ways, it was felt by
many that the growth of the work
and the healthy condition of the
funds justified a forward move.
There were present at the meet-

ing: Mr. Denis Murphy, who acted
as chairman in the absence of the
president; Mr. Hiram Robinson,
Mr. C. Jackson Booth, Hon. Sydney
Fisher, Mr. A. S. Goodeve, and Mr.
R. H. Campbell. Letters and tele-
grams were received from the Pre-
sident, Mr. F. C. Whitman, Mr. G.
Y. Chown, Mr. Gordon C. Edwards,
Mr. E. Stewart, Dr. B. E. Fernow,
Mr. C. E. E. Ussher, Mr. W. C. J.
Hall, and Mr. Ellwood Wilson.

It was decided to hold the Annual
Meeting on January 20th. The rea-
sons for selecting this date appealed
favorably to the directors. Four
organizations of more or less related
aims, The Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation, Commission of Conserva-
tion, Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, and Canadian Society of

Forest Engineers, hold their annual
meetings early in the year. The
Conservation Commission is obliged

by statute to meet on January 18th

and 19th next. With that fact in

view, the other three societies have
arranged to group their meetings
within the three day period—Janu-
ary 18-20, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday—so as to increase the at-

tendance at all the meetings and
arouse an interest otherwise impos-
sible.

It is definitely settled, therefore,,

that the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation will meet on Thursday, Jan-
uary 20th, and in all probability the
Canadian Lumbermen's Association
will hold its sessions the day pre-

vious.

The meeting will not be restricted

to business considerations but a
number of addresses will be given
at both morning and afternoon ses-

sions. Negotiations are being car-

ried on for the appearance of sev-
eral speakers of more than national
prominence, so that the 20th of Jan-
uary will be a day of interest for

every member and friend of the As-
sociation who can come to Ottawa.
A joint banquet will be held at the

Chateau Laurier probably on the
night of We'dnesday, the 19th. The
Secretary of the Canadian Forestry
Association would be obliged for

advance intimations from all who in-

tend to be present at any of the
meetings or the banquet.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will be sent to any address for one dollar a year.
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TIMBER IN CANADA.
By

R. H. Campbell,

Director of Forestry.

Canada's present supply of com-
mercial timber has been variously

estimated at lying between five and

seven hundred billion feet, board

measure, and covering an area of ap-

proximately 170,000,000 acres. This

estimate refers only to timber of

commercial value as saw timber. It

does not include pulpwood, firewood,

tie and pole material or small tim-

ber of any description, although this

may have considerable commercial
value.

Even pulpwood values are diffi-

cult to estimate as so much depends
on accessibility to market. Fire-

wood may be worth four dollars a

cord in the settled parts of the
country, and may have absolutely no
value whatever in more remote dis-

tricts. Ties may be worth forty
cents at the railway, but the cost of
transporting them may exceed this

value, and they then become value-
less for the present at least.

A complete estimate of available
forest products could not even be at-

tempted with the information exist-
ing, and this estimate is therefore
largely confined to commercial saw
timber (including all material ten
inches and over in diameter at the
stump).

British Columbia contains a land
area of approximately 226.186,240
acres (353,416 square miles), of
which about twenty-one per cent, is

covered with commercial saw tim-
ber. This area of about 50 million
acres has been estimated to contain
300 billion feet board measure.

From a paper presented at a meeting of the
International Engineering Congress, 1915, in San
Francisco, Ca., September 20-25, 1915.

Coast Types of Timber.

The coast type is made up largely

of Douglas fir, hemlock, Sitka
spruce, western red cedar, western
tamarack, western white pine and
others of less commercial impor-
tance, and contains the bulk of Bri-

tish Columbia's best saw timber
(about 225 million feet). The in-

terior is divided into two distinct

types. The Dry Belt country is

characterized by light precipitation

and the tree growth is light in con-
sequence. It consists largely of
Douglas fir and western yellow pine.

The Kootenay country has a high
annual precipitation and is practical-
ly a modified repetition of the coast
type, characterized by the addition
of such species as mountain fir and
Engelmann spruce, and a lack of
Sitka spruce. This type grades into
the Southern Rocky Mountain type
of mountain fir, Englemann spruce
and lodgepole pine, which crosses
the summit and clothes the eastern
slope of the Rockies down to the
prairie line.

British Columbia cut in 1913:
1.173,647,000 feet, board measure, of
lumber in her mills. Over two-
thirds of this was Douglas fir, about
7% was tamarack and 7% red cedar,
and of the remainder, 5% was
spruce, 5% western yellow pine, 3%
hemlock, 2% western white pine,
and 1% each, mountain fir and jack
pine. With the exception of unim-
portant qualities of Cottonwood,
maple and birch, no hardwoods are
found in this province. Twelve
kinds of wood were reported.
The province of Alberta has a to-

tal_ land area of 161,000,000 acres
(252,925 square miles), of which
5,416,000 acres are said to contain
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saw timber to the extent of twenty-

one billion board feet. Four re-

serves exist in Alberta at the present

time, and these contain 16,711,776

acres. This province sawed in 1913,

44,662,000 feet of lumber of the fol-

lowing composition: Spruce, 93.8% ;

jack pine, 5%, and small quantities

of Douglas fir, tamarack, poplar, bal-

sam fir and birch. With the excep-

tion of birch and poplar the forests

of Alberta are entirely coniferous.

The Douglas fir, Engelmann spruce,

mountain fir and lodgepole pine, ex-

tend from British Columbia down
the eastern slope and mix with the

typically northern forest type.

Northwest Territories.

In the northwest territories and

the Yukon the forest at the present

time has practically no commercial

value. Forest cover exists but the

trees are not found in commercial

sizes or quantities. Wood is. used

locally for fuel, fencing and rough

construction, but none is sawn and

brought to the lumber market. The
country is sparsely settled; much of

it has never been explored.

Saskatchewan's land area is 155,-

764,080 acres (243,382 square miles)

and the province's timber area cov-

ers 3,584,000 acres and contains

about fourteen bilion board feet.

The province in 1913 cut 114,800,000

board feet of lumber. The lumber

was made up of spruce (98.27o) al-

most entirely, with small unimpor-

tant quantities of tamarack, jack

pine and poplar. The forest reserves

in Saskatchewan cover an area of

1,152,889 acres and consist of eight

different reserves.

Manitoba contains a land area of

148,432,640 acres (231,926 square

miles), of which 1,920,000 acres are

saw timber land with a stand of

some 6,850,000,000 feet of timber.

The northern part of this province is

covered with the same northern

forest type found in Saskatchewan
and eastern Alberta, but another

type is found in the south-eastern

part, sometimes called the southern

Laurentian type. It is characterized

by white and red pine, cedar and
hemlock among the conifers and
such eastern hardwoods as maple,

yellow birch, elm, ash, basswood,
beech, etc. The white and red pine

reach Manitoba as do also the cedar,

black ash, white elm, and basswood;
the other trees of this type are us-

ually confined to Ontario and the

provinces farther east.

Manitoba in 1913 cut a total of

71,961,000 feet of lumber in her saw
mills. Spruce formed about 90% of

this quantity as in the other prairie

provinces. Smaller quantities of

poplar, tamarack, jack pine, birch

and balsam fir are also produced.
Five forest reserves have been set

aside, containing an area of 2,629,-

440 acres,

Ontario Leads Production.

Ontario is Canada's largest lumber
producing province and probably
contains more mature standing tim-
ber than any other province except-
ing, perhaps, British Columbia. The
land area of Ontario has been esti-

mated at 234,163,200 acres (365,880
square miles). The greater part of

this area is covered with the north-
ern forest type of spruce, jack pine,

polar, balsam fir and tamarack, and
parts of the northwestern portion of

the province are treeless or covered
with timber of no commercial value.

This northern type in Ontario cov-
ers at least 180 million acres. South
of this in Ontario and, generally
speaking, south of the height of land
between the St. Lawrence and Hud-
son Bay basins, we find the southern
Laurentian type of forest which
covers the .southern rim of the
Laurentian shield of rock formation.
This type covers some hundred mil-

lion acres in Ontario and Quebec,
and has been estimated to contain
200 billion feet of saw timber. In
this area are situated the principal

forest reserves of both these prov-
inces. Ontario has a forest reserve

area of 11,539,200 acres (18,030
square miles) and Quebec has 111,-
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400,320 acres (174,062 square miles).

Ontario is Canada's premier white

pine province and the stand of this

species has been estimated at about

40 billion feet. The productive for-

est area in Ontario probably con-

sists of from 70 to 90 million acres.

South of the southern Laurentian

type we find the northern fringe of

the great central hardwood type of

the United States. This type of for-

est covers the middle west and eas-

tern states of the Union and extends
across the boundary to Southern
Quebec and Ontario.

Ontario in 1913 cut 1,101,066,000

board feet of lumber, of which white
pine formed about half of the total.

the cut was made up as follows

:

AVhite pine, 46.9%; hemlock, 13%;
red pine, 12.0% ; spruce, 9.5%; maple
(the most important hardwood),
5.6%, and twenty-two other kinds of

wood, making a total of twenty-
seven kinds.

Quebec, with its recently added
territory, now contains a land area

of 442,153,600 acres (690,865 square
miles). Of this, about 367 million

acres belong to the Northern Forest
type of pure conifers, 50 million to

conifers with mixed hardwoods and
about 5 million acres to the hard-
wood type. The eastern counties of

Quebec, south of the St. Lawrence,
belong to another type which is

characteristic of the Maritime prov-
inces, and is similar to the southern
Laurentian. This type in Quebec
covers about twenty million acres.

The Quebec government has re-

served 111,400,320 acres (114,063
square miles) of forest land. The
greater part of this lies in the nor-
thern portion of the province, either
in southern Laurentian or Northern
Forest type and most of it is not
heavily timbered.

The Cut in Quebec.

Quebec in 1913 cut 630,346,000
feet of lumber. Spruce here forms
65.4% of the total, white pine only
11.4% and hemlock 6.1%; birch
comes forth on the list with 5.4%,

and is the most important hardwood.
Generally speaking, the rest of the

lumber output is similar in composi-

tion to that of Ontario.

The provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia and the eastern

counties of Quebec, or in short that

part of Canada lying south of the St.

Lawrence River, is covered by a for-

est type often called the Acadian.

This consists chiefly of birch, maple
and beech, with smaller quantities

of basswood, ash, elm, oak and but-

ternut. Red spruce is the most im-

portant conifer as compared to white
pine in the southern Laurentian, and
white spruce in the northern forest

type. White and red pine are found
in the Acadian type often in great

abundance, but pure stands are

scarce and most of the best material

has been removed. The forest area

make up a total of 14 million acres,

and is supposed to contain in round
figures 100 billion feet of lumber.

There are no forest reserves in the

Maritime Provinces.

New Brunswick has a land area of

17,863,040 acres (27,911 square
miles). The forest area has been
estimated at 12 million acres, but

this, of course, includes more than
commercial saw timber land. The
standing timber has been estimated

at 22 billion feet of the following

composition: Spruce, 60%; pine,

10%, hemlock, 5%; cedar, 5%, and
hardwoods, 20%. With the spruce

in this estimate would be included

balsam fir which is often sold mixed
with spruce. New Brunswick in

1913 cut 399,247,000 feet of lumber
of the following kinds : Spruce,

79.3% ; white pine, 7.8% ; hemlock,
5.5% ; balsam fir, 4.3%, and birch

(the most important hardwood),
1.4%.

Nova Scotia's Timber.

Nova Scotia's land area is 13,483,-

520 acres (21,068 square miles). The
forest area has been estimated at

5,744,000 acres, and the coniferous
saw timber at ten billion feet board
measure. The hardwoods might
provide five billion feet. The stand-
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ing timber (.conifers) would have

the following composition: Red
spruce, five billion feet; hemlock,

three billion ; white pine, one billion,

and the remainder, balsam fir, tam-
arack, red and jack pine, and white

and black spruce. The hardwooks
would be : Beech. 40% ; sugar maple,

30% ;
yellor birch, 20%, and white

and wire birch, soft maple, red oak,

white ash and black ash, the remain-

ing 10%. Nova Scotia cut about
274.722,000 board feet of lumber in

1913. Spruce formed 56.9% and

hemlock 23.2% of this total. Seven-

teen kinds of wood in all have been

reported from this province.

The forest area of Prince Edward
Island is too small to be considered

in a general estimate of this sort as

the entire area of the province is

only 1,397,760 acres (2,184 square
miles). The annual production is

6,771,000 board feet, of which spruce

forms a half and balsam fir a quar-

ter. Fifteen kinds of wood in all

were reported in 1912.

"YOUR HELP IS WANTED HERE!"

Under the above title the Can-
adian Forestry Association issued

during the past month 15,000 eight-

page booklets for the express use of

settlers, river-drivers, section-men,

and others who are brought into

contact with standing timber. The
front page, done in four colors, re-

presented a forested hillside blazing

fiercely, the flames leaping into the

sky, while in the foreground lay the

charred wreckage of broken trunks

and branches.
This was the first of a series of il-

lustrated booklets which will be pre-

pared and distributed by the Asso-
ciation during the winter and spring

months, but particularly the latter.

A first edition of 10,000 in English
and 5,000 in French was secured, but
the immediate demand from all

parts of Canada makes it desirable

to quadruple that number. The chief

value of this first attempt at an at-

tractive propagandist booklet for

wholesale distribution in most of the
forested districts of Canada lay in

the hearty response from the Head
offices of Canadian banks, the rail-

way companies, and officers of for-

est organizations who generously
offered every facility to the Associa-
tion for getting literature into the
hands of settlers and others.

For the information of members
who are interested in this form of

publicity, the cost of printing 5,000

pamphlets like "Your Help Is

Wanted Here" is fifty dollars.

Simpler forms of literature can be
prepared and printed for a great deal

less. It will thus be seen that any
member who cares to subscribe $100
to the Association, for publicity uses
solely, will make possible the publi-

cation and distribution of from
10,000 to 30,000 attractive booklets.

The costly end of the work is gladly
borne by the Association and the
various agencies who have offered

to take care of the distribution.

Large Editions Demanded.

Within a week of the issue of the

last booklet the chief officials of

three Canadian railway companies
had requested 4,000 copies for im-

mediate distribution to their em-
ployes from coast to coast. The
Head Offices of Canadian Banks
presented the names of fully five-

hundred branches to which they
wished packets of the pamphlets
sent, and, in addition, they pledged
the co-operation of their branch
managers in making distribution ef-

fective.
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ADD ONE—
You can add a member to the Canadian Forestry

Association in a few moments of your time.

Will you?

The Association is not only holding its old mem-
bers but has grown by several hundreds during War
Year.

Send the Secretary the name of a friend who
might be interested. Even better, ASK the friend to

let his name be entered as a member. The fee is one
dollar a year and brings the Canadian Forestry Journal

and other publications.

Not a few members have sent in a friend's name
and have paid the membership fee on his behalf.

No reason exists why the Canadian Forestry

Association should not grow substantially between the

receipt of this issue of the Journal and the close of

1915.

The answer is for YOU to give. Kindly fill in one

of these blanks right now.

Secretary, Canadian Forestry
| i

Secretary, Canadian Forestry
Association, I

i Association,

Booth Bldg., Ottawa. j

j

Booth Bldg., Ottawa.

Please write to the following
\

\
Please enter the following as

regarding membership in the As-j jnew members of the Association
sociation

:

j jfor which I enclose the annual fee

i iof one dollar each

:
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less

than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

All motors are equipped with reversible, high ten-
sion magneto and Maxim Silencer.

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to
12 miles an hour.

Our 1915 models embrace all the unequalled fea-

tures of the 1914 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

2 H. P. and 3i/4 H

NEW STORAGE DAM TO
PROTECT ST MAURICE FLOW.
Work has commenced on the large

new storage dam being built by the

Quebec Government to control the

flow of the St. Maurice River. This
dam is forty-four miles from the

nearest railroad, the National Trans-
continental, and barges and steamers
are being provided to carry supplies,

cement, etc., to the first rapid, a dis-

tance of twenty-eight miles and from
that point to the dam site, sixteen

miles, a railroad will be built. This
dam will be the largest water con-
servation scheme in the world and
will hold back twice the amount of

water stored by the enlarged Asso-
uan dam on the Nile. It will be
about 2,000 feet long and eighty feet

high at the highest point. There are
miny large lakes above this dam,
one being over thirty miles in length,
and the level of all of these lakes will

be raised. The timber which will be
destroyed is for the most part scrub-
by black spruce, balsam, birch and

poplar and little of it has any com-
mercial value. There are no settle-

ments of any kind, only one Hudson
Bay Post on Lake Obiduan, the

country being inhabited by Indians.

Tenders are also being asked for a

dam to be constructed at the outlet

of Lake St. Francis, on the St. Fran-

cis River, on the south shore of the

St. Lawrence, which serves a num-
ber of important industries which
have been much hampered by low
water in the summer time.

MORE FINES FOR SETTLERS.

Continuing their vigorous prose-

cutions of Quebec settlers for start-

ing dangerous fires in their clearings

without a Government permit, the

prosecutors acting for the provincial

authorities succeeded in convicting

six more settlers before Judge Goy-
ette at Nominigue on November 4th.

By making three months imprison-

ment the option to non-payment of

heavy fines Quebec is rapidly im-
pressing the fact on the public mind
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that destruction of provincial tim-

ber by carelessness is a crime to be

punished as severely as any other

form of arson.

Following were the results at

Nominig-ue : J. Matine, Lac des lies,

fined $10 and costs or three months'
imprisonment ; A. Charette, L'An-
nonciation, fined $7.70 and costs or

three months' imprisonment
; Jos.

Guindon, Mont Laurier, fined $10
and costs or three months' imprison-

ment; A. Binette, Notre Dame du
Laus. fined $2.00 and costs ; A. Bin-

ette. Notre Dame du Laus, fined

$2.00 and costs ; A. Bergeron, Notre
Dame du Laus, fined $2.00 and costs.

Evidence was supplied by the offi-

cers of the Lower Ottawa Forest
Protective Association.

FIRST TOWN FOREST
Fitchburg. Mass., claims to be the

first municipality in the country to

have officially set aside under a

State law an area which is not con-
nected in any way with its parks or
water supply system for the express
purpose of growing trees for profit.

The action of the city government
was taken in accordance with the
Town Forest Law by which cities

and towns within the Common-
wealth may own, control and oper-
ate forests. For this purpose, four
tracts aggregating 105 acres in ex-
tent have been set apart to be known
and used as a Town Forest. These
tracts contain 50, 31, 16 and 8 acres,

respectively. About one-fourth of
this land is now covered with white
pine ranging in age from 20 to 60
years. The remainder is cut-over
land, now partly covered with sprout
growth so common in Massa-
chusetts.

The city forester, Mr. Page S.

Bunker, will prepare working plans
for this area and the planting of the
cut-over land to white pine will be-
gin next spring. Mr. Bunker was
connected for many years with the
United States Forest Service and is

ably fitted to develop an efficient
forest for the city. He has been in
his present position but a feu-

months.

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.

Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.

Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."— Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three

distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-

ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-

count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N. Y.

ASK FOR

Pulls the
eest

Stumps

Smifh
Siur
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
5c each. Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. U CRESCENT, MINN.
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THE TREE MURDERERS.
(Editorial, Ottawa Free Press.)

The attention of The Free Press
Avas called the other day to the ac-
tion of the civic authorities in con-
senting to the cutting down of a
number of trees on the bank of the
river at the end of Daly avenue.
Having always taken a keen pride in

the hundreds of old trees in the
streets and parks of the city, and be-
ing interested in their preservation
as are thousands of other citizens,

enquiry was made at the city hall

about the matter. There it was
learned that the civic authorities had
given permission to a private citizen

to have the trees removed because
"they obstructed his view."

In explanation of his part in the
matter, the official to whom The
Free Press spoke stated that "the
only purpose served by the trees"

was in affording safeguard against
vehicles running over the river bank.
As the citizen whose view was ob-
structed offered to put up a fence to

serve this purpose, authority was
given him to cut down the trees.

Having seen contractors in vari-

ous parts of the city ruthlessly hack
down fine old trees rather than set

a projected building back a few feet,

the explanation did not come alto-

gether as a surprise. Tree vandal-
ism seems to be in the blood of a

large number of our people. Walk-
ing on a country road not far from
Ottawa the other day, we noticed
that for a distance of over a mile
every elm tree fifty yards apart in a
row at one side had been mutilated
and completely spoiled to permit of

the stringing of a power line. There
seemed no reason why the poles car-

rying that electric wire should not
have been carried out three or four
feet. The tree butchers simply could
not spare the axe, and the pictures-
que growth of half a century was
destroyed in a few minutes.

What an abomination this reduc-
ing- everything to a basis of utilitar-

ianism is. For instance, the Ottawa

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes

Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

civic authorities maintaining that

this city can afford to cut down its

beautiful trees and build hideous
fences in their place.

In this connection, too, we fear

there is a lack of proper supervision

in the work of tree trimming. Twice
a year one sees men cutting and
slashing at the great trees along our
principal streets. It is only a few
weeks since we noticed such opera-

tions on Metcalfe street. Protest

was made by one of the tree trim-

mers to the foreman against the re-

moval of a great limb. "Oh, cut it

off," was th^e careless command of

the foreman, who, whatever his ex-

ecutive ability may have been, did

not bear the appearance of a man
qualified to judge of the value of

trees. As a matter of fact, the "job
of tree inspector" is frequently made
the subject of jokes at the board of

control meetings.
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A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the .economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary maimer, the
general subject of forestry. - •_; .

392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cli9tR,'$2.oo
net.

LOGGING ' T' >

By Professor Ralp,}L.e. Bryant, Yale Uni-
versity. .-•'-- TJH^.

Covers the more important features of
operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

1 6s pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

*?™'J?^^ Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, sKx8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univeisity.
In preparing this book the author has

constantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
:?"" the Forest Service in various parts of
the Unucd States.

235 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

TRtES, SHRIBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST
DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Fran^aise.

Hiirs Seedlings and Transplants

* LSO Tree SeeHs for -Reforesting. Best for
'-'* over half a century. Immense stock of
leading hardy sor^at low prices. Write for
ftfice list and m^njQQ^ this magazine.
'' - Fores tr'^^Jaif^FB Guide Free.
Ihe D, Hill Ntijrleryit^o, Evergreen Specialists

-%- - - Largest^ngswers^an America.
^ox S03 -•.* Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest
school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to
the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and, under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years
of collegiate training including certain
prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work in
any of the subjects offered in the reg-
ular course, by submitting evidence that
will warrant their taking the work to
their own advantage and that of the
School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in
Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven - Connecticut
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Floor Size 6' 4" x 9' 6". 21 sections, weight 950 lbs. Price $90 F.O.B. Brantford
(Shipment upon receipt of price).

SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, show-

ing separate sections and assembled buildings, and
state the kinds you are interested in.

Kindly mention the Canadian Forestry Journal.

TheSchultzBros.Co.,Ltd.

Dept. B, 31-57 Albion St.

Brantford, Ontario - Canada
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New President of Laurentide

A Champion of Forestry.

Mr. George Chahoon, Jr., a Direc-

tor of the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation and Associate Member of the

Canadian Society of Forest En-
gineers, has been elected President

of the Laurentide Co., Ltd., the

largest paper company in Canada, to

succeed the late Sir William Van
Home. Mr. Chahoon, like Sir Wil-
liam, was born in the United States,

being a native of Au Sable Forks, in

the Adirondacks, where his family

has long had paper interests. He is

still a young man, being only forty-

three. He took charge of the Laur-
entide Company about twelve years
ago and has built it up to its present
high standing. His broad general
interests and open mindedness early

persuaded him that only happy and
contented employes give their best
work and he has done everything to

make Grand Mere, not only livable

but also attractive and has succeed-
ed in building up one of the pret-

tiest villages in Canada. Realizing
that a cheap and steady supply of
raw material was of vital necessity
to this Company he became interest-

ed in forestry and has done more
along practical lines to utilize what
this science had to offer than almost
any man in Canada, taking not only
a selfish interest in it but looking at
it from the broadest standpoint and
urging the Provincial Government
to a more progressive policy. The
first large forest survey in Quebec
was that made by his Company and
it is also the first one to take up
commercial planting on a large
scale.

ADD ONE --

The Campers Favorite

."BLOW BED'

/Ks

Have you filled in the blanks

on page 269?

A moment's attention to this

means much to the progress of

the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion.

If the prospective member is

within hail, ask him to sign and

subscribe his annual fee of a

dollar.

If he is not within hall, sign

for him and either remit the fee

or notify the Secretary that it

will be paid later.

Better turn back to 269 now.

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,
Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-
able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.
Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,
canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box IBS E, Reading, Mass.

Dealers write



UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry. Special facilities for

practical forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moder-

ate.

For further information address:

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBER
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS, TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

UNIVERSITY Of TORONTO
AND

INIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,

APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY" OFFERS

A FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the

Secretaries of the respective Faculties.
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Shade
Theodosia Garrison.

The kindliest thing God ever made,
His hand of very healing laid

Upon a fevered world, is shade.

His glorious company of trees
Throw out their mantles, and on

these
The dust-stained wanderer finds

ease.

Green temples, closed against the
beat

Of noontime's blinding glare and
heat,

Open to any pilgrim's feet.

The white road blisters in the sun;
Now half the weary journey done,
Enter and rest, O weary one

!

And feel the dew of dawn still wet
Beneath thy feet, and so forget
The burning highway's ache and

fret.

This is God's hospitality,

And whoso rests beneath a tree
Hath cause to thank Him gratefully.
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The Relation of Forestry To

Irrigation
—

Western Canada's Irrigation Requirements are Linked Insepar-

ably to Preservation of the Western Forests.

By R. D. Prettie,

Superintendent of Forestry, Department of Natural Resources, C. P.

CaUarx, Alta.; Director, Canadian Forestry Association.

R;

Water is the common property of

all and on it depends the ultimate

basis of all land values. Its equit-

able administration is a primary

necessity in furthering the welfare

of the community. By its influence

vast desert wastes have been re-

claimed to enrich the world, and
populous agricultural communities
estabhshed and given the opportun-

ity to become prosperous and inde-

pendent—the reward for intelligent

labor. The student of economics
recognizes nothing more clearly

than the close relationship existing

between the country's various indus-

tries and its dependence upon a

normal development of the natural

resources. This is very apparent in

regard to the inter-dependence of

irrigation and forestry as auxiliaries

to industrial progress in sections of

the country where irrigation is of

primary importance in agricultural

development.

The irrigation policy in Western
Canada and its relation to the forest

is inseparable: it is to bring under

cultivation and increase the produc-

tion on lands which receive insuffi-

cient rainfall for the profitable pro-

duction of crops. The dependence

of western agriculture upon irriga-

tion is of great importance and de-

mands that we must conserve the

forests that store the water. ^

This is the gaunt product of a moun-
tain-side fire in British Columbia. Every
fire on the watersheds destroys a natural

reservoir for water. And without water,

large sections of Western Canada must
remain forever a barrens.

The effect of forest agencies on
rainfall, regulation of moisture, and
preserving humidity has been re-
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Picture shows a C. P. R. Irrigation block. Note the splendid showing of wheat
in the field to the right. The farmer who owns that crop ought to be a friend to

forest preservation for without the standing forests on the eastern slopes of the

Rockies the irrigation projects would represent wasted capital and labor.

corded from ancient times to the

present.

The shade afforded by the crowns
of trees provide a more or less dense

roof at a certain distance from the

ground, thus intercepting the rays of

the sun and the falling rain ; ob-
structing the movement of air cur-

rents and reducing the radiation of

heat during the night.

In all forests there is more or less

vegetable matter made up of leaves,

old wood, mosses and decaying her-
baceous plants, all of which form a
layer of organic matter or humus
which covers the earth and fills in

the places between rocks. In what-
ever position it rests, it absorbs and
retains a large amount of rainfall or
moisture produced from the moun-
tain snow, until it slowly sinks into
the ground below, or is taken up by
evaporation.

A portion of the water which thus
enters the soil is taken up by the

tion descends beyond the reach of

the roots, and finding subterranean
channels is carried onward until it

again comes to the surface in

springs, or sinks to lower depths and
entirely disappears.

Natural Reservoirs.

That the vast deposits of vega-

table matter in our great forests are

the reservoirs from which innnum-

erable springs and brooks are sup-

plied is unquestionable. In all re-

gions where there is considerable

snow in winter it remains much
longer in the woods where it is

shaded than upon the bare hills and

mountains; hence the more contin-

uous flow of brooks that have their

source in elevated forest covered

regions. If the trees are removed

from the hills, mountains, and ele-

vated regions of a country, the great

masses of vegetable mould which

absorbs, retains, and checks the

rapid descent of water from the
trees and exhaled by their leaves, higher to the lower levels disappear,
thereby adding humidity to the sur- and instead of water falling upon a
rounding atmosphere ; another por- sponge-like bed, it strikes the bare
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earth or rocks from which it slides,

rushing onward with constantly in-

creasing velocity—forcing brooks

and rivers to overflow their banks,

often causing great destruction of

life and property. The rapid move-
ment of water from higher to lower

levels removes all the lighter and
more fertile parts of the soil, and
this is repeated until the mountains
and hillsides have lost the last rem-
nant of a fertile soil, and become
totally barren. Such lands can
never be of any great value for cul-

tivation, and for this reason, if no
other, they ought to be reserved and
kept covered with forests, as part of

the public domain.

Effects of Bad Logging.

Slashing the forests from the

mountain slope results in: (1) In-

creasing and excessive floods; (2)

Lengthening of low water periods;

(3) Deposition of large quantities of

mountain debris, covering the lower
fertile lands.

A British Columbia forest waterfall
showing the density of tree growth.

Logging operations which have
been up to the present unfortunately

followed by fire, destroy the absorp-

tive layer of the soil, leaving noth-
ing to absorb or retain moisture.

Exploitation accomplished by the

modern methods of conservative
lumbering, under government super-

vision, will aim to overcome and
eliminate dangers to the dependent
agricultural interests.

Observations made by German
Forest Officials show that of 100
m.m (4 in.) of water falling on for-

ested territory, 10.5% evaporates;

20% is arrested by the crowns of the
trees; 25% is absorbed by the forest

floor; and 44.5% soaks into the
upper layers of the soil.

On the other hand, when the same
quantity of rain falls on open
ground, 68.5% evaporates and 31.5%
is held in the soil.

The Director of the Yale Forest
School gives an example of the care-

ful comparison of the stream flow
of a forested area and a non-forested
area in the San Bernardino Moun-
tains.

The forested area (under scienti-

fic forest management) which dur-
ing December had a run-off of 5%
of the heavy precipitation of that
month ; and during January, Febru-
ary and March of the following year
had a run-off of 2)7% of the total

precipitation, experienced a well
sustained stream flow of three
months after the close of the rainy
season.

The non-forested catchment area,

which during December had a run-
off of 40% of the precipitation, and
which during the three following
months had a 'run-off of 90 per cent,

of the precipitation, experienced a
run-off in April (per square mile)
of less than one-third of the forested
catchment area, and in June the flow
of the non-forested area had ceased
altogether.

On the Trent Watershed.

In 1911, the Commission of Con-
servation had a survey made of the
Trent Watershed which covers an
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area of 1,662.900 acres. This report

shows that the original forest cover

on the lower watersheds had an area

of over 1,000,000 acres. This was
made up of 75% white pine and the

other 25% of pure hardwood.
Wasteful lumbering, followed by re-

peated fires, has resulted in the des-

truction of 75% of the pine and
hardwoods, together with complete-
ly destroying the forest cover on
10% of the original area. Unless
stringent cutting regulations are en-

forced the further destruction of

forest cover on the headwaters of

these watersheds, it will be impos-
sible to hold the w^ater in check, and
floods such as have been experienced
in the Mississippi V^alley will be the
result.

The Province of British Columbia
has entered upon a most thorough-
going scheme of forest management
and control with a competent board
of directors and experts in every
department. The board has secured
the co-operation and sympathy of
the people of the province, and the
ultimate success of their up-to-date
progressive policy is assurred. With

only 10% of the irrigable fruit lands

of the province under management,
it is well for the province to see that

the necessary steps are taken to per-

petuate and control the water supply
so necessary for its welfare and pros-

perity.

That the practice of sane forestry

in our great watershed regions will

safeguard the water interests of irri-

gation, and at the same time produce
the maximum economic revenue in

wood products, is proven beyond
doubt.

In order to conserve the water re-

sources so as to insure a normal de-

velopment of our industries and
provide for their future growth, it is

essential to secure the immediate
enactment and active enforcement of

such legislation as will protect these

resources from the ravages of fire

and other destructive agencies; to

acquire such lands as are necessary
for the adequate protection of the
forest cover of catchment areas, and
put into operation such other bene-
ficial factors as will assist in the pre-

servation and maintenance of the
water supply.

'' The Boy Scout's Forest-Bool^
>f

Under this title, the Canadian Forestry Association will issue shortly

15,000 copies of a 20-page booklet designed especially for the use of Boy
Scouts. Through the kind co-operation of the Honorary Secretary of the

Boy Scout Movement, Mr. Gerald H. Brown, of Ottawa, a very careful

distribution will be made by sending packets of the books to the various

local masters with instructions to place one in the hands of each Scout.

The booklet should be an attractive publication as it will contain ten

pages of half-tone illustrations and about ten pages of reading matter. The
army of Boy Scouts of 1915 will be the bosses of the country a few years

hence. It is highly important that the attractive truths of forest conserva-

tion should reach them at their present stage.

As an added incentive to study the "'Forest Book" carefully, the Asso-

ciation will offer substantial cash prizes for essays to be written upon a set

of questions. Full details of the essay competition and prizes will appear

in each copy of the booklet.
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Italians planting trees with mattocks. Burnt over lands grown up in

aspen and white birch.

Planting Forests For Profit

The Interesting" Story of the Laurentide Company's Success on

Waste Lands Near Grand Mere, P.Q.

By EUzi'ood Wilson,

Chief Forester, The Laurentide Company, Limited.

While no excuse is necessary for

beginning to plant trees on a large

scale for a future supply of raw ma-
terial, still the reasons which led to

the inception of the idea by the
Laurentide Company, Ltd., of Grand
Mere, Quebec, may be of interest to
the members of the Canadian Fores-
try Association.
Lumbering on this continent had

always seemed to me to be conduct-
ed in a very Jiand-to-mouth way.
The waste, the rule of thumb meth-
ods, the way-father-used-to-do-it at-

titude of mind, the recklessness in

regard to fires and the lack of
thought for the future seemed so in-

efficient. Lumbering was carried
on precisely like mining and when
the forest was exploited and des-
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troyed in one section the lumber-

man moved on to another. Then a

trip to Europe, just after leaving the

university, on which I tramped and
bicycled through northern France,

southern Germany and part of Aus-
tria and Switzerland, opened my
€yes to the possibilities of rational

utilization of forests. It is of course
self-evident to every thinking per-

son that no scheme of operations

can be bodily transferred from one
set of conditions to another entirely

dissimilar, but the general underly-
ing principles are the same and can
be adapted to different circumstan-
ces. This point of view was streng-

thened by a study of lumbering con-
ditions in the Adirondacks and my
first trip into the woods in Quebec
showed me that Canada was still

playing with zest the good old game
of killing the goose that lays the
golden eggs.

The Case of Paper Mills.

If the above is true for the lumber-
man, how very much truer it is for

the pulp and paper industry, anchor-
ed to a locality by a costly plant,

designed to run practically forever.

The two essentials for the manufac-
ture of pulp and paper, cheap wood
and abundant water, are insepara-
bly bound together and mutually in-

ter-dependent, for as the forests are
cut off the supply of water dimin-
ishes and becomes uncertain.

When one of these plants is to be
built, an expert engineer is consult-
ed, elaborate plans are made, expen-
sive surveys of rivers and careful
guaging of their flow are carried out
and every effort is made to see that
in the handling of materials from
one part of the plant to another
there shall be no waste and no lost

motion. Every device which will re-

duce the cost of conversion and
eliminate waste or do away with la-

bor is installed, all sorts of precau-
tions against fire are taken and the
most efficient and economical meth-
ods are planned. But the forest, on
which the success of the whole en-

terprise completely depends is treat-

ed in the most casual way. Some
man who is supposed to know the
country is sent out to report on the
timber. He is popularly supposed
to have some instinct by which he
can in a few days say how much
timber there is standing on a thous-
and square miles, and all honor to
the cruiser for the way he tries.

Millions have been spent for plants
by directors who had absolutely no
idea of their timberlands, no maps,
no estimate of the amount of timber,
worthy of the name, and no idea of
how long the available supply would
last. Often part of the lands were
so inaccessible that it will practical-
ly never pay to remove the timber.

The Idea in Practice.

It has always seemed to me un-
economical to hold a million acres
of timber, one hundred miles from
where it can be used, with the crud-
est means of transportation only
available, when the same supply
could, in a relatively short space of
time, be provided for by planting
one hundred thousand acres situated
ten miles from the point of utiliza-

tion. With such a supply more ec-
onomical methods of cutting, hand-
ling and transport can be used and
machinery substituted for hand
labor. Then, too, the fire risk is

materially reduced and closer ulti-

zation owing to cheaper transport
eliminates a very large amount of
waste.

This point of view I laid before
the Vice-President of the Lauren-
tide Company about 1907 and secur-
ed his consent to the making of some
experiments. Having thirty fire-

rangers waiting to go into the woods
in May, 1908, I obtained through the
kindness of Mr. E. J. Zavitz, Fores-
ter for Ontario, five thousand, white,
Scotch and Jack Pine trees, four
years old and these were planted on
waste lands on the banks of the St.
Maurice River. They have grown
well and have reached an average
height, for the white pine of five
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feet, for the Scotch pine of eight to

ten feet and for the jack pine of

twelve to fourteen feet.

An Improved Nursery.

In the winter of 1910-11 a trip to

the more important forest and nur-

sery stations in Norway, Sweden,
Germany, France, Austria and
Switzerland confirmed me in mv

raised at all above the level of the

surrounding- ground, we use no wire

screens or burlap over the beds and
we do not plant broadcast. Mr.
Arnold Hannsen, who is in charge

of this work, has discovered that

most of the conifers do better if

planted in the fall ; they germinate
early in the spring and show a
larger germination per cent, and

Scotch pine planted in 1908 on steep clay bank with south-west exposure.

Ontario grown stock.

views and in the spring of 1911 a
very small nursery was started

which has since been enlarged each
year and will next year have a cap-
acity of 1,000,000 trees per year. In
the beginning we modelled our work
on the New York State Nursery at

Lake Clear Junction under Mr.
Pettis, New York State Forester,
but our experiments have led us to
depart quite widely from that prac-
tice so as to meet local climatic con-
ditions. We do not surround our
beds with planks, they are hardly

seem to be less sensitive to damping
off, this is most marked wath white
pine which gains practically a year's

growth by being sowed in the fall.

We find the Norway Spruce a much
easier tree to raise from seed than
any other spruce that we have tried.

It germinates better, the growth is

more rapid and the trees hardy.

White spruce germinates poorly and
for the first two years grows very
slowly. Balsam shows the same re-

sults. All the native pines are easy
to raise and show good results and
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Pinus Ponderosa also does well here,

so far. Abies Nobilis does better in

the nursery than the local variety.

Our average cost for trees ready to

plant out in their permanent loca-

tion is $1.80 per thousand.

Favor Norway Spruce. >

In 1912 we planted 10,000 trees

out. in 1913 about the same number,
in 1914. 145,350 and in 1915, 211,510.

Practically all of the trees planted

out have been Norway Spruce which
seem to thrive well. Our only fail-

ure has been with red pine planted

in the fall, a small plantation on
poor sandy land, which was planted

during a dry spell and in which
about 50 per cent, of the trees died.

In general we have lost less than
one per cent. Spruce seems to do
equally well whether planted in the

spring or in the fall.

Plantations have been made under
all sorts of conditions and on all

sorts of soil and we are securing a
large amount of information and
much valuable experience. Under-
planting has been done on several
tracts and so far shows excellent re-

sults. Spruce grows slowly for the
first two years, 4 to 6 inches and
then commences to grow at the rate

of a foot and over each year. All of
our recent planting has been done
with the Jensen tree planter which
makes it a good deal cheaper and
the loss is less. We can plant trees
with this machine from two year
old seedlings up to large four year
old transplants, we generally use
three year old seedlings. The larger
plants are easier to handle with the
machines. We use a crew of two, a
man and a boy, with each machine;
the man uses the machine and the
boy carries a pail of trees and loads
for the man. This work has now
been pretty well standardized under
the direction of Mr. H. A. Downs
although we still hope to cut our
costs somewhat. The record of our
costs for the first plantation was,
with purchased stock.

Per 1,000

Cost of trees S 3 00
Express 39
Labor 7 29
Supervision 1 15

Incidentals 08

$11 91

Our plantations for 1915 cost as

follows with purchased stock

:

Per 1,000

Cost of trees S 3.00
Express 279
Labor 2.799
Cartage 029
Board 087
Livery 056
Supervision 457

$ 6,707

By using our own stock this cost
can be reduced by about $5.50 per

^^^^ y'^^

White pine planted in 1908 on poor
sandy gravel soil, Ontario stock, picture
taken 1914.
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acre. We usually plant 1500 to 1700

trees to the acre.

"A Million a Year."

We have so far only two difficul-

ties, hares and hardwood brush. The
former eat the tops of the young
spruce and delay them for a year.

Only a small proportion of the trees

are eaten off and as soon as they get

to be about a foot and a half high

the danger is over. We keep them
hunted down as much as possible.

The hardwood brush on burnt and
cut over lands grows so fast that the

shade is excessive and this past sum-
mer we have tried pasturing our
reindeer in our plantation with great

success. They have eaten the brush
off clean and the only damage to the

planted trees has been a few killed

in the roads which the deer make.

Our budget is based on planting a

million trees a year, one for every

one we cut and we look forward to a

reserve of timber within six or eight

miles of the mill which will be cheap
to cut and to deliver. The parish in

which we have begun operations has
made a contract with us not to raise

the valuation or assessment on our
planted lands for twenty-five years
and shown a most broad-minded
spirit. We employ as far as we pos-
sibly can only labor from this parish

on our work on these lands so that

the benefits are mutual.
We expect an average cut, when

the timber is ready, of at least ten
times the average which we now cut
on our limits and this with the short
haul to the mill and the better qual-
ity of the timber will make an ex-
tremely valuable asset.

Fire, Warnings on Game Tags
As a result of representations

4 made by the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation, several of the provincial

governments have decided to place

upon the backs of licenses and other
literature issued to sportsmen, a

form of fire warning. The Chief
Game Commissioner of Nova Scotia

and the Deputy Minister of Lands
and Mines for New Brunswick,
have already undertaken to have the

next issue of game tags contain a
warning, and it is confidently ex-

pected that most of the other prov-

inces will take similar action in the

near future. The response to the

Association's suggestion was most
hearty.

Following is a form of fire warn-
ing which has been sent out to the
officials interested

:

To All Sportsmen: A Friendly Word
You have a personal interest in

protecting the forests of this prov-

ince from fire. The pleasures of

fishing and" hunting depend abso-
lutely upon keeping the forests

green.

Please adopt these sensible rules

for your trip ; they are endorsed and
followed by the best fishermen and
hunters everywhere

:

Never toss away burning matches,
cigars, cigarettes or pipe ashes.

Never start a fire in the woods
among leaves, dry wood or against a

log, or against a tree whether it be
dead or alive. Build your fire

wherever possible among rocks or
gravel and away from trees.

Never start a fire in the moss or
peat of a dry bog. It may smoulder
for weeks and then leap into flame.

Never leave a fire until it is out.

Camp fires "supposed to be out"
have burned down thousands of
acres of splendid woodland.

Remember: A forest is about the
easiest thing on earth to set ablaze.
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Increased Production and Forest

Management

The Call of the Hour Applies as Closely to F'orest Crops as to

Grain Crops.

By R. H. Campbell,

Director of Forestry, Ottazva.

Production is being- urged strong-
ly on the Canadian people at the
present time from official and other
sources in order that the burdens
placed on the country by the war
may be met and the necessary sup-
plies furnished the Allies. While
this advice has been given or inter-

preted to relate particularly to food
stuffs it is as important and as ne-
cessary in regard to other natural
products and particularly timber.

The importance of timber in the

economy of any country is well illu-

strated by the following extract

from a recent letter received from
the Hague, Holland, from a Belgian

:

"I would like to receive through
your intervention some notes and
details concerning the timber and
construction materials of Canada.

"In fact our little Belgium will

have suffered much in consequence
of the great European catastrophe
and it is for us Belgians to think
from now on as to the reconstruc-
tion of all this.

"After the war we will be obliged

to utilize mainly the materials of our

Allies or of the neutral countries.

Timber will play a great part in the

reconstruction of our country."

"Will It Pay?"

Belgium, with a population of

nearly 600 to the square mile, has a

forest area of 1,288,000 acres out of

a total area of 7,275,000 acres and

was increasing the forest area. The
Belgian forests were a paying pro-

position but that is not the sole rea-

son for having them. The even

stronger reasons are expressed by
Mr. N. I. Crahay, the Director

General of the Belgian Forests, in

reply to an enquiry as to whether
forestry pays :

—

"Ah! you English, you always

want to know will it pay? In Bel-

gium we look at the matter different-

ly. We realize that the afforesta-

tion of waste lands affords an

enormous amount of healthy work
to the Belgian people, work required

just when otherwise the men would
be unemployed. W^e realize the im-

portance of providing a large
amount of home grown timber in

view of the depletion of the world's

timber supply, and we think too of

the beneficial effects of forests, not
only upon climate but upon the soil

of the waste lands to the great ad-

vantage of the country."

The importance of the forest and
its products in the economy of Can-
ada is illustrated from the report of

the last census which shows that

there were 4,999 establishments en-

gaged in making timber or lumber
or in its re-manufacture; that the

capital invested in them was $260,-

000,000; that there were 110.000

employees receiving $39,379,000 in
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There are 4,999 establishments in Canada engaged in making

timber or lumber or in its re-manufacture.

110,000 employees receive $39,379,000 in wages.

No other industry ranks as high in capital invested, number
of employees and in wages paid.

The Federal and Provincial governments obtain from forest

revenues $7,433,000 a year.

Avages ; that the cost of the materials

was $94,000,000 and the value of the

product $185,000,000. This group is

the largest among the divisions of

the census table of industries in cap-

ital invested, number of employees
and wages paid, and is second in

number of establishments, cost of

material and value of products.

And even this does not include all

the industries that use forest pro-

ducts for in other divisions are man-
ufactures such as paper, vehicles,

boats, agricultural implements and
others in which large quantities of

wood are used. In addition the fire-

wood, the maple S3'Tup and sugar,

the handy supply for many purposes
which helps out the farmer, makes
us feel like echoing Mr. Crahay's
words and applying them to Can-
ada.

Government Gets Seven Millions.

The export of forest products and
manufactures of wood (not includ-

ing those only partially made of

wood) in the fiscal year 1914-15 was
valued at $53,344,616.

The revenues received by the dif-

ferent governments of Canada di-

rectly from the forests during the

year 1913 were $7,433,770, so that

their direct contribution to the pub-
lic finances is important.

Greater production of timber may
be brought about by three special

means: (1) Protection: (2) Replant-
ing: (3) Forest Management.
^Micn greater production of agri-

cultural crops is urged it means
mainly putting a greater area under
crop, the preparing of land, the sow-
ing of seed.

The production of timber in Can-
ada means largely the protection of

a crop in various stages of develop-

ment which has been sown and
grown by a kindly providence and
which we are only asked not to des-

troy. As the planting of the forest

has cost us nothing in labor or in

money we view with equanimity its

destruction at all stages of imma-
turity and think there is no loss,

never realizing, as has been well

said, that the destruction of a forest

crop is just as serious at any stage

of its development as the destruc-

tion of an agricultural crop, and to

say that there is no loss when trees

of ten or fifteen years of age are

burned up is as foolish as to say that

a crop of wheat would be no loss if

it were burned or hailed out in July
before it was fully matured.

Education a Real Ctire.

Production by the means of better

protection is still far from perfect in

Canada. Every year the losses are

considerable and in the dry years
they are always heavy, not always
so much in the mature growth but
in the immature stands that are mak-
ing the most rapid production. The
efforts of the Forestry Association,
the Fire Preventive Associations,
and the government departments
have brought about improvements
in protection but even yet the indif-

ference and carelessness which
cause disaster are appalling and the
need for public education on this

subject—the only sure means of ac-

complishing it b}^ removing the
cause—is pressing. Until practical-

ly every child in the country is

ready to help in this form of produc-
tion by doing his share in protection
the appeal for greater production
will be unavailing.
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And while the individual may well

take to heart the demand for more
production the urgency is as great

on those charged with the adminis-

tration of the forests to organize on
such a basis of permanent policy

that the production from them may
be permanent and uninterrupted by
loss from fire ot other causes. It is

becoming increasingly clear that in

all matters that affect the future of

this or any other country there must
be a looking forward and a present
preparation for the needs of the fu-

ture; Colonization should be so di-

rected as to become permanent in-

stead of shifting, agriculture should
not result in impoverished land and
its abandonment, the forest should
be permanently producing, not
evanescent. While the government
urges on the individual the duty of
greater production it should bend its

own efforts in the same direction on
the public domain.

Using the Waste Lands.

Production may be increased by
planting a forest where none now
exists, and it is in the doing of such
work that we may realize how for-

tunate we are in that nature has
done so much of the reproducing of
the forest for us without our effort.

By the cheapest methods that will
have any adequate success reforesta-
tion on denuded land may be carried
out at S7.00 to $12.00 per acre, and
the returns at this rate are well
worth while. Belgium, before the
war, was planting waste land at a
cost of $20.00 per acre and consider-
ed the investment a profitable one.
There are unfortunately many miles
of waste land in Canada where re-
planting will be required. Such
work has been well begun by a few
private owners and the success at-
tending the efforts of some of these,

and also of the governments of On-
tario and Quebec have been already
described in the Forestry Journal.
The Dominion Government has as-

sisted largely in the planting of

trees on farms in the prairies and is

now using the nursery developed for

this purpose to supply stock for a
vigorous policy of reforestation on
denuded public lands which is being
inaugurated.

Management Needed.

Production can be increased by
proper forest management. It is

not realized what an increase in

production may be made by proper
management of a forest but the ex-

amples from European practice are

abundant of forests where the quan-
tity and value of the production have
been steadily increased through a
series of years without a diminution
and with even an increase in the
stand itself. As an instance is the
small forest of Couvet in Switzer-
land comprising 345 acres. It was
put under technical management in

1883 with the result that in 1913 the
annual cut had increased from 42.36
cubic feet per acre to 128.49, or three
times the quantity ; that the quanti-
ty of large timber in the cut had in-

creased from 18% to 30%, and that
the timber standing on the ground
had slightly increased in quantity.

That similar results are obtained
over large areas and districts in

Europe accentuates the possibilities.

The low average production in Can-
ada per acre as a result of the con-
dition of the greater part of the
forests shows that there is a large
field for increasing production in

this natural product. Outside of a
few tentative efforts on small tracts

no effort has been made in Canada
to increase production by this

mean« but the foresters of the Do-

By the cheapest methods that will have any adequate success,
reforestation on denuded land may be carried out at $7.00 to $12,00
per acre and the returns at this rate are well worth while. Bel-
gium before the war was planting waste lands at $20.00 an acre
and considered the investment a profitable one.
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minion are turning their attention

towards it and studying the condi-

tions thac can be developed to bring

it about. The ordinary man looking

at such a productive forest may see

and appreciate little of me knowl-
edge and effort necessary to evolve

such a forest, but it demands as

high technical qualifications, as

thorough knowledge of conditions

and as careful calculation and man-
agement as do the problems of any
other profession.

Development of the production
and, as part of it, the improvement
of the condition of the natural re-

sources of Canada is the duty of the
hour and not less with the forest re-

sources, which affect public and
domestic economy very vitally, than

with any other, and a clear appre-

ciation by public administrations

and private citizens of the possibility

and the necessity of such production
and the means by which they can
co-operate in it is an absolute neces-

sity in order to bring it about.

Timber revenue 'in Canada for

fiscal year ending 1913

:

Timber and Grazing
Branch (Dominion) .$ 431,196.60

Quebec 1,510,171.41

British Columbia 2,832.788.00

Ontario 1,979,125.81

Nova Scotia, (Crown
Lands Revenue) 18,459.80

New Brunswick 662,031.00

Total $7,433,772.62

Destruction of Scenic Beauties

-—^— by Forest Fires

By Arthur O. Wheeler,

Director, Alpine Club of Canada.

The Secretary of the Canadian
Forestry Association has asked me
to express briefly the attitude of the

Alpine Club of Canada towards for-

est conservation, and its protection

from annual ravages by the fire

demon. I am very pleased to do
this, for, apart from extremely ur-

gent economic reasons for the pres-

ervation of the magnificent Canadian
forests, as a means of conserving
the partially developed and unde-
veloped wealth of the country, there

is 'much to be said.

Forest conservation affects prim-
arily two of the main sources of

Canada's income, viz. : the lumber
industry, and the preservation of

water supply for use on unforested
lands and in the production of trans-

mitted power. Of these two useful

features t h e Canadian Forestry

Journal has preached since the be-

ginning, and it is apparent that the

various governments are, in colla-

boration with the Conservation
Commission, doing all that is at pre-

sent possible to prevent the peren-

nial occurrence of the devastating

fires that are the curse of timbered
districts. Yearly, such action is be-

coming more efficient as the value

of the timber that remains and the

future of the areas that are being
reforested by natural or by artificial

means are brought home to us.

Had these values been better ap-

preciated in the past and had it been
possible to employ the present pre-

cautions, Canada would have been
wealthy to a much greater degree,

and many wide areas would have
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Lake Mildred, Jasper Park, Alberta, along the Grand Irunk Pacific Railway.

been clothed in the soft velvety
greens of the pine, the spruce and
the fir, instead of presenting- dreary-

barrens filled with g-aunt white
skeletons that raise their scarred
limbs to heaven in useless protest,

and moan and screech like lost souls

as the fierce winter winds whistle
through them.

The Beauty of the Trees.

It is only of recent years that the
public have become alive to the
magnificent asset we possess in our
mountain scenic regions. When the
Canadian Pacific Railway was locat-

ed in its present route across the
various ranges of the Rockies the
principal factor considered was the
shortest possible alignment, and it

was not until we were so taught by
visitors from the older world that
we understood that this popular
transcontinental route opened up
one of the world's most magnificent
recreation grounds.

Lovers of Nature were quick to
realize the wonderful scenic features

presented by our cloud-capped
peaks, wide snowfields, crystal ice

falls, jewel-like lakes and rushing
torrents, leaping in white cascades
and sheer falls down tremendous
rock precipices to the primeval for-

est depths in the valleys below. They
have continued to grow in popular-

ity until the palatial summer hotels

of the Canadian Pacific Railway
turn away hundreds of visitors from
lack of accommodation.

Later, the Grand Trunk Pacific

and the Canadian Northern Contin-
ental lines have opened up even
wider areas of, if possible, still more
wonderful alpine scenery in the
vicinity of the northern passes of the
mam range.

The supreme effect of all this

grand climax of alpine scenery de-

pends for the contrasts of its colour-

ing and the soft violet atmosphere
that enshrouds it and enhances its

beauty upon the magnificent setting
of pine and fir forests that fill the
valleys, and for which the Canadian
Rockies are renowned the world
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over. To our lasting regret be it

said, that some of Nature's most

striking masterpieces have here

been irreparably destroyed by forest

fires. Three cases in particular

come to my mind, viz.

:

The Avenue of Sticks.

1. Of all beautiful mountain tarns,

Lake O'Hara, situated not far west

of the C.P.R. crossing of the main
range, is, perhaps, the most beauti-

ful, although the same publicity is

not given to it as to Lake Louise

and Moraine Lake. In magnificence

of surrounding snow-clad peak,

rocky precipice and leaping water-

fall it is a gem among gems. To
reach it one has to pass through a

stretch of several miles of burned
sticks, where the forest has been
destroyed by a fire that would have
swept the entire valley but for a

providential rock-slide that has cut

right across it and so created a

natural fire-break.

2. Moraine Lake, not far from
Lake Louise, is another such beauti-

ful spot, and yet the original forest

bordering the road leading to it and
covering the surrounding hillsides

has been almost completely devas-

tated by forest fires.

3. Towering above the Grand
Trunk Pacific and Canadian Nor-
thern Railways as they wind in sin-

uous curves through the blue depths
of the Fraser River Valley, the ice-

bound summit of the highest peak
of the Canadian Rockies, Mount
Robson, rises in unequalled splen-

dour—"a giant amongst giants and
immeasurably supreme" wrote Mil-
ton and Cheadle in their "Northwest
Passage by Land." On the north
face of the massif, a wildly broken,
crystal icefall tumbles for 5000 feet

down the steep side and buries its

nose in the turquoise blue waters of

Berg Lake ; so-called on account of

the numerous chunks of ice that,

with reports like cannon, break from
the glacier and float on its surface,

resembling miniature icebergs. Op-
posite this vast mountain mass, the

centre of an alpine scene, unique the

world over, are valley slopes from
which the beautiy has gone forever.

They present the bleached skeletons

of a magnificent primeval forest that

has been swept by fire, and al-

though, as a compensation for the

loss of the soft setting of forest

green. Nature has spread a most
wonderfully beautiful and varied

carpet of alpine flowers, that loss

has for all time marred the consuma-
tion of a scene the like of which
could have nowhere else been found.

The pity of it, the lasting pity of it,

fills the beholder with vmshed tears

of rage and sorrow.
Hundreds of other cases, particu-

larly along the lines of railway, can
be cited but the' above are strikingly

typical and will suffice. As an op-
posite may be mentioned the forests

surrounding Emerald Lake, near
Field on the C.P.R. Here, an ex-

quisite glacier lake of a wondrous
jade colour is surrounded by wide
virgin forests of varying shades of

green, as yet untouched by fire. Be-
hind, on all sides, towering peaks
covered by perpetual snow reach to

the clouds, wide stretches of ice

shimmer in the sunshine and white
waterfalls descend in sheer leaps
from ledge to ledge of rock. There
is no other spot in the mountains
where the eye can dwell with such
a satisfied feeling of rest on long
stretches of soft, velvety green, in-

tensified by a fiercely wild back-
ground, or where such a perfect feel-

ing of peace can be obtained; and
the Railway Company's delightful
little chalet supplies all that can be
desired to revitalise exhausted phy-
sical forces.

Not a Club for "Stunts."

There is a very generally fixed
idea in the public mind that the Al-
pine Club of Canada is a species of
high-grade athletic association,
whose one and only aim is to train
its members to daring stunts of
climbing on next to impossible
mountains; and that having once
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attained a summit and returned by Causes of Destruction.

a still more nearly impossible route Most of the large tracts of burned

the interest has ended. While such forest are of ancient origin and can

persons exist, they are a very small be traced to either natural causes^

minority and form by no means its or causes resulting from careless-

most lasting or most important sec- ness in the earlier days, when rail-

tion of members. Your real alpine ways were pushing lines of com-

climber is a lover of Nature in her munication into new districts. In

primeval fastnesses—the outposts of those days precautions were at a

the earth—where the forces of con- minimum and many of the large

struction are at work, where all are burns occurred during construction,

extremes, and types of greatest I have seen as many as four distinct

beautiy lie side by side with those fires going at the same time along a

of grotesque ugliness. Here, in line of railway construction. Even

what may well be termed a factory now, when the law demands very

of creation, are seen at work forces strict precautions on the part of rail-

that lead to the construction of fer--^ v«ay operations, fires are started by

tile plains and wide agricultural val- sparks from locomotives. It is true

leys thousands of miles distant, and they are closely watched for and sel-

as such are of intense interest to dom get beyond control, but .former-

those who care to give them a care- ly the supervision and means of con-

ful study. trol were wholly inadequate and

Moreover, apart from the wonder- much destruction of valuable timber

ful and unexplained exhilaration was the consequence. Once let a fire

that comes from climbing on snow get a good hold and it was not extin-

and ice, and the overwhelming de- guished until the winter had set in.

sire to see what lies beyond, your I remember on one occasion moving
true alpine enthusiast glories in the my camp to the Columbia Valley

wide-spreading spectacular panor- not far south of Revelstoke. The
ama that is seen from a mountain forest at this point was on fire and to

top, when all in view is spread be- reach the ground selected, the team
fore him as on a living map. It is in and wagon conveying the outfit had
places such as these, where the pre- to pass through blazing bush. The
science of an Almighty Power is bush in which we camped was burn-

ever present, and which can only be ing on three sides. The crash of

attained through hard bodily exer- falling trees could be heard during

tion, that he loves for a brief space the silence of the night and in the

to enjoy the wonders that are spread morning the tents would be thickly

at his feet. covered by ashes. Gangs of men
It will thus be readily understood were fighting the fire day and night

how deeply the true mountain lover and soon had it under control, but it

deplores the ravages of the fire de- was not finally extinguished until

mon in the destruction of the forests the first snow fell in September,

that are so necessary to a complete jyj^^ -^ Responsihlef
realization of his ideals. Nowhere

-r, , ^ . ,

else in the world can similar forests Bush fires ^occurring at places

to those of the Rocky Mountains be situated far from the line of railways

found, and it is their special charm are usually attributed to campers,

in .contrast with the vast deposits of hunters, surveyors, prospectors and,

• snow and ice, for which the Can- most of all, to travelling Indians,

adian portion of the range is remark- While this may be so in a few iso-

able, that render the alpine districts lated cases, I have found, during an

of the North American continent experience of thirty-five summers

unique, and fashioned on a pattern spent in the wilds, that all such are

of their own. as a rule careful to extinguish the
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fires used by them; and particularly

so at the present time when cautions

are drilled into them by the authori-

ties and by notices posted far and
wide through the forests. And I

may here say, that such notices are

to be seen in all kinds of difficult

and unlooked for places, and they
speak vigorously for the thorough
manner in which the fire guardians
are doing their duty. Indians, as a

habit, use small fires for cooking,
generally inside their teepees, and
are careful to extinguish them. It is

in their own interests to do so, for

fires destroy their camping grounds
and drive the game to other parts.

It would seem that the most fre-

quent causes are due to operations in

the development of industries : rail-

ways, lumber camps, mining, road-
making, etc., and it is in such con-
nection that the law should be most
strictly and rigidly enforced. It has
been said that prospectors have been
known to fire and burn large tracts

of forest to make the work of pros-
pecting easier. This is not probable,

and certainly not at the present day.

Prospectors travel rapidly over ex-

tended areas and most of their ex-
plorations and discoveries are above
or near timber line, where burns are

seldom seen.

Lightning s Effects.

It is a cause of much wonderment
how bush fires could have started in

tracts of forest destroyed long ago
that are far from probable causes.

In some cases this is undoubtedly
due to lightning. I have several

times seen trees in burned tracts

that have been blasted and broken
by lightning. I once saw the light-

ning strike in the forest and smoke
go up directly afterwards. When on
Mount Bonney, near Glacier Station
in the Selkirks, an isolated patch of

bush in the Fish Creek Valley was
seen to be on fire. It is difficult to

imagine how it could have been

A beautiful mountain side as seen from a Grand Trunk Pacific train passing

through Bulkley Valley, British Columbia.
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ignited except by some natural

cause. Later, it was examined and

did not seem a likely spot for a pros-

pector or any other mortal to have

been. It has been suggested that the

rubbing together of the dry limbs of

trees in windy weather will create

sufficient friction to ignite them.

The idea, however, seems somewhat
far fetched.

In conclusion I may say that the

chief delight of the alpine mind is in

the glory of mountain scenery : the

wonderful billows of cloud that

wrap the white-clad giants in their

clinging folds, the lights and sha-

dows on snow and rock, the purple

and violet haze that dims the val-

leys, and above all the contrast of

colouring seen in the ever changing
shades of the green forest as they
pass from the bright gold of sun-
shine to the black depths of cloud
shadow. Those who have climbed,
or travelled by trail, in the wilds of

the Rockies know what misery it

means to spend hours climbing up
slopes of down timber and burned

sticks, to spend days chopping a
path through miles of brule and!

windfall, and can speak still more
feelingly concerning this curse that

hangs over the forest.

The Asset of Scenery.

The mountain scenery has proved
of late years to be one of Canada's
greatest future assets. Thousands
come from all parts every summer
to enjoy their holidays in the midst
of these glories of Nature and to

benefit by the wonderfully revitatiz-

ing effects of the clear, bracing at-

mosphere of the hills. The tourist

business will be vastly greater in the
future and will be a gold mine in the
matter of revenue. Bush fires des-
troy the beauty of the scenery and
cover the landscape with a pall of

smoke. It is absolutely imperative
that the most stringent measures be
taken to preserve the scenic beauties
of the forest that still remain to us,

and with all such efforts the Alpine
Club of Canada is very fully in.

sympathy.

Forestry in Switzerland

The Story of the Evolution of a Great National System That

Holds Much Instruction For Canadians.

How the public forest policy of

Switzerland came into being is most
interestingly discussed in the last re-

port of the Swiss Society of Fores-
ters which has taken a large part in

the development of forestry in

Switzerland. The following is a
partial resume

:

!'The country is covered with
marshes and great impenetrable
forests." Such was the description
the Roman historian Tacitus gave
of Switzerland toward the year 100
A.D.
The forest was at the beginning a

great obstacle to colonization. It

was from the forests that it was
necessary to gain the lands neces-

sary for grazing and agriculture. In

the time of the Roman occupation

settlement had already been estab-

lished in the more important com-
munities and a good system of roads

established. Settlement in the for-

est apparently proceeded much as it

has done in Canada if some of the

place names such as Eterpas (from

the Latin extirpare) and Breuleux,

Brulayie, etc.. (from the French

hruler, to burn) are any indication.

Communities were formed in

which the houses and cultivated"
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lands were grouped together sur-

rounded by common pasturage

lands called "allmends" and by the

forests, the chief function of which
at that time was protection against

enemies.
The battle of Sempach in 1384 by

breaking the power of Austria and
the nobles had an important effect,

not only on the political liberty of

Switzerland but on the economic de-

velopment, as it left the public

lands in the hands of the community
instead of their being held by a mon-
arch or divided among the nobles.

The First Forest Lazvs.

As the population increased the

extent of forest decreased and the

first evidence that the destruction of

the forests was considered an evil

were certain edicts of Charlemagne
against the clearing of the forests.

Fluctuations of population owing to

the past and to the religious wars of

the middle ages left little time for

thought of the forest, but laws for

its protection were passed from time
to time which however considered
only the limiting of consumption
and not the management of the for-

est. The complaints of forest des-

truction became very numerous to-

ward the end of the 14th and the be-
ginning of the 15th century, and in

the year 1597 there was issued by
Henry IV an edict called "General
Regulations for Waters and For-
ests," applicable to all forests,

—

state, communal or individual.
These regulations were replaced in

1669 by new ones issued by Louis
XIII and framed by Colbert, and
these regulations remained in force
until the French Revolution and had
much influence on the French Code
of 1827, the basis of the present
policy of forest management in

France.
During the 18th century the idea

of absolutism in government and
mercantilism in business strongly
prevailed and burdens were placed
on communal and private forests
which only resulted in their being

Tree R epairing by Gun Fire

Here is a brand new scheme to lighten la-

bor in trimming un-_
usually tall trees. T
According to "Popu-

'

lar Mechanics Maga-
zine" of Chicago, a

ranch owner near San
Jose, California, trims
his eucalyptus trees
with the aid of a high
powered rifle. It is

120 feet from the
ground to the lowest
branches of the giant.

The owner, it is said,

takes the easy meth-
od of lopping off un-
necessary limbs by a

few moments of plea-
sant marksmanship.

.^ l§^ «.

cleared as rapidly as possible while

the state forests were used for the

benefit of anything favored by the
government. For instance, the de-

velopment of mining was considered
of great importance at that time, and
cutting of timber for mining opera-

tions was permitted without control

or management.

Destruction Rampant.

The result of the French Revolu-
tion was to establish the principle of

individual liberty and initiative and
the free application of this principle

to the forests resulted in great des-

truction of the forests by the people
in general and by conscienceless
speculators. In France thirty per
cent, of the forest passed out of the
hands of the state and a similar

policy prevailed throughout Europe.
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From the excess of destruction arose

the necessity of conservation and
modern forest management.

In the 18th century there were
numerous complaints in Switzerland

of the devastation of the forests and
the damage done by floods. The fear

of a scarcity of wood increased and
severe laws were passed but without
result. Some judicious efforts were
however made to remedy the situa-

tion. But there were many factors

that rendered improvement very
difficult. There was the lack of poli-

tical cohesion in Switzerland, the

jealousy between the municipalities,

and the complete license of the

mountaineers in the exploitation of

the forests. All these reasons, add-
ed to by the increase of the popula-
tion, were likely to bring about the
ruin of the forests. The organiza-
tion for supervision and control was
wanting.
The remedy came from the excess

of the evil. The public, alarmed, de-

sired measures which would put an
end to the depredations committed
and thus commenced a campaign by
means of which it was sought to
arouse the public by informing them
of the situation and the remedies
necessary.

Beginning of Reforms.

The work was taken up by several
societies among the leading ones be-
ing the Economic Society of the
Canton of Berne and the Society of
Natural Sciences of Zurich. These
societies published many studies on
the forests of Switzerland. It was
not until the 19th century that the
work thus done began to bear fruit.

Several important works were pub-
lished at the beginning of the cen-
tury and in 1843 the Swiss Society
of Foresters was created and has ex-
ercised a decisive influence on the
development of forestry in that
country. In 1855 the Federal Forest
School at Zurich was established
and in 1888 the federal station for
Forest Research. The first federal
forestry laws in 1876 came to furnish

the indispensable basis for the de-

velopment of the edifice of forestry.

It was a result to some extent of the

terrible inundations of 1868 which
had at last opened the eyes of the

entire people to the importance of

the forest from the general point of

view. To some extent the interest

in silvicultural questions has pene-
trated all classes of the people.

Little by little they have learned to

estimate the forest not only because
of the products they obtain from it,

but also on account of numerous
other advantages they bring. There
is no need to fear now the alienation

of the public forests. On the con-
trary the states and communes
have the tendency to increase their

forest domain either by the purchase
of forest lands from private owners
or by the reforesting of unproduc-
tive communal lands, of mountain
pastures or of stony tracts.

DEER HUNTING
Don't take a pot shot at the figure

in the cornfield. Its no credit to bag
a scarecrow. Besides it may not be
a scarecrow—these modern styles

are deceiving.

Don't fire a round of buckshot in-

to a haystack. There may be some-
body sleeping inside it whot doesn't

want to be called so early, either to

this life or another.

In climbing over a fence with a
loaded gun. first unload the weapon,
let down the hammer, unscrew the
barrel and knock off the sights to

make it harmless.

Don't shoot at perfect strangers.

Don't shoot at close friends. Be
sociable.

Remember that a guide who
works for a measly per diem and
smoking tobacco isn't supposed to

double as a moving target.

Be not deceived by any "moo"
that may sound to the windward.
How weak is the mere unsupported
testimony of the spoken word.

—

(Exchange).
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Should Sportsmen Be Registered ?

Will Public Sentiment Support Such A Move Towards Better

Protection of the Forests ?

In order to sound public opinion

upon a matter which has been con-

sidered by the Canadian Forestry-

Association, the Secretary addressed

to a number of men in all parts of

Canada a letter outlining briefly the

suggestion for the registering of all

fishermen, hunters, and others who
make use of the forest country dur-

ing the period of fire risk. Sports-

men, railway men, newspaper edi-

tors, government officers, etc., etc.,

received these inquiries and have al-

ready sent in many expressions of

views.
It is recognized, of course, that no

government would consider any
such move during the war or if

strong opposition from settlers,

tourists, railway companies, hotels,

etc., appeared likely. At the same
time, it is an undoubted fact that
serious annual losses to standing
timber are caused by careless fisher-

men, hunters and others, making
temporary use of the woods. Would
it be possible to secure a record of

sportsmen, with an outline of their

proposed route, before they enter
the forest so that rangers may be
notified in advance of the need for
extra vigilance in a particular neigh-
borhood? That is the question
which readers of the Journal should
assist in answering. To minimize
the amount of interference with the
sportsman's holiday, it might be
possible to have the issuer of the
game license register at the same
time the necessary particulars for
•fire guarding purposes and forward
them immediately to the inspector
or other official of the district to
which the sportsman is bound. This
would impose no extra bother upon
the sportsman and the act itself

Avould somewhat impress upon him

the importance of being careful with
fire on his trip.

The letter of inquiry read in part
as follows

:

"We have had under consideration
for some time the advisability of re-

questing our provincial governments
to consider the registration of all

tourists, fishermen, hunters, pros-
pectors and others who make occa-
sional use of the forest. We have
received suggestions from many
quarters that fire guarding would be
greatly facilitated if the rangers
knew approximately the routes
taken through the woods by these
parties. It is asserted that registra-

tion could be carried out very easily

without the appointment of new offi-

cials or the opening of new offices,

by simple utilization of Crown
Lands or other government offices

at present in existence in most lo-

calities.

A system amounting practically to
registration of tourists, fishermen,
etc., is now in force for Algonquin
Park. Ontario, so that the rangers
are immediately made acquainted
with the number of persons in their
locality, and the route which they
have planned to take. At least one
of the Canadian lumber companies
followed a system for some years of
compelling all persons using their
limits to register, giving details of
their intended excursion. The com-
pany, forthwith, sent a ranger on
their trail, and this system was in-

strumental through a long period of
years in preventing many fires.

It is not suggested that registra-
tion should be enforced except dur-
ing the months of actual fire risk

—

roughlv. April 15th to November
15th."

'
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Ontario's Railway Enforces Live

Policy of Forest Guarding

Condition of Forest Growth Described by Member of Board

—

Conservation More Than a Theory.

By George W. Lee,

Commissioner, Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Raihvay Board.

The preservation of the forests

along the Hne of the Temiskaming-
and Northern Ontario Railway, the

means used to prevent forest fires

occurring, the conservation of our
timberlands, and the need of refores-

tration are live questions with the

Commission and are questions the

Commission have been—and will

continue to be—intensely interested

in. The matter is an important one,

not alone for the present time, but
for all time, the future especially. It

is their desire to leave something to

posterity that they have themselves
largely enjoyed—diminished it will

be, but not extinguished is their

hope. They desire that much of the
young forests will remain after they
are gone to supply the wants of

those following them, tempering the
climate, conserving the rainfalls.

The southern part of this Railway
runs through the Temagami Forest
Reserve; part of it through timber
berths from which the first growths
have been removed by those holding
the licenses—taken out in saw-logs
and board timber.
The country near North Bay and

for twepty miles north, was timber-
ed several years ago. The lands
were opened for settlement and to-
day are partly occupied. There are
considerable stretches of hardwood
bush still remaining that is being
drawn on 3^early for stove-wood
supply.

Fire Guards Cut.

From a point ' about forty miles
north of North Bay to Latchford is

the Temagami Forest Reserve, and,

as stated, there are some timber
berths interspersed. This section of
our Line occupies about fifty-five

miles. This Reserve is specially

patrolled by the Fire Rangers of the

T. & N. O. Ry. and the Government.
Large spaces were cut away years
ago, on both sides of the line, to

form fire zones. Those zones were
carefully cleaned up, brush, decayed
wood, etc., being destroyed, and for

years no fires of any extent have oc-

curred.

North of Latchford, mileage 94,

and on up the line to New Liskeard,

mileage 113, was occupied by the

Gillies Limits and all was largely

given over to the prospector from
the time of the entrance of the T. &
N. O. Railway. All of the available

timber—all of it that was fit for lum-
bering—has been removed. Some
of it was taken out years ago, some
of it cjuite recently, most of it was
away before the advent of the Rail-

way and the coming of the prospec-
tor. All but -the younger growth'
was sawed for commercial uses.

From New Liskeard to Englehart
(mileage 138) :—This section of our
line is situated in the "Clay Belt,"'

and is largely occupied by settlers

who to-day are getting the bush
rather well cleared away and the-
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land is being used for farming pur-

poses, for which it is eminently fit-

ted.

North of Englehart for a few miles

there is still land that is being used

for farming, but it is somewhat
broken in places. This brings us

north to about Krugerdorf—from
this on north for miles the country

again is given over to the prospec-

tor and while good spaces of farm
lands intersperse, the lands are gen-

erally rocky and have gravelly,

stoney valleys. The country
continues of this nature from
near Krugerdorf (mileage 146) to

Bourkes (mileage 183)—a distance

of thirty-seven (37) miles. From
Bourkes to Cochrane (mileage 253),

or a distance of seventy (70) miles,

the soil again makes for a farming
countrv. \\'e are here in the "Great
Clay B^lt."

Precautions Against Fire.

In all the distance from North
Bay to Cochrane—along the Elk
Lake, Charlton, Porcupine and Iro-

quois Falls branches—timber grew
to great value—the older trees for

present use, the younger trees for

future use.

From the time of the entry of the
steel into this forest, it has been the
aim of both the Commission and the
government to preserve the timber
for the commercial uses it was fit

for, or that it would be fit for after

some years of added growth. With
this end in view great care was
taken to equip the locomotives with
screens in the stacks, not only to

meet the requirements of the regu-
lations, but to absolutely prevent the
locomotives from throwing fire,

sparks, cut through the stacks,
smaller meshes were used than pre-
scribed by law. Extra precautions
were taken in burning off right-of-
ways ; all timber growing on same
being carefully brought in on land
being cleared, so as the sides of line,

when cleared, were as safe from fires

as it was possible to make them.
Circulars and posters are posted

along the line in great quantities and
written in many languages. All are

warned and appealed to to beware
of starting fires.

Besides the above—Fire Rangers
patrolled the line from one end of it

to the other—including all its bran-
ches. Those rangers were equipped
with speeders, which during the
time of the greatest drought were
used to patrol the tracks after the
passing of every train, and it was
rarely that the incipient fire was not
quenched before damage was done.

Good Record at Temagami.

Through the Temagami Forest
Reserve, in all the years that the
Railway has passed, there has not
been a fire of any appreciable ex-
tent. True, there have been small
areas burned over, but along the T.
& N. O. track. I think I am safe in

saying that there has been fewer
fires of a destructive nature than on
any other railway in Canada whose
entire route was through great for-

ests.

In the sections where farming is

being carried on, the timber, as a
matter of course, is disappearing.
Most of it that was found on the
farms has been utilized-—is being
utilized and rightly so. In no place
has the same use been made of the
forest growth as on those same
farms—lumber, poles, ties, posts and
piles have been cut for export, be-
sides all that has been used for local
and home building purposes.

Nature has in a great many places
commenced reforestation and its

growth is eagerly noted by the mem-
bers of the Commission, their offi-

cials and employees.

Any one old enough to look back
twenty-five years can realize how
short the time has seemed and how
terrible has been the destruction of
the forests ; what forests they wereo
They have vanished; have been an-
nihilated by a generation who did
not appreciate the value of conserv-
ing them.
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Use of Tank Cars.

The Commission of the Temis-

kaming and Northern Ontario Rail-

way feel that they realize the impor-

tance of the question of the preser-

vation, conservation, of the remain-

ing forests, and to that end take a

large interest in this question. They
have tank cars made especially for

that purpose, situated at all junc-

tional points, filled with water ready

for the fire alarm. They have their

sectionmen ready to go and fight

fires any and everywhere along the

line. Their engineers and train

hands lend their help as often and
whenever the occasion arises, set-

tlers' pulpwood piles, other timber
piles, as well as their homes being
saved by train hands in the employ
of the Commission. Realizing in

every way the importance of this

matter of conservation, the T. & N.
O. Railway Commission is prepar-
ed to do all in their power to for-

ward the good work and they are
cultivating the same spirit in their
employees and amongst the settlers

and citizens of the Northland.

(Published in Collaboration with Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.)

Lieutenant H. K. Robinson, B. C.

Forest Service, District Forester,

Island Division, crossed to England
in October with a draft of 50 men
from the 5th C. G. Artillery. Vic-

toria, and expects to proceed shortly

to the Front.

1914, is reported to have been killed

in action, September 25th, in the Al-

lied advance in France on that date.

Forest Ranger E. E. Frost, of Al-

berni, B.C., lately left Vancouver
with a company of the "B. C. Pion-

eers" en route to Winnipeg on their

way to the Front. Sergt.-Major

Frost several years ago completed
21 years continuous service in the

Imperial Army, and obtained an
honourable discharge ; he could not,

however, resist the call of the pre-

sent war.

Lieutenant A. J. Pickup who was
Field Assistant in the Fort George
Forest District during the season of

On the Middle and South Forks
of Pine River, situated in British

Columbia, south of the Dominion
Government Peace River Block,

4680 square miles was covered by
reconnaissance this season.

Preliminary reports to hand show
that in common with many other

parts of the interior of B. C. destruc-

tive fires burned large areas within

the last generation. It was found
that 77% of the area covered was
swept by fire 25 years ago, and an
additional 10% about 8 years ago.

434 square miles of the balance has

4166 million feet of merchantable
timber, consisting chiefly of Engel-
mann Spruce, Jack Pine, and Cot-
tonwood, in the order named. It
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will probably be safe to estimate able timber. On the Parsnip River,

that 25 billion feet originally stood the timber consists of Engelmann

on the area which was swept by fire. Spruce and Balsam, the Spruce

This land is now restocking. reaching a maximum diameter of 36

The spruce is reported to have an inches. The same species comprise

average diameter of 18 inches, indi- the merchantable timber on the

vidual specimens reaching 40 inches North Fork of the Fraser, but the

diameter breast high. Jack Pine has average trees are larger,

an exceedingly good growth, a di- Douglas Fir was seen occasionally

ameter breast high of 20 inches be- on the Parsnip, and more often on

ing reached with a trunk length of the North Fork where over-mature

40-60 feet without green limbs, stands up to 48 inches diameter

Along the river bottoms Cottonwood occur.

up to 36 inches diameter were en- On the North Fork also old stands
, 1 of Hemlock and occasional Red

countered. r-^A ^ ^1 • j • j-
^, . , , 1 ,

Cedar occur, mostly m dymg condi-
The agricultural land amounts to ^\q^ through old age.

192 square miles, consisting of land The North Fork is untouched by
partly open, some open meadows, fire, but on the Parsnip 150 square

and some restocking with young "^ij^s are burned over, 121 square

£ . rniles bemg destroyed by one fire

six years ago.
The merchantable timber lies The climate appears to be wet,

mostly along good drivable streams particularly on the North Fork, but
and will be opened up by railway severe lightning storms occur, which

construction before many years. ^eem to cause most of the fires. The
-D- _ r 1 • J burned area is mostly restocking-Big game of every kind was en- ,„;-i o^ 1 t 1 nh-

^'-^^'^'"s
^ ^

, . , -^ , ,,. with Spruce and Jack Pine, the per-
countered in large numbers. Mm- manent type throughout the region
eral indications were noticed in being Spruce.

places, so that it is to be expected The timber on the Parsnip will

that travellers will find their way in- ^^ tapped by the P. G. E. Railway,
4.^ ^-u 4. . ^ and m mostly the property of theto that region as soon as transporta- p,.^,.:„^^ -ru ^.- u V \t A

. .... , ^ i^rovince. The timber on the North
tion facilities are better. Fork of the Fraser is tributary to
The timber is the property of the the G.T.P. Railway.

Province of British Columbia and Railway construction on the Pars-

the report mentions the necessity for "'P ^^^^^ require careful supervision

^f(^^i^^4. c 4. ^- X
to protect the timber from fire,

efficient fire protection measures to

safe-guard the merchantable timber, Messrs. B. Guerin, Geo. H. Bois-
and the large areas of young growth, vert, and Ernest Menard, graduates
from fire. of the Laval Forestry School and
A second reconnaissance party

"ow of the Quebec Forest Service,

,„t,; u 1 J ^1 •
,

nave been elected to active member-which worked this season on the ship in the Canadian SocieTy of
North Fork of the Fraser River, and Forest Engineers. These gentle-
on the Parsnip River, recently com- men have done much in the way of
pleted field work for this year. exploration work in the northern

The area covered was 2545 square
^^""^ °^ ^^^ Province and have made

rv,;i^o ^( u- u iT^T M some very interesting reports andmiles, of which 1737 square miles studies. They all hoM the rank of
carries 10 billion feet of merchant- District Inspector.
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Laboratories Formally Opened

Government and University United in Great Project of Reducing

Waste in Forest Products.

The formal opening of the Forest

Products Laboratories of Canada
took place at Montreal on December
3rd. The event drew together a

large representation of men prom-
inent in governmental, commercial
and engineering life and provided an
opportunity for bringing to the at-

tention of many interested people

the highly important work which
the laboratories are carrying on.

The history of the inauguration of

the Laboratories, and a careful des-

cription of the equipment were con-

tained in the July, 1915, issue of the

Canadian Forestry Journal and can
readily be referred to by readers of

this issue. Of the incidents sur-

rounding the formal opening on De-
cember 3rd, something may well be
said.

The Forest Products Laboratories
of Canada were established in 1913
under the Forestry Branch of the
Department of the Interior. Mon-
treal was selected for their location

by reason of the valuable facilities

which McGill University offered to
place at their disposal. This co-
operation of University and Govern-
ment which was so strinkingly
evident to those present at the
formal opening has resulted in a
success otherwise improbable. The
University has provided quarters
for the laboratory work and the De-
partment of the Interior bears the
expense of salaries and equipment.
This eager relationship between the
University and the practical prob-
lems of one of the greatest of our
industries testifies to the truth of
Sir William Peterson's remarks that
McGill's contribution to Canadian
life is in line with the outstanding

needs of the times and that "we pro-

fessors are the livest lot of men in

the country."

The Aim of Conservation.

The function of the laboratories is,

by itself, quite distinct, although
sharing with all forestry organiza-

tions in the aim of conservation.

The laboratories are concerned alone

with the utilization of raw materials

and employ the agencies of chemis-
try, physics, and engineering. Until

one comes into touch with the lack

of information relating to Canadian
woods, methods of using raw ma-
terials and forest waste there can be
no full appreciation of the great ser-

vice capable of being rendered by an
institution of this kind. The wood
using industries of Canada are run-
ning far from the path of maximum
economy. Thousands of questions
asked in the course of a year, ques-
tions demanding scientifically exact
answers have gone begging. Com-
mercial companies, realizing the
need of a central bureau of research
and experimentation for the whole
Dominion, were in no position them-
selves to solve the problem. Under
the administration of Hon. Dr.
Roche, and with the advice of Mr. R.
11. Campbell, Director of Forestry,
the Forest Products Laboratories
came into existence. They have the
hearty support, of the industries

identified with forest products and
have already rendered substantial
service.

Following a brief address by Hon.
Dr. Roche, the guests started upon
their interesting travels. The build-
ing containing a complete experi-
mental paper mill proved of keen
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Double and single beaters in the Experimental Paper Mill.

interest. Here was seen in operation

the process of turning wet pulp to

various grades of paper, from the

manipulation of the pulp in the

"beaters," the flowing across the

wires, the drying, and winding.
More than ordinarily interesting was
the presentation to all visitors of

samples of excellent blotting paper
recently taken from the machine

—

the first of the product, by the way,
to be made in the Dominion.
There was seen also the Depart-

ment of Timber tests where a Hatt-
Turner Impact testing machine, a

30,000 lb. Olsen Universal machine,
a 200.000 lb. Wicksteed and 150,000
lb. Emery machines are available
for experiments in establishing the
strength characteristics of important
Canadian wood species. The testing
proceedure includes eight strength
tests, static bending, compression
parallel to grain, compression per-
pendicular to grain, shear, tension,

impact bending, cleavage and hard-
ness. Important work has been ac-

complished here in the testing of
Nova Scotia mine timbers. Timber
physics forms yet another major di-

vision of the laboratories in which
the equipment includes microtome,
microscopes, photomicrographic ap-
paratus, projection lantern, cameras,
electric ovens, autoclave, balances
and so forth. The work has to do
largely with determining the physi-
cal and structural properties of
wood by extended and varied tests.

The Division of Wood Preservation
was organized in October, 1914, and
includes the study of wood preser-
vatives and methods of treating
wood to prolong the life of railroad
ties, paving blocks, etc.

Curbing the Waste.

The inspection of the Laboratories
was followed by a number of brief
addresses. Hon. Dr. Roche expres-
sed the sense of satisfaction he felt

in having brought into existence
during his administration of the De-
partment of the Interior an institu-
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tion of such permanent and practical

service as the Forest Products La-

boratories. He realized he said that

Canada had been wasteful of her

forest wealth, allowing the living

forests to be preyed upon by fire,

but that a new sense of the impor-

tance of conserving the raw mater-

ials of a great industry had come

upon the country, one expression of

which was the wide interest taken

in the Forest Products Laboratories.

It was the aim of the Laboratories

to seek out better methods of wood
utilization and to discover uses for

what was now cast aside. Manu-
facturers would learn to avail them-

selves of the institution for the solv-

ing of their commercial problems,

the improvement and cheapening of

processes. There would be given to

the country the great asset of scien-

tifically trained men, capable oi

applying their talents in the service

of one of the foremost Canadian in-

dustries.

The Cost of 'Not Doing."

Sir William Peterson, Principal of

McGill University, said he was
proud to be the ally of the Minister

of the Interior in the establishing of

the Laboratories, since he believed

that a University should be a centre

of practical use to the community as

well as a seat of learning. This was
the first example of what could be

done in the advancement of applied

science by co-operation between the

University and the Government.

"We do not want ever to have to go
to Germany for anything again," ob-

served Sir William, "and we want to

collaborate with the Government to

devise means to avoid this. It is

not a question of what it will cost

to do the thing but what it will cost

not to do it."

Hon. Sydney Fisher warmly con-

gratulated Hon. Dr. Roche upon the

general standard of efficiency which
had characterized his departmental
management, and emphasized the

necessity for efficient management
of natural resources, for which pur-

pose the Laboratories had been
brought into being. Brief addresses

were given by Mr. T. H. Wardle-

worth, President of the Society of

Chemical Industry, Dr. Hugh P.

Baker, Dean of the Forestry Facul-

ty Svracuse University, New York,

and Mr. R. H. Campbell, Director of

Forestry.
Following is a list of those pre-

sent :

—

T T-.

Government :—Hon. W. J. Roche,

Minister of the Interior, Ottawa; R.

H Campbell, Director of Forestry,

Dept. of Interior; Dr. A. McGill,

Chief Analyst, Dept. of Inland Re-

venue ; Dr. C. G. Hewitt, D.Sc, Do-

minion Entomologist, Dept. of Agri-

culture ; R. Grigg, Commissioner of

Commerce, Dept. of Trade and Com-
merce ; J. M. Macoun, C.M.G., Asst.

Botanist, Geological Survey, Depart-

ment of Mines, Ottawa.

Advisory Committee :—F. How-
ard Wilson; J. A. DeCew; Dr. R. F.

Ruttan, Dept. of Chemistry, McGill

University; Carl Riordon, Riordon

Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd. ; Prof. H. M.

Mackay, Dept. of Civil Engineering,

McGill University; R. O. Sweezey,

Royal Military College, Kingston;

Dr. Frank D. Adams, McGill Uni-

versity.

McGill University: — Sir Wm.
Peterson, K.C.M.G., McGill Univer-

sity; Mr. Walter Vaughan, Secre-

tary McGill University; Dr. H. T.

Barnes, F.R.S., McGill University;

Dr. T. B. Porter, Faculty of Applied

Science, McGill University; Prof.

H. O. Keay, Prof. E. Brown, Prof.

C. H. McLeod, Faculty of Applied

Science, McGill University; Dr. F.

C. Harrison, Principal Macdonald

College ; Dr. J. F. Snell, Macdonald

College ; Prof. Carrie M. Derick, Mc-
Gill University.

Foresters : — Ellwood Wilson,
Laurentide Co.," Ltd., Grand Mere,

Quebec; Clyde Leavitt, Forester,

Commission of Conservation, Otta-

wa; E. J. Zavitz, Provincial Fores-

ter, Parliament Bldgs., Toronto.

Canadian Forestry Association :—

Robson Black, Secretary, Ottawa.

Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation:—C. Howard Smith, How-
ard Smith Paper Mills, Ltd., Mon-
treal. .
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Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation:—J. H. Sherrard, Pres., Can.

Mfrs' Association ; George A. Slater,

Vice-Pres., Can. Mfrs' Association;

Roy L. Campbell, Sec, Can. Mfrs'

Association, Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers :—R. A. Ross, Vice-Pres.

Can. Soc. Civil Engineers ; Walter J.

Francis, Chairman, Can. Soc. Civil

Engineers ; A. Surveyer, Councillor,

Can. Soc. Civil Engineers, Montreal.
Society of Chemical Industry:

—

T. H. AVardleworth, Chairman, So-
ciety of Chemical Industry, Mon-
treal.

Canadian Roalroads :— M. G.
Blaiklock, Chief Engineer, ]Mainten-
ance of Way, G.T.R., Montreal; C.

E. E. Ussher, Passenger Traffic
Agent, C.P.R., Montreal; B. M.
Winegar, Forest Inspector, C.P.R.,
Montreal.

Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-
tion :—Frank Hawkins, Sec'y, Can.
Lumbermen's Association, Ottawa.
Other guests were : Hon. Sydney

Fisher, Ottawa; Howard Murray,
Vice-Pres., Shawinigan Water and
Power Company, Montreal ; Smea-
ton White, Capt. J. A. Weir John-
son, A.O.D., Montreal ; Air. Wm.
Kelly, Canadian Explosives, Ltd.,

Montreal
; J. B. Bell, Chief Chemist

Canadian Explosives, Ltd., Mon-
treal; William Little, Westmount,
P.Q. : T. L. Crosslev. Laboratorv of
Dr. T. T. Donald, Montreal; 'Dr.
Hugh P. Baker, Syracuse Univer-
sity, New Haven, Connecticut;
"Canada Lumberman," Mr. Holli-
day ; "Paper Trade Journal," Mr. C.
L. Sibley.

The organization of the Labora-
tories at the present time is as fol-

lows :

J. S. Bates, Superintendent; AV. B.
Campbell, Assistant Superintendent
(on active service) ; H. N. Lee, Act-
ing Chief, Division of Timber Phy-
sics ; R. W. Sterns, Chief, Division
of Timber Tests ; O. F. Bryant, Act-
ing Chief, Division of Pulp and
Paper ; W. G. Mitchell. Chief, Divis-
ion of Wood Preservation.
The permanent staff numbers

thirty at the present time. Seven
members of the staff have left on
active military service. There are

seventeen technical men actually on
duty at the Laboratories. The bal-

ance of the staff includes office staff,

etc., in the Division of Administra-
tion.

Late Abraham Knechtel

The ranks of professional fores-

ters lost one of their valued mem-
bers recently in the death of Abra-
ham Knechtel, Chief Forester,

Dominion Parks Branch of the De-
partment of the Interior, and a mem-
ber of the Canadian Forestry
Association.

The late Air. Knechtel was born
at Brussels, Ontario, in 1859, and
was in his 56th year. He was one of

the pioneers in scientific forestry on
this continent. He was graduated
in 1900 from Michigan Agricultural
College, receiving the degree of

Bachelor of Science. He then took
a special forestry course at Cornell
University, receiving the degree of

forest engineer. For seven years
prior to his coming to Ottawa to
take up work in the forestry branch
of the Dominion Government he was
attached to the forest, fish and game
commission of the State of New
York and in that connection laid out
the first forest plantation establish-
ed by the state. In 1904 he was sent
to St. Louis Exposition to lay out a
forest nursery there for the commis-
sion. In recognition of his services
there he received a special medal. In
the same year he was sent by the
New York Commission to Europe
to study forest conditions and prac-
tice there. For several years Mr.
Knechtel also delivered lectures in

New York under the auspices of the
New York State School Board.

Mr. Knechtel is survived by his
widow. Alary E. C. Knechtel. grand
daughter of the late Colonel Wm.
Young and the late Lieut. James
Eaton, both of Leeds County, two
sons. Otto Young and Alaxwell AIc-

Alichael ; and two daughters. Flor-
ence Eaton and Aliriam Alargaret.
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•^•^••.••.••.•^

Ready-Prepared Lectures

on Forest Questions

-••••••••••••••• ..»..*..•..•..•..•

The Secretary has in course of

preparation a series of lectures

on interesting topics identified

with forest protection, which
will be sent upon request to any
part of Canada. These ready-

to-hand lectures will be accom-
panied by sets of twenty-five or

fifty lantern slides which will

sufficiently illustrate the sub-

ject. The manuscript and slides

will be sent out at the Associa-

tion's expense and the first of

these will probably be ready
about January 15th.

This is a new departure and is

designed to meet a demand for

popular talks on forest matters.

Requests have been .received

from Scout Masters, clergymen,
women's clubs, etc., in many
parts of the country. The dis-

tribution of these lectures will

materially supplement the series

to be delivered personally by the
Secretary.

• •

1 Newspaper Cartoons \
•

_^
i

«..*..c..g..«..e.,«.,«..s..e..e..«»»..».-e.'>"S.-«.>e.>e.-*.'e.-C"*»»"«"«..i

Another recent undertaking
by the Association has been a

series of newspaper cartoons,

drawn by a well-known Cana-
dian artist, H. B. Moyer, of the

Toronto Star, dealing with for-

est protection topics. The first

of these is now in the hands of

about thirty Ontario news-
papers, as the subject referred
particularly to that province.
The Association takes care of

wide distribution by means of
paper matrices and stereotypes
(processes of cheap duplication)
which are placed with editors in
whatever part of Canada the

cartoon was designed to apply
to. Copies of the cartoons will

be reproduced in future issues of

the Forestry Journal. The news-
paper cartoon is one of the
hardest-hitting devices with
which public opinion can be af-

fected and may be employed to

splendid effect in the work of

the Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion,

•..(..•..S..*.. .•.•••••••••e.-e-*' .•.•••••»•••••.•.••..•..•.••..•..••.•»•

Stories for School-children

..«..c..«..»..»..>..«..*..*..».. ,.a..»..«.,e..e..*..«..*.>»..*»*..«<.*..*..«<.»

Talks on Forestry for chil-

dren are being- sent out by the
Association to school teachers
under various attractive head-
ings. The matter is all in story
or semi-story form and in many
cases the manuscripts furnished
to teachers will be accompanied
by sets of photographs which
can be passed about a class

room.
In nearly all Canadian schools

a portion of Friday afternoon is

devoted to miscellaneous read-
ing and it has been shown that
sim.ple talks on forest subjects
would be acceptable to teachers
and pupils alike. In this way,
the inculcation of the rudim.ents

of Forestry may be assisted

from a new angle.

Government Ownership

The outlook for the practice of

forestry in Canada is vastly improv-
ed by the fact that the fundamental
ownership of a very large percentage
of non-agricultural lands has been
retained b}^ the Crown, instead of

passing- into private ownership, as

has so largely taken place in the

United States. Very seldom can
private land-owners afford to hold
cut-over forest lands for successive
crops of timber. This is essentially

a governmental function, on account
of the long-time element involved.
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B. C. System of Timber Leases

Hon. W. R. Ross Explains Various Tenures—Transportation

Problem Alone Blocks Great Prosperity.

The energetic campaign for the

extension of the lumber export trade

of British Columbia has directed at-

tention to the timber resources of

that Province, their present develop-

ment and prospects. In an inter-

view, the Hon. A^^ R. Ross, Minister
of Lands, said :

—

"Man}-- Aague estimates of the ex-

tent of British Columbia's forests

have been put forward in past years.

Because we need reliable informa-
tion in order to manage our forests

intelligently I began a forest survey
in 1912. A very considerable area
has already been covered by the
cruisers engaged in this survey.
The figures obtained give us some-
thing definite to go upon. Besides
the eight and one third million acres
under timber license, a million acres
under old timber leases, a million
acres of deeded timberland, three
quarters of a million acres held un-
der railwa}' grants—besjdes these
alienations we find that the Crown
Timber Reserve, created in 1907, is

very considerable. For instance, in

entering the results of various for-

est surveys on the maps last year
there were one million acres of re-

serve timberland dealt with, apart
from very large areas containing
lesser stands of timber and pulp-
wood. Hence, the estimate of 350
billion feet of merchantable timber
now awaiting cutting in the Prov-
ince is being called into question as
it becomes more and more probable
that the effective total will reach
400 billion."

B. C.'s Wood Assets.

"Take the Coast forests—say a
solid third is Douglas Fir, which

taken all around is the finest all

round wood in the world; over one-
fifth is Cedar—British Columbia is

pre-eminently the Cedar region of
America, thanks to the Coast rain-
fall, ihen think of our immense
stand of Western Hemlock. The
world is now beginning to realize
what A\'estern Hemlock is. Our
pulp and paper mills have done great
things with it already, but the big
uses of this wood are only just be-
ginning. Western Hemlock is des-
tined to take the place of Eastern
White Pine for very many purposes,
and at no distant date. 'Then take
our fine interior forests. Seven
thousand out of 13,600 square miles
of timber licenses are East of the
Cascades Mountains, so you see our
interior country is pretty strongly
represented in the timber^ asset."
'The financial world naturally

takes a particular, interest in the
question of tenure." the interviewer
observed. "Would you mind run-
ning over the main features of the
various tenures?"
"Crown grant timber, of course, is

just deeded timber—there is nothing
to explain about that," Mr. Ross -re-

plied. "Then the old leases are sim-
ple enough—rentals of 10 or 15
cents per acre per annum and a rov-
aity on cut logs of 50 cents are the
terms in most cases up to the years
1921 to 1925, during which period
the bulk of these leases will come up
for renewal for 21 years ahead, ob-
taining whatever rates of rental and
royalty are then provided by statute.
The timber license tenure is rather
more complicated, however."

"I think it is somewhat imperfect-
ly understood outside the Province,
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except among those who are directly

concerned, Mr. Ross."

The Problem of Tenure.

"The original problem was ex-

tremely complicated," said the Min-

ister. "But we've straightened all

that out now, and I believe that I

may claim that the result is a

thoroughly sound piece of construc-

tive legislation. It was this way,—
an immense timber resource was idle

and unproductive, contributing next

to nothing to the development of the

Province. We needed revenue, but

we were firmly determined not to

sacrifice one jot or title of the peo-

ple's heritage. So, we permitted the

staking of timberlands— anyone
could stake cutting rights over a

square mile of timber by paying $140

a year rental and paying a certain

stumpage (we call it royalty) on

such logs as he might actually cut.

That was a good proposition for the

lumberman who wanted timber for

a mill and did not want to sink capi-

tal in buying stumpage ahead. But
there were strings on this conces-

sion, in the public interest. Neither

the annual rental (which is a sort of

interest charge) nor the royalty on
cut logs was fixed. They could be

changed at any time to meet any
rise in timber values that might oc-

cur. So the public was well pro-

tected. On the other hand, it was
left to the changing opinion of suc-

cessive legislatures— (ours are elect-

ed every four years)—to decide

what rental or royalty should be
charged. That uncertainty gave
British Columbia timber licenses a

weak standing as securities, and
made the financing of the lumber
business difficult in consequence.

Rentals for Long Period.

"For a time no solution of this

problem could be found. In the end,

with the co-operation of the parties

affected, a basic principle was work-
ed out, and then we passed the Tim-
ber Royalty x\ct of 1914. That gave
security of tenure to the licencee—

-

fixed a rental for forty-five years

ahead and. a royalty on a sliding

scale. If the wholesale selling price

of lumber throughout the Province
goes up above a certain figure the

royalty goes up. If it goes below
that figure there is a definite royalty

charge to correspond. The people

of this Province and the lumbering
industry are, therefore, partners in

the timber. The terms of the part-

nership are straightly defined. There
is no more room for uncertainty, as
is the case with timber or timber-

lands in the Western States for ex-

ample, where taxation may increase

several hundred per cent, in a few
short years. The timber license of

British Columbia is henceforward an
absolute safe security."

"With regard to the development
of the lumber business, Mr. Ross,
what have vou to say concerning
that?"

"Just a matter of transportation.

The Province has developed a fine

system of railway transportation in-

land ; so far we have not done the
same seawards. There has been
chronic congestion at the Coast, a
lack of sea-going tonnage that has
been stifling our export lumber
trade. Remove that and the rest

follows—expansion in the lumbering
business, foreign markets, activity in

every form of commerce."
"A few figures to show the pre-

sent stage of the lumbering indus-
try in the Province."

No Lack of Plant.

"A mill capacity of 2}4 billion

feet—we shall soon increase that
when we have ocean transportation
to take up the business offerings
from all over the, world that we are
obliged to turn down to-day. An
actual output, in these hard war
times, valued at twenty-nine mil-
lion dollars, a thousand million
shingles shipped to market in the
year ; the new pulp and paper in-

dustry producing three million dol-
lars a year already; some of the
largest plants in the world for saw
and paper mills—these are a few
points that show our lumbermens'
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activity. Let us once secure ocean

transportation and, make no mistake

there will be doings in the lumber-

ing business, and a rise in the value

of British Columbia stumpage. And
this Government is running an ad-

vertising campaign directed at the

foreign con-Prairie, Eastern and
sumer of lumber that is going to

make an appreciable difference to

the demand for our forest products.

We are out to do our level best to

secure prosperity through a pros-

perous lumbering industry based on
a wealth of timber resources."

A Winter Forest Survey Party in Northern Alberta.

Getting Out British Columbia's Timber Crop.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING

of the

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

will be held at the

CHATEAU LAURIER, OTTAWA

on

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20th, 1916.

This meeting promises to one of the best in the history of

the Association. Every member who can be in Ottawa on that

date should make a point of attending.

By co-operation of those organizations having more or less

common interests, four annual meetings will be grouped within

the three day period, January 18-20. The order is as follows:

Commission of Conservation—January 18, 19.

Canadian Lumbermen's Association—January 19.

Canadian Forestry Association—January 20.

Canadian Society of Forest Engineers—January 18.

On the evening of Wednesday, the 19th, a joint banquet will

be held at the Chateau Laurier. Guests are asked to give ample

notice of their intention to attend that event.

Forestry questions will occupy a substantial part of the

programme of the Commission of Conservation, and the Can-

adian Forestry Association will devote part of the morning and

all of the afternoon to addresses and discussions. While it has

been impossible at the date of publication of this Journal to give

details of the programmes, the Association is assui-ed of the pre-

sence of important and interesting speakers, among whom will

be Hon. W. R. Brown, President of the New Hampshire Society

for the Protection of the Forests, and head of the Brown Corpora-

tion of La Tuque, P.Q.
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Lumbermen and Forestry

The View of J.
E. Rhodes, an American Lumberman—Refore-

station the Business of Governments, not Corporations.

The National Lumber Manufac-

turers' Association is a federation of

practically all of the associations of

lumber manufacturers in the United

States, and represents a combined

membership of about 1,500 of the

largest saw mills of the country,

having an annual output of over

fourteen billions of feet of lumber.

The lumber manufacturers have

taken a general interest in forestry.

They recognize that timber is being

cut much faster than it is reproduc-

ing itself, and that necessarily lum-

ber can be consumed at the present

rate only a few years. It is now
generally admitted by lumbermen

that the climax of lumber produc-

tion in this country has been reach-

ed and passed. There was a time

when it was thought that the great

white pine forests of the Northern

States were inexhaustible, but the

generation of the lumbermen now
passing has seen the white pine for-

ests nearly cut off. As they disap-

peared timber of other sections has

increased in value. It is now be-

lieved that the climax of the produc-

tion of yellow pine of the Southern

States has been reached.

Conservative Methods.

The evolution of economic condi-

tions in the lumber business is,

therefore, just beginning to make
possible the consideration of fores-

try methods in practical logging op-

erations. The lumber manufactur-

ers admit (those of them whose op-

erations will extend over ten years

or more) that conservative methods
must soon be applied to their busi-

ness. With each material reduction

in the output will come an increased

value of standing timber, and when
the price of stumpage has risen to

the necessary point (and other con-

ditions being favorable), scientific

forestry will surely be adopted by
lumbermen.
They are too intelligent business

men not to undertake those methods
which will perpetuate their supplies

of raw material and thus prolong

their business. If forestry cannot

be undertaken with profitable re-

sults, it cannot be considered at all,

as individuals cannot be expected to

conduct a work of this kind at a loss

to themselves no matter how much
they may be prompted by sentiment

or regard for future generations.

The price of timber products must
reach a point where it will pay to

grow trees (or at least to conserve

virgin timber), or forestry cannot be

thought of. The time when fores-

try can be seriously considered by
the lumbermen, therefore, depends

entirely upon the development of

economic conditions. The lumber-

men generally appreciate that even-

tually the cutting of timber must be

in proportion to its annual increase

and growth, but they feel that that

time is in the distant future.

Were Critics Right?

Lumbermen resent the criticism

which have been made against them
to the effect that they have wasted

the nation's resources. They have

utilized every part of the tree from
which a profit could be realized.

Much has been said about the reck-

less waste of our timber resources,

but very little has been left in the

woods to rot and burn which could

have been saved. Men are not in
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ADDA MEMBER
You can add a member to the Canadian Forestry

Association in a few moments of your time.

Will you?

The Association is not only holding its old mem-
bers but has grown by several hundreds during War
Year.

Send the Secretary the name of a friend who
might be interested. Even better, ASK the friend to

let his name be entered as a member. The fee is one

dollar a year and brings the Canadian Forestry Journal

and other publications.

Not a few members have sent in a friend's name
and have paid the membership fee on his behalf.

No reason exists why the Canadian Forestry

Association should not grow substantially between the

receipt of this issue of the Journal and the Annual
Meeting, January 20, 1916.

The answer is for YOU to give. Kindly fill in one
of these blanks right now.

Secretary, Canadian Forestry
Association,

Booth Bldg., Ottawa.

Please write to the following
regarding membership in the As-
sociation :

I
Secretary, Canadian Forestry

I
Association,

Booth Bldg., Ottawa.

j
Please enter the following as

I new members of the Association
I for which I enclose the annual fee

iof one dollar each:
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less

than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efificient for towing heavy loads.

All motors are equipped with reversible, high ten-
sion magneto and Maxim Silencer.

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to
12 miles an hour.

Our 1915 models embrace all the unequalled fea-

tures of the 1914 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A. BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

2 H. P. and Zl

the habit of destroying material

from which any value can be de-
rived. If an3^thing- has been wasted
the public must share its responsi-
bility with the lumbermen. As for-
est products have advanced in value,
it has been possible for the lumber-
men to utilize an increasing propor-
tion of the raw material which he
has found on the land.

The remarkable development of
our country, cultivated and settled
in a century and a half, could not
have been accomplished without the
sacrifice of the forests, providing as
they have the cheapest building ma-
terial ever known. We may ask if

the results have not justified the
sacrifice. Homes, cheap, compared
with those obtainable under any
other conditions, have been furnish-
ed to millions of people and great
areas of country originally covered
with the forests are now producing
annual farm crops of more value
every year than all of the trees they
replace.

Lumbermen make a distinction be-

tween reforestation (or the planting

of a new crop of trees) and scientific

forestry methods as applied to log-

ging operations. Scientific forestry,

in logging virgin timber, as we un-
derstand it, means the cutting of the

existing forest so that it may have a

chance to reproduce itself. This in-

volves the cutting of trees of certain

species by diameter limits, leaving

the younger timber where under
certain conditions it may be expect-

ed to increase in size, leaving also

matured trees for seeding purposes.

Marblfs

Famjj SafelyAxs

Fits the pocket yet will fell an 8-

inch tree in five minutes. Lead-lined
spring-hinge guard precludes accidents. Staunch,
keen-edged and invaluable to campers. With wood
handle $1.50, with metal handle, $2.50.

Sportsmen's supplymen sell these and Marble's
Game Getter Gun. Ask yotirs ! Send his name
and get free sample Nitro-Solvent Oil, Valuable
Art Folder and Catalog of Sixty Outing Special-
ties.

Marble Arms & Manufacturing Co.,

5160 Delta Avenue. Gladstone, Mich., U.S.A.
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ascertaining the rate of growth of

certain species in different localities,

knowledge of the exact relation be-

tween forest growth and lumber

consumption, and many similar sub-

jects, all of which the lumbermen

are willing to admit must be worked

out by the technical forester.

Pass on the Cost.

Scientific forestry methods along

the lines suggested mean large addi-

tional expense compared to the pre-

sent manner of cutting timber. This

increased cost must, of course, be

borne in the end by the consumer,

and just as soon as the consumer is

willing to stand it, I state again that

these methods will be gladly under-

taken by the lumbermen. Cheap
virgin timber is becoming hard to

find. Nearly all of the merchantable

timber on the North American con-

tinent, with the exception of large

tracts in Mexico, has been pur-

chased. For this reason, many tim-

ber owners are looking forward to

the day when it may be possible to

put what forests they now own upon
a permanently paying basis by cut-

ting it in proportion to its growth.

Reforestation, or the planting of a

new crop of trees upon cut-over or

barren lands not suitable for agri-

culture, the lumbermen believe must
be done by the state and national

governments. This is a work which
cannot be considered by the present

generation of men as a profitable

enterprise or investment, except in

a very minor way, as the returns to

be expected are inadequate and suc-

cess too uncertain. The length of

time to plant and mature a profit-

able crop of timber is too great to

interest Americans. It is certain
that the individual must pay taxes
in some form or other while the
state is exempt. The actual plant-
ing of trees from the seed for the
benefit of future generations, if it is

done to an extent sufficient to in-

sure a future supply of lumber, in

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.

Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook 1 h^ve seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-

ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-

count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
LOWVILLE, N. Y.Box 22.

ASK FOR

Pblls the
Largest
j Slumps

Smi+h ' '

Sfump
Pullers

The Smith machine imiis tlip mreept stumps at a cost of
5eeach. Writf tndav for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER CO., SMITH STA., U CRESCENT. MINN.
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anj^thing like adequate volume,

must be done by the State or gov-

ernment. The lumbermen are not

opposed to the efforts being made
by the federal government or by any

of the states to preserve the timber

lands publicly owned. They are al-

most unanimously opposed to the

federal government transferring any

of the national forests to the states

in which they are located. In many
localities lumbermen are taking a

leading part in the movement to en-

courage the state governments to

acquire and maintain state forests.

Next in importance to taxation,

the future of forestry in America de-

pends upon reducing' the enormous
loss from forest fires. The lumber-

men have taken a most commend-
able part, especially in the western

states, in the efforts to reduce this

enormous loss. They have co-oper-

ated actively with the government
and state officials to reduce the

number of forest fires, and very sat-

isfactory results have been obtained

during the last three years. If time

permitted, I could explain at length

the work of the various forest pro-

tective associations of the western

states in which the lumbermen are

the prime movers, and also of their

efforts to secure the enactment of

forest protection laws by various

State Legislatures. No opportunity

is being lost by the lumbermen to

impress every man, woman and
child with the truth that every tree

whi-ch burns is a direct menace to

the community. The time is near at

hand when the great annual losses

from forest fires in this country will

be reduced to a minimum.— (J. E.

Rhodes, in an address to The Am-
erican Forestry Association.)

FORESTERSJD RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

[umbtr
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA,'ONT.

PORTABLE BEDS and

FOLDING CANVAS BOATS-

FOR

CAMPERS, HUNTERS, FOREST
RANGERS, ETC.

Everything in CORK, CANVAS, and

ROPE.

Pneumatic Manufacturing Company

526 Seventeenth Street,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

POSITION WANTED.
Married man with family desires position of

trust. 5 years practical experience in Forestry in

Europe and 4 years in Western Canada. Expert

in Nursery and Planting. 1 5 years commercial

experience in England, France, Germany and
Canada, also large experience in farming in Euro-

pe and Canada, can fill any position of responsi-

bility. Address R. J., care Canadian Forestry

Journal, Ottawa.
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r
A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6xg. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

165 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selecti»n Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, sJ4x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univetsity.
In preparing this book the author has

constantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Forest Service in various parts of
the Unf.ed States.

235 pages, -6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

TR[£$, SHRIBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYEDE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST
DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Frangaise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

A LSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
... over half a century. Immense stock of
leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

Forest Planters Guide Free.
The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

"yALE University Forest School is a
•*• graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest
school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to
the degree of Master of Forestry is of-
fered to graduates of universities, col-
leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and, under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years
of collegiate training including certain
prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work in
any of the subjects offered in the reg-
ular course, by submitting evidence that
will warrant their taking the work to
their own advantage and that of the
School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in
Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania,

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director
New Haven - Connecticut
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SCHULTZ
SECTIONAL-
PORTABLE

HOUSES

pgs HiHB

A SPECIAL LINE OF METAL
GARAGES for restricted districts

^
Wall

sections

are all 3-ft.

2-ins. wide,

and door

and window

can be

placed to suit

your taste

e^

f^

We can

supply any

style or

size you

require

^
SCHULTZ SECTIONAL PORTABLE HUNTER'S CABIN

Affording full protection against Cold, Storm, Snakes, etc.

Floor Size 6' 4" x 9' 6". 21 sections, weight 950 lbs. Price $90 F.O.B. Brantford
(Shipment upon receipt of price).

SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, show-

ing separate sections and assembled buildings, and
state the kinds you are interested in.

Kindly mention the Canadian Forestry Journal

TlieSchultzBros.Co.,Ltd.

Oept. B, 31-57 Albion St.

Brantford, Ontario - Canada

i^i

Our Portable House Line includes

:
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Woodlot Improvement

Every farmer needs fuel; every

farmer needs fertilizer; and every

farm woodlot needs improvement.
Why not kill all three birds with one

stone? By judiciously planned thin-

nings the condition of the woodlot
can be greatly improved; the ma-
terial removed in the thinnings can

be burned as firewood and the wood
ashes left are so rich in potash as to

make a valuable fertilizer.

The woodlot is, perhaps, the only
farm crop to which the farmer has
not considered it necessary to de-

vote any care. His grains are sowed
on carefully prepared soil ; his vega-
tables are cultivated, and his fruit

trees are pruned and sprayed; his

forest trees alone are left to look out
for themselves. This is the more re-

markable when it is taken into con-
sideration that any labor expended
on the woodlot not only improves
the final crop, but ordinarily pays
for itself as well. No detailed tech-
nical knowledge is required for the
work, all that is necessary is the ex-
ercise of common sense.

It is obvious that the trees in any
woodlot are not all of equal value.
Some are taller, straighter, thriftier,

and of species which yield more
valuable wood than others. It is

also obvious that there is a constant
struggle going on between the trees
for light and growing space. The
object of thinning is simply to give
the best trees the advantage in this

The Campers Favorite

i\^.

struggle by removing the poorer
ones which interfere with their de-
velopment.

First of all defective trees should
be removed. This includes trees at-
tacked by insects or fungi ( conks),
trees with fire-scarred butts, with
tops broken off by wind or lightn-
mg, and in general all trees which
are unthrifty from any cause. Next
come the trees of poor form, such as'
very crooked or very branchy ones,
which are interfering with the
growth of better formed neighbors.
And finally are the trees of less valu-
able species, such as dogwood, iron-
wood, and horn-beam. These not
only take up space that might bet-
ter be occupied by such species as
oak, hickory, and ash, but also, as a
rule, produce seed more abundantly
and so reproduce themselves at the
expense of more desirable trees.

While the wood removed in these
thmnings is frequently of no value-
tor other purposes, it can practically
always be used to advantage for
fuel. In this way the work can be
made to pay for itself, particularly
when the future use of the wood
ashes for fertilizer is borne in mind.
Ihe essential point to remember in
making such thinnings is that the

T°°u^°^
is a tree society, in which

the best trees should be given every
chance to attain the greatest possi-
ble development by the removal and
utilization of the unfit.—"American
rorestry.

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMFORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Camperi
Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-
able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.
Packs 6x25. Air goods for home. camp, yacht,
canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.
Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass,

Dealers write
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UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Stience in

Forestry. Special facilities for

practical forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other
expenses correspondingly moder-
ate.

For further information address:

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

"Everything for the Forester"

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBER
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS, TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

UNIVERSITY or TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS
A FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the

Secretaries of the respective Faculties.
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How Canadian Northern Provides

'^^^^ Against Forest Fires^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Well-Organized System of Collecting Information—Causes and-

Losses Closely Ascertained—Velocipedes Preferred.

[Editor's note:—Mr. A. E. War-
ren, Assistant to the General Man-
ager, Canadian Northern Railway,

was asked to state for readers of the

Canadian Forestry Journal a detail-

ed description of the Company's
forest fire protection work. His in-

teresting and complete reply is given
herewith. It may be noted that Mr.
William Kilby is the officer imme-
diately in charge of fire prevention
for the C.N.R. system on its western
lines.]

Forest fire protection on the Can-
adian Northern Western Lines is

handled direct from the General
Manager's office. All instructions
are issued therefrom, and reports are
made thereto.

The work on the lines running
through forested sections is taken
care of largely by special fire patrol-
men, whose duty consists essentially
in patrolling certain designated
beats. Through the courtesy of the
Dominion Forestry Branch these
men are supplied with badges in-
scribed: "Dominion Railway Fire
Patrol." These badges add dignity
to the work, and authorize the men
to summon help if necessary. The
Company assumes payment for help
so summoned, and after two seasons'
experience the arrangements in ef-

fect have been most satisfactory.
The subsidiary forces are comprised
of train, section, and bridge crews,
telegraph, fence, construction and
extra gangs. In cases of extreme
urgency all officials and employees
of the road are required, as their
duty, to assist in the work of fire
protection.

Centralising Information.

In order to cover this work it was-
first necessary to devise a system of
fire reporting which would central-
ize necessary information. Enclosed
herewith are copies of reports in
use, together with a chart showing
how this information is distributed.
It will be noted that everyone em-
ployed by the Railway is required to,,

and means are provided whereby
they can, make reports to officials-
concerned. This is made possible by
the use of a special telegraph form
so arranged that, with the use of
telegraph symbols, essential inform-
ation can be sent in the shortest
worded message and to the proper
officials. The action taken on re-
ceipt of this information depends, of
course, on the nature of the fire. Ar-
rangernents are made whereby for-
est officials are notified when fires
occur outside the jurisdiction of the
railway company.
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All roadmasters and officials

above them have in their offices the

names, addresses and telephone

numbers of special Government
Forest officers, and thus no time is

lost in summoning their aid should

occasion demand.
Every fire, no matter of what size,

is followed up by a subsequent re-

port which is submitted directly the

fire is extinguished, by the section

foreman on whose section the fire

has occurred. By this method it is

possible to have a complete history

of every fire. This is of extreme im-

portance, particularly where damage
suits are concerned, and to an al-

most equal degree for the compila-

tion of statistics. The final disposi-

tion of these reports takes the form
of a summarized statement for the

year showing losses, and other sta-

tistics which serve as a valuable re-

cord for future handling and guid-

ance.

How Patrols Are Handled.

The fire patrolmen employed on
the Canadian Northern Railway are

mounted on hand velocipedes. These
machines are used in preference to

power cars. The reason for this is

that up to the present no power car

has been found that is really relia-

ble, and, apart from this fact, it has
been found that patrolmen when us-

ing power cars are more inclined to

give their attention to the condition

of their car than to fire protection.

Using hand velocipedes, these men
cover an average beat of 20 miles.

It might be said that this is rather

long, but it is the opinion that the

men passing over their beats daily

serve as an object lesson to other

employees, and their duty is really

more that of fire policemen than fire

fighters. Only in the case of small

fires are they expected to work and
extinguish them.
The fire patrolmen record their

activities in a special monthly diary

and registration book. These books
are placed in special boxes at the

end of each patrol beat. Beats are

numbered consecutively across each

province, starting at the east side of

the provincial boundary and num-
bering westward. The object of this

is to eliminate unnecessary corres-

pondence in connection with patrol

beats. By this system it is only ne-

cessary, if complaint or otherwise is

to be made of, say, the first beat east

of the Manitoba boundary, to refer

to it as Manitoba No. 1. The patrol

boxes mentioned are painted red,-

and there appears on them the fol-

lowing: "C. N. R. Fire Patrol Beat
No. ..." The diaries are received

in the General Manager's office di-

rect from each fire patrolman, who
mails it in a ready addressed envel-

ope, and each man's record is kept
separately. At the end of the season
a statement showing the time which
the man has spent actually patrol-

ling his beat watching for fires and
the time spent on other work per-

taining to fire protection, is made.

Duties of Patrolmen.

During the season of 1914 (a nor-

mal season) it was found that fifty

percent, of the men's time was used
on actual fire patrol, and the remain-
ing fifty percent, on other fire pro-

tection work. The latter consisted

of cleaning right of way, cutting

brush, filling water barrels on
bridges, etc.. and cleaning around
wooden buildings, culverts, plat-

forms, and other structures liable to

destruction by fire. Each man is

provided with special equipment,
consisting of shovels, water pails,

and in some cases a portable tele-

phone set, which he carries on his

machine.

Prairie and building fire-protection

is also covered^

I might add that the work on the

Canadian Northern Railway in this

connection has been largely experi-

mental, there being no precedent for

handling forest fire protection by
any railway along such lines as we
now have in effect.
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Forestry Tall^s for Young Folios

A School in the Woods
By James Lazvler.

Once upon a time there was a boy.

Not the bad boy nor yet the good
boy, but just a boy. One morning
when he was going to his school he
decided he would run away. He
thought he would run aAvay from
school, but that is where he made a

mistake, as you will see.

He ran on and on. He came to

the woods and then he ran harder
than ever till he began to feel that

he must be so far away from school
that he would never see it or hear it

again. After a while he began to

feel hungry and because he could
step on his head he knew it must be
dinner time. (Not his real head, of
course, but on the shadow of his
head, as he walked. Did you ever
try it to find out if it was near
noon?)

He found that it was dinner time,
but he did not find the dinner, at
least not just then. After he had
walked on farther he saw a Jinnee
cleverly disguised as a man. He
knew he must be one of the Jinn be-
cause he had read about them in the
"Arabian Nights." This Jinnee ask-
ed him where he was going, and be-
ing a truthful boy and knowing that
it would be useless to try to deceive
the Jinnee, he said, "I have run
away from school."
"You mean you have run away to

school," replied the Jinnee.
"This is the forest," said the boy,

"and there are no schools in the
forest."

"Did you never hear of a Forest
School?" asked the Jinnee. "Come
along and you will soon see one."

"This is the for-

est," said the Boy,

"and there are no

schools in the for-

est,"
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'Here they saw the class of the Forest School.
lunches with the Boy."

They shared their

*'What is it like?"

"It is like a good many things, but
•out here it looks like a log with a

scholar at one end and a teacher at

the other." Then the Jinnee added
genially, "Have you got your lunch

an that bag?"
"I can't eat books," said the boy

•ruefully.

"Never mind. There is enough in

mine."

Then the boy noticed that the

Jinee had a lunch box slung over his

shoulder by a strap. They walked
on a little and the Jinnee began to

shout like all Canadian woodsmen,
^'Hoo-Hoooo," and after a little

while they heard a faint reply, "Hoo-
Hooo." They went in the direction

•of the sound and soon came to a lit-

le clear space by a brook. Here they
saw the class of the Forest School.

There were about two dozen young
-men in the class. Most of them sat

on a log and at one end there was a

somewhat older man whom they
•called Dr. Forester. In front of the
log there was a small fire over which
a black kettle was bubbling.

The Forest Students Have Lunch.

The Jinnee told the others that

he had brought a new scholar,

whereat one said that he was start-

ing young. However, just then one
of the young men said the tea water
was boiling and took the black pot
off the fire and put in some tea.

They then all opened their lunch
boxes, for each had one, and brought
out a tin cup.

They shared their lunches with
the boy and let him drink out of

their cups. They had sandwiches
of bread and meat and of bread and
cheese. Some had bread and butter
and jam, and others pieces of pie or
very filling cake. Altogether the
boy got on famously even if the tea
was strong and had no cream in it.

After lunch Dr. Forester drew out
a map and laid it on the log, and
assigned to the different members
the work they should do for the af-

ternoon. Some- were to go a mile
west and then turn south another
mile and "pick up" a survey "blaze"
made by the surveyors in 1874. They
were then to follow the south boun-
dary line of the township eastward
until they reached the next mile
stake or "blaze" and they were thus
to lay out their work for next day.
Others were to continue "esti-
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mating" the timber on the "south

forty" which the Boy was told

meant a certain square of forty

acres. Others were to study Den-
drology, which is the natural history

of trees. Still others were to chop
down such a number of trees of dif-

ferent sizes and measure them.
One thing that struck the Boy

particularly was the care they took
to extinguish their fire. It was only

a little fire to begin with and it

seemed all burned out but they
soused it with pail after pail of

water from the brook till the cinders

were swimming in water. That was
the way, they said, to keep out for-

est fires.

In a few minutes they were all at

work. The tree-felling was to be
done near at hand and the Boy first

watched this. The scholars of the

Forest School took up their sharp
axes, and saws. One cut a nick in

one side of a tree with an axe and
then two others sawed into the tree

from the other side. They soon had

the trees they selected crashing
down through the other trees of the
forest. Then they took their saws
and sawed the trees into logs of dif-

ferent lengths and peeled the bark
from these logs. After this they
carefully measured the logs and the
Boy found that this was done to
make the "estimate" more exact,

since trees of the same height and
the same diameter growing in dif-

'They came up with a party under one of the teachers studying the natural
history and characteristics of the trees."
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ferent parts of the country contain

different amounts of wood.

They Find an Old "Blaze."

AVhen the Boy had watched this

for some time, the Jinnee, who was
really one of the scholars of the For-
est School, said he would catch up
with some of the other parties and
the Boy stuck to his friend. From
the g-limpses which he got of the
sun the Boy thought they were go-
ing north, but the scholar did not go
in a straight line, but looked for d'lf-

ferent things here and there on his
journey. He went forward so many
paces and looked for a blaze. This
showed the Boy that all these
woodsmen know how far they step
and by scouting their steps can tell

how far they travel. In this case

stake rots in the course of years and
is lost, and if he uses (as he gen-
erally does) a "blaze" on a tree the

bark will cover over the wound or
"blaze." and then the next surveyor
in order to pick up the corned must
carefully take the bark from a part

of two or three trees, that stand just

about the point, in order to find the

old mark.
On the way they came up with a

party, under one of the teachers,

studying dentrology, that is, the na-

tural history and characteristics of

the different trees so that at any
time of the year they could distin-

guish one tree from another. In the

case of the most common trees this

is not difficult, but wnth. those less

frequently met with the work re-

quires close attention and stud}^

'This was the Lumber Camp."

they found the "blaze" but it had
been made so many years before
that the bark had to be taken from
a certain part of a big tree to find
it. This is one of the difficulties of
woods surveying. If the surveyor
uses a stake to mark points, the

The Boy counted up how many
trees he could surely name.

Telling the Distances.

Leaving this party they went on
again into the forest. The sun went
under a cloud and then all direc-
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tions looked alike to the Boy. But
the Scholar went on and on and a

great fear grew up in the Boy's

heart that they were lost. The af-

ternoon was drawing on and the

latter called out in a sort of sing-
song the size of the trees within a
certain distance of his side of the
tape as ''pine fifteen; oak, ten;
spruce twenty; maple twelve."

'They took their coats off and began to plant little trees about a foot high."

Boy thought with horror of spend-
ing the night in a tree with nothing
to eat. Just as he was going to

tnention his fear and ask the Scholar
if he thought he could find his way
again, that person said, "I guess the

boys will be over there by now,"
and began to shout "Hoo-Hoo-oo."
Sure enough, back came the answer-
ing shout and after a few minutes
TDrisk walking they came up with
four of the men walking straight
through the forest. The leader car-

ried a compass and directed his steps
l)y that. In his other hand he trail-

ed a steel tape, the other end of

which was in charge of the most
rearward man in the party. In this

way they knew exactly the direc-
tion and the distance they walked.
On each side of the tape walked
one other man. Each one of these

Tree Measuring,
Then the Boy noticed that the

man who had the rearward end of
the tape carried a pad of ruled paper
on a sort of board and marked down
the names and sizes of the trees as
the two men called them out. How
the tallier could mark down the
names and sizes of trees so fast puz-
zled the Boy and he got out his

scribbling book and tried to keep up.
He quickly saw he could not write
down the name of the tree each time

;

but even when he had written the
names of the trees he could not
write the figures to indicate their
size fast enough. Then he found
that the tallyman's pad had the
names of the trees written down one
side and opposite these were spaces
marked in inches with all the sizes
commonly met with in the trees they
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"Lamps were lit and the scholars gathered themselves around the tables."

were measuring'. When one of the

measurers called out a number like

"pine twenty-four," the tallyman
simply made a dot in the twenty-

four inch column opposite the word
"pine." At the end of the day these

dots are counted and the estimate

worked out. The measurers car-

ried wooden instruments called cali-

pers with which they measured the

size of the trees when in doubt, but
for the most part they trusted to

their eyes, as, after a time, they get
very skilful in judging the size of

trees.

The Boy also found out that in

estiinating how much timber there

was on a certain area, the estimators
did not count every tree. They ran
straight strips about as wide as a

city or town street or country road-
way through the property and
counted and measured every tree in

those strips. Then if the strips alto-

gether amounted to one-twentieth of

the whole area, they multiplied the

result of their counting by twenty
and thus got the timber on the whole
area. Of course this must always
be done with judgment to make al-

lowance for lakes, swamps, moun-
tains, burnt places or specially good
or bad pieces of timber, and here is

where the skill and experience of the
estimator comes in.

Back at the Log "College."

In spite of his good lunch the Boy
began to feel very hungry and he
was glad to liear the chief of the
party say that they had finished the
work for the day and would go back
to the College for supper. The Boy
thought of the colleges he had seen
in the city when his father had taken
him there and he was quite sur-

prised, when, after half an hour's

walk, thev came out on a cleared
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space and found only half a dozen

log buildings, just like any lumber

camp. In fact this was a lumber

camp, but the lumbermen, having

finished for the season, had gone

away.

As soon as they reached camp
everybody made haste to wash in

water from the lake, dipped up and
panned in ten basins set on stumps
"and stones. This was no sooner

over than the cook, in a white cap

and a long, white apron, came out of

the cook-house and beat with a bar
on a steel triangle hanging on a

frame outside the door.

At this welcome call to supper all

went into the cook-house and seated

themselves on benches around long
tables.

At the other end of the room was
the kitchen where, from pots and
pans on a big range the cook and his

assistant quickly put soup, hot roast

beef, potatoes, beans, pudding and
pie and tea before the scholars. This
was practically the fare on which
the shantymen had lived who had
left for the season. People who im-
agine that shantymen live nowadays
entirely on salt pork, beans and
black molasses have not kept in

touch with modern lumbering.

After supper, as the night was
somewhat chilly, all the men went
into the bunk-house. There was a
big stove in the middle of this house
and near it a long table. Along the
walls on each side were ranged two
rows of bunks one above the other
like the berths of a sleeping car.

The shelves or bunks sloped slightly
toward the floor in the centre and
all the sleepers slept with their feet
toward the stove and their heads to
the walls.

Around the Study Lamps.
Lamps were lit and the scholars

gathered themselves about the table
with the teacher at one end to write
up the work of he day. The Boy
thought the bunks looked what he
called "comfy" and, having found

were he was to sleep, he was soon in

bed. The last he knew was that the

men around the lamps were talking

of "altitude" and "dip" and "yield

tables," and "township lines" and
"east forties."

It seemed that he had just closed

his eyes when he was again wide
awake because of the most terrify-

ing noise. It must be a fire. The
fire brigade must be coming and
then he slowly realized that he was
not at home but was in the School in

the Forest. Then he thought it

must be on fire for the noise went
on more angrily than ever. It was
not yet daylight. There was one
lamp on the table and in its light he
could see forms moving about
drowsily. Men, yawning, hunting
for boots, asking for caps, stretching
themselves up lazily could be seen
all over the row of bunks opposite
to him. It did not seem as if they
were in a hurry. "Is it a fire?" he
asked his bed fellow.

"No, that is the cook ringing the
rising bell, and if you want any
breakfast you had better get up."

In spite of his hearty supper the
Boy felt he could not afford to miss
breakfast, so he hurried on his
clothes and gave himself a lick-and-
a-promise wash in the cold, cold
water in the tin basin outside. They
had breakfast by lamplight and a
very good breakfast it was. There
was porridge with syrup, fried ba-
con, hashed potatoes, good thick
bread and butter (both thick), ap-
ple sauce, prunes and coffee.

When breakfast was over the men
got out their lunch boxes and each
man made up a lunch for himself
from eatables he selected from an-
other long table where they were all

set out for that purpose. They made
sandwiches of meat, cheese and jam,
helped out sometimes with a boiled
egg, a couple of cookies or a piece
of pie. The cook thus gets two
meals a day, while the scholars are
the best judges of what and how
much they require for lunch.
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Off to the Nursery.

As they were going out the

teacher they called Dr. Forester said

to the scholar that was the Jinnee,

"It's going to be a pretty long tramp

to-day. Better bring Jack along

with us to the Nursery."

The Boy was inclined to resent

this, but s'till the tramp of the day

before had been a long one and he

was doubtful about repeating it.

But what struck him as strange was

that this Dr. Forester should know
his name.
The doctor and the Boy and sev-

eral of the scholars started' on a brisk

walk, and, after what seemed a good

while, the lumbermen's track which

the Boy had called the "tote road"

ran into what seemed a regular wa-

gon road. A little farther on a tele-

phone line appeared which seemed

from that point to strike right into

the forest. The Boy who was walk-

ing near Dr. Forester called his at-

tention to this.

"Yes," said Dr. Forester, "that

line takes a short cut to the camp.

It is very handy. I was talking

with your father over it last night.

The Boy would have asked more,

but just then they came to a little

farm in the woods that seemed to

be filled with hundreds and thous-

ands and millions of little trees.

Some were tiny trees scarcely as

thick as a match and only four or

five inches high. Then there were
long beds as wide as a dining table

and miles long, it seemed to the Boy,

where the little trees were just peep-

ing through the ground. Farther on
there were larger trees and when
they reached another field the

scholars took off their coats and be-

gan to plant little trees about a foot

high. The little trees were taken
from some of the beds they had pas-
sed and were carried about the field

in pails of muddy water. What sur-

prised the Boy was the speed with
which they were planted. He found
that if he walked along the rows
slowly two planters working togeth-
er could about keep pace with him.

The Boy Bids Good-bye.

In a little house in the nursery
there was a machine, something like

a squirrel cage, which the Boy was
told was for separating the seeds
from the cones of pines, spruces and
other cone-bearing trees.

The Boy was examining this and
some implements used for planting
trees, called dibbles and mattocks,
when he heard a familiar sound. It

was the jangle of the bell on the
light wagon which was used to

bring children in from the country
to the school which the Boy at-

tended. There were no children at

the nursery but the driver stopped
at the gate and Dr. Forester said,

"I guess this is the carriage to take
you to your school." "When you
are as tall as this tree," said he tak-
ing hold of one eighteen inches
higher than Jack's head, "come back
to our School in the Forest."

"Thank you." said the boy, "but
I shall never be as tall as that tree.

It grows faster than I do. But
when I am as high as this gate post
I will surely come back and learn to
be a forester."

And this is how the Boy ran away
to school.

Our Biggest Industry)

Wall Street Journal: "Measured
by number of persons employed,

what is the country's biggest manu-
facturing industry? Lumbering,
with its 48,000 saw-mills, its $1,000,-

000,000 investment in these plants,

and its employment of 605,000 men.
This does not include, says The Na-

tion's Business, the standing tim-
ber, which brings the total invest-
ment to $2,500,000,000. This indus-
tr}^ furnishes railroads a traffic in-

come of $200,000,000 a year. Yet
lumbering is one of the most depres-
sed of industries, and seems to be
the victim of its own helplessness
because of uncontrolled competition.
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One-Third of B, C Forest Staff Enlists

Ever since war broke out mem-
bers of the Forest Service have been
leaving on furlough for the bigger
job overseas, and they are still do-

ing so. Out of the regular or per-

manent staff, which in the summer
of 1914 before the war numbered
about 170 (including female clerks

and stenographers), almost one-
third have enlisted to date. In ad-

dition over 20 members of the tem-
porary or summer staff of guards,
patrolmen, etc., are known to have
enlisted, and it is very probable that

as many more have joined of whom
no information is now available.

The recent enlistments are as fol-

lows :

—

A. H. Black. Cruiser, \^ictoria—
Engineers, Vancouver.
Jack Thompson, Ranger, Tete

Jaune—Pioneers, Victoria.

O.' J. Sangar, Forest Assistant,
Lillooet—Artillery, Victoria.

A\'. Ross Flumerfelt, Forest As-
sistant, Vancouver — Engineers,
Vancouver.

E. F. Heath. Ranger. Fort George—67th Western Scots, Infantry,
A'ictoria.

R. Jobson, Guard, Fort George

—

67th \\'estern Scots. Infantry, \'ic-

toria.

J. J. Donnelh', Guard, Fort Geo-
rge—67th Western Scots, Infantry,
A'ictoria.

N. F. Murray. Guard, Fort George—67th \\>stern Scots, Infantry,
A'ictoria.

R. L. Condy, Clerk. Fort George—67th A\'estern Scots, Infantry,
A'ictoria.

J. R. Chamberlin. Forest Assis-
tant, Victoria—Royal Flying Corps,
England.

Clarence Ferris, Messenger, Vic-
toria—103rd Battalion, Victoria.

H. S. Laughlin, Forest Assistant,
A'ictoria—Captain, 104th Battalion,
New Brunswick.

G. R. A. Ball, Clerk, Victoria—
88th Battalion, Victoria.

G. H. Llewellyn, Draughtsman,
A'ictoria—Sergeant, ."^th Regiment,
A'ictoria.

C. I. ^ilcKenzie. Draughtsman,
Victoria—Captain, 88th Battalion,
A'ictoria.

Mr. P. Z. Caverhill, Deputy Dis-
trict Forester in the Vancouver For-
est District, has accepted the posi-
tion of Chief Forester for New
Brunswick. Mr. Caverhill is a native
of that Province, a graduate of the
University of New Brunswick, and
has had a wide experience and been
a valued officer both in the Domin-
ion and British Columbia Forest
Services. His many friends will
wish him every success in his new
work. ^'

, uttl
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FOREST FIRE STATION ON MOUNT HOOD
During the summer of 1915 an in-

novation in the work of fighting fires

in the national forests was brought

about by the installation of a fire

observatory on the summit of Mt.

Hood, one of the live highest moun-
tains of the Pacific Northwest. Mt.

Hood stands 11,225 ft. above sea

level, and even in midsummer the

weather conditions at the summit
are at most times severe. The estab-

lishment of the station was largely

an experiment on the part of the

U. S. government, there having been
a great deal of doubt before the ex-

periment was tried as to whether an
observer could stand, for an entire

season, the lonely existence, the high
altitude, and the storms. This point

was conclusively settled by a moun-
tain guide whom the government
employed as an observer. This
guide, who had already made 350
ascents of the mountain, succeeded
in establishing a camp on the sum-
mit and spent the entire summer
there in comparative comfort. So
successful did the experiment prove
that toward the end of the season
the government built a wooden ob-
servatory building on the summit.
This building will serve as perman-
ent quarters for the Forest Service,

and in addition to this, will be used
as an observatory for the United
States Weather Bureau. As a result

of the satisfactory outcome of the
experiment, plans have also . been
made for the installation during the
year 1916 of a number of other
snow-peak observatories.

When it came to establishing the
fire observatory on the summit of
Mt. Hood, the work of getting the
necessary equipment and supplies to
the top proved to be a big undertak-
ing. Above the 6.000-ft. level the
mountain is continually covered
with snow, while the slopes are so
steep and treacherous as to tax the
resources of the most skillful moun-

tain climber. There are two routes

to the summit, one up the south side

of the mountain and the other up
the northeast side. Just below the

summit, on each of the routes, where
the slopes are particularly steep and
perilous, a steel cable has been an-

chored to the mountain side, and it

is only with this tliat the climb can
be made with any degree of safety.

The cable on the south route is 800
ft. long, and that on the northeast

route, 1,800 ft. long. The 4,000 lb.

of material required for the camp
was taken up the south route. Pack
mules were used for transporting it

up the mountain side and across 2^
miles of the snow zone to the 8,000-

ft. level. From this point the climb
was too steep and dangerous for this

mode of transportation, and the ma-
terial was carried the remainder of

the way to the summit on the backs
of the observer and an assistant.

At the summit there is a scant two
acres of fairly level snow-covered
ground with little in the way of

mounds or depressions to furnish
shelter. Even in midsummer the
temperature sometimes drops nearly
to zero. To resist the high winds,
the tent, 12 ft. square, was not only
securely guyed but was heavily
weighted around the sides. It was
provided with a double floor. A
comfortable bed of Hudson Bay
blankets and a sleeping bag, a liberal

stock of food, instruments for mak-
ing observations, and a few books,
constituted the living and working
equipment of the observer. With the
pioneer work done, the transporting
of material for the permanent wood-
en building at the summit was car-

ried out with less uncertainty and
danger.

The Journal is indented to "Popu-
lar Mechanics Magazine" for the
cuts appearing on opposite page as
for the text of the description.
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Forest Problems in the Okanagan
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Valley of B.C. ^^^^^^-=--^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^=

By Geo. P. Melrose,

District Forester, Vernon, B.C., under Forest Branch of the

Government of British Columbia.

In a country where agriculture is

the leading industry and where

wood is plentiful and easy of access,

it is difficult to interest the majority

of the population in forest protec-

tion. This is even more the case

when the lumber and other forest

products used can be brought into

the district about as cheaply as they

can be procured on the ground. It

is hard to interest the general public

in anything that does not affect their

pocket book or their comfort.

In the Okanagan Valley were we
to depend upon the influence of the

lumber trade to awaken interest in

forest protection, we should prob-

ably have a great many years of

hard sledding. Although there are

some 10,000 M feet of lumber cut

every year in the Okanagan, the

amount is insignificant as compared
with the tremendous quantities cut

on the coast. The amount of money
distributed through the lumber trade

is small compared with that distri-

buted through agriculture. The
Valley is essentially a fruit and ve-

getable raising district.

Lying as it does in the "Dry Belt"

the annual precipitation is not suffi-

cient to water and nourish the large

acreage of orchards and crops. Ir-

rigation is resorted to to such an ex-

tent that already several millions of

dollars have been invested in irriga-

tion works, while only about 35'^/c'

of the available agricultural land has
been taken up.

The irrigation systems naturally

depend upon the stream flow. A
reliable system of irrigation works
must have a constant and steady

flow of water from the supply

streams. Even costly dams will not

entirely make up for an irregular

and non-dependable stream flow,

and the regularity of the stream de-

pends almost entirely upon the main-

tenance of a proper forest cover.

Through the irrigation systems

the people of the Okanagan must be
appealed to, in order to protect the

forests, conserve the water supply,

and the timber for the future, and
thus insure the continuing prosper-

ity of the district.

A Distinctive District.

This article will deal entirely with
the Okanagan Valley, or that great-

er portion of it that lies within the

A'ernon Forest District. No attempt
will be made to describe the forest

cover or the forest protection of the
remainder of the Vernon district,

which has to a greater or less ex-
tent, an entirely different climate,

forest cover or administrative prob-
lem.

A\'hat is commonly called the
Okanagan A'alley in Canada, ex-
tends from Armstrong, about
twenty-five miles south of the main
line of the C.P.R. to the interna-
tional boundary. The main valley
runs practically north and south
Avith few side valleys of any great
importance. Okanagan Lake occu-
pies the floor of the valley for about
90 miles of its length, while a chain
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Sawmill operation in Yellow Pine, Okanagan Valley, B.C.

of smaller lakes run south to the

International Boundary, the proba-

bility being that the lake was once
continuous from north of Vernon to

somewhere on the U. S. side of the

line.

From the level of the Okanagan
l^ake, which is 1,175 feet above sea

level, the mountains surrounding
the Okanagan watershed rise only
about 7,000 feet at the most. By far

the largest number are from 3,000

to 4,000 feet high, and lie far back
from the main valley.

Low rolling hills surround the
valley, broken by deep gulches, and
a few valleys, which widen out some
distance back. These hills gradually
rise, as they recede from the valley,
to the plateau and mountain country
of the watershed summits.

Plateau country is the predomin-
ant feature of the Okanagan water-
shed. Plateaux with low smooth
hills and shallow lakes, many
swamps and streams. Their con-
tinuity is broken by regions of high
mountains and deep gulches, with
swift streams and craggy outcrops
of country rock.

Fruit-growing Soil.

Though there is not a great deal
of outcrop throughout the valley the

soil is not deep. It consists, except
on the benches near the lake, of

loose gravelly and sandy loam with
a great deal of granite wash and
loose rocks and boulders. The
benches are composed of a light

grey-colored gumbo clay, known
locally as volcanic ash though it is

not known whether there in any au-
thority for the same. This material
extends to great depths and is excel-
lent for fruit raising.

In the Vernon and Armstrong dis-

tricts the soil is a deep dark loam.

The climate in the Okanagan is

remarkable for the latitude and the
elevation above sea level. The sum-
mers are long and hot with little

rain. The winters are short and
mild. In the southern end of the
valley there is never sufficient snow
for sleighing, near the level of the
lake, except in exceptional seasons.
Higher up in the hills the winters
are hard and long. By the first of
March the sun's heat is felt, and the
snow melts off at the lower levels.
^The middle and end of April often
see a serious fire season commenc-
ing. Warm weather lasts till the
end of October, although the nights,
always cool, get cold" and frosty.
Snow usually appears on the high
peaks about the middle of October.
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Four Forest Types.

In describing the forest in this

district, it is necessary to describe

only four main types. These are

determined by altitudinal and mois-

ture conditions.

Yellow Pine Type.—On the lower

slopes up to an elevation of approxi-

mately 3,000 feet, forming- a very
distinct belt around the centre val-

ley is the yellow pine type. It is

composed of Western Yellow Pine
(Pinus Ponderosa) and Douglas Fir

(Pseudotsuga Toxitolia) with Yel-

low Pine predominating. Both
these species are intolerant of shade,

the Yellow Pine being exceedingly
so, and produce an open stand.

The annual precipitation in this

belt is less than 20 inches, producing
a condition of extreme drought in

the summer months. This accounts
for the presence of the Yellow Pine,

and the poor character of the Fir in

the type.

The average stand of merchant-
able timber in this type in the Okan-
agan is between 3 and 4 thousand
board feet per acre, although in

some specially favored localities it

has been cruised as high as 10 thou-
sand. A large percentage of the
type however does not produce mer-
chantable timber and is suitable for

nothing but stock range and the
production of cord wood.
An abundant growth of Pine grass

covers the forest floor and affords
grazing to cattle and horses. This,
however, early ripens, and becom-
ing dry and inflammable adds a large
factor of danger to the general fire

hazard. Fires in this type have not
a very great disturbing effect, but
as they occur time after time over
the" same area, large loss occurs
through the enlarging of butt scars
and the destruction of seedling and
second growth.

There is probably from 25% to

50% of this type occupying land
that will eventually be used for agri-
culture. This land produces the best
stands of Yellow Pine, and therefore

the amount of this class of timber is

likely to be reduced in the very near
future, as agriculture develops.

The Fir Type.

Above, and bordering on the Yel-

low Pine type we have the Fir type.

On the lower hills, that is up to

3,000 feet, it is often hard to distin-

guish between the Fir and the Yel-

low Pine types, but with a little in-

crease in the elevation, the Yellow
Pine quickly thins out, and Fire be-

comes predominant.

This type forms a belt above the
Yellow Pine type, from the eleva-

tions of 2,500 feet to 4,000 feet. The
precipitation at this altitude is some-
what higher than in the Yellow Pine
type and this accounts for the fre-

quent presence of Tamarack, Spruce,
Cedar and Lodgepole Pine.

This is a permanent type. Repro-
duction in openings caused by either

cutting or firing, is sure and abun-
dant. The percentage of Fir is tem-
porarily reduced after fire, Lodge-
pole Pine taking its place. As Fir is

intolerant of shade, it cannot com-
pete with the more tolerant Lodge-
pole Pine until openings occur.
Tamarack and Spruce reproduction
is not affected so greatly by the ac-

tion of fire.

The Spruce type occupies the
watersheds and plateau regions of
the district between the elevations

of 3,500 and 7,000 feet. High mois-
ture content of the soil is necessary
and abundant precipitation. The
species found in mixture are Spruce,
Lodgepole Pine, Alpine Fir, and
Douglas Fir. The species, except
Douglas Fir, are all tolerant of

shade, and reproduce abundantly,
when moisture conditions are not
disturbed.

Fire Reduces Spruce and Fir.

As the Spruce and Alpine Fir are
easily killed by fire and fire also has
a disturbing effect on soil conditions,
the type disappears after fire and is

replaced by the Lodgepole Pine
type. At one time probably 25% to
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30% of the district was under this

type, but, owing to fires the per-

centage has dropped to from 10%
to 15%.
The amount of commercial timber

in the Spruce type is small," the for-

est being almost entirely a produc-

tion forest. It is permanent if not

disturbed by fire.

Lodgepole Type.—This type oc-

cupies the areas of higher elevations,

plateaux and mountain sides from
3,000 feet to 5.500 feet. It covers

probably 20% of the area of the dis-

trict, and is gradually widening, due
to repeated fires, at the expense of

the Spruce and Fir types.

The type is composed of Lodge-
pole Pine, Alpine Fir, and Aspen
with a mixture on the lower levels

of Fir and sometimes Yellow Pine.

Better moisture conditions are re-

c|uired than in the Fir types, though
less than in the Spruce.
Reproduction after fire is abun-

dant and sure, until about the fourth
and fifth burn when a barren is cre-

ated. The second growth is often so
dense, that reproduction is poor
though in the more open stands
Spruce and Douglas Fir reproduc-
tion is well represented. As these
latter species are longer lived than
the Lodgepole Pine, and originally

occupied the sites where Lodgepole
Pine is now predominant, it is prob-
able, that given time the Lodgepole
Pine will be replaced to a large ex-
tent, by the original stands of Fir
and Spruce.
The type is at present occupying

entire watersheds. The stand aver-
ages somewhat less than 2.000 feet
per acre, and therefore we must
classify the type as mainly a protec-
tion forest.

There are. of course, several other
types in the district, but these are of
very little importance commerciallv
or for protection of the watersheds.

Relative Importance.

In discussing the importance of
these four types they naturally di-
vide themselves into two groups of

Fir stand, Okanagan Valley.

two each. viz. : Under commercial
forests, the Yellow Pine and Fir

types and under Protection Forests,

the Spruce and Lodgepole Pine

types.

The former contain practically the

entire stand of commercial timber in

the District, amounting to some
1,584.187 M feet board measure, dis-

tributed over an area of 521,200

acres.

The non-commercial or Protection

Forests in the Okanagan cover ap-

proximatelv 1.374.300 acres and have
a total stand of nearly 2,078,000 M.
feet board measure. Of this large

area of non-commercial forest land,

providing proper protection from
fire we can expect that 25% to 50%
will eventually turn into commer-
cial forest through the return of the
permanent Fir and Spruce types,

and the present stand of Spruce
through a longer lease of life will

yield a large per cent, of commer-
cial timber.
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Users of the Forest.

(a) Lumber Trade.—The lumber

industry is not the most important

user of the forest in the Okanagan,

or better perhaps, the income from

the lumber trade is not so great as

that from other activities dependent

on the forests.

The annual cut of the district is

probably about 10,000 M. feet board

measure, which represents a total

value of $250,000 to $300,000. A very

large percentage of this cut is used

in the manufacture of fruit and ve-

getable boxes, and is, therefore,

through this branch of business de-

pendent upon the forest from an-

other aspect, rather than their cap-

acity to produce timber.

In the Okanagan Valley there are

now operating six saw mills with a

total daily capacity of probably 225

M. per day. For several years, how-
ever, they have not been working
full time and the annual cut has

been low. At the time of writing,

however, the outlook seems to be
brighter, and several large orders

have been headed towards the local

mills.

A very important part of the in-

dustry, as has been mentioned is the

manufacture of boxes and crates for

fruit and vegetables. There are

about 400.000 boxes and crates used
in the Okanagan in 1915 calling for

some 1,500 M. to 2,000 M. feet of

lumber.
Other products besides lumber,

are railway ties, construction timber,

poles and mine props.

The local market takes most of

the product, but owing, no doubt, to
the splendid campaign being carried
on in the prairies for the use of B. C.

wood, a wider market seems to be
opening out. Several orders have
already been received from the
prairies, and it is expected that there
will be a profitable trade established
in the near future.

Better Times in Sight.

The lumber interests have been
going through a very critical period.

but better times are in sight, and the

future will probably see a fairly

large lumber business carried on, up
and down the Okanagan Valley.

With increased acreage under agri-

culture, increased output of fruit

and vegetables, and increase in po-

pulation, there will be need for more
flume stock, lumber for houses,

barns, etc., and a tremendous quan-
tity for boxes and crates. The out-

look is bright, and the lumbermen
are ready to grasp any opportunity

that offers to further their business

and incidentally the prosperity of

the entire district.

The Water Supply.

The Okanagan district is famous
for its fruit and vegetables. It is es-

sentially an agricultural district and
annually produces a crop of fruit

and vegetables valued at over $2,-

000,000.

Owing to the scarcity of rainfall

the whole district is dependent upon
irrigation for the success of its crops.
There are approximately 900,000
acres of watershed tapped for irri-

Scaling Western Yellow Pine logs. Note
contrast between heart and sapwood.
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gation, power and domestic users.

This represents an actual invest-

ment of capital of many millions of

dollars. Irrigation flumes and dit-

ches, power plants, city water sys-

tems, all represent a large invest-

ment and all are dependent upon the

maintenance of a good forest cover
on the watersheds to supply streams
fod their continued usefulness.

An idea of the amount involved
can be had by capitalizing at 5% in-

terest, the annual income from agri-

culture, which so dependent upon
irrigation. The total annual value,

we said, was $2,000,000. At 5 % the
capital value of this would be $40,-

000.000. This much money is not
actually invested in irrigation pro-

jects but it is invested in farms,
fruit trees, homes, etc., which are all

dependent upon the continuance of

the water supply and which all con-
tribute to the earning of the annual
income of $2,000,000 or more. There-
fore, I think it is fair to say that the
forest cover on the watersheds of the
Okanagan represent a total value of

$40,000,000 or more for irrigation
alone.

If the value of the water supply
to the cities and towns, power plants
and private individuals is also fig-

ured the amount involved would
reach a tremendous sum.

Forest Protection.

The immediate problems thus
confronting the Forest Branch in the
Okanagan are mainly protective.
The highly inflammable state of the
majority of the watersheds, and
their importance, make it imperative
that great care be taken to keep fire

out. Fire hazard in other localities
in not excessive and the danger re-

sulting not so large; they need,
therefore, less attention.

Happily we are blessed with an
excellent system of roads and trails,

thus facilitating communication and
guaranteeing quick access to fires.

So far, however, full advantage has
not been taken of this system, in the
matter of suitable conveyances, but

we are now coming to a stage in our
development where we can advance
no further till the best means of

transportation on the roads, auto-
mobiles, are used.

(a) Prevention.—Since the For-
est Act was passed in 1912, an active
campaign has been carried on for

care with fires, through the agency
of posters, whetstones with suitable
inscriptions, newspaper articles,

slides for motion picture theatres,

etc. Personal appeal by the Forest
Officers has also played a large part
in the propaganda.
The permit system as administer-

ed in B. C. is one of the best means
of keeping down the fires, and re-

sults in the Okanagan have been en-
tirely satisfactory. By this system
we not only have all slash burnings
examined by Forest Officers but the
Officers come in contact with the
largest proportion of the forest
users, and have an excellent chance
to put forward the cause of forest
protection.

In the endeavor to enlist all par-
ties in our work co-operation has
been arranged with railway em-
ployees, stage drivers, logging and
saw mill foremen, mine managers
and superintendents, telephone com-
panies, storekeepers, and many pri-
vate individuals who have a chance
to aid. Besides these an agreement
has been drawn up between the Do-
minion Service in the Railway Belt
and the Provincial Service, covering
fires burning near the boundaries of
their respective districts. On the
south the officers of the U. S. For-
est Service have signified their will-
ingness to co-operate along the in-
ternational line, and, next year, I
believe, will see the beginning of a
working agreement with them.

Lookout Stations.

(b) Detection.—So far the Okan-
agan has been fairly well supplied
with detection facilities. The two
most important watersheds, viz.

:

Vernon and Kelowna are provided
with lookout stations with telephone
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connections to the towns named.

These stations have been in actual

use only one full season; that of

1914. The 1915 season was not haz-

ardous enough to warrant putting-

lookout men on duty. In 1914,

however, they showed clearly the

advantage of their positions. Al-

though in the worst part of the sea-

son they were rendered useless by
smoke in the valleys, yet during the

preceding period many fires were
located and quickly attacked, that

would probably have cost several

times the value of the lookout sta-

tion, had they not been discovered

so quickly.

It is planned to continue this sys-

tem and add other stations from
time to time. With three more look-

out stations we shall have practi-

cally every acre of watershed and
merchantable timber in the valley

directly under the view of forest of-

ficers in the danger season.

(c) Control.—The control prob-

lem is one of the great moment, and
we are still in the experimental stage

as to the best method of attacking

fires in certain types, best imple-

ments to be used and the best means
of transportation, as well as many
other problems.

Owing to the inflammability of

the ground cover and the forest it-

self in most types, fires assume large

proportions in a very short time.

Quick arrival at the fires is there-

fore essential, and here it is we can
take advantage of our excellent road
system. Were it not for the roads I

believe that practically the entire

area of range would be burned over
every year. As it is, guards arrive

quickly at range fires, usually near
towns, and get them under control

without delay.

The somewhat slower rate of

spread where the timber is thicker,

allows of more time, which is neces-
sary, as the roads are not so plenti-

ful nor so conveniently located. As
settlements advance more roads will

be built, until practically the entire

hazardous area of the district will be
within easy reach of a road. Then
with automobiles, for the transpor-

tation of men, tools, and supplies, we
shall have our communication prob-

lem solved.

State of Organisation.

The control force at present in the

valley consists of the District For-

ester, one Ranger, and six tempor-
ary, 4^/2 months, guards, with pro-

vision for an increase of short term
patrolmen and special patrolmen
hired by the day as the season ad-

vances. Day laborers are hired as

they are needed for actual fire fight-

ing.

This plan of organization allows

of great flexibility. As the hazard
increases or decreases, so men are

put on or laid off. The only defect

is the difficulty of procuring the

same men each year for short terms
of employment. If some way can
be devised to keep these men always
on hand a great step forward will be
taken and the efficiency of the force

advanced at least fifty per cent.

Since the Forest Branch has es-

tablished in 1912 there have been
only three fire seasons. It can hard-
ly be said, therefore, that a perman-
ent organization has been created.

Permanent would seem to presume
a long term of service as a stable

unit. It will take a great many
years' experience to determine just

what permanent force is most suit-

able to cover all conditions and
serve as a skeleton for the temporary
increases made necessary by in-

creased hazards.

Each year, however, we come a
little nearer, each fall we are able to

check up the past season's work and
see a little progress, and each spring
correct in our organizations the mis-
takes and shortcomings of the pre-

vious year.

The Lesson of Experience.

The summer of 1913 was wet, and
the hazard was slight. The damage
resulting from forest fires therefore
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was negligable; 1914, however,

proved one of the worst experienced

in years. It was likened by many
to the famous bad year of 1910. The
force being- new and in many cases

inexperienced, though doing all that

could be expected, was not sufficient

to cope with the situation. No sim-

ilar years had confronted the new
organization and consequently pro-

vision had not been made to look

after such a bad situation.

In 1914 there were 198 fires, burn-
ing a total area of 88,400 acres, and
damaging property valued at $28,-

000.00.

The past season, 1915, proved to

be very favorable and the damage
was slight. The number of fires was
72 with only 14 of them costing

money to fight, against 97 in 1914,

or 19 per cent, against 49 per cent.

These results would show an im-
provement over 1914. In both years
there has not been a serious fire on
or threatening any of the important
watersheds. The experience of the
two preceding years enabled us to

place an organization, and so distri-

bute it that the percentage of fires

costing extra money to fight was
reduced by 30 per cent. The per-
centage of fires of unknown origin

was also reduced showing a better
distribution of the force for detec-
tion. The lessons learned in 1914
were put to good purpose in 1915.

Those of 1915 will be put to good
purpose in 1916.

Ideal conditions will never be
reached, as ideals never should, but
each year will see a better and more
efficient organization, and conse-
quently decreased danger to the
valuable watersheds and timber sup-
plies of the Okanagan.

Double Reason for Care.

Lack of space has prevented the
presentation of a great many facts
and figures concerning the forests
and the problems confronting the
Forest Branch in the Okanagan
Valley but enough has been said to
show that the main problem is and

always will be one of protection.

Protection, not so much for the in-

trinsic value of the timber involved
but protection for the maintenance
of a steady and reliable supply of
water for irrigation, and through
that, protection to the great agri-

cultural interests that make for the
prosperity and advancement of the
entire district.

Douglas Fir Wins in Test

Victoria, B.C. : Two Douglas Fir
and two Red Cedar railway ties

were recently forwarded by the For-
est Branch of the Department of
Lands, to the Great Eastern Rail-
way Company of England, who
selected two sleepers from their
stock which they obtained from the
Baltic, and tested them all under
similar conditions.

The results of these tests show
beyond a doubt the superiority of
British Columbia Douglas Fir for
railroad ties.

It was found that under compres-
sion Douglas Fir will stand 5,695
pounds per square inch ; while Red
Cedar made a very creditable show-
ing against the Baltic timber of
3,407 pounds per square inch.

Tests in tension were even more
favorable for Douglas Fir. This is

shown by the fact that it would
take 11,450 pounds or over 5>2 tons
to pull apart a stick of Douglas Fir
having a cross section of one square
inch; whereas just half that weight
would suffice to pull apart Baltic
timber, and only 3,300 pounds were
required to separate Cedar.
These tests were carried out by

the Great Eastern Railway, and the
results which they found will be of
immense value to the reputation of
Douglas Fir as a railway tie material
amongst English engineers. The
importance, of this is increased by
the fact that English engineers have
the supervision of most of the rail-

way lines in China, India and South
Africa, all of which are valuable
markets for Douglas Fir.
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Recommendations for Quebec

"Summing up in brief the general situation of forest pro-

tection in the Province of Quebec, we would recommend, first,

of all, furthering the form.ation of the limit holders into co-

operative associations ; secondly, increased appropriations from

the Provincial Government and co-operative interests for per-

manent improvements. Lookout stations carefully located

and coupled with telephone communication furnish probably

the best assistance to prevent fires getting out of control; and

thirdly, that the laws pertaining to forest protection be amend-

ed to more restrictive relation towards offenders. I am
pleased to report that the Honourable the Minister of Lands

and Forests is considering proposed amendments, and we feel

that the necessary changes will be made and put in force for

the coming season."—Arthur H. Graham, Chief Fire Inspector,

Lower Ottawa Forest Protective Association.

At the request of the Editor of the

Journal, Mr. Arthur H. Graham,

Manager of the Lower Ottawa For-

est Protective Association, prepared

the following statement summariz-

ing the results in his 1915 operations.

The attention of readers is directed

particularly to the comments upon

the reduction in settlers' fires

through prosecutions.

"We have this season increased

our area by 944.640 acres and have

now the patrolment of 8,504,320

acres. Within the above area there

remains -.t one or two small limit

holder- -re not members of this

Associru. :. The figures as given

do not include lots taken up by set-

lers or other holdings taken out of

the limits.

Rangers and Equipment.

Organization.—The total area was
divided into four divisions and 49

ranger districts. The patrolling was
done with 58 rangers and 4 inspec-

tors (or Chief Rangers). All rang-

ers were equipped with canvas water

buckets and fire fighting equipment
was stored at convenient places in

their districts. The patrolling was
done partly on foot, canoe, or with

horses. The nature of the district

trails and roads being taken into

consideration. 10,000 fire posters

were used in placarding roads, trails,

camping grounds, watering places^

etc., and a large quantity of warning'
pamphlets were distributed among"
settlers located in vicinities border-
ing the limits.

During wet periods rangers were
kept busy trail cutting, building fire

places, lookout towers and ranger
camps and construction of telephone
lines. Two hundred and twenty
miles of trail were cut and cleared
this season.

Causes of Fires.

Fires.—155 fires were extinguish-
ed this season and of that number
113 were extinguished without extra
labor, or in other words, put out be-
fore spreading. They originated as
follows :

—

Settlers 79
Fishermen 15
Berr}'- Pickers 8
Squatters 8
Lightning 6
Drivers 4
Hunters . .-.' 4
Woodsmen 2
Indians 2
Railways 2
Surveyors 1

Unknown 24
Settlers' Fires.—The above fig--

ures show that 51% of all fires
originated from settlers. This is a
considerable decrease over the per-
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centage of fires from that source last

year. Our rangers supervised the

burning of 322 slashes and permits

given.

With the co-operation of the Pro-

vincial Government we continued to

prosecute settlers in the same man-
ner as in the season of 1914 and
convictions were secured in 40

cases and it may be said that very

few of the number were found in the

vicinities where prosecutions took
place last year.

Getting After Malefactors.

Mr. Henry Sorgius, Manager of

the St. Maurice Forest Protective

Association, with headquarters at

Three Rivers, P.Q., gave the Journal
the following condensation of pro-

secutions undertaken bv him during
1915:

Charles Larouche, was prosecuted
by the Association, for having set

fire to the forest on May the 31st,

1915, near the town of La' Tuque.
He pleaded not guilty and was plac-

ed on trial at Three Rivers before
Magistrate Marchildon. The judg-
ment was pronounced against us.

Francis Morin, of St. Ignace du
Lac, was prosecuted by the Asso-
ciation, for having set fire to his

slash during the prohibited season
without first obtaining a written
permit from the ranger. He was
placed on trial at Three Rivers be-
fore Magistrate Marchildon and
pleaded guilty. He was condemned
to pay a fine of $10 and in default of

payment of fine and costs one month
imprisonment. He passed one month

/-

"For Valor"

"It is my belief, and I venture to
assert it," declared the lecturer,
raising his voice, "that there isn't a
man in this audience who has ever
done anything to prevent the des-
truction of our vast forests." A
rather timid-looking man quietly
arose in the rear of the hall and
said: "I-er—I've shot woodpeckers."

in the common jail at Three Rivers.

Fine, $10.00; costs, $44.50.

Albert Beaulieu, of St. Ignace du
Lac, was prosecuted by the Asso-
ciation for the same offence. He
pleaded guilty before Magistrate

Marchildon at Three Rivers, and
condemned to pay a fine of $10.00,

plus costs, and in default of pay-

ment he was to spent one month in

jail. The high constable has twice
gone up to get this man but was un-
successful each time. He has not

paid his fine and is still at large. We
will get him in the spring. Fine,

$10.00 ; costs, $44.50.

Joachim Savoie, of St. Charles de

Mandeville, was prosecuted by the

Association on identical grounds.

He pleaded guilty before Magistrate
Lacroix at Joliette and was con-

demned to pay a fine of $1.00, plus

costs, the costs amounting to $3.70.

He paid his fine.

Arsene Bellerose, of St. Michel
des Saints, was prosecuted by the

Association for burning without
permit. He pleaded guilty before

Magistrate Lacroix at Joliette and
was condemned to pay a fine of

$1.00, plus costs, the costs amount-
ing to $2.00. He paid his fine.

Leonard Charrette, of Notre
Dame de la Merci, was also prose-

cuted. He pleaded guilty before
Magistrate Lacroix at Joliette and
was condemned to pay a fine of $1,
plus costs, the costs amounted to

$27.35. He paid his fine.

Alvini Beauchamp, of St. Donat,
was acquitted before Magistrate
Lacroix at Joliette, as several wit-
nesses seemed more inclined to fa-

vor the accused.

Charles Crepeau, of Notre de la

Merci, was acquitted by Magistrate
Lacroix at Joliette. Witnesses
seemed more inclined to favor the
accused.

Damien Desroches, of St. Damien,
was prosecuted by the Association
for having set fire in the forest to
obtain work in fighting same. He
was condemned before IMagistrate
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Lacroix at Joliette to pay a fine of

$10.00, plus" costs, and in default of

payment to imprisonment in the

county jail for one month. He spent

his one month in jail. Fine $10.00;

costs, $45.15.

Joseph Rivest, of St. Come, was
prosecuted by the Association for

having- set fire to his slash during

the prohibited season without first

obtaining a written permit from the

ranger. He was acquitted by Mag-
istrate Lacroix at Joliette, as the

witnesses favored the accused.

Ernest Bouchard, Louis Guerin,

Doe Hervey, Philippe Claveau,

Philippe Brassard, David Tremblay

fils de Jimmy, Durgene Ellefson and

Mederic Tremblay were prosecuted

by the Association for having set

fire to the forest while working on
the improvements. Their attorney

has since taken an injunction against

the proceedings claiming that we
had no rights to arrest them in the

manner that we did. The injunction

has not yet come before the judge.

Where Skilled Management Pays

^^^^^^^^^^^^==^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^High Dividends ^^^^^^^=^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^=^^^^^^^

A Swiss Canton in ^o Years has Tripled the Annual Forest Cut

Without Decreasing Capital Stock.

It would l3e easy to show that sev-

eral forest managers have reached

the point of realizing a return which

is greater than is the amount of the

expense of administration solely by
judicious management and intelli-

gent sale of the products of their

forest. As an example of this let us

take the Commune of Couvet, Can-

ton de Neuchatel, Switzerland. The
forests of Couvet have a total area

of 345 acres. They have been man-
asred for thirtv years bv a technical

forester. According to the plan of

improvement and the control of op-

erations we see by the table on the

opposite page the development of

the standing material and the pro-

duction both in material and in

money.
From 1883 to 1913 the annual cut

has increased from 42.36 cubic feet

per acre to 128.49. It has thus trip-

led and that has been obtained with-
out a diminution of the standing
material. The latter has even slight-

ly increased. It is necessary to note
also that the proportion of larger

timber, the most valuable, which in,

1883 was only 18% is now 30%. The
proportion of wood for manufacture
in the annual cut also has increased
from 56% to 69 %» As to the return
in money it has nearly doubled. The
credit of such good result is due in

the first place to the method of di-

rect management which the Canton
of Neuchatel has provided. Applied
elsewhere in the same conditions
there is reason to believe that it

would not have less good results.

Examples of it are abundant.
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Managing A Forest Reserve

A Description of the Varied Problems Confronted in Saskatchewan

How the Reserves Help Their Neighborhoods.

By Everett H. Roberts,

Acting District Inspector of Forest Reserves, Prince Albert, Sask.

Saskatchewan is the keystone

province of the West and to the

casual observer this signifies a

wheat producing country with vast

expanses of treeless prairie and to

any traveller who crosses her fertile

lands on any of the three main lines

of railway, his deductions would not

be far wrong if he had only to de-

pend on what he sees from the ob-

servation platform. But let his vis-

ion expand in this western atnios-

phere and enquire more fully into

the matter and he will find that at

present only about one-third of the

total land area of this province is

open country and treeless, except

along the river banks perchance a

few scrubs may be found. Roughly
speaking, another one-third is for-

ested area which fosters the next

greatest industry of the province

outside of wheat raising, namely, as

you proceed northward mixed farm-

ing, cattle raising and the timber

business. The remaining third is for

the most part waste land at the north

of the province which runs through

miles of muskeg and lake country

into the barren.

The central third or forested por-

tion is that to which I wish to give

most of my attention, as at the pre-

sent time it is undergoing the most
rapid development. This area,

roughly speaking, lies north of the

main line of the Canadian Northern
Railway and south of the Churchill

River and contains most of the

larger Forest Reserves in the Prov-
ince. A very small percentage of

this area is really adapted for agri-

culture and the government has
withdrawn vast areas of this portion

and put it into Forest Reserves with
the object of preventing ignorant

settlers from taking up worthless
land which might give them a couple

of crops after considerable expense
in clearing it up, and further to pro-

tect what remaining bodies of mer-
chantable timber have escaped the

devastating fires that have swept
this north country for centuries.

Much of this land now contains
thousands of acres of young vigor-

ous forest growth which with pro-

tection will in time furnish the peo-
ple of the province with lumber and
fuel, when the present virgin stands
have disappeared.

Fifteen Forest Reserves.

The government by a very wise
policy has set aside for forest pur-
poses fifteen Forest Reserves with
a total area of approximately six
million acres. These are divided
into two classes, those in the north
country which are essentially forest
land, and those on the prairie which
are usually sand hills or badly
broken grazing country. It is the
intention to eventually plant up
these prairie reserves and thus aid
in retaining moisture and affording
shelter; and further, to provide some
fuel and fence posts for the settlers.

These areas are practically barren
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at present with only a very scant
•covering of grass and in places the

sand has commenced to drift very
tadly. The object of the larger re-

serves is to afford protection for the
remaining merchantable timber that
exists, also for the vast areas of
young forest coming up. These big
reserves are essentially forest land
and not adapted under present con-
ditions for agriculture, though there
are numerous other uses to which
they are being put under the ad-
ministration of the Forestry Branch.

There will continue to be an in-

creasing demand in the country for

lumber which these reserves will

eventually supply as well as fuel

and fence posts which are in con-

stant demand by the farmers.

During the past summer the Do-
minion Forestry Branch had about
fifty fire rangers on duty patrolling

this vast expanse of wooded coun-
try outside of the Forest Reserves.
Travel was by foot, canoe, saddle
horse and motor boat depending on
the locality the ranger was in, it be-
ing his duty to be on the lookout for

fires and put them out whenever
found, to warn settlers and travellers

about the danger of fire, and to keep
trails and roads open so as to make
the districts accessible.

Towers and Fireguards.

Besides these fire rangers who are
employed only for the summer there
are about forty forest rangers on the
Forest Reserves who are employed
the year around, their chief duties in

summer being fire protection, super-
vision of the cutting of hay and
grazing, also game protection. In
winter the supervision of the wood
cutting takes up most of their time
not otherwise spent on improvement
to the reserves.

These men on the reserves are
supplied with houses to live in and
stables for their horses; fuel and
hay are allowed free, and there are
as a rule, very attractive places
where they have a small garden and

a pasture for their stock. Many of

the Reserve houses have telephone
connections, which are of material

benefit in time of fire as are also the
lookout towers which are built in

locations where they give a very
wide range of vision of the sur-

rounding country. These towers
have proved of very great aid in

helping to locate fires and enabling
the rangers to get to them in the
shortest space of time. Fireguards
are being cut and ploughed around
the boundaries of the different re-

serves, thus furnishing a protection
from fires that may originate out-
side of the reserve as most of them
do, usually from settlers burning
brush for clearing up their home-
steads.

Along the boundaries of the re-

serves fireguards are cut from 12 to

25 feet wide and then three to five

furrows are turned with the plow
on each side of the clearing. All in-

flammable matter and brush is kept
out and burned off the intervening
space, and the plowed land is kept
freshly disked whenever it grows up
with long grass or bushes. In the
early spring while the frost is still

in the ground and the snow in the
woods, the hay meadows and
sloughs are burned off by the rang-
ers with the aid of neighboring set-

tlers, thus further insuring adequate
protection from prairie fires.

Two-thirds is Waste.

The name "Reserve" when applied
to these forest areas is rather a
nuisance, for it gives the general
public the wrong impression. They
think that these areas are with-
drawn from use, but this is not the
case ; for when these areas are set
aside it is for the benefit of the pub-
lic, all the people, and the small
settler has just as much right as the
big man. But when I say "use" I

do not mean "abuse." which has
been the case all through until the
regulations were put into effect.

The settler is almost as free on the
reserve after it is created as before,
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except that it is necessary for him to

secure a permit from the officer in

charge, thus enabling the Depart-

ment to keep a record of his opera-

tions and not let him abuse the privi-

lege he is granted to the detriment
of his neighbors. He may secure a

permit to cut wood, building logs,

rails, fence posts and fuel at very
reasonable rates, the Department
merely requiring him to eliminate all

unnecessary waste by cutting low
stumps and utilizing the tops to

their smallest diameter; also to burn
his brush in order to clean up the

woods and remove the fire danger
that would exist if this material was
left to dry and scattered all over the
ground. Certain areas are set aside

in each reserve where the settlers

are allowed to cut and these places
are chosen so as to be as convenient
as possible for everyone. Enormous
waste has taken place through all

the wood operations in this country
by both the lumber man, cordwood
and tie operator and the settlers in

getting out wood. It is a known
fact that only about one third of the
tree reaches the consumer after pass-
ing all through its many phases of

manufacture. Is it not self-evident
then that most of the remaining
two-thirds is wasted and lost un-
necessarily? Most of it is left in the
woods to rot or burn when the fires

get into the old slashings and are
almost impossible to control doing
great damage to all young growth
that has sprung up since the original
cutting off of the areas.

At the Nursery.

An experimental nursery has been
in operation for several years on one
of the reserves in order to determine
the tree species most adaptable for

planting up the barren areas. Plans
have been drawn up for planting on
a number of the smaller reserves and
we expect to plant a portion of each
of the prairie reserves during the
coming year. Much care and fore-
thought must be exercised in this
work and through the co-operation

of the Indian Head Nursery plants
are secured to carry on the work.
The Forestry Branch through the
Tree Planting Division at Indian
Head has for years been supplying
the farmers, free of cost, trees for

planting around their farms and now
it is time that it was planting up
some of its own non-agricultural

land in the same manner.

The Gracing Problem.

The provincial authorities have
for the past few years been trying to

encourage the live stock industry as

much as possible ; and I may say
that the Forestry Branch is heartily

with them in this as many of the
reserves afford excellent pasture

which may be utilized by the settlers

or stockmen under a permit system
which is very reasonable. In some
localities the settlers have formed
stock associations to jointly fence

large portions of the reserve, in

which they may run their cattle dur-

ing the summer season while the
crops are growing.
Many of the settlers avail them-

selves of the opportunity of securing
wild hay or prairie wool from the

reserves which they may get at a
ver}^ small rate of ten cents per ton.

In some instances where stockmen
graze their cattle during the summer
season on part of a reserve they are
able to winter them over on another
part where they have put up hay.

These men are permitted to erect

corrals and buildings for their stock
and the accommodation of their

herders.

Public Not Excluded.

The public use of the Reserves is

encouraged. Summer resort lots are

leased for a long period at a small
fee of $5.00 per year, the Department
merely requiring the owner to erect

a small house *to the value of $300.00'

and keep same in a neat manner.
Small portable saw-mills are allowed
to operate, in order to turn out
rough lumljer for the settlers.' The
prices charged by these millmen are

regulated and the settler secures the
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logs from the Reserve at a very low-

figure. In many cases a home-
steader is allowed a very liberal

amount free for the erection of the

buildings.

Most all the forest rangers have
been appointed game guardians by
the province and assist to enforce

the game laws. Most of the Re-
serves have been declared game re-

fuges and no shooting, trapping or

injury of any wild animal is permit-

ted. If this protection is continued
for a number of years these refugees

will become fine game reserves,

from which all variety of game will

overflow into the surrounding coun-
try and thus provide a perpetual
supply of good shooting and sport

for the people in the surrounding
communities. Fishing is permitted
with hook and line but not by nets,

which in a very few years might de-

plete the quantity in any one local-

ity. This provides for much recrea-

tion and sport when the public visit

the numerous lakes in some of the
Reserves and spend days in having
a- pleasant camping party and a little

fishing on the side ; and with the
game protected are to be many times
rewarded for a little patience in see-

ing a beaver build its house, or hear
the call of a moose, or possibly get a
photo of a deer.

The Forest Reserves are an ever
increasing benefit to the community
and do not permit of their resources
becoming monopolized by private
parties, but are for the benefit of
each and everv individual.

Foresters and Lumbermen

Unite at Meetings.

Mr. J. D. Gilmour, recently Dis-

trict Forester at Cranbrook, has

been transferred to the head office,

Victoria.

Mr. H. B. Murray, formerly Dis-

trict Forester, Kamloops, is now in

charge of the Cranbrook District,

and Mr. E. B. Prowd is Acting Dis-

trict Forester for the Kamloops Dis-

trict.

The Foresters' Club of Ottawa,

which has done good work for the

past three years, has decided to en-

large the scope and in addition to

having forest engineers and forest

administrators come together for

mutual counsel and benefit, will

draw upon the fund of experience

gathered by lumbermen, particularly

in regard to forest protection. This

new policy was put into force at a

recent meeting. The chair was oc-

cupied by Mr. R. H. Campbell, Di-

rector of Forestry, president of the

club, and there were present repre-

sentatives of the forestry, entomo-
logical, horticultural and seed
branches and Railway Commission,
Commission of Conservation and
geological survey and also of fire-

protective associations and Ottawa
lumber firms.

The speaker of the evening was
Mr. Clyde Leavitt, chief forester of

the Commission of Conservation and
chief fire inspector of the Railway
Commission. Mr. Leavitt spoke on
the w^ork of the convention of lum-
bermen and foresters held at San
Francisco during the recent exposi-

tion. This was followed by a gen-
eral discussion in which the point

was brought out that the belief of

all present was that the only way
to cure the forest fire menace was to-

have thorough and hearty co-opera-
tion among all responsible for forest

protection. The work of the St.

Maurice Valley and Lower Ottawa
forest protective associations was-
endorsed and their good results re-

counted.
These meetings will be held peri-

odically and a number of those con-
nected Avith lumbering have signified

their intention of being present.

During the work of the evening, a

resolution was passed expressing the
sympathy of the club with the fam-
ily of the late Mr. A. Knechtel, for-

ester of the parks branch.
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The Authority^of a Fire Ranger
While I have noted and read many

articles and su.c^gestions of consider-

able value to those directly interest-

ed and responsible for the welfare
and protection of our forests from
destruction by fire, I observe that
there is one matter which not only
requires attention but is of vital im-
portance and worthy of serious
consideration and early action, if we
are to continue to improve our fire

protective organizations so that they
become a recognized force in the
land and gradually reduce the enor-
mous losses caused through careless
•or thoughtless setting out of fires.

More Backing Required.

The subject in mind is the great
need for a "New Fire Ordinance,"
especially in the three western prov-
inces. Fire rangers are appointed
each year for the sole purpose of
protecting our forests from fire ; an
ordinance known as "The Prairie
Fires Ordinance" is their only legal
guide, under the statutes of which
they are given no more authority or
power to enforce the act than any
citizen of good standing. Unlike
game guardians or other officers ap-
pointed to administer the law and

protect our interests, who are grant-

ed the authority to arrest and bring
before a magistrate or justice of the

peace any offender, the unfortunate
fire ranger may catch a person in the

very act of setting fire to a valuable

tract of timber, and the only action

he can take is to proceed, after ex-
tinguishing the fire, to the nearest
magistrate or justice of the peace
and swear out a warrant for the ar-

rest of the offender. I would ask
your readers where they would ex-

pect to find the culprit, after possi-

bly making a two days' journey by
canoe to swear out a warrant?

Rangers Pozverless.

The very reason why so many
people are careless with fire is, be-

cause they are posted in the law of

the land and know there is very little

to fear from their local fire ranger,
who, under the present act, is given
a more or less burlesque position,

I would suggest the issuing of an
amendment to "The Dominion For-
est Reserves and Parks Act," grant-
ing the necessary authority to the
rangers and extending the jurisdic-

tion of the act to cover all Dominion
and Crown lands.—T. McN.

The New Cartoon Service
The cartoon is a weapon which should be employed for forest protec-

tion as powerfully as it is used in politics. During the past six weeks the
Canadian Forestry Association has undertaken to issue a regular cartoon
service to newspapers, and the first three sent out to dailies and weeklies
show a cordial reception from editors. An effort will be made to prepare
two each month, dealing not only with forest fire protection but other
important aspects of forest conservation. The best Canadian cartoonists
are employed for the purpose and 150 duplicates in the form of stereotypes
and paper matrices have been placed with newspapers. Quebec Province
cartoons will be issued with regard to the necessities of the dual language.
All expense in connection with this service is borne by the Association.
After giving prominent space to one of the cartoons the publisher of a lead-
ing Ontario newspaper wrote : "Many thanks. If you have any more car-
toons as good as this which you are passing out to your friends, we trust
you will not overlook us." Other publishers appear to receive the cartoons
in the same generous spirit. A few examples are reproduced in the follow-
ing pages.
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"1

CutaSia* forejFr

The Man-in-Overalls: "How dare you set that forest afire?"The Fugitive: I don't see that it's your business."

^
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The Visitor: "What crime brought you here?"

The Man in Stripes: "I burned down a fifty-dollar shed.

The Vishin ''G?eat Scott! We settlers burned down a milhon dollars worth

of Ontario's forests last summer and nobody said 'Boo!'"

mewsoaoer note: "Eighty-five out of every hundred forest fires in Ontario dur-

ing mS were caused by careleso settler.*. Unlike British Columbia and Quebec,

settlers in this province have no supervision-of their clearing fires during the danger

season.")
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Fire Automobile in Rocky Mountains Park, Banff, for transporting
portable fire pump, hose and other tools.

Better Apparatus for Fire-Fighting

By JJ. C. Johnson,

Fire Inspector, Board of Railway Coniijiissioners.

Much has been done or suggested
in the prevention and discovery of

forest fires, but we have heard very
Httle of progress being made in the

methods of extinguishing fires. Ap-
parently this most important phase
of protection has been neglected.

Modern management of forested

a-reas, and modern trend in the dis-

covery of forest fires bids well to far

outpace the present methods used to

extinguish fires. In the matter of

extinguishing or combatting forest

fires a review of present day meth-
ods does not show up very w^ell

Avhen compared to the gigantic
strides made in the modern methods
of attacking fires in our cities and
towns. An extract from the annual

report report'for 1911, United States-;

Forest Service states as follows :

"An analogy has often been
pointed out between protecting
forests and protecting cities

against fire ; this analogy is

worth reiterating. City pro-

perty cannot ^be made reason-
al)ly safe unless there are, first:

regulations to lessen fire risk in

the form of building ordinances,
rules regarding combustibles,
etc. : secondly : a considerable
investment in signals (fire alarm
boxes), fire fighting apparatus
and quarters, and thirdly, an
adequate and well-organized
force of disciplined men suit-

ablv located. So forests must
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be guarded against causes of

fire and conditions favorable to

its spread, must be equipped

with means for discovering, re-

porting and reaching fires and
must be manned with a reliable

body of fire fighters, stationed

at the points of greatest need."

In my opinion, to this should also

be added modern mechanical fight-

ing apparatus with which to fight

forest fires.

Many forest fire fighters have
placed their views on record in this

particular direction and in the words
of one of them : "It was found that

merely the quick and accurate lo-

cating and reporting of fires in con-
junction with the old methods of

fire-fighting with pine tops, wet
gunny sacks, shovels, etc., did not by
any means suffice for fire control."

Again I quote the utterances of an-
other: "It was found that the most
energetic use of the old ordinary
methods of fire fighting was entirely

inadequate."

Need of Better Apparatus.

The question of supplementing the
old fashioned fire fighting equip-
ment, namely, the pine top, gunny
sack, axe, shovel, mattock and water
pail—for old-fashioned they are in

these days of modern trend toward
mechanical devices, has been one of
the problems under consideration by
the officers of the Dominion Parks
Branch, Department of the Interior
of Canada, for some considerable
time. It was conceded there was a
need for some mechanical device
that would place in the hands of for-

est fire fighters a means whereby
water could be taken from a natural
or artificial source of supply to the
scene of a fire in sufficient quantities
that would make the use and adop-
tion of such mechanical devices prac-
ticable.

The aim was to devise some me-
chanical method of transporting
water from the nearest source of
supply to the fire. This meant the

adoption of a suitable type of en-

gine and pump with water line. Af-
ter studying various types and
arrangements of engines and pumps
and keeping in mind the vital ques-
tion of weight, portability and easy
manipulation, a marine type two-
cylinder gasoline motor was decided
upon to supply power. This was
coupled to a special rotary pump and
the whole and necessary attach-

ments were mounted on a single

base. The principle worked out is

based somewhat on city fire fighting

methods, that of engine, pump and
hose ; in practice, the placing of the
engine and pump at a source of

water supply and forcing water
through a line of hose to the scene
of a fire. There were, however,
many factors that had to be taken
into consideration, principally that
of portability, which governed
weight. Three other features, to
which much attention was given
were quantity of water per given
time, distance, and height water
could be delivered. These features
combined were in turn governed by
the amount of power it was found
possible to develop, which in turn
was governed b y the greatest
amount of horse power it was pos-
sible to get out of the assembled
parts without exceeding a fixed
weight. Ultimately a gasoline port-
able pumping unit No. 1 was built.

This outfit will pump approximately
20 gallons of water per minute, and
has actually in tests lifted water 172
feet, vertical height. In a capacity
test, water was pumped through
1,500 feet of 1^ inch hose to a
height of approximately 85 feet. A
description of the outfit in detail fol-

lows :

Base of Aluminum.
Engine, marine type 2 cylinder, 2

cycle, water-cooled, rated 4 to 5
H. P. Exhaust manifolds of copper,
Ignition, Bosch magneto, driven
from fly-wheel shaft. Circulating
water is taken from delivery side of
pump and regulated by a small valve.
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Lubrication, sight feed to shaft bear-

ings, cylinders, pistons, cranks and
crank pins by mixture with gasoline

fuel supply. Crank encased. Fuel
supply by gravity system. Fuel
tank holds one gallon of gasoline.

Base of aluminum bolted to oak
baseboard.
Pump, bronze rotary, 2-inch suc-

tion, 1^-inch delivery. Capacity
20 gallons per minute.
Engine and pump are coupled di-

rect. The overall dimensions are

approximately as follows : 21 inches

high, 17 inches wide and 28 inches

long, and the combined weight, com-
plete with gasoline tank holding one
gallon of fuel, couplings for suction

and delivery hose, pressure gauge,
oak base-board and carrying handles
complete, ready to run, is 135

pounds. At first, one-inch rubber-
lined cotton hose was used. It prov-
ed, however, too heavy and it was
decided to use IJ/2 inch diameter
linen hose; 1,500 feet weighs 240
pounds complete with couplings.

Tests Statisfactory.

The method in which it is pro-
posed to use such apparatus is in

units of two or more according to

conditions prevailing in the terri-

tory in which they may be adopted

;

each unit relaying water by the use
of canvas tanks. In this manner.
No. 1 pump, placed at the source of

water supply, pumping into a can-
vas tank, would supply No. 2 pump,
which in turn would supply a third

outfit, and so on. Under ordinary
conditions, when the ground is prac-
tically level, two pumps, by relaying
should supply water approximately
2,500 feet from the source of initial

supply. In country which is rough
and mountainous, it might be possi-

ble to have No. 1 outfit deliver water
only 500 feet away, but 150 to 170
feet above the point of suction, and
then No. 2 outfit would relav a fur-

ther 1,000 feet, and 75 to 80 feet

more elevation, so that water would
be delivered 1,500 feet from the
point of suction at approximately

245 feet elevation. No. 1 outfit has
already been used in practical work
in the Rocky Mountains Park at

Banff, controlling slash-burning op-
erations. Those in charge report

that the whole apparatus was given
a very fair four-day test while burn-
ing large piles of brush and small

timber and undoubtedly enabled the

fire to be kept within the required
area. Water was taken from the

river and pumped to points where
required, var3nng from 50 to 150 feet

above water level. A pressure of 90
pounds was developed and a stream
of water was thrown about 40 feet

from the nozzle. It enabled the
brush to be burned in large piles

within a clearing of 40 feet in very
dry weather without scorching the
trees. The fire was kept within
bounds and completely extinguish-

ed before leaving in the evening. By
holding the nozzle close to the edge
of the fire, a ditch from four to six

inches deep was made all around the
fire, at the same time saturating the
ground. Calculating the pump dis-

charged 20 pails of water per minute,
and allowing a man 10 minutes to
carry a pail of water over the same
distance pumped, a speed which
could not be maintained long, due to
the hilly nature of the country, it is

evident that the pump did the work
of at least two hundred men, thus
showing its great efficiency in this

direction,

•i Simple to Transport.

For the rapid transporting of the
outfit and necessary hose along any
of the roads in the Dominion Parks,
an automobile chassis equipped with
a suitable box body, into which the
outfit is loaded, enables any point
alon gany of the roads now existing

in the Dominion Parks to be reached
in a very short time. For carrying
over suitable trails, a specially de-

signed truck was built to be either

hauled by hand or horse power, the
gauge between the wheels being
three feet.

The outfit can also be packed on
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pack-horses, and by having the fly-

wheels of the engines made detach-

able to reduce weight, by using a

suitable frame of light construction,
two pumps can be packed on one ani-

mal, the hose being packed likewise.

Engine Truck.—Carries engine and pump forward. Reel holding 200 feet of
one-inch hose in rear. Suction with coupling and strainer and auxiliary gasoline
tank holding five gallons also lubricating oil tank holding one gallon. Tool box.
Water pails and other tools that can be strapped to frame.
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Where it is impossible to take pack

horses the outfit can also be carried

by two men. In territory where

there are numerous canoe routes, as

for instance in the Algonquin Na-
tional Park of Ontario, little difficul-

ty should be experienced in trans-

porting one or more such outfits in

. canoes.

Other Uses of Engine.

There are many ways in which the

use of a portable outfit of this type

- can be used in the forests besides

the actual fighting of fire. Such
uses are back-firing and controlling

slash-burning operations. The ques-

tion of water supply can be taken
. care of, where natural supply is lack-

ing, by the artificial storing of water

. at suitable points. This can be done
, by construction of dams across small

creeks to impound the necessary

supply of water or by the sinking of

shallow wells, or other artificial me-
thods of storing water. Usually in

forested territory water is found in

valleys, where the majority of fires

start.

The writer does not advocate the

adoption of mechanical apparatus in

a haphazard manner. Such appara-

tus will only be used successfully in

conjunction with other up-to-date

fire-protective measures. One most
essential feature is the preparation

of forest-plans of the territory in

which it is proposed to use such ap-

paratus. Such plans, in addition to

showing the usual physical and for-

estry features, should show in detail

all points where water can be ob-
tained. Contours should also be
shown at least every hundred feet, or

better still, every fifty feet. And at

the back of it all must be a thor-

oughly organized force of men suit-

ably located.

The Handicap on Forestry

Dr. Judson F. Clark Explains the Necessity for New Economies

in Logging" Operations—Increased Stumpage Values.

The greatest hindrance to the pro-

gress of forestry in this country is

the low level of stumpage values.

In Europe, where labour is much
cheaper and stumpage values sev-

eral-fold higher than with us, forest

properties may be maintained on a

perpetual yield basis and pay a fair

return on the investment. What
. obtains in Europe to-day will obtain

in America to-morrow. The practi-

. cal question is, "How may we has-

ten it?" In a large measure the

. answer to this question will be found
in the development of the art of the

logging engineer.

Stumpage is that which remains
when the cost of marketing the for-

.-€st product has been paid out of the

returns from the sale. Obviously,
there are but three ways of increas-

ing stumpage values, namely, by
raising the price of the product, by
eliminating waste, or by reducing
the costs of marketing. Unhappily,
the price of lumber, the main forest

product, is determined by a great
variety of considerations, most of

which are wholly beyond the con-
trol of the friends of the forest.

Use of By-products.

The utilization of materials pre-

viously wasted makes slow progress.
There have not been nearly so many
by-product developments as could
be wished, and every step in ad-
vance—no matter how rich in early

promise of good financial returns

—
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largely defeats its own hopes on ac-

count of the overwhelming supply
of raw materials on the one hand
and market limitations for the pro-

duct on the other.

Until lumber prices substantially

and permanently advance, the main
hope of bettering forest finances,

and thereby widening the field

where forestry may be practised,

rests in lowering the costs of mar-
keting the forest crop.

The cost of marketing the forest-

er's crop may be roughly divided

into • logging costs, milling costs,

lumber transportation, and selling

costs.

The sawing and finishing of lum-
ber, together with lumber transpor-

tation, have already been highly
standardized. No doubt many fur-

ther economies will be effected in

these departments from time to time.

A start, which has every promise of

large results, has already been made
in the, heretofore, much neglected
field of lumber salesmanship. But
perhaps the largest field for econo-
mies is that of logging, and the hope
for greater efficiency in this quarter
is in the development of the art of
logging engineering. .

The Science of Logging.

As agriculture calls to its aid so
much of the sciences of chemistry,
physics and biology, so the logging
engineer, in the development of his
profession, takes toll from the whole
field of mechanical science, and calls
for much of the best that has been
produced by that modern alchemist,
the metallurgist. No occupation
calls for greater resource and adapt-
ability. Every logging unit differs
from every other in the complexity
of variations in topography and
stand; of the thousand ways in
which logging may be done 'there
are not many profitable ways, and
there is. of course, only one best
way. The man who knows and can
effectively carry out one or more of
these better ways is a potential log-
ging engineer.

The successful logging engineer of
the past has compelled success by a
more than average ability and adap-
tability. How may the average log-
ging foreman improve his methods
and thus take the first steps to
qualify as a logging engineer? Must
it not be through bringing to him
the results of the best thought of the
thousands of men who are devotins:
their lives to this work?
The graduate of the forest school,

with a special training in the de-
partment of logging engineering,
may hope to be of considerable ser-

vice to a logging company from the
start, but, to be of the greatest ser-

vice in the end, he must be willing
to start his practical apprenticeship
at the bottom and work up.—Dr. J.
F. Clark, of Vancouver, B.C.

'The Forests of the District of Patricia"

In the February issue of the

Canadian Forestry Journal will

appear an article under the

above heading bv Mr. ]. B.

Tyrrell, M.A./f.R.S.C, F.G.S.,

the well-known mining engineer

and explorer, who was dele-

gated by the Ontario Govern-

ment to report upon the resour-

ces of the new District of

Patricia and the harbor possi-

bilities at the outlet of the

Nelson River. No one in Can-
ada is better fitted to handle an

informative discussion of the

forests of Patricia and the arti-

cle is done with ^Ir. Tyrrell's

usual skill. A number of excel-

lent photographs will illustrate

the text.

]\Ir. L. R. Andrews, formerly
District Forester at Vernon, is now
in England, a lieutenant in the Can-
adian Expeditionary Force. Mr. G.
P. Melrose is now Acting District
Forester for \'ernon District.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less

than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

All motors are equipped with reversible, high ten-

sion magneto and Maxim Silencer,

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to

12 miles an hour.

Our 1915 models embrace all the unequalled fea-

tures of the 1914 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

2 H. P. and 3i^ H. P.

HoTv Japan Fights Fires

Patrol methods are followed in

protecting- Japanese forests from
destruction by fire, a ranger's dis-

trict covering from 5,000 to 6,000

acres. Volunteers fight the fires.

When areas are cleared for reforest-

ing, lines of about 40 yards in width
are left open, and kept clear to pre-

vent the spread of fires. In Japan
there are seven major forest dis-

tricts, and within these are 205 sub-
divisions, all under comprehensive
control. Areas may be cleared for

farming, but in Japan the farm units
are small, averaging only three
axrres for each farm.

White Bark Pine's Range

Some new northern range marks
for Pinus albicaulis, the white bark
pine, were reported last summer by
members of the British Columbia
Forest Service. Mr. H. R. Christie
found some rather large trees grow-

ing at the western end of Eutsuk
Lake, and also on the shores of

Whitesail Lake, a smaller lake im-
mediately north of Eutsuk and sep-

arated from it by a short portage a
little over a mile in length. The
latitude is about 53° 30' and the al-

titude of the lakes in the neighbor-
hood of 3,000 feet, The lakes lie at

the extreme western margin of the
great interior plateau region, direct-

ly against the eastern side of the
Cascade Range, which extends along
here like an enormous wall.

JKrble-s

Famous Safety Axe

its the pocket yet will fell an 8-

1 tree in five minutes. Lead-lined
spring-hinge guard precludes accidents. Staunch,
keen-edged and invaluable to campers. With wood
handle $1.50, with metal handle, $2.50.

sportsmen's supplymen sell these and Marble's
Game Getter Gun. Ask yours ! Send his name
and get free sample Nitro-Solvent Oil, Valuable
Art Folder and Catalog of Sixty Outing Special-
ties.

Marble Arms & Manufacturing Co.,

S160 Delta Avenue. Gladstone, Mich., U.S.A.

inch
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"Somewhere in Belgium
"

(The following" interesting letter

was received by Mr. R. H. Camp-
bell, Director of Forestry, from Mr.
A. E. Wyatt, who was employed as

clerk in the office of the Tree Plant-

ing Division at Indian Head:
Rest Camp, Somewhere in

Belgium,
Dec. 5, 1915.

"Words can hardly convey the

pleasure the receipt of your Christ-

mas card, photographs and typed
note regarding the case of apples,

gave me. It is as good as a physic
getting such kind remembrances
from dear old Canada and from em-
ployers with whom I was working
such a little while. It only makes
one keener, if possible, to once more
take up the work which was getting

so very interesting. I shall look for-

ward with great relish to the case of

apples and I will of course notify

you of their arrival. The photos are

•excellent and a happy reminder
(two of them) of some happy days
spent at Indian Head and if I am
spared I shall lose no time in getting
back there. I have sent the photo-
g'raphs to my wife for safe-keeping
as in our valises or haversacks they
would stand a very poor chance in-

deed. I hope you are and have been
keeping well during the year, I was
glad to hear from Mr. Norman Ross
some little time ago to the effect

that they had had a very satisfac-

tory season. Also, apart from this,

that the crops of Saskatchewan, and
in fact all Canada, have been good.
Canada has certainly earned a good
name for herself over the troops she
has supplied and is still ready to

supply. - The boys of the first con-
tingent just certainly made a great
name for themselves and things

excellently with their

We were not over here
much over two or three weeks be-
fore we were order to take over a
front line of trenches. Thes parti-

cular trenches we hold now. At one
point, known by us as the "glory

liave

contingent
gone

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."-—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 323 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N. Y.

ASK FOR

Smi+h
Stump
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the largest ?t\impf at a cost of
5e each . Write today for free catalog and special offer.
W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. U CRESCENT. MINN.

Pulls the
Largesf

-i?i-.t
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hole" we are only a distance of 35
yards from Fritz and sometimes
quite a comic conversation has been
carried on between ourselves and
the poor beg-gars opposite. On the
Kaisef's birthdav I should imasfine
they must have had a pretty heavv
ration of rum for they were verv
hilarious. They once set off a mine
under one of our companies and did
some ugly damage, but they paid
very heavily indeed for it for we
gave them a heavy dose of pills in
the shape of "coal boxes" and wizz-
bangs. AA'e have had. of course,
some very uncomfortable times in
the trenches recently owing to the
rain and mud. The latter for live

days was up to our knees and en-
trance and exit to the trenches was
sorry work as it had to be done over
open ground. I hear that snow is

now well on the ground and I do
hope that things are well at the for-
estry station. I trust you will ex-
cuse my writing this letter in pencil
but ink is a rare commodity in these
parts. Thanking you once again for
your kind thoughts, which have
been appreciated more than I can
say, I must now close, hoping vou
will have a Happy 'Xmas and that
the New Year will bring vou good
luck and the best of health."

To Increase Uses of Lumber
The General Extension Division

of the University of Minnesota is

now offering a correspondence
course in "Lumber and Its Uses."
The object of this course should not
be misunderstood. It does not deal

with the common knowledge of the
superficial characteristics of lumber
that every lumberman and everv
woodworker rightly believes himself
to know better than any "professor,"
but rather with the facts and techni-
cal data which make for an exact
understanding of the structure and
actions of wood as a construction
material.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes

Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

PORTABLE BEDS and

FOLDING CANVAS BOATS
FOR

CAMPERS, HUNTERS, FOREST
RANGERS, ETC.

Everything in CORK, CANVAS, and
ROPE.

Pneumatic Manufacturing Company

526 Seventeenth Street,

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

POSITION WANTED.
Married man with family desires position of

trust. 5 years practical experience in Forestry in

Europe and 4 years in Western Canada. Expert
in Nursery and Planting. 15 years commercial
experience in England, France, Germany andJ

Canada, also large experience in farming in Euro-
pe and Canada, can fill any position of responsi-

bility. Address R. J., care Canadian Forestry-

Journal, Ottawa.
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A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-
formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.

_
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
mspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-
ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

A valuable book for those not already
familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

at Sy'rTcuse''-
^- ^'''' '^'^"^^^ °' ^"-^'^^

geneTaflubftct'offcTrS''^ '"^""^^' *^^

^^3^92 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

LOGGING
"

vefsTty^''°^"'°'"
^^'P*" ^- ^'^^''^ Yale Uni-

ODer^tJnn
^?'?,.'"°^« important features ofoperation. Discusses at length the chieffacilities and methods for the movement o

i^ nf. K°'^ '^^- ',?""^P t° the manSfIc u?-mg plant, especially logging railroads
590 pages. 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50

Jf?SJ?-^Ifi5^^L PROPERTIESUr WOOD
vefsTty^"^"^*^^"""

^*™"«^ Record, Yale Uni-

(.1^'^ volume includes a discussion of thefactors affecting the mechanical propertiesand methods of timber testing
V'^°P^Tues

net.
P^Ses, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75

THE PRINCIPLES OF HANDLING WOODLANDS "^^"-
By Henry Solon Graves. The Forester,U.S. Department of Agriculture,

tern Th^r "^^P^^'J on The Selection Sys-

thT'Fores?^^'"
Systems, Improvement of

^^325 pages, sJ^xS, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50

THE THEORY AND PRArTTPT?OF WORKING PLANS ^F™^
Organization) ^

Un^.^ei^i'tf
"°' ^- ^- R^knagel. CorneU

coJ.^ta^ntfy^-4^, t!'^ Z %\°;ien\%'
f"r"the'Fo?e ?i ""^''^ .doing%c'tiv'e"wo?k

the Uni,ed"stat«"'"^ '" ^"'°"^ P^^s of

^^235 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys

Mi^^o^' ^°^^^"S Maps,"^ PortableMill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

-,^,, •C'Xperience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

|

TRtES, SHRLBS A\D SttdS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at For«f

DRYDEN, Ont. Shinoers tn H \r roaippeis to ti.M. Government, Etc.
Correspondence Fran<paise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants
LSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for

I..^- °^^u "if'f ^ century. Immenie ftock ofleading hardy sorts at low prices Wr?te forprice list and mention this magazine
The n HMi'"!?'

Planters Guide Free.'

Lir^eTh?. ^°- Evergreen Specialists

Box .:o^
^^"^2"* Growers m America.^°^ 503 Dundee. II!., U. S. A.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

VrALE University Forest School is a
-^ graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest
school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.A general two-year course leading to
tne degree of Master of Forestry is of-
fered to graduates of universities, col-
leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and. under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years
ot collegiate training including certain
prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work inany of the subjects offered in the reg-
ular course, by submitting evidence that
will warrant their taking the work to
their own advantage and that of the
bchool. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
tor research and advanced work inUendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at thebchool camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director
New Haven - Connecticut
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Settlement and Forest Protection

n...H..iNear Cochrane ^^^^^^......^^.^^.1.^...^:

B\ Judith Kingdon in "Saturday Night.

EDITOR'S NOTE.—The attention of readers of the Journal is called to the follow-

ing article in Toronto Saturday Night. According to the author of it the general con-

ditions of Northern Ontario in the neighborhood of Cochrane form an incentive to

deliberate forest destruction.

As something very worthy their

attention, I should like to see the

Government of Ontario make a

thorough and exhaustive enquiry

into the waste of human energy and

hope, and their possible conserva-

tion, in the settlement of the nor-

thern part of their province.

it should be made possible for the

first man who takes up a lot to stay

with it and succeed. As things are

now, a large percentage of those who
take up lots, after one year or two
years, or three years, decide they

cannot make it go, so they leave.

Should the settler be given his lot

with a few acres cleared, stumped
and ploughed, giving him a better

chance to stay on his lot? The
charges against this improvement
could be made payable at some fu-

ture date when the farm was a going

concern.

It is true a great deal of road work
has been given the settlers, but when
they are doing this work is the time

they should be logging up and
stumping on their lots. They can-

not stump in the winter. Many set-

tlers have left since the road work
stopped.

Nor can the average settler make
a living out of his timber. The gov-

ernment tells him he can sell every

stick on his lot. This is really true.

He can—but not at a profit, often at

some cost. A man I know has just

sold some pulp-wood. On every

cord he sells he loses nearly a dollar.

But since he has it cut, he must do
that or suffer a total loss. He is not

going to cut any more pulp-wood.

It is the same with fire-wood and
saw-logs. Only those near a station,

siding, or mill can make even wages.
The haul kills it. Moreover, the set-

lers are scattered, and one team can
keep the road open only with the

greatest difficulty, on account of the

depth of snow and its sand-like

quality. He usually cannot draw a
full load.

Timber of a size suitable for saw-
logs is mostly scattered, making the

cutting and skidding too expensive.

If much small stuff be cut, again the

haul kills any profit on account of

the extra number of slabs. If he
live far out, he cannot give away his

timber on the stump.

When the settler has "burned
his fingers" this way, or watch-
ed his neighbor go in the hole,

he begins to think favorably of

fire. If he can fire his bush
standing, he is inclined to do so.

Then the stumps are rotting and
the dead trees keep constantly

blowing down. After that he
tries to coax- the fire through
each summer, burning much of

the fallen stuff and weakening
the stumps. Incidentally he
burns off all his black muck, so

he may later have to persuade a
crop of clover to grow to be
turned in. He also quite fre-

quently burns out several of his

neighbors or himself.
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Dean Adams on Forest Preservation

At a recent meeting of the Mon-
treal Forum, Dean Adams, of Mc-
Gill University, spoke very strongly

about the need of safeguarding our

forests. This is a subject which has

been brought to the attention of the

public so much in the past that

doubtless a considerable number are

weary of it, but there seems no other

way to arouse public opinion than

by this process of reiteration. The
question is too important to leave to

individual effort. A progressive

firm or individual here and there be-

comes so impressed with the nation-

al danger that action is taken, but
the great mass of those concerned
do little or nothing in the matter.

It is just for these that Dr. Adams'
warning is published.

After showing that our forest

areas were being depleted at a rapid

rate, he went on to point out that

the forests in the Northern belt were
not of such value as those in the
Southern belt, but in the latter the
really good timber was seriously de-

pleted. One-half of the total timber
in the Dominion was located in Bri-

tish Columbia. There had been
enormous destruction of forests in

the past, the lumbermen having cut
out the trees in such a way that the
latter contributed to he spread of

fire, and more imber had been burn-
ed down than had been cut by the
lumbermen. In some instances the
fires had so seriously affected the
soil that replenishing was out of the
question. Dr. Adams referred to the
methods of the St. Maurice Forest

Protective Association, and of the

Lower Ottawa Association, to guard
against fire, and said their efforts

were examples of what could be
done to resist fires.

It was supposed by some that the

northern forests were inexhaustible

;

surveys, however, showed that this

was a mistake, and it was possible

that our forest wealth could be ex-

hausted. How could we conserve
our forests? We could protect them
from destruction by fire, and he was
glad to note that in British Columbia
efforts were being made to this end.

AVe must also replant our forests^

and follow the example of European
countries, where reafforestation had
proved successful. He suggested in

particular a scheme for conserving
the forest resources in the northern
belt, so that the country would have
a permanent source of supply which
would bring in a large annual rev-

enue. The reason why such a
scheme was not carried out was to

be found in the changing character

of governments, who preferred to

pass it on from time to time rather

than incur the great expense. A
strong public opinion was needed in

order to force a government to take

up this question; it was only in this

way that any government could be
compelled to make the necessary
expenditure.

One thing is certain. Our forests

are not inexhaustible, and further,

there is little or no concerted action

on the part of the authorities to safe-

guard and preserve them. Action is

needed.—(Pulp & Paper Magazine.)

The Campers Favurite

^% -t . t,'

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMFORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-prooL

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass.

Dealer! write



UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 190S

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry. Special facilities for

practical forest work.
Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other

expenses correspondingly moder-
ate.

For further information address:

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

''Everything for the Forester"

\

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBEII
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS, TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R.Watts&Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

UNIVERSITY or TORONfO
AND

INIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS
A FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the
Secretaries of the respective Faculties.
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LUMBERMEN'S
TENTS
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Woods Non-absorbent Duck Lumbermen's Tents.
Cookery Suits and Flies, all sizes, always ready for shipment.

SMART WOODS
VwJr LIMITED CANADA

I Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg

INIVERSITY Of ONTO
AND

IMVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS
A FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the

Secretaries of the respective Faculties.
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Clay plain in the Northern Subdivision of the Upland Country.

Forests of the District of Patricia

Population, 3000 Indians, 9 Whites—Averag-e of Whole Country

About Two Cords Per Acre.

By

J. B. Tyrrell, M.A., M.E., F.R.S.C, F.G.S.

The district of Patricia lies in the

extreme North-western portion of

the Province of Ontario and consti-

tutes that vast new country which
has recently been handed over to it

by the Dominion. Up to the last

few years it was an unorganized and
practically unknown portion of

Canada directly under the control of

the central Government at Ottawa.
It has an area of 150,000 square

miles, more than three times the
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size of the State of New York, or

.about one-fourth larger than the

combined areas of Great Britain and

Ireland. Unlike the rest of Ontario

it faces on the sea, with a shore line

on Hudson Bay 600 miles in length.

In shape it is roughly triangular,

with a greatest length in a north-

east and' south-west direction of 630

miles, and a greatest width in a

north and south direction of 390

miles.

It is inaccessible, except with

light canoes, from any of the sou-

thern and more settled parts of On-
tario, and none of the main lines of

travel used by the early fur-traders

of the Hudson's Bay Company pas-

sed through it, either on their way
southward from Moose Factory to

the Great Lakes, or westward from
York Factory to the plains of the

Saskatchewan or the forests of the

Athabasca valley. No attempt has

yet been made to develop any other

industry but the fur trade, and con-

sequently, though not at all the

most remote, it is one of the least

known parts of Canada.

Population Meagre.

It is very sparsely populated, the

total number of people in it, accord-

ing to the last census, being 3,009,

about 9 of whom are white fur trad-

ers, while 3,000 are Indians belong-

ing to the Cree and Ojibway tribes

who live by hunting and fishing,

though a few of the more civilized

have small gardens in which they
grow potatoes. The above popula-

tion gives an average of one per-

son, man, woman, or child, to every
fifty square miles of country.

Like most of northern Canada, it

is a country of slight relief, with
' few prominent hills. The highest

land, with an elevation of about
1,500 feet above the sea, lies in its

south-western portion, in North
Latitude 52° and West Longtitude
92°, and from this high land as a

centre the streams radiate in all di-

rections, northward, southward,
eastward, and westward, but no

matter in what direction they start,

their waters eventually reach Hud-
son Bay. The main rivers, beauti-

ful large streams, are as follows

with their respective length : Albany
610 miles, Attawapiskat 465 miles,

Wenisk 400 miles, Severn 420 miles,

and English or Winnipeg 330 miles,

the latter of which drains a portion '

of the district south-westward into

Lake Winnipeg before its waters
are carried by the Nelson River in-

to Hudson Bav.
The district naturally divides it-

self into two portions, namely a Lit-

toral portion, which adjoins Hudson
Bay and extends 100 miles or more
inland from it, with a total area of

60,000 square miles, and an Interior

Upland portion, including the high-
er land already mentioned, with a
total area of 90,000 square miles, or
nearly 60,000,000 acres.

The Interior Upland Country is

underlain by old Archean rocks,

chiefly red and gray gneissic gran-
ites. • Their surface is undulating or
lumpy, with few level areas of any
considerable extent, but at the same
time the crests of the lumps or un-
dulations are low and rarely rise in-

to hills with heights which would
need to be expressed in hundreds of

feet.

Agricultural Soil.

This rocky Interior Upland may
again be divided into two main sub-
divisions, a Northern and a South-
ern, though sufficient information is

not available to determine their re-

lative areas. The Northern sub-
division comprises that portion
which has an average slope north-
ward and north-eastward, and is

drained into Hudson Bay. On it

the underlying granite is mostly
covered by a mantle of recent hard-
pan or sandy clay containing an
abundance of boulders. Doubtless
this covering is thinner on the hills

than in the valleys, but nevertheless
the rocks of the hills are usually
hidden, while the deeper depressions
in the original rocky surface are
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mostly filled with a stony clay. A
few rock-basins remain and are oc-
cupied by clear lakes, such as
Trout Lake, but most of the lakes
occupy shallow basins in the loose

belts along the banks of the streams.
Between the hills are more or less

extensive mossy swamps, from the
surface of which rise a few small
scattered spruce and tamarack.

J. B. T. Photo.

Rocky Country at the Head of Cat River.

surface deposits, with low sandy or

stony, rather than rocky, shores.

When the country is opened for

settlement much of the loose sur-

face clay will form excellent soil for

the growth of farm crops, for where
Indian hunters can grow potatoes,
white farmers can grow very many
other things.

Here and there, sand hills rise

above the general level and form
conspicuous objects in the lands-
cape. On the tops of the stony
knolls or of the sandy hills Banksian
pine up to 10 inches in diameter is

often growing, while on the sides of

the hills, where the slopes are not
too gentle, are groves of white
spruce up to 12 inches in diameter,
while similar spruce trees also form

Signs of Burning.

Along the course which I travel-
led in 1912 from Trout Lake up
tributaries of Severn River to the
headwaters of Cat River about half
of the timber had been burnt a few
years before, and was still standing
as blackened or bleached tree trunks.
On this route the timber, counting
both burnt and unburnt trees,
would probably average, over hills

and swamps, about ten cords to the
acre. I cannot say definitely wheth-
er this estimate would hold true for

the country on the Wenisk and other
rivers east of the route which I fol-

lowed, but judging from a careful
examination of the reports of
Alessrs. Bell, Mclnnes, Dowling and
other explorers, I should think that
it would.
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The Second, or Southern, Sub-
division of the Upland .Country
sloping to the south end is mostly
drained into the Albany River. On
it there is little soil of any kind over
the rocky hills. The lakes are ir-

regular bodies of water filling larg-

er and smaller depressions in the

rock itself, and cover a much
larger portion of the surface than
in the country farther n o r t h.

Swamps are not so numerous or ex-

tensive as in the northern country,

their places being generally taken
by the lakes which fill the depres-

sions. Clay or clayey soil is almost
absent, for instance, at the Trading
Store on Cat Lake there is nowhere
in the vicinity enough clay to chink
the cracks between the logs.

The trees are mostly small black
spruce, tamarack and poplar. Bank-
sian pine is not abundant, but there
are a few groves of white spruce
here and there on the hills and on

the banks of the streams. Where
trees are growing on the hills they
seem to be supported either by the
matting together of their roots, or
by sending these roots down into

the cracks in the rock. In some
places such trees as were standing
presented the appearance of grow-
ing out of the smooth bare rock,

Fczv Cords Per Acre.

Where the timber is so irregular-

ly distributed as it is in this rocky
country it is difficult to make a ra-

tional estimate of its quantity, but
taking the whole surface area into

consideration I think that it might
average from 3 to 5 cords to the
acre.

The Littoral Plain extends from
the border of the Interior Rocky Up-
land down to the shore of Hudson
Bay. In some places it is underlain
by granite and other rocks of Pre-
Cambrian age, and in other places

J. B. T. Photo.

White Spruce on the bank of the Fawn River in the Archudsonian Swamp.
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J. B. T. Photo.

Burnt Timber on one of the branches of Severn River in the Interior Upland.

by flat-lying Palaeozoic limestones,

but such rocks, whether granites or

limestones, are almost everywhere
buried beneath a thick deposit of

clay and sand representing the old

bottom of Hudson Bay when the

land stood four or five hundred feet

lower than it does at present. The
ancient sea bottom had been com-
posed of a very even floor of sand
and mud, and as it rose in compara-
tively recent times, geologically
speaking, it formed a vast and ap-
parently level plain, with old
beaches left as sand and gravel rid-

ges on it at various elevations,
formed during periods when there
were pauses in the process of land
elevation. The present shore of
Hudson Bay, on the margin of this
plain, is marked by a gravel beach
six to twelve feet high. From this
beach the land continues the same
gentle slope northward and east-
ward out beneath the tidal waters of
the Bay, so that at ebb tide it is

possible to walk for long distances

along the tidal shore.

A Gigantic Swamp.

The Littoral plain has an average
slope towards the Bay of five feet to

the mile, and a width of about one
hundred miles, so that at its inner

border, where it joins the rougher
Interior Upland, it has an elevation

of from four hundred to five hund-
red feet above the sea. Several
large and many small streams flow
down this slope from the rock In-

terior Upland to the sea, and in their

courses have cut channels, some-
times a hundred or more feet in

depth, through the soft superficial

clays and sands, to the underlying
rock, but these channels have no-
where been widened to any consider-
able extent by lateral erosion, and
have not been converted into ma-
turely sloping valleys. This great
plain, with only two or three hills

breaking the monotony of its sur-
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face in the whole District, is cover-

ed everywhere, except on some of

the more prominent parts of the old

gravel beaches, by a layer of bog
mosses from two to five feet deep,

and is thus one continuous swamp,
broken only by the narrow channels

of the streams which flow across it.

In no case was any such great

depth of moss discovered as is found

in many of the rock basins in the

forest country farther south.

This great swamp covering the

Littoral plain has an area of 60,000

square miles within the District of

Patricia, and if the adjoining areas

to the west, in Manitoba, and to the

southeast, in Ontario and Quebec,
are taken into consideration, it has

a total area of about 120,000 square

miles. This is undoubtedly the

largest continuous swamp in Ameri-
ca, and it is possibly the largest in

any country in the world. In order

to designate it with greater accuracy

I would propose that it be known as

Archndsonian Szcaiiip, signifying that

it was within the confines of the

older and larger representative of

Hudson Bay.

Small Pine and Spruce.

The gravel beach which extends
along the shore in front of it, within
the limits of the district of Patricia,

is devoid of trees, while behind the

beach there is usually a wet marshy
belt, or perhaps a series of long
shallow ponds. Farther back is an-
other older beach, and on the second
or third of these beaches the coni-

ferous forest begins as a belt of

white and black spruce of medium
size. Behind this narrow coastal belt

of timber the mossy plain begins
and extends inland to the rougher
upland country. Lakes are almost
entirely absent, and the few that are

said to exist are probably shallow
ponds dammed up behind the old

abandoned sea beaches. The ab-
sence of lakes, and the consequent
scarcity of fish, makes it difficult for

Indians to live in this swamp, so

that the native population of Patri-

cia is confined almost entirely to the

Interior Upland Country. The low-
er layers of moss, and doubtless also

the underlying ground, are frozen

throughout the year, while the upper
layers are in summer completely
soaked with water, so that travel

over it at that season of the year is

practically impossible. From the

surface of this soaking bed of moss
small isolated black spruce and tam-
arack stick up like big bristles, while
here and there, on small areas that

for some reason or other are drier

than those adjoining similar trees

are collected together in small

groves.

Absence of Real Timber.

On the banks of the streams
which flow through or across this

swamp the land is better drained
than elsewhere, and here are usually

narrow belts of tall straight timber,

some of which may be 16 or 18 in-

ches in diameter. There are other
trees, such as the aspen and balsam
poplar, on the river banks within
this swamp, but nevertheless the
only tree of any importance as tim-

ber is the white spruce. Although
this Littoral belt, to which we have
applied the name Archudsonian
Swamp, must be classed as a forest

countr}', the total quantity of valu-

able timber in it is small, and the av-

erage of the whole country would
probably not exceed one or two
cords to the acre.

The friends of Mr. J. Douglas
Moir of Wm. Whitmer & Sons, Inc.,

will be glad to hear that he passed
the crisis in a very accute attack of

pneumonia on Monday, January
24th, at St. Luke's Hospital, Otta-
wa, Ont. Mr. Moir left New York
on the sleeper on Sunday, January
16th to attend' the 8th Annual Meet-
ing of the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association and was taken ill sud-
denly on the way up. He was con-
veyed from the Chateau Laurier to

the hospital by ambulance shortly
after his arrival. It will be the mid-
dle of February before Mr. Moir
will be able to return to New York.
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Private Timber Owners and Fire

Protection

Better Allow Saw Mill or Paper Mill to Burn Than Neglect

Insurance of Raw Materials.

By

Ellwood Wilson,

Forester, Laureniide Coinpany, Limited.

Imagine the manufacturer with

his whole stock of raw material for

his lifetime piled up in one store-

house. A\'ould he have it insured?

Would automatic sprinklers be in-

stalled? Would he have a watchman
or so on the premises? Would you
if you were that manufacturer? Let
me carry the parallel a little further,

and ask what you would do if you
knew that the destruction of your
stock of raw material meant the
destruction of the elements from
which it could be reproduced and
the supply for your children and
grand children.

The forest is such a store-house
and on it depends our most impor-
tant industries, the stability and
continuity of our water powers, the
welfare of our agricultural popula-
tion, the comfort of our daily lives.

The private timberland owner is just
as vitally interested in fire protec-
tion for his woodlands as any manu-
facturer. He might far better let his
saw-mill, his sulphite plant, his
paper-mill go uninsured and spend
the money in protecting his forests.
In a year or two he can rebuild his
mill, he can easily borrow the
money for the purpose and go on
just as before. But he cannot re-
produce his forests. After a bad fire

the soil itself is partially or wholly

destroyed and if the fire has been of
any extent the distance from the
nearest source of seed may be too
far away for natural reforestation to
take place. Gentlemen. I have seen
a tract of land of about ten square
miles in extent which after fifty-six

years has not a stick of merchant-
able timber on it although covered
with a growth of small birch and
aspen, which is already past its

prime, and not only is there no mer-
chantable timber but on this whole
tract there are but 1,280 spruce and
balsam trees not over three inches
in diameter. The average percent-
age of burnt over land which is not
reproducing in Quebec is 16% or
about 10,597 square miles and that
on wdiich reproduction has begun is

12.9%. These figures are based on
actual surveys over a large area and
when applied to the areas under li-

cense rather under than over-state
the amounts.

Piling and Burning.

One of the most important ques-
tions to be considered by lumber-
men for the protection of their for-
ests is an efficient and economical
method of slash disposal. Top-lop-
pmg on operations where large
amounts of timber are cut has prov
ed in my experiments to be too ex
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pensive for the measure of protec-

tion it gives and I think the only

solution" will be in brush piling and

burning. The cost of this will be

very little more than for simple lop-

ping as the brush has to be piled in

any case, and the protection will be

absolute. In my experience the

great majority of fires originate in

slashings and such fires cause the

most damage and are the hardest to

fight. If all woods operators are

required to dispose of their slash it

will be no hardship as it will put all

on the same basis and the cost will

be added to the finished product.

Would a farmer set fire to his

wheat crop? What a question!

Would he burn his seed wheat for

years to come? Would he let his

emplovees smoke if it endangered

his crop? Would he allow hunters,

fishermen and campers to freely

travel over his land, making fires

and scattering lighted tobacco from

their pipes? Would he let his

neighbor light bonfires where the

fire would spread to his standing-

grain? He would not. Is he wiser,

more practical, more hard-headed^

than the lumberman? Is he a keen-

er business man? You will say no.

But I can point to dozens of men
whose bread and butter depend on
their supply of raw material from
the forest who do just such things

and worse. I could multiply in-

stances enough to make a volume.
Fire protection is not forestry any

more than it is logging or milling,

but is the foundation, the absolute

essential of all these. Without it.

they cannot exist. If we are not

prepared to protect our forest, in

heaven's name, as practical men let

us cut them down and use them up
before they are burnt.

Fire protection is not a matter of

cost, it must be done as cheaply as

possible but it must be done at any
cost.

The Interest of Stock-holders.

Remember, in Canada we are not
dealing with privately-owned for-

ests but with government owned
ones ; they are the property of the

people ; every man, woman and
child has a direct interest in them
which extends to generations yet un-

born. It is the duty of our public

servants to see that they are pro-

tected and that the licensees, who
are but tenants, should not be al-

lowed to shirk their responsibilities.

Quebec is the only province in Eas-
tern Canada to fully realize this and
its fine of $5.00 per square mile for

the licensee who fails to properly

protect his limits has done much
good. The average man does not
realize how closely fire protection

touches him. Every stock-holder of

timber-owning- companies should
take an interest in fire-protection

and see that his directors are taking
care of their forests. Bond-holders
are vitally interested, as a good part

of their security may be wiped out
in one large fire. Banks should not
loan money on timber limits as col-

lateral until they have investigated

the fire prevention provided by the
borrower. Don't trust any concern
which does its own fire protection,

unless it is done by a department
which has no other duties. The tim-
berlands departments have too many
other duties, they have men they
want to "take care of" from one sea-

son to the next, from the end of the
drive to the beginning of the fall

cut. They leave their patrol to

cache-keepers, dam-keepers, and if

there is any exploring, any repairing
or other odd jobs, fire rangers are
taken off to do them. Then too it

runs up the logging cost and you all

know what a terrible thing that is.

Fire protection is a business by it-

self. It requires special knowledge,
special trainiirg and special tools and
methods and the man who is killed

in logging or driving is not neces-
sarily a good fire discoverer or fight-

er, rather the reverse. The same
thing applies to railroad fire-fighting

which is usually left to section
crews. These men have other work
to do and many of them do not take
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any interest in the fire protection have done in helping along this

work. It would pay the railways movement, showing thereby their

and be far more efficient to have board-mindedness and their sense of

special fire patrolmen under a sep- responsibility for this great provin-

arate department head. The reduc- cial asset placed in their care. In

tion of damage claims would pay for every way they have helped, often at

the expense many times over. Just political inconvenience to themsel-

as volunteer fire-fighting is out of ves from members of Parliament
date, so is amateur forest fire protec- trying to save their constituents

tion. A maintenance-of-way depart- from punishment for infraction of

ment grudges every cent spent on the fire laws and others who did not

fire protection and this attitude fil- want to spend any money in protect-

ters down to the section men. ing their limits. Mr. Allard is now

Waiting for Rain. ^t ^^.^^^^ «" amendments to the Pro-
. ,, , ; . . vmcial fire laws which will bring
All your work for conservation of ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

our timber resources is wasted if we ^^^-^^ ^^ enforcement and do away
cannot conquer the fires.^ When I ^^-^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^
first went into the woods in Quebec,

^j^^ woodsman living so in the
I was told one day that there were

.^jiderness has naturallv become
fires all along a river. Why don t

j ^nt of the law and contemptu-
you put them out or prevent them, ^^^ ^f -^ ^^^ ^^-^ condition is rapid-
I asked. Oh, you can t help having

j^, changing for the better,
fires, It IS impossible to put them
out. We'll get rain pretty soon." The Government Loses.

But this attitude has changed and Of the 70,000 square miles of tim-

the outlook is very hopeful. The ber limits under license in Quebec
first real attempt at fire protection about 10,000 square miles are burnt
was made in 1908 and now after and have not yet commenced to re-

light years we have 38.5% of the produce themselves. At an average
licensed area of the Province under of 2,500 board feet per acre, this

efficient co-operative protection, and means a loss to the government of

this protection is becoming more $15,000,000 in stumpage dues and
and more efficient each year. Co- for the 8,500 square miles reproduc-
operative fire protection is not only ing, but which will not be ready to

more efficient, but it is much cheap- cut for 50 years, a large loss of

er than individual protection. It is revenue due to the interest for this

costing the larger members of the long period. When licensees awake
association only two-thirds of what to the fact that they are paying the
it cost them to protect their own Government $5.00 per square mile
limits and has wiped out the menace per annum for lands from which
of the small limit-holder who never they cannot get a cut, or at least not
used to protect his territory. If a for fifty years, and release these
man owns fifty square miles, it limits to the Government, the loss of
would require two men for six revenue will amount to $90,000 a
months with their outfit of canoe year.

and tent and provisions at a mini- The agitation for better fire pro-
mum of $500, to patrol it, or 1.6 tection has also resulted in closer
cents per acre, and he gets much utilization. Burnt timber never used
more efficient service for ^ of a to be cut but now the larger com-
cent per acre. panics cut all the trees on burnt-
The Quebec Department of Lands over land and the Government en-

and Forests, under Hon. Mr. Allard, courages this by a reduction in the
Mr. Dechene and Mr. Hall, deserve stumpage dues, thus saving a great
the highest praise for the work they waste.
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Education Needed.

The great necessity is education

of all classes of our people—the man
in the street, the government offi-

cials, members of parliament, lum-
bermen, business men. woodsmen,
farmers, settlers, and hunters, and
above all the children, for they will

be the men of the coming genera-
tion ; and often the only way is to

educate the children. The church in

the Prvoince has done splendid

work. His Eminence. Cardinal Be-
gin, Archbishop Bruchesi. and Mon-
signor Laflamme have for years sent

special notices to all their parishes

to impress upon their people the ne-

cessity for care. The Department of

Education, through their inspectors,

have distributed leaflets to the

schools in both languages, showing
by pictures and by simple sentences

the danger of forest fires. The re-

duction in the number of settlers'

fires has been remarkable and once
the laws are enforced they will be a

thing of the past. Members of par-

liament are especially in need of in-

struction, for several times they have
encouraged their constituents to

fight arrest and have influenced the

magistrates, tried to use their influ-

ence at Oue1)ec, and have even paid
the fines themselves. The magis-
trates have been very remiss in their

duty in some districts, discharging
offenders in spite of clear evidence
and imposing fines of $1.00, making
thus a mockery of the law they are

sworn to administer.

Menace of X. T. Railu^ay.

The railways, with one notable ex-

ception, have had a decided change
of heart and railway fires of any
seriousness are rapidly becoming a

thing of the past. The N.T.R. and
I.C.R. are an exception to this and
are to-day a menace to the forests of

the Province. Although the Hon-
ourable Minister of Railways and
Canals promised to put into effect

the same regulations as those in

force on the railroads under the rail-

wav Commission and issued an

order to that effect, his heads of de-

partments have not enforced his

orders in Quebec and have as yet

made no provision for adequate pro-

tection. Since these lines run
through country which will give

them no other freight but timber,

they should, even from a selfish

standpoint, protect these sections.

The Quebec Government has done
all in its power to get this matter
settled, but has had no satisfaction.

Workers in the woods are still in

need of education, as ten per cent, of

the fires are still set by drivers.

Woodlands Departments are getting
more strict, and setting a fire is now
in the most progressive companies
cause for instant discharge of the
ifian and punishment for the fore-

man.

Stricter Lazi's Coming.

The proposed amendments to the

present law approved by Mr. Allard,

and the better enforcement of the
fire laws, will be a great step in ad-

vance. These changes will require
])ermits to burn clearings at any
time during the summer, will require
all persons called on by a fire-ranger

for help in extinguishing fires to
respond under penalty of a fine, will

fix minimum fines for infractions of

the laws so that a magistrate cannot
make the law ridiculous bv letting a
man off with a one dollar fine, and
will punish by imprisonment any
deliberate setting of fire to get em-
ployment in extinguishing it.

There is a great need for better
methods of slash disposal and I be-
lieve that the only right method is

the i)iling and burning of the bran-
ches and tops as soon as the trees

are felled. A fire in a slashing is

terribly destructive and almost im-
possible to fight, and if there was no
inflammable material of this kind,
fires, except in unusually dry sea-
sons, could never assume dangerous
proportions and could be easily ex-
tinguished.

The greatest advance in fire pre-

vention methods will probably come
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in a year or two, through the use of

aeroplanes or hydro-aeroplanes. One
of these was used last summer by a

volunteer fire-fighter, Mr. Vilas,

with great success. The initial cost

is high, about $7,500. or. with the

duty, about $10,000, but two men
witii one machine could patrol 10,-

000 square miles and. being able to

see a fire in its first stages, they

would be able to extinguish it with-

out calling for extra help.

"All Were for the State."

We have still much ignorance and
inertia to overcome, but the advan-
ces in the past few years have been
varied, and if our people will but
realize that there is a patriotism of

peace as well as of war, and that

slackers in peace time are as con-

temptible as in war, and when we
shall realize our full duty as citizens

and impress on government officials

that they are but public servants and
their offices are offices of trust,

when we realize the words of Mac-
auley, "None were for the party but
all were for the state." then we shall

look back on forest fires with won-
der at the civilization which toler-

ated them.

The foregoing paper was read be-
fore the Commission of Conserva-
tion at their annual meeting, Janu-
arv 18th.

B. C. Market Prospects

Hon. \\'. R. Ross, Minister of
Lands, : "With our timber supply,
sawmill capacity, rapidly improving
Canadian markets and a foreign
market shown bv recent investigfa-

tions to be full of promise, there is

little room for pessimism in regard
to the future of our lumber indus-
try. There are, however, serious
obstacles to be overcome before per-
manently prosperous conditions can
be secured, and strong co-operative
effort is essential. A good begin-
ning has been made in 1915, sys-
tematic advertising of our forest

products having been undertaken

and a commercial service in the

Prairie. Eastern and United King-

dom markets having been initiated.

There has been considerable devel-

opment of the spirit of co-operation

among the lumbering interests of

the Province.

The year 1916 will see the great

problem of ocean transportation at-

tacked with vigor. I look forward
to remarkable progress being made
by the lumbering industry before

this time next vear.''

Trees for Soldiers' Graves

To Editor, Canadian Forestry

Journal :— I should like to "air" the

following suggestion. The war has

now lasted seventeen months, and
during that time, side by side with
other Empire troops, Canadian sol-

diers have performed immortal
deeds. It is not a good sign of ap-

preciation, however, that not a sin-

gle city of the Dominion has yet

come forward with proposals for

commemorating such deeds. If

they ever do, it will be something
in cold stone, bronze or iron!

It is timely to suggest, through
the medium of the Association the

I)lanting of maples for Langemarck,
and other species for Neuve Cha-
pelle and Ypres, also Festubert.

Such a suggestion may draw atten-

tion to the sad neglect of tree plant-

ing by municipalities who in the

^^'est destroy rather than create, the

smaller bodies being the chief of-

fenders. A typical business section,

with gaunt stores and office blocks,

devoid of a single tree to break the
monotony is a sad sight, especially

when one remembers that in all

probability shade trees were cut
down to make room for business
houses. Yet in London (Eng.) the
trees are prominent, except in the

heart of the city itself, and even then
there is an occasional oasis, some
open space planted, and much appre-
ciated bv men and birds.

Victoria. B.C. A READER.
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The Success of Co-operation

in Forest Protection

In Past Four Years, the St. Maurice Association of Limit Holders

Has Made Splendid Record.

By

S. Laivrence de Carteret,

President, The St. Maurice Forest Protective Association of Quebec Province.

Preparatory to discussing the

work of the St. Maurice Forest Pro-
tective Association a short summary
of the conditions existing previous

to its formation will not be out of

place.

Formerly each limt holder obtain-

ed appointments as fire rangers from
the Department of Lands and For-
ests, for such men as he deemed ne-
cessary for the patrol of his limits.

Naturally he desired to protect his

timber but at the same time wished
to eliminate any avoidable expense,
hence the majority of the men ap-
pointed as fire rangers were woods
and drive foremen, woods clerks,

cache keepers and dam tenders, im-
provement gang foremen, scalers,

&c. To the most of these men fire

ranging was a secondary occupation
which the}^ considered of minor im-
portance, consequently an efficient
patrol was a mmus quantity.

Individual Efforts Fail.

With the location of a new Trans-
continental railway through the
heart of the territory came the men-
ace of fires resulting from construc-
tion gangs, steam shovels and work
trains. Settlers located in and near
the limits had long been a source of
danger, and as new townships were
opened up along the new railway
their number increased. Disastrous

fires resulted from all these sources,

Some of the limit holders affected

thereby increased their efforts to

cope with the increasing fire danger^
others took their losses as inevitable,

and the inadequacy of scattered in-

dividual action was plainly evident.

Since 1903 the lumbermen of the

St. Maurice Valley had driven logs

on a co-operative basis and between
1908 and 1911 some of the owners of
limits along National Transcontin-
ental Railway had conducted a suc-

cessful patrol of the right of way, so
the co-operative idea was not new.
These then were the conditons

leading to the desire for better pro-
tection for the limits as a whole re-

gardless of ownership lines. In the
latter part of February, 1912, a num-
ber of the limit holders in the St.

Maurice Valley decided to invite all

the owners in the Valley to join to-

gether in the formation of a co-oper-
ative forest protective association.

Association's Objects.

This was consummated when on
March 2nd, 1912, sixteen timberland
owners, whose holdings totalled

over seven million acres, united in

organizing the St. Maurice Forest
Protective Association, its chief ob-
jects being as follows:

—

To organize and establish an effi-

cient system of fire protection, em-
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Motor-Speeder Railway Patrol in the territory of the St. Maurice Forest Protective
Association, Quebec Province.

bracing all the timberlands of the

St. Maurice Valley and adjoining
territory ; to fight and extinguish
fires ; to construct look-out stations,

telephone lines, trails, &c.. necessary
for efficient patrol and the appre-
hension of fire ; to prosecute trans-

gressors of the fire laws ; and to pro-

mote legislative and educational
measures advocating the conserva-
tion of forest resources.

On the 20th of March a manager
was appointed who submitted a

working plan and estimate of cost to

the Directors of the Association on
the 6th of April and the fire patrols

commenced actual operation during
the first week of May.
Thus in the short space of nine

weeks an Association comprising
16% of the lands under license in

the Province was organized and its

work started over the entire terri-

tory.

The affairs of the Association are
controlled and managed by a Board
of Directors, and the funds neces-
sary to defray the expenses of the
Association are raised by assess-
ment which is based on the acreage
holdings of the members.

The Association assumes for its

individual members all the obliga-

tions of fulfilling the fire protective

regulations of the Government.

It also carries on the fighting of

fires occuring on the lands covered
by its operations and the expense in-

curred in so doing is assessed pro-

rata on all the members of the As-
sociation in proportion to their

acreage holdings.

07'er 12,000 Square Miles.

The present area patrolled, exclu-

sive of Government lands not under
license and settled districts, is 12,-

332.46 square miles, or 7,892,776

acres.

This area is divided into six di-

visions each in charge of an inspec-

tor, these divisions being further

sub-divided into thirty-two districts

or patrols, seventeen of Avhich are

patrolled by men in canoes, seven by
men on horseback, three by men on
foot, one by man in look-out station,

and four railway patrols by men on
motor cars.

During the past season eighteen
special rangers were put on the
drives and with construction crews.
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It is the duty of each inspector to

keep in close touch with each rang-

er in his division and to give him
personal assistance when necessary.

The size of the districts is deter-

mined by taking into consideration

the nature of the country, the extent

of logging operations and the num-
ber of settlers therein, and the con-

sequent liability of fires resulting

therefrom.
The rangers are required to make

out reports of work done each day.

During wet periods they cut trails

and portages where necessary.

While on inspection trips the in-

spectors collect the rangers' weekly
reports and forward them with their

own to the office of the Association,
and from these reports are compiled
the statements required by the Gov-
ernment.

In 1915 the distance travelled by
forest patrols was 67,563 miles.

Five Motor Cars Used.

The Association patrols 167 miles
of the National Transcontinental
Railway. In this part of the work
five motor cars are used, four in con-
tinuous service on regular beats, the
fifth being kept in case of emer-
gency.

This method has been found far

superior in efficiency as well as in

cost to the old system of patrol with
hand velocipedes. Engine screens
and fire pans are regularly inspect-
ed and necessary repairs called for.

The distance travelled by railwav
patrols in 1915 was 41,390 miles.

Joinifig Hands zvith Settlers.

During the season of 1914 an en-
deavor to govern the burning of
settlers' clearings with a permit sys-
tem was made and with such suc-
cess in certain districts that early
preparations for the same procedure
were made in 1915.

During the month of March let-

ters were sent to the Cures of the
different parishes asking them to
announce from the pulpit that the
Association wished to co-operate

with the settlers in disposing of

their slashings.

Early in April, while there was
still snow in the woods rangers
were sent through the settled dis-

tricts to issue l)urning permits to

those whose slash was ready, and to
encourage the others to prepare
their slashings for burning under
the supervision of the rangers
through the permit system.
During the season 628 burning

permits were issued and not one of

the burnings started under the sys-

tem got beyond control.

That burning permits and the at-

tendant supervision by the rangers
have greatly reduced the number of

settlers' fires in the Association's
territory is evidenced by the fact

that in 1913 there were 151 fires

from this source, 1914, 80, and in

1915 only 41.

Lookout Towers.

The topography of the country is

such that in general it is difficult

to locate ol)servation points of range
extended enough to warrant per-

manent watchmen. However twen-

One of Manager Sorgius' experienced
fire rangers setting forth on his patrol.
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ty-three lookouts have been erected,

the majority of which are frequent-

ly used by the rangers when in the

vicinity on their regular beats.

Good trails have been cut to all of

them with the idea of connecting

them with the nearest telephone

lines. At the present time there is

over four hundred miles of tele-

phone line in the territory the great-

er part of which has been construct-

ed by the individual rhembers of the

Association.

Tools for fighting fire have been
deposited in thirty different loca-

tions, each set averaging about
three dozen implements composed
of axes, mattocks, shovels and pails.

In the past four years 63.000 fire

notices and signs have been posted
and 22.000 leaflets and booklets dis-

tributed.

In the same period over 800 fires

were extinguished, over 80% of

which were put out by the rangers
themselves without outside assis-

tance or extra expense, all of which
is proof of the excellent work of the
manager and his organization.

Opportunities are numerous for

the formation of similar Associa-
tions, particularly in the Upper Ot-
tawa and on the Saguenay waters
and it is sincerely hoped that in the
near future the number of protec-
tive Associations will multiply in

this and the other Provinces.

The paper, which is partially re-

produced in the foregoing, was read
at the annual meeting of the Can-
adian Forestry Association.

Ruining the Trees

(Ottawa Free Press editorial refer-

ring to a protest against civic van-
dalism in which an Ottawa woman
lost several fine elm trees) :

In the light of knowledge of the
way in which such things have been
done in the past, we are inclined to
accept the statement of Mrs. Butler,
in preference to the contradiction of

Ranger posting fire signs.

civic officials, that there was no ne-

cessity for the cutting down of the

elm shade tree in front of her home
in Kent street. Also, on the assump-

tion that the man who will needless-

ly destroy a shade tree in a city

street will do other uncouth things,

we are prepared to believe the as-

sertion that the "city gardener" met
Mrs. Butler's protests against the

tree vandalism with rudeness and
impertinence. City Engineer Ask-
with must have a sense of humor
when he refers to the man whom he
sends about the city to cut and hack
the fine old trees lining the streets

as a "gardener." Judging from the

way in which great limbs have been
ruthlessly hacked from the maples
along Metcalfe and other streets,

"butcher" Avould be a more fitting

terms.
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in New Brunswick, was the feature

of the evening, expert opinions be-

ing given as to what the needs of the

Province were and how they could

be carried out in the most practical

and economical manner. The an-

nouncement was also made that Mr.
P. Z. Caverhill, a member of the

Society, had been chosen as Director
of Forest Surveys for the Province.

Discussion of the best methods for

such a province-wide survey and the
ends to be attained were carried on
by Messrs. Leavitt, W. N. Millar,

R. B. Miller, Dwight, Ellis, Roberts
and AVilson.

It was reported that about fifteen

per cent, of the Society's member-
ship was either at the front or had
enlisted, a showing which probably
cannot be equalled by any other
profession.

After a very enjoyable evening
and a vote of thanks to Mr. R. H.
Campbell, the meeting adjourned.

University of New Brunswick
Dr. Jones and Prof. Miller were

in Ottawa, January 18th, 19th and
20th, the former attending the ses-
sions of the Conservation Commis-
sion and the latter the annual meet-
ing of the Canadian Society of For-
est Engineers and the Canadian
Forestry Association.

An interesting letter has been re-
ceived from Robert K. Shives, of
the class of 1913, who is now with
the Royal Flying Corps, Panmure
Barracks, Montrose, Scotland. Shi-
ves is enjoying the work and is get-
ting to be an expert in the plotting
of sky topography, cruising, and tak-
ing elevations with the aneroid.

Hayward Kinghorn, of the class
of 1911, formerly Forest Assistant
at Hazelton, B.C., was here during
the holidays, leaving in companv
with Bruce Dixon to enlist at Mon-
treal, probably going from there to
take a qualifying course in artillery
at Kingston. Harold C. Belyea, also

of the class of 1911, was here on
January 3rd on his way to New
Haven where he will this spring
complete the work for his Master's
degree in Forestry at the Yale For-
est School.

Mr. James Smart, lately from
Kamloops, B.C., of Lacliine, Quebec,
is taking a special course in Fores-
try to more fully equip himself for

work with the Dominion Forestry
Branch with which he has been en-
gaged for the past three years in the
construction of trails and telephone
lines, and other practical work.

The Junior class suffers in the loss

of Aliles Gibson and Chris Arm-
strong who are taking a qualifying
course at Kingston.

C. E. Maimann, R. D. Jago, James
Burns, Leland Webb and J. Edwin
Hall, of the Senior class in Forestry,
spent the Christmas vacation in of-

fice work with Mr. Reginald R.
Bradley, of St. John. Robert Mel-
rose, a special student of last year,
was also in the same party.

Use Canadian Woods Only

In order to encourage the use
of Canadian hard-woods for in-
terior decoration. Lord Shaugh-
nessy has issued instructions to
use nothing but Canadian forest
products in the sleeping, parlor,
dining and observation cars in
the offices and hotel buildings
of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
ways.
This decision was made only

after careful consideration and
experiment. Lord Shaughnessy
has had samples of all Canadian
hardwoods treated at the Angus
Shops in Montreal, where sel-
ected specimens were tested
with polishes, stains, etc., and
the results showed that Cana-
dian woods compared very fav-
orably with imported varieties.
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The Annual Meeting

450 New Members Joined—Revenues Increased— "Contributing

Memberships" Added to Constitution—Excellent Addresses

on Variety of Topics.

Lt.-Col. J. B. Miller, President of the Poison Iron Works,
Toronto, elected President of the Association for 1916; Hon.
Sydney Fisher, Vice-President. New Directors: Alex. Mac-
Laren, F. C. Whitman, and Albert Grigg, Deputy Minister of

Lands and Forests for Ontario. New Territorial Vice-Presi-

dents : Hon. T. C. Norris for Manitoba, and Hon. Walter Scott

for Saskatchewan.
The Constitution of the Association was amended to per-

mit of a new classification of membership, known as "Contri-

buting," the annual fee for which was placed at five dollars.

The Annual Membership retains the same status as formerly,

the fee being one dollar. The Life Membership was raised

from ten dollars to twenty-five dollars.

The attendance was large at both morning and afternoon

sessions.

An illustrated lecture on "Closer Utilization of Forest

Products" was given during the afternoon by Hon. W. R.

Brown, President of the New Mampshire- Forestry Commis-
sion; "The Work of the St. Maurice Forest Protective Associa-

tion" by S. Lawrence de Carteret ; "Forestry and the Future"

by R. H. Campbell, Director of Forestry; "Forestry Work in

Ontario" by E. J. Zavitz, Provincial Forester of Ontario ; "For-

estry and the Lumber Industry" by W. T. Van Dusen, of the

B. C. Forest Service.

A Joint Banquet was held with the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association, Commission of Conservation, and Canadian
Society of Forest Engineers at the Chateau Laurier, January
19th and was regarded as a highly successful event.

While not assuming the dimen-

sions of a convention, the annual ga-

thering of the directors and members
of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion on January 20th, at Ottawa,
extended the usual brief programme
of business into an all-day session,

with several special addresses on
important topics. The meetings
proved of keen interest to the audi-

ences which throughout the day
were uniformly of good size. The

large convention room, loaned for

the occasion by the Chateau Laurier,

proved ideal for the purpose. About
the walls were built up special ex-
hibits by the Forestry Branch, in-

cluding an elaborate display by the

Forest Products Laboratories, by
the Entomological Branch, the U. S.

Forest Service (which kindly loaned
a set of model forests illustrating

"good and bad lumbering"), and ex-

hibits of other organizations. These
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Lt.-Col. J. B. Miller, Toronto
President of the Canadian Forestry Association, 1916.
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provoked uncommon interest, and

no less with the kimbermen who
held their annual meeting in the

same room on the previous day.

All the provinces were well repre-

sented in the attendance when the

President, Mr. F. C. Whitman, call-

ed the meeting to order at 10.30

o'clock.

The President's Address.

The President's address referred

to the series of disturbing influences

upon the Canadian lumbering and al-

lied wood-using industries during

1915. They had felt keenly the gen-

eral business sentiment of extreme
caution, and on the other hand were
not singled out, as with some other

industries, for a temporary boom on
war orders. The state of the market
for our wood-using industries was
of the utmost concern to the cause

of forest conservation. Radical re-

forms in lumbering customs would
be deemed impracticable until
stumpage values were increased, and
that could come only through higher

prices for the finished product or de-

creased costs in logging.

Mr. Whitman spoke of the proba-
ble effects of the war on the demand
for Canadian forest products. Des-
truction was proceeding in the belli-

gerent countries at a pace quite re-

gardless of future needs. Military
necessities had superseded every
other consideration. AVithout doubt,

the close of the war would force

European countries to look to North
America for a great part of their

wood supplies. The war and its

visible effects, therefore, constituted

an irresistible argument in favor of

forest conservation in this country.

If we are to take full advantage of

the national opportunity and respon-
sibility coming after the war, it

could not be done by the present
policy of throwing into the bon-fire
several times the amount of timber
we cut annually for our use.

The President referred briefly to
the lightness of the fire risk in 1915
in Eastern Canada and on most of

the Pacific Coast, and spoke of the
losses caused in Manitoba by care-

lessness on the part of the builders
of the Hudson Bay Railway. Of
the work of the Dominion Forestry
Branch, he observed

:

Exploration Works.

"The Dominion Forestry Branch
has continued its exploration of the

timbered areas of the western pro-

vinces under its jurisdiction in order

to ascertain the location of the

bodies of timber and the lands which
should be permanently kept in for-

est. I understand that this work
has progressed so far that within an-

other year or two the whole of the
forested districts will be covered and
that it will be possible to make a
general survey of the timber resour-

ces and make final plans for protec-

tion. The information obtained so

far adds to the evidence that the
mature timber in our northern for-

ests is not by any means continuous
in stand, and in fact forms only a

small proportion of the stand, and
that the protection of the young
growth is of the greatest importance
if our timber supply is to be kept up.

The past season varied very much
in different parts of the west. In
the southern agricultural districts of

the prairie the rainfall was regular
but in the northern range of the for-

est the season was particularly dry,

resulting in very many fires and
some loss of timber.
"The organization of the Domin-

ion forest reserves is being improved
steadily and the efforts of the staff

at protection are very much assisted
by . the scheme of improvements
which has been laid out and is be-
ing constructed on the reserves. A
few more years will have completed
the work sufficiently to give almost
a complete control of the fire situa-

tion.

Tree Planting on Prairies.

The farmers in the prairies in the
A\ est are showing their appreciation
of the value of the planting of trees
on farms by making application in
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increasing" numbers each year for

trees, from the Dominion Govern-
ment nursery, and the success of the
plantations is generally remarkably
good. It is understood that a stock
of trees is also being grown at this

nursery station for the re-planting

of the denuded areas of sand lands

which occur at places throughout
the western prairies and which have
recently been almost all included in

forest reserves. The value of a stock
of timber in the middle of an open
prairie country is almost beyond
computation.

"It is a matter for congratulation

that the Dominion Government has
established a division for the investi-
gation of Canadian timbers and their
uses. The investigations of this di-

vision will give information that
will make possible developments in
industries using wood products
which should assist Canada materi-
ally in making and retaining her
proper place as one of the great
wood producing countries of the
world.
The success of the two co-opera-

tive forest protective associations in
Quebec was, said Mr. AVhitman, a
matter of gratification.

Directors' Report for 1915.

The work of the Canadian Fores-

try Association in 1915 was carried

on during the months of January,
Februar}-, March and half of April

by Mr. Lawler, and during the

eight and a half remaining months
bv the new Secretary, Mr. Robson
Black.

In the belief that aggressive pub-
licity in the cause of forest conser-

vation fulfills one of the first objects

of the Association, the Secretary be-

gan on April 15th a campaign
through Canadian newspapers and
magazines which gradually extend-
ed in scope until at the close of the
year most of the publicity measures
that can be used in the conservation
cause were already in effect or in

process of inauguration. The Asso-
ciation is now allied with several

hundred newspapers and magazines,
with picture theatres, Boards of

Trade, farmers' clubs, women's in-

stitutes, educational institutions,

banks, railways and other channels
for reaching the general public, and
this alliance is in the truest sense a
working one. and already found to
operate satisfactorily.

It is particularly worthy of note
that wherever the Secretary has ask-
ed for an opening for the presenta-

tion of the claims of forest protec-
tion and conservation generally the
response has been invariably hearty.
This applies with equal truth to edi-

tors, educationists, club officials,

society organizers, theatre owners,
church authorities, etc., in all parts
of the country. The campaign con-
ducted bv the Association mav have
an enormous amount of public ignor-
ance and indifference to overcome
but it is not additionally handicap-
ped by any resentment or wide-
spread prejudice.

A forward move was made on
November 1st by the engagement of
new and larger offices in the Booth
Building and the securing of addi-
tional office assistance. These new
facilities give the Association an up-
to-date equipment which is showing
its value in the work from day to
day.

As to the character of the public-
ity matter, a few words may be said.

Probably two-thirds of the articles
and illustrations dealt with the evils
of forest fires and traced their dam-
age back to the pockets of the indi-
vidual reader. Forest fires were
made a matter of personal loss in
nearly all newspapers and maga-
zine material, and wherever possible
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statistics were given to demonstrate

the point. Another line taken was to

connect the revenues from forest op-

erations Avith employment and

wages and supplies. These and

other practical and popular reasons

for forest protection were freely cir-

culated.

Grozi'th of the Journal.

Another channel of publicity has

been the Canadian Forestry Journal.

This was enlarged from 16 to 32

and recently to 48 pages, and al-

though the cost of the latter sized

issue was in excess of the 16 pages,

the assurance of new advertising for

the larger magazine justified the ex-

pense. The monthly contents now
consist of eight or nine articles

specially written by competent au-

thorities and are quoted freely by
many of the two hundred editors in-

cluded in the mailing list. The en-

larged Journal has been found of

excellent value in attracting new
members to the Association.

In order to inform himself at first

hand, the Secretary made journeys

to Lachute and Berthierville, Que-
bec, St. Williams, Ont., Montreal,

Toronto, the limits of the Lower
Ottawa -Forest Protective Associa-

tion and other places where informa-

tion wks secured.

Plans were completed early in the

Fall for the distribution of special

forms of illustrated literature to

classes of people whose co-operation

the Association desired. Thus, all

the Canadian Banks, the Railway
Companies, Forest Branches and
other organizations undertook at the

Secretary's request to allow the ser-

vices of their branch managers,
agents, and other officers to deliver

special booklets direct to settlers,

river drivers, section men, farmers
and others. So faithfully were these

arrangements carried out that scores

of local officials reported direct to

the Association or to their head offi-

ces that books and bulletins had
been handed to persons for whom
they were intended and in some

cases enclosed a detailed list of the

recipients.

Reaching Special Classes.

In development of this plan, 20,-

000 booklets bearing on the cover a

colored imprint of the forest ablaze

were printed in English and French
and sent to most of the forested dis-

tricts of the Dominion and there dis-

tributed. The Quebec Government
printed a further edition of this

booklet at its own expense..

Ten thousand illustrated booklets

for school teachers and young peo-
ple, called "Twenty Canadian Trees""

were issued and carefully distribut-

ed, the demand from school children

showing no abatement even months
after the first newspaper comments.

Sixteen thousand small books of

thirty-two pages, sixteen of the

pages containing photographic illu-

strations, were issued for the Boy
Scout Movement under the title of

"The Boy Scout Forest Book" and
these will be delivered to local scout
masters from the central executive
in Ottawa. This booklet told boys
about the forest from the angle of its

industrial and other importance,
showed them what the water-shed
forests mean to the rivers, how for-

est fires are started, how fought, and
other information calculated to stir

up a new sort of interest in timber
areas.

Circuits of motion picture theatres
were lined up for a 1916 campaign
with forest fire lantern slides. A
trial was made of these slides in On-
tario, Manitoba and New Bruns-
wick during 1915 with very favor-

able reports from local persons.

The newspaper cartoon has been
another device adopted by the Asso-
ciation for its purposes. Nothing
conveys a point in such short time
or so forcefully as a good cartoon.
During December, eighty of these
were distributed by the Association
to newspaper editors and, if the fin-

ances permit, the cartoon will be
used regularly as a part of our cam-
paign machinery.
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The lecture programme of the

winter of 1915-16 was commenced
by the Secretary at Shawbridge,
Quebec, and will be continued at

other points. Requests from distant

communities for lectures on forest

questions brought about a scheme of

ready-prepared lectures in which
authoritative material in lecture

form will be sent to local speakers

together with fifty lantern slides, il-

lustrating the subject sufficiently.

Many demands for this ready-pre-

pared lecture have been received and
sets will go out before the end of

January. The idea has been further

extended so as to cover simple stor-

ies for school-children which will be
sent out to teachers with small al-

bums of photographs to pass about
the class-room.

Co-operating with Boards.

Seventy Boards of Trade in On-
tario have been brought into touch
with the Association through an ef-

fort to interest them in the forest

protection policies of that province
and to secure their endorsation of

the most modern laws and adminis-
tration that can be introduced. The
Board officials and their members
were given information as to the im-
portance of protecting the raw ma-
terials for forest industries in that
province, and these matters with
formal resolutions will be brought
up at many of the annual meetings
in 1916. This plan of interesting

powerful public bodies in campaign-
ing for specific points is capable of

great extension and will be used in

other parts of the country as freely

as opportunity offers. Women's
institutes and clubs, farmers clubs,

etc., have been interested by the As-
sociation in the same department of

work and results may shortly be ex-

pected.

Another form of co-operation has
been with the Cardinal-Archbishop
of Quebec who has given the Asso-
ciation's proposals kind considera-
tion and has responded with assur-
ances that the clergy in the parishes

would further instruct the people in

the facts of forest protection.

The Association has also endeav-
ored to be of use to the two co-op-

erative forest protective associations

in Quebec by arranging thrugh their

mangers for the prompt reporting of

all prosecutions of settlers. These
prosecutions were made into news-
paper articles, French and English,

and circulated through the large

dailies and weeklies in most sections

of Quebec province. In this manner
the effect of the prosecutions was
greatly increased.

Adding Nezv Members.

A continuous effort was exerted
to bring in new members. The re-

sult was that 450 Canadians joined
the Association and practically all

of this gain came between the first

membership campaign at the first of

August and the close of the year.

Forty-five members were lost to the

Association during the year, mostly

through death or enlistment for the

war or removal from localities with-

out trace of their new addresses.

Undoubtedly the efforts to secure

new members would have added a

much larger number had it not been

for the disturbance of normal public

interest through war conditions.

The funds of the Association, al-

though subjected to new expense by
reason of the enlargement of the

programme were increased by the

additional membership of $450 with-

in the year. In addition to this,

the Secretar}' commenced the or-

ganization of a new fund in Decem-
ber for the support of the Associa-

tion's work and at the present time

is able to report that amounts have

been paid in or promised by indi-

viduals and corporations reaching

$600 in hundred-dollar contribu-

tions. The development of this new
fund will be carried on during 1916.
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The Treasurer's Report

J915 RECEIPTS.

Balance from 1914 $606 19

Membership fees . 2271 44

Advertising aq ^Q
Interest 4h IV

Manuscript '^ ^^

Grant from Dominion Gov-

ernment 2000 00

Grant from Quebec Gov-

ment ^UU UU

Grant from Ontario Gov-
^

ment ^^^ ^
Pamphlets sold 7 2o

Refund 4 00

Cuts ^ ^^

Publicity subscription .... 100 00

Compensation for moving
office . . .• ^5 00

$5885 42

1915 EXPENDITURE.

Salaries $1873 60

Journal 1162 32

Secretary's Expenses 260 00

Postage 240 00

Commission on cheques... 13 46

Printing and supplies 564 27

Miscellaneous ^^ ^
Publicity 27 38

Services 248 7d

Telegraph 4 58

Office 1
1

Jl^^

Lantern lectures 21 79

Balance 1439 52

$5885 42

Ottawa, December 31, 1915.

Election of Officers.

The Nominating Committee, com-

posed of Messrs. Wm. Power, M.P.,

R. H. Campbell, and G. C. Piche, re-

ported as follows

:

President: Lt.-Col. J. B. Miller,

Toronto; Vice-President: Hon. Sy-

dney Fisher, Ottawa; Secretary:

Robson Black; Treasurer: Miss M.
Robinson.

Territorial Vice-Presidents : On-
tario, Hon. G. H. Ferguson; Quebec,
Hon. Jules Allard ; New Brunswick,
Hon. Geo. J. Clarke; Nova Scotia,

Hon. O. T. Daniels; Manitoba, Hon.
T. C. Norris ; Prince Edward Island,

Hon. J. A. Matheson; Saskatchewan,
Hon. 'Walter Scott; Alberta, Hon.
A. L. Sifton; British Columbia, Hon.
W. R. Ross ; Yukon, Geo. Black,

Commissioner; Patricia, Sir D. C.

Cameron; Ungava, His Grace, Mgr.
Bruchesi, Archbishop of Montreal.

Directors : F. C. Whitman, Wm.
Little, Hiram Robinson, E. Stewart,

W. B. Snowball, Thomas South-
worth, Hon. W. C. Edwards, Geo.

Y. Chown, John Hendry, Hon. W.
A. Charlton, AVm. Power, M.P.,

Hon. W. J. Roche, Sir Geo. H. Per-

ley, Alex. McLaren, R. H. Camp-
bell, Gordon C. Edwards, Dr. B. E.

Fernow, Ellwood Wilson, Senator
Bostock, G. C. Piche, Alex. Mac-
Laurin, Mgr. Roy, A. P. Stevenson,
Wm. Pearce, C. E. E. Ussher, Denis
Murphy, C. Jackson Booth, Sir Wil-
liam Price, Lt.-Col. J. W. Harkom,
A. S. Goodeve, W. C. J. Hall, J. S.

Dennis, J. B. White, E. J. Zavitz,

Geo. Chahoon jr., R. D. Prettie,

Hon. N. Curry, A. C. Flumerfelt, H.
R. MacMillan, Clyde Leavitt, Albert
Grigg.

Enlarged Classification of Membership

The Secretary introduced the

question of amending the Constitu-

tion of the Association so as to ad-

mit a new classification in the mem-
bership and the annual fees. It was
explained that in order to accommo-

date those members who desired to

give more than one dollar yearly to

the Association's work, a "Contri-

buting Membership" at five dollars

annually would probably add to the

funds without disturbing in the
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least the relations of the large ma-
jority who would prefer to continue
the established Annual Membership
at one dollar a year. By a motion of

^Ir. Clyde Leavitt, seconded by Mr.
Ellwood Wilson, and carried by a

two-thirds vote of the members pre-

sent, the Constitution was altered to

read : "Its membership shall include
all who pay an Annual Fee of $1.00
or a Contributing Membership fee

of $5 or a Life Membership fee of
$25." The Life Membership fee is

thereby increased from $10 to $25.

RESOLUTIONS
Amendments in Quebec : "Resol-

ved : that as this Association hears

that Quebec lumbermen have drawn
up some suggestions for necessary
amendments to the forest fire laws
and that these have received the

hearty endorsement of Hon. Jules

Allard and his assistants with the

assurance that this would be intro-

duced as a Government measure,
this Association heartily endorses
these amendments and congratu-
lates the Honourable Minister and
urges the Quebec Legislature to

pass them." Moved by Mr. Ellwood
\\'ilson, seconded by Mr. J. B.

\Miite, and carried.

Civil Service Reform.

Moved by Mr. Clyde Leavitt,

seconded by Mr. Ellwood AVilson,
and carried, "That the President be
authorized to appoint a Standing
Committee of three to take up with
the Dominion Government the mat-
ter of extending the scope of the
Civil Service Act to cover the out-
side service of the Dominion Fores-
try Branch."

Forest Fire Statistics.

Moved by Mr. Clyde Leavitt, se-

conded by Mr. J. B. White, and car-
ried. "That the President be author-
ized to appoint a committee of ten
to take up with the Provincial Gov-
ernments of Eastern Canada the
matter of the collection and publica-
tion of uniform statistics of forest
fire losses."

A meeting of the Directors was
held at the close of the general meet-
ing.

Tlie afternoon session which Avas
well attended was occupied with the

delivery of addresses by Hon. AV. R.

Brown^ President of the New Hamp-
shire Forestry Association, and Gen-

eral Manager of the Brown Corpor-

ation of La Tuque. P.Q., on "Closer

Utilization of Forest Products,"

which was illustrated with many
lantern slides; Mr. S. Lawrence de

Carteret on "The Work of The St.

Maurice Protective Association"

;

R. H. Campbell on "Forestry and

the Future"; E. J. Zavitz on "For-

estry in Ontario." and W. T. Van
Dus'en, of the British Columbia For-

est Service, on "Forestry and the

Lumber Industry." Interest was
added to the reading of the papers

by a lively amount of discussion in

which members and friends of the

Association from many parts of

Canada took part.

Several of the papers are given in

this issue and others will be publish-

ed in the March number.

The Banquet.

The annual banquet of the Asso-
ciation was held this year in con-

junction with the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association, the Commis-
sion of Conservation, and the Can-
adian Society of Forest Engineers.

Nearly 150 took their places in the

handsome dining room of the Cha-
teau Laurier, the occasion being
graced by the presence of a number
of ladies. Of the quality of the

speeches following the repast, too
much cannot be said. Without ex-

ception, they struck and sustained a

high level of eloquence, the guests
giving the most implicit attention to

the keenly human reminiscent inci-

dents recounted by Sir George
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Foster, the concise and interesting-

references to the conservation work
of the Forest Products Laboratories

by Hon. Dr. Roche ; the elocjuent

charm of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, who
asserted that were he given his way
every forest in Canada would be

state-owned and administered and
that any man who cut down a tree

should be obliged to plant one. Dr.

Michael Clark, M.P., for Red Deer,
Alberta, delivered a stirring and vi-

tal appeal for recognition of the

great issues involved in the Euro-
pean war. Dr. Adams, Dean of the

Faculty of Applied Science of Mc-
Gill University, spoke on the activi-

ties of the Commission of Conserva-

tion. Mr. Gordon C. Edwards was
chairman of the banquet in the ab-

sence of Senator Geo. Gordon, and
was assisted by Mr. F. E. Whitman,
President of the Canadian Forestry

Association.

Taking New Tolls From the Wood
Crop

Economy in Modern Forest Operations as Practised From the

Logging Camp to the Factory.

By
Hon. W. R. Brown,

General Manager, The Brozvn Corporation, La Tuque, P.Q.; President, New
Hampshire Forestry Commission.

(A paper read before the Annual Meeting of

the Canadian Forestry Association at Ottawa,
January 20th, of which the following are ex-

crepts)

:

I am going to speak to you on
close utilization, the steps taken to

secure it, and some of the unusual
products it creates. Close utiliza-

tion is the first point of contact be-

tween scientific forestry and com-
mercial lumbering, and a durable

bond of mutual interest, highly es-

sential to forestry and profitable to-

business. Whether a forest is con-
sidered a mine to be mined, or a

crop to be raised ; whether it is con-
sidered a matter of private or public

concern; whether it is considered
profitable or unprofitable, is a mat-
ter largely of judgment based on the
conditions presented, but there is no
question of the desirability of pre-

venting waste on the one hand, and

securing the largest returns from
every portion of the product on the
other; so that my paper will treat of

the practical problems in saving
from actual experience, leaving the

debate as to the policies of the pro-

fession and its technicalities to more
expert hands.

A Market for Hard Woods.

First of all we will commence
with the uncut timberland, pre-sup-
posing that there has been a plan
made, such as a -diameter cut; a sel-

ected area cut; a strip cut, or a clean
cut, for the removal of such species
of trees as are required for a specific

purpose. Our first problem of close
utilization is what can be done with
the uncommercial portions of the
tree which are commonly left in the
forest, and what, if any, use can be
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made of the other less valuable

species, in order that by marketing-

them the cost of logging the whole
may be reduced. In our region

where we log the drivable soft

woods, the problem resolves itself

into what market can be found for

the hard woods capable of being
turned into lumber, bobbins and
novelties of all kind. Can we find a

manufacturer who will use our rock
maple for shoe lasts? Or one who
will use our white birch for tooth

picks, spool wood, or peg wood?
Can we find a jobber to cut white
ash for axe-handles or shovel-

handles ; a tannery using hemlock
bark ; soda or excelsior mills using
poplar wood? Can we sell cord

wood to the neighboring villages at

a profit? A\"ill it pay to put in alco-

hol plants or charcoal burners to

utilize the limbs and inferior por-

tions of the trees ? All of these ques-
tions present problems of cost,

transportation and marketing too
complex to go into here, but a prac-

tical knowledge of their possibilities

and ability to extract a small profit

will make possible the logging of a

tract formerly considered merchant-
ably inaccessible.

JJ\isfe in Lo":^in(^.

The next problem presented is the

reduction of waste in logging. This
necessitates frequent inspections

and an inspection report which is

sent in each week to the main office

by an experienced employee whose
sole duty is to travel about among a

certain limited number of operations
and make sure that the specifica-

tions and conditions called for in

each jobber's individual contract,

are lived up to.

Then comes the reduction of

waste on the drive. Dynamite is

now used on rocks and obstructions
in a river before driving commences,
instead of on the logs during the

progress of the drive. This avoids
a large breakage. A stream proper-
ly improved will have one or many
storage dams and all of the larger

Mr. Charles Lathrop Pack, of Lake-

wood, N.J., and Cleveland, Ohio, who
was elected President of the American

Forestry Association at Boston, January

17th.

rocks will either be blasted out or

abutments built over them, and
shear booms constructed in order

that there may be a continuous and
unobstructed passage for the logs to

the mill. The use of telephone men
and telephone boxes at critical

points has been the common practice

for some time. A clean rear is in-

sisted on, as logs left back over a

vear abrase themselves and waste
against rocks in the river or against

the shore of a lake as they are

beaten about by wind and wave. In
some instances logs are left in the

still waters of a mill, pond from one
season to another in order that the
bark may be softened and drop off,

thus saving the cost and waste of

rossing, it being estimated that the
saving in wood wasted by the bark-
ing knives is greater than the inter-

est on the investment. In such
plants however as have the modern
rossing drums, this is unnecessary,
as the bark is completely removed
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without any appreciable loss in

wood.

The Log in the Mill.

Coming to the mill, the logs are

divided into size and quality, those

most suitable for saw logs going in-

to lumber and the smaller unsound
or crooked logs going into pulp

blocks and then ground into wood
pulp by means of grinders or cut in-

to chips to be cooked by chemical
means into pulp. The sawing of the

logs into either lumber or pulpwood
is done with 3/16" band saw instead

of the quarter inch circular saw
formerly used, which saves in the

width of the saw scarf, enough
wood to represent many cords per

day. A band saw also leaves a

smooth cut end instead of a rough
abrased end, which is an advantage

and saving when the pulp blocks are-

cut into chips. In the saw mill all

spruce, fir and hemlock waste in

sawing, such as slabs, edgings, and
butt ends, are run through a hogging
machine which converts them into-

chips. The remaining waste from
pine and cedar together with the
saw dust and bark is carried by con-
veyors into the boilers as fuel.

Cooking Oil Produced.

In the changing of logs into lum-
l)er and paper many by-products of
unusual forms appear. The spruce,
fir and hemlock lumber either goes
into house frames, clapboards,
I)iano stock, cross-arms for tele-

graph and telephone poles chemi-
cally treated to prevent their rotting,

piling and timber for wharfage
soaked in corrosive sublimate as a

Brush carefully piled on Timber Sale at Clinton. B.C., in the Dry Belt, in

readiness for burning.
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preservative, and into many other

forms. The cedar is commonly
manufactured into shingles and
fence posts; the pine at our plant

goes to a sash and door mill exclu-

sively; the ground wood goes into

newspaper; chips are converted by
the sulphite cooking process into

pulp, chiefly distinguished by its

long and strong fibre, and this sul-

phite pulp in turn is sold as a raw
product to form an integral part in

newspaper making, at the ratio of

about one part of sulphite to two
parts of ground wood. Sulphite also

goes to form the principal ingredient

of writing, wrapping or book papers.

All of the sulphite pulp which we
manufacture is bleached, and this

calls for a large electrical bleaching
plant to manufacture the necessary
chlorine liquor. As a by-product
from this bleaching plant caustic

soda is manufactured in consider-

able quantities and sold principally

to soap manufacturers. From the
chemicals set free in the caustic pro-

cess, chloroform and muriatic acid
are obtained. We are also able to

hydrogenate vegetable oils and
manufacture a cooking fat which we
are now placing on the market,
called Kream Krisp and Vream,
which IS purer in composition, su-

perior to, and more economical than
pure lard. From the pulpwood
chips also, through a soda ash pro-
cess, called the sulphate process,
sulphate pulp is produced, which is

characterized by its long and strong
fibre, and this in turn is manufac-
tured into a strong wrapping paper
which is known as Kraft paper, dark
brown in color, and most commonly
wrapped around magazines, papers
or bundles. Many new and useful
articles are being manufactured out
of this paper which may interest you
on account of their unusual charac-
ter, as they represent reduction in

the cost of living and the close utili-

zation of forest product.

iV^zf Uses of Kraft.

Large quantities of Kraft paper

Slash well piled for burning along new
government road, Fort George, B.C.—

A

good example to settlers.

are used in department stores, par-

ticularly in large mail order houses

in the West who ship by Parcel

Post. It is especially suited for en-

velopes such as are manufactured
for heavy documents and money, in

place of leather containers. Strips

of Kraft paper are used in binding

corners of cardboard boxes, particu-

larly shoe boxes. Strips of gummed
Kraft paper are used in the same
manner as twine about boxes and
packages and are much stronger and
do not slip off. Even coal is now be-

ing delivered in bags made of Kraft
paper in place of canvas bags, which
had to be emptied and returned, the

paper bags being merely burned up
with the coal. With a light backing
of cloth fibre and a filler to protect

against dampness, Kraft paper, call-

ed "watershed," is used for covering
automobile tires in the place of bur-

lap. "Watershed" paper is also used
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for the oversea shipment of dry

goods and groceries. Kraft card-

board is used in making dress suit

cases. Embossed Kraft paper is

used for wall papers, book covers

and the covering for fancy boxes.

Iiuitation Leather.

Very good imitation leather is

made from Kraft paper. Stripped

into narrow rolls Ys" wide it is run

through a machine which gums one

side. The gummed side is then

spread with a fine lint of cotton or

linen. These strips are run in a

spinning machine and twisted into

threads, the cotton and linen fibres

protruding as a thin fuzz. These
threads are afterwards woven into

various fabrics, such as imitation

burlap used in wall paper, heavy
cloth for upholstering furniture,

grain bags, tailors' linings for suits

of clothes, cotton and linen towels,

webbing, straps for surcingles, etc.

By the introduction of colored

threads, pleasing designs are worked
into the fabrics. It is sometimes
stamped in colors in the same man-
ner as cotton cloths. Small twine
made of twisted Kraft paper is used
in tying up bundles ; for weaving in-

to coarse matting; and as a warp for

rugs and carpets. Twisted into

many strands it is woven into all

sizes of rope, particularly laundry
and window rope and binder twine
for harvesting machines. To add
strength it is sometimes spun on a
hemp core.

Ez'eii JJ^ater Pipes.

By a new patented process our
company is now producing paper
pipe wound over cores of various
diameters and made in various thick-
nesses, which is thoroughly per-
meated with a tar compound, fodm-
ing a strong compact paper pipe,

capable of taking a thread and
lighter and less expensive and more
durable than iron pipe. This is used
for various purposes, such as under-
ground conduits for electric wires
and for resisting the action of vari-

ous corrosive acids, especially in

coal mines.

And Baby Carriages.

Kraft paper could be easily adapt-

ed to the same use discovered by a

Japanese during the Russian war
who invented a soft, tough and wa-
terproof paper. They also made it

into paper sheets which could be

folded into a small package and
which would keep out dampness.
There are other uses for this paper,

such as for napkins, handkerchiefs,

paper plates, cups, pails and other

articles too numerous to mention,

but the most surprising use it has

been put to is that one-eighth inch

strips shellaced and twisted are used
in manufacturing articles of furni-

ture in the place of, or in conjunction

with, rattan, such as chairs, tables

and baby carriages. So that it

would appear that there was a pro-

fit in changing wood into pulp, mak-
ing the pulp into paper, and turning
the paper back again into wood.

Chloroform and Cloth.

From these illustrations you may
see that the process of the utilization

of the by-products during the pro-

gress of the tree from the forest to

the consumer is carried on at every
step in its manufacture, producing
such widely different articles as
chloroform and cloth, iron pipe and
lard, and yet the possibilities inher-

ent in the ingredients of wood have
hardly been scratched, when it is

born in mind that in each chemical
process nearly one-half of the ac-

tual weight of the wood is thrown
away as irreclaimably valueless.

Mr. Punch's Charivaria in the

last number to hand says: "A Ber-

lin professor, lecturing on the use

of trees as fodder, stated that ex-

periments have already been made
in feeding- dogs with beech-wood.
It is hoped that in time these in-

telligent animals will be trained to

subsist upon their own bark."
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Forestry and the Future

Canada Must Wake Up to the Opportunities From Sane Forest

Management— Preparedness and Production.

By R. H. Campbell, Director of Forestry.

Two words or ideas have come
prominently to the front in discus-

sions of national affairs since the

war burst upon us. These words
are "preparedness" and "produc-

tion." In the years before the war
and in the first few months of the

war we were inclined to think but
little of the preparedness, the effi-

ciency, the "Kultur" of Germany,
but as the fierce struggle continues
in intensity and the strength of the

enemy shows no outward sign of

waning there has been norne in upon
the mind a misgiving whether the
British policy of muddling through
may not be too wasteful and dan-
gerous, and the conviction is forced
on us that the triumph of democracy
we feel this country is fighting for

will have to have infused into it

some of the national organization
and the efficiency of our chief en-
emy. And though we hope and
pray that this war may be the last of

its kind—so terrible, so widespread
—and that we may have to look to

a future of warfare and strife among
the nations, still, whether in war or
peace, the demand for national or-
ganization and efficiency will remain
if the varying and manifold needs of
the future are to be met.
The preparedness of Germany was

a preparedness not only on the
strictly military side but in indus-
tries, in trade, in agriculture and in

the management of all her natural
resources, including the forests. All
of these were developed to a high
state of efficiency, they were pushed
to larger production by careful man-

agement and use, and the methods of

development and utilization were
the subject of thorough and scien-

tific investigation.

Forests in Europe.

But what I wish to draw atten-

tion to is that the creation and man-
agement of forests was an integral

part of the programme and that the

modern increase in Germany and
other European cotintries in popula-
tion and indtistry has meant not the

destruction of the forest but an in-

crease of the area under forest and
a larger production and better utili-

zation. The attitude of the railway
station agent at Niagara, who, when
a European coming across from the
United States for a few days, asked
him for information as to the loca-

tion of the forests, replied, "This is

a civilized country, we have no for-

ests," is perhaps characteristically

Canadian and is indicative of our
thoughtlessness and immaturity.
The following table shows for the

leading European countries the po-
pulation per square miles and the
percentage of the land in forest

:

Population per Percentage of
square mile, land in forest.

Belgium 652 18.3

(Germany 310.4 25.9

Austria' 247 32.5

Switzerland . . . 234.8 22.7

France 189.5 18.7

Russia (in Euro-
ope) 64.6 31.0

Sweden 32.4 47.8

Taking Belgium as an example it

will be seen that, although the popu-
lation is 650 to the square mile or
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over one person to the acre, as com-
pared with two to the square mile
in Canada, though on an area of

11,373 square miles, as compared
with 3,729,665 square miles of Can-
ada, a population of 7,423,784 is sup-
ported, as compared with a popula-
tion of 7,206,643 in Canada, 18% of

the area of the country is kept in

forest.

The conclusion seems clear then
that a state densely populated and
highly organized agriculturally and
industrially, does not show its civili-

zation by destroying the forests but
by preserving them and working
them into the national economy.

Canadian Forest Products.

The value of the forests to Can-
adian industry and development is

already large. The report of the last

census shows that there were 4,999

establishments engaged in making
timber or lumber or in its manufac-
ture, that the capital invested in

them was $260,000,000; that there

were 110,000 employees receiving

$39,379,000 in wages, and that the

value of the product was $185,000,-

000, and this does not include manu-
factures such as paper, vehicles,

boats, agricultural implements and
others in which large quantities of

wood are used. The export of for-

est products and manufactures of

wood (not including those only par-

tially made of wood) was $53,344,-

616. The revenue received by the
different governments of Canada di-

rectlv from the forests during the
year'l913 was $7,433,770.

There is therefore strong reason
from the history of older countries
and the past and present contribu-
tion of the forests to Canadian pros-
perity, to decide that a policy of
preparedness and production should
be applied to Canadian forests and
to ask how it should be applied.

''Preparedness" for Canada.

Preparedness implies a knowledge
as thorough as possible of what has
to be dealt with. For the forest this

involves a system of timber surveys,

general at first but steadily increas-

ing in intensity, until the whole field

is thoroughly covered. Such sur-

veys will give information as to the

total stands of timber, their distribu-

tion and their condition, and will

show whether they are in general lo-

cated on agricultural or non-agricul-

tural lands. The information at

present available in regard to the
timber resources of the Dominion is

indefinite and is based on theoretical

estimates from very general inform-
ation. All the governments in Can-
ada are gathering such information,

some regularly and on a definite

plan, some spasmodically and with-
out any plan, but the work should
be pushed forward on some definite

scheme in which the Dominion
might very well consider assisting

in a large measure.

Setting Apart Forest Land.

Preparedness involves the hand-
ling of the forests the general body
of which is on non-agricultural lands
in a different way from those forests

which are on agricultural lands.

Wheat and timber cannot be grown
on the same land at the same tim^,

nor can they be grown on the same
land in alternate years. One or
other must yield place, and it seems
clearly the duty of the state to de-
cide upon and definitely set apart
the lands that are to grow timber,
whether they be called forest re-

serves or simply forests, or whatever
name they may be called by, and no
agricultural entries for such lands or
clearing of such lands for agriculture
should be permitted until an official

and expert examination decides that
the lands can be so more profitably
used, and even then they should be
opened only under such restrictions

as will adequately protect the sur-
rounding timber. The determina-
tion of the best economic use of
land is of great importance and is

something which should not neces-
sarily be settled by lumbermen and
foresters alone but in which the co-
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operation of the agricultural and soil

experts of the departments and col-

leg-es of agriculture should be secur-

ed.

New Uses for Wood.
Preparedness involves the devel-

opment of uses for wood so that they
may coiitribute to the growth of in-

dustries using wood, and may assist

other industries using its products
indirectly. When we have grown a

forest we really do not know what
we have. We have a product vary-

ing in qualities generally known as

wood. We have small and uncer-
tain knowledge of its qualities,

structure and composition. We have
used wood in the condition of wood,
or we have separated some of its

component substances, but we have
not as yet real or thorough knowl-
edge of what we are dealing with.

Research must be carried on so that

we may market our products with a

statement of their qualities guaran-
teed by the results of scientific in-

vestigation ; so that the best pro-

cesses may be followed in our indus-
tries, such for instance as that of

pulp and paper in which Canada
may fairly aspire to first place in the
world. The attention given at the
present time in America to the use
of pine oil, a product of wood distil-

lation, in ore flotation is an indica-

tion of the uses which may develop
from a more thorough knowledge of

our woods and their prducts. Not
the natural richness of the country
but scientific research and thorough
development of its resources gave
Germany the place in industry and
commerce which she held before the
war and might have continued to
hold if she had been content with
peaceful development. It was in

order to begin the organization of
such research work in regard to
wood that the Forest Products La-
boratories of Canada were establish-
ed by the Department of the Interior
in co-operation with McGill Univer-
sity. It is hoped that the beginning
thus made will grow into an impor-

tant auxiliary to the development of

the country.

Wood Production.

Production means the growing of

more and larger crops of wood. The
experience of older countries and
the information obtained from a
careful examination, of our own
should give the necessary indication
of how this should be brought about.
The timber surveys show that the
mature forest bears but a small re-

lation to the forest area in general
but that the reproduction in young
growth is general and on the whole
satisfactory. There is mature tim-
ber and to spare for the moment, but
the main hope of the future is in the
protection of the immature stands
that will be merchantable at no dis-

tant period. This is a crop already
sown and half matured without cost
to the country and will be the cheap-
est crop of timber that will ever be
grown here. Protection for this
crop must be given if our production
is not to fall. There is no throughlv
adequate system of protection yet in

force anywhere in Canada, and
neither government nor timber own-
ers can afford to stop at the stage
which has been reached. Better or-
ganization, better equipment, great-
er efficiency in men, more thorough
education of the public must be had
if the future is to be secure.

The Duty of Planting.

Production means the planting of
forests. In old settled districts in
Ontario, Quebec, and other provin-
ces, and here and there throughout
the western prairies are sandy or
rocky tracts of land that have been
bared of forest, are not now used
for agriculture, and Avhich must be
replanted with trees if they are to
be made productive. Belgium,
France, Germany, Scotland, replant
such lands at a cost of $10 to $20 per
acre, and it has paid to do so. Both
Quebec and Ontario have begun
planting and a beginning has been
made in the prairie provinces by the
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Dominion Government and though

costly it is essential if any crop of

wooci is to be produced at all on

some lands and if we are to do our

utmost in wood productin. It is to

be hoped that we will not so treat

our remaining areas of forest that

this expensive method will have to

be resorted to generally.

Production must be improved by

being placed on a permanent basis.

The speculative phase that we have

passed through and are passing

through in Canada was based too

much on disregard of the future or

on blind optimism. Optimism is

good but should be founded^ on

knowledge not on ignorance. When
a mill "for manufacturing lumber,

pulp, paper or whatever it may be is

established, when a community
grows up dependent on it, it should

have behind it the necessary supply

of raw material to make it perman-

ent, not only that business may
prosper but that homes may be se-

cure. Trade depression can proba-

bly not be avoided but every effort,

public and private, should be made
to see that industries that are es-

tablished should as far as possible

have reasonable expectation of per-

manency and' that every means
should be taken to secure the pre-

servation of the supply of raw ma-

terial necessary for such perman-

ency.

(From a paper delivered before

the Canadian Forestry Association

Annual Meeting, 1916.)

Forester for N.B. Firm

The latest lumber company to en-

gage the services of a professional

forester is J. B. Snowball & Co.,

Ltd., Chatham, N.B. This company
has employed Mr. J. R. Gareau, a

graduate of the Quebec Forest
School, Laval University, to have
general suoervision over the woods
operations on the company's limits.

He will also make a map and timber
estimate of these limits, as well as

enforce close utilization of all mer-
chantable material. Cutting opera-
tions will be regulated with a view
to ensuring the perpetuation of the

forest, and particular attention will

be paid to fire protection. Other
companies in- eastern Canada em-
ploying professional foresters are

the Laurentide Company, the Rior-
dan Pulp and Paper Company, the
New Brunswick Railway Company,
and the Canadian Pacific Railway.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
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These evenly-soft air mattresses^ may be
used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
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house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for
motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. |^|JSkl^!* n.y.
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Forest News and Photos

The Editor of the Journal
requests members of the Asso-
ciation to send in interesting

items or short articles dealing
with any phase of forest con-
servation. Good pictures are

also of importance.
The Journal is the common

property of the membership and
aims to represent all sections of

Canada and to discuss a wide
variety of topics. The practical

co-operation of the members in

the work of securing good ma-
terial is growing rapidly.
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iji Saving Timber for Settlers jjl

In different parts of eastern Can-

ada in the early days the country

was settled up indiscriminately. To
the poor immigrant from crowded
Europe all land looked alike, and the

result was that much land not fit for

agriculture was cleared. After work-

ing this land for perhaps two genera-

tions it became so poor as to be

utterly useless and the family have

had to remove to other land. Un-
fortunately in the meantime all the

good land had been taken up, and,

as the people on the poor land were
practically driven off through pov-

erty, they had no money to buy
good farms and, consequently, be-

came hewers of wood and drawers
of water to the rest of the commun-
ity. Sentimentally the scenes in the

abandonment of these poor lands

were and are very pathetic, while

economically the Dominion of Can-
ada has lost the labors of two and
perhaps three generations wasted in
rocky, sandy hill-sides; which labor
if expended on good land would
have made the workers well-to-do
and would have produced abundance
of real wealth to feed and clothe the
community.
Worse than the millions of dollars

thus wasted has been the waste of
thousands of good lives. In eastern
Canada the lesson has been taken to
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heart and settlement is now being
directed into fertile areas, while the

unproductive lands are being got
back into forests.

In western Canada the effort is to
profit by this knowledge and to
avoid the mistakes of the past. Once
people were ashamed of admitting
that there was any forest land in

their district. Now they realize

that to have a good piece of virgin
timber, which is being properly pro-
tected as it is being cut, is to have
something like a perpetual gold
mine.—(Edmonton Journal).
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A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

165 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, sJ4x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univeisity.
In preparing this book the author has

constantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Forest Service in various parts of
the Uniicd States.

233 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.
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CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to
the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and, under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years
of collegiate training including certain
prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work in
any of the subjects offered in the reg-
ular course, by submitting evidence that
will warrant their taking the work to
their own advantage and that of the
School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in
Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven - Connecticut
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Oh f/j^ Norfolk Sand Dunes.

The drifts here are particularly bad, but will be stopped by the planting of
evergreens.

Forestry Work in Ontario

Education Required to Link up Interest of Southern Ontario with

Forest Problems of the North.

By E. J. Zavits,

Provincial Forester of Ontario.

In considering the forestry prob-

lem in Ontario, we must bear in

mind the geographical arrangement
of the province. We have Ontario
divided into three great regions

—

the southern agricultural and indus-

trial region; the Central Forest re-

gion ; and the so-called Clay Belt at

the north.

Ontario differs from some other
provinces in the fact that a large
proportion of the population is not
directly concerned in forest indus-
tries. The ordinary citizen in sou-
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thern Ontario is not likely to take

-an active interest in forest policy,

and it will take considerable educa-

tion and publicity work to make
him see that he is a joint owner in

the state forest lands.

The Clay Belt at the north, esti-

tnated as an area of sixteen to twen-

ty million of acres, is a region of

spruce, balsam, poplar and birch of

comparatively small timber, prob-

ably more adapted to the pulp than

to the lumber industry. This re-

g-ion has in general a soil adapted

for agricultural development and it

is being opened for settlement.

Opinion Favors Burning.

I do not propose to discuss at any
length the forestry problems which
are developing in this region. Ow-
ing to the local opinion that burn-
ing, clearing and cultivation will

improve the climatic conditions of

this region there is a tendency to

look upon forest fires as a blessing.

It is certain that clearance, drain-

age and cultivation of the land will

lengthen the growing season. There
are many soils with a large amount
of vegetable mould and humus
where limited burning may be bene-
ficial but indiscriminate burning is

injuring many of the heavier clay

soils, especially upon rolling land.

Forest Reserve of All.

Lying to the south of the Clay
Belt is a region about one thousand
miles long and from one hundred to

two hundred miles in width, which
from its very nature can never be
developed along agricultural lines.

Here and there are patches of soil

suited for agriculture but in the
main this must always be a forest
and mining region. Within this re-

gion we have a number of Reserves
and Parks. I often feel that it would
have been preferable to have created
this whole region a Forest Reserve
and then to have admitted the
smaller interests under special con-
ditions. Within this region there is

the outstanding problem of protec-

tion. Until this is reasonably well

accomplished it is useless to talk of

artificial reforestation.

The old settled agricultural por-

tion of Ontario presents forestry

problems peculiar to its own condi-

tions. We have a region as large as

some provinces, a region which has

been cleared and more or less set-

tled. We have large areas upon
which efforts to farm have been at-

tempted and given up as a hopeless

task. Thousands of acres of worth-
less areas have developed which
present social and economic condi-

tions demanding attention.

Experimental Planting.

Ontario has undertaken a demon-
stration of the possibilities on one
of these areas in Norfolk County.
Here we have a Provincial Forest
Station with two thousand acres, in

the heart of a good agricultural re-

gion, where a demonstration is be-

ing made at forest planting and
other forestry problems.
We have reclaimed by forest

planting, sandy soils which had be-

come a menace to surrounding terri-

tory, sand dunes covering township
roads, etc. Aside from the actual

work being done at this Station it is

interesting to note the influence

upon the surrounding district. The
planting of small pines on these
sands was at first ridiculed by many
of the farmers of the district. Our
first planting in 1909, upon a sand
dune which was moving across the
township road and over which many
farmers had to pass, is to-day a
young forest of imposing character.
I repeat that at first this work met
doubt and even ridicule. To-dav it

has the active, support of the local

people and last season over fifty

thousand trees were given out in the
vicinity to private parties wishing
to follow the example upon similar
soils.

I wish to point out that we do not
expect to solve the problem of a fu-

ture wood supply. We are, how-
ever, reclaiming waste land and lay-
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ing foundations for future forest

planting problems which must sure-

ly confront us.
"

The success of this experimental

Forest Station in Norfolk will open

the way for extension of this line of

work in other parts of Ontario.

Wide Distribution.

Along with this work in Norfolk,

we produce forest plants for distri-

bution to other parts of Ontario to

private owners wishing to undertake

such work. This last season we
sent out over three hundred thous-

and plants and in many parts of On-
tario we have private demonstra-

tions of the practicability of forest

planting.

The Forestry Branch at Toronto

has charge of railway fire protection

under the Board of Railway Com-
missioners. This work is being or-

ganized along lines which will not

only give improved protection but
will also place the blame for forest

fires where they belong. I antici-

pate that as much as the railways

have been to blame in the past the

day has arrived when adjacent pro-

perty owners will have to bear their

proportion of responsibility. I refer

to the settler and lumbermen who
must meet the railway half way in

solving this problem. Our aim
should be to require as much of ad-

jacent owners in disposing of fire

hazards as we now demand of the

railway on its right-of-way.—(From
Mr. Zavitz's address to Annual
Meeting, Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation.)

Placing a Barrens Under Crop.

Shifting sand at Norfolk Forest Station planted with Scotch pine and Jack pine,

showing third season of growth.
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How Dominion Parks Management
^^^ Combats Forest Fire^^^
A Complete System of Fire Warning Applied to Tourists,

Sportsmen, Etc.—thePrinciple of Affirmation.

By J. B. Harkin,

Commissioner of Dominion Parks.

The Forestry Committee of the It is the old story, "I didn't know it

Conservation Commission last year was loaded." The obvious course
called attention to the desirability to follow then is to endeavor to

of removing inflammable material in educate every man who may by any
the woods on government lands out- chance go through the woods to

side of the railway right of way. guard against doing anything which
We have made a beginning at this may start a fire.

work. For a portion of the past People have been educated to
summer we had a camp of mterned recognize the necessity of pure air;
prisoners domg road work m Rocky people have been educated to suffer
Mountam Park. The road parallel- the isolation of their loved ones in
led the C.P.R., and while road con- cases of contagious disease. Surely
struction went on we also cleared there is no reason why they should
the dead and fallen timber outside not also be educated to be careful
the right of way as suggested by \^ regard to forest fires.
the Committee. I may add that the

proposition so appealed to us that The Force of Affirmation.

we also applied it to the road the I think those who have studied
aliens were building, clearing out the psychology of it, agree that men
the dead and fallen material for 50 are influenced most by affirmation
feet on each side of the road and at and reiteration. If a statement is

the same time trimming the green affirmed vigorously enough and re-

trees to a height of 5 to 6 feet above iterated often enough practically all

the ground. men finally accept it. There is no
We have devoted a good deal of better vindication of this fact than

attention to a fire prevention cam- the methods and the success of
paign. For practical purposes there patent medicine men. You all know
are only two kinds of fires—man- how they affirm and reiterate. Just
caused and those resulting from think of the influence their cam-,
lightning. The latter we cannot paign has on every one of us. There
prevent but in regard to the former is scarcely a man present, I will

there does not appear to be any good venture to affirm, who talking ordin-
reason why a great deal cannot be arily with contempt for patent
accomplished. I do not admit that medicines, has not on occasions
one fire in 10,000 is started mali- when he found himself pale or out
ciously. Practically all are caused of sorts, gone to a drug-store and
through ignorance and carelessness, purchased some remedy that he has
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seen blazoned in the newspapers

and on the bill boards as being good

for pale people. It is simply a case

of the efficacy of affirmation and re-

iteration.

I spent some time ten years ago

on a prairie ranch in a dry season

and I may say that the affirmation

and the reiteration on the ranch re-

garding care with fire rapidly de-

veloped in me a habit of carefully

extinguishing matches and cigars

which persists to-day as strongly as

it was then. I automatically extin-

guish matches, cigars. The habit is

such that I really do the act with-

out any conscious thought.

Match Box Warnings.

As practically all fires originate

in the final analysis from matches

we decided it would be good policy

to reach the people who use matches

by having a fire warning notice put

on the match boxes. All the match
companies in Canada : The Eddy
Company, Hull ; the Canadian
Match Co., of Drummondville, Que.

;

the Dominion Match Co., of Deser-

onto, Ont. ; the Eureka Match Com-
pany of Halifax, very promptly act-

ed on our suggestion and the result

is that every person who uses

matches is bombarded by the affir-

mation and reiteration of the fact

that he should save the forest by
being careful to extinguish burning
matches. There is also a notation
that the notice is printed at the re-

quest of the Dominion Government.
This, I believe, gives additional

weight to the warning and at the

same time constitutes a recognition

on the part of the Government that

the Company is co-operating with
the Government in an important
campaign. I should add that the
match companies made the neces-
sary label changes entirely at their

own expense.

Warning Sportsmen.

We recognized that large num-
bers of people annually go hunting
in the -vroods and that it was desir-

able to specially educate them in re-

gard to fire. So we asked the

Dominion Cartridge Co., and the

Remington Arms-Union Metallic

Co.—the two large ammunition com-
panies of Canada to insert a fire no-

tice in their shell boxes. As in the

case of the matches the reply was
favorable and the result is that to-

day every box of shells issued by
these companies contains an effec-

tive fire notice. No hunter can get

away from the warning. Every time

he opens a box of shells he finds a

warning to be careful in regard to

fire. The warning is thus given at

the psychological moment. More-
over, the warning is worded to

show him that, as a hunter he has a

real personal interest in helping pro-

tect the forest.

Notices in Tents.

Not only hunters but also many
others go into the woods and camp
in tents so we decided tents would
be a good medium of education. The
result is that nearly all the tents

manufactured in Canada to-day have
a fire-warning notice sewn into

them. Every time a man awakens
in the morning this warning is star-

ing him in the face. Every time he
enters the tent the notice reiterates

the fact that he must be careful in

regard to fire.

Notices on Axes.

The next person we thought
might cause forest fires was the man
who works in the woods with an.

axe. We offered to supply a firm
label to the Walters Axe Company
of Hull and the Company very
promptly agreed to stick them on
their axes. The label contains a
picture of a forest fire and the fol-

lowing legend

:

"No work for the Axeman
If the forests are destro3^ed

by fire,—save them by extin-

guishing completely camp-fires,

cigar, cigarette butts and live

ashes of pipes."
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Telephone Books.

The co-operation of the Bell Tele-
phone Company was also enlisted

in the educational campaign. It

was felt that many of the people
who have to consult a telephone di-

rectory at some time or other go
into the woods and that conspicuous
fire warning notice in the directories

of the Bell Company would help
impress upon them the lesson of

carefulness with fire. The Bell

Company very generously placed at

our disposal gratis, half a page of

their directories.

The work already outlined al-

though started to benefit parks prim-
arily related to fire education in

general but the educational cam-
paign was also carried on in other
waA's with special reference to the

parks.

The tourist and the railway are

the two sources of danger in the
parks. The machinery developed
by Mr. Clyde Leavitt, of the Con-
servation Commission for dealing
with railway-caused fires is so effec-

tive that the railway fire now is no
longer the thread-suspended sword
that it used to be. Moreover, while
developing our educational cam-
paign it occurred to us we might
help a little by making an appeal to

the railway-men who cause the
fires—the man on the engines—

-

consequently we arranged with the
C.P.R. and the G.T.P. for the post-
ing of a card in the cab of every en-
gine operating through the parks.

Notices to Passengers.

To reach the tourist we naturally
sought the co-operation of the rail-

way companies. The first step
taken was to ask the companies to
post fire notices in their coaches and
to print notices on the time cards
and on their dining-car menu cards.
All the railways responded prompt-
ly. No doubt these various notices
are now familiar to all of you. To
further emphasize the warning, ar-

rangements were made with the

C.P.R. hotel department that a suit-

able fire warning notice should be
printed in the menu cards of all the
Company's hotels in the parks. In
addition we printed an attractive
card notice and had one hung in

every guest room in every hotel in

the parks.

Practically all visitors to the parks
do a good deal of driving or horse-
back riding. Consequently we had
two types of attractive metal fire

notices prepared; one was attached
to the reins of all livery saddle
ponies in such a position that the
rider could not grasp the reins with-
out noticing it, the other was at-

tached to the dashboard and the
backs of seats of all livery rigs in
order that every one driving would
have the notice constantly before
him.

Of course in addition to these var-
ious schemes we also followed the
usual practice of having poster no-
tices distributed on all roads and
trails in the parks so that no one
could even walk around without
learning the gospel of fire protec-
tion. For this purpose we used a
special enamelled metal sheet in
several colors and bearing a picture
of a forest fire calculated to arrest
attention.

Encircling the Tourist.

Thus you will see that with re-

gard to the tourist we carried out a

pretty complete campaign on the
lines of assertion and reiteration.

We talked fire protection to him in

the railway time cards, in the rail-

way coaches, in the dining cars; at

every meal at the hotel and restaur-
ant dining-rooms; in the moving
picture shows ; we kept him in mind
of it when he was riding and driving
or out walking on the trails. AVe
kept it before him when he was writ-
ing letters home and we even fol-
lowed him to his bed-room with an
appeal.
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From the Association's Cartoon Service supplied to score of

newspapers.

L. Bun: •.>•>. .ave .o .o. ev.. ...... ... H .e ... .o ....

this war." another million acres under wheat.

Jack Canuck: "Leave it to ^^^--

}''jl'^ ^oy. Why not stop your forests

Father Bull: "That is

-f^ ^^ '"^^^^ of spl'-^^d ^'-^^^ ^^ ^°^" '"'"^ ""

from burmng down? These acre, o
^^^^^^^ ^^^„

present the easiest money you can ex er
>

>
^,^^^es the state-

Kew'spaper Note:-"The ^a-c^^ar^ Fo-^ y Asso^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

ment that if Canada would
'^^l'''''^^\^^ ^he annual interest on the

of forest fires, the timber saved would pay

tt Dominion loan of $100,000,000.'- .
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Silvicultural Problems of Forest
"

Reserves ^^^^^
The Main Business to Provide for the Future— Dominion

Government the Logical ControlHng Power.

By

Dr. B. E. Fernozv,

Dean, Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto.

Last summer, through the cour-

tesy of the Director of the Dominion
Forestry Branch, and in his com-
pany, I had the privilege of inspect-

ing conditions in some of the Dom-
inion Forest Reserves in the prairie

provinces and of some parts of the

Rocky Mountain Reserves.
This inspection was made with a

view of enabling me, as chairman of

the newly established Advisory
Board of the Forestry Branch, to

formulate propositions for investi-

gatory work as a basis for an even-
tual technical management of the
Reserves.
While ten weeks travel can, to be

sure, give only a very superficial

insight into conditions and prob-
lems, contact with actualities and
intercourse with the men in charge
permits at least a judgment of the
general requirements in the admin-
istration and management of these
properties.

The practical wisdom of inaugur-
ating the forest reserve policy
would, I believe, be admitted by any
one on general principles, but by
him who visits the reservations and
secures even only a slight acquain-
tance with the actual conditions sur-
rounding them, any doubts as to the
wisdom in each particular case will
vanish, and the conviction will be

strengthened not only that these re-

servations should become or remain

without question permanent, but

that they should be added to, and

also that they should remain under

the control of the Dominion, which

can much better than the provinces

afford to carry the burden of the

dead work that must be done to

make these properties serve their

object, namely to furnish continu-

ous wood supplies to the surround-

ing settlements. The visitor will

also realize, that to fulfill their func-

tion, namely to furnish wood sup-

plies, a systematic technical manage-
ment is a more or less urgent neces-

sity and should be inaugurated as

early as possible upon the basis of

carefully prepared working plans.

N'eed of Technical Men.

So far, in the minds of the public

not only, but of officials as well, the

problem of the forest reserves has
appeared of the same nature as that

of the mere administration of tim-

berlands ; so far, indeed, hardly more
than a timberland administration
has been attempted, albeit with a

somewhat more conservative dis-

posal of available supplies. Of the

practice of forestry, the technical

art, there is as yet hardly a begin-
ning. For such an administration
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as has been hitherto attempted tech-

nical men and technical knowledge

are hardly required. The fact that

most reserves are under the manage-

ment of non-technical men bears out

this contention : Forestry practice is

still absent.

The application of forestry means

efforts to reproduce the harvested

crop, efforts to make the reserves

continuous producers, to manage

them with a view to sustained yield,

as it is technically called, which can

be done only by application of silvi-

culture, the art of forest crop pro-

duction.

The principal reason for the ab-

sence of such forestry practice is

probably an economic one. Most of

the reserves are located where, as

yet, no market or only a limited

market exists, and, moreover, the

best timber, the marketable portion

on most of the reserves, had been

placed in timber limits, which were

haggled away before the reserves

were created, hence the administra-

tion was financially handicapped at

the start.

In addition, the administrator of

the reserve, if he consulted the tech-

nical man, would have found out

that to reproduce the forest crop

costs money just the same as repro-

ducing the farm crop, and as he is

accustomed to deal at any rate only

with present-day affairs, he is apt to

let the future take care of itself and

to confine himself to present-day

timber sales of whatever available

supplies are at hand. He thinks that

if he has made provision against fire

danger and for reduction of w^aste

generally, perhaps restricting the

cut to a diameter limit, he has done

^11 that can be expected. Surely,

these administrative measures are

of primary importance and need

first consideration, but if this were
to remain the proper attitude, the

reserves would fail of their object

and altogether the prosperity of the

country would suffer in the future.

Long-range Calculation.

The forester also takes into con-

sideration the economic conditions

under which he is to practice his

technical art ; he also is shy at avoid-

able expenditures, but he makes a

long-range calculation. His business

is to provide for the future and
hence he looks into and calculates

with the future, and he knows from
the experience of other nations that

it requires expenditure and appar-

ently dead work in the present to

secure results for the future.

His finance calculation is for the

long run

!

We must not allow ourselves to

be deterred by the fact that the for-

est crop is slow in maturing, that it

takes many decades from the seed-

ling to the log tree and not less than
60 to 120 years for a profitable crop

to mature.

On the contrary, this is the very
reason for a timely beginning to

start the crop. It is this time ele-

ment which makes the forestry busi-

ness unattractive to private enter-

prise and furnishes the argument
for government to engage in it, the
justification for setting aside forest

reserves and for handling them for

the sustained yield under systema-
tic forest management. Only a

government with the duty to con-
sider a long future, with providen-
tial functions, can afford to do this.

From the standpoint of the more
or less immediate need of inaugurat-
ing such systematic forest manage-
ment, we may classify the Reserves
into four or five classes.

There are some reserves, located
near well populated districts, whose
supplies are already being heavily
drawn upon,' as e.g., the Cypress
Hills Reserves in Alberta and Sas-
katchewan, the Pines and Nisbet
Reserves in Saskatchewan, the
Turtle Mountain Reserve in Mani-
toba. Here, there should be imme-
diately inaugurated a well consider-
ed felling plan and a judicious re-

forestation programme. Under pre-
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sent methods of mere exploitation

the virgin supplies must be soon ex-

hausted, unless adequate provision

is made at once for a new crop.

Next, we have reserves which, as

yet, are but lightly drawn upon, but

which within the next decade
promise to come into market more
fully, as the settlements come up to

their boundaries and the settlers'

wood supplies are giving out. Such
are the Duck and Riding Mountain
Reserves in Manitoba. Here, every
opportunity for more careful study

of the silvicultural problems should

be embraced, and a thorough pre-

paration for technical management
should be begun now in anticipation

of their coming fully into market
soon.

Where Planting is Needed.

Then there are a number of re-

serves that were not set aside on
account of their timber, which was
either used up, burned up, or natur-

ally absent, but on account of the

unsuitability of the soil for farm
purposes and the possibility of using
it for timber crops. Such reserves
are the Sprucewoods Reserve in

Manitoba, partly wooded, and the

Alanitou Reserve in Saskatchewan,
largely without natural growth, and
several other sand hill territories.

Here, planting operations should be
begun at once, first trial plantations
with various species and methods,
and, after experience has been gain-
ed, on a larger scale, with or with-
out assistance by natural regenera-
tion as the case may be.

Lastly, there are extensive reser-
ves in the northern prairie regions
and in the Rocky Mountains which
are as yet so far removed from mar-
ket as to place them last from the
standpoint of the need of technical
management. Here the problems are
still mainly of administrative char-
acter: to prevent further deteriora-
tion of the properties, especially by
fire ; to regulate the use of whatever
resources may be available, like, e.g.,

pasturage; to improve these resour-

ces; to make them accessible, and,

as far as technical interest is con-

cerned, to study the silvicultural

problems against the day when they

must be solved.

All reserves, however, once set

aside for permanency, should be ad-

ministered under systematic work-

ing plans, more or less elaborate

especially with reference to their

utilization; and, if they are to do

justice not only to the present, but

also to future needs, such plans must
eventually provide for the applica-

tion of proper silvicultural methods
for securing a continuance of wood
crops.

Importance of Planning.

There is no other productive busi-

ness that needs so much planned

and conservative procedure as the

business of producing forest crops,

for the reason that not only do these

crops mature slowly, but there is

little chance to advance and improve

the crop after it is once started; its

proper start, therefore, is the impor-

tant thing. The manufacturer can

change his processes in a few weeks,

the farmer from year to year, but

the forester once his crop is started,

may not change his procedure for a

century, and there is only limited

chance during the life of the crop to

interfere with its development;
therefore, the necessity of careful

planning.

If our reserves were all first-class,

useful virgin timber, the working
plans would be a simple affair. They
would consist in prescribing the

cutting of the year's requirements
in such a manner as to secure repro-

duction -— a natural regeneration.

But this is by no means the condi-

tion, even in the well wooded reser-

ves; only small portions consist of

mature, useful timber, largely
spruce ; large portions, as a result of

fires, represent young growth or are

grown up to undesirable or at least

less useful species, principally as-

pen ; some of these aspen stands are

rotten and useless ; some areas are
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mere bruslilands. and still others

entirely waste—dilapidated woods
which only a laborious building-up

process can bring into desirable pro-

ductive condition, and that means
careful planning and eventually the

necessitv of expenditure in starting

future crops.

In this connection, there is one

feature of importance to which I

may refer in passing, that pertains

at least to some of the reserves in

the prairie region which is encourag-

ing in this respect, namely the re-

markable rapidity of growth, which
excels that of the eastern provinces,

and promises early maturing of a

valuable crop.

This statement has special refer-

ence to the white spruce, which on
the deep soils which it occupies

grows for a long time on the average

at a rate of 5 to 6 years to the inch,

making a 15-inch tree, 80 feet in

height, in 80 years.

(The foregoing forms part of a

paper read by Dr. Fernow before
the Commission of Conservation at

the 1916 meetings. The balance of

the paper will be published in the
April issue of the Journal.)

Approves Quebec's Amendments

(Montreal Herald)

The paramount importance o f

preserving our forests should en-
sure the most sympathetic consider-
ation by the Quebec Government of
the proposals recently submitted by
a deputation of timber limit holders
to prohibit the setting out any set-

tlers' clearing fires. Briefly, the
limit holders ask that the law shall

l)rohibit the setting out of any set-

tlers' clearing fires between April 1

artd November 15 without the writ-
ten permission of a cjualified ranger.
The law at present makes the "per-
mit season" only from April 15th to

June 15th, and after September 1st.

That is. the present law fails to
specify any form of control what-

ever over settlers' fires between
June 15th and September 1st. The
limit holders ask that the entire sea-

son of fire danger be blanketed by
the requirement regarding permits
for fires. Settlers are to-day the

biggest enemy to forest preservation

in Quebec.

Then, it is asked that the mini-

mum fine for failing to obey the re-

Cjuirements in respect to permits
shall be one hundred dollars. The
present fines are mostly trifling, $2
and $5, and do not accomplish what
they ought. Thirdly, it is asked
that no option of fine shall be al-

lowed the man found guilty of set-

ting fire to the forest in order to

provide himself employment at fire-

fighting. Twelve months should be
the minimum sentence. Fourthly,
the rangers or other forest officers

should have authority to summon
any male adult to help extinguish
fires, such persons to receive the re-

gular remuneration.

These are all perfectly reasonable
proposals. They would not entail

any hardships on bona-fide settlers,

but they would do away with care-

lessness, which, under present cir-

cumstances, is often little short of

criminal. It is becoming increasing-

ly evident that the future of our
province is bound up with forest in-

dustries, and no reasonable step
should be neglected which will help
preserve to us the great heritage we
have in our forests.

Mr. H. R. MacMillan. Chief For-
ester of British Columbia, now act-
ing as Special Trade Commissioner
for that Province, has reached
Johannesburg,, South Africa. He
writes from there that he is having
a hard fight against Southern yel-
low pine. The orders coming to
British Columbia since he began his
journey tell of the success of his
mission, especially those received
from the British War Office. It is

rumored that he will go to the front.
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The Question ofRegistering Hunters
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Fisherrnen ---==-----^^^^^^^^^

A Group of Interesting- Opinions From Friends of the Association

Dealing With a Live Problem. *

For some months past the Secre-
tary of the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation has been gathering data
regarding the feasibility of "regis-

tering" sportsmen. The object of

the inquiries sent to all parts of

Canada was to ascertain the views
of representative persons and insti-

tutions. A few of the replies are
given herewith and others will be
published in succeeding issues.

That some means might be found
to keep record of sportsmen, par-
ticularly fishermen, entering certain
forested districts during the season
of highest fire risk was the sugges-
tion made in the Secretary's form of
inquiry. It was further asked
whether it would be practicable to
secure the names, and probable
routes to be followed, at the time
the sportsmen took out his license,

the information to be forwarded im-
mediately by the license issuer,

either to a central authority at the
provincial capital or direct to a
supervisor in the territory most con-
cerned. It was not suggested that
an entire province could be blanket-
ed by such requirement but that sec-
tions might be tried out. If the idea
was at all practicable, a well-or-
ganized body of rangers could cer-
tainly obtain valuable information
from the system in regard to travel-
lers within their patrols, and could
hkely eliminate some of the fire risk
that annually arises from careless
fishermen and hunters.

From Dr. Judson F Clark, Van-
cover, B.C. : 'T see no objection to

this, if it can be carried out without
any considerable expense. Viewing
it from the local standpoint I do not

see how it can be made effective on
the B.C. Coast without a very con-
siderable expenditure, but perhaps
there would be, some way of hand-
ling it which has not occurred to

me/'
A. J. Parr, General Freight and

Passenger Agent, T. and N. O. Rail-

way, North Bay': "Our thoughts are

that this registration would be a de-

cided step in the right direction and
see no objections whatever to it."

Edward Beck, Managing Editor^

Winnipeg Telegram : 'T know of nO'

reason why such representation

should not be made to theProvincial
Governments as planned."
Arthur O. Wheeler, Director, The

Alpine Club of Canada : "I consider
that the idea is an excellent one and
I cannot see any reason why it

should not be carried out as you
suggest.

As you say, the very fact of regis-

tration is bound to have a deterrent
effect and make the man in charge
of parties much more likely to be
careful, as he would feel directly

responsible to the authorities.

It seems to me, however, that
there might be some difficulty in

registering people and parties who
were making the one-day trips and
also in registering parties who start-

ed from points that were not at or
near registration centres ; but, even
if a few were missed in this way it

would have a beneficial effect by
keeping track of the majority.
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I am of the opinion that persons,

like myself, who move around fre-

quently and at many different points

in the mountains, should be created

honorary or temporary fire wardens,

so that they would be in a position

to make inquiries of parties whom
they met travelling, as to whether
they held the proper registration

certificate.

On general lines I very strongly

approve of the idea and shal be very
willing to do all in my power to

assist it."

The Camp Fire Club of America
(New York): "Your letter of De-
cember 7th, in relation to the regis-

tration of tourists, fishermen, hunt-

ers, prospectors and other itinerants

who make occasional use of the for-

ests, was presented last night at the

meeting of the Committee on Con-
servation of the Camp-Fire Club of

America, and was generally discus-

sed.

The consensus of opinion was
that such registration would be of

benefit in preventing forest fires,

and might well be put in practice if

it can be accomplished without sub-
jecting such itinerants to awkward
delays in effecting registration,

without requiring too close adhesion
to an indicated route, and without
throwing too much expense on the
provincial governments.

Personal experiences in Algon-
quin Park indicated that under the
conditions which prevail there such
registration can be effected easily so
far as the tourist is concerned, with-
out great expense to the govern-
ment, and with a reasonable degree
of effectiveness because there is lit-

tle occasion for departure from ex-
pected routes.

On the other hand, personal ex-
periences suggested the difficulties

in the way of determining with cer-
tainty the routes of hunting parties,
for it was recalled that it frequently
happens that the expected route of
a hunting party is changed at the
last moment, and perhaps after the

party has actually entered the bush,

because of information gleaned by
the retained guide with regard to

the presence or absence of game.
This brought out two suggestions,

one that the licensing of guides and
the turning in by such licensed

guides of information as to the

probable routes of their parties, and
others who expect to visit lands
without licensed guides might be re-

quired to obtain permits to build

fires on wild lands and to indicate

their expected routes in the applica-

tion. In the State of Maine, for ex-
ample, the building of fires on wild
lands by non-residents, other than
licensed guides, is prohibited. This,
however, often works hardship to

the fisherman or hunter who, in the

experience of those present, is quite

as likely to be careful about fires as

the average licensed guide.

This Committee is at all times
glad to be kept in touch with all

matters which pertain to the con-

servation of forests and wild life and

to respond, to the best of its ability,

to such requests as that made in

your letter.

Yours very truly,

WILLIAM B. GREELEY,
Chairman."

Some tests of the weight of freshly

cut woods have just been made by
the Laurentide Company and show
that brown ash weighs 50.26 pounds
per cubic foot, yellow birch 64.40

pounds, white birch 55.62 pounds,

elm 71.31 pounds, and sugar maple
73.36 pounds.

Although South Africa has made
great progress in planting to estab-

lish its own supply of timber there

is still a large demand, especially

for railwav ties.
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Boards of Trade Back Forest

^^^^ Protection ^^^^
Twelve of Ontario's Leading Bodies Give Support to Association's

Appeals—Two Reforms Asked.

"The Board of Trade of the City of

Toronto.
Toronto, Feb. 9, 1916.

The Hon. G. H. Ferguson,

Minister of Lands, Forests and
Mines,

Parliament Buildings, Toronto.

Dear Sir:

"The Council of this i5oard, hav-

ing carefully considered the subject

of forest conservation and the pro-

tection of same from fire, desire to

place themselves on record as being

in favor of the Government adopt-

ing a rigid policy covering control

of settlers' fires and the supervision

of the work of the forest rangers.

"The enormous loss annually

from reckless forest fires should

warrant immediate action by the

Government and the Board respect-

fullv suggests that the matter be
given due consideration at the forth-

coming session of the Legislature.

Yours faithfully,

F. G. MORLEY, Sec'v."

Although the Canadian Forestry

Association began its campaign
only about two months ago to inter-

est Boards of Trade in the forest

protection movement, the fruits of

the efforts are already showing.
Quickly discerning the importance
of forest conservation, once the mat-
ter was demonstrated as a business
proposition, the officers and mem-
bers of the Boards have not hesitat-

ed to take up with their govern-
ments several long-needed reforms.

Twelve of the leading Boards of

Trade in Ontario dealt promptly and
sufficiently with the proposals of

the Association, and other Boards
are quickly following their example.
Two points alone were dealt with

in the initial effort : The need of

some form of control over settlers'

fires in the forested districts of On-
tario; the necessity of reorganizing
the forest protection service so as to

bring about adequate field supervis-

ion and inspection of rangers.

After careful consideration of the
evidence submitted by the Associa-
tion in support of these contentions,

the following- made direct appeal to

the Hon. G. H. Ferguson, Minister
of Lands, Forests and Mines stat-

ing the Boards' endorsation of these
reforms .'^nd requesting action along
the lines ipiicated: Toronto, Hamil-
ton, London, Belleville, Kenora,
Fort AVilliam, St. Catharines, Pres-
cott, Bracebridge, Smith's Falls,

Chatham, and Berlin. Others will

be heard from at meetings which
are soon to be held.

That the keenest men in twelve
communities would with such
promptness endorse a movement
for better protection of the forests

of Ontario speaks volumes for the
growth of conservation sentiment
in Canada during recent years. The
representations of the Boards are

now in the hands of the Minister of

Lands and Forests at Toronto and
it is believed that his agreement to

the proposals will not be delayed
unduly.
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On the Destruction of Drumlanrig Woods

(First published in the Scots-

Magazine for July, 1803, where it is

stated the verses had been found

""written on the window-shutter of

a small inn on the banks of the

Nith," and that they were "supposed

to have been written by Burns.")

As on the banks of winding Nith

Ae smiling simmer morn I stray-

ed,

And trac'd its bonie holms and
haughs,

Where linties sang, and lammies
play'd,

I sat me down upon a craig,

And drank my fill o' fancy's

dream,
When from the eddying deep below
Up rose the Genius of the Stream.

Dark like the frowning rock his

brow,
And troubled like his wintry wave,

And deep as soughs the boding wind
Among the caves the sigh he gave.

'And come ye here, my son,' he
cried,

'To wander in my birken shade ?

To muse some favorite Scottish
theme

Or sing some favorite Scottish
maid?

'There was a time, it's nae lang syne,
Ye might hae seen me in my pride.

When all my banks sae bravely saw
Their woody pictures in my tide

;

When hanging beech and spreading
elm

Shaded my stream sae clear and
cool

;

And stately oaks their twisted arms
Threw broad and dark across the

cool.

'When, glinting thro' the trees, ap-

pear'd

The wee white cot aboon the mill.

And peaceful rose its ingle reek.

That, slowlv curling, clamb the

hill.

But now the cot is bare and cauld,

Its leafy bield for ever gane,
And scarce a stinted birk is left

To shiver in the blast its lane.

'Alas,' quoth I, 'what ruefu' chance
Hast twin'd ye o' your stately

trees?

Has laid your rocky bosom bare?
Has stripp'd the deeding aff your

braes?
Was it the bitter easten blast,

That scatters blight in early
spring?

Or was't the wil' fire scorch'd their

boughs?
Or canker-worm wi' secret sting?

'Nae eastling blast,' the Sprite re-

plied

—

Tt blaws na here sae fierce and
fell,

And on my dry and halesome banks
Nae canker-worms get leave to

dwell

:

Man ! cruel man ! the Genius sigh'd,
As through the cliffs he sat him

down

:

'The worm that gnaw'd my bonnie
trees.

That reptile wears a Ducal crown.

At the government nurseries lo-

cated at Berthierville, for the Prov-
ince of Quebec, at St. Williams, On-
tario, for the Province of Ontario
and at Indian Head, Saskatchewan,
for the Dominion Government, and
at Sutherland, Saskatchewan, stock
will again be available this year.
The number of trees shipped from

Indian Head has steadily increased
from over two and one-half million
in 1910 to about three and three-
quarter million in 1914. These trees
are distributed among farmers
throughout the prairie provinces
mainly for shelter belts, woodlots
and the beautifying of grounds
around buildings.
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"Proper Reforesting"

By Ralph H. McKee,

Head of Pulp and Paper School, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.

The planting and growing of

trees deserves the same care and

consideration as the planting and

growing of other crops. The abori-

oines grew varieties of wild wheat

and oats. The present day up-to-

date farmer uses carefully chosen

hybrids and as a consequence has

varieties that will yield more than

sixty bushels of oats and thirty of

wheat per acre under conditions

which, with the original wild vari-

eties from which these crosses

("hybrids") were obtained, the
yields would be but four bushels per

acre for the oats and two or three

for the wheat.
Almost all our crop plants culti-

vated to-day, whether grown for

.their roots,' seed, fruit, stalk or

flower, have, by similar crossings of

the original wild varieties ,been de-

veloped to give yields from five to

thirty times that of which the

original wild varieties were capable.

Faster Grozuers.

With trees, the present method of

reforestation is to plant seedlings of

the original wild varieties and the

trees obtained are naturally no

larger and no faster growing than

the wild ones from which they

sprung. I wish to plead to-day for

the introduction of the modern
scientific methods, that have been

found valuable with other crop

plants, to the growing of trees for

wood for making paper pulp. In

other words, I wish to plead for a

careful study of the hybrids formed

by crossing the varieties of trees

that are related to the woods at pre-

sent used for pulp wood, with the

expectation that the hybrid varie-

ties thus formed will be very much
faster growers and make at least as

good quality pulp wood as any we
now know.
Enough has been done by Bur-

bank, Henry, and others on the

crossing of trees for other purposes
to show that this expectation of in-

creased size and speed of growing
has a strong basis in its favor.

Henry has called attention to the

fact, that first crosses of trees, as of

other plants, are remarkable for

their size, rapid growth, early and
free flowering, longer period of life,

the ease with which they can be
multiplied, and in all probability,

their comparative immunity from
disease.

Burbank produced in 1897 a hy-
brid walnut as a cross between the
European walnut and the California

walnut. Three of these trees in

fifteen years each measured eight
feet in height and six feet in girth.

In these the timber when cut show-
ed annular growth rings one inch in

width.

Walnut Crosses.

Another cross between the Cali-

fornia walnut and the Atlantic coast
walnut was at sixteen years one
hundred feet in height and nine feet

in girth. This, you will agree, is an
astonishing size for such ordinarily

slow growing trees as walnut.
These walnut crosses were not

made for lumber, but only for their

fruit and indeed so far have con-
tinued to be grown solely for their

fruit.

Henry states that in England a
certain hybrid willow "often attains,

in fourteen or fifteen years from the
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planting of the sets, fifty to sixty

feet in height and three and a half

feet in girth." One at fifty-five

A-ears was a hundred and one feet

in height and eighteen feet in girth.

To those interested in pulp wood,
the natural thing to do is to think of

spruce and poplar. Spruce is slow
growing and slow to flower (30 to

40 years under forest conditions)

and so far as I know, there have
been no crossings of spruce at-

tempted. A\'ith poplar, on the other

hand, the trees grown from slips

will flower when about four years
old. This and the fact, that the
flowers are easy to artificially fertil-

ize as compared with spruce and
similar trees, make poplar a much
easier tree to handle experimentally.

Effect in Poplars.

There are a few cases of crosses
which have been made between var-

ieties of poplars and you will be in-

terested to learn regarding them.

There is a wonderful hybrid pop-
lar growing at Metz, Germany,
which in 1913, when eighty-one
years old from seed, measured a
hundred and fifty feet in height and
twenty-five feet in girth at five feet

above ground and at last accounts
seemed to be still growing steadily.

A younger tree, a cutting from the
tree just mentioned, was at forty-

three years old, a hundred and fort}'

feet high, and sixteen feet in girth,

and would cut 7,000 board feet of
lumber. In the case of another hy-
brid poplar, which was unrelated to
those just mentioned, the cutting
was forty-five feet in height and
eight inches in diameter fifteen years
after planting. This was on a poor
shallow soil. These were accidental
hybrids. There is no reason to think
they are ,the most rapid growing
that would be obtained if crosses
were made systematically.

Ten Feet in 2/ Months.

Henry by artificial fertilization

obtained a hybrid poplar that in

twenty-seven months was ten feet

one inch in height. One appreciates

what this means when one considers
that many forest trees at twenty-
seven years, instead of twenty-severi
months, are scarcely more than a

third this height.

Given a single satisfactory tree,

there is no difficulty in getting in a
few years thousands, or even mil-

lions, of trees from it, each as good
as the original hybrid.

The practical solution of the prob-
lem will be to get together speci-

mens of the L\vent3^-five or thirty

varieties of poplar known in this

country and abroad, cross them,
grow the resulting hybrids, and test

the woods ol)tained from these hy-
brids for pulp-making c[ualities.

From the results obtained, choose
the hybrid that in growth of wood,
quality of wood considered, is the
best and, using this tree as a source
of stock, reforest the cut over pulp
wood lands.

Cost of Exferiuicnts.

To carry out such a programme
will take skilled scientific workers
and some time. As I estimate it,

it will require, to cover all expenses,
about $7,000 a year for six or seven
years to get and test the possible
hybrids and to get seedlings or cut-
tings to begin actual planting on
forest lands.

In this connection it may be worth
calling the attention of the younger
generation of paper-makers to the
fact, that twenty-five years ago,
poplar was more used than spruce
for making ground wood pulp for
news paper. It is well known that
to-day poplar is our most used wood
for soda pulp. Judging from an
article of a month ago in the Pulp
and Ppper Magazine of Canada
there is a possibility of poplar be-
coming in the near future an impor-
tant wood for use in sulphite mills,
if it can be had at a less price per
cord than spruce. This sulphite
pulp from poplar is obtained in good
yield and meets the class of needs
met in England by esparto pulp. -
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Would Research Pay?

'l\) make the same tests with
spruce will not be as quick nor as

easy as with poplar, for methods of

technique will have to be developed,
and the experiment itself will be
slower to come to completion.
Even if the cost and time were
double that given in the case of

poplar, it would stil be very worth

while. A forest with pulp wood of
first quality, each tree of which in-

creases two inches in diameter each
year, is well worth working for. A
single automobile company in this
country expended last year $500,000
in research. Should a company
making pulp hesitate to invest $7,-
000 a year for a few years when
there is an even larger prize in sight?

Cedars of Lebanon

There are only about four hundred
of the Cedars of Lebanon left. High
up on the rocky slopes, Hadrian
sculptured his imperial anathema
against all who should cut these

sacred trees. The Maronite peas-

ants almost worship them and call

them the "Cedars of the Lord," and
a recent governor of the Lebanon
has surrounded them by a great

wall, so that the young shoots may
not be injured by roving animals.

Yet, century by century, their num-
ber grows less.

But these few are of royal blood.

They are not the largest of trees,

though some of the trunks measure
over fortv feet around. Their beau-
ty lies in the wide-spreading limbs,

which often cover a circle two or

three hundred feet in circumference.

Some are tall and symmetrical,
with beautiful horizontal branches

;

others are gnarled and knotted,
with inviting seats in the great
forks, and charming beds on the
thick foliage of the swinging
boughs. The wood has a sweet
odor, is very hard, and seldom de-

cays. The vitality of the cedar is

remarkable. A dead tree is never
seen, except when lightning or the
axe has been at work. Often a great
bough of one tree has grown into a
neighbor, and the two are so bound
in together, that it is impossible to
say which is the parent trunk. Per-
haps the unusual strength and vi-

tality of the cedars are due to their

slow growth.
When a little sprout, hardly waist-

high, is said to be ten or fifteen or

twent}' years old, one cannot help

asking, "What must be the age of

the great patriarchs of the grove?"
It is hard to tell exactly. There
have been counted, with the aid of

a microscope, more than seven
hundred rings on a bough only
thirty inches in diameter. Those
who have studied the matter deeply
think that some of these trees must
be more than a thousand years old.

Indeed, there is nothing wildly im-
probable in the thought that per-

haps the Guardian, for instance, may
have been a young tree when Hiram
began cutting for the temple at

Jerusalem.

Annual Fees Now Payable
Members of the Canadian Fores-

try Association are respectfully re-

quested to remit the annual fees as
early as possible. A memorandum
was sent to every member during
the past month and it is desired that
as far as possible the returns shall
reach the Treasurer before the mid-
dle of April.

The attention of members is also
directed to the new "Contributing
Membership," by which those wish-
ing to aid the 1916 programme of
forest protection campaigning in a
special way are enabled to do so.
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Sf. Maurice Protective Association

439

The St. Maurice Forest Associa-

tion, Limited, held their fourth an-

nual meeting recently at the Place

Vig-er Hotel, Montreal. The report

of the president, Mr. S. Laurence de

Carteret, stated that the scope and

influence of the association had in-

creased materially during the past

year, and the introduction of new
methods have raised the degree of

efficiency attained.

Most satisfactory advances have

been made in eliminating indiscrim-

inate slash burning on farmers' lots

in clearing land. Use of burning

permits in an experimental way dur-

ing the season of 1914 gave such en-

couraging results that in 1915 a

widespread effort was made
throughout the territory of the asso-

ciation to have all slash in clearings

burned under the supervision of fire

rangers in conjunction with burn-

ing permits.

No forest fires occurred from

burnings conducted in this manner,

and these results have carried much
weight with the Department of

Lands and Forests when the desira-

l)ility of the use of burning permits
throughout the province has been
under consideration.

It has been suggested that the
members of the association issue

written instructions to their woods
employees advising them that pre-
venting and extinguishing fires is

their first duty, and the president
suggested that a standard set of in-

structions to employees pertaining
to forest protection, for use by all

the members of this Association
should be drawn up.
During the past fire season the

total number of fires was 27 per cent.

less than during that of 1914, while
the number of fires requiring extra
labor was reduced 20 per cent. Sev-
eral hundred miles of portage and
trail had again been cut and cleared,

making communication easier and
quicker. Nine more lookout sta-

tions were constructed, making a
total of twentv-three.

Good trails had been cut to all

these stations with the intention of
connecting them to the nearest tele-

phone lines.

The financial statement showed
receipts of ^37,757.45 and expendi-
tures of $36,509.52, leaving a bal-
ance of $1,247.93. The regular as-
sessment for patrol and general ex-
pense Avas a quarter of a cent per
acre, totalling $19,731.94. On De-
cember 2nd a special assessment of
one-tenth of a cent per acre was
voted for general uses, principally
to cover the expenses incurred in
fighting fires. The area patrolled
held by members of the Association
was 7,892,776 acres, to which must
be added the settled districts adjoin-
ing, but from which no income is

derived, and Government lands not
under license. The expense in fight-
ing fires during the past season was
only 56 per cent, of that during the
season of 1914, and a large percent-
age of the timber killed by fire in
1915 is so located that it can be log-
ged during this and next winter.

The following officers were elect-
ed

: President, Mr. Ellwood Wilson,
Laurentide Company, Limited ;

vice-president, Mr. Robert F. Granti
St. Maurice Lumber Company';
directors, Messrs. Joe. M. Dalton'
St. Maurice Paper Company, Limit-
ed

; Charles LeBrun, Belgo-Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Company,
Limited; S. Laurence de Carteret'
Brown Corporation;

J. H. Danse-
reau; secretary-treasurer and man-
ager, Mr. Henry Sorgius.
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Swiss Forest Management

Old Method of Clear Cutting With Plantations Gives Place "to

.. _ .
Natural Reg-eneration Through Careful Cutting.

; - . . (CoiUimied from

At the beginning of the 19th cen-
tury the question of surveys was
taken up seriously by the Swiss
authorities. A triangulation survey
of the countr}^ has been completed
but more detailed survcA^s have been
carried out over only 35% of the
territory, and a general plan has
been laid out for this work. The
division of Swiss lands is as follows:

Total area .... 10.330,997 acres.
Forest 2,348,057 "

Agricultural . . 5,377,022 "

Unproductive
land 2,605,918 "

That is. 25.2% of the land is unpro-
ductive; 22.7% is forested, and the
remainder is devoted to agriculture.
The large percentage of unproduc-
tive land is of course a result of the
mountainf>us nature of the country.
The percentage of forest in other
European countries is: Germanv,
25.9; Austria, 32.5: Hungary, 27.8;
France.^ 18.7; Belgium, 18.3; Swed-
en. 47.8. No great increase in the
area of the forest can be expected
and the recent reforestation on new
lands has been for protection against
floods and avalanches. According to
the census of 1910 the population of
Switzerland is 150 persons to a
square mile or .62 acres of forest
per person. Switzerland imports
much wood. Where the average of
the forest area per inhabitant is be-
low about .90 acres the importation
of wood is greater than the export.
Of the forest land the state lands

are 106,545 acres, the communal and
municipal forests, 1,597,687 acres,
and the individual forests 643,825
acres. Thus about three-fourths of
the forest is a public domain.

previous issues.)

Quality of Szviss Forests.

The character of the forest varies

according to location. To the north

lies the range of the Jura mountains,
a limestone ridge rising' to a height

of over five thousand feet. On this

ridge, forested to the summit, are

mixed forests of deciduous-leaved
trees and conifers. Beech has the

most important role in these forests.

On the sunburned and dry slopes of

the hills the beech preserves the soil

against drying, thanks to the shade
and its thick carpet of leaves. Its

shelter permits the growth of other
sjiecies :—ash, maple, fir, spruce. On
the south slopes beech is almost al-

ways accompanied by Scotch pine

but on the more fertile and cooler

northern slopes the fir and spruce
are found.

The central valleys lying between
the Jura and the Alps contain the
principal areas of agricultural land,

the soil is better, and the climate
milder. Naturally the forest is more
varied and deciduous-leaved trees

predominate. Oak, beech, hornbeam,
ash, maple, elm, alder, willow and
poplar are found generally. Fir and
Scotch ])ine are also frequent and
spruce, which seems to have been
more recently introduced, has an im-
portant place.

As the Alps are approached
spruce and fir increase rapidly in

importance. It is along the northern
border of the Alps that these species
reach their best development and
become dominant. From about 1,500
M. altitude spruce remains alone of ^

these two species. The following
species attain their maximum devel-
opment in the Central Alps : larch,
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Cembra pine, mountain pine, and

also the Scotch pine. About 70%
of the forest is of coniferous species

;

40% is spruce. 20% fir, and 10%
pine. 30% is deciduous-leaved trees

and 25% is beech.

Seeding and Coppicing.

In the manag-ement of the Swiss
forests nine-tenths are handled on a

system of reproduction of high for-

est by seeding, and the remainder
on a system of coppicing. Coppicing

is suited best to good soils and is

most in practise in small private

holdings.

The method of clear cutting and
reproduction by plantations was in-

troduced by Swiss foresters who
from 1820 had begun to study fores-

try in Germany. Fir and beech,

which do not resist frost well in

their first years, were thrust aside

and spruce was almost solely plant-

ed. The ease and rapidity with
which it grew and the usefulness of

the wood also made it a favorite.

The old stands of broad-leaved
trees—oak, beech, ash— mingled
with fir, gave place gradually to

pure stands of spruce. Lands fallen

out of agriculture were planted with
spruce. Natural regeneration was
little by little abandoned and main-
tained only in the mountain forests.

But the inconvenience of a meth-
od so ill-adapted to the natural con-
ditions soon appeared. In the plan-
tations of spruce there was found
at the age of 50 to 60 years a dim-
inution of grow^th. And then rot be-
gan to make disquieting progress.
The ill effects of the latter decreased
in importance when the spruce grew
among other species, when special
cultural measures were followed, or
when growing at higher altitudes.
By the forced cutting of trees broken
by wind or snoAV or attacked by rot
the stands were thinned and lost

their resistance. They had often to
be felled before the proper time.
The soil becoming impoverished and
regeneration was difficult. To all

these factors were added the in-

sects which, in Germany and Aus-
tria, had completely destroyed great
stretches wooded exclusivelv with
spruce.

Reaction against this method soon
followed and it has had its day. The
treatment generally applied today is

as follows : It seeks to preserve and
to increase the productive power of-

the soil by a judicious mixture of

species and maintaining the soil

cover. It seeks regeneration by na-
tural methods. The annual cut
should be carried out on the oldest
trees, those of defective form or of

feeble growth so as to increase the
volume and the value of the old
stands remaining.

Sustained Yield.

The rotation which is generally
the rule in the public forests is from
80 to 100 years in the central val-

leys, 100 to 120 or 140 years in the
Jura, and 140 to 180 years in the
forests of the high mountains. In all

the public forests the principle of
sustained yield is adopted which
means that the annual cut does not
exceed the growth. In order to fix

this exactly, complete inventories of
the standing timber should be made
regularl3^ The principal revisions
of inventories suffice every 20 years
in the mountains but is considered
necessary every ten years in the
most productive forests. Indeed
ever\-where where the treatment of
the forest is well understood it has
been determined that the sustained
production of the forest increases
and that at each revision the annual
possibility can be increased, and
generally the greater value of a
single annual cut suffices to largely
co'ver the cost of the inventory.
The production of the public for-

ests is 40.38 cubic feet per acre, the
expenditure $1.44 per acre, leaving a
net revenue of $2.72. The produc-
tion from the 1,704,232 acres of pub-
lic forest is 69,188,000 cubic feet, and
the total for the whole country
95.310,000 cubic feet per annum.
Most of the wood is consumed in
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the country. The importation in particularly of lumber. To meet
1911 was 30,005,000 cubic feet and this demand it is urged that the pro-

the export 4,236,000 cubic feet. In election of the forests should be in-

snite of the use of coal P-as electri-
^^^^^ed by proper management. Itspite ot the use ot coal, gas, electri
^^ estimated that the production of

city, iron and concrete, the consump- 40 cubic feet per acre could be in-
tion of wood increases unceasingly, creased by 30 cubic feet per year, or
especially of wood for industries and nearly doubled.

Campaigning Through Boy Scouts

The Boy Scout Forest-Book, is- forest fires as the result of careless-
sued last month by the Canadian ness ... In the hands of the Boy
Forestry Association and presented Scouts this little volume should
to most of the Boy Scouts in Can- have great educational value and
ada has met with a gratifying recep- scout masters cannot over-emphas-
tion. Letters heartily commending \ze the importance of the warnings
the undertaking have reached the it contains."
Secretary from many sources and Pulp and Paper Magazine: "In
applications for the booklet are be- the thirty-two pages of text and il-

ing received from all parts of Can- lustration, the boy is made ac-
ada and even remote sections of the quainted with the Canadian forest
United States where newspaper and as a personal and national necessity,
magazine notices had first gone. The subject is handled from a new
Twenty-seven photographic illus- angle."

trations and sixteen pages of read- Toronto News: "It is made es-
ing matter have been so arranged as pecially attractive to a boy as it

to appeal first of all to the boy's deals with a subject that is almost
sense of what is interesting and invariably interesting to every
secondly Avhat is most important healthy upstanding youngster."
that he should know. Newspaper St. Thomas Journal: "Mr. Black
comments upon the production have has Avritten a helpful thing in 'The
been laudatory in tone and a few Boy Scout Forest-Book.' It is is-

excerpts are given as examples: sued as part of the Association's
Montreal Herald: "It is a happy educational propaganda for forest

idea of the Canadian Forestry Asso- protection. The young reader is

ciation to get out a 'Boy Scout's given the business reasons for put-
Forest-Book' and present a copy to ting an end to our plague of forest
the members of the Scout Move- fires."
ment in Canada. ... It certainly Copies of the booklet have been
will arouse the interests of young mailed to all members of the Can-
minds in the value of the national adian Forestry Association,
forests and make the lads feel that The Secretary is now preparing
the trees are the friends of both the an edition in French for distribution
individual and the community. AVe to many thousands of senior boys in
congratulate the Association on this Quebec Province. It is pos'sible
further evidence of aggressive work that, owing to the relatively few Boy
along most valuable lines." Scouts in the French-speaking popu-

Victoria, B.C. Times: "This For- lation of Quebec, the name of the
est-Book might Avell be in the hands booklet wiU be altered to "The Can-
of every citizen of Canada for it adian Boy's Forest-Book," and some
comprehensively, yet simply, points of the illustrations and reading mat-
out the stupendous wastage of tim- ter made to focus more directly
ber which occurs each year through upon Quebec's forest development.
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A '' Forestering Battalion''

The war has given rise to many
novel incidents but perhaps none

stranger than the proposed raising

of a battahon of woodsmen to cross

the seas and help cut down some of

Britain's home forests for war pur-

poses. The official announcement

as contained in the newspapers read

as follows

:

A Canadian forestering battalion

has been asked for by the War Of-
fice and steps have been taken im-
mediately by Major General Sir

Sam Hughes to form it. It will be
in command of Lieut.-Col. Alexan-
der McDougall of Ottawa, the well
known railway contractor. The
majors of the battalion will prob-
ably be Gerald White, M.P. for

North Renfrew, and B. R. Hepburn,
M.P. for Prince Edward.
Canadian woodsmen are wanted

at once in Great Britain for timber-
ing operations in connection with
war requirements. Lumber is now
at an almost prohibitive price in the
Motherland, and ocean rates on
lumber from this side are so high
as to practically stop export from
here. In Great Britain there are
still large resources of standing
timber which can be cut down and
utilized for building operations,
trench construction work, etc. The
men from Canada know the busi-
ness and will get to work within a
month or so on the job.

It is planned to raise companies
of experienced woodsmen from Bri-
tish Columbia, from Alberta and
northern Saskatchewan, from the
Ottawa Valley, and from Quebec
and New Brunswick. A number of
prominent lumbermen and contrac-
tors have agreed to co-operate in the
recruiting of the new battalion and
these modern cours-de-bois will
form one of the most picturesque
and at the same time most service-
able of the Canadian battalions for
overseas service.

A Lesson in Consequences

(From Toronto "Globe.")

The sweeping of the bison from

teh Western plains is well-nigh

parallel by the removal of the virgin
forests from older Ontario. Men are
still living who can remember when
the greater part of the southern half
of the Province was covered with
timber of a class which commands
famine prices to-day. The sturdy
oak, lordly pine, towering elm, and
beech, maple, ash, and basswood
were found in abundance almost
everywhere, while in special locali-

ties walnut was also common. Un-
told quantities of this timber were
burned in log heaps; more of it was
sold for a song. To-day so little of
the original forest remains that
some of the most valuable hardwood
cannot be obtained in commercial
quantities in older Ontario; a few
years ago, in a period of fuel scar-
city, the stumps of pine trees sold
for fuel at a higher price than was
secured for the trees which grew
upon them.

The wholesale destruction o f

trees which occurred in the early
days of settlement is not the only
evil in the case. The Province has
been so stripped of forest protection
that creeks are drying- up and the
supply of well water has in many
places been endangered. In addi-
tion to this, the clearing of light

soils, unfitted for agricultural pur-
poses, is leaving exposed sandy
wastes which are a menace to better
land in the neighborhood. The les-

son taught by the experience of
older Ontario should not be lost on
the new area now being opened in

the north. In the portion of the
Province which has been over-
cleared a vigorous policy of reaffof-
esting should be adopted as soon as
normal conditions are restored after
the war.
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The Results of Public Lectures

The public lecture programme in-

volving two lectures daily was car-

ried out by the Secretary during the

two weeks ending Saturday, Febru-
ary 26th, the territory covered repre-

senting Winnipeg, Port Arthur, Fort
William, and Sudbury.

The newspapers at these points

gave unstinted publicity to the pro-

paganda in advance of, and during,

the Secretary's visits. Columns of

space were devoted by the Winnipeg
newspapers to forest conservation

matters in the form of interviews,

reports of the lectures, and edi-

torially.

The senior students of technical

schools and collegiate institutes

were frequently assembled for an

hour, while the lecturer outlined the

story of Canada's forest industries,

the importance of maintaining the

storehouse of raw materials, the

damage wrought by forest fires on
standing timber and stream protec-

tion, the work of fire rangers, etc.,

etc. The attention given was in-

variably good, and one-hundred pic-

tures on the screen accentuated the

impressions of Canada's forest
needs.

At Winnipeg, the Secretary was
privileged to discuss Avith Hon. T.

C. Norris, Premier of the Province,
and the majority of his Cabinet
Ministers the desire of conservation-
ists for better co-operation between
provincial aathorities and those re-

sponsible for the care of the forest

reserves. It was pointed out that

the reserves required protection

from settlers' fires on their borders
and had suffered greatly from this

source, that a policy of careful

guarding and development by the

Dominion Forestry Branch would
inevitably bring great benefits to

the surrounding country in increased

supplies of wood for settlers and
ultimately the starting of new in-

dustries. The Premier and Minis-

ters gave the presentation a cour-

teous hearing.

Other lectures have been arranged
for Cobalt, Sault Ste. Marie, Lon-
don, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal,

Brockville, and other centres.

Fighting Forest Insects

Some little time ago Canadians
were startled by the news that an

outbreak of forest insects had oc-

curred in Stanley Park, Vancouver,
and that there was danger of a great

part of that magnificent timber be-

ing destroyed. At the last monthly
meeting of the Foresters' Club of

Ottawa held at the University Club,

Mr. J. M. Swaine, entomologist for

forest insects in the Department of

Agriculture, told how that outbreak
had been first checked, and then

beaten off. This came as an inci-

dent in his address on forest insects

in Canada, which address was illus-

trated by lantern views and made
still more plain by the exhibit of

samples of the wood and bark of

destroyed trees, and by specimens
of the insects which did the damage.

Mr. Swaine told of his work in the

past three years to learn the life his-

tory of insects not yet fully studied

and to devise and apply measures to

combat their destructive work, and
to save timber areas that had been
attacked.

There was not a dull or uneduca-
tive minute in the whole lecture.
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The great scope of the work was in-

dicated by Mr. Swaine's references

to work in New Brunswick, Quebec,
Ontario and then across to the Pa-
cific slope ; while one of the great-

est "finds" in regard to one of the

spruce-destroying insects was made
in a pile of three million feet of

sawlogs on the shore of Lesser Slave
Lake in Alberta. The importance of

the subject is so tremendous and so
much interest was aroused that it is

not unlikely Mr. Swaine will be
asked to address the club again with
particular reference to one part of

Canada, and the insects which en-
danger the forests in that part.

The chair was occupied by the
president of the club, Mr. R. H.
Campbell, director of forestry, who
conveyed the thanks of the club to
Mr. Swaine. He also explained that

in addition to those who originally

formed this club, lumbermen and
others interested in forestry might
become members and participate on
the same basis. There were a num-
ber of visitors, including Dr. C.

Gordon Hewitt, Dominion entomol-
ogist ; Mr. B. M. Winegar, of the
C.P.R. department of natural re-

sources, Montreal ; and Mr. Chrys-
tal, assistant to Mr. Swaine in his

forest protective work.

Lasting Qualities of Douglas Fir

The house shown in the picture was built in 1851 entirely of Douglas Fir, except

the roof which was of cedar shingles. It v/as erected by the Hudson's Bay Company
near Victoria, P.C. There are practically no parts of the building that have had to

be renewed.
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Forestry and the Lumber
^^^^ Industry ^^^^

How the British Cokimbia Government Grappled With Problem

of Utilizing the Stores of Forest Wealth

By W. VJ. Van Diiscii,

British Columbia Forest Scrz-icc.

Forestry is a very broad word
and has been used to embrace a wide
range of activities. I would preface

my remarks with a definition of

Forestry as I understand it. Fores-
try may be defined as the best man-
agement of a forest estate keeping
in mind both present and future in-

terests.

There are two great classes of

forested properties. Protection For-
ests and Supply or Timber Forests.

The forester must always keep in

mind in the management of forests

the primary object to be obtained.

Protection Forests are very impor-
tant in some of the European coun-
tries but as the Timber Forest is the
important forest of North America,
at the present time, as they bring
population, wealth, prosperity, I will

limit my remarks to the Commercial
Forest.

Forestry was first practised and
has come to its highest development
in European countries. There, even
from the very first, the manager of
a Forest Estate had no difficulty in

selling his product at a sufficient

price to net a profit on his opera-
tion. The great demand of the
wood-using industries constituted a
large and steady demand for the
product of the forest. In the same
way, the dense population created a
steady demand for the product of

the various wood manufacturing
establishments. So, we find in

Europe that the Forester on account
of the demand for his product has
confined his activities to the grow-
ing of timber crops. To do this to

the best advantage, however, he
must keep in close touch with the

market which consumes his pro-

duct and if he finds his market is

undergoing certain changes, he
must either devise other ways of

marketing his product or change the

character of his product to suit the

altered market conditions.

B. C's Fire Protection.

Conditions are entirely different in

North America. The immense vir-

gin forests have been exploited by
the lumberman (rightly so to my
mind) and the Forester has come on
the scene after considerable portion

of North America's standing timber
has been cut. It became his duty to

see that the forest resource was not
over cut. was not destroyed by fire

and to handle the forests for the

benefit of the- people. In North
America, of course, forestry is con-

fined almost entirelv to state effort.

Now, I want to tell you about for-

estry and the lumber industry in

British Columbia.

The first thing to be done was to

adequately protect the forests of
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B. C. from the enemy of forests all

over North America—fire. This has

been practically accomplished. Do
not let me be misunderstood. We
still have forest fires, many of them,

but as in a well patrolled city, the

large majority do not get past the

incipient stage and the annual loss

through this source can be calcu-

lated fairly closely. After protec-

tion comes utilization of the forest

wealth.

Loss of Mature Timber.
The Forest Branch after careful

investigation covering three years
finds that there is at a conservative
estimate 400 billion feet of merch-
antable timber in B. C. This esti-

mate will be fully borne out, I be-

lieve, when the report now being se-

cured by the Commission of Con-
servation is issued. At the present
rate of cutting this would last over
two hundred years. But there is

growing each year, at least 5 billion

feet of which only from one and a

half to two billion is being used.
The balance is a total economic loss.

This is a waste which, by all the
rules of conservation, should be
stopped and if it is possible to stop
it, the Government of B. C. is going
to stop it. We cannot allow such
an economic waste, if it is possible
to avoid it, especially when Canada
and the Empire is at war. The same
sentiment which prompts Canada to

support the Empire with her men
and money should stimulate those
who do not go to fight the Empire's
battle on the fields of Europe to
economize, conserve and utilize the
nation's natural timber resource, so
that the forests of Canada can play
their part in making prosperity and
so help financing the war. The only
way is to find larger markets for
our forest products.

Problems of Selling.

We have logging and milling
facilities to harvest the total annual
growth. In fact, overproduction and
sacrifice prices are an old and al-

most chronic trouble in the lumber

industry of North America. In ad-

dition to overproduction we have
had decreased consumption. The
per capita consumption of lumber in

North America has always been

very high—far higher than in Eng-
land or Europe in general—and
probably it is only to be expected

that it would decrease somewhat as

time goes on. Many substitutes are

now on the market, and for some
purposes some of them are unques-
tionably superior to wood. But in

many cases they are sold by aggres-

sive advertising and salesmanship
for purposes where wood is far su-

perior; for example, substitute roof-

ing material versus British Columbia
Red Cedar Shingles. Lumbermen
are now beginning to see that in

order to keep its proper place in the

markets, wood must be advertised

and sold more efficiently, and better

service given to the consumer.
Another factor which has reduced

the consumption of lumber is the de-

crease in building per capita. Some
claim that a good deal of this money
has gone to buy automobiles—in

other words, many people are buy-
ing new automobiles instead of new
houses. The great increase in ten-

ant farming is given as another rea-

son. The general business depres-

sion of the past year or so, and the

effect of the war on foreign markets
and shipping all aggravated the

situation.

I cannot go into detail concerning
what we are doing to secure in-

creased markets in the time at my
disposal, so I will just briefly men-
tion the various lines that the work
has taken.

Coniinissioners at Work.

(1st) Mr. H. R. MacMillan, Chief
Forester of B. C, was sent on a

world tour by the Department of

Trade and Commerce. He is at pre-

sent in India having visited the
United Kingdom, France and South
Africa and will visit Australia, New
Zealand and China before he re-

turns.
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(2nd) B. C. Lumber Commision-
ers have been placed at London,

Eng., Regina, Sask., and Toronto,

Ont. The Toronto office is in the

Excelsior Life Building, at the corn-

er of Adelaide and Toronto Streets.

(3rd) A quarter million pamph-
lets have been issued for distribution

to the Prairie farmers, giving detail-

ed plans for all kinds of farm build-

ings together with complete speci-

fications.

(4th) A series of timber pamph-
lets are being printed describing the

wood products which B. C. has for

sale. These are for distribution to

importers, architects, engineers and
large users of wood in the markets
that B. C. hopes to reach.

(5th) The Forest Branch at Vic-

toria are prepared to forward to all

lumber producers of the Province

any inquiries received from prospec-

tive purchasers.

I might jsut add here that great

drawbacks to the development of

overseas markets has been great

scarcity of tonnage and the fact that

up to the present time almost the

entire foreign business of the Pacific

Coast has passed through the hands
of San Francisco brokers. Steps are

being taken in B. C. to create a local

Merchant Marine, which will enable

our lumber to compete in the world
markets without the handicap of

passing through San Francisco. In
this work the Foresters of B. C. are

working hand in hand with the lum-
ber industry. And in this close co-

operation there is being formed a

basis of sound understanding and
appreciation of each other's difficul-

ties that will be a sure foundation
on which to build a far-sighted pro-

A'incial forest policy having in view
the best and most efficient utiliza-

tion of our timber resource.

Co-operation the Key-note.

Forestry and Lumber Industry
are linked up almost inseparately in

actual practice and the thought I

wish to express before closing is

this :

—

On the North American Contin-

ent, it is my conviction that the For-

esters having the management of

State Forest resources in their hands

should build a solid foundation of

mutual understanding and hearty

co-operation between all directly in-

terested in the forest and secure by
these efforts a public opinion on
which there can steadily be built up
a strong healthy forest policy.

Foresters, Lumbermen, Pulp and
Paper Manufacturers and timber
owners are allies who must work to-

gether to secure lasting results.

Monument to a Tree

Perhaps one of the most curious

monuments in existence has recently

been built in Ontario by Canadians,
says "The Popular Science Month-
ly." The farmers have just erected

a marble pillar to mark the site on
which grew a famous apple tree.

"More than a century ago a set-

tler in Canada named Mcintosh,
when clearing a space in which to

make a home in the wilderness, dis-

covered among a number of wild
apple trees one which bore fruit so
well that he cultivated it and named
it Mcintosh Red.

"The apple became famous ; seeds
and cuttings were distributed to all

parts of Canada, so that now the

Mcintosh Red flourishes wherever
apples grow in the great Dominion.
In 1896 the original tree from which
the enormous family sprang was in-

jured by fire, but it -continued to

l3ear fruit until five years ago. Then,
after 15 years, it died, and the grate-

ful farmers have raised a marble
pillar in honor of the tree which did

so much for the fruit-growing indus-
try of their land.

"The story of this apple tree illus-

trates the African proverb that,

though you can count the apples on
one tree, you can never count the

trees in one apple."
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War's Effect on Shade Trees

By F. McVickar.

Mr. McVickar is a well-known Canadian Forester and has been serving in

France for many months.

I am sending all I could scrape up
about the effects of war on forests

during the two months I was in

France. In the army on service a

man's time is never his own, and his

movements are also very much
never his own, and his movements
are also very much restricted. Also
when in the areas affected one is

generally as close to mother earth as

he can get during daylight hours

;

and consequently one's horizon is

very circumscribed, especially in a
very flat country.
"The sound of flying bullets and

the burst of shells too tends to keep
one's mind occupied with problems
which at ordinary times are more in-

teresting to woodchucks, badgers
and the like than to foresters. How-
ever, now that everybody is talking
of the war, and thinking of the war
above all else, my little effort may
not be entirely unwelcome.

"Unfortunately the country in
which our force is operating is al-

most devoid of woodland. However,
farther south in Alsace and Lorraine
there are extensive forests, but of
course I couldn't get near them.
Photos are absolutely out of the
question. Cameras are not allowed
out there to any except a few gen-
erals, etc.

"I have been in the trenches in
Northern France; and although I

didn't see enough of the effect of
military operations on forest land to
warrant venturing on anything like
a technical discussion of the subject,
a few of my impressions of this side
of warfare may not be entirely

amiss. First, I would like to say
that while these operations are go-
ing on it is pretty nearly impossible
to make any observations of value
on this subject. This, I hope, will
be made clear in the remarks which
follow.

"The part of the line held by the
British runs through a very lovv, flat
country largely taken up by farm-
ing. It boasts of nothing but small
patches of wood scattered about here
and there.

"The operations that have taken
place on this territorv may be
grouped under two heads; the first
heading covering those operations
incident to the advance toward Paris
at the beginning of the war, and the
second covering the almost station-
ary siege warfare of the present
stage of the war.
"The damage caused by the first-

class of operations is very slight in
this part of the country. Chieflv
because the patches of wood are iso-
lated and because owing to the gen-
eral scarcity of wood litter and dead
branches are kept cleaned up. Con-
sequently the woods are not easilv
burned. Also at that stage of the
struggle bodies of men moved large-
ly along the roads, and artillery fire
was not of long enough duration in
one place to do much damage.
Earthworks then were not very
elaborate and poles were not used
so much in their construction as at
present.

"The effect o fthe operations com-
ing under the second head are much
more noticeable for the simple rea-
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son that the fighting" has for many
months been confined to a rather

narrow strip of country.

"One might subdivide this area

into two zones : the zone of constant

bombardment, that is the zone of the

trenches where there is an almost

constant hail of shells and the zone

of intermittent bombardment, this

being the territory where the local

range heavy guns drop a shell now
and then, searching for the opposing

artillery or sweeping the roads in

search of transports or columns of

troops.

"On the areas covered by the con-

stant fire there are no living trees or

even large shrubs left; in fact I've

seen small patches where it seems

that even the grass blades must be

pretty well frayed out. Here, na-

turally in daytime, one keeps down
in the trenches as much as possible,

and in the dark one is too busy per-

fecting and repairing one's particu-

lar portion of trench to look around

very much.

"However, by peeping out very

cautiously in. the daytime one may
get an occasional glimpse of what

used to be a patch of woods or a

few isolated trees.

"All species look pretty much the

same now ; a stub more or less split

up, with one or more bits of broken

branches still clinging on near the

top. There are no leaves, twigs, or

small branches remaining, and even

most of the bark has been whipped

off by flying metal.

"The earth is generally broken up

and pitted very generously with

shell craters. Now the explosion of

a good many of these shells, for in-

stance those containing lyddite, gen-

erate fumes which stain everything

in the immediate vicinity ; sand

bags, clothes, and the very earth it-

self. As far as I could make out

these fumes constantly settling on

the soil will kill, or at any rate dam-

age, its vegetation, and probably

will reduce its fertility, for a time at

least. However, when the war is

over our French and Belgian friends

will be able to tell us all about this.

"As to the effect of the gas on the

soil, I have never been in the gass-

ed country, so do not know much
about it. They say that it kills the

leaves on trees and shrubs.

"The long range bombardment of

the second class doesn't do any ap-

preciable damage to woodlands be-

cause the shells do not cover much
of the ground and are generally

dropped on other things than trees.

"A good many poles are taken

from this area immediately behind

the trenches for use in earthworks.

This undoubtedly takes a good deal

of material from the future yield of

the stands. However, owing to the

great size of the area they are re-

moved from it is not very noticeable

in any particular spot.

When the time of reconstruction

comes there will be an increased de-

mand for timber for a time. All

buildings, although in Europe large-

ly made of brick or stone, require

some wood in their construction.

Most of the buildings close to the

scene of the present operations will

have to be completely rebuilt. Wood
goes into railway construction, and

a great many public works ; all of

which have suffered very heavily

wherever near the trenches.

"Hence we will not only have

damaged forests on the areas affect-

ed, but also a need for timber which

for some time will be much greater

than before the war."
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A Soil Survey

(From "The North Woods" of St. Paul, U.S.A.)

-The State Development Commit-
tee, which met in St. Paul early in

December, and the Northern De-
velopment Association, wiiich met in

Bemidji a week later, both passed

resolutions favoring a soil survey,

"to be made by those who want the

land used for ag-riculture." One of

these resolutions implies, and the

other one states explicitly, that the

foresters should not have anything
to say about the soil survey.

AVe would call attention to the

fact that the foresters have never
asked for any part in this soil sur-

vey and do not want any part in it.

We have always stood for a survey
by experts in land classification, a

classification based on scientific me-
thods and not on prejudice. This is

the only basis on which a soil sur-

vey would be worth while. The ob-

ject of a survey should be to deter-

mine the use to which the land is

best suited. A survey with any
other object "is merely a fake which
uses up the people's money and ac-

complishes nothing.

We regret the narrow policy that

the development associations have
adopted because it means a serious
setback to the best economic devel-
opment of the state. It means that

thousands of acres of land of little

or no agricultural value will be
opened up to settlement and brand-
ed with the state brand as farm land.

Thousands of families will move on
to it, wear out their lives trying to

compete with the real farm lands.

"Only a man in a forest green,
Only a match that was drop-
ped unseen,

Only a flame, some leaves and
wood,

And, only a waste where the
forest stood." .

and fail miserably. In the end the

land will revert to the forest, survey
or no survey. The state has lost the
use of the land for many years and
the labor expended on these lands
has been worse than wasted.

There are millions of acres of good
farm land in the state untouched.
AMiy not use these and let the other
lands produce timber until they are

needed for farms. They can be
changed into farm land just as well
then as now and will be producing
something in the meanwhile.

However, if there is no chance for

an impartial, scientific soil survey,
by all means let us have one on the

basis that the development associa-

tions purpose. A definite classifica-

tion will be better than none, even
if it is all wrong; economic laws will

correct it in time, though at a tre-

mendous loss to the state.

A bill is to be introduced in the
coming session of the British Colum-
bia

government
Legislature authorizing the

to build thirty four-

masted schooners to be fitted 'with
auxilliary Diesel engines to be used
in the lumber carrying trade.

The Charrn of a'SrowrvGanoe
The name "brown" on a canoe stands for dis-

tinction, peifecc grace, every day reliability, safety.
freedom from repairs. Take no cliances this sum-
mer; buy a "Brown. 30th year. Send for a cata
logue. ' BROWN BOAT"' FACTORY, Lakefield, Oat.

"You can paddle in any old

canoe, but to paddle in comfort

and safety and style you must

have a "Brown." It has all the

romance of the Indian birch

bark with greater reliability

and strength."
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JVisJom in Replanting

(Toronto News)

Because grandfather believed that

the forest was infinite, we act as if

it were. Yet the casual and occa-

sional use of our eyes would prove

the contrary. Forests have almost

disappeared in the settled portions

of Ontario. Wasteful methods of

lumbering are clearing them away
with appalling rapidity in the unset-

tled areas. The Laurentide Com-
pany, at Grand Mere, Quebec, per-

mitted itself to be told by one of its

staff that it was in a fair way to

destroy its supply of raw material.

Reforesting was undertaken in 1907,

under the direction of Mr. Ellwood
Wilson, and the results of that poli-

cy are explained in the current num-
ber of The Canadian Forestry Jour-

nal. Five thousand white, Scotch

and jack pines were planted in May,
1908, on the waste lands of the St.

Maurice Valley. These have reach-

ed an average height of five feet,

eight feet and twelve feet respective-

ly. Additional plantings were made
every spring, and now a tree nursery

has been established with capacity

for a million trees per annum. It is

the hope of the Company to plant

one tree for every one cut down and
ground into pulp. This will make
the timber limits near the mills per-

petual, keep the cost of transporta-

tion low and avoid the difficulty of

having an expensive plant stranded
in a bald country-side.

A Hint to School Teachers!

How a study of wood-using in-

<iustries may be linked up with the

everyday programme of the public

school was well exemplified recent-

ly in Fort William! The Secretary

of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion delivered a lecture to several

hundreds of children and teachers at

an afternoon meeting in the Audi-

torium.

On the following day, two of the

teachers took the trouble to co-op-

erate with the lecturer in a way that

may be duplicated in almost any

town having a saw mill or boat or

furniture factory or other plant us-

ing wood and can be done, too, with-

out a lecturer's help. The Fort

William Times-Journal mentions

the undertaking in this way

:

"As a result of the address by
Robson Black, on forest protection

and forestry, G. H. Mathews re-

ceived a visit yesterday at his wood-
working factory from two of the

teachers of the Fort William public

school staff with their classes who
were escorted around the works and

given a lot of interesting informa-
tion by Mr. Matthews regarding the

products of the forests and the use
to which different woods were put
and the possibility of making use of

the waste material round a mill.

The Mathews plant may from this

time forth be made into an auxiliary

school room if other teachers follow

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be
used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light
bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for

motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. I'Iookl
''"*
YN, N.Y.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful, reliable, two-cycle gasoline
motor that can be attached to any row-boat in less

than a minute; may also be attached to canoes, duck
boats and all manner of small craft.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

All motors are equipped with reversible, high ten-

sion magneto and Maxim Silencer.

Drive a rowboat up to 8 miles and a canoe up to
12 miles an hour.

Our 1916 models embrace all the unequalled fea-

tures of the 1915 machines, plus the new and ex-
clusive Evinrude Automatic Reverse which adds 100
per cent, flexibility and enables Evinrude equipped
craft to manoeuvre in a marvelous fashion.

Nearly 40,000 in use.

Write for catalogue and prices to

MELGHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

2 H. P. and SJ^ H. P.

Deciduous and Evergreen Forests

Those who lament the disappear-

ance of the primeval forests of the

older parts of Ontario probably

have specially in mind the deciduous

trees, which shed their leaves in

autumn and renew them in spring.

These were nearly everywhere inter-

spersed more or less thickly with

evergreens, such as the pines,

spruces, balsams, and hemlocks, and
in many localities the evergreens

predominated. Pines and hemlocks
were cut up into lumber in local

sawmills, while the deciduous trees

were got rid of by the aid of fire.

The Canadian white pine, economi-
cally the most valuable lumber-
producing tree in the world, has be-

come practically extinct in the older

settlements, and is becoming very
scarce in the Laurentian region

that was once its natural home.

The removal of the white pine,

either by the lumberman or by fire,

leaves room for an extensive and
rapid growth of young deciduous
trees that are of no great economic
value ; birches, poplars, basswoods,
maples, and others. Unless these

spaces are reseeded with white pine,

there will be no new valuable crop
of timber, and the denuded spaces
will remain what they are now : the

"waste lands" of the Crown domain.
In this connection arises the ques-

tion of utilizing these same waste
lands for ranching purposes. As-
suming that the ranching of beef

cattle would be a good use to put
such lands to, then it is worth while

to recall to mind that while cattle

are fond of browsing on the leaves

and twigs of the young deciduous
trees, thev have no inclination to
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feed on those of the resinous ones.

For this cause the presence of range

cattle on such a ranch might prove
beneficial by repressing the growth
of useless young trees and promot-
ing that of young trees likely to be-

come economically valuable. It takes

more than a generation to produce
a white pine tree fit for sawing into

lumber, but land may, long before

such trees have become sufficiently

mature for cutting, acquire added
and increasing value to an indefinite

extent through the mere presence of

a growing crop of young pine trees.

— (Toronto Globe.)

Forest Protection in Canada

According to press reports, Swe-
den proposes to cut off the export
of chemical pulp to Great Britain.

Naturally, all eyes are immediately
turned to Canada to supply the
threatened deficiency.

The Commission of Conservation
has just issued a report on "Forest
Protection in Canada. 1913-1914,"

which is of particular interest in this

connection. It contains much in-

formation respecting the work of

the provincial forest services and of

the federal departments intrusted

with the care of our forests.

Forest fire protection is assuming
a large place in public attention. It

is obvious that, if Canada is to con-
tinue as a wood-producing country,
she must conserve her resources of

this natural product. The report
treats exhaustively of the fire pro-
tection of forest lands along railway

Dry Matches
After all day in a
boat, rainstorm, or
wet snow. Ask
your dealer for

b^[RBLE'S Waterproof Match Box

If he can't supply you, we will send prepaid
for his name and 50 cents. Dry matches

may save your life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 3160,
Gladstone, Mich., U.S.A.

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.

Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the

vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.

Library Institute.

"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three

distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 323 species. Of such ex-

ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-

count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N, Y.

ASK rfSKJm^\ FOR

S:ax<&

Pulls the
Lareest

Smifh '

Sfump
Pullers

The Smith machine t.uU; tlie iar^n-.-t .^tiinip; at a cost of
5c each. Writ*" today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. U CRESCENT, MINN.

--vi.'
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rights-of-way. Through co-operative

action, great headway has been

made in securing the reduction of

forest losses through fires traceable

to railway causes.

The forests of British Columbia

and on Dominion lands in the West
have been dealt with in reports con-

taining the results of special studies

conducted bv Dr. C. D. Howe and

Mr. J. H. White. The Trent water-

shed" in Ontario, has also received

especial attention, in a report of an

investigation by Dr. C. D. Howe in

the townships of Burleigh and Me-
thuen. This district is important in

that, while of very little value as an

agricultural area, it is being repeat-

edly overrun by forest fires and the

little remaining merchantable tim-

ber destroyed. It is suggested that

the area be placed under the control

o fthe Dominion Forestry Branch
for protection from fires and for re-

forestation.

Because of lack of field supervi-

sion, more money is wasted in fire

protection to-day than is used econ-

omically. Fire wardens are nearly

all temporary men, and if one does

not give them supervision and train-

ing, and does not try to keep the

good men from year to year, one

cannot get the results desired. In

the first fire protection services of

Canada, far more wardens were
wasting money than were making
good use of it. Unless we have good

^The Campers Favorite

"BLOW BED

^Xn

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rule^

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA,'ONT.

permanent rangers year after year

we will not get the good results be-

cause we have large areas to protect

with very small sums of money.

—

H. R. McMillan.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous-
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfORT SUEFINC FOCKCT
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,
Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and-

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, jracht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box IIS E, Reidinc, Mass.
Dealers write
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A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.

The following books are sugges-
tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,

and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems,

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

165 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selectian Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, sJ4x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

Univeisity.
In preparing this book the author has

constantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Forest Service in various parts of
the Univcd States.

23s pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.00
net

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimated.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,

Planting, Logging Maps, Portable

Mill Operations.
Technical Training, Thoroughness,

Experience.

CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN, MAINE

TRtES, SHRIBS AND SEtPS

Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Fran?aise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for

over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for

price list and mention this magazine.
Forest Planters Guide Free.

The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is ol-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of higli

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not

candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that ot the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are adniitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven - Connecticut
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SCHULTZ
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PORTABLE

HOUSES A SPECIAL LINE OF METAL
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SUMMER COTTAGES at prices from $90.00 to $1500.00

Write to-day for Catalogue and Price List, show-

ing separate sections and assembled buildings, and
state the kinds you are interested in.

Kindly mention the Canadian Forestry Journal
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Rebuilding Forests of France

A Graphic Article Telling of War's Havoc on Great Woodlands

—A Century of Labor Needed.

{Translated for the Canadian Forestry Journal.)

"From the woods of Ailly, there remain but a fezv mutilated trunks. It

is a field of desolation, levelled by shells. There no longer exists an inch of
ground that has not been overturned by explosives."

The January issue of "La Science

et la Me," a review published in Paris,

contains a very interesting article on

the damages wrought to the forests

of France bv the war and on the

means and methods to be employed
for their reconstruction. The author

of the study is ^Ir. Louis Marin, de-

pute of Meurthe-et-Moselle, who is, as

may be in inferred by the reading of

his essays, an expert in matters con-

cerning the preservation of forests

and reforestation. We offer to our

readers a resume of the article, as

sufficient space cannot be spared for

its entire reproduction.

After having alluded to the v/ay

with which the Germans are pillaging

those parts of the forests of France
where their armies are operating, im-

itating in this work of destruction,

their ancestors, the savage invaders of

1870, who unjustifiably and merciless-

ly laid waste the woodlands they had
frequented, Mr. Marin goes on to

iescribe how the forests have to be

necessarily treated by both sides in

this tremendous conflict. He savs

:

'\\'hat have been, during the war,
the causes of our forests' destruction?
The building of trenches on the two
adverse fronts; the ravaging effects
of projectiles hurled by guns of all

calibers, which, in a hailstorm of iron^
mow down everything before them,
breaking the trees and leaving, instead
of a thickly-w^ooded area, a mere
strip of land covered with dismantled,
trunks and dead snags; the construc-
tion by the engineering corps of
works of defense; the consumption of
firewood ; the erection of log shelters,
in short, of many works necessitating
an extensive felling of trees, and, fin-

ally, the hewing down of an enormous
number of trees of all sizes which
obstructed the range of the artillery."'

Woods in Warfare.

^Ir. Marin then recalls the explana-
tions he has given, in June, 1913, of
a bill submitted to the French Parlia-

ment concerning the protection of the
forests. He had then dealt with the
importance of the wooded regions in

warfare. When a forest stands in the
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way of the invaders, what obstacles

does it not constitute? Especially in

the neighborhood of fortified places,

wooded tracts serve as an obstruction

to the advance of the foe. The latter

finds it impossible to penetrate them
with its convoys ; he cannot build

through them the railroads necessary

and he is therefore unable to transport

any farther his huge guns. Besides,

the home forces can conceal them-
selves in those woods

;
posted in am-

bush among the trees and under the

branches, they cannot be detected

even by aerial reconnoitring, and they

thus place themselves in a splendid

strategical position." The writer

draws the attention of his readers to

the fact that this present war has
amply demonstrated the usefulness of

the forests in wartime:
"Everywhere, these (the forests)

have been of a precious assistance

to our soldiers ; it is while concealed
in them that we have lost the least

men. From the offensive point of

view, in this war of trenches which
has been waged for long months, it

is where our positions were protect-

ed by woods that we have gained
more ground. From the defensive
point of view, they have fully fa-

vored our troops. The woods of
Argonne, however reduced from
Dehouriez, have set up in the way
of the same invaders the barriers of

1792, and thus the investment of Ver-
dun was averted. The woods of

Grand-Courronne have contributed to

the halting of the sad retreat of Mor-
hange and to the resistance in the de-
fence of Nancy. These services are
recorded in the orders of the days ; the

country thus learns the names of the

woods of La Grenrie, Bolante, La Che-
minee-Saint-Hubert, Le Pretre, of the
forests of Apremont Grand-Cou-
ronne, etc. ; our brave boys describe
them in their letters."

In Times of Peace.

Mr. Marin now refers to the advan-
tages derived from the existence of
the forests in times of peace, from
the utility and aesthetical points of

view. It is needless to mention the
value of the forest as a supplier of
the timber used for industrial pur-

poses; it is recognized as the fore-

most asset of a nation. Having re-

minded his readers of the great num-
ber of masterpieces in arts inspired

by the forest, he deprecates the fact

that the people do not seem to appre-

ciate all the beauty of our wooded do-
main and the .benefits derived there-

from :

"The citizens seek in them a day's

or an afternoon's rest, but they do not

care cutting the barks, destroying

young shrubs, pulling out frail

branches, for no purpose whatsoever
but simply yielding, as it w'ere, to an
instinct of destruction which we would
not even forgive in a child. The
country-folks themselves, however la-

boriously and assiduously bent on their

toil, do not as sufficiently as they

ought respect all the trees, and in sev-

eral of our provinces, chiefly in Nor-
mandy, entire regions have simply
been ruined as by mere vandalism."

The writer states that in many vil-

lages and towns, there are scarcely

any trees on public places ; vast parks

are to be found where there are no
shady trees. The value of the forest

cannot be overestimated, and in com-
pliance with principles well-nigh

eternal, we are bound to protect it.

"The salubrious influence of the for-

est is as vivifying as that of the sea;

it has over the latter the advantage of

wdiat I might call 'the uniform effect

upon the mind' from which the ner-

vous and irritable people derive most
healthy benefits. For whoever wishes
to ancl can avail himself or herself of

its influence, the forest is a free phy-

sician and a dispenser of balmy es-

sences powerfully invigorating. It

is there that can be sought and near-

ly always found the vital and mental
equilibrium lacking in many people

otherwise healthy, not afflicted w^ith

neither serious ailments nor apparent

injuries, but w'ho are overworked and
exhausted by the conditions of modern
living." The w^riter here names a
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French first line trenches plowed by German shells. The forest in this section was
battered to fragments.

few of the trees possessing the most
soothing properties, such as those of

the magnificent coniferous family

:

the maritime pine, the pine of Italy,

the common fir, which are found in

all the forests of Europe.

Blocking Floods.

After having explained how the

presence of forests purifies the atmo-
sphere, Mr. ]\Iarin tells his readers

how they prevent or reduce the possi-

bility of inundations. Because of its

spongy sod composed mainly of leaves,

the forest absorbs the rain-water and
like "a vast sponge, retains the water
to let it afterwards slowly escape."

]\Ioreover. where they exist in places

formed by mountains and sand banks,

they constitute a protection for these.

As such, they must be carefully pre-

served, inasmuch as they guard the

people settled in those localities from
landslides and sand drifting. The
forests' beneficial influence on the cli-

matic conditions of a country is also

described. They act as a 'mediator'

between cold and warm temperatures

:

where they exist, the summer is not

so hot and the winter much milder

than in places where there are none.

Experience further shows that they
regulate rain-falls and provides by

means of their streams and brooks
drinkable water to the neighboring-

inhabited places. Besides, the con-

tamination of this water is impossi-

ble wdien supplied by the forests. Mr.
Marin emphasizes as follow^s the im-

portant part which the forests play

in delaying freshets, thereby pre-

venting floods.

"This influence of the forest on
the overflow of streams has been so

carefully studied and appreciated,

that reforestation is now considered,

in movmtainous regions, as the most
effective means to suppress the
floods. It is also acknowledged that

the maintenance and the reconsti-

tution of the forests prevent the sand
and clay from sliding into the

streams and rivers. In foreign coun-
tries, most rigorous regulations have
been enforced with a view to ade-
quately protect the forests.'

Lessons of the War.
The writer then deals with efiforts

made by France in the 19th century in

the reconstruction of its forests. There
still remain about four millions hec-

tares (about 9,880.000 acres) of un-
tilled lands which could be turned into

well-wooded sections, and about two
millions hectares of mountainous areas
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which could also be transformed into

forests. There are laws in France
in connection with this national im-

provement, but they have been loosely

applied. The war has now brought
out the strict and urgent necessity of

rebuilding the forests. "It is impos-
sible to neglect our mutilated forests;

it would be a crime to not take up now
steps in order to ensure, in a compara-
tively near future, their reconstruc-

tion."

Mr. Marin then enumerates the

wooded regions that have been sub-

jected to the military operations of

this conflict. He finds that, in gen-
eral, the forests at the front have been
laid waste; the soil as wxU as the for-

ests themselves has been destroyed.

At those places where the struggle has

been most acute, the land will have to

be completely razed. With regard to

the trees injured by bullets, it has
been found that their wounds, unlike

those of man, do not heal. After a

few years the trees die, and can then

only be used as firewood. As they

are liable to rot, it is better to fell them
soon so as to obtain the best possible

use of them. Here, Mr. George is

quoted in his scientific explanations of

the causes whereby an injured tree

is sure to wither away.

A Few Mutilated Trunks.

With reference to the damages done
to the soil, Mr. Marin quotes the fol-

lowing communique of April, 1915:
"From the woods of Ailly, there re-

main but a few mutilated trunks. It

is a field of desolation, levelled by
shells. There no longer exists an
inch of ground that has not been
overturned by explosives."

The writer then discusses a bill he
has prepared with a view to obviate

the disaster caused by this war, and
in which he suggests a thorough re-

construction of the ruined forests of

his country. We give here a brief

summary of the chief parts of the

bill referred to; it deals with "the
gravity of the damages caused to our
woods and forests ; the calculation and
the estimates of these damages, the

means and methods to be adopted in

the reconstruction of the said forests

;

the necessity of special legislation in

connection with these improvements

;

the difficulties of all kinds to be con-

fronted in the application of the pres-

ent law ; the solution of the problem in

the purchase by the State of all for-

ests aft'ected." He lays stress on a

clause of the present law which to his

mind should be amended, and which
he would have substituted by a more
acceptable proposition. According to

the existing legislation, all sums paid to

a proprietor, in the purchase of dam-
aged and unused land by the State,

must be employed by the proprietor in

the improvement or reforestation of

the said property. If, aft^r the said

improvements, he has money left, he
must spend it in rebuilding adjacent

properties. Instead of this, Mr. Ma-
rin suggests that, after the proprietor

has spent sufficient to completely re-

build his destroyed property, he be

permitted to keep the balance ; in all

cases, the State would pay for the

said lands amounts corresponding with
their full value, prior to the war. This
measure would have the advantages
of indemnifying the settler for his loss

and of turning over to the State valu-

able tracts of wooded lands which
would constitute a splendid addition

to the national resources and which it

would be bound to protect. — In ex-

plaining his bill, he admits that it

will be difficult to ascertain the whole
extent of the damages ; a committee
of experts would be entrusted with

this task. Mr. de la Roussiere, gen-

eral secretary to the Forest Committee,

is here quoted: "About 515,000 hec-

tares of our forests are damaged. It

is not completely devastated, but in es-

timating the loss at two-thirds, we
should not be' far from the truth. It

will take at least a century before our
forests are restored to their original

conditions."

What of the Future

f

The task will be enormous, but it

will have to be attempted. The coun-

trv will ever need wood for fuel and
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timber for industrial purposes. In

1912, timber was scarce in France;
lumber for the amount of 192 millions

of francs has been imported in that

year.

"The scarcity of timber for con-

structional purposes is not limited to

France ; it constitutes a real univer-

sal crisis. The forest reserves on
the face of the earth are being- rap-

idly exhausted, especially the timber

from the caducous species. The
manufacture of wood pulp has con-

sumed entire forests in America,, as

well as in Europe."
Mr. Marin then considers the best

methods to resort to in estimating

the damages done to the forests and
in their reforestation. "The pro-

prietor will have to remove the fall-

en trunks, the injured trees, etc. ; the

soil will then be levelled, and local

rangers" houses determined. This
"being done, he will proceed with the

primordial work, i.e., the re-sowing
•of young trees in order to reconsti-

tute the forest, without neglecting

the natural disposition of trees, ac-

•cording to the number of years re-

quired by each species for their full

growth, and the purpose for which
they are intended. Timber from
twenty to twenty-five years old can
"be used for fuel ; from fifty to sixty

years, for use in the interior of
-mines ; from eighty to one hundred
years, for the production of lumber,
and about 150 years old for indus-
trial purposes. In the latter-named,
there are the oak, the ash, the beech
•and like species. This work accom-
plished by the proprietor will be but
the preliminaries of the task entrust-

ed to Time, and which years alone
-can perform. It is the work of
several centuries."

Estimating Damages.

Referring once more to the dam-
ages to which this war has subjected

• he forests of France, the writer does
not lose sight of the fact that the de-

vastation is still going on as violent-

ly as ever, and that it is impossible

to foresee all the efforts which will

be required of the nation. But
France must be interested now in

this great problem in order to be
ready to proceed, when the time
comes, with as least delay as possible

to the reconstruction of her fores-

trial resources. ''All delay in the

rebuilding of this heritage," he says,

"would spell losses impossible to es-

timate to thousands of people
living on the forests."

"In conclusion. I could not do bet-

ter than to quote the following para
graph from one of Bernard Palis-

sy's most interesting works

:

"When I consider the value of the
least branch and shrub, I am aston-

ished at the great ignorance of men
of to-day who seem to train them-

selves to pillaging, hewing and mu-
tilating the magnificent forests which

their predecessors have so carefullv

preserved. I would not mind their

devastating them if they would af-

terwards rebuild them, but they do

not worry in any way of the time

to come and of the great loss they

will have caused to the coming gen-

erations."

"These words were written in

1580," adds Mr. Marin; "they are

worth consideration, because they

have never ceased to be of the deep-

est actuality."

PUBLIC LECTURES.
Public ilhistrated lectures have

been given by the Secretary during

the past few weeks at McGill Uni-

versity, Montreal ; Grand Mere, P.

Q. ; Cardinal : Sault Ste. Marie

;

Hamilton ; wdth further dates ar-

ranged for Marmora, Ont. : Mon-

treal. Ottawa, Toronto. The plan

has been followed of giving a lec-

ture at High Schools or Technical

Schools in the afternoon preceding

the evening lecture.
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Burning Off the Claybelt

Peculiar Problems of Agricultural Areas of Northern Ontario

Investigated by the Association.

Forest conservation in Northern

Ontario offers more than the normal
complications. Several weeks ago

the Canadian Forestry Association

submitted to some of the Boards of

Trade along the Temiskaming and
Northern Ontario Railway a form
of resolution the main points of

which they were asked to endorse.

The resolution called upon the On-
tario Government to find some
means to curb the number and des-

tructiveness of settlers' fires in the

forested districts of Ontario and
suggested an investigation of the

"permit system" in use in British

Columbia and Quebec. Secondly it

was asked that "the forest protec-

tion service should be so reorganized
as to bring about adec[uate field

supervision and inspection which
would ensure efficient work by the

rangers."

At a meeting of the Associated
Boards of Trade, held at Hailey-
bury. March 8th. the Secretary of

the Forestry Association was given
a courteous hearing and laid before
the large number of delegates the
main contentions. He stated that in

advocating reasonable safeguards
against indiscriminate burning, no
one wished to hamper the settler in

the necessary work of clearing the
land, or in the liberal use of fire for

that -purpose. All that was asked
was the supervision of clearing fires

by a simple and convenient plan of

permits from rangers, these officers

assisting the settler to accomplish
his results with the minimum of
danger to standing growth and to

neighbors' property.
An objection was taken by two

or three members present to any
government supervision of clearing

fires whatever. These delegates

ad\ocated unrestricted employment
of fires, big and small, to clear the
lands of the Claybelt free them
from excessive moisture, the perils

of frosts and lengthen the growing
season.

Others, however, strongly op-

posed such a view and believed that
clearing could be done with some re-

gard for the future. Non-agricul-
tural lands, bordering the Claybelt
and A\ ithin it should be protected
from fire.

A Ha e discussion followed, in

which many phases of the question
were given expression. Finally a
committee was appointed to investi-

gate the question more fully and
this committee will report back to
the Associated Boards of Trade.

A Special Situation.

Peculiar local conditions in some
at least of the agricultural communi-
ties of Northern Ontario undoubt-
edly call for special treatment as
concerns forest protection. At the
present time the settler away from
the lines of the T. and N. O. rail-

way appears to have a free hand in

the use of tree growth. Many con-
flicting statements are heard in re-

gard to the profit and lack of profit

from settlers' pulp wood. Certain-
ly a very large amount of pulpwood
is cut by settlers and marketed, for
over 110.000 cords from homesteads
came down the T. and N. O. Rail-
way last year. On the other hand,
one will meet with plenty of settlers,

capable looking men, who will give
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fact and figure to demonstrate their

inability to make day wages out of

cutting and marketing the pulpwood
on their properties. That the On-
tario Government should under-

take to ross and market the pulp-

wood for the settlers is a piece of

advice frequently heard but experi-

ments in that paternal direction have
not been notably successful. Again,
the suggestion is made that the rail-

way rates should be lowered so as to

deliver the pulpwood at the United
States border leaving a better mar-
gin for the settler. This in turn is

countered by the statement that re-

duced railway rate on the T. and N.

O- would be absorbed by the pulp-

wood buyers and the settlers would
be no better off. The marketing of

wood from clearings is complicated
by many factors, not the least of

which is the newcomer's inexperi-

ence in such forms of work as bush
clearing, the scarcity of proper
equipment, the relative rarity of

good roads. In spite of these handi-
caps, however, the settlers shipped
out last year, as mentioned above,
the large total of 110,000 cords, and
near such communities as New
Liskeard one does not lack for ex-
amples of prosperous contented
farmers who have braved the incon-
veniences of pioneer life and have
come out at the happy end.

Unrestricted Burning.

These fortunate examples do not
alter the fact that an influential per-

centage of 'local sentiment' through-
out the Claybelt favors unrestricted
"burning off of the forest growth, not
only what is immediately required
for crop purposes but far in advance
of settlement for many years to

come. To make a living in the
shortest possible time and by the

most direct is the natural ambition
of newcomers the majority of whom
have almost no capital whatever.
Whether the heavy clay soil would
be the gainer by the avoidance of

repeated fires is a secondary con-
sideration.

The Leading Question.

The vital question in Northern
Ontario resolves itself into the con-

servation of forest growth on lands

not suited for agriculture and this

automatically rules out. under pre-

sent conditions, the Claybelt sec-

tion. It is quite true that even in

that enormous territory, some form
of supervision of clearing fires

Avould work in the interests of the

settlers themselves and of every
town and village, but until the ab-

solute forest land of Northern On-
tario, south of the Claybelt, and
measuring roughly a thousand miles

long and from one hundred to two
hundred miles wide receives proper
fire protection, the Claybelt itself

can not be singled out for special

treatment, ^^'ithin this non-agricul-
tural region are some Reserves and
Parks, but the condition of much of

the remainder shows how very ur-

genth' protection is required. From
the appearance of much of the coun-
try south of Cobalt and for some
distance back from the railway,
with little or no settlement in sight,

the combination of cutting and fire

have left no very inviting prospect
for the future. Ontario has over
2,000 wood-using industries and
upon the supply of enormous quan-
tities of materials from Northern
Ontario their security depends.

All Favor Reforms.

As to the Association's sugges-
tions for the better control of fires

on non-agricultural lands, the Secre-
tary found practically a unanimous
opinion among settlers, merchants,
miners and professional men of
Northern Ontario. These men fullv

appreciated the value of standing
forests as a source of supply for
Ontario's industries and knew like-

wise the inadequacy of the present
protective system. That forest
rangers should be closely super-
vised was not disputed in anv quar-
ter.

The Editor of the Cochrane "Clay-
belt, ' an influential newspaper "in
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that district, made the following ob-

servations following- the discussion

bv the Cochrane Board of Trade of

the Canadian Forestry Association's

proposals

:

From Any Angle.

'Take it from any angle you will,

forest fires are a tremendous waste

and waste in any shape or form is

always sinful. There is no inten-

tion
'
to prevent the settler from

clearing and burning every stick of

timberon his homestead, if he feels

thus inclined, but when that settler

sets fire to his slash carelessly and

consequently destroys and lays

waste the country for miles and

miles around him. wasting in our

davs what it took nature half a cen-

tury to produce, destroying his

neighbors' property and endanger-

ing their lives, that man is culpable

and should be dealt with according-

ly. What would become of our

rivers, streams and lakes were we
to denude the land here of all its

timber growth.

That the burning of settlers' slash

can be done judiciously we have
ample proof in our neighboring pro-

vince, where strict laws of forest

protection are enforced and the

clearing there is going ahead at a

perhaps greater ratio than in our

own province."

Paper Shirts for Soldiers

It is said the paper shirts made in

Japan are now being served out to

Russian soldiers for use in the cold

and wet weather. A number of

these paper shirts were used by the

Russians last winter and they prov-

ed to be much warmer and cheaper
than ordinary shirts. The paper is

made from the bark of the paper
mulberry tree. Shirts of this kind
have been used by the Japanese
army and people for many years,

their only drawback being that they
cannot be washed.

One Year's Pencils

The world's production of lead

pencils probably amounts to nearly

two million a year, half of which
are made from American grown
cedar. Owing to the growing scar-

city of red cedar and to the fact that

many other trees now little used ap-

pear to be more or less valuable sub-

stitutes for that wood in pencil

making, the U. S. Forest Service has
carried out a series of tests which
show that next to the two species

heretofore used for the purpose the

best trees are in order of merit,

Rocky Mountain Red cedar. Red-
wood, Port Orford cedar, and Alli-

gator juniper.

Merchantable Timber

(From Mr. G. C. Piche's report

in Quebec Statistical Year Book.) :

Provinces. Millions of acres

Nova Scotia 5

New Brunswick 9
Quebec 130
Ontario 70
British Columbia 100
Manitoba
Saskatchewan 100
Alberta

Total 414

Bushmen's Battalion

A report states that permission

has been granted to lumbermen now
attached to overseas battalions of

the 2nd Divisional Area to be trans-

ferred to the 224th Foresters' Bat-

talion of Ottawa.

The Battalion will mobilize at

Quebec early in April and will be
ready for the transports within five

weeks from the time the war office

asked for it. The officers in com-
mand are Lt.-Col. Alex. McDougall,
Major Gerald White, M.P., and
Major B. R. Hepburn, M.P.
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Success of Aeroplane Patrols

Wisconsin's Experiment Proves Practical Use of Flying- Scouts

Aviator Vilas Surveyed Sixty Miles at a Glance.

(Additional interest is given the following article by the knowledge that several Can-
adian forest protection officials have suggested the use of aeroplanes for patrol purposes.
One would be unwise to deny the adaptability of flying machines to protective work in

view of the good results obtained in Wisconsin.)

By F. B. Moody, of Wisconsin, U.S.A.

During the fire season of 1915 Wis-
consin was fortunate in having the ser-

vices of Mr. L. A. Vilas, who was
operating a hydro-aeroplane in the

vicinity of Trout Lake, where the

central station of the Forestry Field

Organization is located. ^Ir. Vilas

volunteered his services, and was
made a deputy forest ranger by the

State Forester without remuneration.

The forest reserve region, although
of high altitude, is a great plain con-

taining many lakes and swamps,
though no abrupt hills, and from the

aeroplane some 200,000 acres of land

can be surveyed. A fire 30 or 40
miles away can be easily detected.

The pilot should go over the coun-
try he is to patrol either on foot or

horseback, thoroughly familiarizing

himself with all lakes, rivers, rail-

roads, strips of timber and cleared

lands, and make it a point to find as

many land marks as possible, at least

one for each point of the compass such
as a lone settler's farm, a brightly
painted house, a railroad (the direc-

tion in which it runs, as the smoke of
a moving train is oftentimes useful in

keeping one located), a small town
or range of hills. All the above ob-
jects mentioned are very noticeable

10 or 25 miles awav at an altitude of
800 to 2,000 feet.

Seeing for Sixty Miles.

At an elevation of 1,500 feet on a
clear day a fire 60 miles away in any

direction is visible to the naked eye.

It isn't a case of finding a fire, but to

locate it correctly is the job. Smoke
will show up very plainly from the air.

^Ir. Vilas reports that during a flight

across Lake ^Michigan from St. Joe,

]\Iich., to Chicago, he was completely

out of sight of land, or anything else

for that matter, for over three-quar-

ters of an hour, and at an altitude of

4,600 feet. The first thing he saw
was the smoke from the South Chi-

cago Rolling Mills. This was in

sight over ten minutes before any
shore line was visible at all.

People often ask what a country

looks like from the air. It's difficult

to describe it, except that it looks

like a large painted map on a small

scale, without section lines.

The efficiency of an aeroplane in

spotting forest fires is without doubt
as practicable as any use to which it

could be put. I myself was very
much ourprised with what ease a fire

could be spotted and located, and there

is no qjcstion in my mind but what
the aeroplane will practically do away
wdth some observation towers. The
use of the aeroplane in the European
war in the way of spotting and locat-

ing gun fire, armies of men. supply
trains, etc., is well known, all of which
objects show up comparatively small
in comparison with forest fires.
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Three Counties a Day.

It would be an easy task for a pilot

with a good land machine to patrol

three or four counties in a state eacn

day, at the same time carrying mail,

supplies or passengers to any outlying

ranger's cabin. A useful load of

1,000 pounds is nothing for the aver-

age machine, and as far as weather

conditions are concerned, a pilot with

a well-powered plane will fly in any-

thing short of a gale.

The limitations are the lack of suf-

ficient landing places in a thickly for-

ested region, and highlands. For this

reason a few lots of six or seven

acres each should be cleared at, dif-

ferent places, depending upon the ne-

cessitv of landing places, where aero-

planes are used.

The machine used by Mr.. Vilas is

standard, four-passenger Curtiss Fly-

ing Boat, no FT. P. Curtiss Motor;

speed on water 45 miles per hour;

speed in air 60 miles per hour aver-

ages ; width of plane 38 feet ; length of

hull 26 feet over all; weight of ma-

chine, without passengers or fuel. 1.-

400 pounds; climbing capacity 1,000

feet in six minutes, and consumption

of gasoline about eight gallons per

hour.

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR
1916 FEES?

Members are respectfully re-

minded that the 1916 Member-
ship Fees of the Canadian For-

estry Association should b e

paid, if possible, this month.
The Association's extensive

publicity work depends entire-

ly upon voluntary contribu-

tions and members' fees form
a very large part of the annual
revenue.
Make all cheques payable at

par to the Treasurer at Ottawa.

Brave French Foresters

In the Revue des Eaux et Forets

is given a list of the loss to the

French Forest Service after a year

of war. This comprises 46 men, ni-

cluding one inspector, 7 assistant in-

spectors, 27 forest assistants and stu-

dents. 5 students who were just ad-

mitted to the forest school at Nancy,

and 6 officers who have disappeared

(possibly captured), but concerning

whom no official information has

been received. Judging from the ac-

count of the work done by foresters

each month, the French Forest Ser-

vice is making an enviable record,

since quite a number of them have

been not only cited in the orders of

their brigade, but for exceptional

bravery in the army orders of the

day.

Prisoners Set to Work
The French Minister of War has

facilitated the employment of pris-

oners for lumber operations in

France, with the provision that not
less than 50 men would be employ-
ed in one place. The emploeyr
guarantees food and lodging and
pays the sum of 8 cents per prisoner
per day ; 4 cents going to the prison-

er and 4 cents for his clothing. If

the employer only furnishes lodging
and beds without food, he must pay,
in addition, 20 cents per day. If

neither food nor lodging is supplied,

the total cost to the employer of

each prisoner is 30 cents per day. (1
fr. 57). In case of laziness, it is pro-
vided that the 4 cents will be with-
held from the prisoner.

A Novel Fire Poster

Dauphin Herald : "Supervisor
Chas. Wellmah, of the Duck Moun-
tain, is always practical. His latest

stunt is to utilize some of the bul-
letin boards that were in 'commis-
sion during the late temperance
campaign to educate the public as
to importance of preventing fire get-
ting started in the timber belts.
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Torrent Control in France

When the French Programme is Completed, Total Cost Will Not

Exceed One Year's Damage by Unruly Streams.

By H. R. MacMillan,

Timber Trade Coiiivtissioner for the Canadian Government; Director, Canadian

Forestry Association.

The damage due to floods and
torrents from denuded water-sheds

is probably the least serious of the

effects of forest destruction in Can-
ada. Nevertheless very large sums
are being expended annually by rail-

ways in protecting road bed and
bridges and by municipal, provin-

cial, and Dominion authorities in

protecting roads and public works
c. gainst damage by torrents. The
total amount so expended in Can-
ada each year, while unknown,,, must
be very great indeed. Canadians
may therefore be assumed to be in-

terested in the manner in which the

control of torrents has been accom-
plished in France. It will be ob-

served that whereas the expenditure
in Canada is usually at the bottom of

the stream in protective works.,

which will be a source of expense,
the expenditure in France is chiefly

at the seat of the difficulty, in refor-

esting the catchment area of the tor-

rent, a work which will require out-

lay for a few years only, and which
in some cases may actually become
a source of revenue. Certainly the

French system is more far-sighted

than the Canadian.
Since the sixteenth century the

problem of control of torrents has
been periodically before the French
public. Investigation of torrential

action in 1797 gave rise to local laws
ior flood control . Very little action

was taken, however, and discussion

proceeded spasmodically until the

tremendous floods of 1856 in the val-

leys of the Seine, Rhine, Rhone,
Loire and Garonne, involved the

whole of France in a loss reaching
hundreds of lives and $40,000,000 in

property. Always as elsewhere both
with forest fires and floods, discus-

sion of flood prevention in France had
been most active after disasters which
touched both the public imagination
and the individual family or pocket.

Sufficient had already been learned
concerning the causes of the moun-
tain floods, both from the investigaions

of engineers and the work already car-

ried out by the Government to point

out the proper method of regulating
destructive torrents and, accordingly,

in 1860 a law was passed providing
for the reforestation of the catchment
areas of destructive torrents, the work
to be carried out by the Forest Depart-
ment. The defects of this law were
that the money provided was not suf-

ficient for undertaking the work on
the scale designed, the reforestation of

the mountain catchment areas decreas-

ed the grazing areas, upon which de-

pended the mountain population, and
the right assumed by the state to ex-

propriate communal lands for refores-

tation purposes upon terms which
threw the expense of the work largely

on the mountain communities. Pro-
test, culminating in armed resistance,

led to the amendment of the law, sub-

stituting sodding for reforestation in

areas where grazing was of paramount
importance. Sodding did not prove
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The two engravings from which reproductions have been made on this and the

adjoining pages were received from Mr. H. R. MacMillan, Special Trade Commis-

sioner of the Dominion Government, and Chief Forester of British Columbia. At

the time of writing, February 16, 1916, Mr. MacMillan was at Lahore, India. The

pictures graphically illustrate the success of torrent control in France. The first

shows a torrent in the Lower Alps, the bed of which has been built up by barrages

behind which sediment collects. Picture taken in 1887.
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A picture of the same torrent twenty years after. The barrages by preventing
the cutting down of the bed of the river have also prevented , the erosion of the

banks which are now covered with forest.
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a satisfactory means of stream con-

trol, and the other defects remained.

Finally in 1882, after 18 years of

agitation, the work of torrent control

was placed upon a new basis by the

law at present in force.

All Interests Considered.

The Forest Service still remains re-

sponsible for the work of stream con-

trol. Works are undertaken only

where soil erosion has begun. The
projects of the Forest Service are ex-

amined by a government commission
on which local interests are repre-

sented and the boundaries of the area

within which remedial works were
large, and the formation of re-

venue bearing forests was an
integral part of the scheme. Now
an effort is made to restrict to a mini-

mum the area upon which works are

conducted, and on this restricted area

to undertake intensive work, not only

plantations to fix the soil and check
the run-off, but also engineering works
to break the descent of the water and
support the banks and beds of the tor-

rent. Large areas of forest are be-

ing established only in the lower Ce-
vennes.

The works conducted by the State

are carried on only on land belonging

in fee simple to the State. Should
there be within the area necessary for

the control of a stream land owned by
bodies and persons other than the

State, one of two courses is adopted.

Taking Private Lands.

The State may buy or expropriate

the necessary land. The right of ex-

propriation is rarely exercised. The
State acquires by friendly agreement
the land on all streams where the pub-
lic interest in the control of the stream

is paramount.
The owner of the land, whether a

private individual or a community,,
may retain the property upon condi-

tion that an agreement is made to

conduct within a term of years fixed

by the Forest Service under the super-

vision of the Forest Service the im-
provement works necessary. Com-

munities usually avail themselves of
this privilege, and in such cases both
the State and the departments in which
the community is situated make money
grants equal together on the average
to one-half or two-thirds of the cost

of the work. The State also assists

with advice, and in the case of refor-

estation with seed and plants.

The law also names certain moun-
tain communities in which, because of

their important effects on stream flow,

pasture lands must be treated accord-

ing to conservative regulations in or-

der to prevent destruction of the sod
cover by over-grazing. Any order-

ed management of mountain pastures

has been strenuously opposed by the

mountain population, even though the

object of all such regulation of use is

the improvement of the pasture.

]\Ioney grants have been made by the

State, and assistance has been given
freely in all cases where private indi-

viduals or communities have shown a

'disposition to protect mountain pas-

tures. Nevertheless, the opposition

still persists. A commisison was ap-

pointed in 1910 to study better means
of improving conditions and amend-
ments to the law were under consid-

eration at the outbreak of war.

Developing Specialists.

The French Forest Service in vigor-

ously taking up the responsibility^

placed on it by the law of 1882 has led

the world in works for torrent control.

Foresters and engineers have co-oper-

ated in checking the destructive head-

long plunge of waters from the Alps,

Cevennes and Pyrenees. Half a cen-

tury ci experience, dating from the

earlier l?vvs, has led to the growth in

the Forest Service of specialists in

stream control, who have developed

several well-defined methods of accom-
plishing their object.

The reforestation of the catchment

areas of the torrentia' streams ar.d

their tributaries was in the early years

the only means adapted for the control

of water-flow. Even now, althoi<gh

in certain conditions it has been found
necessary to rely on engineering works
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reforestation remains the greatest

-weapon in the hands of the Forest

Service. The catchment areas have
been re-clothed extensively by plant-

ing and seeding, both with broad
leaves and conifers. It has been
found that except in the few situa-

tions where conditions are very fa-

vorable for forest growth, planting is

much more satisfactory and even more
economical when results are consider-

ed. Nurseries have been started near
all the large projects, and coniferous

species are used for an overwhelming
proportion of the work, the most com-
mon of which are the pines, P. S3dves-

tris, P. cembra, and P. uncinata. Other
conifers planted extensively are larch

(Larix europaea) in the Alps and Py-
renees and fir (Abies pectinata) in the

Cevennes and Pyrenees. Broad leaf

trees, chiefly various species of alder

and willow, are planted in the beds
of streams and on steep banks where
it is important that a soil cover be rap-

idly established. Beech (Fagus syl-

vatica), chestnut (castanea vulgaris)

are commonly used in the Cevennes
and in the Pyrenees.

At the beginning of 1909, 629,488
acres had been reforested at a cost for

estabHshing the forest cover of $8,-

000,000, or $12.70 per acre. Of the

total, 363,151 acres have been refor-

ested by the State, 134,005 by the com-
munes, and 132,332 by private owners.
The State has given valuable assis-

tance to both the communes and the

private owners, having paid 55 per
cent, of the cost of the work accom-
plished b}" the communes and 37 p'^r

cent, of the cost of the reforestation

carried on by private owners. The
departments have also made small

money grants for reforesting in the

mountains amounting to 23.5 per cent,

in the case of work done by communes
and 5 per cent, in the case of plnata-

tion by private individuals. The to-

tal cost of the reforestation work to

the State up to 1909 has been $5.568.,-

683 on State projects; $812,807 sub-

ventions to communal projects; $348,-

744, subventions to private works ; to-

tal, $6,730,234.

The remainder of the expense of es-
tablishing cover on the catchment
areas of mountain torrents has been
shared as follows: Private owners,
$546,488; departments, $400,723 ; com-
munes, $320,921.

Costs of Land Purchase.

The programme of work is by no
means completed. The land already
purchased by the State, 325,265 acres,
represents only about 55 per cent, of
the area for the acquisition of which
plans have been completed. There
still remain 266,047 acres, the purchase
of which will be necessary. The aver-
age cost of the land purchased in
France for stream control is $18.50
per acre. The expenditure in the
purchase had reached in 1909 $6,022,-
644, and it was estimated that a fur-
ther $3,500,000 would be required.
Over 92 per cent, of the land al-

ready purchased will be reforested.
The remainder consists of rock out-
crops and areas above timber line.

Reforestation alone is not always
sufficient; where the catchment area
of the stream is very small, where the
immediate control of waterflow is an
important consideration, where the
slopes are very steep and the banks
lack stability or where a very rapid
fall of water must be broken, recourse
must be had to the erection of barriers.

The French Engineers in the Depart-
ment of Waters and Forests are cred-
ited with leading the world in the con-
struction of works for the artificial

control of mountain streams. Over
half a century of experience has de-
veloped several well-defined methods
of correcting the flood tendencies of
runaway streams.

The small tributaries, high in the
mountains, which are dry daring a
portion of the year, but down which in

the season of melting snow or rain the
water sluices without obstruction, are
first atacked. The most common
method here is to cover the bed with
a woven network of branches, held
down by stakes or by poles criss-cross-
ing the bed and driven into the banks.
The bed of brush catches material
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brought down by the water, prevents

the carriage of gravel and rock to the

stream below, and prevents erosion.

Bracing Up a Stream Bed.

At other times when branches are

not available barriers of faggots, sods

and stone are constructed at frequent

intervals across the bed of the stream,

the purpose of which is to hold up the

water, catch sediment and prevent the

cutting of the stream bed or banks.

The barriers are rendered permanent
by planting with shrubs or with cut-

tings of such species as willow and
alder, which strengthen the banks,

protect the bed of the stream, and
form a living network of branches and
roots to hold back flood waters and
their burden of earth and rock.

Those portions of streams in which
a large volume of water is tlowing,

wdiere the bed and banks are rapidly

cutting, and where torrential charac-

teristics have already developed, re-

quire more serious treatment. In such

cases masonry walls are built with the

object of impounding the products of

erosion, checking the headlong flow of

water, preventing the cutting down of

the bed of the stream, supporting un-

stable banks. The bed banks and
flow of the stream are carefully stu-

died before work is begun, and walls

and barrages, as they are called, are

designed to meet the requirements of

each particular case, both so that the

masonry itself may meet the stresses

to which it will be subject, and fur-

ther that the detritus accumulated
by the masonry will prove an indirect

support to shifting banks and a valu-

able means of decreasing the grade
and checking the speed of the stream.

According to the gravity of condi-

tions, the barrages vary from simple
dry stone sills set across the bed of the

stream a few feet apart to mortar-set
stone walls three feet or more thick,

fifteen feet high, crossing the stream
from bank to bank set so close togeth-

er that the top of one wall is level with
the base of the next barrage above
it.

Sometimes it has proven easier to

pave stream bottoms, canalize the wa-
terflow, or create new stream beds
than to correct the torrent by barrages

;

where necessary this is done. Occa-
sionally also the constant sliding in of

stream banks crushes the strongest

barrages. Draining is then resorted
to on a large scale in order that the

banks may be fixed.

Preventing Snozcslides.

The prevention of avalanches and
snowslides is also undertaken. Snow-
slides usually follow definite courses.

Stone walls five to six feet high, two
and a half feet thick, are built across

the upper courses of dangerous snow-
slides beginning at the point whe're

the avalanche usually takes its start

anfl continuing down the slope in

ranks to the point below which snow-
slides are unlikely to start. \\'hen

stone walls are impracticable, the de-

sired results are secured by low banks
of loose rock or earth disposed in the

same manner. When conditions per-

mit of it. plantations of trees or

shrubs are made under shelter of the

walls or banks.

There have been very few torrents

upon which work has been done by the

French National Government upon
which some or all of the above correc-

tive works constructed up to 1909 ex-

ceeded the cost of reforestation on
the same streams, being over $6,560,-

000. including maintenance to the

same date. The question of mainte-
nance is a serious one. All the works
require constant upkeep, and some
have had to be rebuilt several times.

The opposition of the mountain
population has been overcome in vari-

ous wavs, by employing them on the

works by mone_y grants for pasture

improvement, and by subvention to

creameries and co-operative dairy

associations. The total amount of

such expenditure is about $35,000
chargeable to the fund for the correc-

tion of torrents.

The work which the French have
undertaken, re-clothing the drainage
basins and remodelling the beds of
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thousands of mountain streams,

should, when finished, rank with the

great constructive pubhc works of the

world. The task is now half com-

pleted. The cost up to 1909 was

$20,650,000. The estimated cost for

the remainder of the w^ork in sight

w^as then $12,000,000. exclusive of up-

keep and exclusive of the expenditure
necessary by departments, communes,
and private individuals. Such works
hozvever, should not he measured by
cost, but by results. The oblitera-

tion of the torrents of France, impos-

sible as it may have appeared in the

beginning, will he practically accom-
plished with the completion of the pro-
gramme .nozc .adopted. Torrential

floods, ivhich in one year z^'rought de-

struction equal to the total cost of
stream improvement, will be no longer
possible, and neither the vineyards and
farms of the lozi'er z'alleys, nor that

important mountaineering element of
the population zvhich clings to upland
slopes and z'alleys zcill hereafter be

in danger by flood or snozcslide. The
price of one year's flood carefully ex-

pended zvill permanently add millions

of acres to the productive area of
France.

The Use of Pine Oils in Treating Ores

Much interest has been exhibited

in the application of what is called

the "pine oil flotation process" to

the treatment of ores in the Cobalt

mining district. At present the

scope of the process in Canada is

confined to experimental work, al-

though flotation has been in use at

many of the big United States silver

and copper mines for years past.

The apparent economy and sim-
plicity of the process, which may
give high value to the enormous
quantity of tailings of the Cobalt
and other mines at present regarded
as waste, depends upon an assured
supply of pine oil. This is now im-
ported from the United States and
no guarantee of more than a few
months' supply can be had. Wheth-
er or nof the Canadian mines can
be made independent of imported
oils for the flotation process is at

present engaging the attention of
experts identified with the Ontario
and Federal Governments and ex-
periments will be made at the For-
est Product Laboratories, Montreal,
along such lines. If Red Pine or
other Canadian woods could be
made to produce the quality and

quantity of oils required, a new^ in-

dustry might be added to these now
identified with the Canadian forest.

The system apparently is simpli-
city in itself yet there are things
about it wdiich cannot be explained
even after exhaustive research work
which is now being carried on. The
principle is that air is forced under
pressure through the canvas l:)Ottom

of a tank-like cell, through wdiich
cell emulsified oil and water mixed
with crushed ore held in suspension
passes. The oil apparently forms a
filament on the particles of mineral
and brings them to the surface in

the bubble. The froth is skimmed
off and in it is contained the mineral.
The oils used may be broadly di-

vided into "frothers" and "collec-
tors." The pine oils are good froth-
ers and coal tar and its various sub-
divisions are good collectors. It

has been found that a mixture of
coal tar. 50 to 60 per cent., coal tar
creosote 30 to 40 per cent., and re-
fined pine oil 5 to 10 per cent, give
good results. Other pine oils work
very well on Cobalt ores, however.
The oil consumption per ton of ore
approimates about one pound or
from 2 to 3 cents per ton of ore.
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Valuable Tests to Prove Forest's

Effect on Streams^

Experience has proved that the forest works efficaciously against many-
dangers resuhing from the elements let loose, such as avalanches, falls of

stones, erosion, earthslides, inundations. These are facts admitted and in-

disputable, but how and in what measure does the forest exercise this

moderating action upon the destructive power of water? How can it

lessen the destruction from inundations?

It is in order to attempt an answer to this leading qu-estion that the

Swiss Federal Station of Forest Research in 1900 installed an observing

station in the basin from which two streams of the Bernese Emmental are

fed. These streams, tributaries of the Hornbach, are located in the terri-

tory of the commune of Sumiswald-Wasen, on the northwest slope of the

Napf. The geological formation is fissured pudding-stone which decom-
poses readily. One of the basins, with an extent of 140 acres, is completely

wooded. The other with an area of 175 acres has only a small average of

wooded district, about 30%. The forest is composed of spruce and of

alder bushes. The measurement of the precipitation, rain and snow, takes

place regularly throughout the year. In each of the basins there have

been installed three rain gauge stations at different altitudes. At the

junction of the two streams with the Hornbach certain apparatus registers

automatically every five minutes day and night the volume of the water

flowing.

The Research Station is going to publish very soon the results thus

obtained from these valuable observations. In the meantime if we refer to

the provisional statements of the Research Station the two following points

seem to have been definitely established

:

1. In case of storms accompanied with heavy rains the maximum out-

flow in the wooded valley is from 30 to 50% less than that from the other

valley, and there is another beneficial circumstance from the action of the

forest, that this maximum flow is produced later in the wooded basin than

in the other.

2. In the long periods of drought (the summers of 1904, 1906, 1908 and

1911) the wooded district gave without interruption a flow of water while

in the denuded valley the stream dried up and all the springs ceased al-

though at a normal time they have an abundant flow.

These observations seem thus to have demonstrated irrefutably the

moderative action of the forest upon the regulation of the stream flow

which some have denied.

• Warning on Licenses against fire be printed on the fishing

The Department of Colonization, and hunting licenses in future. A
Mines and Fisheries of the Quebec letter to the Secretary from Mr. E.

Government has favorably consider- M. Dechene, Deputy Minister of

ed the suggestion of the Canadian Lands and Forests, states that such

Forestry Association that warnings action has been decided on.
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Experiments With Reindeer

The Story of Canada's Efforis to Introduce a X'aluable Animal to

New Forms of Service.

The connecton of reindeer and

forest conservation is not so remote

as first thoughts might indicate. As
mentioned in a recent number of the

Journal, Mr. Ellwood Wilson. Chief

Forester of the Laurentide Com-
pany, Grand Mere, P.O., has suc-

ceeded in domesticating a remnant
of the herd brought to Canada
through the efforts of Dr. Wilfrid
Grenfell, and these have come
through the past winter remarkably
well and will probably show an in-

crease. Last year the deer showed
their practical value in browsing off

the hardwood seedlings in planta-
tions where the forester wanted
evergreens only to grow. Many de-
vices were tried in an effort to get
rid of the hardwoods. The reindeer
finally were turned in and devoured

the hardwoods refusing to touch

the conifers. That these animals

were to be used for logging, or for

winter travel in various woods op-

erations and forest protection, is a

happy theory which has not had
much opportunity for demonstra-

tion.

The following article by Aubrey
Fullerton in April "Rod and Gun"
gives most interesting information

on the reindeer question

:

Five years ago a novel experiment
was made by the Dominion Govern-
ment in the way of wilderness col-

onization in the far Northwest. It

was animal colonization, rather than
human, but its success was likely to

mean a great deal to the people who
might settle there at some future

time. For these new animal colon-

ists were reindeer.
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Forty reindeer were brought by
the Government from Dr. Grenfell's

herds in Newfoundland, and were
taken across Canada to Fort Smith,

up in the Mackenzie River country.

There they were placed in a reserved

area and left to make themselves at

home in new surroundings. It was
hoped that they would take kindly

to the change, and for a time they
seemed to do so ; but something
over a year ago it was reported that

of the forty animals all but three

had died or escaped. The Macken-
zie country did not suit the New-
foundland deer, and the attempted
colonization proved a comparative
failure.

There are still manv deer in the
North, however, and though the

native deer of those wilderness parts

are far less tractable for domesticat-
ing than the reindeer of Labrador or

Alaska, they have in a few cases, at

least, submitted to the taming pro-

cess—in proof of which is the ac-

companying picture of a deer team
that a persevering halfbreed in the
Athabasca country has trained to

harness.

Success in Alaska.

The reindeer has been a pronounc-
ed success in Alaska, where there

are now some fifty thousand des-

cendants of the fifteen or twenty ani-

mals originally imported from Si-

beria. As a beast of burden the rein-

deer is far more satisfactory than
dogs, and it finds its own living,

feeding the year round on the moss
and lichens of the Alaskan plains.

Its powers of endurance are remark-
able. Two hundred pounds, besides
the sled, is a normal load for one
animal on a long journey. A few
winters ago a Government official

travelled four months with reindeer
teams, covering two thousand miles
of barren country, in which the deer
lived entirely on moss that they dug
from under the snow.
At another time a relief expedi-

tion was sent to the Arctic coast,

where some whalers were ice-bound,

with three hundred reindeer, which
were driven eight hundred miles
with the temperature from twenty
to fifty degrees below zero. The
animals, which were intended for

food for the imprisoned whalers,
reached the end of the long journey
in good condition, having foraged
for their own food along the way.
The United States mails have

also been carried along the Behring
Sea coast, for several winters, by
strong reindeer teams, and more
satisfactorily than the Canadian
mails in our own North-land have
been carried by dog-teams.

Good for Meat Supply.

Another benefit that has followed
the introduction of domesticated
reindeer in Alaska has been the in-

crease it has made in the meat-sup-
ply. Reindeer meat is not only the

staple diet of the Alaskan natives

but is already being shipped in

small quantities to such markets as

Seattle, and is finding its way to

good American dinner tables. It is

l)elieved that, as the herds of rein-

deer increase, the mossy grazing
grounds of Alaska will become a

great meat-producing region for the

Western States market.
The Canadian North has possi-

bilities of exactly the same kind. It,

too, can produce meat, and may
some day be a valuable source of

supply for our own market. The
great sub-Arctic prairies are cover-

ed for hundreds of miles with rich

grass, and in such abundant pastur-

age there is feeding for countless

droves of cattle-kind. A suggestion
has even been made that beef cattle

should be taken into the North, as

soon as the railroads make it possi-

ble, and turned out to feed upon the

wide grass-covered plains of the
Mackenzie and Athabasca terri-

tories ; but at any rate those plains
are the natural feeding-ground of

meat-producers of almost equal val-

ue, the roving herds of deer and
caribou. One of these days we shall

perhaps be bringing down deer meat
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from the North and making use of it

to lower the cost of living in our

towns and cities.

If the experiment in domesticating

reindeer at Fort Smith had been

successful it would have meant a

great deal to northern Canada, and
in time might have led to as bene-

ficial results as in Alaska. Some-
thing may come of it yet, or an-
other trial of the same kind may be
made. But the native deer are
there, at any rate, and it remains for

Canadian genius to find some way
of utilizing them. That Athabasca
halfbreed has shown a very
example, as a beginning.

good

"A Matter of Opinion"

Under the above tithe the Can-
adian Forestry Association will is-

sue this month fifteen thousand
small books of about thirty pages
each, with colored cover, for general
distribution throughout the Dom-
inion. A French edition of eight or
ten thousand will be issued simul-
taneouslv.

"A Matter of Opinion" presents
to the reader the main arguments for

forest protection in the form of
soliloquies by The Settler, The Rail-
road Man, The Camper, The Fire

Ranger, The Banker. The Power
Engineer, The Taxpayer. Each
speaks of the forest from his own
point of view and testifies by his
narrative to the forward movement
in conservation during recent years.
These booklets will be sent to all

members as soon as issued, and the
bulk of the edition will be distri-
buted direct to settlers, railroad
men, etc., etc., through the Associa-
tion's facilities provided by the
banks, the railroads, forest depart-
ments, etc.

CAUSE CARELESSNESS WITH CAMPFIRE
PIPE,MATCH oRCICARtTTE

The above cartoon has been issued by the Association in the form
of posters for the use of fire rangers, lumber camps, etc. The posters
are on cardboard. 10 by 8% inches, printed in green and red, and form
a striking cartoon. Already several lumber companies and protective
associations have made good use of them. They may be had on applica-
tion to the Association office, Booth Building, at the price of $1 for fifty.
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FROM THE ASSOCIATION'S FREE CARTOON SERVICE USED BY

SEVERAL HUNDRED CANADIAN NEWSPAPERS.

The Canadian Soldier: "That's about the worst wreck of a forest I ever saw."

The Canadian Woodsman: "It is. eh? Then you ought to see what's left after

a forest fire. I'll take you to a hundred townships right here in Canada

that will make such a picture look tame. We think it is a pity for European

forests to be smashed and yet we smash our own by nearly 10,000 timber

fires per annum."

The Soldier : "H'm I That's a new way of looking at it."
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Published in collaboration with the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.

A. C. Volkmar, Forester of
P. Z. Caverhill, Forester for the

Province of New Brunswick, is pre-

paring his plans for a forest survey
of that Province, and has mapped
out a most excellent scheme. He
has been kind enough to -ask the

advice of many of the members and
a very interesting symposium has
been held and useful information
collected and discussed. Mr. Cav-
erhill will make a trip to Grand
Mere in April.

the

R. R. Bradley, of the New Bruns-
wick Railway Company, is prepar-
ing his final maps of the territory

owned by that Company and expects
in the spring to undertake planting
operations on a large scale.

Henry Sorgius. ^Manager of the

St. Maurice Forest Protective Asso-

ciation, made a trip to Michigan to

attend the meeting of the Northern

Forest Protective Association. Mr.

Sorgius is very busy with his plans

for the season's work, and is equip-

ping a gasoline speeder and a Ford

automobile with the new pump de-

signed by Mr. Johnson, of the Rail-

way Commission. Circulars are al-

so being sent out to the settlers ex-

plaining to them the changes in the

fire laws and asking their co-opera-

tion.

Ellwood Wilson went to Syracuse

on April first to lecture to the stu-

dents of the New York State Col-

lege of Forestry.

Riordon Paper Co., St. Jovite, Que.,

has been elected an associate mem-

ber.

George Chahoon jr., President of

the Laurentide Co., Ltd., is spend-

ing the month of April, with F. A.

Sabbaton, Vice-President of the

Laurentide Power Co., at Hot

Springs, Va. Mr. Chahoon is an en-

thusiastic golfer and Mr. Sabbaton

is a tennis player of no mean order.

B. M. AVinegar, of the C.P.R., re-

ports that he will begin the planting

of trees for snow sheds along the

eastern lines of that road.

Arnold Hanssen, of the Lauren-

tide Co.. Ltd., has been busy all

winter clearing off the flood basin

of the River St. Maurice about to be

flooded by the Company's new dam,

hauling the wood and trying to dis-

pose of it to the best advantage.

G. A. Gutches. Director of the

New York State Ranger School, re-

ports a very successful season.

Prof. R. B. Miller, of the Univer-

sity of New Brunswick, has been

getting out some very creditable

reconnaisance maps made by his

students.

Mr. H. R. MacMillan is now in

Calcutta. India, investigating con-

ditions and markets and will pro-

ceed from there to China and Japan.
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H. R. Christie, of B.C., is going- to

Ottawa, for the purpose of enlisting.

The activities of the Dominion
Forestry Branch will continue along
the same lines as last season.

A. H. Unwih, of England, is go-

ing- to Nokling, via. Lagos Nigeria,

Africa, for the next twelve months.
Mr. Unwin is the only European
member of the Canadian Society of

Forest Engineers.

R. O. Sweezey writes from the

Royal Military College at Kingston

that he is carrying on a detailed sur-

vey for M. J. O'Brien in the Upper
Ottawa, area 1,125 square miles, and
that he gets away occasionally from
his military duties to see how his

parties are progressing. Recently

he made a brief examination of the

limits of the Mattagami Pulp &
Paper Co., in Northern Ontario.

®0 a ptt^ iFnrrat!T

"A pine forest is one of the most
beautiful features of nature. Of all

Cjuiet scenes it is surely the quietest.

The harsh sounds of the busy hu-

man world, and even the dreamy
murmurs of summer, are hushed
there ; no song of bird or hum of

insect disturbs the solemn stillness

;

and only at rare intervals the mourn-
ful coo of a dove, making the soli-

tude more profound, is heard in the

deeper recesses. The weary, care

worn spirit bathes in the serenity of

the silence, and feels the charm and
refreshment of its highest life. The
trunks of the trees have caught the
ripened red of many vanished sum-
mers, and are bearded with long
streaming tufts of grey lichen, which
impart to them a weird, savage ap-

pearance ; but they are touched
with grace by the wild flowers
growing at their roots ; childhood
sporting in unconscious loveliness at

the feet of old age. They form long
drawn aisles and vistas, like the
pillared halls of Karnak, or the
Thousand Columns of Constantin-
ople, which are indescribably attrac-

tive, for they appeal to that love of
mystery which exists in every
mind ; they reveal only enough to
stimulate the imagination, and lead
it onward to lovelier scenes beyond.
Life itself without these vistas of
expectation would not be worth liv-

ing.

Beautiful indeed is the pine forest

in all seasons-: in the freshness of

spring, when the gnarled boughs are

penetrated and mollified by the soft

wind and the warm sun, and, thril-

led with new life, burst out into

fringes and tassels of the richest

green, and cones of the tenderest

purple ; beautiful in the sultry sum-
mer, when among its cool, dim sha-

dows the cheated hours all day sing

vespers, while the open landscape is

palpitating in the scorching heat

;

beautiful in the sadness of autumn,
when its unfading verdure stands
out in striking relief amid changing
scenes, that have no sympathy with
anything earthly save sorrow and
decay, and directs the thoughts to

the imperishableness of the heavenly
Paradise ; beautiful exceedingly in

the depth of winter, when the tiers

of branches are covered with pure,

unsullied wreaths of snow, sculp-

tured by the winds into curve of ex-
quisite grace.

It is beautiful in calm, when the
tree tops scarcely whisper to each
other, and the twitter of the golden
wren sounds ' loud inthe expectant
hush ; it is more than beautiful in

storm, when the wild -fingers of the
wind play the most mournful music
on its great harp-strings, and its full

diapason is sublime as the road of
the ocean on a rock bound shore.

—

(From "Teachings in Nature," by
Rev. Hugh MacMillan.)
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Fire Protection in Pine Logging

The Value of Any Protection is the Money Worth of the Loss it

Averts.

By Cocrt DiiBois,

District Forester, U. S. Forest Service, San Francisco, Cal.

AVhen one walks about any large

•city he sees at frequent intervals ex-

pensive buildings and, through their

open doorways, costly-looking ap-

paratus or fine horses that look like

ready money. From four to six big

husky four-dollar-a-day men in blue

shirts are tilted back in chairs in

front of each one of these houses.

On every other corner one notices a

red painted iron box on a post that

must be connected up with an elec-

tric wiring system, for which real

money was paid. This all means
that the risk of fires starting in a

city and the value and inflammabil-
ity of the structures subjected to

this risk are so great that a system
adequate to protect it is maintain-
ed, practically regardless of the cost
of that system. I have seen many
newspaper criticisms of the ade-
quacy or efficiency of city fire de-
partments, but I have never seen
printed or heard a citizen utter a
complaint of the high cost of the
system.

In a well ordered factory you will

see an $(S,000 automatic sprinkler
system, $2,500 worth of 4-inch water
piping, and a $10 steel reel with $15
worth of fire hose on it at the end of
the hall on each floor—an invest-
ment of $10,575. For what? To
prevent $10,576 worth of damage.
The value of any fire protection,
then, may be stated as the money
worth of the loss it averts. It can
•cost anything less than the loss

which is reasonably sure to occur
without it. Therefore, to arrive at a

definite conclusion of what is a jus-

tifiable sum to spend on fire protec-

tion in any activity, it is necessary
to inquire how likely fires are to

start and the cash damage they may
be expected to do, once started.

Problem of Fire Logging.

My talk will be confined to the

fire question, because I don't know
anything about any other kind of

logging.

Contrary to popular opinion on
the subject, the cause statistics col-

lected by the Forest Service show
lumbering activities to be the least

prolific source of fires in the Nation-
al Forests, only a trifle over 4 per
cent, (literally 4.067 per cent.) of

the total number occurring from this

cause in the eight year period from
1908 to 1915. Nevertheless, because
the total number is high—5507—the
number caused by logging opera-
tions—22-1—is high when viewed in-

dependently.
I know of one outfit that had 16

fires on its works this summer. In
any activity in the woods some
measure of the number of fires

which can reasonably be expected is

gained from the extent of the legi-

timate use of fire which must neces-
sarily accompany it. In the typical

pine logging job there are perhaps
200 men in the woods, 80 per cent,

of whom smoke cigarettes or a pipe
while working; 6 steam logging
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machines burning wood fuel ; 2

steam locomotives burning oil, and
a camp burning wood for cooking
and heating. I should say the pine

operator could expect to see start

on his works an average of not less

than five fires a year.

The elements of damage done by
fires in the logging woods are, first

and foremost, lost time ; then, the

cash loss by destruction or reduc-

tion in the value or efficiency of

equipment such as donkeys, loaders,

logging line, chutes, railroads, tres-

tles, or camps ; last, the value of the

product is lowered when logs are

damaged.

Sources of Loss.

Take the element of lost time. A
fire is usually handled by the rail-

road section crew. It is not unusual
for a five-man crew to work a day on
an ordinary fire, leaving one man to

watch it for 48 hours afterward.

This means $21 in lost time. A
larger fire may require a donkey, a

camp crew, or the whole woods
crew. It is not at all unusual for a

part of all of the mill crew to turn
out in an emergency. A fire which
requires the whole logging crew of

an ordinary double band mill will

cost the operator, in lost time, about
$400 per 10-hour shift. These figures

refer to direct labor charges only
and do not take into account lost

operating time of expensive equip-
ment or the supervisory and over-
head charges which are going on
while the plant is turning out no
product.

If it is expensive to fight fires, why
not let them burn? This would be
good business if it were not for the
fact that it would very probably be
still more expensive in damage to

equipment. A fire practically never
ruins a donkey engine beyond re-

pair, but $500' or $600 damage is a

frequent occurrence. Burning the
sled out from under a machine, for

instance, would mean a loss of
about $400, and it will yard no logs
for several days. Logging cable is

easily damaged, and the loss of the
lines on one machine—say, 1,300 feet

of yarding line and 3,000 feet of back
line—costs $375. Repairing a line

burned in two may be put down at

$5 per splice.

Cost of Repairs.

The ordinary fire on a logging job
does not destroy a chute—it about
half destroys it. Repairs can be
figured at $750 per mile of chute
burned over. The most serious

single equipment loss is the burning
of a main line railroad trestle. It

means that the main artery of the

woods work is cut and the product
of all work must stand still until the

damage is repaired, at a cost of $3.50

per running foot of trestle burned.

I have seen, an hour and a half

after a spark dropped out of the fire-

box of a moving donkey, an entire

camp wiped out as thoroughly as
though packed off by a cyclone. All

that was left was a large black cloud
of smoke, which cost about $2,200.

Logs on the ground burn on the end,

or, where they lie across others,

pockets burn out of the sides. A
fire seldom destroys them, but it re-

duces their value between 10 and 15

per cent.

Forest products rank second
among the industries of Canada and
are worth $180,000,000 a year. The
important uses for wood in Canada
are for lumber, lathes, shingles,

poles, railway ties, pulp wood, hard
wood distillation, cord Avord, hem-
lock bark for tanning, etc., etc. In
the manufacture of lumber about 25
per cent, of the tree is left in the
forest, in the form of stumps, tree-

tops, branches, 'leaves, etc., while at

the saw mill about 35 per cent, more
is discarded in the form of bark,

sawdust, edgings, deal ends, shav-
ings, etc. So that under the present
conditions only 35 to 40 per cent, of
the original tree is converted into

finished lumber or other useful
articles of products.
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One corner of the Berthierville, P.Q., Forest Nursery.

Prussian Forests in War

War conditions have induced the

Prussian forest administration to is-

sue alleviating instructions to the

managers of State properties. Mora-
atoria for rents and wood purchases
are permitted under circumstances.
Brushwood may be given to the
poor at one quarter its usual cost.

All the oak bark and spruce bark
for tanning purposes is contracted to

the War Leather Association (in

which the government is partner)
under easy conditions.

A serious deficiency exists in

rosin, which has been mostly import-
ed, and is especially used for manu-
facture of lubricants and of writing
paper. There are three possibilities

of securing rosin, namely by tapping
spruce as used to be done long ago,
by distilling any coniferous wood,
by scraping the rosin exuded on
spruce when damaged by game ani-
mals.

Curiously enough, the latter meth-
od is supposed to give at least most
rapid results ; while the second

method is being experimented with.
Instructions are issued how to
scrape the rosin, which is to be 70
per cent, pure and is taken over by
the "rosin accounting office" at
about $2.50 per hundred weio-ht
f. o. b.

^

In experimental areas about 80
pounds per acre at a cost of $1 to
$1.25 per 100 pounds could be se-
cured.

In March, 1915, the administration
pointed out that in order to assure
sufficiency of bread grain and pota-
toes for human needs the number of
pigs would have to be reduced. To
prevent, however, later a meat fam-
ine, breeding stock and young stock
should be carefully preserved, for
which purpose the forest pasture
should be opened up, herding the
pigs wherever larger communities
are mvolved, even to the extent of
transporting the herds by train. The
pasture is to be free of charge, to be
continued till late fall or early
winter.
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From a photograph of a destructive forest fire in Northern Manitoba.
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Silvicultural Problems of Forest

Reserves

Learning' the Character and Conditions of a Property in Detail

—

Administrative, Economic and Technical Problems.

^ By Dr. B. E. Pernow.

Dean of the Faculty of forestry, University of Toronto.

(Following is the second part of Dr. Fernow's paper which commenced in the March

issue of the Journal.)

In order then to inaugurate a sys-

tematic manag-ement of any proper-

ty, the -cliaracter and condition of

the property needs to be known in

detail ; next, its administrative, its

economic, and its technical problems
must be recognized and solved.

These requirements in a forest

property involve first of all a detail-

ed forest survey, including a close

stocktaking, and mapping; next, a

suitable subdivision into smaller
units or compartments for conven-
ient handling ; a study of the mater-
ials that can be marketed, and a

study not only, but a stimulation of

the market for the minor materials

;

next a study of growth conditions
and their effect and results in regard
to regeneration and in regard to in-

crement. Based on this information
an admissible felling budget may
then be calculated and the felling

areas may be suitably located ; fin-

ally, study and experiment is neces-
sary to learn how^ the local silvi-

cultural difficulties may be over-
come.

These are the data which must be
ascertained in order to formulate a
working plan and to inaugurate a
technical management. There is no
need here, I hope, to insist on the
necessity of employing men with

professional training to collect these

data and to apply them; no need to

insist that permanency of tenure of

office and continuity of organiza-
tion are essential to successful exe-

cution of the plans.

I propose now to point out a few
illustrations of the kind of silvicul-

tural problems that must eventually
be solved by experimentation, those
that arise in attempts to secure a

new crop of desirable character.

Each reserve has its special prob-
lems, according to its character and
composition.

The Aspen Problem.

In the Riding and Duck Moun-
tains, we find conditions and prob-
lems very much alike. The most
valuable species here at present in

the white spruce, hence it is this

species for which the management
would have to be devised, especially
as at least 60 per cent, of the soil

is adapted to this species.

Unfortunately, numerically, an-
other species, the aspen, is most
prominent, as a result undoubtedly
of fires which in past ages and also
in modern times have reduced the
spruce to only a limited amount;
hence the spruce must be re-estab-
lished in competition wath the aspen.
There is no difficulty on this ac-
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count, in the nature of the two
species, for the spruce is a tolerant

species and can stand the hght shade

which the aspen gives, almost with-

out being retarded in its growth.

The only problem is that of the pro-

fitable or at least costless removal

of the surplus of aspen.

Aspen is by no means a useless

weed tree. Not only is it valuable

as a mere soil cover, recuperating

the soil after fires, but it furnishes

an acceptable fuelwood and pulp-

wood, and even an inferior grade of

lumber, especially for flooring. As-
pen also lends itself to use for small

woodenware, boxes, crates, pails,

excelsior. The establishment of in-

dustries near or in the reserves us-

ing this material is probably possi-

ble and should be brought about by
investigating the possibilities of se-

curing a sufficient supply of the raw
material and other factors favoring

such industries.

Unfortunately, it is liable at an
early age to rot. Large areas of ma-
ture aspen, which look as if they
would cut satisfactory saw material,

are to the extent of 50 to 80 per
cent, "punky," and so far as known
useless. The silvicultural problem
of re-establishing the spruce must
wait upon the solution of the tech-

nological problem of fiinding a use
for "punky" wood, or a use where at

least a certain per cent, of rot is not
objectionable.

Such large areas of pure aspen of

all ages are found in these and other
reserves that it will become an un-
avoidable necessity to work in part
for aspen reproduction, and in that
connection to solve the problem of
reducing or stopping the progress of
the disease, keeping it out of the
younger growths that are not yet
affected.

The aspen problem is, indeed, a
general one throughout the whole
Eastern Dominion ; the develop-
ment of its profitable utilizations
should be made one of the studies
of the Forest Products Laboratories,

Underbrush Problem.

There is little or no difficulty in

establishing spruce under aspen of

the shade endurance of the latter,

but another, worse inimical agency
comes in to make difficulty. The
light shade of the aspen favors the

establishment of a dense under-
brush, especially of hazel, with an
admixture of half a dozen other
shrubs. This underbrush, keeps out
the spruce, keeps it from establish-

ing itself by natural seeding, and
would choke it out if planted, and
hence must be removed before a

young crop of spruce, and even of

aspen, could be established. Experi-
ments are needed to determine the
cheapest effective method of dealing
with this trouble.

The incjuiry would be as to

whether cutting or burning produce
the more favorable conditions and at

what time of the year it is best to do
the one or the other.

Planting Problems.

The desire of the forester is to se-

cure his crop, if possible, by natural

regeneration; that is, to so handle
the mature crop that the seeds fall-

ing from it establish the new crop
before the seed trees are all re-

moved; this in order to avoid the

outlay for planting. But there are

large areas in these Reserves on
which no old crop of desirable spe-

cies is to be found, and it becomes
necessary to establish such species

by planting. The problem, then, is

to find the most suitable species and
the cheapest successful manner of

propagation.
To gain an insight as to what spe-

cies to introduce, trial plantations on
a small scalQ are indicated.

It is my impression that not only
in the aforementioned forestless re-

serves, and where desirable species

are lacking, but also in the well
wooded ones, planting will be found
often preferable to reliance on na-
tural regeneration.

While the apparent economy in

relying on Nature's ability to estab-
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lish a new crop is in favor of natural

regeneration, avoiding the cash out-

lay necessary to start the crop by
artificial means, sowing or planting

by hand, in the end result the latter

often proves the cheaper.

To use Nature as a planter re-

quires knowledge, judgment and
skill not only, but lucky weather
conditions of the ground for germin-
ation and growth of the seedlings.

This combination of favorable cir-

cumstances does not occur frequent-

ly. On the other hand, by growing
seedlings in nurseries where they
can be given the best care, and set-

ting out plants, success can be
forced, and especially time can be
saved.

Hence, early attention should be
given to finding out the best mater-
ials and methods of planting.

Jack Pine Problem.

Large areas of sandy soils are

covered with a dense growth of pure
Jack pine, standing so dense that
each tree has little chance for de-
velopment, hence the individual de-
velopment is extremely slow. By
reducing the number per acre, i.e.,

by thinning, as it is technically call-

ed, the remaining stand can be given
opportunity for better development.
The problem is to find out at what

time of the life of the stand to thin
and how many trees to the acre
promise the most satisfactorv re-

sult.

The most valuable use of the Jack
pine is for railroad ties, and it

would, therefore, be desirable to
grow tie trees. For this purpose,
there is no need of freedom from
knots, hence branchiness is no ob-
jection, and the increase in incre-
ment due to fully developed crowns
that can develop in open stand may
be secured without injuring quality.
That means an early and severe
opening up is indicated, only taking
care not to expose the soil too much
at a time.

The Jack pine is a rapid grower
when young, but not persistent.

hence this tendency should be util-

ized by giving it a chance to develop
its rapid rate early. This may, per-

haps, be done by reducing the num-
ber in the stand earlv to sav. 300 or
400 trees per acre or perhaps even
less.

The narrow-minded manager will

object that the operation would not
pay because, perhaps, he could not
dispose of the material coming from
the thinnings profitably, but if it

could be shown that instead of hav-
ing to wait 80 to 90 years for a 5-tie

tree to develop, a full crop of rail-

road ties, 1,500 to the acre, could be
produced in 40 to 50 years, the pro-
fitableness of the operation might
justify its inauguration even with-
out the possibility of disposal of the
thinnings. Experiments, then, for
determining the most satisfactory
density of these stands should be
undertaken at once.

The possibility of shortening the
time of production of sizeable ma-
terials by a rational thinning prac-
tice has even in Germany been fully
realized only during the last 30
years, and now, not only are from 25
to 50 and more per cent, of the final

harvest crop secured by thinnings,
without reducing the amount of the
harvest crop, but the rotation as far
as it is designed to produce sizes
can be reduced at last 20 years.

Iz is desirable to institute thin-
ning experiments in other than the
Jack pine stands.

The Muskeg Problem.

Such experiments suggest them-
selves at once also for the Black
spruce stands on the peaty muskeg
areas Avhich occupy such large ex-
tent in the reserves, and usually
grow in overcrowded condition, re-

tarding the development to size of
the single individual. Whether by
thinning, the rate of growth can be
changed could be easily found out.
The probability, however, is that
lowering the water-table would
show better results.

Altogether, the problem of the
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proper use of these extensive peat

bogs is one that should early occupy
the attention both of the Forestry

Branch and the Agricultural De-
partment, for there is hidden in

them a great resource that it has so

far not been given to us to fully

realize.

Fallen Timber Problem.

In the Rocky Mountain Reserves

fires have killed large areas of ma-
ture growth, and as a result there

are thousands of acres of windfalls

covering the ground with a labyrin-

thian maze of down trees, which
make the areas almost inaccessible

and unmanageable for cropping.

What can be done with this unfor-

tunate condition? After some time

this material rots, disintegrates and
becomes a part of the soil, but in

the alpine climate this process takes

a long time.

Meanwhile, these areas form also

dangerous fire traps.

Here again, the Forest Products
Laboratories may be able to work
out a solution, devising means of

utilizing such material.

Altogether, the problem of finding

use for minor wood materials is one
that would often make it economi-
cally possible to solve the silvicul-

tural problems.

There are, then, a host of prob-
lems which it takes time to solve.

Their solution should be attempted
at an early date. This is possible

by experiment on a small scale be-
fore the necessity of solving them
on a large scale arrives. But it

should be realized that the answers
to these inquiries by experiment
come as slow almost as the crop it-

self for which they are made.

Therefore, the time to inaugurate
them is now. Fortunately, the ex-
periments outside of requiring care-
ful and judicious planning can be
made with very small expense, and
considerations of economy, due to

the exigencies of the war, need, per-
haps, not delay them.

"HARM ME NOT!"

Following is an interesting pla-

card which, says the British Journal
of Forestry, is a copy of that affixed

to the trees in Spanish forests most
frequented by the people. The
translation is as follows

:

"To the Wayfarer,—
Ye who pass by and would raise

your hands against me, hearken ere

you harm me.
I am the heat of your hearth on

cold winter nights, the friendly

shade screening you from the mid-
summer sun, and my fruits are re-

freshing draughts quenching your
thirst as you journey on.

I am the beam that holds your
house, the board of your table, the
bed in which you lie, and the timber
that builds your boat.

I am the handle of your hoe, the

door of your homestead, the wood
of your cradle, and the shell of your
coffin.

I am the bread of kindness and
the flower of beauty.
Ye who pass by, hear my prayer

:

harm me not."

Tree on Tree
A singular tree in Cuba is called

the yaguey-tree. It begins to grow
at the top of another tree. The seed
is carried by a bird, or wafted by
the wind, and, falling into some
moist, branching part, takes root
and speedily begins to grow. It

sends a kind of thin, stringlike root
down the body of the tree, which is

soon followed by others. In course
of time these roofings strike the
ground, and growth immediately
commences upwards. New roof-
ings continue ,to be formed and get
strength until the one tree grows as
a net round the other. The outside
one surrounds and presses the inner,

strangling its life and augmenting
its own power. At length the tree

within is killed, and the parasite
that has taken possession becomes
itself the tree.
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Planting Snowbreaks on Railways

What Canadian and American Experience Has Shown Thus Far

—Cutting- Down Cost of the "Snow Crop."

The following article from "The State Forester on the morning of

North Woods" will interest readers March 20. The live snow fence was
of the Journal. The difficulties of the object of discussion. For many
^'the snow crop" have been faced years these railroads have been pa-

equally by our Canadian railroads tiently building portable board fen-

and the planting of trees as a per- ces at a cost about $3.50 per rod,

manent solution for snow troubles laboriously distributing along the

ha.s been recognized for some years, cuts every fall and collecting them
The Intercolonial Railway perform- every spring at a further cost of at

ed some windbreak work but, ac- least fifteen cents per rod, and with

cording to present information, did the full understanding that a new
not maintain the plantations. The set of panels would have to be con-

Canadian Pacific on their western structed at least every five years,

lines have planted windbreaks ex- And even at that the results have

tensively, and similar work on the not always been satisfactory,

eastern lines will be commenced this

spring. It is understood also that The Work of Testing.

the Canadian Northern have been Many of the roads have tired of

investigating the matter. The feeding this financial leak and are

practice on Canadian Pacific wes- attempting to replace this temporary
tern lines has been to use willow and expensive fence system with a

and broad-leaved species which permanent snowbreak of trees and
have the advantage of speedy shrubs planted along the right of

growth. It may be that spruce or way. It is pioneer work along this

other conifers will be found useful line, and subject to all the derision
for the purpose. This is a point and doubts that such new ideas are
which the experiments thus far have heir to. Some are skeptical, some
not successfully determined. confident, but all of them who have
"Those most closely interested in taken up the work are spending con-

harvesting the snow crop—aside siderable money on it. Naturally
from a few over-zealous men—are much of the work is of an experi-
the railroads. There is always a mental character because no one
certain amount of snow—or rather a knows just what kind of a snow-
very uncertain amount which shows break will be most effective ; what
a tendency to collect in the railroad species to use, how to place them or
cuts or on the prairies. The railroad how to plant them. Up to the pre-
men are interested in corralling that sent each one has been groping on
snow before it gets into the cut. alone with but little idea of what
They are all convinced that it must the others were doing. This meet-
be corralled, but the best method of ing was called to effect an exchange
doing it is still in doubt. of ideas, and see what could be

It was to discuss this important learned from all the experience of
question that the representative of the different roads viewed in the
eight railroads and of the College of aggregate. The result was wxU
Forestry met in the office of the worth while.
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The Great Northern has been doing

more of this work recently than any
of the other roads and doing it in a

very systematic way. Mr. Mouck's
report of the methods they were us-

ing and the results were most in-

teresting. He described their meth-
ods as follows

:

Wherever the snowbreak was to

be planted, the right of Avay was
widened sufficiently to keep the in-

side of the planting one hundred feet

from the centre. A strip fifty-six

feet wide is broken about four in-

ches deep and rolled or disked. This
is then backset to about the same
depth in the fall. The following
spring this same land is deep plow-
ed, from twelve to sixteen • inches

with a Spalding subsoil plow drawn
by eight horses. The next spring,

that is in the spring of the third

year, it is ready for planting. This
method was generally approved as

the most efficient.

A'ursery Stock.

The stock, raised in the company
nursery at Minot, was planted in

live rows eight feet apart and four
feet apart in the rows. A row of

shrubs on the outside, spaced closer,

two rows of willows and two rows
of some taller species. Eight feet of

cultivated ground was left on each
side of the plantation to serve as a
firebreak. The planting was done
by the section crews, and extra
gangs were needed.
The shrubs found most satisfac-

tory were the caragana and the ar-

temisia, though the latter has not
been used extensively. The golden,
the laurel leaf and the white willow
have all been tried. The laurel leaf

was a little freer from insect attack
than the others. The cottonwood
had been used most for the taller

species on the inside, but had proved
of very little value as a snowbreak.
All seemed agreed that the willow
formed the most effective element in

the break and Mr. Mouck strongly
advocated a pure plantation of wil-
low, discarding the other species.

He was anxious to get information
on the suitability of evergreens, but
very little experience with them was
available. He did not doubt that a
properly selected plantation, one
with a row or two of low, bushy
growth and a few rows of some
higher species, would stop the drifts

but had not experimented enough to

be able to say definitely what species

should be used. The others all

agreed that there was no question
of the satisfactory service of a live

snow fence and that the only prob-
lem was the selection of the most
suitable species and the determina-
tion of the best methods of planting
and soil preparation. The only
places where plantings have been
markedly unsuccessful are the alkali

spots and Mr. Mouck thought this

difficulty could be overcome by the

proper deep cultivation to break up
the hardpan.

"Let the Trees -Do It."

Mr. A\"elsh, of the Omaha, cited

the best examples of a live snow
fence that was really doing busi-

ness. About 1880 the Omaha plant-

ed groves for the protection of the

cuts on their main line in Minnesota.
These were of mixed species plant-

ed on land bought outside of the

right of way or on land where the

perpetual right to maintain a grove
was leased. The trees were culti-

vated for six or seven years, but no
care has been taken of them since.

For thirty years these groves have
absolutely pre^'ented snow trouble.

AVhile the other roads have been
laboring with the snow fences, the

Omaha has been sitting back and
letting the trees do the work. At a

very conservative figure, the cost of

maintaining snow fences for these
thirty years would have amounted
to ^35 per rod, or $11,200 per mile.

In one place where a cut was length-

ened, so as to extend beyond the

protection of the grove, trouble is

experienced every winter. This
testimony leaves no doubt of the

efficiency of the live snow fence.
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And experience seems to show that

there is also very little doubt that

they can be successfully grown.

One Hundred Trees Per Man.

Mr. Hoverstad, of the Soo, cited

much the same experience as Mr.

Mouck. Hobo labor had proved too

expensive. One hundred trees per

man per day was above the average.

For this reason, the Soo expects to

experiment this coming season with

a new tree planter and a power cul-

tivator. They are fully convinced

of the wisdom of the tree-planting

policy. The planting has to be done
at a time when farm labor is fully

employed.
Some of the other roads had done

some tree planting for this purpose,

but were unable to give any very
definite account of the work."

Windbreaks on CP.R.
The Superintendent of the Fores-

try Branch of the Department of

Natural Resources, C.P.R., has given

the following information

:

"The work was started in 1908
and it took two years to get the

ground ready for planting. The
prairie sod had to be broken the first

year, then backset and summer fal-

lowed in order to accumulate suffi-

cient moisture for tree growth. The
conditions affecting tree growth east
and west of Moose Jaw were found
to be absolutely dissimilar. East of
Moose Jaw trees planted three years
can be left without any further
maintenance; west of Moose Jaw it

is necessary to cultivate each year
in order to keep the trees free from
weeds, which would deprive them of
needed moisture. The district west
of Moose Jaw is in what is known
as "The Dry Belt." In territory
similar to this in the United States
one of the railways tried watering
the trees, but that is a mistake; cul-
tivation is all that is needed.
"The cost of the portable panel

snow fence anywhere in Western
Canada, Minnesota, Dakota, o r

other western states is from $2.39 to

82.51 per 16 ft. panel. The depreci-

ation and annual maintenance per

16 ft. panel is 47 cents. The cost of

16 feet of tree fence, including three

years maintenance, is $1.95. The
three years cost of maintenance is

necessary before the fence may be
said to be established ; west of

]\Ioose Jaw it may take five years.

"The tree snow fence has been re-

marked upon by hundreds of tour-

ists, and has helped very consider-

ably in demonstrating to intending

settlers the possibilities of proper
cultivation in the dry areas. The
tree snow fence also is just as good,
if not better, than the panel fenc-

ing."

May Tax N. B. Lands

The question of how to raise more
revenue was discussed by many sup-

porters of the Government in the

New Brunswick Legislature recent-

ly, and the resolution of J. L. White,

proposing to place a tax upon grant-

ed lands not included in the school

districts was enlarged upon and an

amendment offered by L. P. D. Til-

ley to have a committee of the

House inquire into the advisability

of taxing both crown and granted

lands was adopted. There are

7.000,000 acres of crown lands and it

is said about 4,000.000 acres of grant-

ed lands. Some propose a tax of

two cents an acre upon crown lands,

which would yield about $140,000.

An equal tax upon granted lands

would bring SSO.OOO. but it is said

some propose that granted lands

shall pay four cents per acre, which
would yield a revenue of $160,000,

or $300,000 in all. The Speaker ap-

pointed Messrs. White, Carter, Ma-
honey, Jones, Culligan, Woods,
Hachey, Tilley, Lockhart and Slipp

as the committee for this purpose.
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At the Berthierville P. Q. Forest Nursery:—White pine seed germinating under
bag-cloth set on wood frame. This is a very good seed cover; it guards against the
devastation of birds and also gives valuable protection to the soil.

Canada at War

By Dr. C. D. Howe,

of Toronto University Forest School, in "Tlie Biltmorean."

One thought is uppermost in the

minds of all Canadians, that is to

do their "bit" in the service of their

country at this time, and they have

succeeded beyond their own expec-

tations, not only in furnishing men
but in performing the innumerable
services contingent upon war. Evi-

dences of the spirit of service and
concentrated effort meet one at

every turn. One sees women knit-

ting socks for the soldiers at the

church and theatre, in the street

cars and even as they walk on the

streets. There are no more bridge

parties, dinners or other social func-

tions for their own sake. Women
now meet to work. A lady of my
acquaintance has knitted over a

hundred pairs of socks, besides
spending nearly every afternoon and
evening engaged in the various
phases of war relief work. A former

society leader has spent six hours a
day for a year in a dingy store-room,
collecting and packing clothing for

the Belgian relief—and she has also
become worn and white-haired in

the service. Every woman has
found some way in which to help.

There are certainly no "slackers"
among them.

Children Do TJieir Bit.

The children in the schools make
scrap books for the soldiers and con-
tribute their -pennies for war relief.

The older boys have their cadet
corps. Churches, Sunday schools,
fraternal organizations, boards of
trade and business houses are mo-
bilized for service in some form.

The voluntary contributions of
money during the past year have
been enormous. Five million dollars
were contributed to the Patriotic
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Fund, which goes to the needy fam-

ilies of soldiers. The estimated cost

of such work the coming vear is

$8,000,000. Toronto's share 'in that

will be $2,000,000, and the plan is to

raise this in a three-days' campaign.
Several million dollars have been
given to the British Red Cross. To-
ronto raised a half million dollars

for that purpose in one day. The
staff and students of the university

shared in this to the extent of over

$4,000. The Canadian Red Cross
has collected over a million dollars

in connection with its work. Many
towns, cities and business organiza-
tions have donated motor ambulan-
ces, hospital supplies and even ma-
chine guns. The university raised

$40,000 to establish a base hospital

(now reported to be at Saloniki)

and $60,000 for running expenses.
The university women have under-
taken to furnish the necessary sup-
plies for the hospital. The teaching
staff of the university established a

chair for a professor from the Uni-
versity of Louvain, and he is now
giving courses here.

The Clash of Arms.

As I write this, a company of

soldiers is marching past with a

band playing a pulse-quickening air.

About 12.000 soldiers are now being
quartered in Toronto, and men are
enlisting in the city at the rate of

about 200 per day. Up to Christ-

mas, Canada had raised 207,000 sol-

diers and on New Year's day the
call came from Ottawa for enough to

bring the total number up to 500,000.

The population of Canada is, or was
before the war, close to 8.000,000.

So when the enlistment reaches
half-million, the proportion will be
one to every sixteen of the entire

population. If we estimate that one
in eight of the total population is

male of military age, then, when the
latest call for men is supplied, one-
half of the military strength of the
country will have been recruited, or
in other words, Canada in the pinch
can raise one million men. How-

ever, those of military age but unfit

should be deducted in this estimate.

The men rejected are now running
at about 25 per cent, of those offer-

ing their services.

The British war office has esti-

mated that the wastage of men from
all sources is 15 per cent, a month,
or in other words, the armies at the
front must be completely renewed
by the end of each seven months
period. From this statement, if he
knows what numbers are now en-
gaged and what numbers of recruits

are available, one can figure out
how much longer the war can last

on the basis of the present activities.

Foresters to the Front.

The university has responded
generously to the needs of the war.
Six hundred undergraduates and 83
members of the teaching staff have
already enlisted. Over 900 recent

graduates have also offered them-
selves. This makes the university's,

contribution over 1,600 men. The
Department of Forestry has prob-
ably contributed a larger percentage
than any other department in the

university, as there has been a de-

crease of 70 per cent, in the number
of students since the beginning of

the war, the registration at that time
being fifty and now only fifteen.

And moreover, only one-half of

those who enrolled last October are
now present. We have a few stu-

dents not of the military standard
and they are all we expect to have
left at the end of the school year, for

practically every able-bodied man
will enlist, unless the atmosphere
clears in the meantime. That is the
spirit throughout the university.

Nearly every man is drilling. The
campus is covered with men in khaki
from 4 to 6 o'clock in the afternoon.
During these cold days the corri-

dors of the university buildings,
once sacred to mental and spiritual

strivings, now resound to the clash
of arms. The students are organi-
zed into an ofiicers' training corps.
The successful get a lieutenant's
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commission,
forces or in

seas. Thirty
commissions
vacation and
next month.
The New

School, the

Branch, and

either in the Canadian
the British army over-

-one went over to take

during the Christmas
another bunch will go

Brunswick Forestry
Dominion Forestry

the various provincial

forest ser\ices are being- restricted

in their work through enlistment.

Of the graduates of our school em-
ployed in forestry work, some fifty

in number, 40 per cent, have enlist-

ed up to date. The forest services

have lost their non-technical men,
such as rangers, guards, etc., in

about the same proportion.

Canadian Timber for Government Works

Henceforth Canadian timber only

is to be used in all public works
undertaken by the Dominion Gov-
ernment. Such a policy can very

easily be followed, so far as supply

is concerned, for it is a fact that

Canada is one of the greatest of

tree-growing lands. Except in the

prairie country, the forest is never
far distant, and in it are to be found
trees suitable for practically every

work in which wood enters. With
proper management, which is now
iDcing attempted on a considerable

scale, supplies need never become
exhausted. It is not a difficult mat-
ter to allow, and help, new forest

crops to grow where trees are cut

down for industrial purposes.

There are many varieties of big
trees in Canada, a score of which are

well-known and plentiful, and which
are used for various purposes. The
largest is the Douglas fir, named
after David Douglas, who discover-

ed its worth as long ago as 1825.

This truly splendid timber tree

ranges in height from 175 to 300
feet and has a long, clear trunk, from
which large timbers of even diam-
eter are secured. The wood is em-
ployed in heavy construction work
and for masts and poles. The
Douglas fir's habitat is British
Columbia, and also the Rock Moun-
tain part of Alberta. In the same
territory, also, grows the western
red cedar, very much in demand for
shingles, interior woodwork and
doors. Other cedar trees are to be

found from Manitoba to the Atlan-

tic, rising to a height of from 50 to

60 feet. Their wood is valued for

its rot-resisting qualities. Fence

posts and telegraph poles are made
from cedar.

The embleiTi of Canada is the

maple leaf, and the beautiful tree on

which it grows thrives wherever the

land is good. There are several

species and the hard or sugar maple
is the most valued hardwood tree in

the country. Its wood enters into

furniture, flooring, shipbuilding,

railway car construction, tool han-
dles, etc. In the forest the maple
rises 100 feet and more and has a
diameter of from two to five feet.

The Canadian oak is about the same
height and is put to much the same
uses. Hard birch is employed most
extensively by manufacturers, es-

pecially in the making of cars, car-

riages and furniture. The elm
furnishes strong, tough wood, and
the ash tree is favored by the pro-
ducers of baskets, barrel hoops,
boats, coars, ball bats, and like arti-

cles. The spruce tree, which ranges
from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

gives a soft light wood, much used
for lumber and pulp for paper-mak-
ing. Other useful timber trees in-

clude the chestnut, cherry, hickory
and the basswood. Indeed, the
trees of the Dominion are of many
varieties and in sufficient quantity
to fill every need. They are a great
source of national wealth.
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Destroying Shade Trees

(Ottawa Citizen)

Complaints are being made to the

civic authorities of the vandaUsrn of

local companies whose extensions

of wires necessitate the removal, in

whole or in part, of trees on civic

property. It is alleged that trees on

residential streets are being virtually

destroyed in many cases by wire

stringing crews and that when pro-

tests are made the answer usually

given is that civic permission for

the removal or mutilation of the

trees has been secured. The city

engineer's department, however, de-

nies that such permission has been
obtained unless the work is done
under the supervision of a represen-

tative of the department.
Trees on civic property (on the

street) are the property of the cor-

poration. No private company or

individual has the right to interfere

with them unless by special permit
from the engineer's department and
under the supervision of an official

from that department. It cannot be
too strongly impressed upon house-
holders and others that e\ery muti-
lation of trees under other circum-
stances is a violation of the civic

regulations, and the perpetrators
thereof are liable to the penalties

prescribed for such offences.

The matter is one that concerns
the health, comfort and beauty of

the community. The remedy for the
present epidemic of tree mutilation
is in the hands of the citizens and
it is to be hoped that it will be
promptly applied whenever neces-
sary. The city is prepared to deal

with all such cases and unless the
regulations are promptly and per-
manently complied with by the com-
panies responsible for recent infrac-

tions legal action would appear to

be alike desirable and necessarv.

"The Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion are to be complimented and

praised for the admirable little "Boy
Scout's Forest Book." just produced

for presentation to the sixteen thou-

sand members of the Boy Scout or-

ganization in Canada. The objec-

tive, of course, is to get the boy
scout interested in the highly impor-

tant task of preserving our forest

resources from destruction, and this

lias been done in a skilful way. By
means of numerous interesting illus-

trations and a letterpress by Robson
Black, which is as good as a story,

the boys of Canada will undoubtedly

be attracted and inspired to do their

share for the preservation of the

forests. The booklet is distributed

free bv the Association."

Will Reach the Bo^s

(From "Industrial Canada," organ
of the Canadian ^Manufacturers As-
sociation) :

Settlers' Fires

Discussing editorially a lecture

given recently by the Secretary of

the Association in Cobalt before the

Canadian Clubs of Temiskaming,
the Cobalt Nugget, which circulates

largely in the Claybelt section of

Ontario, wholly approves of better

Government control of forest pro-

tection on non-agricultural lands.

Says this paper:

"Although it is humiliating to ac-

knowledge the offence. Canada is

the greatest forest destroyer of the

world. Statistics of no other coun-

trv will show the enormous losses of

standing timber due to forest fires

than official figures of Canada re-

veal. And the majority of the fires

which are responsible for a big

monetary loss to this country every

vear are caused by lack of care by

the settler in setting out fires to

burn up his slack in the process of

clearing the land.

The aims of the Association are

commendable. The society does not

desire to keep under forest the land

that is specially suited to agricul-

ture. The objective of the members
of the body is to introduce Govern-

ment inspection and supervision of

the system of fire ranging in every
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EVINRUD
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can

be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be

attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a

lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

flywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 3^ H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the

2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been

especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles

an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 1915 models will be found

in the new 19 16 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

province of the Dominion and edu-

cate the settlers to use the utmost
•care and judgment in setting out

fires in order that destructive con-

flagrations may not spread and re-

sult in the loss of much valuable

timber. The man who goes into any
new country in order to clear and
cultivate land should be accorded
the maximum freedom and encour-
agement. The least hindrance pos-

sible should be put in the way of the

.settler, and every acre of real agri-

cultural land should be placed under
cultivation. As pointed out by Mr.
Black, there is no desire to conserve
the forest growth on land that will

grow grain or vegetables, but one
•object the Forestry Association has
in view is to save the people the

forests which are growing on soil

that is fit for nothing else.

There is really no excuse for a
loss of several million dollars every
year in Canadian timber. If proper
steps are taken the steady depletion
of the forests by fire and careless
cutting may be averted."

To which the Kenora 'Examiner'
adds

:

"It happened during the last gold
rush in this district that prospec-
tors started bush fires to bare the
rocks so as to make prospecting
easier. This should entitle the
starter to a job in the penitentiary."

Supervisors Meet

A very successful Supervisors'
meeting was held at Calgary from
February 28th to March 7th inclu-

sive, by direction of Mr. E. H. Fin-
layson, District Inspector of Forest
Reserves. It has been the practice

to call the Supervisors in to Calgary
once a year for the purpose of dis-

MARBLfS
E-Z Quick Boot Repairers
for rubber or leather boots,

I
auto tires, rubber bags, etc.

No cement used. Cannot
come off. 3/i in. loc; i in.

15c; I X 13^ in. 20c. Ask
for catalog and sample of
Nitro Solvent Oil.

MARBLE ARMS & M'F'G. COMPANY,
5160 Delta Avenue, Gladstone, Mich.
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cussing all sorts of administrative

problems but the last meeting was
made more general and two Forest

Assistants and two of the best rang-

ers were added to the attendance.

One of the most interesting features

of the meeting was a telephone dem-
onstration given by Mr. M. E. Deer-
ing, of Winnipeg, representing the

Northern Electric Company, which
was found of exceptional interest.

The following were in attendance :

Mr. Finlayson ; Mr. C. MacFayden,
Supervisor Athabasca Forest; J. Y.
Greenwood, Acting Supervisor Bow
River Forest; S. H. Clark, Super-
visor Brazeau Forest; A. E. Austin,
Supervisor Clearwater Forest; R.
M. Brown, Supervisor Crow's Nest
Forest; W. W. Badgely, Supervisor
Lesser Slave Forest; Forest Assis-
tant Manning of Clearwater Forest;
Forest Assistant Macdonald of Bow
River Forest; Forest Ranger Blef-

gen, Crow's Nest Forest; Ranger
Hutchison, Brazeau Forest.

Disappearing Forests

Of the dense tropical forests of

ffnahogany, cedar and other valuable

hard woods that once covered the

islands of the Carribean, there are

left among the Northern Islands,

only Dominica in the Leewards and
St. Lucia in the Windwards that

have any portions of these forests

still standing. In Barbados, Anti-

gua, Montserrat, St. Vincent and
•Grenadad, the forests have disap-
appeared. Trinidad, Jamaica and
British Guiana, however, have es-
caped denudation, on account of the
difficulty of reaching the interior
since no rail nor waterways exist by
which the lumber could be got out.
In these colonies although the coast
line has been cleared and lumbering
operations pushed for a few miles
into the back country, a large area
of timberland still remains in each
colony from which is annually
•drawn a considerable "cut."

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural si?es ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
LOWVILLE, N. Y.Box 22.

Pulls the
yi;. Largest

Stumps

Smi
Stump
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
oc each

. Write today for free catalog and special offer.
W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. U CRESCENT, MINN.
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The Charm of a Brown Canoe

The name BROWN" on a canoe stands for dis-

tinction, perfect grace, every day reliability, safety,

freedom from repairs. Take no chances this sum-
mer; buy a "Brown. 30th year. Send for a cata

logue. ' BROWN BOAT" FACTORY, Lakefleld, Ont.

"You can paddle in any old

canoe, but to paddle in comfort

and safety and style you must

have a "Brown." It has all the

romance of the Indian birch

bark with greater reliability

and strength."

An interesting lecture was given

recently on the subject of Canada's

forest wealth by Dr. J. S. Bates,

Superintendent of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories, before the Na-

tural History Society, Montreal.

The forests of Canada, he explain-

ed, extend from the Pacific to the

Atlantic. British Columbia had half

the timber in the Dominion. Com-
ing east one finds large forests on

the northern side of the prairie pro-

vinces, while there are good forest

lands in northern Ontario, extensive

areas through Quebec, fairly well

covered lands in New Brunswick,

and rather limited ones in Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

It should be remembered, he said,

that the amount of merchantable

timber in Canada is only about one

fifth to one fourth of what still re-

mains in the United States and for

this reason everything possible must
be done to increase Canada's forest

resources. Canada, however, still

stands third among the nations of

the world as regards her forest

wealth. Russia comes first, the Un-
ited States second and then Canada.

It is estimated that about 60 per

cent, of the land area of Canada is

good for nothing else but the grow-

The Campers Favorite

li"BLOW BED"

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Limber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

mg of trees, therefore the forest

must be considered as a crop which

can be made perpetual and immense-

ly valuable by proper methods of

handling.

SLEEP ON AIR
with a tOMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass.

Dealeri write
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A WELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-
formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-
ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
lorest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse. '

Covers, in an elementary manner, thegeneral subject of forestry.
392 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.

r.S°\^'^^
the more important features ofoperation. Discusses at length the chief

facilities and methods for the movement oftimber from the stump to the manufactur-mg plant, especially logging railroads.
590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth. $3 so

net. ' ^•' •>"

MECHANICAL PROPERTIESOF WOOD
ve?sit

^'^°^^^^°^ Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

f, J*"'^
volume includes a discussion of thefactors affecting the mechanical propertiesand methods of timber testing

"i^""«
165 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth $1 71

net. ' ^ '"'

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-LING WOODLANDS
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

U. 6. Department of Agriculture.

f-rrT^Tif'"A
'Chapters on The Selectian Sys-

thT'Fores?^^'"
^y^'^™^' Improvement of

nct^
P^^^S' 5Kx8. illustrated. Cloth, $1.50

THE THEORY AND PRACTICPOF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)

Un^ve.^i?/"'"'
^- ^- Kecknagel, Cornell

In preparing this book the author has^°"stantly kept in mind the experienci

for'fhe Fof^iti
^^''^ •*^°'"^. active wSrk

5he Uniied'stat^s:"" '" "*"°"^ ^^^'^ ^'

att^
P^8:es, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL.

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Survevs

Technical Training, Thoroughness,
^^,, Experience.
CENTRE ST. OLD TOWN. MAINE

TRtES, SHRIBS AND SKPS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

DRYDEN. Ont. shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.
Correspondence Fran^aise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

A LSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for

I^H;n°Jir '!?'^ ^ century. Immenle stock ofleading hardy sorts at low prices. Write forprice list and mention this magazine

Th. n H^n^M* Planters Guide Free!

lli^.Tr''
^°- Evergreen Specialists

i^argest Growers in America.^°^ 503 Dundee. 111., U. S. A.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

VTALE University Forest School is a• graduate department of Yale Uni-
versity. It is the oldest existing forest
school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.A general two-year course leading to
the degree of Master of Forestry is of-
fered to graduates of universities, col-
leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and, under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years
of collegiate training including certain
prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
school as special students, for work in
any of the subjects offered in the reg-
ular course, by submitting evidence that
will warrant their taking the work to
their own advantage and that of the
bchool. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
tor research and advanced work in
Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director
New Haven - Connecticut
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THE BUYER'S DIRECTORY.

It is to the interests of the 3,700

members of the Canadian Forestry

Association to patronize those who
advertise in the columns of the Can-

adian Forestry ournal. Keep the

following firms in mind when plac-

ing orders

:

Smart Woods Limited, Ottawa,

"Canada's Largest Tent and Flag

Makers" for "Everything m Can-

vas.

Northern Electric Company, Mon-

treal for Forest Telephones and

Equipment.
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Com-

pany, Montreal, for Railway Motor

Speeders and other lines of equip-

ment.
For Trees, Shrubs and Seeds:

Edye-De-Hurst and Son, Dryden,

Ont • The D. Hill Nursery Com-

panv! Dundee, 111., "Evergreen Spe-

cialists" ;
John Cavers, Douglas

Gardens, Oakville, Ont.
_

Sleeping Bags, Pneumatic, Metro-

politan Air Goods Company, Box

18n E. Reading, Mass.; Pneumatic

Mfo-. Co., 536 17th St. Brooklyn,

N.Y. ; Sleeping bags. Smart Woods
Limited, Ottawa.

Scientific Instruments : Ontario

Hughes Owens Co., Ottawa; E. R.

Watts and Son, Canada, Ltd., Ot-

tawa.
. , /- 1

Stumps Pullers: W. Smith Grub-

ber Co., La Crescent, Minnesota.

Books on Trees: R. B. Hough
Company, Lowville, N.Y.

Evinrude Detachable Row Boat

and Canoe Motor; Melchoir Arm-
strong and Dessau, 116-A Broad St.,

New York.
Match Boxes, Axes : Marble Arms

and Mfg. Co., Dept. 5160, Gladstone,

Mich.
Seeds: Rennie's. Ask for cata-

logue at dealers, or apply to Toron-
to. Montreal. Winnipeg, Vancouver.

Canoes: The Brown Canoe.
Brown Boat Factory, Lakefield, Ont.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

TORN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be
vised on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light
bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Lasrt indefinitely. Invaluable for
motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. 'b'IoBkIyi!^ i^.



Cbe Canadian Forestrp ilssoclation
ScDcntccntI) year

119 Bool^ Building, Ottawa, Can.

Patron, H. R. H. THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL.
Honorary President, RT. HON. SIR ROBERT L. BORDEN.

Honorary Past President, RT. HON. SIR WILFRID LAURIER.
President, LT.-COL. J. B. MILLER. Vice-President, HON. SYDNEY FISHEIt-

Treasurer, MISS M. ROBINSON, , Booth Building,
Secretary. ROBSON BLACK.

( Qttawa, Can.

Directors.

F. C. Whitman, William Little, Hiram Robin-

son, E. Stewart, W. B. Snowball, Thomas South-

worth, Hon. W. C. Edwards, Geo. Y. Chown, John

Hon. W. J. Roche, Sir Geo. H. Perley, Alex.

MacLaren, R. H. Campbell, Gordon C. Ed-

wards, Dr. B. E. Fernow, Ellwood Wilson,

Senator Bostock, G. C. Piche. Alex. MacLaurin.

Mgr. P. E. Roy. A. P. Stevenson. Wm. Pearce,

C. E. E. Ussher. Denis Murphy. C. Jackson

Booth. Sir Wm. Price. J. W. Harkom, A. S.

Goodeve, W. C. J. Hall, J. S. Dennis, J. B. White.

E. J. Zavitz. Geo. Chahoon. Jr.. R. D. Prettie,

Hon. N. Curry, A. C. Flumerfelt, H. R. Mac-
Millan, Clyde Leavitt, Albert Grigg.

Territorial Vice-Presidents.

Ontario :—Hon. G. Howard Ferguson.

Quebec:—Hon. Jules Allard.

New Brunswick—Hon. George J. Clarke.

Nova Scotia :—Hon. O. T. Daniels.

Manitoba:—Hon. T. C. Norris.

Prince Edward Island :—Hon. J. A. Matheson.

Saskatchewan :—Hon. Walter Scott.

Alberta :—Hon. A. L. Sifton.

British Columbia :—Hon. W. R. Ross.

Yukon :—Hon. Geo. Black. Commissioner.

Mackenzie :—F. D. Wilson.

Ungava :—His Grace Mgr. Bruchesi. Archbishop-
of Montreal.

The Association prepares and places through its Publicity Department, many hundreds of special

articles every year, reaching the Canadian Public through daily and weekly newspapers, weekly and

monthly magazines, including agricultural, financial, religious, literary, engineering, juvenile, and

practically all divisions of Canadian journalism.

Co-operates actively with forest protective associations. Government forest departments and

commercial organizations in distributing information on forest affairs to the Canadian public.

Campaigns for forest protection through its Publicity Department, the distribution of illustrated

literature to settlers, campers, etc.. the presentation of lantern slide cartoons in motion picture the-

atres, and many other methods calculated to bring practical results.

Holds series of illustrated public lectures on forest protection in various sections of the Dominion.

Issues an illustrated monthly, "The Canadian Forestry Journal," which goes to 3,Soo members,

and to 200 Canadian editors by whom it is quoted extensively.

Holds conventions in various sections of the country to discuss local and general forest prob-

lems, and to arouse interest in public forest policies.

A Free Cartoon Service is supplied to newspapers, also a free "cut" service, campaigning for

forest protection through interesting illustrations.

These are a few of the concerns of the Canadian Forestry Association.

Support is entirely from voluntary sources. The Association is not identified with any Govern-

ment or special interest whatever.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK.
Secretary, Canadian Forestry Associaition,

305 Booth Building, Ottawa.

I hereby accept membership in the Canadian Forestry

Association entitling me to a year's subscription to the Canadian

Forestry Journal and all other publications. I enclose $

Class of Membership.

Annual $i.oo

Contributing 5.00

'.-ife 25.00

iS"Please designate class of membership preferred.



UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Four years' course leading to the

Degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry. Special facilities for

practical forest work.

Tuition $50.00 per annum. Other
expenses correspondingly moder-
ate.

For further information address :

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

"Everything for the Forester"

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBEI
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS, TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

Forest fires lose half their terror

^vhen the range is equipped with Nor-
thern Electric Forest Equipment.

For the essence of fire fighting is

speed.

The telephone puts every ranger

—

every lumberman into touch with head-
quarters.

The portable set illustrated can be
used anywhere along the line. Our
1317 set is generally used at perman-
ent station's.

Write for full information and prices.

Their trifling cost is the cheapest in-

surance ever devised.

Northi^rfi Efectric Cotrtpany
UMITEO

Montreal Toronto Halifax Winnipeg

Regina Calgary Vancouver

-Northern 'Electric'Forest'Telephones*
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Save Time and Money by Writing for

Our Catalogue "De Luxe"

In It We Show Many Interesting Lines That the

Forester and Bushman Will Acknowledge are the Best

of Their Kind and Our Prices Are Moderate.

SMART WOODS
LIMITED WW CANADA

Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

INIVERSITY or TORONTO
AND

INIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY

THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS
A FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the

Secretaries of the respective Faculties.
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Forests and the Prairie Provinces

The Imperative Problem of the Future Wood Supply of Canada

West Told From a New Angle.

[Reproduction of a brochure written by the Secretary of the Canadian Forestry

Association and presented to the members of Western Boards of Trade, etc.]

To the People of Western Canada

:

This brochure talks of forests. Forests and the things they provide

are as much the fotmdation of prosperity in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta as in Ontario. Quebec and New Brunswick. Most of us have
thought that the prairie provinces had little to do with forests, but that is

mostly because forests do not advertise.

You know your own town

!

The buildings are made of wood. The trimmings and floors are wood.
You kindle your morning fire with wood, you stand before a wooden dres-

ser, open a wooden door, seat yourself on a wooden chair at a wooden
table, read a newspaper made of spruce, balsam, poplar, scanning despatches

that leaped across thousands of wooden poles, spend five minutes in the

garden with a wood-handled rake, walk along a tree-shaded avenue to

catch a half-wooden street car. enter an office lined and furnished with

wood, take your place at a wooden desk and prepare to write with a

wooden pen.

And yet you sometmes wonder what interest the Western town has in

its native zvood crop.

The Fanner and His Wooden Farm.

You are obliged to make a journey. The railway coaches are mostly
wood, and run over wooden ties, past stations constructed mainly of tim-

ber. You leave the train, cross a wooden platform, and drive in a wooden
democrat to a farmer's wooden home. Two hundred acres he has hemmed
in with wooden fence posts procured at little expense from nearby wood-
lands. Great wooden barns that in due season will receive the harvested

wheat ! In the fields the wood-and-steel binders whip merrily into the

standing grain. On the next concession a wooden threshing outfit is

clattering northward. Secure from the weather, three plows, a hay rake

or two, a grain wagon, a buggy and a spare wagon tongue are crowded
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against a wooden wall
;
you imagine 3'ou see the scores of implement fac-

tories carefully fitting these pieces of ash and maple and elm to their casts

of steel.

Surely, you say, this is an age of zvood. What railway could move,

what farmer could sow or reap, what townsman could more than eke out

an existence without the helping hand of forests?

You are on the train again. That thought about the wood supply of

the Western Provinces for farm, for home, for transportation, has tem-

porarily been laid aside. The engine whistles shrilly. Here evidently is a

coal mining town. Hundreds of homes are spread about ; there is a wind-

ing street of stores.

More Than a Localised Question.

A mine manager steps aboard. He is an old acquaintance and you
soon have him in conversation. It does not take long to announce your
speculation about the need of wood to carry on the business of Canada
West.

"Of course," you say, "this is a farmer's and a merchant's question.

You mining men doubtless see nothing to get alarmed about."

"Nothing, eh?" his face lightens up with surprise. "Let me tell you.

To get a single ton of coal out of the ground requires two lineal feet of

timber for pit props. Where do we get it from? Right at the doorstep of

the mine, so to speak; for mine timbers cannot be hauled long distances,

or the price of coal would be prohibitive.

"Thirty years ago Alberta and Saskatchewan turned out about 1,600

tons of coal. By the last returns. Alberta alone is producing yearly over

three million tons and Saskatchewan over 175,000 tons. That means -we

need about six and a half million lineal feet of timber a year. Do you know
where we're going to get it?"

You confess that you hope the country has sufficient to keep the coal

mines running.
"But that is not meeting the problem fair and square," opposes the

mine manager. "The Geological Survey says that Alberta possesses a

million million tons of lignite coal, Saskatchewan over 59 billion tons, and
Manitoba 160 million tons. Wonderful resource, say you? But wonderful
and valuable only as it can be set to work. What sets it to work? an
abundant and cheap supply of mine timbers in the neighborhood of the

mines. The biggest perplexity of many of our W^estern Canada coal min-
ing companies is not market or transportation or tariff, but the future sup-
ply of near-at-hand mine timbers."

Nezv Industries Demand More Coal.

"The huge increase in coal consumption in our Western Provinces is

due not only to the advancing population but to the incoming of new
industries and extension of railways. Indeed the coal production is out of

all proportion to settlement. In thirty years, population in Alberta and
Saskatchewan multiplied over twenty-three times, while the output of the

western coal mines multiplied 2,000 times. In a very few years the present
coal mining plants will be taxed to their utmost capacity. What follows?
They add to their plants, of course. But can they lay their hands on local

supplies of mine timbers as easily as they can get boilers and conveyors?
I very much doubt it. The mine managers and shareholders and workmen
also doubt it. This business of mine props is staring the West in the face.

What are we going to do about it?"
. E _
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You return to your home in the prairie city, resolved that the matter
must be sifted further. You seek information in very many quarters.
This is about how it works out

:

If Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta are to produce goods—agri-
cultural or industrial—at the least possible cost, the expense of raw ma-
terials must be held to the minimum.

If the farmers of the three provinces are to reap higher profits from
their investments and labors, not only must their produce be sold high, but
their costs must be kept low.

If t?he towns and cities are to attract new industries, such as lumber,
saw mills, pulp and paper, box-making, cooperage, furniture, etc., etc., raw
materials must be procured abundantly and cheaply with the shortest pos-
sible freight haul.

If the magnificent coal mining industry is to realize on the great stores
of natural riches the costs of mining must not he unnecessarily multiplied.

Forest products are a Western essential. No one looks on cheap fence
posts, cheap lumber, cheap fuel as a luxury. The West must have them,
and at the lowest possible cost.

Look After the Foundations!

The towns and cities reasonably expect to secure thriving industries

utilizing wood products. The spruce and poplar of the prairies are the

best species for making pulp and that manufacture opens up a field for

many varied products and industries. Most municipalities of the West
are looking forward to the day when industries will add to their population
and prosperity. But what will give support to the industries if forest pro-
ducts have been blotted out?

The ^^'est possesses enough water powers to over-supply a populous
nation. Water power development is possible in almost all parts of the
country and is the keystone in any scheme of large industrial expansion.
Irrigation is bringing millions of otherwise arid acres under revenue-pro-
ducing crops.

But water powers, whether for turbines or irrigation ditches, are not
self-contained. They measure their value by their uniformity of flow.

That uniformity is largely a question of abundant forest growth on the
watershed of the streams. A stream without heavy forest growth to act
as a natural storage reservoir is not dependable and loses a big part of its

commercial value. The forest growth of Western Canada is not only a
source of rich raw materials for immediate and future use. but represents
the commercial availability of the water powers and irrigation projects.

JVhat Future for These Reserves?

What, then, of the ability of the forests of Western Canada to meet
the demands of present and future?

The forests of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba gathered up in

the Forest Reserves under the Dominion Government amount to over
25.000.000 acres. These reserves have been racked by forest fires in the
past, but are now receiving protection. Those that are denuded of trees

will be reforested as soon as possible and on those covered with trees steps
will be taken to introduce more valuable species where advisable. The
reserves are a valuable source of supply for fuel and small timber. They
must be carefully protected and dez'eloped for years to come if they are to play
their logical part in the commercial future of Western Canada. Ultimately,
their contribution to the public service will be supplemented by the matured
woodlots of the prairie farmers, for which four million trees are now being
distributed annually by the Dominion Forestry Branch.
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The Part You Should Plav!

If the prairie provinces are going to have the timber that they will

require in the future for the buildings of the towns and villages and for the

supplying of wood using industries, it is necessary to begin considering

immediately where the supply is to come from and where it is to be located.

If there is no local supply of lumber there will be nothing to regulate the

cost and almost any price may be charged by the importer. The time to

make sure that the future prices and supply of lumber will be kept under
control is now. A crop of trees cannot be grown in one year like a crop of

wheat, and it is necessar}- to decide a long time ahead what particular piece

of land is going to be kept for producing timber. Fortunately timber will

grow where nothing else will and the decision as to the lands on which the

timber crops should be grown should be easy if it is once realized that the

timber crop is essential and that a fair proportion of the land must be used
for that purpose.

w
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Tragedies of the Trent Watershed

THE BEGINNING.
With the exception of patches containing a few square feet, there is on this prospec-

tive farm no soil that approaches a loam in texture. It is mostly gravel and sand.

I „- ' Cofnmlssion of Conseri/ation

THE END.
One of the many abandoned farms in the Trent Watershed. The amount of human

energy expended in attempting to make a living from such areas
has been and still is, enormous.
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Why Action is Needed on the

—^^= Trent Watershed=—
Canada has Spent Over $14,000,000 on Trent Canal Project

While Basic Resources Have Been Turned to Waste.

Condition, of tlie Trent JVatershcd.

Of the 1,171,614 acres in the lower watershed,
Eighty-three per cent, are still forest covered but only 700 acres are

virgin forest.

Less than 90.000 acres have been moderately culled.

The rest have been severely culled and are therefore in unmerchantable
condition.

Nearly '60.000 acres are waste lands, the results of fires.

Some 580.000 acres are covered with young and second growth trees.

Less than 12 per cent, are farmed.

IVhat is Recommended.

The bulk of the country involved should be placed in, and managed as,

a permanent forest reserve for the growing of timl:)er.

The Provincial Government still controls about one-third of the area,

partly under timber licenses, partly in cancelled and abandoned lots.

The municipalities are naturally closely interested in seeing as much
of their land as possible put to profitable use in order to reduce the indi-

vidual tax assessments and at the same time to permit of a higher degree

of civilization through increased industrial activities and educational

facilities.

Private landlords will be benefited by better protection. Permanent
manufacturers can be established, industrial development will increase, and
the public at large will gain in prosperity.

Co-operation of the three administrative agencies, the Dominion, Pro-

vincial and Municipal governments is especially needed to develop any-

thing like a permanent forest policy.

The policy then should be to bring all the lands which are not strictly

farm lands as rapidly as possible under the control of one or any of these

three agencies.

Readers of the Journal will obtain from the foregoing excerpts of the

Commission of Conservation's report on the Trent Watershed Survey, a

glimpse of the problem which seems no nearer solution to-day than in the

months of 1913 when public opinion was first shocked by the statements

and deductions.

In these days of war, every energy of finance departments is bent upon

the discovery of new forms of taxation. Millions are laid aside for the

development of Government railways, oblivious to the fact that the absence

of forest protection on these same Government roads is knocking the bot-
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torn out of future freight revenues from forest products. Cautions are
issued to the public to avoid waste, when one of the most flagrant forms
of waste under all governments is the sacrifice of priceless timber, for lack.
of the elementary protective systems which are in force in nearly every
part of the world outside Canada.

Over fourteen millions of dollars have been spent by the people of
Canada on the Trent Canal, and yet the foundation of future revenues from
local freight has been almost wholly demolished by the refusal of Domin-
ion and Provincial Governments to place the remnant of unwasted timber
under some system of protection.

Into the Trent Canal project fresh millions are directed annually. Yet
the only hope for justification of these heavy expenditures is an abundant
and controllable flow of water. "This factor," remarked Dr. B. E. Fernow
in his report on the Trent Watershed question, "is of paramount importance
to the canal. Engineers have sometimes thought that dams alone may
effect the satisfactory regulation of the waterflow but the wiser ones have
recognized that for the best service, dams need to be supplemented by a
forest cover such as a watershed furnishes."

The subject as outlined in the following paragraphs from the Commis-
sion of Conservation report will give many readers hitherto unfamiliar with
the grave situation along the Trent Canal a basis from which they can urge
public action.

Eighty-five Years in Building.

"The Trent Canal project has
been a subject of public criticism

and often of ridicule, ever since it

was conceived, 85 years ago. The
criticism and ridicule are not, how-
ever, deserved by the original pro-

ject but only by the irrational, slow
manner in which it was executed.
The canal project, in fact, has been
subjected to precisely the same kind
of management as the territory

through which it passes. The chief

value of a canal lies in connecting
markets and resources, and, there-

fore, depends mainly on its outlets.

The first outlet of the canal, the one
into Lake Ontario, is now, after

the timber, owing to the expense of
transportation to market, was cut in

a more or less wasteful manner. As
a result, the government derived
scarcely any profit from this indus-
try, and the returns to the lumber-
men were also relatively small. If

the cheap transportation which a
canal furnishes had been in exis-

tence earlier, much more conserva-
tive logging operations could have
been carried on ; much closer utili-

zation of material could have been
made by mills situated along the
route ; much more profit could have
been secured from this resource bv
both operators and the people, and,
moreover, the source could have

nearly a century of dilatory work, been managed for perpetuitv, as a
being completed ; the other, which
affords access to Georgian Bay, still

hangs fire. So long as the outlets
to larger markets or for through-
traffic were lacking, only a very
limited local traffic could develop.
Since the principal resource of the

basis for manufacturing industries.
As it is. the principal local freight,

that from the timber-lands, is almost
exhausted, and a large part of the
usefulness of the canal has gone, as
least in so far as local development
is coiicerned. Outside of the water-

region it serves was timber—a staple power which it supplies, through
which needs more than local mar- traffic, which may follow upon the
kets for a profitable and rational completion of the two outlets, can
development—the value of the in- alone justify its existence for the
complete canal was limited indeed, present; unless by careful planning
Since this outlet was unavailable, and management a revival of the in-
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dustrial activity, to which, at one

time, the lumberman gave rise, can

be secured.

Forest and Waterflozv.

Meanwhile, another important fac-

tor in the problem, which is closely

connected with the timber question,

has been entirely lost sight of,

namely, the securing of adequate
water supplies for canal and power
purposes by the conservation of a

forest cover on the watersheds. In-

deed, this factor, the conservation of

water supplies, is one of paramount
importance to the canal. Whatever
may be said regarding the influence

of deforestation on climate, an in-

fluence which, it must be admitted,

is only imperfectly understood,

there can be no question as to the

influence on waterflow which a for-

est cover exercises. That such a

cover prevents extremes of low-
water and high-water stages, and
generally regulates and equalizes

waterflow. has been proved both by
experience and experiment in all

parts of the world.

Engineers have sometimes
thought the dams alone may effect

the satisfactory regulation of the

waterflow, but the wiser ones have
recognized that, for the best service,

dams need to be supplemented by a

forest cover such as a watershed
furnishes. Especially for city water
supplies the practice of forestation

of the watersheds has now been gen-
erally recognized as essential, main-
ly for the reason that erosion and the

filling up of water reservoirs is

thereb}- prevented. These explana-

tions of the importance of the forest

influence may perhaps serve to show
the bearing of this survey on the

Trent Canal.

Causes of Deterioration.

At the present time, the pine tim-

ber, at least, is practically gone
from this watershed. A forest cover
still exists, but, wnth the present
commercial value almost entirely

extracted, interest in its condition is

gone ; fires have swept through it

repeatedly, each time causing fur-

ther deterioration of the forest

cover, until, finally, the bare rock
condition or man-made desert is the
result. At present only beginnings
of these conditions can be seen here
and there, yet in the three town-
ships of Metheun, Anstruther and
Burleigh alone, nearly 150,000 acres

of such desert jexist. And, if the

present policy of indifference and
neglect continues, what might have
been a continuous source of wealth
will become not only a useless

waste, but through the changes
which the water conditions will un-
dergo, may also prove a menace to

industries which have been devel-

oped to utilize the waterpowers of

this watershed.
Here is a sample area of thousands

of square miles in other parts of the
Eastern provinces, and the condi-
tions in this watershed are by no
means extraordinary. They repeat
themselves whereever axe and fire

have been permitted to destroy the
original growth in the Archean rock
country, that is to say, wherever
lumbering under the license system
has been permitted, without safe-

guarding the property as a producer.
The sequence of this mismanage-
ment is everywhere the same. The
removal either of the best or of all

the timber, without disposing of the
debris, leaves a slash which is in-

variably subject to fire ; after this, a

loss of interest takes place on the
part of the licensee and, what is still

worse, on the part of the govern-
ment. Nature then attempts to re-

produce the forest and this is fol-

lowed by a repetition of the fires,

which kill the seed trees and seed-
lings of the better kinds. The
ground is then re-covered by aspen
and birch for a time; but, through
repeated conflagrations, it is finally

rendered useless for any productive
purpose. A similar sequence takes
place in connection with the small-

farm portions : at first, through the

home market made by the lumber-
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men, a fair living may be made by
the occupant ;

gradually this market
vanishes and the soil becomes work-
ed out; the surface wears away, the

rocks are exposed, and the people
are left destitute and miserable.

The Farming Population.

There is still another reason for

the prosecution of the survey and
that lies in the fact that a portion
of the population of this region oc-

cupies farms unfit for sustaining
civilized conditions. Not only have
many farms been abandoned by the
removal of their occupants to more
hopeful conditions, but a consider-
able number that ought to be aban-
doned remain occupied by those who

lack the means and energy to move,
thus forming a poverty-stricken
community. A far-reaching policy
for the management of this region
must include a plan for the removal
of this degenerating population.

The problem presented by this

region requires the formulation of a
broad and far-reaching scheme of

development and recuperation. The
water-flow should be safe-guarded,
and industries should be developed
to utilize such small resources as are
left, and to contribute freight to the
canal, thus assuring a better future
for this area than can be anticipated
under the present policy of indif-

ference and neglect."

British Columbia Forest Club

At a Club meeting and dinner held ber Company, Limited, Port Moody;
recently in the Blue Room of Hotel R- D. Craig, Commission of Con-

Vancouver, Mr. O. P. M. Goss, con- servation, Vancouver.

1^- • i ^u ^\T 4. r- 4- ^" effort is to be made to increasesultmg engmeer of the West Coast ^^e usefulness of the Club by arrang-
Lumber and Shmgle Association, ing for more frequent addresses by
Seattle, delivered a most interesting men who are prominent in the vari-
address on the uses of creosoted fir ous departments of the lumber in-

lumber. About thirty members of dustry. In line with this intention
the Club were present, Mr. R. D. a hurried meeting was called for
Craig, vice-president, occupying the Monday evening. April 17th. at the
chair. The after discussion proved Terminal City Club, \'ancouver, to
profitable, Mr. Aird Flavelle bring- hear Mr. J. A. Xewlin, of the United
ing out some new points by judi- States Forest Service, who in the
cious questioning. afternoon addressed the members of
The annual meeting of the Club the British Columbia Lumber &

was held in Vancouver on April 6th, Shingle Manufacturers, Limited, on
when the following officers were the proposed scientific grading rules
elected for 1916-7: President, W. J.

for Douglas fir, now being widely
VanDusen, Forest Branch, Victoria; discussed by the manufacturers of
vice-president, R. L. Morse, Howe Washington and Oregon. Later in
Sound Timber Company, Limited, the season the Club will be addres-
Vancouver; programme secretary, sed by the chief of the testing de-
Dr. Judson F. Clark, Vancouver; partment of the United States Forest
secretary-treasurer, John Gilmour, Laboratory at Madison, Wis., on the
Forest Branch, Victoria; executive, subject of the strength of Western
M. D. Rector, International Timber timbers, and by W. D. Starbird, of
Company, Limited, Vancouver; A. Portland, Ore., on "Log and Lumber
D. Flavelle, Thurston-Flavelle Lum- Flumes."
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Proper Care of Shade Trees

Count Up the Points Your Trees are Entitled to—Expert

Instructions Simple to Follow.

By

Carl Bannzi'art, of the Newark Shade Tree Commission.

Examine your tree for points

every month and see what percent-

age it will have out of a possible one

hundred. Each of the following, if

answered unequivocally, "Yes,''
gives your tree 8 1-3 per cent, to-

ward the one hundred. These ques-

tions are put in order of their impor-

tance.

1. Is the opening around your tree

of standard size? Standard size is:

4 feet square for a tree of 6 inches

(or less) diameter; for every 1 inch

increase of such (6-inch) diameter,

an increase of 1 square foot in area

of opening.

2. Is the ground in this opening

well-loosened to admit air and

water?

3. If the tree is surrounded by

grass, is the sod open around the

trunk?

4. Does the tree get a good pro-

portion of the rain which falls on

the sidewalk, or does the water run

over the curb into the gutter?
5. Is the tree protected with a

tree-guard? Guard must be six feet
high and not too tight. Tree must
be protected from chafing by guard.

6. Is the tree free from borers?
Borers can be detected by sawdust
coming out of holes in the trunk.
Watch for the borers from April to
November.

7. Are the trunk and the branches
cleared of all cocoons, egg-masses,
larvae, caterpillars, beetles, scale?

8. (a) Is the head free from all

deadwood, has it been pruned by an
expert, and how do you know he is

an expert? Find out how a tree

should be pruned. Are all the cuts
painted? (b) Does the tree stan^
perpendicular and is its present
place intended to be its permanent
home ?

9. Have the scars from horse
bites or other injuries been cleaned
out and painted to prevent harbour-
ing insects and to stop decay? If

there are large cavities these should
be filled with cement.

10. Does the tree remain green
and in full leaf to the middle of

October?
11. Have you put as much nour-

ishment into the soil as the tree

needs for the year? Give it a treat;

dig in wood ashes, ground bone or
well-rotted manure.

12. Are any wires interfering with
your tree either by swaying or by
electric current? Are there any gas
leaks?

"Here are twelve points of a good
street tree. The total percentage if

below par reflects on the man, not
on the tree. The tree always does
its best. Man forgets that he has
taken it out of the God-made forest

where it could and did care for it-

self, and has placed it in a man-
made city where it is dependent on
man's care for thriftv growth.

'"
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St. Maurice River Storage Dam
?;- By

O. Lcfehre,

Chief Engineer, The Quebec Streams Commission.

The St. Maurice river has a drain-

age area of 17,000 square miles. It

takes its rise at a distance of about
360 , miles north of Three Rivers.

Its head waters are from numerous
lakes whose elevation is about 1,300

feet above mean sea level.

The river is remarkable for its

numerous falls and rapids,—two of

which are fully developed and a

third utilized only partially. Of the

two developed, one is at Shawinigan
with an available head of 150 feet

and the other is at Grand jMere with
a natural head of 40 feet, and a pos-
sible head of 75 feet to be available

as soon as the dam, now being
erected, is completed.
The flow of the St. Maurice river

varies from 200.000 cubic feet per
second during highest water, to
6.000 cubic feet per second at low
water. The low water stages occur
usually during August and Septem-
ber and the winter months, this be-
ing the cause of heavy losses by the
industrial companies. It is proposed
to remedy this condition by the stor-

age of water in the upper part of the
river.

In the summer of 1912, surveys
were carried out and a dam site

chosen immediately above the La
Loutre falls at a distance of 240
miles, by the river, from Three
Rivers, of 50 miles above the mouth
of the Manouan river, a tributary of
the St. Maurice, and about 40 niiles
due east of Parent Station on the
Transcontinental.

This dam will store the waters
from a drainage basin of 3,650
square miles. The water thus stored
will be sufficient to regulate the

minimum flow at Shawinigan to

12.000 cubic feet per "second. It

will decrease the power at Shawini-
gan. Grand- Mere and La Tuque by
67,000 horse-power-years.
The dam will be of the type

known as gravity section, of Cy-
clopean masonry. Its maximum
section will be 80 feet above the bed
of the river, 60 feet wide at the base
and 20 feet wide at the top, the up-
stream face being vertical.

The water at the dam site will be
raised 47 feet above the present low
water. The area of the flooded lands
will be 95 square miles, all Govern-
ment property.

The crest of the dam will be
about 1.700 feet long at elevation
1.335 above mean sea level. The
weir is 840 feet long at elevation
1,325. The dam is provided with 10
b-.'tton sluices 12 feet by 7^/2 feet

wide and a log sluice. When the
reservoir is full it will have a sur-
face area of 300 square miles.

AMiile the dam is being built for

power purposes it will benefit large-
ly the log driving operation on the
river St. Maurice.
The storage dam is now under

contract which calls for the work to
be completed by the 1st of January,
1918. The Quebec Streams Com-
mission, acting for the Quebec Gov-
ernment, has contracts with the
Shawinigan Water & Power Com-
pany, the Laurentide Company and
the Brown Corporation for the use
of the storage water. The annual
revenue from these contracts will
leave a surplus after deduction is

made for interest, sinking fund and
maintenance.
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Photo by J. C. B.

The hope of the future generation in the north. Indian girls at La Plouge Mission.

On a Winter Survey in North—^ Saskatchewan ^^^^^

A Newsy Sketch of a Forest Engineer's Travels in a Land That

Needs Protective Treatment.

The Commission of Conservation
has made plans for an investigation

of the forest resources of Canada.
During the past three years, work
along this line has been under way
in British Columbia and Saskat-
chewan, in co-operation with the B.

C. Forest Branch and the Dominion
Forestry Branch, respectively, as-

sisted by information secured from
private concerns. In both provinces,
the field work has been finished, and
the reports are now in course of pre-
paration, and will be published later.

In Saskatchewan, this work has
been carried on by J. C. Blumer,
who has recently made a trip, under

winter conditions, into a portion of

the North Country, concerning
which but little information is avail-

able to the general public. On ac-

count of the very interesting char-
acter of the progress report made by
Mr. Blumer, on his return from this

trip, permission to publish the fol-

lowing extracts has been given.

Prince Albert, Sask..

March 30, 1916.

Dear Mr. Leavitt

:

The following is my final field

report

:

Taking advantage of the fine

weather. I started for Lac la Ronge
on February 19th, hiring Ranger
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Lee with his team and bobsled for

the purpose. We drove out to his

place, 20 miles, during- the evening-.

Loading hay and feed and outfit, we
drove to Angling Lake the next day.

At Shoal Creek we saw logs being

loaded by means of "caterpillar" en-

gine and sleighs on iced road. A
large cut is being secured by the

Prince Albert Lumber Company,
despite the unfavorable winter.

Next day we drove fifty miles to

Montreal Lake, arriving at 8 a.m.

East of AVaskesiu Lake a tract of

land is nearing the prairie stage. It

was formerly spruce forest. Some-
thing over a mile of very good In-

dian timber is passed through be-

fore reaching the lake. Their waste-
ful methods of cutting show that

they need a forester to look after

their holdings.

By request of Chief Fire Ranger
Thompson, I looked up a site for a

ranger station with Lee, who will

be sub-chief for the coming season.

We drove to the north end of the

lake to-day, it was a very fine day,
the temperature going from zero at

sunrise to -K) above, but in the after-

noon the snow softened and the
horses went through at each step.

A good view of the timber belt on
the east of th elake was obtained.

Action Needed Here.

The horses here had to stand out
wth five other teams, and we camped
in a very small cabin with eight
freighters, all sleeping on the floor,

as usual. Snow fell during the
night, and the next morning good
weather was at an end. However,
we had a start, and were across the
lake. Facing the wind, which both-
ered in open places only, we made a
noon fire in falling snow and reach-
ed Hoofer's cabin in the evening. A
30-mile stretch of 40-year-old tim-
ber here merits protection and
should be included in a reserve be-
fore it burns down again. On the
trail between Montreal Lake and
Lac La Ronge there is less than one
percent of spruce saw timber, and

none of pine. The next day we cros-

sed Pine River and Potato Lake and
had a windy noon fire. The horses
could not go faster than a walk, for

at nearly every step they would sink
into the deep snow beside the nar-

row road. \\'e arrived at La La
Ronge at dusk, putting up at the

Hudson's Bay Company. Angus
McKay, who is in charge, was seen
here. The distance of practically 200
miles from Prince Albert was made
in five days from time of starting.

A wild gale blew on Lac la Ronge
to-night, but it was almost warm,
2)2' above

Travelling by Cariole.

On Monday morning the mercury
stood at 30\ I walked back to Re-
villon's, making preparation to start

west by dog train next morning.
That night it grew very cold, and in

the morning, the last day of Febru-
ary, the instruments showed 33^ be-
low zero. The start was postponed
till next morning. The glass still

stood at 30, but at 10 a.m. we started

with two sledges. 9 dogs, and a
second driver. We made a run of

one hour, the first of my experience
in a cariole. The wind on Bigstone
Lake was verv cold. After crossing
it. we had to wait half an hour for

the second train to come up. When
it arrived the kettle had to be boiled,

after going about five miles. This
was discouraging. In the next few
miles the trail in the muskeg fre-

quently became drifted full and pro-
gress was slow. The second train

still lagged behind. The driver now
said the journey could not be made
in less than 8 days. For all I knew
it would be 10 or 20 days. The snow
was knee deep and more every-
where, except on the lakes. The
trail was chiefly open muskeg, the
dri\er said, which is the worst to
drift. A cold night and camping
out were certain. We turned and
got back to Lac la Ronge that even-
ing. I now regretted that I did not
return with Lee. However, empty
freight teams were likely any day to
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be going to Prince Albert. The next

morning a furious gale blew which

continued all day. with temperature

below zero. It was a real blizzard;

one of the worst days of this severe

winter. The Indians were as glad

as I that we had turned back.

On the following day I made a

round trip of 13 miles on foot, part

of which gave me a very good cross-

section of the types covering the

Archean rocks which cover a great

area in this part of the province.

The timber is nearly all second

growth, about 50-60 years, and

slow in growth, as may be expect-

ed on granitic rocks.

The Indian population tributary

to Lac la Ronge and Stanley is given

as 600 souls. There are probably a

dozen white trappers in addition to

the traders and the 3 or 4 fire rang-

ers. The freight coming into the

district this season is about 140

tons. The catch of fur is remunera-
tive, that of foxes alone being around
$10,000 for the present season.

The Comforts of Home.
After one or two more vexatious

delays I made another start. The
cold snap had continued all the

week was broken. My second train

of four dogs was now replaced by a

better one of five. This made 10

dogs and 2 drivers, with an addi-
tional man to break trail. The wind
was still cold on the lakes. At 10.30

a.m. we halted to boil the kettle. At
noon on Nemeiben Lake, I met In-
spectors Barker of the Hudson's
Bay Co., and Cowper of Revillon
Freres Co., travelling together with
five men, 4 sledges and 17 dogs.
They had come from Isle a la Crosse
via Snake Lake, and our trail was
now broken. Upon reaching Morn-
ing Lake in the evening I dispensed
with my third man. He desired to
accampany us without pay, to which
I agreed. We had plenty of food at
the time, which is apparently more
consideration to an Indian than
cash. Also, the young fellow wish-

Had it not been for fire, many millions
of railroad ties would now be cut from
forests like this. Fire prevention will

secure them for the future. Near Snake
Lake, Churchill River Basin.

ed to accompany his brother and see

the country. He changed off with
his brother, one running ahead all

the time, and thus the dogs travelled

better. A\'e camped in an Indian

house about 11 x 12 feet with no
floor and were treated ( ?) to caribou

meat. The Inspectors and their

men had cooked and slept here with
one Indian family of three the night

before. This night another Indian

family had arrived and eleven peo-

ple, one more than the night be-

fore, comfortably ( !) filled the floor.

Poplar Replacing, Birch.

During the evening very high
wind prevailed and the northern
lights covered nearly the entire

heavens. In the morning at sunrise

the temperature stood at 17° below
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zero. We travelled across the re-

mainder of Besnard Lake, crossed

several other lakes and finally Snake

Lake to the village here, located un-

der unusually large birch and
poplar. Behind the broad cobble-

stone beach of Snake Lake, we en-

countered some snow drifts 6 to 8

feet high. Otherwise the lakes

were good travelling but somewhat
rough and the 30 or more miles a

day were easily made. Since leav-

ing the Trout Lake village we had
left the rocky country and the topo-

graphy was lower and smoother
with poplar replacing birch. Two
hungry looking drivers and still

hungrier dogs had attached them-
selves at Trout Lake village and
travelled with our outfit to Snake
Lake. We had started with suffi-

cient dog feed to take us through
but it was necessary to procure
more feed here. The men had start-

ed from Lac la Ronge with 15 ban-
nocks but at this point, not much
over half way, had but one left.

Feeding the population along the
route can not well be avoided. Give
an Indian a full supply for a week's
trip, he will eat it up or give it away
the first day or two and mayhap
starve the remaining distance. From
here on I handed out some of my
reserve bannock, but the men got
no fresh supply. I camped with one
Indian familv. the men with another.

A Meal of Lynx.

The route now led overland
through a succession of jack pine
ridges and muskeg. With the lake
the poplar and birch was left behind.
The trail had fresh snow on it.

Making the usual two stops during
the day, we crossed Pine river on
whose banks drifts wer epiled, and
came to the first small lake in the
evening. Here the leader got on a
wrong trail. We made three extra
miles, and camped out on this lake.
The dogs were tired to-night. Dur-
ing the night some more snow fell,

making the trail still heavier for the

next day. The weather was mild.
The trail scarcely wide enough for
the cariole, wound its way through
a great deal of very dense, snow-
laden young growth. The trail in
places being highest in the middle, it

was hard to keep the balance and
occasionally I tipped over. One
was never sure of steering clear of
trees at the turns. Keeping the
time tally of types at the same time
was rather a nerve-racking experi-
ence. At the forenoon stop a lynx
taken from a trap made a large part
of the meal. I cooked my own
meals, the Indians theirs, but the
lynx could not be resisted. It was
good. Crossing several lakes and
taking another lynx during the day,
we emerged upon the estuary of
Beaver River about 5 p.m. Making
another "portage" we reached Isle
a la Crosse Lake shortly, which had
yet to be crossed. A storm had
risen on the lake so that no land
was in sight and it was getting dark.
We were able to get some dog feed
here so I decided to camp for the
night at an Indian house though the
men were willing to go on. Once
more there were eleven of us.

Types of Timber.

The type of country from Snake
Lake to Isle a la Crosse Lake was
very different from that eastward.
It lies south of the rocky belt and
the water surface amounted to only
9 percent. A very good overland
cross-section is obtained, for the few
lakes and ridges are crossed at right
angles to their long axis. With the
exception of a few open muskegs,
the whole distance of land is densely
wooded with jack pine, birch, spruce
and tamarac. But the timber is

nearly all small. The jack pine of
tie size makes up less than one per-
cent of the distance. There is no
other saw timber.
Having made the trip from Lac la

Ronge in good shape, I wanted to
go north to Cree Lake and return,
covering at least a part of the jour-
ney I had previously planned. But
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I was advised against it. I learned

that for the first time in many years

the reindeer had not arrived at Cree

Lake, that people were starving,

that fish for dog feed were not ob-

tainable. One man had gone hunt-

ing leaving his family w^ith a moose

hide to eat. A trader had sent some

dog trains with provisions but after

six days travel, owing to the heavy

snow, they were yet a long way
from their goal and were obliged to

cache their loads and return to Deep

River for more dog feed. They then

returned and brought their loads

back never reaching Cree Lake. The
trail for the first 100 miles or so

from Isle a la Crosse led over the

same route I had already covered

last summer. This was. of course.

a w^ater route and there was no other

return route. The season w^as get-

ting late and typical March weather

prevailed, storms succeeding thaws.
On Monday morning a string of

freight teams arrived returning to

Big River immediately. So I re-

luctantly gave up the northern trip

to return with the freighters. I

settled with my men and bought
them and their dogs a return allow-
ance of feed.

From all I could gather the types
of country and amounts of timber
for the whole western part of the
trans-Churchll region are essentially

the same as in the Portage La Loche
and Island Lake section secured last

summer and the Isle a la Crosse,

—

Snake Lake setcion now obtained.
It is in certain sections of the ex-
treme northeast where there is ap-
parently a close approach to the
"Barren Lands."

(Sgd.) J. C. BLUMER.
Mr. Clyde Leavitt,

Forester, Commission of Conser-

vation,

Ottawa, Ont.

An Entire Colony Needed.

In a report of an address

given to the Women's Cana-
dian Club of Hamilton, by the

Secretary of the Canadian For-

estry Association, one of the

newspapers referred to the

speaker's condemnation of

Governmental laxity in build-

ing up a sound system of forest

protection and the reporter

concluded with this paragraph :

"As they left the hall, the

members signed a petition to

the government in favor of the

establishment of colonies for

the segregation of the feeble-

minded."

/. R. Booth's Birthday)

Mr. J. R. Booth, the veteran lum-

berman of Ottaw^a and Hull, has

just celebrated his ninetieth birth-

day. Despite the fact that he is now
twenty years past the allotted three

score years and ten of the Psalmist,

Mr. Booth continues to take a very

active interest in all his company's

interests. He was born in Shefford

County, P.Q., and as a young man
went to the United States, where he

worked on railroads and in various

lumbering camps. Ten years before

Confederation he moved to wdiat

was then Bvtown, a little lumbering

village on the outskirts of civiliza-

tion, and commenced in a very small

way to manufacture lumber. Later

he built the Canada Atlantic Rail-
way between Ottawa and the Un-
ited States border, in order to pro-
vide an outlet for his products. To-
dav lohn R. Booth is the lareest
owner of timber limits in the Do-
minion, and one of the most exten-
sive manufacturers of lumber, pulp
and paper, and other wood products.
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Forest Conservation as a War
^ Measure ^^^^^^^

^'Natural Resources Lie at the Foundation of all Preparedness

Whether for Peace or for War.
: T 11

By

Clyde Leavitt,

Forester, Commission of Conservation; Director. Canadian Forestry Association.

"Natural resources lie at the foun-

dation of all preparedness, whether

for peace or for war." These are

the words of Gifford Pinchot, the

foremost advocate on this continent

of the hetter conservation of natural

resources.

This statement by Mr. Pinchot is

no less true for Canada than for any
other country. Its truth is obvious,

so far as the great world-war is con-

cerned, since a moment's thought
wll demonstrate that behind the

production of munitions and of all

the multitudinous articles of equip-
ment and supplies essential to war-
fare, there must be great supplies of

the natural products of the earth.

Of these, the metals and other min-
erals, and the various woods, come
first to mind. All food supplies, in-

cluding meats as well as grains and
vegetables, are dependent upon the
productive capacity of the soil,

which is the most important of all

natural resources, aside from human
life itself.

Considering this latter element,
human life, it is obvious also that
the capacity of a country to sustain
population must depend primarilv
upon either agriculture or manufac-
turing or both, and the extent to
which these can be developed de-
pends absolutely upon the extent of
the natural resources available, of

which the soil, the metals, the for-

ests, and the water-powers are the

most prominent examples.
In time of war, the financial credit

of a country is a factor the impor-
tance of which can scarcely ije over-

emphasized. The degree to which
this can be realized upon depends to

a very large extent on the degree of

de\elopment of manufacturing in-

dustries. Since these, in turn, de-

pend directly upon the extent of

natural resources available, the con-
nection between national credit and
natural resources is obvious.
Thus we see clearly that natural

resources are the determining fac-

tors, not only with regard to the
production of munitions and sup-
plies, and of credit, but of men as
well, who constitute the most es-
sential element in any programme of
national defence.

Agitation a Necessity.

The relationship above outlined
for war conditions is equally true in
times of peace. Practically every
form of human activity is directly or
indirectly dependent, either imme-
diately or ultimately, upon the utili-

zation of some natural resource. All
agriculture and all manufacture are
directly so dependent, as has been
shown. Only the boundless natural
resources of Canada—her lands, her
forests, her minerals, her water-
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powers—have made it possible for

her to attract so large a population

from other countries, and with fu-

ture possibilities in this direction

which are as yet almost undreamed
of by the average citizen.

These fundamental relationships

are as yet realized only in small part

by the great public-at-large, and that

is the real reason wdiy progress to-

ward better methods of utilization is

so slow. A vast amount of agitation

is almost always necessary, as a pre-

liminary to the adoption of reform
measures, and this is as true of the

conservation movement as of any
other.

Contrary to the popular concept,

conservation does not mean the

present locking up of natural resour-

ces for the benefit of a distant fu-

ture. On the contrary, it simply
means the avoidance of all unneces-
sary waste ; in other words, it means
w^ise present use, with a view to

making non-reproducible supplies,

such as coal, iron, etc., last as long
as possible, and to so using the re-

productible resources, such as the
forests, as to make them self-perpe-

tuating,

Would Pay War Charges.

Everywhere, among the nations at

war, the avoidance of all forms of
waste is being strongly advocated as
a war measure. One aspect of this

broad movement, which is receiving
less attention than it deserves, is the
need for better conservation of our
forest resources. It is estimated that
the average annual loss by forest
fires in Canada is sufficient to pay
the interest upon the recent Domin-
ion loan of $100,000,000.
The importance of the forest re-

source in the internal economy of
the country is shown by the fact
that the estimated total value of
forest products for Canada in 1912
was $182,300,000, or an annual
wealth production of $25.68 per head
of population. In 1913, nearly eight
million dollars was derived, by the
Dominion and provincial govern-

ments, directly from the sale or lease

of cutting rights to publicly-owned
timber lands and from royalty and
stumpage payments made upon tim-

ber so cut.

There are in Canada some 5,000

wood-using industries. The per-

manence of these industries depends
directly upon the perpetuation of the

forest resources of the country. It

is perfectly obvious, for instance,

that, no matter how large its timber
limits may be, any large pulp mill

must ultimately exhaust its resour-

ces of wood if the virgin forest be
continuously drawn upon without
adequate provision for its replace-

ment on cut-over lands. Yet this is

exactly the direction in which many
concerns are heading. Pulp and
paper mills represent very large in-

vestments of capital, and dividends

are bound to fail in the course of

time unless necessary provision is

made for the perpetuation of the

wood supply.

Better methods of protection from
fire is the crying need of to-day, so

far as the forestry situation is con-

cerned. Great improvements have
been made within the last few years,

but the situation as a whole is still

far from satisfactory.

"Mining" the Forests.

In actual practice, the forest has
only too generally been treated like

a mine, and gutted, with no thought
of the future, rather than like a crop,

whitch it really is. The ordinary

method of unregulated lumbering
followed by fire, as has only too

generally been the practice in the

past, is gradually but surety turning

vast areas of non-agricultural land

into a desert and non-productive
condition. Timber is the only crop,

aside from game and fur-bearing ani-

mals, which these lands are capable
of producing. They are, however,
capable of continuously adding very
great wealth to the country, provid-

ed fire is kept out and other neces-

sary measures adopted for the per-

petuation of the forest as a forest.
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The difficulty arises in securing

practical realization of the fact that

the forest is a crop, and that its

utilization, on non-agricultural soils,

should always be so regulated as to

provide for the establishment of a

new crop, and of successive crops,

indefinitely.

This is particularly important as

to the lands which have thus far

received least consideration, namely,
those which, because of their great-

er accessibility to transportation,

have been logged off first. On such
lands, stumpage values will always
be higher than on lands less acces-

sible, and it is therefore especially

desirable, from every point of view,
that the natural reproduction should
be protected from fire and given an
opportunity to reach maturity. In-

stead, the opposite has been the gen-
eral tendency, and not only indivi-

duals, but the country as a whole
must in the long run pay the penalty.

To a far greater extent than is the

case at present, we should be draw-
ing upon interest, in the form of

natural forest growth, rather than
upon capital, stored up in the virgin

forest. If this were done, our great
forest resources could never be de-
pleted.

The Menace of Brush.

Brush-disposal, as a fire-preven-

tive measure, is a feature to which
some attention has been given, par-
ticularly in the west, and some pro-
gress has been made. However, the
lumber industry as a whole is still

suffering from depression, and the
general level of prices is still too
low to permit general attention to
the matter of brush disposal over
the country as a whole. It is be-
lieved, however, that even at the
present time, particularly in the east,

it is practicable to a materially
greater extent than is conceded by
most operators. At least a begin-
ning could be made, in many cases,
by a more thorough clean-up of in-

flammable debris in the vicinity of
settlements, camps, railways, wag-

on-roads, logging roads and streams,
and along the edges of cutting areas.

Such action would greatly reduce
the danger of fires causing material

damage, and would afford vantage
points from which to control fires

of accidental origin.

One of the most essential features

of a forest-protective organization

is adequate supervision over the

fire-ranging staff. Taking the coun-
try as a whole, there is no question

but that a very great deal of money
is being wasted through failure to

provide enough supervision, and of

the right kind, to ensure that a dol-

lar's worth of protection is secured
for each dollar expended on the fire-

ranging staff.

A Co-operative Model.

In this connection, the provincial

governments of eastern Canada, and
the great majority of limit-holders

as well, should take careful note of

the admirable results that have been
secured by the St. Maurice and the

Lower • Ottawa Forest Protective

Associations, and should profit by
their example. These two Associa-
tions have been able to secure the

best degree of protection against fire

that is to be found over any large

area anvwhere in eastern Canada.
These results have been secured by
the adoption of a thoroughly busi-

ness-like administration, of which
close supervision at all points is con-
sidered as absolutely essential fea-

ture.

Beyond any doubt, also, the mat-
ter of securing a thoroughly com-
petent personnel in the fire-ranging

staff is of the utmost importance. It

is hardly conceivable that any one
should seriously question this. Yet,

in no single government fire-ranging

service in all of Canada, so far as is

known, are the appointments of fire-

rangers clearly and definitely based
upon the one ideal of merit and fit-

ness for the position. In every
single one. Dominion as well as pro-

vincial, the patronage system holds
the reins, and party advantage is, as
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a rule, the primary consideration,

with merit and fitness of the apph-

cant secondary. Undoubtedly,

manv thoroughly competent men

are appointed under the patronage

system, but the exceptions are too

numerous, and the tendency of such

a system of appointment is far froni

being conducive to proper ideals of

discipline and organization, and the

development of a wholly efficient

service. In this respect also, the St.

:\Iaurice and Lower Ottawa Asso-

ciations are able to set a good ex-

ample to the several governmental

agencies. These Associations, being

composed of limit-holders, are able

to select their fire-ranging staffs

upon the sole basis of merit, and

actually do so. On any other basis,

the really remarkable results secur-

ed would have been impossible to

the same degree and at the same

cost.

Patronage Patrolmen.

The general tendency of the pa-

tronage system was admirably ex-

pressed by Sir George Foster in con-

nection with the recent debate upon
the estimates of the Public ^^'orks

Department. His remarks are, how-
ever, ecjually applicable to the sev-

eral fire-protective services through-
out the Dominion. In the discus-

sion referred to. Sir George made the

statement that in the whole course

of his thirty-four years of public life,

he could not point to a single in-

stance where political pcitronage

ever helped the status of the bench,
ever helped the status of the Civil

Service, ever helped in the economy
of their administrations the status of

public administrators, no matter
what function they performed, never
helped a member of Parliament in

reality, and never helped a Govern-
ment in reality.

In view of this strong statement
and of the very general chorus of

approval with which it met. it would
seem that material progress has been
made toward hastening the day
when appointments to at least cer-

tain of the i)ublic services will be

based upon merit rather than upon
patronage. Certainly, such action

would constitute one of the most
effective means of reducing the tre-

mendous forest fire loss sustained

each year by this country. This ac-

tion will not. however, be generally

taken unless and until those. directly

and indirectly interested in securing

better forest protection make their

influence felt in a concrete way, in

favor of this proposition. Not only

are all lumbermen included in this

category, both individually and col-

lectively, but every citizen of every
province as well.'

Any action that will tend toward
better forest conservation will be a

step toward better preparedness, for

peace as well as for war.
(The foregoing article also ap-

pears in the current number of The
Canada Lumberman.)

Tile Walls as Snow Fences

Successful eperiments have been
made in Iowa in the use of hollow
tile for snow fences the results show-
ing that such barriers will hold back
about twice as much snow as the

board fences. This barrier is made
of six or seven layers of tile, the

open ends forming the two faces of

the wall, which is slightly serpen-
tine to permit expansion. ^^"ires

are used for reinforcement. The
tiles are molded in such a manner
that air spaces extend through them
at an angle of about 20°. The tiles

are so laid that all the air passages
lie in a plane parallel with the
earth's surface but those of adjoin-
ing layers lie at opposing angles.

^^d^en the wind passes through this

fence, these diverging openings
form conflicting strata of air which
neutralizes each other's force so
that it is compraatively calm at the
leeward side of the shelter. This
accounts for the large amount of

snow that collects behind these
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shelters, which will last longer than

wooden ones, and in summer may
prevent the spread of fires started

by passing engines.—(Popular Me-
chanics Magazine.)

Cork Foiests

The cork oak is a kind of jack at

all trades among trees, and its ser-

vice indicates well the kind of new
freedom that trees may give us by
their new helpfulness if we will just

give them a chance. If the garden

of Eden story had been written in

Spain or Portugal I think the for-

tunate couple would have been
placde in possession of a cork forest.

If a man in either of these countries

has a forest of good cork trees you
will find him in Madrid, Lisbon or

Paris. His cork forest works for

him, and he stays in town.
Cork trees grow on the rockiest

and poorest land. The poorer the

land the finer the quality of the cork.

Every eight or ten years the outer

bark is stripped from the trees to

furnish the ever more highly prized

cork of commerce. By dividing the

land up into blocks this decennial

harvest will produce a fairly regu-

lar income.
These same oak trees produce

acorns, often heavily, which are sold

to some farmer, who drives his herds
of lean hogs into the forest, where
they harvest the acorns and turn
them into salable meat. A Portu-
guese hog is expected to gain two
pounds a day for ninety days when
acorns are ripe.

More than this, there is beneath
the oak trees some herbage fit for

goats to eat. Thus the cork forest

owner in Lisbon gets income from
three contractors—the cork strip-

per, the pork raiser and the goat
raiser. And with care the forest
lasts forever. The individual cork
tree is good for a hundred years or
more, after which it is a fine big
salable tree, with enough young ones
near it to take its place when it is

gone to market. In Portugal a cork

tree, ready for its third stripping, is

considered worth $25. When in full

bearing an acre of these oaks will

yield from one to three tons of cork,

at a stripping, now worth about S70

a ton to the grower. Most of this is

profit. The pork is profit. It is the

common rule that the income from
the pasture pays the small cost of

caring for the forest.—J. Russell

Smith in Countrv Gentleman.

Canada 's Timber Needed

London.—There is at present a

shortage of 400,000 cottages in Eng-
land. Besides this shortage, there

are old and unsanitary areas that

ought to be cleared away. The
building of these new cottages with

a view to providing discharged sol-

diers with work after the war and
removing a cause of emigration is

the subject of a general scheme de-

vised by the National Housing and

Town Planning Council. It also

forms another instance of the way
the war has dissipated England's in-

difference to her internal problems.

One of the main causes of com-
plaint among lease-hold farmers and
farm hands is the poor housing. An-
cient cottages with the lower floor

flush with the ground and the roof

thatched with straw may be pictur-

esque, but they are damp and a main
cause of the rheumatism from which
the country people suffer so much.
Of the 400.000 cottages, about 120,-

000 are needed in the rural districts.

Families are now cramped into

small quarters, living in old and
mouldy homes or new and cheaply

built affairs thot have no modern
ideas or improvements.
The provision of homesteads with

small holdings and the intensive cul-

tivation of the soil, reforesting, the

reclamation of wastes, the settle-

ment of disabled soldiers and sailors

on the soil and town planning
schemes involving new main roads,

playgrounds and open spaces, are a

part of the programme of the hous-

ing council.
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The Russian Forests After the War

Will Germany and Austria be Able to Command the European

Market for Timber?

[An extract from "The Forests of Russia and Their Present Importance to the

Allies," by E. P. Stebbing in "The Nineteenth Century and After," March, 1916.]

"Previous to the war, Great Bri-

tain bought nearly half of the tim-
ber exports from all countries, and
her voice in the timber markets of

the world was supreme. Will this

be so at the close of the war? It is

difficult to see that it can be, for the
simple reason that we shall have
other European nations competing
against us in these markets, and
those nations will be principally

some of our present Allies. The de-
vastation in Belgium, in North
France, in Poland, and elsewhere
will require an enormous amount of
building and other timber to make
good. These countries therefore,
previously but small importers of
timber since they depended mainly
on their own woods, will have to
purchase in the open market. In
Belgium not only will building op-
erations have to be carried out on a
large scale, but immense destruction
has been caused to the forests of the
country, and the Germans have add-
ed to this by felling areas of woods
wholesale and transporting the ma-
terial inot their own country. The
wondrous system and marvelous
organizing powers of the Germans
make the reason of this procedure
fairly obvious. Not only are thev
thus restricting fellings in their
own magnificently managed woods,
which fellings du reste are naturally
restricted owing to the want of la-

bour; but we may assume that they
have already correctly guaged the
position, and that they are, in all

probability, in preparation for the

great demand for timber which they
foresee must be the outcome of the

present destruction, storing up the

material so removed in depots for

future use.

The Germans in Control.

Germany and Austria sent us
small amounts only of forestry

products, timber, etc., in the past.

They own immense tracts of forest.

It is scarcely too much to say that,

without care, at the close of the war
they will have the timber market at

their mercy, and with the Allies

competing against one another in

this market they will be able to force

up prices to an unprecedented level.

Nor can we reasonably expect Nor-
way and Sweden an dother countries
not to take advantage of such a

golden opportunity. It will be con-
tended that our Colonies will come
to the rescue. Doubtless, but for the
most part this will not bring down
or keep down prices owing to the
extra freight on the materials iin-

ported. For it must be remembered
that most of the easily accessible

timber of the world—i.e., that grow-
ing alongside 'rivers and streams,
and therefore transportable by
water^—has been cut and utilized.

Russia's Position.

Wt come back to the point then.

What will be Russia's position and
what her action? With her enor-
mous forest resources it should be
possible for her to throw a consider-
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able—in fact a decisive—influence

into the scale, and that this influence

should be exerted in the right man-
ner and at the right moment is for

us, and in fact for our Allies, a most
important factor. Once this point

is fully realized it should be possi-

ble for the Allies to come to an
agreement having for its aim two
chief objects

:

(a) To prevent the Allies compet-
ing in the open market against one
another at the close of the war.

(b) To prevent Germany and
Austria from being able to form a

"corner" in forestry material and so

send up the prices to a prohibitive

extent to their own mutual benefit

as the outcome of a war made by
themselves.
We should face the fact that we,

more than any of our Allies, except
Belgium, are most concerned with
this matter. They have forest re-

sources more or less large at their

backs in the shape of the woods un-
touched by the war, which have
been planted and grown for commer-
cial purposes. We in these islands
have no such resources with which
to influence the market prices or

with which to help us tide over the
dangerous period. It rests therefore

with us to make efforts to safeguard
our position in this respect at the
close of the war."

cleaning a few acres we burn down
miles and miles of virgin forests ; we
ross our pulpwood and simply burn
the bark and shavings when not only
possibly but very probably, the bark
and shavings could be made to yield
an abundance of valuable by-pro-
ducts ; we grow the grain and
then burn the straw, irrespective of
feed and other value ; we build up
the nucleus of prospective prosper-
ous towns along the new railways
and allow bush fires to sweep them
off the map in a few hours ; and so it

goes on ad infinitum. In a mad
haste to transform the primeval
forest into farms in the shortest pos-
sible period, we waste considerable
more than the farms can produce for
years to come. The arguments
brought forth in favor of such ruth-
less destruction are plentiful but
they all are fallacious because they
are based on and spring from ignor-
ance which makes it so much harder
to combat. If you cannot use a
thing yourself burn it—is a pitifullv
crude way of disposal."

According to the casualty lists,
Eric G. MacDougall, of the B. C.
Forest Service has been wounded in
battle.

Waste in Settlement

(From Cochrane, Ont., "Claybelt

Weekly.)

"Save materials from waste"-

—

"spend money wisely" in these two
sentences really lies the ultimate
success of our efforts to promote
production and to exercise thrift.

"Save materials from waste" is an
admonition specially adaptable to
Northern Ontario. In the abundance
of Nature's bountiful gifts, we not
only just throw aside what for the
moment appears useless to us be-
cause we fail to realize its latent
values, but we go further and wan-
tonlv destroy. For the sake of

The Power of a Dollar
The Association's plans for

an extensive publicity campaign
in all parts of Canada can be
realized only by the prompt re-
mittance of the 1916 member-
ship fees.

The revenues are most limited
at best, and the contributions
of the members mean the car-
rying out or abandoning of ur-
gent educational work.

If you have not remitted the
dollar fee, try to do so on re-
ceipt of this issue of the Journal.
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Published in collaboration with the Canadian Society of Forest Engineers.

Messrs. D. A. Alacdonald and C.

H. Morse, of the Dominion Forest
Service, have been elected Associate
Members of the Canadian Sc^cietv of

Forest Engineers.

Mr. E. H. Roberts, Acting Inspec-
tor for Saskatchewan, of the Dom-
inion Forest Service, reports that
the fire season is beginning later

than last year and the outlook is

more favorable due to considerable
rain and snow flurries every few
days. A new patrol boat has been
placed on the Saskatchewan River
between Prince Albert and Cumber-
land House. The sub-chief fire-ran-
ger in the Montreal Lake country
is trymg out an "Aerothrust" en-
gine attached to his canoe from
which he expects big things. One
forest survey in charge of Student-
Assistant G. A. Mullov. assisted by
A. W. McCallum, leit Prince Albert
to examine the territory north of the
Fort a la Corne Forest Reserve
about the first of May. and will be
followed by another party about
June first. A reconnaissance party
will spend the summer in the in-

terior of the Porcupine Forest Re-
serve. Three new eighty foot steel
look-out towers are being erected to
supplement the nine already up and
extensive telephone construction
work is being undertaken on the
various reserves.

A plantation of some fifteen thou-
sand white and Norway spruce,
Scotch pine, European Larch, lodge-
pole pine and jack pine has been

established on the Pines Forest Re-
serve from stock grown in the Re-
serve nursery. Small experimental
plantations of a few acres are being
set t)Ut in the Elbow, Dundurn and
Manito Reserves from stock grown
at the Indian Head Nursery Station
and under the supervision of one of
their staff.

Mr. J. C. Blumer, of the Conser-
vation Commission completed a
very interesting winter trip with
dogs and Indian Guides through the

northern part of the Province dur-

ing the month of March. He passed
by way of Montreal Lake, Lac la

Ronge, He a la Crosse and Big
River.

Interesting developments are tak-

ing place in the Beaver Lake gold
fields, numerous prospectors are go-
ing into the country this spring and
also into the country to the north-

east. It is reported that consider-

able eastern capital is coming in and
much work will be done this season.

Mr. (i. A. Gutches paid a short
visit to Prince All)ert last month
and expects to return again in the

summer or fall.

Coast Lumbermen Give Freely

At a meeting of the Mountain
Lumber Manufacturers' Association
recently held at Calgary, Alta., it

was decided that all members of the

association should contribute 50 per
cent, of their net profits to the Fed-
eral Government for patriotic pur-
poses. Another resolution that was-
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passed was that the lumber manu-
facturers collect SI per head a month
from each unmarried employee for

patriotic purposes. A delegation

was appointed to attend the annual
meeting of the Pacific Coast ^lanu-
facturers' Association and urge them
to adopt similar steps. Various
plans for enlarging the market for

British Columbia lumber were also

discussed.

Planting Trees

Over 1,000 acres of land pur-

chased by the Massachusetts Forest

Commission will be planted this

spring to white pines and other
conifers. During the next few
weeks state nurseries in Amherst
and Barnstable will send 1,000,000
small trees to portions of the state

selected for reforestation.

FROM THE ASSOCIATION'S FREE CARTOON SERVICE NOW
USED BY OVER 300 CANADIAN NEWSPAPERS.

The Amateur Camper: "You certainly take a lot of trouble to put out a
camp fire!"

The Guide: "Better to take the trouble now than burn down ten miles of
camping sites. Only a greenhorn nowadays fools with fire in a forest."
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The Forest Pleaders

E. T. Allen, forester of the Wes-
tern Forestry & Conservation Asso-
ciation, Portland, has sent the fol-

lowing recitation for six pupils to

schools in Oregon and Washington
for use in Arbor Day exercises

:

First pupil, carrying exergreen
branch

:

I AM THE F(3REST.
I clothe this Western land

With beauty and on every hand
You turn to me in daily need.

Your best friend I have always
stood

;

You could not live not using wood.
For your protection now I plead.

Nor do I bid you take my word

:

Let these, my witnesses, be heard.

Second pupil, carrying pail of water

:

I AM THE STREAM.
From my woodland springs
To river mouth where the white

gull wings
Over the ships from" the ends

of the earth,

I flow to your homes and mills

and fields,

And carry the freight that the har-
vest yields.

But shady forests gave me birth.

Third pupil, carrying pet animal

:

I AM THE WILD THINGS.
I speak for graceful deer.

And flashing trout in brook pools
clear.

For singing birds and squirrels
pert,

And all the wearers of feather and
fur.

What should we do if no forest

were
To shelter us from fear and

hurt ?

Fourth pupil, carrying ax

:

I AM INDUSTRY.
To me the forest brings
Reward for labor and all things
That money buys, for in this

state

Over half our wage-earners' pay
Comes from lumbering in some

way.
The fate of forests is mv fate.

Fifth pupil, carrying fishing-rod

:

I AM PLEASURE.
Happy vacation days,
Camping, hunting, and all the

ways
Of nature in her gladdest
moods.

The forest holds for girls and boys
Who love out-doors and whole-

some joys

—

There is no playground like the
woods.

Sixth pupil, strikes match and holds
it burning:

I AM THE FUTURE.
Shall all these pass away?
Must we look forward to a day
Of fire-charred, lifeless, stream-

less slopes.

Where thoughtless match or un-
watched brand

From man's ungrateful, careless
hand

Has destroyed his own chil-

dren's hopes?

All, Future blowing match out,

watch as he drops it, then tramps
it out

:

FIRE IS OUR ENEMY.
Won't you help us, then?
Learn yourselves, and teach all

men.
This, the lesson all must learn :

Put out the campfire and the

,match ;

Careful with slash and clearing-

patch ;

Leave no fires in the woods to

l)urn.
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Benefits of Organization in Forest

^ Protection^^^^^^
Northern Protective Association Suffered Small Losses in 98 Fires

—The use of Modern Publxity.

The failure of recent efforts to

bring together those interested in a

mutual forest protective association

in the Upper Ottawa region, can be
regarded as merely a temporary
shelving of a plan that the near fu-

ture will see realized. Reports just

received regarding the past season's

success of the Northern Forest Pro-
tective Association of Michigan
prove once more the potency of or-

ganization and skill in limiting the

damage done by forest fires. The
American association works o n
much the same lines as the Lower
Ottawa and St. Maurice associations

of Quebec which have been doing
excellent work on an area equal to

one-third of the total forest area of

the province.

"The fifth annual meeting of the
Northern Forest Protective Asso-
ciation was held at Marcjuette.
Mich., on Tuesday, the 7th of March.

The Protective Association has
become fully established in the Up-
per Peninsula and its work for the
past five years has become widely
known through its success in limit-

ing the forest fire menace.

Ninety-eight Fires Per Year.

The records of the Association for

the past year ending March 1st,

1916. show a total of 98 fires, cover-
ing an acreage of 13,090, with a loss
of $8,746.30.

In addition to the fires reported,
there were a number of incipient
fires on unlisted lands which the
wardens put out without making a

detailed report thereof; fires which
caused no damage whatsoever.

The causes of the fires were as-

follows

:

Settlers, including one con-
tractor clearing land for

settler 19 20%
Locomotives 19 20%
Steam loaders 1 1%,
Campers 5 5%.
Unclassified—thought to be

settlers 4 A%-
Fishermen 4 4%.
Pedestrians 3 2>%.
Road crews 2 2%
Wood choppers 1 \%
Farmers 3 3%
Logging employees 1 1%.
Sugar makers 1 1%.
Smokers 2 2%.
Stove pipe 1 1%
Tramps 1 1%.
Sportsmen 1 1%
Unknown 30 30%
From which it will be noted that

the percentage of unknown causes,
retains its position at approximately
30 per cent., while fires originating
from settlers clearing land and from
locomotives balance each other at
approximately 20 per cent.

There is a constant decrease in
the number of fires traceable to
campers, fishermen, sportsmen and
other woods travelers, which is con-
clusive proof of the fact that the
publicity campaign, which has been
the key-note of the Association
since its inception, has borne fruit.

It is proof also that greater efforts,
must be made to reduce the number
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of fires caused by settlers and by

locomotives; and the co-operation

which the railroads have given dur-

ing the past season and the interest

displayed in better equipped loco-

motive stacks is evidence that fires

from this source will annually de-

crease in numbers.

Tlie Benefit of Patrol.

The number of fires on lands list-

ed with the Association numbers
but 36, while the balance, 62, occur-

red on lands not listed for patrol,

but which, having occurred, were

taken care of by the wardens. The
acreage burned over on member-
ship lands totals 4,904. and that of

the non-listed lands. 8,186; while the

losses to the membership total

$7,064.17 as against $1,682.13. These
figures present an interesting illus-

tration inasmuch as the non-listed

lands—although in many cases be-

longing to members of the Associa-

tion—are composed largely of plains

and slashings, the very localities

where fires are most apt to occur.

Fires occurring in such locations na-

turally travel more rapidly owing
to the influence of wind, and con-

sequently burn a greater area, with

losses very much less, due to the

fact, of course, that there is little of

value to be destroyed.

Publicity Features.

The publicity features, which
have brought so much attention to

the Protective Association in years

past, have been used and added to

in several ways, among the most im-

portant being the publication of the

report of the annual meeting of 1915

in booklet form, largely as a text

book on spark arresting devices ; the

posting of notices of new design,

the distribution of several thousand
pamphlets of the Game & Fish laws
with proper forest fire notices, and
the preparation of a course of ten

lectures on Forest Fire Prevention
to be issued to a mailing list of prac-

tically one thousand woodsmen.
The Secretary-Forester advocated

the addition of a number of cars

for Association service and showed
by comparison with other places
the feasibility and economy of such'

a course.

Equipment of Forestry Battalion

When the 224th Overseas Bat-
talion paraded recently in Ottawa,
for inspection by his Royal High-
ness the Governor-General, the
equipment carried by the members
of the l)attalion created considerable

discussion among lumbermen in Ot-
tawa and elsewhere. We have heard
several lumbermen discussing this

matter and in order to explain the

affair we have made enquiry of the

Officer Commanding. It will be re-

called that, upon that occasion, the

Forestry Battalion paraded with
various implements, among which
were broad-axes. As broad-axes are

used for squaring timber, and as the

Forestry Battalion will probably be
employed chiefly in the felling of

timl^er and have little or no squar-
ing to do, there was some criticism

about this equipment, a few lumber-
men going so far as to intimate that

the carrying of broad-axes laid the

battalion open to ridicule.

The officer commanding, referring

t(j this subject, says :
—"Your infor-

mation as to part of the implements
which our battalion carried during
this parade is quite correct, but they
carried also peavies, camp-dogs,
cross-cut saws. etc. This parade
was not intended to show what im-
plements they should carry, but
mere!}' for inspection by his Royal
Highness the Governor-General.
Our equipment altogether will be
that used in the lumber industry in

Canada and therefore, this parade
cannot be tak-en as affording any ex-

ample of the equipment we will

carry abroad."

The 224th Forestry Battalion has
made quite a record in recruiting,

haAing, in about one month secured
some 1,800 men.—(Canada Lumber-
man.)
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Attention, Game Clubs!

The Secretary of the Canadian
Forestry Association, Booth Build-

ing, Ottawa, has been in communi-
cation with several of the larger

game clubs, and tourist organiza-

tions with a view of encouraging co-

operation in the matter of forest

protection. He has a special pro-

position to submit to the members of

all such bodies and would be obliged

for' the names and addresses of

secretaries.

Free Public Lectures

The Secretary in the month of

April gave illustrated lectures to

large audiences in public halls of

Brockville, ]\Iarmora. Sault Ste.

Marie, Prescott, and Hamilton. The
lectures were accompanied by quite

extensive newspaper publicity and
the cause of forest protection there-

bv aroused valuable local attention.

In Our Mail Bag
I

"I wish to thank you for the

copies of the Boy Scout Forest-
Book which you sent to me to use
in the classes in my school. We
have had some very pleasant half

hours together reading and speak-
ing, discussing, etc., already, and ex-
pect to have more. It is such a

beautiful book, so instructive and so
suggestive that I wish it could be
in the library of every school in the
province."—Chas. G. Fraser, Princi-
pal of Manning Ave. School, To-
ronto.

"I can more than emphasize the
education usefulness of the Associa-
tion. I endorse it in the largest
way."—

-J. L. Englehart. Chairman,
the Temiskaming and Northern On-
tario Raihvav Commission.

"We think your booklet the best
thing we have seen so far on the
subject of conservation."—Philadel-
phia Headquarters of the Boy
Scouts of America.

"The education of our children in
the beauty and value of our timber,
trees and forests has been activelv
carried on by the Canadian Fores-
try Association. Twenty of their
booklets have been distributed in
the schools of Lillocet and twenty
more to the older boys. The in-
formation contained is" both enter-
taining and instructive."—Lillooet,
B. C. 'Prospector.'

The Door of Opportunity.

Of scores of letters received by
the Secretary of the Association ask-
ing for new supplies of publications
on forest topics, the following is

typical

:

Hazleton, British Columbia,

May 5, 1916.

"We were greatly impressed with
the Association's last booklet and
with the idea.

"Passing it along to the school-
teacher w^as the source of manv in-
quiries from the kiddies themse'lves.
Thus realizing the amount of in-
terest that one copy created, we are
under the impression that if vou
could favor us with a half dozen or
dozen copies, the interest would be
increased in an almost relative pro-
portion."

The Association's verv limited
funds cover the widest possible edu-
cational field. Every dollar of the
membership fees is required to keep
pace with opportunities for good
service. Have you sent in your 1916
fee yet.'
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B. C. Fire Prospects

Victoria, B.C.—Advices to the

Minister of Lands from the Southern

Interior of the Province mark the

beginning of the fire season, small

fires being reported from the Cran-

brook. Nelson and A'ernon forest

districts. In the first-named district

the late spring is retarding the

growth of vegetation so essential as

a check upon fires running along the

ground and burning the carpet of

pine needles, twgs. dry leaves, etc.

A hot and dry wind from the south

is drying up the vegetation in the

Okanagan and Similkameen dis-

tricts, while hot weather prevails

throughout the Vernon district gen-

erally. Farmers and settlers are re-

minded that permits are required for

all fires set from the beginning of

May, for which application should

be made to the local fire wardens.

Campers, sportsmen and travellers

are urged to exercise every care in

extinguishing camp fires, and the

co-operation of all sections of the

community is desired, in order that

damage to property may be avoided.

It is worthv of mention that in 1915

305 fires out of a total of 1,031 out-

breaks, were traced to campers and
travellers : while 267 were caused by
land-clearing operations. Damage
by fires to the timber in 1915

amounted to $109,000, and other

property, viz., logging equipment,
farm houses and buildings, etc., $58,-

000. The majority of all fires in

1915 were, as usual, due to human
agency, and were, therefore, pre-

ventable. Particularly this season,

when the Empire is engaged in a

vast and wealth-destroying war on
a scale hitherto unthought of, it is

the duty of every citizen to assist in

preserving our resources from avoid-
able destruction.

the average for the past five years,

according to official figures just

compiled. This is in spite of the fact

that the season was an unusually

drv and hazardous one.

Of the total of 6,329 fires only 346

did damage to the amount of $100
or more. The average damage done
by each fire was kept down to

$60.41. which was less than the av-

erage for the past five years. The
average cost of fighting each fire

was lowered almost $21 below the

average for the past five years.

Fire on the national forests in 1915

destroyed $190,000 worth of mature
tinibed. The damage to young
growth, forage and stream flow can-

not be calculated but was much
greater.

Among the causes of these fires,

lightning as usual holds first place,

with 2Sy2 per cent. The careless-

ness of campers, responsible for

more than 1100 forest fires, comes
second. In California, however,
fires caused by campers heads the
list, with a percentage of almost 25
per cent, of the fires in the State;
lightning comes second with almost
20 per cent.

The railroads were responsible for

only 9 per cent. Sawmills and log-

ging operations caused less than 3

per cent., and the causes of 15 per
cent, are unknown. Nearly 11 per
cent, of the total w^ere of incendiary
origin.

Fewer Forest Fires in U.S.

The damage done by forest fires

on the national forests of the United
States in 1915 was much less than

Forestry Farms
"Saskatchewan requires more

Forestry Farms. Then there would
be at least two lectures continuous-
ly on the road to hold meetings, giv-

ing lectures on forestry, shelter-

belts, etc. The gospel of tree-plant-

ing should be brought to farmers.
These lectures could take the names
and locations of farmers who are
anxious and ready to plant trees,

send in the lists to the head office

in the province, and inspectors
should be sent out to examine each
farm, so as to advise farmers where
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to plant, and how to prepare the

ground for the following year's

planting. It is all right to expend
money on the general Conservation

Commission to enthuse citizens the

Dominion over on what our natural

resources are and how they should

be conserved, but the practical

working end of the problem should

not be neglected. Give Saskatchew-
an forestry farms and practical men
to meet progressive farmers, and in

a few years the treeless, wind-swept
prairies would be changed to a park-

like country, with trees on every
farm."—Saskatchewan Farmer.

Does Skilled Protection Pay ?

During 1915 there were 1,031 for-

est fires reported by the Forest Fire

Protection Staff of British Colum-
bia. Of these, only 317 were classi-

fied as "cost fires." This is a con-
siderable reduction as compared
with the previous season when
there were 639 "cost fires." The av-
erage cost of each "cost fire" was
$61, whereas in 1914 the average
cost was $219. About two-thirds of

all fires originated on privately

owned lands not classed as timber
lands. The most prolific source of

forest fires was carelessness by
campers and travellers which ac-

counted for 305 fires, or 29.6 per
cent, of the total. 160 fires, or 15.5

per cent, are classified as of "un-
known cause." Brush-burning ac-
counted for 267 fires or 29.9 per cent.

Railway operations were responsible
for only 82 fires or 7.9 per cent.

Lightning started 100 fires or 9.7
per cent. Railway construction was
responsible for 17 fires or 1.7 per
cent. 28 fires are classified as of
incendiary origin being 2.7 per cent,
of the total. Forest fires during the
year covered an area of 30,310 acres
as compared with 42,549 acres dur-
ing 1914. They destroyed 144,220,-

000 feet of timber as compared with
102.804.000 feet B. M. during 1914.
The damage during 1915 is estimat-
ed at $88,043. as compared with
$52,852 during 1914.

Origin of Wood Pulp Paper

A writer in the "Newcastle Chron-
icle" says that an old hornet's nest

caused Dr. Hill, of Augusta, Maine,

to make the discovery. A friend

and neighbor had told him there was
not enough cotton and rags in the

world to supply the newspapers and
other publications with their raw
material. That was about forty

years ago, and Dr. Hill took a

hornet's nest to the superintendent

of a nearby paper factory and asked
him, "Why can't you make paper
like that?" They sat down together,

took the nest apart, analysed it care-

fully, and decided that if a hornet
could make paper out of wood, man
ought to be able to do as much. The
doctor discovered that the hornet
first chewed the wood into a fine

pulp. They decided to make ma-
chinery and water do what the
hornet's mouth did. Such was the

beginning of the wood pulp in-

dustrv.

Spring Fires

Midwinter is the most dangerous
time in regard to fires in buildings
but so far as our forests are con-
cerned, spring is one of the worst
times. The dead leaves of last sea-

son and the dead twigs and branches
on the ground are more brittle and
dry iji the first few days of spring
just after the snow leaves than at

any other time in the year. Those
who go into the woods for any pur-
pose are. therefore, cautioned to be
careful with their camp fires and
with matches. They should also see

that any cigar or cigarette stubs are

dead out before they tlirow them
away. Observance of these precau-
tions will do more for conservation
than many meetings and conven-
tions ten years from now and this

duty is urged on all patriotic citi-

zens. The fact that Canada is at

war makes this duty all the more
important.— (Publicity Bulletin of
Dominion Forestry Branch.)
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New Brunswick's Forest Survey

The sensible determination of the

New Brunswick Government to

have a definite survey of the timber

resources of the province is given an

interesting testimony in the 1915 re-

turns of the quantity of lumber cut.

In 1905 the total was 107,705,676

superficial feet. This increased gra-

duallv until it reached 149,510,471

feet in 1907. During 1909 it jumped
to 205,761.583 feet, and in 1910 made
a still greater gain, reaching 281,-

716,402 feet. During the following

year, 1911, the high level was reach-

ed for the ten year period from 1905

to 1915, viz., 309,883,428 feet. Dur-
ing 1912-13-14 the amount declined,

reaching 270.221,155 feet in 1913.

Then in 1915, on account of the de-

mand arising out of the war. it in-

creased again and reached 290,120,-

823 feet.

The latter figure is said to be a

little in excess of the estimated an-

nual growth on the Crown Lands of

the province. Mr. P. Z. Caverhill,

late of the British Columbia Forest
Service, has been placed in charge
of the survey work and will prob-
ably have three or four field parties

out this summer, comprising thirty

or forty men. The number of field

parties will gradually be increased

to eight or ten and the whole work

will probably occupy from four to

five years.

The revenue to the Government
from the lumber industry for the

year ending October 31, 1915, was
the largest on record

:

From the Canada Lumberman.

"Under these conditions it be-

comes imperative for the province
to undertake a definite survey of its

timber resources, so that its cutting

policy may be directed along safe

lines. Because the quantity cut may
be the same as the quantity shown
to be the annual growth, does not

mean that the forests are being cut

in a safe manner. The important
thing is to make sure that the proper
trees are being cut, those which are

mature and those which, being cut,

will give others a better opportunity
to reach maturity. The indiscrimin-

ate cutting of small logs is a mis-
take, so far as the welfare of the for-

ests is concerned, and the govern-
ment of New Brunswick must pay
special attention, under the condi-

tions which exist to-day, to the

proper regulation of cutting, so as to

get the best results out of the forests

and at the same time give reasonable
encouragement to the lumber indus-

trv."

The Use of W oodFlour
• More than twenty thousand tons

of wood flour, valued at $300,000 are

used annually in the United States

in two widely different industries.

the manufacture of dynamite and the

manufacture of inlaid linoleum.

Wood flour is also used in making
composition flooring, oat-meal pa-

per, and in several other industries.

It forms one of the means by which
the huge waste product of our lum-

ber mills is beginning to find some
better means of disposal than the

burner. Since a total of 36.000.000

cords of such waste is produced
each vear at sawmills, in the United

States, of which about one-half goes

into the furnace as fuel, while the

rest is burned as refuse to get rid of

it. there is no lack of raw material

for industries which can develop

ways of burning this waste to ac-

count.

All wood flour-using industries

require a white' or very light cream-
colored flour having good absorptive

powers. The wood species that

may be used are confined to the

light, non-resinous conifers, and
poplar are the species most used.

Mill waste, free from bark, furnishes

much of the raw material for mak-
ins: wood flour.
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Government Railways and Proper

^ ^^ Patrol^
In the following extracts from

Hansard, readers of the Journal will

recognize the difficulties facing the

limit holders of Quebec Province in

securing that co-operation from the

Government railways which is free-

ly accorded by the private-owned
systems. The strange anomaly of

Government-owned roads balking
the cause of forest protection in a

region where their future freights

will depend almost entirely on the

products of the forest is difficult for

the average reader to comprehend.
Hon. Jacques Bureau brought up the
question of maintaining a proper
patrol on the lines of the Transcon-
tinental through the limits included
in the St. Maurice Forest Protective
Association, and the sharing of the
expense by the Dominion Govern-
ment.

[Extract from "Hansard" for April 5,

1916. (Page 2699.)]

"Mr. Bureau:
There is another matter that I de-

sire to bring to the attention of the
minister in connection with that
part of the Transcontinental rail-

way. The St. Maurice lumbermen
have formed an association known
as the St. Maurice Forest Protec-
tive Association, which has for its

object the preventing of forest fires.

They have built telephone lines and
towers ; they have fire-rangers, and
they do all in their power to pro-
tect the forests in that region from
fire. I understand that they have
been corresponding with the Min-
ister of Railways, and that they have
never been able to get any satisfac-
tion, some of their letters remain-
ing unanswered. The correspon-
dence had the object of requesting
the Department of Railways to co-

operate with the lumbermen in pro-

tecting the forests by keeping the

right of way of the Transcontinental
clean and by taking such action as

might be necessary for the protec-

tion of the forests. I should like to

know if it is the intention of the act-

ing minister to defer action in this

matter until the minister returns, or
if instructions are to be given with a
view to arriving at an understanding
between the Government and the St.

Maurice Forest Protective Associa-
tion is the matter of protecting their

limits from fires started by the
Transcontinental railway?

Government Road to Blame.

'T understand from the secretary
of the association that in the St.

Maurice region last year the great-
est cause of loss was fires set by the
Transcontinental. I do not think it

is right that the Government should
not pay its share to help along this

association in its work of protecting
the forests. If the railway does not
haul timber in that part of its line

I do not know what it will haul, as
it is a mountainous region where
there are no other products.
"Mr. Reid (Acting Minister of

Railways and Canals) : The case of
the St. Maurice Fire Protective As-
sociation has been brought before
me. This association have limits

along the line of the railway, and it

is their custom to maintain a large
staff of employees to protect their

forests from fire. They receive
some assistance from the Quebec
Government. They want us to con-
tribute $3,500 or $4,000 per annum
towards the protection of their lim-
its. I have not gone into the matter
fully, but the thought that cmae
into my mind is that between Win-
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nipeg and Moncton, on the Trans-
continental, there are a great many
miles of forest owned by other par-

ties, and if we pay the St. Maurice
Association $4,000 to protect their

limits we will have to do the same
thing over the entire line from Win-
nipeg to Moncton. Of course, we
know that all of the railways now
maintain tank cars, which are filled

with water and kept at convenient
points along the road, so that in the
event of a fire one of these cars can
be brought to the spot within a short
time and the fire can be extinguish-
ed. That system is working well.

Everything should be done by the
railway, but it struck me that it was
hardly fair for a private company
owing limits along the railway to
say : we are going to maintain our
own men to watch our own limits,

but we want you to pay a portion of
the expense. The matter came be-
fore me during Mr. Cochrane's ab-
sence, and that is the position I

took. I referred it to the manage-
ment at Moncton to get their opin-
ion as to what should be done, and
also suggested that whatever was
done would have to apply to the
whole system ; there must be one
policy throughout the system.

The True Position.

"Mr. Bureau : From the minister's
statement one would believe that
the St. Maurice Protective Associa-
tion was going begging for the
$3,500 from the Government. That
is not the fact. The fact is that the
Transcontinental Railway Company,

like other railway companies, under
the law is obliged to keep its right

of way clear to prevent forest fires.

The Transcontinental railway does
not do it. It is complained that the
Transcontinental railway, through
the neglect of its officers, was expos-
ing the forest to be burned. Fires
did catch from the engines, owing to

the lack of proper precautions, and
these fires cost the association from
$3,500 to $4,000. They ask the Gov-
ernment to recoup them the money
they have been obliged to expend
owing to the negligence of the Gov-
ernment. That is not a question of

policy, but a question of fair dealing

as between man and man.

A Promise of Reform.

"Mr. Reid : I did not understand
that there was any claim. I thought
the representations were with refer-

ence to future operations. There is

no doubt at all that if the manage-
ment is not doing its duty in pro-

tecting that part of the road as the

law requires, and as it is protected

in other parts. I will bring it to the

attention of the management and
see that whatever is necessary to put
the Transcontinental in exactly the
same position as other roads, so far

as protection is concerned, is done.

The Cover Picture

The photograph reproduced on
the cover of the Journal this month
was taken on the Nelson River,

Canada, and shows a group of fire

rangers.

From HON. JULES ALLARD, Minister of Lands and For-

ests, Quebec, May 2, 1916: "I have no hesitation whatever to

state that the Canadian Forestry Association has rendered the

greatest services to the country and that the work it has done has

contributed in a great measure to a more judicious operation of

our forests and to the adoption of more efficient means to secure

their conservation. It performs a work of very great value which

deserves the encouragement of our population."
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On the Field of Honor

The following- forms a very grap-

hic description of the death in

battle of Lance-Corporal D. X.

Trapnell, who was attached to the

Forest Products Laboratories at

McGill as assistant. He enlisted in

1914 and was reported missing after

the battle of St. Julien. No more
definite word was heard of him un-
til the following letter was sent on
bv his father. It was written bv a

Chicago friend of Mr. Trapnell to

his sister in St. Johns

:

"One of the boys in our depart-

ment invited me to go out to his

club and listen to Mr. Philip Samp-
son speak on his war experiences in

France; I accepted the invitation,

and to-night found me at the club.

Mr. Sampson's talk was very inter-

esting indeed. After the affair was
over, I walked toward his home with
him. I happened to mention I was
a Canadian and inquired of him
whether or not he knew any McGill
boys. He said, ''Do you remember
me talking about my two soldier
friends who were killed at the same
time I was wounded?" "Yes," I

said, "Well," he added, "one of those
chaps was a McGill man." "What
was his name I asked?" "Don
Trapnell," he replied. Well you
could have knocked me over with a
feather, I was so surprised.

To think that I should meet a
man who knew Don and was with
him at his death made me feel sure
that "truth is stranger than fiction."

Sampson was the last man who
saw him alive, and therefore I

thought that perhaps his people
might like to know about it. On the
other hand, it may open an old sore,
so that you may use your own judg-
ment as to whether you tell them or
not.

Sampson told me the happenings
in his own vicinity, that is, the do-
ings of 300 men who comprised the
unit he belonged to. At the battle

of Ypres, the Germans attacked sud-
denly, but the Canadians mowed
them down with their machine guns.
The Germans retreated, then under
the cover of their gas fumes attack-

ed twice more. The 300 Canadians
referred to dwindled down to 15,

and among them were Sampson,
poor Don and another chap.

The 15 men got together and de-
bated on their future movements.
The Germans coming on again, and
the Canadian survivors decided that
it would be useless to try and hold
a front with their numbers which
took 300 men to rightly defend.
They therefore came to the conclus-
ion to leave the trench, go over to
the other side of the road and join
the Canadian Scots and cover the
gap their leaving made in the line,

by an enfilade or cross-fire. Don
and Bush (I think his name was)
were first out of the trench ; Samp-
son was the third man. Just as he
had climbed out, Sampson heard a

"Jack Johnson" coming, and he
hurriedly threw himself back into
the trench, but, not a moment too
soon, for the shell exploded, blew
the trench in on top of him and
covered up all but his head. Finally
he extricated himself, got up but
found that two men had been blown
in on his legs and feet. He pushed
them off. There were Don and
Bush. He spoke first to Don and
then to Bush asking them both if

they were hurt, but neither answer-
ed.

He says poor Don and Bush
showed no signs of wounds; there-
fore it was his belief that the con-
cussion of the shell killed them. As
the Germans were coming on again,
he left the two boys there Iving
dead, and crawled away.
Sampson says Don was a fine

chap, and that he liked him verv
much.

As I said before, this man was the
last man to see poor old Don alive,
and therefore I have written all he
told me."
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GETTING ON
While the losses of members in many Canadian societies

have been heavy during 1915 and 1916, the Canadian Forestry

Association is moving steadily forward.

GIVE THE ASSOCIATION A HELPING HAND TO

PASS THE 4,000 MARK BEFORE MIDSUMMER.

This will be difficult unless several hundred members clip

out the attached coupon NOW and fill in a name of a friend.

You need send no money until September next and then

only a dollar bill. There is no strict prohibition of course against

enclosing the dollar with the application.

Just suit yourself.

The new member will receive twelve issues of the Canadian

Forestry Journal, and eight or ten small illustrated books dealing

with forest protection.

Here is the coupon. Start at it now.

Secretary, Canadian Forestry Association,

Booth Building, Ottawa.

Make the following a member of the Canadian For-

estry Association. In September, 1916, the annual fee of

a dollar will be paid by
]
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A Voice From the Forest

Fire Fig'hting Requires Aid of Mechanical Apparatus but Good

Trails are the First Requisite.

February 15, 1916,

Cranbrook, B.C.

To Editor, Canadian Forestry

Journal

:

I have read the article in the Can-
adian Forestry Journal, with refer-

ence to a portable gasoline forest

fire fighting pump, by Mr. H. C.

Johnson, Fire Inspector, Board of

Railway Commissioners. It is a

step in the right direction. At the

present moment, however, it could

not be used to advantage in the ma-
jority of localities because of the

lack of trails, so we come down to

the old point, viz., trails and more
trails and as Mr. Johnson justly

states in his article, good and reli-

able topographical maps. There are

very few such maps covering forest-

ed areas in this country, Canada.
Given good trails and the construc-
tion of artificial water supply where
natural supply fails—which is not a

very difficult or serious matter

—

then mechanical apparatus would be
a godsend to the men in the field. I

have always thought that the pre-
sent policy is very haphazard in re-

gard to "fighting"' forest fire. There
are all kinds of schemes for discover-
ing fires, but they do not appear to
have evolved many methods for ex-
tinguishing them. A fire starts at a
given point, the wind is in a given
direction, and if a man has only got
a map of the locality which is relia-

ble, he would soon then be able to
have a general plan of campaign, cut
and dried. Given the above data he
can then make a fair guess in what
direction the fire will run. As a
rule, there are no reliable maps,
there is some one man who happens

there are no known trails, unless
to be around who knows the country
and carries such knowledge bottled
up in his head, and so time is wasted
trying to stop the fire at no particu-
lar vantage point, until probably
hours, and days, in some cases,

afterwards when some one has had
a look over the ground. This van-
tage point should be known before-
hand, and a concentration made
there, with a line of retreat to the
next defence, already known, in

case of a sudden fall back.

"Not Enough Action."

With good maps, artificial water
supply where natural supplies fail,

as I have said before, not a very
difficult or costly matter, and some
attempt at organization, a portable
fire pump would be a very useful
and valuable weapon in the hands
of the men in the field. There is too
much talk as to what should be done
and too little action taken in the
field. What is wanted is more of
this talk put into action. The aver-
age forester seems to think that
when a decent map and estimate is

made that all is done. Both are ex-
tremely useful, but do not go far

enough. Fire wardens are asked to
send in reports giving hazards, prob-
able points of danger, advocate such
and such trails, all of which is

usually squashed at head office, very
neatly filed, and the matter dropped.
This information should be marked
on a plan, the wind currents assum-
ed in the varying directions and a
cut and dried plan of campaign
agreed upon for the different situ-
ations in relation to the wind cur-
rents. With fairly accurate plans
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Bovril develops big
reserves of strength

When Sir Ernest Shackleton was selecting
extract of beef for his Antarctic expedition
he said

:

"IT MUST BE BOVRIL "

(not of a miscroscopic order but of a

sufficiently large scale so that a man
in the field can readily recognize

the physical features) in the hands
of the fire rangers on the ground, all

these points can be located. Of
course, these things cannot all be

done in a year, or two, but take

time. Present measures in the field

are not systematic enough, but are

over-systematic in the office. In the

field, it is rather in the nature of

nibbling a little over the whole area.

It would be far better to take so

many square miles every year and
make detailed plans, reports, etc.,

then whilst the next lot, or grouping
of square miles, was being surveyed,
and reported upon, the first group
of square miles could be having
trails, roads, fire lines, fire guards,
lookout stations, telephone lines,

water supply, shelter cabins, being
built, all with a view to the point
that any portion of the area would
be accessible to fire fighters.

A Retaining Fee?

Another thing I have found is that
men dislike fighting fire, that is, the
public, and it is very difficult to col-

lect men to do this work. How
would it be to have a scheme
whereby ranchers and farmers living

in the vicinity of forested areas be
paid a small retaining fee or sum of
money, with the understanding that
they are bound to turn out immedi-
ately when called upon. A ranger
could then alwavs be reasonablv as-

sured of a semi-permanent force of

men at his call. I know the public

can be compelled under the law, and
even if they come willingly there is

always trouble afterwards about
pay, and it is a very difficult matter
to get them to come a second time.

If you attempt to enforce the law,

they merely laugh at you, and you
have not got the time to travel pos-
sibly some considerable distance to

put the machinery of law into ac-

tion, and probably, if you did so, and
got a conviction against offending
parties, he and his friends would in

the general terms "get you" after-

wards. Such action on your part

would queer your chances of getting
men in the future to fight fires.

Something Tangible.

It is all very well putting up
notices and telling the public that

they are forest guardians, but they
require something tangible to make
them feel bound to come forward
when required. It might be worked
on the fuedal system in that, each
should bring any man he can spare,

or should collect any men he knew
of. For example, the ranger dis-

covers a fire, he notifies T., T. then
notifies A. B. C, and so on. Each
brings a retainer and so you have a
crowd collected in no time. T. A. B.

C. being paid a small retaining fee

per month during the fire season,
not a large sum, but just to make
them feel bound to lend a hand. It

might be considered too expensive,
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can
be attached to any row-boat in less than a minute; may also be
attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a
lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

fiywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and syi H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the

2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles
an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 191 3 models will be found
in the new 1916 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A. BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

but I know that more money should
be spent in the field than is now
spent, and I also know that the av-
erage "Public" is not altruistic as a
rule, and a small retaining fee would
help his forest patriotism, or what-
ever you call it, a whole lot. The old
fashioned methods of fighting fires

in the forests can never be done
away with but can be greatly im-
proved upon, and there is no reason
why better tools cannot be placed in
the hands of the men who have to
do the fighting. It is a wide field
and high time the actual fire fighters
should be given better tools to work
with. We carry water now, at least
we attempt to do so, in pails, tin
cans or anything we can grab, but
there is mighty little of it reaches
the fire. If water can be got at all.

it is the best weapon with Avhich to
fight fire, and nobody but a fool will
argue otherwise. The introduction
of mechanical apparatus to aid the
fire-fighters, really sounds solid,
and is a step in the right direction
and there is no reason why it can
not be brought to perfection.

Trails Come First.

Trails, however, are the basis of

the whole thing, not built in a hap-

hazard manner, but built to the very

best advantage. For fire-fighting

purposes a trail need not lead any-

where definite provided it has a

strategic value from a fire fighting

point of view. In fact trails, out-

R. O. SWEEZEY
(B.Sc, M. Can. Soc. C.E.)

FORESTRY ENGINEER AND
TIMBER CRUISER.

164 St. James Street - MONTREAL.

MSRBLfS
E-Z Quick Boot Repairers
tor rubber or leather boots,
auto tires, rubber bags, etc.
No cement used. Cannot
come off. 3/J in. loc; i in.
iSc; : X 13/ in. zoc. Ask
for catalog and sample of
Nitro Solvent Oil.

MARBLE ARMS & M'F'G. COMPANY,
5:60 Delta Avenue, Gladstone, Mich.
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side of those connecting two places

or points, should be of two kinds,

viz., patrolling trails, preferably on
the tops of ridges, and fire trails or

feeders to strategical points. Main
trails should be eight feet wide and
all others four feet, grades being not
greater than one in seven.

IndicTand Canada's Trade

One of the newspapers of India
thus comments upon the visit of Mr.
H. R. MacMillan, Special Lumber
Trade Commissioner for Canada

:

"In the past five or six years we
have heard of very nearly all our
colonies sending abroad all over the
world Special Trade Commissioners.
I have not seen it suggested that the
Government of India have ever con-
sidered the question of appointing
such Trade Commissioners to travel
around and consider trade questions
affecting his country. With all the
talk we hear of India getting some
larger share of the world's business
after the war is over, it rather strikes
one that the present would be. an
excellent time for a representative
of Government in the Commerce and
Industry Department to make a tour
round and see a few things from a
practical point of view in relation to
Indian trade requirements and the
capabilities in the way of supplying
products. The Cana'dian Govern-
ment_ saw the possibilities of the
position months ago and we have in
Calcutta now the Chief Forester of
British Columbia who has been sent
round the world by his Government
as a Special Lumber Trade Com-
missioner; one of the ideas of Mr.
MacMillan's commission seems to
be an investigation as to the possi-
bility some day in the near future of
trade reciprocity between Canada
and India. Hitherto, as is well
known, such Indian commodities as
there is a demand for in Canada
have gone into the Dominion Col-
onies via America with the assis-

tance of American finance and
through American merchants. But

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N. Y.

ASK rf3Sml^^\ FOR

Pulls the
Lareest

mps

Smifh
Sfump
Pullers

The Smith machine \m\W the largest stumps at a cost of
5c each . Write today for free cataioB ami special offer.

W. SMITH CRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. U CRESCENT, MiNN.
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The Charm of a Browri'Canoe

The name "browN" on a canoe stands for dis-
tinction, perfect grace, every day reliability, safety,
freedom from repairs. Taice no chances this sum-
mer; buy a "Brown. 30th year. Send for a cata
logue. ' BROWN BOAT" FACTORY, Lakefleld, Out.

"You can paddle in any old

canoe, but to paddle in comfort

and safety and style you must

have a "Brown." It has all the

romance of the Indian birch

bark with greater reliability

and strength."

.as the purchasing power of Canada
increases, it stands to reason, Can-

adian merchants should be able to,

and should be encouraged to deal

direct with this country. The ports

in British Columbia should offer as

good entrepots for merchandise from

India as any on the American Pa-

cific coast. The establishment of a

direct steamship line between India

and Canadian Pacific coast ports is

only a matter of time. It is under-

stood that the policy of the Can-
adian Government is not to subsidise

impractical dead heads, but to assist

its active industries bv introducing-

them to the notice of the world's

markets; and at the same time as-

suring consumers abroad that Can-
ada is capable of supplying what
her Government Department, after

investigation, are satisfied that she
•can supply. It is a simple proposi-
tion after all, and it is real business,
and about as far as a government
ought to go. There is probably less

commerce subsidising bv foreign

The Canitieps Favorite

:.^

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumbfr
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

o-overnments than manv of us be-

lieve. Subsidies are not always the

best incentive to forcefulness and

independence and self reliance.'*

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,
Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-prooL
Packs 6x2$. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass.

Dealer! write
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seed year the chances of a new
growth, from the seed of the lopped

off tops, are fairly good. By this

method though we would be trust-

ing very flimsy hopes for the future

of our forests.

To remedy the evil nature sug-

gests an easy and inexpensive meth-
od. Good example being found
throughout the country the mention
of one here will be sufficient. In the

Upper Ottawa region a certain area

of some fifty square miles was
swept by fire about 75 years ago,

and although the destruction was
complete on the burned parts there

is growing on them to-day a dense
covering of valuable spruce which
sprang up from seed supplied by the

fortunate presence of scattered

clusters of five or six to fifteen or
twenty old spruce trees, which es-

caped destruction at the time of the
fire. Elsewhere the same fire swept
some areas clean, leaving no such
clusters of seed trees with the result

that only deciduous trees have
sprung up,

The Spring Fire-Peak

If the forest fire danger was re-

presented by a line rising and falling
as the danger increased or decreas-
ed there would be a sharp rise or
"peak" in the few weeks after the
winter snow leaves the woods. This
is so much the case that the term
"Spring Fires" is well known to
every forester. The ground is dry,
the dead leaves and herbage are sap-
less and tindery, and the least spark
may start a fire that will sweep
whole miles of forest. All who go
to the woods are cautioned to see
that they are especially careful to
put out completely their camp fires
and to see that no fires start from
matches, pipes, cigar stubs or fire

arms. Canada has many fire guar-
dians on duty at this season but if

these rules are observed much more
timber will be saved than can be
saved through the most strenuous
efforts of fire fighters. The time to
stop a forest fire is before it starts.

Canada is in a war that is taxing her
resources and every patriotic citi-

zen will do all he can to prevent the
enemy being helped by the destruc-
tion of Canadian resources.—(Pub-
licity Bulletin of Dominion Forestry
Branch.)

ARTS
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KINGSTON
ONTARIO

EDUCATION
APPLIED SCIENCE

Including Mining, Chemical, Civil. Mech-
anical and Electrical Eneineering.

MEDICINE
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine.

HOME STUDY
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respondence, but students desiring to
graduate must attend one session.

SUMMER SCHOOL GEO. Y. CHOWX
July and August. Registrar.

Printers
Binders
Embossers
Publistiers

The British Whig

Thoroughly equipped to un-
dertake any kind of printing,
including weekly or monthly
magazines, books, etc.

The Canadian Forestry Jour-
nal is a sample of the Whig's
everyday product.

The British Whig Publishing Co. Ltd.

KINGSTON, ONT.
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A Few Opinions of the School

Service of the Can. Forestry Ass.

From Charles G. Fraser, Principal

Manning Ave. School, Toronto: i

wish to thank you for the copies of

the Bov Scout's Forest Book which

you sent me to use in the classes in

mv school. Vv'e have had some very

pleasant half hours together, read-

ing and speaking, discussing, etc

,

and expect to have more. It is such

a beautiful book, so instructive and

suo-gestive that I wish it could be m
the library of every school m the

Province."
Montreal Herald: "We congratu-

late the Association on this further

evidence of aggressive work along

most valuable lines."

Toronto News : "The publications

are made especially attractive to a

boy as they deal with a subject that

is almost invariably interesting to

every healthy, upstanding youngs-

ter."

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School ts a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alunini.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is o-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three year.

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not

candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that ot tne

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement. Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in Juiy at the

School camp. Milford. Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY. Director

New Haven - Connecticut

JAMES W. SEWALL
Timber Estimates.

Topographic and Boundary Surveys,
Planting, Logging Maps, Portable
Mill Operations.
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TRtES, SHRIBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest
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Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for

price list and mention this magazine.
Forest Planters Guide Free.

The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists
Largest Growers in America.

Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be
used on damp ground with perfect safety—
they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light
bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for

motor, -yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

saS 17 th Street
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
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Military Demands on French Forest

Severe Cutting for Trench Purposes Creates Perplexing Problem

for Government Forest Service

We gave some descriptron recent-

ly of the destruction that has been

wrought in the French forests by

the artillery of the contending

armies and of the suggested plans

for reforestation after the war.

There are some interesting notes in

the "Revue des Eaux et Forests" in

regard to cutting that is being done

in the forests for the requirements

of the French army, from which the

following notes are taken:

Timber operations more and more
important are being carried on in

the Government forests for the

needs of the army. After the smal-

ler trees the finest trees of the stand

are now being cut in several places.

These operations are especially in-

tensive in the forests situated at the

front near the armies. The militarv

authorities state that on account of

the necessity of working rapidly and

on account of the difficulty of trans-

portation by railway they cannot go

far for the wood which is required,

and as the front changes very little

the result is that the same forests

are being constantly placed under
contribution. •

Military N'eeds Urgent.

The necessary consequence will

be great lack of wood in certain

regions of the north and east of

France after the war, the more so

because very probably the Germans
will leave more or less completely
ruined forests situated in the same
region on the territory provisionally

occupied bj them. There is enough
in that to disquiet and even to

frighten those who while occupying
themselves with the present situa-

tion are not disinterested in the fu-

ture. It is greatly to be desired that
the armies should look for wood in

the interior whenever they can so
that the impoverishment may as

much as possible be spread through-
out the whole of France and not
confined in large measure to the
regions to the north and east al-

ready so terribly tried in other ways.
On the other hand, always under

the necessity of haste, the opera-
tions carried out bv the militarv
parties have taken place often under
more or less defective conditions.

Evidently the rules of management
and silviculture take second place in

the present circumstances, but that

is far from taking no account of

them at all. There is nothing op-
posed to the cut being arranged ac-

cording to the prearranged order of

the rules for operations. However,
it is often very difficult to reconcile

the imperious demands of the
army's needs which must evidently
be given consideration before any-
thing else, with operations satisfac-

tory to the future of the forest. The
military men think that the forester

gives them wood that they want too
parsimoniously. They do not think
that if the French forests had not
been administered with a wise fore-

sight and with the object of conser-

vation they would be far from being
able to provide the heavy demands
which are now imposed on them. In
place of reproaching the foresters

with being conservators, the mili-

tary authorities ought rather to con-
gratulate them on having been so.

The foresters who have the task

of administering the forests at the

present time fear that the military

authorities ask very much more
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wood than can be taken without
compromising the future of the for-

ests of which they have charge, and
it must be recognized that some of

the operations carried out by the

army not only in the war zone
where it is very difficult to limit the

damage, but also in the interior

zone, give some ground for these

fears.

On the one hand, on account of

the present circumstances great

sacrifices have to be made. From
this point of view France finds her-

self in the position of an individual

who during long years has practised

economy and who having to face ex-

traordinary needs, imperious and
urgent, sees himself in the absolute

necessity either to take from his

savings or to appeal to his neigh-

bors. Who is there who in such
conditions would hesitate to take

from his savings the assistance

which was necessary?

Precautions in Cutting

On the other hand, it is assuredly
necessary to safeguard the future of

the French forests, the utility of

which appears greater and even

greater from the fact of this war. It

is absolutely necessary for the oper-

ations to be carried out in each for-

est that the operators should be well

acquainted with the treatment

adopted, the management establish-

ed, the object desired, and the rules

and conditions which it is indispens-
ible to apply to reach that object.

No cut ought to be made, no tree

ought to be taken if thar would be
harmful to the future of the forest.

Any precautions that may be neces-
sary to avoid compromising the fu-

ture of that forest ought not to be
neglected.

And it is not necessary to believe
that it is absolutely impossible to

reconcile these contrary interests.

Thanks to the great reserves of ma-
terial accumulated by the wise
management and foreslgnt of the
foresters the French forests can
furnish much wood witliout being
obliged to sacrifice their future.

Saving the Settler from Cropless Lands
The opening up of non-agricul-

tural lands to settlement has pro-
duced some of the most far-reaching
and pitiful tragedies in the Domin-
ion's history. Every province has
communities which have been per-

mitted to make the fatal error of a

bad location. Their subsequent his-

tory is an unbroken line of bad
crops, poverty, suffering and human
demoralization. Too poor to move
away, the farmer and his family re-

sign themselves to a pitiful stand-
ard of living, giving their time and
efforts for practically no return.

Every province and the Federal
authorities have made such blunders
in times past, nor is there satisfac-

tory evidence that a general and
complete reform has been brought
about. Farmers still are allowed on
Federal and Provincial ''home-
steads" Avhich are impossible for

field crops. The policy was, of

course, more the result of laxity in

classification and not a deliberate

eft'ort to send settlers to useless

lands. The laxness, however, is

growing in public disfavor, and the
tendency of all governments now is

to protect the settler and to con-
serve rocky, sandy areas for their

natural purpose of growing trees.

Several survey parties are en-
gaged on soil examinations this

summer, and such work is bound to

achieve higher importance in the
eyes of governments. One party,

composed of Messrs. F. C. Nunnick,
of the Commsision of Conservation,
and A\"alter Graham, of the Experi-
mental Farm. Ottawa, are in New
Brunswick co-operating with the
Provincial Government in a scheme
of land classication. The project de-
serves the hearty support of con-
servationists evervwhere for the

benefits are far from local.
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Dying Bull Pine showing gum tubes of Dendroctonus on the bark

—Princeton, B. C.
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Ravages of Insects in Canadian

^^-^— Forests =.==..^..^^—^=

An Expert's Discussion of the Enormous Damage Annually

Caused to Standing" Timber and Logs

By J. M. Sivaine.

In Charge of Forest Insect Inzrstigation, Entomological Branch, Ottai<'a.

"The insect injury to Canadian Forests certainly amounts to many
millions of dollars annually, probably varying between twenty-five and
seventy-five millions."

Injuries by forest insects, through
which trees are weakened or killed,

logs are reduced in value or render-

ed unfit for use, and forest products
ruined by boring grubs, are causing
a very great annual loss in Canadian
forests and to consumers of our for-

est products. All our forest areas

are subject to such losses, although
not all to a like degree.

It is impossible to make an exact
or even very valuable estimate of

the money value of the losses in-

curred in this way. Much of the in-

jury occurs in northern or mountain
areas, or other sections beyond the

present boundaries of the timber
limits, where the young growth is

of more importance than mature
timber. Timber killed by insects

may enable fires to obtain great
headwaA^ and thus contribute to-

ward more extensive injuries. Seri-

ous injuries to reproduction are

quite as important as the destruc-
tion of grown timber, but the money
value of the loss can be estimated
only very roughly. The majority of

our fires, like extensive bark-beetle
outbreaks, kill the timber without
destroying or greatly injuring it for

lumber. The lumber in these stand-

ing trees would be sound and good
for many years, unless burned
again, were it not for the insects,

which almost immediately proceed
to riddle the trunks with holes, and
the parasitic fungi thereby given
access to the inner layers of wood.
The destructive agent in such cases

is not the fire but the boring grub,

and the prevention or quelling of

ground fires is merely a very eft'ec-

tive method of forest insect control.

The outline to be given will make it

plain that the annual loss in Can-
adian forests from insect injuries is

very great. In American forests it

has been estimated that "the amount
of insect killed and damaged timber
left in the woods, plus the reduction

in value of that utilized to be
charged to insects is not far from an
equivalent of 10 per cent of the

value of the annual output of forest

products of all kinds in the rough."

This would make the annual loss

from insect depredations in United
States forests approximately of the

value of S 100.000.000.

Canada's Enormous Loss.

The insect injury to Canadian for-

ests is probably somewhat less than
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in the United States. Wo. have not
yet sufficient information to enable
us to make any definite estimate of

its value, but it certainly amounts to

many millions of dollars annually,
probably varying between twenty-
five and seventy-five millions.

The most important insect en-
emies of Canadian forests may be
considered under the following
heads : Borers in trunks of living
trees ; Borers in logs and trunks of
standing dead trees : Defoliating in-

sects ; Bark-beetles in livino- trees,

and Borers infesting wood products.
A few representatives of each group
will be mentioned.

Borers in Liz'ing Trees.

The well-known Poplar Borer,
Saperda Calcarata, is an excellent ex-
ample of this group. Everywhere
abundant, its large whitish grubs
perforate the trunks of poplars with
large irregular tunnels, thus weak-
ening the trunk, checking the
growth and admitting fungus spores
to aid in the more rapid destruction
of the tree. In some districts full-

grown poplars are almost unknown.
There is no method of control ap-
plicable under forest conditions.

The Locust Borer, Cyllenc robi-
niae, is practicaly exterminating the
locust trees in parts of Ontario. A
block of these trees in the forest belt
about the Central Experimental
Farm at Ottaw^a is now practically
destroyed by them.

The Western Cedar Borer, Tra-
chekele sp., an enemy of British Co-
lumbia cedar, is the most important
of our borers in living trees, wdien
the value of the timber destroved is

considered. Although a closelv re-
lated beetle has long been known in
Washington and Oregon forests,
this injury has only recently been
reported from British Columbia.
That it has been working there for
many years we know. The grubs
are found working only in living
trees, and this summer Mr. Chrystal
and I found its old tunnels in cedar
logs, which had been killed by fire

eighteen years ago. The grubs cut
flat slightly winding, longitudinal
tunnels through the heart wood or
more rarely in the sap wood of the
middle three-fourths or four-fifths

of the trunk, usually working up-
wards end ending their tunnels in a
pupal cell in the branches; a single
tunnel was traced for forty feet. The
tunnels seldom extend to the but
end or to the extreme top and do
not show at all upon the wood sur-
face when the bark is removed, so
that when the tree is felled and trim-
med there is usually no evidence of
any trouble, although the heart
wood may be very thoroughly rid-

dled with tunnels. Even when the
timber is cut into logs or shingle
bolts the injury is easily overlooked,
for the tunnels are flat and filled

with boring dust of the same color

as the surrounding heart wood. We
have never found the larvae in dead
trees and only seldom in perfectly

healthy trees ; usually they occur in

"dead-top" cedars. The habits of

the beetles and the distribution of

the injury in British Columbia are

being carefully studied this summer.
These three examples will illus-

trate the type of injury caused by
borers in living trees. Other injuri-

ous insects with somewhat similar

habits infest both eastern and west-
ern forests.

Ruin of Valuable Logs.

Pine and spruce logs and standing
trees, killed by fire or bark-beetles,

are usually very badly riddled or

destroyed for commercial purposes
if left unprotected in the woods for

two season, or even for one. The
chief injury is caused by large whit-

ish legless grubs, the young of large

long-horned laeetles belonging chief-

ly to the genus Monohaninius. The
grubs work in the wood for two sea-

sons, going deepest and causing the

most injury during the second sea-

son. An account of an example I

saw last summer will illustrate very
well this type of injury. On the

north shore of Lesser Slave Lake
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Back of Peachland, B, C. Black Pine Killed by Mountain Pine Beetle,

there are piled over two million feet

of good white spruce logs in a series

of immense piles. Two of these piles

had been cut two and a half years

previous to our visit and the re-

mainder one and a half years, or two
winters before. The outer layers of

logs in the piles cut latest were in-

fested with countless numbers of

the grubs then boring actively and
audibly from four to six inches be-

low the surface. The large amount
of fresh boring-dust from the tun-

nels and lying everywhere between
the logs gave evidence of the de-

strucive work going on beneath the

bark. On the older piles the outer
layers of logs were completely ruin-

ed by the tunnels of the grubs,

which had penetrated the heart

wood and often passed completely
through the trunk. At the time of

our visit—July. 1915—the grubs had
completed their two year's growth,
transformed to adult beetles and all

emerged from the logs of these older

piles. Hundreds of thousands of

feet of excellent .white spruce had
already been destroyed by borers in

those piles, and much further injury

will be done if no effort is made to

prevent it. The whole loss could

have been averted very simply by
booming the logs in a nearby cove
during the spring following the cut.

Jn the Wake of Fires.

Losses from these large boring
grubs occur frequently in pur spruce
and pine limits, when logs are left

behind in the woods. Fire-killed

and wind-blown pine, spruce and
balsam in our woods are usualy at-

tacked by these beetles and the tim-
ber rendered useless within two sea-

sons following the fire or storm.
Fire-killed standing trees would re-

main excellent timber for many
years if not attacked by insects and
fungi or swept by succeeding fires.

Ambrosia-beetles excavate round
tunnels about the size of the lead in

a lead pencil deep into the wood of

both deciduous and coniferous trees.

The walls of the tunnels are stained
black by a ftingus which always
grows thereon. The loss in reduc-
tion of value is at times very im-
portant. The most destructive of

these borers, because its tunnels ex-
tend deepest into the wood, is the
Pacific Coast Timber-beetle, Play-

pus zi'ilsoni, found in the coast region
of British Coltimbia. It extends its-
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tunnels from eight to fourteen

inches into the trunks, and occurs

in countless numbers in logs of

Douglas fir, western hemlock, low-

land balsm and Sitka spruce. It at-

tacks only weakened or dying trees

and logs.

Defoliating Insects.

Among the best known of our for-

est insects are the defoliating or

leaf-eating species; of these the

larch saw-fiy, the spruce bud-worm,
and the tent caterpillars must be fa-

miliar to all, and illustrate the na-

ture of, the injury caused by insects

of this sort. A few of these defoliat-

ing insects are very seriously de-

structive in our forests, and unfor-

tunately we have no direct means of

combating them on large areas. Na-
ture controls them, in a longer or

shorter time, by means of their para-

sitic enemies and weather condi-

tions. We hope some day to be able

to assist materially in this control,

by the distribution of the parasites,

smaller insects which prey upon the

pests ; and the Entomological Branch
is studying these problems from that

standpoint.

The Larch Sawfey, the most de-

structive of the group, has killed

immense quantities of larch within

the last generation, from Nova
Scotia as far west as Northern Sas-

katchewan, and will evidently ex-

tend its ravages throughout the

range of the eastern larch. The
larvae feed upon the leaves, and
when numerous entirely defoliate

the trees, and eventually kill them.

It does not yet occur on the western

larch in British Columbia, although

it feeds readily enough upon culti-

vated specimens of the western
species in the Arboretum at Ottawa.
The wide gap (nearly 600 miles) be-

tween the ranges of the eastern and
western larches will be a safeguard

to the latter species.

The Spruce Bud-worm, in its cat-

erpillar stage, attacks the buds and
later the leaves of spruce, balsam,
Douglas fir, hemlock and larch. It

is most noticed in spruce ferests.

While it has been known to kill

large numbers of trees, particularly

balsam, its parasites usually effect

control before very serious damage
is done. This has been the history

of the recent outbreak in the Quebec
and Ontario woods. It is always to

be feared that spruce weakened by
the bud-worm will be attacked by
destructive bark-beetles. For this

reason, bud-worm weakened spruce
should be watched during the sea-

sons following a bud-worm attack,

and if any considerable numbers of

spruce are found dying in clumps or
groups an investigation should be
made at once.

Fire is, of course, our most serious

enemy to forest reproduction. Squir-

rels eat each season countless num-
bers of seeds, and immense numbers
of young trees are girdled and killed

by rabbits and porcupines. A large

amount of young black pine was
killed in this way, apparently by
rabbits, in the Jasper Park region

during the winter of 1914-1915. In
addition to these and other enemies,
reproduction is seriously affected in

many rgeions by injurious insects.

Certain species of caterpillars, beet-

les and chalcids feed within the

cones or seeds of pines, spruces,

hemlock, balsams, larch and Doug-
las fir, and more or less completely
destroy the seeds. Still other species

feed upon the seeds of certain de-

ciduous trees. The extent of this

seed destruction sometimes assumes
serious proportions, and its efifect

upon reproduction must at times be
most important. Certain species of

boring caterpillars are particularly

injurious to young growth of pines

by girdling and killing the branches
and tops an ddestroying or killing

the trees. The white pine weevil,

Pissodes strobi, is a serious enemy to

white pine reproduction in the east.

The grubs of this species destroy

the top or leader of young trees ; the

result is a "double-top" or at least a

distorted trunk of little use for lum-
ber.

(To be continued in July issue.)
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Consumers Must Pay Higher For
^^^ Canadian Wood Supplies =^-=

Pulp Mills Going Farther Afield For Their Raw Materials Will

Tax Canada's Spruce Resources

(By Cyril T. Young, In Charge of Ontario and Quebec Land and Timber
for the Canadian Northern Raikvay System.)

[The following- article, prepared
on request by Mr. Young, is a mili-

tant call for protection of our Can-
adian timberlands from every form
of waste. Mr. Young has gained a

close and accurate knowledge of the

, forest resources of Northern On-
tario and Northern Quebec from
Lake St. John through to the Mani-
toba boundary, and from the Ot-
tawa River and the Great Lakes
through to James Bay during his

twenty-two years of field experience
and subsequent contact with trans-

portation interests.

If, as Mr. Young- declares, the
consummer must pay more for his

paper and the paper mill must spend
more cash on the raw supplies of

pulpwood from the Canadian for-

ests, then must follow a higher
valuation on spruce and balsam and
other pulp producing areas, render-
ing their protection and perpetua-
tion a matter of greater urgency on
governments and limit holders.—

•

Editor.]

The same awakening is coming to

us later on our pulp wood area as

we received in our high-class white
pine area a few years ago ; and
American mills are now going far

afield for their wood, one rail haul
delivery this winter being 846 miles,

and quite frequently 700 miles. This
is due not only to the constant erec-
tion of more mills but to the in-

crease in the capacity of mills al-

ready erected on the American side.

To date it has been the short log
haul and easily driven timber and
the 13 to 16c rate wood that is

reaching these American mills. Sup-
plementing this rail haul timber is

the St. Lawrence and Anticosti
wood which before the war was
reaching points as far west as Erie
on a $2.00 per cord boat rate prior
to the present scarcity of bottoms
and also though a much less

quantity of Nipigon. Port Arthur,
Knife River wood reaching Erie
ports at the same figure or towed to
Ashland on Superior and getting in-

to Green Bay section by rail haul
from Ashland South.

Lake Shipping Scarce.

The European conflict has not
only afifected shipments of pulp
from Norway, Sweden and Russia,
but the removal of the bottoms
from the Great Lakes for either
Transatlantic or coastwise trade has
resulted in making Great Lakes de-
livery of pulp wood practically im-
possible in cost, except to the mills
who own their own vessels and
their loading and in some cases dis-
charging equipment. This is result-
ing in increased demands—very
strong at the present time—for rail

haul wood from settlers' lands and
patent lands in Northern Ontario
and Northern Quebec, which can be
exported to the American mills, and
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"I personally know large sections grossly over-estimated at

forty-five cords to the acre that cannot possibly cut more than four

to five cords to the acre on the average. Spruce mixed with pine

is sometimes quite deceiving and certain pulp wood areas further

south estimated at ten cords to the acre average are to-day actualy

cutting less than two cords to the acre."

when bottoms can be secured this

applies to New Brunswick wood as

well.

Export wood like timber must in-

evitably go higher, due to the scarc-

ity of labor in Canada from enlist-

m^ent and the demand from war in-

dustries which men find more con-

genial to home life than the woods
employment affords. Added to this

is the increased cost of provision,

such as hogs live weight at $12.00

per hundred, and sugar at $10.00 per

hundred wholesale, with no possible

outlook than further advances in

the provision market all round.

Added to this is the increased and

ever increasing cost of barking

plants, saws, boilers, chain, rubber

and leather belting, etc., several of

which have gone up from 55 per

cent, to over 100 per cent.

Increased Paper Prices.

The final solution does not lie in

cheaper Canadian wood or decreas-

ed cost of transportation, but in in-

creased paper prices during the

period of the war, and as month af-

ter month passes without positive

results, two or three or more years'

war is not at all improbable. Can-

adian pulpwood operators selling to

American mills are not now making
any more m<:)ney than heretofore and,

are taking immensely larger risks

unwarranted l)y the profits obtain-

able. Personal friends of mine are

operating all the way from the head

of the lakes through to St. John and

have made less money and some of

them more debt within the past

eighteen months than at any other

])eriod of their pulpwood operation.

Manv of the operators have had to

. close' out entirely, and this is bad
for the reason that in any business

if the stream of consumable goods

is steady economic life goes on
smoothly; if for any reason the

stream is interrupted more or less

serious consequences always ensue.

Operators should go further in in-

isting on financial assistance from
the buyers, for these mill owners
know that there is no greater help

to legitimate business than well

regulated and easy flowing credit.

Forests Unlimited

f

Nor is the quantity for future

supply to these American mills up
to 19c rate by any means un-
limited. Most convincing, indeed, is

a map showing the pulp concessions
granted in Ontario and Quebec, and
if to these could be added those that

will likely yet be granted on five

good pulp and paper mills sites re-

maining in the North the result

would be more so. Mill sites to

manufacture the wood growing
north of the National Transcontin-
ental are impossible except at Lac
Suel and none on the Nelson on the

Hudson Bay line. I might also pos-

sibly add one on the upper waters
of the St. Maurice above La Tuque.
All the other waters are flowing
north and will not be intercepted by
steel within a qtiarter of a century.

Looking away to the future be-

cause some of our Canadian mills

are yet going to have to go as far

afield for their wood as the Ameri-
can mills, who are rail hauling 600
miles, are doing to-day, it would be

well here to state frankly that their

is no commercial timber for a hun-

dred miles south of the waters of

Tames Bay on the territory known
as the James Bay Basin.

Only Xear River Banks.

Many Canadian and American
mill men have the idea that because
they are told spruce is growing on
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the banks of the Albany, lower Mat-
tagami, Moose. Hurricanaw and
Nottaway that Northern Ontario
and Northern Quebec is all timber
country. If they were to get out of

a canoe and travel inland for days
as I have done, not only below the

last portages going down to James
Bay, but away up on the rivers

sometimes even south of the Na-
tional Transcontinental, they would
find merchantable timber does not
exist back from the river banks.
This is true of an immense area
around Lake Mistassini, north and
west of Lake St. John, where heavy
fires have occurred, on across the

Hurricanaw and Moose—on past

Martin's Falls (the only fall in 300
miles of navigation on the Albany),
and I understand from Indians on
through Patrica to Port Nelson, for

all this lowest bench of land is prac-

tically muskeg.

A Question of Accuracy.

It is all very well for reporters to

turn up Departmental records of

Northern exploration of 1910. show-
ing 288,000.000 cords of spruce in the

then explored section of Northern
Ontario, but is it there out on the
ground? It certainly is on the bet-

ter sections of the Northern Clay
Belt, such as Temiskaming. Abitibi

and parts of Mattagami. Kapuskas-
ing and Missinabi. but I personally
know large sections grossly over-

estimated at forty-five cords to the

acre that cannot possibly cut more
than four to five cords to the acre

on the average. Spruce mixed with
pine is sometimes c^uite deceiving-,

and certain pulp areas further south
estimated at ten cords to the acre

average are to-day actually cutting

out less than two cords to the acre.

Returning to the immediate ques-
tion and summarizing: ^\'oods la-

bor will be seriously acute by Nov.
1st—wholesalers refuse to even

guess where provision prices will

reach—and ecjuipment is proceeding

skyward steadily.

Paper to Soar.

Before the termination of the war

vou will see "News" selling closer

to $40.00 N. Y. delivery than the

S25.00 now quoted, for even at pres-

ent many of the mills ha\-e no re-

serve supply of wood, and every-

where the stock of ''News" is get-

ting ve^-y low. notwithstanding the

fact that we are not yet in the low

water period affecting the grinders

and output. Our cheaper jack pine

and poplar woods should be more

utilized in Krafts and wrapping

paper and then the logging of all

timber together would cheapen

spruce wood costs.

With South America, Asia and
the entire Continent of Europe in

urgent need of pulp and the public

( with extra coin in their pockets

from a false prosperity due to na-

tional loans) buying more war ex-

tras than they really require why
should they not pay the cost of in-

creased material—pulpwood?

Berthierville Nurseries

Under the direction of Mr. G. C.

Piche. Chief Forester of Quebec,

400,000 trees have been shinned this

vear from the Ouebec government

nurseries at Berthierville. Of this

number 250.000 were sold to the

Laurentide Company Limited at

errand" ^lere. 20.000 to the Riordan

Pulp and Paper Co.. 50.000 to the

Perthius Seignorv (for the sixth

vear in succession )and the rest 'to

colleges and private individuals.

"There is no commercial timber for a hundred miles south of

the waters of James Bay on the territory known as the James Bay
Basin."
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An Avenue of Green Ash, fifteen years from the seed, on the ranch of Dixon Bros.,

Maple Creek, Sask.

The War and the Small Birds

(From "Rci'uc des Bans et Fords")

It is with great pleasure that I

have received from various regions

of France news about the number
of small birds. Especially in the

east, in the west and in the south-

east the birds are more numerous
than in preceding years. The quail,

so rare two years ago, has returned

to some extent everywhere ; they
were pointed out to me in the neigh-

borhood of Belfort, where they had
not been seen for a long time. Part-

ridges, thrushes, blackbirds are

numerous : the starlings have be-

come much more numerous. The
fine swallows which defend us from
moscjuitoes are numerous, perhaps
because they have not been able or

did not wish to settle in the many

villages which have been destro3'ed

in the north or the northeast.

However, most of the small birds
have become familiar with war, as
many species, like the pipit and the
lark, are not afraid to settle on the
firing line beside the batteries or the
first line trenches, as the Count of

Tristan pointed out to me at Nieu-
port. The greenfinches and the lin-

nets, not having found bushes for

their nests, have settled on the
ground.
The war will thus have an ap-

preciable influence on the increase
<it the small birds which eat insects

and grain. This favorable situation

is due

:

(1) To the absence of hunters.
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(2) To the absence of poachers.

(3j To the numerous places of

refuge which are offered by the bad-
ly cultivated or uncultivated fields.

Thus in the south on account of the

scarcity of farm workers who are all

mobilized the grape vines have be-

come vertiable bushes. The birds

are not being disturbed in their mat-
ing and the rearing of their broods
by farming and especially by copper
sulphite treatment cif the soil have
made of these vines real breeding
places.

In- other places various delays in

the farm wirk have saved many a

brood.

(4) The boys, being employed at

work in the fields, no longer eniplo}^

their holidays in wandering i'nto the

commons and the woods to dislodge

the birds from their- nests.

( b) The high price of food has in

the villages reduced greatly the

number of dogs. As we know these

animals scour the country all day
destroying many nests. A corre-

spondent tells me that he now hears

but rarely the barking of dogs wan-
dering far from the villages.

New Fire Laws for the Prairies

The Provinces of ^Manitoba. Sas-
katchewan and Alberta have now
brought into force ''acts for the pre-

vention and suppression of fires."

The design of the acts in the two
latter provinces are practically iden-

tical and in their general outlines

agree with the legislation of ]\Iani-

toba.

The Manitoba Act. however, ap-

pears to have a closer application

to the question of fires set on the

borders of Reserves which frequent-

ly do heavy damage to timber
growth. A ranger on a lookout
tower in one of the [Manitoba Re-
serves counted no less than o^ fires

in progress at one time, and all were
within striking distance of the tim-

ber area.

Under the [Manitoba Act. as re-

cently amended, a municipality
must appoint three fire guardians.
These officers are made responsible
for the investigation of conflagra-
tions of all kinds, and the munici-
palitv is bound to apply adequate
penalties to guilty parties. A Pro-
vincial Fire Commissioner, Mr.
Lindback. has wide powers under
the Act.

Such a law should result in bet-

ter protection for the reserves
against fires working in from set-

tlers' lands. Heretofore the rang-
ers have had no legal recourse even
with evidence of flagrant careless-

ness in land clearing operations.

Xow it will be obligatory upon the
municipality to control its fires and
to answer for damage done to all

forms of property, forests included.

The Acts of Alberta and Saskat-

chewan do not appear to go as far

as the Manitoba Act in placing the

nnus of blame on municipalities in

which a fire originates. The secre-

tary-treasurer of the municipality is

made the responsible local officer

under the Provincial Fire Commis-
sioner. Section 7 of the Alberta
Act, however, should bring forest

fires within the purview of the Act

:

"The local assistants of the Fire

Commissioner shall investigate or

cause to be investigated in a general

way the cause, origin and circum-
stances of every fire occurring with-
in the limits of their respective juris-

dictions by which property has been
destroyed or damaged with a special

view to ascertaining whether such
fire was the result of negligence,

carelessness, accident or design."

Clause 2 : "Such investigation

shall be begun within three days not
including' Sunday of the occurrence
of the fire."
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Canadian Woodsmen Interest the English

London. June 10.—The timber
problem sui:)plies a very interesting-

sidelight on the war. It is being-

dealt with speedily and efficiently,

and very shortly the expert Cana-
dian lumbermen who are over here
engaged in the scientific method of
thinning out certain of our most
famous woodlands and hewing and
shapmg the timber for immediate
use will be working at full pressure.
To get to work in earnest they are
only waiting- the arrival of their

milling macliinery.
At present they are marking down

and surveying certain tracts of for-

est land, "blazing" the trees—main-
ly the soft wood trees of pine and
fir—and so arranging their scheme
of attack that the beauties of our
rural scenes shall not be unneces-
saril}" marred.
Yesterday afternoon, in the course

of a long walk through the beauti-
ful Forest of . certain parts of

which have been earmarked for

slaughter, a Daily Mail representa-
ti\-e met a little party of pioneers
surveying.

Soldier-Trappers.

They were brown .lithe woods-
men—half-soldiers, half trapper,
and wholly romantic. They were
diagnosing the cases of certain tall.

feathery-toi)ped pines very much as
a doctor deals with his patient, and
jotting do\\n their calculations in a
charted case-book. Already behind
them could be heard the battle-
music of saw and axe. broken into
now and again by the sudden scream
of the steam-driven ''circular." Sun-
dr\- gaps appeared now and again in

the dark line of foliage—each gap
meant the fall of a giant, and no
giant has ever been dismembered so
speedilv as he. Half an hour ago a
king of the glade, he was npw a neat
pile of railway sleepers ready for the
track.

'Tf we had all our tackle here,"
said one of the pioneers, "I guess
we'd be able to turn you out a com-
l)lete box of matches from the waste
product of that tree—and do it while
you wait

!"

This soft-voiced, keen-eyed young
man seemed to know everything
there is to know about the trees and
the forests of the inhabited globe,

and how to make the best use of

them. "You in Great Britain have
over two and' a half million acres
of forest," he said, "and as a war-
time asset trees and their product
are so much fine gold—properly
handled.

Valuable By-products.

"Apart from the timber proper,
which is so much in demand for

military purposes, the by-products
are extremely Aaluable. In ordi-

nary times the Austrian forests pro-

duce between four and five million

hundredweights of tanning bark
alone. Then there are very large

quantities of turpentine and potash
and gallnuts 'extracted' from the

trees as well.

"In France the term of maturity
for cutting- the forests is determined
l)y a committee of skilled officers

and divided up into so many years,

with each series of years represent-
ing so many blocks of forest to be
felled. The annual cutting is so
arranged as to cover a certain ex-

tent of ground, so that when one
block is felled another reaches ma-
turity."

Gold Mine in IJ'ood.

Our Canadian visitors are struck
at the richness and the beauty of our
own magnificent stretches of forest.

The English Crown woods alone

cover about 125,000 acres, with the

standing timber valued at anything
between two and three million

pounds.
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A Day in a Dutch Forest

By H. R. MacMillan, Chief Forester of British Columbia, Read

Before B. C. Forest Club, Victoria

H. R. MacMillan

Holland was originally heavily
forested, chiefly with oak forests.

Through wars, careless cutting, tire

and pressure of population, the
forest was gradually cleared away.
Large areas of land when denuded
of trees proved unsuitable for agri-
culture, and for hundreds of years
la}^ unproductive in the form of sand
dunes along the coast of the North
Sea, on the islands and the Interior
district of Arnhem, near the German
border; or where the land, though
sandy, was too level and too poorly
drained to form dunes, it became
known as heath. At the present
time there are in Holland 1,272,403
acres of heath.

The land, forest and otherwise, as
elsewhere in Europe, has passed through various ownerships which have
profoundly aifected its present forest condition. In very early times title

was vested in "marks" under a German system of community ownership.
Dutch villages in Noord Brabant (152,000 acres) and in Limburg (98,664
acres) still own forest and heath land which they acquired in 1462 from
the French King who had before that time usurped the ownership of the
marks. The ownership by marks and French kings gradually merged in

ownership by the Counts of Holland, and by smaller owners who acquired
forest and heath domain from time to time. The land in the possession
of the Counts of Holland was in 1813 taken over by the state. The area
of the state land, forest and heath, in the forest districts now is 59,746

acres.

Forest management of a kind began on some of these forests at a very
early date. The area which I visited near Breda, extending to the Belgian
frontier, where on the day of my visit the roar of the cannon could be heard,

first received silvicultural attention in 1514, when Count Hendrik von
Warsaw (whose city fell to his German compatriots on the day of my
visit) seeded the sandy heath with Scotspine and the loamier soils with oak,

forming a forest which still exists. In a similar manner, with but little plan

until the eighteenth century, land was seeded by various owners through-
out Holland and fine forests created, which have, without an}^ soil cover,

greatly exhausted the soil.

Though the state took over the ownership of the forest lands in 1813,

but little advance was made in their management. Until about 1840 a

policy was followed by planting oak in pure stands three to four yards apart

for timber production in a rotation of 140 years. Then in 1840, according
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to the present Forest Service, this policy was- changed for the worse by-

planting oak eight to twelve yards apart and nnckrplanting with beech,
oak, chestnut and ash for coppice, a system which produced poor oak timber
and impoverished the soil.

Initiation of a Forestry System.

Previous to 1890 there was no technical service in charge of Holland's
forest lands, the administration being in the hands of the Land's Depart-
ment officials. In that year an official of the Colonial Forest Service in

Java was placed in charge of the Dutch Forest administration and an or-

ganization created which still exists. A branch of the agricultural depart-
ment was created, known as the "Staatsbosch beheer," and charged with
the administration of state forests and heath lands. The head of the service

is known as the inspector of state forests and plantations. The head-
cpiarters of the organization are at Utrecht. The country is divided into

Houtriesterij (forest districts). In charge of each district is a Houtriester
or district forester. The composition of a forest district is well shown by
the one which I visited. This district, the best timbered of any in Holland,,

was made up of five forests, each an administrative unit known as a
Boschwachterij, and in charge of a Boschwachter or permanent ranger.

So well have these districts been mapped that in all official tables the

area is given in hectares to the fourth decimal place, a feature of intensive

administration which profoundly impressed the visitor from British Co-
lumbia.

The Houtriesters in charge of the five districts are foresters who w^ere

trained in the Dutch school of agriculture and horticulture, and later at

Munich. Tlie Boschwachters are strangely, for a country where the work
is so intensive, are not encouraged to take any special training, and are

not expected to secure promotion to the position of Houtriester. In order

that the Dutch and Colonial supply of trained men may be developed a

state forest school has been opened at Wageninigen in connection with the

state school of agriculture and forestry, -where a course is given, two years

at the school and one year working on a Dutch forest under a Houtriester.

The graduates are employed chiefly in the Dutch colonies.

When I arranged to visit the Dutch forest near Breda, I selected this

particular district because the Houtriester spoke English. It was impos-

sible to mistake him when I arrived at the station. A green felt hunting

cap surrounded by two green cords ending in a tassel, the brim turned

jauntily up; a dark green uniform, the coat double-breasted, buttoning

tight and overlapping in front from one shoulder to the other with green

corded epaulettes and two rows of darkened brass buttons down the front

bearing in relief the Lion of the Netherlands, green riding breeches and
black leather leggings. These were the markings of a forester who spoke

excellent English, and as soon as I landed asked if I knew Overton Price,

with whom he had studied a year at Munich in 1898.

A Mulitplicity of Forest Roads.

We embarked in a taxicab for the inspection of the forest. When:
there are no visitors along, the customary mode of travel is on a bicycle.

The roads are as level as they must be in a forest district where there are

only two contours, one for ten yards and the other for 15 yards above sea

level. Whether or not because they are valuable chiefly for military pur-

poses, the roads are all paved with granite sets. We visited first the Lies-

bosch, an oak forest existent since 1500.
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The first feature which struck me was the very great number or roads.
Nearly ten per cent, of the area is in roads. A plan of the forest looks like
a city map. The roads are placed in all Dutch forests. 130 yards apart,
both for purposes of fire protection and to reduce to a minimum the cost
of removing the thinnings. The characteristic of the Liesbosch is that 400
years of growing oak both as standards and as coppice with practically no
underplanting for soil cover has robbed the soil of all humus. Therefore,
since the administration was started in 1S90 the policy has been to make
the improvement of the soil the first consideration.

The Forester has two classes of oak forest to deal with :—
(1) The pure stands planted before 1840.

(2) The coppice with standards planted since 1840.
The pure oak (Q. pedunculata) stands planted before 1840 are very

open and the soil is unprotected and devoid of humus. These stands are
being underplanted with beech and chestnut, which greatly add to the
humus, and in a few years visibly afifect the rate of height growth in the
oak standards.

The coppice forests are being converted to high forest as quickly as
possible by cutting out the coppice and holding over the most promising
trees for the production of standards. As a result of this policy, since 1890
a comparatively large area of coppice has been converted to oak standards.
It is interesting to note that the forests, which under French influence in

Holland two to three generations ago were converted to coppice, are now
under German influence being converted from coppice to standards. The
Dutch are following in forestry the German practise very closely.

The prices received for oak timber are so high that there is no inclina-

tion on the part of the Dutch foresters to change the composition of their

oak forests. The oak is cut at 140 years when 500 to 600 cubic feet per
acre is the average production. The timber is sold in stump for $0.34 to

$0.35 per cubic foot, and everything is measured. If the timber is very
straight and suitable for piling in the canals and harbors $0.50 or more
is secured. The coppice or underplanting is cut and sold the year before

the oak is to be cut. This also is sold, small stuff 3 to 4 inches in diameter
selling for $0.22 to $0.29 per cubic foot. Oak is greatly valued because of

the use of the bark for tanning. After the timber has been cut and the
stumps dug out and sold, a crop of lupine, followed by a crop of rye, is

grown to enrich the soil. Then the ground is planted again with oak in-

mixture with beech and elm, the intention being that a pure stand of oak
will be produced with an understorey of shading and humus producing
trees. The Liesboch of less than 497 acres of forest is managed on a sus-

tained annual yield basis. The net annual revenue is $4.85 per acre.

A Scofcli Pine Stand Described.

The other important forest in the district of the Maasbosch is almost
wholly Scotspine, in very bad condition through having grown a pure
open stand of Scotch pine without any understorey in soil protection for

hundreds of years. The problem here is also to improve the soil and thus
improve the yield. This forest of 1086 acres is divided by roads into 250
small tracts, in each of which the age and natural condition is different.

The contents and rate of growth of the forest have been carefully meas-
ured, and of the 58.245 cubic feet that are produced each year, 54,715 cubic
feet are cut. The timber to be cut is taken each year from the section of

the forest that is in poorest condition. The tracts cut vary in age from
100 to 120 years. The stand is so very open that the soil, which is sandy,

has become covered with berries and heath. The forester sells this heath
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to the farmers for cattle bedding- for an average of $4.83 per acre, sometimes

as high as $19.43 per acre, the farmer buying it "on the stump," so to speak,

,

and removing it himself. Then the pine forest is underplanted with oak,

Q. rubia being used where the soil is poor, and Q. pedunculata where the

soil is o-ood. The underplanting has a magical effect on the thriftiness and

rate of height growth of the Scotch pine.

The stands of Scotch pine in the Maasbosch are exactly similar in

appearance to the lodgepole in the plateau south of the Chilcotin River.

(What our lodgepole needs undoubtedly is thinning and underplanting.)

The Scotspine is sold on the stump for $0.15 per cubic foot on the

volume estimated by the forester while the tree is standing, a volume

which includes trunk, limbs and leaves no stump. As soon as the timber

is cut a new plantation of Scotspine and oak or elm is started. .

Damage to Shade Trees

A case of much interest to the

property owners of Ontario was re-

centlv decided at Omemee, Ont., re-

lating to the rights of property own-
ers in the trees on the highway ad-

joining their premises. The tree in

question was in front of the resi-

dence of Mrs. Edward, mother of

Mr. Tas. Edward, divisional freight

agent of the G. T. R. at Ottawa. A
neighbor complained to the town
council that the tree had grown so

large as to injure the draught of his

chimnev. The council without in-

vestigation ordered one of its em-
ployees to trim the tree. Mrs. Ed-
ward sued the municipality for dam-
ages. The case was heard by Judge
McMillan who awarded the plaintiff

$15 and costs, by the terms of the

Municipal Act, Section 487. The
judge contended that ten days' no-

tice should have been given to the

plaintiff.

Another instructive case came be-

fore the Ottawa Police Magistrate

recently. A teamster damaged a

city shade tree by wilfully backing
his wagon against it. It was one of

the first cases of the sort to be heard
in Ottawa. The magistrate decided

that an example should be made and
he sentenced the driver to pay a fine

of $5 and $2 costs or one week in

jail.

These decisions are interesting to

those who are suff'ering from dam-
age done to trees by corporation

employees, linemen and others.

Stringent A dministration

It is interesting to study the

lengths to which Governments in

European countries go in the way of

interferring with property rights of

the individual for the benefit of the

community. In Denmark, for in-

instance, the purchase of any forest

area, however small, by no means
carries the right to administer it in

accordance with the plans and de-

sires of the new owner. Until he

has been the registered owner of

such an area for ten consecutive

years, he is not permitted to cut

down a tree without authority of the

Minister of the Interior. The other

day, an owner was fined a consider-

able amount for having done so in

ignorance of the law on the subject.

We have much to learn in this West
of ours as to what price the individ-

ual must pay to promote "the

greatest good for the greatest num-
ber." And this, we presume, is the

object of all administration."

—

"Farm and Ranch Review" of Cal-

gary.

From a Paper Manufacturer

Secretary Canadian Forestry Assoc.
"I enclose $10 to help along

the publication of some of your work
in French."
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Maine's Appropriation

The state of Maine makes an an-

nual aporopriation of $71,400 for

forestry^ work. Of this, $69,400 is

expended on fire protection, $1,000

on nurseries and reforestation work,
and the balance on investigations

and publications.

In Massachusetts, the annual
forestry appropriation is $83,000, of

which S33.000 is for fire protection,

$10,000 for nurseries and reforesta-

tion \york. and $20,000 for the pur-

chase and maintenance of state

forests. The remainder, $20,000, is

expended for administration, publi-

cations and investigation.

Captain Herchmer Wounded
Captain Lawrence Gerald Herch-

mer, son of Mr. F. K. Herchmer, dis-

trict inspector of forest reserves for

Manitoba, who is with a battalion
of Highlanders from Winnipeg, was
wounded on the 29th April, by a
compound fracture of the lower jaw.
The setting was done on the 4th
May and by the 9th he was reported
to be out of danger and doing well.

Our Forestry Battalion

So pleased is the War Office Avith

the work of the Forestrv battalion
under Lt. Col. Alex. Macdougall that
Canada has been asked to send two
thoiteand more lumbermen.
The 1,500 men who have gone are

engaged in cutting down the forests
in Great Britain to supply the short-
age of lumber.
The new battalion will be under

the command of Lt. Col. J. B. White
of Montreal, a director of the Cana-
dian Forestry Association, who is

now in England. The organization
will be done by Lieut. J. W. Hugh-
son of the firm of Gilmour & Hugh-
son.

The equipment of the Canadian
Foresters is so well liked by the
British government that it has de-
cided to equip English forestry bat-
talions in a similar manner.

Canadian Timber Values

According to a recent Commerce
Report the values of the various

classes of timber produced in Can-

ada in 1914, together with the values

of the forest products, total $176,-

672,000, being divided as follows:

Lumber, lath and shingles, $67,500,-

000; fire wood, $60,500,000; pulp-

wood, $15,500,000; posts and rails,

$9,500,000; cross ties, $9,000,000;

square timber' exported, $400,000;

cooperage, $1,900,000; poles, $700,-

000 ; logs exported, $850,000 ; tanning

material, $22,000 ; round mining tim-

bers, $500,000; miscellaneous ex-

ports, $300,000; miscellaneous prod-

ucts, $10,000,000.

Prairie Lumber Industry

Although the prairie provinces are

usually associated with but one pur-

suit, namely, farming, the forested

portions give rise to a lum.berin.g in-

dustry of importance, and, while in-

ferior in development to those of

British Columbia or the eastern

provinces, are of great value to the

immigrant settlement in the ^vest.

In 1913 some 188 mills in Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta sawed
approximately 250 million feet of

lumber, valued at the point of manu-
facture at over $4,260,000. Of this

quantity, Saskatchewan forest pro-

duced approximately two-thirds.

Alberta one-fifth, and Manitoba the

balance. The prairie market con-

sumes about 1,434 million feet of

lumber annually. Over one-half of

this comes from British Columbia

(in part from the Railway Belt por-

tion), and the remainder is supplied

from northwestern Ontario, the

United States, and the home forests.

—Forest protection in Canada, 1913.
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How China Pays the Penalty

Photographs taken in desolated parts of China. Top picture shows effects of
recent erosion as a result of deforestationabout three miles from Tsa Pu, Wu Tai
District, Shansi. Lower picture was taken in the valley of the Sha Ho with the
town of Tou-Ping and distant Granite-Gneiss Mountains, Chili Province, China.
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China's Policy of Forest Wreckini

Indifferent to the Striking Success of Japan's Korea Pos'^essions

in Reforesting Barren Lands

The Hong Kong Weekly Press in

printing a detailed notice of Mr.
N. Shaw's "Chinese Forest Trees
and Timber Supply" says

:

"One rises from a perusal of this

work with a feeling of positive dis-

gust at the foolish neglect by the

Chinese of trees, which is slowly but
surely ruining one of the fairest re-

gions in the world. The Xorth-
West is gone, and the North is go-
ing." Then, almost immediately af-

terwards, we read, in the review of

the annual report on Chosen, an ac-

count of what Japan is already do-

ing in her newly-acquired territory,

and our disgust is deepened. "With
a view to stimulating in the people
an interest in or love of afforesta-

tion, the government-general, select-

ing the anniversary of the demise of

the First Emperor of Japan as

Arbor-day, has caused, since the an-
nexation, a universal plantation to

be carried out on that day, the first

time being April 3rd, 1911. The
first Arbor-day was held under the
auspices of the Governor-General in

the government grounds on the
slopes of Nansan, while the civil

governor conducted plantations on
a mountain in Keijo on the second
and third Arbor-days. Arbor-day
arouses much interest in the people
in general, especially in the school
children. While 4,650,000 trees were
planted on the first Arbor-day, over
10.160.000 trees were planted on the
second Arbor-day, April 3rd, 1912."

Could anything be a greater con-
trast than the state of things exist-

ing, so to speak, next door, where,
according to Mr. Bourne, the only
effort made in the direction of af-

forestation is that "Wood is usuallv

planted round graves and is usually
cut and sold by a spendthrift son."

These quotations speak sufficient-

ly for themselves, if. indeed, there is

any need of demonstrating the de-

sirability of aftorestation in China
and the possibilities that would lie

before any well-designed plan to

that end. This being so, why is it

that the Chinese, who always have
an eye to the main chance, have suf-

fered so valuable an asset as a huge
timber supply not merely to be neg-
lected but in many cases to be de-

liberately destroyed? China's tim-

ber crop ought to be a very paying
thing, and afforestation and lumber-
ing are industries which are quite

within the capabilities of the Chi-

nese themselves. The mining in-

dustr}- is hampered and stifled prin-

cipally because it is feared that its

development would give foreigners

too great an influence in the interior,

but this argument does not apply to

the timber trade, which could be
developed to a considerable degree,

if not to its fullest extent, by ihe

Chinese themselves. Probably the

two principal reasons which prevent
anything being done in tiiis direction

are lack of roads and the unsettled

condition of the country districts.

Speaking roughly, all the accessible

land in China is cultivated and is

under crops which yield a much
quicker and. in the long run. a larger

return than timber; but if timber
has to be grown in the inaccessible

spots, how is it to be brought to

market without roads of some sort?

As a matter of fact, China's only
large forests are all in remote places

difficult of access, and probably it

is to that reason alone that thev owe
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their existence, though unfortunately

the same reason deprives them of

the greater part of their usefuhiess.

The timber supply of Hainan Island

has hardly been touched yet; the in-

terior of the island abounds in valu-

able woods, but there is no means
of bringing- the logs to the coast.

The forest'belts of South-East Tibet

and AVestern Szechuan, and of the

interior of Fokien, can only be
turned to account where water com-
munication is handy, and as prac-

tically no effort is made to replace

the trees that are felled, the indica-

tions are that in process of time the

wooded area will be driven so far

back from the rivers that it will be
useless. There are, however, many
parts of China that are now abso-
lutely bare where timber could
profitably be grown, i.e., along very
large stretches of the Kwangtung
littoral, where the conditions are

identical Avith those of the New Ter-
ritor3^ Referring to these regions,

and particularly to the Hakka coun-
try, a Kew Bulletin says, "There
are few places in the world where
good coniferous timber will grow
more easily or more quickly than in

certain parts of South China." As
a matter of fact, pine plantations are
often seen in those sections, but the
trees rarely attain timber-producing
size, or even exceed five or six feet

in height. By the time they are big
enough for firewood, they suffer

from the depredations of the vil-

lagers on all sides : it is always found
necessary in China to have watch-
men to protect growing crops at
night, but for a plantation of trees,

the services of these men >vould not
be confined to the few days when
the crop was ripening, but would be
a standing expense until the trees
were ready to be thrown. In these
circumstances, it is no wonder that
hardly any Chinese show practical
enthusiasm for the afforestation of
their barren hillsides, and we fear
that in spite of the excellent example
Japan is setting her in Korea, the
development of China's potential re-

sources in this respect will not be

the fruit of a well-laid design and
of concerted measures, but will be
evolved gradually pari passu with
the advance in other directions,

especially in the development of her
internal communications and in the
greater security of the rural districts.

A Note to a Guide

Dear Tom-o'-Woods, good day to

you

!

I take a pen to say to you,
I'd like to run away to you

—

A city is a jail.

I loathe the walls that block us in,

The foolish rags they frock us in

;

I want to wear a moccasin
And feel the mossv trail

—

To watch the forest shimmering,
The morning kettle simmering.
To know the flash and glimmering

That dipping paddles make.
To taste the breath of June again.

To hear the calling loon again.

To see the mirrored moon again
Within a dreaming lake.

A brook's clear laugh is haunting

me,
\ squirrel's chirr is tauntmg me

;

i know the hills are wanting me—
The hills I long to roam.

Then fill a pack or two for me—
Oh. anvthing will do for me—
And patch the old canoe for me

;

Your bov is coming home.

—Arthur Guiterman.

From a Firm of General Merchants

Maple Creek, Sask.

"We enclose renewal subscription

for 1916. We know that you are

doing a grand work and deserve

much stronger support than you

are receivmg.
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Newfoundland's Tragic

^^^= Losses ^^^

Timber

Sir Daniel Morris Asserts That Forest Fires in the Colony Cost

Over $5,000,000 Yearly

Speaking at a meeting of the

Royal Society of Arts in London re-

cently. Sir Daniel ^Morris said that

the timbered areas of Newfound-
land were generally found in the

valleys of the larger rivers, and on
the banks of the lakes and ponds.
In many cases they were confined

to strips from one to two miles wide.
There were about six and a half

million acres of wooded lands in the

Colony. All the known timbered
areas in Newfoundland, except those
lying within the three-mile limit of

the shore reserved by the govern-
ment, were held under licence bv
private parties or by companies.
The conditions under which these
licences were issued gave the holder
the right to cut timber for a term
of ninety-nine years on payment of

an annual, rental of two dollars per
square mile. In addition, there was
a royalty of fifty cents per M feet

B. AI. payable on all timber cut on
the area, except such as was manu-
factured into pulp or paper. In the
production of sawn or manufactured
lumber there were a dozen large
mills in Newfoundland, and ten
times as many small ones producing
cooperage stock, barrels, shingles,
and laths. The annual value of the
output was estimated at £120.000.
In 1906-7 the value of the exports of
sawn lumber reached a total of £65.-
000; but this had since fallen off,

due. it was thought, to increasing
loc^l requirements. Water power
was abundant, and leases were
granted by government for terms of

years of the right to use the waters

of any river for driving machinery,
on payment of a rent and subject to

a fine of £100 for each oft'ence of in-

troducing sawdust or other dele-

terious matter into the water.
The spruce lumber was of excep-

tional quality. It was used locally

for general building purposes and
for ship and boat building, and in

the case of the smaller logs it pro-
vided a very superior material for

manufacture into paper pulp. A
very small proportion of the birch
timber was utilised, the principal
uses being the construction of the
under-water parts of the hulls of
cruisers and for wharf piles, as the
wood was found to last better than
most others under such conditions.
It was used for various other pur-
poses, among others, that of the
manufacture of furniture.

The smaller timber of Newfound-
land was chiefly used for the manu-
facture of paper pulp, but since the
outbreak of the war there had been
a considerable export of pitprops to
this country. An inquiry had been
made by experts into the cost of sup-
plying pitprops to this market, and
one of these experts had expressed
the opinion that the cost need not
exceed that of pitprops coming from
the Baltic.

Sir Daniel said that very little

seemed to be known in this coun-
try about the flora of Newfound-
land ! no one seemed to have de-
voted themselves to the subject,
and he gave a long list of the
forest trees which grow there.

Besides the black spruce and the
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l^irch already spoken of, he men-
tioned among others the white

pine, the balsam hr, the tamarack,
the sugar maple, tht_^ black ash,

and the American elm. Several

of these, he said, produced valu-

able woods useful for a variety of

purposes. Forest fires w^ere the

cause of a loss to the Colonv esti-

mated at from £1.000,000 to £2,-

000.000 annually : they were very
largely due to sparks from railway
engines. Once an area was
cleared, reafforestation took from
thirty to fifty years. Jutting out
as it did into the Atlantic, New-
foundland was much nearer the

Mother Country than most people
realised.

In the course of an interesting

discussion that followed, Sir \M1-
liam Macgregor, a recent governor
of Newfoundland, who presided,

said that in addition to the forest

reserves in the island itself, there

was a considerable area, perhaps
10,000 or 12,000 square miles, in the

southern part of Labrador. The
trees were practically all of the same
kind as in Newfoundland, and there

was not so much dift'erence in the

rate of growth as might be expected.

The Labrador forests did not suft"er

from fires to the same extent as did

those of Newfoundland, and one re-

sult of this was a much higher pro-

portion of coniferous trees ; for it

was found that a fire not only de-

stroyed the standing trees of these

species, but it destroyed the seeds

also, with the result that the first

growth after a fire Avas not of pine
or spruce, but of the les^ valuable
birch. He had read recentlv that a

spark arrester had been invented
which was efficient and cheap. The
difficulty in the past had been that

if the meshes of a spark arrester

were sufticently fine to stop sparks.

A'entilation was stopped also, and it

was very dil^cult to get up the heat
necessary to develop steam. As to

reafforestation, it was a melancholy
fact that the British peoples did not
anywhere seem to appreciate its im-
portance.

Lord Ncirthclift'e said that very
few people had crossed the island in

more than one directio.n Had it

been in the hands of the Germans,
it would have been long ago ex-

ploited.

Mr. Alfred Reed (of the Albert
Reed Company) said that in spite of

many good points, the native New-
foundlander had one defect—he was
extraordinarily deficient in any ap-

preciation of the value of standing
timber, and would cut down a large

tree to use a very small part of it,

although he could get what he
wanted from a much smaller tree not

far away. Another thing was that

it was very difticult to get them to

settle down to any kind of industrial

labor. The last time he was at the

mills he was told by the superinten-

dent that practically every man ex-

cept the foreman and leading hands
had worked, taken his leave, and
come back at least three times.

English Forest Areas

Many Canadians wdio have not

visited Great Britain suppose that

there is little woodland in the old

country, and it is natural to think

of the United Kingdom as cleared

of timber and cultivated like a gar-

den.

In England and AVales, according

to a recent report of the forestry-

branches of the British Government,

there are nearly 2.000,000 acres of

forest, and large areas of unculti-

vated land on which it is the inten-

tion to cultivate a growth of timber.

There are, it is estimated, 2,500,000

acres of afforestable land in Eng-

land and A\'ales.

Of course most of the British for-

ests are held for park and estate pur-

poses. The area of crown forests in

England and Whales is onl}^ 65.766

acres, made up mostly of the his-

torical estates of the crown.
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What is a Forester ?
(By Frederick Olmstead, Consulting Forester, San Francisco.

At the meeting of the Society of

American Foresters in San Fran-
cisco last October George AI. Corn-
wall, editor of The Timberman. read
a paper on "The Forester's Duty To^
ward Lumbering" and the writer
discussed "The Lumberman's Duty
Toward Forestry." It seems to me
that these two discussions deserve
more than passing remark, mainly
because of the different points of

view advanced by the lumberman
and the forester as to what consti-

tutes the duty of the one to the

other. Let me state that I do not
assume to represent the opinion of

all foresters on this subject, nor, per-

haps, would ]\Ir. Cornwall care to

assume such a responsibility for all

lumbermen. Nevertheless, owing to

the national character and import-
ance of the meeting before which
the papers were read the two diver-

gent views should command more
or less attention.

Briefly put, Mr. Cornwal's idea of

the forester's duty toward lumbering
was that he should specialize in such
problems as over-production and
under-consumption in the lumber
trade ; the purchasing power of farm
tenants ; the replacement of wood by
cement and other materials ; the

utilization of by-products for pulp

;

the manufacture of wood for paving,

excelsior and many other things ; the

elimination of waste in sawing at the

mill ; constructive advertising of

wood, and the business of distribut-

ing and selling forest products.

Work for the Lumberinen.

This is not forestry, nor are the

men engaafed in such work foresters.

I admit that these problems are of

vital importance to the lumberman's
business and that they should be
studied and solved, possiblv to a

large extent by the lumbermen
themselves. I suggest, however.

that such problems are not essential

parts of the forester's profession and
that they may best be attacked and
settled by experts other than the
forester.

As his name implies, the forester's

work is in the forest. He is con-
cerned in measuring the amount,
kind, quality and value of growing
timber, and in determining and ap-
plying methods for its protection ; in

mapping the land to show how the
various bodies of trees are located
and how they may best 'je cut and
removed : and, where conditions
warrant, in designing and putting
into ]jractice such cutting methods
as will make present operations pro-

fitable while leaving the lands tim-
ber-productive. His highest duty
and most difficult work is this prob-
lem of using a natural resource with-
out destroying it. It is odd, inci-

dentally, that this problem has so
far made but a slight impression on
the lumberman ; he has not only gen-
erally overlooked the possible ad-

\-antage to himself in cases where he
intends to hold his logged-oft' lands,

but has also failed to realize that the

state, when it begins to acquire for

itself lands best suited to tree

growth, will acquire first, and pay
highest for. those lands which have
been kept producing timber, not

those which have been turned into

non-productive wastes.

Logging and Foresrty.

Mr. Cornwall stated that "a

knowledge of logging engineering is

the basis of true forestry." I should
put it otherwise. Logging engineer-

ing is an incident to, not the basis

of, true forestry. It is essentially

civil and mechanical engineering and
has to do, for the most part, with
mechanical devices for the transpor-

tation of logs to cars and mill. Of
this, to be sure, the forester should
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have a general knowledge. A part
of logging engineering—the deter-

mination and detailed analysis of

logging units—is true forestry; but
a forester can no more pretend to be
an expert in civil and mechanical
engineering than an engineer can as-

sume to be an expert in forestr}-.

When the forester's plans involve
technical details of railroad con-
struction or the installation of log-
ging apparatus nicely suited to given
conditions it is manifestly -wiser to

instrust the practical solution of

these matters to men trained in the
profession of civil or mechanical
engineering.

One who specializes in the adver-
tising of lumber or in problems con-
nected with the distribution and sale

of lumber is an advertising or traffic

expert or a lumber salesman. He is

not a forester. When the forester
enters such work he leaves the pro-
fession of forestry and adopts adver-
tising or salesmanship as a business.
One who specializes m the preserva-
tive treatment of wood, or in the
mechanical strength of wood, is an
expert in chemistry or mechanical
engineering. He is not a forester.

Abolish Forest Schools?

I admit that a man trained as a
forester can be switched to a capable
expert in one or more of the
branches of work emphasized by Mr.
Cornwall; but I believe it to be a
waste of time, money and training
to adopt such a course. Experts in
lumber economics, wood utilization,
wood advertising and wood selling
might better be obtained from the
ranks of economists, engineers,
chemists, advertising specialists and
those versed in salesmanship ; for
the training and experience of the
forester is of merely incidental ad-
vantage in such matters. The
forester has a definite field as a
forester in both governmental and
private work.

It may be argued that the field for
the forester's services as here de-
fined is too limited to employ the

large ntimber of men now being
ground out each year by the many
forest schools of the country and
that, as a consequence, the forester

must be lead into other callings.

There are twenty-two forest schools

in the United States which give de-

grees. The remedy for this state of

affairs lies not in training an over-
supply of foresters and then shunt-
ing them into lines other than their

training, but in the abolishment oi

nineteen of the twenty-two forest

schools ; for fully that number have
no legitimate excuse for existence.

Then again, why should not most
of the experts mentioned by Mr.
Cornwall be developed from the
ranks of the lumbermen themselves :

From the nature of their practical

training and experience should not
lumbermen be well qualified to spe-
cialize in these fields? Moreover, if

the forester be expected to diagnose
the lumber business and become an
expert in all its branches from tree

to consumer.—what is a lumber-
man ? Has he made the best of his

opportunities?

Douglas Fir for Australia

D. E. Hutchins, forester for the

British Government in South Africa,

and recently transferred to Aus-
tralia to continue his investigations

is of the opinion that Douglas fir

can be cultivated on a very exten-

sive scale in both Australia and New
Zealand. Mr. Hutchins advocates

the cultivation of this tree with a

view of reforesting many of the de-

nuded areas in those countries which

were once co.vered with commercial

timber. He reports that the Doug-
las fir is one of the hardiest trees and

can survive in the most unfavorable

conditions, pointing as an illustra-

tion the remarkable growth of self-

seeded areas in the Queenstown
Park in Oueenstown, Australia.
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Using Up Ontario's Capital

(Toronto Globe. June 2, IQ16.)

Some time ago Sir Clifford Sifton,

whose opinions are especially valu-

able because of the information at

his command as head of the Con-
servation Commission , estimated

that at the present rate of cutting

and burning the forests of Ontario
would cease to exist in thirty years.

The spruce required for paoermak-
ing will, it is hoped, reproduce itself

indefinitely under the care of the

owners of pulp mills, who will guard
their raw material with jealous care,

but the white pine areas will be of no
value to the people of the Province
until reafforested, or, if the land is

suitable for tillage, cleared and oc-

cupied by settlers.

In permitting the extinction of

her forests, Ontario is living upon
her capital. They might be so man-
aged as to yield an annual crop of

timber in perpetuity by the cutting

of mature trees and the leaving of

the immature until their full growth
is reached. In continental Europe
the harvest of the forests is one of

the most important sources of

wealth, supplying, as it does, the

raw material for industries largely

located in the forest areas. Ontario
has something like two thousand in-

dustries that depend on the standing
forests of the Province for their raw
material. Many of them would
cease to exist were they compelled
to draw their supplies from the
Southern States or the forests of the
Pacific slope. Manufacturers who
use oak and other hardwood lumber
in their business have even now to

obtain the bulk of their lumber
abroad, although at one time the
southwestern area of the Province
was covered with a magnificent
growth of hardwood.
The Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion has been trying to convince On-
tario that the policy of using up the

forest capital of the Province is bad
business, but has not succeeded in
the degree hoped for. Ontario's sys-
tem of forest protection is far less
eft'ective than that of either Quebec
or British Columbia, the two other
great timber producing Provinces.
In Quebec settlers are not permitted
to clear land by the use of fire with-
out first obtaining a permit to do so
from a qualified ranger. This obvi-
ates largely the ever-present risk of
settlers' fires being set out on ex-
cessively dry or windy days, and
also insures that the heaps of slash
shall be kept in the centre of the
clearing. Quebec is also awake in
its efforts to make incendiarism in
forest areas punishable to the same
degree as fires in a town or village.
Under Quebec laws several scores of
prosecutions of settlers who caused
forest fires last year were under-
taken. In many cases fines were
imposed, and in some instances
reckless offenders were sent to pri-
son. British Columbia's contribu-
tion to forest conservation is a mod-
ern and energetic forest protective
service. The rangers have alreadv
greatly lessened the risk of whole'-
sale losses from forest fires. The
men of the forest service do much
to educate the local residents in the
use of safety devices. They build
trails and lookout towers, construct
safe camp fireplaces for hunters,
fishermen and campers, and are ever
on the watch against the careless-
ness of the inexperienced settler.

Ontario requires the reorganiza-
tion of the fire-ranging service so
that adequate supervision and in-
spection shall be secured. An ap-
plication of the Quebec permit sys-
tem to the clearing of land is need-
ed also. The regulation works no
hardship to the settler and insures
the advice and supervision of the
ranger when clearing fires are con-
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siderecl desirable. The Province

gets much of its revenues from the

forests. Would it not be sound pub-

lic policy to energize and bring up
to date the forest protection service,

which at present does not yield an

adequate return for the amount ex-

pended upon it? Are reforms in

forest administration to be deferred

till there are no forests to guard?

Big Timber Deal

What is stated to be one of the

largest timber deals ever put through

in British Columbia occurred re-

cently, when W. A. Anstie, manag-
ing director of the Forest Mills of

British Columbia, acquired from
the Arrow Lakes Sawmill Company
their entire holdings of ovre one bil-

lion feet of standing timber and
their big sawmill and plant at Ar-

rowhead. It is reported that with

the acquisition of this property the

Forest Mills Company became the

largest owners of timber and have

the largest manufacturing capacity

in the province. During April the

Alberni Pacific Lumber Company
shipped 116 cars of lumber to points

in the East.

Silk From Sawdust

Making artificial silk from saw-
dust and other lumber waste is the

latest experiment of the United
States Forest Products Laboratory
at Madison, Wis. The use of artifi-

cial silk made directly from wood is

increasing by leaps and bounds.
Originally its principal use was in

the manufacture of braids and trim-

mings, but recently the manufacture
of hose from artificial silk has be-

come an industry of importance.
Other uses for artificial silk are

woven goods of all kinds, linings,

tapestries, etc., neckties, ribbons,

sweater coats, etc. About five and
one-half million pounds of artificial

silk are used annually in the United
States.

From Hon. W. R. Ross, Min-
ister of Lands, Province of

British Columbia.

\'ict<n-ia. May 12, 1916.

"Fr(im the time it was first

organized, the Canadian For-
estry Association has assisted

effectively in the advancement
of forestry in British Columbia,
as undoubtedly it has all over
Canada. Especially at the
present time, in view of war
conditions and the need of hus-
banding carefully all Canada's
resources, I feel that the asso-

ciation has the opportunity to

be of service. Educational
work, such as that which has
produced such good results in

fire prevention should be ex-

tended to other forest prob-
lems, such as the development
of the export trade in lumber
and paper, the encouragement
of the use throughout the Do-
minion of Canadian forest pro-

ducts, the planting of trees on
the prairie farms, and the use
and care of farm wood lots.

Forestry, after all, is simply
one form of agriculture, to

which, on account of conditions

of climate and soil that cannot
be changed, the greater portion
of Canada must always be de-

voted. Owing to various cir-

cumstances, forestry is also the

most backward and unorgan-
ized of all the great sources of

production.
"The place forestry must oc-

cupy in Canadian life is, how-
ever, gradually coming to be
recognized by the thinking
men of the country and the

present is the most propitious

time to enlarge the activities of

the association. I am sure that

you will find that business and
professional men are in accord
with the plans of the associa-

tion and that they will co-oper-

ate and assist you in every way
possible."
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The 1916 Fire Situation

According to available reports the

season of 1916 in respect to likeli-

hood of fire losses is so far favor-

able. Precipitation has been heavy
in most sections and few serious

iires have been reported. New
Brunswick reports some losses. The
information thus far received from
the prairie provinces does not indi-

cate serious trouble, riritish Colum-
bia's report, printed below, contains

a hopeful forecast for 1916. In the

12,000 square miles patrolled by the

Lower Ottawa Forest Protective
Association nine fires have broken
Dut, one of them a settler's fire,

burning 200 acres. The rainfall,

while abnormally heavy in Ontario
and Quebec as a whole, is said to be
no more than normal in some of the

forested sections, where a few hot
days have caused serious lamage.

Fire Cutlook at Coast

Victoria, B. C, May 15.—Advices
to the Minister of Lands from the
southern interior of the province
mark the beginning of the fire sea-
son, small fires being reported from
the Cranbrook, Nelson and Vernon
forest districts. In the first-named
district the late spring is retarding
the growth of vegetation so es-
sential as a check upon fires running
along the ground and burning the
carpet of pine needles, twigs, dry
leaves, etc. A hot and dry wind
from the south is drying up the
vegetation in the Okanagan and
Similkameen districts, while hot
weather prevails throughout the
Vernon district generally. Farmers
and settlers are reminded that per-
mits are required for all fires set from
the beginning of May, for which ap-
plication should be made to the local
fire wardens. Campers, sportsmen
and travellers are urged to exercise
every care in extinguishing camp
fires, and the co-operation of all sec-

tions of the community is desired in

order that damage to property may
be avoided.

It is worthy of mention that in

1915, 305 fires out of a total of 1031

outbreaks, were traced to campers
and travellers, while 267 were caus-

ed by land clearing operations. Dam-
age by fires to the timber in 1915

amounted to S109.000, and other

property, viz., logging equipment,

farm houses and buildings, etc.,

$58,000. The majority of all fires in

1915 were, as usual, due to human
agency, and were, therefore, pre-

ventable. Particularly this season,

when the Empire is engaged in a

vast and wealth-destro3'ing war on a

scale hitherto unthought of, it is the

duty of every citizen to assist in

preserving all resources from avoid-

able destruction.

Fires Near Prince Rupert

(Prince Rupert News)
The bush fires which have been

raging along the line of the G. T. P.

for the past few days still continue
and the company has had a stren-

uous time in saving several of their

stations from being wiped out. Spe-
cial trains of fire fighters were sent
from various points to help the men
of the forestry department in fight-

ing the flames. It was discovered
last night that fire had wiped out
the bridge on this side of Lake Kath-
lyn and a special party of bridge
men was rushed from Prince Rupert.
It is expected that they will have the
bridge rebuilt today in time to allow
of the passenger train from the east
getting through.
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New Brunswick Fires

St. John, N. B., May 20.—The
serious nature of the forest fires

which had been raging in the vicin-

ity of the city during the early part

of the week has been determined

now that the fires have been quench-

ed by the rains, and a survey of the

burned ground has been made possi-

ble. Definite information as to the

cause of these fires is lacking, but it

is stated positively, in at least two

of the cases that they had their ori-

gin through negligence on the part

of fishermen.

The fires in the vicinity of Wels-

ford were the most serious. There

were three conflagrations, all of

large proportions, and for a time

matters looked very serious. The
worst one was between Welsford

and Clarendon. It started about

noon last Sunday, and as everything

was dry spread with much rapidity.

Part of the area burned had been

cut last year and the tree tops,

which had"^ been piled up in that dis-

trict, afforded great facilities for the

spread of the blaze. In one case the

fire reached a point about half a mile

from the railway track, and on Tues-

day night forty men went up from

Welsford, but it was impossible for

them to do anything to stay the pro-

gress of the flames. Some lumber

camps, owned by Hugh McDonald,
which were used during the past

winter, were destroyed.

Another fire was raging in the

Gaspereaux district; another in the

vicinity of Olinville, and yet another

near Fowler's Corner. These blazes

at times assumed serious propor-

tions. There is no doubt but that

for the heavy rainfall all these fires

would have assumed enormous pro-

portions, but it is now reported that

they have been quenched and that

the danger is over.

The fire at Black River is also re-

ported as about finished, the heavy

rains having put a check to its

further progress.

So far as can be learned there was
no damage beyond the loss of the

lumber camps and the destruction
of the trees, but the loss in timber
will, in itself, be no light one.

Forest Fires and Reforestation

The following resolution intro-

duced by Prof. P. S. Lovejoy, of the
University of Michigan, was adopted
by unanimous vote at the Spring
Meeting of the Technical Associa-
tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry,
held at Kalamazoo, Mich., May 11,

1916, and the secretary was in-

structed to send copies of it to the
various state forestry associations,

the governors of states and the press
generally

:

Since wood is an essential raw
material of the pulp and paper in-

dustry, and
Since the supply of timber suitable

for pulp manufacture is rapidly de-

creasing and its cost is rapidly in-

creasing, and
Since there are great areas of non-

agricultural lands in the lake states,

which lands once produced splendid

timber, but are now practically bar-

ren as the result of lumbering and
repeated fires,

We therefore urge that the pulp-

producing states take immediate ac-

tion.

(1) Looking toward the better

protection of these non-agricultural

lands from fire.

(2) Looking toward the restock-

ing of such lands where necessary

by planting.

Toronto Weekly Sun on "Forestry

andmar

We have heard a good deal about

the shortage in horses, meats and
wool which will exist during and
after the war and a lot of more or

less valuable advice to farmers has

been based on conditions alleged to

exist in regard to these matters. But
there is one natural product the sup-

ply of which has been shortened by
war by a much greater extent than
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is the case in an}- line of live stock

and concerning which very little is

being- used. This product is timber.

In no one direction has destruc-

tion, due to war, been so great as in

forest growth; in no other direction

will the work of repairing loss be
so slow after the restoration of

peace. Live stock, household goods
and merchandise can be moved out
of the way of an invading armv.
forests have to be left to take what-
ever war brings in its train. Over
large areas in France. Serbia, East
Prussia, Austria and Russia hostile

armies have already passed; over
still larger areas other hostile armies
Avill pass ere the war ends. And
wherever artillery comes into action
in a serious way forests which stand
in the line of fire are blasted as bv a
cyclone. In addition to the destruc-
tion caused by artillerv there have
been and will be vast quantities of
timber used as supports in the
trenches with Avhich a large part of
mid-Europe is being seamed. Un-
less peace comes soon considerable
areas in Continental Europe bid fair
to become a treeless land. Even in
England forests that have stood for
centuries are being sacrificed largelv
to meet war demands in construc-
tion work.

Before the war began the world's
forest reserves were insufficient for
world needs. The shortage will be
greater after the war ends and that
shortage cannot be made good o\-er
night, ^^'recked buildings can be re-
placed in a few Aveeks : a new crop
of hogs can be matured in a vear;
beef can be brought to maturitv in
two years. But it'takes a generation
to create a merchantable tree. One
of the first needs in reconstruction
after the war, in so far as this Prov-
ince is concerned, will be a well-de-
vised forestry policy. Such was
needed before the war; it will be still

more necessary when the present
work of destruction ends.

Carrying Cost 0/ Timber

E. T. Allen, forester of the West-
ern Forestry and Conservation As-
sociation, representing 13.000,000

acres of standing timber, presented
the case of the timber owners to the

Federal Trade Commissioner at

^\'ashington. D. C. on March 14th.

]\Ir. Allen contended that unless

conditions improved timber owners
would be unwilling to carrv their

holdings. He declared that only a
general reorganization of the entire

industry could save the situation.

Elimination of profits of too many
middlemen was suggested by Mr.
Allen. Timber owners, he contend-
ed, have given up all idea of holding
timber for speculative purposes. The
increased carrying costs are mount-
ing faster than stumpage values. Mr.
Allen contended that the carrying of
raw material for the lumber' indus-
try has become a project of such
vast magnitude and difficulty that
it is a great factor in the situation
and must receive equal considera-
tion with manufacturing problems.

From "Canada Lumberman''

"The Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion hit u])on a very clever means
of popularizing the 'work of forest
conservation when it decided to pre-
sent a Boy Scout Forest Book to
each of the sixteen thousand boy
scouts in Canada as part of its edu-
cational propaganda for forest pro-
tection. In the thirty-two pages of
text and illustration the boy "is in-
troduced to the Canadian forest in a
way that is bound to arouse his in-
terest therein as a personal and na-
tional necessity, and give a new turn
to the study of woodcraft that is part
of every boy scout's training. The
sjund business reasons for putting
an end to our annual plague of forest
fires are presented in convincing
fashion."
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Stopping Fires By Publicity

Are Canadian Lumbermen Utilizing Modern Educational Weapons

As Their Own Financial Interests- Demand ?

The use of publicity in the build-

ing up of forest protection senti-

ment has been employed only to the
minimum degree by the lumbermen
of Canada. Inspired by the excel-
lent results achieved by the West-
ern Forestry and Conservation As-
sociation of the United States, the
British Columbia Forest Service
and some commercial firms have
gripped the idea and set it to work.
So satisfactory and promising have
been the results of popular "educa-
tion in forest guarding as to justify
an extension to every forested prov-
ince of tlie Dominion. Quebec, par-
ticularly within the zone of the co-
operative associations, has accom-
plished something in the distribu-
tion of educative literature and the
carrying out of a personal propa-
ganda by the precept and example
of the fire rangers.
The adherence of all wide-awake

lumbermen to the needs of vigorous
mutual and governmental action in
the cause of forest protection
against fire is growing at a rapid
rate. Limit holders who a few
years ago shook their heads at the
thought of employing protective de-
vices other than natural rainfalls,
have quit their old-fashioned' posi-
tion and lined up with the "mod-
erns." The first experimental vears
of the St. ]\Iaurice and Lower Ot-
tawa co-operative associations in
Quebec have helped greatlv in a
general conversion. Actual '

saving
of timber has become an accomplish-
ed fact. Old-time losses have been
cut to fractions. Statistical proof
has been produced not only in Oue-
bec and British Columbia but from
many parts of the United States,

where brains have been given a

chance to demonstrate the folly of

tolerating wholesale fire damage in

timber areas. No longer need the
progressive lumberman point to re-

sults accomplished in Europe; he
has results at his own door. No
longer have the provincial and fed-

eral administrations the excuse that

forest fires are a necessary evil

peculiarly associated with the Can-
adian timberlands. Facts have
shown this to be false ground, and
have also shown that whenever any
of otu- government forest depart-

ments care to institute genuine for-

est protection, they need not step

beyond the borders of the Dominion
to find how it shoidd be done.

The immediate causes of forest

fires differ somewhat with the local-

ity. Settlers' clearing operations

cause enormous losses in one dis-

trict, and in another the railway,

sportsman, river-driver, prospector,

may equally. share the onus of dam-
age. Nearly always, however, hu-
man hands and human heads must
bear the responsibility.

Fires Mostly Accidental

Laws that promise punishment
will do much in curoino- some
classes of incendiarists, but it must
be remembered that nearly all forest

fires are. in the main sense, acciden-
tal. Few settlers deliberately burn
the timber of the limit holder, al-

though their carelessness is almost
as guilty. Few campers deliberately

desire to destroy the haunts of a

thousand other campers; so with
the river-drivers and the prospector
and the others.

This lack of deliberateness in the
setting of dangerous fires in forest
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areas supplies the reason why all

who have standing timber exposed
to risk or who have the more remote
interest of a lumber yard or a furni-

ture factory should get acquainted
with and stand behind any organ-
ized Canadian ettort to fight forest

fires by education. The goodwill of

an informed public is worth all the

forest laws ever written.

"This is not conjecture," said the

National Conservation Congress at

Washington, D. C. 'Progress dif-

fers locally almost exactly with the

degree in which propaganda has
been successful."

The limit-holders of the Western
States agree to such a pronounce-
ment ; thev back it up to the tune of

from $200,000 to $300,000 a year.

There is not more than a trifling

fraction of such an amount spent on
educative work by the lumbermen
of Canada, outside of the two co-

operative associations in Quebec,
but the plentiful indications of an
awakening to the needs of the situa-

tion are most encouraging.

JJ^ork Gets Its Reivard.

The work of bringing the masses
of the Canadian people into intimate
touch with the forests and forest in-

dustries of the country is mainly in

the hands of the Canadian Forestry
Association. Without anv govern-
mental or other affiliation, this asso-
ciation, composed of public-spirited
Canadian citizens (now numbering
over 3.700) has waged a campaign
for seventeen years. The hard labor
expended in the long discouraging
period when conservation was a dis-

tionary term is bearing fruit. Even
in the past two years of war heavy
additions to the membership and a
wide extension of the association's
activities have been carried out.

Three-fourths of the day-to-day
energies of the association are ex-
pended on forest fire prevention
through Avinning public co-opera-
tion. Experience in the United
States, and to a considerable extenf
in British Columbia and Quebec,
has plainly proved that skilful and

persistent education must travel'

hand in hand with lookout towers,
trails, telephone lines and rangers.
How the educative portion of the
work is carried out by the Canadian
Forestry Association may be briefly

indicated.

Practically all newspapers in Can-
ada, daily, weekly, commercial, re-

ligious, etc., give the association the
fullest assistance in spreading in-

formation about the importance of

the wood-using industries and the
need of guarding their supplies.

Hundreds of articles, many illus-

trated, are prepared and placed.

Newspaper cartoons, putting a ser-

mon in a nutshell, are placed with
about three hundred papers twice a
month. Co-operation is also given
to public and private forest agencies
in getting important news to the
newspapers and magazines, such as
prosecutions of settlers, changes in

regulations, etc.

illustrated lectures under* the au-
spices of public societies are given
in many parts of Canada, ^lotion
picture theatres are freely utilized

to show special fire cartoons between
the reels. "Ready-prepared" lan-

tern lectures are sent to ministers,

teachers, etc.. who have facilities for

gathering audiences.

The Printed Word.

One of the most fruitful activities

in which the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation is engaged is the encour-
agement of Boards of Trade. Muni-
cipal Councils, clubs and societies

to take an interest in the forest con-
ditions of their localities and to

bring pressure to bear upon pro-
vincial and federal authorities for

needed reforms in administration or
in laws.

The influence of the printed word
was never so definite and real as to-

day. The association makes use of
print and illustration to an extent
limited only by its finances. During
the past seven months fifteen thous-
and copies of "The Boy Scout's For-
est Book" were placed in the hands
of school boys and girls and their
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elders. Colored instructive pamph-
lets were issued in French and Eng-
lish to the extent of about thirty-

five thousand. Twenty-five thous-

and copies of "A Matter of Opin-

ion," a propagandist novelty of 24

pages, and fifteen thousand copies

of "Your Enemv's Photograph" in

two languages, have gone through

the country. The banks, railways,

forest departments and private corp-

orations undertake to give all these

issues verv careful distribution to
•

settlers, railwaymen, riverdrivers,

campers, etc., etc.. from coast to
coast. The association also main-
tains "The Canadian Forestry Jour-
nal." which has been found of mark-
ed value educationally. The forego-
ing are some of the more tangible
concerns to which the attention and
revenues of the association are di-

rected. •

It will be noted that In no depart-
ment of its work is the association
taking up cudgels for anything but
the most practical and proved meth-
ods of forest preservation through
the sure channel of education.
(Article reproduced trom "Canada

Lumberman")

How to Prune Your Trees

Always use a pole saw and pole
shears on the tips of long branches,
and use the pole hook in removing
dead branches of the ailanthus and
other brittle trees where it would
be too dangerous to reach them
otherwise.
Do not "head back" or cut off the

top of a tree except where the tree

is old and failing, and then under
special instructions.

Be as sparing and as judicious in

pruning as possible, and do not
raise the branches so hikh as to make
the tree look like a telegraph pole.

Commerce pruning the tree from
the top and finish at the bottom.
Make every cut as close and paral-

lel to the trunk as possible.

To make the cut perfectly smooth
the saw must be well set and sharp.

Leave no stubs, dead and dying
wood, or fungus-covered branches
behind you.
Do not fail to cover every wound

with coal tar. not allowing it need-

.lessly to run down the trunk.

D(j not remove sevieral large

branches on one tree- at a time.

They must be removed gradually,

the work extending over several

seasons.

The Forests of Paradise

::: The followiug quaint expression by one of his friends of the views
:|i of the future felt to l)e those of ^l. Desjobert. the old and respected

Ij: forester of the forest of Troncais, who has recently died in Franc, will

::! find an echo in the hearts of other foresters for' what it anticipates

::: both iu the presence and in the absence of some of the things that go
::: to make up the forester's life in this world.

Ijj "A fervent and consecrated Christian. Desjobert was not one of

::: tlifise who scc death approach with terror. I have always thought

III that in the face of eternity he imagined Paradise like a great forest of

ill Troncais. more magnificent certainly, more spacious, an ideal forest

jji where the wind of politics does not blow and which is lighted by a

iji great sun of justice.'
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Prevent tearing the bark off the
trunk in removing large limbs by
first making an "undercut."
Make the cuts on a slant. Some

trees, like the elm. sycamore, linden
and willow will stand the process of

heading back more than others, and
the poplar is a tree that must be cut

back every few years to keep its

crow'n from becoming too tall and
unsafe.

When shortening a branch, leave

a few twngs at the end to draw the

sap to the freshly cut wound and
thus enable the growing laver under
the bark to heal it over.

In trimming small branches or
shoots, the cut must be made just
'above a bud.

When several branches ^ome out
from the trunk in a whorl, they
should not all be cut away at the
same time lest the tree be' girdled.
This arrangement of branches occurs
most frequently in the coniferous
trees.—American Forestry.

Ship Shape Raft for Lumber Cargoes

A novel method of getting needed
timber and lumber overseas without
using up shipping so urgently need-
ed for other purposes, has been en-

unciated by Captain A. G. Midford,
of Ottawa. His plan, in brief, is to

tow it across in the form of huge
timber rafts, and he states that from
one to tw^enty million feet of timber
can be taken over at once. His sug-
gestion has received commendation
both in Canada and in Great Britain

and it is probable that the sugges-
tion may be productive of practical

results.

The Timber Trades Journal, a

well-known British publication, re-

fers to the suggestion as follows

:

Scarcity of Tonnage.

"The difficulty of all nations, bel-

ligerent and neutral, is the scarcity
of tonnage. Although this is in a
great part due to the large number
of mercantile ships engaged in car-
rying supplies for war purposes, so
great must be the wastage that, not-
withstanding the releasing of a large
amount of tonnage at the close of
hostilities and the continued build-
ing of new vessels, ships wnll be in

greater demand after the war than
now.
"The best way to economize in

the matter of ships is to do without
them altogether, and though this is

impossible, at least at present, for
the transport of certain classes of
goods from overseas, we are pleased
to hear that as regards the transport
of timber it is not only possible but
likely to be brought about by sheer
necessity. A\'e have been favored
with a copy of a letter received by
the Timber Trade Federation from
A. G. Midford. of Ottawa, a civil en-
gineer, who has had a life of experi-
ence in executing maritime work ot
magnitude and in solving maritime
problems. He also holds a master's
certificate and is well known
throughout Canada, the United
."States and South America. This
gentleman, w^e understand, has
shown certain plans for the trans-
port overseas of wood goods to
Senator Edwards, of the well-known
Edwards Lumber Company, who
describes Captain Midford's' project
as an inviting one and deserving of
consideration.

Ship Shape Raft.

•'Captain Midford's object is to
construct the ship-shape raft of tim-
ber and lumber in such a manner as
to provide against the incessant and
usual strain to which any floating
body or ship is exposed and must
encounter and in meeting the vicis-

situdes of a stormy sea. According
to Captain Midford, the ship-shaped
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GETTING ON
While the losses of members in many Canadian societies

have been heavy during 1915 and 1916, the Canadian Forestry

Association is moving steadily forward.

GIVE THE ASSOCIATION A HELPING HAND TO

PASS THE 4.000 MARK BEFORE MIDSUMMER.
;.

This will be difficult unless several hundred members clip

out the attached coupon NOW and fill in a name of a friend.

You need send no money until September next and then

only a dollar bill. There is no strict prohibition of course against

enclosing the dollar with the application.

Just suit yourself.

The new member will receive twelve issues of the Canadian

Forestry Journal, and eight or ten small illustrated books dealing

with forest protection.

Here is the coupon. Start at it now.

Secretary, Canadian Forestry Association,

Booth Building, Ottawa.

Make the following a member of the Canadian For-

estry Association. In September, 1916, the annual fee of

a dollar will be paid by
j^^^
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raft is built entirely of mercantile
and marketable lumber and timber,

is in no sense water-tight and there-

fore depends entirely upon buoy-
ancy and not displacement in the

ordinary acceptance of the technical

meaning-. The ever-chang-ing strain

which must prevail is provided for,

without which anv floatino; bodv
would go to pieces in any storm.
The midship section is decidedly
ellipsoid, the deck being turtle back
for economic reasons readily appar-
ent to the competent ship designer
or marine architect who will give
due consideration to the problem.

Tozving Problem.

"Towing has been fully consider-
ed, including the cause and preven-
tion of the snapping of the tow-line

and the ship-raft will be steered
from the after-deck of the towing
vessel. Sea rafts of the type sug-
gested may be made up entirely of
marketable timber and lumber, and
no lumber need be cut or bored for
constructive purposes. The entire
outside layer could be composed of
slabs which have no marketable
value in Canada:, but would be use-
ful here.

"This is an outline of Captain
Midford's project. If he can make
it successful he will be doing a ser-
vice to humanity, for the ships can
thus be relieved of wood cargoes for
more pressing services."

Captain Midford is taking up his
suggestion with the authorities in
Canada.

The Taxpayer's Soliloquy

Reprinted from "A Matter of Opinion" a Booklet Issued by the

Association.

"I never knew how much red
blood there is in Figures until the
Council made me Chairman of the
Finance Committee down at the
City Hall. When a fellow realizes,
as I soon did, that every dollar in
the local treasury rings a' bell in the
taxpayer's pocket, he gets an un-
canny feeling that tax money be-
longs to a different tribe from any
other money.

"Last winter I spent a week on
the borders of the Temagami Forest
Reserve in North Ontario. Two
miles from the village a lumber firm
were taking out pine logs for their
mills in Quebec. I said to the woods
superintendent one day: "This busi-
ness looks like easy money : Nature
does all the work and you step in
and lift the crop." And then I began
telling him about the hard time I

had^ running a Finance Committee
in a city of fifteen thousand.

"You don't know how much
harder it would be," he replied, "if

this forest-crop was left unharvested
a few years."

"What difference would that
make ?"

"You are a taxpayer?" I nodded.
"And provincial administration is

not paid for direct by municipalities,
but by special revenues."

"Quite true."

"Did you know that the Ontario
government takes from $1,500,000 to
$2,500,000 tolls from the timber
every year?"

''I certainly never heard of that."
"And that British Columbia gets

$2,300,000 and over from her lumber-
men?"
"Sounds impossible."
"While Quebec is made richer by

about $1,500,000 a year from the
same source—the timber."
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Bovril develops big
reserves of strength

When Sir Ernest Shackleton w^as selecting
extract of beef for his Antarctic expedition
he said

:

"IT MUST BE BOVRIL "

His knowledge of plain facts had

me at a disadvantage.

"New Brunswick collects a cool

half million and more"

—

"Thai much?"
"With about $400,000 coming to

the Dominion Government from

Crown forests on the prairies.'
'

He must have noticed my growing

interest.

"If the forests were not developed

by lumber and plup and paper mills,

all that money—seven and a half

millions a year—would have to be

collected from taxpayers direct."

The Nezv Idea.

I assure you I went home with

the germ of a new idea in my head.

For years I had put aside the forests

as the property of wealthy corpora-

tions. I thought the governments
had 'given away' all the country's

timber. I was satisfied that the gen-

eral public had no concern what hap-

pened to the big storehouse of wood
supplies. Did you ever think that

way?
Promptly I set to work to learn

the truth about these forests of ours,

who owned them, who got the

money. Now

—

No' lumberman gets a dollar bill

out of a felled tree until he has spent

three other dollars for labor and.sup-

plies. That is. the workman, to-

gether with the food, clothing, hard-

w^are and other manufacturers and

dealers have three shares "in the pro-

fits to the lumberman's one. If the

CONfEDERAriON

UfE
ASSOCIATION

INCONDITIONAL

ACCIMILATION

POLICIES

Are liberal up-to-date contracts

which guarantee to the insured

every benefit consistent with
safety.

Write for Particulars

which will gladly be furnished

by any representative of the

company or the

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

N

DryMatches
After all day in a
lit)at, rainstorm,
or wet snow. Ask
your dealer for

MSl^^fS Waterproof Match Box

If he can't suiiply vuu, we will send prepaid
for his name and 50 cents.

_
Dry matches

may save yoiir life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 5160,
Gladstone. Micfi., U. S. A.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can

be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be

attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a

lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

fiywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 3]^ H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the

2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles

an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 1915 models will be found
in the new 1916 EVIXRUDE Speed Motor.

. For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

man working the limits does not first

advance the worker and the supply-
man their part of the cash, the woods
operations come to a standstill and
the whole investment may be thrown
awav.
Look this over! $40,000,000 a

year are paid out in wages in the

making of timber and its manu-
facture.

Investors have backed Canadian
forest industries with over $260,000,-

000 of capital.

One hundred and ten thousand
men get their livelihood from living

forests. A Dead Forest means a

Dead Paysheet.
Where do these men live? One

hundred and fifty of them and their

families are in my own little town.
Have you seen our cooperage and
box mill, the boat works and the saw
mill? There are 3500 of them on the

paylist of a single firm in Ottawa
during an average season. Look
over your own town. See what
would happen if wood supplies sud-
denlv ceased. Count the mills and

"Niagara

to the Sea"

The Premier

Water Vacation

Enjoy the famous 800 mile Xiagara to
the Sea trip through America's greatest
and most interesting vacation water way.

The service on our palatial steamers is

unexcelled, leaving Xiagara Falls or To-
ronto for Kingston, Thousand Islands
ports—through the St. Lawrence Rapids
to Montreal, quaint old Quebec, Murray
Bay, Tadousac and the famous Saguenay
River. Trip may be started at any point.
Stopovers allowed en route. Every min-
ute full of enjoyment.

Our beautifully illustrated booklet "Xi-
agara to the Sea" tells all about this de-
lightful vacation trip. With your request
enclose six cents to cover postage.

Canada Steamship Lines
Limited

R. & O. Building. Montreal

or any Ticket A^ent
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the workmen affected. Figure out
what wood means to you as fuel,

lumber, furniture, railway ties,

boats, boxes, flooring, paper—I can-
not begin to count the jobs that a
tree performs in an average town.

Real Patriotism.

You agree with me that Canada
must keep the smoke in every pos-
sible factory chimney during the
next five years. To do that we have
got to keep smoke out of the timber
lands.

A fine lot of business managers

!

Pointing with pride to 5,000 wood-
using factories, and shrugging our
shoulders when

,
the Fire-Thief

threatens to blot out their sole stock
of raw materials .

I am no alarmist, but every lum-
berman, evplorer, forest engineer I

have met assures me that this car-
nival of forest fires cannot continue.
They say, and I believe, that fires

have been cutting down our reserve
stock at a rate that brings. us today
fact to face with a crisis. Think you
we can burn this candle of precious
resources at both ends—use up mil-
lions of trees yearly for lumber and
pulp and other manufacturers, and
toss even more millions to the
flames? Which end had we better
retain, the end of Use-and-Profit, or
the end of Fire-and-Waste? We
cannot keep both. One must go.
Those statistics about the wood-

using industries make out a case for

a Strong Concern, don't they? But
the strength, by friend, is likewise
fhp weakness. The foundation of

living forests is helpless against fire.

They cannot protect themselves. It

is up to you and me.

AMi5t wouVl vou think if we grad-
ually killed oft" the cattle th^t bring
Canada $37,000,000 worth of butter
and cheese everv vear?

Forest fires threaten ^-^ t-ill wood
industries that p-ive us tod-iv more
than five times the value of all our
butter and cheese.

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits^ barks,

branclilets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N. Y.

ASK rfmSm\ FOR

^ASi?

Pulls the
Largest

Stumps

Smifli

Stump
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
5c each . Write todav for free catalog and special offer.
W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. LA CRESCENT, MINN.
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What would vou think of flood-

ing the mines of Canada and turn-

ing the workmen adrift?

Forest fires are burning out the

mainstay of industries pouring forth

$54,000,000 a year in excess of all our

mines.

A Job for tlie Reader.

What, then, can a taxpayer do?
Incorporate this forest protection

business as an immediate personal
interest.

Don't let your own hands ever be-

come responsible for setting a forest

in flames.

Examine your provincial and fed-

eral forest guarding systems. Are
they dealing squarely with the

country's priceless forests? Most of

them surely are not. Inform your
local members of the legislature and
Commons that you are a Conserva-
tionist, that you demand progressive
forest administration.

Tell them you believe in a ranger
staft of competent men, thoroughly
supervised in their field work—and
tell them you do not believe in turn-

ing over the vast trust of forest

wealth to a batch of appointees, hav-
ing no permanence in their jobs,

badly inspected and rendering sec-

ond-class service. Tell them the

forests of Canada belong to 1988 as

much as to 1916 or 1855.

Rest assured, you speak the only
argument worthy of a patriot.

Mr. Jean J. Guay. a 1913 graduate
of Laval Forest School and for some
time attached to the Quebec forest

service, is meeting with success as

assistant to Mr. W. F. \'. Atkinson,
Chief Forester of the Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Company. Air. Guay
is stationed at Sault Ste. Marie.

P. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTING FORESTER

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U- S. A-

p. O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.

Eight 3-ears experience in prac-

tical forestry work of all sorts.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St, OTTAWA, ONT.

Give the Association a helping hand

to pass the 4.000 mark before mid-

summer.

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfCRT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass.

Dealer! write
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SMOKE

The rich and dis-

tinctive fla.vor of

BULAKCigarettes
is obtained only
by using the best

gra.de of toba.cco

perfectly b ended

46BUUIK ^9
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The Ottawa Citizen recently

had the following to say regarding

Ontario's system of forest protec-

tion.

"The Ontario forest protection

system has been practically un-

changed in design for twenty or

thirty years. Progressive steps ta-

ken by British Columbia's forest

service and by the Quebec depart-

ment of forests have not influenced

Ontario thus far to supplant a

scheme which experience has proved
both extravagant and inefficient.

Recentlv the boards of trade of On-
tario have taken up the question of

reorganizing the protective system
and have addressed emphatic sug-
gestions to the Minister of Lands
and Forests.

''The contention of forest conser-
vationists is that Ontario's neglect
of annual forest fire losses will ulti-

mately force nearly two thousand
wood-using industries of the prov-
ince into serious difficulties; will

raise the price of wood products to

the consummer; will badly damage
the flow of important streams ; in-

jure the fertility of agricultural

land, and turn thousands of acres in-

to irretrievable barrens. Indeed,
these results are already being reap-
ed bj Ontario to an extent which
few citizens would credit. That the
past history of forest management
has been one of neglect and bad
judgment is the view of these ex-
perts.

"Ontario appears to have enough
rangers employed, about 500, to give
reasonably good service in fire pa-
trol. The chief weakness is the ab-
sence of real supervision and in-

spection. Experience in forest pro-
tection has proved that unskilled,

uninstructed rangers are of small
use in guarding expanses of valu-
able forest from fire. No branch of
employment demands more energy
and strict attention to duty. There
may be to-day many excellent men
in Ontario's forest service, but it is

grossly unfair to the worthy men
and unwise to the other kind to

R
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hand out an instruction book at the

beginning of a season and let the

individual shift for himsell. Inspec-

tion and supervision must be con-

tinuous and close to bruig the best

results out of any body ot men

whether in a foundry or a forest.

"The problem of Ontario s forests

surely demands prompt and mtelli-

eent treatment. Two thousand

wood-using industries depend upon

living forests for their raw ma-

teriafs. The power value of scores

of streams has been badly aftected

bv the burning of tree growth on

w-atersheds. It would seem far more

practical and sensible, even as a war

measure, to guard the foundations

of industrv and water powers from

needless racking by fire, than to

spend time and money on some ot

the more superficial concerns ot the

people. One-third of a cent per acre

has been demonstrated by the Que-

bec limit-holders' associations as

sufficient to cover the cost of lorest

guarding. This includes the build-

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School js a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in tl*e United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is o •

fered to graduates 9f universities col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not

candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects nflfered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that ot the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are adniitted

for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course

begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information addrest

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven • Connectieat

ing of permanent equipment, such
as telephone lines, lookout towers,

rangers' cabins, and other essentials,

of which Ontario has very little. If

real protection of magnificent
spruce and pine can be obtained for

a third of a cent per acre, the losses

resignedly borne by Ontario year by
year would seem absolutely inex-

cusable."

TREES, SHRIBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, dennyhurst

DRYOEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Frangaise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for

over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for

price list and mention this magazine.
Forest Planters Guide Free.

The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists
Largest Growers in America.

Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont,

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

TOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be-

used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light

bundle and easily carried in and out of the

house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for

motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

536 17th Street
BROOKLYN, N.Y.Pneumatic Mfg. Co.
s36_i7Ah stj^t
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Best of facilities for definite in-

struction and supervision in Practi-

cal Forestry.
Surveying, cruising and construc-

tion work carried on in our own
tract of 3600 acres, with Forestry

Camp in the centre.

Competent men from the School at

present in demand to take up Forest

Survey work with the Provincial

Crown Land Department.

For further information address:
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C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

"Everything for the Forester"
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Forestry Telephones
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The Forest Resources of Serbia

Great Development Promised in Near Future When
Railways and Cableways Overcome

Handicaps on Driving,

Without taking into consideration

her great agricultural and mineral

resources, Serbia would still be a

very rich country, merely through

the' possession of her forests. Hith-

erto this forest wealth has been lit-

tle utilized, owing to the lack of

communication between the forest

areas and the sea, although the

actual distance is comparatively

short. The reason for this lack of

development is due to the very

rugged topography of the country

which makes road construction very

difficult and expensive. However,
the country owes its forest resources

in a great measure to this same fact,

for doubtless if the early Egyptians.

Syrians. Greeks, Carthaginians, Ro-
mans, Byzantians and Venetians,

with their immense demand for ship

building and construction material,

had been able to reach the forests

of Serbia, they would have stripped

the mountains bare with the same
recklessness as they did those of

Greece, Asia Minor, Spain and Italy,

whose bald mountains and hills to

this very day speak eloquently of

the depredations oi those early peo-

ples.

Apart from its later acquired ter-

ritory, says a writer in "The Tim-
berman," the old kingdom of Serbia,

possessed only two channels for the

export of timber : the broad but
very shallow Morava in the interior

and the Drina, which forms the

Austro-Serbian boundary. Both of

these rivers flow into the Danube.
Only upon these rivers would it

have been possible to drive the tim-
ber cut in the mountains. But the
Danube flows as the Austrian says,

"the wrong way." It leads from the

central point of demand in the in-

terior of Europe to the Balkan
states. Countries such as Bulgaria,

Roumania and southern Russia have
at their disposal extensive forests

close at hand while Asiatic Turkey,
up to this time has had little use for

lumber. The streams which flow

through Central Europe, the Bug.
the Weischsel, the \\^arthe and the

Memel, carry large quantities of

timber down stream, wdiile operators
along the Danube are handicapped
by an upstream tow, and its attend-

ant high freight charges. It is

therefore easy to understand why
Serbia has played no great role in

the exportation of timber and forest

products and up to this time has cut
only such material as is required for

domestic consumption.
The government began some

years ago to requisition small am-
ounts of firewood and ties for rail-

road construction in Moravatale,
near Kruschenwatz. In the valleys

and heights of the Tarage Moun-
tains, working up to an elevation of

2,000 feet, on the tributaries of the
Drina, the Traders' Bank of Bel-
grade has carried on considerable
logging activities with home capital.

The bank under$took building oper-
ations and erected a mirror factory
as well as a. large sawmill in Bel-
grade, where the logs coming down
the Drina and Danube are cut for
the domestic needs of the country.
Prior to the war, a large part of the
output of this mill was box material,
which the export trade of Serbia re-

quired for the shipment of agricul-

tural products.
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There has been no great activity

in the lumber industry in the newly
acquired parts of Serbia. The de-

velopment of those regions has been

hindered for decades, by the un-

certainty of the political conditions

in the Balkans, which has not been
removed by the passing of these

territories into the kingdom of Ser-

bia. As a consequence of which
foreign capital could be raised only

for the exploitation of the rich min-
eral resources such as copper, man-
ganese and gold. Such capital as

did enter Serbia in recent years

came chiefly from France.

The forests of Serbia are for the

most part, virgin stands of mixed
species. The varieties are seldom
found in pure growths. The lower
elevations are for the most part cov-
ered with white beech, while the
finest fir and pine stands are found
at considerable altitudes. It is la-

mentable that the lower part of the
trunks are in many instances ruined
by a practice of the shepherds,
which has been carried on since the
history of man. This consists of
building fires on the lee side of the
pine trees directly against the
trunks. The flow of resin which
exudes from the tree in an effort to
eft'ace the scars, in turn gives the
shepherd the best sort of kindling
with which to light new fires.

New forestry regulations have
never been enforced in Serbia. Now
and then there has been an order for
the complete removal of forest cov-
ering in various parts of the country,
where it was deemed that the land
was more suited for agricultural or
grazing purposes. The government
imposes a cutting tax upon such
timber as is removed, the measure-
ments being determined by forest
officers.

The principal difficulty, even in
supplying the meagre requirements
of the domestic consumption has
arisen from the lack of transporta-
tion facilities. The mountains on
which the timber stands, are often

rugged and broken and the rivers

which issue therefrom are conse-
quently crooked and hemmed in

with rocks, which make driving very
difficult. Railroads and highways
in many sections are almost entirely

wanting. Logging operations can
be carried on only along the larger

streams.

The timber is removed from the

mountain slopes usually by means
of chutes running to the rivers. Sled
roads are built along the mountain
sides over which the logs are hauled
to the edge of the inclines. Hauling
is done only in the winter when the
snow is of sufficient depth. Oxen
are used chiefly on the sled roads.

Where the topography is more fa-

vorable, horse trucks are sometimes
used. These trucks are operated
over wooden tracks. One of the log
chutes built by the Traders' Bank
is one and a 'half miles in length,

raised at the lower end to check the
speed of the descending load. The
logs are stored at the end of the
slides from whence they are rafted
down stream.

In some localities, the Bleichert
system of cable-way transportation
has been used with great success.
These cable lines are of great serv-
ice in the rough country. The lines
often swing for hundreds of vards
over v^alleys, penetrating mountai:i
walls through tunnels, and making
sharp turns. The cable-ways also
serve for the transportation of men
and supplies and special carriages
have been designed for the purpose.
One of these lines which is operated
by the Traders' Bank of Belgrade
has a drop of nearly 4,000 feei in
six miles It is constructed with
stations at various poincs. Thi.s
company found the Bleicherc .sys-

tem of great value as the stream" in
•his jmrticular locality, before enter-
ing into the Drina River, narroAvs
<iown to less than seven feet in
width, flowing with great rapidity
th.^cugh this box canyon and making
driving impossible.
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Without a doubt in the near fu-

ture, Serbia will win a way to the

Adriatic, across Montenegro and

Albania. Railroads, although diffi-

cult of construction, but short in

length, will carry a wealth of traf-

fic, a large share of which will be

lumber products. When these are

built, Serbian timber will begin to

play an important part in the Euro-

pean markets. The initial stages of

development will take care of the

needs of the Mediterranean coun-

tries. The success of lumbering

operations recently undertaken in

nearby Bosnia, catering to this

trade,' make the future for the Ser-

bian lumber industry very bright.

It is believed that Serbian lumber

will displace to a great extent tht.

material imported from Norway,
Sweden and Russia, especially in

Southern Europe and it is even

hinted that the other lumber mar-
kets of Europe will feel the influence

of the activities in this region.

have been destroyed at Willow
River. Other damage included the

destruction of thirteen cabins at

Alza Lake and eight buildings at

Chief Lake, many people being des-
titute in consequence, and some
have barely escaped with their lives.

The majority of the outbreaks
have been ascribed to accidental
origin, as well as to the work of in-

cendiaries, only a few being so far
traced to the clearing operations of
settlers. As a precautionary meas-
ure, fire permits have been can-
celled in the dangerous sections, and
one arrest has already been made
for violation of the fire law. In a
later telegram the situation re-'

mained unrelieved, although rain
was threatening. Eight more homes
are reported to have been destroyed.
Eight settlers burned out

Eight Settlers Burned Out

(Victoria, B. C, Times, June 9.)

Advices to the minister of lands

from the Fort George forest district

point to the exceedingly hazardous

fire situation prevailing in that

country, and extending throughout

the northern interior generally.

While showers fell during the early

part of last week, they were insuf-

ficient to curb the dangerous con-

ditions, and were followed by a re-

tutn of the hot weather, with gales

previously reported. The dry soil

cover continues to supply a factor

of much concern, owing to the re-

tarded vegetation.

Many fires are reported, both on
non-timbered and timbered lands,

the efforts of the forest officers be-

ing mainly directed to saving the

latter. Three million feet of timber

Germans Use Paper Beds
Paper beds, with paper sheets and

paper pillow cases, are now being
used in Germany by the poor. The
material for mattresses and bedding
has become so dear that it is impos-
sible for any but the comparatively
rich to afiford them.

The mattresses are now made of

strong sheets of paper pasted to-

gether and filled with dried leaves of

beech and oak trees. These leaf

mattresses are said to be as comfort-
able to lie on as any filled with
feathers.

The paper used is toughened by a

special process, which prevents tear-

ing easily. The leaves for filling the

mattresses and pillow cases have

been collected in the great German
forests by bands of children at a

practically negligible cost.
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Would the Ontario Settler Object?

Would the Ontario settler object

to a system of 'permits' issued by
forest rangers for the burning of his

clearing slash? Settlers in Quebec
and British Columbia are contented-

ly co-operating with the provincial
forest, administrations, under, the

permit system, with the result of

enormous savings m timber and
greater safety to the farming com-
munities.

Would the Ontario settler object?
Read what the Ontario Depart-

ment of Lands and Forests says on
page XI of the 1915 report:

"In the Port Arthur district there
were several fires caused by settlers

clearing land. About 200 acres of

small timber was damaged, 13 SET-
TLERS LOSING THEIR EF-
FECTS AS A RESULT OF
THESE FIRES."
Would the Ontario settler object?

Marl^et For Canadian Lumber in Cuba
The following article, forwarded

the Department of Trade and Com-
merce, Ottawa, by Mr. J. C. Alanzer,

special representative of the New
Brunswick Government in Havana,

will be of interest to Canadians,

showing as it does the wide market
in Cuba for lumber, and the part

that this island is taking in the in-

dustrial activity of the world.

Cuba imports annuallv about 600,-

000,000 feet of lumber.' This con-

sists, for the most part of pine,

spruce and fir, and is imported in

the form of inch boards, running
from six inches to twelve inches in

width
;
planks two and three inches

thick and of various widths, and
deals sawn to various dimensions to

conform with orders received. This
is shipped just as it comes from the

saw without being planed, and when
imported in this form is not subject
to duty.

The greater part of this lumber
comes from the United States, prin-

cipally from the gulf of Mexico
ports, but Canada supplies a large
quantity which might be increased to

a great extent.

A large part of this lumber is

brought here on schooners, but
since the ferry service between Cu-
ba and Key West has been in oper-
ation, considerable lumber from

Florida and Georgia is shipped by
rail. This lumber on arrival in Cu-
ba is taken direct from the docks
to the mills, where it is planed and
made ready for building purposes.
It is then shipped to all parts of the
island.

The increasing prosperity of the
island has largely increased the de-
mand for lumber of all kinds, but
lack of vessels has prevented the
necessary supply from being ob-
tained, and consequently has cur-
tailed building operations to a great
extent.

The labourers in the cane fields,

now that they are getting more pay
for their work are no longer content
to live in houses constructed of palm
leaves, but are constructing wooden
houses which are much more com-
fortable. The clerks in the business
houses, many of whom have been
living in small poorly ventilated
rooms in the crowded parts of

Havana, are now getting building
lots outside the city where they are
constructing houses, mostly of
wood, where their families can en-
joy the fresh air and sunshine. The
business men are also building resi-

dences in the suburbs, mostly of
brick or concrete, but even these re-

quire large quantities of lumber for

doors, windows, staging, moulds for
concrete, etc.
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Spruce and pine from New Bruns-

wick. Nova Scotia and Quebec ; al-

so spruce, fir, hemlock and cedar

from British Columbia would be

suitable for all building purposes in

Cuba. Besides this class of lumber

Cuba imports quantities of shingles,

thousands of crates for fruits, shooks

for packing cases, stave heads and

hoops for making barrels, and large

quantities of broom-handles.

Canadian pine, spruce and fir

would be quite suitable for the man-
ufacture of fruit crates and packing
cases. These are imported cut in

exact lengths ready to be nailed to-

gether, and tied in bundles. Birch,

maple and ash would be quite suit-

able for barrel heads, staves and
hoops. These arrive tied in bundles,

and when put together are used for

packing beer. Canadian yellow
birch and maple make the best

broom-handles.

Canadian lumber will fill nearly
all the requirements of the building
trade in Cuba; and as Canada is a

large seller of lumber while Cuba is

a heavy buyer, it would be advis-

able as soon as the war is over, and
conditions become normal again to

make an effort to secure a largrr

proportion of this Cul:)an lumber
trade.

Experimental Plots

The Laurentide Companx'. Ltd.,

of Grand' Mere. Quebec, has a large

tract of land, at present about twelve
hundred acres, devoted to planting

and experimental cutting operations.

Difl:'erent systems of cutting are be-

ing tried out and experiments in

natural regeneration also. In all

these thinnings or cuttings the slash

is piled and burnt. Plots have also

been marked off and all the trees

numbered and a band painted about
them at breast height, and each year
the diameter growth is measured.
Plantations have been made not
onlv in the open but under different

kinds (jf stands and on diff'erent

soils. Experiments .in draining
swamps are also to be undertaken
and a system of good dirt roads and
fire lines is also kept up.

Sowing Forest Tree Seeds

The Earl of Selborne, president of

the Board of Agriculture, has com-

municated with the members of the

Royal English Arboricultural So-

ciety through their president. Lord

Barnard, urging the need for sowing

forest trees this year. Even small

sowings, he says, would be useful,

for in the aggregate a large number
of seedings might result, and he

specifies the trees likely to be most
in demand, after the war, namely,

larch, common spruce, Sitka spruce.

Scots pine, Douglas fir, silver fir,

Corsican pine and beech. Lord Bar-

nard heartily supports the aopcal.

A Progressive Move

The Canada Paper Company,
Ltd., of Windsor Mills, Quebec, in-

tends to cut fire lines and clean up
the debris on their holdings this

spring. This company is especially

fortunate in having freehold lands

within easy reach of their mills and-
they are in a position to get the

greatest possible \-alue out of

forestry methods. It is the intention

of this companv also to plant up
their waste lands and lands not fully

stocked.

Rioidan Company^ Planting

The Riordan Paper Company of

Montreal have decided to commence
planting operations on their limits,

and th.eir forester, Mr. Volkmar, has

been investigating the plantations

and nursery methods of the Lauren-

tide Company of Grand' Mere. It

is interesting' to note how the pro-

gressive paper companies are taking

up the planting idea and there is no

question but that such a policy will

prove highly productive in the long

run.
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Canada's Maple Sugar Industry

There Are 55,000 Makers of Sugar and Syrup in the

Dominion, Holding 1000 Square Miles

The possible money value to

Canada of the maple industry is far

greater than is generally supposed.

There are at present no less than

55,000 makers of maple sugar and
syrup in the Dominion. Allowing a

ten-acre bush to each farmer would
mean that 550,000 acres, or about 1,-

000 square miles, are being reserved

in their natural wooded state, a most
important matter for the conserva-

tion of our springs and rivulets. In

this large area, no less than two-
thirds is situated in the province of

Quebec. There are a few sugar
bushes in Ontario and a negligible

number in the Maritime Provinces.

For some inexplicable reason it has
never been realized that we have in

Canada millions of acres of maple
bush running from the north of

Lake Superior to the shores of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, all

standing in their primeval condition,

waiting only to be tapped to yield to

the world its remarkable wealth.

When it is remembered that it is

only in the border states of New
Hampshire, Vermont and Maine
that the sugar maple grows within
the United States, and that with this

exception, we in Canada possess the

whole world's supply, the great im-
portance of the industry will be re-

alized.

Two Millions Worth.

It is estimated, says the Montreal
Journal of Commerce, that in 1915
Canada produced two million dol-
lars worth of maple syrup and
sugar. In 1911 the output in the
Province of Quebec was valued at

$1,680,000. a sum 14 per cent greater
than the production of our small
fruits ; considerably greater in value
than the sheep sold, almost equal
to the sale of our poultry, exceeding

that of our whole output of cream,
and six times the money obtained
from honey and wax. These com-
parisons serve to show the relative

importance of our maple industry,
the possibilities of which are too
great to estimate, if the immense
woods of Ontario and the Lower
Provinces were cultivated as they
should be.

A peculiarity of the situation is

that there is practically no demand
outside of North America for this

commodity ,and for no other reason
than that no effort has been made
to make it known to the countries
beyond the seas. Needless to say,

once the exquisite flavor has been
discovered by the millions abroad,
there will be no lack of demand for

this essentially Canadian product.

U. S. Takes All Export.

At the present moment our chief

export market is in the United
States. During the five years from
1908-1912, 99 per cent of our ex-

ported maple sugar went to the Re-
public and 50 per cent of the syrup.

During these five years we exported
altogether 8,685,000 lbs. of sugar
and 20.000 gallons of maple syrup,

a mere bagatelle in comparison with
our capabilities. In May of this

year the United States will remove
their customs duties upon both our
maple products, thereby opening up
to us a market that without exag-
geration may be termed unlimited,
for at the present rate of production
we could not possiblv supplv the de-
mand of 100,000,000'people."

On April 15. 1915, after our last

yield of sugar had been gathered in,

an Act was passed at Ottawa to
amend the Adulteration Act. This
is a simple statement and gives but
little idea of the struggle and con-
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troversy that has been going on for

years before it was possible to per-

suade parliament to protect the in-

dustry against fraudulent manufac-

turers. For a long time, city manu-
facturers, who never went near a

maple bush, have been putting up a

mixture of cane, sugar and water

flavored either with a small per-

centage of maple syrup or with an

essence called "Mapleine." These
syrups and sugars were labelled

with such names as "Maple flavor

syrup," "Maple compound," etc.,

while many were not labelled at all.

From the following table will be

seen the extent to which this sys-

tematic adulteration has injured the

maple industry, more especially

since 1890.

Years. Production of Sugar
lbs.

1850-60 135,000,000

1860-70 175,000,000

1870-80 190,000,000

1880-90 225,000,000

1890-1900 212,000,000

1900-10 196,000,000

Adulteration Stopped.

In 1900 the first steps were taken
in protest. In that year, 2,000 sugar
makers signed a petition which they
presented to the Hon. Sydney
Fisher, then Minister of Agricul-
ture. The difticulty at that time was
the impossibility of obtaining chem-
ical tests whereby cane and beet
sugar could be detected in the inaple

product. In 1904 the Agricultural
Department of the State of Vermont
discovered that by using subacetate
of lead they could determine if

maple sugar or syrup were adulter-

ated. This was of material assist-

ance to our Inland Revenue Depart-
ment, and in Feb., 1915, a bulletin

was issued giving tho results of

chemical tests on a number of syrups
and sugars. It was found that 76
per cent of this collection was adul-
terated and only 24 per cent pure.
The publication evidently had a
beneficial effect for in Mav of the

same year, a second test was made
which showed a decided improve-
ment, only 34 per cent being adul-
terated. From that time the De-
partment has issued annual bul-

letins, but, finding it impossible to

stop adulteration, the act already
referred to was placed upon the
statute books. A most gratifying
result is shown in Bulletin 325, just

recently issued although dated
October, 1915, according to which
only 15 per cent of the samples were
found impure. On looking over
these pamphlets from year to year
the names of the same oft'enders

occur again and again. Evidently
the policy has been to pay the an-
nual fine and proceed as before.

Prior to April, 1915, the fine was
merely nominal, but under the new
regulations it is to be hoped that
an end will be put to the fraud.

The Word "Maple."

The amendment of the Adultera-
tion Act prohibits the manufacture
and sale of adulterated maple syrup
or sugar, and restricts the word
"Maple" to pure maple sugar or
syrup, imposing a fine of from $50
to $500 and costs for wilful adul-

teration ; and from $50 to $200 and
costs for the sale of the adulterated
article.

While the fight has apparently
been won, it is felt that only by
eternal vigilance will it be possible

to protect the honest maker. Those
who have been instrumental in

bringing about these important re-

forms are naturally much encour-
aged and feel that the maple in-

dustry stands on the threshold of a

great development, with the un-
limited markets of Great Britain

and the United States lying before
it.

Messrs. D. A. Macdonald and C.

H. Morse, of the Dominion Forest
Service, have been elected associate
members of the Canadian Society of
Forest Engineers.
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According to a writer in "American Forestry" this imperfect elm is worth
551.96. On the authors system of calculating tree damages, the high tension
wire passing through the branches greatly impaired its value and will still further
impair it. If it was in perfect condition it would be worth $181.54.
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Odd Conditions in Nigeria

Close Supervision of Cutting in these Tropical Forests

With View to a Continuous Production

By A. H. Unzvin,

Member of the Canadian Forestry Association

European forest officers are of history of a tree from a seedling- in

two ranks, the scientifically trained the nursery bed to the well-grown

conservators of forests and the financially mature tree, marked

executively trained foresters. ready for the axe, a period of about
'

The scope of this paper wall only eighty years,

cover the former, as very few of the The initial appointment is for

latter are European, and most of three years on probation, after which

them Nigerians. ^^ may be confirmed. The initial

From Oxford, Cambridge and salary of an assistant conservator of

Edinburgh, graduates in forestry forests is £300 per annum, rising

can usually be procured. The train- by increments of £15 to £400 per

ing at these centres covers, roughly, annum. The first appointment

a year or a vear and a half's work dates from the day of sailing, the

on the elementarv subjects, such as passage being paid by the Nigerian

botany, mathematics, geology, men- Government, and salary on half-pay

suration, surveying, and political begins from the date of departure

economy. In addition, a year or two until the arrival in Nigeria, when
years' work on the professional sub- full salary begins to accrue. In-

jects, silviculture or the growing of tending candidates should bear in

forests, forest protection, forest mind that an early selection for ap-

utilisation, forest botany, forest pointment entitles them to seniority

entomology, forest history, and over other candidates who, owing to

forest policy, is required. At the their being fully qualified, are ap-

end of the course six months' prac- pointed immediately, and thus reach

tical work in Scottish or English the colony before them. Locally, a

forests follows, during which period commuted travelling allowance of

working plans and market condi- £42 per annum is drawn to com-

tions are especially studied. pensate for the extra cost entailed

_ . . in inspecting the forests. A limited
1 he 1 raining Course. number of carriers, or other means

After being accepted for appoint- of transport, are provided by the

ment in Nigeria, a further three government. For the purpose of

months' course is taken at the Royal more rapidly getting about, a bi-

Gardens, Kew ; and six months' cycle, motor, or horse may be kept,

practical work on the - Continent and an allowance is given for main-
was (before the war) usually re- tenance. The cost of living is high,

quired. At Kew the object is to ac- even when furnished quarters or a

quire a working knowledge of the bungalow are provided,

most important botanical orders ^ , • tt j

which contain the African trees.
Reaching Headquarters.

The Continental course shows the Lagos is the first port of call in

student forests which have been Nigeria, and there is a railway jour-

under a definite scheme of manage- ney of 123 miles before reaching

ment for over a hundred years. It Ibadan, the temporary headquarters

takes one, in fact, through the life of the Forest Department. Oloke-
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meji, ninety miles from Lagos, is

the old headquarters, and here the

forestry work of the Southern Prov-

inces is directed. Zaria, situated

some 450 miles from Lagos, is the

headquarters of the Forestry De-
partment in the Northern Provinces.

A newly appointed officer would
be liable to be sent to either of these

last-named places; but owing to the

larger number of men being sta-

tioned in the Southern Provinces,

the majority are sent to that centre.

Olokemeji is in the middle of a

forest reserve, 26 square miles in

extent, and is also the headquarters

both of the Western Circle and of

its Northern Division. In each
circle there is a conservator of

forests in charge, and he has an as-

sistant to manage each divison. In
the event of a shortage of staff it

may happen that a new man is put
in charge of a division, and thus has
an opportunity of learning all about
the work much more quickly than
would otherwise be the case. In

the ordinary way he only corre-

sponds with his conservator and the
timber interests of his division on
purely local matters.

The Tricks of Carriers.

At first sight, on examining the
tropical forest, it appears like a very
mixed collection of different kinds
of trees; on closer inspection, how-
ever, similarities and contrasts are
apparent, such as ebony, with its

thin, black, scaly bark, and that of

the somewhat regularly, deeply fis-

sured bullet-wood tree, and its

white latex, which the former does
not exude.

In walking through a forest it is

normally best to make the carriers

precede, though their scent is not
entirely pleasant if one is close be-
hind. Owing to their tendency to

lag, and their desire to sit down at

inconvenient times, it is an advan-
tage to have them in front. Fre-
quently one may have to stop and
examine a flower or leaf, and it only
adds to the carriers' labour if the

whole column has to stop whilst

seeds and specimens are being col-

lected. A march of about fifteen

miles is sufficient, and takes up the

better part of the day if an examina-
tion of the forests is being made on
the way. In most parts villages are

eight to ten miles apart, sometimes
nearer, so the carriers can stop and
purchase food. In the larger forests,

however, a distance of over twenty
miles is sometimes covered without
sight of a house ; in that case, the

people of the last village are asked

to bring food for the carriers, and
the carriers themselves are given a

day's food as well, which has to be

cooked on reaching camp. In some
places the chiefs provide food (yams
etc.) which is distributed to the car-

riers, or in some places 3d a day per

head is allowed them for purchasing

food. So long as the carrier gets

food ,and his load is not excessively

heavy, he is quite cheerful and walks
well.

Nigerian Wages.

Current wages vary from 9d. to Is.

a day, the headman getting from Is.

to 2s. a day. Local felling permits

being issued both by the district and
forest officers to natives for felling

timber for local use, at district sta-

tions a call is paid to the District

Officer to discuss current forest

questions and examine the permit

books. At the same time there is an
opportunity of seeing what further

development of forest work is pos-

sible in the district. The local forest

guards, foresters, or forest rangers

report themselves, usually giving a

very good account of the local forest

conditions. Since the demand for

local timber has been growing, a

stop may have to be made to super-

vise the marking or girdling of suit-

able trees for bridge building under
the auspices of the Public Works
Department. On a journey through
the mahogany forest, the different

camps of the timber firms have to

be visited. These firms have hun-
dreds of square miles for the pur-
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pose of exploiting- mahogany and

furniture woods. At the same time

the checking- and inspecting of the

stumps of all these trees felled has

to be gone through. The young

mahogany seedlings are also seen,

and from the number of these it is

known whether sufificient have been

planted to take the place of those

cut down. The very rapid growth

of these trees can here be studied to

advantage; trees now 40 feet high

have only been planted a few years.

The relative value of the direct

planting of seedling trees as com-

pared with the natural regeneration

of the forest by self-sown seedlings

can be observed with ocular clear-

ness. In one part of the forest one
sees natives standing on a platform
hacking away with an axe into a

huge 50 foot mahogany; in another
place a similar tree, fallen, its 90 foot
bole already sawn into three round
logs, while in a third locality may
he seen a native, axe or adze in hand,
squaring mahogany logs with a four

foot side. Later in the season eighty

©r more natives are engaged in drag-

ging one of these logs on round bil-

lets of wood (for rolers) along a

track, roughly cleared to the height

of a man, to the nearest natural

waterway; still later (that is, in July

©r August', when the rivers rise, the

logs may be seen floating singly

down to the rafting place on the

main creek, where rafts are made
with logs four or eight abreast, each

fastened to the next from a timber

dog at either end, with cane. From
here riverine natives, such as the

Ijors, take the logs to the nearest

river or ocean going steamer port.

The Timber Market.

The Forest Department has sup-
plied the Railway, Marine, and Pub-

lic Works Departments with timber
of various kinds. In some cases the

timber is obtained by departmental

working, and in others is cut by na-

tive contractors under the superr

vision of the department. In the

first instance, the conditions under

which timber is to be supplied to

other departments are put before

the Secretariat, and, when once the

work has been begun, the local

forest officer deals direct with the

department concerned.

Forestry progress in Nigeria has

been less tardy than in several other

colonies, though many forests have

been destroyed owing to lapse of

time before the formation of a de-

partment. In 1904 there were eight,

and there are now 24 administrative

appointments. The amalgamation

of Northern and Southern Nigeria

into one administration should ac-

celerate the development of forestry.

It is as yet only in its initial stages,

and scarcely more than a thousand

square miles of forests, out of nearly

a hundred thousand which exist in

some form or other, have been per-

manentlv set aside for further tim-

ber production. The revenue-earn-

ing capacity of the Forest Depart-

ment has been somewhat diminished
by the war, but with recent legisla-

tion more local revenue should be
obtained, which should more than
otT-set any loss already sustained.

Provided the financial position of

Nigeria remains strong, the pros-

pects of the Forest Department are

quite bright.'

Although Nigeria has by far the

largest Forest Department, very

similar conditions of service obtain

in the other West African colonies

of the Gold Coast and Sierra Leone;
but there are no forest officers in the

Gambia.
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Civil Service Efficiency

"The civil service of Canada,"

says the Ottawa Citizen, editorially,

"has many able and fearless and
conscientious men and women in it.

What an asset it would be to this

country to have its civil service free

from the menace and molestation of

patronage ministers, who really re-

flect a bygone age of barbarism and
not the science of government as it

is understood in this the twentieth

century. It is only necessary to re-

view the immense service the

Auditor General has been, and still

is, to Canada, to get a glimpse of

how much better off the Dominion
w^ould be if the entire civil service

were elevated to the same plane of

economic security and freedom from
patronage domination. The Cana-
dian public should welcome any
movement to put the civil service
on a better basis. Could such a
movement not be initiated from
within the service itself?"

It has been pointed out frequently
that the outside service of the Do-
minion Forestry Branch can be
brought under the merit system of
the Civil Service Act without new
legislation. Were such action taken
it would remove one of the worst
drags on efficiency which the coun-
try is compelled to carrv.

Mr. Ellwood Wilson, Forester of

the Laurentide Company, recently

made a trip to an aeroplane factory

to examine aeroplanes and see if

they would be practical for forest

lire ranging work. He reports that
while for finding fires they are en-
tirely practical, they are so difficult
to launch and to land with at pres-
ent that they are hardly practical
as yet. "A suggestion made by
someone that clearings of seven or
eight acres in extent be made at
convenient places in the forest for
landing and starting is out of the
question, as such clearings would be
too expensive to make and keep
clear, and the great value of the
aeroplane would be its ability to
travel fast, see over a large are'a at
once, and to alight near a fire and
extinguish it. This latter is the most
important and the most difficult
thing for an aeroplane to do. Of
course, a flying machine travels so
fast that a fire could be reported
without delay, but by the time a
crew was organized and transported
some fifty or one hundred miles the
fire would have gained a big start.
It is certain, however, that these
disadvantages will soon be overcome
and the necessity for lookout towers
and slow-moving rangers will be
done away wnth."

Lectures at Summer Resorts
The Secretary of the Canadian

Forestry Association will deliver a

series of "Forest Travelogues" at
the largely populated summer re-
sorts of the ]\Iuskoka Lakes and
Georgian Bay, during the last
week of July.

Arrangements have been made
for the following itinerary

:

Minnicoganashene. Georgian Bay.
Friday, July 21.

Wawa Hotel, Norwav Pt., Alon-
day, July 24.

Highland Inn. Algonquin Park,
Tuesdav. Tulv 25.

The Monteith House, Lake Ros-
seau, W^ednesday, July 26.

Beaumaris. Thursday, July 27.

Elgin House, Friday, July 28.

The Roval Muskoka, Saturday,
July 29.

In building up the attendance at

these lectures the Association has
had the assistance of hotel manage-
ments, railways, etc. One hundred
and fifty pictures are given during
each lecture. The Association bears
all expenses, including advertising,
printing, etc., thereby leaving to the
local authorities the sole responsi-
bility of securing a good audience.
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How Europe's Forests Are Paying

the Price of War^^^

The Severity and Mobility of the Conflict Have Taken

Fearful Toll of Richest Woodlands

Only when the European War is

over and .?. detailed examination

made of the enormous areas of

forest surrendered to axe and shell

fire will the world know^ exactly

what penalty the timber resources of

France and Belgium have paid since

August, 1914.

Not only have the Belgian forests

and those of the occupied sections

of France suffered fearfully by the

'leg-itimate' necessities of war, but

by the deliberate vandalism of the

German hosts. As was described

in the June "Forestry Journal," the

French military authorities have

made demands on the Forest Serv-

ice for materials which cannot be

supplied in the time given without

injuring seriously the future pro-

ductivity of the forests. Belgium's

richest timber possessions have

largely perished either in the first

terrible onslaught and stubborn de-

fence, or by the systematic thieving

of the German government to sup-

ply their home needs without crip-

pling home resources. An article by

Mr. J. S. Illick in "Forest Leaves"

of Philadelphia, brings one into

close touch with the conditions as

they existed immediately before the

War.
Many and varied are the factors

which enter into a consideration of

the total amount of damage done.

Two groups, however, stand out

prominently above all the rest. They
are: (1) the prevalence and condi-

tion of the forests at the beginning

of the war, and (2) the severity and
mobility of the conflict. These two
groups of factors have very few
points in common along the three

main battle fronts; viz: the western
front in France and Belgium, the

eastern front in western Russia,

eastern Prussia and Galicia, and the

southeastern front in the eastern

Alps and the Balkan states. The
forest conditions along these three

main fronts differ just as widely as

the military operations now in prog-
ress along them. It is not the ob-
ject of this article to discuss the mili-

tary operations now in operation
concerning which our daily papers
and periodical publications give us
ample and fairly authentic informa-
tion, but rather to describe the con-
dition, prevalence, and economic
significance of the forests embraced
within the destructive clutches of

this gigantic and prolonged strug-

gle. The writer travelled afoot

—

prior to the outbreak of war—over
large areas of rural Europe, par-

ticularly the heavily forested por-

tion, and in a few instances tra-

versed the very spots now dissected
with tortuous lines of trenches. It

is difficult, even for one having been
upon the ground, to picture the

transformation that is taking place.

Today bare, unproductive, and erup-

tive areas indistinctly mark the sites

of former fertile field and finished

forests.
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The Forests of Belgium. for the production of this much-
T7 , ^ ^^«,.,*,,^„ ;„ +v,^ needed product. About 84,000 cords
Forests were common m the w • j n rwere obtained annually from trees

western war zone, embracing a part bordering roads and canals. These
of northern France and almost all trees, however, did much more than

of Belgium, when the conflict began, yield wood, for they made the thor-

and showed evidence of careful oughfares attractive and comfort-

management that must have ex-
able, and in sonie instances produced

, , , , , -^ ,
choice fruit, hew countries could

tended back at least fifty years and ^oast of such inviting and distinc-
in some cases a full century. Bel- tive highways, byways and water-
gium alone had 1,290,000 acres of ways as Belgium before the war.

productive forest land valued at These attractive and useful avenues

$100,000,000. The province of Na- °^ commumcation helped, ma
....

, , r 1 • measure, to satisfy and solidity its
mur, m which such heavy fighting

citizenry, and develop a pardonable
took place shortly after the begin- patriotic pride in its soldiers.

ning of the war had 31 per cent of Private Ozimership.
its total area wooded. The forests t-i i • i r r , . ,

^ Ti 1 • .1
i he kind of forest ownership that

of Belgium were among the most prevailed in Belgium at the outbreak
productive of Europe before the of the war present.^ a sad aspect.,
war, yielding 1.7 cords per acre and Private individuals and small com-
year. Since the war began this area munities owned 93.8 per cent of the

has not only been considerably re^ ^^^'^l ^'^^' ^^^ ^^^}-^. and institutions

, J . u . u . •
owning the remaining 6.2 per cent,

duced in acreage, but what is more The loss under such a decentralized
lamentable the remaining forests form of ownership is certainly felt

have lost all the "earmarks" of that much more keenly than in countries
careful management which charac- such as Germany where the several
terized them in the past. states own 31.9 per cent and private
That the people of Belgium will individuals only 46.5 per cent, the

feel the loss of their clean, attractive, remainder belonging to the crown,
productive, and well-organized for- communities, municipalities, and in-
ests is most certainly true. The stitutions. When one thinks how
small forest acreage in proportion to slowly forests grow and how dififi-

the population—only two-tenths of cult it is to reconstruct them, one's
an acre per inhabitant—and the in- pity naturally goes forth not only to
dustrial conditions, recommended the altruistic and beneficient people
anintensive management of all areas vvho were building them up, but also
suitable for the growth of trees. The to the oncoming generations for
native forests in spite of their high whom they were being developed,
productivity—1.7 cords per acre and A rich heritage for subsequent gen-
year—yielded only a small portion erations was in the process of de-
of the total amount of wood con- velopment, but the sudden onrush
sumed by this most densely popu- of an enraged neighbor with no re-
lated civilized country—660 inhabi- spect for property or posterity, and
tants per square mile. About $28,- the necessary destructive activities
500,000 worth of wood was imported of the defenders of the homeland,
annually, some of it coming from soon converted this prospective
the United States. For many years heritage into acres of desolation,
the demand for wood has been so The forests of northern France
great that every square foot of diiTer little from those of Belgium
ground not required for other more in condition, composition and own-
important purposes has been used ership. The hardwoods—chiefly
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oak and beech—comprise from 70 to

80 per cent of the total. Scotch pine.

the leading conifer, was limited to

the poorer soils which locally com-
prised rather extensive areas. In

the region south of Rheims exten-

sive limestone wastes occurred at

the beginning of the last century.

About 1807 a movement was started

to reforest these wastes. Little was
accomplished, however, until about
1830 when reforestation began on a

large scale. Just before the war be-

gan over 200,000 acres of this waste
land had been stocked with trees,

mostly Scotch pine. The outstand-

ing feature of this remarkable ac-

complishment is the commendable
fact that most of this vast area was
not restored to a condition of super-

pristine productivity by the state or

nation, but by numerous self sacri-

ficing owners of small holdings.

Year after year the small woodlot
owners upon clearing their land,

again prepared it—often by spading
or ploughing—for another forest

crop, fuly realizing that they would
never live to harvest it. The new
crops, as a rule, were established by
planting small seedlings furnished

by local foresters at a very reason-

able price, usually the cost of pro-

duction.

Land Prices Go Up.

That the line of endeavor along
which these private owners were
progressing was commendable and
producing results is shown by the

phenomenal rise of land prices. The
very areas which sold for $4 per
acre before afforestation began were
selling for $75 to $125 per acre just

prior to the war. The sad part of

this narrative is the regrettable fact

that these numerous areas of forest

land upon which so much private ef-

fort and money had been spent were
either destroyed or damaged heavily
during the battle of the Marne.
Areas of forest devastation and de-

struction do not occur in local spots,

but are distributed throughout
northern France and all of Belgium.

The great size of the contending
armies, the severe, frequent and
often prolonged battles, and the al-

most stationary position of the bat-

tle line causes one to conclude that

the damage is so great that an over-

estimate would be difficult. One
may be able to comprehend in part

the existing conditions in northern
France from an announcement in

the bulletin of the Southern Pine
Association of January 17, 1916,

which states that "Bids are being
asked for 52.000.000 feet of southern
yellow pine by the French Govern-
ment, presumably for the erection of

10.000 houses which it has planned
to build in northern France follow-

ing the war."
Forest conditions along the east-

ern front in eastern Prussia, western
Russia and Galicia stand in contrast

with those found along the western
front. The forests are larger in size,

cover a much greater percentage of

the total land area, and are com-
posed almost entirely of evergreen
species which comprise from 85 to

90 per cent of the stands, while
along the western front not more
than 20 per cent were evergreens.

The forest structure is also much
simpler, in fact, so simple and uni-

form over vast areas that it becomes
monotonous, especially to an Amer-
ican, who is accustomed to find from
50 to 100 species of tree in one lo-

cality. Scotch pine and Norway
si)ruce are the only common and
important species. The former oc-

curs in extensive pure stands on the

sandy plains and in rolling country.
It is at its optimum in the Baltic

provinces of Prussia and the Riga
district of Russia where it attains a

large size, possesses straight and
clean trunks, has uniform growth
rings, and' produces much pitch.

The Norway spruce increases in

abundance as one goes northward
or ascends the mountains. Beyond
Riga the \\niite Birch becomes a

distinctive feature of the forest,

however, not on account of its

abundance but rather due to its con-
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spicuous white bark. Forests in

which it is rather common, are

often called "white forests" in con-

tradistinction to the "black forests"

of evergreens.

On the Eastern Front.

The damage and destruction

along the eastern front has extended

over an enormous territory due to

the great length and the continuous-

ly changing position of the battle

line. As a rule the degree of de-

struction has not been so complete

nor the extent of damage so great

in any one locality as along the

western front, but a much greater

area has been covered by the almost

continuously retreating and advanc-

ing armies. The total amount 'of

wood already used, damaged, and

destroyed must be enormous. The
loss, while large in amount, will,

however, probably not be felt so

keenly as in Belgium and northern

France, where a much larger per-

centage of the forests were privately

owned. Furthermore, a greater

percentage of the total land area

along the eastern front was still

wooded, thus making wood a less

expensive commodity on account of

the larger supply still available.

The loss is not limited to the im-

mediate vicinity of the forested re-

gions but extends even to foreign

lands. Russia was a great wood ex-

porting country before the war.
About 60 per cent of the export
wood left through Baltic ports.
Riga, the objective point of one of
the German armies, in the environs
of which much fighting has recently
taken place, led all other Baltic ports
in the exportation of wood. Through
this port alone about 18,500,000.000
cubic feet of wood, mostly Scotch
pine, left annually for foreign coun-
tries, principally Great Britain.

Canadian Research Bureau

The Canadian Pacific Railway and
others interested in the establish-
ment of the Canadian Research
Bureau, deserve the warmest praise
for having brought this about. The
Bureau have secured the services of
Mr. Arthur D. Little, a well known
engineer of Boston, and a former
President of the American Chemical
Society. Mr. Little is eminently
qualified to head such an organiza-
tion, and we predict that it will be
productive of much good.

In brief, the object of the new re-
search bureau is to investigate, or-
ganize and systematize our re-
sources. It will carry on a scientific
investigation of the mineral, metal,
hydro-electrical and chemical re-
sources of the nation and formulate
plans for the lessening of the waste
in our forests, factories, mines and
mills. The results of the Bureau's
investigations will be sent out to
manufacturers, merchants and oth-
ers interested in the form of bul-
letins.

Restoring the Slate

Slates may be brought back into
schools in the United States on ac-
count of the shortage of paper.
Cheap paper writing tablets now

used m schools may disappear, or
what is more likely, become prohibi-
tive in price. Common five-cent
tablets now contain little more than
one-half the sheets thev did before
the beginning of the wa'r. and paper
firms say they are being furnished
at an effort.

U. S. Government Paper Bill

More than 30,000,000 pounds of
paper, embracing almost everv kindm present-dav use and costing ap-
proximately $1,250,000 a vear. is
used in the government printing of-
fice making the United States' one
of the largest buyers of paper in the
world.
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(Courtesy of Grand Trunk Ry.)

BEAUTIES OF ALGONQUIN PARK.

A splendid view of Cache Lake, Algonquin Park, showing the heavy forest growth, the maintenance
of which is the foundation of a large and increasing tourist traffic.

Common Sense Guardianship
= Is Wanted =

Organ of Canadian Manufacturers* Association] Makes

Emphatic Plea for Immediate Revision of

Ontario's Forest Policy

Public sentiment in Canada "on

the question of forest protection and

the need of guarding more than five

thousand wood-using industries

from the menace of forest fires has

reached a point which none of our

governments, provincial or federal,

can safely ignore. Through the ef-

forts of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation and other bodies, the facts

regarding Canada's dependence up-

on cheap and abundant supplies of

wood and the enormous damage
wrought annually by preventable

fires have been made matters of

common information in town and
country from coast to coast.

The improvement in public intel-

ligence on such questions has been

reflected in governmental action in

two provinces, Quebec and British

Columbia, in a radical advance of

the forest protection services. Very
sensiblv the British Columbia Gov-
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ernment recognized its duty in giv- Left to themselves, the serious

ing protection to the main sources duties of forest protection are not

of provincial income, and has sue- likely to be carried out. This lack

ceeded in introducing a modern and of actual service as rendered by
energetic forest service which al- Ontario's fire rangers does not
ready has greatly diminished the mean that the province is saving

likelihood of a wholesale timber loss money in comparison with other

in the future. The Quebec Goverit provinces. On the contrary, the

ment looked upon its responsibilities lack of supervisors is a costly pro-

in the perpetuation of the timber ceedmg; the losses in timber re-

and timber mdustries in a spirit no f^^^mg from inefficiency can scarce-

less advanced. As a result, the ^' ^^ computed. Rangers m British

!^ , T •
1 . ] 1 V Columbia or m the well-organized

Quebec Legislature passed at its
sections of the United Stat?s have

last session an amendment render-
f^,,. leisure moments in their daily

ing It unlawful for a settler to un- rounds. The opportunities for edu-
dertake to clear his land by the use cation of the local residents bv the
of fire, without first obtaining a rangers are extensive. They' can
permit to do so from a qualified build trails and lookout towers, and
ranger. This obviates the ever- it is their business to construct safe
present risk of settlers' fires being camp-fire places for hunters and
set out on excessively dry or windy fishermen and campers who make
days, and also insures that the heaps use of the areas within their patrol,
of slash shall be kept in the centre They can guard the timber against
of the clearing. settler's fires by curbing the care-
Quebec is also awake in its efforts lessness of the settler. That On-

to make incendiarism in forest areas tario gets more than a fraction of
punishable to the same degree as the reasonable amount of service due
fires in a town or village. Under from its large number of rangers is

Quebec laws several scores of pro- doubtful.

secutions of settlers who caused Settlers' fires have been proved to
forest fires last year were under- be one of the worst source of timber
taken, and in many cases fines were loss. Knowing such facts, the pro-
imposed or the guilty parties im- vincial government has taken no
prisoned. steps thus far to overcome the evil.

Ontario, however, has not yet seen British Columbia and Quebec have
fit to apply the obviously necessary prohibited settlers from carrying on
reforms in its forest protection serv- burning operations without the ad-
ice which have been so generally ac- vice and supervision of the ranger,
cepted by British Columbia and and they must secure from him a
Quebec, although the latter have special permit. This regulation
less to fear from large fire losses in works no hardship on the settler and
the forest than has Ontario. It is is a most valuable protection to
generally agreed that forest protec- standing timber. At present, in On-
tion in Ontario suffers from lack oi tario. no matter how conscientious
organization both at headquarters the ranger, the settler may snap his
and in the field. The men are, of fingers at him.
course, political appointees, but even Sir Clififord Sifton has estimated
political appointees may be carefully that at the present rate of cutting
and intelligently selected. The and burning, the forests of Ontario
supervision and inspection of fire could not last more than thirty
rangers is just as necessary as the vears. This brings the province
supervision and inspection of the face to face with a most grave prob-
employees of a locomotive works, lem. From no other source than
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our present standing forests can the

two-thousand wood-using industries

of Ontario secure their raw mater-
ials. Forest fires, indeed, spell grad-
ual extinction for a most important
section of the country's industrial

life. Having such knowledge, and
with no chance of disputing the re-

sponsibility of the provincial govern-
ment in the care of the timber, it

would seem that this year should
see signs of a concession to the de-

mand for a common-sense guardian-
ship.

Fires ai the Coast

(Vancouver World, June 15.)

Owing to the absence of rain dur-
ing the past few weeks the usual
danger from forest fires threatens,
and reports from outlying districts

received by Mr. George D. McKay,
provincial timber inspector, show
that already numerous fires are
under way although the majority of
them are under control.

Two fires are reported by Ranger
R. v. Stewart one on the limits of
the Campbell River Lumber Com-
pany at Hornando and another in
the cuttings of Land Bros, at Wil-
son Bay. The former is a small one.
and is said to be well under con-
trol. The latter is a fire of serious
proportions, and for a ^ime threat-

ened the homes of a number of set-

tlers near. The latest report from
that place states that it is now fair-

ly well in hand. Fires are also

burning in the timber north of Cape
Lazo and east of Courtenay, on
Vancouver Island. Another small
fire has started near Coquitlam, in

the Dominion railway belt, and sev-

eral others east of Langley. No
harm has been done by them as

yet.

"The lateness of the spring, the

scarcity of green foliage and the

warm weather of the past few days,

are the causes to which these out-

breaks can be attributed," said Mr.
McKay. "Flad there been the usual

heavy growth of green foliage the

fires would not have had the chance
to spread, ^^'e are well organized,
however. Our rangers and guards
are all on the lookout for fires, and
in addition, this year the loggers
seem to be better equipped than they
have been to fight the fires. All of

the camps have a good supply of

pails. Duckets, hose and other equip-

ment for fighting the fames, and the
danger seems to have impressed it-

self upon every man employed
around the camps. Our guards and
rangers are taking all precautions to
prevent any large fire from breaking
out, and I think that the outlook is

considerably better than it has been
for scA'cral seasons."

Quebec Settlers Obey New Permit Laws

That settlers in forested districts

will accept sensible legislation in

the spirit in which it was designed

has been proved by results in Que-
bec thus far in 1916. The amend-
ment passed at the last legislature
requires a settler Jo obtain from a
ranger a permit to start his clearing
fires, such a stipulation blanketing
the entire season of fire danger. The
Lower Ottawa Forest Protective

Association report that to the first

of June, 1916, about 350 settlers'

slashes have been burned in their

territory under permits.

The rangers and inspectors report

further that "we are receiving hearty
co-operation from the settlers, no
prosecutions of offenders having
been rendered necessary as yet. The
new laws are of much benefit and
we encounter little trouble in hav-
ing them painstakingly applied."
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Turning Slash into Dollars

Utilizing Refuse of Logging Operations for Fuel, Ashes
and Pulp would Bring Riddance of Fire Problem

By Thomas B. IVyinan,

Secretary-Forester of the Northern Forest Protective Association,
Munising, Mich igan

paper requires the

two conceptions

:

of the general term
the second, the idea

a problem connected
of slash from

The title of thi

consideration of

the one that

"Slash,"; and
that there is

with the presence
forest operations.

Slash- -in the broadest sense of

the word, means the refuse from the

harvesting of timber, and includes

tops, branches, hollow butts, and all

such material as is commonly left

after taking out the so-called Mer-
chantable Timber.

Slash may be created by clear cut-

ting operations, in which all mer-
chantable timber is removed, or
through the selection system of

operating, by which only certain

species or certain sizes are utilized.

In the first case, nothing is left upon
the timbered area except Slash, un-
less perchance, the natural deposit
of seed from standing timber has re-

sulted in the establishment of a
seedling growth. Usually, how-
ever, such a growth is entirely un-
noticed by the lumbermen, and
entirely ignored as to value, either
present or future. In the second
case, a certain amount of Merchant-
able Timber stands among the Slash
ready for the harvest, and whether
or not this standing timber will ever
be utilized for commercial purposes
depends entirely upon the proper
solving of this slas hproblem.
The problem of slash is in reality

a problem of fire control within the
slash ; or of preventing the burning
of operated areas and the consuming

of the refuse material. As yet, we
have made no actual strides toward
the elimination of the menace of
slash and it is this menace, more
than any other, against which we
must guard to prevent destruction
to standing and harvested timber by
fire.

Slash, the Great Menace.

The state of Michigan has been
the scene of logging operations for
many years, and during this time,
thousands upon thousands of acres
of slash have been created—and
burned, ^^'ith the burning, destruc-
tion has spread to standing timber,
either killing it outright or damag-
ing it to such an extent that unless
immediate operation could be insti-

tuted, a large financial loss must
necessarily accrue.

The area of slash through which
fire has not spread is hard to find.

Michigan embraced within its

area thousands of acres of standing
Pine—White, Norway and Jack

—

either in pure groups or in mixture
with each other. The day of the
original Pine in Michigan has passed,
and we have left, to jog our mem-
ories, thousands of acres of these
so-called Pine Plains. These Pine
Plains are simply areas of pine slash
destroyed by fire and consistently
reburned. until all soil cover has
been consumed and the vegetable
content of the upper soil largely
depleted. With the burning of the
pine plains occurred the destruction
of seed trees, unthinkingly left and
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of the natural regeneration by which
nature sought to reclaim these vast

areas.

Having succeeded in eliminating

the pine forests of Michigan as a

commercial asset, inroads are now
being actively made upon our Hard-
woods and other timbers, and al-

though the condition may not be so

acute when uor hardwood lands are

cut over—because of greater agri-

cultural possibilities upon them, we
will still have our non-producing fire

burned pine plains as an evidence of

the improper solution of the slash

problem.
Authorities differ as to the proper

solving of the problem of disposal

of refuse from logging operations,

but the common assumption is that

to secure safety, slash should be
burned. In fact, we have in some
states, compulsory slash burning,

thus compelling operators to invite

further ravages bv the demon

—

FIRE.
I do not believe in the use of fire

under any circumstances, nor do I

believe it necessary to expend a

considerable amount of money in

this work, thus adding to the cost

of production by way of windrow-
ing, brush piling or top-logging; but
on the other hand, until means are

devised by which slash can be
UTILIZED, forest management,
which should include patrol, fire

lines, lookout towers, and educa-
tional features should prevail.

This question at once presents it-

self: Can slash be utilized? And
I sav in answer that there are many
products which can be derived from
the saving and utilizing of the forest

slash, and if the returns from such
utilization meet the cost of the
necessary saving operation, the gain
—that of the elimination of the
forest fire danger—is both real and
material.

Fuel, Ashes, Pulp.

And now, having concluded that
the utilization of the slash, or the
refuse from logging operations is a

feasible, and the reasonable pro-

cedure, let us consider what prod-

ucts and by what means such ma-
terial can be harvested. Of the

many products which can be made
from forest refuse, the three which
appear to offer the greatest possi-

bilities, are: first, FUEL WOOD;
second, ASHES; and third, PULP.
Abroad, the utilization of

FAGOTS or fine wood as fuel, is in

general use. AVhy not begin the

saving of our best body timber for

commercial use, and encourage the
utilization of our present waste by
turning it to fuel purposes?

This can be accomplished by edu-
cational means, covering both the
necessity of the saving of the better

grades of wood and the possibility

of using for fuel those grades of less

commercial value. The actual

method of reclamation may be noth-
ing more than the axe. the saw and
means of transportation. Equip-
ment could, of course, be developed
as the exigencies of the case neces-
sitated.

In years to come we will look

back upon this wasted asset with
wonder at our lack of foresight.

The production of ashes for fer-

tilizer, potash, lyes and other bi-

products is also easily accomplished,
and entails onlv the destructive

burning of the slash in closed fur-

naces or retorts, so that NO DAM-
AGE results to the soil and NO
RISK to surrounding property.

How much are Unleached Hard-
wood Ashes worth? Just ask your
dealer, and the figure will surprise
you. "But" you say, "ashes are a

fertilizer in themselves, and when
the slash is burned, it returns this

ash to soil.'- This statement is but
partially true; and even if wholly
true, neither solves our problem nor
is it often of value.

Modern science is constantly at

work in the paper making industry
as in other lines, and great advance-
ment has been noted. We recognize

as paper making material—straw.
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rags and fibres of many kinds, most considered as waste, and by the usepromment of which is wood fibre; of which, the better grades of fibrebut to date, the wood fibre used is can be saved for higher grade papers
largely of the body variety rather and purposes.
than the refuse product-for high- All details necessary for use ofgrade papers rule. However, de- slash material in paper makinp- arevelopmg toward the saving of such ^^ hand and can be supplied on rewaste has been going on, and we ^l^^s^ ; and the use of slash for the
are now able to use this product by ^^^ ^"^ other bi-products is even
a process of shredding, digesting and T"^ §^ practiced, while the use
beating in the production of low

,
, branch-wood for fuel is a

^rade papers, and of heavy paper- ?.^T ^";^"^ '^'''^^ "^"st necesarily
box-board material, etc.

°^^°^^ ^^^ depletion of our forest
The utilization of the slash for ^'^Wh.^ f, ^ ,this purpose requires, naturally, operations L. f

° P,^"^'" '" ^°°^s
niore equipment and more invest- ?ullv confined '.'^

kind, except it be
ment, but again, it is feasible, be- will the danc^'r

'"/ f^ °"^>^ ^h^"'
cause It turns to use a product now eliminated ^ '"''' ^'''' '^'^

The forests form one of the largest of the natural resources ofCanada and one that has contributed largely not only to the" neraprosperity ot the country but to the public revenues. Moreove'r thereare extensive areas that will be productive only if they are used forgrowing torests With these facts in mind it seems self-evident that
It is the duty of every citizen to take an interest in the forests The
support of the Canadian Forestry Association is one of the channels
through which every citizen can have a share.

"The Association has done splendid work in placing before the
public the value of the forests and the means for protecting them and
making them more valuable. The improvements in forest manage-
ment in recent years are largely due to the work of the Association
It is m every possible way educating people to the necessity of pre-
venting the fires which take such heavy toll from the forest every
year, and is securing that co-operation in protection which must finallv
embrace every citizen of the commonwealth if it is to be successful.

"The Association's work will be successful in proportion to the
strength and numbers of its membership and it deserves the support of
every citizen who is interested in the prosperity of the country. The
provincial governments derive large revenues from the forests and
even if the object were only to keep up the public revenues and re-
strict the scope of direct taxation it would be deserving of the sup-
port of the tax-paying public."

^ ,_, . R. H. CAMPBELL.
June, 1916. Director of Forestry.
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How to Build a Camp Fire

The Camp Stove Best when Transportable—Stove

Constructon for Permanent Camps—The
Use of Fire Irons

With the camping season due

there come the usual questions on

how to build camp fires. There are

several varieties, most of them

simple and effective and easily con-

structed even by a novice in camp-

ing. There must be considered not

only the kind of camp fire which

gives the best service but the kind

which is least dangerous. The man
who is careless with his camp fire

should not be allowed in the woods
for all too frequently he is respon-

sible for forest fires which do tre-

mendous damage. The Forest

Service has issued a hand book for

campers in which the following ex-

cellent instruction regarding camp
fires is given.

Camp stoves should be taken

whenever they can be transported.

Thev are safer than open fires,

more convenient, require less fuel,

and do not blacken the cooking
utensils. Collapsible sheet-iron

stoves may be, obtained.

In the absence of a stove an open
fire must be built. A safe and serv-

iceable fireplace can be made of

rocks placed in a small circle so as

to support the utensils. \Miere
. rocks are not obtainable, poles may

be used.

For permanent camps it pays to

build a stone fireplace. One is

shown in the illustration. A piece

of sheet iron will prevent the black-

ening of the pans and makes a bet-

ter draft.

For temporary camps the fire

should be built as follows

:

Dig a hole about a foot deep and
about three or four feet in diameter.

Sh<jvel awav the side toward the

wind. Lay green poles across the

hole to support the pots and pans,

and build the fire underneath.

Fire irons are often a great con-

venience. A piece of three-eighths-

inch round iron four feet long is

bent at right angles a foot from each

end and the ends are sharpened.

Two of these irons are placed side

bv side, the ends are driven into the

ground and the fire kindled beneath
them. Instead of being made in one
piece, the pegs and cross-bars may
be connected by rings in the ends.

They will then fold and be easier

to pack.

Camp fires should never be larger

than necessary, and the utmost care

should be taken to prevent sparks
from being carried into the neigh-

boring forest. Clear away the lit-

ter for a considerable space about
the fire. And be sure to put the fire

out before you leave it.

A shovel is nearly as important a
tool as an ax in camping. Do not
count on finding one along the way,
but put one in your outfit.

During wet weather look for

kindling in burned sugar pine or
vellow-pine butts or in pine knots.

The under side of a leaning tree will

usuallv contain dry material. Dead
branches—of manzanita, etc.—that
have not vet fallen are drier than
those on the ground. Bark from fir

snags is excellent- fuel.

\\'here matches are scarce or
when the weather is stormy, first

light a candle and kindle your fire

from that.

Hints on fire protection are al-

wavs timelv and fit particularly well

^vith these instructions about camp
fires.
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The first thing is prevention.
Bear in mind the Six Rules. Be
particularly careful with camp fire,

matches, and tobacco, since careless-
ness with these is punishable by
law.

Scrape all inflammable material
from around the fire before lighting-
it. Make a fireplace either by dig-
ging a hole or by piling up rocks.
The fire will then not only be safer
but will draw better.

Before leaving camp see that the
last spark is extinguished. Pour
water on the embers and then cover
them with earth.

Don't make your fire too large.
Large fires are not as convenient to
cook by as small ones and are more
trouble to put out. /

If you discover a fire, go to it at
once and put it out if you can. A
small fire can be put out easilv by
throwing handfuls of earth, sand, or
dust at the base of the flame. The
flames may also be beaten down
with sacks or with branches, but
care must be taken not to scatter
the fire.

If the fire is spreading too rapidlv
to be attacked directly, cut and
scrape a trail some distance ahead
of it. Do not back-fire ; this is work
for an experienced man. If a fire is
serious enough to require this treat-
ment, the work should be left to a
ranger.

The best tools for fire fighting are
the shovel, ax, and hoe or rake. In
open pine forest very little ax work
will be required. Shovel or rake a
trail through the needles down to
mineral soil, and guard the trail.

To stop a fire burning in brush
the trail must first be cut with the
ax and then scraped. The brush
should be thrown to the side awav
from the fire. The litter mav be
scraped toward the fire.

Pick a route for the fire trail that
will avoid brush patches if possible.
The crest of a ridge is an excellent^
location, since the fire naturally
checks at the top.

Do not give up because the fire is

gaining headwav or because you
lack tools. The fire has already been
reported by lookouts, and rangers
are htirrying to it properly equipped.
Stay and help them : and in the
meantime do what you can to keep
it in check.

See that a fire is cold before you
leave it.

Report all fires to the nearest
forest officer.

Do not suppose that because a
fire is merely burning in apparently
worthless brtish it is therefore do-
ing no damage. Such fires are often
the most serious.

—"A m e r i c a n
Forestrv."

Women in Wood Factories

As an indication of the shortage
of men in various industries
throughout Great Britain, it is in-

teresting to note the following dis-

patch in the Timber Trades Journal
of London

:

"As compensation in some meas-
ure for the loss of the large numbers
of men who have joined the colors,

or who are about to be called up,
women are now being recruited for

the workshops, and everything pos-
sible is being done to utilize female
labor until the end of the war. In
our sawmill section this week we
print a pamphlet issued by the Home
Office and the Board of Trade giv-
ing particulars of the branches of
the woodworking industry in which
women may be substituted for men.
There is always a certain amount of
danger in a sawmill, as in many
other industries, but in light em-
ployments such as those suggested,
women will be able to tide over the
shortage of labor until the war is

over. For manv years past women
have been employed in box factor-
ies in London in the manipulation
of light boxes, and it is surprising
•how adept at the work they become
in a short time."
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Ravages of Insects in Canadian
= ^^^ Forests ;

In Valuable Limits, the Cost of Piling and Burning
Slash is Offset by Saving from

Insect Injuries

By J. M. Szmine.

In Charge of Forest Insect Investigations. Entomological Branch, Ottazva
(Article Concluded from June Issue.)

The most serious insect-enemies
of our forests are various species of
bark-beetles. The adult beetles,
usually less than one-quarter of an
inch long, and brown or black in

color, cut cylindric tunnels between
the bark and wood of nearly all our
timber trees. The eggs are laid

along the sides of the egg-tunnels,
and the grubs bore away from the
egg-tunnels usually between the bark
and the wood, and coring both.
When green trees are attacked the
liquid resin forms about the entrance
hole to form a gum tube on the
bark ; and the trunk being girdled in

hundreds of places by the egg-tun-
nels and larval mines, the death of
the tree usually results within one
year.

Many species of Bark-beetles at-

tack badly weakened or dying trees
or those recently killed ; others oc-
casionally attack and kill healthy
trees, and commonly assist in the
attack by more destructive species

;

these last, a limited number of
sp

being kileld out. whenever it occurs
in British Columbia, by the Moun-
tain Pine Bark-bettle, Dendroctonus
uionticolae. Whenever we have
found the Mountain Pine, from Van-
couver Island as far east as Glacier

Park, this beetle has been busy at

its destructive work. There are

very few valuable stands of white
pine left in British Columbia and the

chief agent in its destruction has
been its inveterate enemy, the

Mountain Pine Beetle. Unless con-

trol measures are undertaken very
soon there will be no White Pine of

timber size in that province.

The Western Yellow Pine or Bull
Pine, Finns ponderosa occurs in large

forests over an irregular area in

Southern British Columbia. For
several years past a great outbreak
of bark-beetles has been spreading
throughout the Similkameen coun-
try. The present outbreak started

apparently about eight or nine years
ago about Okana^an lake, and has

ecies, belonging mostly to the spread from the western slopes of

genus Dendroctonus, are recognized
primary enemies, readily attacking
and killing the finest trees, and at
times occurring in great outbreaks
quite as destructive as a forest fire.

I shall ni^p ti'on a few of these pri-
mary enemies.

Enemy of White Fine.

The We'^tern White Pine or

the Gold Ranp-e as far west as
Princeton and Nicola. A few days
ago we received a report of the
death of a large area of timber near
Nicola Lake, and the valleys to the

west of Merrit are threatened. In
the districts longest affected, or
where the beetles have spread most
actively, all the pines, both yellow
'^hie and black pine, are dead, and

Mountain Pine, Finns monticola is the country appears as though swept
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by a great forest fire, except that
only the pine has been killed; the
Douglas Fir. spruce, and any trees
in the stand other than pines are not
aflfected. Over the greater part of
the infested area the injury is evi-
denced by clumps and strips of dead
trees with scattered dead trees here
and there. In some sections the in-
jury is extending very rapidly, while
in others the spread is more gradual.

Growingly Serious.

Three species of beetles belonging
to the genus Dendroctomis are re-
sponsible for this destruction. The
most abundant is Dendroctomis mon-
ticolae, the Mountain Pine Beetle,
already referred to, second in im-
portance is D. brez'icoinis, the West-
ern Pine Bark Beetle, and the third.
D. ralens, the Red Turpentine Bark
Beetle, assists the other two de-
structive species. Minor attacks by
these beetles also occur in the
Kootena^ys. I have said enough to
indicate that the loss from these at-
tacks has been very great, and the
mjury is spreading and becoming
more serious each year. There is
the further danger connected with
such bark-beetle outbreaks that
fires may be started in the extensive
areas of dead beetle-kileld timber,
and thus obtain great headway. The
control of these bark-beetles, not
yet undertaken, would appear to be
a most necessary measure for the
southern interior of British Colum-
bia.

The Black Pine or Lodgepole
Pine, improperly termed Jack Pine,
Finns murrayana, is being killed ex-
tensively by the Mountain Pine
Bark Beetle. It occurs in mixed
stands with Yellow Pine and with
White Pine and is killed apparently
quite as readilv as its more valuable
neighbours. Black Pine is attacked
by an allied species, D. mnrrayanae
m the Rockies, but no definite out-
breaks by that species have been lo-
cated.

Jack Pine. Finns divaricata, is at-
tacked in Northern Manitoba by

Dendroctomis rufipennis, but no im-
portant outbreaks have been found.
The Eastern White Pine, Finns

strohiis, is injured at the base by
Dendroctojiits valens as is also our
Eastern White Spruce ; but we have
at present no extensive bark-beetle
outbreaks to Eastern White Pine in

Canadian forests.

The Sitka Spruce, Ficea sitchensis,

is attacked and killed by its common
enemy, the Sitka Spruce Bark
Beetle, Dendroctomis obesns. This
beetle is killing small numbers of
mature trees at various places on
the Coast and on Vancouver Is-

land ; it is apparently more injurious
in the Queen Charlotte Islands, al-

though the dying timber there has
not yet been examined. The Sitka
Spruce Bark Beetle is an enemy well
worth careful attention in spruce
limits throughout its range.

Into Green Timber.

The Engelmann's Spruce, Ficea
engelmanni, in British Columbia, and
Alberta, and the White Spruce,
Ficea canadensis, in northern British
Columbia, northern Alberta and the
Yukon, are readily attacked and
killed by Dendroctonus borealis.

This injurious species is everywhere
abundant in slash and dying trees,
from whatever cause, and has spread
in recent years from the slash of
clearings and trail cuttings to near-
by green timber. Several such out-
breaks in their initial stages, were
located this summer in Northern Al-
berta and in Eastern British Colum-
bia, and a similar outbreak has just
been reported from Southwestern
Alberta. The injury is showing in
Glacier Park and in Field Park in
several places. The early applica-
tion of control measures' will pre-
vent more extensive injuries.
The White Spruce, Ficea cana-

densis, is attacked in the Eastern
Provinces by the destructive East-
ern Spruce Bark Beetle, Dendroc-
tomis piceaperda. During the last
century there were several great
outbreaks by this species in South-
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eastern Canada, New York and New
England, comparable to the bark

beetle outbreaks by nwnticolae and
hrevcouiis now raging in British

Columbia and the Western States.

In the several outbreaks billions of

feet of the finest Eastern Spruce
were killed and later largely de-

stroyed by fires. There have been
reports recently of small areas of

dying Spruce in the Quebec forests,

and these will be investigated this

summer. Any evidence of the

activity of this most destructive

enemy should receive immediate at-

tention.

Slash Burning a Help.

The Douglas Fir and Western
Larch are attacked and killed by the

Douglas Fir Bark Beetle, Dendroc-
toniis pseudotsiigae, everywhere
throughout its range in British Co-
lumlna. Isolated dying trees and
small clumps of red-tops indicate the
injury in many places. There are at

present extensive outbreaks by this

beetle in our forests, but the aggre-
gate loss from its attack on isolated

trees is great. Probably all these
losses would be avoided in operated
limits by systematic slash-burning.
The Eastern Larch is attacked and

killed under certain conditions by
the Eastern Larch Bark Beetle,

Deudrocfonus simplex. Usually this

beetle confines itself to slash or to

completing the work of the larch

sawfly by killing the trees weakened
by defoliation.

In addition to these more destruc-
tive species, other species of liark

beetles are each year responsible for

the death of considerable quantities
of Western Hemlock, Lowland or
Grand Fir, (Abies grandis) in British
Columbia, Alpine Fir (Abies lasio-

carpa) in Eastern British Columbia
and Western and Northern Alberta

;

and Balsam Fir (Abies balsaniea) in

Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces. The aggregate of these
minor injuries is very great, and in

the case of the Eastern Balsam is

particularly to be regretted since

this tree is now being utilized for

pulp wood. A large part of this loss

could be averted on limits where
lumbering operations are being car-

ried on .

Control of Bark Beetles.

Although the bark beetles are so

destructive they can be controlled

efl:'ectively by destroying the broods
of beetles in the area infested. Each
of our destructive bark beetle species

has certain characteristic habits, but
in a general way the following state-

ment applies to all. The adult

beetles emerge in early summer
from the trees attacked early the

previous season and enter the bark
of fresh slash or green timber in

pairs through a round tunnel cut

directly through the bark to the

wood surface. When green trees

are attacked a mass of gum-tubes,
forms about the entrance hole and
serves to distinguish the fresh

"beetle trees" before the foliage

changes colour. The female con-
tinues the entrance tunnel between
the bark and wood as a vertical or
winding egg-tunnel, along the sides

of which she deposits her eggs at in-

tervals, or in layers. The larvae

bore away from the egg-tunnels in

the inner bark or between the bark
and wood, pupate in the ends of

their "larval mines," and finally

emerge from the bark early the fol-

lowing summer through round
"exit-holes" cut through the bark.

The winter is passed in the larval or
in the adult stage in the bark of

standing trees, logs or slash infested

the summer immediately preceding.
Dead trees are never re-infested.

The general principle to be followed
in their control is, therefore, to de-

stroy the broods during winter in

approximately 75 per cent of the in-

fested bark, selecting the most heav-
il}^ infested trees sot that approxi-
mately 7? per cent of the broods of.

beetles wil be destroyed.
If the infested limit is being

logged, the beetle-infected logs are

treated so as to kill the broods in
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the bark by one of the following

methods

:

1. Put the logs in water in the

early spring and leave them im-

mersed long enough to kil the brods.

2. Saw the infested logfs during-

winter and burn the slabs' before

spring.

3. If the infested trees cannot be

logged with profit, but control of a

beetle outbreak is necessary, the in-

fested trees may be felled and the

bark removed from the main trunk

and burned if necessary, or the bark
may be removed by barking tools

from as much of the lower trunk as

can be reached making particular

effort to so treat the large and heav-

ily infested trees.

The Case of Red-fops.

The old red-tops, killed the pre-

ceding or in previous years are

never reinfested by the injurious

species and are of no importance in

the bark-beetle control ; beetle killed

trees and fire killed trees should be

utilized the first winter following

their death if the trees can be logged

profitably, otherwise the timber will

be greatly reduced in value or de-

stroyed by boring grubs.

The slash from cutting should be

burned between October and Mav.
This alone will do much to check

the increase of injurious insects in

the limits. Many more or less in-

jurious species as well as the more
destructive species are found in the

bark of tops, culls and slumps in im-

mense numbers. If the slash from
the winter's cut is piled and left to
be burned during the following
winter season, it will serve as a trap
and on a valuable limit the saving in
loss from insect injuries should alone
repay the cost of piling and burning

Injuries lo Stored Products.

Camps made of unbarked logs are
frequently infested by boring grubs.
Building lumber on which part of

the sapwood and bark have been left

is sometimes found to be infested

with boring grubs long after the
building has been erected ; in such
dry wood the life time of the grubs
is extended often to an extraordinary
degree. Logs that are to be used in

the unbarked condition for building
purposes should be cut in the fall
and piled loosely ofif the ground so
that the inner bark mav become well
dried before the foflowing June.
Green lumber, bearing sap-wood
and bark, should be avoided for
building purposes.

Woods used for interior finish and
for implements such as spokes of
wheels and axe handles, are some-
times badly injured by powder post
beetles. Such injurie's have been
apparently rare in Canada in recent
vears.

First Aid Instruction to Camps
Dr. M. J. Shields, of Washington,

D. C, field agent of the first division
of the American Red Cross, has be
gun his campaign of safetv first and
first aid in the mills and logging
camps of Oregon. This work ^will
be along the lines carried on in the
State of Washington during the
past year where 100 camps have
been visited and 8.000 lumber work-
ers instructed in first aid.

This work in A\'ashington has not
only been the means of preventing a
great number of accidents, but it has
forestalled innumerable cases of in-
fection and blood poisoning. Lives
and hmbs have been saved by men
mstructed in first aid work being
on the spot when the accident hap-
pened with a knowledge and ma-
terial for rendering efficient and
prompt first aid.
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IN BRITISH COLUMBIA'S FORESTS.

Felling a Giant, Twelve Feet in Diameter.
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In the Forests of Queensland

There are three distinct and im-

portant lines along which the

Queensland Government is moving

in connection with the question of

preserving the reserves of timber.

The first is the reservation of timber
lands. The second is the planting

of young trees on those lands and
the appointment of competent men
as managers of the reservations.

The third is the co-operation of the

government, with the other states,

in the establishment of a school for

the education of special officers for

the forestry branch.
At the present time the total area

of land permanently or temporarily
reserved for forestry purposes ap-
proximates 4.000,000 acres. A large

number of small holdings are in-

cluded in this total, as in earlier

years, a great many large timber re-

serves were alienated, only small
areas being withheld. The present
government has adopted a sound
policy to guard against the deple-
tion of timber resources. Before
any land is opened for selection, the
Forestry Department, of which Mr.
N. W. Jolly is director, is asked to

obtain a report from its officers.

This report will contain an estimate
of the probable quantity of timber,
and if the forest is considered good
enough for immediate use, or to

possess sufficient young timber, it

is permanently reserved. The rent
received last year was £74,700—

-

nearly double the amount received
six years previously, and five times
the amount collected in 1906. The
total expenditure on forestry last

year was £7.650, but a considerable
portion of the work is done by land
agents and Crown land rangers,
whose salaries are not charged to
the forestry branch. The minister
and the director, therefore, consider
that if nionev could be made avail-

able it would be highly desirable

that forest stations should be estab-
lished in a number of districts. At
present there are only three small
forest stations in existence in

Queensland—one at Atherton, one
at Frazer Island, and one in course
of establishment at the Brooloo
State Forest. These, however, are
very small establishments, which
only form the foundation for future
work. The minister's aim is to have
a series of forest stations, where of-

ficers of the department will reside

and manage the public estates.

One of the great difficulties in the
way of the department, and one
which emphasises the need for the
establishment of forest stations, is

the existing growth in forests of
trees, weeds, or timber which is un-
suitable. This hampers the depart-
ment in the economic treatment of
forests.

For several months past the va-
rious state governments of Australia
have had under consideration the
question of establishing schools of
forestry. A conference was recently
held by the directors of forestry in

the different states, with a view to
arriving at some scheme by which
one school, at least, could be estab-
lished in some central state. As a
result of these negotiations, an exec-
utive minute was passed last week
by the Queensland Government un-
dertaking to co-operate with the
government of New South Wales in

the establishment of a school of
forestry at Gosford (New South
^^'ales). The government has
agreed to pay for each student sent
by Queensland a sum equal to the
average cost per student. Queens-
land is to have the right to nominate
a representative on any board ap-
pointed for the management of the
establishment and the formulation
of a curriculum.
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War's Effects on the Forests

of Switzerland

Mobilization Took Away Three-Quarters of the Swiss
Foresters—A Soaring Market for

Wood Products

(Translated From "Revue des Fan et Forests.")

War broke out exactly at a period

of intense activity for the mountain

foresters busy with the works of de-

fense against avalanches, with the

working out of plans of manage-

ment and road projects, works

which are carried out during the

long days of the summer when the

snow is gone and it is possible to

travel easily in high mountains.

The foresters of the valleys were

ha\"ing some weeks of less intensive

work after the operations of the

spring and the commencement of

the autumn work, and had gone to

the National Exposition, of which
the forestry section was the rendez-

vous for all the "woodsmen.
The mobilization of our three

classes of the army (Elite, Land-
wehr and Landsturm) took away
from their duties three-quarters of

the Swiss foresters, occupying in

the army the most x'aried posts from
the simple soldier or non-commis-
sioned officer to the commander of

a regiment. Those who remained at

their civil posts had an arduous
task, although in the month of Oc-
tober the depression in business was
general and had its effect on the

wood market. The mobilization co-

incided with the automatic stoppage

of construction, especially in the

cities where the nancial and eco-

nomic crisis was and is intense.

"Wlien construction is not going on

nothing is going on," they say in

Switzerland. We have realized it

in a serious wav since the 1st Au-
gust. 1914.

Big Cut of Fuel Wood.

At the end of September the pub-
lic authorities feared that the sup-
ply of coal and oil would be short,

fijr these combustible minerals come
to us especially from Germany and
Belgium. They, therefore, asked the
foresters to cut great quantities of

fuel wood, which was not very easy
on account of the mobilization of the
greater part of the fit men and by
the departure of nearly all of the

staffs of the Italian wood mer-
chants who are our useful auxiliary

foresters. As a matter of fact more
fuel wood was cut than Avas neces-

sary, for the coal arrived and still

arrives more or less regularly, and
the price has scarcely increased
more than 10 per cent. In fact the

market for fuel wood has scarcely

increased, compared with that of

1913.

Few Government or communal
forests delivered the usual quantity
of timber, for it was known that

there was no construction going on,

and the foreigner was not at that

time making demands upon our
sawn wood.
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However, at the beginning- of the

year 1915 an awakening took place

in the timber market. This was
caused by Italy, who, not being able

to obtain from Austria the materials

which she obtained from there in or-

dinary times, asked Switzerland for

the stock of planks and timber that

she could deliver.

Export to France.

After the disaster of Avezzano the

Italians had recourse to Swiss pro-

duction, and a large quantity of con-
struction timber came through the

Gothard and especially the Simplon.
At that time, too, requests for treat-

ed posts came from France. It may
be said that from the beginning of

May the exportation of Swiss tim-

ber into France was organized on a

large scale and that is gradually be-

came greater, the price of certain

kinds of sawn wood having increas-

ed from 50 to 80 per cent., compared
wtih the condition of sales ten

months before.

The Federal Government has re-

strained to a certain extent this

trade, and in order to obtain equiva-
lents in other materials the exporta-
tion of building timber is now gov-
erned by special formalities, and lat-

terly the exportation of walnut, ash
and other species, which our coun-
try cannot do without, has been pro-
hibited.

The war has produced a complete
upheaval in our timber market, for

Switzerland was previously depen-
dent on foreign countries and incap-

able of producing the building ma-
terial which it used, and behold her
now providing it fo rher neighbors
on the west and on the south. On
the ot'her hand. Germany and Aus-
tria have almost completely stopped
their exportation of wood materials
into Switzerland, so that what is

sent to France and to Italy is entire-

ly of Swiss production ; our statis-

tics prove it, and we make a point
of stating this to our French cus-

tomers.

High Prices Offered.

At the moment of writing these

lines the demand for planks, boards

and other kinds of sawn material is

so strong that even the smallest

sawyers, especially of Romanic and

Central Switzerland, receive visits

from French merchants or their

Swiss agents, who collect at any

cost boards, paneul-wood, etc., often

without insisting on a choice of

which particular material they will

receive. One readily pays at the

present time for boards from 2

francs to 2 francs 30 per square

metre, F. O. B., and lots of spruce

logs in the forest are sold at public

auction or by written tender from 20

to 30 francs per cubic metre, accord-

ing to the distance from the nearest

railway station.

If we look now at the market for

wood of small dimensions that can-

not be used as logs or posts we have

a very interesting statement to

make, and that is in direct connec-

tion with the production of paper.

Before the war the pulp and cellu-

lose mills obtained from foreign

countries a large proportion of the

raw material, and naturally a defici-

ency resulted a short time after the

declaration of war. Then the manu-
facturers were obliged to tempt the

owners of the forests by the most
advantageous prices. In that par-

ticular part of the timber market the

increase in price is from 20 to 30 per

cent. The fact should not be over-

looked that our manufacturers ob-

tained six months ago public au-

thority to prevent the export of fire

wood.' for the tenders from France

seemed about to paralize that branch

of our industry, and the manufacture

of paper in Switzerland would prob-

ably have been ruined.

We other wood producers greet

this development with legitimate

satisfaction, for now our manufac-
turers of cellulose and wood pulp

have discovered that they can ob-

tain the materials they require in

Switzerland on condition that they
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offer prices slightly higher than

those obtained for cubic metres of

fuel. May this special production

become more and more popular in

operations where thinnings are

made regularly on a large scale.

Oak Bark Soars.

Before the war operations in oak
bark had fallen into disfavor, as our

peasant woodsmen were receiving

only from 8 to 9 francs per hundred
kilograms f. o. b. In May, 1914, the

price had reached from 18 to 20

francs, for importation from France
and Austria-Hungary was suspend-

ed at the beginning of hostilities.

We expect to see these prices rise

still higher next season, but we have
no illusions but that as soon as

peace is signed, our life resumed and
the open frontiers will allow com-
mercial exchange, that our tanners

will return to their old love and will

turn to those who will give them
tanning material at from 8 to 9

francs f. o. b. at a Swiss railway sta-

tion. It is coppices of the Haute-

Saone and neighboring regions that

will profit by this, and all that re-

mains to be done is for the Swiss
foresters to contiime the steadv con-

versions intn high mixed forest of

our last traces of coppices, for do

not let us forget that Switzerland

should work to increase its forest

area, which will make us less and
less dependent on the output of

foreign nations.

by this commission which contains

in its analysis of the situation the

following:

"European nations early recog-

nized the need of adopting methods

to avoid forest waste. With us, on

the contrary, our splendid forest

wealth has been needlessly squan-

dered. Through error and lack of

grasp, a greater proportion of our

developing need passed from public

to private ownership. This fault

can not be answered or cured by
placing the blame at the door of

speculative greed. While we were
evolving our political and industrial

destiny, the majestic forest wealth
of the nation remained unprotected
and uncared for. This great na-

tional asset seemed limitless. The
time has come when the dictates of

prudence and a' better understand-
ing of national need impel a survey

•

to be made of our remaining tree

supply, to the end that a more ra-

tional national policy be worked
out. Although we speak for the in-

dustry, it is our hope that the com-
mission will feel and believe that

our effort is in accordance with pub-
lic interest.

Prudence Points the Way
L. C. Boyle of Kansas Citv, filed

with the Federal Trade Commission
the first volume of his brief in the

first important general investigation

Course in Logging Engineering

Arrangements for the course in

forest or logging engineering at the

University of California are com-
pleted and instruction will com-
mence at the opening of the next
college year in August. The course
will require four years for comple-
tion, but all phases of the work will

be taught from the start, so that any
students who desire to shift from
other lines of work may do so with-
out delay.

The object of the course is to

train men along lines somewhat
parallel to civil, mechanical and
electrical engineering, but special-

ized toward work in the lumber in-

dustrv.—The Lumberman.
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Classifying Lands in New Brunswick

Three field parties are now at

work in New Brunswick, in connec-

tion with the forest survey and clas-

sifiication of Crown lands. The pro-

ject is under the supervision of P. Z.

Caverhill, provincial forester, sub-

ject to the general direction of the

Minister of Lands and Forests. The
size and importance of the under-

taking is indicated by the fact that

the Crown lands in this province

comprise 10,000 square miles and

return a direct revenue to the pro-

vincial treasury averaging more than

half a million dollars annually from

timber alone, in addition to large

revenues from the sale of hunting

and fishing privileges.

The best agricultural lands are

naturally along the valleys, and it is

here that settlement has, for the

most part, been concentrated. In

some cases, however, settlement has

extended to the uplands. Some of

these lands are well suited for agri-

culture, but in other cases the set-

tlers have apparently been attracted

primarily by the timber or by the

desire merely to locate a home and
have settled on lands not fit for per-

manent agricultural use.

There is considerable pressure up-
on the provincial government for the
opening up of new lands, to provide
for immigration and for the surplus
native population. An important
feature of the Act of 1913 was the
provision for a classification of soils,

with the object of directing settle-
ment to lands really suitable for
farming purposes. This wise pro-
vision is now being carried out, and
the result will no doubt be to reduce
to a minimum the location of set-

tlers upon non-agricultural lands.
The evil efifects of such settlement
may be seen in every province of
Canada, and are due to the previous
absence of a definite policy for the
directing of settlements to lands
realy fit for that purpose.
The province of New Brunswick

has undertaken to avoid the recur-
rence of such tragedies as were dis-
covered by the Commission of Con-
servation to have been enacted in
certain portions of the Trent water-
shed, Ontario, where settlers were
allowed to locate on poor, sandy
soils, then chieflv valuable onlv fo'r

their timber. With the removal of
the timber and the exodus of the
lumbering industry, these settlers
have been left stranded, with no op-
portunity to make a comfortable liv-
mg, and faced with the necessitv of
constantly lowering their standards.
The work of land classification in

New Brunswick is being carried on
in connection with the timber esti-
mate and mapping of Crown lands.
The country is covered systematical-
ly and examinations of 'the soil are
made at regular intervals. Beyond
any doubt, the result will be the
opening up of new lands for settle-
ment and the establishment of new
communities under conditions which
will ensure comfort and a reasonable
standard of living. This in turn
will mean a permanent increase in
the population of the province, by
providing for the native surplus as
well as for immigrants from the
outside.

The Commission of Conservation
has co-operated with the provincial
government in laying the foundation
for the land classification work,
through the detail of several experts,'
who have just returned from an ex-
tended trip to the several localities
m which the field parties are now
operating.—C. L. in "Conservation "
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A HELPING HAND
While the losses of members in many Canadian societies

have been heavy during 1915 and 1916, the Canadian Forestry

Association is moving steadily forward.

GIVE THE ASSOCIATION A HELPING HAND TO

PASS THE 4,000 MARK BEFORE MIDSUMMER.

This will be difficult unless several hundred members clip

out the attached coupon NOW and fill in a name of a friend.

You need send no money until September next and then

only a dollar bill. There is no strict prohibition of course against

enclosing the dollar with the application.

Just suit yourself.

The new member will receive twelve issues of the Canadian

Forestry Journal, and eight or ten small illustrated books dealing

with forest protection.

Here is the coupon. Start at it now.

Secretary, Canadian Forestry Association,

Booth Building, Ottawa.

Make the following a member of the Canadian For-

estry Association. In September, 1916, the annual fee of

a dollar will be paid by \^^
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The Experience of New Zealand

Sir J. G. Wilson, head of the New
Zealand Agricultural Board, in deal-

ing with the Dominion's timber sup-

plies says : "It is common knowl-
edge that the available amount of

timber left in New Zealand will last

perhaps 30 years, and at the most 40

years. Unless immediate steps are

taken to plant considerable areas,

future generations will have to im-

port all the timber used. The gov-

ernment is doing something towards

planting trees in a few districts in

New Zealand. The whole of the

present government areas might

give six months cutting. When he

came to the Ragitikei-Manawatu

district in 1873 there was a fringe

of open country which had been set-

tled all along the coast up to and

some distance beyond Wanganui.

In the Wairarapa also the open

country from Featherston to Mas-
terton and out to the coast was set-

tled. The rest of the country seem-

ed illimitable bush. The seventy-
mile bush ran up from the plain to

Woodville, and the forty-mile bush
from the gorge to past Dannevirke.

The valleys of the Manawatu, Po-
hangina, Oroua. the upper reaches

of the Rangitikei from Halcombe
upwards were all bush, the whole of

which is now cut down. Generally
in the best timber areas the saw-
miller was the pioneer, and the set-

tler followed when the timber was
cut out. Now there is not a saw-
mill in the whole of the area. I

should not like to estimate the area

that was in bush, but it must have
been millions of acres. The Kauri
forests are almost a thing of the
past, Puriri scarcely procurable, and
Totara very dear. The only source
of timber for the North Island is

the bush district in the central area,

which cannot be nearly as large as
that cut out. In the South Island
there is still timber on the west
coast, but more and more expensive
to market, and the forests of South-
land have been depleted. A recent
forestry commission, which col-

lected much valuable information,
and made admirable suggestions in
their report said, to meet our future
requirements, we would need to
plant 7.000 acres per annum. I

doubt if we are planting even 700
per annum. Private individuals are
doing a little. Already some plan-
tations of soft wood have been cut
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Bovril develops big
reserves of strength

When Sir Ernest Shackleton w^as selecting
extract of beef for his Antarctic expedition
he said

:

"IT MUST BE BOVRIL "

down and sawed into timber for

building purposes. We must have

large quantities of soft wood, pos-

sibly poplar and the Douglas fir

planted, and the eucalyptus for hard-

wood for the future. It is acknowl-

edged in all countries that this

should be the work of the govern-

ment. The government must be

impressed by public opinion of the

necessity to find money for this ob-

ject. It has been decided to form a

society to further the matter."

80,000 Miles Travelled by

60 Rangers

How much ground well-disci-

plined forest rangers can patrol is

shown by the record of the Lower

Ottawa Forest Protective Associa-

tion. During 39 days, between

April 20 and the end of May, 1916,

the sixty rangers employed by the

Association covered 21,678 miles of

trails and highways, along all of

which distance they maintained a

vigilant lookout for fires, and per-

formed numerous other duties. This
works out to an average of about
ten miles per day of climbing along

difiicult tracks through forest

country and must be considered an
excellent performance. The rang-

ers, of course, were far from being
continuously on patrol, as in the 39

days they issued 350 permits to set-

coN^[DERA^lo^

iriE
ASSOCIATION

INCONDITIOM

ACCIMIILATION

POLICIES

Are liberal up-to-date contracts

which guarantee to the insured

every benefit consistent with

safety.

Write for Particulars

which will gladly be furnished

by any representative of the

company or the

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

Dry Matches
After all day in a
boat, rainstorm,
or wet snow. Ask
your dealer for

^yXBLE'S Waterproof Match Box

can't supi)ly you, we will send prepaid

for liis name aiid 50 cents. Dry matches
may save your life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 5160,

Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A.

'\
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can

be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be

attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a

lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

fiywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 3j^ H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the

2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles

an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 191 5 models will be found
in the new 191 6 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

tiers for slash burning and built

trails, repaired 'phone wires, etc.

Last year the Lower Ottawa rang-

ers travelled 80.000 miles.

The fires encountered through
April, and May were 10 in number,
of which six were ascribed to rail-

ways, and one each to settlers, hunt-
ers, fishermen, and a sawmill.

Evidence of the good use of tele-
phone lines in forest guarding is

shown in the construction last sea-
son by the firm of W. C. Edwards
& Co.. Ottawa, of a line from Mont-
cerf to their Tomasine Farm Depot.
a distance of 23 miles, this line con-
necting with a rural line that has
been in operation some time be-
tween :\Iontcerf and River Resert,
a distance of 14 miles.

Negotiations are under way by
W. C. Edwards & Co. and the Gil-

mour-Hughson Con pany to take
over the latter lines and further the
building of the forest telephone con-
nections to their Ignace and Bark

"Niagara

to the Sea"

The Premier

Water Vacation

Enjoy the famous 800 mile Niagara to
the Sea trip through America's greatest
and most interesting vacation water way.

The service on our palatial steamers is

unexcelled, leaving Niagara Falls or To-
ronto for Kingston, Thousand Islands
ports—through the St. Lawrence Rapids
to Montreal, quaint old Quebec, Murray
Bay, Tadousac and the famous Saguenay
River. Trip may be started at any point.
Stopovers allowed en route. Every min-
ute full of enjoyment.

Our beautifully illustrated booklet "Ni-
agara to the Sea" tells all about this de-
lightful vacation trip. With your request
enclose six cents to cover postage.

Canada Steamship Lines
Limited

R. & O. Building. Montreal

or any Ticket A^ent
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Lake Depots. When the new lines

have been constructed and con-

nected with others at River Desert,

a complete telephone service vvrill be
in operation between Ottawa and
these important points.

'^

Good Results of Quebec Laws

During the last session of the lej^

islature of Quebec, several amend-

ments were made to the Fire Act,

which are calculated to add ma-

terially to its strength and efficiency.

One of these provisions requires

that settlers engaged in clearing

operations must, between Aprd 1

and November 15 of each year, se-

cure a burning permit from an au-

thorized forest officer before setting

out clearing fires. Wherever this

provision is properly enforced, it

will undoubtedly bring about a very

material reduction in the forest fire

loss. One of the most serious fea-

tures of the fire situation in all the

provinces of Canada is the tendency

of settlers to burn debris during dry

periods, when fire is likely to spread

and cause serious damage. A sim-

ilar provision is urgently needed in

Northern Ontario, where there is

practically no control of settlers

clearing operations.

Another amendment to the Que-

bec Act provides that the debris

from settlers' clearing operations

must, before burning, be piled in

heaps or rows at a distance of at

least fifty feet from the forest. On
this basis, it is much more prac-

ticable to control the fire than where

the old method of broadcast burning

is resorted to.

Holders of timber licenses on

Crown lands are required to clear

away the debris on a depth of one

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branclilets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wliolly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-

count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE. N. Y.

ASK FOR

Pulls the
Larpesf

Stumps

Sfump
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the lai _'. * imp? at 3 cost of
5c each. Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. U CRESCENT, MINN.
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hundred feet from railway rights of
way. This is an excellent provision,
but should be made applicable to
privately owned lands as well. In
many cases, the efforts of railway
companies in the direction of fire

protection are largely neutralized
through the presence of large quan-
tities of the most inflammable de-
bris on lands immediately adjacent
to railway rights of way.
Another excellent provision of the

new Quebec Act is that any fire

ranger or other forest officer may
summon any male citizen between
18 and 55 years of age to assist in
extinguishing any forest fire, the
rate of pay being specified, and
penalty being provided for failure to
obey the summons.
The fire laws of the province of

Quebec are among the most pro-
gressive in Canada, but larger ap-
propriations are needed to make
them fully efifective. In particular,
provision should be made for a
larger stafl^ of inspectors. The pres-
ent stafif is not sufficient to exercise
proper supervision over the fire
rangers on licensed lands, nor is
there adequate provision for the pro-
tection of Crown lands not under
license.—C. L. in "Conservation."

PHILIP T. COOLIDGE
FORESTER

Technical training and ten years
experience, in part with U. S.
Forest Service.

Timber Estimating and Mapping
Supervision of Lumbering Contracts
Surveying Forest Planting

Stetson Bldg., 31 Central Street,

BANGOR, MAINE.

The Campers Favorite
k"BLOWBED"

^^'s

— —Jt

p. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTING FORESTER

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U.S.A.
P O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.

Eight years experience in prac-
tical forestry work of all sorts.

Give the Association a helping hand
to pass the 4.000 mark before mid-
summer.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes

Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauaes

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

SLEEP ON AIR
with a tOMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Camper*,
Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and
Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-
able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.
Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,
canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E. Reading, Mass.

Dealeri write
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SMOKE

The rich and dis-

tinctive fla-vor of

BULAK Cigarettes

is obtained only

by using the best

gra.de of tobacco

perfectly blended.

46BULflK ^9

Egyptian Cigarettes

10 /- 15
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How Distribution is Cared For

As is known to most of our read-

ers, the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion issues large editions of special

educational literature. These edi-

tions are placed in the hands of set-

tlers, campers, river drivers, railway

men, tourists, etc., by the help of

many agencies. The generous co-

operation of the Canadian banks

helps the association to reach in a

most direct manner thousands of

persons in the forested districts of

the Dominion, although several

channels, other than the banks, are

utilised. Following are sample let-

ters from bank managers in three

widely separated districts, New-
castle, N. B. ; Blind River, Ont. ; and

Lethbridge, Alberta, testifying to

the fact that the Association's litera-

ture is put to good use

:

Blind River, Ont. : "We have re-

ceived two packets of booklets from

the Association and will endeavor to

distribute them as instructed."

Newcastle, N. B. : "We beg to

acknowledge receipt of package of

booklets dealing with forest protec-

tion. As requested by you we will

distribute same to farmers, campers,

railroad men and others."

Lethbridge. Alta. : 'T beg to

acknowledge receipt of booklets.

We are distributing these where we
consider they will do the most
good."

From Sir James Outram, Vermilion,

Alberta.

May 8, 1916.

"I shall be glad to become a mem-
ber of the Canadian Forestrv Asso-
ciation.

"Ever since my first experience of

a Manitoba bush fire, 50 miles north
of Minnedosa in 1884 and especially

R. O. SWEEZEY
(B. Sc, M. Can. Soc. C.E.'

FORESTRY ENGINEER AND
TIMBER CRUISER

164 St. James St. MONTREAL.

QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

KINGSTON
ONTARIO

ARTS EDUCATION
APPLIED SCIENCE

Including Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mech-
anical and Electrical Engineering.

MEDICINE
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine.

HOME STUDY
The Arts Course may be taken by cor-

respondence, but students desiring to
graduate must attend one session.

SUMMER SCHOOL GEO. Y. CHOWN
July and August. Registrar.

Printers
Binders
Embossers
Publishers

The British Whig

Thoroughly equipped to un-
dertake any kind of printing,
including weekly or monthly
magazines, books, etc.

The Canadian Forestry Jour-
nal is a sample of the Whig's
everyday product.

The British Whig Publishing Co. Ltd.

KINGSTON, ONT.
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after further experience during my
camping trips in the Rockies when

mountaineering in 1901 and l^O^i

have been particularly interested in

the welfare of our timber inherit-

ance and study of the problem when

in the States, where I met Mr.

Pinchot, has only added to this in-

terest, so I thank you for this oppor-

tunity to join the Association."

the far horizon. The pine is, there*

fore, necessary to the equiHbrium of

nature. If ignorantly and wantonly
removed from the situations where
God has so wisely and graciously

placed it, his benecent arrangements
for the good of man would be com-
pletely frustrated."—Rev. Hugh
MacMillan.

On the Norwegian hills, the pine

forests wage successful war with

the bitter winds of the Pole; and

in their sheltered rear the fruits oi

a milder climate ripen, and the toils

of a happier land are carried on.

Against the fierce storms of the Bay
of Biscay, the pines of the Landes
ofifer an effectual barrier; and

meadows and pastures, forming the

support of an industrious peasantry

now appear where sand dunes once

filled the air with their choking
clouds, and spread desolation over
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AFTER THE FIRE HAD CLEANED OUT MATHESON.

Emergency shelters in which the remainder of the population lived. Coffins and boxes for some

of the 135 bodies buried in Matheson's new cemetery may be seen.

GROUPS OF REFUGEES ABOUT ENGLEHART STATION.

Most of the settlers is the devastated districts will return to their homesteads, and, with Govern-

ment aid, make a fresh start.
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The Searchlight on Ontario

A Frank Analysis of a Forest Protection System
Maintained on an Outworn Model, With

Suggestions for its Reformation

By Robson Black, Secretary, The Canadian Forestry Association, Ottaiva.

In the face of the appalHng forest
fire tragedy in Northern Ontario,
press and public are inquiring dili-

gently as to the causes of forest fires,

the methods of fire prevention, and
are asking very frankly if the Pro-
vincial Government can entirely
shake off responsibility for the
heavy harvest of death and de-
struction.

The sacrifice of timber wealth, of
entire towns, of maturing crops, has
been a severe blow, particularly at a
time when the guarding and de-
veloping of national wealth are ac-
cepted as keys to victory in the
World War, but the conscience of
the public has been far more deeplv
aft'ected by the sacrifice of unre-
placable lives.

The time to block forest conflagra-
tions is, paradoxically, before they
commence. Well-organized forest
protection systems in British Co-
lumbia, Nova Scotia and sections of
Quebec, as well as in the United
States and F.urope, have demon-
strated the comparative ease of pre-
venting fires from starting. After
the fire is well under way, the same
carefully organized systems can
usually succeed in isolating the
flames and greatly reducing the dam-
age. Success in preventing and in
fighting forest fires pre-supposes a
condition of aft'airs to which the On-
tario Department of Lands and
Forest s IS vet a stranger. Nothim
but a radical overhauling of the
forest service of the province can

give the people any assurance that
1917 will not witne'ss a catastrophe
even more violent.

In the first place, the forest serv-

ice of Ontario is built on a very old

model. While spending $300,000 a

year on "protection" not more than
a portion of that sum is represented
in "value received."

The patrol of areas such as the

"Claybelt" makes no pretense at

thoroughness ; educational work in

fire prevention has been very slight,

and the flimsiest provision made
against such fearful onslaughts of

flames as have now taken their

ghastly toll.

Ontario, outside the Reserves,
possesses ver}^ little equipment as

telephone lines, trails, highways,
lookout towers and cabins, such as

are absolutely essential to any eft'ec-

tive system of defence against fire.

Real "Rights" of Settlers.

One particular point of deficiency,
emphasized by the recent fires, is in

the ability to control settlers' burn-
ing operations. Quebec, British Co-
lumbia and Nova Scotia empower
their fire guardians to penalize a set-

tler who starts a clearing fire with-
out written permission from a quali-
fied ranger. In dry hot spells fires

of all kinds may be absolutely pro-
hibited in prescribed areas, and at

all times, even of comparative
safety, slash is piled properly or fire

lines cut around the clearing. On-
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tario takes no such precau-

tions, although representations to

that effect have been energetically

made to the Government year after

3'ear. The settler is allowed to burn
precisely as carelessness or ignor-

ance may dictate and annual holo-

causts will remain possible until

that "liberl^'" is sensibly curtailed.

The settlers going into Northern
Ontario have a perfect right to de-

mand that their lives and property
shall be guarded by the Govern-
ment to the best of its power. The
recent fires doubtless helped to

clear some land for agriculture, but
for every acre so assisted, probably
four or five acres of non-agricul-
tural tree-growing land were af-

fected disastrously. Certainly the

danger of future fires has increased,

as the areas of fire-killed timber
widen, so that in a year or two, a

mass of windfallen debris will pre-

sent a perfect target for fresh con-
flagrations. If forest protection was
needed early in 1916, to prevent the

tragedy that has now occurred, it

will be needed vastly more to offset

a recurrence on a far worse scale

in years to come.

If evidence were needed that the

forest protection syst-^m of Ontario
requires a far-reachi:.^ and deter-

mined overhauling, that evidence
will be found in a perusal of the 1915

report of the Ontar»o Department
of Lands, Forests, and Mines. Both
by what the report states and by
what it neglects to state, may be
judged the wisdom of the Canadian
Forestry Association's eft'orts to

cause a re-organization of the On-
tario ranger service, aud place forest

guarding among the creditable per-

formances of the provincial govern-
ment.

Two or three facts stand forth

clearly : Neither the Ontario Gov-
ernment, the wood-u.s->ng industries,

nor the general public have more
than a remote knowledge of the an-

nual losses from forest fires. Only
in ]:iatches of the forested area, most-

!} along the railways, is any con-
sistent effort made to more than
note the number of fires, i he cnar-
acter of the timber destroyed, its

acreage, etc., are immeasurably the
most important features and under
the present system are not reported
on by the rangers and supervisors in

anything even approacning an ade-
quate way.

Why This Difference?

The Ontario limit holders are pay-
ing for their fire ranging consider-
ably more than twice as much per
acre as the limit borders included
in the St. Maurice or Lower Ottawa
Protective Associations of Quebec,
although the protection afforded the
latter is superior.

It is a well-established fact that

railways, taken as a whole, are no
longer the main source of timber
losses throughout the Dominion.
This is, to a very large extent, di-

rectly due to the incrv^ased efficiency

of the railway fire protective organi-

zation, working under the regula-

tions of the Railway Commission.
These regulations impose stringent

requirements in the direction of fire

protective appliances on locomo-
tives, control of right-ot-way clear-

ing operations, patrol of forest sec-

tions, action by all regular railway

emplovees in reporting and extin-

guishing fires, etc. As a result of all

this, both the number of fires caused
bv locomotives and employees and
the amount of property destroyed is

decreasing rapidly.

Having regard to these facts, note
the representations of the Ontario
Department of Lands and Forests,

which should be an accurate and
complete mirror of forest losses and
their causes during the year under
consideration, 1915.

Out of a total of 430 fires of all

kinds, reported to trie Department
by its own patrolmen and rangers
in 1915. 317 fires were reported by
rangers patrolling just two railways
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—both government-owned and oper-

ated—the Transcontinental and the

T. and N. O.

The Private Owned Lines.

What about the record of the four

other railways—non-Government-
owned—in Ontario? The patrolmen
on these lines are appointed direct

by the companies, subject to the

regulations of the Board of Railway
Commissioners of Canada. A total

of 110 fires was ascribed to the rail-

way zone of the C. P. R., C. N. R., G.

T. R. and Algoma Central, but only

59 of these were of "known railway

causes," doing a total damage of $4,-

156.25.

With our attention focused upon
the foregoing piece of information,

that on the four company-owned
railways in Ontario fires from
"known railway causes" accounted

for damage amounting to $4,156.25,

and being anxious to learn the origin

t)f the really serious timber losses

sufficient by Ontario in an average

vear, we peruse the department's

declaration that 57 per cent of all

fires in Ontario forest lands in 1915

were reported by rangers patrolling

the Government-owned railway
lines.

The year 1915 was, of course, a

period of comparatively small dam-
age by forest fires. Then what of

1914, a bad fire year? The Ontario

Department of Lands and Forests

declared that 95 per cent of all fires

knowm to the Department were re-

ported by rangers patrolling rail-

way lines, though only 30 of these

caused damage to timber.

A False Impression.

The impression given to the

reader b}^ these annual reports is

wholly inaccurate. He would as-

sume, naturally, that the railways

were indulging in a carnival of de-

struction, whereas, by the Depart-
ment's own figures, the "known rail-

way fires" of four oi the six rail-

ways, did a little over $4,000 damage
to Ontario forest srrow^th in 1915.

Resolving into the plainest pos-

sible form all the information re-

ceived in 1915 in regard to Ontario's

forest guarding we learn that:

One hundred and rwenty-nine
men, employed by the province to

patrol the Transcontinental and the
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
railways reported 317 fires, while the

C. P. R., G. T. R., C. N. R. and Al-
goma Central reported through the

twelve government inspectors 110

fires.

One hundred and sixty-six men
on Ontario's forest reserves reported
52 fires.

One hundred and seven men on
unlicensed Crown lands reported 61

fires.

Two hundred and c?ghty-six men
ranging the Crown lands under
license reported 56 fires, ''^7 doing

no damage."

On the face of this showing, 559
rangers, working in districts back
from the railways managed to re-

port about half as many fires as 129

rangers working along two public-

owned railway lines.

These figures, undoubtedly, are

not capable of disclosing more than

a confused fraction of the actual

story.

Who will credit for a moment that

95 per cent of the forest fires in On-
tario in 1914 originated within the

railwav zones? or that 286 men
diligently patrolling 10,000,000 acres

in 1915 could discover only 19 fires

causing damage? or that 107 men
can give even the shadow of real

protection to 50.000.000 acres of un-

licensed Crown Lands containing

more or less merchantable timber?

A Few.Explanations.

How, then, are these puzzling

pieces of information to be accepted?

One obvious explanation of the

high percentage of timber losses

ascribed to the railway zones is that

railwav patrol is intensive ana rair-

Iv well supervised. On the Trp---^-
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continental and Temiskaming and
Northern Ontario lines (Govern-
ment ownedj the rangers are paid

by the province and are hence under
closer control.

The meagre information concern-
ing losses on unlicensed lands is the
reasonable product of a small staft

of rangers, plus poor supervision.

The failure of the Government
statistics from licensed lands to un-
cover more than a small part of the
annual fire record proceeds from the
fact that rangers on the berths are
not paid by the province but by the
licensees and therefore not subject
to the same degree of control. In
addition, the supervision of these
men is such as. applied to a modern
manufacturing plant, would breed
laxness and waste at every turn.

Perhaps the most important of all

explanations is that Ontario is the

only province owning a large area

of Crown Lands which does not re-

•quire all rangers to submit individ-

ual reports of each fire on special

forms. The Department depends
tipon the vague, happy-go-lucky and
incomplete entries in the rangers'

diaries which are not turned in until

the end of the season. The rangers'

diaries pay little attention to the

really important information con-

nected with forest fires—the extent

and character of destroyed areas.

This system may give the Depart-
ment some knowledge of the num-
bers of timber hires, but is an entire-

ly unreliable index of the annual
loss.

The Timber Berths.

The reader will not require more
argument than a reproduction of the
Department's own statements to

recognize a ^'ery pronounced lack of

business efficiency on the timber
lands under license. Eight super-
visors only were made responsible
for the inspection of 286 men. The
meagreness of this managing force
is a bid for poor discipline. On-
tario has about 10,000.000 acres un-

der license by lumber and pulp com-
panies. The cost of patrol and fire

fighting is borne entirely by the
licensees. The salaries of the eight
supervisors appointed by the Gov-
ernment, are also paid ultimatelv bv
the licensees. This 10,000,000 acres
represents, obviously, the most ac-

cessible and valuable timber remain-
ing to the province. Yet in provid-
ing protection against fire, the Gov-
ernment, as trustee, requires the
eight supervisors to assume the di-

rection of an average of 36 men each.
The Ontario Government in the Mis-
sisaga Forest Reserve gives four
supervising officers to ^-0 rangers
and this ratio of one oivicer to ten
men is the least that can be done
without throwing efficiency to the

winds. Eight supervisors cannot
get the maximum service from 286
men over such an immense territorv

as 10,000.000 acres, and the best
proof of this statement is the annual
report of the Department of Lands
and Forests.

Is 300,000 Adequate?

Ontario spends over $300,000 an-
nually for forest patrol, including ex-
penditures by the province and by
limit-holders. Is this adequate?

The inadequacy is not in the

amount expended, but in the thing

it buys. Money can be wasted with

as much facility in a forest as in a

town. Ontario' is not getting, by

any means, all that it is paying for

in the way of forest fire protection.

The best protected forest area in

Eastern Canada is probably the 24.-

000 square miles in Quebec under

the care of the St. Maurice and the

Lower Ottawa Forest Protective

Associations. These were organized

bv limit holders on business lines,

with competent managers, and a

plan whereby one inspector is as-

signed to about ten men.

Their patrol, including time and

money spent on building lookout

towers, trails, camp fire places, re-

pairing telephone lines, etc.. costs
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about a quarter of a cent per acre

per year. Relatively speaking, the

results are excellent, and justify a
much heavier expenditure for a cor-
respondingly more complete fire pro-
tection service. With the expendi-
ture per acre incurred in Ontario,
practically complete protection from
fire can be secured.

At a quarter of a cent per acre,
the entire 10,000,000 acres said to be
under license in Ontario could be
patrolled for $25,000 and patrolled
about as thoroughly as the lands of
the private associations in Quebec.
The Ontario licensees now pay $70,-
000 annually for a protective service
that, frankly speaking, is not in the
same class. The Quebec associa-
tions are far from full-grown, but
they avoid at least the costly over-
lapping incident to the "every man
for himself" plan to which the On-
tario licensees are bound. Some of
the Ontario licensees pay as high as
$5 per square mile for fire patrol per
year. The highest assessment yet
made against the members of the St.

Maurice Forest Protective Associa-
"^.ion in Quebec is $1.92 per square
mile, but that low rate is obtained
by unification of ranger control, the
mapping of patrol districts on eco-
nomical and proper lines, and im-
proved methods of communication
and transportation, through the con-
struction of trails, telephone lines

and loookut stations. In Ontario,
however, every licensee shifts for
himself. Co-ordination of patrol
service is practically unknown, and
the limit holder pays dearly for a
small degree of protection, or some-
times fails to get it at all on account
of the fire ranger being used pri-

marily for other work. Apparently
only in the parks and in some of the
reserves has even a small beginninsf
been made in the construction of
trails, telephone lines and lookout
stations. And yet this mechanical
foundation is absolutely essential to
any well-organized forest fire pro-
tection service. Surely the interests

of the wood-using industries of
present and future demand that the
Ontario Government organize the
licensed lands for patrol purposes-
It does not seem an exaggeration t

predict that if such action wert
taken, the amount of protection to

the best timber in the province
would be quadrupled, without a
penny of additional cost to either

licensee or taxpayer.

On Unlicensed Lands.

The situation on unlicensed lands
is far worse than on licensed lands.

The Dominion Forestry Branch
estimates that Ontario has 70 mil-

lion acres of land, containing more
or less merchantable timber, in ad-
dition to a very large area which is

relatively non-productive on account
of muskeg, repeated fires, climatic

conditions, etc. Of this probably
about 20 million acres are included
in forest reserves, parks and timber
limits, leaving something like 50
million acres of unlicensed Crown
timber land not included in parks
and reserves, and exclusive of non-
productive areas such as muskegs,
lakes, areas repeatedly burned, and
lands too far north to produce tim-
ber of commercial value. On this

vast area, there is a very large

amount of merchantable timber,

largely pulpwood, which has not

been placed under license on ac-

count of relative inaccessibility to

transportation or for other reasons.

Enormous quantities of timber have
been destroyed by fire, and great

areas have been rendered unpro-
ductive by the great conflagrations

which have swept over them time
after time.

Each year, lands under license are

surrendered by the limit-holders,

usually because the timber has been
cut out. In other cases, the area un-

der license is reduced because of

failure of the limit-holder to pay
ground rent or stumpage dues. To
a certain extent, these losses are

made up by the issuance of licenses
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Looking toward the railway cut at Nushka, where on Saturday, July 2gth, fifty-four men, women,
and children attempted to take refuge and were smothered and burned to death.

covering new areas. However, for

years past, there has been a steady
decrease in the total area of Crown
lands held under license. The re-

ports of the Department of Lands,
Forests and Mines show, for in-

stance, that in 1912 there was a net

decrease of 996 square miles from
the total area under license in 1911.

The reduction in 1913 was 891
square miles and in 1914. 184 square
miles. In 1915, the reduction was
1621 square miles.

The rapidity with which cut-over

lands in Ontario are being sur-

rendered to the Crown is shown by
the statement of the Department
that 307 square miles were sur-

rendered, as cut out, in 1912. In

1913, 1914 and 1915, the areas so

surrendered were 257, 1,111 and 602
square miles respectively. New
licenses were issued in 1913. 1914

and 1915 covering 100, 500 and 312
square miles respectively.

A Losing Deal.

It is perfectly obvious that unless
the burned-over and cut-over lands,

including those surrendered, by
license holders, are allowed to re-

stock naturally, so that they can in

the course of time be cut over again,

the lands fit for cutting and of rea-

sonable accessibility will ultimately
become exhausted or approximately
so. When the pinch begins to be
felt, to the extent that new areas of

merchantable timber, of suitable ac-

cessibility to transportation, can not
be located for the issuance of new
licenses, there will be an increasing
tendency toward the reduction of
the forest revenue of the province.
During the past ten years, these
revenues, which go into the provin-
cial treasury and relieve direct taxa-

tion to that extent, have averaged
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between a million and a half and
two million dollars annually. Dur-
ing 1903, 1904 and 1905, due to the

extensive sale of new timber limits,

they ran well over two million dol-

lars annually. Since Confederation,

in 1867, and up to October 31, 1915,

the total revenue which the provin-

cial treasury received irom Crown
timber has been upwards of $52,-

850,000, an average for 48 years of

more than $1,100,000 annually.

In order to hold up provincial

timber revenues, it is essential that

new areas of timber suitable for cut-

ting be constantly available, to re-

place areas surrendered as cut out.

To safeguard this situation, it is

absolutely essential that there be an
adequate system of fire protection

on unlicensed Crown Lands as well

as on those under license. Any
other policy will mean an ultimate

decrease in the provincial timber
revenues, as well as shortage of sup-
plies for the many hundreds of

wood-using industries in the prov-

ince.

Yet, notwithstanding the above,
we find, according to the report of

the Department for 1915, that only
107 fire rangers (paid by the prov-
ince) were assigned to the protec-

tion of the 50 million acres of un-
licensed and unreserved Crown
Lands containing merchantable
timber, as. compared with 286 men
(paid by the licensees) for the pro-

tection of the 10 million acres of

land under license. That it is im-
possible for this relatively small
body of men to afiford even partial

protection on more than a small per-

centage of such a vast area goes
without saying.

Thorough-going Action.

The situation in Ontario calls

urgently for a complete reorganiza-
tion of the whole fire-ranging sys-

tem along modern and up-to-date
lines, with adequate attention to the
protection of unlicensed Crown
lands as well as forest reserves and
parks and lands under license. The

Department of Lands and Forests of

Ontario is entitled to the credit of

having been the first governmental
agency in Canada to recognize the
necessity for an organized system
of forest fire protection. In 1885, a

beginning was made in the organi-

zation of a fire-ranging service on
licensed lands, and in succeeding
years this organization has been de-

veloped and extended. However, on
the whole, the organization has not
kept pace with modern develop-
nints in some of the other sections of

Canada or in the United States.

The lack is very largely one of or-

ganization and supervision, both in

the head office and in the field. The
amount of money now being ex-

pended is sufficient, if handled ac-

cording to modern business stan-

dards of organization, to provide a

very much better degree of fire pro-

tection than is now secured. H. R.

MacMillan, Chief Forester of British

Columbia, has stated that more
money is wasted in fire protection

today than is used economically, be-

cause of lack of field supervision.

The fire protection situation in On-
tario is an illustration of this unde-
niable fact.

Holders of Burning Permits Liable

In the State of AVashington the

holding of a burning permit does
not relieve responsibility in case the

fire spreads beyond control and en-

dangers the property of others. On
June 13, Culliton Brothers who are

constructing three miles of th«»

Scenic Boulevard near Everett, losi

control of a slashing nre which d**

stroyed a 600-foot logging chute b—
kmging to the Flaybrook Lumber
Co. The county commissioners and
engineer have decidtrd to withhold
$1,714.04 from the contract price of

the road. An amicable understand-
ing was reached by the fire warden,
state officials and Culliton Brothers

at a meeting in Everett on June 23.

Settlement was made without ex-

pense to the state.
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New Brunswick 's Business Plan of
Land Classification

An Interview with Mr. F. C. Nunnick, Agriculturist of

Conservation Commission Guiding the Settler

The wisdom of classifying the
lands of a Province and utilizing

them according to the plan of Na-
ture, would seem self-evident. Only
in very recent times, however, have
matter serious attention, and even
now the idea has not been adopted
as an invariable polic}^ The lapses

and incongruities are to be seen on
every hand, playing false to the pub-
lic good, and burdening the state

with pitiful and costly problems in

present and future.

New, Brunswick, however, has
made an excellent start at surveying
the provincial domain, ancl learning
the soil possibilities of section by
section, as well as compiling a rec-
ord of the timber resources. The
Government of New Brunswick re-

cently received the aid of Mr. F. C.
Nunnick.' Agriculturist of the Com-
mission of Conservation, for s'everal

weeks field Avork. in order to advise
the government as to methods of
procedure in land classification.

Following is an interA^ew with Mr.
Nunnick. given to the Forestry
Journal

:

Quality of Soils.

"We visited only a small area in

the short time at our disposal. The
foresters in connection with the
Forest Survey, however, will con-
tinue to do what they can in connec-
tion with land classification. In
order to make a thorough classifica-

tion of soils, a soil man should ac-
company each party to see for him-
self the types and quality of soil and
laboratorv tests should be made of

samples of the various types. Of
course, much can be done by the

foresters who obtained some infor-

mation from us, as they accom-
panied us on our trips. We made
out a circular of instruction to be
given each party regarding the clas-

sifying of soils, taking of samples,
etc. We began our work at

Weaver's, a small station on the I.

C. R., not far from Doaktown, and
found here a very poor agricultural

soil, some of the settlers having been
on this land from twenty-five to

thirtv vears and onlv having small
clearances made in that length of

time. These men work in the woods
in the winter time and part of the

summer and simply use the land to

grow a few potatoes and feed for

their team and the few cows which
they keep. These men stated that

the land produces poorly and that

the production has decreased since

they first began cropping it. The
method of farming conducted by
these men—that is, with so little live

stock—is not conducive to oerma-
nent soil fertility. Much of the soil

we visited on our various trips is

hungry, and if used for agriculture,

would need to be fed right from the

start, that is. clover crops ploughed
down or farm-vard manure should
be applied. "\\'e found also that

wdiere farming is being done and has
been carried on for many years that

the crops best suited to the land are

not being grown. Much of the soil

needs liming, and just here I would
like to suggest the advisabilitv of

illustration work of this kind being
carried on in the new district^ as
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well as in the old. In the older dis- ficulty encountered in reaching these
tricts illustrations in connection small areas makes the wisdom of
with soil renovation should be con- opening them very doubtful, indeed,
ducted, while in the new districts, Again, we found some areas where
tests should be made to ascertain there has been fire and where the
what the land is best suited for and soil is only fair and where no profit

what crops it will grow most can come from the forests for many
profitably. years. The opening of these areas

Would Bar Settlement. for agricultural purposes is debat-

"Some of the land we visited is
^b^^' ^^ the land sometimes is of an

absolutely unfit for agricultural pur- i"diiTerent quality and it would de-

poses and should never be opened P^nd, I imagine, on how urgent is

for settlement. As an example of ^^^ "^^^ ^°^ ^^^"^ ^^"^•

this, the land behind the row of lot's Needed Everyzvhere.
.granted on the Miramichi river, ,,^ . /, ,

south of Doaktown as far back as , \ ^"^ convmced that the need

Cains river, is a light sand. The *°^ ^^"^ classification ahead of set-

duiT or leaf mould is thin, being in
tlemetit is very great and that it

most instances only two or three ^°"^^ ^^ greatly in the interests of

inches in thickness underlaid by sev- ^^^ settlers if such could be carried

eral inches of white or gray sand un- ?^ everywhere m Canada where

derneath, which is brown sand ^^"^ '^ ^^'^"§ opened for settlement.

which runs down considerably be- "in some places we also found the
low plough depth. This is suited soil so filled with rocks and boulder
for forest growth only and should stones that a man and his children
never be broken up for any other would be gray-haired before they
crop. In other sections, we found a could all be cleaned out in order that
fairly good agricultural soil, and in the land might be easily tilled. In
some sections, a very good agricul- fact, I heard one man make the
tural soil. In the Pleasant Ridge statement that he had so many
settlement, north of Boisetown, we stones on his farm that he found it
found a fair agricultural soil. It necessary to rent land from a neigh-
needs good management, however, bour on which to pile them. There
and intelligent treatment. South of are many problems that the settlers
Boisetown again, after leaving the have to contend with which an out-
granted land and on back to Cains gider can scarcely fully appreciate,
river, we found the gray and brown but you cannot emphasize ' too
sand again constituting a soil un- strongly the advisability of an ex-
suitable for agriculture. On one amination of the land before it is
hike out from camp No. 1, which allowed open for settlement. After
was situated on Halesbrook, we having spent some weeks on this
went m a south and southwesterly ^ork, I am more firmly convinced
direction for a distance of six or ^f ^his than ever,
seven miles and found good agricul-
tural soil. I am merely citing these ^^''^ Damage.

as examples to show you that in ."I might just remark in passing
some places there exists soil unsuit- that on one large burned-over area
able for agriculture, and in other adjoining Cains river, about thirteen
places, land which could well be miles south of Doaktown, the duff
used for farming purposes. We also had practically been all burned off
found another condition which it and the white or gray sand v/as
might be well to mention—that is, showing over the whole area. The
of small, isolated valleys which second growth of pine (red, white
might contain fair or very good soil, and Jack pine) was making a very
Tint the restricted areas and the dif- good growth, but it stands to reason
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that where some of the duff is left

or has not been burned off, it would
very much assist in holding mois-
ture during- the dry season of the
year, which would assist materially
in the more rapid growth of the
young trees. Wherever I had the
opportunity to talk with settlers

who were clearing land, I strongly
advised them to do their burning

carefully and to burn as little of the

duff as possible, because when
breaking, the mixing of the duff or
leaf mould with the under-soil adds
humus, which is necessary to make
a soil productive. If the burning
can be done in the spring while the

duff is wet and the slash dry enough
to burn, it would seem the wiser-

plan."

The Man Who Named the Douglas
-^- Fir — -— -

Adventurous Life and Terrible Death of David Douglas ;

Introduced 217 Plants to English Gardens

Douglas was the family name of

Lord Selkirk, founder of the Red
River Settlement, and it was the

name of other men who have been
prominent in Western Canada, so

that considerable doubt exists in the

popular mind as to the particular

man after whom the famous Doug-
las fir was named. It is found that

it was not named after a founder,
governor, or chief justcie, but after

a remarkable man in a humbler
sphere of life. It should also be
noted, too, that while the name of

Douglas will always be associated

with the common name of this mag-
nificent tree, yet the scientific name
fails to show any connection. It is

called scientifically Pseudotsuga,
literallv, false hemlock. It is not
false hemlock. It is a much finer

tree than any hemlock, and it is to

be hoped that a later generation of

botanists will change the name and
give Douglas a place in it.

Regarding Douglas. Dr. Charles
S. Sargent, Director of Arnold Ar-
boretum at Harvard University, has
this to say of him in a footnote in

his famous work "Silva of North
America" :

—

"David Douglas (1798-1834) d.

Scotch gardener sent by the Horti-

cultural Society of London to ex-

plore the forests of the Northwest
Territory, is, from his courage,
energy and success in the presence
of great difficulties and dangers, and
from his untimely and horrible

death, a conspicuous figure in the

annals of American botanical ex-

ploration. Douglas, who had been
trained by Sir William Hooker, and
had made a short botanical journey
in Eastern America in 1823. was
sent, in 1824, by way of Cape Horn
to the Columbia River, where he ar-

rived in April. 1825. He spent two
years in Oregon, discovering some
important trees, including Abies no-

bilis (noble fir), Abies amabilis-

(Lowland fir), and Pinus Lamber-
tiana (sugar pine) the largest of its

race.

In March, 1827, Douglas started

from Fort X'ancouver, on the Co-
lumbia River, crossed the continent

by Hudson's Bay Company posts,

and embarked for England, which
he reached in October of the same
year. Two years later he left Eng-
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land for the last time and reached

the mouth of the Columbia on June
3rd. 1830, remaining; in Ore^c^i until

the autumn, Avhen he sailed for

Monterey. Here he remained until

the next summer, discovering' no
less than a hundred and fifty species

of undescribed plants, and then

sailed for the Sandwich Islands. In

the autumn of this year he returned

to the Columbia Ri\er, and in the

following summer extended his ex-

planation as far north as the Fraser

River, in which he was wrecked,

losing- his collections and instru-

ments, and barely escaping- with his

life. But the beauties; of tropical

vegetation lured him from the awful

solitude of the sombre fir forests of

the northwest, and in October, 1833,

he sailed again for the Sandwich Is-

lands. Here he passed the winter,

and on the 12th of July, 1834, while

engaged in exploring the high peaks
of the island, he fell into a pit in

which a wild Indl had been cap-

tured and several hours later was
found dead and terriljly mangled.

"Douglas is said t') have intro-

duced two hundred and seventeen

species of plants into English gar-

dens, the list including many valu-

able and beautiful trees, like the

Redwood, the Sugar Pine, and the

Douglas Fir. No other collector has

ever reaped such a harvest in Amer-
ica, or associated his name with so
many useful plants. By an unfor-
tunate hazard of rate the noble
Douglas Fir, the most important
timber-tree introduced Ijy Douglas
and one of the most \'aluable trees
in the world, does not, as might well
have been the case, perpetuate his

name in the language of science,
and it is a humble i)rimrose-like al-

pine herb wdiich commemorates this

explorer of forests and discoverer of

mighty trees."

Canadian 'Paper in U.S.

In reply to a criticism at the re-

cent newsjn-int "combine'' investiga-

tion at Washington, Philip T.

Dodge, i)resident of the Internation-

al Paper Co., made the following

statement

:

"It has 1)een the boast and is the

])(dic}' of the International Paper

Company that no ])ublisher having

a contract with it shall exer sufifer

1)_\' reason of fire, flood, interru]jtion

of railroads, strikes, or anv <)ther in-

terruption under wdiich the company
might claim exemption from its con-

tracts to furnish paper. Although

it is the policy of the company to

keep from 37,000 to 40,000 tons in

storage, at present the reserve is

down to about 17,000 tons. There

has been an aljnormal demand for

news])rint paper. Our mills are

and have been operating at maxi-

mum capacity, twenty-four hours a

day and six days in the week. We
make one-third of the newsprint pa-

per in the United States ; one-third

is made in Canada, and the rest by
companies with which I have no

connection. The unjust laws of

the United States are sending the

newsiM'int business of the United

.States into Canada. A few years

ago there was an investigation of

the paper business by a tariflf com-

mission, wdiich found that the Ca-

nadians had an advantage of about

$5 a ton OA'er us. Yet Congress,
wdien it cam,e to consider that re-

port, placed newsprint pa])er on the

free list ,therebv increasing our dis-

adxantage. At the time newsprint
])a])er was nlaced on the free list

fifty tons of paper were being im-

ported from Canada every day. At
present the importation amounts to

1,000 tons."
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The General Fire Situation

Reports received from railway
fire patrolmen in Ontario refer to the
gratifying immunity from serious

forest fires along the lines under reg-

ulation by the Dominion Railway
Board. The last week of July,
which did such damage in the Clay-
belt, was responsible for insignifi-

cant losses in timber along the pri-

vate-owned lines, although patrol-

men reported some apparently se-

vere fires working toward the tracks

in places. Who can doubt that the

favorable railroad record at such a

period is largely due to efficient,

well-supervised patrol?

Reports received by the Associa-
tion from the 12,000 square miles of

territory in Quebec patrolled by the

St. Maurice Forest Protective Asso-
ciation indicate an excellent record
thus far. AMiile the rangers have
had a number of fires to fight, the

areas burned have not been exten-
sive. The value of preventive work
has again been manifested. Many
fires have been encountered at the

edge of the St. Maurice territory,

originating beyond its borders, and
these have given trouble. Rain fall

has been heavy in Quebec this year.

Twenty-five fires have been put
out on the Lower Ottawa Forest
Protective Association's limits. Most
of them were on old burns where
young gro'wth had barely taken
hold. Berry pickers were undoubt-
edly the cause of some of the fire

trouble, due to unextinguished camp
fires. One fire was fought at Chel-
sea ; as far as can be learned it origi-

nated with a cigarette thrown from
a vehicle passing along a highway.
Little trouble with settlers' fires has
been encountered on the Lower Ot-
tawa Association's areas this season.
Vegetation was unusually heavy and
dampened ground fires effectually.

A report from Frederiction, N.B.,

states that no serious fires have been
reported during July on the Crown
Lands of New Brunswick.

Protection of Trees

Li many cases, when running wire
fencing, it is advisable to attach it

to trees, instead of setting down
fence posts to carry it. If the fenc-

ing is attached directly to a growing
tree the wnre is soon overgrown and
embedded in the wood, injuring,

and, in many cases, killing the tree.

To fasten the wire fencing to the

tree, and at the same time protect

it from injury ,a strip of board, an
inch or an inch and a half in thick-

ness, and three or four inches wide,

should first be securely nailed up-
right to the side of the tree. The
fencing should then be fastened by
staples to this strip. In this man-
ner very little damage is done to the

tree, and the wire fencing may be
removed at any time.—(Conserva-
tion.)

An Important Move by N. T.R.

Arrangements have been made
wit hthe National Transcontinental
in regard to the patrolling of their

right of way through tlie territory

of the St. Maurice Forest Protective

Association by which the railroad

will pay one-third of the cost of the

labor and will pay for gasoline and
oil consumed by the power speed-

ers, the Association and the Pro-

vince dividing the balance of the

cost.

A special uniform has been pro-
vided for all the St. Maurice rangers
this 3'ear<^ in the form of a green
shirt, with "Protection Forest" in

red letters across the chest.
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THE LATE JOHN HENDRY, Vancouver,

President of the Canadian Forestry Association, 1912-13.

'tsm
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The Late Mr. John Hendry

The death in Vancouver on July
17th of Mr. John Hendry leaves a
great gap in the lumbering and for-

estry world. Mr. Hendry, born in

New Brunswick seventy-two years
ago, went as a young man to the
Pacific coast long before the first

Canadian transcontinental railway
was built. He lived at first at dif-

ferent places on the Pacific coast,

and even went as far east as Winni-
peg, but in all his work and travels

his rriind was centred on British Col-
umbia. In those days there was, of

course, no Vancouver, and his first

business location was Nanaimo, and,

later. New Westminster. AMiere
the centre of population and busi-

ness activity was, there was Mr.
Hendry, and his acumen and energy
soon made him one of the leading
men of the province. When Van-
couver was located as the terminus
of the Canadian Pacific railway Mr.
Hendry and his associates extended
their operations to, and eventually
centred them in, that city. When
the great fire of 1886 swept Vancou-
ver off the map, Mr. Hendry and
those associates, Mr. McNair, Mr.
Beecher and Mr. R. H. Alexander,
cleared out their big lumber sheds
and for some weeks housed many
of the homeless therein. They also

generously distributed lumber to

help the stricken citizens to rebuild.

Mr. Hendry was not only in the com-
munity, but of the community, liv-

ing its life and helping it forward in

every way, and the citizens of Van-
couver never forgot the part he
played.

How he built up one of the great-
est lumber-exporting businesses of
the whole Pacific- coast is well known
to all Canadian business men, and
here it is necessary only to point out
that, busv as he was with his manv

concerns, he was always active m
promoting the interests of his fel-

low citizens in the capacity of leader
and representative. In New West-
minster_ he took a deep interest in
civic affairs, and, besides serving in
other capacities, was mayor and pre-
sident of the Board of Trade. He
was later president of the A'ancou-
ver Board of Trade.

His Services In Forestry.

He was president of the Cana-
dian Manufacturers' Association in
1910, and in crossing over to Eu-
rope on business connected with
that organization, in doing some
service for a fellow passenger, he.
slipped on a rug and broke both legs
badly at the hip joint. He was at-
tended by the ship's surgeon, but,
the remainder of the voyage being
rough, the bones did not set proper-
ly, and, though given the best medi-
cal treatment in England, he was
never again able to walk without
the greatest difficulty, and only
with the aid of walking sticks. As
Mr. Hendry was a big and portly
man, and one who had in earlier
years been full of bodily activity,
this limitation was a great drawback
to him. Nevertheless, he persist-
ed in attending to business, which
involved frequent and long journeys
and in carrying on work of a serni-
public character when many other
men would have become luxurious
invalids.

Mr. Hendry was president of the
Canadian Forestry Association in
1912, and it was during his term of
office and because of his enthusiasm
that the Victoria Convention was
held in that year. This Convention
coincided with the introduction of
the new forestry program b}^ the
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Government of the Province of

British Columbia, and it was there-

fore one of the most important

meetings ever held on the Pacific

coast. From England by cable Mr.

Hendry directed the work of pre-

paration in the early part of the

year, and at the Convention he pre-

sided and pushed things through to

a most successful conclusion.

A Great Organiser.

Mr. Hendry had that sure touch

of a great organizer and captain of

industry—he was always able to

pick out and surround himself with

associates who had dropped the

word "fail"' from their vocabulary,
and the result was the great organi-

zations which they jointl}' built up
on the Pacific coast.

He was a man of generous in-

stincts, and was never happier than
when surrounded b\' his friends at

his stately home in Vancouver or on
his steam yacht among the beauty
spots of the Gulf of Georgia. He
is survived by his widow and one
daughter, Mrs. Eric Hamber, who,
with his other relatives, have the

sympathy of many friends both in

this country and in Europe.

Fire Protection on the Railway Lines

Satisfactory progress was made
during 1915 in the railway fire

protection work, which has been
handled during the past four sea-

sons under the regulations of the

Board of Railway Commissioners.
The co-operation of the various

federal and provincial fire-protec-

tive organizations has been given
freely, and, with very few excep-

tions, the railways have also co-oper-

ated heartily and effectively.

A total of 686 fires in forest sec-

tions is reported as having orig-

inated within 300 feet of the lines

of railways subject to the Railway
Commission's jurisdiction. Of these,

43.4 per cent are definitely attributed

to railway ag-encies, 27.8 per cent to

known causes other than railways,

and 28.8 per cent to unknown causes.

Of the total area burned over,

amounting to about 37,263 acres,

33.1 per cent is chargeable against

the railways, 20.9 per cent to known
causes other than railways, and 46
per cent to unknowiv causes. The
total damage done is estimated at

$74,256. Of this, the railways are

definitelv charged with only 11.2 per

cent, while 24.2 per cent of the dam-
aee is due to known causes other

than railways, and 64.6 per cent to

unknown causes. Ihus the rail-

ways, exclusive of government lines

and a few railways having provincial
charters, are directly charged with
less than half of the rotal number of

fires reported as having originated
within 300 feet of tiie track ; these

burned over less than one-third of

the total area reported, and did only
one-tenth of the total estimated dam-
age. This showing is distinctly

favourable to the railways, especial-

ly when it is consideied that this 10

per cent of damage totals less than
$8,400. These figures show that the

railways have been remarkabl}^ efifi-

cient in extinguishing their own
fires, as well as those due to out-

side causes.

Of all fires reported, the causes
are as follows : Locomotives, 33.9

per cent ; railway employees, 9.5 per

cent; tramps, etc., 11.4 per cent; set-

tlers. 12.5 per cent; other known
causes. 3.9 per cent ; unknown
causes, 28.8 per cent. It will thus

be seen that the carelessness of

tramps and settlers constitutes a

very serious source of fire danger
along railways, these two elements
combined accounting ror nearly one-

fourth of the total number of fires

reported.—C. L. in Conservation.
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Quebec Limit Holders Extend Planting Idea

The activities at the Berthierxille

Forest Nursery of the Quebec Gov-
ernment, under the direct charge of

Mr. G. C. Piche, continue to show
interesting developments.

The Nursery has shipped this sea-

son over 380,000 plants of which
about 9 per cent were hardwoods
and the balance conifers. Three
hundred and forty-five thousand
plants were sold for reforestation

purposes and the remainder for

ornamental uses. The demand has
been multiplying year after year so

that it may be assumed the Quebec
Forest Nursery is only at the be-

ginning of its usefulness.

The Laurentide Company at

Grand Mere have bought 240,000

plants, the Riordan Company have
also started experiments, and the

Bronson Company are taking sim-

ilar measures. It is anticipated that

next year several others of the limit

holders will come into line with the

planting movement and that several

thousand acres will be yearly re-

claimed.

The experience of the Quebec
Forest Department is that the pri-

vate owners are rapidly awakening
to the possibilities of reforestation
and their demands for information,
seeds and plants are also increasing.

Mention mav be made of the Estate
of the Seigniory of Perthius that has
purchased 50,000 trees yearly from
Berthierville since 1912. Two Mont-
real barristers, Messrs. Fleet and
Lafleur have commenced the refor-

esting of their summer pro]Derties.

Numbers, of plants have been dis-

tributed to the colleges, convents,
and other institutions to promote
the establishments of small woodlots
nearby.

One of the staff of the Forest
School of Laval, Mr. Maheu, de-

livered forestrv lectures in 14 col-

leges, met over 3,500 students, and
375 instructors. This branch of lec-

ture work will be followed more ex-
tensively next year.

The summer's work of Mr. Piche's
department was concerned also with
the classification of lands, which
was started in 1909, and it will re-

quire at least five years more to

complete the task.

The Forestry School, under direc-
tion of Mr. Avila Bedard and Mr.
Piche will spend the summer
months on the limits of the River
Quelle Pulp and Lumber Company,
making inventories of stands, mark-
mg trees in view of trying several
systems of lumbering on forestry
principles.

At the graduating exercises on
June 18th, the following received
their diplomas: Wm. Gua}^ Methot,
(/uillemette and Dufresne. Mr.
Guay left for Manitoba in charge of
a reconnaissance party for the Fed-
eral Government: Mr. Guillemette
is attached to the Forest Service of
the Province; Mr. Methot is spend-
ing the summer with the St. Mau-
rice Forest Protective Association,
and Mr. Dufresne has gone also to
help in forest protection work at
Mattagami, Ont.

It is anticipated that a good num-
ber of students will enter in Sep-
tember.

A View from Thessalon

Thessalon, (3nt., "Advocate": In
the Province of Quebec no one is al-
lowed to set out fire for this purpose
unless he has a permit from a fire
warden. This is one of the manv
regulations that the Legislature of
Ontario should lose no time in
adopting. We trust it will not be
forgotten.
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How Plantations Are Thinned

Preserving the Wind Belt, When to Commence Thinning,

Removing the Diseased and Dying Trees.

By H. M. Morrison,

Porcupine Forest Reslerve, Usherville, Sask.

If one is to be successful in rear-

ing timber for profit, there is, per-

haps, no branch more important

than a thorough knowledge of the

art of thinning and yet this is a sub-

ject on which there is considerable

diversity of opinion. What is the

object of thinning, one may ask?

Well, in the first place, it is to utilize

that material in the plantation which
otherwise would be rendered useless

by rivalry of the other trees. Twen-
ty to thirty per cent of the yield of

a plantation should be given by
thinnings. Thinning also stimulates
growth and helps the development
of the remaining trees and influences

the deeper production and time of

maturity of the plantation as a

whole. It improves the soil as well
as the remaining trees. It also pre-

vents the formation of knots and
useless branch wood. The life of

the plantation may be lengthened or

shortened by the mode of the thin-

ning ; when properly done and at

the correct time it should render the
remaining trees more proof against
wind, storms, snow, insects and
fungi. Final thinning is generally
carried out with a view to promot-
ing natural regeneration. In mixed
woods thinning regulates the pro-

portion of the trees in mixture.
No unchanging rules can be laid

down for the thinning of planta-
tions, it is to a great extent a mat-
ter of experience and good judg-
mert. l)':t l!^c following gv^ieral

principles may be of use to those
who undertake this work:

1. Study the relationship of trees

and soil and act accordingly.
2. Begin to thin at the correct

time and most sheltered spot.

3. Cut away all diseased and
dying trees.

In thinning young or old planta-

tions the work must always be sub-
ject to modification, according to

the nature of the trees and soil and
the ultimate use of the plantation

which is being operated upon, and
much forethought and discrimina-

tion are required.

When to Commence. ^

One of the most important things
in thinning plantations is to knoAv
when to commence the operation. If

it be delayed too long, the result is

stems whose length is out of all pro-
portion to their diameter. Such
trees have not sufificient stem de-

velopment in girth to withstand
wind, storms, or snow whose weight
they cannot bear. As a general rule

thinning should commence when
the plantation is from 20 to 25 years
old and should be repeated at from
intervals of from 5 to 10 years.

When trees have finished height
growth and have developed clean

and branchless stems, thinning

gives them niore soil-room and light

and thus increases nutrition. It also

produces broader year rings and
wood of better quality. Without it

the wood is apt to be soft and
springy.
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The wind belt of a plantation

which is usually from 20 to 30 yards

deep should not be thinned as it

protects the inner trees which may

then be more severely thinned.

Gaps in the plantation must be

avoided. AYhen the trees are much

crowded, the thinning must not be

too severe at one time. In thinning

a wood which has been too long

neglected, the outer margin should

not be too severely thinned; and

trees isolated by thinning are apt to

be thrown by wind. In mixed woods

with several species the more valu-

able trees require more protection

than the. rest.

Autumn and early Winter are the

periods usually chosen for thinning

plantations. But it should be re-

membered that at the latter time the

lowest percentage of moisture (47

per cent according to Webster) is

present and the timber therefore is

then most valuable for construction
purposes. Larch is ready for thin-

ning at. from 12 to 15 years, Scots
Pine at about 25, Oak at 20 to 25,

Beech at 25 to 30, Spruce and Sil-

ver at 30 to 35 years. Trees which
naturally open out such as the Pine
do not respond as surely to thinning
as Beech and Silver, for if the Pine
does not get suflFicient light and
space in time, it is suppressed for

good. Therefore special care must
be taken to thin Pine plantations

and those similar at the time when
they will respond. It is well to

commence thinning the plantation at

the centre or most sheltered spot,

so that the outer intact boundary
continues to form a shield against
wind which might prove harmful to

the trees which had previously stood
in close formation.

Classes of Trees.

In a plantation we find the follow-
ing classes of trees

:

1. Predominating trees which
have outgrown the others :

(a) Trees whose stems and
general formation are
good.

(b) Trees whose stems are

bent and gnarled and al-

together badly developed.
2. Dominating.
3. Dominated stems.
4. Suppressed.
5. Diseased and cankered.
In thinning it is well to retain as

many of class 1 as possible in equal
distribution all over, more particu-

larly those of sub-division (a). If

trees of class 2 interfere with the

stems of class 1 (a) they should be
removed, but care must be taken
that this removal does not break the

canopy which would result in wind-
fall. Trees belonging to class 1 (b)

should, if possible, be replaced by
those of class 2 and this should be
done early in the thinning process.

In classes 3 and 4 pretty severe
thinning among light demanders
should be done. Shade bearers

stand more crowding than light de-

manders—they can do with 30 to 50
per cent less space, therefore thin-

ning need not be nearly so severe

among them. Trees of classes 2

and 3, dominating and dominated,
are those which require most light.

As a rule dominated trees should
only be removed when they are poor
struggling specimens or of a species

not wanted in the particular planta-

tion being thinned.

I have in this paper only touched
the fringe, as it were, of the interest-

ing study of thinning and have not

attempted to discuss the various

methods practised in the forests of

Germany. France and America. My
aim has been to assist, if possible,

practical beginners in this particu-

lar branch of the absorbing and
fascinating subject of forestry.

The Monarch oak, the Patriarch of

the trees.

Shoots, rises up, and spreads by
slow degrees;

Three centuries he grows, and
three he stays.

Supreme in state, and in three more
decays.—Dryden.
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(Courtesy of Grand Trunk Railway System.)

ONE OF THE ENTICING TRIBUTARIES TO LAKE TEMAGAMI.

Telephone's Use in British Columbia Fires

The telephone companies in Brit-

ish Columbia are co-operating with

the Forest Branch in reporting of

forest fires throughout the province.

Operators are instructed to give

precedence to reports of fires, and to

give special inessenger service to

messages. Country subscribers are

glad to report any fires, thus becom-

ing voluntary patrolmen or observ-

ers. AVith the further extension of

country lines better reporting serv-

ice will be obtained, and that with-

out cost to the government beyond

toll charges.

There are, however, many neaviiy

timbered districts into which com-

mercial telephone companies will be

unable to build for many years, and

which must be provided with tele-

phone service if the timber is to re-

ceive any kind of protection from
fires. Into these districts, and to

look-out stations, telephone lines

must be built by the provincial gov-
ernment, and a number of such lines

have already been constructed.

These lines all connect with com-
mercial or DominioTi government
lines, and are open to use by the
jniblic. Instruments are installed in

settlers' homes, stopping places,

logging camps, or any other suitable

location, besides forest officers^

headquarters, wherever this can be
done without overloading the line.

No. 9, B. W. G. galvanized iron

wire is used exclusively, and strung
on trees wherever possible, cheap-
ness in construction being necessary.
No. 37 Thomas split tree insulators

are used on tree lines with a No. 32
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Brookfield double petticoat pony in-

sulator on 2-inch by 2^-inch oak

bracket at every fifth to seventh tie.

No. 12 B. W. B. iron wire and No.

18 siezing strand is used for the

ties. In stringing a tree line a max-
imum amount of sag is allowed to

permit the wire to be borne to the

ground by falling trees, instead of

breaking. The wire must, however,
clear a man on horseback.

Telephone wall sets are used
where the instruments are in houses,
while an iron set, is used where no
protection is available. Patrolmen
and repair men carry a portable set,

No. 1375-A developed for the United
States Forest Service.

Three hundred and sixty miles
were erected during 1913 at an aver-
age cost of sixty dollars per mile;
ninety miles in 1914 at one hundrea
and twenty-five dollai '-, per mile, and
36.2 miles in 1915 at a cost of $26.50
per mile. The higher cost per uniu
in 1914 is due to the great expense
of transporting material for the up-
per end of the line from Revelstoke
to Big Bend, one hundred and twen-
ty-five miles, which had to be done
on pack horses, and the expense en-
tailed in purchasing and laying four
miles of submarine cable in the
Heriot Bay line. This cable is sin-

gle conductor seven strand No. 19

B. & S. copper tinned, 3/32 inch wall

special submarine rubber tape serv-

ing of jute, with No. 10 B. W. G.

galvanized steel armo-ar. The cable

was required for crossing Okishol-
low, Nodales and Cardero channels
and Loughborough Inlet, the dis-

tances varying front twenty-eight

feet to six thousand feet. The shal-

lowest channel was four hundred
feet deep and the deepest about one
thousand feet. The cable was laid

from a reel on a scow, towed by one
of the government launches.

The following list of lines, con-

structed by the forest branch, is con-

stantly being added to

:

Hazelton-Suskwa River, twenty
miles ; Terrace-Lakslse Lake, seven-
teen miles; Heriot Bay-Loughbor-
ough Inlet sixty-four miles ; Prince-
ton-Five Mile Creek, twenty miles

;

Kelowna-White Mt. Lookout Sta-
tion, twelve miles ; Vernon-BX Mt.
Lookout Station, eighteen miles

;

Grand Forks-North Fork Kettle
River, forty-four miles; Erie-Second
Relief Mine, fourteen miles; Arrow
Park-Mosquito Creek, seven miles;
Lardo-Duncan River, forty miles

;

Revelstoke-Big Bend, one hundred
and twenty miles ; Creston-Goat Mt.
Lookout Station, three miles ; Cran-
brook-Baker Mt. Lookout Station,
seven miles; Canal Flats-Upper
Kootenay River, twenty miles, and
Natal-Upper Elk River, forty-five

miles.

Prof, 5. B. Green on ''Causes of Fires"

The following was written by
Prof. S. B. Green in "Forestry in

Minnesota" and has an interesting

relation to the conditions giving rise

to Canadian forest fires

:

"Spring fires are very injurious to
trees and especially tender seed-
lings for trees in the spring of the
year are full of sap and can endure
but little heat.

Summer and Autumn fires gen-
erally run deep into the ground and

if the soil is very dry and of a peaty
nature burn ofif the roots of the
trees. The result of this is that the
trees are blown down in great con-
fusion and form what are known as
"fire falls." Where a thick growth
falls, it forms an almost impassable
barrier which remains in this state
until decay and repeated fires ex-
tending over a long series of years
finally destroy the trees and perhaps
get the land into condition for a new
growth.
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Causes of Forest Fires.—The only fires and should be required to more
natural causes of forest fires are rigidly conform to the law requiring

friction and lightning, both of which them to use spark arresters and to

occasionally start fires in dead trees, keep their right-of-way free from

but as such fires are most likely to combustible material.

be set during a rain they seldom do The moral effect of a properly

much damage. Practically all the enforced forest fire law is not only

injurious forest fires that have de- very great in restraining the care-

vastated the forested part of this less, but especially in educating law-

section have resulted indirectly abiding citizens in the idea that

either from a lack of appreciation of there is value in young seedlings

the damage done by them or from

carelessness and ignorance. In the

disastrous Hinckley fire of 1894 the

damage was done by a large fire

formed by the combination of sev-

eral small fires that were allowed to

smoulder in the swamps near

and timber trees.

The prevention of forest fires will

be most certainly accomplished by
educating our people to an appre-
ciation of the amount of damage
done by them.. In some counties in

this state it is impossible to enforce
Hinckley for a week or more,_ which the law against setting forest fires

when fanned by a dry hot wind at- owing to the belief that fires are a
tained an irresistible energy. If we good thing for their sections in de-
had had a fire law that could have stroying tree growth and bringing
been properly enforced at that time, the land into condition to be easily

or if the people near Hinckley had taken up by settlers. There is some
been aware of their danger, that truth in this claim, but since the
great fire, with its attendant great fires destroy all increase on the land
loss of life and property, need not they sweep over, a large amount of

have occurred. it is thereby rendered entirely un-

Fires often escape from settlers productive long before the settlers

when they are clearing land and are are ready for it, while in the mean-
sometimes started by them to make time it might be producing a crop

pasture for their stock. The care- of valuable timber. Then again, it

less use of fire by the hunters, pros- is the greatest injustice to allow one
pectors and others who camp in the person to burn the property of an-

forest and leave their camp fires un- other, which right is practically

extinguished is another common claimed by those who advocate the

cause of fires. Railroads set many unrestricted use of fire."

Huge Timbers for New Fleet

Responding to invitations extend-

ed by the oft"icials of the British Co-
lumbia Mills, Timber and Trading
Company, Limited, many Vancou-
ver citizens paid a visit recently to

Hastings Mills—a landmark on
Burrard Inlet for over half a century
—to inspect some unusually large

timbers which had been cut to order.

Three of the huge sticks of Douglas
fir measured from 110 to 116 feet

in length and 20x20 inches in girth,

and were manufactured to the order

of the Wallace Shipyards, Limited,

North Vancouver, to form the keels

of the first of the fleet of wooden
schooners to be constructed under
the new Shipping Act of the Brit-

ish Columbia Government. An-
other massive timber, 100 feet in

length and 28 inches in diameter,

was being fashioned by ship car-

penters into a mainmast for the

brigfantine Amv Turner, of Vancou-
ver, and was pronounced one of the

finest sticks ever brought into Van-
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couver, being without blemish from

stem to tip when shaped and pol-

ished. The sticks supplied for the

other spars, while not so large, were
equally free from defects. Other
large timbers of varying lengths and
diameters were being assembled for
shipment by rail, and the collection
formed an impressive exhibit of
British Columbia forest possibilities

and mill equipment. The big tim-
bers came from the limits of the
British Columbia Mills, Timber and
Trading Company, Limited, at Rock
Bay. It is not generally known that
at one time the company furnished
the majority of the mast and spar
timber for use in the British navy,
and so large are its reserves that no
difficulty would be experienced to-

day in duplicating the business.

Tree Planting to Overcome Sand and Snow

The railways of Canada are tak-

ing an increasing interest in the

planting of trees and shrubs to se-

cure better control of drifting snow
and drifting sand, both of which in-

terfere seriously with the operation
of trains.

East of Montreal near Vaucluse,
in Quebec, light drifting sand has
given trouble to the Canadian Paci-

fic railway since the very thin sod
was plowed up, writes B. M. W. in

"Conservation." Hot boxes resulted

to rolling stock and passengers suf-

fered from dust. The ordinary
right-of-way fence was covered by
the sand, and cattle could stray out
on the track. Snow fences were
used to some advantage, but in a

bad season these would be almost
covered up.

In 1915 a number of grasses, in-

cluding Brome, were planted but
perished from the heat, which is ex-

cessive on these exposed sand beds.

This spring, 3,500 cuttings of Cot-

tonwood (Populus deltoides) and 1,-

000 one-year transplanted jack pines
were planted. An examination made
after the trees and cuttings were in

the ground a month showed that ap-
proximately 95 per cent were mak-
ing good progress.

Cottonzvood Used.

The Cottonwood was placed in

rows two and one-half feet apart,
the distance between the rows being
four feet. The jack pine was planted
in rows six feet apart, distance be-

tween the rows five feet. The dis-

tance from the last row to the centre
of the track is about 150 feet. All
the planting parallels the track.

It is hoped that the vigorous
growth of the cottonwood will pro-
tect the jack pine until such time as
the latter can take care of itself. If
the results prove satisfactory, other
situations along the company's line
will be planted in the near future.
The unusual amount of rain which
has occurred this spring and early
summer has contributed very ma-
terially to the prospects of success.

For a permanent snow fence
which would grow rapidly and
have sufficient foliage, 6.000 Nor-
way spruce and 15,000 caragana
were planted. The former were five-
year transplants, of from 20 to24
inches height, of heavy sturdy crown
and well-developed root system.
The caragana were from 30"to 48
inches in height and about three
years of age. The caragana, as well
as 1,500 lilacs used in mixture for
snow breaks, are from the nursery
of the company at Wolseley, Sask.

Planting Methods.

The following methods of plant-
ing were carried out: Where the
distance from the track to the right-
of-way fence is over 50 feet, a "stan-
dard" break was put in, viz., one
row of spruce was planted 8 feet
apart, and in front of this, caragana
were placed two and one-half feet
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apart. The distance between the

rows is six feet. If there was only

fifty feet between the track and the

fence one row of Norway Spruce
was planted six feet apart or two
rows of caragana forty-six feet

apart. On several situations onei

row of caragana was planted.
The open-grown Norway spruce

is the best tree that can be used for
snow breaks in Eastern Canada. It

is of rapid growth, is comparative-
ly free from enemies, and branches
close to the ground. It will require
protection from fire. It is expect-

ed that the Norway spruce will be
eft'ective as a snow break alone in

five years.

Caragana arborescens, the Siberian
pea tree, when well trimmed, at its

present height ought to provide a
good mesh for snow break the sec-

ond year after planting. Caragana
is hardy, free from insect activities,

not attacked by cattle, of cjuick

growth and beautiful foliage. It

sprouts well.

At some of the company's sta-

tions, spruce, caragana and lilac

were used for wnnd break and for

improving the grounds.

Praise for H. R. MacMillan's Good Work

Referring to the work of the

iForest Branch of British Columbia,

the Forestry Quarterly pays tribute

as follows

:

"To cap the climax of this re-

markable activity of the Forest

Branch in securing markets, the

Chief Forester, Mr. H. R. MacMil-
lan, who is responsible for develop-

ing this phase of the Forest Branch,

was appointed Special Trade Com-
missioner of the Dominion Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce, and
has been traveling for nearly a year
to all parts of the world, with a

view to establishing trade connec-
tion for British Columbia mill prod-
ucts and furnishing insight through
personal knowledge into special re-

quirements of markets.

"Of course, all this literature,

which is distributed freely by the
hundred thousands, is frankly pro-

pagandist and advertising matter,

but, considering the source, must be

truthful and authoritative, devoid of

extravagant claims which a private

concern might make.

"From the forester's point of view
at first sight, this canvassing would
appear out of his field, but as a mat-

ter of fact, application of forestry

methods can only be afforded when
the cost of the dead work—dead for

the present—always involved in any
forestry work—work for the future

—is covered by the price obtainable

for the present product. To find

profitable markets and extension of

use of minor materials particularly

seems to us a most needful under-

taking, especially in British Colum-
bia, where for years the lumber in-

dustry has been suffering by its dis-

tance from markets.

"There is one result which wil!

come to the Forest Branch from this

well-directed propaganda which
must not be underrated, namely,
that it will ingratiate itself with the
lumber industry and through that
with the politicians, so that it will

be possible more readily to inaugur-
ate conservative processes of for-

estry practices. We congratulate
Mr. MacMillan on his enterprise in

going out beyond mere routine ad-

ministrative work."
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Timber Resources of the Queen
Charlotte Islands

splendid Growth of Spruce, Hemlock and Cedar.

Virgin Stands of Huge Girth Timbers

By Roland D. Craig,

Commission of Conservation, Vancouver.

The Queen Charlotte Islands were

so named by the explorer. Capt.

Portlock Dixon, who in 1789 visited

these island^ in his ship "Queen
Charlotte," but little was known of

them from the geographical stand-

point until explored and mapped by
Geo. M. Dawson, of the Geological

Moresby Island is about 30 miles
wide on the north end. and with the
adjoining islands gradually tapers to
a point 100 miles south, with an area
approximately 1,200 square miles.
A range of mountains extends

along the western side of Graham
Island and down through Moresby
Island to the southern extremity,

Survey, in 1878. Even yet the peo- leaving about three-quarters of Gra
pie of Canada 'do not appreciate the
extent and the resources of these is-

lands.

Physiographically they form a
part of the partially submerged
range of mountains including the
Olympics, Vancouver Island, Prince
of Wales Island, and the other
mountainous coastal islands of Al-

ham Island on the east side prac-
tically flat country. Moresby and
the adjoining islands are nearly all

mountainous and rough in contour.
Graham Island is indented on the

north side by two large harbors,
Masset Inlet and Naden Harbor.
The former, after traversing a nar-
row channel for 17 miles, opens out

aska. Bewig separated from the into an irregularly shaped expanse
mainland by a stretch of water from
50 to 100 miles wide, known as

Hecate Passage, these islands were
unvisited except by a few traders
and scientists until the advent of the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
turned the attention of investors to

these northern lands.

The group of islands extends in a

north and south line about 150

miles. Graham Island and Moresby
Islands being the most important side of Moresby Island the Coast is

of water about 18 miles from east

to west and six miles from north to
south. Naden Harbor, with its ap-
proach. Virago Sound, extends about
14 miles back, and after a narrow
entrance widens to a fine protected
harbor six miles long by four miles
wide. Skidegate Inlet, which di-

vides Graham Island from Moresby
Island, forms an excellent harbor on
the south, and all along the east

ones, with "several others of consid-

erable size, such as Burnaby. Lyell
and Louise, lying along the eastern

side of Moresby Island. Graham Is-

land, the most northerly, is 53 miles
wide at the north end. 25 miles on
the south end. and about 50 miles

from north to south, covering ap-

proximately 2.000 square miles.

indented with bays and passages
which are navigable for large ships.

The west coast has few harbors,
Rennell Sound, on Graham Island,

being the only one affording ade-
quate shelter for shipping. As a
con-^enuence. it is uninhabited, and
with the exception of some oil pros-
pectors has been little visited.
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Climate Agreeable.

The claimate of these islands is

mild and equable owing to the in-

fluence of the Japan Current, and

though there is considerable cloudy-

weather the precipitation in both

snow and rain is only about half

what it is on the adjacent mainland,

being only slightly more than that

of Vancouver.

The Queen Charlotte Islands are

rich in natural resources, chief

among which are fish, timber, agri-

cultural land, coal, oil, copper, sil-

ver, gold and other minerals. Agri-

culture will be confined largely to

the flat lands on Graham Island, of

which, it is estimated, there are 400,-

000 acres which can be brought un-

der cultivation. This land lies at

from 200 to 500 feet above sea level

and for the most part is of a muskeg
type, the mineral soil being overlaid

with moss and decaying vegetable
matter for a depth of from three
inches to two feet, probably not
averaging over eight inches. There
is a scattering of scrubby timber on
these lands which entails some clear-

ing, but the chief necessity for cul-

tivation is drainage. Settlements
have been started at several points
on Masset Inlet and Skidegate Inlet,
and these have demonstrated that
the soil and climate is conducive to
the successful growing of all kinds
of garden produce, small fruits and
live stock. The farm produce from
these islands has twice secured the
first prize for district exhibits at the
Prince Rupert agricultural show.

Spruce of Large Sises.
The timber on Graham Island is

composed of hemlock, spruce, red
cedar, yelloAV cedar and jack pine.
On fiat lands the merchantable
stands are confined to the shore
lines and watercourses where drain-
age is afiforded. The spruce grows

to immense sizes, often eight feet in
diameter and 250 to 300 feet high,
but that growing along the shore is
inclined to be hmby and in places
conky, so that it does not cut out a
high percentage of clear timber.
Farther back from the water, where
it is less exposed, it is of a better
quality. The hemlock is, as a rule,
superior in quality to that found in
the southern part of the province
and will be perhaps the most im-
portant forest species. The red
cedar, though it grows to large sizes,
is not, as a rule, very sound, and
will be more suitable for the manu-
facture of shingles than lumber. The
yellow cedar, which grows in the
more swampy or the higher sites in
places reaches merchantable size,
but on the flat lands it is generally
scrubby and tapers very rapidly
from the butt. The jack pine will
be useful for mining props, fuel,
etc., but cannot be considered as saw
material. These observations refer-
to the timber on Graham Island
generally, though along the rivers
and shore line of the inlets and lakes
there are excellent stands of timber
which will run from 25 M. to 100 M.
per acre over considerable areas!
This heavy stand does not, however'
extend back far from the drainao-e
lines.

*

On Moresby and the adjacent is-
lands the more mountainous nature
of the land permits of better drain-
age and there is very little muskeg,
the hillsides being roypred with a
good stand of timber of the sar^-
species as above. The quality of the
timber is generally better than that
found on the wetter lands of Graham
Island.

The timber on these islands, of
which there is estimated to be from
twelve to fifteen biflion feet, has not
been exploited to any extent as yet
though there -are three small saw-
mills on Masset Inlet and two on
Skidegate Inlet, but their operations
have been very limited. The present
demand for spruce has resulted in
some activity in this region, but the
cut is not large.
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• Future for Pulp Mills.

This timber is especially suitable

for the manufacture of pulp and un-

8226—Forestry journal 8-9-16 6

doubtedly in the near future this

will become an important industry

in the Queen Charlottes in combina-

tion with the lumber and shingle

mills. The lack of adequate trans-

portation facilities is the chief de-

terrent of the development of the

islands at present.

Coal has been prospected and de-

veloped to a certain extent on Gra-

ham Island for many years, and the

prospecting for oil on the west coast

of the island is being energetically

pursued with encouraging indica-

tions of success.

Of the other minerals the chief

development has been at the Ikeda

mine, near the southern end of

Woresby Island, which has been

turning out valuable copper ore for

several years. There are a number
of other good prospects in this vicin-

ity. Though rich float containing

g-old has been found on Graham Is-

land, the source has not yet been
discovered.

The waters around Queen Char-
lotte Islands provide perhaps the
best halibut fishing on the coast,

and salmon, cod and other valuable
fish are abundant.

This is a part of British Columbia
the resources of which have as yet
not been realized, but which will be-
come a source of great wealth when
they are developed. Situated with-
in eighty miles of Prince Rupert,
and directly on the route which will

be followed by the shipping which
is bound to develop between that
port and the Orient, the transporta-
tion question will soon be solved,

and then this outpost of the prov-
ince will become an important in-

dustrial region.

The Fake Settler

(By James Lawler.)
A tale there is, and it must be told,
Though it shame our native land,

Of mjury done to Canada's weal
By the fakir settler band.

The settler true is a man to praise,
We shout to his tribe, "All hail!"

But the pseudo-settler's fitting place
Is a cell in a county jail.

The settler true goes into the bush
And hews himself a farm,

And cities and seaports and indus-
tries grow

'Neath the guard of his strong
right arm.

But the fakir settler goes to the
woods.

The spruce and pine to steal;
He cares nought for the lumberman,
Nought for the public weal.

His aim is only to get the logs

—

He pays no tax nor due

—

And when he has skinned the timber
oflf

He hikes to pastures new.

Parliament members he worries with
lies.

He knows not a plow from a spade.
He never yet grew a bushel of wheat.

Perjury's part of his trade.

The fakir-settler's vilest trick
Is one he plays with a torch;

If the nearest lumberman will not
"cut"

He gives the timber a scorch.

To scorch the trees that they must
be cut
Is the fakir-settler's aim.

But often it ends in a holocaust.
With the township wrapped in

flame.

Then its "Hip-hurrah" for the settler
true,

^^'hose name is with honor linked,
But its prod and slam the settler

sham
Till his tribe is clear extinct.
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''Ten Pounds Fine' '-A Hint From
the Fire Laws of 1 832

**For Protection of Lives and Property. Severe Pains and

Penalties Should Be Inflicted"--Gov. Simpson's Council

The following notes of regulations

in regard to fire established by the

Council of Assiniboia which admin-
istered affairs in the Red River Set-

tlement, are from Volume 1 of the
Canadian Archives Report, 1914,

"The Canadian Northwest—Its

Early Development and Legislative

Records."

Proceedings of a Council held at

Fort Garry on Friday the 4th day

of May, 1832.

Present: George Simpson, Esq.,

Governor of Rupert's Land, Presi-

dent; Donald McKenzie, Esq., Gov-

ernor of Assiniboia
;
James Suther-

land, Esq., Councillor; James Prit-

chard, Esq., Councillor; Robert Lo-

gan, Esq., Councillor.

The great injury done to the

woods of the settlement by fire and

the serious danger and loss occa-

sioned annually by that devouring

element, arising from the wilful-

ness of some ill-disposed persons,

and the negligence of others, render

it absolutely necessary, for the pro-

tection of lives and property, that

salutary regulations should be

formed with a view to check this

evil, and that severe pains and pen-

alties should be inflicted on all per-

sons who may violate such regula-

tions. It is, therefore,

Resolved. 1st. Thai in all cases

where it can be proved that the pro-

prietor or occupant of land lights a

fire, between the 1st of March and
the 1st of December, for any pur-

pose whatsoever, at a distance ex-

ceeding fifty yards from his house
even upon his own lands, he be
fined in the sum of ten pounds,
which will be levied forthwith by
the sale of the party's efifects if

necessary, one half of which fine

shall be paid over to the informant
and the other half retained in the

hands of the Council, as a fund to

meet such objects as they may here-

after be desirous of carrying into et-

fect connected \yith the welfare and
prosperity of the settlement.

Resolved 2nd. That, in all cases

where it can be proved that any
person lights a fire between the 1st

of .March and the 1st of December,
either in the woods or plains be-

yond the boundary of his own prop-

erty or farm, either ten miles of the

banks of the river on either side

whether it be productive of any in-

jury or not, he be fined in the sum
of ten pounds, to be levied as stated

in the foregoing resolution and to

be disposed of in like manner, ex-

cept in cases where such fires may
have been lighted through absolute

necessity, of which the Council

alone (shall) be competent Judges
and, if the party so transgressing be

destitute of means to pay the fine,

he be banished from the settlement

and subjected to hard labour, and
the produce thereof be applied to

the liquidation of the fine.
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Scene of the Northern Ontario fires of July 28 and 29. About 1,200 square miles devastated
between Ramore and Cochrane, with a loss of about 250 lives, and whole or partial destruction ofCochrane, Porquois Junction. Iroquois Falls, Kelso. Matheson. Nushka, and Ramore
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The Commonsense of Silviculture

An Address by Raphael Zon, U.S. Forest Service, at the

Closing Exercises of Yale Forest School

In a few months from now most
of you will be knocking at the door
of Opportunity and offering your
services as professional foresters to,

the Federal Government, or to the
States or to private lumber com-
panies. Although you will emerge
from the forest school in th efuU
armament of all-around knowledge,
some cynics will tell you that much
of this armament will soon be lost

from mere disuse, while more of it

you will throw overboard yourselves
as unnecessary ballast that merely
hampers your progress.

What part then of the mental bag-
gage which you wil Itake from
school will prove the least useful to

you in life? Will it be forest valua-
tion with its complicated formulas
of soil and forest rent, or forest man-
agement with its ideal "normal
forest," or lumbering, or silviculture

or what? Will life demand service

from you as loggers, or silvicultur-

ists. administrators, or forest man-
agers? Judging by the pessimistic

tone of a number of leading men in

the lumber industry, and in forestry,

who in late years have expressed
their views on the subject, it would
seem that the sooner the graduates
from forest schools forget all their

technical forest knowledge and learn

the mechanical details of logging,

wood utilization, and administration,

the greater will be their chances for

finding jobs.

Is the Country Ready?
This country, we are told, is not

yet ready for the practice of silvicul-
ture : we have too many purely ad-
ministrative problems yet to settle;
we have fire protection methods to
work out and boundaries to deter-
mine ; we have logging problems to

solve and problems in timber sale

procedure ; we must wait for stump-
age prices to rise more nearly to the

level of the European prices and the

country must become more settled

before the practice of silviculture

can begin ; our virgin mature timber
must first be cut and our silvicul-

tural practice should begin with the

second growth ; there is no particu-

lar need, therefore, for the applica-

tion of silviculture ; common horse

sense, ability to get along with peo-

ple, a ready knowledge of lumber
and logging problems are all that is

needed to equip a man for a success-

ful career as a forester.

The acceptance of such a view
would virtually amount to the ad-

mission that much of forestry train-

ing is needless, that of all schools of

applied science the forest schools

are the only ones which do not fully

prepare men for the actual work
which they are called upon to do.

Is there any justification for such
an admission, and is there not some
misunderstanding of what silvicul-

ture really means? Those who still

speak of silviculture as something
for which this country is not yet
ready, think of European silvicul-

ture, or refined and intensive meth-
ods of planting, of the minute care
in handling each forest stand, as
contrasted with the rough and ready
methods of cutting practiced in the
United States today. While we
have been told on many occasions
that the science of silviculture

knows no countries and is applicable
wherever forests grow, yet, as a

matter of fact, what we have been
actually taught have been methods
of silvicultural procedure as de-

veloped and adapted to the economic
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(Courtesy of "Forest Leaves" and Prof. J. S. Illick, of Philadelphia.)

STAND OF SCOTCH PINE PLANTED 32 YEARS AGO SOUTH OF RHEIMS. FRANCE.

conditions of Germany and other

parts of Europe of many decades

ago. The first iVmerican foresters

who went to Europe to ascertain

the methods of silviculture found,

much to their dismay, that there are

only a few places in this country

where clear-cutting and planting are

possible; that the shelterwood com-

partment method requires perma-

nent roads and a constant market

for all products; that most of the

clear-cut systems with natural re-

production as practiced in Europe

are impossible here, because we may
not be able to clear-cut the forest

at all ; that there are but few places
where the coppice method can be
carried out as in Europe ; and that
the selection system, which seems
best suited to our conditions, is re-

garded in Europe as a very poor

method except in the mountains
where the forest cover must be kept

intact. The wise ones and those of

a practical turn of mind soon re-

alized the impracticability of this

kind of silviculture and condemned
its practice in this country alto-

gether, or at least for the present;
and those who persisted in apply-
ing the German silvicultural

methods to the forests and economic
conditions of this country deserved-
ly earned the name of impractical
and brought silviculture very much
into disrepute. It was very unfor-
tunate for us that at the beginning
of our work in this country we ac-

cepted the silvicultural systems as
developed in Europe as the only pos-
sible scientific silviculture, when, as

a matter of fact, they were only em-
pirical rules developed with special

reference to given species and eco-

nomic conditions. We were not
taught the fundamental facts about
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our forests—the real science that

underhes the practice of silviculture

in this country, the life histories of

our species, the development of our

forest stands.

What Is Silviculture?

Silviculture is the application of

the knowledge of the requirements
of different kinds of trees to the per-

petuation of the existing forests, or

to raising new ones and working
them to the best advantage of the

forest owner. In other words, the
relation of silviculture to the utiliza-

tion of the forest should be the same
as the application of any science to

an industry.

The practice of silviculture is pre-
dicated only on one condition ; name-
ly, that the land is to be maintained
in forest, just as successful agricul-
ture is based on the condition that
the land is to be used for the grow-
ing of field crops. And just as agri-

culture existed long before agricul-
tural colleges were established, so
some rough silviculture was prac-
ticed in this country before the
forest schools were born. Silvicul-
ture, as a matter of fact, is now be-
ing evolved in this country although
silviculturists may not even be
aware of it. Silviculture certainlv
can not be evolved from books only,
or in the class room ; it needs close
observation, original and careful
studies, and actual experience on the
ground. In the early days of log-
ging in Maine and throughout the
Northeast, as well as in the South,
when only the largest trees were cut
and logs 16 and \'^ inches in the top
were taken out, a selection system
of cutting was going on which re-

sulted in most cases in splendid
natural reproduction both of spruce
in the North and yellow pine in the
South. This method of logging was
in a sense silviculture, although un-
consciously practiced by the lum-
bermen ; it was a silvicultural
method which foresters, had they
been active then, could have advo-
cated for the perpetuation of the

forest, and one fully in accord with

the economic requirements of that

time. If we free ourselves from the

mental shackles imposed upon us by
the manuals on silviculture, that the
practice of silviculture consists only
of using the several European silvi-

cultural systems, and take a broader
view of silviculture as any method
possible and justifiable under eco-
nomic conditions which may bring
about the perpetuation of the forest,

then silviculture can be practiced
and is being practiced today in this

countr3'\ It does not need to wait
until the stumpage prices increase
to the level of those in Europe, or
until the population becomes dense,
or until all . of our administrative
problems are settled. Silviculture is

l:)eing practiced, on land which is

maintained for forest purposes, the

moment cuttings begin. On such
land silviculture, as a matter of fact.

is inseparable from logging. It is

largely through the axe that silvicul-

tural plans are realized. . The first

cuttings on the National Forests in-

volved some practice of silviculture

Avhether we knew it or not. Pos-
sibly it was bad silviculture, but it

could just as well have been good
silviculture if we had known more
about it. If we do not practice good
silviculture it is not because the

time is not ripe for it, or because the

need for such silviculture does not

exist, but it is because our knowl-
edge is still inadequate and we do
not yet know enough of the life his-

tory of our species and of our forests

to be able to devise the most efficient

and practicable methods. If you
hear, therefore, an administrative of-

ficer say that he can not afford to

practice silviculture because of eco-

nomic limitations, because of the

cost of logging, because of other

more pressing problems on his

hands, you may be certain that he

is thinking of some German silvicul-

tural svstem and does not sufficient-

Iv analyze the actual situation. The
truth of the matter is that he can
better afford to postp9«e the regula-
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tion of cuttings or the preparation

of a working plan or even the per-

fecting of his plans for fire protec-

tion, but he can not afford to delay

the practice of some form of silvi-

culture when he begins cutting and

making some provision, as he must,

for the perpetuation of the forest. /

(jiven definite economic conditions,

the necessitv of providing for the

])erpetuation of the forest, and ade-

quate basic knowledge of our

forests, some system of silviculture

is bound to be devised which will be

both efficient and practical. And
the more fundamental knowledge

there is regarding our forests, the

simpler and more practical will be

the silvicultural systems devised.

Practice Silviculture Now.

If we are to wait for the time

when the shelterwood compartment

method, or selection cuttings in

groups, or some other approved Ger-

man silvicultural system can be ap-

plied to our forests we may not have

any opportunity to practice silvicul-

ture at all, because, aside from eco-

nomic considerations, those systems

may not fit the biological require-

ments of our species, climate, or

logging methods. If we look, how-
ever, upon silviculture as logging

modified even to a slight extent by
the forester for the sake of keeping

the woods going forever, the oppor-

tunity for the practice of silviculture

is now at hand almost everywhere.

The tie-cutter in Pennsylvania or

South Carolina, who has learned

from observing the growth of chest-

nut and loblolly pine that if he cuts

those trees only that make three ties

he can come to the same place every

five years and cut the same number
of ties, is practicing silviculture.

When the pulp mill men cut only

the mature spruce and fir and leave

trees below a certain size in the

woods for future cutting and stock-

ing of the ground, they are practic-

ing silviculture. When the cutter

of firewood in New England has
learned that by cutting his woodlot
at the rate of one cord of wood a
year per acre he can continue to use
his woodlot forever without dimin-
ishing the supply, he is practicing
silviculture. When a forest owner
cuts clear his mature timber and
leaves the young growth and pro-
tects it from fire, he is practicing
silviculture.

In the early cuttings on the Na-
tional Forests in western Idaho, in
the western white pine and larch
.stands, the tendency was to sell
both pine and larch, for fear that if

the larch were left uncut it would
seed the ground and thus eliminate
the more valuable white pine from
the future stand. The lumbermen,
however, strongly objected to tak-

ing larch, since it had no market and,

because of its weight, it was costly

to log. The result was that while,

nominally the government charged
the lumbermen for larch, its price

was actually deducted from the price
of the white pine. A study of the
natural development of the western
pine-larch forest revealed the fact
that after a burn or any other clear-
ing the larch is invariably the fore-
runner of the white pine; that it

acts as a nurse tree under whose
shade the white pine seedlings find
just the conditions which they need
for their growth ; that within fifty or
seventy-five years the western white
pine catches up with the larch and
eventually overtops and crowds it

out altogether. It was shown,
therefore, that there is no danger of
the larch monopolizing the entire
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ground and preventing the white means and its possible place in our

pine from coming in. This led to a present day logging operations on
change in our silvicultural practice, land that is more profitable for tim-

Instead of sacrificing the larch—

a

ber growing than for agriculture, has

tree of the future which probably in led many a timber owner to give

the next ten years will come into up silviculture as an impractical and
its own—as well as rendering unfa- unprofitable thing, and many a

vorable the conditions for regenerat- forester to become discouraged in

ing the pine, most of the larch is the future of his own profession,

now left on the ground to wait for Even some forest schools have fal-

a better market and meanwhile act len victims to this misconception,

as a protector to the young pine and, instead of training men thor-

growth. In this case the practice of oughly grounded in fundamental
silviculture not only meant better knowledge and thus adapted to the

reproduction of the forest, but also practice of the kind of silviculture

greater revenue to the government which is really needed, have begun
and simpler and cheaper logging to to flirt with logging engineering,

the operator. This silvicultural blacksmithing, and what not; and
practice is as advantageous on pri- apparently are trying to develop a

vately owned pine-larch forests as it new type of professional men—

a

has proved to be on the government cross between a lumber jack and a

owned forests. As a matter of fact "half-baked" engineer. And this

it was the observation of what fol- forest school product is what they
lows the cutting out of the pine and adorn with the diploma of bachelor

leaving the larch, as practiced by or even master of forestry. There
lumbermen on their own lands, that are already enough lumber jacks

led to the conclusion that such a and mediocre engineers in the world,

practice is not only economical and and no high grade school is needed
profitable, but also silviculturally to produce them. Engineering as a

sound. profession is now so highly de-

T TT I TT/-x; r • veloped that anyone who reallv
In Hand With Logging.

^^^^^^^^ ^^ become proficient in it and
These examples, I believe, show specialize in logging machinery and

that silviculture must go hand in other phases of logging engineering,

hand with logging. If I mav be al- will find a technical school of high

, , J •
1 J c •4.-^ ^ standmg better suited for his pur-

lowed some paradoxical dennitions, ^\ 4.u x .. u i^ VI pose than the average forest school
I would define ' silviculture as log- ^g now organized. The result of
ging that leaves the ground in a such a flirtation, I fear, can be only
condition capable of restocking; and that these forest schools will pro-

would define "logging" as the prac- ^^'^e neither good engineers nor

tical application of silviculture. To S^^^ foresters. The country does

be a successful logger of lands which "^ed, however, professional men
are to be retained in forests one must ^ho have a clear understanding of

be a keen silviculturist, and to be a ^^""^ limitations which economic con-

successful silviculturist one must be f^itions of the lumber industry im-

a skilful logger. Therefore, when P^^e upon the practice of silvicul-

lumbermen tell you that the kind ^^^^^^ ^ho have a fundamental and

of foresters they want are those who thorough training behind them,

can log and not those who know ^ho are free from doctnnainsm

silviculture, and yet profess that ^ho are capable of evolving simple

thev \\:ish to keep their woods going and practical methods of utilizing

and producing timber, they are not *^"^' woods and at the same time pro-

picking the right man. Thi's miscon- viding for their perpetuation,

ception of what silviculture really TContinued in September Issue.)
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The Tragedy of the
Empty Bottle

It is a real tragedy to find the bottle empty when you need Bovril.

You may want Bovril quickly in illness. You may need it badly for the

meal you are cooking—for your soup or your stew. So keep Bovril at

hand.

What Ontario Needs.

Peterboro "Times," Aug. 5, 1916:
The Ontario Forest Protection Ser-

vice stands urgently in need of three
main reforms which, year after year,

have been urged upon the Govern-
ments by the Canadian Forestry
Association, the Commission of

Conservation and other bodies

:

1. Remodelling of the ranger ser-

vice so as to give real protection to

the forest wealth of the province.

The Ontario system is recognized
generally as out-of-date and ineffi-

cient.

2. The employment of inspectors

in the ratio of at least one inspector

to ten rangers. Over an area of

10,000,000 acres. Ontario has just

eight supervisors, each being re-

cpiired to manage on an a\-erage of

36 men.
3. Sufficient rangers must be pro-

vided to completely patrol the Clay
Belt, and these rangers must have
authority to control the burning-

operations of settlers.

The Government's Part.

Toronto "Globe." July 31. 1916:
The clearing of land is like reforest-

ing—a matter for Governmental su-

pervision. The danger of clearing

by fire needs no argument, but the
injury is not fully appreciated. The
knowledge that ashes are a fertilizer

has caused much mischief. The
burning often does vastly more in-

jury to the soil than the ashes can
restore.

CONfEDERAnON
Lift

ASSOCIATION

INCONDITIONAL

ACCIMILATION

POLICIES

Are liberal up-to-date contracts

which guarantee to the insured

every benefit consistent with

safety.

Write for Particulars

which will gladly be furnished

by any representative of the

company or the

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

DryMatches
After all day in a
boat, rainstorm,
or wet snow. Ask
your dealer for

J{jj^BlJ|'5;^atBrproof Match Box

If he can't supply you, we will send prepaid

for his name and 50 cents. Dry matches
may save your life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 5160,

Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A.
v< —y
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can

be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be

attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a

lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

flywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 3J/2 H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i-cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the

2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been

especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles

an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 191 5 models will be found

in the new 1916 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

"A Prorincial Disji^racc:'

"Ottawa Evening Journal," Aug.

1, 1916: In tlie matter of forest fire

protection this province has shown
amazing lack of progressiveness and
intelligence.

It is doubtful if there is a commu-
nity on this or any other continent
that has suffered more in life and in
treasure in recent years from forest
fires than the province of Ontario.
It is certain that none has shown
greater feebleness or negligence in
dealing witli the problem.

Ontario has been content to get
along with a fire protection system
that does not protect.

Ontario has displayed a careless-
ness or worse that has been nothing
less than disgraceful.

What the province needs is some-
thing in line with the svstem adopt-
ed in many of the States of the
Union to the south and in some of
our own provinces that Ontario
complacently regards as unprogres-
sive.

"Niagara

to the Sea"

The Premier

- Water Vacation

Enjoy the famous 800 mile Niagara to
the Sea trip through America's greatest
and most interesting vacation water way.

The service on our palatial steamers is

unexcelled, leaving Niagara Falls or To-
ronto for Kingston, Thousand Islands
ports—through the St. Lawrence Rapids
to Montreal, quaint old Quebec, Murray
Bay, Tadousac and the famous Saguenay
River. Trip may be started at any point.

Stopovers allowed en route. E*-ery min-
ute full of enjoyment.

Our beautifully illustrated booklet "Ni-
agara to the Sea" tells all about this de-
lightful vacation trip. With your request
enclose six cents to cover postage.

Canada Steamship Lines
Limited

R. & O. Building. Montreal

or any Ticket A^ent
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A More Effective Policy Needed.

Peterboro "Examiner," Aug. 2.

1916: We have a duty tn urge upon
the Government a more effective

and energetic policy of prevention.

It is not to be denied that the Pro-
vince of Ontario has not dealt with
the menace of forest fires with the

energy and completeness of other

provinces.

Ontario Is Lagging.

"Industrial Canada." July 31.

1916: Ontario's forest protection
system has witnessed little altera-

tion in design for thirt}' years or

more.

The Harz'est of Forest Fires.

"Pulp and Paper IMagazine.''
Montreal. Aug. 15. 1916: \'ast areas
of our north land have been swept
bare of trees and have become bar-
ren wastes. Much of this land is

unfit for cultivation, and once the
trees have been destroyed, the shal-
low soil washes away and we have
nothing but bare rocks and desola-
tion.

An Incontestable Fact.

"Ottawa Citizen," Aug. 1, 1916:
The fact remains incontestably that
the Provincial Government has nev-
er really taken the problem of fire

protection in Northern Ontario seri-
ously.

The one step which should by all

means be taken is the passage of an
Act providing for the adoption of
the settlers' burning permit svstem.

Must Be Some Way.

Toronto "Mail and Empire," Aug.
10, 1916: The man who has some
acres of slash is inclined to be self-
willed in regard to applying the
match. There must be some wav
of establishing an iron authorit'v
over such men. It is surely better
that half a dozen should spend the
remainder of their days in prison
rather than fifty times as manv
should perish in forest fires and a
hundred times as many be left in a
state of ruin.

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is phoio-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

liranchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

t-asily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook 1 have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative
specimens.

R.
Box 22.

B. HOUGH COMPANY
LOWVILLE, N. Y.

ASK FOR

Pulls the
Largest

J^.
Stumps

Stump " .

•"',
.
r

'

"

- -:}-'' ^^%i
Pullers "• -^- "

• J

The Smith machine pull? the largest stumps at a cost of
5c each . Write today for free catalog and special offer,

W. SMITH GRUBER CO., SMITH STA., LA CRESCENT. MINN.
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Hard To Learn a Lesson.

"Toronto Daily Star," Aug. 12.

1916: We need men who will handle

the fire danger in New Ontario

—

men who will say that such disas-

ters as those of 1911 and 1916 can
be prevented and must be prevent-

ed.

/;/ Periods of Drought.

St. Catharines "Journal," Aug. 5.

1916: Ontario, particularly in the

Northern Clay Belt, has practically

no ranger patrol, carries on no pre-

ventive campaign, and offers no op-

position to the wholesale use of fire

by settlers for clearing their soil of

tree growth.

The "Blessings" of Fire.

"Christian Guardian," Aug. 9.

1916: We agree with the Canadian
Forestry Association that it is fool-

ish to speak of the blessings of the

recent disastrous Northern Ontario
fires. The loss resulting from such
a fire is a very serious one indeed,

and. say what you will, it is a pre-

ventable loss. Stricter regulations

as to settlers' fires such as prevail

in other parts of Canada would help

a great deal. ^^'hy Ontario does
not adopt such regulations is diffi-

cult to understand.

PHILIP T. COOLIDGE
FORESTER

Technical training and ten years
experience, in part with U. S.

Forest Service.

Timber Estimating and Mapping
Supervision of Lumbering Contracts
Surveying Forest Planting

Stetson Bldg., 31 Central Street,

BANGOR, MAINE.

P. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTING FORESTER

NEW HAVEN, CONN., U- S. A-

p. O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.

Eight years experience in prac-
tical forestry work of all sorts.

Give the Association a helping hand
to pass the 4.000 mark before mid-
summer.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levds, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

The Campers Favorite

#afc

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfCRT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Camper*,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-prooL

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Air Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass.

Dealers write
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SMOKE

The rich and dis-

tinctive flaLVOr of

BULAK Cigarettes

is obtained only

by using the best

gra.de of tobacco

perfectly blended.

4^ ULflK f>

Egyptian Cigarettes

10 /- 15
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Liberty of Settlers.

Stratford "Beacon," Aug. 5. 1916:

The recent forest fires in Ontario
have brought out the inadequacy of

the present system very clearly.

Settlers are apparently at liberty to

burn slash without any special re-

striction being put upon them,

whereas in the Province of Quebec,
in British Columbia and in several

States of the Union, a license must
first be obtained before such fires

are set out. The result is seen in

the freedom from forest fires of

these States and Provinces. What
has been destroyed would pa}- the

cost of an army (>i rangers and in-

spectors.

The A^ortli Laud's Reputation.

"Toronto Daily Star." Aug. 1.

1916: The great fire in the north
country will have the effect of injur-

ing the reputation of that region
unless the Government can take
such measures as will make it rea-

sonably certain that similar disas-

trous fires cannot again occur.

IVhat About the Xext Forest Fire?

"Ottawa Evening Journal." Aug.
12: What guarantee will be given
by the Ontario Government that

1917 or 1918 or any future year of

great drought will not repeat the
unspeakable horrors which have
just been enacted in the north?
Above and beyond every other
question, that one must be answered
before the confidence of the settlers

in the Clay Belt can be restored.

No settler should be allowed to

start a clearing fire between April
and November without a permit
from a qualified ranger.

One Real Benefit.

Montreal "Financial Times." Aug.
5. 1916: The disaster will not have
been wholly in vain if it results in

a determination on the part of Cana-
dians to engage in conservation
work for the prevention and limita-
tion of forest fires upon an unprece-
dented scale and with unheard-of
energy.

R. O. SWEEZEY
(B. Sc, M. Can. Soc. C.E.'

FORESTRY ENGINEER AND
TIMBER CRUISER

164 St. James St. MONTREAL.

'M0^

QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

KINGSTON
ONTARIO

ARTS EDUCATION
APPLIED SCIENCE

Including Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mech-
anical and Electrical Engineering.

MEDICINE
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine.

HOME STUDY
The Arts Course mav be taken by cor-

respondence, but students desiring to
graduate must attend one session.

GEO. Y. CHOWN
Registrar.
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Repetition Unnecessary.

Kingston "Whig," Aug. 3, 1916:

According to A. C. Clark, a manu-
facturer of lumber and wholesale

dealer in it, the Ontario Government

is largely to blame for the holocaust

which has recently swept over

Northern Ontario. Mr. Clark said

that educative campaigns should be

conducted among the settlers in

these regions. The government is

busy in carrying relief to the set-

tlers. The point is that it must

get busv in another way and by its

vigilance guard against a repetition

of the disaster.

Detect the Fire Early.

Cobourg "World," Aug. 4. 1916:

It is evident that some system will

have to be established whereby to

detect and to fight forest fires before

they assume dangerous proportions.

The resources of civilization must

be put under levy to protect the set-

tlements.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

ersity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not

candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects nffered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a

general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY. Director

New Haven - Connecticut

Opinion in Dundas.

Dundas "Star," Aug. 3 : No man
cares to take up land and make im-
provements while constantly under
the risk of having everything swept
away without a moment's notice.

There will always be forest fires

so long as the work of prevention is

left in incompetent hands.

TRtES, SHRIBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EOYE-OE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Frangaise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices.^ Write for

price list and mention this magazine.
Forest Planters Guide Free.

The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists
Largest Growers in America.

Box 503 Dundee, 111.. U. S. A.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry JournaL

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be
used on damp ground with perfect safety^
they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light

bundle and easily carried in and out of the

house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for

motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write ior Catalog and endorsements to-day

n X" 111 n 537 1 7th Street,

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. Brooklyn, n.y.

.*./rt-
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UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Best of facilities for definite in-

struction and supervision in Practi-

cal Forestry.
Surveying, cruising and construc-

tion work carried on in our own
tract of 3600 acres, with Forestry
Camp in the centre.

Competent men from the School at

present in demand to take up Forest
Survey work with the Provincial
Crown Land Department.

For further information address:

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

''Everything for theForester''

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBEI
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS. TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

'^
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a
Bush fires cost millions annually, but

the loss is being reduced yearly by
stringent regulations and increased employ-
ment of Rangers. The Ranger's greatest
aid in effective fire fighting is

A Bush Telephone System, which pays
for itself by simplifying logging and driv-

ing operations and yet is

Always available in emergencies.
We have perfected jpecial apparatus foi

installation in permanent camps or look-
out stations and also for portable tele-

phones which the Rangers carry with them
on their rounds, with which they can mak<
instantaneous connections to the neares
forestry telephone line.

Write our nearest house for full par-
ticulars.

Norr/rerff Ehctnc Compar/y
UMITEO

Montreal, Halifax, Toronto, Winnipeg

Regina Calgary Vancouver

fU,
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How Firewood is Utilized in European Forests

(Courtesy of "Forest Leaves.")

PEASANT CARRYING FAGGOTS HOME FOR FUEL.
A mixed beech and oak forest typical of Belgium, France and central-west Gtimany. Competition

is keen for the privilege of collecting the branchwood, and as a result the forests are clean and the

forest hazard reduced to a minimum.

(Courtesy of "Forest Leaves.")

A SUPPLY OF WOOD FOR SUNDAY.
Peasant vi-omen of western Germany returning from the communal forest with pine branchwood

which they were allowed to gather on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons.
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How to Plant Trees in the Fall

Expert Instructions on Time to Plant, Selection of Trees

and Precautions in Tree Removals

By B.R. Morton. B.Sc.F.,

Dominion Forestry Branch. Ottazca.

The planting of any tree is best

done at a time when it is making

no growth, either early in the spring

before the buds open or in the au-

tumn before the ground freezes.

Evergreens, such as the pines or the

spruces, pan be planted with more
or less success during the summer
months, but it requires extra pre-

cautions to be taken and should be
avoided if possible. Broad-leaved
species such as maple and elms
should never be planted when in

leaf, that is. while the leaves are

still green and active. It is not

necessary to wait until every leaf is

shed. Some trees, like the oaks
and the beech, frequently retain

many of their leaves throughout the

greater part of the winter. Spring
planting usually gives better results

than fall planting. Spring is the

season of most vigorous growth,
and planting at that time gives the

tree an opportunity to establish it-

self, and the soil a chance to become
thoroughly settled before the win-
ter. There is then little danger of

the trees being heaved by the frost.

However, if proper precautions are

taken, there is little risk of serious
loss as a result of fall planting.

Selection of Trees.

In buying trees, other things being-

equal, it is advisable to order them
from a local nursery. This reduces
the risk of loss during transporta-
tion, and enables one to visit the
nursery and make the selection per-
sonallv.

In selecting a tree, a compact root

system is of great importance. The
more small roots a tree has the

greater its chance of surviving the

shock of transplanting, and the more
rapid will be its growth. A large
top is desirable provided there is an
abundance of roots. A tree with
many branches and few roots will
make very slow growth if it sur-
vives at ail. A tree which has lost

many of its feeding roots is unable
to meet the demand made by the
branches, and it is therefore neces-
sary to remove a proportional num-
ber of the branches to restore the
balance.

No matter how carefully a tree is

dug up many of the roots are sure
to be broken off or injured. The
larger the tree the greater the loss
of roots and more severe the prun-
ing required. The removal of four-
fifths (tf the past season's growth
from all branches will be sufficient

with trees not more than three or
four years of age. The cut should
be made just above some strong
bud. Care, however, should be
taken not to destroy the leader or
main stem. All broken roots should
be trimmed to enable them to heal.

All cuts should be made by a sharp
knife and be smooth.

The Single Leader.

It is frequently impossible to trim
an evergreen tree without perma-
nently destroying its value for orna-
mental purposes. Therefore great-
er pains should be taken to secure
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a larger proportion of the root sys-

tem with these trees.

Only trees with a well-developed
single leader or main-stem should be
chosen. Those with two or three

leaders will probably develop into

crotched trees and have all the weak-
nesses of that type. However, by
careful pruning as the tree develops,

the central stem can sometimes be
encouraged to become the leader.

A good straight leader like a

whip-stalk or fishing pole is what is

desired for the ideal street or lawn
tree. For planting adjoining walks,
where head room is required for pe-

destrians, a straight stemmed tree

from one to one-and-one-half inches
in diameter at breast height, and
clear of branches for at least seven
feet from the ground, will be found
most suitable. If the tree is set

near a driveway it may be necessary
to gradually remove the lower
branches as the top develops until

there is ample clearance for vehicles.

On lawns and other open situations

the lower branches may be retained
if desired.

One of the commonest mistakes
made is in choosing large trees.

The smaller the tree the less likely

it is to sufifer in transplanting.
Small trees will often catch up to

larger trees in a few years.

On Arrival From Nursery.

Trees are shipped from the nursery
in bales or boxes with their roots
packed in wet moss and wrapped
in burlap. The stems are sur-

sounded with straw and also wrap-
ped and tied. If they arrive be-

fore planting time the roots should
be "puddled" and the trees "heeled
in." Puddling consists in dipping
the roots in a mixture of clay and
water about the consistency of or-

dinary paint. This forms a coating
over the roots and aid in preventing
them from drying out. The heel-

ing in consists in digging a trench
sufficienth' deep to contain the roots

with moist earth. If protected

from damage by rodents and the

elements, they may be heeled in dur-
ing the fall and left all winter for

spring planting.

Taking Up Trees.

In taking up trees which are

growing on the place, as much earth
as possible should be removed with
the roots. This prevents the roots
from drying out. If the trees are

to be carried any distance before
planting again it is advisable to

wrap the ball of earth in canvas or
place each tree in a bag and tie in

such a manner as to prevent the

earth from being shaken off. At no
stage in the taking up, transplanting
or planting should the roots be
allowed to become dry. This is im-
portant. The planting should be
done as soon as possible after tak-

ing up.

Preparing Holes.

The hole in which the tree is to

be planted should be made much
broader and deeper than is necessary
to accommodate the roots. Before
placing in the tree, the hole should
be partly filled in with good garden
loam or some of the surface soil,

which has been removed in the dig-

ging, mixed with some well-rotted

manure.

The hole is filled in sufficiently

deep to bring the tree to the same
level at which it stood before being-

taken up. The tree should not be
set deeper than it stood before, nei-

ther should earth be banked up
about the stem, except possibly in

the case of fall planting, when it is

advisable to heap it up at least a

foot high until the spring. This
overcomes the tendency to heave
out and to a .certain extent affords

protection against mice.

If the tree retains a ball of earth

about its roots it can then be set in

the prepared hole. The remaining
space surrounding it is then firmly

packed a little at a time with good
garden loam vintil the hole is com-
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pletely hlled and the tree firmly set.
It is well to leave an inch or so of
loose earth over the whole surface
to act as a mulch .

In fall planting a layer of manure
or dead leaves over the top will re-

sifted over them, a little at a time,
and firmly worked in among them
with the fingers or a pointed stick.
This is proceeded with until the hole
is filled. It is important to have
the soil well packed about the roots.

Before Pruning.

duce the chance of heaving in the
early spring.

Trees without earth about their
roots should be set in a similarlv pre-
pared hole so that the roots spread
naturally and are not twisted or
crowded. Rich soil should then be

Pruned Before Setting Out.

In setting a tree care should be
taken from the very start to see that
the stem is kept perfectly vertical.
Attempts made to straighten it af-
ter the earth has been packed about
the roots are liable to injure the
tree.
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IVork of Staking.

After the hole has been filled in,

to prevent the tree from getting out

of vertical by settling of the earth

and the swaying of the top in the

wind, a guard stake should be used.

A single stake is sufficient for any
situation in which there is little dan-

ger from damage by children or ve-

hicles. Otherwise, a secure crate

the full height of the trunk should

be constructed about it. The sin-

gle stake should be long and rigid

enough to be driven at least two feet

into the ground and still support the

tree six or seven feet above the

ground. The tree should then be

attached to the stake in several

places. A piece of manilla rope run
through a piece of old rubber hose

which has been bent about the tree

serves as a good fastener. The hose
minimizes the chafing.

Canada's Pulo Exoorts.

A Washington despatch to the

New York Sun says:

"Over two-thirds of the more
than a billion i^ounds of wood-pulp
imported into the United States dur-

ing the fiscal vear ending June 30,

1916, and used in the manufacture
of paper, came from Canada," ac-

cording to a communication to the

National Geographical Society from
John Oliver La Gorce and issued by
the society as a bulletin in connec-
tion with the government's incjuiry

into the increase in the cost of news-
paper.

"The pulp importations for 1915-

16 have been 180,000,000 pounds
less than for the previous twelve
months, vet the amount shipped to

us from Canada during the past year
was 130,000,000 pounds in excess of

her 1914-15 shipments.
"During the year just closed near-

ly 70 per cent, of our 1,135,000,000

pounds of pulp came from our neigh-
bor to the north, while most of the
remainder came from Norway and
Sweden."

Preparedness Needed.

(Berlin, Ont., Telegraph.)
"Manifestly what Northern Onta-

rio needs as a permanent policy is

one of preparedness against forest

fires, and it is equally manifest that

the villages and towns of our hinter-

land have had no such policy in the

past. Had the reverse been the

case the terrible conflagration and
holocaust of last week might have
been averted, and this land of pro-

mise saved from a disastrous blow
from which it will take 'many years
to recover."

After enumerating the reforms
asked for Ijy the Canadian Forestry
Association, the Telegraph con-
tinues :

"It is a thousand pities that these
precautionary measures have not
been adopted, and the Ontario gov-
ernment cannot escape a certain

amount of responsibility in connec-
ti(Mi therewith, but there will be a

criminal responsibility if there is any
further neglect in this all-important

matter."

Placing Responsibility.

(Canada Lumberman.)
\\'e often hear it said that the fire

ranging problem is too great to be
solved, that it cannot be handled ef-

fectively. There is no truth in this

statement. It is the excuse of in-

competence or indilterence. It is

simply a cjuestion of organization

and the employment of experienced
rangers.

"The timber owners of Northern
Ontario find the Government un-
questionably guilty of neglecting
their duty, and alone responsible for

the great losses that are so frequent-
ly sustained by the timber owners
and settlers^ themselves. These
timber owners have shown the Gov-
ernment how to handle the problem
and they are naturally indignant at

the feeble manner in which both the

present and all former governments
of Ontario have dealt with the situa-

tion."
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A Visit to the Devastated Claybelt

Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association Find That

Sentiment in Northern Ontario Favors

Restrictive Legislation

The Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion, through two of its officers,

made a prelimnary investigation of

fire conditions in the Claybelt region

between Haileybury and Cochrane
on the T. and N. O. Railway during
the week of August 14th. Personal
observation along the main and
branch lines of the railway and some
miles into the back country and nu-

merous interviews with settlers,

government employees, railroad offi^

cers, merchants, etc., strongly sup-
ported the Association's contention
that Northern Ontario need not suf-

fer another catastrophe if the Pro-
vincial Government at once reorgan-
izes its protective system on really

modern lines.

Danger Ahead.

It was everyw^here admitted, with
the possible exception of the Mathe-
son district, where the country is

stripped, that the risk of fire in fu-

ture years has been greatly increased

by the killing of so much green bush
during the past month. The dead,

and therefore very inflammable
spruce forests, which now lie across

so much of the farming country from
Matheson northward, add an ele-

ment of decided danger to the situa-

tion as it was a few months ago. It

is well known that it usually takes
no less than three or four successive
fires to thoroughly clean up an area
of standing timber. How to offset

these perils to life and property is

a problem which can and must be
solved by the Department of Lands
and Forests of Ontario. The Clay-
belt has had scarcely any fire protec-

tion worthy the name, except imme-
diately along the railways, and the
Department tacitly confesses that
this section must take its own
chances. The harvest of that pol-
icy has been so gruesome and costly
that the forethought of the Govern-
ment in the matter of rehabilitating
the settlers will logically extend to
giving their lives and their homes a
reasonable guarantee of fire immu-
nity for the future. Toward that
sensible goal, all true friends of
Northern Ontario are eagerlv look-
ing.

A Safe Claybelt.

The disaster of July 29th. 1916,
had its origin with s^ettlers' slash
fires. That point is undisputed.
The remedy for bush fires must start
with the cause. Wider clearings
to protect the towns are an obvious
necessity, easy to accomplish. But
the safety of the settler in the heart
of the bush is another and more se-
rious problem. The average set-
tler is, to a considerable extent, an
isolated unit. He must do his own
clearing. After two or three years'
work, from 70 to 80 per cent, of his
homestead usually remains in bush.
He uses fire to rid his soil of the en-
cumbrance of slash and stumps, and
fire is plainly a necessity for such a
purpose. It does a valuable service
in clearing that particular piece of
land of the overlying debris. It
does no genuine permanent service,
and often does untold injury when it
escapes from the clearing into his
green bush, for it destroys the trees
as marketable pulpwood, and quad-
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ruples the perils of the next dry sea-

son. These escaped fires caused

the horrible swirl of destruction that

passed across 1.200 square miles of

Ontario a few weeks ago, causing

the loss of more than 250 lives, with

a recurrence last week in the vicinity

of Haileybury which took an addi-

tional toll of 12 lives and caused a

further large exodus of settlers from
the country.

Origin of Disasters.

Government control of all settlers'

fires means a safe Claybelt. A con-
trolled fire, as understood by forest

protective systems in nearly all parts

of the world, spells careful, safe,

economical burning of slash, as op-
posed to the imperilling of thou-
sands of lives and millions of dollars'

worth of property by indiscriminate

burning at any time the settler may
choose.

Many settlers in Northern Onta-
rio exert great care when burning
ofif their slash. Others deliberately
encourage the fire to do its worst for

themselves and neighbors by light-

ing their fires in times of drought
and wind, and "coaxing" the flames
beyond their clearings. From these
careless and thoughtless people the
wise and cautious settler has abso-
lutely no protection under present
Ontario laws or administration. As
an individual, he can watch only his
own conduct. For the criminal
conduct of other people he reason-
ably looks to the Ontario Govern-
ment, the trustees of his lands and
personal safety, the designated guar-
dian against the menaces of forest
fire.

Two Evictions by Fire.

Life and possessions are as pre-
cious to the North Ontario settler

as to the southerly townsman. He
is being asked to-day to return to his
home in the bush, to make a fresh
start after two evictions by forest
fire in 1911 and 1916. Is his request
excessive that he should enjoy as

good fire protection through the
bush areas as his fellow settlers in

parts of Quebec, and New Bruns-
wick, or the whole of British Colum-
bia and Nova Scotia?

Is this a reasonable proposal?
Since settlers' fires are admittedly
the most formidable source of trou-

ble, the remedy must start precisely

at that point. The wise and care-

ful settler must be encouraged. His
conduct must be made the standard
of the whole Claybelt.

First of all, the Legislature of On-
tario should pass a law—there is

none in existence to-day—prohibit-

ing the use of fire for clearing land
in those spring and summer months
of highest danger throughout the

North Country,- except by consent of

a skilled ranger. How will such a

law affect the settler?

Hozv the Plan Works.

Look into British Columbia or

Nova Scotia or sections of Quebec

!

A law is. of course, merely an in-

strument. It requires tactful but
thorough enforcement by competent
and experienced officials, to be of the

slightest avail. The settled parts

of Ontario's forested territory will

have to be organized for patrol pur-
poses. No one even pretends that

the public-owned and partly settled

bush lands of the Claybelt bordering
the T. and N. O. and Transcontinen-
tal Railways are adequately patrol-

led, aside from the railways' right-

of-way. In other provinces, fire

rangers are assigned to such dis-

tricts, and these men quickly make
themselves known to all settlers un-
der their jurisdiction. Their pres-

ence itself is an advertisement for

carefulness. When a settler is pre-

pared to make a burn he hails a ran-
ger, satisfies hnm that he has com-
plied with the simple conditions of

safety, such as piling part of his

slash or making fire guards about
the edge of his clearing, and gets
forthwith a written "permit," pro-
viding the weather conditions are
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favorable. There is no red tape,

no fee to pay, no long- waiting, and
the stipulations of the ranger are

such as should appeal to any reason-

able man.

JVIiat Others Say.

\Mierever the Permit System for

settlers has been tried, it has proved
remarkably efficient in holding down

the dangers of forest conflagra-

tions. No province of Canada, no
state of the American Union, that

has adopted the system could be per-

suaded to forego the blessings of it,

and the settlers in these provinces
and states would be the last to in-

vite a return to the hapless condi-
tions that thus far obtain in North-
ern Ontario.

$300,000,000 for Lumber to Repair Wastage

The Wall Street Journal recently

published the following in regard to

the lumber that will be needed in the

reconstruction of the war-swept por-

tions of Europe

:

"When Europe begins the work
of reconstruction an immense
amount of lumber will be needed.

So, too, South and Central America,
which have heretofore been import-

ers of lumber, must again call for

the material as soon as ocean trans-

portation facilities permit. An im-

mense market for lumber should
then develop. The man who has
money to invest may find it worth
while to consider this demand, and
the possible source of supply.

"A bird's-eye view may be had by
looking at San Francisco, Baltimore
or Messina. For instance, in the

year following the earthquake Italy

imported lumber to the value of

$33,000,000. The amount that

went to Messina district was 700
times greater than normal. Set
Belgium, Northern France and Po-
land in opposition to Messina, and
$300,000,000 worth would seem ul-

tra-conservative, although any fig-

ures at this time must be largely
guesswork.

"It is certain that building activ-

ity has almost ceased in Great Brit-

ain and France. It is a fair infer-

ence that the same conditions exist

in Germany and Austria. It would
seem as if all the belligerents are

too busy making and expending am-
munition to find time to saw up
boards for industrial use. South
America is at a standstill, not be-
cause it does not want the lumber,
but because of war's disarrange-
ment of transportation.

"The United States, Canada and
Russia are large producers of lum-
ber. But in the United States
there is a large population of lumber
consumers. The annual cut now is

15 per cent, less than five years ago.
Our share of the world export trade
is above $100,000,000 a year. Since
the war it has been reduced nearly
one-half. What is supplied for Eu-
ropean rebuilding must be at the
expense of our domestic needs.
"A promising source of supply is

in Central Russia, Siberia and the
Caucasus. Russia itself will con-
sume enormous amounts of lumber,
but this is a source in which she is

rich. The timber is there, and the
market soon will be. The lumber
business in Russia is, however, con-
ducted on lines as out of date as its

agriculture. If there be any Alex-
anders among the lumbermen of the
United States, in the forests of Rus-
sia they may find new world'', to con-
quer."
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What the Settlers ' Permit Plan
Actually Accomplishes

The Testimony of Hon. Jules Allard ; E. T. Allen, of

Portland, Ore.; the B.C. Forest Service and Others

That settlers' clearing fires have been responsible for incalculable for-

est losses in most of the forested provinces is a fact recognized by the Gov-
ernments of British Columbia, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,

and indeed by the prairie provinces, and laws have been passed to bring
private burning operations under official control.

Ontario, however, has paid little heed to these evidences of progress
on the part of its neighbors, so that the holocausts of 1911 and 1916 in the

North country (having their origin in settlers' fires), were allowed to pass
without any assurance of improved laws and administration. The storm
of protest from the Ontario newspapers and many public bodies cannot but
have its efifect. Indeed, it is not too much to predict that the next session

of the Legislature may witness a new law providing for control of settlers'

fires. If such a law is supported by an administrative system radically

altered from the present outworn idea, the Province of Ontario will begin
to experience the benefits of a genuine scheme of fire prevention, certain to

save hundreds of lives, and millions' worth of property.

Following are some concise testimonies to the usefulness of burning
permits in other parts of Canada and the United States:

Quebec's Experience.

"After a careful study of the question," writes Hon. Jules Allard, Min-
ister of Lands and Forests, under date of August 29th, 1916: "We came to

the conclusion that the most efficient means to protect the forests from dam-,

ages caused by fires set by settlers in their clearings, at the same time foster-

ing the agricultural development of our Province, was the Permit System.
"This year, although we have not yet received all the reports, I can

safely say there must have been over 2,500 permits granted. There has
been no damage caused by fire for clearing purpose made in virtue of these

permits."
In the Western States.

A letter to the Secretary of the Canadian Forestry Association from
E. T. Allen, Forester of the Western Forestry and Conservation Associa-
tion, which administers a thorough forest protection system in the Pacific

North-western States, carrying on a vigorous and successful educational

work as an auxiliary, contains the following important statements, under
date of August 29, 1916:

"I can testify very gladly that in our Pacific Ngrth-western States the

burning permit is as accepted a part of fire prevention as patrol or fire

fighting. None considers abandoning it. Its eft'ectiveness comes in

many ways besides through direct prohibition, enforcement and penalty. It

affords a means of keeping settlers and forest officers acquainted and in

touch.. It pleases the settler because ivhen he receives a permit and complies

tvith its terms he is fairly immune from trouble if his fire becomes unruly. He
has largely shifted the responsibility.
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"As to its working, I can perhaps give no better evidence than to say-

that last year in the State of Washington alone nearly 13,000 burning per-

mits were issued, and under them 118,000 acres were burned over. Here,
then, were 13,000 nres in one season under precaution and control which
without the lav would have been set without precaution and control.

"With a good law and good administration there are practically no
difficulties, £.nd most settlers like the protection it gives them against their

careless nf./ghbors.

"Thf^ permit is an absolute essential of any serious attempt to reduce
fire in h. developing forest region."

In British Columbia.

''It is safe to say that among the settlers, 90 or 95 per cent, support this

provision (issuing of a permit for clearing fires) and would resist its elimi-

nation. From experience gained in British Columbia the unqualified

statement is made that unless bush burning is controlled by means of per-

mits no real fire protection is possible in a timbered country.
"It is safe to say that in no country where permits have been used

would the people go back to the old system of indiscriminate and uncon-
trolled burning."

Settlers Co-operate.

From the President of the St. Maurice Forest Protective Association
of Quebec (patrolling 12,000 square miles of forested country, much of it

heavily dotted with settlement).

August 31, 1916:—"We have been so successful with the Permit Sys-
tem that we would under no circumstances go back to the old way of hand-
ling fires. This season we have had absolutely no trouble with the settlers.

They have co-operated with us in every way and their satisfaction is uni-

versal. So far we have not had a single fire caused by a settler, a most un-
usual and satisfactory record."

"(Signed) Ellwood Wilson."
Grand'Mere, P.Q.

How to Judge Velocity of Wind

The wide difference between guesses at wind velocity during time
forest fires are raging gives interest to the following table which is

by the Journal from a report of the United States Forest Service :

Name.
Light

Moderate

Brisk

High

Gale

Miles per
hour.

5 to 15
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Courtesy Grand Trunk Railway System.

Lady Evelyn Falls, Lake Temagami, Ontario.

This Is Worth Insuring.

According to United States Con-
sul Willrich, of Quebec, that pro-

vince exported over $5,100,000

worth of news-print paper to the

United States in 1915. Two years

ago, or in 1913, the export of this

commodity to the United States was
little over a million, so that there

has been a remarkable increase in

the two years. The consul is of the

opinion that the increase will con-
tinue, pointing out that the Pro-
vince of Quebec possesses an abun-
dance of undeveloped water power
and practically unlimited forest re-

sources.

The report of the U, S. consul
once more brings before Canadians
the vision of two choices : a protect-
ed and developed forest, adding mil-
lions of dollars to the national
wealth, or an unguarded forest

wherein flames are given freedom to

undermine the revenues of present
and future.

"The Scythe Tree" of New York.

One of the most unusual incidents

of the American Civil War is con-

nected with what is known as "The
Scythe Tree" in New York State.

When Lincoln made his first call for

75,000 volunteers, James W. John-
son, a farm lad, was mowing grass in

a field. Johnson hung his scythe
on a Balm of Gilead tree, bade his

parents leave it there until his re-

turn, and went to the war. All

that year and the next, and still an-

other, the scythe hung in the tree

until Johnson was killed at Ply-
mouth, N.C., April 20, 1864. The
scythe was still left in place in the

tree, and meantime the tree grew
until but a v^ery small part of the

blade protruded from the large

trunk about eight feet from the
ground. The tree was damaged by
lightning during an electric storm
this month, but the blade is still em-
bedded in the shattered trunk.
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Observations on a Hudson Bay Trip

That some of the territory border-

ing Hudson and James Bay has been

badly swept by forest fires this year

is the word conveyed to the Cana-

dian Forestry Journal by l^ieut.

Chas. McCarthy, Police Magistrate
of Elk Lake, Ontario. Lieut. Aic-

Carthy recently concluded an enter-

prising journey from Cochrane to

Hudson Bay in search of recruits.

He was highly successful, and
brought out fort3^-five.

The journey to Moose Factory
took five days, the return journey
eight days. The route followed
was along the Ground Hog river,

past the junction of the Kapuska-
sing. into the Matagami, and thence
past the junction of the Missinabie
to the Moose River, which carried

the party to the Bay.
Along the Little French river bad

fires were visible, and reports of In-

dians from other districts seemed
to indicate that large areas would
be burned over in 1916. Lieut.

McCarthy confirms the reports

of most other travelers pass-

ing along the same, route, that

the tree growth is heaviest at the

edges of rivers. Examination of

the interior of the country from tree

trops and high land showed no for-

ests of large size wood. A report

of Explorer La Duke to the effect

that beyond the range of vision,

some miles back from the rivers, the

forests again approached merchant-
able size, and that the small growth
in the muskeg immediately visible

was no indication of what the coun-
try held, was admitted by Lieut.

^IcCarthy to be easily possible, as

he had not examined the interior.

The officer mentioned seeing nu-

merous evidences of wholesale burn-

ing in past years. Fires had done
their utmost to clean out the coun-

trv for hundreds of miles ,and as the

country was settled only by three

or four thousand Cree Indians, no
attempt had been made by any gov-

ernment to even educate the natives

in guarding against conflagra-

tions. The influence of the tribal

chiefs would prove of the highest

value in fire guarding, said Lieut.

McCarthy, and if the present leader

of the Crees at Moose Factory,

Chief Wemistagoosh, could be

placed on an annual honorarium of

a few hundred dollars, he could re-

duce fire risk better than a staff' of

imported rangers. The chief was
keenly aware of the great damage
done annually to the game haunts

bv fires.

Lumbering Activities.

Says the Canadian official Labor
Gazette for August : "Most lumber-

ing districts reported continued ac-

tivity, although in Northern Ontario

considerable damage was done to

the industry through ruinous forest

fires which destroyed timber and
sawmills. At Newcastle, N.B., mills

were very active and provided a

great deal of work for unskilled la-

bour. In the St. John district, also,

active conditions prevailed. Que-
bec reported mills running to capa-

city, and on account of a late start

owing to high water likely to run

on well into the fall. At Three
Rivers mills were busy. At Prince

Albert, Sask., mills were running
day and night and were expected to

continue so until freeze-up. Ed-
monton reported aji increased de-

mand for all classes of finished lum-
ber and higher prices. At Fernie,

despite the difficulties of fires and
floods, the outlook was reported fa-

vourable. Post and pole dealers

reported the demand keeping up
well. New \\'estminster reported
mills active, with a good demand for

lumber and shinefles."
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The Timber Marl^ets of India

ByH.R. .

Tijnber Trade Com
The use of timber in India is ex-

tremely limited. The annual per

capita consumption of timber, in-

cluding- all forms of rough wood
used for fuel and other purposes, is

estimated to be 1^ cubic feet, of

which four-fifths is used for fuel.

The total quantity of timber used,

aside from fuel, is 96,000.000 cubic
feet, equal to about 960.000,000 feet

board measure, or three board feet

per year per head of the population.
By far the greater part of this is used
in the form of rough logs and poles
for building purposes.
This extraordinarily sparing use

of wood is due to several causes.
The earning power of the population
does not exceed 80 cents per head
per month, and buildings are there-
fore small and consist of mud, grass
and bamboo supported by a mini-
mum of timber for posts and rafters.

Wherever there is population white
ants are destructive. Only ant-
proof woods can be used for building
purposes in India.

Ant-proof J Foods.

Ant-proof woods are restricted to
a very few native species, chief
amongst which are teak, deodar, and
sal. These species are high in
price both because of the great de-
mand and because of the extremely
costly methods of handling timber
in vogue in India. Even in a sparse-
ly settled, forested portion of Assam,
sawn joists three feet by four inch
by 12 feet sold for $48 per thou-
sand feet board measure. Ordi-
narily rough hardwood logs eight
inches to 14 inches diameter sell at
the railroad station in the treeles
Punjab. India's great wheat-grow-

MacMUlan,

missioner of Canada.

ing district, for $40 per thousand
board feet. Teak, which is the uni-

versal building timber in the cities,

sells at the coast ports at $100 to

$110 per thousand feet for small di-

mension boards and planks. Such
prices in a country where the aver-

age daily wage is about 4 cents ne-

cessarily restrict the use of timber.

India is not an industrial country.

Fully nine-tenths of the population
live directly or indirectly by agricul-

ture. The Indian agriculturist

makes -his own few tools, has no
barns or outbuildings and lives in a

mud or grass hut. He gets along
without timber.

The Results of Forestry.

The use of imported timber is

confined exclusively to the indus-
trial centres, railroads, public works
and military necessities. The agri-

cultural population uses absolutely
no imported timber.

That Indian forests are able to al-

most completely meet the require-

ments of the country for timber is

due to the splendid forest adminis-
tration inaugurated by the British

government half a century ago.
About 40 per cent, of the country is

under forest. The whole of this

area is administered carefully to

prevent destruction by fire and over-
cutting, and although at the time of

British occupancy the more acces-
sible forests had been almost ruined,
wise management h?= already great-
ly increased their productivity.
There still remain in some provinces,
notably in Burma, large areas of
hardwood forest, suitable for indus-
trial purposes, which through lack
of capital, suitable machinery and
equipment have not been rendered
accessible.
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Matches Arc Popular.

It is natural to find, therefore,

that the timber imports of India,

aside from teak, which is brought in

from lava and Siam to the extent of

$800,000 to $1,250,000 yearly, consist

almost entirely of rough lumbers for

temporary uses only, or manufac-
tured wooden articles introduced by
Europeans or rendered necessary by
the development of industries.

India is probably the only country
in the world in which the imports of

such articles as matches, boxes and
railroad sleepers exceed greatly in

value the importations of rough
lumber. Matches are the only
wooden articles the population can
afford to buy. The other articles,

together with the common lumber,
do not pass into the hands of the
Indian population, but are used ex-
clusively in industries, public works
or by transportation companies.

Chittenden's Folly.

"In a long editorial the Toronto
World gives publicity to a state-

ment by General Chittenden of the

United States army that forests are

not of use as storage reservoirs for

rainfall. Because General Chitten-

den denies that the forests retain the

snow, causing it to melt gradually,

denies that the forests absorb more
rainfall than the cultivated fields.

and takes no stock in the argument
that springs and wells dry up when
forests are cut down, and calls that
part of the forestry propaganda,
which goes further than asking for

the protection of forests for wood
crop a good deal of humbug, the
World innocently considers that a
myth has been exploded, and that
possibly forest fires are rather an
advantage. It is fortunate that the
conclusions of General Chittenden
are so very obviously wrong, that
little harm will be done by the pub-
licity that has been given them, or
by their acceptance by folks who
have never had the opportunity to

judge these natural forces for them-
selves. Our Canadian forestry

service is run by very capable men.
Men who are living in daily con-

tact with these things and who have
splendid opportunity to make a sci-

entific study of them. The same is

true of the United States forestry

service, and both services are doing
their best to convince the nations of

the advisability of keeping the land
which cannot be advantageously
used by agriculturists covered with
forests, so as to preserve our
streams and our rivers, and to pre-

vent our country becoming, like

northern Mexico and the plains of

South Africa, hills denuded of soil

and a countrv seamed with drv gul-
lies, aroyas
Witness.

or kloofs."—-Montreal

Saving Lives and Dollars.

(Kamloops, B.C., Standard.)
The great benefit which the Pro-

vince of British Columbia is deriv-
ing from the systematic work done
by the Provincial Forestry Depart-
ment on Provincial lands, and by
Dominion foresters in the lands con-
trolled by the Federal Government,
can hardly be estimated by one not
familiar with the appalling havoc
which fire can produce in a forested
country.

The recent conflagration in

Northern Ontario points to the fact
that the British Columbia system
of forest protection is well worth
every dollar expended upon it.

There have been some serious out-
outbreaks in this country, but in

each and every locality the fire has
been put under control before it

gained headway. Millions of dol-
lars have been saved to the province
and to the lumber industries by the
British Columbia staff of fire war-
dens and rangers, and millions of
dollars and many precious lives
would have been saved to Ontario if

that province had any such system
of fire protection as we have in this
province.
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A Comparison of Provincial Laws

The Nova Scotia Law.

No person shall make, kindle or

start a fire for the purpose of clear-

ing land, or other like purposes, nor
set up nor operate a portable steam
engine within sixty rods of any
woods, between the fifteenth day of

April and the first day of December
next following in any year, without
first having obtained leave in writ-

ing from the chief ranger or sub-

ranger. It shall be the duty of

such chief ranger or sub-ranger on
being requested to grant leave to

start such fire, or to set up or oper-

ate such portable steam engine, to

examine the place at which it is in-

tended to start the fire, or to set up
or operate the steam engine, and the

adjoining lands, and the timber,

trees and other property thereon, and
to refuse such request and decline to

grant leave, or to grant it only on
conditions to be performed by said

persons ,if in his opinion it would
not be safe by reason of the danger
of fire spreading thereon or other-

wise.

British Columbia.

During the close season (between
May 1 and October 1) no person,

firm or corporation shall set out, or

cause to be set out, fires in or near

slashings or forest debris, standing
or fallen timber, or bush land for the

purpose of burning slashings, brush,

grass, or other inflammable mate-
rial, or for any industrial purpose,

without first obtaining a permit

therefor : Provided that no person
shall be convicted who shall have set

in sfood faith and with reasonable

care a back-fire for the purpose of

stopping the progress of a fire then

actually burning.

Quebec.

No person shall, in the forest or

less than a mile from a forest, set

fire to, or burn, any pile of wood,
branches or brushwood, or any tree,

shrub or other plant, or any black
loam or light soil, or any tree trunk
or tree that has been felled, at any
time, except for clearing purposes
between the 16th of November and
the 31st of March of the following
year, but between the 1st of April
and the 15th of November, it is ne-

cessary to first obtain the written
permission of the Minister, or of any
other officer of the Department
thereto authorized by the Minister,

or of the fire ranger.

Ontario.

Every person who, between the
1st day of April and the 1st day of

November, sets out or starts a fire

within a fire district for the purpose
of clearing land, shall exercise and
observe every reasonable care and
precaution in the setting out of

starting of such fire and in manag-
ing of and caring for it after it has
been set out or started, in order to

prevent the fire from spreading.

Entirely Reasonable.

St. Thomas "Times," Aug. 7,

1916: The reforms pressed upon the

Ontario Government by the Cana-
dian Forestry Association look en-

tirely reasonable, and it is hoped
will now receive earnest considera-

tion and result in early and effective

action.

What Ontario Needs.

Brockville "Recorder," Aug. 5,

1916: The Ontario 'forest protection

service stands urgently in need of

three main reforms which year after

year have been urged upon the Gov-
ernment bv the Canadian Forestry

Association, Commission of Conser-

vation and other bodies.
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PROTECTION ON THE T. AND N. O. RAILWAY LINES.

The vigilance of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway Commissicners in matters of

forest protection has received much well-deserved testimony. Above picture shows one of the four

tank cars used on the line between North Bay and Cochrane, Ontario. Each car holds between

7,500 and 8,000 gallons of water, and can be easily re-filled at the water tanks. Good service was
done by one of the cars at Mileage 133, main line (previous to the holocaust of July last) in extin-

guishing a fire caused by a settlers' slash. In the judgment of the commissioners the tank cars have

already paid for themselves, and will eventually become a piece of standard railway equipment in for-

ested country.

What Guarantee?

Hamilton "Times," Aug. 10, 1916:

Despite this devastating fire, the

clay belt will be repopulated. Those
who escaped are already being per-

suaded to go back. But what guar-
antee have they that another fire

wil Inot sweep across their land next
year or the next? The Government
must see that precautions as good
as in other provinces are taken in

Northern Ontario. Our Govern-
ment cannot afford to have our set-

tlers burned up in this way when
prevention is possible.

Opinion in Peterboro.

Peterboro "Examiner,' 'Aug. 5,

1916: Here we have expert opinon
to the effect that forest fires are pre-

ventable or possible of great restric-

tion by the simple passing and en-

forcing of legislation prohibiting the

crime of setting out "slash" fires in

the height of an unusually dry pe-

riod. The neglect to take action is

little short of criminal.

Community Interests.

Dundas "Star," July 27, 1916: The
interests of the community are of

more importance than those of the
individual and we must legislate ac-

cordingly.

"The Clay Belt's" Opinion.

From the Cochrane "Claybelt,"

Aug. 18, 1916: If the Government
should not see fit to introduce legis-

lative measures during the next ses-

sion to reorganize the obsolete fire

ranging system and inaugurate sane
fire protective service, the entire

North will not rest until they see
men at the helm of the Government
who are capable of stopping a repeti-

tion of the horrors accompanying
such devastation as we have now ex-
perienced for the second time within
five years.

Can Fires Be Prevented?

Winnipeg Tost," Aug. 5, 1916:

One-tenth part of the losses sustain-

ed annually by forest fires would pro-

vide an army of forest rangers and
other means of preventing forest

fires or of arresting them when they
get beyond control.

Opinion in Woodstock.

Woodstock Sentinel-Review,"
Aug. 7, 1916: In the light of the
statement presented by the Cana-
dian Forestry Association the re-

cent disaster was not merely a dis-

grace to the province but a crime.
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It will interest readers of the

Journal to know that the Northern
Ontario forest fires of 1916 rank as

the third greatest disaster in the his-

tory of the American continent.

The worst fire of all occurred in

October, 1871, in Wisconsin, and
was known as the "Peshtigo" disas-

ter, when 1,500 lives were lost and
1,280,000 acres burned over.

In point of lives lost, the Hinck-
ley fire in Minnesota in September,
1894, ranks second, with 418 deaths

and 160,000 acres devastated.

The Northern Ontario fire of 1916,

including the 12 lives lost near Hai-

leybury in the second conflagration

in August, account for probably 260

deaths. About 800,000 acres were

burned.

In the famous Miramichi disaster

of 1825, 3,000.000 acres of New
Brunswick and Maine were cleaned
out and 160 lives lost.

The Porcupine disaster in North-
ern Ontario in 1911 accounted for a

loss of about 84 people.

Prompt Action by a Board of Trade

An example of the courageous

stand taken by so many of the On-

tario Boards of Trade in advocating

an overhauling of the Ontario For-

est Protection System is contained

in the following telegram sent by

the London Board of Trade to Hon.

G. H. Ferguson, Minister of Lands
and Forests. Toronto

:

"Minister Lands and Forests, Par-

liament Buildings, Toronto:
"Concerning Northern Ontario

disaster and this Board's resolution

previously communicated to you,

urging adequate control of settlers'

fires. Board asks what immediate
steps are being taken to protect

lives and property.

"Secretary London Board of Trade."

The Carleton Board of Trade
took similar action, and the Fort
William Board, the Prescott Board,

and others addressed letters to the

Minister at Toronto urging a study
of forest protection systems in other

parts of Canada and the United

States, and the application of radi-

cal reforms to the Ontario forest

service. This action by the Boards
of Trade is certain to exert a power-
ful influence.

Co-operate with Settlers.

(New Liskeard Speaker.)

"There is but one way to proceed
in order to reduce the danger from
forest fires, and that is by asking
the assistance of the farmers. Con-
sult them. Ask their advice. Let
them be represented on a Commis-
sion to be appointed to give permits
to burn over the land intended to

be cleaned. This plan would elicit

the support of the farmers, and they
in turn would help enforce the law.

Briefly put, these are the Speaker's
views."

[Note : The Permit System of con-
trolling settlers' fires proceeds ex-

actly on the principle advocated
above—co-operation with the care-

ful settler.—Editor Canadian Fores-
try Journal.]
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Holding the Camper in Check

The demand throug-hout Canada

that the reins of law be drawn tight-

er on all users of fire in timbered

territory is bound to drive our Gov-

ernments to more vigorous action.

Taking the country as a whole, the

great lack is not laws and regula-

tions, but determined enforcement.

Complaints by licensees regarding

the failure of provincial governments

to deal with the annual peril from
campers, fishermen, etc., are too of-

ten met with a mailed copy of

"Rules and Regulations." The li-

censee, of course, knew all about
these printed prohibitions and cau-
tions, but he likewise knew that a

printed law is without effect unless
closely administered. Willing to

pay for his own rangers and costs of

fire fig-hting. he legitimately protests

against the indifference shown to

the fire patrol beyond the edge of his

limits. Forest protection cannot be
effected by patchwork. A mile of
carelessly patrolled forest may, and
does every summer, threaten the
precautions taken on neighboring
property. How illogical it is for a
provincial government to protest
against the cost of forest guarding
may be estimated by one instance,
when in 1913 a single lumber com-
pany lost fully $300,000 of pine and
spruce and $19,000 of camp equip-
ment, caches, logging gear, etc., by
fires that were started in Algonquin
Park. Ontario, presumably by care-
less campers or other persons on a
summer outing.

Complaints from Ontario licensees
whose holdings are imperilled by
their proximity to the tourist routes
in Algonquin Park, have been sub-
mitted to the Ontario Department of
Lands and Forests, but thus far
without promise of better conditions.

A letter received from the chief ran-
ger of one of the largest limit hold-
ers is given below

:

"I want to impress on you that if

some steps are not taken by the
Government to enforce stricter rules
on these tourists going through the
Park, some day you will have a big
fire. Tourists are allowed to sfo

through the Park without any
guides, and half of them know noth-
ing of the danger of fire, and more
of them are careless.

"There should be some stringent
regulations made and enforced by
the Government either to prohibit
travelling by these parties in the
Park without guides or to put on
enough men to police the canoe
routes; otherwise you are going to
lose that country some day."
Perhaps the compulsory engage-

ment of guides by every party
would be too severe in a public play-
ground, but there is nothing to pre-
vent the building of safe fire places
along the canoe routes. In North-
ern Minnesota not only are scores of
these fire places built by the rangers
but signs are erected to indicate
just where they are. Another sim-
ple but most effective precaution is

to have every party of campers en-
tering the Park, not only at Algon-
quin Park Station but at all the in-
lets, indicate the route they intend
to follow, and, as these routes are
more or less standard with all tra-
vellers, rangers could keep close tab
of their movements, instruct them
when necessary in the danger of
carelessness, and exercise in general
the functions of police. There is at
the present time a system of super-
vising visitors to Algonquin Park
for fire protection purposes. It
proves quite efficient as far as it is

exercised. But the trouble encoun-
tered by licensees in guarding their
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property from fires originating with
cigarettes, matches, camp fires, etc.,

indicates how far distant is the full

object for which the "Rules and
Regulations" were framed.

What the Limit-holder Faces-

The following letter was written
August 3rd by a chief fire ranger on
Quebec limits to his employers, a

well-known lumber firm :

"Where are the fire inspectors and
fire rangers for Ontario? I have
not seen one since I came on the
job, and this A.M. I found a fire

that has been smouldering for eight
days yesterday, left by a gang of

men on a Government job, with a

man in charge, or supposed to be. I

have all proof that they left it as I

see where they boiled their tea and
fed their horses. This is the third
fire I know of inside of four days.

"I don't know as it is my business
to say anything, as it is not in my
jurisdiction, being in Ontario; but
it is things like this that were the
cause of hundreds of lives being lost
only a few days ago, and still the
fires are not out.

'T am going to get a team to draw
some water to put on this fire, as I

have it all covered over with earth.
It is right in the edge of a heavy
slash, and a spruce bush. There is

no danger now, until I get the wa-
ter. Had it got a good start it

would with a west wind be on the
limits in a few hours."

Under the legislation of last ses-

sion the Government adopted the

policy of advancing money to set-

tlers on the security of their cleared

land, a limit of $500 per settler being
fixed. Hon. G. Howard Ferguson,
Minister of Lands, Forests and
Mines,, who has the new work in

charge, had proposed to put the leg-

islation into effect this summer, and
was making the necessary arrange-
ments when the great fire in the

north broke out. The Government
at once appointed Mr. Dane as com-
missioner and sent him north. Since

then he has been engaged upon re-

lief work, for which the Government
set aside $100,000.

With this work well in hand Mr.
Dane is now ready to deal with the

applications of the settlers for loans.

It is estimated that nearly two hun-
dred applications have been received

so far.

"The present appropriation of

$100,000 is only the first," stated

Hon. Mr. Ferguson. "Other amounts
will be provided as they are re-

quired."

Helping the Settlers.

The Ontario Government has set
aside $100,000 as the first instalment
of the money the province is to loan
to the settlers of Northern Ontario
to enable them to develop their
farms. The money has been appro-
priated under the legislation of last
session, and will be turned -over to
the account of the Northern Loan
Commission. Armed with the sin-
ews of war. Loan Commissioner
Fred Dane left for the north recently
to commence the distribution of
loans.

Death of Senator Frost.

Senator Francis Theodore Frost,

president of the Frost & Wood Agri-
cultural Implement Company, and
a devoted member of the Canadian
Forestry Association, died very sud-
denly at Smith's Falls on Aug. 25.

Senator Frost had been in his of-

fice as usual during the day, and had
not complained of feeling ill. About
9.30, after spending the evening
quietly at home, he w'as sitting play-

ing solitaire when his wife, who was
close by, noticed him topple over in

his chair. Medical aid was prompt-
ly summoned, but he expired at 1

o'clock next morning.

It was a stroke of paralysis. He
suffered one some years ago when
attending the session in Ottawa, but
then recovered. Hon. Mr. Frost
w^as appointed to the Senate by the

Laurier Government in 1903.
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Fort William's Energetic Protest

The following letter was address-

ed by the President of the Fort Wil-

liam Board of Trade to the Minister

of Lands and Forests at Toronto

:

Fort ^^'illiam, Ont.,

August 11th, 1916.

To the Honorable G. H. Ferguson,

Minister of Lands. Forests and

Mines, Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ont :

—

Dear Mr. Ferguson,—The recent

forest fire tragedy in Northern On-

tario, entailing such frightful loss of

life and property, has served to re-

mind us very forcibly of the repre-

sentations made to your Govern-

ment by this Board in the spring of

this year, as embodied in memoran-
dum dated 14th February. AVe feel

impelled to renew our solicitations

of that date with increased earnest-

ness, that some remedial steps may
be taken at the earliest possible mo-
ment by your Government to reduce

the hazard of devastation by forest

fire, and to prevent as far as is hu-

manly possible a repetition of the

holocaust which recently occurred in

Northern Ontario.
In years past, constantly recur-

ring forest fires have seemed to in-

dicate that our forest protection ser-

vice had not kept pace with the

needs of the province, the need of

forest protection has grown from
year to year, and will continue to

grow just as long as settlers can be
induced to locate on timbered areas.

The location of settlement on the
timbered areas of Northern and
North A\'estern Ontario is greatly to

be desired, but with their location
there comes an added responsibility
to those who are charged with the

protection and preservation of our
forests. As we hope for the settle-

ment of the timbered areas of Onta-
rio, so must we prepare to protect

the settler, and teach, or force, if

need be. the settler to protect him-
self from the catastrophe of forest

fire. No word of ours can ade-

quately describe the need of the

situation, the tragedy recently en-

acted in Northern Ontario is sadly

elocpient.

While it may be true that forest

fires cannot be entirely eliminated

or their causes entirely removed by
legislation, we are convinced that

the laws relating to the prevention
of forest fires, and the regulations at

present existing in the Province of

Ontario are inadequate to the needs
of the province, and that legislation

should be enacted which would pre-

vent many abuses of existing privi-

leges, and remove at least a great
number of the causes of forest fire.

Our Memorandum to you of Feb-
ruary 14th dealt largely with the

commercial loss sustained through
forest fires. The commercial loss

is indeed great, and it is not our de-

sire to minimize it in the least, but
recent events have fixed our atten-

tion on the enormous possibilities

for the loss of life as well.

\\> have }-our assurance, per vour
letter of May 31st. that the question
of fire protection of our forest re-

serves is receiving the best consider-
ation of your department.
We trust that in the very near fu-

ture Ontario will be provided with a
modern and efficient system of for-

est protection.

Fort William Board of Trade,
authorized by resolution in

Council. August 10th. 1916.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will be

sent to any address for one dollar a year.



The Queen Charlotte Islands of B. C.

Klun Kwot Bay, Moresby Island, Queen Charlotte Group. Hemlock and Spruce Stana.

Naden Harbor Spruce, Graham Island, Queen
Charlotte Group.

Masset Inlet Hemlock, Graham Island.
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With the Canadian Forestry Battalion

An English Impression of Their Methods and Skill as Recorded by

The London Times

"If you would know the lumber- The men. who are drawn from all

man of Canada and how he works, parts of the Dominion, have the

go to the edg-e of Windsor Great bronzed, healthy look and the easy,

Park, where the cross-road from confident swing which we have
Virginia Water Station strikes the learned to look for in Canadians,
main road between Egham and The khaki under their blue overalls

Sunningdale. There, on the Clock proclaims them soldiers; they draw
Case Plantation, you will see over military pay and they know the rudi-

150 men of the 224th Canadian For- ments of military drill: but first and
estry Battalion converting trees last they are woodsmen, with their

into railway sleepers and boards at craft at their finger-tips. Every
the rate of anything from 15,000 to man knows his task and does it with
20.000 board feet a day. an enviable independence of orders
"The plantation, which forms part or instructions

;
yet from the first

of the lands owned by the Crown stage to the last the work proceeds
and administered by the Commis- smoothly and harmoniously. Let
sioners of Woods and Forests, in- us follow the process, under the
eludes a considerable area covered guidance of the officer in charg-e and
with spruce, fir, Scots pine, and the sergeant who is 'foreman of the
larch, with an undergrowth of bush.'

chestnut. Not very long ago a "Facing the main road stands the
party of experts looked at the trees mill

—
'home.' the men generally call

with the dispassionate measuring it—flanked on the one side by piles

eye of the undertaker .and gave it as of logs and on the other by stacks
their opinion that from this wood it of sawn timber. \\^alk along the
was possible to get 3.000,000 board winding track of a light railway, not
feet of timber. To-day whole yet completed, which passes behind
tracts of it have been swept clear the mill, until you come to a clear-
hy the axe. and the quaint square ing, where burning heaps of 'brush'
tower of the old royal lodge, which lopped from the tops of the fallen

stands deep-set in the wood, and trees are filling the air with the re-

which, so the story goes, by its re- freshing scent of the pine. Here
semblance to the case of a grand- and there through the blue smoke
father's clock gave the plantation its you catch a glimpse of a lumberman
curious name, is visible from the in a picturesque slouch hat. A lit-

Toadway for the first time, perhaps, tie further and you are among a
in a hundred years. And still the g'ang of 'fallers.' Watch how they
Canadian woodsmen go on. eating fell a tree. 70 inches or more thick
their way through the wood with a at the base.

thoroughness that knows no mercy. "A man with an axe kneels at its

. .„ ^ ,. Tz .
^*^ot' ^""^ ^'^ith a few dexterousAn All-Canadian

^
Venture. strokes cuts a deep notch in the

'The lumber camp is all Canadian trunk a few inches from the ground.—men, machinery, and methods. Two others with a cross-cut saw
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cut through the stem on the oppo-

site side. In half a minute the tree

begins to lean, and there is a warn-

ing shout. A second or two later,

with a loud, cracking and rending

sound, it topples and crashes to the

ground. Without any apparent ef-

fort, the 'fallers' have controlled the

direction of its fall almost to a foot.

The'^Sivampcr" At JJ^ork.

"Next, without any ado, half a do-

zen 'swampers' set to work with the

axe clearing the limbs and straight-

ening up the tree. Simultaneously

a 'fit'ter.' with a wooden rod, divides

the stem in. suitable lengths, mark-

ing the cutting points with a notch
;

while two other men, one carrying

a paint pot, measure the tree, enter

the size in a book, and mark the

stump and the butt of the severed

trunk with a blob of red paint to

show that their work is done. Saw-
vers then cut the stem according to

the 'fitter's' marking, and the sec-

tions are ready to go to the mill.

Thev are dragged there bv horses

over deeply scored 'trails' and 'sloop-

wavs,' and take their turn to come
under the saw.

"The mill itself is a stoutly built

structure, made of timber cut and
prepared on the spot, and saws and
engines coming from anada. It is

practically a raised platform covered

by an iron roof, but open at the

sides. A log to be sawn is rolled

into position on a 'carriage,' which
moves backwards and forwards to

carry it through a circular saw. Two
men. standing on the carriage, con-

trol its movements and the position

of the log bv a number of levers.

Opposite them stands the most im-

portant man of all, the 'sawyer,'

whose trained eye sees at a glance

what can be made of this or that log.

The hum of the engine and the

screech of the saw would drown his

voice, so he gives his decision by
signs. As the carriage brings a log

back through the saw with the bark
removed, he will hold up one finger

or two, and the 'setter' on the car-

riage, by the movement of a lever,

adjusts the log so that the next cut

shall be one inch or two inches

thick.

"It is all done without a pause.

For hours the saw screeches and
throws ofif a spray of sawdust as it

slices up the logs that a short wdiile

before were splendid living trees,

and all the while other saws, trim-

ming the edges of the boards and
cutting off the ends, join in the cho-

rus. Is it surprising that the daugh-
ter of the keeper of the wood w^as

reduced to tears when she stood bv
the mill?"

"The Next Dry Summer."

(Berlin Record.)

"In making the effort to have the

survivors return and again begin the
task of establishing themselves in

the burned district the question
arises : What protection is to be
given them against another confla-

gration in the next dry summer?
"When, a few years ago. the Por-

cupine fire occurred with its accom-
panying horrors, the public felt that
it would lead to laws being enacted
and enforced which would prevent
the occurrence of destructive fires.

It has not done so.

"The latest horror was the pro-

fluct of numbers of settlers burning
slash, uncontrolled and unheeded
for weeks, until they spread and
united into one great furnace of

flame which nothing could stop."

Changed Positions.

"I feel the same interest in taking

part in this conference," said Sir R.

Munro-Ferguson, Governor-General
of Australia, recently, "as the

French ambassador spoken of at a

great forestry conference in Wash-
ington when I was a little bov. Said

the French ambassador : 'I sowed
some seed, and they came up so

small I could hardly see them ; now
they are so tall they hardly see me.'

"
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Bird Protection in Canada

Extermination Threatened for Some Valuable Species-
Public to be Won by Aesthetic Appeal

By W. E.

Birds, in common with all wild

life, are reproducing annually in ex-

cessive numbers, and the amount of

that excess is governed by the

amount of destruction that takes

place in the individual species un-

der consideration. As a general

rule it may be stated that the total

annual death-rate corresponds al-

most exactly with the annual rate of

. increase. AVhen it is considered
that the annual rate of increase in

common birds, such as the robin, is

perhaps two. three, or even five hun-
dred per cent., it follows that the an-

nual death-rate is the same. \\'ere

it not so, an enormous increase in the

number of these species would take
place until eventually they would
themselves check their increase by
their very abundance. This de-
struction takes place in very many
ways. The birds migrate, covering
thousands of miles, exposing them-
selves to very great dangers, often
fatal. Besides there are the other
fatal conditions to the birds, exclu-
sive of migration.

Aesthetic Importance.

While we have in the past given
very great consideration and thought
to the economic side of bird protec-
tion, yet the aesthetic side is equallv
worthy, perhaps even more worthy,
of consideration than the economic
side. A comparatively small pro-
portion of the population is interest-
ed personally in birds from the eco-
nomic side, while there is a large and
rapidly increasing number of the
residents of Canada and of the civil-
ized world who are taking great in-

Saunders.

terest in the study of bird life, and
this study is of very great benefit to
the individual as well as to the na-
tion at large. It has a refining in-
fluence upon the student and yields
an amount of enjoyment which I

hesitate to estimate because it is

such a personal matter with me. To
one who has made a life-long study
of birds, it is a very pleasant thing
to go into the country and meet at
every turn friends whom one knows;
it is like going down street and meet-
ing all one's most pleasant acquain-
tances in one afternoon.

Domestication of Birds.

Probably every bird is capable of
partial domestication while in the
wild state. I was very much inter-
ested a couple of years ago at a
meeting of the American Ornitholo-
gists' Union in a paper by Miss Sher-
man on "The Taming of the \\"\\d

Humming-bird." I supose the
small size of the humming-bird and
its almost insect-like character had
given me the feeling that it was in-

capable of domestication or of know-
ing its friends, but she demonstrat-
ed that she had domesticated them
to some extent. She actually tamed
them so that they came and buzzed
around her head for food. She be-
gan with bottles of syrup hidden in

the base of a gaudy artificial flower;
from that she progressed to the bare
bottle, and the humming-birds came
most freely: they quite expected the
syrup, and promptly demanded it

from her if the bottle were found at
any time empty.
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Jack Miner's Experiments.

From the humming"-bird perhaps

the long-est step we can take is to

the wild goose, one of the wildest

as well as largest of our birds. Jack
Miner at Kingsville has the most
spectacular demonstration every

year on his farm of the possibility

of temporary domestication of this

bird. One morning last April,

1.000 wild geese came to his farm,

all of which lit within 150 yards of

his house. Many of them—by ac-

tual count 425 geese—were in the

small enclosure right in front of his

dining-room window. I went into

the enclosure with him, and found
it quite possible to walk to within

fifteen or twenty leet of the nearest

goose ; but, when those geese were
out on the lake, two miles distant,

it was exceedingly dif^cult to get a

boat within half a mile of them. In
one case, they knew absolutely they
were on safe ground, and in the
other case they suspected danger,
because man is a dangerous animal
To them, however, the man who
goes around Jack Miner's place is

safe, and, therefore, they are not in

the least alarmed. It seems that

the birds have methods of commu-
nication, not only between members
of their own species, but with others,

because one day during last year's

migration, while the geese were vis-

iting, Miner's place, on four different

occasions flocks of wild swans flew

over, apparently to see if these sto-

ries the geese were telling about the

safety and pleasant conditions on
Miner's farm were true. But while
the swans found they were appar-
ently true, because the geese were
down in the ponds on the farm,
they felt like the farmer who, seeing
the girafTe at a menagerie, said

:

"There ain't no such animal." The
swans looked at the geese and said :

"It looks safe, but cannot be"—and
went away. And now Miner's am-
bition for next year is to have some
swans there in order to assure these
wild fellows that it reallv is all

right on his farm. Perhaps I might

take it upon myself to urge upon
the members of the Committee on
Fisheries and Game that probably

. the most spectacular demonstration

of protection that you can see on the

continent of North America is at

Jack Miner's place in Kingsville any
day in April while the geese are

there. They come in March and
leave in May, and the number is lim-

ited only by the amount of corn that

Miner, who is not a very wealthy
man, can afiford to feed them. Dur-
ing the migration season last year I

believe he fed them about three

hundred bushels of corn. That
does not cost a great deal of money,
but then he is giving it to wild geese .

and for the benefit of the country at

large. I am not sure that in any
year I have spent out of my own
pocket the value of three hundred
bushels of corn for the benefit of the
country at large. Of course, Mr.
Miner gets personal enjoyment out
of it, or he would not do it, and his

work with the geese has resulted in

an entire change of condition in his

township. Settlement banished
them, and twenty years ago there
were none. When he began his ex-

periments about twelve or fifteen

years ago, he obtained a few domes-
ticated Canada geese and kept them
in an enclosure, hoping to lure wild
geese to visit him annually, but he
had the tame ones there for a num-
ber of years before the wild ones
came. Eventually they did come,
seventeen visiting him the first year.

The next year there were thirty,

then one hundred and fifty, then five

hundred in the fourth year, and af-

ter that Miner said he could not
count them, that he had about "live

acres" of gee-se the year following.

It is all very well for a person to talk

about cjuantities of wild geese, but
nothing is so convincing as to see

them for yourself, and if the mem-
bers of the Committee could spare

the time to visit Kingsville next

April, I am sure they would be im-
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pressed with the value of even indi-

vidual effort, though much more
could be accomplished if the matter

were handled on a little larger scale.

On Miner's farm there are two
ponds, one, thirty-five yards across.

the other thirty by fifty or sixty, yet

they accommodated between 1,000

and 1,500 wild geese last spring.

Birds A' ear Home.

Coming down to smaller things,

the protection of the ordinary birds

around the home, it is not often that

we can get figures that are exact

and reliable. In fact, not very

manv people have tried or have made
serious effort to encourage the birds

and increase their numbers. But I

was told the other day about what
seemed to me to be really a very
spectacular result. A family, resid-

ing in the summer on a little island,

about three-quarters of an acre, in

the Rideau Lakes, had one or two
cats. A visitor there induced his

friends to leave the cats at home.
Then he began to put up nesting
boxes to attract the tree swallows,
and they came at the first invitation.

Up to 1915, he never got enough
boxes up on that island to accom-
modate the swallows who came. But
this year he got up a few more boxes
than were needed, and. in seventeen
boxes, he had fifteen pairs of swal-
lows on an island that formerly had
two cats and five pairs of birds. In
addition he had three pairs of orioles,

two pairs each of five other species,

and one pair each of five others, a

total in five years of thirty-three

nesting pairs on three-quarters of an
acre from a beginning of five pairs.

I think that was a verv creditable
result indeed.

Extermination Immin en t.

In North America it has been the

habit to await practical extermina-

tion before anything is done for the

wild things, either animals or birds,

with the exception of the game
which is so highly thought of by

the hunter. In fact there has been

so little done for birds that, in the

United States, practical extermina-

tion has actually taken place in the

case of some birds. There are some
birds that really require immediate
assistance, and, if one ventures to

make a prophecy, it must not be

considered as exact in terms of

years. We can never tell when the

last of a species is with us, and,

though a species that seems to be in

danger of extinction may remain in

fair numbers for years without ap-

parent diminution, it may then come
to a time when it practically drops
out of existence all at once.

Borers in Stanley Park.

TFrom The Western Lumberman.)
"The destruction being wrought

to trees in Vancouver's magnificent
natural park by the voracious bark
beetle is showing little, if any, dimi-

nution as a result of prevention

measures carried out during the

past two years by the park commis-
sioners, who were guided by the ad-

vice given by experts sent here by
the agriculture department of Ot-
tawa.
"A more determined effort is now

being made to cope with the danger.

Dr." Gordon Hewitt, the head of the

entomological section, having arriv-

ed in Vancouver early in August
with four trained assistants, their

mission being to make a closer in-

vestigation of the extent of the dam-
age already done preparatory to ad-

vising the parks board as to the best

measures to be taken under the cir-

cumstances.
"Dr. Hewitt suggested that the

aft'ected trees should be cut down
and that Douglas firs should be
planted in their places. In a few
years, as he pointed out. there would
be as fine an array of trees as the
citizens of Vancouver could wish
for, but under existing conditions

there was the probability of nearly
every tree being rendered dead, so-

far as Stanley Park is concerned."
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Plain Facts for Coast Lumbermen

"The recent return of Mr. H. R.

MacMillan. provincial chief forester,

from an eighteen months' tour of

many countries as special lumber
trade commissioner for Canada, very

naturally whetted the curiosity of

our leading manufacturers, and no

time was lost in affording that gen-

tleman an opportunity to place be-

fore them in concrete form the valu-

able information he had acquired re-

lative to export possibilities by per-

sonal enquiry and investigation in

the world's leading lumber marts,"

says the Western Lumberman.
Their eagerness to hear the report

was only natural, Mr. MacMillan's
appointment being the result of re-

presentations repeatedly made to

both the Federal and Provincial gov-
ernments that the British Columbia
export trade in lumber was steadily

dwindling, and that this constituted

a grave danger to the prosperity of

the industry, the prairie provinces
and Eastern Canada being unable at

the best of times to absorb one-half
the possible cut of the existing mills.

"Mr. MacMillan made plain the
fact that it is going to be an uphill

fight to increase the sales of British

Columbia lumber in the countries
already visited—England, France,
Holland, Africa, India, Australia and
New Zealand, and no doubt the
same difficulties will be met with in

China and Japan, yet to be covered.
The adverse factors are serious in-

deed, but should not prove insur-
mountable if our lumbermen are
reallv in earnest in seeking: a larerer

share of the world trade in lumber.
Mr. MacMillan declared that almost
everywhere the prospects for busi-
ness were very bright, and that fol-

lowing the war there was bound to
be a tremendous demand for forest
products, but unless the British Col-
umbia manufacturers are able to sell

their lumber on a competitive price

basis they need expect no consider-

able share of the prospective large

cargo trade in lumber. Referring

to this phase of the subject Mr, Mac-
Millan said :

Must Co-operate.

" 'To summarize the result of my
investigations so far as the export

trade for British Columbia mills is

concerned, I believe that unless the

mills here can get together and by
co-operation in the supplying of

lumber, by close study of market
conditions—the lumber business is a

speculative one to a great extent

—

and the securing of cargo space, we
will not be able to compete with the

exporters to the south. In ever}^

British territory I visited I found a

unanimous disposition on the part

of the firms handling lumber to keep
their business within the Empire.
But they expect, and rightly so, that

this inter-Imperial trade shall be
done on a business basis, that is,

that the British Columbia exporters
must give competitive prices; must
fill orders according to the specifica-

tions, and that the quality shall be
what is being paid for.'

"Assuredly the lumbermen must
have listened to the following with
regret that our fair province is being
cheated of the credit which is its

due

:

" We, here in British Columbia,
are wont to believe that British Col-
umbia lumber is the standard of the
world, that everywhere this pro-
vince's name is known. It will

doubtless be 'a keen disappointment
to many to learn that so far as the
lumber trade, at least, is concerned,
by far the great portion of our ex-

ports—I am talking now of ante-

bellum export business, for there has
been virtually none since war broke
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out—were shipped through United
States firms, billed as American
lumber. Another fact which im-

pressed itself upon me was that the

San Francisco firms which do the

great bulk of the export business

from this coast are steadily going
after the business and getting it.

U. S. Uppermost.

" 'I must confess it made me al-

most indignant when I saw, practi-

cally everywhere I went, that the

lumber, including British Colum-
bia's product, is sold through United
States firms. The importers of the

countries did not know that any of

it came from this province. We
have the raw materials, but sadly
lack organization to sell it to the

world. In the last twelve years in

Australia our lumber exports have
fallen from 32 per cent, of the total

imports to less than three per cent.

Then the business was done by
schooners, and the mills here could
take the risk of chartering such ves-

sels. Now the business is done in

steamers operating by the trip or on
time charter, and carrying a large

shipment on each trip. In San
Francisco and other Pacific Coast
ports in the United States the ex-

porters have organized and made a

study of the export situation ; have
steadily gone after the business of

the entire Coast. They control the
charters, and practically what busi-

ness British Columbia gets is by
their consent.'

Empire Sentiment.

"Concerning the future Mr. Mac-
Millan had this to say

:

" 'My trip convinces me that the
chief competition will come from
the Puget Sound, especially for our
staple product, the Douglas fir. In
Europe such countries as Norway
and Sweden will be strong competi-
tors in some lines, but in the bulk
of our staple lines their competition
will not be serious. Russia is as

yet an unknown factor in the export

trade. Aly trip has showed me
that everywhere under the flag the
people are anxious to buy British
products, and if a reputable firm
comes along with a product which
appears to be equal to what they
have been getting the}^ will give
that firm the preference over an
alien concern.'

Benefit of Brush Disposal.

(From R. H. Campbell's Address be-
fore B. C. Forest Club.)

"British Columbia has done some
brush disposal, as has also the Do-
minion. The value of such work
in protection is very great. Slashes
left from timber operations in many
cases make protection an impossibil-
ity. We have tried to enforce
brush disposal in spruce and jack
pine, and in all operations under our
control the clearing up is now done
fairly well. While there was and
is objection by the operators to the
disposal of brush, they are learning
in the doing of it that it is economi-
cally possible and is a great safe-
guard, and the opposition is growing
less. In regard to reproduction
the method for securing it has not
been thoroughly studied, and in our
anxiety to get rid of brush we mav
at times have interfered with repro-
duction, but at present we think it

better to err on the side of safety
against fire.

Another branch of our work is

forest investigations. Mr. Miller
spoke to you about that work in the
Dominion Forestry Branch, and we
hope to give that division more at-

tention so as to establish a scientific

basis to work on. Most of the in-

vestigations at first will, of course,
be on Dominion lands. In those
provinces where there are organized
forest branches they will doubtless
handle this work themselves, but
we will be equipped to co-operate
with them and help them in their

work. Then again, we will have to

attend to the work in those provinces
where there is no forest service."
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Forest Fire Damage from Coast

to Coast

A Strong Testimony to Thorough Organization and an

Indictment of Loose Methods in Forest Protection

The fires in the Lake St. John

and Saguenay districts of Quebec

undoubtedly have been severe.

A statement received by the

Journal from a Quebec forest

service official asserts that the origin

of the trouble Avas not settlers' fires,

but berry pickers. A proposal is

now before the Department of Lands

and Forests at Quebec to prohibit

trespass on timber limits for the

purpose of gathering balsam gum
and berries.

A series of reports reaching the

Canadian Forestry Association indi-

cate that almost the whole Lake St.

John region has been on fire, and

there has been a fire nearly sixty

miles long on the Transcontinental,

west of Escalana, and another at Es-

calana. A fortunate rainfall pre-

vented contact with the limits of the

St. Maurice valley. The extent of

the timber damage is now being as-

certained by officers of the Quebec
Government.

Action Needed Here.

Beyond any doubt the ravages of

the 1916 forest fires outside the bor-

ders of the closely-organized associa-

tions (the Lower Ottawa and the

St. Maurice) will prompt the De-
partment to take yet another for-

ward step in protecting the timber

resources of the province. Hon.
Mr. Allard has shown not only a

keen appreciation of the importance

of the timber assets, but anxiety to

apply the most modern and reason-

able methods of protection against

fire. It is but logical, therefore, that

conservationists should look to him
for whatever remedy will fit the in-

equalities now existing in the forest

areas beyond the association terri-

tories. The Lower Ottawa Forest
Protective Association and the St.

Maurice Forest Protective Associa-
tion have built up excellent systems
of timber guarding. Their author-
ity, however, applies to their own
territory ,and fire is no respecter of

human jurisdictions. While these

associations can cope with their own
troubles, it does not seem fair that

they should be constantly on the qui

vive, and put to heavy extra expense
to save their timber from fires origi-

nating in loosely patrolled territory

nearby. These protective associa-

tions cannot erect a fire wall about
their borders. They are continual-

ly exposed to fire risks coming from
outside. Whether the Minister
would favor compulsory organiza-
tion of all licensees into mutual pro-

tective bodies, or prefer to strength-

en the present plan of fire preven-
tion everywhere in the "non-mu-
tual" ^territory is a matter that can
safely be left to his consideration.

Thoroughness Wins.

The great point to bear in mind
in considering the year's fire record
in Quebec Province is that where
patrol was thorough, with close in-

spection of rangers, and aided by the

wise Quebec law obliging settlers to

secure permits before setting out

fires, the degree of protection was
excellent.

On 12,000 square miles of the St.

Maurice Forest Protective Associa-

tion, from April to September, this

year, only one fire could be traced to
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human hands. The balance were
due mostly to lightning. Consider-

ing what this territory has suffered

in the past by settlers, river drivers,

berry pickers, etc., starting fires

when they pleased, and taking no
precautions, the showing is nothing
short of amazing. The cost of ex-

tinguishing fires has been only one-

sixth of what it was in 1915. The
reader will bear in mind, too, that

such a degree of protection has been
procured by thorough organization

alone, for the territorv is as much
subject to fire damage as most other

parts of Quebec.

Real Fire Fighting.

In the territory of the Lower Ot-
tawa Forest Protective Association,

the season's experience has been
equally an endorsement of sound or-

ganization and muscular manage-
ment. In August, 35 fires were en-

countered. Dangerous as these
were, they were promptly reported
by the rangers, and a body of five

hundred men. composed of settlers

and lumber companies' employees.

were set to work in small detach-

ments. They succeeded in isolat-

ing each fire, thereby preventing an

amalgamation of fires, and eventual-

ly put out all of them. This in-

volved, of course, a heavier account
for fire fighting than in 1915, but the

fact of first importance is that a

negligible amount of green timber
was burned. As on the St. Maurice
limits, most of the trouble came
from lightning, an abnormal condi-

tion due to excessively dry weather
and a multitude of storms.

Some highly destructive fires are

reported by licensees in the Black
River and Kippewa district of Que-
bec. Some of the finest pine in

Canada has been cleaned out, and
companies are rushing in camps to

salvage whatever is possible.

Ontario, outside the Claybelt sec-

tion, has enjoyed comparative im-
munity from fire losses this year,

and it is doubtful if the total timber
damage in the more southerly terri-

tory will be any heavier than in

1915. a very light fire year.

Fires in the Prairie Provinces

The fire situation in the provinces

of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta

and in the Railway Belt of British

Columbia has on the whole been. ex-

ceptionally good throughout 1916.

Wet weather has in nearly all re-

gions prevailed throughout the sea-

son, at least up to the end of July.

The regular reports do not cover
any time later than the end of July,

but no word has been received of

any serious fire situation occurring
in any region during August. The
only exception to the above state-

ment has been the district in the
vicinity of the Pas, Manitoba, and
along the Hudson Bay Railway,
where it was rather dry during the
middle of the summer, and a num-

ber of fires occurred. It has also

been dry along the route of the E. D.

& B. C. Railway in the vicinity of

Lesser Slave Lake and Fort Mc-
Murray. There are indications also

that unfavorable weather conditions

obtained in August in parts of Brit-

ish Columbia, but detailed reports

have not been received. On the

whole the damage due to forest fires

in the territory under the jurisdic-

tion of the Dominion Forestry

Branch has been much less this sea-

son to date than in any recent year.

The wet weather has promoted a

very heavy growth of grass and
vegetation, and when this becomes
dry in the fall, an absence of rain at

that time might make the fire situa-

tion serious.
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The Fire Season in British Columbia

Assistant Forester. Forest

By R- F. Benedict.

Branch of British Columbia^

Sept. 8, 1916.

Virtor^a. B.C.,

The late spring throug-hout Brit-

ish Cokimbia, retarding- the growth
of vegetation cover, marked an omi-
nous opening of the fire season.

These conditions were alleviated by
general rains during the middle of

May, although the northern interior

did not participate in this to any de-

gree, experiencing hot weather with
high winds, and only light and local

showers. By the end of the
month the situation had become
critical ,notably in the Fort George
division, and to a lesser extent in the
Hazelton forest district, a large

number of fires being reported, tax-
ing to the utmost the forest protec-
tion organization in the two affected
districts. Much timber was de-
stroyed or damaged, some fifteen

million feet in all, and several set-

tlers were burnt out.

Many outbreaks having been
traced to the work of incendiaries
and to persons violating the fire

law, prosecutions were set on foot
and penalties inflicted, while as a
precaution all fire permits in the
dangerous areas were suspended.
In the southern interior and in the
coast districts a cold, wet spring re-

duced the hazard to a minimuin, a
rich growth of vegetation acting as
a check upon the spread of fires, and
by the middle of June danger from
the spring fire season was over.

Gnards on Iniprovenient IJ^ork.

During the spring much activity
was shown in disposing of slash un-
der permit, throughout the province,
and a satisfactory reduction of this
particular class of hazard bv set-
tlers, logging operators, road and
telephone officials, was made. Not

until August did dangerous condi-

tions again manifest themselves, a

succession of hot spells occurring,

fortunately with rain following, and
although several fires broke out in

the coast and southern interior dis-

tricts, they were easily controlled.

The comparatively light hazard en-

abled many of the guards to be
transferred to improvement w^ork in

their respective districts, cleaning
out and constructing trails, repair-

ing cabins and telephone lines, and
attending to work of a like charac-

ter. The cooler nights and heavy
dews experienced at the end of Au-
gust constituted a check upon the

spread of fires and caused an absence
of other than small outbreaks. In the

early part of September a large

number of fires in old slashings were
reported by the Vancouver district,

but these were under control, and,

far from doing any damage, were
cleaning up logged-ofif areas.

A Favorable Season.

Barring the rather serious out-

break of fires in the spring along the

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, the

season has been a remarkably favor-

able one from the fire protection

standpoint. The reduction in the

number of regular long-term fire

wardens, rendered necessary through
enlistment of many members of the

force, and through necessity for

economy, was partly balanced by
the lessened human hazard, due to

the war and economic conditions,

and the decrease in transient popula-
tion. However, the long-term men
are only considered as a skeleton

force, sufficient to handle the nor-

mal hazard, and arrangements were
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perfected to employ a large number
of extra patrolmen if the weather
became dangerous. The need for

such an increase in force fortunately
did not arise and the regular force

were able to readily meet all de-

mands made on it.

In 1915 the cost of fire-fighting,

with claims, amounted to $19,449;
this year it will, from present indi-

cations, not exceed $5,000. Last
year the cost of patrol for the sea-

son totalled $157,432; this year it

will be covered by $135,000. In
1915, the forest protection force,

consisting of rangers, forest guards,

patrolmen, lookout men, etc., num-
bered 254, as against the 1916 force

of 210 men. The fires reported in

1915 numbered 1,031, but it is not
anticipated that when the final re-

turns for 1916 are received the num-
ber of outbreaks will reach half this

number.

A Northern Ontario Point of View

Absentee Landlords.

It seems rather significant that

the settler who has the beginning of

a nice clearing with house in it, crop

growing, and his family living with
him, is becoming insistent that

some sort of supervision of setting-

fires to slash should be made by the

government, and that it is the ab-

sentee settler who insists on indis-

criminate burning of the bush ; the

man whose family is safely housed
in town, and who does not appear
himself on his farm, but only to set

some more brush on fire when the

season is driest and the wind
strongest, the man whose sole pos-

sessions on the farm consist of a lit-

tle two-by-four log shack, unfur-
nished, and like as not half falling

to pieces, the man who is holding the
land for the unearned increment,
and we have rather too many of

them around here. We venture to

say that if the government would
place sane laws regarding fire super-
vision and fire ranging on the stat-

utes which would make it a criminal
oft'ence to set out fires without per-
mit, it would not be the bona fide

settler, but the land shark who
would have to pay the penalty, and
it should be heavy enough to deter
others.—Cochrane "Clavbelt," Aug.
25. 1916.

vVhat Compensation?

But why should we be so over-
anxious to want this country denud-
ed of all bush? Where does the
compensation come in of wantonly
destroying every stick of timber,
even if some of it is only scrub,
which nevertheless comes in mighty
handy for fence work and even fuel.

Wliy not go at once to the prairies,

where at least we have the redeem-
ing feature of still having some loam
and humus to plow under the clay.

Perhaps even around here at Coch-
rane, where still a lot of green bush
is in existence, we do not quite real-

ize what it means to have the coun-
try totally denuded right down to
the bare clay, but one has only to go
as far as Matheson to fully under-
stand what havoc and what devasta-
tion the continued burning over of
the land really means. When we see
settlers there who actually have to
buy fence posts from afar, not to
speak of building material general-
ally, who have to buy, in some in-

stances, even this winter's fuel, who
have to start in at once to manure
their land if thev want to sret anv
crop at all next year, then we won-
der, even making all due allowances
for that ambiguous ''if," where the
added value to the land comes in.

—

Cochrane "Clavbelt," Aug. 25, 1916.
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Fire Situation on the Railway Lines

By Clyde

Chief Fire Inspector, Board

The experience of the present sea-

son has proved conclusively that,

with very few exceptions, the Do-

minion chartered railways of Can-

ada have faithfully observed the re-

quirements relative to fire protec-

tion imposed upon them by the

Board of Railway Commissioners.
The proof of this lies in the fact

that, notwithstanding- the excep-
tionally dry season, practically no
forest fires of any serious conse-

quence have occurred which could
be attributed to railway agencies. It

is true that a good many fires have
started, many of them resulting un-
avoidably from the operation of

trains, but the records show that, in

general, the railway employees
have been prompt in discovering,
reporting and extinguishing these
fires before they had time to cause
serious damage.

Especial care has been taken by
the companies in keeping the fire-

protective appliances of engines in

good order, and a large amount of
work has been done in disposing of
inflammable debris on rights of way.
Special patrols have been maintain-
ed in forest sections, supplemented

Leavitt,

of Raihvay Commissioners-

on all lines by the observance of spe-

cial instructions to all regular em-
ployees relative to the reporting and

CONrEDERAFION

LlfE
ASSOCIATION

INCONDITIONAL

ACCIMILATION

POLICIES

Are liberal up-to-date contracts

which guarantee to the insured
every benefit consistent with
safety.

Write for Particulars

which will gladly be furnished
by any representative of the
company or the

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

The Tragedy of the
Empty Bottle

It is a real tragedy to find the bottle empty when you need Bovril.

You may want Bovril quickly in illness. You may need it badly for the

meal you are cooking—for your soup or your stew. So keep Bovril at

hand.
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extinguishing of fires in the vicinity

of the track.

Not only have the railways been

remarkably efficient in handling their

own fires, but they have extinguish-

ed or aided in extinguishing many
fires that originated at a distance

from the track, due to all sorts of

outside agencies. They have co-

operated, wherever possible, with

governmental or private fire-protec-

tive agencies, with beneficial results

which, a few years ago, might have
been thought impossible.

Reports indicate that, in many
sections, settlers' clearing fires are

the most serious source of fire dan-

ger. The experience of this year

indicates the extreme importance of

controlling this hazard, through the

strict enforcement of existing legis-

lation in Quebec, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia and British Columbia,
and the enactment and enforcement
of similar legislation in Ontario.

Society's Debt To the Settler.

"Catholic Register," Aug. 10,

1916: It is a sad lack of organization
in the pioneer life of our outlying
district that exposes such numbers
of people to loss and sultering and
death.

The appalling result shows how ur-

gent is the need of establishing and
rigidly en-forcing the very strictest

laws on the subject of bush fires.

Community Interests.

Dundas "Star," July 27, 1916:
The interests of the community are

of more importance than those of

the individual, and we must legislate

accordingly.

DryMatches
After all day in a
boat, rainstorm,
or wet snow. Ask
your dealer for

Marble's waterproof Match Box

If he can't supply you, we will send prepaid
for his name and 50 cents. Dry matches

may save your life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 5' 60,

Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A.

\ /

AWELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-
formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.
The following books are sugges-

tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-
ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.

A valuable book for those not already
familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of
forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6.X9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages. 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.

Covers the more important features of
operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of
timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

165 pages. 6x9. illustrated. Cloth, $1.75

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
XING WOODLANDS.
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

J. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains cliapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of
the Forest.

325 pages, 5^x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

University.
In preparing this book the author has

"onstantly kept in mmd the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Foreht Service in various parts of
the L'nited States.

• 35 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL,

119 Booth Building, Ottawa.
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Send Your

Photographs
FOR

tIalf-Tones

PHOTO ENGRAVINGS fOR

NEWSPAPERS, \IAOAZINES

AND EINE PRINTING

HERE ARE OUR PRICES :—

Coarse, medium and fine screen half-tones on zinc, square

finish, 10 cents per square inch, with a minimum charge of $1.00.

Copper half-tones, square finish, 15 cents per square inch,

with a minimum charge of $2.00.

Linecuts, 8 cents per square inch, with a minimum charge
of 80 cents.

A reasonable charge for art work if it is necessary to take

out back-grounds, add decorations, etc.

Ovals, minimum size, 50 cents extra. Three or more coarse

or medium screen zinc half-tones of minimum size in one order,

75 cents each.

We are prepared to take care of color and other high-grade

work, such as may be required in catalogues.

We submit pencil sketches of cover designs or other layouts.

We develop films and enlarge snapshots at reasonable prices.

British and Colonial Press, Limited
Xoronto, Canada

Branch—Tribune Building, Winnipeg, Man,

A. C. BATTEN, General Manager.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can
be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be
attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a
lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

flywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 314 H.P. models offered
heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the
2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles
an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 191 5 models will be found
in the new 1916 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

Forest Fires May Make Pulpwood Dearer

(From "Paper," New York.)

Watertown, N.Y., Aug. 29.—The
destructive forest fires that have
been raging in the pulpwood tracts

of the forest of the Provinces of

Quebec and Ontario during the past

several weeks may prove a f.actor in

forcing up the price of pulpwood this

fall. The cutting for this year was
unusually small, being several thou-
sand cords less than that of a year
ago, and this, coupled by a loss by
fire, will probaly make a material dif-

ference in the price it is said.

E. W. Elsworth, the controlling
factor of the Summerville-Elsworth
Company, which deals in Canadian
wood purchased in the lower part of

Quebec, is of the opinon that the
price of wood will be much higher
this fall than it now is. AVhere
peeled wood is now bringing $13.50
he is of the opinion that it will go to

at least $15. and rossed wood that is

now selling for $15 he believes will

go close to the $17 mark.

"Niagara

to the Sea"

The Premier

a Water Vacation

Enjoy the famous 800 mile Niagara to
the Sea trip through America's greatest
and most interesting vacation wate- way.

The service on our palatial steamers is

unexcelled, leaving Niagara Falls or To-
ronto for Kingston, Thousand Islands
ports—through the St. Lawrence Rapids
to Montreal, quaint old Quebec, Murray
Bay, Tadousac and the famous Saguenay
River. Trip may be started at any point.
Stopovers allowed en route. Every min-
ute full of enjoyment.

Our beautifully illustrated booklet "Ni-
agara to the Sea" tells all about this de-
lightful vacation trip. With your request
enclose six cents to cover postage.

Canada Steamship Lines
Limited

R. £1 O. Building. Montreal

or any Ticket A^ent
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A Boy's Plucky Act.

The following letter is commend-

ed to the attention of every reader

of the Journal. It was written at

Danford Lake, Quebec, by Arnold

Heeney, 14 years of age, to his fa-

ther, Rev. W. B. Heeney, Rector of

St. Luke's Church, Winnipeg, and

testifies to a genuine conservationist

spirit in the lad, as well as to his

courage and unselfishness.

After telling his father of the ex-

cessively dry weather, the boy pro-

ceeds :

"You almost lost your Holmes'

place by fire. Uncle Percy went to

Ottawa yesterday, and as he passed

the place where the creek used to be,

on the way to the station, he noticed

smoke coming from the bush away

to the right of the hill. He jumped

off to investigate, and found fire in

an old pine stump quite a way into

the bush. He met Uncle Willie

Rogan and asked him to see that we

hired some men to put it out. As

soon as we received the message I

tried to get a man to help me, but as

I couldn't I had to go by myself, and

set out with an axe and a shovel. By

the time I reached the fire it had

burnt out of the stump about twelve

feet, and was catching on the lower

bows of the spruce and cedar. The

flames were quite high, and the

smoke choked me. The first thing

I did was to quell the flames, and
then I cut down all the trees in the

fire area (about 7). As there was
no water near, I threw sand on till

the fire was extinguished. It took

me about two to three hours. I

have gone back to look at it several

times since, and all danger is past,

so don't worry. I was pretty tired

when I finished, and was absolutely

black."

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-

ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-

count of its production.

Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE. N. Y.

ASK FOR

Pulls the
Largest

Stumps

SmiTn ^

Sfum.D
Pullers '^•3££..:j£:sS££^a^(aKCd

The Smith machine pulls the largest stump? at a cost of
5c each

. Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA.. LA CRESCENT, MINN.
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When you go into the woods do

you meet friends or strangers ?

Your everyday contact with trees in town or country can be

turned into a delightful adventure if you are equipped with a

copy of

"THE TREE GUIDE "

By J. E. Rogers.

(Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.),

describing all trees east of the Rockies, in Canada and the United

States.

This is an unusually complete and handsome volume. It

contains 265 pages, and is bound in rich green leather, with title

stamped in gold.

The size SVa inches long, 3^ wide—is a valuable feature, as

the book can be thrust into a side pocket. A complete index

makes reference easy.

OVER 240 PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS, WITH

32 IN NATURAL COLORS.

Each copy packed in a neat box.

You will find this a companionable volume on your next

tramp. It is equally interesting as a reliable reference on your

library table

The price is $1-30, which includes postage and duty charges.

BOOK DEPARTMENT, CANADIAN FORESTRY JOURNAL

119 Booth Building ;-: :-: OTTAWA
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ASSINIBOINE PARK. WINNIPEG.
This park, with its fine groves, shows that with a little care many species of trees can be grown on

the prairies.

An Appreciation of the Pine

"The pine is evidently typical of a

bleak and inhospitable climate. It

is associated in our minds with the

gray skies and the rude wands of

the North. It forms an essential

element of the grandest mountain
scenery; and enters into the com-
position of some of the most mag-
nificent scenic pictures, which the

great artist has painted on the can-

vass of this world, for the admira-
tion of his creatures.

"To the offices which, in bleak and
elevated situations, the pine per-

forms, may be traced much of the

beauty and fertility of the earth,

and much even of the happiness of

man. Standing on the mountain
tops, its fringed forests catch and
condense the passing clouds, which

distill from their branches into the

shaded soil, and, percolating moss
and grass into the heart of the rocks,

flow down by an appointed channel
a rejoicing stream into the valleys.

When the pine forests on the moun-
tain heights are cut down, the

springs and rivulets of the low
grounds are exhausted, and the cli-

mate is rendered hotter and drier.

The destruction of the grand pine

woods that once clothed the Appen-
ines. has rendered the Papal States

a region of poverty, disease and
wretchedness. In Greece the travel-

ler looks in vain for the old legen-

dary fountains, rivers and lakes,

with which the classic poets had
made him familiar: the water
nymphs have vanished along with
their sorrowing sisters the Dryads.
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The Picture Abroad.

To put under forest all land not

under annual crop is the dream of

the conservationist. Even in that

land of intensive cultivation, China,

there are large areas which, hav-

ing been denuded of their trees,

have been subsequently washed

by heavy rains until all the sur-

face that had been enriched by

plant life has been eroded and the

rolling clay hills are dead land on
which the water falling immediatelv

runs off to the rivers, to cause

floods in wet seasons far away. Anv-
one who has travelled through such
deforested areas as South Africa and
seen its dry kloofs transformed bv
an hour of rain into dangerous tor-

rents, gets some conception ot the
extent to which forests act as reser-

voirs. Is the wilderness of Sinai
dry? One traveller tells how he
saw a torrent in those bare moun-
tains rise thirty feet in half an hour.
The world is full of glaring exam-
ples of the devastation caused bv de-

PHILIP T. COOLIDGE
FORESTER

Technical training and ten years
experience, in part with U. S.

Forest Service.

Timber Estimating and Mapping
Supervision of Lumbering Contracts
Surveying Forest Planting

Stetson Bldg., 31 Central Street,

BANGOR, MAINE.

P. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTiNG FORESTER

NEW HAVEN. CONN., U.S.A.
p. O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.

Eight years experience in prac-
tical forestry work of all sorts.

Give the Association a helping hand
to pass the 4,000 mark before Novem-
ber-

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

|g>rThe Campers Favorite

Ik "BLOW BED"-^n*v

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMFORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients snd

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-proof.

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free.

Metropolitan Hir Goods Co., Box 185 E, Reading, Mass.

Dealer* write
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The rich and dis-

tinctive fla-vor of

BULAK Cigarettes

is obtained only

by using the best

grskde of tobacco

perfectly blended.

46BULIIK ^9

Egyptian Cigarettes

10 /- 15*^
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nudation. One is being forced upon

us strongly just now by the cam-

paign in Mesopotamia, once the seat

of the world's greatest empires and

most teeming millions. Our cam-

paign there has been a moving pic-

ture of calamities caused by nature.

At one time the tale is of heat and
sunstroke, and of long marches to

where no water was. At another it

is impassable floods. Almost never

have there been even tolerable con-

ditions. Yet there is the tradition-

al site of the Garden of Eden.

"There the fair tree of knowledge
grew." There civilization reached
astonishing heights in history's dim-
mest distances. Or take the Holy
Land, which was once the paradise
of a people's hopes, the summit of

the world in the people's conception.
In the days when it was the pro-
mised land, full of crowded cities, a

man was famous, according as he
lifted up his axe upon the thick
trees. \Mio that sees it now can
realize what it was? Spain, once
the garden of the earth, has relegat-
ed much of its surface to wilderness
of bald rocks.—Montreal Witness.

The Canadian Forestry Journal will be
sent to any address for one dollar a year.

IVIiniature Construction
Landscape, Mechanical and Archi-
tectural Models, Topographical
Maps and Paintings,

for
SCHOOLS—COLLEGES—MJSEU-MS

Governmer.t work a speciakv

M0RG.4N BROS. CO., Inc.

MODEL MAKERS
Room 1650 Grand Central Tennina;
Fiicne 7720 Murray Hill

XEVV YORK CITY

R. O. SWEEZEY
(B. Sc, M. Can. See. C.E.'

FORESTRY ENGINEER AND
TIMBER CRUISER

154 St. James St. MONTREAL.

IIi^s-riiigp QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

KIXGSTOX
ONTARIO

ARTS EDUCATION
APPLIED SCIENCE

Including Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mech-
anical and Electrical Engineering.

MEDICINE
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine.

HOME STUDY
The Arts Course may be taken by cor-

respondence, but students desiring to
graduate must attend one session.

GEO. Y. CHOW.N'
Registrar.
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Bird Protection.

New York,—Persons and organi-

zations here who are interested in

the protection of migratory and

game birds are elated by the ratifica-

tion of the treaty between Canada
and the United States intended to

insure the co-operation of the two
countries in bird protection.

Wm. Thornday. of the New York
Zoological Society, and a campaign-

ing trustee of the Permanent Wild
Life Protection Fund, says the

treaty is the most important step

ever taken to protect birds.

"It means," he said, "that virtual-

ly 1,022 species and sub-species of

our most interesting American

birds will be protected from the Gulf

of Mexico to the North Pole.

"It is of prime importance to the

farmers, the forest owners, and the

fruit growers, since it means that

the birds which kill the insects will

be conserved."'

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

rersity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exccedi

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not

candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects nflEered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TiOUMEY. Director

The Paper Famine.

Many Canadian newspapers re-

ceived notice this week from Amer-
ican publishers notifying them that

there would be no further ex-

changes sent out. This stopping

of all exchanges is part of a plan to

save paper. Other publishers are

cutting down the size of their pa-

pers and effecting various other

economies in an eiTort to save white
paper.

TRtES, SHRUBS AND S»D$
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, dennyhurst

DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Frani;aise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices.^ Write for

price list and mention this magazine.
Forest Planters Guide Free.

The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists
Largest Growers in America.

Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may b«
used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light

bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for

motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneimiatic Mfg. Co. brooklyn:ry.

New Haven Connecticut
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The Association prepares and places through its Publicity Department, many hundreds of special

articles every year, reaching the Canadian Public through daily and weekly newspapers, weekly and
monthly magazines, including agricultural, financial, religious, literary, engineering, juvenile, and

practically all divisions of Canadian journalism.

Co-operates actively with forest protective associations. Government forest departments and

commercial organizations in distributing information on forest affairs to the Canadian public.

Campaigns for forest protection through its Publicity Department, the distribution of illustrated

literature to settlers, campers, etc., the presentation of lantern slide cartoons in motion picture the-

atres, and many other methods calculated to bring practical results.

Holds series of illustrated public lectures on forest protection in various sections of the Dominion-

Issues an illustrated monthly, "The Canadian Forestry Journal," which goes to 3,500 members,

and to 200 Canadian editors by whom it is quoted extensively.

Holds conventions in various sections of the country to discuss local and general forest prob-

lems, and to arouse interest in public forest policies.

A Free Cartoon Service is supplied to newspapers, also a free "cut" service, campaigning for

forest protection through interesting illustrations.

These are a few of the concerns of the Canadian Forestry Association.

Support is entirely from voluntary sources. The Association is not identified with any Govera-

ment or special interest whatever.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK.
Secretary. Canadian Forestry Associaition,

305 Booth Building, Ottawa.

I hereby accept membership in the Canadian Forestry

Association entitling me to a year's subscription to the Canadian

Forestry Journal and all other publications. I enclose $
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The picture gives a very good idea of the common method of clearing farm land in the Claybelt

region. The photograph was taken in the Abitibi region of Northern Quebec a few weeks ago. A
French settler and three sons have been adding to their cleared area by felling the spruce trees and burn-

ing the slash, after securing a permit from a local government official. The spruce roots are shallow in this

region, and following a fire a horse and stout chain will easily drag the stump free. The stumps are

then piled and set afire.

On a 600 mile inspection trip by gasoline speeder through the forest lands of Northern Quebec.

From left to right: Henry Sorgius, Manager St. Maurice Forest Protective Association; Inspector Jen-

sen (kneeling on car); Robson Black, Secretary. Canadian Forestry Association; Ellwood Wilson, Presi-

dent St. Maurice Forest Protective Association. Photograph by Clyde Leavitt, Forester, Commission
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Through Northern Quebec On a

Motor Speeder

A Description of the Country Traversed by the National

Transcontinental and the Fire Guarding Problem

B\ Rohson Black.

,A trip of investigation through thS

forested regions ot Northern Quebec
traversed by the National Transconti-
nental Railway was made during the

week of September 18th by the Secre-

tary of the Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion, in company with ]\Ir. Clyde Lea-
vitt, Forester. Commission of Conser-
vation ; Mr. Ellwood Wilson. President,

and Mr. Henry Sorgius. Manager of

the St. Maurice Forest Protective As-
sociation.

Not only did the journey furnish

valuable information as to the charac-

ter of country, the forest resources and
their development, and the settlement

policy of the Government, but in addi-

tion afiforded a first hand acquaintance
with the fire protective system main-
tained by the Province, the railway and
the St. Maurice Forest Protective As-
sociation in the areas visited. A gaso-
line speeder carried the party about
300 miles from La Tuque to Amos, the

first large agricultural settlement on
the edge of the Abitibi country, and in

that distance was witnessed the most
varied character of topography and
soil, from the abrupt hillsides of rock
through the Parent-Hervey area, to the
fertile clay lands north-west of Notta-
way.

Dealing With Fire.

Problems of fire prevention were ev-

The railway
the operations of the

pulp wood jobbers and small sawmills,
the great tracts of stripped hillsides

and unproductive muskeg, the increase
of settlement in the spruce-covered
farming sections—each of these factors

suggested the need of a resolute and
unified policy of protection.

erywhere recognizable,

right-of-wav.

The St. Maurice Forest Protective

Association has charge of the railway

fire patrol throughout its territory,

extending from Parent SDUth-easteily

to Hervey. The railway pays
one-third of the cost, the bal-

ance being divided between the

Association and the Provincial Gov-
ernment. The railway recently has
given the rangers full co-operation,

supplying their speeders with free ga-

soline and oil. and assisting the work
by such means as the ofincials can con-

trol. It was found that the right-of-

way, except for sections on the easterly

part of the line, has not been cleaned

up in harmony with the practice of the

Dominion chartered railways, based on
instructions of the Railway Board.

Over hundreds of miles the fire hazard
from profuse growth of grass and
weeds is yet to be dealt with. As
concerns the effectiveness of the fire

protective measures adopted by the

Government Railways on the greater

part of the right-of-way outside the St.

Maurice limits, the instructions to sec-

tion crews regarding vigilance in fire

prevention constitute about all the pre-

caution taken. These instructions are

good as far as they go. but experience

shows that they have been indifferent-

Iv observed. A conscientious fore-

man may carry out orders to the let-

ter, but the average crew are more apt

to treat incipient fire with the same
sort of carelessness that characterized

railway gangs in the construction

days.

Using Section Crezi'S.

Far better results would be obtained
if the railway placed a few skilled
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inspectors on speeders to jjatrol the

country east and west of the St. Mau-
rice territory, giving them enough au-

thority over section gangs to use them
in emergencies. With such a patrol,

the province would be given as good
protection as is now secured on the St.

Maurice Association's section, where in

four years there has not been a single

bad fire ; the country is a mass of

green, and valuable young growth is

ever3^where in evidence. This happy
condition cannot be said to apply to the

country bordering the right-of-way
where patrol has been lacking. While
on the eastern end of the line visited by
the writer, the timber damage has been
less, the western section shows in many
places the effects of violent fires during
the past three years. For twenty miles
west of Parent, the country is com-
pletely burned and for miles back from
the track. This year witnessed many
fires, with some severe destruction.

The result uf all this forest damage
may not be apparent to one unac-
quainted with the route taken by the
railway. From La Tuque to Notta-
way, 250 miles, the country is abso-
lutely unfit for settlement. Only
here and there in a pocket is a piece of

farm land visible. It is claimed that
no mineral wealth has yet been discov-
ered. Therefore, the only possible
source of local freight traffic for the
Government railways are the forest in-

dustries. If the lumber and pulp-
wood are cleaned out at the rate per-
mitted for vears past, the La Toque-
Nottaway section will be absolutely
barren, incapable of producing a ton
of goods or a passenger.

The record of freedom from fires es-

tablished on the St. Maurice Associa-
tion's section by careful patrol and vig-

orous control of all outbreaks shames
the policy applied to the balance of the
line through forested Quebec. It is

not too much to expect that General
Manager Gutelius and his stafif will ex-

tend the system which they have en-

dorsed and aided on the St. Maurice

Association's territory to cover the en-

tire right-of-way exposed to an equal

hazard.

A suggestion of similar character ad-

dressed to the Provincial Government
is not unreasonable. The country
from Quebec to the Ontario boundary,
following the line of the Transconti-
nental, divides itself roughly as fol-

lows :

From Quebec to Hervey Junction

:

fair farming land.

From Hervey to Parent: rocky, be-

coming mountainous. Black spruce
and hardwoods, with some balsam in

the lower lands. Non-agricultural,

with minor exceptions at the Hervey
.end. Pretty well lumbered. Pro-
tected by the St. Maurice Association.

From Parent to Nottaway : Jack pine

and white birch. A great deal of

muskeg. Impossible for farming at

present.

From Nottaway to the Ontario
boundary : Good farm land, increasing

in fertility from Amos westward. Set-

tlement growing rapidly. Crop re-

sults said to be satisfactory. Large
pulp wood production from settlers'

lands, which may find a profitable mar-
ket.

Curbing the Settler.

A thorough railway patrol is need-
ed from La Tocjue to Nottaway, and
this is already accomplished on part of

the line by the St. Maurice system.

On the balance additional measures
are necessary. From Nottaway to

the Ontario boundary brings the

problem of supervision of- settlers,

and this is a function of the

Provincial Government, At present

the bulk of fire prevention is left to

local officials called "settlers' guides,"

who are visited from time to time by
provincial inspectors. These "guides"

issue permits for clearing fires, and in-

struct the settler in the necessary pre-

cautions. The wide territory which
some of them are supposed to cover,

and the fact that some are occupied

mainly with store-keeping or other em-
ployment, makes it difficult to give

thorough attention to the settlers' fire

problems. Nottaway, for instance,

barely managed to save its cluster of

houses from the fires of July and Au-
gust. Indeed, the destruction of pro-

perty on the Quebec side of the Abitibi

country was needlessly high, despite
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the tendency of local residents to point

to the terrible contrast in the Ontario
Claybelt. It would seem, therefore,

that the fire hazard in the Quebec Abit-
ibi district deserves a more adequate
offset in rangers giving their exclusive

attention to the one job. The means
of fire patrol at present do not approxi-

mate the minimum requirements of

ss.iety.

Fire supervision in lands bearing a

poor tree growth sometimes impresses
onlookers as superfluous, unless set-

tlers' lives and property are likely to be
in danger. The other side to this ob-

jection is that in many parts of the

country along the Transcontinental the

poor growth in the unpopulated musk-
egs beside the track leads a few miles

back into large-sized timber. While
the destruction of the muskeg spruce
may be of little account in itself, the

fire will pass eventually into the tim-

ber adjoining. The point is illustrat-

ed by a town fire brigade which recog-

nizes any fire, whether in a shack of a

skyscraper, as a serious peril to public

property, and takes as prompt precau-
tions in one case as in the other.

Whether in Quebec or any province,

patchwork in forest protection is a

waste of money. Where roads are

few and far between and only the wa-
terways intervene, the same fuse of de-

struction leads through all forest

growth. Touch it off at any point

and wha will prophesy the conse-
quences?

Real Ranging.

The trip disclosed not only the in-

equalities of forest protection outside

the well-organized patrol district of

the St. Maurice Association, (in which
the Provincial Government is a most
helpful partner), but some of the rea-

sons why that Association has built up
its record of immunity from timber
loss. The valuable weapon of the set-

tlers' permit laws has been applied in

a thorough but tactful manner by all

the rangers. In 1916, only one damag-
ing fire was set by human hands. Man-
ager Sorgius and his men have accom-
plished their results in fire prevention
and fire quelling by the very antithesis

of such time-serving, job-holding prac-

tices as usually find their highest ex-

pression in the political patronage plan
of fire ranging. The men are engaged
on the basis of experience, energ}' , and
intelligence. They are closely in-

spected. A "camaraderie" is encour-
aged by providing such comfortable
quarters and equipment as the visiting

i)arty saw in the cabin at Manouan.
There is no imaginable barrier to the
duplication of these effective methods
in every provincial and federal forest
system in Canada,—no barrier at least

that will bear public examination or a
government's frank discussion.

A trip on a speeder for a total of

about .six hundred miles is in itself a

spicy experience. Rain and cold
U'inds were frequently encountered,
but interfered little with the running
time or the grim delight of holding
fast to a self-propelled packing-case.
Tripping along at thirty miles an hour
in the pitch dark, seated a few inches
above the roadbed, with rain and light-

ning occasionally putting the joy into

life,, was equalled only by a night
spent in a freight car from Parent to

Doucet. with a bale of hay for a mat-
tress and a lamplight breakfast at four
o'clock.

Observations Abroad.

Mr. Roy Campbell, secretary of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,

Montreal, returned recently from Eu-
rope, where he had been engaged as

secretary of the special trade commis-
sion appointed by the Dominion Gov-
ernment. Mr. Campbell has some in-

teresting observations of the French
forestry methods as carried out in the

mountainous region inland frorh Bor-
deaux and Limoges, a sandy mountain-
ous country with patches of well-man-
aged forest of from one hundred to a

thousand acres. Everything in this

region was cut from five inches up-

wards, largely for military purposes.

The litter was carefully cleared up and
branch material bundled for fuel.

Some of the oak floors in French homes
were a couple of hundred years old,

and still possessed their original

beauty. In England, Mr. Campbell
made note of the railway ties, which
were creosoted and larger in dimen-
sions than Canadian ties.
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Nipigon Forest Reserve—Ontario's
Oasis of Real Protection

Chief Officer L, E. Bliss and His Men [Build Up a Fine

Record in Thorough Forest Guarding

The Canadian Forestry Journal has
maintained more than once that if the
general forest protection work in On-
tario were patterned on the achie^'e-

ments of Mr. L. E. Bliss in the Nipi-
gon Forest Reserve, the necessity of a
reform agitation would be vastly re-

duced.

The Nipigon Reserve's scheme of

fire prevention forms a happy oasis in

the centre of Ontario's ill-conceived

and ill-administered forest protection
service. The reason reflects some
credit on the Department of Lands and
Forests in that they have left the chief

officer, Mr. Bliss, free to adopt im-
provements and manage affairs as his

own intelligence suggested. Beyond
any doubt, the whole province could
be raised to an equal level by appoint-
ing a "Chief of the Forest Protection
Service" and giving him a free hand to
operate his machine.

Only in the forest reserves has the
Ontario Government encouraged im-
provement work, such as building trails

and telephone lines. In the vast
reaches of forest constituting the main
portion of the provincial timber, no
such essentials to fire guarding have
been provided. It will be noted that
Mr. Bliss has taken unusual latitude in

two other matters, the control of set-

tlers' fires, and the appointment of his

own rangers. The reader will no
doubt recognize once more the link

between conscientious management of
rangers and good results in timber sav-
ing.

The rangers in the Forest Reserve
are under Mr. Bliss' immediate super-
vision. There are 125 miles of bush
telephone line, with some 12 or 14 tele-

phones attached. These telephones
are all in the rangers' cabins. In Nipi-

gon, at the end of the telephone line, is

an office assistant whose sole duty is to

attend to the calls of the telephone.
Every morning at 7 o'clock every rang-
er is called by telephone. They then
leave for their patrol work. At the

end of their patrol they again report,

about noon, to the office, again at 6
p.m. on their return to their own
cabins. On all the canoe patrols, the

rangers carry fire pails, shovels, mat-
tocks and axes in their canoes, so that

should a fire be discovered they will

have something to fight with.

Tozvers and Their Use.

In the Reserve are four lookout tow-
ers, all placed on high vantage points.

These lookouts report to the office

every hour, and oftener, of course, if

smoke is discovered. They are sup-
plied with powerful glasses so that it

is possible for them to cover an im-
mense area. In Nipigon a motor car

is provided, and on Lake Nipigon a

powerful motor boat. As soon as the

lookouts report smoke, men are loaded
on the car and taken to the fire at 30
miles per hour, and if by boat at the

rate of 10 miles per hour, so that what-
ever means of locomotion is necessary
it is not long before they are at the

fire. Everv fire that occurred in the

reserve this 'season was first reported

to the office by the lookouts. They
are, as it were, the eyes of the system,
and when they see and report smoke, it

is up to the men to put it out, as the

lookouts have done their share. A
lorry is kept in the car house, on which
are piled blankets, tents, cooking uten-

sils, etc., so that when extra men are

being taken to a fire this lorry is at-

tached to the motor car. and as it is al-

ways ready, not a minute is lost. In
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A hundred and twenty-four years old, and still occupied, is indeed a unique record for a Canadian

log house. This substantial pioneer house was built at Unionville, Ontario, by Philipp Eckhardt, a pro-

genitor of A. J. H. Eckhardt, a well-known citizen of Toronto, and a life member of the Canadian For-

estry Association. It is said to be the oldest log house of similar dimensions in the Dominion. Some
of the logs are 30 to 36 inches in diameter, and show few signs of disintegration. The builder, Mr.

Philipp Eckhardt, constructed the first saw mills and grist mills in Ontario, 1792, about three miles west

of Unionville. It is interesting to note, as a testimony to the comfort of this log home, that its occu-

pants, numbering thirteen, took first prize at a 1912 political picnic as the "heaviest family attending the

event."

the Nipigon office there is a Hst show-
ing all supplies necessary for

men at this work, and the amout re-

quired per man, so that as soon as fire

is reported this list is taken for a

guide, and the supplies ordered accord-
ingly. The whole aim is to be ready
for action as soon as the lookouts call

in. These lookouts have now been
working for the past three seasons.

Settlers' Fires.

In Nipigon Township, where there

are a lot of settlers just south of the

reserve line, Mr. Bliss does not per-

mit any burning whatever from May 1

to Sept. 15. This is a matter of per-

sonal arrangement, and not of law.

Mr. Bliss is also in charge of fire

protection on the Transcontinental for

a distance of 250 miles. On this area

was placed a force of eight rangers un-
der an Assistant Chief Ranger, and all

were supplied with speeders, with a

daily run of 30 miles. At the end of

each patrol are comfortable tents, so

that two rangers always camped to-

gether.

The speeders carried more than en-

ough equipment for one ranger, so that

should a fire be discovered requiring

more help, the ranger would be able to

furnish the necessary tools. The As-
sistant. Chief in charge of these rang-
ers left with them in the spring and re-

turned with them in the fall, and was
continually going along from one gang
to another, and in that manner the best

results possible were obtained. In

1916, one of the driest seasons on rec-

ord, no fires left the right-of-way. The
rangers on this staff purchase their
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supplies in pairs, and have a main, or

headquarter, tent, but the partners are

only together at their main tent every

other night.

Selection of Men.

The men on the staff, as well as the

men on the other two staffs under Mr.

Bliss' supervision, are selected by him
from amongst the guides,, trappers,

prospectors and lumberjacks. They
have the vim necessary for their work,

and being experienced bushmen, are

quick in an emergency, and resource-

ful. Knowing the country, should ex-

tra help be required, they know exact-

ly where to turn. The majority of

these men have been on the same staff

for the past six or eight seasons, and

are veterans in fire fighting.
,

Kazvkash Mining Division.

In the area are 16 rangers, under an

Assistant Chief Ranger, and all are

good bush and canoe men. They pa-

trol carefully along the canoe routes

used by the prospectors, while others

patrol on land over the area that is be-

ing prospected. Part of the prospect-

ing, especially around Tashota, was
conducted right up to the right-of-way,

so that in that part were placed extra

patrols on the railway. The rangers

in this section did excellent work, as

the total acreage burned in this part

was only about 800 acres of scrubby

spruce.

More Reading Matter in the Journal

By an alteration in this issue of the
Canadian Forestry Journal, the col-

umns have been widened and length-
ened, thereby increasing the amount of

reading matter.

The enormous advances in the prices
of paper, coupled with a rising scale

of wages, have added an unantici-

pated extra burden to the pub-
lishing of the Journal. The paper stock
alone has almost doubled in price, and
nearly everything entering into the
composition of a piece of printed mat-
ter is taking the usual upward journey.
The Journal's advertising revenue

covers but a small part of the annual
cost, the balance being met from the
general revenues of the Association.

Mr. Roland D. Craig, who with Dr.

H. N. Whitford, have spent several

years compiling a report on the forest

resources of British Columbia for the

Commission of Conservation, have left

the province, Mr. Craig returning to

Ottawa to complete his report, and
Dr. Whitford taking a professorial

chair in the Forest School at Yale.

Any Member of the C. F. A.

Can have the Canadian Forestry

Journal sent free for three months to

any person regarded as a prospective

new member.

Please send in names and addresses

without delay.

Pulp Imported From Canada.
Of the billion pounds of pulp im-

ported by the United States for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, over
two-thirds came from Canada. The
pulp importations for 1915-1916 have
been 189 million pounds less than for

the previous 12 months, yet the

amount shipped to us from Canada
during the past year was 130 million

pounds in excess of her 1914-1915 ship-

ments.
During the year just closed nearly

70 per cent, of our 1,135,000,000 pounds
of pulp came from this country, while
most of the remaining 30 per cent,

came from Norway and Sweden.—U.S.
Report.

Fire-proofing Shingles.

A statement is made that a cheap
process of fire-proofing shingles has
been discovered by an Iowa druggist.

Tests made at the University of Iowa
show that a block of wood one-half

inch thcik was,saturated with the fire-

proofing and then placed in running
water for twenty-four hours. After

that it was thoroughly dried again and
held for one hour over a Bunsen burn-
er, which had a temperature of be-

tween 700 and 1,000 degrees Fahren-
heit, that being a much greater heat,

it is said, than is developed in a confla-

•gration. The wood was not burned,

and only charred very slightly at the

point of the flame.
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Better Forest Protection for N. B.

The New Brunswick Government is

preparing plans for the reorganization

of the whole forest protection system.

That the provincial forest possessions

of over 18,000 square miles merit the

most modern and effective safeguards
against fire goes without saying. The
notion that forests can be left to take
care of themselves has been abandoned
by nearly every government on earth
having authority over timber lands.

Once the responsibility for forest pro-

tection is admitted, it behooves a gov-
ernment to build up the most economi-
cal and up-to-date patrol service. The
maintenance of New Brunswick's for-

est industries depends absolutely upon
the elimination of destructive fires. In
1912, before the slump in the lumber
trade was under way, New Brunswick
produced nearly $7,500,000 of lumber,
shingles, pulp wood and lath, not
counting fire wood, fence posts, etc.

The New Brunswick Government re-

ceives an average of about $500,000 a

year from forest operations and thou-
sands of workmen owe their living to

the same source. A very substantial
part of the business of our merchants
and manufacturers is accounted for by
the annual wood harvest.

To th"ose who wonder if New Bruns-
wick can be freed from serious forest
fires, it may be pointed out that a pri-

vate association of Quebec Province,
the St. Maurice Forest Protective As-
sociation, patrolling two-thirds as much
territory as the whole forest area of

New Brunswick, have reduced forest

fires to an extent hitherto regarded as

impossible. This was accomplished
by good organization, close inspection
of rangers, and authority to regulate
the clearing fires of settlers. New
Brunswick has done much already in

the way of forest protection, and can
enjoy similar immunity by taking
similar measures. Lacking them, no
Government can hope to preserve in-

valuable timber assets against the rav-

ages of fire.

The repeated cries for "more produc-

tion" in order to enhance the wealth

of Canada are apt to cloud the fact that

prevention of waste by Governments

themselves is the most direct and ob-

vious means of filling the country's

purse.

When one knows that the Govern-
ments issuing the admonition are

themselves fully empowered to elimi-

nate waste in such assets as agricultu-

ral and forest lands, the proposition to

fill a leaky pail loses some of its rea-

sonableness.

Ontario's forest fires this year repre-

sented a straight loss of 3 to 5 mil-

lion dollars in the Claybelt alone,

counting only the immediate property
damage. The fires in Quebec cer-

tainly will show a substantial financial

injury. Were all the provinces and

the federal government to add their for-

est fire debits, after a complete and
frank survey of destroyed areas, the re-

sult would illustrate the awkwardness
of trying to make an extra million out
of wheat and at the same time tossing
away its equivalent in preventible for-

est fires.

The growing forests represent the
easiest money Canada ever will lay her
hands on. No less than seven and a
half millions a year are paid into pro-
vincial and federal treasuries each year
from timber operations. Five thou-
sand industries look to living forests
for their supplies. Our mines, fisher-

ies, agriculture, are helpless without
the co-operation of a cheap wood sup-
ply. When we abandon the guardian-
ship of this precious pillar of our pros-
perity to the fire fiend himself, we be
tray the interests of present and future.
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B, C. Rangers Review Their Problems
\.

(From Vancouver "Province.")

New Westminster, Sept. 30.—Do-
minion fire rangers of the New West-
minster district met yesterday after-

noon in the Cokimbian block in this

city to review the work of the past sea-

son, and lay plans for better protec-

tion from bush fires for British Colum-
bia timber. Crown Timber Agent E.

W. Beckett, who presided, initiated

these meetings of the rangers, one be-

ing held just prior to the men going to

their duties in the spring, and the other

when they return in the autumn. The
interchange of ideas has proved most
beneficial.

Reeve Lougheed of Maple Ridge,

who has long ben closely interested in

the timber question in this province,

in addressing yesterday's meeting,

pointed out the urgent need for refor-

estation in British Columbia. Acces-

sible timber is rapidly being used up.

and if something is not done now there

will be little doing in the timber busi-

ness in this province in another fifteen

years. He favored experimenting

with eastern hardwoods in burned

areas as being more practicable than

waiting for the slow-growing native fir

and cedar. Some of the eastern varie-

ties, he thought, would do well here,

and should produce timber of a mer-

chantable size, twelve to sixteen inches

in diameter, within ten to fifteen years.

He himself, and he believed, other lum-

bermen would be willing to put up a lit-

tle more money than they are now as-

sessed if the government would do

some experimenting along these lines.

Mr. D. Roy Cameron, district inspec-

tor of forest reserves, when dealing

with the same subject, predicted that

forest reserves would be created, and

that in time extensive experiments in

reforestation would be carried on.

The meeting was held primarily for

the discussion of methods of fighting

forest fires. A resolution was passed

by the meeting asking for an amend-
ment to the Provincial Bush Act, pro-

viding once more for the necessity of

obtaining a permit for setting a fire

prior to October 1. For the past two
years no permit has been necessary af-

ter September 15. The speakers all

emphasized the necessity of burning
the slashings following the construc-
tion of railway rights-of-way, roads
and settlers' clearings ,so as to prevent
the spread of bush fires. That pumps
be supplied to water patrols, and the
need of more look-out stations were
some of the suggestions made. The
look-out station established this year
on Mount Cheam, near Chilliwack,

proved a great success, and gave com-
mand of a wide area of timber. From
that station on clear days one can see

right out to the Gulf of Georgia.

Guides for Excursion Parties.

'T would like to se a law enacted
compelling fishing parties always to

have a guide accompany them on their

excursions and make them pay the ex-

penses of the guide, and I would have
wardens appointed to follow small ex-

cursion parties into the well-known
fishing grounds, and I would make it

penal for any one to throw their cigar-

ette or cisrar butts or the heel of their

pies into the bushes or dry leaves.

"If this course were followed, it

would put sportsmen on their guard,

and prevent a large number of fires

which do such serious damage.

"If possible a fire in the woods
should be built on the shore of a river

or stream, otherwise a rock fire place

should be put up to build a fire on,

and white birch should be used, if ob-

tainable, for fuel, as it will not spark

and does not produce coals to any
amount to retain the fire."—Henry B.

Rainsford, Fredericton, N.B.

The Cover Picture.

This month's cover picture shows
Gates Lake ,in the Lillooet District of

British Columbia, Pacific and Great

Eastern Railway.
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(Courtesy of "Forest Leaves.")

A small plantation made by French peasants in a clearing. Dead branches were stuck into the

earth for shading purposes.

With the Canadian Wood Cutters

in France

Describing the Detailed Care of French Foresters to Secure
Forest Regeneration and Prevent Fire

Written by

Captain Frederic C. Curry, Brockville, Can.

Late 2nd Army Wood Cutters

During the months of April and May
of this year the writer was attached to

the engineers as officer in charge of a
party of soldiers engaged in cutting
timber for the trenches in one of the
French National Forests in rear of the
firing line.

Here he had an opportunity of see-
ing some of the steps taken by our Gal-
lic Allies toward preserving one of the

most valuable of their national assets.

Forestry was not a subject that the

writer had ever given much considera-

tion to, but the striking difference be-

tween the care taken by the French
and our criminal carelessness in this

respect, especially in Northern Onta-
rio, was enough to impress the most
indifTerent of citizens.

The forest itself consisted of about
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seven square miles, and was divided

into six "series," each series being- fur-

ther subdivided into thirty "coupes,"

the trees in each coupe being of about
the same age.

A macadamized road traversed the

forest from end to end and from the

centre, where the chief forester's hut
was situated, well made and drained
earth roads ran in stellar fashion

through each series.

No Lookout Tozvers Needed.

The coupes were similarly marked
off by boundary stones and a cleared

path about six feet wide, often with a

bricked centre to give a secure foot-

hold to horse traffic. There were no
watch towers or fire guards, a fact that
I commented on, and was assured by
the old forester were unnecessary.
Each scries was under the charge of

a separate forester who also acted as
gamekeeper in those series in which
game was permitted to live. Pheas-
ants were plentiful in every series;

rabbits, or rather hares, were only tol-

erated in the alternate ones, which
were carefully fenced with a rabbit-

proof netting and gates, a stiiT penalty
being awarded for leaving the gate
open. A small variety of deer was
also plentiful, but the writer did not
see any at close enough range to iden-
tify. They were not much larger than
a goat and about the same color as our
own deer. One only saw them as a
patch moving across the avenues of
the trees in the distance.

Engineers at Work.
Our work in the forest consisted of

felling small trees, mostly oaks and
ashes, up to nine inches across the
butt, for use in the trenches as dugout
props, etc. Smaller stakes were also
cut for use in wire entanglements and
in revetting the sandbag walls of the
trench. The majority of the actual
felling had been done before the writ-
er's arrival, and when he took over
command we were merely getting out
the logs from some of the inner coupes
where work had been stalled by the
mud and cleaning up the brushwood
and stumps from the other coupes.
Logs were handled on sledges we

built for the purpose and skidded quite
nicely through the mud, unusuallv

large ones being hauled singly, butt
first.

Road Building.

The brushwood was first thrown
into piles and then on the coupe being
cleared of logs it was bundled accord-
ing to its nature into "fascines," or
"firewood." The former were bun-
dles ten or twelve feet in length and as

many inches in diameter, made by lay-

ing the branches alternately "butt and
brush," and bound here and there af-

ter "choking" with withes or iron wire.

Thye were largely used in road build-

ing across swampy ground, and if you
ever wish to punish infantry just march
them a few miles across a road made
of this material. At Valcartier we ex-

perienced one road of this sort, through
which the horses sank to their flanks

when the fascines, which had not been
properly tied, started to spread.

They are, of course, only used for

temporary roads, filling in shell holes,

etc., but in France were employed to

form a cushioning layer several feet

below the stones of the paved roads.

Brushwood that was too short for

fascines was trimmed of its finer

branches and cut into four-foot

lengths, which were also bundled and
ultimately went to the trenches in the

form of charcoal.

Even Spread the Ashes

Anything left after the firewood was
cleared was burnt and the ashes then
had to be spread over a considerable

area so that the rain would carry the

potash contained in them back into the

soil. There is little waste in France.

Even the chips made in felling the

trees were not wasted, being gathered
up in bags by old women and children

who scoured the coupes as soon as

they were vacated by the soldiers.

The stumps, too, had to be cut level

with the ground, not the easiest method
of felling a tree, but saving in the

course of a few years many thousand
feet of timber.

Branding the Trees.

There is another reason for cutting

the stump so close, and that is for the

purpose of replanting, the French
trusting to the sprouts the stump is

bound to send up the following spring

to fulfil this important work. Fed by
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the huge stump roots, trees we had
felled only in March had shoots three

and four feet in height by the end of

April. The healthiest of these shoots
would be banked around with a little

earth later by the forester, and the re-

maining shoots trimmed away and
gradually the new tree would replace

the old. It seemed an ideal system.
When the trees reach a diameter of

six or seven inches they are branded
with the year the former tree was felled

and with a number which is entered on
the forest registry, and the history of

the new tree begins. It ends when the

standing timber is sold and the tree

marked with a large "X" scored in the

trunk by the forester and the purchas-
er, whether, as in our case, the British

Government or a private individual,

fells the tree, cuts the stump level with
the ground again, and leaves nature to

do the rest.

Quite different is our system of

swinging the axe waist high and leaving

behind us a mass of stumps surrounded
by piles of brush-wood waiting only for

the match of a careless smoker to com-
plete the devastation that we have be-

Think of the saving for Canada if

every man cutting a tree could be made
to level the stump and protect the

young tree during the first few years
of its growth.

In France everv roadwav is outlined
with beautiful trees, not for picturesque
effect, though the result is artistic in

the extreme, but because the roads are

the nation's, and the nation knows the
value of its standing timber.
We on the other hand seem to fail to

realize the value of ours.

FREDERIC C. CURRY. Capt.
Late 2nd Army A\^ood Cutters.

Brockville. Canada.

The fall meeting of the technical sec-

tion of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association will be held in Montreal on
November 15 and 16. There will be
a paper and discussion on the forestry

end of pulp wood production.
Sixty-eight members of the B. C.

Forest Branch have enlisted, in addi-
tion to 47 forest guards. Messrs.
Mitchell and Rees have won the Mili-

tary Cross.

Ranger Reaches Tree Top With SpiraJ

Ladder.

On the summit of Brush Mountain
in the Crater National Forest of south-

ern Oregon, the top of a tall fir tree is

used as a lookout station by a ranger

who patrols the woods and is on a con-

stant vigil for fires. In establishing

his observatory, the man constructed

a spiral ladder which winds about the

trunk and extends to the uppermost
part of the great tree. He did the

work unassisted, and in a staunch and
durable manner . The rungs of the

ladder consist of heavy yew pegs driv-

en into 2-in. auger holes, spaced at reg-

ular intervals and bored 1 ft. deep into

the tree. After these members had
been put in place, their outer ends were
connected and reinforced by a log rail-

ing, made of partly sawed Douglas fir

poles.

Any Member of the C. F. A.
Can have the Canadian Forestry

Journal sent free for three months to

any person regarded as a prospective

new member.
Please send in names and addresses

without delav.
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How Minnesota Disposes of

Logging Debris

Winter Slash Burning is Imposed on All Operations,

Whether Lumbering, or Road Building

Note: The Editor of the Journal re-

cently asked the State Forester of Min-

nesota to outline the methods of slash

disposal as practised in that state. His

reply follows

:

Tlie laws of Minnesota require that

logging- slash and slash from the

rig-hts-of-way of roads and ditches

shall be disposed of in accordance with
the direction of the forester. Our
practice in handling slash from rights-

of-way of all kinds has been to have it

pield and burned in the centre of the

right-of-way at the time of cutting

;

while for logging operations the prac-

tice varies with the character of timber
and land involved. In the operations
in thick stands of Norway and white
pine we are bringing about the prac-

tice of burning as cutting proceeds.

Where spruce is logged clean, the

brush is piled in windrows and burned
as soon as the snow is ofif the ground.
Operations by steam skidders on mar-
ketable agricultural land permit clean

burning as soon as the cutting on each
unit is completed. On the rocky non-
agricultural lands, where heretofore we
have not found it feasible to require

winter burning, the slash is cleaned
up on strips from one to two hundred
feet wide adjoining the logging roads
and spurs. Our purpose is then to

keep all fires out of the remaining
slash.

Before logging operations start in

the fall, our rangers ascertain what
areas within their districts are likely

to be cut, and, after an examination -of

the lands, a notice is issued to the log-

ger, directing him as to what method
he shall follow in disposing of the slash

on each and all of the descriptions to

be logged over. We have found that

the opposition to winter slash burning
has decreased as the loggers have be-

come more familiar with doing the

work, and as they understand more of

the dangers and damages that result

from a postponement of the operations

until spring or summer. At this time

we are considering the advisability of

asking the legislature to declare a

closed season for brush disposal, it be-

ing understood that such work could

be carried on during the closed season

only under special permit from the dis-

trict forest ranger or the state forester.

Although burning may be done satis-

factorily early in the spring before the

frost is out of the ground, the results

on the whole have not been a success.

The period during which it is dry
enough to burn and not too dry for

safety is so short and uncertain that a

crew might be held in readiness for

weeks awaiting the time to burn. On
the other hand, one or two men may
slip into the woods and set fire to the
slash area when it is dangerously dry.

The latter action has in many instances

destroyed company property and pri-

vate property ten times more valuable

than what it would have cost to burn

the slash in the winter time.

DILLON P. TIERNEY,
Acting State Forester.

Any Member of the C. F. A.

Can have the Canadian Forestry

Journal sent free for three months to

any person regarded as a prospective

new member.

Please send in names and addresses

without delay.
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Resources of the Upper Ottawa

By R. O. Sweezey

This is neither the "boost" of a "spu-
rious optimist" nor the wail of a morbid
pessimist (both of which classes we are

more or less afflicted with), but is a

plain, unvarnished statement of a few
facts taken from the writer's field note
book.

Great as are the better known re-

sources, in timber and water powers,
of the Lower Ottawa region, com-
prised within the area drained below
Lake Temiskaming, they do not excell

the 10,000 square miles of undeveloped
country in the Upper Ottawa region,

extending from Lake Temiskaming to

the Grand Lake Victorian Basin.

Whilst the Lower Ottawa has for

generations been pouring out its

wealth of pine timber to the world's

markets the Upper Ottawa has remain-
ed untouched because spruce and not

white pine has always been the pre-

dominant forest there. To-day there

remains very little white pine in the

Lower Ottawa, or indeed anywhere in

Canada. Spruce there remains in

abundance, but in localities where pine

has been so plentiful, as in the Lower
Ottawa, the spruce is naturally not
growing in such pure luxurious stands
as in the regions where pine has never
predominated.

Rich Virgin Spruce.

Thus we find to-day the Upper Ot-
tawa Valley, which was never much of

a pine country, a rich virgin spruce for-

est abounding in water powers, great
and small, and ready to offer up its re-

sources at a time when the pulp and
paper industry is preparing to take a

world lead in Canada.

To anyone who has not cruised in-

land from the rivers of the Upper Ot-
tawa the wealth of spruce is unbeliev-
able. Casual observers of the morbid
pessimist class have been known here
as elsewhere to cry calamitously, like

the car window observer, because the
whole timber wealth of the region did
not roll out to the river banks for in-

(Courtesy Grand Trunk Railway System.)

ON THE MAGANETAWAN RIVER, ONTARIO.
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spection. If the natural resources ex-
perts want to see timber, and especial-
ly spruce, it is necessary to leave the
car window or canoe and get inland,
usually a quarter of a mile at least, for
the spring floods which overflow the
banks of rivers and lakes prevent the
maturing of large spruce in any quan-
tity along shore. Besides winds con-
tribute towards restraining a heavv
growth to the water's edge. And along
railroads the laxity of control in burn-
ing right-of-way cuttings, has often
been responsible for long strips of burn
both sides of the track. Once inland
bevond the influence of these aeencies
the density of growth in the north
country becomes e\ident.

In the Upper Ottawa I have found
black spruce in thick growth, in areas
of over a hundred square miles, which,
when followed in their more or less ir-

regular outlines, will average 10 to 15

cords per acre. Some sections of 10
to 25 square miles will yield 20 cords
per acre and many localities of 100 to

600 acres contain 30 cords per acre.

Actual measurements have been made
showing 45 to 52 cords per acre on
small sections, the number of black
spruce trees of 7 inches upwards on
such sections being as high as 520 to

the acre.
,

Good Navigation.

The operating facilities of this whole
region are particularly attractive ow-
ing to the possibilities of steamboat na-
vigation in stretches of 50 to 75 miles
on lakes and rivers. The whole re-

gion of some ten thousand square
miles can be reached with compara-
tive ease, and that active operations
may soon be looked for in this section
is quite probable considering that some
thirty million cords of spruce, exclu-
sive of several million cords of poplar,

stand ready for the axe.

All this wood may be cut, floated

down and delivered, for a cost of $3.50

to $5.00 a cord, at the great water pow-
er sites of the Quinze River situated

near the Temiskaming and Northern
Ontario Railway, and one hundred
miles nearer markets than pulp and
paper mills now operating with emi-

nent success.

In a distance of fifteen miles from
Quinze Lake to Lake Temiskaming
the Ottawa (or Quinze) River can de-

velop powers aggregating 250,000 up.

Besides this several other water pow-
ers farther up the main Ottawa can de-

velop 5.000 to 20,000 horse-power each.

Preached Sermon on Fires.

On Sunday, Sept. 8th, the Rev. R.
A. Robinson, rector of the Anglican
Church, Monteith, and who is in the

south undergoing treatment by a spe-

cialist for eye-strain, visited the city of

St. Thomas, and at the evening service

in Trinity Anglican Church spoke on
the "Causes, Experiences and Conse-
quences of the Recent Bush Fires in

New Ontario."

The St. Thomas Journal has the fol-

lowing report :

—

"Speaking of the fire and its cause he
said it was not accidental, and while
some thought campers' were careless

with their fires and others blamed the

smokers who threw aside cigar stubs,

the fact remained that this disaster was
caused by the settlers deliberately set-

ting fire to the woods to clear the land,

and the usual dry spell of July develop-
ed a perfect cyclone of fire beyond all

control. The men of the township
were called out to fight the fiames and
in the township of Monteith they were
successful, but Cochrane and other

townships sufifered severely with a loss

of life totalling 450. Gruesome facts

were touched on, and settlers' efiforts

to escape were detailed, as well as the

ready response by all for relief.]

"This is the sixth bad fire in ten

years, and many residents can be met
who have been burned out two or

three times. This last fire has cost

$50,000,000, and unless something is

done settlers will leave for the West.
^^'hat is needed is a good commission
to look into the whole question of fire

prevention and settlement."

Mr. B. M. Winegar, of the C. P. R.

Forest Service, has been adding to his

excellent record in fire protection work
by undertaking large planting opera-

tions on the Eastern lines for snow pro-

tection purposes. Next spring the

planting work will be greatlv extend-

ed.
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From the Edinburs:li Scotsman.

Mr. Tennant had the pleasant task
of announcing in Parliament on Wed-
nesday night what he rightly described

as a "most patriotic and munificent"
action on the part of a great Scottish

land-owner.
The Duke of Sutherland, with a gen-

erosity and public spirit which will

everywhere meet with merited recog-

nition—recognition which will be the

more hearty because this is not the

first benefaction the nation has owed
to the Sutherland family—is making a

gift of absolute conveyance to the na-

tion and its soldiers and sailors of an
estate of 12,000 acres.

The conditions attached to this gift

are that the land is to be used for the

settlement of soldiers and sailors who
have a good record of service, and en-

tered the Service as volunteers, and
half of the holdings to be formed will

be allotted to sailors.

While the selection of the settlers is

to rest with the Secretary for Scotland,

it is a reasonable stipulation on the

part of the donor, who is naturally in-

terested in making a success of the
scheme, that his wishes should be con-
sulted in the first selection.

The settlement is not to be on a pure-
ly agricultural basis. Part of the

land is to be set apart for reafforesta-

tion by the State ; and this part of the

scheme will provide an object lesson in

State forestry and a subsidiary means
of employment to the small holders on
the land.

The scheme will start under the most
fortunate auspices. The land is given
free ; the settlers will have that combi-
nation of employments which is recog-
nized as the ideal, and indeed the only
practicable, condition in the case of

small holdings ; and the financial pros-

pects of well-directed forestry enter-

prises are at the present time as fa-

vourable as their inauguration is neces-
sary in the national interest.

Purchase of Stock.

In the course of his statement Mr.
Tennant said : The Duke was prepared

to remove the sheep stock from the
farm, but it was agreed, upon his (Mr.
Tennant's) recommendation, that the
sheep stock should remain, and that
the State should purchase it. The pur-
chase of the sheep stock, cattle, and
horses, together with the furniture and
shooting lodge, would be on terms to

be mutually settled. The conveyance
of the property and the delivery of the
stock and equipment was to take place
at Martinmas. 1916. The Duke had
agreed that the State might make a
light railway on the estate. He
should like to be allowed to convey to

the Duke the warm thanks of the
House for his most patriotic and mu-
nificent gift.

Prospect of Returns.

The capital expenditure of the first

two years for stocking and afforesta-

tion would come to about £20.000, in-

cluding the equipment of twenty hold-
ings, and thereafter about £1,400 a
year. After fifteen or sixteen years
the returns from the woodland would
begin, and, of course, there would be
returns from small holders.

From that time onwards there
would be a re-payment of the capital

invested, which would be ultimately re-

paid in full with the addition of com-
pound interest at the rate of at least

4 per cent. If the present price of
timber was maintained, the return
would be much larger. That was
very promising for the future of for-

estry and of putting soldiers on the
land .

There need be little doubt that un-
der good management Mr. Tennant's
optimistic forecast of the profit to the
State will be justified, and that any
outlays incurred will be made good
with adequate interest. It may be
hoped also that his association with
this scheme will stimulate the new
Secretary for Scotland to more ener-
getic action than has hitherto charac-
terized his Department and its

branches in this important question.
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An Effort to Compile Losses on
Licensed Lands

Limit Holders Co-operating With Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation to Secure Statistics of Forest

Fires

A hearty response from timber limit

licensees in Ontario has resulted from
the efforts of the Canadian Forestry

Association to obtain a definite esti-

mate of losses by fire on licensed forest

lands of Ontario in 1914, 1915, 1916.

There is at present no official means
of obtaining such information. The
Ontario Government has no data on

fire damage beyond some returns as to

the number of fires reported by rang-

ers, probably the least important item

of all. As long as the Governments
are themselves ignorant of the annual

fire damage how many anyone expect

a protective policy patterned upon ac-

tual needs? Why expect the public,

lulled by promises of generalization,

to initiate any movement calling for

reform?

Purpose of the Forms.

The Canadian Forestry Association

scarcely hopes to secure this year suf-

ficient statistical information on the

losses sustained by limit holders to

justify a general estimate. The chief

object is to place the questions before

all timber licensees in at least one of

the provinces as a means of suggestion

to them, and particularly to the provin-

cial government, that such evidence

should be carefully compiled and turn-

ed to public account. It is indeed an
amazing thought that the annual dam-
age on 10,000.000 acres of Ontario's

best forest lands, under license, should

not be known promptly to the Govern-
ment and people. The lack of such
public knowledge of the frittering

away of the common assets certainly

serves a purpose in hiding an ineffi-

cient state of forest protection work,
although it is not to be assumed that

successive governments have any
hoodwinking tactics in mind. They
continued inefiicient systems because
forest protection has been allowed to

take its little corner as a purely de-

partmental item, without any live re-

lation to those public policies that win
or lose votes. It is but fair to ac-

knowledge that forest guarding, as far

as Ontario is concerned, has quit its

cubby-hole and is to-day a matter of

intelligent public discussion and vigor-

ous agitation.

The replies of the Ontario licensees

will be dealt with more fully in the

November issue. A few of the com-
ments are as follows

:

Licensees' Remarks.

"We lost $11,000 in one township in

1913. It is most disheartening trying

to do anything towards protection on
our own holdings when contiguous
government-owned territory is left un-
protected."

"The fire was started on abandoned
timber berths, and we understand and
believe that these lands were left en-

tirely unprotected.

"Our last large fire was in 1911.

During that year we had some 15 or

20 miles of timber berths burnt over at

points very far removed from each
other. Most of the territory had been
cut over, but was coming along well to

young pine. This was mostly killed

by the fires. During that year we
lost in camps, outfits, etc., destroyed

by fire $10,000."

"For the most part the appointees as

rangers (on certain limits) consist of

young college men who are utterly in-

competent to perform the duties, being

neither bushmen of experience nor
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qualified in any other way to perform cession have been destroyed, the result

the duties expected of them. These of prospectors and mine owners being

men do not take the position of fire practically allowed a free "hand in that

ranging with the intention of safe- valuable timber. All protests lodged

guarding the limits against fire. Some with the Department have been of no

of them could not locate a fire and avail."

fight it, even if they were willing."

"During the past three years large A copy of the report form is given

areas on the Montreal River pulp con- below

:

Total area of our limits in Ontario is :—

Location and orimi of main fires
i»'

Area burned in 1916 acres 1916

Area burned in 1915 acres 1915

Area burned in 1914 acres 1914

Kind of tree growth and estimate of quantity destroyed (board measure)

1916

1915

1914

Estimated value of burned timber. (Basis of valuation to be stated) :

1916

1915

1914

Estimated value of equipment lost by fire, such as : caches, supplies, tools, ma-

chinerv, logging gear, etc.

:

1916

1915

1914

Total loss from forest fires in Ontario, including all items and allowing for

timber salvaged or to be salvaged

:

1916

1915

1914

How manv guards employed?

REMARKS:
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(Forestry Notes of Department of

Forestry. University of New
Brunswick.)

According to the Yale Forest School
News of October 1st Harold C. Belyea,
who has been in charge of the exami-
nation of the Crown Land in Mada-
waska County, N.B., will return to

New Haven about November 1st to as-

sist Prof. Record with a study of tro-

pical woods, going in as laboratory as-

sistant.

All the foresters will regret to hear
of the death of Captain Robert K.
Shives, of the Royal Flying Corps, in

London, on September 29th, in a Lewis
machine gun accident. Shives made
an enviable record as an aviator, hav-
ing been recommended for the D.C.M.
for gallant conduct. He had spent
about six weeks at his home in Camp-
bellton, and had just returned to Eng-
land, and was expecting to go to the
front again when the unfortunate acci-

dent occurred. His loyalty to the for-

estry camp will always be remembered,
as he Avas one of the prime movers in

building it.

Kenneth R. Vavasour, of the class

of 1914. recently resigned his position

with the Dominion Forestry Branch,
and has enlisted with the 226th Fores-
try Battalion .

cent trip on the Maguadavic river to

investigate the damage done. Provin-
cial Forester Caverhill believes that in

certain infested areas clear cuttings of

balsam may have to be made this sum-
mer. Other species of beetles are al-

read}' at work in dying trees, so that

this step may be necessary if timber of

commercial value is to be saved.

There are about fourteen men regis-

tered in the Forestry course in the

University of New Brunswick, which
is considered very good for this year.

Freshman, Sophomore and Senior
classes are the only ones represented

by full courses, many students having
enlisted. Among those who have re-

turned to resume their studies are

George Miller and Leo Kelly, who
have been engaged with the Dominion
Forestry Branch ; Kilburn and Cran-
dall, who have been engaged in G. H.
Prince's party in the survey of lands

between the Miramichi and Bartholo-

mew rivers ; Roy Christie, who has

had a very successful summer with

Mr. Gareau, of the J. B. Snowball
Company, Chatham, N.B.; Mr. Taylor,

who was incapacitated for overseas by
appendicitis. Among the others are

Mowat. transferring from Arts to For-

estry ; and of Freshmen entering are

AVebb, Betts, Seely, Stevens, Wheeler,
Sutherland, and xALdams.

The spruce bud worm, whose <\vork

was noticed during the summer by sev-

eral of the Crown Land survey par-

ties, promises to be a serious pest in

New Brunswick unless some of its nat-

ural enemies come to the front to hold
it in check. It is especially bad on
balsam fir, and returning from a re-

Among the U. N. B. men still en-

gaged on Crown Land survey work af-

ter changes in parties due to the return

of several" students to college are: G.

H. Prince, in charge near Boisetown,

N.B. ; Belyea, in charge in Madawaska
countv, under whom are Williams and

Jago ; Burns and Young, near Ander-
son, N.B., and Brewer and Melrose,
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near Boisetown. The work will pro-

ceed until heavv snOAvs come.

With the B. C. Men.

Victoria. B.C.. Sept. 26. 1916.

M. A. Grainger, Acting Chief Forest-
er, who outlined briefly the scope of

the B. C. Forest Branch and its relation

to the lumber industry, and H. R. Mac-
Millan, who tendered evidence con-
cerning the export position as affect-

ing the B. C. lumber industry, were
among the witnesses examined by the
Dominion Royal Commission during
its sittings at Victoria, September^ 20-

22.

Mr. H. R. MacMillan,- who for the
last vear and a half has been engaged
in a study of the lumber export mar-
kets of the world, for the Dominion
Department of Trade and Commerce,
has tendered his resignation as Chief
Forester to the Hon. A\\ R. Ross. Min-
ister of Lands, in order to accept a po-

sition with the A'ictoria Lumber and
Manufacturing Co. of Chemainus, B.C.
Mr. MacMillan was one of the first Ca-
nadians to take up Forestry as a pro-

fession, and has been prominently
identified with the forestry movement
in Canada for almost ten years, first

in the Dominion Forestry Branch, and
since 1912 with the British Columbia
Forest Service.

His former and present associates
will keenly regret Mr. McAlillan's de-
cision to sever his connection with
governmental forestry work, but wish
him all success in his new position.

Mr. Louis B. Beale. Lumber Com-
missioner for British Columbia, sta-
tioned at Toronto, has returned to A'ic-
toria for consultation with the Forest
Branch, and the lumber manufacturers,
concerning the future development of
that important work. The B. C.
lumber exhibit under Mr. Beale's man-
agement at the recent Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition, attracted notable at-

tention, and as evidence of the growing
interest in the Eastern market for

British Columbia woods, it may be
mentioned that during the first two or
three days over 3.000 samples of woods
were taken away by persons interested.

and hundreds entered their names to
receive further information, etc.

The active service list of members
of the B. C. Forest Branch continues to
grow, and to date 68 have enlisted, in
addition to 47 forest guards, v Messrs.
Mitchell and Rees have won the Mili-
tary Cross.

Lieut. H. K. Robinson, chief of sur-
veys, wrote recently to the Forest
Branch from the doubtful securitv of
a dug-out in one of the iront line

trenches.

Personal Items.

(Notes of enlisted members from For-
est Laboratories. Montreal.)

Lieut. L. L. Brown went overseas
as a private in No. 2 Sanitary Section,
but early in the summer was transfer-
red to No. 1 Canadian Tunnelling
Company, and received commission.
He has been ill for some time, and is in

hospital in England.

Sergt. F, AV Eraser, 14th Battalion,
is in hospital in England, having been
badly wounded in June when a high
explosive shell injured his left thigh.

Captain \L \X. Maxwell. No. 1 Ca-
nadian Tunnelling Co.. went over as
lieutenant last January, and was re-

cently promoted to a captaincy.

Capt. L. N. Seaman. Adjutant. Ca-
nadian Brigade Siege Artillery, went
across to England with the Siege Artil-
lery last winter, and has been prevent-
ed from getting to the front on ac-
count of two injuries, the first on June
3. right arm broken cranking a motor
car. the second on August 5, right leg
broken near the ankle by driving a mo-
torcycle into a ditch.

Capt. R. A. Spencer, No. 1 Canadian
Tunnelling Co. Recently awarded the
Military Cross for distinguished ser-
vices. He was also promoted to cap-
tain. There have been numerous re-

ports of his good work at the front.

Any Member of the C. F. A.

Can have the Canadian Forestry
Journal sent free for three months to
any person regarded as a prospective
member.
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(Courtesy Grand Trunk Railway System.)

VISTA ON LAKE OF BAYS, ONTARIO.

\

Future of the B. C. Forest Service

-/

The resignation of Mr. H. R. Mac-
Millan as Chief Forester of British

Columbia to become Assistant Mana-
ger of the Victoria Lumber and Manu-
facturing Company, leaves a blank in

the forest service of the province which
will require the utmost care in filling.

Mr. MacMillan's qualifications em-
braced thorough technical training, a

varied practical experience, good judg-
ment, and unquenchable enthusiasm.
If the British Columbia Forest Service

is to continue to have as skilled direc-

tion as Mr. MacMillan was able to give

to it, the selection of a successor must
be patterned upon qualifications of an
equally high order. The Forest Ser-

vice has not been in operation so long
as to run automatically or to disregard

for a moment the personal capability

of its director. It is precisely at the

stage where, having fixed itself as an
essential in the provincial machinery,
skilful and determined guidance is re-

quired to adjust it to the special prob-
lems of the future. There is reason
to believe that the new Premier will

find no difficulty in appointing a Chief
Forester without violating the Civil

Service principle to which he has com-
mitted his Government.

At the present time the Forest Ser-

vice of British Columbia has special

claims upon the new government for

the most generous consideration. The
large number of enlistments depleted
the forest guarding forces so that the

excellent record of the past two years
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has been achieved by a reduced staff

working under abnormal pressure. It

would seem a mistake from every point

of view to allow the common practice

of a "clean up" at the change of gov-
ernments to take from the Forest
Branch any serious percentage of those
holding records as efficient and experi-

enced rangers. Such men cannot
easily be replaced, and none of the tri-

fling considerations of patronage
should deprive British Columbia of

their future services.

Hon. Mr. Brewster has plainly

pledged his Government to a disregard

of the patronage system, and if this

pledge is carried out to the full, no
alarm need be felt for the maintenance

of efficiency in the Forest Branch.

^

A Forecast of Post-bellum Demands

United States lumbermen seem to be
keenly alive to the unparalleled oppor-
tunity for business which will come af-

ter the war. At a meeting held in

Chicago on August 21 a plan for a sur-

vey of the export markets was ap-

proved, and the statement was made —
based on reports already in hand—
that the demand for lumber after the

war will be "almost beyond belief."

Secretary J. E. Rhodes, of the National
Lumbermen's Association, in speaking
of these reports, said

:

"France as well as other foreign pow-
ers has shown a strong prejudice in

, favor of American lumber. Tentative
plans have been made by France and
"ingland to rebuild the devastated por-

ton of Belgium. The northern part

o\ France wil Inecessarily be rebuilt,

anl from the present outlook it appears
thjt the French Government will un-
derake the rebuilding. Already the
Freich Government is considering the

praclcability of rebuilding towns and
villags on a community basis, with
modelfarms on the American plan. It

is said hat this action has been largely
influenod by the activities of the
Souther. Pine Association in demon-
strating he qualities of southern yel-

low pine and its adaptation to the
needs of te country."
Almost nanimously the lumbermen

agreed thal^he proposed study should
be undertak\i^ that the markets may be
entered int^g-gntly, and as soon as
possible. TV necessity of shipping
the proper grLg of lumber for certain

uses was emphasized, and it was urged
that the men making the survey
should be practical lumbermen, with a

knowledge of the manufacture and
marketing end of the business. It

was pointed out that the indiscriminate

making up of cargoes of any class of

lumber, whether suited to the needs of

the rebuilding of Europe or not, and
the dumping of these cargoes upon the

market, would prove very harmful to

the permanent export of American
lumber, and the investigation is to be
undertaken largely to determine the

different grades and classes of lumber
for the different uses, and to inform the

European governments of this as well

as the American shippers. If possible

the investigation will include other

countries than those at war.

A summary of the conditions in bel-

ligerent countries—as presented to the

meeting—shows the following:

Belgium.—The forests have been en-

tirely destroyed and the nation so

wrecked physically and financially that

it will have to be entirely rebuilt, and
this rebuilding will have to be financed

by the Allied powers.
Northern France.—Northern France

will have to be entirely rebuilt. A
great deal of railroad construction will

have to be undertaken; so much indeed

that it is said the number of ties, sleep-

ers and timbers is beyond estimate at

the present time. This same condi-

tion holds true with regard to the

farm buildings, villages and cities of

the section. This need will be deft-
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nite, regardless of the outcome of the

war.

England.—The forests of England
and those of Scotland have been almost
entirely cut in an endeavor to secure

material needed at the front and for

building construction brought on by
the war. Lumber will have to be im-
ported for practically all future build-

ing until new forests grow to take the

place of this timber.

Italy.—The supply of Italian timber
has been almost entirely used either in

Italy's war operations or exported for

the benefit of the allies. It is said

that great quantities of lumber are in

immediate demand.
Spain.—Because of the geographical

situation Spain has been called upon to

supply lumber to the warring nations,

with the result that all marketable
timber has been cut.

Germany.—So far it has been im-
possible to secure any estimate upon
the conditions of Germany's timber,
but it is known that it has. cut as much
timber as possible from the invaded
portions of France, Belgium and Rus-
sia, and has conserved home resources
as much as possible. However, it is

expected the demand from Germanv
for foreign lumber wil lalso be very
great.

Russia.—The supply of standing
timber in Russia is very great, both in

the Baltic Provinces and in southern
Siberia, but owing to the lack of de-

velopment of the timbered sections and
poor transportation facilities the timber
wnll not be available to the Allies for

some time after peace is declared.

Much development work will have to

be done before Russia takes a dominat-
ing position in the lumber world.

What Forest Fires Cost Canada in 1916
_/

Canada has lost through forest fires

in 1916 fully seven to nine million dol-

lars. This equals more than six times
what has been spent on forest protec-

tion work from coast to coast.

The enormous sum wasted through
this year's fires, most of which were
preventible, would add another $480 to

the first year's pension allowances of

nearly 19,000 Canadian soldiers.

It is noteworthy that while some

parts of the Dominion owe to rainy

weather their immunity from fire

damage, the season's record proves be-

yond gainsay that in areas where fir^t

rate fire protection systems were -n

operation, losses of life and propety

were held down to a remarkable mni-

nium.

\

Strong Delegation to Meet Ontario Cabine
\.

A deputation representing the lead-

ing commercial interests of Canada will

wait upon the Minister of Lands and
Forests of Ontario and his cabinet col-

leagues in November to urge their

views regarding the necessity for im-
mediate reorganization of the Ontario
system of forest protection.

The deputation, which h--^ been or-

ganized by the Canadian Frestry As-
sociation, will include rejesentatives

of the Canadian Bankers'Association,

Canadian Manufacturers Association,

.Canadian Lumbermen' Association,

Canadian Press Associ'ion, Canadian
Mining Institute, CardJan pulp and:
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Paper Association ,as well as the pow-
erful labor union of International

Woodworkers.

A memorandum containing evidence

regarding the inadequacy of the Onta-

rio forest service, and the records of

up-to-date protective systems in other

provinces and the states of the Ameri-

can Union will be laid before the Cabi-

net, with suggestions for a plan of im-

proved procedure which Ontario might
follow.

"The Curse of the Forest."
"The Curse of the Forest," a motion

picture of a real forest fire, showing-
methods of fighting and the destruc-
tion which follows in the wake of a
forest fire, have been completed In- the
A'itagraph Company in co-operation
with the Pennsylvania Department of
Forestry.

Building a Telephone Line
\-

The Forestry Branch has planned to

extend the forest telephone system as

rapidly as proper experience and skill

are secured in the work and as funds
permit. Four meetings were held this

summer by the Branch for purposes of

instruction in certain phases of tele-

phone work, and were attended by
sixty rangers and supervisors of the

permanent field staff in Alberta and
Saskatchewan. Each meeting lasted

from six to eight days, and the entire

time was devoted to lectures on the

special types of telephone equipment
used on forest protection lines, and
to the practical work of line construc-

tion and operation of equipment. This
work was under the charge of Prof. W.
N. Millar, of Toronto University For-

est School, who, in addition to a theo-

retical knowledge of telephony has had
eight years of practical experience in

the construction of hundreds of miles

of forest telephone lines, beginning
with the first lines of this character

built by the United States Forest Ser-

vice in Northern Idaho in 1908.

Special Construction.

It is not, perhaps, generally realized

that the type of line construction

adapted to forest protection purposes
has, in the past five years, become very

thoroughly specialized and that it dif-

fers materially from the ordinary meth-
ods of rural and commercial construc-

tion. This specialization is rendered

-ecessary by the fact that many forest

protection lines must, for reasons of

economy, be built through heavy tim-

ber without clearing the wide right-of-

way demanded in commercial construc-
tion. Of course, where a suitable

open right-of-way is available construc-
tion methods and specifications are

similar to those employed on ordinary
rural lines, but this is the exception
rather than the rule.

Briefly decribed, forest protection

telephone systems consist of grounded
lines l)uilt of number 9 B.W.G. galvan-
ized iron wire hung on trees instead of

poles, and using a special split tree in-

sulator instead of the usual well-known
type of glass insulator employed on
poles. To prevent damage from fall-

ing timber and swa3nng trees, certain

rules of construction must be very
carefully observed. These provide
for a careful equalization of spans, for

the leaving of a very large amount of

slack, for the placing of ties on the con-
cave side of all curves, for the stagger-
ing of supports out of a straight line,

and for the employment of special

methods of attaching the insulators to

the trees so devised that when an ex-

cessive strain comes on the line wire, as

through the fall of a tree, the wire will

be detached from the support and car-

ried to the ground, but will not break.

The whole construction aims to pro-

duce a line that, while resisting all or-

dinarv strains, vields at once to exces-
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sive strain in such a way as to insure
absolutely against line breakage. In
this it differs radically from the well-
known methods employed in ordinary
commercial practice, which produces
a line of extreme rigidity because the
open right-of-way insures against the
danger of falling timber to which the
forest line is constantly exposed.

The Cost of Building.

Given normal prices for material, a
hne starting at a railroad, standing
green timber through which to build,

and proper skill in construction and
supervision, a first class tree line can
be built as low as $25 per mile, but will

usually run from $35 to $45 per mile.

Where the haul is longer or where sup-
plies must be packed on horses, and es-

pecially where dead timber or heavy
underbrush is encountered, this cost

may be increased to from $50 to $65
per mile. Station equipment and line

construction tools are, of course, addi-
tional. The latter cost about $100 for

a crew and last for many years.

Maintenance on a properly construct-
ed tree line is very low unless the line

runs for a long distance through stand-
ing dead timber. Ordinarily an an-

nual or semi-annual overhauling at a
cost of not more than $1 per mile is

sufficient, in addition to requiring pa-
trolmen to repair all injuries to the line

in their district as they occur. In
green timber these are inconsiderable,

but in dead timber where trees are con-
stantly falling, at least one man day
per month to each 15 miles of line for

maintenance work should be planned
for. Of course, nearly all forest tele-

phone line maintenance is carried on in

connection with fire patrol, from which
it is difficult to separate it in a cost

record. Such lines have a life of from
fifteen to twentv vears.

About 710 miles of telephone lines

have been constructed by the Domin-
ion Forestry Branch during the past
four years in the 25,000,000 acres of

reserves in the four western provinces.

The mileage is distributed as follows

:

Alberta Reserves 75 miles
Alberta Reserves 265 miles
Saskatchewan Reserves 50 miles

Manitoba Reserves .320 miles

Total 710 miles

Ready-Prepared Lectures

For the use of clergymen, teachers,

and others desiring to present an illus-

trated lecture on the forests of Canada,
the Secretary of the Canadian Forestry
Association has completed the manu-
script of a new "forest travelogue;' en-

titled

"Guarding the Forests."

Fifty-six photographic lantern slides

are supplied with the manuscript, and
will fit any standard make of stereop-

ticon.

The manuscript, to be read by the

lecturer, contains a general introduc-
tory talk, together with running com-
ment on each of the 56 slides, so ar-

ranged as to make public presentation
as interesting and effective as possible.

Conditions.

Applicants are required to pay ex-

press charges both ways (usually from
50 cents to $1.00), and to return slides

and manuscript in good condition on
the day following the lecture.

As the Canadian Forestry Associa-
tion is able to provide a very limited

number of these free Lecture equip-
ments, it is necessary that applicants

inform the Secretary where the lecture

will be held, under what auspices, and
the date .best adapted to local condi-

tions.

The offer of the Association applies

only where the applicant is able to

state that at least fifty adults will be
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present at the lecture. . .Exceptions
will be .made in the cases of High
Schools and Colleges.

Other ready-prepared lectures in

course of preparation are "The Aban-
doned Farm" and "Putting the Forest
to Work."

Canadian Forestry Association,

119 Booth Building, Ottawa.

trunk with one fair-sized branch, still

in vigorous growth. The trunk is

hollow, and shows signs of great age.

Largest Sassafras.

The largest sassafras tree in Amer-
ica is growing in an old burying
ground at Horsham, Penna., and is 15

feet 10 inches in circumference at four

feet from the ground. Unfortunately
nothing remains of the tree but the

Politics and Fire Ranging.

From an old Ontario guide, Sept. 15,

1916: "There is one thing I would like

to see done, and that is to appoint fire

rangers regardless of the political party
that they were attached to.

"It is just that kind of work that
makes a woodsman sick of the whole
thing, for to think that they have to

support a government paying salaries

to such men as these, just because he
took an active part in politics at the last

election."

The Forests of Alasl^a

R. S. Kellog, Assistant Forester, U. S. Forest Sei-vice.

The ordinary resident of the United
States has no conception of what Alas-

ka really is. He has heard of the

"Klondike" for the last fourteen years,

and he wrongly thinks it is in Alaska.

He has heard of great glaciers and high
mountains, and that somewhere the

thermometer occasionally registers 80
degrees below zero. Beyond this his

knowledge is likely to be even more
fragmentarv and unreliable. In real-

ity, Alaska is of continental dimen-
sions, and one can no more state brief-

ly what its characteristics are than he
can similarly describe those of the en-

tire United States
;
yet a few words

concerning its most salient features will

not be amiss.

Alaska was purchased from Russia
in 1867 for $7,200,000. The value of

all its products since that date has been
nearlv $350,000,000. It has an area of

586,000 square miles, or 375,000.000,-

000 acres, or more than ten times that

of the State of Illinois. From south-

eastern Alaska to the end of the Aleu-
tian Islands is as far as from Savan-
nah, Ga., to Los Angeles, Cal. Its

northernmost and southernmost points

are as widely separated as Canada and

Mexico. Its range of temperature is

greater than that between Florida and
Maine.
Transportation in summer is by

steamboats on the larger streams and
by poling boats on the smaller ones; in

winter, by stages where the roads are
good enough, and more generally by
dog teams. Alaska has 4,000 miles of

navigable streams. It does not have
even a territorial form of government,
though during the past rew years it has
had a delegate in Congress. Called
a territory by courtesy, its anomalous
standing for years was that of a cus-

toms district. It has executive and
judicial officers appointed by the Presi-

dent and the Senate, but no legisla-

ture ; all legislation is by Congress.

Forest Types.

The difterentiations between forest

types are as sharp as those between the

topographic and climatic, and, of

course, depend upon them. The coast
forests of southern Alaska are the
northernmost extension of the coast
type in \\^ashington and British Col-
umbia. The interior forests are an ex-

tension of the interior Canadina for-
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ests. The forests of the Susitna and
Copper river basins are somewhat in-

termediate in character, since these riv-

ers rise in the interior and break

through the mountain barrier to the

southern coast.

On the coast of south-eastern Alaska
trees grow to large size ; in the interior

the timber is much smaller. The
higher mountain areas are completely

above timl)er line. Climatic condi-

tions in the region adjacent to Bering

Sea and on the Arctic slope make forest

growth altogether impossible, so there

are great stretches of tundra whose
vegetation consists chiefly of moss,

sedges, and a few small shrubs. Moss
may be said to be the garment of Alas-

ka, and layers of it 12 to 18 inches

thick are not at all uncommon either

on the coast or in the interior.

It is estimated that the total forest

and woodland area of Alaska is ap-

proximately 100 million acres, or about
27 per cent, of the land surface of the

territory. Of these, about 20 million

acres may possibly bear timber of suf-

ficient size and density to be consider-

ed forest in the sense that much of it

can be used for saw timber, while the

balance, or 80 million acres, is wood-
land which bears some saw timber,

but on which the forest is of a smaller

and more scattered character and valu-

able chiefly for fuel.

Timber Contents.

There is not sufficient information
upon which to base any satisfactory

estimate of the total stand of timber

in Alaska. It has been estimated, for

instance, that the coast forests contain

75 billion feet of merchantable saw
timber, but this estimate might be
much exceeded were both the spruce

and hemlock closely utilized. More
than twenty cords per acre have been
cut in good stands of birch and aspen
:n the interior, but, on the other hand,

there are large areas of black spruce
that is too small to use for any pur-

pose ; so that it is still impossible to

give a satisfactorv estimate of the to-

tal stand.

TJie Coast Forests.

The coast forests or south-eastern

Alaska are nearlv all included in the

Tongass and Chugach National For-
ests, which comprise 26,761,626 acres;

and a large proportion of this area is

forested. The species are chiefly

western hemlock, Sitka spruce, west-
ern red cedar, and yellow cedar, with
occasional specimens of lodgepole, or

shore pine, black hemlock, Alpine fir,

black and white spruce, balm of Gilead,

locally known as balsam poplar, black
Cottonwood, Oregon alder, and several

birches and willows. Sitka spruce
and hemlock grow almost everywhere
in this region, though in Kenai Penin-
sula the spruce extends farther west-
ward than the hemlock and grows also

on Kodiak Island. The cedars grow
in commercial quantities only in the ex-

treme south-eastern part, though yel-

low cedar is occasionally found in the

Chugach Forest. Lodgepole pine

grows as far north as Skagway, but is

of no commercial importance.

Grozvth and Stand.

In the coast region the stand is gen-
erally dense, and as much as 25,000
feet per acre has been estimated for

considerable tracts. Sitka spruce
probably averages 20 per cent, o fthe

stand, and western hemlock about 75
per cent. The spruce reaches a large

size, and occasionally attains diameters
of more than six feet and heights of

150 feet. Diameters of three to four
feet are attained by western red cedar.

While by far the most abundant spe-

cies, western hemlock does not produce
as large individual trees as the spruce
or the cedar. . The heavy rainfall

causes an undergrowth of moss and
brush which completely covers the sur-

face except where it is too rocky or

too steep. So .dense is this surface

covering that one may walk long dis-

tances without touching bare soil. Wa-
ter exudes from the moss when it is

stepped upon,- as from a sponge, and
consequently there is little or no dam-
age by fire in the coast forests.

Practically the entire forest of the

coast region is over mature. It has
been accumulating for ages uninjured
by fire or cutting. Shallow, rock soil,

steep mountain slopes, or poor drain-

age often prevent sturdy growth, and
on such sites "stagheadedness" and de-

cav are common. In favourable situ-
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"ions the rate of growth of the coast

trees is fairly rapid. The following
examples are typical

:

A western red-cedar stump in good
soil on the south slope of a gorge above
Ketchikan showed 235 rings. The di-

ameter of this stump outside the bark
was 38 inches. A 40-inch Sitka spruce
stump in the same locality had 230
rings. This tree had been 125 feet

high. Near A\'rangell three Sitka

spruce logs averaged 32 inches in di-

ameter at the butt inside the bark,

with 262 annual rings.

Local Wood Prices.

Wood is sold by the dealers in Fair-

banks at from $9 to $10 a cord, with an
added charge of $2.50 for cutting to

stove lengths . Slab wood can be pur-

chased for $2 a cord at the sawmills,

but for heating in the winter it is not as

satisfactory as round wood. The riv-

er steamers pay $6 and $8 per cord for

4-foot wood, ricked up on the bank.
Wood choppers are paid $3.50 to $4 per

cord. Both spruce and birch are vised,

though birch is preferred. Poplar and
aspen are generally left uncut. Aside
from this the wood choppers make
clean cuttings and utilize the timber
closely, often taking the limbs and
tops down to 3 inches in diameter, cut-

ting the stumps close to the ground,
and piling the brush well to get it out
of the way of the haulers.

Forest Fires.

Unlike the coast forests of Alaska,
the interior forests have suffered much
from fire. Except on limited areas
the cutting which has so far taken place
in the interior is not serious, but the
fire damage has been great. It prob-
ably would not be far from the truth
to say that in the Fairbanks district

ten times as much timber has been
killed l3y fire as has been cut for either

fuel or lumber. Fire follows the
prospector and the settler, and every-
where that a mining camp develops
under present conditions it is to be ex-

pected that fire will kill much of the
timber. There are several causes for

this. Miners and hunters are care-

less. Camp fires are neither properly
guarded nor extinguished. A fire gets
out and no one pays any attention to it

unless it threatens his camp. Fires,
too, may be set to clear off the ground
so that prospecting is easier. Fires
have been purposely set to secure dry
timber, and the slashings along the
telegraph lines have been another
source of danger. Smudges are built
to keep away the mosquitoes ; in fact
it is commonly said by the residents
that mosquitoes cause more fires than
any other one thing. The rainfall is

light during the summer, and it does
not take a long period of drought to
make the forest burn rapidly. In the
Klondike region, and on the upper Yu-
kon, in Canada, fires have done even
much more damage than in Alaska.
During the entire trip of 460 miles
down the river from Whitehorse to
Dawson, one is almost constantly in
sight of fire-killed forests. Much 'fire-

killed timber is also seen along the Yu-
kon in Alaska from Eagle to the mouth
of the Tanana, but from that point to
the beginning of the tundra the forest,
though small, is, for the most part, as
yet undamaged by fire.

The danger season is short, with ex-
treme limits approximately from Mav
15 to September 15. During 1909
there was a bad fire near Fairbanks
early in the season, but none during
July or August. On the other hand,
there were fires along the Yukon in

both the latter months. No measure
but the posting of notices are taken
to prevent forest fires in the interior of
Alaska, and little is done to control
them, except as they immediately
threatened some one's propertv.

Coming Demand for Timber.

Alaska has a permanent future. For
the southern and south-eastern coast
its chief potentialities lie in fishing and
in lode mining of gold and copper; for

the interior there is the minino- of g-old

copper and coal, and in certain locali-

ties there are opportunities for agricul-
ture. Fairbanks and Nome have
passed their palmiest days as placer
camps. With crude equipment and
high-priced labor, the placer miner can
work only the richest ground. His
time is soon over. The low-grade
ground, which is always the most ex-
tensive, can be worked profitably only
by large capital and the most economi-
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cal methods. This stage has already New Brunswick's Good Work.
been reached in the Klondike It is ^bout 200,000 acres of New Bruns-
coming m Alaska. This will mean ^-^^^^ forested lands have thus far
long-time operations. Then,

,
too ^^^^ covered by the forest survey par-

there IS the probable development of ^-^^^ ^^^^^er the able direction of Mr. P.
lode mining for gold, which also re- 2. Caverhill. Some of the maps are
quires large investments and long-time nearly completed
operations. There are agricultural ^ development of special interest to
possibilities in the Tanana and some readers of the Journal has been the ex-
other valleys. Nearly every cabin in termination of areas for settlement pur-
Fairbanks has a fine vegetable garden, p^g^g^ -p^e Premier and his colleagues
Large quantities of potatoes are al- ^ere so pleased with the progress made
ready raised, and occasional fields of and the promise of great results from
oats and barley. The government has classification of lands that orders were
experiment stations at Rampart and given for a soil type map covering the
Fairbanks, which are growing both whole forest area of the province. This
grain and vegetables. Agriculture in will be taken as a guide in the opening
the interior of Alaska should eventual- up of lands for settlement. The ques-
ly be sufficient to supply at least the tion of improved fire protection is un-
local needs for vegetables, and for horse der consideration, and this will be
and cattle feed. Enthusiasts predict pressed forward with the least possible
a large population for the Tanana Val- delay. New Brunswick has already
ley within the next twenty-five years, made a good start in experimenting
Transportation at present is slow, ex- with burning permits for settlers' fires,

pensive, and uncertain by means of The forest and soil survey, with mod-
river boats, which operate onlv a few ern fire guarding, will place New
months of the year. The building of Brunswick in a proud position,

one or more trunk lines of railway

would greatly accelerate the develop- British Columbia Lumber Trade.

ment of the country. In a recent communication to the De-

These resources already hold great partment of Trade and Commerce,

promise, and doubtless there are others Jl^r.
H. R. McMillan, Special Trade

which cannot now be anticipated.
Commissioner o fthe Dominion Gov-

„, , . .,, ernment, says that he regards the con-
The present sparse population will ^-^-^^ underlying the future trade in

undoubtedly be greatly augmented be- Canadian lumber as very greatly im-
fore many years. Alaska is. almost a proved. With special reference to
continent by itself, and so far removed British Columbia, he says that in re-

from the rest of the United States that gard to the supply of bottoms, work is

it should eventually depend as much as now actually going forward on nine

possible upon its own resources. This ships, which when completed will carry

makes it particularly necessary that about 40,000,000 feet per year, worth

the timber should be conserved. The with outward freight earnings about

present population is made up largely $1,000,000. Three of these ships are

of miners and others whose only pur- b^i"^ ^^'^^^ i" Victoria and six are be-

pose is to make a stake and leave as '"&. ^"^^ '" ^°^^^, Vancouver, all of

quickly as possible thereafter. They ^^'^^^ are being financed by Pacific

are only too willing to skin the coun- ^^^'^ ^""^^^^ companies Already

<-„, r^/ +u^;^ V- a. -.1 the cargoes have been sold m Austra-
ry for their own benefit without

y^^ for loading in early 1917. These
thought for the future This will ^hips are being built under the British
change as soon as people go to Alaska Columbia Act upon terms of which the
expecting to make their home there outward bound cargoes must be Cana-
for at least a considerable period of dian. Eight of these ships wil 1 be
years, and there are already some launched and outfitted with three hun-
families of this sort in the Tanana Val- dred and twenty horse-power Diesel
ley. engines . The ninth will be prepared
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for engines, but will be operated under
sail until the engines, which now cost

double the normal prices, can be pur-

chased advantageously. There is a

likelihood that other companies now
investigating the question will build

ships. The markets for which these

boats are being built are Australasia,

China and Africa.

Mr. McMillan says that oversea buy-
ers have always advanced as one argu-

ment in favour of buying in the United
States the more extended lumber
manufacturing facilities existing on the

Pacific coast of that country as com-
pared with Canada, but upon having
discussed this point recently with the

leading operators of mills and several

of the leading owners of stumpage, a

conclusion that a betterment of Cana-
dian conditions is now in sight was
reached.

ed for text-book use in agricultural col-

leges and high schools. It is the out-
growth of lectures delivered to agricul-

tural students throughout several

years.

The author's aim has been to treat

the subject from the broad standpoint
of the woodlots in the great plains and
prairie regions as well as in more east-

ern regions.

"Farm Forestry,"

(By John Arden Ferguson, A.M.,
M.F., Professor of Forestry at the

Pennsylvania State College.)

This book, just received by the Ca-
nadian Forestry Journal, covers the

subject of forestry as applied to the

farm woodlot, and is especially intend-

The subjects included are those of

essential interest to the agriculturist.

The establishment of the woodlot, both
by seeding or planting and by natural
methods, is discussed with hints as to

the best trees to plant in different sec-

tions. The care and protection of the
woodlot is treated and also the very
important subject of woodlot manage-
ment. A conception of the woodlot as

forest capital is given, with suggestions
as to the amount of wood to remove
annually and the methods of securing
a sustained annual yield. Chapters
are also devoted to the harvesting and
marketing of woodlot products and to

wood preservation. In the apendix
there is included a suggested list of

practicum exercises for a course in

farm forestry.—Book Department Ca-
nadian Forestry Journal f$1.25).

Severe Forest Laws of Plymouth Fathers

\. y

In a recent issue of the Journal, an
article told of the strict laws for pre-

vention of forest fires instituted by
'Governor Simpson and Council of the

Hudson Bay Company in the early

years of Canadian history.

Even more interesting reminders of

the austere regard of our great grand-
fathers for forest preservation are con-
tained in a publication written by J. P.

Kinney of Cornell University, entitled

^'Forest Legislation in America Prior

to March 4, 1789." It will be a reve-

lation to most readers of the Journal
to learn that forest preservation and
extension in America did not have
their real beginnings in the nineteenth

century, but "that forestry and timber
problems had claimed the attention of

colonial legislative bodies on many oc-

casions during the seventeenth cen-

tury, and that hundreds of such laws

had been enacted previous to the es-

tablishment of the national govern-

ment."

Timber "Famine" in 1626.

Many years previous to the adoption

of the Federal Constitution on March
4, 1789, many of the colonies, as was
natural, had been brought to realize

the ill effects of forest fires, attempt-

ing, as they were, to wrest a liveli-

hood from what then was in reality an
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impenetrable forest. Even as far back
as March 29, 1626, Plymouth Colony
began to cry the wolf of timber fam-
ine, which to us of this day seems al-

most amusing. The Plymouth ordi-

nance of 1626 recited the inconveni-

ences that were likely to arise in any
community from the lack oi timber,

and declared that no man should sell or

ship any timber whatever out of the

colony except with the Governor's or

Council's approval. Was this the

original seed of conservation, or was it

due to a realization that here were il-

limitable quantities of fine timber at

their very doors, and with the prover-

bial New England thrift and foresight

they desired this resource to remain
forever within their little colony?

"Only Upon Warning."

As early as 1633, in the Plymouth
Colony, the setting of fires in the

woods was forbidden during the fall

and winter months, and the firing of

woods during the remainder of the

year was allowed only upon warning
to one's neighbors. The stern and
grim penalty for breaking this law was
a fine of 10 shillings or a whipping.
The restriction regarding the setting of

fires in Massachusetts Bay Colony an-

tedated the Plymouth law, being pass-

ed in July, 1631. Here also a whip-
ping was the wholesome penalty, to be
administered to either man or woman
breaking the law. Other New Eng-
land colonies very early passing some
form of forest or fire legislation were
New Hampshire, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island, most of the laws provid-

ing for an open season for setting fires.

Rhode Island prohibited the setting of

fires in the woods except from March
10 to May 10, and on Saturdays and
Sundays within this period.

Damages or Stripes.

New York, under the Duke's Laws,
published in 1665, likewise forbade set-

ting fires out in the woods or commons
or on one's own lands, and the person
so doing should be liable for one and a

half times the damage, and in default

should receive stripes. New Jersey
and Pennsylvania passed forest fire

laws in 1683, and Delaware, as a sepa-

rate colony, in 1739; North Carolina,

in the acts of 1777, went on record

against fires, stating that forest fires

were "destructive to cattle and hogs,
extremely prejudicial to soil, and often-

times of fatal consequence to planters
and farmers by destroying their fences
and other improvements." Here we
get a new point of view—that forest

fires were injurious to the soil, and
therefore to planters and farmers—but
nothing was said of the destruction of

the timber. The North Carolina laws
went more into the details of the pen-
alties, stating that any vagrant, slave,,

free negro, or mulatto unable to pay
the fine, should "receive on his bare
back 39 lashes, well laid on." Would
that such a Federal law existed to-

day ! Our fire organizations and plans
would be useless.

Laws Far Afield.

Not only did the early colonies real-

ize the disadvantages of fires in the

forests, but provided restrictions on
shipping lumber, the felling and not
using of timber, restrictions in the cut-

ting of timber for one's personal use,

prevention of timber trespass, cutting

of timber on another's land, etc.

Typical of the name which he gave
to the State, William Penn published
a document in England which, among
other wise things, declared that care

must be taken to leave one acre of

trees for every five acres cleared

;

whether the selection, clear-cutting, or

strip-system, was to be followed rec-

ord sayeth not.

Maryland, in 1692, granted certain

free use of timber to any one who
would build a mill. The General As-
sembly of Virginia, in a letter dated

March 28, 1628, to the King, advised

him that pipestaves, barrel boards, and
clapboards, as well as pitch and tar,

could be procured in great abundance,
but that the 'freight was too high! Not
until 1752 did Virginia recognize the

need for timber inspection, although
Massachusetts Colony had provided

for, for barrel staves for export from-

Virginia to Madeira and the West In-

dies, the Virginians probably being

brought to realize the importance of

havins: good, solid barrel-stave mate-

rial from having suffered a loss of many
gallons of good old Madeira in its long

journey across the Spanish Main.
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The bulletin tells us that the stand-

ard cord measure, as used to-day, was
fixed by the Massachusetts Bay Colony
in 1647, being adopted later by practi-

cally all the other colonies.

Tar Manufacture.

The British Crown early manifested
an interest in the timber and timber-
product resources of the colonies. Con-
necticut in 1644 granted two men the

privilege of making tar under certain

restrictions in the colony, although
later some of the inhabitants made a

complaint on account of the disagree-

able smell of the tar near their homes.
Thus in 1644 began the American na-

val stores industry. In 1671, Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony granted a com-
pany a ten-year monopoly "to make
for sale pitch, rozin, turpentine, oyle of

turpentine of the pine or cedar trees."

"With a view to establishing a per-

manent source of naval stores within
its own dominions, the British Parlia-

ment in 1704 passed an act which
placed bounties on tar, pitch, rozin, tur-

pentine, hemp, masts, yards, and bow-
sprits imported from the American col-

onies into Great Britain. For the

preservation of trees fit for the pro-

duction of naval stores, this act im-
posed a fine of five pounds for the of-

fence of cutting or destroying a pitch

pine tree or a tar tree, under 12 inches
in diameter, 3 feet from the ground,
not within a fence or an actual inclo-

sure, within the colonies of New
Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, and
New Jersey, and fixed a fine of ten

pounds for the offence of wittingly or
willingly firing any woods or forest in

which there were trees prepared for

the making of pitch or tar, without first

giving notice to the person who had
prepared the trees for the making of

pitch or tar, in any of the said colo-

nies.

Regulate Gracing.

Nor were the interests of the colo-

nies confined to forest fires, timber in-

spection, and barrel staves, for as early

as 1739 the Massachusetts General
Court declared that great harm had
been done to the beech grass on the

shores of Cape Cod by cattle and
horses, and that as a result the sands
were drifting inland, causing great de-

struction, and thereupon prescribed a

fine of 40 shillings per head for each
neat cattle, horse, or mare that was
turned loose upon the meadows and
beaches of Truro. Thus we get the

first record of an attempt in America
to regulate grazing. And a stiff tres-

pass fee was wisely imposed

!

The Paper Making Art in Egypt

(The Egyptian Gazette.)

Egypt once kept the greater part of

Europe supplied with paper. At first,

it was made of the cellular pith of the

papyrus laid in strips side by side and
a further layer laid above the first

crosswise ; the whole was then damped
with Nile water and pressed. Later

the Arabs made paper from rags, and
among other names given to it was
"charta cuttunea," because it had a cot-

tony appearance, which gave rise to the

idea that at one time paper pulp was
made here from cotton wool. So

much paper was made and exported
from Alexandria at one time that the

Emperor Hadrian was particularly im-

pressed when he visited the city with
the great and flourishing trade in this

article.

It is strange to reflect that after hav-
ing been, as it were, the home of paper,

Egypt is to-day absolutely dependent
on her imports of this material. The
question naturally arises, Is it possible

for Egypt once more to make herself

at least partially independent in this

direction?
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Competition Keen.

Paper making is a highly specialized

industry, specialized in that every

maker keeps to certain lines, and de-

velops his plant to produce out of the

material at hand certain quantities at

the cheapest rate. He is unable to

compete if he tries to produce too many
kinds at his mill. This is particularly

noticeable in the enormous develop-

ment in the last twenty years of the

news mills, where every detail of the

huge modern plants is arranged for

making one quality of paper only. In

such a mill there would be, perhaps,

five or six machines, each turning out

every minute of the twenty-four hours

of the day 750 feet of paper in a width

on each machine of 150 to 180 inches.

From forest to breakfast table, the

production of the newspaper is a ro-

mance of the highest order. Yet these

same specialist mills would be all at

sea if they were expected to produce a

sheet of, say, ledger or tissue paper.

The result of such an attempt, even if

the managers knew the requirements

of the market, would be to turn the

whole mill in about five minutes into

a huge waste paper basket.

Experiments Unavailing.

If, as was remarked above, the pa-

per makers endeavor to produce out of

the material nearest at hand, what ma-
terial is there in Egypt to induce the

mianufacture of this necessary article

in the country? Cannot such mate-
rial as rice, straw, sugar cane stalks,

banana leaves, etc., be used?
Experts have, for many years, ex-

perimented with all classes of plants
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in order to test their value as a paper
making material, and much valuable

information has been gathered from
these experiments. But after a cer-

tain stage of experiment has been
reached the same impasse is always ar-

rived at. The fibre of a plant may,
under treatment, yield a beautiful cel-

lulose pulp desirable in every way, but
further investigations prove that the

amount procurable is too small and un-
certain, and the difficulties of collection

and transport prevent the develop-

The Tragedy of the
Empty Bottle

It is a real tragedy to find the bottle empty when you need Bovril.

You may want Bovril quickly in illness. You may need it badly for the

meal you are cooking—for your soup or your stew. So keep Bovril at

hand.
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ment of the scheme into a commercial
success. Furthermore, the competi-
tion of the wood pulp mills is always in

the way.

Municipal Forestry.

Forestry can never appeal to indi-

vidual enterprise on a large scale, says
the Toronto "Globe" 'in a recent arti-

cle. Returns are too slow. As a na-

tional enterprise of the highest impor-
tance it is gaining recognition, and
there is a tendency among some Amer-
ican cities to take advantage of its

many possibilities. With the excep-
tion of the vicinity of the Great Lakes,
the world's largest reservoir of pure
fresh water, cities must have water
supplies from available drainage or

watershed areas. These can be devot-

ed to forestry with advantage from a

sanitary point of view, and also with
profit when the trees begin to mature.
Where convenient, the forested area

can also be made to serve as public

parks. The city of Fall River, Mass.,
began in 1909 to plant trees in Watup-
pa Pond Reservation. There are

3,232 acres of land belonging to the

municipality in a natural forest condi-

tion, and 1,552 acres suitable for refor-

esting. The trees are supplied by the

State Forestry Bureau. The Metro-
politan Water Board, which represents
Boston and other cities in this matter,

has planted, chiefly in the Wachusetts
Reservation, about 1,800 acres with for-

est trees. In six years the State for-

estry service has furnished to the cities

of the State a sufficient number of trees

to cover 1,481 acres, and it is estimated
that 15,000 acres in city reservoir

tracts have been put under some kind
of forest treatment. Massachusetts
has gone beyond the use of watershed
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reservations for this purpose. An Act
was passed by the Legislature three
years ago permitting cities to buy land
to be kept distinctly as forests, quite
aside from water purposes. There are
now several of these city forests in ex-
istence.

Elsewhere in the United States the
same tendency exists. In ten large
and middling-sized cities forest do-
mains aggregating over 150,000 acres
are maintained, and it is probable that
municipal forests comprise 250,000
acres. Newark, N.J., has a forest of
22,000 acres, and in time the whole of
it may be scientifically forested. Hart-
ford, Conn., has a forest property of

4,000 acres, which is being developed
for timber production. Here are ex-
amples for Canadian cities. Winni-
peg's water development may be made
to serve a double purpose. Eve nTo-
ronto's suburban ravines, though un-
suited and unnecessary lor water sup-
ply, might serve the dual purpose of
timber production and park systems.
Municipal trading has many critics,

often unreasonable, but municipal re-

foresting should be made a possibility
where Provincial authority is neglect-
ing its duty in that regard and falling
behind in the march of progress."

Editor's Note: The laws of Ontario
permit the establishing of municipal
forests, but no municipality has seen
fit to take advantage of the privilege,
common as are the examples in Europe
and the United States.

Game Sanctuaries.

By E. R. Kerr.

The system of Game Sanctuaries for
the bringing back of mild life is badly
needed and desired because it will
bring back some of the vanished game.
This system would take nothing

from the public domain. It would
not change the legal status of one acre
of public land, except by protecting the
game upon it from being killed.

It would sequestrate no agricultural
lands and no grazing lands. The
areas in view for these sanctuaries are
the wild, remote, rugged and now use-
less regions, utterly useless for agricul-
ture and for grazing. Any settler

who goes into such a region to live is

doomed to perpetual poverty because
he cannot conquer steep mountain-sides
and V-shaped valleys.

It is not the part of wisdom to let
those now desolate regions forever re-
main desolate. Even the sheepmen
and cattlemen admit this,—so far as
heard from.

If the people, during our last cam-
paign, had not said that they desired
these sanctuaries and all that they will
do for Ontario, we would not now be
working on the establishment of Game
sanctuaries and the organizing of pro-
tective societies or bodies throughout
the Province. No one has been asked
to try and "rush" legislation through
the House.

This whole matter is proposed to the
Legislature on a basis of absolute good
faith. It is not intended as an "enter-
ing wedge" for big appropriations and
a lot of new high-salaried positions;
but eventually it will cost a very small
sum of money per year. If the plan
is not worth a small sum of money
each year, it is not worth considering.
We call it real, "constructive conserva-
tion," on a large scale, at practically no
extra cost.

If at any time the people of Ontario
decide that the public welfare demands
the breaking up of sanctuary areas, and
their opening to settlement and land
speculation, then "let the tail go with
the hide,' 'and deconsecrate and break
up the game sanctuaries at the same
time. I can stand it if all the other
sportsmen can.

Many men and boys in Ontario will
be affected by the proposed sanctuary
plan of bringing back wild life. Many
men and boys go hunting each year,
and kill game—if they can find any.
To them this sanctuary plan means a
continuation of legitimate sport.—Re-
produced from "Rod and Gun."

Against Xmas Tree Export.

The following letter reached the
Journal from a prominent Ontario
lumberman

:

"So many millions of young ever-
greens are cut each fall, and sections
of the north country are devastated,
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can
be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be
attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft
Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a
lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

flywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 3% H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycIe type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the
2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles
an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 1915 models will be found
in the new 1916 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A. BROAD STREET, NEW YORK.

that I feel action should be taken to

stop it.

"Not only are small trees taken in

tens of thousands, but quite nice sized
young trees are cut down for their

tops and the body left for a fire trap.

"The Government does not reap any
reward either for the trees taken off

the public domain, nor from an export
duty, but a lot of swipers reap a rich

harvest. Many hundreds of cars are
shipped each year. I think it should
be stopped. M. C."

Substitutes For Wood Pulp.

According to press despatches the
Germans are substituting paper made
from nettles for the ordinary paper
made from wood-pulp. This is noth-
ing new. says Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine. From all parts of the world, al-

most from the time when paper was
first made, there have come reports re-

garding substitutes for wood. In
turn, announcements have been made
that paper made from straw would re-

place wood
;
paper from corn stalks

;

from cotton hulls and from various
kinds of grasses.

"Niagara

to the Sea"

The Premier

2 Water Vacation

Enjoy the famous 800 mile Niagara to
the Sea trip through America's greatest
and most interesting vacation wate' way.

The service on our palatial steamers is

unexcelled, leaving Niagara Falls or To-
ronto for Kingston, Thousand Islands
ports—through the St. Lawrence Rapids
to Montreal, quaint old Quebec, Murray
Bay, Tadousac and the famous Saguenay
River. Trip may be started at any point.
Stopovers allov.ed en route. Every min-
ute full of enjoyment.

Our beautifully illustrated booklet "Ni-
agara to the Sea" tells all about this de-
lightful vacation trip. With your request
enclose six cents to cover postage.

Canada Steamship Lines
Limited

R. & O. Building. Montreal

or any Ticket A^ent
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It is quite true that paper can be
made from these various commodities,
but the cost of providing it in commer-
cial quantities is so great as to prohibit
the development of any such industry.
Doubtless, the Germans are hard put
to and will be forced to substitute many
inferior commodities for the materials
they formerly used. This will be true
not only of paper making, but in con-
nection with munitions and all kinds of
industry.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine has
no great fears that a substitute will be
found for wood pulp, so in our opinion
possessors of valuable timber and pulp
forests can go to sleep at nights with-
out worrying. Wood is stil Isupreme
for paper making.

Approximately 330,000 cords of wood
waste with a value of $1,400,000, were
utilized by 35 of the 200 pulp and paper
mills of the United States. It is

thought that as the price of cord wood
goes up, the amount of wood waste
used will become greater.

2.000.000 envelopes and 5,000,000 let-

terheads have been sent to the Mexican
border for use of United States troops.

One ton of coniferous wood waste
will produce from fifteen to twenty-five
gallons of 190-proof alcohol.

The farm woodlots of the United
States contain about 10 per cent, of the
total standing timber in the country.

The bark of black oak, or "yellow
oak" as it is often called on account of

the color of the inner bark, is now used
for dye-making.

From Toronto "Globe."

"It is most deplorable that the lesson

o fthe recent fire disaster is passing un-
heeded by the Ontario Government.
That the clay-belt fire in July last was
the third most serious fire catastrophe

in the history of the continent is point-

ed out by the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation in a circular appealing for the

adoption of efficient protective mea-
sures. Ontario has made no such
move toward the adoption of effective

measures, although she has suffered

the greatest of recent disasters. Such
neglect is simply intolerable."

\

I

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood
structures by photomicrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany car

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most idgal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-

count of its production.
Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N. Y

ASK FOR

L ^

Any Member of the C. F. A.
Can have the Canadian Forestry

Journal sent free for three months to

any person regarded as a prospective

new member.

Please send in names and addresses

without delay.
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When you go into the woods do

you meet friends or strangers ?

Your everyday contact with trees in town or country can be

turned into a delightful adventure if you are equipped with a

copy of

"THE TREE GUIDE "

By J. E. Rogers,

(Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.),

describing all trees east of the Rockies, in Canada and the United

States.

This is an unusually complete and handsome volume. It

contains 265 pages, and is bound in rich green leather, with title

stamped in gold.

The size SYa inches long, 3^ wide—is a valuable feature, as

the book can be thrust into a side pocket. A complete index

makes reference easy.

Over 240 Photogrephic

illustrations, with

32 in Natural Colors

TREE
GUIDE

by

Julia Ellen Rogers

Each copy packed in a neat box.

You will find this a companionable volume on your next

tramp. It is equally interesting as a reliable reference on your

library table-

The price is $1-30, which includes postage and duty charges.

'BOOK DEPARTMENT, CANADIAN FORESTRY JOURNAL

119 Booth Building OTTAWA
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Send Your

Photographs
FOR

tIalf-Tones

PHOTO ENGRAVINGS TOR

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES

AND EINE PRINTING

HERE ARE OUR PRICES:—

Coarse, medium and fine screen half-tones on zinc, square
finish, 10 cents per square inch, with a minimum charge of $1.00.

Copper half-tones, square finish, 15 cents per square inch,

with a minimum charge of $2.00.

Linecuts, 8 cents per square inch, with a minimum charge
of 80 cents.

A reasonable charge for art work if it is necessary to take

out back-grounds, add decorations, etc.

Ovals, minimum size, 50 cents extra. Three or more coarse

or medium screen zinc half-tones of minimum size in one order,

75 cents each.

We are prepared to take care of color and other high-grade
work, such as may be required in catalogues.

We submit pencil sketches of cover designs or other layouts.

We develop films and enlarge snapshots at reasonable prices.

British and Colonial Press, L^imited
Toronto, Canada

Branch—Tribune Building, Winnipeg, Man.

A. C. BATTEN, General Manager.
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Victoria, B.C.,

September 27, 1916.

'The permit law was passed because it was felt that closer super-

vision of fires than was possible in any other way was necessary in a

forested country like British Columbia. In hazardous seasons all

permits already issued may be cancelled and the issue of new permits
refused until conditions are safer.

"The majority of settlers are protected from the careless or igno-

rant minority who would endanger not only themselves but the pro-

perty of their neighbors by promiscuous lighting of fires in dry periods

if their activities were not controlled.

"The system has worked extremely well, and is the greatest safe-

guard possessed by the settler in timbered regions. The holder of

timber lands also has reasonable assurance that his property is safe

from hazard which indiscriminate clearing fires would create.'
'

HON. W. R. ROSS,
Minister of Lands.

P. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTING FORESTER

NEW HAVEN, CONN.. U- S. A-

p. O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.
Eight years experience in prac-

tical forestry work of all sorts.

PHILIP T. COOLIDGE
FORESTER

Technical training and ten years
experience, in part with U. S.

Forest Service.

Timber Estimating and Mapping
Supervision of Lumbering Contracts

Surveying Forest Planting

Stetson Bldg., 31 Central Street,

BANGOR, MAINE.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes

Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

(Successors to Metropolitan Air Goods Co.)

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMFORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campcri,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-prooL

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht.

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free by

mentioning Canadian Forestry Journal.

ATHOL MANUFACTURING CO.,

ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.,

Dealers write
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A Newsy Issue.

In "The Outlaw" in the October
number of Rod and Gun Magazine,
which is now on the news-stands, H.
C. Haddon gives some intimate details

in the life of a family of wolves, which
the writer observed at first hand, from
the birth of the cubs up till the time
when one of their number became a

famous hunter and a destroyer of cattle

on the ranch of a Western farmer. In

"A Bull of Triple Creek" A. Ray Gid-
diiigs gives a dramatic account of a

fight between two bull moose, the hu-
man element being supplied by the two
trappers and a woman, the wife of one
of the trappers ,who witnessed the en-

counter between the two rival bulls,

and one of whom is narrowly rescued
from death. The Light That Saved,
Camp Magis, On the Trail of the

Wounded Bull Moose, A Story of Eggs
and Skins, and other articles besides

the regular departments, constitute an
interesting issue for the sportsman
whose thoughts at this time of the

year are turning to the opening of the

big game season. W. J. Taylor, Lim-
ited, Woodstock, Ont.. are publishers

of this representative Canadian publi-

cation.

R. O. SWEEZEY
B. Sc, M. Can. Soc. C.E.

FORESTRY ENGINEER AND
TIMBER CRUISER

164 St. James St. MONTREAL.

iVIIniature Construction
Landscape, Mechanical and Archi-
tectural Models, Topographical
Maps and Paintings,

for

SCHOOLS—COLLEGES—MUSEUMS
Government work a specialty

MORGAN BROS. CO., Inc.

iViOPEL iVIAKERS
Room 1650 Grand Central Terminal
Phone 7720 Murray Hill

NEW YORK CITY

n:0^^'>

IQ

Wm

QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

KINGSTON
ONTARIO

Arts Education

Applied Science
Including Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mech-

anical and Electrical Engineering.

Medicine
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine.

Home Study
The Arts Course may be taken by cor-

respondence, but students desiring to

graduate must attend one session.

GEO. Y. CHOWN
Registrar.

V /
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CHEWING TOBACCO

is the product of long experience in the manufac-

turing of chewing tobacco. Its numerous quaHties

can not be explained here, but you will find them

all in a plug of this wonderful chewing tobacco

Sold everywhere 10c. a plug
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Time to Move.

"It is noteworthy that Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Maine, and New Bruns-
wick have taken comprehensive mea-
sures to prevent further disasters by
organizing their forest patrol systems
on modern lines, building trails, look-

out towers, telephones, etc., as well as

carefully supervising settlers" clearing

fires, one of the worst sources of dan-

ger. Ontario, wliich has given the

continent its two most recent fire cat-

astrophes, has made no such move to

modernize her forest-guarding sys-

tem."—Toronto Star.

/"

White pine blister ru'st, which has

been engaging the attention of Provin-

cial Forester E. J. Zavitz in Ontario

most of the summer, has appeared near

Montreal, and Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief

Forester of Quebec, is ascertaining its

extent.

Any Member of the C. F. A.

Can have the Canadian Forestry

Journal sent free for three months to

any person regarded as a prospective

new member.

Pulls the
Lareesi

Siumps

Smith
Slump
Pullers

The Smith machine pull? the largest stump? at a cost of
5c each

.
Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER CO.. SMITH STA., U CRESCENT, MINN.

TRtES, SHRLBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

ORYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government. Etc.

Correspondence Frangaise.

Hill's Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

Forest Planters Guide Free.
The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialists

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

N

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the

School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY, Director

New Haven - Connecticut

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be
used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light

bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for

motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. SioSl^Yn%.Y.

\.
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The Association prepares and places through its Publicity Department, many hundreds of special

articles every year, reaching the Canadian Public through daily and weekly newspapers, weekly and

monthly magazines, including agricultural, financial, religious, literary, engineering, juvenile, and

practically all divisions of Canadian journalism.

Co-operates actively with forest protective associations, Government forest departments and

commercial organizations in distributing information on forest affairs to the Canadian public.

Campaigns for forest protection through its Publicity Department, the distribution of illustrated

literature to settlers, campers, etc., the presentation of lantern slide cartoons in motion picture the-

atres, and many other methods calculated to bring practical results.

Holds series of illustrated public lectures on forest protection in various sections of the Dominion.

Issues an illustrated monthly, "The Canadian Forestry Journal," which goes to 3,Soo members,

and to 200 Canadian editors by whom it is quoted extensively.

Holds conventions in various sections of the country to discuss local and general forest prob-

lems, and to arouse interest in public forest policies.

A Free Cartoon Service is supplied to newspapers, also a free "cut" service, campaigning for

forest protection through interesting illustrations.

These are a few of the concerns of the Canadian Forestry Association.

Support is entirely from voluntary sources. The Association is not identified with any Govern-

ment or special interest whatever.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK.

Secretary. Canadian Forestry Associaition,

305 Booth Building, Ottawa.

I hereby accept membership in the Canadian Forestry

Association entitling me to a year's subscription to the Canadian

Forestry Journal and all other publications. I enclose $ _

Class of Membership.

Annual $i.oo

Contributing 5-oo

_ife 2500

t^Please designate class of membership preferred.



UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Best of facilities for definite in-

struction and supervision in Practi-
cal Forestry.

Surveying, cruising and construc-
tion work carried on in our own
tract of 3600 acres, with Forestry
Camp in the centre.

Competent men from the School at

present in demand to take up Forest
Survey work with the Provincial
Crown Land Department.

For further information address :

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

''Everything for the Forester'

I

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBEI
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS, TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

1 5^i;iiip^ rLJ"^^-^ O

^

Forestry Telephones
Bush fires cost millions annually, but

the loss is being reduced yearly by
stringent regulations and increased employ-
ment of Rangers. The Ranger's greatest
aid in effective fire fighting is

A Bush Telephone System, which pays
for itself by simplifying logging and driv-
ing operations and yet is

Always available in emergencies.
We have perfected jpecial apparatus foi

installation in permanent camps or look-
out stations and also for portable tele-
phones which the Rangers carry with them
on their rounds, with which they can mak<
instantaneous connections to the neares
forestry telephone line.

Write our nearest house for full par-
ticulars.

North(^rfi E/ectr/c Compatty

Montreal, Halifax, Toronto. Winnipeg
Regina Calgary Vancouver

^Northern ^Electric -Forest^Telephones-

Entered at the P.O., Kingston, Ont
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Eiderdown Robes-
SLEEPING BAGS

FOR CAMP, TRAIL OR FOREST

LIGHT, DURABLE, WATERPROOF

A robe you can use for a dozen purposes. A robe that has
been tried out, and in hundreds of cases has proven its superiority

over other makes and brands. The biggest value for the money
and greater value than you can get for two or three times the

price in other makes.

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TO-DAY

MARTAA/OODS
LIMITED W W CANADA

Universal Providers to the British Empire.

OTTAWA, MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG

UNIVERSITY or TORONTO
AND

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
WITH WHICH ARE FEDERATED

ST. MICHAEL'S, TRINITY AND VICTORIA COLLEGES

FACULTIES OF ARTS, MEDICINE,
APPLIED SCIENCE, HOUSEHOLD
SCIENCE, EDUCATION, FORESTRY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICE.
THE FACULTY OF FORESTRY OFFERS
A FOUR-YEAR COURSE, LEADING TO
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF

SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

For information, apply to the Registrar of the University, or to the

Secretaries of the respective Faculties.
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A scene in woods operations of the 224th Canadian Forestry Battalion in the North of Scotland.

pine shown here is about 150 years old.

The

In Scotland with the Canadian
Forestry Battalion

A Running Description of Unique Conditions Encountered

by the Khaki Woodsmen from the Dominion

B\ D. H. Smith.

Perhaps one of the most interesting

emergency committees arising out of

the world war is that of "The Home-
grown Timber Committee," which had
its rise in the Department of Agricul-

ture in the British House of Com-
mons.
As the vastness of the war began to

impress itself upon the minds of our

statesmen, and the submarine tactics

of Germany became a factor in the

struggle, the Government was brought
face to face with the problem of the

supply of the great quantities of tim-

ber products required to carry on oper-

ations in France. The submarines of

Germany were causing trouble on the

sea, and bottoms were fast becoming
too scarce to permit of large lumber
shipments. The American firms,

while anxious for orders for lumber
from our Governments, were not in a

position to contract to lay the mate-
rial down in Europe owing to the ab-

sence of an adequate American mer-
chant marine. Norwav and Sweden
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were not willing to impoverish their

own supply by meeting too large a de-

mand. Hence the British Government
were forced to look for their supply

within their own forests, and it was
these conditions which led to the crea-

tion of "The Home-grown Timber
Committee." as we have it to-day. This
committee was to procure timber when
and where it could in the British Isles,

and for this purpose they were given

the right to confiscate.

Solving the Labor Problem.

Upon large tracts of timber being
procured, the Committee were met by
the problem of getting labor for its

manufacture. Men were brought
from Ireland, and operations started

in various parts of the country. Ger-
man prisoners and coolies were also

employed in this manner, but the de-

mand continued to be greater than the

supply, and it was at this point that

the 224th Canadian Forestry Battalion,

of which the writer is a member, was
brought into existence. As has been
already stated in your columns, this

battalion came over to Britain last

spring, bringing with them a full

equipment of mills, waggons, cant

hooks, axes, etc., all ready for the bush.

Part of the men and equipment were
started working in England, and the

remainder came to Scotland, of which
it is our intention to speak.

Forests Clean as Parks.

One of the first things which strikes

the "Colonial" upon entering the

wooded areas here is the absence of

windfalls and underbrush, the ground
being clean like a park. This condi-

tion is largely due to the fact that

areas are reforested ones, and the

stands for the most part are as yet far

from mature, and are in a very healthy
condition. The stands are composed
nearly altogether of lodgepole pine and
larch. One can see some white birch

and a little white fir in certain locali-

ties.

On one of the operations where cut-

ting is being carried on the stands are

of two ages, i.e., sixty-five and one hun-
dred and fifty years. At sixty-five years
of age the pine may give ten thousand
B. M. per acre, considering the close-

ness of utilization, while the hundred
and fifty year-old stand should yield

about twenty thousand B. M. One
hundred and ten trees to the acre seems
to be about the average.

Larch Reproducing Well.

The larch appears to be reproducing
very well from its own seed, but of

course there is no reproduction from
the pine. The British Government
advances money to landlords for re-

foresting purposes at a rate of 2y2%.
Approximate cost of reforesting an
acre in Scotland is £25, and from ob-

servations on an operation it can be

seen that at sixty-five years of age an
acre will give an approximate return of

£50. Taxes on wooded areas must
be considered in any such computa-
tions.

Methods of Felling.

In felling, the trees are of course cut

close to the ground, and every part of

the tree is utilized. The trunk is cut

in the following manner: Up to 10" in

diameter and 9' in length for ties

(sleepers) ; from 10" down to 7" in di-

ameter for logs ; from 7" down to 3" in

diameter for pit props, and from 3" to
1" for firewood. Thus to the "Colo-

nial" mind a logging operation here

seems more like a land-clearing opera-

tion at home. The standing timber

has been purchased on a basis of a shil-

ling per cubic foot, which figures out

to $25.25 per thousand feet board mea-
sure.

Ties are in the greatest demand at

present, as they are used not only for

railroads but also in the moving of the

big guns, being laid end for end, also

in setting up these guns. They are

cut 9' in length, and are sawn in several

sized faces, from 6". A tie is worth
$1.75 in England to-day. Pit props,

which are used in mining operations

at the front, and for erecting wire en-

tanglements, and in the revetment of

trenches, are not in great demand at

present, in comparison with ties.

Scotch Sazv Mills.

The Canadians mills in use are semi-

portable ones, cutting from 20 to 30
thousand feet B. M. per day. A Scotch
mill, with a capacity of from 3 to 5
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thousand feet B. M. per day, is utilized

on some operations.

These Scotch mills are a source of

amusing interest to the Canadian lum-

ber jack. The engine sits on top of

the boiler, And the mill is driven by
a fly wheel. The logs are fed to the

saw on a platform which lies on rollers.

These rollers are forced to turn by a

man turning a crank, and the platform

is pushed forward, thus causing the

log to go forward against the saw.

Some mill

!

Everywhere one turns in England
and Scotland one sees large areas of

shrubbery and of trees of little value

from a commercial point of view,

areas which might be contributing in a

goodly measure to the nation's demand
for timber if planted in proper species.

This is especially so in England, and
yet, if it had not been for the action

of landlords years ago in planting the

areas we are now cutting, the timber

problem would be a serious one in-

deed. Whether the land owners

were actuated in the matter by a far-

sightedness or merely as a hobby to

have wooded areas as a place for game,
it is difficult to say, but one thing is

certain that as soon as the war is over
the British Government will put into

force a permanent and comprehensive
forestry policy which will ensure re-

production of commercial sppcies of

timber on at least the areas now being
cut over.

The Future Market.

Of course Canadians would like to

see this timber supplied from our own
vast and superior forests, but we may
well take time to consider that if the

abnormal demand created by the war
is being supplied in Britain, more of

the normal demand in peace times must
of necessity be supplied by Canada, as

the reserves are being used up in

Britain. Thus we see that the subma-
rine warfare has not caused us to lose

our market for the supply of this tim-

ber, but rather caused its postpone-
ment.

Forest Fires in Manitoba.

(Winnipeg Telegram, Oct. 27, 1916.)

As a result of the loss of two hun-

dred and sixty-two lives in forest fires

in Ontario last summer, the govern-

ment of that province is now consider-

ing the advisability of adopting regula-

tions to prevent a recurrence of the

disaster. It is probable that Ontario

will imitate the example of Quebec

and British Columbia in requiring set-

tlers to take out a permit before burn-

ing the slash and deadwood on their

clearings. Such permits are not is-

sued in the dry season nor under cir-

cumstances where there is danger of

the fire spreading.

The Canadian Forestry Association

has issued a leaflet giving a number of

excellent reasons why a similar policy

should be adopted in Manitoba. Peo-
ple are not accustomed to think of

Manitoba as a forest province, but as a

matter of fact it contains quite exten-

sive timber areas which are gradually

being penetrated by settlers, and, un-

less precautions are taken in time,

there will some day be just such a holo-

caust as has caused so much suffering

and financial loss in Ontario.

It is found by experience that a per-

mit law actually facilitates settlement

and that where it has been tried the set-

tlers quickly appreciate its advantages
as safeguarding their homesteads from
dansrerous conditions. As a further

consideration it is to be remembered
that in northern Manitoba much of the

soil is non-agricultural, and if stripped

of its forest by haphazard fires the loss

will be practically permanent.

Presumably the Canadian Forestry

Association has brought, or will bring,

the matter to the attention of the

Manitoba provincial administration.

W'ithout raising the question of who
should pay the cost of protecting our

natural resources, it is the manifest

duty of the province to look after the

safety of settlers. The expense in-

volved would not be large, and the

benefit accruing would ultimately be

very great.
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Better Protection for Western Forests

Governments Asked to Stop Needless Destruction by Settlers*

Clearing Fires—A Promise of Improved Conditions

The effect of the war in bringing Ca-
nadians to appraise natural resources

from the point of view of broad public

interest has had its share in the im-

proved relations of the prairie pro-

vinces toward their local timber posses-

sions. Beyond any doubt, the West
is coming to see that irrespective of

questions of eventual provincial con-
trol, the guarding of the forest assets

plays into the hands of the Western
people, while forest neglect through
indifference of local or federal govern-
ments collects its toll from within the

provincial boundaries. Despite an im-
pression to the contrary, the Dominion
Government makes no gain on a year's

operations of the Western forests, but
is out of pocket many thousands
of dollars for protection and admin-
istration. Without taking sides on
the claim of the provinces for control

of natural resources, it is manifest that

the forests must continue for many
years a financial liability on whatever
government undertakes their manage-
ment, and that thorough protection
from fire and all forms of waste at the
present day can have only a good re-

sult, the enhancement of an essential

public asset throughout Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan, and Alberta, thereby in-

creasing the quantity and cheapening
the costs of the local wood supplies,

and finally making a large and perma-
nent contribution to the public reve-

nues.

While one might point to many most
necessary reforms in the handling of

the Western timber lands. Govern-
ment toleration of such disadvantages
can be ended only by a vigorous and
well-informed public opinion. The
pressure must come from the W^est it-

self. If the political patronage system
is playing hob with the efficient admin-
istration of the forests, as who mav

doubt, the protest must come from the
Western people who know the facts

at first hand and are most directly con-
cerned- In this great public service,

the Western members of the Canadian
Forestry Association are possessed to-

day of a fine opportunity. They real-

ize the necessity for better conditions,

and have plenty of public spirit to im-
press their enlightened ideas upon
tard}- administrations. Only continual
publicity and agitation will set aright

the forest policies affecting the West.
W^rong methods, extravagant systems,
have their consent in public ignorance.

Education puts them to flight.

A First Step.

A few weeks ago the Canadian For-
estry Association set out to obtain at

least an elementary concession in the

interests of fire prevention in the tim-

bered lands of Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan, and Alberta. We refer to the

adoption of a form of "burning permit"
law which would keep down the losses

from settlers' clearing fires in all tim-

bered areas.

It is well known that most of the

new immigration is homesteading in

the northern forest-covered lands.

That introduces the same sort of fire

peril as startled the country through
the Claybelt Horror of North Ontario
last summer. The settler must use
fire to clear his land. No one seeks

to deny him that right, but clearing

fires are points of grave danger to hu-
man life and to public-owned timber
properties. The greater part of the

northern areas has no soil fit for farm-
ing, and if the millions of acres are to

be kept out of absolute desert, they
will have to be retained under timber
crops. In other words- the farmer
must arrange to employ fire for its le-

gitimate purpose, namely, clearing his
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BURNED JACK PINE, STURGEON RIVER DISTRICT, SASKATCHEWAN.

land for field crops, but he must not be

allowed to burn off neighboring lands

of no use for field crops and profitable

only under timber. That seems a

very reasonable business proposition.

Damage Through Settlers.

The fires of settlers have been the

main source of forest destruction

throughout the West. Rangers have
had no authority to prevent them, and
have been forced to take responsibility

for numerous damaging fires which
could have been nipped in the first

place by simple restrictions on the

careless settler.

The Provincial Governments have
full authority to devise and enforce a

law along lines somewhat similar to

the "permit law" in Quebec, British

Columbia, Nova Scotia, and part of

New Brunswick, penalizing a settler

who lights a clearing fire in the danger
season without first obtaining a "per-

mit" from a ranger. This permit
stipulates^ several reasonable precau-
tions such as selection of proper wea-
ther conditions, piling brush away from
standing timber, vigilance in guarding
against spread, etc.

If the Provincial Governments pre-

fer to give the administration into the

hands of the Dominion Forestry
Branch, the "Journal" understands that

this condition would be acceptable, and
further that the Dominion Forestry
Branch would place on duty sufficient

extra rangers to make the issuing of

permits convenient to the settlers. This
would relieve the provinces of most
of the expense in putting the new law
into operation.

Dr. Roche's Good Work.

An excellent move in the matter of

overcoming fire hazards in .forested

lands of the West was made by the
Minister of the Interior, Hon. W- J.

Roche, recently, when he authorized
a proviso in all future homestead pat-

ents that settlers in timbered country
must not set clearing fires without per-
mits from officers of the Dominion For-
estry Branch. This safeguard will

take care of the fire troubles of future
settlements. But the present body of
settlers in the danger zone must be
covered by an enactment of the pro-
vincial governments.

Scores of Western members of the
Canadian Forestry Association have
written, at our suggestion, to their lo-

cal representatives in the Legislatures,
also the Ministers of Agriculture, ex-
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' pressing support of the Association's letters is incalculable in holding up the
proposals. We urge similar action hands of the provincial authorities will-

upon all our members residing in the ing to accede to sensible public de-
prairie provinces. The effect of such mands.

AMOUNT OF TIMBER IN PRAIRIE PROVINCES.
(From Address, "Timber in Canada," by R. H. Campbell, Director of Forestry,

Ottawa, delivered at San Francisco, 1915.)

Province Total Land Area. Estimated saw Estimated
timber area. stand.

Alberta 161,000,000 acres 5,416,000 acres 21,000,000,000

board feet.

Saskatchewan 155,764,080 acres 3,584,000 acres 14,000,000,000

board feet.

Manitoba 148,432,640 acres 1,920.000 acres 6,850,000,000

board feet.

In the Forest Reserves.

Alberta 16,711,776 acres

Saskatchewan 6,197,707 acres

Manitoba 2,606,400 acres

Population per
square mile.

Belgium 652.

France 189.5

Germany 310-4

Switzerland 234.8

Sweden 32.4

Russia in Europe 64.6

Percentage ot

total area.

14.00

3.97

1.75

Percentage of total

area in permanent
forest.

18.3

18.7

25.9

22.7

47.8

31.0

1
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Oregon Fire Losses $500.

Oregon, which enjoys modern for-

est protection, suffered practically no

'oss from forest fires this year, accord-

ing to State Forester Elliott, despite

the fact that the timbered and brush

area owned by the government and pri-

vate individuals and companies com-

prises approximately 22,000,000 acres.

The entire damage from fires. Mr. El-

liott says, will be less than $500. Last

year the loss on privattiy-owned tim-

ber lands totaled $29,000.

Oregon has 13,125,000 acres within

the National Forests, of which about

10,000,000 acres is commercial timber

land. There are 10,000,000 acres of

privately-owned timber land patroled

by the state and timber owners. In

addition to this area there are approxi-

mately 2,000,000 acres of brush land in

the southern part of the state.

"A total of 114 fires were reported to

our office in July and the first part of

August, 52 of them being in Jackson

and Josephine counties. These fires

were extinguished without damage of

consequence."

A SETTLER'S CLEARING IN THE TIMBERED COUNTRY OF SMOKY RIVER VALLEY,
ALBERTA.
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GROWTH IN VALUE OF EXPORTS OF FOREST PRODUCTS
For the first eight months of the present year, January to August, inclusive,

the increase is 18 per cent, as compared with 1915, and 25 per cent, as compared

with 1914:
1913. 1914. 1915. 1916.

January $1,983,980 $2,159,088 $1,811,049 $3,243,360

February 2,212,485 1,961,206 2,342,590 2,595,420

March 2,359,351 2,694.986 3,440,941 3,247,691

April 1,869,715 1,847,739 1,929,440 2,287,939

May 3,039.563 3.296,455 3,487,103 4,174,038

June 4,323,636 4,511,249 4,904,152 5,846,672

July 4,938,716 5,097.065 5,876,784 7,257,805

August 5,063,551 4,256,635 5,846.897 6,209,357

September 5,347,458 4.945,471 6,527,625

October 4,505,067 4,935,715 5,503.343

November 4,107.090 3,439.970 4,556,502

December 2,782,061 2,698,804 3,553,083

Totals $42,532,673 $41,871,383 $49,779,509 *$34,862,282

*Eight months.

White Pine Endangered by Disease

During the past summer several in- ers and other official representatives

spectors under direction of Mr. E. J. from New Hampshire, Vermont, New
Zavitz, Provincial Forester of Ontario, york. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and
have conducted a systematic examma-

Massachusetts, met at Fall River,
tion of areas of the provmce infected '

, ^r ,

with blister rust, a dangerous disease Massachusetts, on September 25, at the

of White Pine. The results of their invitation of the Massachusetts State

work are now being prepared for publi- Board of Agriculture, to examine a se-

cation in the annual report of the De- rious outbreak of the white pine blister

partment of Lands, Forests and Mines, rust on native white pine. This ex-

The disease has been found in several amination proved plainly to all that the

points throughout the older part of the blister rust is a deadly enemy of the

province, in Simcoe, Durham, Welling- white pine.

ton and Victoria counties ; the latter Reports given by the representatives

are said to be of limited scope and from of the states showed that the white pine

present appearances can be eradicated, blister rust is already widely prevalent

The most seriously diseased area is throughout the New England States

along the Niagara Peninsula, and in and eastern New York, and as this dan-

this region action to overcome the gerous disease uses the currant and

trouble presents a difficult problem, gooseberry as a host plant to grow
During the fall and winter a consider- upon, and spreads very rapidly from

able number of pine will be taken from currant to currant and from the cur-

diseased areas- The Minister, Hon. rant to the pine, it was the unanimous
G. H. Ferguson, is giving every aid to opinion of all present that, as the only

the solution of the problem. way to avert the impending catas-

The following bulletin issued by the trophe and save the white pine would
Massachusetts State Board of Agricul- be through a complete destruction of

ture is informing: all currant and gooseberry bushes and
Trouble in the U. S. flowering currants, the public should

State nursery inspectors, state forest- be given this information at once.
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New Ways of Taking Dollars from
Forest Waste

How Forest Possessions Are Being Increased by Making

One Tree Do What Two Did B^ore

By Frank J. Hallauer,

In Charge, Section of Review, Forest Product Laboratory, Madison, Wis.,

U. S. A.

(In view of the excellent work being

accomplished by the Forest Products

Laboratories at Montreal, the follow-

ing article describing the far-reaching

activities of the Forest Products Labo-

ratory at Madison, Wisconsin, will be
of great interest to our readers.—Ed.

The press is almost daily calling at-

tention to what jiecessity and science

are doing toward the development of

forest products abroad, products neces-

sary for feeding and clotTiing the peo-

ple, for safeguarding public health, hos-

pital supplies and ammunition for car-

rying on the war. The advantage of

the publicity which the war has given
to these developments lies in the fact

that we will have a greater apprecia-

tion for the possibilities in our own for-

est resources. It will probably be a

surprise to most people to learn that no
country, with the exception of Ger-
many, has made such a systematic ef-

fort at developing her forest resources

as has the United States. The Forests
Products Laboratory at Madison. Wis-
consin, established in 1910 by the For-
est Service of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, in co-opera-

tion with the University of Wisconsin,
was the first of its kind in the world.

Wood Uses in War.

Abnormal conditions have aroused
new interest in some lines of forest pro-

ducts, including the older products such

as charcoal, acetone, etc. Charcoal is

used in the manufacture of black pow-
ders and in driving bullets from shrap-
nel. The successful use of nitrocellu-

lose powders depends upon a solvent

which will probably gelatinize the ni-

trated fibres, and all the acetone em-
ployed as a solvent is made from acetic

acid, a product of hardwood distilla-

tion. Great Britain is dependent upon
the United States for acetone in pro-

ducing her cordite. Black walnut has
been the standard gunstock, and the

demand has so nearly exhausted our
supply that other woods, notably birch,

are being substituted. There is also

complaint of a shortage of willow for

wooden legs.

Even in times of so-called peace we
have battles to fight in which we are

dependent upon forest products. Dis-

infectants have found their place in the

sun as necessities of life, at least hu-

man life as against some other forms of

life, and it is worth while to point out

that pure wood alcohol is the only sub-

stance which can be converted on a

commercial scale into formaldehyde,
which is used universally for disinfec-

tion against such contagious diseases

as smallpox, scarlet fever, diphtheria

and tuberculosis. It is also used to

prevent crop diseases by disinfecting

the seeds.

Forests are of most immediate im-

portance, however, as a source of raw
material for our industries- Our for-
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est products industries employ over one est opportunity for conservation is in

million wage-earners and the products, the utilization of the other two-thirds,

including re-manufacture, are valued This conservation means the manufac-
roughly at two billion dollars annually, ture of a greater diversity of products
These industries have been cutting and a development of uses or markets
timber at three times the normal rate for these products. Briefly, that is the
of growth, and it is estimated that al- purpose of the Forest Products Labo-
ready 2,300 billion feet of the original ratory.

5,200 billion have been consumed. Such ^^ ^ Fertilizer
a rapid rate of consumption carried

with it the danger of a timber famine. The early practice of leaching wood
which would be killing the goose that ashes as a part of the home soapmaking

laid the golden egg. The timber fam- has disappeared, but it is now being

ine meant a loss in national wealth re- revived as a source of potash to offset

presented by this vast resource and an the shortage of fertilizer due to the

industry employing ten per cent, of our war.

wage-earners. In the Red River Valley of Texas
-.., , -, ,. ,^ the Indians long ago used osage orange
What Conservation Means.

^^^ ^^^-^^^ but it had never gained
Conservation in the utilization of our commercial recognition as a dyewood.

forest products has averted this end. Within the last year, however, the la-

We are doubling our forest resources boratory has succeeded in getting it

by making one tree do what two did into the market as a substitute for fus-

before. To illustrate

:

tic which we import from Jamaica and
The pulp mills and distillation plants Tehauntepec, and over a million dol-

will use woods and mill waste; lars' worth of this dye is now being
The lumberman will take twice as made by our American manufacturers,

much material from the woods as for- and this from mill waste.
merly; While making a chemical analysis

The life of turpentine operations of western larch it was noticed that

will be doubled by shallow chipping, there was an unusually high percent-

etc, etc. age of water-soluble- material. This
Such developments are no longer hy- was found to be "galactan." Now if

pothetical ; their practicability is actu- this material can be converted into a

ally being demonstrated ; for example, fermentable sugar, which seems prob-
one lumber company in the Lake States able, western larch would have a con-
region reports the removal of three siderable advantage over other woods
times the material from the forest and as a raw material for grain alcohol. The
the employment of twice the number laboratory has been working on the

of men formerly employed in produc- production of grain alcohol from wood
ing an equal amount of lumber. A for over five years, and has been suc-

lumber company in Pennsylvania— cessful in experimental work in raising

one of the most progressive in the the yield and lowering the cost of pro-

country—is securing from its waste a duction. The process has the advan-
gross return of $124 per acre, or thirty- tage in that it uses small material, un-
four per cent, of the total gross return selected, except that coniferous species

from its hemlock and hardwood logs. give higher yields than do hardwoods.
More intensive manufacture provides and to most- mills producing waste in

for industrial growth, which was pre- excess of their power requirements its

viously provided for by expansion of disposal means an actual expense,
lumbering operations. A natural in- The extraction of rosin from fat

crease in the value of a tree will make wood has not been particularly suc-

possible the practice of advanced for- cessful because of the excessive loss of

estry methods, which will react by in- solvent and because the rosin is only
creasing the products of the forest, medium grade. The wood is chipped
thus completing the cycle. before it is extracted, and these chips

With one-third of the tree coming after extraction were practically a

through the mill as lumber, the great- waste- Experiments at the laboratory
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have shown that if the chips are made
of the proper size they can first be put

through the extraction process as be-

fore and then converted into pulp.

Converting cellulose into a gelatin-

ous material known as viscose opens
up still another field of research for the

utilization of wood waste and adding
a new line of products running all the

way from sausage casings to tapestry.

Many of the "silk" socks, neckties and
fancy braids now on the market con-

tain artificial silk made from wood.

Employing Kraft.

Experimental kraft has been made at

the laboratory, using longleaf pine mill

waste, which compares favorably with
the best krafts on the market. Kraft
differs from other papers in that it is

much stronger, due to the less severe

action of the chemicals. It is brown.
like what we usually think of as wrap-
ping-paper. Large quantities of it

are used for that purpose, and it is par-

ticularly suitable for large envelopes.

It is used for book covers, for imitation

leather and for cardboard suitcases.

etc. Gummed strips are used in place

of string for tying packages. Cut
into strips, either with one side gum-
med and spread with a fine lint or used
plain, it is run into a spinning machine
and twisted into threads. This thread
is then woven into such products as

onion and cofifee bags, matting suit-

cases and bags, wall covering similar to

burlap, furniture resembling the reed,

coarse mattings, twine, etc. So far at-

tempts to make binder twine from kraft

have not been successful, but should
the diculties be overcome this alone
would provide for the utilization of a

large amount of wood waste and at the
same time build up a home industry
independent of foreign raw materials.

There is much of the work of the
laboratory which is of considerable im-
portance to the industries, but is of

less popular interest.

Over a hundred thousand tests have
been made on commercial American
timbers on which to base specifications

for timber construction. Supplement-
ing these tests, further tests on boxes
and barrels have resulted in a revision
of specifications of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission for containers for

shipping explosives.

It is estimated that sap stain causes

an annual loss of over $7,000,000,

which experiments have shown can be

prevented.

The wood-block pavement is fre-

quently objected to because of swelling

and bleeding. By bleeding is meant the
oozing of oil from the treated blocks.
Means are being developed for over-
coming both difficulties.

A study of the operative features in

a destructive distillation plant resulted

in one case in increased yields of pro-
ducts to the amount of $15,000 annual-
ly-

This is only representative of what
has been done in the comparatively few
years that forest products investiga-

tions have been under way- The per
capita consumption of lumber is gradu-
ally decreasing with increases in popu-
lation, whereas the per capita consump-
tion of other forest products, notably
paper, increases. These natural ten-

dencies and scientific investigation will

together operate toward complete utili-

zation of our forest resources, which,
as previously stated will mean much
for the economic and industrial welfare
of the country. It will not be neces-

sary to increase continually the annual
cut of timber, or the annual lumber
output, in order to maintain a normal
growth of industries dependent upon
the forests for their raw material.

Dyes from Osage Orange.

The manufacture of dyes from the

waste of osage orange wood has be-

come a commercial success as a result

of investigations. Carloads of wood
are now being shipped to eastern ex-

tract plans from Oklahoma^ and the

dye is being produced at the rate of

about $750,000 per year. ^Before the

establishment of this industry, the

waste of orange wood had no market

value and the extract plants were im-

porting dye wood from Mexico and

Central America.
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The Relation of Forests to Our
Civilization

A Survey of Past and Present with a Prophecy for the

Ethical Value of Forests

By Dr. Bernard E. Fernozv,

Dean of Forest School, University of Toronto.

(Article reproduced from University of California Journal of Agriculture.)

In a volume entitled "Inquirendo Is-

land," the author describes a commun-
ity, descendants of a ship-wrecked
crew, on a woodless island, iron being-

the only structural material and coal

the fuel. While such an existence is

thinkable, everybody who looks about
him and realizes to what extent wood
enters into our civilization will admit
that such existence would be full of in-

conveniences. Indeed, our civilization

is built on wood. From the cradle to

the coffin we are surrounded by wood
Next to food, wood is still the most
needful material, although in many di-

rections it has been supplanted by
metal, stone, cement, etc. Yet even
with all these substitutes, we are still

pretty nearly .correct in asserting that

no article of civilized life, whether of

food, shelter, clothing, of necessity,

convenience or decoration, is produced
or brought to the user without some-
where in the process relying on wood,
be it only to furnish the mold or pat-

tern or the handle of the tool with
which it is shaped, or the package in

which it is marketed.

It may be reasonably asserted that

especially'the beginnings of civilization

would have been greatly hampered by
the lack of wood ; they are made most
readily with wood- There are several

intrinsic reasons for this: wood is the

easiest material to shape, the simplest
tools suffice to give it form. It is

light, hence easy to transport, and, rela-

tively to its weight, strong. It is most

easily obtained and found, a natural
product over a large part of the globe.

The phenomenally rapid development
of our own country could hardly have
been attained but for the vast forest re-

sources which made it easy for the set-

tler to build his houses and barns and
to provide him with fuel. Even the
rapid development of the forestless

prairie became possible only 4:hrough
the ease with which wood materials

could be transported in wooden cars

over the wooden railway ties. The
splendid wood supply of our country
has also been largely responsible for

the rapid industrial development dur-

ing the first hundred years during
which wood was one of the cheapest
commodities.

Pulp and Printer's Ink.

Out of the many wood-using indus-

tries we might single out one which
most strikingly exhibits the increased

reliance on wood supplies. While in

1880 the consumption of pulpwood was
almost nominal, less than three hun-
dred thousan'd cords, twenty years later

the consumption had grown to two
million cords, and in ten years more
this had more than doubled, and at

present it has grown to around six

million cords, attesting to a most re-

markable growth in the consumption
of paper in a particular direction, with
the accompanying spread, let us

hope, of intelligence due to the printed

matter it has conveyed to the people.
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The timber wealth of the United
States has led in the past to extrava-

gant use of wood to a per capita con-
sumption which at one time exceeded
350 cubic feet, or eight times that of the

German people and twenty times that

of Great Britain, which latter country
has to import practically all her wood
materials and may therefore represent

the minimum which modern civiliza-

tion requires. This great timber
wealth has been reduced to more than
half its original greatness. The time
for curtailing our lavish wood con-
sumption has arrived.

lvalue of Substitutes.

But a few years ago we have begun
passing through our second period as

regards wood consumption ; the "inex-

haustible" supplies of natural woods
having been in some cases and places

nearly exhausted, prices having risen,

and the substitution of other materials
where possible having begun in ear-

nest. Just now the Federal Trade
Commission is trving to find Dut whv
news print paper has so advanced in

price, indeed trebled in the last six

years. The answer is easy. Raw sup-
plies of spruce wood, the main staple

for such paper, have been, within rea-

sonable distance of transportation to

the mills, reduced to such an extent
that the end of the operation of many
mills is in sight, and either the extent
of the paper industry will have to be
curtailed or substitutes be used. Rail-

road cars are being built of steel—an
improvement over the less safe wooden
car. Railroad ties are being at least

impregnated with rot-resisting sub-
stances to make them last longer

;

while the superior steel tie is still

awaiting adoption by American rail-

ways.
The development of the use of con-

crete seems almost providentially de-

signed to fill the gap, as structural tim-
ber is getting scarcer. Brick and
stone and steel or iron replace the

wooden building materials, and in some
respects, notably fire danger, we are

thereby the gainers. Basketware,
which in Europe is widely developed,
will more and more become substitute
for more solid packages- And so in

many directions we see an adjustment

to new conditions, a reduction in the
use of wood setting in as our supplies
are waning and wood prices are rising.

Presently we will pass into the
third stage of development, when the
mature virgin woods are practically
cut out and the age of the forester

—

the timber farmer—has arrived, when
human skill will be applied to secure
wood crops, just as it is applied for se-
curing food crops, when wood prices
will soar and wood consumption will
be reduced to the absolute necessity,
as it is nearly so in England—when
timberlands are managed and not any
rnore exploited.

Then, also, another economic prob-
lem will call for simultaneous solution,
the problem of the poor acres. For
forestry is the art of utilizing non-agri-
cultural lands, or those which by their
topography, their physical condition or
their lack of fertility withdraw them-
selves from farm use as plowland or
pasture. More than half the natural
forest area of the United States is now
waste land, producing nothing of
value, not even useful timber crops.
The restoration of these lands to useful
production will be the task of the for-
esters ; and within less than a genera-
tion this reconstruction work will be
quite generally undertaken in all parts
of the country. That such recovery
is not private, but communal work, and
principally belongs to the State and
preferably Federal Government agen-
cies, is self-evident, largely on account
of the long time which must elapse be-
tween expenditures and returns.

Future Problems.

With the increase of population
more intensive use of all resources be-
comes necessary, and especially of
those which through more intensive
application of labor, knowledge and
skill can be made to produce more
fully. Intensive farming on farm
lands will take the place of agricultu-
ral rapine, which is still extensively
practised, and intensive forestry on
forest lands will take the place of the
present forest exploitation; from the
same acreage the forester will produce
five to ten times as much of useful ma-
terial as Nature unaided could produce.
A proper classification of lands and
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their assignment to the best use will be

the problem of the new era.

A third economic problem will at the

same time find its solution: the re-es-

tablishment of a forest cover on hill-

sides and mountain slopes liable to ero-

sion and unstable water conditions ;
for

the absolute forest lands, those which

are still fit for wood production, are

mostly located where also the influence

of forest cover on water flow and sta-

bility of soil is desired.

The importance of the influence of

forest cover on cultural conditions has

been in controversy ever since such in-

fluence was discovered. Gen.eralizers

on both sides have ridden the argument

to the ground, when actually it can be

used only for given specific conditions^

and localized environment.

There is, however, enough experi-

ence in the world to assure us that the

retention of a forest cover on the

slopes is in most cases favorable to sta-

ble soil and water conditions. The

ideal civilized condition of a country

will from many points of view, and al-

ways, be an alternation of forest and

farm; even on the prairies this condi-

tion will be preferable to the open

country under the constant sweep of

winds. Here the climatic influence. of

the forest will be appreciated in full

measure.
Lastly, we may not forget and not

underrate the ethical influence which

the forest has had in the past, has in

the present, and will have in the fu-

ture.

Who will question that the laborious

work of hewing farms out of the virgin

forest has bred a race of men of stur-

'

dier character, of more enterprise and

self-reliance than the nomadic life of

the plains and prairies could ever de-

velop ?

More and more the chances of these

beneficial influences are reduced, as the

virgin woods give way to the axe and

fire. Much of the romantic wild-

woods life will be lost as the economic

principle is applied to the forest coyer-

Yet when the forester is in full action,

a new beauty, the beauty of orderliness

and usefulness, will attach to his plan-

tations and natural regenerations. Even

though his main aim will be an eco-

nomical one. he may satisfy it without

sacrificing the ethical one. At least

the forester will be in all ages cogni-

zant that the object of his care is an

important factor in civilization, be it

from the ecomonical, the environmen-

tal, the ethical point of view.
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Developing the Forests of Japan

The forestry situation in Japan has

been described by Mr. A. Nakai, a dis-

trict forester from Tokio, in the follow-

ing terms :

—

"The total forest area of Japan, in-

cluding Honshu. Skikoku, Kyushu, the

Luchu islands, and other smaller is-

lands, is 56,820.000 acres. The forests

cover 78.3 per cent, of the total area of

the Japanese islands. Of the 10,000,-

000 acres of forests in the principal is-

lands of the group, two-thirds is in

standing timber and the remainder is

being reforested. The forests are clas-

sified into state, crown and private

areas, and the timber is chieflv cedar,

spruce, birch and Japanese pine, which
is similar in appearance to the red and
white pine of the United States and
Canada, but of different physical char-

acteristics. It requires about 100

years for forest trees to attain a diame-
ter of 14 to 15 inches at a point about
5 feet above the ground surface.

"Japan exports more timber products
than it imports. Korea, and parts of

China and Europe, Australia, and the

United Kingdom consume most of the
lumber exported, although the United
States takes large quantities of our oak-

The large timbers used in Japan come
from the Pacific north-west.

"Conservation methods work suc-
cessfully in Japan and complete re-for-

esting of denuded areas can be accom-
plished in from 80 to 100 years. Re-
foresting was commenced in Japan
about 30 years ago, and the system is

now complete.
"Patrol methods are followed in pro-

tecting Japanese forests from destruc-
tion by fire, a ranger's district covering
from 5.000 to 6.000 acres. Volunteers
fight the fires. When areas are clear-

ed for re-foresting, lines of about 40
yards in width are left open and kept
clear to prevent the spread of fires. In
Japan there are seven major forest dis-

tricts and within these are 205 subdivi-
sions, all under comprehensive control.
Areas may be cleared for farming, but
in Japan the farm units are small, aver-
aging only three acres for each farm.
"Taking the timbered areas of Ja-

pan, including the southern portion of
.^akhalien, which is 90 per cent, tim-
bered, Formosa and Korea into consid-
eration, it will be observed that Japan
has a very large forest area—estimated
at 54,000,000 acres—in her colonies oi

Sakhalien, Formosa and Korea." '

Riordan Company to Plant Up Waste Lands

Plans for extensive planting up of

cut over areas are being developed by
the Riordan Pulp and Paper Company
at St. Jovite. P.Q. Mr. A. C. Volk-
mar. Forester, is arranging for the plac-

ing of 400,000 plants next spring- Dur-
ing the present year 35,000 Norway
Spruce and white pine plants were set

out, and a beginning was made toward
a forest nursery, about 100.000 plants

having been developed from seed.

Gradually, the nursery will be develop-

ed to an annual capacity of at least 1,-

000,000 plants of spruces and pines for
use in replanting burnt and non-pro-
ducing areas within the limits held by.
the company. Until the nursery is

fuller grown mo.st of the stock wilf be
bought from the Quebec Government
nurseries at Berthierville, and about
400.000 plants a year will be required.
The Laurentide Company and the

Pejepscot Company have already de-
veloped forest nurseries of considerable
proportions, and out-planting has been
under way for several years.
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THE START OF A FOREST FIRE, MONT ALTO STATE FOREST, PENNSYLVANIA.

VIEW TAKEN ABOUT 15 MINUTES LATER, SHOWING RAPID SPREAD OF THE FIRE,
MONT ALTO STATE FOREST.
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A FOREST FIRE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, ROSEBUD COUNTY, MONTANA.

ANNUAL SPRING "WOODS BURNING," LONGLEAF PINE, NEAR OCILLA, GEORGIA.
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Growth of Canadian Forestry Asso
ciation in Ten Months

List of New Members will Inspire Workers to Greatly

Increase Association's Strength Before

the Year Closes

The Canadian Forestry Association has grown by over 750 new members
since January last. This very appreciable gain in strength would have been
much greater had times been normal. The object of presenting the roll-call

of new members in this issue is that our readers may learn which of their

friends have responded to their nominations and which continue outside the
membership. Here is an opportunity for urging upon two or three friends

the worth-whileness of a permanent connection with the Canadian Forestry
Association. There are but a few weeks before the year closes. It would
be a fine stroke on the part of our members to build up the Seven Hundred to

the edge of One Thousand. All you require is to obtain the consent ot a
friend to nominate him for membership. He will be added promptly, and in

January next a memorandum of the annual fee of one dollar will be submitted
to him.

Secretary, Canadian Forestry Association,
,

Booth Building, Ottawa :

—

Make the fololwing a member of the Association, on the understand-

ing that he will receive all publications and that in January, 1917, a

memorandum of the annual fee of one dollar will be sent to him.

(^^^rite very plainly)

Name of sender

Prof. A. H. Abbott, Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Ont. Hairy A. Addison, Baltimore, Md.
Abitibi Power & Paper Company, Ltd., Montreal, Ralph J. Ainley, Loyalist, Alta.

P.Q. D. Aitchison & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
L. T. Acton, the Wm. Davies Co., Ltd., Toronto, William Alderson, Toronto, Ont.

Ont. W. H. Alderson, Toronto, Ont.
W. Adams, Lillooet, B.C. John Franklin .Me.xander, New York.
Chas. E. Adams, Bangor. Maine. . "D. Algar-Bailey, Calgary, Alta.
Adams River Lumber Co., Ltd., Chase, B.C. Uldoric Allard, Courcelles, Co. Beauce, P.Q.
Wilfred Adams, Three Rivers, P.Q. H. .Vllen Edmonton, Edmonton, Alta.
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A Continued
American Forest Products Corp., Carthage, N.Y.

E. E. Amey, St. Maurice Lumber Co.,- Portland, Me.

A. Amos, Quebec, P.Q.

D. C. Andrews, Cloquet, Minn.
F. S. Andrews, Winnipeg, Man.
H. Appleton, Bruce Mines, Ont.
Mrs. Kenneth Archibald, Montreal, P.Q.
Archbishop of Rupert's Land, Winnipeg, Man.

Fred. C. Armstrong, Nipigon, Ont.
R. J. Armstrong, Mistatim, Sask.
Mrs. E. F. Arnold, Dauphin, Man.
Mrs. Glover C. Arnold, New York.
H. A. Askwith, Montreal, P.Q.
N. Asselin, Three Rivers, P.Q.
Justice L. A. Audette, Ottawa.
Austin & Xicholson, Chapleau, Ont.
A. Avard, West Sackville, X.B.

B
W. W. Badgley, Calgary, Alta.

Jas. D. Bailey, Toronto, Ont.
K. C. Baker, Xew York.
H. A. Baldwin, Mistatim, Sask.
F. A. Bapty, Deloro, Ont.
R. J. Barbin, County Montmagny, P.Q.
Thomas H. Barlow, Englehart, Ont.
Alexander Barnet, Renfrew, Ont.
Mr. Barr, Laidlaw, B.C.
Barrett Bros., Ottawa.
Chas. W. Bates, Carleton Place, Ont.
Bathurst Lumber Co.. Ltd., Bonaventure, Que.
B. D. Baxter, Three Rivers, P.Q.
D. A. Beattie, St. Jovite, Sta., P.O.
A. P. Beaupre, Montreail, P.Q.

Sons Mfg. Co., Ltd.,Penetangui-&Chas. Beck
shene. Ont.

E. W. Beckett
W. A. Beddoe,

B.C.Xew Westminster,
Auckland, X.Z.

S. A. Bedford. Winnipeg. Man.
G. T. Bell, Montreal, P.Q.
J. B. Bell, Montreal, P.O.
C. H. Ben-iig. East Kelowna, B.C.
S. C. Bennett. Port Hope. Ont.
Jos. E. Berg, Asfiniboia, Sask.
Moses Burpee, Houlton, Maine, L^.S.A.
E. A. G. Bickerdike, Manchester, England.
W. H. Biggar, K.C., Montreal, P.Q.
Hugh Blain, Toronto, Ont.
Jos. F. Bosse, Bersimis, P.Q.

W. J. Boughen, Valley River, Man.
T. R. Bourchir, Sutton West, Ont.
G. W. Bowles, Toronto, Ont.
Bowmanville Public Library, Bowmanville, Ont.

A. J. Boyd, River Bourgeois, X'.S.

Arthur J. Boyer, Montmartre, Sask.
Aurelien Boyer, Montreal, P.Q.
R. I. Braiden, Toronto, Ont.
Master Robert Jas. Breckenridge, Toronto, Ont.
Joseph Brommell, Souris, Man.
W. G. Bronson, Ottawa.
Bower Brooks, Joynt, P.Q.
P. C. Brooks, Toronto, Ont.
Geo. A. Brown, Ottawa.

J. Adams Brown, Xew York.
W. J. Brown, Westmount. P.Q.
R. M. Brown, Calgary, Alta.

W. Russell Brown, Port Arthur, Ont.
R. Randolph Bruce, Invermere, B.C.
O. F. Bryant, Montreal, P.Q.

J. S. Buchan, K.C., Montreal, P.Q.
Frank Buchanan, La Riviere, Man.
Hosea B. Buck, Bangor, Maine, U.S.A.
C. E. Buckholz, Montreal, P.Q.
Stanley W. Bulman, Shawinigan Falls, P.Q.
A. J. Burbidge, Toronto, Ont.
Mrs. E. Burton, Toronto, Ont.
H. J. Bury, Ottawa.
F. C. Bush, Ottawa.
C. F. Buss, Mille Roches, Ont.

Geo. H. Cahill, Hedley, B.C.
Wm. Cairns, Montreal, P.Q.
D. A. Cameron, Toronto, Ont.
Harry Cameron, Toronto, Ont.
F. Cameron, Regina, Sask.
H. D. Cameron, Toronto, Ont.
Miss Bessie Campbell, Toronto, Ont.
A. M. Campbell, Toronto, Ont.
Glen Campbell, Winnipeg, Man.
T. R. Campbell, Montreal, P.Q.^
Thos. Cantley, Xew ,Glasgow, X.S.
Gerald Card. Fort Smith, Alta.
Major Frank Carew, Lindsay, Ont.
Hon. J. E. Caron, Quebec.
George Carruthers, Toronto, Ont.
W. G. Chase, B.A.Sc, Winnipeg, Man.
Chaleurs Bay Mills, Restigouche, P.Q.
George E. Chapman, Karnac, Man.
V. Chateauvert, Quebec.
R. W. Chisholm, Toronto, Ont.
F. G. Chrvsler, Ottawa. Ont.
W. E. Clark & Co., Ltd., Edmonton, Alta.
George H. Clark, Ottawa.
D. R. Clarke, Vancouver, B C.
Robert I. Clarkson, Tornto, Ont.

J. H. Clavette, Nairn Centre, Ont.
Sam. Cliflford, Labelle, Quebec.
Edmund J. Code, Winnipeg, Man.
Forrest H. ' Colby, Bingham, Maine, U.S.A.
H. A. Collins, St. Catharines, Ont.
Columbia River Lumber Co., Ltd., Golden, B.C.
A. B. Cooper, Toronto, Ont.
Fred. Cooper, Montreal, P.Q.
Mrs. Thomas Cooper, Minnedosa, Man.
Isaac Cooper, Point Wolfe, Albert Co., X'.B.

D. C. Corbin, Spokane, Wash., L'.S.A.

H. E. C.otton, Melita, Man.
G. D. Conant, Oshawa, Ont.
W. C. Cowell, Kamloops, B.C.
C. A. Crabtree, RocklifTe, Ont.
Harold Crabtree, Crabtree Mills, Que.
S. H. Craig, London, Ont.
Manley H. Craig, Perth, X.B.
John H. Crandall, Moncton, X'.B.

Board of School Trustees. Cranbrook, B.C.
A. C. Crawford, Grand'Mere, P.Q.
W. B. Crombie, Prince Albert, Sask.
Capt. J. A. P. Crompton. Victoria, B.C.
A. R. Crookshank, St. John, X.B.
F. B. Curran, Brandon, Man.

J. Fred. Davey, Ottawa.
Fred. Davis, Xeepawa, Man.
F. A. J. Davis, Carleton Place, Ont.
George D. Davis, Levis, P.Q.
A. L. Dawe, Montreal, P.O.
W. Mark DeCew, Grand Forks, B.C.
Prof. V. Delas, Gers, France.
G. C. Denison, Quebec, P.Q.

F. J. Dennie, Caproel, P.Q.
C. E. Dewey, Montreal, P.Q.
W. S. Dinnick, Toronto.
Thos. G. Diplock, Tornto.
District Inspector of Forest Reserves, Kamloops,
W. E. Ditchburn, Victoria, B.C.
Joseph Dostaler, Grand'Mere, P.Q.
A. E. Doucet, Quebec, P.Q.
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D. J. Douglas, Medicine Hat, Alta.

Wm. Doiiglas, Greenview, Ont.
D. Downes, Stockholm, Sask.
Isaie'Dubuc, Lake Megantic, P.Q.
F. C. Dudley, Portland, Maine.

D Continued
S. F. Duncan, Toronto, Ont.
Board of School Trustees, Duncan, B.C.
J. A. Duncan, Yorkton, Sa?k.
K. J. Dunstan, Toronto, Ont.
L. V. Dusseau, Toronto, Ont.

East Kootenay Lumber Co., Jaffray, B.C.
Eastern Mfg. Co., South Brewer, Maine.
Estate of George H. Eaton, Calais, Maine.
Eddy Bros. & Company, Ltd., Bay City, Mich.
Edward Lipsett Co., Vancouver, B.C.
Edward Hines Lumber Co., Chicago, 111.

Wm. G. Edwards, State College, Pa.
W. J. Egan, Cape Town, S.A.

James E. Marrett. Portland, Maine.
"p. Ellor, West Kildonan, Man.
Stanley L. Emerson, Saskatoon, Sask.
C. B. Esdaile, Montreal, P.Q.
H. C. Evans, St. John, N.B.
W. Russell Evans, St. John, N.B.
E. G. Evans, Moncton, N.B.
Dudley E. R. Ewer, Calgary, Alta.

Thomas Falls, Port Arthur, Ont.

G. E. Farlinger, Sioux Lookout, Ont.

Michael Fawcett, Severn Bridge, Ont.

F. W. Fee, Ottawa.
John Fenderson & Co., Sayabec, P.Q.
John Fenderson & Co., Van Brilliant, P.Q.
Alfred Ferlatte, Co. Bonaventure, P.O.
F. A. Fisher, Sackville, N.B.
James Fisher, Coatsville, Kent Co., N.B.
Norman R. Fisher, Haileybury, Ont.
Robt. Fisher, Oak Bank. Man.
C. R. Fitch, Toronto, Ont.
Wm. Fitzsimmons, River Desert, P.Q.

E. H. S. Flood, Bridgetown, Barbadoes, B.W.I.
H. Foget, Toronto, Ont.
Barnard Foley, Ottawa.
Thomas Ford, Portneuf, P.Q.
F. G. Forster, Camp Hugres, Man.
E. R. J. Forster, Lethbridge, Alta.
W. E. Foster, St. John, N.B.
J. H. Francis, Indian Head, Sask.
Archibald Eraser, Cabano, P.Q.
H. R. Eraser, Sherbrooke, P.O.
J. A. Eraser, Labelle, P.Q.
J. C. Eraser, Chipman, N.B.
Andrew Freeman, Winnipeg, Man.
C. E. Friend, Winnipeg, Man.

F. C. Gamble, Victoria, B.C.
E. S. Gautliier, Maniwaki, P.Q.
John Gemmill, Almonte, Ont.
Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd., Waubaushene,

Ont.
Sir John M. Gibson, K.C.M.G., Hamilton, Ont.

J. M. Gillespie, Quebec, P.Q.
John L. Gilmour, Maisonneuve, Montreal, P.Q.
Goderich Public Library, Goderich, Ont.
A. B. Gordon, Toronto, Ont.
P. Gorman, Sudbury, Ont.
R. J. Gould, Coaldale, Man.
Master Edgar R. Gourlay, Toronto, Ont.
W. H. Graham, Spragge, (Jnt.

Robt. F. Grant, Three Rivers, P.Q.
Edward Grand, Jr., Ottawa South.
William Grant, Bouchette, Quebec.

P. M. Gray, Ottawa.
T. R. Grav, Toronto, Ont.
Rt. Rev. Hy. Allen Gray, D.D., Edmonton, Alta.

H. D. Green-.-Vrmytage. N. Vancouver, B.C.
W. G. Greene , Rainy River, B.C.
H. H. Greenamyre, Indian Head, Sask.

J. A. Grenier, Quebec.
"Herbert Grier, Montreal, P.Q.
A. M. Grigg. Lethbridge, Alta.
Chas. P. Grizzelle, Crescent Valley, B.C.

J. D. Guay, Chicoutimi, P.Q.
Guelph Patent Cask Co., Ltd., Scotstown, P.Q.
Gull River Lumber Co., Lindsay, Ont.
H. W. Gundy, Toronto, Ont.

J. F. Gundy, Toronto, Ont.
F. P. Gutelius, Moncton, N.B.
Guelph Public Library, Guelph, Ont.

H
Hagersville High School, Hagersville, Ont.

A. W. Haddow, Edmonton, Alta.

W. C. Hall, West Winnipeg, Man.
Haight & Dickson Lumber Co., Sudbury, Ont.
Rev. Dr. .Men Hamilton, Keewatin, Ont.
Bank of Hamilton, Vancouver, B.C.
Hammermill Paper Company, Erie, Pa.
A. G. Hankes, Percival, Sask.
Dr. M. P. Harrington, Bridgewater, N.S.
Robt. E. Harris, Halifax, N.S.
T. W. Harris, Fort Simpson, N.W.T.
Rev. J. Arthvir Hart, Lower Truro, N.S.
Mrs. L. M. Hartley, Edmonton. Alta.
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A Look-out in British Columbia.

The accompanying ilhistrations

show the Huckleberry Hill Look-out,
erected this year in the Lillooet forest

district of British Columbia, and the

outlook obtained therefrom, looking
N. E. over Horse Lake.
While this Look-out is similar in

character to many others in various
parts of the Dominion, some details

concerning it may be of interest. The
railed platform is 8 feet square and 30

feet above the ground. The time oc-

cupied in construction was ten days,
the work apart from hauling being car-

ried out by two forest guards at a time
when the low fire hazard permitted
their transfer from patrol. The total

cost, including the guards' time, haul-

ing and supplies, was a few cents over
$58.00. and is small in proportion to the
assistance the look-out will afford in

the protection against fire of the area

controlled.

Lookout Tower, Huckleberry Hill, North Bonaparte Fire District, British Columbia.
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Decreased Losses on B. C. Coast

In British Columbia Coast Forests.

1915 forest fire damag-e .$85,000
1916 forest fire damage 10,505
Merchantable timber killed in 1915 73 million feet
Merchantable timber killed in 1916 1,135,000 feet
Of these amounts, over one-half has been regarded as salvable.

Victoria, B.C., October 30th, 1916.

The fire season of 1916 has been an

extraordinary one on the British Col-

umbia coast. Until the last week of

July the weather was particularly fa-

vorable, so that during July no fires

occurred in the Vancouver and Island

Forest districts. The expenditure for

fire-fighting during May and June was
about normal. Commencing about

the end of July a. long drought set in,

which was not broken until October

25th, making about three months with

hardly any rain. In these months log-

ging debris became dangerously dry,

and the hazard was intensified by dy-

ing vegetation in the woods and on

cut-over areas.

The close season ended on Septem-

ber 15th, and many settlers set out

clearing fires after the season, which

in a few cases got out of control, al-

though little actual damage was
caused. The opening of the hunting

season increased the human hazard

very considerably, numerous fires in

outlying districts being ascribed to

that source.

At the end of the close season (Sept.

15) it was found inadvisable to dismiss

all the patrol force, as conditions at

that time were more hazardous than

they had been at any previous time

this year. Twelve or fifteen guards

were kept on duty until Sept. 30th, and

a smaller number until rain came on
October 25th.

In September and October the

spread of fires was checked by damp,
cold nights, and also partly by heavy
fogs. In green timber fires would not
run to any serious extent, and were
easily held in check by small fire-fight-

ing forces. Logging slash was fre-

quently set on fire by the unavoidable
hazards incident to logging, and con-

siderable areas were in several cases

cleaned up without any damage to

timber and equipment, although in

other cases cut logs, logging equipment
and camp buildings were destroyed.

The fire-fighting expense in Vancou-
ver and Island districts was about $7,-

500, which is only half the amount
spent in 1915.

The area burned over this year in
these two districts is 10,000 acres, com-
pared with 140,729 acres in 1915. In-
cluded in the area burned this season
is 300 acres merchantable timber and
8,648 acres logging slash, etc.

The damage done last year amount-
ed to $85,000, so that this year's loss,

amounting to $10,505, compares very
favorably with the previous season.

In all, 1.135,000 feet of merchantable
timber was killed on the British Col-
umbia coast in 1916, of which about
one-half will be logged without much
loss. Last year 73 million feet were
killed, of which about 43 million feet
was reckoned to be salvable, being ac-
cessible for immediate logging.
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A Forest Travelogue—Free to Local Speakers

The fololwing is taken from the in-

troduction of one of the Canadian For-

estry Association's "Ready Prepared"

Lectures which are being sent to local

speakers in various parts of the Domin-
ion.

The introductory section serves to

bring the audience into sympathy with

the subject
—"Guarding the Forests."

At its close the stereopticon throws

upon the screen No. 1 of a set of 56 lan-

tern slides. The manuscript in the lo-

cal lecturer's hands contains descrip-

tive paragraphs adapted closely to the

pictures, which he proceeds to read.

A Nova Scotia school's superinten-

dent wrote of one of these lectures

:

"The lecture was well received and ap-

'parently heartily enjoyed throughout.

Our pupil-teachers who saw it should

be able to do much to help along the

conservation of forest land by their

teaching next year. It is an excellent

way to make impressive forest truths.

I would be obliged if you would notify

me when your new lectures are ready

for the public."

An Introduction.

"I feel confident that the time devot-

ed to our travelogue will make us bet-

ter acquainted with a most interesting

and benevolent friend, the Canadian
Forest.

"We may have met him before in

various guises, as the friend of the

camper, the guardian of hunter and
fisherman, the inspiration of painter

and poet, but in our brief time to-

gether I would like to widen this ac-

quaintance. I would like you to look

upon the forests of Canada with more
than a mere personal recognition, to re-

gard them in their fuller utility as a

national possessio^l, building up a very

considerable part of our commercial
strength, co-operating with every con-

structive interest we have, and asking
nothing in return for their multitude of

benefactions.

Looking Over Canada.

Were we to take a journey by airship

from coast to coast of Canada, there

would be unfolded to our eyes a picture

of our national possessions and activi-

ties, oddly inconsistent with some of

the ideas we form as residents of town
or countryside- Limited as our aver-

age outlook is apt to be, we reach con-

clusions colored a good deal by local

conditions. Thus, if the question were
put to us, individually, what are the

biggest and most important activities

of Canada, what answer would we
make? Assuming that we should all

agree on Agrictulture for the place of

honor, what second choice would be
forthcoming? Would not you or I

who live, let us say, under the prestige

of mighty steel industries in Nova Sco-

tia, hazard an opinion that steel-mak-

ing ranked with the first of Canada's
interests? Or, hailing from a British

Columbia town where salmon-packing
occupied half the population, would not

our sense of proportion expand on the

side of the national fisheries? As we
mounted mile high over the roofs of

cities and farms, the chains of lakes

and the dark matting of forests, how
the merely local outlook would dis-

solve away ! We would gaze upon a

very old Canada, but with a new sense

of proportion. Beneath our eyes

would loom even larger than ever the

immensity of Agriculture from Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick through
Quebec and Ontario and over the wide
plains of the prairies. But the thought
would clear the way for a true sur-

prise. W^e would se manufacturing
industries and fisheries and mining take
their proper relation in the map of the

nation's activities, and make humble
obeisance to a mighty older brother

—

the great Canadian forests.

Nature's Plan for Canada.

No sooner have we satisfied our-

selves of the vastness of the nation's

forest riches than we indulge our specu-
lations upon another point. What was
Nature's scheme in shaping the soil of

Canada so that more than half of our
total area will profitably grow noth-
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ing but trees? What purpose is

served by this splendidly picturesque

blanket of green? The answer is im-
mediately at hand. Nova Scotia—and
we select it only as an illustration

—

possesses great coal and iron mines.

Not a ton of coal could be mined with-

out timber to support walls and roof.

If all the wooden mine props used in

Nova Scotia in a single year were
stretched end to end they would reach
from Halifax to the coast of Ireland.

Nova Scotia's fisheries could exist not
a month without wooden boats, wood-
en barrels, and boxes, and buildings.

The towns and villages look to the

nearby forests for lumber, for fuel, for

furniture. The farms must have tim-

bers for buildings, and fence posts, and
what is much more important, they
must have neighboring forests to pro-

tect and nourish the crops. Exactly
as in Nova Scotia, so we find the for-

est walking, hand in hand, with the

farmers and townspeople of New
Brunswick and Quebec and Ontario,
upholding them in a thousand needs,

catering to their comfort and adding
richly to their pocket books. The
lumbering and paper making industry

of New Brunswick and Quebec and
Ontario are of enormous proportions,

employing the bulk of the 110,0CX) men
who constitute Canada's wood-manu-
facturing army, and numbering fully

4.000 wood-usipg industries within
their boundaries. You may sometimes
think of the forest existing only in a

northern wilderness, but as a matter of

fact it is the foundation of every city

and every farm. Though you nave
your house in the middle of a treeless

plain in Southern Saskatchewan, the

commercial forest stands beside you.

It provides two hundred million dollars

a year to purchase your wheat and live

stock. It provides you a residence and
barns and fence posts. It furnishes
your house and keeps it warm. You
could never have set foot on a railway
coach for the West were it not for mil-

lions of tamarack and cedar and jack
pine railway ties, wooden telegraph
poles and wooden coaches- You could
enjoy not one ton of coal from the Al-

berta and British Columbia coal fields

were those mines unable to secure train

loads of props to keep themselves in

daily operation. Whatever the pro-

vince, whatever the town or city or
farming section, throughout Canada,
there is no escape from the benevolence
of the great forest riches that Nature
provided in such abundance.

A Deforested Land.

On the other hand, one can scarcely

overstate the condition of any pro-

vince were it stripped of its forests

through wholesale destruction by fire.

A fuel situation would develop, the tra-

gedy of which, in our wintry climate,

we can scarce reckon. The greatest

industry we have, that of wood manu-
facture, would fall to the ground- Our
mines could not continue. Fisheries

would be helpless under such a handi-
cap. Fruit growing would give up
every means of transportation. Many
of our best streams, denuded of for-

est, would prove worse than useless

as developers of light and power. Car-
riage factories and implement works de-

pend upon wooden parts, and with
scores of other industries could not long
survive a stoppage of the supply. In-

deed, one could enumerate with entire

reasonableness and exactness our com-
plete dependence upon what our forests

do for us day by day, and the disastrous

consequences to which the present pace
of forest destruction is leading us. To
some, such a gloomy picture might
seem far-fetched, but we cannot run
away from truth by that easy exit. The
history of the stripped and ugly regions

of north-western China, the once fer-

tile and prosperous valleys of Palestine,

large areas of Spain and Italy and
Greece, point warning, fingers to us as

guardians of Canada, and bid us assure

ourselves of a different fate while there

is vet time.

An Important Move-

Hon. W. J. Roche, Minister of the

Interior, has issued instructions that

hereafter all homestead entries on Do-
minion lands of Western Canada will

contain a proviso that settlers must
take out a "permit" before setting out

fires for the purpose of clearings lands.

This places in the hands of the Domin-
ion Forestry Branch a most necessary
device for the prevention of fire losses

in timbered country.
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Mechanical Aids in Fire Fighting

The use of mechanical equipment for

the extinguishing of forest fires is

steadily gaining ground, with corre-

spondingly good results in both effi-

ciency and economy, says "Conserva-
tion." A recent development in this

direction is the increased use by the

Canadian Pacific Railway of tank cars

for the protection from forest fires of

the territory immediately adjacent to

its lines.

This company, having previously se-

cured excellent results from the use of

tank cars on its lines in Maine, has
now extended this method of protection

to include a portion of the Muskoka
district in Ontario. Two tank cars,

comprising a single unit, have recently

been placed at MacTier, Ontario, for

use between Pickerel and Coldwater
Junction, a distance of 116 miles. On
one of these cars is a pump, and on the
other a hose rack. Each car carries

also a tank holding 7,000 gallons of

water. The pump has a capacity of

400 gallons per minute. A total of

4,000 feet of 2.5 inch hose is supplied,
so that fires may be reached at a con-
siderable distance from the track, if

necessary.

While the primary object of such
equipment is the suppression of fires

due to railway causes and the protec-
tion of company property, a great deal

has actually been accomplished in the
direction of controlling fires coming in

from the outside-

Other Canadian lines making closely

similar use of tank cars for fire-fight-

ing purposes are the Grand Trunk,
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario,
and the Canadian Government Rail-

ways. It is reported that the use of

one of the tank cars on the Temiska-
ming and Northern Ontario Railway
during the great fire of July 29 and 30,

was the direct means of saving the
greater portion of the village of Por-
quis Junction from total destruction.

—

C. L.

$14,000,000 Saving to Nation Since 1910

Henry S. Graves, chief forester of

the United States, who was in Denver
recently on an inspection trip of Colo-
rado and Wvoming, called attention to

the splendid work of the forest service

in cutting down the former enormous
losses caused by forest fires. In round
figures, the reduction since 1910
amounts to $14,000,000.

Mr. Graves drew comparisons by
showing that in 1910- damage to timber
on the public domain amounted to

$15,000,000, whereas in 1914, in the

North-West alone, 7,000 forest fires

threatened the destruction of timber
valued at $100,000,000. and the dam-
ages were held down to $300,000, ow-
ing to the alertness and efficiency, of the
Federal Foresters.

"The record of 1916 will excel the
past in value of property preserved and
in efficiency attained," Mr- Graves ex-

plained. "The principal work in con-

nection with the administration of Na-
tional Forest reserves is to protect from
fire and to open up hitherto impene-
trable forests with trails first and roads
afterwards. -

"In the past the average damage in

normal seasons was not less than $10,-

000,000 per annum. In extraordinary

years, it was greater."

Mr. Graves stated that 20,000 miles

of forest trails have been built this

year, and 20,000 miles of telephone

wires have been strung, in addition to

many other valuable and important im-

provements.
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A Valuable Report.

The focussing of public attention in

Canada upon the problem of strength-

ening our national organization

through increased industrial and com-
mercial efficiency lends special value

and interest to the Seventh Annual Re-
port of the Commission of Conserva-
tion which has recently been issued-

1 he resume of the past year's work
is notable primarily for the progress
recorded in the constructive pro-

gramme entered upon by the newly
formed Town Planning branch, with
respect to one of our greatest and most
urgent national problems, viz., the pro-

per use and development of land, par-

ticularly in urban areas.

A second noteworthy feature is the

attention devoted by the Commission
to the reduction of the heavy economic
handicap imposed upon Canada
through her enormous annual fire

losses.

The section of the report containing
the results of an agricultural survey in

four representative counties presents

accurate and definite data regarding
the deficiencies of Canada's chief indus-

try and affords a valuable indication of

the lines along which efforts to im-
prove rural conditions, economic and
social, should be directed.

Steady progress has been made by
the Commission in the huge task of na-

tional stock-taking, the urgent neces-

sity for which becomes daily more ap-
parent. Recent experience has served
to emphasize the need for accurate
knowledge of the nature and extent of

the Dominion's wealth in lands, forests,

minerals, water powers, fisheries and
wild life, as a guidance to intelligent

and permanent national expansion.

Insuring Timber Limits.

Standing timber is one fire risk that

hitherto has not been regarded with fa-

vor by the fire insurance companies..

Some insurance of this sort has been
written in Canada by the ' London
Lloyds on separate limited tracts and
an excess loss only, the insured bear-

ing all losses below this limit. The
Phoenix Insurance Co.. of London, is,

however, this year writing some insur-

ance upon green standing timber in

Oregon and Washington, with certain

restrictions, and at rates varving from

1 and 13% per cent. The timber must
be accessible to markets, not unduly
exposed to fire hazard, and only one
risk is taken in each fire zone or area
indicated by the Company. No risk

is written greater than $17,500 in any
one such area.

W. R. Brown in an article on this

subject in "American Forestry" goes
in to some detail in discussing the pos-
sibilities of this subject. He summar-
izes the fire experiences within the
territor}^ of various fire prevention as-

sociations, and his figures include the

22,000,000 acres under the supervision
of E. C. Allen in the twelve western
private fire prevention associations

which he supervises ; the New Hamp-
shire Timberland Owners' Association
with 1,000,000 acres; the Northern
Fire Protective Association of Michi-
gan with 2,000,000 acres ; the St. Mau-
rice Valley Fire Protective Association
of Quebec with an area of 8,000,000

acres—the total of the four associations

being 33,000.000 acres. The expendi-
ture for forest ranging and fire preven-
tion is approximately 1 cent an acre

for the first three and Y\. cent an acre

for the Canadian organization. In the

western associations the fire loss for

the year 1910 was one-half of 1 per

cent- In each association since that

time it has been much less than that

figure, except for 1914 in the Canadian
association, when one fire got away
and the fire loss of the year was three-

fourths of 1 per cent upon the timber
valuation. Taking all four areas to-

gether and summarizing the figures for

each which Mr. Allen gives, the aver-

age yearly losses respectively were as

follows

:

1910, .005; 1911, .000171; 1912,

.0002328; 1913, .0012636; 1914, .00253;

1915, .00427.

The writer concludes from these fig-

ures that in such protective areas fire

insurance should cost for the loss ratio

not over one-half per cent, annually,

with another one-half per cent, added
for administration cost of the insurance
plan. He gives some further experi-

ence upon which to base this conclu-
sion. In Minnesota during the last

ten years, with its forest wealth of

$280,000,000. the average fire loss has
been about $100,000, or one-thirty-

fourth of 1 per cent, annually.
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Siamese Hardwoods.
In Siam the rosewoods are worked

more particularly from the regions ly-

ing north-east and east of Bangkok,
and are exported in the form of rough-
ly trimmed round logs, the average size

of which is 12 to 24 inches in circum-
ference and 80 to 120 inches in length.

The rosewood forests have been heavily
over-exploited, and as the Siamese gov-
ernment is now taking measures to pro-

tect this wood by recjuiring workers to

take out permits and by fixing a mini-
mum girth at which it may be felled,

restriction in general output is likely

to ensue. The ebony woods are found
to the west of Bangkok in the district

of Kanburi, Petchaburi, and to the
south toward the Malay penisula- They
also are exported in the form of rough-
ly trimmed logs 12 to 20 inches in cir-

cumference and 80 to 120 inches in

length.

The exploitation of these woods is

not a regular industry in Siam, but
forms one of the desultory occupations
of the people when they are not engag-
ed in rice growing. The wood is

bought by Chinese, who are either mid-
dlemen or agents of Bangkok Chinese
firms, and, as it will not float, it is

brought to Bangkok by boat or by
train. It is sold by weight, the unit

for export being usually 100 piculs

(about 6 tons), and the average price

in Bangkok ranges from £22 10s

($109.50) to £37 10s ($182.50) for

rosewoods and about £22 10s per 100
piculs for the ebonies. The ebonies
are apparently more uniform in quality

than the rosewoods. None of these
woods appear to be dealt with in Bang-
kok in the sawn form.

CONFEDERATION

EIEE
ASSOCIATION

LNCONDITIONAL

ACCUMULATION

POLICIES

Are liberal up-to-date contracts

which guarantee to the insured

every benefit consistent with
safety.

Write for Particulars

which will gladly be furnished
by any representative of the
company or the

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

Pine Trees of Finland.

The pine trees of Finland are the
gold mines of the country, and really

its chief trade. Pines and silver

birches flourish on all sides. Every-
thing or anything can apparently be
made of birch bark in Finland; shoes,
baskets, large or small, salt bottles,

flower vases, even an entire suit of

clothing is hanging up in Helsingfors
Museum, manufactured from the bark
of the silver birch.

The lakes of Finland, of which there

ZKSl££i^t

BOVRILi
Saves Kitchen Waste

There will be no more throwing away of good food if you keep a bottle of

Bovril in the kitchen. Bovril helps you to make delicious dishes out of cold

food. Better soup, better stews—less expense.
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are five or six thousand, cover about

one-sixth of the country, but these

lakes, rivers, and waterways all take

their share in the wood trade. In the

autumn the trees are felled and left for

the first fall of snow. The timber is

conveyed to the nearest waterway,
where it is stamped with the owner's
registered mark and rolled upon the

ice of lake or river to await the natural

transport of spring. On they voyage,

these soldiers of the forest, for hun-
dreds of miles to the coast, till finally,

arriving at such an enormous wood ex-

port station as Kotka.

Forest Fires and Fire Prevention.

(Kitchener, Ont., Record.)
That Canada's losses through forest

fires in 1916 total $9,000,000 is a state-

ment which has been repeatedly made
in the public prints. It seems incred-

ible, yet when it is recalled that 1,200

square miles of timbered land in North-
ern Ontario was burned over last sum-
mer, t?he figure at which the losses is

placed may not be a whit too high.

Government and people, when reports

of the losses of life and resources in the

Northern Ontario conflagration of 1916
came in, exclaimed, "Oh! Dear! Dear!"
And afterwards apparently treated the
matter as a visitation of Providence.
Not so, however, the Canadian Forestry
Association of Canada. It looked for

causes and discovered that forest fires

generally are preventable to a large ex-

tent. It recommends a reorganization
of the fire-ranging organization, with
particular attention to the timber lands
of the Crown and the enactment of

legislation which would prevent set-

tlers starting brush or clearing fires

without the authority and the personal
supervision of government officials.

DryMatches
After all day in a
boat, rainstorm,
or wet snow. Ask

mg^m w vc^^°^^ dealer for

A^^UlBLFS Watirproof Match Bex

If he can't supply you, we will send prepaid
for his name and so cents. Dry matches

may save your life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 5160,
Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A,

/

AWELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.

The following books are sugges-
tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.

A valuable book for those not already
familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of

forest finance is based.
283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry
at Syracuse.

Covers, in an elementary manner, the
general subject of forestry.

392 pages. 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00
net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief
facilities and methods for the movement of

timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50
net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting, the mechanical properties
and methods of timber testing.

16s pages. 6x9. illustrated. Cloth, $1.75
net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS.
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

J. S. Department of Agriculture.
Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of

the Forest.

325 pages, 554x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50
net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

University.
In preparing this book the author has

-constantly kept in mind the experience
which he gained while doing active work
for the Forebt Service in various parts of

tile L'nited States.

23s pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

net.

ANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL,

119 Booth Building, Ottawa.
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can
be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be
attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a
lifetime in ordinary use.

Very eEBcient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-

flywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and 31/2 H.P. models offered

heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the
2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles
an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 1915 models will be found
in the new 1916 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

AFTER THE WAR—AN
AMERICAN OPINION.

Readers of the Journal who have fol-

lowed the discussion of post-belhim
tariff arrang-ements in the lumber trade

may be interested in the following dis-

cussion in the "Timberman" of Port-
land, Oregon.
"The question of an imperial prefer-

ence on Canadian lumber entering

Great Britain and her dependencies,
was the subject of a conference at Vic-
toria in September, before the Domin-
ion's Royal Commission.
"The principal evidence relating to

the British Columbia export lumber
trade was g-iven by H. R. MacMillan,
former chief forester, who maintained
that, if Great Britain would lend to the

province some of her ability and expe-
rience of methods of transportation and
brokerage and generally co-ordinate

with the efforts being put forward in

this part of the Dominion on behalf of

the timber industry to a g^reater extent,

British Columbia would be able to hold
her own against all competitors.

"Sir George E. Foster, Dr. William
Lorimer, Sir Edgar Bowring and Mr.
Joseph Tatlow, accompanied by the

"Niagara

to the Sea"

The Premier

Water Vacation

Enjoy the famous 800 mile Niagara to
the Sea trip through America's greatest
and most interesting vacation wate' way.

The service on our palatial steamers is

unexcelled, leaving Niagara Falls or To-
ronto for Kingston, Thousand Islands
ports—through the St. Lawrence Rapids
to Montreal, quaint old Quebec, Murray
Bay, Tadousac and the famous Saguenay
River. Trip may be started at any point.
Stopovers allov.ed en route. Every min-
ute full of enjoyment.

Our beautifully illustrated booklet "Ni-
agara to the Sea" tells all about this de-
lightful vacation trip. With your request
enclose six cents to cover postage.

Canada Steamship Lines
Limited

R. & O. Building. Montreal

or any Ticket A^ent
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two officials of the committee, Messrs.

E. J. Harding and A.H. Bridgman,were
met at Vancouver by Sir Robert Sin-

clair, of New Zealand, and Sir John
William Langerman, at the close of the

conference. At the present time the

allied powers have been discussing the

question of closer trade relations after

the war. This idea springs from the

antagonism to the Central Powers.
Whether, when the war is over and
commence is relieved from the straight

jacket tension in which it is now en

compassed, this feeling will be as domi-
nant is another question- The nations

are war-mad. The arbitrament of the

sword as a means of settling territorial

expansion and changing political poli-

cies may be essentially ethical, but

when it comes to dealing with the laws

of commerce, which are grounded on
the basic principle of buying in the

cheapest market and selling in the dear-

est, the problem is essentially different.

Service and price go hand in hand with

the law of supply and demand. If any
nation can make an article which is bet-

ter adapted to the service to which it

was designed than that of another, in

the end it will be adopted. This is in-

evitable. At the present time the

whole business world is in a chaotic

condition. The United States' lum-
bermen are clamorous for a protective

duty against Canadian lumber and
shingles, the British Columbia lumber
interests are petitioning for an impe-
rial preference. The republic of

Chile has increased its lumber tariff

New Zealand's state-owned railroads

impose a higher rate on foreign woods
moving on its lines than that of native

manufacture. In the meantime the

export lumber interests of the Pacific

Coast have wisely decided to form an
export company which has for its ob-

ject the securing of a better price for

its foreign market. It is quite reasonable

foreign market. It is quite reasonable

to suppose that the lumber interests of

British Columbia will form a similar

selling organization. At the present

time the British Columbia mills are se-

curing from the British Government a

price of $12 for Douglas fir ties, which
have been purchased from American
mills at $9. This is an example of

discrimination, blended with an earnest
desire for national unity due to the

stress of war."

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Pres.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.
Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE. N. Y.

The EXCELSIOR SPORTSMEN'S BELT SAFE

Just what I have been look-

ing for—has been the expres-
sion of every man we have
shown it to-—Made of Brass,
Nickel Plated, Gun Metal or
oxidized and furnished com-
plete with fancy Canvas Belt
for $1.00.

Will keep money—jewels—watch—cigarettes or
matches perfectly safe and dry.

HYFIELD MFG. CO.. 48 Franklin St., n. Y. City
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When you go into the woods do

you meet friends or strangers ?

Your everyday contact with trees in town or country can be

turned into a delightful adventure if you are equipped with a

copy of

"THE TREE GUIDE "

By J. E. Rogers,

(Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.),

describing all trees east of the Rockies, in Canada and the United

States.

This is an unusually complete and handsome volume. It

contains 265 pages, and is bound in rich green leather, with title

stamped in gold.

The size 5Va inches long, 3^ wide—is a valuable feature, as

the book can be thrust into a side pocket. A complete index

makes reference easy.

Over 240 Photographic

illustrations, with

32 In Natural Colors

TREE
GUIDE

by

JuJi4 Ell«n Rogers

Each copy packed in a neat box.

You will find this a companionable volume on your next

tramp. It is equally interesting as a reliable reference on your

library table-

The price is $1-30, which includes postage and duty charges.

BOOK DEPARTMENT, CANADIAN FORESTRY JOURNAL

119 Booth Building OTTAWA

\.
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Stimulating Growth of Ornamental Trees

It should be the aim of every wood-
lot owner to keep the crowns or tops

of the trees over the whole area touch-

ing- each other in such a way that the

ground below the trees is kept shaded.

This prevents the growth of grass and
weeds, and permits seedling trees to

establish themselves. Once the

ground becomes well covered with

small seedlings, opening up the crown
by the removal of a few of the old

trees and letting in the light will be

beneficial and encourage rapid growth.

Old, over-mature, spreading trees

which prevent the proper development
of younger trees coming up beneath
them should be removed. As a rule,

however, it is not advisable to make an
opening in the tops or crown cover

which will not be filled in again in

three or four years either by the spread-

ing of the surrounding trees or the de-

velopment of younger ones that are

coming in below.

1 lb. of nitrate of soda,

5 lbs. of cottonseed meal,
2 lbs. of acid phosphate,
2 lbs. of muriate of potash,

the whole to be mixed before spreading.
One pound will suffice for one hundred
square feet.

One of the best methods of stimulat-

ing the growth of shade and ornamen-
tal trees is to improve the physical con-

dition of the soil beneath them. For
a radius of two or three feet about the

stem the soil should be kept cultivated.

The air is thus permitted to reach the

roots, and at the same time rapid evap-
oration of moisture is prevented.

Where the decline of trees is caused
by a deficiency of nutritive elements in

the soil the condition can be improved
by mulching with manure in the fall.

This should be allowed to remain all

winter, and in the spring should be
turned under. It will not only enrich

the soil but improve its physical condi-

tion. An occasional dressing with
hardwood ashes is to be recommended,
and will often be found to be all that is

required in the way of fertilizer. Ten
pounds to the hundred square feet

should be sufficient.

There are several chemical fertilizers

which can be used instead of manure
for improving the soil. One of the
best is the following mixture, which
should be applied to the soil early in

the spring:

Boy Scout Forestry Test.

To meet Canadian conditions, the
Dominion Council of the Boy Scouts'
Association has authorized a Forestry
badge, in lieu of the Woodman badge.
The conditions under which this badge
may be secured by the boys are very
comprehensive, and will do much to in-

terest Canadian boys in the Canadian
forests and the wild life found therein,

are:

The scout must

—

1. Identify the principal tree species

in own locality, and explain their prin-

cipal distinguishing characteristics.

2. Identify five kinds of shrubs.

3. Describe the principal uses of ten

species of Canadian woods. Visit a

wood-using factory, if practicable.

4. Explain the aim of forestry, and
compare with agriculture and unregu-
lated lumbering.

5. Tell what are the effects of fires

on soil, young forest growth and ma-
ture timber; principal causes of forest

fires and how best to overcome them

;

three general classes of forest fires,

and how to fight each.

6. Describe how the forest lands are

protected and administered in own pro-

vince.

7. Describe the general features of a

lumbering or pulpwood operation ; how
the cutting is done in the woods ; meth-
od of transportation to the mill, and of

manufacture there. Visit some por-

tion of woods operation, or sawmill, or

pulp or paper mill, if practicable.

8. (Optional.) Discuss one or more
of the enemies of trees, such as insects

(leaf-eaters, bark-borers, wood-bor-
ers), or decay (fungus diseases), and
tell something of how damage from
these sources may be lessened or over-

come.
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Northern Ontario Fire Losses

Reports to the fire marshal's office

from northern Ontario fire are now
closed, and after a thorough survey of

the territory, the following figures were
given by provincial fire marshal E. P.

Heaton, as the official record of the

loss to created property:

—

In all, 849 people have sufifered loss,

some having more than one property
involved, but no efifort has been made
to ascertain the total number of build-

ings destroyed.

The aggregate loss sustained reaches
total of S2. 134.349. The insurance re-

covered or claimed upon licensed and
unlicensed companies is $1,045,585, and
the loss sustained by the people in ex-
cess of insurance is SI .088,764. About
50 per cent, of the actual loss on pro-
perty is covered by insurance.
No provision is made for loss on

standing timber, but included are
pulpwood cut, stacked and ready for

deliverv.

P. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTING FORESTER

NEW HAVEN, CONN.. U- S. A.

p. O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.
Eight years experience in prac-

tical forestry work of all sorts.

PHILIP T. COOLIDGE
FORESTER

Technical training and ten years
experience, in part with U. S.

Forest Service.

Timber Estimating and Mapping
Supervision of Lumbering Contracts
Surveying Forest Planting

Stetson Bldg., 31 Central Street,

BANGOR, MAINE.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes

Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

The Campers Favorite

(Successors to Metropolitan Air Goods Co.;

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-prool

Packs 6x2$. Air ^oods for home, camp. yacHr

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free by

mentioning Canadian Forestry Journal.

ATHOL MANUFACTURING CO.,

ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.,

Dealers write
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CHEWING TOBACCO
91

&V€/L'la6Unja-JAP y^xxL

is the product of long experience in the manufac-

ture of chewing tobacco. Its numerous qualities

cannot be explained here, but you will find them

all in a plug of this wonderful chewing tobacco

Sold everywhere 10c, a plug
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Of the claims upon insurance com-
panies $654,922 is borne by the regular

licensed companies, and $390,663 by
unlicensed insurance companies. Of
the latter, at this date, practically all

has been paid, or will shortly be paid,

with the exception of $28,200. This
amount represents claims upon a num-
ber of small unlicensed companies, the

payment of which is not yet due. All.

however, is due. and should be paid

before the end of this month, and the

fire marshal will then be in a better pc^-

sition to know what, if any. is to be
the extent of the default in payment et

the unlicensed companies.
At Cochrane 203 people had a total

loss of about $960,000. with $525,000 of

insurance.

At Matheson, 51 people had .an

amount of $126,000; the total insurance

was only $12,800.

At Iroquois Falls, which includes the

loss of the Abitibi Power and Paper
Company and their tenants, the loss

was distributed among 31 people, with
a valuation of $316,000, and an insur-

ance of $289,000.

Pulpwood, not including the Abitibi

Power and Paper Company, cut and
ready for delivery, is represented by a

total of $63,000, which carried insur-

ance of $43,000.

R. O. SWEEZEY
B. Sc, M. Can. Soc. C.E.

FORESTRY ENGINEER AND
TIMBER CRUISER

164 St. James St. MONTREAL.

Miniature Construction
Landscape, Mechanical and Archi-

tectural Models, Topographical
Maps and Paintings,

for

SCHOOLS—COLLEGES—MUSEUMS
Government work a specialty

MORGAN BROS. CO., Inc.

IVIOPEL IVIAKERS
Room 1650 Grand Central Terminal
Flione 7720 Murray Hill

NEW YORK CITY

QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

KINGSTON
ONTARIO

Arts Education

Applied Science
Including Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mech-

anical and Electrical Engineering.

Medicine
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine,

Home Study
The Arts Course may be taken by cor-

respondence, but students desiring to

graduate must attend one session.

GEO. Y. CHOWN
Registrar.

I
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In the fire of August 2nd, which oc-

curred in the New Liskeard district,

and which involved the townships of

Harley, Dymond. Harris and Casey

(including the Casey Cobalt Silver

Mine and the Croesus Mine), the loss

was distributed over 124 people, who
suffered to the extent of $254,000, with

insurance of $135,000.

The settlers constitute by far the

greatest number of sufiferers. and re-

present the balance of the amount to

the number of 345, with a loss of a lit-

tle over $300,000, upon which the total

insurance was less than $12,000.

Having thus obtained as full, com-

plete and accurate a statement as it is

possible to get, the fire marshal has

now under consideration a mass of tes-

timony taken in the country from set-

tlers, prospectors, woodsmen and in-

surance men as to how a repetition of

this disaster can be averted.

The testimony is mixed in its char-

acter, but the whole subject is being

considered and the fire marshal's con-

clusions will be presented to the Min-

ister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Pulls the
Largest

Stumps

Smit
Stump
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
fie each

. Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBBER CO., '^MUH STA.. LA CRESCENT, MINN.

TR^ES, SHRLBS AND SHDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Forest

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, Ont. Shippers to H.M. Government, Etc.

Correspondence Francaise.

Hiirs Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

Forest Planters Guide Free.
The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialiiti

Largest Growlers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a

graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds

any other in the number of its alumni.

A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high

standing, and, under exceptional condi-

tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the

school as special students, for work in

any of the subjects offered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that of the

School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technology and Lum-
bering. The regular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For further information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY. Director

New Haven Connecticut

V.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-

quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may be
used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated-;—may be rolled into a small light
bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for
motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. ^^RV^KL^Nr'N.Y.

.^
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DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Best of facilities for definite in-

struction and supervision in Practi-

cal Forestry.
Surveying, cruising and construc-

tion work carried on in our own
tract of 3600 acres, with Forestry
Camp in the centre.

Competent men from the School at

present in demand to take up Forest
Survey work with the Provincial
Crown Land Department.

For further information address:

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

"Everything for the Forester"

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBE1
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E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.
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Forestry Telephones
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Bush fires cost millions annually, but
the loss is being reduced yearly by
stringent regulations and increased employ-
ment of Rangers. The Ranger's greatest
aid in effective fire fighting is

A Bush Telephone System, which pays
for itself by simplifying loggmg and driv-
ing operations and yet is

Always available in emergencies.
We have perfected jpecial apparatus fo:

installation in permanent camps or look-
out stations and also for portable tele-

phones which the Rangers carry with them
on their rounds, with which they can mak<
instantaneous connections to the neares
forestry telephone line.
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A PRACTICAL LESSON IN FOREST DESTRUCTION.
These precipitous mountain slopes near the Austro-Italian international boundary line were once

covered with a forest growth. Their present appearance evidences the destructive work of the past, the

present lack of water and the parching heat of the sun.
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THE ABUSE AND RIGHT USE OF LAND.
Along the coast of Lake Garda, which is crossed by the Austro-Italian international boundary line,

are found extremely productive and intensively managed lemon and olive groves, and bordering them at

higher elevations are some of the most sterile mountain slopes in the civilized world.



VALLEY OF THE ADIGE AT TRIENT.
This is a portion of the land Italy hopes to regain from Austria. Throughout the entire region the

valleys are narrow and fertile, the mountains high and rugged, and their slopes steep, sterile and denuded
of the forest growth that once covered the now exposed diorite rocks.

AREAS OF DESOLATION CROWNED WITH A CASTLE.
Steep slopes of exposed rock originally forested, but now covered with an open growth of inferior

trees and shrubs. A thousand years ago the building crowning the height was a fortified castle, later it

was converted into a monastery, and now it is used by the Austrian army operating south through Tyrol.
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A Ranger School in Operation

Training Men By Short Courses for Fire Protection,

Tree Planting, Estate Management,

An Example for Canada

That the best results from the em-
ployment of forest rangers cannot be
reached until the political patronage
system of appointment is eliminated
has long been recognized. There is a
further necessity in any effective, and
hence economical, plan of forest guard-
ing: the training of the rangers. In
the European systems, courses are pro-
vided for those who, without intending
to qualify as forest engineers, desire

proficiency in the secondary duties of
the forest service. The idea has been
adapted in America in the Ranger
School, with amplifications to meet spe-
cial conditions. In the following ar-

ticle, prepared at the request of the Ca-
nadian Forestry Journal, Mr. S. D.
Smith, Director of the State Ranger
School at Wanakena, New York, dis-

cusses the work of the institution. With

the improvements taking place in the
various provincial and federal forest
services of Canada, a Ranger School
established in Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick, British Columbia, and at a
point to serve the prairie provinces,
would seem a sterling undertaking on
the part of the governments respon-
sible for protective work.

Objects of the School.

The primary object of the State
Ranger School, maintained by the New
York State College of Forestry, is to
give young men thorough practical
training which will enable them to take
up work in Forestry and its associated
callings such as managers of private
forests, forest guards or rangers, and
specialists in planting and growing
young trees. This is not inclusive of

THE RANGER SCHOOL GROUNDS FROM THE OSWEGATCHIE RIVER.
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The teachings of the class room are supplemented by actual field practice. In this nursery the stock

is grown for planting on the College Forest. Approximately 50,000 young trees are planted annually by

the Students.

the various positions with large lumber
companies and pulp and paper concerns
as timber cruisers an din map making
and surveying.

No man can be a good forester in the

broadest sense of the term who cannot
take care of himself in the woods, and
as a large part of the regular instruc-

tion of the School, field trips, and ex-

cursions are planned to enable the men
to develop all that is possible of inge-

nuity and responsibility in providing
proper food and accommodations for

themselves when at considerable dis-

tance from their base of supplies. But
this field work is in no sense a vacation.

It is just as essential as the instruction

in the class-room and frequently is of

several weeks' duration.

Any young man of good moral char-
acter and in sound physical condition
over nineteen years of age is eligible for

admission to the School. Every effort

is made to exclude from the School all

those whose tendencies or characteris-

tics would retard their development or

would injure the well-being of the stu-

dent body. Every student is taken
on probation for one month, since it

has been proven unwise to carry a stu-

dents whose inclinations and ambitions
are not in accord with the School. It

is obviously unfair to a young man to

continue him in the school work when
it is clearly proven that the profession

holds nothing for him.

A Short Course in Forestry.

Although several of the larger uni-

versities have graduated men as profes-

sional foresters, there is yet quite a

field between the lumbermen and the

professional foresters, and it is this field

that the Ranger School is endeavoring

to fill. .Many of the young men of this

and neighboring states could not see

their way clear to enter the regular

university four-year course, nor could

they obtain the help they needed from
text-books or treatises on the subject,

and this class of young men have been
very eager to secure the benefits of this

short course in Forestry.

The school is located at Wanakena,
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N.Y., in the Western Adirondacks,

where opportunity is provided for de-

monstration and field work in survey-

ing, mapping, and timber estimating.

In this vicinity several large tracts are

being lumbered at the present time, and

the students are privileged to visit and

study the lumber camps and the mills

of the pulp and paper companies.

Through the generosity of the Rich

Lumber Company the school owns and

maintains its own forest, consisting of

approximately 1,800 acres. Adjoining

this on one side is a State forest of vir-

gin timber of several thousand acres,

which also offers excellent opportuni-

ties for the demonstration of the prin-

ciples of Forestry,

For Comfort of Students.

Good warm buildings are provided

for the accommodation of the students.

The main building consists of an office,

class-room and recreation room on the

first floor and dormitories on the sec-

ond and third floors. The dining hall

is also neat and well equipped. Both
buildings are provided with running

hot and cold water. Equipment in the

way of tools and instruments are fur-

nished for demonstration and actual

use of the students in surveying, esti-

mating and accurate mapping.
The location of the school on the in-

let to Cranberry Lake makes transpor-

tation by water often necessary, and
for this purpose motor boats and canoes

are maintained by the school.

Lumbermen Co-operate.

The school does not guarantee posi-

tions to its graduates, but all assis-

tance possible is given by the school in

locating its graduates in positions

which oiler opportunity for advance-

ment. The school does not furnish a

complete education in forestry ; but the

courses given will fit a man for general

practical forestry work and give him
a thorough practical working know-
ledge of the subject. The aim is to

make the course practical, avoiding so

far as possible the purely theoretical

part. It is worthy of note that the

lumbermen who at one time gave little

credit to this work are now much in-

terested in it, and are glad to detail

special problems in their operations for

solution by the students of the Ranger
School. The practicability of the
school is doubtless what appeals to

them and explains why its graduates
are so satisfactory in the service of

these men.

Lieut. George E. Bothwell Killed

Lieut. George E. Bothwell of the

Forestry Branch of the Department of

the Interior, who enlisted in the 51st

Battalion of Edmonton, has, according
to unofficial reports received, been
killed at the front. Mr. Bothwell en-

listed as a private and worked his way
up to a commission, and crossed to the
front in France in the summer of 1916.

After the advance of the British forces

on the 15th September Mr. Bothwell
was officially reported "missing," but
no further word could be obtained as

to his fate until his father, who lives

in Perth. Ontario, received a letter

from one of the other officers of his

company giving details of what hap-
pened. It appears that the British

troops had made a victorious advance
and captured the enemies' trenches,

and that Mr. Bothwell's company had
rounded up a number of prisoners who
had surrendered in a dug-out. Appar-
ently the prisoners had not been fully

disarmed, for when Mr. Bothwell's
back was turned one of them suddenly
drew a revolver and shot him in the
back of the head, killing him instantly.

It is very regrettable indeed to lose a
promising young forester like Mr.
Bothwell, and particularly as a result

of such a treacherous act.

Mr. Bothwell was employed at the
head office of tjie Forestry Branch for

a short time, and while there prepared
a bulletin on Co-operative Forest Fire
Protection, which described the work
of the forest protective associations
formed by the lumbermen, particularly

in the St. Maurice Valley- He after-

wards worked as assistant on the Atha-
baska division of the Rocky Mountain
Forest Reserve, and gave promise of

being a very useful field ofificer.
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Ontario Adopts a Forward Policy

Government Announces Reorganization of the Forest Pro-

tective Service, Under New Department, and
Control of Settlers'* Fires

Reorganization of the forest protec-

tion service of the Province of Ontario
has been decided upon by Hon. G. H.
Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests
and Mines- Announcement of his

plans was made before a delegation or-

ganized by the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation which discussed the subject
with the Minister at Toronto on Tues-
day. November 28th.

The announcement, far from being
a "promise to consider," gave a specific

outline of reorganization to which the
Government is pledged to adhere. Ed-
mund J. Zavitz, Provincial Forester, is

appointed head of a new forest protec-

tion department which includes, as

well, all work relating to forestry. The
Minister gave assurance that the new
department, which will be under his

own general supervision, will be given
every facility to work out a compre-
hensive and effective system. The
matter of additional appropriations, he
said, could be arranged without diffi-

culty.

To Take Care of Settlers.

Under the new forest protection

chief, there will be developed a scheme
of issuing "permits" for the burning of

settlers' slash, which the Department
recognizes as the great source of dan-
gerous forest fires. Under the system
proposed, settlers will be allowed to

burn ofif their debris only under proper
weather conditions and by personal di-

rection of a fire ranger. There will

also be worked out a plan for applying
to forested country such modern im-
provements for fire detection as look-

out towers, telephone lines, trails, and
other equipment. In presenting this

excellent programme, the Minister
clearly emphasized that his decisions

were the result of much consideration
and the study of protective systems in

other parts of the country. His public

announcement had been withheld until

the deputation could appear before him
and present its views. It was his in-

tention to have Mr. Zavitz proceed
with the new work without delav so
that the season of 1917 would witness
part at least of the new plans in effect.

Mr. Ferguson said that his depart-
ment had not been slumbering in for-

est protection duties, but had employed
in some seasons 1,000 rangers. With-
in the Reserves, permanent improve-
ments had been carried on on an exten-
sive scale. Reforestation had been
taken up, and in many parts of the pro-
vince old limits were being cared for
with a view to their future value. The
patrolling of the Claybelt country, in

particular, was a difficult proposition,
for the influx of settlers in recent years
had developed special problems of fire

control.

Faults of Present System.

The delegation which the Canadian
Fore^ry Association brought before
the Minister to talk over the forest pro-
tection problem was an uncommonly
strong and representative body of men.
Lieut.-Col. J. B. Miller, President of
the Association, briefly introduced the
subject of the interview and called
upon the Secretary, Mr. Robson Black,
to read a memorandum. The latter

document contained a detailed criti-

cism of present organization of the for-

est service of Ontario on both licensed
and unlicensed lands, the absence of
skilled management of rangers, the lack
of inspection and consequent poor re-

sults. The need of a settlers' permit
law and the construction of fire detec-
tion and fire fighting aids, such as tele-

phones, trails, etc., was plainly dis-

cussed.
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Pointed Evidence.

Brief comments were made by most
of the members of the deputation, all

expressing confidence in the Minister's

intentions to place Ontario's forest ser-

vice in the front rank of Canadian pro-

vinces. Mr. Ellwood Wilson, Presi-

dent of the St. Maurice Forest Protec-

tive Association of Quebec, gave a suc-

cinct outline of the results obtained

from the use of modern protective

methods. The application of a set-

tlers' permit law did not alienate the

settler, as some might anticipate- Tact-

ful education was a sufficient weapon
to overcome prejudice, and the threat

of legal penalties sufficed for the fev«

recalcitrants. Mr. Frank Hawkins, as

Secretary of the Lower Ottawa Forest

Protective Association, gave the Min-
ister a valuable resume of the success

in combatting fire during 1916. Sir

Edmund Walker, President of the Ca-

nadian Bank of Commerce; Mr. W. E.

Bigwood, President of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association ; Mr. James
White, Deputy Head of the Commis-
sion of Conservation ; Mr. Parsons,

Vice-President of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association; Mr. T. H. Hall,

representing the Canadian Fire Under-
writers' Association; Mr. Arthur
Hewitt. President of the Toronto
Board of Trade; Mr. James Simpson,
representing labor unions of wood-
workers; Mr. Cyril T. Young, of the

Canadian Northern Railway ; J. G. El-

liott, President of the Canadian Press

Association; C. M. Auer, representing

Porcupine mining interests, and the

township of Tisdale and town of Tim-
mins in Northern Ontario, presented

very helpful comments- The latter

speaker frankly told the Minister that

the -fire hazard had been greatly in-

creased by the 1916 conflagrations, and

that the population could not be held

in the country if prompt protective

measures were not taken.

The Association's Part.

The introduction and conclusion of

the Canadian Forestry Association's

memorandum were as follows, (the

body of the document containing de-

tailed observations of the Ontario sys-

tem being omitted here for lack of

space.)

"The part played by the Canadian
Forestry Association in relation to the
Ontario forest protection system has
had as its object the educating of public
opinion upon the value of the forest

possessions and the wisdom of guarding
them against the waste of fire. Such
questions as the extent of forest fire

losses, the dependence of forest indus-
tries upon accessible and abundant sup-
plies, the profitable results of modern
patrol systems, the common-sense of

the 'permit plan' for controlling set-

tlers' clearing fires all required discus-

sion and in affording the means for this

we aimed to bring the people to intelli-

gent conclusions as to their existing

forest laws and administration.

"The effect of the educational cam-
paigns has been to stimulate public

conviction and to provide necessary
support for this Government in adopt-
ing an advanced policy. We come be-

fore you to-day not to emphasize what
we believe are the shortcomings of the

system which has been inherited from
previous Governments, but to assure
the Minister of Lands, Forests and
Mines of our full confidence in his de-

sire to give Ontario the most useful

plan of forest protection that can be
devised. We congratulate him upon
the investigations he has set in motion
for the securing of full information, and
do not doubt that the new basis of or-

ganization for forest protection pur-

poses will bring the province of Onta-
rio within reasonable reach of its great
responsibilities

"We recognize that the rousing of

public sentiment on the question of On-
tario's forest service has been due more
to the terrible loss of life in the Clay-
belt fires that to any other considera-

tion. The lack of official data on
provincial forest conditions, annual
losses from fires, etc., as reflected in

the annual reports of the Department
of Lands and- Forests, has been partly

responsible for previous public indif-

ference to the seriousness of the situa-

tion. What was not reported upon by
the Department was too often accepted
as a matter of no public concern.

"The proof of the efficiency of mod-
ern protection systems is available on
every hand, in the 24,000 square miles

of privately-managed limits of Quebec,
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in the whole of British Columbia, in Late John Hendry's Estate.
the Pacific Northwestern States, and ^he gross value of the estate of them some of the Ontario Reserves.

^^^^ j,^jf„ Hendrv, of Vancouver, a for-
"In practically all of these areas, the mer President of the Canadian Fores-

freedom from forest fire damage to life try Association, was $1,248,829.23, and
and property can be ascribed to three the net value was $725,783.63. The
main features

:

usual petition for administration of the
"Power of control by the rangers estate was filed November 1st, on be-

over settlers' clearing fires through the half of the executors, Mr. Eric Werge
'permit law-' Hamber, son-in-law, and Mrs. Adaline

"Centralization of ranger control

;

Hendry, the widow. Under the will,

skilful management; with frequent in- dated June 18, 1914, three-quarters of

spection. the real and personal estate and effects

"The development of mechanical pass to Mrs Adaline Hendry and one-

equipment, as trails, telephones and quarter to Mrs. Aldyen Irene Hamber.

lookout towers. J^/, yil^^^^ ^ j^^^^ ^^ estimated as

,,_ . , , , ,. , $o44,337-87 and the daughters as
It is to these foundations of every $181445 98

successful protective organization now ' '
'.

, ^ , ^

in existence that we direct the atten-
T^h^ major share of the fortune is

tion of Ontario, feeling confident that "^^J^ 7,.°^ ^Jl^^f
i"

^j^E,
^".^^^^ (3°^-

the Government will not hesitate to
umbia Mills Tmiber and Trading Corn-

place the forest guarding system upon P^^^' ^^ which the inventory shows the

the most modern and efficient basis."
testator owned 6 336 shares of a par
value of $100 and a present value of

$150, making a total of $905,400. The
Loan to Settlers. testator's shares in the British Colum-

^. r r^•.^/^^^/^ . . 1. .1 bia Sugar Refining Company were
The first $100,000 set apart by the ^^^^^^ ^^ $12,000; the Hendry Land

Ontario Government for oans to north- Company at $19,875; the Western
ern settlers has been apphed for almost Canada Power Company, Limited,
entirely, according to a summary is-

$48,500, and the Yale Development
sued by Commissioner Dane. Over Companv, $45,000. The total value in
sixty-two applications were received glares is placed at $1,080,830, and the
from Matheson.

^.^^1 ^g^^^^ ^^ $148,955. The shares in
Application forms for loans were the Vancouver, Westminster, and Yu-

first sent to the Timiskaming district kon Railway Company—25,020 in num-
because of the distress following the ber—were given as of no value.
recent forest fires there, and resulted

in 258 applications for aid, amounting
to $92,790, from the district of Timis- Penny Wise—Pound Foolish.

kaming. (Pulp and Paper Magazine.)
Application forms are now being In one part of the country we find

sent out to the agencies of Port Ar- progressive paper makers and lumber-
thur, Dryden, Rainy River and Kenora. men not only carefully guarding
The settlers in the burned districts against the destruction of their forests

show by their applications that they by fire but planting trees for future re-

intend to use the money loaned to them quirements. In another part of the

for developing their farms, relying on land we find careless settlers setting

the Northern Ontario Aid Committee fires to clear their land, or hunters and
for their re-establishment. campers leaving fires which they care-

All the applications recorded above lessly allow to spread at will,

have received the sanction of the To plant trees for future require-

Crown Lands Agent for the district, ments is a most praiseworthy proceed-

and the loans are either going forward ing, but to allow millions of acres to

or are only held up for technicalities burn down each year makes our efforts

regarding titles to the lands offered by at conservation look sick. It is a Pen-
the settlers as security. ny Wise—Pound Foolish Policy.
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The Heliograph in Forest Fire

Detection

Experiments Conducted on Mattagami Pulp and Paper

Company's Limits Appear to Demonstrate

Its Usefulness

The heliograph as a signalling in- ments would be helpless . This was
s-trument has been used by military en- not found to be the case. Even with

gineers for a great many years, but it a heavy haze, the flashes penetrated to

remained for the Mattagami Pulp and a distance of ten miles and over. In

Paper Company of Smooth Rock Falls, rainy weather of course the fire ranger

Ont., to adapt it to forest protection would have less urgent need to signal,

purposes. For use at night, electric flash lamps
The success of the heliograph is were employed, and for short distances

vouched for by the rangers on the com- worked very well. The same code of

pany's limits and by Mr. R. O. Sweezy, "dots and dashes" was used. To over-

a well-known Forest Engineer, who come the handicap of night signalling,

worked out the company's fire protec- a new powerful battery lamp has been
tion plans. Mr. Sweezy's experience manufactured in the United States,

as professor of engineering at the Royal which is said to give a flash visible at

Military College, Kingston, brought thirty to fifty miles. This lamp will

him first into touch with the heliograph probably be tried out next summer on
which was used in instructional work the Mattagami limits,

with the cadets. While the heliograph has its limita-
In mappmg out the patrol routes, lo-

^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ witnessed the ex-
cations for lookout towers ,etc., it was pgriments in forest signalling last sum-
found necessary to devise a signal sys- ^^^ declare that its usefulness warrants
tem other than telephones and wire-

^ ^j^^^ adoption. An instrument
less. The company s imits comprise ^.^^^ ^^-^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^5q -^^ normal
about 1,300 square miles, mostly de-

^j^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ advanced by about $20
void of roads. To construct telephone

recently. It is not cumbersome or
lines, particularly during war time

^^ ^nd can be stowed away in a
with materials endrmously enhanced

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^j^^^ Learning the code
in cost, was considered inadvisable.

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ difficult, and practice
Mr. Sweezy experimented with a few

^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^ ^^j^ ^^ ^^ ^^^_
heliographs and succeeded m teaching

^j^^^
some of his rangers enough of the '

. , •
t, ^ubuiiic ^^ s ^^ +„r^+r^ ^rioKU The country m which the experiment

Morse code in a week or two to enable ^-jj ^ a-cc ^.-h
, ^^ n 1 _^^ ^„^^ 4-^ r,-nA frr^m was tricd docs ttot differ materially
them to flash messages to and trom

^ r .^u r-i u u x -nt ^.u,1 1 ^ .. c^ ,,r^ii A\A +Vi^ from the rest of the Claybelt of North-
the lookout towers. So well did the

Ontario and Ouebec-relativelv flat
plan work that more instruments were ern Ontario and Quebec relatively Hat

purchased and placed on other sections country witli sufficient rising land to

^f the limits. 'The heliograph as is
P[;;;trCirJr^^^^^^^^^^

commonly known, operates by the use clear survey tor great distances

of two mirrors one of which is attached The use of the heliograph will be as-

to a kev By operating this key on sisted by telephone lines constructed

the "do'^ts and dashes" system of the along the main roads and telephone ex-

teleo-raphic code the flash of reflected tension will keep pace with the com-

sunfight can be controlled at will. pany's woods operations. Rangers on

It IS a general impression that with- the canoe routes will likely be provided

out brilliant sunlight these instru- with heliographs next season.
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Canada's White Pine in Danger
of Extermination

Ravages of White Pine Blister Rust Developing serious

Conditions in Ontario and Quebec

The spread of the white pine blister

rust in Canada has reached such dan-
gerous proportions as to call for prompt
measures by our Governments, lumber
companies, and individuals. Unless
effective means are taken at once, Can-
ada may easily witness a tragic loss of
white pine, far more serious than the
destruction of tamarack by the larch

saw fly.

Canada's white pine possesions have
been reduced so seriously by causes
other than disease that no effort should
be spared to grapple with the new prob-
lem of blister rust at the outset. A
few months' delay and remedies may
be of no avail.

Already the disease has found its

way into Simcoe, Durham, Wellington
and Victoria counties of Ontario, and
most seriously into the Niagara Penin-
sula. Mr. E- J. Zavitz, Provincial
Forester, and Mr. W. A. McCubbin. of
the Central Experimental Farm, Otta-
wa, have been at work for months dis-

covering and defining infected areas
and taking measures to isolate and de-
stroy diseased trees and the goose-
berry and currant bushes which act as
carriers.

Danger to Quebec.
In Quebec, outbreaks have been

found near Montreal, at Ste. Anne de
Bellevue, and other points. Mr. G. C.

Piche, Chief Forester of Quebec, has
given prompt attention to the danger,
and inspectors have been sent out with
instructions to locate diseased sections

and apply proper remedies. In the

State of Maine, within a short distance
of the Quebec border, a serious out-

break has been located, which may
easily cause trouble for neighboring
Canadian areas of white pine.

Considering the enormous values at

stake, and the rapidity of infection,

characteristic of the blister rust, it

would seem only a matter of wide
awake business management that the
Dominion Government as well as the
provinces of Ontario and Quebec
should take this grave matter promptly
in hand. To eradicate the present
plague of white pine blister rust will

require not only a wide investigation
of white pine areas, but a very consid-
erable expenditure of money, and the
employment of all the skill that Fede-
ral and Provincial Government depart-
ments have at their command. The
aid of the Dominion Government is

called for by the peculiar urgency of

the situation, and the national conse-
quences that must follow anything but
the most comprehensive and thorough
treatment.

Quarantine Measures.
Outbreaks in the United States have

been located thus far in all the New
England States, New York,, New Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Although
it has not yet been found West of the
Mississippi, prevention of the ship-

ment of nursery^ stock from the east

and the quarantine of infected areas

will be necessary in order to prevent
such a development.
Expert opinion holds that the blister

rust can be suppressed by the follow-

ing means :

'

The destruction of all gooseberry
and currant bushes, wild and culti-

vated, in and near sections where the

disease prevails.

The destruction of all five-needled

pine trees exhibiting signs of blister

rust infection.

Prohibition of the shipment of white
pine seedlings from infected sections.
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Rust Characteristics.

The blister rust which is parasitic on
white pine can be detected on currant
and gooseberry bushes as a yeUow rust

on the under side of the leaves- On
these host plants it undergoes a change
about the end of June and another form
of spore develops. This is carried by
the wind to the white pine. As wild
gooseberry and currant bushes are to

be found all over Eastern Canada, there

are plenty of host plants to generate
destruction of practically every white
pine tree we possess.

This calls for immediate action by
lumber companies, by Provincial and
Federal Governments, by all who have
any interest in or responsibility for the

saving of white pine forests. To lo-

cate infections, and to destroy 'the dis-

eased trees and all gooseberry and cur-

rant bushes in the vicinity comprises
the only effective procedure known.
Guarding against infected nursery
stock is, of course, an obvious neces-

sity. As for tHe origin of the white
pine blister rust, it is supposed to have
been brought to America from Ger-
many on white pine seedlings.

A recent conference of ofificials in-

terested in suppressing the epidemic
was held at Albany, N.Y., and in ad-
dition to delegations of experts from
most of the states where the rust has
developed, the following were present
from Canada : Clyde Leavitt, Forester,

Commission of Conservation ; F. J.

Zavitz, Forester of Ontario; B. R. Mor-
ton, Dominion Forestry Branch ; W. A.
McCubbin, Division of Botany, Cen-
tral Experimental Farm, Ottawa; G. C.

Piche, Chief of Forest Service, Quebec.

pert from Ottawa, but unfortunately
very little was then known about Pine
Blister Rust, and beyond recommend-
ing the destruction of the affected
trees the expert had no advice to offer.

Blister Rust in B. C.

There is reason to fear the white pine
blister rust has secured a lodgment in

the interior of this province, in which
case infection must have come from
one of the border states, says the

Western Lumberman."
"Some four or five years ago, if we

mistake not, the attention of the Pro-
vincial and Dominion authorities was
directed to a mysterious blight that

seemed to be attacking trees in some
parts of Okanagan district. An in-

vestigation was conducted by an ex-

Logger in Daring Feat.

A few weeks ago the crew of Hig-

gins' logging camp at Cameleon Har-
bor, Tribune Channel, about 80 miles

north of Vancouver, witnessed an act

of remarkable daring and agility, per-

formed by one of their number, which
will doubtless be talked about for many
a day in the Coast lumber camps,

where feats of daredevil bravery are as

common as "scraps" among school

boys. .".;.

In the course of a shift to a new log-

ging location it became necessary to

attach a cable to a very tall tree at a

point 120 feet from the ground. Usu-

ally this is done by a workman
ec{uipped with pole-climbing spurs and
belt, but this time these means were
not available. What was to be done?
It would take several days to secure

the equipment from Vancouver, and a

shutdown of the operations for that

length of time was not to be thought
of owing to the heavy expense in-

volved.

This is where tall Andrew Busby
came to the rescue, if reports are true.

He was an expert chopper and skilled

in using a springboard. With his axe
and two springboards he began to

climb the tree. Standing on the first

board, he chopped a notch five feet

above him, slipped the second board
into the notch, climbed up, and, draw-
ing the first board after him, repeated
the performance a score of times. In
an hour, while his companions below
watched him breathlessly, he reached
the top of the tree and afifixed the rope.

Standing on a board a few inches wide,
he was apparently as cool at 100 feet

from the ground as when he was only
five feet from terra firma.

Busby is now a private in the 230th
Forestry Battalion, having enlisted in

A^ancouver a few days after performing
the act above recorded.
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Where a Settlers' Permit Law is Needed
\

TYPICAL STAND OF SPRUCE AND JACKPINE ON THE EDGE OF AN OLD BURN IN THE
RIDING MOUNTAIN FOREST RESERVE, MANITOBA.

1

4

YOUNG MIXED FOREST OF PINE AND SPRUCE IN ATHABASCA RIVER VALLEY, ALBERTA.
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How Long Will Our Timber Last?

A Frank Discussion of Forest Problems in Quebec Province

With An Outline of Needed Reforms

What is the timbered area?

How much of it is accessible?

What is the annual consump-
tion?

How long will the timber last?

To what hazards is the timber
exposed?

How is it being exploited?

What are the wastes?

How can the stand be convert-
ed and improved?

Mr. Ellwood Wilson. Chief of the

Forestry Division of the Laurentide
Company, Grand'Mere, Quebec, was
asked to appear before the Dominions
Royal Commission at Montreal to give
information as to the forest conditions
in Quebec Province. Mr. Wilson's
memorandum is of such interest and
value, containing original data and of-

fering candid opinions on many fea-

tures which are commonly passed over,

that the Forestry Journal has con-
densed portions of the manuscript,
omitting the statistical basis.

The statement of Quebec conditions

refers to that part of the province lying

north of the St. Lawrence River. The
total area timbered is about 303,855

square miles. The area accessible at

the present time to points of consump-
tion is 147,247 square miles and the

inaccessible area 101-722 square miles-

The total amount of available stand-

ing timber, states Mr. Wilson, is

363.603,200 solid cords of wood or

483-592,256 stacked cords. The memo-
randum proceeds

:

Growth in Virgin Forests.

"Now timber is like gold, or iron, or

coal, or any other natural product, in

that there mav be immense quantities

of it in any given locality, but if it

costs more to get it to market than it

can be sold for, it is for the time being,

or until the price rises sufficiently, in-

accessible—and this must be taken into

consideration when estimating timber

supplies.

The approximate total consumption

for spruce and balsam for 1915 was
about 3.050,281 cords, which would
give us at the present rate of consump-
tion enough available timber for 150

years. Our consumption has • in-

creased- however, 290^^ in the last

seven years, and if we allow only 10%
per annum, at the end of 55 years all of

the timber at present available would

be used up. Now here a very impor-

tant question comes up—and that is

the amount of growth in a forest each

vear. At first thought it seems that

a forest of growing trees will increase

the amount of timber from year to

vear. and this is true of forests which

are under control, or of an area which

is growing trees for the first time, but

it is not true for a so-called virgin for-

est which has been growing for an in-

definite number of years, and in which

trees of all ages and different species

are found. Here nature has reached

a state of equilibrium and the amount
of growth each year is balanced by the

amount of decay. So that if we have

areas stocked by nature .and there is a

certain amount of timber on them, there

will be practically no more on them at

a given number of years than there is

at present. This, however, does not

hold good for areas which are lum-

bered, for here- the cutting out of cer-

tain trees gives an opportunity for a

new crop, and this crop will continue to

grow and produce timber until the

land is fully stocked again, provided

the conditions are right for the re-seed-

ing of the proper species and their

growth into mature trees-
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Timber Cut Rises. take care of the consumption at that

"In discussing this whole question time for one and a half years. The

I should like to draw mv conclusions growth on the areas lumbered each

from a smaller region with which I am year from now on will not be sufficient

more familiar, and leave the question to take care of the increased cut.

of the whole Province for those who Grooving Neiv Crops.

have travelled more widely than I. "The conditions for reproduction are
"For the last twelve years I have on the whole fairly good- On areas

worked in the valley of the St. Maurice that have been burned over much de-

River, and have surveyed and mapped pends on the area burnt and the pre-

an area of about 2,500 square miles, vailing winds and the proximity of for-

and have travelled over practically the gsts capable of producing seed. As
whole valley. I have also made care- the coniferous trees do not seed each
ful studies of the amounts of timber year, it is sometimes several years be-

on sample sections oyer the whole of fore any seed is scattered over burnt
the area, and studied conditions of areas. Then sometimes a nurse crop
growth and reproduction, and am in of poplar and white birch comes up be-

consequence able to give facts from fore the spruce and balsam commence
which anyone can draw his own con- to seed. I have seen several very
elusions. large areas which were burnt more
"The valley of the St. Maurice than fifty years ago on which there is

River contains about 12,329 square to this day no reproduction of spruce
miles, and has all the timber types of or balsam except a few scattered trees,

the province except the Northern Sub- Then, too, the reproduction as practised

artic. by nature is very haphazard, being
"The approximate amount of timber either too plentiful, as in the case of

cut in this section for 1915 was 408,516 balsam, which often seeds in such
cords. This is a little under the total dense stands that it has no room for

quantity, as I was not able to obtain proper development and the trees push
exact figures for timber taken out by up into thin, spindling poles which die

rail by one or two of the smaller opera- early from disease, or blow down,
tors. In 1910 the amount taken out Generally, however, the reproduction
was 282.720 cords, so that in five years jg only a small percentage of what the

there has been an increase of more than ground can carry and the trees grow up
140%, and this is at about the rate of knotty and bushy or are crowded out

28% per annum. ' by less valuable species.

Fifty Years' Supplies. Choking the Soft Woods.

If we take it that the increase will be "In regard to reproduction on cut

onlv 10% per year for the future we over areas, cutting, as is done un-

find that on the basis of our estimate der the present system of arbitrary

there is only standing timber enough diameter limit, is practically using a

for fifty years. Areas which have been selection system which favors the spe-

. burned over cannot be counted on to cies which are at present unmerchant-

produce pulp wood in sufficient quan- able, as the hardwoods. By cutting

titles to be cuf under forty years at the out the coniferous trees, the hardwoods

best, and areas which have been lum- are given less competition and their

bered show that there is not sufficient growth favored and the opening up of

timber left under the diameter limit set the stand allows them to seed in and

bv the government to produce within their rapid growth seedlings choke out

thirtv years more than three to five the softwood production.

cords to the acre, and the figure is "Then, too, the forests are subject to

nearer three cords than five. If we many hazards, the chief being fire, the

say that the total area lumbered up to second insects and fungi, and the third

the present time will produce at the wind. Fire has in the past swept over

end of fifty years ten cords to the acre more than a third of the St. Maurice

there will be at the time the standing Valley, and a few large fires would

timber is cut ofif just about enough to very seriously reduce the amount of
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TIMBERED ISLAND ON ATHABASCA RIVER AT MOUTH OF PASS CREEK, ALBERTA.

our future supply. On areas which

have been lumbered, and the tops and

branches are allowed to remain and rot

on the ground, the most favorable con-

ditions are presented for the growth of

fungi and for the increase of insects

which attack the standing timber.

Then, too, where the stands, especially

of balsam, are too thick, the trees are
weakened and easily diseased. There
are districts where practically every
balsam tree is defective.

hoss in Winter Logging.

"The methods of exploitation are the
same as when the country was first

lumbered. Up to 1908 no changes
were made in methods. Naturallv in

cutting timber, one takes the most ac-
cessible timber and that which can be
cut and transported at the least cost, so
that the first lumbering was done
along the river banks and around the
borders of lakes, and only the largest
and best trees were taken. Up to

1908, not more than twelve per cent, of

balsam was taken by the companies
manufacturing pulp, now practically no
discrimination is practised between
balsam and spruce in cutting. The re-

sult of this method of cutting is that

areas have had to be logged over many
times in order to get all the available
timber ; sections which were rocky or
difficult to approach were not cut and
timber distant from the waterways was
left. Now the hauls have materially
increased, with an increase in logging
expenses, and in other places the
amount of timber is too scanty to go
back for, and sections unlogged are
often so difficult of access as to make
the getting out of the timber impos-
sible at a profit. Logging is done in

the winter, which adds much to its dif-

ficulty and expense, and is responsible
for many wastes, such as high stumps,
logs lost in the snow, and slower
work.

"The most obvious wastes under the
present system of logging are high
stumps, usable wood left in the tops,

the use of spruce and balsam in build-
ing camps, when white birch and pop-
lar can in most cases be used, the use
of merchantable wood for roads. There
is a lack of proper inspection of the
operations, nearly all the operators let-

ting out contracts for the cutting of
their timber, without adequate super-
vision of the operations. Some of the
companies have developed good in-

spection systems.
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Fire Protection First.

"The following- improvements are

obvious

:

"First, a good system of fire protec-

tion for the province outside of the St.

Maurice and Lower Ottawa valleys. In

these two sections co-operative Fire

Protective Associations are in exis-

tence which practically eliminated the

fire hazard, showing what can be done-

In other sections the Government
should force the limit holders to pro-

perly protect their holdings ; this can

be done at small expense, one-quarter

of one per cent, per acre per annum. In

order to do this the Government must
have properly qualified men to act as

inspectors and must have enough of

them, and it must protect the areas

which are not yet under license. Un-
der the Hon. Mr. Jules Allard, Minis-

ter of Lands and Forests, great pro-

gress has been made, and he has shown
the greatest desire to properly protect

and administer the great public domain
under his charge. His Department
has been one of the most important in

producing revenue, and sufficient

money has not been allowed him to pro-

perly take care of his Department. In

order to safeguard the future revenue,

more money must be spent annually

now.

Change Fixed Diameter.

"The present law which compels cut-

ting to a fixed diameter limit should be

repealed and the cutting should be done
directly under the inspection of pro-

perly trained and qualified inspectors

who should be competent to designate

the trees to be cut. This of course

would mean a large increase in current

expenses, but as it must come sooner

or later it is better to spend the money
before the damage is irreparable.

"Logging should be cornmenced
much earlier in the season and should

be finished by the time the snow comes
permanently. Camjis should be built

out nf birch and po])lar.

"Some system of brush disposal

should be compulsory, both in the in-

terest of fire protection and the good
of the forest.

"Burnt areas which are not restock-

ing fully should be planted up ancf

everything possible should be done to

make it i)ossible and advantageous for

limit holders to replace the trees cut
by planting.

"The Laurentide Company, Ltd., the
Pejepscot Paper Co.. and the Riordon
Paper Co., Ltd., have begun to plant,

and have shown that it is feasible.

"The work of logging and other
woods operations should be done by
men who have been trained properly in

these operations. This work is a sort

of engineering, demanding technical

knowledge and good judgment, and is

too often left to men who are totally

ignorant and incompetent. Few oper-
ators have any idea of what is going
on in the woods, and as long as they
have cheap logs delivered to them, are

satisfied to leave matters as they are-

It takes a long while to grow timber or

to repair the. damage done by careless

handling, and we are too prone to

leave the problems of supplying raw
material for the future to the men of

that day, forgetting that it is we who
must lay the foundation."

Quebec Forest Revenue.

According to the report of the Que-
bec Lands and Forests Department
just issued, the total revenue for the

year was $1,807,259. Receipts from
sales and areas amount to the sum of

$75,703.59, while the sale of Crown
lands, hydraulic powers, etc., produced
the sum of $28,353.81, with expenses
for the service amounting to $2,219.50.

Revenue from woods and forests

amounted to $1,683,682.23, as follows:

Ground rent, $352,380.26; stumpage
dues, $1,221,683.82; penalties and fines,

$24,255.17; accrued interest, %Z2i-

826.85; transfers, $10,720; premiums,
$40,816.13. An area of 339.725 acres

was subdivided during the year, and
103,658 acres reverted to the Crown.
There is at the disposal of the Govern-
ment at present 7,465,637 acres.

A Large Enlistment.

Since the outbreak of the war no less

than one hundred and eighty men em-
ploved in the plants of the Provincial

Paper Mills Co. have enlisted for over-

seas. This number constitutes about

thirty per cent, of the working forces

of the company, which is a splendid re-

cord.
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On the Field of Honor.

We regret to report the death at the

front of another student of the Forest
School of Toronto University—Second
Lieut- James Douglas Aiken, attached
to the Royal Field Artillery of the
British Army. Mr. Aiken's home was
in London, Ontario, where he obtained
his primary education, going up to To-
ronto for the teachnical course at the

Forest School, which he completed last

January. He was a member of the

C. O, T. C, and one of the first draft

of 41 officers chosen to receive commis-
sions in the British Army. He had
been on the Somme front since March,
and was personally congratulated by
the General of his di\ision on Easter
Monday

Mr. Aiken worked for two summers
for the Dominion Forestry Branch,
during the summer of 1914 being en-

gaged as student assistant on traverse

surveys in the Rocky Mountains For-

est Reserve, and in the summer of

1915 in charge of a survey in Eastern
Manitoba.

Sawdust Cement for Floors.

In answer to a letter written to the

Forest Products Laboratory at Madi-
son, Wis., with a view of ascertaining

for an xA.ustralian correspondent a for-

mula for a sawdust-cement composi-
tion for sawmill floors and other pur-

poses. The Timberman, of Portland,

Ore., is in receipt of the following re-

ply:

"Madison, Wis., Sept. 26, 1916.

"The Timberman: There are a num-
ber of different kinds of sawdust and
cement compositions used In the manu-
facture of flooring for offices, mills,

barns, etc. We took this matter up
rather recently with one of the other
government bureaus which was inter-

ested in the subject, and also with the

Portland Cement Association. It ap-
pears that entirely satisfactory floors

composed of cement and sawdust have
been laid and are at present in service.

On the other hand, the cement associa-

tion, judging from the tone of the cor-

respondence which we have had with
it, does not believe that sawdust and
cement mixture are practical mate-
rials for floors."

Repulping Paper.

An American inventor has discover-
ed a means of utilizing a waste digester
liquor for removing ink and color from
waste news and without discoloring
the fibre, so that the paper may be re-

pulped. "I have discovered," he says,
'that by subjecting waste print paper,
either in a pulped state or in the whole,
to the action of spent digester liquors,
under any temperature, for the space
of one hour or more, then washing the
pulp with fresh water, all ink or color-
ing matter that may be in*" the paper
will be entirely removed, and without
discoloring the fibres of the mechanical
wood pulp, leaving the same fit to be
re-made into white paper. If the
waste paper be first pulped, it may be
charged into a beater vat filled with
either of these spent digester liquors,

and by the action of the beating en-
gine all ink or coloring matter will be
entirely freed from the pulp. The sol-

vent may then be drained off and the
pulp washed in fresh water, leaving the
same in a state to be re-made into

white paper."

GROWTH OF N. Y. STATE
FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.

^ The Executive Committee of the

New York State Forestry Association

has announced that Mr. V^ictor A.

Beede, Assistant State Forester of New
Hampshire, will be the permanent Exe-

cutive Secretary with headquarters at

the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce,

Syracuse, N.Y.

Mr. Beede is a graduate of Yale

University, the Yale Forest School, and

before^ntering the U. S. Forest Ser-

vice studied forest conditions in Ger-

many, France and Switzerland-

With a Secretary to give his entire

time to editing the magazine, increas-

ing the membership and the general

activities of the Association, a most

successful year is anticipated. Mr.

Beede possesses qualifications of a high

order, and will undoubtedly build up a

strong association in New York State.
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Paper Prices and Forest Fires

Independent of other causes operat-

ing to increase the price of paper to Ca-
nadian publishers, the constant de-

struction of spruce and balsam forests

by preventible fires has played a serious

role. Without question, there is

abundance of woods to meet all de-

mands of paper mills, but abundance
and accessibility are frequently two
very different things. Transporta-
tion distance between the woods and
the mills is a factor of first importance,

as not a few unsuccessful Canadian and
American paper mills have been forced

to realize. Every additional mile a

paper mill is obliged to travel for logs,

the costs of the paper product will re-

flect an advance.

E. H. Backus, President of the Min-
nesota and Ontario Paper Company,
at Fort Frances, Ont., stated recently

to Western Canadian publishers that

the increasing inaccessibility of pulp
limits from the mills is making paper
dearer.

Replying to a specific question on
this point, Mr. Backus wrote the Cana-
dian Forestry Association as follows

:

"It is true that I have recently stated

that year by year the inaccessibility of

the pulpwood supply is increasing.

The mills have been cutting their most
accessible timber first. Forest fires

are continually making large inroads
on pulpwood. This situation is a

most natural one, and will bring high-
er pulpwood costs as time goes on."

Unlike small saw mills, the perma-
nently located pulp mill cannot pack
up its equipment and follow the re-

treating forest. Some Canadian cor-

porations have come to see, however,
that with care in operating limits,

thorough protection against fire, cou-
pled with planting on cut-over lands,

pulpwood forests can be perpetuated
indefinitely ; accessibility of supplies

need be lessened but little.

Up to the present stage in Canada
the lack of modern fire protection, for

which the Governments, as trustees of

the timber resources, are chieflv re-

sponsible, has reduced the near-at-hand
bodies of pulpwood more than the ac-

tual cut of logs. The fires of last

summer in Ontario and Quebec are an
illustration of this fact. The forest

fire record in Ontario and Quebec dur-
ing the past twenty years accounts for

vastly more of the accessible forest

wealth than has passed into lumber and
pulp.

Without question, causes other than
unheeded fires are at the root of the

paper price advances in war time, but
it remains true that since the first pa-
per factory in Canada began to operate,

the fire fiend has been laying his tax
on the paper consumer.

Who Am I?

I am more powerful than the com-
bined armies of the world.

I have destroyed more men than all

the wars of the world.
I am more deadly than bullets, and

I have wrecked more homes than the

mightiest of siege guns.

I steal in the United States alone,

over $300,000,000 each year.

I spare no one, and I find my vic-

tims among rich and poor alike ; the

young and old ; the strong and weak

;

widows and orphans know me.
I loom up to such proportions that

I cast my shadow over every field of

labor from the turning of the grind-

stone to the moving of every railway

train.

I massacre thousands upon thou-

sands of wage earners in a year.

I lurk in unseen places, and do most
of my work silently. You are warned
against me, but you heed not.

I am relentless, I am everywhere; in

the home, on the streets, in the factory,

at railway crossings, and on the sea.

I bring sickness, degradation and
death, and yet few seek to avoid me.

I destroy, crush or maim ; I give

nothing, but take all.

. I am your worst enemy.
I AM CARELESSNESS.
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The enterprise of the British Columbia Forest Service is seen in this well-equipped exhibition tent placed

in a prominent position at the Hazelton Fair.

The town of Hazelton, in northern
British Columbia, on the line of the

G. T. P., this year held its first agricul-

tural fair, some five or six hundred ex-

hibits being entered. Advantage of

this event w^as taken by the local for-

est service ofificers to prepare and dis-

play in a separate tent, known as the

Forestry Tent, an exhibit consisting

on the one hand of many forms of for-

est protection posters, with photo-
graphs ,diagrams and other educative

devices, and on the other of a com-
prehensive selection of forest products,

some of which were supplied by the lo-

cal mills, the whole being embellished
with the aid of foliage and bunting.

The exhibit was undertaken to show
the relation between conservation and
production, and judging by the inter-

est shown, as well as by the variety of

questions asked of the officers of the

forest service in charge, it went far to

achieve its object.

The increasing regard for forest pro-

tection is becoming more and more pro-

nounced in British Columbia each year,

and the public are realizing to a greater
extent than ever their interest in ade-
quate fire protection and the proper
management and utilization of the for-

ests.

Circassian After the War.

The European war has not only lim-

ited the importation of Circassian wal-
nut but has absolutely kept it out of

this market—there is no Circassian
walnut.

,

A great many manufacturers of fur-

niture, and consumers as well, have
wondered not a little what will be the

ultimate result- Will Circassian wal-
nut regain its popularity? In tne

minds of many this wood while beauti-

ful in itself is not particularly fitted for

furniture but more particularly adapt-

ed for the paneling in public buildings

where large spaces are to be filled. But
few of the manufacturers of the high
grades of furniture have used Circas-

sian walnut except to a limited extent,

simply because of its unusually large

figure, as thev do not feel it meets the

high tests of good taste.

In discussing the situation with
manufacturers of medium priced furni-

ture and the manufacturers of veneers

it is apparent that after peace has been
declared and there is again Circassian

walnut it will not only occupy the po-

sition it did before the war, but will be

more popular than ever, that is in the

medium priced grades of furniture.
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Indian Department Requires Lumber-

men to Clear Up Debris

New Order Will Have Wide Application—Operators

Allowed Compensation of Forty Cents

per Thousand Feet.

A move of far-reaching importance ties of timber annually under permit,

has been made by the Department of and every encouragement is being
Indian Affairs, acting on the recom- given to them to conform to the new
mendation of Mr. H. J. Bury, Chief regulation, both by personal advice

Timber Inspector. and by the offer of a refund of a por-

Hereafter, all timber sales on Indian tion of the dues collected to offset the

Lands throughout the Dominion will cost of effective disposal.

be subject to a clause requiring thor- As trustees of the Indian population

ough brush disposal. This introduces of Canada, the Department took action

the brush disposal principle into lum- in the matter so as to reduce the ex-

bering operations on a very large area travagant and unnecessary devastation

of Canadian forest lands, over one mil- by fire which inevitably followed

lion acres in the Province of Ontario woods operations on Indian lands. The
alone. revenues from timber sales are turned

The new regulation comes into im- into a common fund for the benefit of

mediate operation, and applies to old the Indians of the reservation, no part

licenses as well as to any that may be of the expenses of the administration

issued in the future. It is presumed being deducted therefrom. Preserva-

that lumbermen when tendering for tion of the Indian timber will doubt-

timber to be taken out under this new less be assisted greatly by the action

regulation will doubtless add the cost of the Department, and what is equally

of this work of brush disposal to the important, the experience after a year

estimated cost of their logging opera- or two will afford valuable data on
tion and will tender accordingly. In which an extension of the brush dis-

these circumstances the bonus offered posal system to all Crown Lands
will be slightly lower than formerly, might be determined- At present,

but the added advantage of lessening with a few exceptions, the most that is

the fire risk will more than offset this accomplished by licensees in this re-

slight reduction. gard is the clearing of debris about

No hard and fast rule as to the camps and buildings, and. in a few in-

method of brush disposal to be follow- stances, the removal of inflammable

ed will be adopted, as it is obviously material from, the neighborhood of

impossible to have a uniform regula- trails along driving streams,

tion which shall be applicable to all Too often the mention of brush dis-

classes of timber. In a general man- posal conveys to the imagination of

ner, piling and burning will be followed lumber companies a sweeping order to

in coniferous stands, whilst lopping and clear away all logging debris over

scattering will be the rule in hard- many square miles. This is not the

wood timber. These two chief methods way in which the practice of brush dis-

will again be subject to variation ac- posal will get its start in Eastern Can-

cording to the local conditions. ada. If a few companies could be per-

The Indians take out large quanti- suaded to burn the slash along their
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roadways, around their camps, and limits of public highways must be dis-

along some of the most used trails, it posed of, and anyone cutting timber ad-

would go a long way toward bringing joining the public road, railroads or

down the fire hazard. Experience in- other woodland property, must clear

dicates that this can be done at a cost free from slash a strip forty feet wide
which is very small when compared along such highways, railroads and
with the probable reduction in timber other woodland property. This law
losses. A Minnesota lumberman, one has met with public approval from the

of the biggest operators in the Middle start. The State Forest Act created

States, objected very strongly to the a State Forest Gornmission. This
imposition of a state requirement of Commission has already purchased 8,-

brush disposal, but after one or two 000 acres for State Forests and 4,000

years' trial he so endorsed the idea that acres more are soon to be taken over,

he voluntarily applied it to all his pri- A^ermont, New Hampshire and Connec-
vately-owned limits. ticut also have State Forests, but all of

The Ed'tor of the Journal discussed the State Forests of New England com-
with the heads of several lumber and bined would be lost in one of the big

pulp companies the question of making State Forests in Pennsylvania.

a beginning in clearing up dangerous While it is admittedly better for a

debris. In all cases the companies State itself to own its large woodland
had had orders in effect for some years areas, there are cases where it is ad-

requiring ? Spring clearance about visable for the Federal Government to

camps, and in one case a good deal had take them in charge. Such was the

been done to remove inflammable ma- situation in New Hampshire, where a

terial from along the edges of driving comparatively poor State contained

streams. As in the question of fire such an extensive area as the White
protection, however, the companies Mountain region, the protection of

hesitate to inaugurate at their own ex- which meant so much to the adjoining

pense improvements such as partial States. The whole of New England
Ijrush disposal when neighboring li- has felt the wisdom of the policy

censees follow no such programme, which the Weeks law has put into ef-

Were the provinces to insist upon feet. To-day the Government owns
brush disposal along roadways, etc., in in New Hampshire over 300,000 acres

a limited and reasonable degree, there which will always be managed as Na-
does not seem much likelihood that the tional Forests. By the time the Gov-
willing co-ooeration of lumber com- ernment completes its purchases, we
panics would be long delayed. shall have probably twice that area,

The Dominion Forestry Branch ap- which will always be held open to the

plies a brush disposal clause in all public and in trust for future genera-

operations on the Reserves, and the tions.
—

"Forest Leaves.

Canadian Pacific Railway in its private

)!

timber lands of the A\ est has doiie a j^^^ f^j.„^ woodlots of the United
good deal m the same direction The ^^^^^^ contain about 10 per cent, of the
C. P. R. Forestry Department does not

^otal standing timber in the country,
dispose of all the slash^but the worst

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^,^^^^1 product from them is
hazards are burned. Thus, in heavv about $195,000,000.
growths of spruce along the streams, „ ....

, ,,, ^

where the roads necessarilv run. the . ^f "^'^^l^ ^^'l^
hundred ninety-

completion of logging witnesses the -^l-^
thousand acres have now been pur-

burning of all th? debris left Iving ^/^^^^^ ^%,7^l°"^! ^°T,'^.
P^H^ose^ ^n-

along the river and the roadside. The 'l^'
^^'^

. ^J^^ ^V"\'''
^^^.^^^''^^

river and road act as good fire guards Mountain and Appalachian regions,

during the burning operations. A portion of the half million dollars'

worth of French briar imported annual-

„, , _ . ,ir ,
Iv by the United States for the manu-

Slash Law in Massachusetts.
(^^^^^^^ ^^ pjp^^ ^^,-^^ ^^^^ ^^ replaced

The Slash Law in Massachusetts re- by the use of mountain laurel roots

quires that all brush cut within the from the Southern Appalachians.
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Finding Fires With Aeroplanes

Practical Information by an Aviator, Who Describes

Advantages and Costs of an Air Patrol

By

IV. E. Boeing,

President, North- ^vesi Aero Club.

[In view of the great interest taken
throughout Canada in the possible em-
ployment of the aeroplane in forest fire

detection, the Journal reproduces a

most interesting paper read by W. E-

Boeing, President of the Northwest
Aero Club, before the Logging Con-
gress of the Western Forestry and
Conservation Association at Portland,
Oregon, a few weeks ago. There are

included, also, the questions which
were put to Mr. Boeing and the an-

swers he gave.—Editor.]

"We will now take up the question
of the feasibility of the aeroplane in

connection with forest fire patrol.

Under clear weather conditions the ori-

gin of smoke is very easily detected, in

fact smoke emanating from a chimney
or bonfire often serves the pilot in de-

termining the direction of the wind
near the surface on which he is going
to land, as it is good practice only to

land coming into the wind. The pres-

ence of a minute amount of smoke is

readily discernible from the higher alti-

tudes, as it is one of the most con-
spicuous objects against the land
which presents itself to the aviator
when at a considerable altitude.

"In corresponding with the State
Conservation Commission of Wiscon-
sin, to ascertain the results obtained
by L. A. Vilas, who volunteered his

services and his machine for aeroplane
patrol purposes in 1915, Mr. Moody, a

member of the commission, in reply en-

closed copy of some notes which he
read before the Forest Fire Conference
at Boston last winter, which are of

considerable interest. They are in

part as follows

:

Can See Sixty Miles.

"'At an elevation of 1500 feet on a.

clear day, a fire 60 miles away in any
direction is visible to the naked eye.

It is not a case of finding the fire, but
to locate it correctly is the job. Smoke
will show up very plainly from the air.

Mr. Vilas reports that during a flight

across Lake Michigan from St. Joseph
to Chicago, he was completely out of

sight of land or anything for that mat-
ter for over three-quarters of an hour
at an altitude of 4,600 feet. The first

thing that he saw was the smoke from
the Chicago rolling mills. This was
in sight over ten minutes before any
shore line was visible at all- People
often ask what a country looks like

from the air. It is difificult to describe-

it except that it looks like a large

painted map on a small scale without
section lines. The efficiency of an
aeroplane in spotting a forest fire is

without doubt as practicable as any
use to which it could be put. I was
very much surprised with what ease a

fire could be spotted and located, and
there is no question in my mind but
what the aeroplane will practically do>

away with some of the observation
towers.

" 'The use- of the aeroplane in the

European war in the way of spotting

and locating gun fire, armies of men,
supply trains, etc., is well known ; all

of which objects show up comparative-
ly small in comparison with forest

fires.'

"The observations of Mr. Vilas are

most interesting coming from the only

one who has actually undertaken work
of this character.
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Study Maps First.

"A pilot can familiarize himself very
readily with the country which he has
to patrol. A careful study of maps
before making his first flight will give
him a very good working idea of the
country which he is to cover. After
seeing the land from the air he should
be thoroughly familiar with it, provid-

ed he has suiliciently studied his maps.
"The more conspicuous objects

which are used from on high to deter-

mine location, are railroad lines, high-

ways, streams and lakes. These are

all shown on the maps and are very
conspicuous from the air. As he be-

comes more familiar with his surround-
ings, building or groups of buildings

and clearings, after they have turned
brown during the late summer and
early fall months, will also serve in de-

termining location. It may be inter-

esting to add that hills and mountains
from the greater altitudes flatten out
and look like level country, likewise it

is sometimes impossible to distinguish

between forests and pastures. The
aeroplane used for fire detection or fire

spotting would be of considerable value
in being able to penetrate by observa-
tion distant sections of the country
which are sparsely inhabited and diffi-

cult of access, and where the chief

menace probably comes from campers.

Wireless of Small Value.

"The use of the wireless has been
suggested, but is not to be advised ; it

would only tend to add weight, com-
plicate paraphernalia and require some-
one skilled in its operation. Owing
to the speed at which an aeroplane tra-

vels and the resulting small amount of

time required to return to a base to re-

port, nothing would be gained by such
an installation and would have no value
in this particular connection.

"It is somewhat difficult to estimate
the cost of an aeroplane patrol service,

however the following figures wiil

throw some light on the subject: The
initial outlay for each machine required

in this service would be in the neigh-
borhood of $8,000 to $10,000. In ad-

dition it would be necessary to provide
housing and appliances for the main-
tenance at the station from which the

machines would be operated. The

building and appliances could probably
be installed at from $500 to $1,500.
Depending upon their character and
permanence. As the work done in

this connection would be during the
summer months, temporary housing of

canvas might be sufficient, which would
very materially reduce the expense. It

would be advisable to maintain two
machines from each base in order that

there would be no interruption of the

service. The approximate monthly
expense of maintaining a station would
be as follows

:

Salary of aviator $200
Wages two mechanics $100 each. . 200
Gasoline, 15 gals, per day. 30 days, 90
Oil approximately 1 gal. per day. . 15

Miscellaneous supplies $20 and up-
wards 20

Total $525

"The above fuel and oil cost is based
on two hours flight per day, or an
average distance of 140 miles. Pos-
sible breakage to the equipment would
also have to be' considered."

Discussion.

Q. How would the roughness of our
territory afifect the proposition? As I

understand it, one would not circulate

aimlessly looking for fire, but make a

fairly straight course high enough to

see in all directions.

A. At a mile high a man could glide

five or six miles, thus could reach one
of two landings 12 miles apart.

Q. Would that be too high for locat-

ing fires?

A. No, about right. x^nd he would
want to be at least 3,000 feet on account

of topography.

Q. How about mountain air cur-

rents?

A. We generally figure the air affect-

ed by obstacles on a plant surface to a

height 2y^ times the obstruction, but it

would be nothing like that with moun-
tains. I think by keeping abreast of

the higher peaks there would be nc-

trouble.

Q. A mountain lookout sees through
a smoke blanket obliquely. Could an
aviator, by looking straight down,
penetrate smoke that would trouble our
lookouts? If so, perhaps we could
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solve the weakness of the lookout sys-

tem of detecting fires?

A. I have not had experience in

smoke, but this is true of fog- Often
when it seems very dense on the

ground we can see through it from
above.

Q. How fast must a machine travel

to keep up.

A. It depends on the type
;
probably

fifty miles an hour.

Q. What is the rate of depreciation

on machines?
A. Possibly more than on Fords.

Q. Could a man go up every day for

two months with reasonable assurance
against breakdown or accident?

A. Oh, yes. The modern machine
is about as safe as an automobile or

boat unless you try to do something
spectacular.

Q. How large an opening in the

woods is required for landing?
A. Very few acres would do to land

in, for you can spiral in coming down.
It takes more room to get up again.

Q. How long would it take to get
down and report after finding a fire?

A. Figure it 75 miles an hour to the
reporting place.

Q. How closely could you identify

the location of a fire?

A. I think the aviator would soon
learn his country, well enough to locate

closely by reference to known land-
marks. Topography appears flatten-

ed out to an aviator- He does not
work by reference to hills and valleys

like a man on the ground, but by hav-
ing every other feature but these very
much more evident than to the man on
the ground. It is more like looking at

a map. Buildings, roads, streams and
openings are conspicuous, and their po-
sition with relation to each other is

clear.

Q. How would you cornmunicate
when you found a fire ; drop a message
at a telephone point- or stop?

A. Both are practicable, but I should
say best stop. Remember you wouldn't
need a telephone at all landing places
because it don't take long to fly 30 or
40 miles.

Q. Are electrical storms, such as

cause many fires, dangerous to flyers?

A. They would not interfere at all.

Q. It still strikes me that this would

be only an intermittent service. With
the fixed lookout you can report imme-
diately by telephone

;
you can probably

get two bearings on the same fire and
locate it accurately

;
you are there to

get new fires as in the case of an elec-

trical storm when I have known 19 to

start one after another; and you are
there all the time. The aeroplane be-
gins to lose valuable time as soon as it

finds the first fire. And as to the
smoke obstacle, I think it has been ex-

aggerated-
A. The point is that none proposes to

replace the lookout system. The
thought is that every protective unit
may have an aeroplane as an auxiliary

;

not use4 at high expense when look-

outs are adequate, but to help keep in

touch with the situation in bad times
when the whole system is overtaxed

—

when men on the ground are over-
worked, when lookouts cannot see,

when the whole system is breaking
down and we feel helpless. That is

when fires cost money and when any
help pays, even at high expense.

Fireproof Paper.

An English patent has been taken
out by T. J. I. Craig and others, of

Manchester, on a method of fireproof-

ing paper. According to an abstract

in Journal of the Society of Chemical
Industry, in the process of rendering
materials non-inflammable by means
of sodium aluminum carbonate, these

materials in which the proofing agent
cannot conveniently be precipitated in

situ, may be treated by mixing or coat-

ing with a preparation of the double
carbonate.

What Is Sulphite?

Almost everybody in the printing

and allied trades can answer this ques-
tion, but for the benefit of readers who
are not quite certain over the matter
it may be explained that sulphite pulp
is obtained by a chemical process in

which acid is used. The wood cells

are separated from the other constitu-

ents and formed into cellulose, as it is

known in trade, sulphite, pulp. W^hen
the same process is conducted with an
alkali the product is known as soda
pulp.—Printer and Publisher.
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A Forest Service That Booms Business

How British Columbians Organization Seeks New Markets

as Shortest Road to Successful Conservation

By M. A. Grainger,

Acting Chief Forester of British Columbia.

(From an Address Delivered Before the Rotary Club, Victoria, Nov. ~6, 1916.)

When we started the Forest Service

in British Columbia many good people,

and especially lumbermen and business
men connected with the industry,

shook their heads very doubtfully. '"The

logging and sawmill industries of the

Province are business propositions,"

they said, "commercial propositions,

which can only be carried on by busi-

ness men in a practical biisiness way."
That was five years ago, and since then
we have carried on some forestry in

British Columbia, and I think people
generally have a better notion of what
forestry. Fll tell you some of the

forms forestry has taken here.

Take selling lumber; that is forestry.

Go through these enormous timber-
lands of ours and size up the situation.

What do you find? You find this:

four-fifths of the annual growth, four-

fifths of the annual forest income, that

Nature asks us every year to turn into

dollars, is wasted. We don't use it

;

we take our mere 30 million dollars

from the woods and leave the other
four-fifths of one's lumbering prosper-
ity behind. A\'hy? Just because the
markets for British Columbia lumber
are insufficient. A\'hat is the remedy?
Obviously, bigger markets and more' of
them. Get these markets and this ap-
palling waste of raw material will be
stopped. Market extension means true

forest conservation ; and that is one
reason why increasing the markets for

British Columbia lumber is true fores-

try and why the forest servoce carries

on its market work, co-operating with
our lumbermen in every way it can.

You are familiar enough with the

methods we employ. They are the
usual publicity methods, advertise-
ments in papers and periodicals, ex-
hibits, and all that sort of thinsf.

But the essential part of the work is

the punch it possesses, and the punch
is delivered by active, persistent, skil-

ful, personal Mork by the man on the
job.

Substitutes and Advertising.
You must know it is not merely a

question of finding new markets for

British Columbia lumber to be sold in;

it is a question of protecting the mar-
kets we already have. A\'here would
the province be if any serious propor-
tion of its existing lumber business
were wiped out? It could not happen,
you will say

;
people have got to buy

lumber : it is a staple article like wheat.
Well, they have been carrying on a
searching investigation into the lumber
trade of the United States, and this is

what they have found as a result

—

just one-fifth of the entire lumber mar-
ket that existed eight years ago has
been wiped out. Wiped out by substi-

tutes; steel, concrete, bricks, patent
roofing, asphalt paving: wiped out in

some cases because the substitute was
the better article, but in far too many
cases simply because the makers of sub-
stitutes used modern sellino- methods
and the lumbering industry did not.

There is no better selling method than
giving good service to the consumer

:

helping him to use your material and
to get the best value out of it. That is

the method we have adopted in this

business forestry, or forestry business,
of ours. Manv a sale of British Col-
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timbia lumber has been made this year

to prairie farmers who have been sup-

pHed by us with building plans, and

tills of material showing them how
easily and well they can build barns or

•shed's or chicken houses with British

'Columbia lumber. And, just as we
have done in this case, we hope to co-

operate with our lumbermen and get

all the best selling methods carried out

in this community effort to increase the

sale of British Columbia lumber.

Profits of Advertising.

Now take another side of forestry

—

the protection of standing timber. Lots

of people think this just means fighting

forest fires, but that is not the point at

all- Forest protection means two dis-

tinct things. Firstly, it means educat-

ing public opinion. Just as a break-

fast food company keeps banging away
with advertisements, so it is the busi-

ness of the forester to educate public

opinion to be careful with fire in the

woods. People used to think it was a

"josh"; these scare-head posters on

country roads, these articles in news-

papers, these paper cups for campers

with "he careful with fire" stamped on

them ; these pocket whetstones we have

given away to lumberjacks and pre-

emptors and all sorts of men who work
or camp in the woods. But this pub-

licity campaign has proved itself; peo-

ple are becoming more careful every

year, we notice our fires are caught

sooner and cost us less money on an

average ; the whole cost of all the pub-

licity work responsible for this change

has not amounted to the expenditure

you may have to make in fighting a

single serious fire.

Brains in the Forest Service.

Now this work of education is car-

ried on to prevent fires from ever start-

ing, as far as possible. The second

part of forest protection is simply this

:

good organization, supervision; the

training of the man on the job to use

good judgment in handling fires when
they start. Good judgment is the one

thing needed. There is no line of

work in which it is so fatally easy to

waste large sums of money as in fight-

ing forest fires. It is emergency work,

it needs cool judgment and experience.

You can easilv waste more money on

some fire fighting effort than what you
save is worth. But mark one thing

:

you have to realize what is worth sav-

ing. I remember an official report of

an Eastern Canadian Government once
congratulated the country because the

bad fires of the year had done no dam-
age, "only young growth being de-

stroyed," as the report said. Now
that is absurd; if you are going to

adopt a general principle of letting the

young growth burn, good night to the

lumbering industry of British Colum-
bia before this century is over! But
let me repeat again, forestry means the

putting of such matters as the fighting

of forest fires on a business basis.

Take another line—the stock taking

of forest resources. A fancy line you
will say; sort of collecting data and
masses of useless information and
writing volumes of reports that no one
reads. Now we have done a little

stock taking in the last five years, but

it is not of that description. It has

been done mostly for the simplest, im-

mediate business reasons. Our men
have gone into various forest districts

and roughly mapped the places where
the good timber is. We have not done
it all over the province, for lack of men,
an dtime and money. But this rough
mapping of valuable timberlands pro-

tects them from alienation, shows
where timber sales can be made, and
helps in the arranging of fire preven-

tion work- It is a side of business for-

estry.

Bracing Up the Treasury.

Now come to forestry as a money
maker for the public treastiry, some-
thing that makes your taxes far light-

er than they would be otherwise ; one-

third of every public dollar, two to

two-and-a-half million dollars of year-

ly revenue already, and going to be a

good deal moce than that. That reve-

nue has to be worked for, it will not

keep coming of itself ; and so forestry

here in British Columbia means an or-

ganized forest service with an annual

turnover about equal to the three larg-

est of our lumber manufacturing con-

cerns combined. It means a consider-

able business in vahiing and selling

timber; it means inspecting logging

operations to prevent trespass; it
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means making sure that cut timber
pays the proper dues.

The tourist at a logging camp just

sees a boom of logs. Our rangers see

material that the Crown is selling,

something on which any one of twenty
different sums of money should be col-

lected. He has to see that these logs

are clearly marked so as to show
which of these twenty different

amounts—ranging from one cent to

two or three dollars a thousand feet

—

must be paid on these logs.

I have touched on four aspects of

forestry in British Columbia

:

Forestry as selling British Columbia
lumber.

Forestry as forest protection.

Forestry as stock taking of timber
resources.

And Forestry as collecting money.
Too utilitarian, you may say. How

about posterity; how about taking
long views to safeguard the future

;

how about the development of a perma-
nent forest policy? Do not mistake
my meaning—these things must never
be forgotten by any public service en-

gaged in forest management. Fores-
try, in the broad conception, is merely
a great form of agriculture ; the har-

vesting of Nature's successive timber
crops ; and we in the \\"est. in our busi-

ness of harvesting the present enor-

mous crop, must not neglect to safe-

guard, in every practicable way we
can. the next crop that is now growing.

Forest School Needed.
Trained men are needed in the work

of forestry. What means of training

does British Columbia provide? Do
you know that almost every Western
State deals with this question. Ore-
gon has a forest school, California has
a forest school ; so has Washington.
Idaho, iMontana and Colerado. Log-
ging engineering is being taught as a

profession, just like civil engineering.

Do you know that British Columbia
provides no training whatever, though
forest industries are our most impor-
tant ones? Our young men must go
and study at Seattle or (if they have
the money) they must go back East.

With all its various professional equip-

ment the University of British Colum-
bia has no forest school-

And again, the foreign buyer of Brit-

ish Columbia lumber, the city engineer
back east ; architects the world over
ask us, when we try to push the sale of

British Columbia lumber—how strong-

is it, what ar^ its qualities; what engi-

neering tests have been made of it?

And we must answer: None! and lose

the business. All we can. do is to dis-

tribute hand books for engineers pub-
lished by our go-ahead American com-
petitors—like the West Coast Lumber-
men's Association at Seattle. It is not

good business when a firm has to send
its competitors' price lists to its cus-

tomers because it hasn't any of its own
in print. But that is the fix Ave are in

in selling British Columbia lumber. I

think you will agree that we need a

timber testing laboratory at the Pro-

vincial Universitv.

China's Possibilities.

Capt. Robert Dollar, of San Francis-

co, in a recent address before the Van-
couver, B.C., Rotary Club, stated:

"The Russian trade is an unknown
quantity just at the present time. The
Russians will likely have but the one

port of Vladivostok to offer as the only

certain port, and that might be shut

at any time the Russians so wished.

It is to China that you must look for

your future trade, and I desire to em-
phasize this fact right now that China

will be your mainstay in the future in

foreign trade relations just as soon as

the Chinaman learns his own purchas-

ing power. "China has only been

scratched for trade," he said, "and

when you stop to consider that one-

fourth of the population of the world

is living there, an immense population

which is awakening to civilization as

we see it, then you may be able to

grasp the immensity of the situation.

The day is coming when the Yang Tse
Kiang valley will be the greatest steel-

producing section of the entire world."
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i( uu;ici> Grand Trunk Railway.)

LADY EVELYN FALLS, TEMAGAMI, ONT.

The Partnership of Farm and Forest

The Old and the New View Points of the Relationship

of Timber Crops to Agriculture

By Rohson Black.

{Article runs concurrently in "The Farmer's Advocate.")

The Farm and the Forest were born
twins, with equal rights in the great

Canadian Estate, and not the slightest

reason or desire to live in disagree-

ment. What farmer begrudges the

service rendered by the silver and coal

and nickel mines, or the fisheries on
either seaboard? This is indeed a

land of many businesses, in which any
developer of a natural source of wealth,

be it the land, the mines, the fisheries,

the forests, is playing benefactor to his

generation. We are poor stewards, in-

deed, if we cannot extract from each of

the natural gifts of Providence the

maximum wealth and service, without

trying to change agreeable servants

into quarrelsome rivals.

I have emphasized the identity of in-

terest as between farm and forest for

a good reason. The older days of

Canada bred a notion in the minds of

men and wdmen that tree life was a

cumberer of the ground, that forest

fires were a blessing in clearing lands,

that the lumberman was a "predatory"
creature, appropriating some easy

money without much effort, and that

Canada owned so much timber that

nothing could reduce our super-plenty.

The Forest, of course, had no spokes-

man. Where agricultural experts by
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the hundred flourished and preached

the common sense claims of Agricul-

ture, not a single forestry expert put in

an appearance in Canada until a com-
paratively few years ago. Any public

representation of the quantity of our
remaining forests, the innocence of for-

est fires- and careless lumbering was
accepted at face value, for there was
none to argue against it. The Forest

has been our most shabbily-treated na-

tional resource. Demanding quite as

much scientific management as Hus-
bandry in order to produce highest

dividends it has been treated in the

past like a crop of front-lawn dande-

lions that deserve extermination. Had
the growing of forests been looked

upon as an ally of agriculture, which it

most truly is. we would have applied

our brains to it twenty years ago as to

crop rotation and pure bred stock.

Putting All Lands to Work.

Crops are crops, whether trees or

wheat. There may be a conflict of

opinion as to placing oats or wheat on
a certain acre in a certain latitude. But
there never can be much conflict about

the tree crop. It grows on all soils,

but is content to grow where cereals

would wither. The true conservator,

therefore, regards forest crops in this

manner: give to the farmer for field

crops every acre in the Dominion on
which such things will flourish- But
about fifty to sixty per cent, of the

whole area of Canada is not fit for field

crops and will not pay the plowman his

salt. Shall we leave that sixty per

cent, as desert or put it to work? By
all means put it to work—the only

work it will do—growing timber.

A good illustration comes to hand
from New Brunswick. The Govern-
ment of that province is carrying out

what amounts to a double survey of

the whole provincial area now under

forest growth. Rather than locate

new settlers ignorantly, the authorities

will be able to put their hand on nearly

every square mile of agricultural soil

and know positively that it will bear

crops and is worth opening up. They
will also possess detailed information

as to every acre that will grow nothing

but timber and can intelligently mark
off such lands from anv chance of set-

tlement. Thus, at a stroke, the future

agricultural development of New
Brunswick is given an important safe-

guard, the revenues from timber lands

are assured, and there need never be

enacted the tragedies of misplaced set-

tlement and abandoned farms. Every
province of Canada should have a care-

ful soil survey preceding settlement.

Until that is done and until entire com-
munities are transported from their

present hang-dog surroundings to

lands that will give them crops we can-

not expect to take medals as agricultu-

ral managers.

Our Future Immigrants.

We perceive in these stirrings of

Governments some recognition of the

Forest's claim for scientific study and

a clear-headed plan of business man-
agement and development. No farm-

er wants to think of a timber famine

and soaring lumber bills. Neither

does he invite the ruin of the great

wood-using industries for lack of sup-

plies. In both cases he will be a

grievous loser. Yet our total of ac-

cessible timber is not large. We have

only about one quarter what is pos-

sessed by the United States. We have

burned about five times as much as we
have cut. With a population of a few

millions we have allowed our once

splendid areas of white pine to be

scourged into a remnant of timber

berths. Yet, knowing these things,

we beckon to Europe for ten or twenty

millions of lumber-using immigrants.

How shall we supply them, if we are

heading for exhaustion on our present

basis of population? These are ques-

tions none of us can ignore.

The farmers of North-western China

took no heed of conservation necessi-

ties and to-day one may see stretches

of hundreds of miles, denuded of for-

ests and stripped of farms. The farm-

ers of Palestine and Syria, Greece, Cen-

tral Spain and parts of Italy likewise

gave them no heed and were driven out

by flood and drought, wind storms,

plagues of insects and the scarcity of

fuel and the commonest wood supplies

for farm and home. In the Empire of

India, the mass of people are agricultu-

rists, but wood is so scarce that prices

run to $100 a thousand feet, and the
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families content themselves with mud
shelters, primitive working methods
and wages of a few cents a day. Wher-
ever we go over the earth we learn that

the balance of Nature cannot be dis-

turbed without disastrous conse-

quences. Where the forest is swept
away, the farm follows.

Our Governments as Stewards.

What is the duty of the Canadian
public toward their forest possessions?

First, to guard them against fire. One
would think that Governments, as pub-
lic trustees, would have thrown an in-

surance policy about such indispen-

sable possesions, but the truth is that

we are only in the primer class in fire

guarding. We have enough good ex-

amples, as in parts of Quebec and all

of British Columbia and Nova Scotia,

to show that bush fires can be put out

of business and forested country ren-

dered safe for human life and property.

There is very little reliable informa-

tion on forest fires of past or present,

and this had hidden from the public the
incredible losses they have sustained.

We have shielded ourselves with the
notions that forest fires were visitations

of Providence and that plenty of timber
remained. If any reader of this arti-

cle takes comfort in the possibilities of

re-planting the forests in the wake of

irretrievable fire damage, it is well for

him to remember that planting forests

with tiny seedlings costs at least $12 an
acre, while protecting the full grown
forests of giant pine or Douglas fir

against burning, costs only half a cent
an acre. The forest fire is the biggest
thief in Canada to-day. It seeds upon
the indecision of Governments just as

Governments avoid preventive action

by the indecision of the easy-going
voter. Anv Government that wills it

so can put a stop to forest fires, for we
are lagging behind every decently gov-
erned country in the world in the sane
employment of our forest resources.

Forest Influence on Stream Pollution

^

By N. R. Buller, of Pennsylvania

Department of Fisheries.

The relation of the forests to the

streams and stream pollution is natu-

rally very close. Without forests we
could not have beautiful streams and
without beautiful streams the forests

would be lacking.

Before the white man took up his re-

sidence, all th ewater in the lakes and
streams was pure and undefiled, fitted

for man to drink, for the cattle to

quench their thirst, and for the fish to

live and prosper. There is no greater

chemist than Dame Nature herself, and
she works with a will and earnestness
that should excite the emulation of

man.
When a tree fell in the forests the

oxygen in the air produced to make it

useful, and the carbonic acid resulting

from the work of the oxygen was taken
up by the growing tree alongside of the

fallen one, and the carbon converted
into plant life, while the oxygen was
once more given ofif free to the air to

again resume its chemical work. Simi-

lar processes were transformed so that

from day to day there was an everlast-

ing work of the chemical forces to de-

stroy those things which have lived

their lives and to build up those which
were beginning their lives-

Nothing in nature is without its use.

If the trees and brush along the streams
and lakes, in course of time, fall into

the waters they become shelters in

which the small fish could hide, the mir

croscopic animalculas on which the lit-

tle fish lived could propagate and thus

subserve a useful end. There was no
trash in those days when nature ruled

supreme and man did not intervene his

wasteful hand.
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With the coming of man all these

things changed. He saw only those

things which he could convert instant-

ly into value and carelessly allowed to

run away everything that could not be

turned into instant use without some
extra course of treatment. In the

mountain-side a spring of pure water
gushed forth and started for its trip to

the ocean with as unerring an instinct

as that which inspires the tendrill of

the pea vine to reach out for a support
that it may climb heavenward.
The rill of water increases and grows

as it pursues its way, joined by other

httle rills until it becomes a creek, and
then winds out to the river. In the

clear, cold spring water nature planted

our brook trout, which you are all fa-

miliar with, if you have ever tried your
hand at trying to land him. As the

stream grew wider, the water warmed
under the sun's rays and the trout re-

fused longer to dwell in the waters
which enervated him as the Turkish
bath enervates its devotees. In these

warmer waters nature placed the bass
and salmon and the other fish which we
class as food fish. You will see here

the relation of the forests to the

streams. The warming up of the wa-
ter in most of our trout streams is due
to the deforestation. When the for-

ests are cut away the sun's rays have
a grand opportunity to make the wa-
ters warm. If the banks of the

streams were lined with trees, as they
should be, this would not be the case.

On account of the deforestation of

our mountains and hillsides, the De-
partment of Fisheries has inaugurated
the distribution of fish in the yearling

stage. The fish in this stage are able

to meet the conditions and take care of

themselves much better than the small

fry which was formerly placed in our
streams. When the streams were
lined and practically covered with for-

ests there was plenty of food for the

young fish, but since these have been
cut away the conditions have to be met
by planting larger and stronger fish.

There are, according to statistics,

over forty-eight thousand industrial

plants located along the streams of

Pennsylvania which are running their

refuse into the streams- If you stop

to think of this for a minute you will

realize what it means to the streams
and forests. If the stream is polluted

by industrial waste, it is, naturally, de-

pleted of fish and the shrubbery is kill-

ed all along the stream, which detracts

from the attractiveness of the stream
as well as the forest through which it

runs. The streams could be cleaned

up if the Department wanted to go
ahead and stop the wheels of industry,

but it is not the desire to do this. It

is the desire of the Department to as-

sist the manufacturers rather than to

harass them, and for this purpose a fil-

tering apparatus is being recommended
which will stop the polluting of our

streams. Much good is being accom-
plished along this line.

^

Annual Meeting To Be Held January 1 5th

The eighteenth annual meeting of

the Canadian Forestry Association will

be held on Monday. January 15th, 1917,

commencing at 10 a.m. Lieut.-Col. J.

B. Miller, President, will occupy the

chair.

\\"hile the programme has not been
definitely fixed at the time this issue of

the Journal goes to press, it is certain

that the problem of White Pine Blister

Rust now threatening the ruin of Can-
ada's white pine possessions will oc-

cupy a leading part. The meeting will

for a time resolve itself into a confer-

ence of provincial and federal authori-

ties, the object being to determine a

course of action by which speedy and
thorough suppression of the disease

may be attained. No subject has more
importance or interest, and while the

Forestry Association has been adver-

tising the Blister Rust danger for some
time past throughout Eastern Canada,
in an effort to stir up public opinion as
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to its dire consequences, a plan of co-

operative action is immediately neces-

sary. What part the Provincial and
Federal Governments shall play in the

matter should be clearly ascertained

and appropriate action taken by the

Association.

Another subject which, it is hoped,

will have a prominent place on the

prog-ramme is brush disposal. The
subject is an integral of fire protection.

Eastern Canada has been by no means
a crusader in experimenting with the

removal of logging slash, and some live

testimony from practical lumbermen in

Minnesota and elsewhere who have ap-
plied the brush disposal principle to

commercial lumbering operations
would be interesting and stimulating.

Contributions to the subject from Ca-
nadian sources should prove of equal
value.

Other subjects will be on the pro-

gramme, a detailed announcement of

which will be sent out in ample time to

all members.

Grazing in the Woodlot.

The most important step to take in

the care of the woodlot is to protect

the trees of the future. Unless the

young trees, which go to make up the

undergrowth of the woodlot are pro-

tected there can be no trees to replace

the mature ones as they are removed.
Without trees there can of course be no
woodlot.

Grazing animals are one of the great-

est hindrances to the proper develop-

ment of the small trees. It is almost

as impractical to pasture cattle on the

same piece of ground as one is attempt-

ing to grow trees as to pasture them on
a piece of ground on which one was at-

tempting to grow oats. Not only do
the cattle destroy a large number of

the small trees by eating the top off,

but they trample them down and the

sun and wind have an opportunity to

act on the soil and dry it out or bake it,

thereby causing the tops of the larger

trees to die back. On open patches

within the woodlot or where the bor-

ders are thin, young growth should be
encouraged as much as possible.—B. R.

Morton, Dominion Forestry Branch.

GONfEDERATION

LlfE
ASSOCIATION

UNCONDITIONAL

ACCIMILATION

POLICIES

Are liberal up-to-date contracts

which guarantee to the insured

every benefit consistent with

safety.

Write for Particulars

which will gladly be furnished

by any representative of the

company or the

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO

BOVRIL
Saves Kitchen Waste

There will be no more throwing away of good food if you keep a bottle of

Bovril in the kitchen, Bovril helps you to make delicious dishes out of cold

food. Better soup, better stews—less expense.
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The Farm Woodlot.

(By B. P. Kirkland, University of

Washington-)

The farm woodlot product of the

United States as a farm crop, accord-

ing to the 1909 census, was worth very
nearly 200 million dollars. The real

significance of this becomes clearer

when compared with the value of our
grain crops, only three of which reach-

ed this figure, wheat, corn, and oats.

The forest can be grown on hill

sides, in gullies and on other poor land
which will never be worth clearing. A
profit may be made from the sale of

fuel, posts, railroad ties, pulp wood,
mine timber, lumber, etc., depending
upon the location of the tract and size

of the timber and the market demands.
If both thinnings and the final crop are

utilized 2^^ cords or 1,000 feet B.M. per
acre per annum or more may be se-

cured. The main aim should be to

produce small saw timber such as can
be sawn by inexpensive portable mills

right on the ground so as to furnish

rough lumber for farm building.

The question now to be answered is

how much area of farm forest the aver-

age farm should have. I base this

quite largely on annual fuel consump-
tion. I believe if a farm home is heat-

ed as well as good city houses, as they
\yill be in time, it will take from 10 to

15 cords of fuel wood per annum.
Since this fuel wood should be a by-
product from the saw-timber forest I

should say the average farm should
have reserved not less than seven to

ten acres of young timber for this pur-
pose. Ten acres ought to supply all

fuel, posts, poles and in the long run
all saw timber needed on the average
farm.

'

DryMatches
After all day in a
boat, rainstorm,
or wet snow. Ask

• •_> _, your dealer for

U^lRBLJiS Waterproof Match Box

If he can't supply you, we will send prepaid
for his name and 50 cents. Dry matches

may save your life.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., Dept. 5160,
Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A.

AWELL EQUIPPED
LIBRARY
Think what it means to be able

to have within reach the latest in-

formation relating to forestry and
allied subjects.

The following books are sugges-
tions. They are worthy of your
inspection. Send for copies to-day,
and be prepared to meet the vari-

ous daily problems.

FOREST VALUATION
By Professor H. H. Chapman, Yale Uni-

versity.
A valuable book for those not already

familiar with the economic and mathema-
tical principles on which the theory of

forest finance is based.

283 pages, 6x9. Cloth, $2.00 net.

ELEMENTS OF FORESTRY
By Professors F. F. Moon and Nelson

C. Brown, N. Y. State College of Forestry

at Syracuse.
Covers, in an elementary manner, the

general subject of forestry.

392 pages. 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $2.00

net.

LOGGING
By Professor Ralph C. Bryant, Yale Uni-

versity.
Covers the more important features of

operation. Discusses at length the chief

facilities and methods for the movement of

timber from the stump to the manufactur-
ing plant, especially logging railroads.

590 pages, 6x9, illustrated. Cloth, $3.50

net.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF WOOD
By Professor Samuel Record, Yale Uni-

versity.
This volume includes a discussion of the

factors affecting the mechanical properties

and methods of timber testing.

i6s pages. 6x9. illustrated. Cloth, $1.75

net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HAND-
LING WOODLANDS.
By Henry Solon Graves, The Forester,

J. S. Department of Agriculture.

Contains chapters on The Selection Sys-

tem, The Coppice Systems, Improvement of

the Forest.

325 pages, sJ4x8, illustrated. Cloth, $1.50

net.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF WORKING PLANS (Forest
Organization)
By Professor A. B. Recknagel, Cornell

University.
In preparing this book the author has

constantly kept in mind the experience

which he gained while doing active work
for the Forebt Service in various parts of

the United States.

235 pages, 6x9, illustrated. 'Cloth, $2.00

net.

CANADIAN FORESTRY
JOURNAL,

119 Booth Building, Ottawa.

-/
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Illustrated Lectures in French

By an arrang-ement recently com-
pleted between the Canadian Forestry
Association and Mr. G. C. Piche, Cliief

of the Quebec Forest Service, a series

of illustrated public lectures will be de-

livered in Quebec Province beginning
early in the New Year and extending
through February. Where advisable,

bi-lingual addresses will be given, but
in communities where French-speaking
citizens predominate a French lecturer

will be exclusively employed. The
Canadian Forestry Association will

manage the undertaking, supplying
stereopticon and equipment, advertis-

ing matter, etc., without cost to local

authorities. ,

The first lectures will be held at

Windsor, Stoke Centre, St. Camille,

and St. George, in the Eastern Town-
ships, and other dates will be arranged
so as to reach the greatest number of

people and at centres which promise
best results. Suggestions as to other
localities, dates, etc., are invited by the
Secretary.

The topics will follow much the same
lines as other lectures given through
the Association, a discussion of the ex-

tent and value of the forest posses-

sions, the importance of the wood-
using industries, the public losses

through forest fires, and how to elimi-

nate them, the care of woodlots, etc.,

etc. One hundred lantern slides will

be used.

Those who can place a number of
these French booklets in the hands of
French-speaking boys and girls of 13-

years and upward are asked to corre-

spond with the Secretary of the Asso-
ciation.

As the Association's funds are able
to provide for only 5,000 copies, kny
member of the Association may under-
take by private subscription to greatly

increase this number.

A Forest-Book for French Children.

The Canadian Forestry Associatin
will have ready for distribution about
January 1st a 32-page illustrated book-
let in French telling of the forest, its

dependent industries, the origin of for-

est fires, the care and value of the
woodlot, etc., etc.

There will be about 30 photographic
engravings, the whole resembling very
closely the "Boy Scout's Forest-Book"
which had a circulation throughout the
Dominion of 15,000 copies, going to
every Boy Scout and hundreds of

school teachers and pupils.

The recent announcement that $1,-

000,000 will be spent by the Dominion
Government in the construction of an
aeroplane factory, probably at Toronto,,

lends special interest to the report that

the proposed aeroplane station to be
established by the United States Gov-
ernment at Duluth, Minnesota, will be
made the basis of an aero forest fire

patrol system. The state forester of
Wisconsin has already secured excel-

lent results from the use of an aero-

plane for the patrol of a large area of

forest in the northern part of the state,

and it is expected that similar good re-

sults will be secured in Minnesota,
from the co-operative arrangement
which has been approved by the com-
mander of the Minnesota Naval Militia.

The main object of this patrol will, of

course, be the prompt discovery and
location of forest fires. The telephone
system which has been developed will

enable the forest rangers to be notified

at once in case a fire is located, so-

that they can at once take all necessary
steps for its extinguishment. State

Forester Cox, of Minnesota, estimates

that at least $45,000 can be saved the
state annually with the installation of
an air patrol. -

In view of the great importance of

Ontario as a timber-producing pro-
vince, and of the enormous damage
that has resulted in the past from for-

est fires, it is to be hoped that some
co-operative arrangement may be pos-

sible, in connection with the testing of

machines and training of men, under
which a thorough test may be made of

the practicability of using aeroplanes..
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EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT AND CANOE MOTOR

A practical, powerful and reliable gasoline motor that can
be attached to any rowboat in less than a minute; may also be
attached to canoes, duck boats and all manner of small craft.

Easy to handle and extremely economical to run. Will last a
lifetime in ordinary use.

Very efficient for towing heavy loads.

Exclusive features of the EVINRUDE motor: Built-in-the-
fiywheel Magneto and Automatic Reverse.

In addition to the 2 H.P. and s'/j H.P. models offered
heretofore, which are of the i -cylinder, 2-cycle type, a new
model is being placed on the market. This new model is of the
2-cylinder, 4-cycle type and develops fully 4 H.P. It has been
especially designed for speed, giving easily from 8 to 9 miles
an hour, with an ordinary boat. All the conveniences and
safeguards which distinguished the 1915 models will be found
in the new 19 16 EVINRUDE Speed Motor.

For catalog and prices write to

MELCHIOR, ARMSTRONG & DESSAU
116-A, BROAD STREET. NEW YORK.

Negligence.

(Montreal Witness.)

An expert on forestry told the Do-
minions royal commission the other

day at its Montreal sitting, that within
twenty-five years Canada would have
lost its wood pulp supply if conserva-
tion measures are not adopted mean-
while. This is not the first or second
time we have heard something like this

from authorities more or less distin-

guished. In fact we have heard it so

frequently that possibly we have come
to regard it as a "wolf" cry and for that

1-eason take little notice of it.

It is many years since the Dominion

conservation commission first gave this

country warning on this subject. Since

then the warning has been repeated

times without number, and is still be-

ing repeated. Why should this be so?

Of what value is a conservation com-

mission if no notice is taken of its re-

ports and warnings? Where are the

wise men in governments of Canada,

Dominion and provincial, who should

be attending to this most important

matter? What right have the people
of this generation to continue squan-
dering the heritage which should be
merely used by them and handed down
to posterity richer than ever before?

The expert who speaks to-day says
that three things are working to bring
our pulp wood forests to naught. One
is the absence of any plan of reforesta-

tion, another the absence of any ade-

quate system of fire protection, and the

third is the great waste which is per-

mitted by those who should know bet-

ter in almost every forest area. In
this connection he states that thirty

per cent, of the pulp woods of Canada
have been burned over and rendered

useless for generations to come.

Evidently there is something radical-

ly wrong somewhere; something lack-

ing. And it is surely time the people

of Canada should insist upon their gov-
ernments enacting such legislation as

may be necessary to prevent early

bankruptcy in this decidedly valuable

department of the country's resources.
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MONTREAL STAR ON
WASTE OF THE FORESTS.

In the report of the Canadian Fores-

try Association for the current year, it

is very clearly shown that with better

g-uardianship of forests the danger of

conflagrations would be immensely re-

duced. "The point we wish to em-
phasize," says the report, "is that the

cost of vigorous and efficient forest

guarding is a mere trifle compared
with the amount of timber which effi-

cient patrolling, etc., would save." Sta-

tistics in the report prove that in 1916

the forest fire losses totalled over nine

million dollars. The fact is dwelt
upon that in districts where the patrol

service is satisfactory, fires are nearly

unknown, but that the menace to the

forest wealth is always in districts

where the patrolling is poor, spasmodic
and lacks efficiency. Facts such as

these should be taken into serious con-

sideration by the Government. The
immense boon of forests is recognized

in all countries, and the most earnest

'efforts are made to preserve timber-

As to the origin of most of the forest

fires in this country, facts show they
are due very largely to carelessness.

Laws are now being enacted in various

provinces making it incumbent on set-

tlers to get special permission before

proceeding to clear spaces by the use
of fire. It has been a matter of the

deepest regret in many countries that

adequate steps were not taken to pro-

tect forests, and they are setting aside

immense areas for tree planting; but
it will take generations before most of

the trees reach maturity and can be of

any commercial value. It behooves
Canada to take this object lesson to

heart.

Bricks Without Straw.

According to a despatch from Water-
town, N.Y-, a new process of making
news-print without use of sulphite is

to revolutionize the paper-making- in-

dustry. The despatch appeared in the

daily press a day or two ago as fol-

lows : ,

"Watertown, N.Y., November 28.—
A process of news-print paper manu-
facturing that is expected to revolu-

tionize the paper making industry was
proclaimed a success here to-day. It

HANDBOOK OF TREES OF THE
NORTHERN STATES AND CANADA

By Romeyn B. Hough.
Is photo-descriptive of the leaves, fruits, barks,

branchlets, etc., and shows them all with the
vividness of reality. Natural sizes ingeniously
indicated. Distributions shown by maps. Wood-
structures by photo-micrographs.
"With it one wholly unfamiliar with botany can

easily identify the trees."—Melvil Dewey, Prcs.
Library Institute.
"The most ideal Handbook I have seen."—C.

Hart Merriam.
"The most valuable guide to the subjects ever

written."—Springfield Republican.

AMERICAN WOODS
By Romeyn B. Hough.

Illustrated by actual specimens, showing three
distinct views of the grain of each species. Con-
tains 897 specimens of 325 species. Of such ex-
ceptional value that its author has been awarded
by a learned society a special gold medal on ac-
count of its production.
Write for information and sample illustrative

specimens.

R. B. HOUGH COMPANY
Box 22. LOWVILLE, N. Y.

|

/

ASK FOR

The EXCELSIOR SPORTSMEN'S BELT SAFE

^^^.
Just what I have been look-

ing for—has been the expres-
sion of every man we have
shown it to—Made of Brass,
Nickel Plated, Gun Metal or
oxidized and furnished com-
plete with fancy Canvas Belt
for $1.00.

Will keep money—^jewels—watch—cigarettes or
matches perfectly safe and dry.

HYFIELD MFG. CO.. 48 Franklin St., N. Y. City
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When you go into the woods do

you meet friends or strangers ?

Your everyday contact with trees in town or country can be

turned into a delightful adventure if you are equipped with a

copy of

"THE TREE GUIDE "

By J. E. Rogers,

(Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.),

describing all trees east of the Rockies, in Canada and the United

States.

This is an unusually complete and handsome volume. It

contains 265 pages, and is bound in rich green leather, with title

stamped in gold.

The size SVa inches long, 3^ wide—is a valuable feature, as

the book can be thrust into a side pocket. A complete index

makes reference easy. •

Over 240 Photographic

illustrations, with

32 in Natural Colors

TREE
GUIDE

by

Julia Ell?n Rogei-s

Each copy packed in a neat box.

You will find this a companionable volume on your next

tramp. It is equally interesting as a reliable reference on your

library table-

The price is $1-30, which includes postage and duty charges.

BOOK DEPARTMENT, CANADIAN FORESTRY JOURNAL

119 Booth Building OTTAWA

J
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is known as the 'Lefebvre system,' and
is the invention of Henry Lefebvre, of

this city. Paper manufactured by this

system in the mills of the St. Regis
Paper Company near here was used by
the Watertown Standard to-day in the
first practical test.

"The system consists of washing the

ground wood fibres as they come from
the grinders with pure water into even
lengths ready to be made into paper,

thus making the use of sulphite un-
necessary, sulphite being one of the
most expensive items of paper manu-
factured to-day.

"Paper experts claim that the paper
is of a better grade than that now
used, and that a cheaper grade of ink
can be used with equal results. The
inventor says that this system of manu-
facture will reduce the cost of manu-
facturing one-half by abolishing the use
of sulphite and doing away with much
of the labor entailed thereby. Mr.
Lefebvre was offered $250,000 for his

invention, by the International Paper
Company, which he refused."

To which the Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine of Montreal adds

:

"Ever since paper-making com-
menced on this continent experiments
have been made to have ground-wood
fill the bill without any aid from sul-

phite, but it has never been found to

have strength enough, or flexibility en-
ough to adapt itself to the modern high
speed news machines. It is a well-

known fact that there are hundreds of

experiments made in our laboratories,

but only one out of several hundred
will have an economic value.

"Europe has been working on this

scheme for years, and up to the present
time all our improvements in connec-
tion with fibres have come from that

continent. They manufacture one mil-

lion tons of fibre per year, and have
never spared any expense either in fac-

tory or laboratory to devise schemes
which would lessen the cost of their an-

nual output. With all due respect to

the inventor at Watertown, it looks
very much as if his much advertised

find was not of a practical nature."
'

Effect of Forests on Stream Flow

Experience has proved that the for-

est works efficaciously against many
dangers resulting from the elements let

loose, such as avalanches, falls of

stones, erosion, earthslides, inunda-
tions. These are facts admitted and
indisputable, but how and in what
measure does the forest exercise this

moderating action upon the destructive

power of water? How can it lessen

the destruction from inundations? It

is in order to attempt an answer to this

leading question that the Swiss Fede-
ral Station of Forest Research in 1900
installed an observing station in the

basin from which two streams of the

Bernese Emmental are fed. These
streams, tributaries of the Hornbach,
are located in the territory of the com-
mune of Summiswald-W^asen, on the

north-west slope of the Napf. The
geological formation is fissured pud- .

ding-stone which decomposes readily.

One of the basins, with an extent of

140 acres, is completely wooded. The
other with an area of 175 acres has only

a small average of wooded district,

about 30 per cent.. The forest is com-
posed of spruce and of alder bushes
The measurement of the precipitation

rain and snow, takes place regularl

throughout the year. In each of th

basins there have been installed three

rain gauge stations at dififerent alti-

tudes. At the junction of the two
streams with the Hornbach certain ap-

paratus registers automatically every
five minutes day and night the volume
of the water flowing.

The Research Station has: 1- In case

of storms accompanied with heavy
rains the maximum outflow in the

wooded valley is from 30 to 50 per cent,

less than that from the other valley,

and there is another beneficial circum-

stance from the action of the forest,

i
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that this maximum flow is produced interruption a flow of water while in

later in the wooded basin than in the the denuded valley the stream dried up
other. 2. In the long periods of drought and all the springs ceased although at

(the summers of 1904, 1906, 1908 and a normal time they have an abundant
1911) the wooded district gave without flow.

Attendance at Forest Protection Lectures

That the interest of Canadians in the

subject of Canada's forests is particu-

larly keen during war time has been
proven by the large audiences which
have been present at the illustrated

addresses given by the Secretary of the

Canadian Forestry Association during
October and November.

Attendance was excellent at Queen's

University, Kingston ; University of

Bishop's College, Lennoxville; Mac-
donald College, Ste. Anne de Bellevue;

St. Andrew's College, Toronto; lunch-

eon of the Montreal Electrical Associa-
tion, and other engagements.

P. L. BUTTRICK
CONSULTING FORESTER

NEW HAVEN. CONN., U.S.A.
p. O. BOX 607

TIMBER ESTIMATES
UTILIZATION STUDIES

PLANTING PLANS
Landscape and General Forestry

Work.
Eight years experience in prac-

tical forestry work of all sorts.

PHILIP T. COOLIDGE
FORESTER

Technical training and ten years
experience, in part with U. S.
Forest Service.

Timber Estimating and Mapping
Supervision of Lumbering Contracts
Surveying Forest Planting

Stetson Bldg., 31 Central Street,

BANGOR, MAINE.

FORESTERS AND RANGERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED CAN BE SUPPLIED BY US

Compasses
Tapes
Scribes

Transits

&c.

Aneroids

Log Rules

Lumber
Gauges

Levels, &c.

The Ontario Hughes Owens Co.

529 Sussex St. OTTAWA, ONT.

The Campers Favorite

r^ ^ \

(Successors to Metropolitan Air Goods Co.)

SLEEP ON AIR
with a COMfORT SLEEPING POCKET
Recommended by the Forest Service, Campers,

Physicians, Invalids, Tuberculosis Patients and

Sportsmen everywhere. A warm, dry, comfort-

able bed. Wind, rain, cold and water-prooL

Packs 6x25. Air goods for home, camp, yacht,

canoe, etc. Illustrated Circular Free
^
by

mentioning Canadian Forestry Journal.

ATHOL MANUFACTURING CO.,

ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.,

Dealers vritc
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CHEWING TOBACCO

is the product of long experience in the manufac-

ture of chewing tobacco. Its numerous quaHties

cannot be explained here, but you]will find them

all in a plug of this wonderful chewing tobacco

Sold everywhere I Oc. a plug
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A Warning re B. C. Timber.
(From a Letter in the Vancouver

"Province.")

Sir,—With reference to the agricut-

lural problem in the Coast or large tim-

ber sections of British Columbia, why
not face the facts as they appear and
admit that the land, except in the vicin-

ity of towns and cities, is not worth
the cost of clearing and that we cannot
expect to get returned soldiers or im-
migrants to undertake it. No one
could compete with the Prairies in rais-

ing grain on such costly land and no
Government would have any excuse
for spending the funds of the Province
in such a costly venture.

The future of this Province rests

largely on its great timber and mineral
wealth and its fisheries, but even these

great resources can be so exploited as

to .do little for the permanent good of

the country. Minerals can be shipped
into the States in its crudest form, and
with the least possible leakage in this

Province and leave us nothing but a

hole in the ground, and our timber
can be cut and shipped in the rough
and leave us nothing but devastated
forests and stump land while supplying
the base for wealth in other lands,

where it is turned into the finished pro-

duct.

R. O. SWEEZEY
Consulting Engineer,

Forestry

Timber cruising 164 St. James St.,

Forest Industries Montreal.

"N

Miniature Construction
Landscape, Mechanical and Archi-
tectural Models, Topographical
Maps and Paintings,

for

SCHOOLS—COLLEGES—MUSEUMS
Government work a specialty

MORGAN BROS. CO., Inc.

IVIODEL MAKERS
Room 1650 Grand Central Terminal
Phone 7720 Murray Hill

NEW YORK CITY

Cffll QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

KINGSTON
ONTARIO

Arts Education

Applied Science
Including Mining, Chemical, Civil, Mech-

anical and Electrical Engineering.

Medicine
During the War there will be continuous

sessions in Medicine.

Home Study
The Arts Course may be taken by cor-

respondence, but students desiring to

graduate must attend one session.

GEO. Y. CHOWN
Registrar.

i
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We can learn some lessons from the

Southern States which fifty years ago
were considered very rich in timber,

but to-day it can hardly supply the

poor quality that is needed for box
manufacture. The timber of the

South made great fortunes in the

North, where it was manufactured, but

the South is left with only denuded
forest land, much of which can be
bought for $3 or $4 an acre, and few
sales at that. The United States Gov-
ernment is now spending millions of

dollars to reforest mountain slopes

from which timber was cut in order to

prevent floods.

The forests of British Columbia are

sufficient for all time if properly used,

and will maintain a great population
in the wood working industries with a

little encouragement from the Govern-
ment, but we should go very slowly to

clear more land than can be profitably

put in cultivation.

W. J. ALDER.
1936 Hampshire Road, Victoria, B.C.,

September 27, 1916.

Pulls the
. Largesi

SmiT
Sfump
Pullers

The Smith machine pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
6c each. Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBBER CO., *<M1TH STA.. U CRESCENT, MMN.

TREES, SHRIBS AND SEEDS
Hardy Northern Trees and Shrubs at Poreit

Prices. Native and Foreign Tree Seeds

EDYE-DE-HURST & SON, DENNYHURST

DRYDEN, flnt. shippers to H.M. GoTcrnment, Etc
Correspondence Frangaise.

Hiirs Seedlings and Transplants

ALSO Tree Seeds for Reforesting. Best for
over half a century. Immense stock of

leading hardy sorts at low prices. Write for
price list and mention this magazine.

Forest Planters Guide Free.
The D. Hill Nursery Co. Evergreen Specialitta

Largest Growers in America.
Box 503 Dundee, 111., U. S. A.

Yale University Forest School

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. U.S.A.

YALE University Forest School is a
graduate department of Yale Uni-

versity. It is the oldest existing forest

school in the United States and exceeds
any other in the number of its alumni.
A general two-year course leading to

the degree of Master of Forestry is of-

fered to graduates of universities, col-

leges and scientific institutions of high
standing, and, under exceptional condi-
tions, to men who have had three years

of collegiate training including certain

prescribed subjects. Men who are not
candidates for the degree may enter the
sciiool as special students, for work in

any of the subjects nflFered in the reg-

ular course, by submitting evidence that

will warrant their taking the work to

their own advantage and that of the
School. Those who have completed a
general course in forestry are admitted
for research and advanced work in

Dendrology, Silviculture, Forest Man-
agement, Forest Technologry and Lum-
bering. The reg^ular two-year course
begins the first week in July at the
School camp, Milford, Pennsylvania.

For farther information address

JAMES W. TOUMEY. Director

New Haven • Connecticut

\.

DOUGLAS GARDENS
Oakville, Ont.

We specialize on Hardy Herbaceous
Perennials.

Descriptive Price List sent free on re-
quest.

JOHN CAVERS.
Mention Canadian Forestry Journal.

PERFECTION SLEEPING BAG
WITH PNEUMATIC MATTRESS

These evenly-soft air mattresses may b«
used on damp ground with perfect safety

—

they are non-absorbent. And they are ab-
solutely sanitary, with no place for dust
or vermin to collect. Easily deflated and
inflated—may be rolled into a small light

bundle and easily carried in and out of the
house. Last indefinitely. Invaluable for'

motor, yachting and camping trips. En-
dorsed by the Federal Government.

Write for Catalog and endorsements to-day

Pneumatic Mfg. Co. I^rVoklyn^.y.

^.



CDe Canaaian Forestry ilssociation

(ScDentccntl) year)

119 Booib Buiiaing. Ottauja, Can.

Patron, H. R. H. THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL.
Honorary President, RT. HON. SIR ROBERT L. BORDEN.

Honorary Past President. RT. HON. SIR WILFRID LAURIER.
Freiident. LT.-COL. J. B. MILLER. Vice-President, HON. SYDNEY FISHER.

Treasurer, MISS M. ROBINSON,
, Booth Building

Secretary. ROBSON BLACK.
\ Ottawa. Can.

Directors. Territorial Vice-Presidenu,

F. C. Whitman, William Little, Hiram Robin- Ontario:—Hon. G. Howard Ferguion.

•on, E. Stewart, W. B. Snowball, Thomas South- Quebec:—Hon. Jules Allard.

worth, Hon. WC Edwards, Geo. Y. Chown, j^ew Brunswick-Hon. George J. Clarke.
Hon. W. A. Charlton, Wm. Power, M.P.P.,
„ vi/Ti>i,c/- TJT>T A,

^^"^ Scotia:—Hon. O. T. Daniels,
Hon. W. J. Roche, Sir Geo. H. Perley, Alex.

MacLaren, R. H. Campbell, Gordon C. Ed- Manitoba :—Hon. T. C. Norris.

wards. Dr. B. E. Fernow, Ellwood Wilson, Prince Edward Island:—Hon. J. A. Matheson.

Senator Bostock, G. C. Piche, Alex. MacLaurin, Saskatchewan :—Hon. Walter Scott.
UgT. P. E. Roy, A. P. Stevenson, Wm. Pearce. Alberta :—Hon. A. L. Sifton.
C. E. E. Ussher. Denis Murphy, C. Jackson British Columbia :—Hon. W. R. Ross.
Booth, Sir Wm Pri", J. W. Harkom, A. S. Yukon :—Hon. Geo. Black, Commissioner.
Goodeye, W. C. J. Hall, J. S. Dennis, J. B. White, ,, , t:. t-v ur-i
E. J. Zavitz, Geo. Chahoon. Jr., R. D. Prettie, Mackenzie :—F. D. Wilson.

Hon. N. Curry, A. C. Flumerfelt, H. R. Mac- Ungavar—His Grace Mgr. Bruchesi, Archbishop
Millan, Clyde Leavitt, Albert Grigg. of Montreal.

The Association prepares and places through its Publicity Department, many hundreds of special

articles every year, reaching the Canadian Public through daily and weekly newspapers, weekly and

monthly magazines, including agricultural, financial, religious, literary, engineering, jtrrenile, and

practically all divisions of Canadian journalism.

Co-operates actively with forest protective associations, Government forest departments and

commercial organizations in distributing information on forest affairs to the Canadian public.

Campaigns for forest protection through its Publicity Department, the distribution of illustrated

literature to settlers, campers, etc., the presentation of lantern slide cartoons in motion picture the-

atres, and many other methods calculated to bring practical results.

Holds series of illustrated public lectures on forest protection in various sections of the Dominion.

Issues an illustrated monthly, "The Canadian Forestry Journal," which goes to 3>Soo members,

and to 200 Canadian editors by whom it is quoted extensively.

Holds conventions in various sections of the country to discuss local and general forest prob-

lems, and to arouse interest in public forest policies.

A Free Cartoon Service is supplied to newspapers, also a free "cut" service, campaigning for

forest protection through interesting illustrations.

These are a few of the concerns of the Canadian Forestry Association.

Support is entirely from voluntary sources. The Association is not identified with any Gove'^-

ment or special interest whatever.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION BLANK.

Secretary. Canadian Forestry Associaition,

305 Booth Building, Ottawa.

I hereby accept membership in the Canadian Forestry

Association entitling me to a year's subscription to the Canadian

Forestry Journal and all other publications. I enclose $

Class of Membership.

Annual $i.oo

Contributing 5.00

'->ife 25.00

C^Please designate class of membership preferred.



UNIVERSITY OF

NEW BRUNSWICK
FREDERICTON, N.B.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
Established in 1908

Best of facilities for definite in-

struction and supervision in Practi-
cal Forestry.

Surveying, cruising and construc-
tion work carried on in our own
tract of 3600 acres, with Forestry
Camp in the centre.

Competent men from the School at

present in demand to take up Forest
Survey work with the Provincial
Crown Land Department.

For further information address:

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY
University Calendar furnished on

application.

C. C. JONES, Chancellor.

"Everything for the Forester"

LOG RULES, SCRIBES, LUMBEI
GUAGES, ANEROIDS, SURVEY-

ING COMPASSES, PLANE
TABLES, ALIDADES,

ABNEY LEVELS, TRANSITS,
CORKING SETS, TREE

CALIPERS, ETC.

E.R. Watts & Son, Canada, Ltd.

OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG

^^'L^ iLjr—trf

Forestry Telephones

tzr

Bush fires cost millions annually, but
the loss is being reduced yearly by
stringent regulations and increased employ-
ment of Rangers. The Ranger's greatest
aid in effective fire fig^hting is

A Bush Telephone System, which pays
for itself by simplifying loggmg and driv-
ing operations and yet is

Always available in emergencies.
We have perfected jpecial apparatus foi

installation in permanent camps or look-
out stations and also for portable tele-

phones which the Rangers carry with them
on their rounds, with which they can maki
instantaneous connections to the neares
forestry telephone line.

Write our nearest house for full par-
ticulars.

M>r///^r// Ehctfic Contpafiy
UMITEO'-

Montreal, Halifax, Toronto, Winnipeg
Regina Calgary Vancouver

^Northern ^Etectric^Forest-Tetephones-
r~— '
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